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INTRODUCTION

On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the peripd 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77).

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77); despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to^Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0. General. Miscellaneous.
Class 1. Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Class 2. Extradition.
Class 3. Protection of Interests.
Class 4. Claims.
Class 5. International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Class 6. Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments.
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
r Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com

missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0 -NASs. Date Jl±K~

/

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo 1—1336
N AND GRAY

AMCONSÜL SHANGHAI Hankow via N.R

AMEMBASSY PEIPING Dated February 21, 1938

Secretary of State,

Washington

116, February 21

To illustrate the

U.N.i

Divtsi

2 p.m

Rec’d 1:40 p.m

catastrophe that is overtaking

China*s rural population with the spread of hostilities, 

I quote portions of letter written by Mabel S. Jones, 

13th, from Showchow, Anhwei: "The situation is becoming

increasingly desperate and unless the government does 
(the ?)

something to interfere, with whole section between 

Hwaiyuan and the Honan border is going to become just a 

vast waste. The whole section between Hwaiyuan and Show

chow is engaged in guerrilla warfare. They use the tac

tics of bandits falling on camps at night and disbanding 

to their various villages and homes in the daytime so 

that the enemy cannot catch them. The whole situation 

can change of course, otherwise we are doomed. I am 

urging our co-workers to leave when the Government repre

sentatives walk out. Their families were sent off two 

days ago by boats going in the direction of the Honan

border



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtev 0. —NARS, Date

2- No. 116, February 21, from Hankow..

border. I cannot leave the sick and very old to be caught 

in the whirlpool alone. Another thing, I doubt if I 

could trek across north Anhwei enduring the rigors of the 

climate, poor food, etc. Flocks of Chinese bombing planes 

have been crossing back and forth over our heads the past 

few days and it is possible they have put the enemy to 

flight. Thousands and thousands of refugees pass through 

the city daily carrying their young and dragging the oM 

with an occasional sturdy farm animal all reporting that 

the whole countryside is being laid waste between Hwaiyuan 

and Behluchiao (ninety li to the southeast of us),.. We 

hear the booming of heavy guns all day.long. These days 

we have no air raids."

All American citizens in Anhwei were long ago ad

vised to evacuate.

JOHNSON

WWC :CS?3
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs. -j—«*
JliVB May 17, 1938.

Reference Tokyo’s despatch no. 2760 of 
February 4, 1938, entitled "Sino-Japanese 
Relations

In accordance with your request there 
follows a list of the subjects of the enclo
sures to the despatch under reference:

Subject Enclosure
Japanese air armament 1

Indemnity for British soldier killed 
in Shanghai; opening of Japanese 

( occupied are»in Shanghai ‘ 2

Japanese warning of bombing raids 3
Bombing of A.P.O. barges 4
Assault on British officers of 5 and
Shanghai Municipal Police 13
Protection of trains on which 6 and
Americans travel^ 8

Marking of British property at Wei Rai 
Wei (this and other communications on 
the same subject will be found under 
enclosure 8, despatch no. 2783, Febru
ary 19); Japanese demand for surrender 
of Chinese from British Concession at 
Tientsin • 7

Marking
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...

Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

•2

Subject

I Marking of* American Mission
I property at Hsuchow

I ar?s0ï„î?gtoerl0ïn Klasl°" Property

Allison incident

«u°Viui?nal Government taxes at 
Shanghai

Conditions in Nanking

Visit of American cruisers to
Singapore

China118 °f 7111161,10011 Property in

9

10

11 and
12

13

14

15 ail,
16

17

18 and
19

FE:Penfield:HES
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 2760.
AMERICAN EMBASSY
Tokyo, February 4, 1938

SUBJECT; SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

Thé Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington.

Sir:

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2738, 
dated January 21, 1938, I have the honor to transmit here
with, for the purpose of the records, further copies of 

various notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents 
relating to the present Sino-Japanese conflict. Documents 

relating to the Chinese customs administration are being 
transmitted with the Embassy’s despatch No. 2761, dated 
February 4, 1938.

0

/ Joseph C. Grew.
710 /
Annex; Kacslyad '

List of enclosures. /
■ / / .. -



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
Bv MRS. Date H-/8-75 

List of enclosures transmitted with despatch no. 2760, 
February 4, 1938. \

\ 
\

1. The American Military Attache, Major Harry I. T. Creswell, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. G-rew. ’

2. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

3. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

4. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
5. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

6. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
7. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
8. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
9. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

10. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy.
11. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Vice Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.
12. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Vice Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.
13. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.
14. The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the 

American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.
15. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the British 

Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.
16. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the British 

Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.
17. The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, with the Director, 

American Bureau, Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa.
18. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
19. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
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Enclosure Î ■_ to despatch) 
No. «ii'bü dated FEB * 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Military Attache, Major Harry I. T. 
Creswell to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew .

14th January 1958

MEMOPAJIDUi:: To the Ambassador.

1. 7/ithin the past week a number of 

interesting developments concerning Japanese military 

aircraft activity have reached this office.

a. About a week ago it was learned 

that the Mitsui interests had approached a representa

tive of the Douglas firm who is now in Japan, with 

a request for quotations on aircraft of the DC-3 and 

DE types in bulk. The Douglas representative could give 

no quotations because data as to what quantities the 

Japanese had in mind was not forthcoming.

b. It has also been learned that 

the Japanese Army has recently purchased 80 Fiat Heavy 

Bombers from Italy, and that this purchase was necessary 

because the Japanese aircraft industry has failed to 

produce aircraft of the heavier types in the necessary 

quantities.
2. The above developments are interesting 

in that they cast a certain light on the present state 

of the industry, as well as the more important point 

that the purchase of aircraft in bulk is a distinct 

departure from past practices, and is in fact, a 

procedure



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652» Sec. 3(E) 0114 5(D) or (E) 
^DI°. ^g.}S

V

-2-

contrary to the national policy of contributing 

to the development of the aviation industry by 

building all material at home.

3. It is already known that the Japanese 

aircraft industry has been working busily in turning 

out planes of all types, and that this activity is 

part of a general reorganization scheme by which all 

obsolete and obsolescent types are being replaced as 

rapidly as possible. It is also known that at present 

- only aircraft of the older types are being employed in 

the China operations.

4. In considering the reasons for the 

above mentioned activity, it is obvious that it is 
I very likely not directed against China. She operations 

in that theatre have been so onesided during the past 

few months that the capacities of the air organizations 

have been far from strained.

5. With China eliminated as a possible reason 

for the present effort in the production of aircraft, 

it is the opinion of this office that the activity is 
j duetto such reasons as (1) the present time is 

favorable due to the enthusiasm of the moment and the 

fact that there are large appropriations available 

for national defense, (2) precautionary preparations 

against the bugbear of Russian participation in the 

present hostilities, and (3) in order to put the nation

on
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By 0, NARS, Date 75*

on a sounder footing in this item of its defense, against 

the possibility that a continued advance into China, 

ox’ the nature of demands made upon the tei-mination 

of hostilities, becoming the reason for more active 

opposition on the part ox' nations whose interests are 

affected thereby.

6. It is „.not desired that the above 

remarks give an impression that the nation is arming 

with a definite enemy in view, or with the intention 

of bringing about hostilities with any other nation 

upon the termination of the present situation in 

China. It is rather, 'a move entirely in keeping with 

the traditional Japanese policy of preparing for 

eventualities which may be forseen, and indicates in 

the present situation, a frame of mind which, coupled 

with a very satisfactory degree of preparedness, is 

hot likely to listen with any great attention to mere 

oral arguments by third powers who may interject 

themselves into future settlements between China and 

Japan.

Harry I. T. Creswell.
Major, General Staff, USA 

Military Attache



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 101 1972 
tor MLbUrx D Date IZ-I8-7S 

Enclosure nv. 2 to despatch 
of FEB 4 1938 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY
TOKYO.

20th January, 1938.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America

at Tokyo.
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs.)

52/70H/58

M E M ORA N D U M

In connexion with the casualties resulting 

to British forces in Shanghai from Japanese action, 

which formed the subject of a letter addressed to the 

Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs by His Majesty’s 

Ambassador on the 6th January. The following particulars 

of the liabilities incurred have now been received.

Five private soldiers were killed or died of 

wounds: all were unmarried but the War Office is liable 

to pay dependents’ pensions to surviving parents, as was 

explained before Christmas to the Japanese Military Attache 

in London. These pensions will not exceed twelve shillings 

and six pence a week in any one case and will vary in 

amount from time to time according to the circumstances 

of the respective claimants. One private soldier was 

seriously injured and has to be invalided from the Army. 

His disability will be such that he will be eligible for 

a pension of not less than nine shillings and nine pence 

a week for life. The other soldiers who were injured are 

expected to make a complete recovery.

After careful and exhaustive calculations His 

Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom are satisfied 

that the present capital value of pensions likely to be 

payable in all the six cases together is, as near as can 

be estimated, L1500.

British Embassy,
Tokyo

20th January, 1938.
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs).

33/70H/S8

memorandum

On 27th December His Majesty’s Ambassador 

was informed by the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 

that the northern areas of the International Settlement 

at Shanghai and their extensions were being opened to all 

foreigners free of restriction on the 27th December and 

that Chinese would be admitted, subject to permit, on 

the 5th January.

It is now reported that, while the restrictions 

have undergone some relaxation, the removal of British 

property from Chinese wharves and godowns is still not 

permitted by the Japanese Naval Landing Party. The 

complete reopening of the areas to Chinese has still not 

been effected, and in the meantime factories cannot be 

restarted. Nantao, Pootung (except for the foreign 

wharves) and Chapei proper (i.e. exclusive of small 

extra-settlement area) still remain virtually closed, 

passes being obtained only with difficulty.

Access to Point Island is still refused on the 

grounds that it is a military base and close to the air 

field. The Japanese military authorities have made informal 

proposals to British property-owners for the purchase of 

their property, and have hinted that only those who agree 

to sell will be allowed to visit their property.

A dockyard belonging to Messrs. Moller is situated 

at the southern end of Point Island, at .the opposite extremity

from
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_^NARS, Date /3-/^*7dr

from the military works. There appears to be no pood 

reason why permission to use it should continue to be 

refused. It may be mentioned that this refusal necessitates 

repairs to the company’s ships being carried out in Japan, 

which the owners claim to have resulted in a loss to them 

already amounting to about 700,000 yen.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo

20th January, 1938.

lii|ieww***
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Enclosure 4^,,. 3 to despatch 
no2ïbü of feb 4 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO.

20th January, 1938.

"WITH THE COMPLIMEOTS

of

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By NARS, Date /2-/feZg-------

(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert 
L. Craigie, to the Vice-Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. 1 easuke Horinouchi.)

10/70K/38 20th January, 1938.

My bear Vice-Minister,

In your letter of the 8th January, Your 

Excellency was good enough to inform me that the 

Imperial forces desired, for reasons of strategical 

necessity, to carry out the bombardment of the Chinese 

lines of communication in the neighbourhood of Tungkuan 

in the east of Canton Province.

I now write to let you know that His Majesty’s 

Charge d’Affaires in China has taken steps to notify 

British subjects of the proposed action by the Japanese 

forces, adding that all vehicles using the road from 

the Anglo-Chinese border to Canton will do so at their 

own risk, but that in esses of urgency British subjects 

may request that notification of the circumstances 

shall be made to the Japanese Government through this 

Embassy. The above warning is to be published also 

in the Hongkong press.

Your Excellency will of course realize that 

the above action which is being taken at the request 

of the Japanese Government, does not in any way diminish 

the general responsibility of the Japanese Government 

foi' ensuring that no attacks shall be made on British 

subjects proceeding upon theii* peaceful avocations.

Believe me,

His Excellency My dear Vice-Minister,
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister Yours very sincerely,
for Foreign Affairs.

(Sd) R. L. Craigie



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtUr, 0 Ln^S. Date 11-/8-75

Enclosure ,o. 4 t.o despatch no^7S0 or ?EB 4 1W 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO.
22nd January 1938.

WITH THE COIvxPLEvIEKTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for United States of America

at Tokyo.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972By _NA§S. Date

(The British Bribassaclor, Sir Robert 
L. Oraigie to the Vice Minister for 
Foreign Vff airo, hr. iiorinouchl. )

(9/70/38) COPY 7th January, 1938.

I.'y dear Vice-Minister,

You will recollect that in your letter of 

the 30th November last regarding an attack from the air on 

two barges belonging to the Asiatic Petroleum Company 

Your Excellency informed me that while the Japanese 

Government would exercise the utmost care to prevent 

the occurrence of similar incidents in the future, it was 

’’not possible in practice to fly at low altitudes in 

’’defiance of the elementary principles of warfare in 

“order to make sure of nationality".

In conversation with the Minister for Foreign 

-Affairs yesterday I asked His Excellencjr whether I 

might take it that the attitude expressed above was now 

definitely superseded by that reflected in the sixth 

paragraph of the Japanese Government’s note of the 

28th December last regarding the "Ladybird" incident, 

in which it was stated that the greatest caution would 

exercised in areas where there were vessels of Third 

Powers, "even in circumstances where such caution involves 

the loss of an opportunity of attacking the Chinese 

"forces".

Mr. Hirota assured me that the language of 

his note of the 28th^December correctly expressed the 

present attitude of the Japanese Government. I therefore 

write you this letter in order to place on record, with..

reference
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reference to our earlier correspondence on this subject, 
my understanding that the earlier contention that air
craft could not be expected to fly sufficiently low "to 
make sure of nationality” has now been superseded by the 
assurance given in Mr. Hirota’s note of the 28th ultimo.

Believe me etc,

SGD R.L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L.
Craigle to the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs , Lj?. Morinouchi . )

60/70/38 22nd January, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

I have informed my Government of the 

assurance given to me on the 6th January last by 

His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

( of which I apprised Your Excellency in my letter 

of the 7th January) regarding the attitude of the 

Japanese Government in regard to attacks made by 

Japanese aircraft in areas where there are vessels 

of third Towers. My Government are grateful for 

the assurance given by Mr. Hirota, which will I 

hope remove the possibility of any future attack 

such as that made on two barges belonging to the 

Asiatic Petroleum Company, which formed the subject 

of a letter which Your Excellency addressed to me 

on the 30th x.ovember last.

My Government reserve to themselves the 

right to present a claim in respect of the above 

mentioned attack in due course.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely,

(3d) E. L. CSAIGIE

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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-Enclosure no. 5 to despatch 
of FrR j 1938 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO.

24th January 1938.

HITS THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITAÎÏÏŒC MAJESTY’S EI'ZBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador,. Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Horinouchi).

24th January, 1938.
52/70H/38

My dear Vice-Minister,

Your Excellency will recollect that on the 13th 

January I gave you a copy of a letter from His Majesty’s 

Consul-General at Shanghai to his Japanese colleague re

garding assaults by members of the Japanese armed forces 

on British members of the Shanghai Municipal Police. On 

the 19th January I left with His Excellency the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs some particulars of the fir st of the 

two cases in question, that involving Detective Inspector 

Bennett.

I have now received from Shanghai copies of the re

ports on this subject made by Detective Inspector Bennett 

and Superintendent Sinclair. Copies of these two reports 

are enclosed herein. They confirm my previous impression 

that the treatment of these two police officers was not 

only unjustified and highhanded, but of a character to em

bitter relations between the British and the Japanese in 

Shanghai.
I have made enquiry into Inspector Bennett’s antecedents 

and find that he holds an excellent record in every respect.

Believe me,
My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely, 
(Signed) R. L. Craigie.

Hfs Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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xieport of Superintendent Sinclair,

Yulin Hoad Station, 

27th December, 1937.

Sir,

About 8.30 a.m. 26th Superintendent ougai 

'informed me that Inspector Bennett was recuired at the 

Aaval Landing rarty headquarters on ’./hashing Load, as 

he had ïîurposely obstructed a ;<aval Landing party motor

cycle on the evening of the 25th on Broadway, when he, 

Bennett, was proceeding Bast in Wayside station car.

I spoke to Inspector Bennett on the nhone when 

he informed me that he denied the accusation and related 

the incident of what had taken place at the Y/ayside station 

gate and that he did not intend going to the Landing Party 

Headquarters. Later on Superintendent Sugai again informed 

me that the Party Headquarters Officer was again phoning 

for the presence of Inspector Bennett. I informed him that 

I was about to proceed to Wayside to see Inspector Bennett. 

Later on as I went to the Station compound, I was again 

informed by Superintendent Sugai who was accompanied by 

Inspectoï1 Tabata that Inspector Bennett’s presence was 

necessary and that I had also to attend.

On arrival at the Headquarters, I saw Captain Cho 

who showed me a rough sketch of the alleged offence 

of Inspector Bennett, and that he would like an explanation 

I saw’ no reason why Inspector Bennett could not explain the 

circumstances of the offence and again phoned him to attend 

at the Headquarters that I was at present there.

On
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Cn the arrival of Inspector nennett, Captain 

Oho took up a most truculent attitude towards Inspector 

Bennett, demanding to know why he had zigzagged the 

car preventing a Naval motor-cycle from passing. 

Inspector Bennett denied driving the car in a zigzag 

manner and explained how it may have seemed to have 

been, when he tried to pass a motor truck and had to 

fall back in line due to other traffic proceeding 

in the opposite direction. This seemed to intensify 

their attitude, other officers present also joining 

in, in a bullying manner. They continued to shout 

and bully at Inspector Bennett in an attempt to make 

him say that he had obstructed the cycle. The bullying 

was kept up to such an extent that I was forced to remark 

that if they considered Inspector Bennett guilty that 

reports could be forwarded and as he vzas a member of 

the Municipal Police he would be dealt with by the 

Commissioner of Police. I was immediately told to 

"Shut up" and "Get out". I did not intend leaving the 

office, especially as my presence there was at their 

request, and also of their attitude towards Inspector 

Bennett. I was however* forcibly ejected by several 

of the other officers and Captain Oho. As I passed 

through the door Inspector Bennett shouted that he was 

not to remain if I was not present. Captain Cho then 

turned on Inspector Bennett shouting "you stay", pushed 

Inspector Bennett and struck him on the chest, while a

scabbarded
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scabbarded sword was pushed towards his stomach. I was 

able to shout to Inspector Bennett that I would remain 

outside the door, this I was permitted to do but had 

four armed marines as a guard over me.

Continued bullying of Inspector Bennett was quite 

audible, lifter a lengthy wait Captain Cho came from the 

room and asked me what like a man Inspector nennett was, 

I informed him that he was a very satisfactory officer. 

He then went on to say Inspector Bennett had admitted 

obstructing the cycle, and that I must have heard him say 

so. I replied in the negative and informed him as he had 

me forcibly ejected from the office I was not in a position 

to say what was said inside, only that if Inspector Bennett 

had coramitted an offence, the only person to deal with him 

was the Commissioner of Police. He stated he was sorry 

but I informed him that the treatment meted out was an 

insult not only to Inspector Bennett and myself but also 

to the Commissioner of police.

He then stated he wished Inspector Bennett 

transferred to the South of the Garden Bridge and I 

informed him I would convey his request to Police 

Headquarters. He then entered the office and Inspector 

Bennett was permitted to leave.

(Sd) Jas. Sinclair

Divisional Officer "D” Division.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT

of

Detective-Inspector Bennett.

.it about 4.£5 p.m. on 25th December, 1937, I was 

driving Wayside Station motor car, Licence No: 4289, in 

which I was the sole occupant (licensed driver), in an 

Easterly direction on Broadway, returning from Central 

Station.

Upon turning to enter the compound of Wayside Police 

Station, a Japanese Naval motor cycle manned by three 

members of the Japanese Naval Landing Party drove up on 

the near side in such a manner that prevented me from 

driving the car directly into the Station compound, one 

of the Japanese Marines alighting from the motor cycle 

and wrenching the steering wheel of the car and attempting 

to switch off the engine by turning the ignition key, which 

in my attempt to resist him fell to the floor board of the 

motor car.

A Japanese constable, J.P.O.250 was in the compound of 

the Station at this time and he upon seeing that I was 

involved in this incident came to the Station gate and 

after his explanations to the Japanese Marines I drove 

the motor car into the Station, at no time had I left the 

seat of the motor car, the Japanese Marines then proceeding 

to the Japanese office, when they reported that I had during 

the period I was driving the car along Broadway obstructed 

them from passing.

I was requested to attend the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party Headquarters to explain the incident, which I refused 

to do.

During
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During the morning of 26th December, 1957, I attended 
Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters, ^hashing Road, 
at the suggestion of Superintendent Sinclair, (D.0."D") where 

an enquiry was in progress regarding my alleged conduct when 
driving motor car No: 4289 on the 25th December, 1957.

Superintendent Sinclair was present in the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party Headquarters’ office, together with 
Superintendent Sugai, Inspector Tabata, Japanese Naval Land
ing Party officers and an interpreter.

Japanese Naval Landing Party Officers alleged that 
I had zig-zagged when driving car No: 4269 along Broadway, 
thereby deliberately preventing the Japanese motor-cycle 
from passing, which offence I denied.

I was practically bullied in an attempt by the Japanese 
officers to obtain an admission that I was wrong being 
shouted at to such an extent that Superintendent Sinclair 

was compelled to remark that this procedure was not correct, 
and that if I had been guilty of any offence I was answer
able to the Commissioner of Police in respect to any disciplinary 

action which may be necessary.
Upon this remark by Superintendent Sinclair, the Jap

anese officer told Superintendent Sinclair to "Shut up” 
and "Get out", meaning him to leave the office.

Superintendent Sinclair apparently objected to leaving 
me alone in the office with the Japanese Naval Officers, 
whereupon he was forcibly ejected from the office by the Naval 
Officers who called other Japanese Marines from another 
office to assist in forcing him from the office, whilst I was 

punched in the stomach by one officer, another officer push
ing his sword (sheathed and still in scabbard) hard against 
my stomach.

Superintendent
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Superintendent Sinclair called out as he was being 

ejected that he would wait outside the office.

I was then further interrogated in the same bullying 

manner in an attempt to obtain an admission that I had 

zig-zagged when driving the motor car along Broadway, 

thereby preventing the Japanese motor-cycle and side-car 

from passing, to which I adhered that I had not done anything 

wrong whilst driving, and had only attempted to pass a Jap

anese Military lorry proceeding in the same direction but 

■was unable to do so owing to other traffic proceeding in 

the opposite direction and was compelled to swing back into 

line behind the motor lorry.

During the interrogation I was told by the Japaw se 

interpreter in English that "Japanese Swords were sharp”.

I objected to the constant questioning and stated 

that I had nothing further to say other than my explanation 

re attempting to pass another motor lorry, whereupon the 

officer in charge left the office in order to confer with 

Superintendent Sinclair, for I heard them talking outside.

During the period this officer was absent from the room, ■ 

another officer speaking in Japanese constantly spoke to me 

in such a manner that I took it to be abuse, however, I do not 

know what he was saying.

The officer in charge then returned to the office 

and I was allowed to go together with Superintendent Sinclair, 

having been subjected to interrogation for a period of about 

three quarters of an hour to one hour.

Certified true copy

Sgd. Fairbairn.
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Enclosur® iîo. b to despatch
, °f FEB 4 1938 

irom the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Tokyo, January 25, 1938

MEMORAZTDUM

The American Embassy has the honor to inform the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs that three enlisted men of 

the United States Navy are to proceed from Hankow to 

Canton on the train leaving Hankow at nine o’clock, 

7/ednesday morning, January 26. The carriage which they 

will occupy will be marked on the roof with a large 

American flag.

The foregoing information has presumably been 

brought to the attention of the Japanese authorities 

at Shanghai, but the American Embassy requests that it 

be communicated also by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

to the War and Navy Departments for appropriate action.
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e Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY
TOKYO.

27th January 1938

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America

at Tokyo.
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I

(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert 
L. Craigie to the Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.)

Urgent 26th January, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

I have just received information to the 

effect that the Japanese military or naval 

authorities may have in contemplation the 

occupation of '.vei-hai-wei.

I write to let Your Excellency know that 

British property at Jei-hai-wei has been clearly 

marked with flags and notice-boards. Moreover King’s 

Hotel and the Anglican Mission have been constituted 

into concentration centres for foreigners.

The Japanese Government will no doubt ensure 

that British property at Hei-hai-wei is duly respected. 

Should any fighting supervene, it is hoped that the 

concentration centres at King’s Hotel and the Anglican 

Mission may be treated as safety zones.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely, 

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE

His excellency,

Mr. Kensuko Horinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

MEMORANDUM

A demand was made on the 14th January by the 

Japanese Gendarmerie at Tientsin that the British 

Municipal I-'olice should hand over a Chinese resident 

in the British Concession for alleged anti-Japanese 

activities. This demand was refused on the instructions 

of His Majesty’s Consul-General, who had explained the 

matter to the Japanese Consul-General. The British 

police after searching the man’s house and making enquiries 

found nothing against him. His Majesty’s Consul-General 

permitted the Japanese Gendarmerie to accompany the British 

police and witness the search of the house. The Japanese 

Gendarmerie produced no evidence against the man.

On the 18th January Captain Kato of the Japanese 

Gendarmerie informed Mr. Dennis, Chief of the British 

Municipal Police, that unless this man was handed over by 

3.00 p.m. on the 19th January the Japanese military authori

ties v/ould take matters into their own hands and would 

carry out a search and arrest him in the British Concession, 

adding that they would even occupy the British Police 

■Station. Captain Kato also intimated that the above 

applied not only to this particular case, but to any other 

case in which the Japanese authorities wished to arrest a 

Chinese resident in the British Concession for alleged 

anti-Japanese activities. He said that orders had been 

given by the Japanese Military Headquarters to Colonel 

Ohno, Commandant of the Japanese Gendarmerie in Tientsin, 

that in future they would use Japanese soldiers and 

gendarmes/
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gendarmes to make arrests and searches in that area with

out reference to any British authority, whether Police, 

Military or Consular, and that these orders would be 

carried out unless Captain Mato's conversation with Er. 

Dennis was successful.

Cn the morning of the 19th January the Japanese 

Consul-General at Tientsin expressed surprise to His 

Majesty’s Consul-General that any threat should have been 

made by the Japanese Gendarmerie of intention to carry 

out search and arrest in the British Concession or of 

occupying the British Police station. He added that he 

was sure there must have been some misunderstanding, possi

bly due to faulty interpretation. He expressed regret that 

His Majesty’s Consul-General had been troubled in this way 

and promised to get the matter cleared up.

Brigadier Hopwood, the General Officer Commanding 

the British Forces in Tientsin, has satisfied himself that 

there could have been no misunderstanding due to faulty 

interpretation. At the interview' on the 16th January 

Captain Mato first attempted to communicate through an 

English-speaking Japanese, -lien this was found to be 

difficult, another Japanese civilian translated Captain 

Kato’s remarks into Chinese, and they were retranslated 

into English by Police Inspector Hsiao. The Chief of the 

British Municipal Police is positive that the threat was 

made three times, and at a subsequent interview on the 

19th January at which His Majesty’s Consul-General was 

also present Captain Mato made it c_uite clear that he had 

made such a statement to Mr. Dennis. 

British Embassy, 
Tokyo, 

27th January, 1938.
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Enclosure no. 3 to despatch 
no.2 76Q of 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY- OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MEMORANDUM

The American Embassy refers to its memorandum with 

regard to the departure of three enlisted men of the 

United States Navy from Hankow to Canton on the train 

leaving Hankow at nine o’clock, Wednesday morning, 

January 26, and has the honor to inform the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs that the departure of this train has 

been postponed.
Arrangements are now being made for two coaches 

to be attached to the regular passenger train leaving 

Hankow for Canton and Hong Kong at 10 a.m. Tuesday, 

February 1st. These cars will carry only Americans and 

other foreigners, principally scholars from the American 

School, Kikunghsan, totalling approximately eighty persons. 

The two coaches will each have an American flag on the 

roof. So far as is known now the total number of coaches 

on the train will be fourteen.

Tokyo, January 28, 1938
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from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MEMORANDUM

The American Embassy has the honor to refer to note 

no. 4, dated January 8, 1938, of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, with regard to the protection of the property of 

the Southern Presbyterian Mission in Hsuchow, Kiangsu. 

It may be recalled that an arrangement has been made by 

which American property at Hsuchow is to be marked as such 

by a white flag with a blue cross in the center.

It is now requested that a similar arrangement be 

entered into in respect of American property at Tenghsien, 

Shantung. The only American property of which the American 

Embassy has knowledge at present is that of the Southern 

Presbyterian Mission which lies north of the city of 

Tenghsien and east of the railroad.
1

Tokyo, January 28, 1938.
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Enclosure o. 1.0 to despatch 
no/f-Sû of FEB 4 la^o 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
(Translation)

No. 11, American Bureau, I Ministry of Foreign affairs,

Tokyo, January 29, 1938.
Note Verbale

The Foreign Office of the Imperial Government 

acknowledges the receipt of a note from the American 

Embassy dated January 15, stating that a report has been 

received that on or prior to January 10, 1938, the Ameri

can Baptist Mission at Tsining, Shantung, was subjected 

to attack, and protesting against this attack.

The authorities on the spot were immediately instructed 

to investigate the facts in the case. Investigation reveals 

that on January 10 or thereabouts on the occasion of the 

assault on Tsining the Japanese military forces were forced, 

from a strategic standpoint, to undertake an airplane attack. 

While the Japanese Army aviators paid, needless to say, the 

utmost attention to avoiding injury to churches, schools, and 

other cultural institutions, particularly the property of 

foreigners, the church above-mentioned possessed no mark 

which could be discerned from the air. Furthermore as there 

had been, prior to this incident, Chinese anti-aircraft and 

other military equipment in the neighborhood of the said 

church, the combatants were unable to distinguish this as 

American property. Consequently, the present incident came 
about entirely through error. I'he Imperial Government 

regretting this occurrence had a senior military staff officer 

dispatched to the scene in question to investigate in the com

pany of the American missionary in charge the extent of 

damages. It is reported that as a result of conversations 

between the two the affair was amicably settled on the spot 

on January 25.
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Enclosure No* to despatch.
No»2f6ü of .
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 29, 1938.
6:30 p.m.

The .American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

American Property in China (Allison Incident)

In accordance with the instructions contained in the 
Department’s triple priority telegram Ko. 30, January 28, 
8 p.m., I called this evening on the Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs at the Gaimusho and orally informed him 
of the substance of two telegrams from Mr. Allison, 
Secretary of the American Embassy at Nanking, as follows:

"No. 40, January 27, 2 p.m.

During the course of an investigation yesterday into 
the irregular entry of American property and the forcible 
removal of a Chinese woman refugee therefrom, Mr. Charles 
Riggs, an American citizen, and myself, were slapped in 
the face by a Japanese soldier, and Mr. Riggs was further 
attacked and had his collar torn. At the outset we were 
shouted at in an arrogant and insulting manner by a 

Japanese army officer.
This incident was the culmination of a series of 

minor incidents which had marked the continued irregular 
entry of American property. During a general disucssion^ 
of the matter the evening of January 25th, Mr. Fukui, of 
the Japanese Embassy, had stated to me that I was placing 

too much confidence in the statements of American mission
aries which had been based in some cases upon stories told
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them by trusted Chinese employees. As a result of this 
conversation I determined to investigate personally the 
next case which came to light.

It was reported to me on the 25th that about eleven 
o’clock the previous evening armed Japanese soldiers had 
forced their way into the Agricultural Institute shop of 
Nanking University, an American institution, and after 
searching one of the Chinese on the premises had taken 
away a woman, who returned after two hours and reported 
she had been raped three times. On the afternoon of 
January 25, Mr. Riggs and Dr. M.S. Bates, an American 
professor, interviewed the woman who was able to identify 
the place to which she was taken. This proved to be a 
former residence of Catholic priests now occupied by 
Japanese soldiers. The matter was reported to the Japanese 
Embassy and on the afternoon of January 26 a consular 
policeman and gendarmes in civilian clothes came to in
vestigate the matter and went to the place from which the 
woman was taken accompanied by Mr. Riggs and myself. After 
questioning the people there the Japanese took the woman 
and two Chinese to the building wherein rape was alleged 
to have taken place. At that point a discussion was held 
as to whether or not Riggs and myself should accompany the 
woman into the building while she attempted to identify 
her assailants. The gendarmes said we had better not go 
in the building but did not definitely say we could not. 
One of them finally took the woman and walked with her 
through the open gate of the compound whereupon he was 
followed by Mr. Riggs. I followed, and just inside the 
gate we stopped to discuss the matter. While doing so a

Japanese
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Japanese soldier dashed up angrily and shouted in English 

"Back, Back", at thesame time pushing me back towards 

the gate. I backed up slowly but before I had time to get 

out of the gate he slapped me across the face and then 

turned and did the same to Mr. Riggs. The gendarmes with 

us tried feebly to stop the soldier and one of them said 

in Japanese, "These are Americans" or words to that effect. 

We were then outside the gate on the street. As soon as the 

soldier heard we were Americans he became livid with rage, 

repeated the word "Americans" and again attempted to attack 

Mr. Riggs who was nearest him. The gendarmes prevented him 

but he succeeded in tearing the collar and some buttons off 

Mr. Riggs’ shirt. In the meantime the officer in command 

of the unit appeared and shouted at us in an offensive 

manner. At no time did either Mr. Riggs or myself touch a 

Japanese soldier nor did we speak to any except the gendarmes 

with us. The Chinese men who had been brought along ran 

away during the fracas and I then insisted that the woman 

be brought with us to the Japanese Embassy. Full report 

was made to Mr. Fukui. Mr. Fukui’s attitude was that we 

should not have been in the soldier’s compound, even 

though at the time we were investigating the irregular 

entry of American property by Japanese soldiers, and that 

the soldier had told us to leave and was therefore seeming

ly within his rights in slapping us. I told Mr. Fukui 

there could be no excuse for the slapping and that I 
would expect a call from the military to explain the matter. 

He said he would report at once to the military authorities.

Upon leaving the Japanese Embassy we left the woman 

there for questioning, upon the verbal assurance of 

Mr. Fukui that she would come to no harm and that after 

the
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the questioning she would be returned to the residence 

of hr. Bates, located near the Japanese Embassy. The woman 

was left about 3:30 the afternoon of January 26 and at ten 

o’clock the morning of January 27 she had not yet been 
returned.

Eleven o'clock this morning Major Kongo came to the 

Embassy and on behalf of the commander of the Japanese 

forces expressed regrets for the incident and offered 

apologies. He stated that a strict investigation was be

ing made of the unit responsible and that while this unit's 

departure from Nanking had been scheduled for today it 

was being kept here for several days to complete the 

investigation. I told Major Kongo I appreciated his call 

and that while I personally accepted his apology I could 

not say what view of the matter would be taken by my 

Government, which might demand some further settlement."

"No. 42, January 28, 7 p.m.

My 40, January 27, 2 p.m.

I was astounded to hear over the radio this afternoon 

that according to the official Japanese version I had 

refused to leave the premises when the Japanese soldier 

challenged me and that I had insulted the Japanese military.

As stated in my 40, I was backing out of the compound 

when the assault took place and according to Mr. Riggs who 

was at one side in a position to see, I had actually been 

backed up against the gate and could not go further when 

the slapping occurred.
With regard to the alleged insult, Major Kongo men

tioned no such thing when he called to apologize yesterday 

morning. I inquired of Mr. Fukui this evening how I had

insulted
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insulted the Japanese military and he replied that it was 
my going into their quarters without permission. I assured 
him. that I had no intention of insulting the military 
authorities and requested him so to inform them. I 
pointed out that I was making this statement merely in a 
desire to set right an obvious misunderstanding and that 
the seriousness with which I regard the action of the 
Japanese soldier.”

I then emphasized, as under instructions from my 
Government, that in weighing the gravity of the incident 
the American Government takes into account the fact that 
the whole incident, including the slapping by a Japanese 

soldier of a diplomatic representative of the United States 
Government, is not an isolated case, but represents one 
of many and cannot be dissociated from a series of cases 
of irregular entry of American property and disregard of 
American rights by Japanese soldiers. I emphasized also 
that in the light of all these continuing incidents and 
of the statement made by Mr. Fukui of the Japanese Embassy 
at hanking that Mr. Allison was placing too much confidence 
in the statement of American missionaries, it was impor
tant that the American Government’s representative at 
Nanking ascertain the truth in regard to reports of the 
continued invasions of American property. I then pointed 
out that Mr. Allison was investigating an unauthorized 
and unwarranted entry of American property; that in company 
with a Japanese consular policeman and Japanese gendarmes 
Mr. Allison proceeded to the American property in question; 
that the investigation led from the American property to 

property
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property which, was a former residence of Catholic priests 

but now occupied by Japanese soldiers; that the purpose 

in going to the last mentioned property was to identify 

if possible the persons who had without warrant entered 

the American property in question; that Mr. Allison and 

Mr. Riggs without encountering any sentry or guard 

followed the Japanese gendarme inside the open gate of 

the compound occupied by the Japanese soldiers; that as 

soon as a Japanese soldier indicated that they should 

withdraw, they began doing so; and that the soldier 

slapped Mr. Allison before Mr. Allison had time to get 

out of the gate and while Mr. Allison was in process of 

backing out of the compound.

I informed the Vice Minister that the American 
Government expects to receive a suitable expression of 

regret and an assurance that the Japanese Government will 

take adequate measures to punish the offenders.

I further stated that in view of the versions of 

the incident which have been given out by the Japanese 
spokesman at Shanghai, the American Government has felt 

compelled to give to the press in the United States a 

statement based on Mr. Allison*s telegrams under reference; 

also that the American Government hopes that it will be 

in position within a day or two to issue a further 

statement of the action of the Japanese Government by 

way of settlement to the end that public opinion in the 

United States may not be unduly aroused.

In further conversation with the Vice Minister I 

again emphasized the importance of prompt compliance with 

the expectations of the American Government and said that 

I would remain at home all day tomorrow, Sunday, in the

hope
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hope of receiving an immediate answer. When Mr. Horinouchi 

indicated that there were certain discrepancies between 

Mr. Allison’s version of the incident and that of the 

Japanese military in Nanking, I emphatically pointed out 
that the seriousness of the assault on an American diplo

matic officer cannot be mitigated by any quibbling over 

the details and that the effect on Americanpublic opinion 

of complete Japanese redress is bound to be impaired by 

delay in making such redress. I also once again pointed 

out that these repeated incidents were naturally creating 

a most unfortunate effect on the American people who are 
wondering whether any reliance can be placed on the trust

worthiness of the assurances given us by the Japanese 
Government as a result of the PANAY disaster.

J.C.G
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■Ço ^despatch
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 30, 1938.
10 p.m.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Vice Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.

American Property in China (Allison Incident)

The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs asked me to 
come to his official residence at 10 o’clock tonight and 
expressed to me in the name of the Japanese Government 
profound regret at the assault on Mr. Allison and as
surances that after strict investigation it will take 
suitable and adequate measures to punish those concerned 
in this affair. I expressed to the Vice Minister my 
personal appreciation of the prompt steps taken to meet 
our expectations but said that I must communicate with 
the Department before informing him that my Government 
officially accepts the Japanese reply. The Vice Minister 
said that he would await further word from me before making 
an announcement to the Japanese press.

The Japanese oral reply follows:
”1. Whatever the antecedent circumstances might 

have been, the striking by a Japanese soldier of an Ameri
can consular officer is a most regrettable occurrence. A 
Japanese staff officer has already expressed, in the name 
of the commanding officer, regrets and apologies over the 
incident, and although Mr. Allison has apparently accepted 
such regrets and apologies, the Imperial Government for

its
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its part hereby expresses its profound regrets over the 

occurrence of this unfortunate incident.
2. In view of the serious character of this incident, 

the Imperial Government gives assurance that, after strict 
investigation, it will take suitable and adequate measures 
to punish those concerned in this affair.

3. Whenever incidents of this character take place, 
discrepancies are likely to occur between the respective 
contentions of the persons involved; and in this instance 
there are substantial differences between Consul Allison’s 
report as described in the complaint of the American 
Government, and in the report received by the Japanese 
Government, in respect of the circumstances leading up to 
the slapping of the American Consul by the Japanese soldier. 
The determination of the actual facts must await a careful 
investigation which is now to be undertaken, and it is 
desired accordingly to reserve the carrying out of such 

investigations.”

J.C.G.
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\ J 1 QKnc^psure no. - to despatch 
noZfôü of FEB 4 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY
TOKYO

1st February 1938.

WITH THE COMPLDiENTS
OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 
Ambassador Extraordinary and 

Plenipotentiary for the 
United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. oraigie, to the 
Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi.)

61/70H/38 1 February, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

You will recall that on the 27th January we discussed 

the matter of the treatment received by Inspector Bennett 

at the Japanese Naval landing party headquarters, about 

which I had already written to you on the 24th January. 

I have now received a copy of a letter on this incident 

and on the incident of the 5th involving Probationary 

Sergeant Turner, addressed to His Majesty’s Consul-General 

at Shanghai by the Japanese Consul-General together with 

copies of letters addressed by Mr. Okamoto on these sub

jects to the Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council. 

Copies of all three of these documents are enclosed herein.

A perusal of Mr. Okamoto’s letters leaves on me a bad 

impression. There is no doubt whatever that in both cases 

violence was offered and yet there is no word of regret and 

no sign of recognition that it is a gross breach both of 

discipline and of international courtesy for members of the 

Japanese forces, bearing arms in the execution of their 

duty, to strike members of the police force of the Inter

national Settlement. If this spirit is to be allowed to 

prevail in the Japanese armed forces in Shanghai, I am 

afraid that a heavy responsibility will rest on the Com

manding Officers of those forces for any further incidents 

that may occur.

In particular, with regard to the case of Detective 

Inspector Bennett, Your Excellency will recall that in my 

letter of the 24th January I mentioned that the Inspector 

holds an excellent record in every respect: any accusa

tion against him on grounds of character is therefore quite 

untenable. Your Excellency will also observe from Mr.

Okamoto’s
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Okamoto’s report that Inspector Bennett went to the head

quarters of the Japanese Naval landing party entirely of 

his own accord and without being under the least obliga

tion to do so. In spite of this gesture on his part, both 

he and Superintendent Sinclair, who accompanied him, were 

subjected to violence, the testimony of both officers 

agreeing on this point, after which Superintendent Sinclair 

was compelled to leave the room and Inspector Bennett, who 

had a perfect right to accompany him, was forced to remain. 

In other words, forcible methods were used by members of 

the Japanese landing party headquarters towards members of 

the Shanghai Municipal Police, over which body the landing 

party has no jurisdiction whatever.

I hope that I may soon be informed that the Japanese 

Government are prepared to give my Government full satis

faction in these cases, which will otherwise be left as a 

further cause of irritation between our two countries. 

These cases only go to confirm the impression that, I 

regret to say, has been growing in my own mind that the 

Japanese Naval and Military authorities in Shanghai are 

determined to act towards nationals of third Powers in an 

arbitrary and high-handed manner.

Believe me, 

my dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely, 

(sgd) R.L.CRAIGIE. 

His Excellency

Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi, 
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure.

From the Consul-General for Japan, Shanghai, 
to E.B.M. Consul-General, Shanghai.

January 18th, 1938.

Sir and dear Colleague,

With further reference to your letter of January 8th, 

concerning the alleged unlawful action of members of the 

Japanese armed forces against British subjects, I have the 

honour to attach hereto a copy of my letter under date of 

January 18th, 1938, addressed to the Chairman of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council relating the facts of the so- 

called "Broadway” case, and, at the same time, to communi

cate to you the hope expressed by our Naval landing Party 

Headquarters that more caution should be exercised by the 

Japanese and British alike with a view to preventing the 

occurrence of incident in the future. In this connection 

I venture to invite your particular attention to the remarks 

made by Rear-Admiral Okochi in the enclosed communication on 

the necessity for co-operation and better understanding be

tween the Japanese Naval landing Party and the S.M.C.

As regards the "Brenan Road" case which occurred on 

January 6th, it is unfortunate that such an incident should 

have taken place, since co-operation, among the Japanese 

and British soldiers, relating to defence, direction of 

traffic for the Chinese people, and the like, in the Western 

area of Shanghai has hitherto been worked out to mutual 

satisfaction, and I wish to express my sincere hope that 

both Japanese and British will exercise greater caution in 

order to avoid the recurrence of similar trouble that may 

affect the good relationship existing between our two 

countries. I have the honour to enclose, for your information 

a copy of a letter which I addressed under date of January

13th
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13th, 1938, to the Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council regarding the facts of the "Brenan Road" incident.

I have the honour to be,

• Sir and dear Colleague,

Your obedient servant,

(sgd) Suemasa Okamoto

Consul-General
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Sub-Enclosure 1

Copy of letter from Suemasa Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japan, Shanghai to
Cornell S. Franklin, Esquire, Chairman, Shanghai 
Municipal Council, dated 18th January 1938.

Sir,

With further reference to your letter under date of 

December 30th, 1937, I have the honour to inform you that 

I have received from Rear Admiral D. Ohkochi, Commander 

of the Japanese Special Naval Landing Party in the Shanghai 

Areas, a communication, in reply to my request, setting 

forth the result of investigations made by his Headquarters 

in regard to the so-called ’’Broadway” case which took place 

on December 25th, 1937. The contents of the communication, 
as translated, are as follows

(1) On the afternoon of Decembei* 25th, 1937, while 
a motor-cycle belonging to the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party was proceeding on urgent official duty along 
Broadway, Inspector Bennett of the S.M.C. Police, who 
was immediately ahead driving a motor car, blocked 
the way by zigzagging his car. Setting aside the 
question of whether or not he intentionally interfered 
with traffic, his action as mentioned above actually 
obstructed the progress of the motor-cycle.

Subsequently members of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party who happened to be riding in the motor-cycle 
combination]^ considering it necessary to take immediate 
steps to call the attention of the S.M.C. Police Officer 
to his wrongful action with a view to preventing similar 
incidents in the future, went to the Wayside Police 
Station and requested an interview with the Police 
Officer concerned.

From a consideration of the circumstances it will 
be apparent that the behaviour of Inspector Bennett at 
that time could hardly be termed one of common sense 
and there seems no room to doubt that as previously 
stated, he acted in such a manner as to obstruct the 
progress of the motor-cycle belonging to the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party.

(2) The reason why the members of the Naval Landing 
Party requested an interview with Inspector Bennett 
at Wayside Police Station was because they felt the 
necessity to clarify the matter by finding out what 
motivated Inspector Bennett in committing the fault

mentioned
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mentioned and to direct ills serious attention to the 
gravity of the matter. Inspector Bennett, however, 
repeatedly declined to accord an interview. It was 
on Christmas Day, and it has been confirmed that at 
the time the incident occurred, he was under the 
influence of liquor.

(3) The following day, December 26th, Lieutenant Cho, 
I.J.N. of the Whashing Hoad Branch of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party asked for a visit from Inspector 
Bennett to the Branch Headquarters, being animated by 
a desire to prevent the recurrence of a similar inci
dent which would prove a matter of regret especially 
in view of an earnest wish for co-operation and better 
understanding that roust be worked out between the 
Japanese Naval landing Party and the S.M.C. Police. * 
They took this step also in the hope of settling the 
matter amicably.

It is very much to be deplored, however, that when 
Inspector Bennett visited the Branch Headquarters on 
December 26th, his attitude in the course of the inter
view was not only insolent and unsatisfactory but 
altogether lacking in conciliation and in sincerity when 
discussing the facts of the matter. Moreover, Super
intendent Sinclair, who was also present at the inter
view, despite the fact that he was not on the scene 
when the incident occurred, was in support of what 
Inspector Bennett had contended.

His presence, thereupon, was considered as doing 
more harm than good to the progress of the inquiries and 
discussion of the case and therefore he was requested, to 
retire.from the meeting. When he was about to leave, 
Inspector Bennett also attempted to follow suit.

In defiance of repeated requests made by Japanese 
officers to Inspector Bennett to remain, he obstinately 
tried to get out and so he was restrained by means of 
a gesture. There is no truth, whatever, in the report 
that he was assaulted or pushed in the abdominal region 
with a sheath. It is also untrue and a false accusa
tion to make that in the course of the discussion the 
officer of the Japanese Naval Landing Party adopted 
an intimidatory attitude against Inspector Bennett or 
subjected him to a cross-examination.

(4) It has been ascertained that Lieutenant Cho expressed 
his desire to Superintendent Sinclair that Inspector 
Bennett had better be transferred to the area south of 
the Soochow Creek. This was done because he felt it 
undesirable to have a S.M.C. police officer on duty 
within the defense areas of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party, and particularly in the present situation, who 
is incapable of acting in close co-operation and harmony 
with the members of the Naval Landing Party, in spite of 
the fact that he is in a position to control traffic, to 
supervise and give guidance in regard to the maintenance 
of peace and order.

(5)
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(5) The result of investigations being as above- 
mentioned, the Japanese Naval landing Party Head
quarters feel constrained to state that the accounts 
contained in the reports of Inspector Bennett and 
Superintendent Sinclair are at variance with the 
facts of the case and that judging from all the cir
cumstances, no specific fault can be found in the 
steps taken by the members of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party towards the members of'the S.M.C. Police.

It is needless to say that a traffic obstruction 
to a military motor car or cycle is viewed by the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party as a matter of grave 
concern to them. It was, therefore, considered appro
priate to lodge an official protest immediately with 
the Commissioner of Police, but they refrained from 
taking that step only because they thought that the 
matter had already been settled on the spot with the 
discussion of the case among the persons directly 
interested as above-mentioned.

It is a matter of surprise on the part of the 
Naval Landing Party that they should have received 
a note from the Shanghai Municipal Council in con
nection with the above incident.

The Japanese Naval Landing Party wish to take 
this opportunity of expressing their earnest hope 
that the Municipal authorities will see their way to 
issuing strict instructions so that troubles regarding 
traffic between the members of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party and the S.M.C. Police will be effectively 
prevented in the future. On their side, the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party wish to assure the Council that 
they will do everything possible to promote the desired 
co-operation and better understanding with a view to 
bringing about the purpose mentioned.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(sgd) SUSMASA OKAMOTO,

Consul- General
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From the Consul-General for Japan, Shanghai, to 
C.S. Franklin, Esquire, Chairman, Shanghai 
Municipal Council.
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January 13th, 1938.
Sir,

With reference to my letter of 9th January, 1938, 

I have the honour to inform you that according to the in

vestigation made by the Japanese military authorities, the 

Brenan Road case of 6th January, 1938, as established is 
as follows:

On January 6th, 1938, at about 3.00 p.m. a British 

Probationary Sergeant Turner, of the S.T'.C. Police more than 

once crossed the barrier and approached the Japanese military 

sentry post at the railway crossing on Brenan Road and re

quested a Japanese constable of the S.M.C. Police, Ryoichi 

Motegi, to notify the Japanese soldiers that the treatment 

by the Japanese army of the Chinese civilians should be 
more tolerant.

It must be pointed out in this regard that on the 

preceding day, the Japanesesentries discovered that a 

Chinese conveyed a hand-grenade concealed in his baggage 

into the area east of the railway line and for this reason, 

they were maintaining strict vigilance over the passage of 

Chinese civilians.

The Japanese constable, in reply, told the British 

Sergeant that since a matter of this nature would fall 

within the orbit of the independent authority of the 

Japanese army, he, the Japanese constable, had nothing to 

do with it.

Thereupon, the Probationary Sergeant in question 

used harsh words of a highly insulting nature towards the 

Japanese army. The Japanese constable pushed him on the

chest
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chest and advised him to leave the spot.
Corporal Toya, in charge of the eentry post, heard 

the remark. When it was confirmed by J.P.c. Motegi and 
a Japanese gendarme in plain-clothes who at that time 
happened to be near a British sentry post that the violent 
words were actually directed toward the Japanese Army, he 
became inflamed with indignation and hit the Probationary 
Sergeant.

The Probationary Sergeant retreated toward the cross
ing of Brenan and Keswick Roads where he met Inspector West 
in a car which he boarded. No British sentry was on the 
spot but Corporal Toya and a few men under him who were in 
chase of the Probationary Sergeant noticed that a British 
soldier, at a distance, raised his hands as if signalling 
the Japanese to stop. Therefore, the Japanese soldiers 
applied to the British soldier for passage and upon receiving 
a reply "all right”, they approached the motor-car above- 
mentioned and asked the Probationary Sergeant to alight. As 
he got out of the car, a Japanese soldier sought to remove a 
revolver from his person, and when this was intercepted by 
another police officer, the Japanese soldier hit the latter.

Then the Japanese soldiers, together with Inspector 
West, Probationary Sergeant Turner and several Japanese 
constables proceeded to the Japanese military sentry post. 
Upon questioning, the Probationary Sergeant, through the 
Japanese constable, voluntarily tendered his apology for 
the insulting language he used towards the Japanese army. 
At the same time the British Inspector asked the Japanese 
constables to take measures for a speedy and amicable 
settlement of the case, which they did.

I have
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I have further the honour to point out that, as ex

plained above, it was an involuntary reaction taken by 

the Japanese soldiers towards the members of the S.M.C. 

Police against the inpermissible violent words used by 

one of them towards the Japanese army. Had he not made 

such a remark and had he not behaved himself in such a 

manner as to offend the Japanese soldiers unduly, this 

unfortunate incident would not have happened.

It is a matter of great regret to both of us that 

an incident of this nature should have occurred between 

the members of the Japanese army and those of the s.M.C. 

police at this time, when the Japanese authorities and 

the Shanghai Municipal Council are maintaining, as they 

have been, very friendly relations in co-operating to 

deal with various questions of the Settlement.

While the Japanese army is willing to take every 

possible precaution for the prevention of incidents in 

the future, it is earnestly requested that the Shanghai 

Municipal Council will, on their part, henceforth exert 

their efforts to prevent the members of the S.M.C. police 

from extending themselves to such conduct as will impair 

the amicable relations between the Japanese authorities 

and the Shanghai Municipal Council.
I have the honour to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant, 

(sgd) SU3MASA OKAMOTO 
Consul-General.
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(The British Embassy to the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

MEMORANDUM

His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom 

understand that a Chinese organisation, acting under the 

orders of the Japanese military authorities at Shanghai, 

has taken over the Chinese Government Internal Revenue 

Administration in the International Settlement.

It is not clear by what authority the new tax or

ganisation seeks to exercise the functions and enjoy 

the privileges of the former Chinese Government tax 

administration in this area. His Majesty’s Government 

desire, however, to invite the attention of the Japanese 

Government to the fact that payment of the consolidated 

tax by British factories was the result of various volun

tary agreements entered into by the firms concerned with 

the Chinese Government without any admission of liability 

for such payment and that one of the terms of such volun- • 

tary agreements was that goods which had paid the con

solidated tax should be exempt from any further internal 

taxation in any part of China. His Majesty’s Government 

in drawing the attention of the Japanese Government to 

this question, request that the Japanese authorities will 

take no action and will countenance no action by any 

provisional régime in the areas from which the legitimate 

Chinese authority has withdrawn which would fail adequately 

to take into account the obligations of the Chinese Govern

ment under the aforementioned agreements.

British Embassy,

Tokyo

1st February, 1938
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Enclosure no. *' to despatch 
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from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the 
American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

BRITISH EMBASSY,

TOKYO.

2nd Feb. 1938.

CONFIDENTIAL.

My dear Ned,
At Mr. Grew’s request Sir Robert wishes me 

to send you for his confidential information the 

attached summary of a telegram from Nanking which he 

showed to Mr. Grew this morning.
Yours ever, 

(sgd) Ashley.
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Very Confidential

The following is the substance of a report received 

from the British Consul at Nanking and repeated to the 

British Embassy, Tokyo, on 28th January:-

The situation at Nanking is far more difficult and 

abnormal than had been anticipated. The atrocities com

mitted during the first two weeks after the occupation of 

the city were of a nature and on a scale which are almost 

incredible. Conditions as regards military unruliness are 

slowly improving, but isolated cases of murder and other 

barbarities continue, "ithin the last three days houses 

occupied by Germans and Americans and flying the national 

flags of the two countries have been forcibly entered by 

the military, and from one American house a Chinese was 

summarily removed without consultation with the United 

States Embassy.

The city is entirely under military domination. The 

military are in a sinister mood and bitterly hostile towards • 

the British Consular authorities. They remonstrated with the 

German Consul privately for his eccentricity in arriving 

in Nanking in the British Consul’s company. The Embassy 

officials are friendly and helpful as far as circumstances 

permit. The Autonomous Committee was organised by them 

and was accorded grudging recognition some time after its 

formal inauguration on 1st January. So far as the British 

Consul can learn it is still in the process of finding its 

feet and it may be some time before it begins to function 

effectively.

The Chinese, mostly of the poorer classes, are con

gregated in the safety zone. Their number is estimated at 

about 200,000. The work accomplished by the American and 

German members of the Zone Committee transcends all praise. 

There can be no doubt that their presence alone has secured 

the
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the comparative safety of the Zone and many of the attacks 

on individuals were averted by their gallant intervention. 

There is a strong movement to get rid of them and of 

course the only eventual solution is for the Japanese to 

undertake the care of the remaining civilian population 

and civil administration in general so soon as proper 

arrangements can be made.

The military are firmly opposed to the return of any 

foreigners except officials and it is obvious in any case 

in the circumstances above described that it would be 

inadvisable and quite futile for any British subjects to 

return. Any revival of business activities must depend 

on the restoration of some measure of confidence among 

the Chinese and it is impossible to say when that may come. 

(The remainder of the telegram deals with proposed 

arrangements for the continuance of British Consular 

representation in Nanking).
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Following is a further appreciation of the situation

at Nanking by the British Consul as on 29th January

Military lawlessness continues, due to a lack of 

centralized control. Majority of cases are of ransacking. 

Ronins (civilian hangers on of the Army) have appeared 

on the scene and are likely to prove a source of further 

trouble.

The problem of 250,000 Chinese civilian refugees must 

disperse before 4th February. Most of them have nowhere 

to go and no means of subsistence and any hasty action by 

the Japanese authorities may lead to rioting and more 

atrocities.

The Japanese continue to resent violently any 

observation of their activities by foreigners. There is 

considerable ill-feeling against the United States and 

German Embassies.

The Japanese have a plan for segregating troops in

a specified area in the centre of the town
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Encloq.ppg no. to despatch 
no. C'fOÜ Of rrp 4 1938 
from the -Embassy at Tokyo

Conversâtion January 31, 1938

Strictly Confidential

The American ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert Craigie.

Forthcoming visit of American cruisers to Singapore.

In the course of a talk today with the British Am

bassador on whom I called in order to ascertain if be had 

yet received instructions to make further representations 

considering the integrity of the Chinese Customs, Sir 

Robert Craigie told me in strict confidence, but asked me 

not to report it to Washington, that the Vice Minister 

for Foreign Affairs had recently alluded to the press 

reports of the forthcoming visit of three American cruisers 

to the British maneuvers at the Singapore naval base and 

had asked the Ambassador whether these American cruisers 

had been officially invited to participate. Mr. Horinouchi 

said that if an official invitation had been extended to 

the American ships, he thought that a similar invitation 

should have been extended to the Japanese Navy. Sir Robert 

pointed out, in reply, that owing to the present Sino- 

Japanese hostilities it might have been felt that this 

was not an appropriate moment to invite Japanese naval 

ships; and that in any case if this had been done, it 

would have been necessary to send a similar invitation 

to the Chinese Government. Sir Robert however undertook 

to inquire of his Government with regard to the basis on 

which the American ships were to visit Singapore and Mr. 

Horinouchi said that he hoped he would do so. Sir Robert 

said that

4
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said that he would also inform me as soon as a reply 

was received from London. Sir Robert told me also that 

he had been informed from high Japanese sources that if 

an official invitation had been extended to the xne rican 

Navy and not to the Japanese Navy the action of the 

British Government would be regarded here as an affront 

to Japan.

In this connection Sir Robert said that he had 

recently received an instruction from his Government to 

demand of the Japanese Government "irrefutable evidence" 

that they were not building battleships of a tonnage 

greater than the tonnage now permitted by the naval treaty. 

The Ambassador said that he had not yet taken action on 

this instruction but had replied to London that a demand 

presented in such phraseology would merely antagonize the 

Japanese naval authorities and would probably elicit no 

satisfactory reply.
J.C.G
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Enclosure no. lb to despatch 
no. 2 ; bU of rrg 4 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 2, 1938

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert Craigie.

Forthcoming visit of American cruisers to Singapore.

With reference to my conversation with the British 

Ambassador on January 31, regarding the forthcoming visit 

of American cruisers to Singapore, Sir Robert Craigie 

told me today that he had learned from his Government of the 

way in which the invitation had been extended. The matter 

had first been approached informally, and as a result of 

these informal exchanges it had been arranged that three 

of the American cruisers after their visit to Sydney 

should stop at Singapore on their return to the United 

States, their courtesy visit to coincide with the cere

monies attendant upon the inauguration of the Singapore 

naval base. Sir Robert said that he had now no objection 

to my informing my Government, if I should so desire, of 

the inquiry made of him by the Vice Minister for Foreign 

affairs.

J.C.G
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Enclosure no. If to despatch 
no*?76U of rEB 4 193& 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 3, 1938.

Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director, 
American Bureau, Foreign Office.
Mr. Dooman.

subject; tsingb.ua university.

iftien I spoke to Mr. Yoshizawa, who has been ill the 

last few days, about Tsinghua University I found that he 

was familiar with the conversations which Mr. Lockhart 
had with Mr. Akiyama on January 29 and February 1. 

Nevertheless, I pointed out American interest in the 
University, using the material in the Department’s 28, 
January 27, 7 p.m., and said that Japanese military 
occupation of the buildings of the University would cause 
unfavorable reaction in the United States. I then urged 
Mr. Yoshizawa to persuade the military authorities to 
direct the attention of the Japanese regimental commander 
mentioned by Mr. Lockhart in his 80, February 2, 6 p.m. 
to the availability of the Chinese barracks at Hsi Yuan 
as quarters for his troops.

Mr. Yoshizawa said that it is difficult to have a 

decision changed after it is taken by the military, but 
that he would nevertheless have a talk with the War Office, 
which is generally apt to take a larger view of a given 

situation than the commanders in the field.

E.H.D*

ingb.ua
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Enciqsjire no. 10 to despatch, 
no./fbuof FE ' Î93P 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 4, 1938.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Affair^, 
Mr. Hirota.

Subject: American Property in China

I called on the Minister for Foreign Affairs at 

his official residence at 9 o’clock this morning and 

presented a formal note concerning the looting of American 

property by Japanese forces in China, reviewing the reports 

of depredations, and containing the substance of the final 

paragraph of the Department’s no. 33, February 2, 5 p.m.

Having received from the Department no comment on 

my supplementary oral representations made to the Mini star 

for Foreign Affairs on January 17 (our 34, January 17, 

1 p.m.) I assume that they were approved and I therefore 

took an equally strong attitude in my talk with the 

Minister today. I told him. that the data which I was 

now presenting in our note effectually disproved the 

reports which had come to me from Japanese sources that 

we were depending upon Chinese informants for our informa

tion and I said that we were now giving certain precise 

dates on which looting had been observed by American 

citizens. I spoke of the steadily mounting evidence of 

Japanese depredations which was coming before the American 

public; that the inflammable effect of this evidence should 

not be overlooked or minimized and that the patience of

the
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the American people was not inexhaustible. I said to 

the Minister once again in strong terms that I was 

becoming increasingly disturbed at the situation and 

the future outlook for Japanese-American relations. 
I asked the Minister for a precise statement which I 
might convey to my Government in reply to its assumptions 

and expectations of assurances.

The Minister said that the strictest possible in

structions had gone out from General Headquarters to be 

handed down to all commanding officers in China to the 

effect that these depredations must cease and that Major 

General Homma had been sent to Nanking to investigate and 
to ensure compliance. The Minister said that he con
fidently expects the immediate cessation of such looting. 
He furthermore authorized me to inform you that in the 

light of the investigations now being carried out full 
indemnification will be made for losses and damages 

inflicted.
With regard to reports of the desecration of the 

American flag the Minister said that the Japanese authori

ties had as yet been unable to confirm these reports.

J. C. G.
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Enclosure A. 19 to despatch 
n°. > { bO^ of j-£3 4 to 
from the embassy at Tokyo.

The American ambassador, I»<r • Grew, to the Ivinister for 
Foreign Affairs, Hr. Hirota.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF ALZERICA 

No. 872. Tokyo, February 4, 1938.

Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to my note no. 866, of 

January 17, 1938, and, under instructions from my Govern

ment, to inform Your Excellency that numerous complaints 

are being received by the i-imerican Government of the utter 

disregard shown by Japanese armed forces in China for 

American property, «mong such cases are:

Soochow: According to American missionaries 

who visited Soochow a number of times between No

vember 21 and December 21, on November 24 they 

found that property of the Baptist Mission had 

been broken into and thoroughly looted, and they 

observed Japanese soldiers looting the ladies’ 

home and school buildings. On the same day these 

missionaries inspected the American Presbyterian 

Mission Hospital, saw one building burning, and 

found that the administration building had been 

looted. They inspected the Methodist Episcopal 

Mission Hospital, and found that the lower 

floor of the doctor’s residence had been looted, 

and saw Japanese soldiers engaged in looting the 

upper floor. On November 26 they inspected prop

erty of the American Church Mission in company 

with Japanese officers detailed by military head

quarters, and they saw three Japanese soldiers on 

the premises engaged in looting. They inspected
Soochow
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Soochow Academy property and found the principal’s 

and treasurer’s offices thoroughly looted, and all 

safes and filing cabinets broken open. They found 

also that one foreign residence had been thoroughly 

looted, and that the Church had been broken into 

and vestments looted or strewn about in great dis

order. Cn December 1 they found Japanese soldiers 

in the treasurer’s office in the Yates Academy, 

trying to break open the safe. On visiting the 

office the following day they found that the safe 

had been broken open. They also saw soldiers load

ing loot from Baptist residences and school buildings.

According to Bishop Arthur J. Moore, in charge 

of the missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 

South, in China, who had visited Soochow, where the 

Mission has large holdings, including Soochow Uni

versity and Laura Haygood School for Girls, all the 

buildings had been looted, four buildings had been 

bombed, and Japanese were occupying other buildings, 

using the new chapel of Laura Haygood School for 

Girls as a stable.

Hangchow: Reports from missionaries at Hang- 

chow indicate that on December 26 Japanese soldiers 

entered three American residences, on which American 

flags were flying and on which American consular 

proclamations and notices issued by the Japanese 

military police had been posted, and stole money, 

jewelry, and other articles. On December 27 Japa

nese soldiers again entered the same residences 

and stole property.

In
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In calling Your Excellency’s attention to these and 

other numerous depredations, I am instructed to say that 

my Government finds it impossible to reconcile these 

lawless acts directed against American mission properties 

with the assurances repeatedly given by the Japanese 

Government that American rights and interests in China 

will be fully respected by the armed forces of the 

Japanese Government. It appears that these incidents 

have occurred with the knowledge, and some indeed in the 

presence, of Japanese officials, while others, such as 

the occupancy of mission properties by Japanese troops, 

were presumably by the express direction of military offi 

cers. Arbitrary entry and occupation, together with 

pilfering, looting, and wanton destruction of property, 

can in no sense be regarded as acts of a character to be 

expected from a properly controlled military organization 

My Government assumes that the Japanese Government in no 

wise approves or condones such lawlessness, and expects 

assurances from the Japanese Government that it will take 

immediate and specific steps to put an end to the depre

dating of American properties and that it will make full 

and complete indemnification for all losses and damages 

inflicted.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH G. GREW

Hi s Excellency
Mr. Koki Hirota

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

etc., etc., etc.

(Copy sent to the British ambassador, Tokyo)
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

CA ,1—1336
J?lain

Froi$omyangpat

Dated Feb. 21, 1938

Reed 7:14 p.m.

Opnav:
Info: Cincaf, 2nd Marines, Yangpat, Comsubron 5, 

Comdesron 5, Comsopat, Amambassa or China, 
USS MARBLEHEAD, Alusna Peiping.

0021.' Ichang air field attacked by nine heavy Jap
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

my i—use
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (Navy code)

Alusna Peiping
From
Undated

Rec’d February 22, 1938 10:20 am

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG)
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE
CINCAF (ADM) 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
FOURTH MARINES

SHANGHAI

0021. Japanese troop arrivals through Chinwangtao ten 

triple naught during week ending fifteenth others undoubt

edly arrived Shansi via Jehol estimates totals North China 

in thousands Italian three hundred French two fifty American 

twenty one zero, France considered best reinforcements from 

Manchukuo would indicate lessening apprehension Soviet 

trouble immediate future. 1705.

CSB
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MY

ACTION:

INFO:

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1330 f^SHPth marines

Undated

REc’d February 22, 1938 11:15 am

CINCAF (FLAG)
OPNAV

SECOND BRIGADE
AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMN)
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBA3SAD0R CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8622. On Pingran front Japanese attacking Hwaiking 15 

miles southwest Poai. Nipponese claim occupation Luan 

Shansi. Northern Tsinfu sector heavy fighting in progress 

along grand canal southwest Tsininao with frequent Chinese 

counter attacks. 1817.

CSB

to

793.94/12485
 

F/FG

£Ü
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
CA Plain

1—1330
COMSOPAT

Feb.. 22, 1938

Rec'd 7:09 p.m,.
Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Opnav, Washington, 
Info; Cincaf, 
Comsubron 5, 
Comdesron 5, 
C omyangpat, 
Amambassador China, 
USS Marblehead, 
Alusna, Peiping.

0022. Air raid railroads vicinity Canton two BSP 

sighted gunfire Bocca Tigris forts lightcru and two 

destroyers. Other South China ports quiet 2000.

i EB 2 §
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ca TELEGRAM RECEIVED Plain

1—1336

COMYANGPAT

FFBMMied Feb. 22, 1938

Rec'd 7:10 p*nu

Opnav, Washington, 
Info; Cincaf, 
Yangpat, 
Comdesron 5, 
Comsopat, 
Amambassador China, 
USS Marblehead, 
Alusna Peiping.

0022. Yangtze river ports quiet 1830
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Tokyo, February

No. 2768.

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY
4, 1938

SUBJECT: PAMPHLETS ON JAPA^frS WAP RESOURCES.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of two 

pamphlets issued in English by the Foreign Affairs Asso

ciation of Japan, publishers of the semi-official 

CONTEMPORARY JAPAN, on the subject of Japan’s resources 
for war. The pamphlets are of interest in showing tie 

extravagance with which Japan’s potential war powers* 

are being described to the public. This publicity cam- 

paign 
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paign probably aims at inspiring the Japanese with con

fidence, and at impressing foreign powers. The fact of 

publication in English betrays an interest in modifying views 

abroad.

So extreme is this campaign of confidence that the 

Finance Minister found it advisable to state in the House 

of Representatives on January 23, in response to an inter

pellation, that Japan can stand a war expenditure of twenty 

billion or even thirty billion yen annually over an ex

tended period. These figures are beyond all reason, as

can be deduced from despatch 2750, January 29, 1938.

850
CC:C

Enclosures:
1/2 Copies of two pamphlets of the Foreign Affairs 

Association of Janan entitled: THE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES, and JAPAN’S 
FINANCE AND INDUSTRY-.
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THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT
AND

FINANCIAL1 RESOURCES

' n ■

THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN

Price: jo Sen

THIS DOCUMENT MUST Bk KBT’U tiNKu lu i. bli 
DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RFCOH^
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THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT 
AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES

A SYMPOSIUM
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INTRODUCTION

Published: October 15, 1957 This pamphlet contains articles by leaders of Japan’s finance and 
industry and authoritative economic writers, some prepared especially 
for this publication. Laying bare financial and economic conditions 
as they prevail in this country at present, these surveys should prove 
invaluable to all interested readers not only for their bearing on the 
present Sino-Japanese struggle but as an appraisal of the magnitude 
of financial prowess which Japan has attained in recent years.

Printed in Japan
At the Kenkyusha Press
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NOTE ON AUTHORS

GINJIRO FUJIHARA is president o£ the Oji Paper Company, 
member of the House of Peers, chairman of the Federation of Japanese 
Industries and president of Japan World Fair 1940. HIROZO MORI 
is vice-president of the Yasuda Bank and chairman of the Tokyo 
Clearing House Association. His article is the English version of his 
address given September 14, 1937, at the Bankers’ Club, Tokyo, at a 
special meeting of the Japan Clearing House Association which 
adopted a resolution pledging support to various emergency measures 
adopted by the Government. TOSHIE OBAMA is managing editor 
of the Ghugai Shogyo Shimpo (International Commercial News), a 
prominent writer and lecturer on economic subjects and author of 
several books. TOKUJI UCHIYAMA is the chief editorial writer on 
the staff of The Oriental Economist, banking and foreign trade being his 
specialties. KENKICHIISHIYAMA is the owner and publisher of 
the Diamond economic journal. His article is a translation of a survey 
appearing in a recent issue of his publication. YUTAKA NODA 
is director of the Noda Economic Research Bureau and columnist 
of note on economic subjects. His article is a review by CON
TEMPORARY OPINIONS of his book entitled War and Property.

%



Note : NATIONAL INCOME covers the period up to and including 1929 based 
on Dr. Shigeyoshi Hijikata’s calculations ; the 1930 figure is based on the compilations of 
the Cabinet Bureau of Statistics ; those after 1931 are estimates. PRODUCTION INDEX 
covers the period up to and including 1931 as compiled by the Nagoya Higher Commercial 
School ; thereafter it is based on the index of The Oriental Economist. WHOLESALE 
PRICE INDEX is that established by the Bankof Japan. POPULATION is based on 
registration but not on census figures.

CAN JAPAN STAND PROTRACTED 
HOSTILITIES?

By Ginjiro Fujihara

Shortly after the outbreak of the Manchurian incident I 
was besieged by representatives from Embassies, legations and 
the foreign press here for my views on about the same set of 
questions that many are now asking me. My interpellators then 
wanted to know if the conquest of Manchuria was really going 
to benefit Japan. Not only was Japan going to lose her vast 
export trade with China, they said, but she was going to sink 
a large amount of capital into the development of Manchuria 

$ from which there was little hope of definite returns for some time.
My answer at that time was invariably that my inquirers 

I did not realize that Japan could afford foreign investments of
¥200 to ¥300 million every year without any straining of financial 
resources, and she could even afford to spend a yearly amount of 
¥400 to ¥500 million more if that were necessary. In essential 
aspects conditions today are exactly the same.

Before the Manchurian incident, in 1930 for example, 
Japanese exports to China were valued at ¥260 million a year. 
It is true that this trade soon began to dwindle on account of 
the Chinese boycott movement that was under way. By 1936 
our annual trade with China had shrunk by ¥100 million. To 
offset that loss, however, during the interval our trade with 
Manchoukuo increased by ¥150 million and that with the Kwan- 

< tung Leased Territory by ¥260 million. Altogether, while
f Japan’s trade with China has decreased ¥100 million in four

years, during the same period her trade with Manchoukuo and 
i Kwantung rose by ¥410 million, or a net gain of ¥310 million
1 within the same trade area.

We Japanese are hard working people who cannot be kept 
< down by such an instrument as the boycott. In fact, the Chinese

boycott movement has been to a great extent responsible for 
the redoubling of our effort toward increasing exports and de
veloping new outlets for our products. The result must have
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proved a surprise to the Chinese. These facts demonstrate 
Japan’s trade developments in China and in other parts of Asia 
which were once part of China.

It is interesting to note that, during the five years ending 
in 1936, Japan’s export trade with all world trading areas has 
doubled. In 1931 this trade was worth ¥1,400 million. In 
1936 it amounted to ¥2,800 million. Such a rate of trade ex
pansion has never been experienced at any time by any country 
of the world.

To sustain this enormous expansion of trade, Japan had 
to erect trading and manufacturing facilities on a huge scale, 
investing a vast amount of capital for that purpose. In spite of 
this capital expenditure, Japan has managed to set aside a com
fortable sum of money. Between 1932 and 1936 Japanese 
savings in Post Office savings accounts, ordinary savings banks, 
co-operative associations and other financial institutions rose by 
¥5,000 million, or at an annual pace of ¥1,000 million. At 
the end of 1936 total savings stood at ¥20,000 million as compared 
with ¥15,000 million at the end of 1932.

Before the outbreak of the China incident I was asked if 
the then outstanding ¥1,000 million deficit bonds were going 
to get Japan into financial difficulty. My answer was that the 
system of the Japanese Government whereby about ¥100 
million surplus is set aside every fiscal year will easily cancel 
such bonds within 10 years.

Any foreign student of Japanese conditions will find them 
beyond comprehension if he fails to take note of this intensely 
progressive and hustling character of the Japanese race. In 
passing judgment it would be entirely wrong to place the people 
of this hard-working and self-sacrificing nation in the same class 
with slow-going and stationary European peoples. This pro
gressivism and spirit of sacrifice must solve all seemingly dif
ficult issues before the Japanese nation as it has done in the 
past.

Since the Manchurian incident five and a half years ago, 
Japan has invested ¥1,200 million in economic development 
of the contested region in addition to an equally enormous sum 
sunk there for defense and peace preservation purposes. In 
spite of this tying up of vast capital in Manchuria, Japan today 
is still far from being on the verge of bankruptcy as many foreign

•friends four years ago apprehended.
To meet expenses due to the China incident the Diet has 

thus far approved appropriations of ¥3,200 million, and chances 
are that further appropriations will be made in the future. These 
expenditures cannot, however, endanger foreign exchange sta
bility as the bulk of them are for domestic consumption and 
only a small percentage will be used for purchases abroad. 
Financing of the bonds to cover these appropriations offers 
no particular difficulty provided certain elementary precaution 
is taken.

Major articles of Japanese importation are cotton, iron and 
steel, wool and woodpulp. Regulation of their import movement 
will have to be effected if Japan’s balance of international pay
ments is to be held in equilibrium thereby insuring the stability 
of the yen in the international market.

Last year’s imports of raw cotton were valued at ¥850 
million of which ¥500 million were re-exported as piece-goods or 
other finished manufactures, while the balance of ¥350 million 
was domestically consumed. In accordance with the general 
principle of “ less imports, less home consumption and more 
exports,” it is obvious that something must be done with this 
import movement. Hostilities and high prices may naturally 
reduce the export movement of cotton manufactures from Japan, 
but Japan will have to redouble efforts for maintaining or even 
increasing these exports. At the same time, the domestic con
sumption of ¥350 million must be cut at least to the level of 
¥100 to ¥150 million. Both Government and people are now 
agreed and co-operating in this regard ; we believe that we can 
accomplish our purpose.

Next among important import items is iron and steel for 
which our 1936 bill was ¥200 million. Japan is expected to be 
fairly self-sufficient in this product within two years and absolutely 
so within three years. Increase in production and installation 
of allied facilities are now being speeded up in Japan proper, 
Chosen and Manchoukuo with this objective in view.

Japan imported last year wool to the value of ¥200 million 
of which goods worth ¥50 million were re-exported in finished 
form, the balance of ¥150 million being consumed at home. 
Our plan is to substitute the entire domestic consumption with 
staple fiber manufactures. At present Japan has stocks of wool

2 3
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or its manufactures variously estimated between ¥100 and ¥150* 
million in terms of raw wool. When these stocks are used up 
no more wool is planned to be purchased.

Japan buys annually some ¥70 million worth of woodpulp 
both for paper and rayon making purposes. Within one or 
two years Japan will be entirely self-sufficient in this material.

This will be manufactured locally from logs obtained in Japan 
and Manchoukuo and from various other new kinds of raw 
material taking the place of timber logs.

Japan’s petroleum bill in 1936 was ¥130 million. On 
this item we have to admit that we are almost entirely dependent 
on foreign sources. Coal liquifaction and mixing alcohol in 
equal quantities with motor fuel have been tried with some suc
cess, the former especially, but there is still room for improve
ment before they become industrially feasible. In a long war 
coal liquifaction will have to be resorted to regardless of cost 
if foreign supply is unavailable.

On the whole Japan will be dependent on foreign sources 
only for a few items of materials excepting petroleum, rubber,

Ï etc. Nevertheless, it is apparent that Japan must -buy from abroad 
for some time. To finance such purchases increasing the gold

3 output will prove an asset. Japan’s 1936 gold production was 
valued at ¥165 million, of which ¥85 million came from Japan 
proper, ¥65 million from Chosen and ¥15 million from Man
choukuo. The Government is now encouraging the production 

Si; of this metal by offering assistance to mining interests for ex- 
panding operating facilities. Higher gold prices and this as- 
sistance are responsible for an outlook of increased production 

5^' estimated at ¥200 million during the current year, 1937, ¥300 
million in 1938 and ¥500 million in 1939. This production will 
be used both for purchases abroad and for amplifying currency 
backing at the Bank of Japan. In this respect, it should be noted 
that the whole of Chosen is a veritable gold mine, as gold is 
being discovered in every part of that country. Manchoukuo 

- seems destined to be another very important gold source for
ÿt Japan as thorough survey now shows.

A long war does not strike any terror into the hearts of 
) the Japanese people. As long as we adhere to the above policy

of concentrating Government fiscal methods and industrial 
resources in connection with conflict, it makes no difference 
whether one or two countries oppose us or whether hostilities 
are aggravated in respect both of duration and scope. This 
industrial and financial control will not be the same as that of 
either Germany or Italy as ours will be conducted voluntarily 
by the business and banking people affected and with a minimum 
of Government supervision.

It is probable that before peace talks are started in real 
earnest Japan may have occupied Nanking and Shantung in 

, addition to North China and Shanghai. Her military occupation
may last from two to three years, even ten years, if necessary, 
until China repents of her past stand and becomes disposed to 
listen to reason. Just as was done in Manchoukuo early during 

V Japan’s military occupation, vigorous Japanese export move
ments to these China areas may be started and maintained. 
During this military occupation, an army of robust and hustling 
Japanese business go-getters may invade these territories under 
the protecting wings of the Japanese army and navy, to double 
and treble Japanese exports.

The difference in trade results between Manchoukuo and
4 5
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China proper will be marked, as, in contrast to the very barren 
state of thinly populated Manchoukuo, China proper is incom
parably richer in opportunity. In four years since the outbreak 
of the Manchurian incident Japan has managed to increase 
exports by ¥310 million a year to the continental area containing 
China, Manchoukuo and Kwantung. It will not be surprising 
if, within a much shorter period, Japan doubles or trebles this 
gain in exports to that part of China proper which will be under 
the influence of Japanese forces. If the Nanking Government 
is disposed to prolong the warfare and is able to afford such action 
Japan will have to wait, managing the while to expand trade 
movements, raising incidentally a part or the whole of the 
cost of occupation, and realizing more if possible from trade 
activities there. It is conservatively estimated that an increase 
of some ¥1,000 million in annual export shipments to the sea
boards of China proper is not a difficult task.

Japan is taking action against the Nanking Government, 
the Kuomintang and Chinese troops all of which are anti-Japa
nese, but Japan wants to be at peace with the Chinese population 
who are not antagonistic but are compelled to take this largely 
misguided attitude by the Nanking Government and its troops. 
Undoubtedly, the anti-Japanese boycott movement will last in 
the territory under control of the Nanking Government, but 
in the rest of China, where Japanese arms hold sway, the con
dition may be different.

In conclusion, let me reiterate my firm conviction that Japan 
will be able to carry on the present conflict with no fear of fi
nancial breakdown. In fact, I take no exception to the belief 
that the longer the conflict with China the greater the ultimate 
advantage for Japan’s economic expansion in that country. 
Those who take a pessimistic view of the financial strength of 
Japan vis-a-vis the China situation should bear in mind that 
Japan is an expanding nation, full of enthusiasm for peaceful 
activities, as well as for warlike operations. Japan is quite dif
ferent from other nations which have already achieved consider
able development and are trying not to step backward. Just as 
Japan has demonstrated her ability in aiding the establishment 
of Manchoukuo without embarrassing herself financially, so will 
she be successful in tackling wartime problems under trying 
circumstances as long as the present crisis continues.

6

\ BANKERS PLEDGE SUPPORT TO GOVERNMENT

By Hirozo Mori

. Pessimism over the present situation is entirely unwarranted
and born of the ignorance of actual conditions. During the 
30 odd years since the Russo-Japanese War, our national wealth 
has increased enormously and our industrial equipment has 

A developed enough to cope with the urgent requirements of the 
emergency period.

Index figures of national industries are convincing enough 
for us to believe in our power to fight it through successfully, 

T even if a third Power should come in and aid the Chinese mili- 
& tarists from behind the curtain.

We bankers, as one man, support the Government in this 
emergency with full faith in the justice of our cause, and we 
see no reason why we should not be able to crush our enemy, 

* the disturber of the Peace of the Far East.
Our population is increasing, and this increase can be sup

ported only by expansion of trade and industry, for which the 
nearest market is China and the Asiatic mainland. Herein lies 
our economic future. There is no gainsaying this fact. We 
want the world and the Chinese people to understand and 
recognize it.

Expansion toward the continent is the destiny of the 
Japanese people, Heaven decreed, which neither the world nor 
we Japanese ourselves can check or alter.

The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5, the Russo-Japanese 
v War of 1904-5, the Manchurian incident of 1931 and the armed 

conflict now going on, when traced to their origins, have resulted 
I from an attempt to resist the economic expansion of the Japanese 
y race. Such a movement is, however, purely economic, and so
M long as it is not tampered with, it will be promotive of peace

and material benefit to all parties.
$ We do not covet our neighbor’s territories. We aim only

at the furtherance of peaceful trade relations and have endeavored 
most sincerely to accomplish that purpose. But in this judicious
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attempt we were constantly thwarted by the hostile policies of 
the militarist Government of China during the last decade.

In a word, they kept on stirring up anti-Japanese spirit 
in the most violent manner among their people, as a means of 
carrying out their program of national unification.

This campaign in the course of years has now attained a 
proportion entirely beyond the control of the original pro
moters. Their agitators have openly and covertly attacked our 
trade and industrial rights, acquired in the most legitimate man
ner, and in doing so have caused us damage amounting to several 
hundred million yen in the past few years.

It is the stronghold of these sinister agitators that we are 
now out to crush and wipe out without a trace. When we shall 
have done this, we will stop immediately, but never before. 
We are now waging war to remove obstacles from our path 
leading to the final goal of peace. Here is our “ casus belli,” 
of which the entire Japanese people is firmly convinced.

We invite the Chinese people to understand our meaning 
and notice the folly of their anti-Japanese activities, which, 
reacting to the damage of the promoters, hurt their own interests 
far more than our own. If they will come and offer to co
operate with us, for mutual benefit of trade and industries, 
they are welcome even now, as in such an event we will have 
attained our end without further bloodshed.

But unfortunately all indications so far point to the fact 
that the National Government refuses to see the blunders it 
has already committed and, instead of amending, it is digging 
the grave even deeper for itself and all the capitalist Powers 
having interests in China.

It has concluded the Sino-Soviet non-aggression pact, and 
the Red colour is deepening. When all of China is Red, there 
will be no place for the capitalist Powers there. Their flags 
will simply disappear. Our own very existence will be in 
danger.

Therefore this is a war of defense for us. Whether, we 
can check this dangerous trend in time and save the Far East 
and humanity from the worst fate will depend solely upon our 
unflinching determination and steady will to stick to it to the 
bitter end.

We bankers, one and all, support the Government in. the 

prosecution of this crusade against the Chinese militarists, because 
this is the only right policy in the present circumstances.

We will do everything in our power to crush the baneful 
influence in China feeding on the life-blood of the Chinese people, 
however long this war may continue. We know we can do 
it with the resources we have under our control.
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JAPAN’S FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

By Toshie Obama

Some observers regard Japan’s gold reserve, which is around 
$400 million, as being far inadequate in the present critical 
period, but their view is unwarranted. The daily average of 
Bank of Japan note circulation stood at ¥1,309,674,000 during 
July last year and at ¥1,472,209,000 during the same month of 
this year. Converted into the U.S. currency these figures were 
respectively $370 million and $420 million. The $400 million 
gold stock was therefore very near to 100% coverage, or the 
third highest reserve ratio among powers, surpassed only by 
those of the United States of America and Great Britain.

To offset a large import balance in merchandise trade this 
year, Japan has been shipping gold to foreign countries with 
the result that the gold stock has been gradually declining, and 
it is true that this has occurred in the face of a gradually rising 
volume of currency circulation. But the development offers 
no cause for grave worry. During the past five years the cur
rency circulation has been increasing gradually, as shown below, 
and there was a rather pointed upward swing this year due largely 
to a July-end increase in consequence of the North China out
break.

JULY-END CIRCULATION 
1933 ¥ 1,184,336,000
1934 1,241,429,000
1935 1,305,693,000
1936 1,400,677,000
1937 1,579,961,000

Production of newly mined gold has averaged ¥200 million 
or $60 million annually in recent years, and the prospects are that 
it will expand at a sufficiently rapid rate to double the present 
volume three years hence, largely because of State encourage
ment. Manchoukuo in particular gives every promise of con
tributing materially in this direction.

In passing it may be pointed out that the present circulation 

1 
t »

of ¥1,400 million for the Japanese population of 70 million is 
as small as ¥20 per capita, which is far below similar figures 
for most of the countries of Europe and America. This condition 
is all the more worthy of note in vew of the custom prevailing 
in this country of using surprisingly small amounts of bank 
debits in daily transactions as compared with most other countries. 
This fact is discernible from the 1936 bill clearing figures in 
Tokyo, New York and London, which follow :

Tokyo ¥27,400,087,000
London £40,616,574,000
New York $193,548,797,000

Trade Outlook and Exchange Control

Between January and August 20 Japan’s foreign trade efforts 
resulted in an import balance exceeding $200 million. Eighty- 
three per cent of the imports, however, were raw materials 
and materials for further processing, while exports during the 
same period increased 25 per cent over the corresponding 1936 
period. This heavy import balance has been caused by a 
scarcity of commodities here growing out of the worldwide 
tendency toward armament expansion rather than by any similar 
movement in Japan. In fact, it was mainly caused by and is 
directly traceable to the foreign exchange control measure which 
the Government introduced on January 8. The export slump 
in evidence since July is mainly attributable to a lack of 
shipping space.

Fiscal Outlook

The oft-repeated assertion that Japan is in a fiscal impasse 
must not be accepted at its face value because it is usually ad
vanced from complicated motives. It is made by a section of 
the community which desires to check the activity of the army 
and navy, while others honestly entertain the view purely from 
a lack of correct financial knowledge.

The late Finance Minister Korekiyo Takahashi and a group 
of patriots of unquestioned sincerity tried to restrain the activity 
of the military by applying financial pressure in the absence of 
any other effective agency in the present day Japan to accomplish 
that purpose. Today there are still a large number of people in 
this country who cling to this method of curbing military in

10 11
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fluence. Those comprising the group who lack an adequate 
knowledge of finances are only too ready to accept any pessimistic 
opinion at its face value without troubling themselves to examine 
its implications. Lord Lytton’s report on Manchoukuo immedi
ately after the Manchurian Incident predicted that Japan would 
suffer a disastrous financial failure, but his prophecy has not been 
fulfilled by the facts to date.

The expenses of the war with Russia, which lasted for 
one year and four months, were ¥2,000 million, or ten times those 
of the earlier war with China. Half of the Russian war costs 
were met by foreign loans that yielded net proceeds of ¥900 
million, and the balance was met by ¥480 million of domestic 
loans, ¥136 million of tax increases, and various other methods 
of emergency financing. It must not be forgotten that the 
money resources of Japan in those days were never in excess 
of ¥1,000 million. Japan’s monetary resources, the so-called 
“Finanz Kapital,” today are estimated at ¥30,000 million, 
a 30-fold expansion, out of which the nation should be able 
to spare from ¥2,000 to ¥3,000 million of wartime disbursements 
for a good while without difficulty or interference with its fi
nancial system.

At the time of Russian war Japan was vitally in need of 
foreign loans as it was largely dependent on foreign suppliers 
for arms and ammunition. But today Japan is completely 
self-sufficient in these supplies except for a limited number of 
raw materials. The country therefore no longer requires the 
assistance of foreign loans.

Misconception at Home

Complaints are very often made about foreign misconcep
tion of Japanese conditions, financial and otherwise, but it is 
also true that many Japanese themselves are guilty of harboring 
gross misconceptions of the situation in their own country. A 
surprising number of domestic politicians, financiers, bankers, 
commentators (especially economic), and scholars, display com
plete ignorance of many constructive features of Japan and the 
Japanese. Some Japanese scholars are unduly critical of the 
weaknesses of the Japanese race, but are strangely inclined to 
be blind to its forte. For this mental outlook their western 
ideology and their training, often obtained in an occidental 

• atmosphere, are probably responsible. True to a tendency in 
this country these men are so over-eager to absorb occidental 
ideas that they have no interest in and no time to spare for the 
study of rapidly developing industrial conditions in their own 
country, with the result that very often their understanding, 
insofar as it goes, is deplorably out of date. Even the re
presentative leaders of the Japanese banking community often 
belong to the British type of bankers, whose faith in sound 
finance and sound currency has remained unchanged for half a 
century regardless of the radically changed conditions surround
ing them.

Seen from abroad, some of the financial developments here 
are liable to give the impression that fiscal and economic con
ditions in this country are in bad shape. It would therefore be 
advisable for foreign observers to steer clear of the false 
atmosphere created by some economic scholars and by other 
critics, and devote themselves instead to an impartial analysis of 
figures and other data if they wish to obtain a true picture of the 
situation.

12
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WHAT WAR COST CAN JAPAN BEAR ?

By Tokuji Uchiyama

” To assume that the great task of thoroughly reforming 
the anti-Japanese elements in China can be accomplished without 
difficulty is a gross error. But unless this hard work is done in 
our own times it will have to be done under much more difficult 
conditions within the next generation or during the lives of 
our descendants. Whatever difficulties may attend therewith, 
we mean willingly to carry out this undertaking at the present 
time and to achieve our purpose, be the cost what it may.” So 
stated Prince Fumimaro Konoe in part of the speech in which 
he, as Prime Minister, addressed the entire Japanese nation by 
radio from the Public Hall at Hibiya Park, Tokyo, on the evening 
of September nth. To say that such a point of view is broadly 
understood and acquiesced in by the Japanese people is, I believe, 
sufficient to determine at once what will be the conclusion of 
my present discussion. However, it may be extremely difficult 
to have such an attitude of mind appreciated by people of other 
countries. But how far-reaching such a mental decision may be 
and what form of expression it may assume in practice are ques
tions which can be clarified in terms of certain material facts ; 
this clarification is felt to be worth while.

Prince Konoe, speaking a few days ago, expressed himself 
to the effect that now that things had gone so far, an increase 
of taxes would be inevitable. As a matter of fact, Japanese 
finances, prior to the outbreak of the North China incident, had 
been operating in the red to a somewhat excessive extent. The 
sound economic development of the country, if such was to be 
possible, called for a gradual reduction of its excessive expendi
tures. Now that heavy war expenses are to be drawn from the 
national treasury, it is obvious that an increase in taxes will 
have to be executed sooner or later to meet the situation. The 
question as to what further taxable sources Japan has is the 
basic factor in determining how great may be the war expenses 
which Japan can bear.

*4

I wish, in the first place, to consider the movement of 
the people’s incomes in recent years, although this will have 
to be done on a very rough estimate. The Statistics Bureau of 
the Government, as a result of investigations made in 1930, 
gives a rough figure of ¥10,000 million as the total national in
come for that year. On the basis of this figure the people’s 
revenue in 1928 was approximately ¥12,500 million, and at 
the bottom of business depression in 1932 was ¥9,000. Ac
cordingly, it may be fairly accurate to assume that the figure for 
1937 is between ¥14,000 and ¥15,000 million. Compared with 
the years 1928 and 1932, the people’s income in 1937 indicates 
gains of ¥1,500 to ¥2,500 million and ¥5,000 to ¥6,000 million 
respectively.

The revenue of the Central Government from taxable 
sources totalled ¥916 million in 1928 and ¥696 million in 1932. 
The anticipated yield for the current year is ¥1,250 million. 
Allowing for the increase of taxation effected in 1937, this figure 
means gains of only ¥334 million and ¥554 million respectively 
as compared with the years 1928 and 1932.

If expenditures for living are to be reduced to the same 
levels as in the year 1928, Japan still has the capacity for an in
crease in taxation to the extent of ¥1,000 to ¥2,000 million. 
If the standard of living is to be lowered to that of the year 1932, 
the people are able to bear additional taxes to the amount of 
¥4,500 to ¥5,500 million.

As a matter of fact, it would unquestionably be difficult 
in practice to raise taxes to the maximum limits, especially so, 
it would seem, when events have not gone to such extremes. 
In case the general situation becomes worse, and an increase 
in taxation to the maximum degree becomes necessary, the fact 
that the living conditions of the Japanese people would yet be 
far more cheerful in comparison with those in many other coun
tries around the year 1932 should be understood by those who 
were acquainted with the conditions existing abroad at that time.

Even if the burden on the Japanese nation should be in
creased by ¥1,000 million, gross taxes would be equivalent to 
only 15 per cent of the total income of the people, a rate some
what lower than that prevailing in the United Kingdom or in 
the United States of America. An additional imposition of 
¥2,000 million would mean a rate no worse than that of the 
United Kingdom.
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If the rate of interest is fixed at 3.5% and the redemption 
of capital at one-twentieth part, bonds may be issued to ¥23,500 
million against an increase of taxes to ¥2,000 million. If the 
public imposition should be increased to ¥5,000 million, the 
national borrowing may be raised to ¥58,800 million. Theo
retically, the Japanese people are able to bear war expenses to 
this degree.

As matters now stand, the present Sino-Japanese incident 
has drawn upon the national treasury to the extent of only 
¥2,500 million. This much might have been raised solely 
through increased taxtion ; nor would the people, in such case, 
find their burden excessively heavy. This type of war expenses, 
however long the fighting may continue, should positively be 
no cause for undue apprehension.

Moreover, it would hardly be necessary to meet the war 
expenses entirely from taxable sources. Against the estimated F f 
cost of ¥2,500 million the Government has added impositions 
only to the extent of ¥100 million. While this change in taxation '
is certain to prove inadequate, an additional income of ¥500 
million will be quite sufficient in any eventuality, provided 
the campaign is conducted as at present. That such a sum would 
be no excessive drainage on the country’s resources must be very 
plain to anyone aware of Japan’s development in recent years.

While the country’s resources are still so good, nevertheless 
there are growing apprehensions, deplorable to say, lest the 
country’s international payment position may be jeopardized, 
for the simple reason that the Government may fail to make 
effective use of the financial means at its disposal, and that through 
such a parital breakdown in mechanism, the economy of the 
country may be subjected to a violent impact. That the Govern
ment or the people who oversee and direct affairs of State should 
be so ill-advised as to blunder to such an extent is hardly think
able ; but should they so blunder, the country might experience 
a catastrophic occurrence that is neither necessary nor unavoid
able.

Yet the country’s balance of international payments has 
gone from bad to worse. It is thought that any means devised 
to combat the situation may be too late to prevent a further 
collapse of the external exchange. I for one cannot subscribe 
to such gloomy views. It is true that the excess of imports

over exports soared to the neighborhood of ¥800 million in 
the first ten-day period of August. It is also true, on the face 
of it, that if approximately ¥400 million has been paid by means 
of gold shipment and if the balance of as many millions is to 
be settled by gold additionally to be exported, the profit recently 
provided under the Gold Fund Special Account will be exhausted. 
But, in the first place, the above amount of ¥800 million includes 
something like ¥300 million in the form of speculative purchases 
made in anticipation of restrictions on import exchange and 
other official procedure. All these purchases are being held in 
the country as surplus stocks in the form of either raw material 
or manufactured goods. If, therefore, an appropriate policy is 
set up to control foreign trade to dispose of these stocks, the 
excess of imports over exports will necessarily be reduced 
proportionately. In the escond place, for the next two or three 
months Japan’s balance of payments is scheduled to make a 
seasonal favorable shift.
Ordinarily, the unfavorable balance becomes reduced by a total 
of approximately ¥200 million for the same period of the year. 
In the third place, since the possibility exists that increased de
mands for war materials may overbalance the above two factors 
of beneficail influence, the excess of imports over exports for the 
current year may after all reach the 800 million line, although 
it is hardly possible that the figure will go much higher.

If this amount were to be settled entirely by means of specie, 
the Government’s gold stock, as mentioned above, would be 
exhausted ; but the country still holds fairly large amounts of 
reserves in foreign currency. According to the returns of the 
Finance Ministry, the amount of bonds in foreign currency held 
by Japanese at the end of April, 1937, reached ¥390 million, (of 
which ¥262 million represented issues made by countries other 
than Manchoukuo) deposits made in foreign currency were 
¥166 million ; advances in foreign currency were ¥159 million, 
bringing the total to ¥325 million, at the old gold parity. 
If computed at the current exchange rate, these holdings represent 
approximately ¥1,700 million. Through legal procedure all 
this amount may be transferred to the possession of the State 
for its free disposal. While it is not certain how much of 
these reserves may be mobilized, if 20 per cent may be taken 
as subject to ready operation, no less than ¥300 million will
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be available. In addition, new production of gold may be esti
mated at ¥150 to ¥200 million each year.

By mobilizing all these capital resources, it will be possible 
to maintain foreign exchange for a year to come, even if the 
country’s unfavorable balance of payments remain unimproved. 
And if, in the meanwhile, proper policies are inaugurated, any 
ugly development may well be averted. There is plenty of 
time, too, in which to establish control over the situation. In 
North China and in some places in the vicinity of Shanghai, 
there may be some early developments beneficial to Japan’s 
economy. Increased exports to North China may likewise be 
expected. Excepting the set-back temporarily suffered in the 
balance of international payments, Japan’s economic structure 
is free from any weakness even of a local nature.

PHENOMENAL INCREASE IN ECONOMIC 
RESOURCES

By Kenkichi Ishiyama

The Imperial Diet at its last special session voted an estimate 
of ¥500 million as the North China Incident Expenditure, and 
General Gen Sugiyama, the War Minister, in answering an 
interpellator stated that it was not improbable that the Diet 
would be convened again to approve additional estimates under 
the same heading. The War Minister’s statement might have 
been expected, for China’s treachery and duplicity are genuinely 
beyond words, and this fact has been learned only at a heavy 
cost. In expressing his opinion, General Sugiyama must have 
spoken from the standpoint that too much caution cannot be 
used in dealing with such a country. With approval of the North 
China Expenditure, a total of ¥1,400 million will be met under 
the current fiscal programme by means of issuing deficit-covering 
bonds, and this borrowing will be in addition to an increase of 
taxation effected on two successive occasions. Furthermore, 
this financial procedure is to be carried out, as I have frequently 
observed heretofore, simultaneously with a series of extensive 
developments at industrial plants which have made appreciably 
heavy drains of the country’s capital resources so that the surplus 
has gradually fallen off. To this pressure will be added the 
weight of the two successive taxation increases and now the 
deficit-covering bonds.

In the face of this situation it is not unnatural that some 
misgiving should be felt as to the possibility of all these bonds 
being absorbed. This view, though not uncommon, is dis
counted by past experience. War in any case is an extraordinary 
occurrence, and must be observed from an extraordinary point 
of view. Our view must be adjusted to the unusual character 
of the occurrence, and if our point of view is taken from a proper 
angle, we can see that even if the present North China Incident 
should so develop as to require expeditures of say ¥2,000 
or ¥3,000 million, there should be no cause for excessive alarm.18
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On what grounds ? This, I say, is true in the light of what we 
experienced at the time of the war with China and later during 
the war with Russia.

Sino-Japanese War

The Sino-Japanese War began with hostilities at Fengtao in 
June 1894 and ended with the surrender of the North Sea Fleet 
in March 1895, the period of war being only 10 months. It 
involved a cost of ¥200.47 million, a sum which appeared formi
dable at the time, but which was defrayed in the following man
ner :

(1) Revenue (in ¥ 1,000)
Surplus in the Treasury 23439
Income from bonds 116,804
Popular contributions to the war fund 160
Popular contributions for

relief of crippled soldiers 2,788
Miscellaneous income 1,5^9
Revenue from occupied areas 624
Revenue from Formosa and the Pescadores 935
Transference from Special Funds 78,957

Total 225,230
Expenditure (in ¥ 1,000)

Total expenditures 200,475
Balance

Carried forward on General Account 24,754

It will be seen that of the total expenditure of ¥200.47 
million, less than 60% was defrayed by public borrowing, and 
there was no increase of taxation.

The financial resources of the banks in those days were 
surprisingly small, as shown below.

(1) Paid-up Capital (in ¥ 1,000)

(2) Official, Public and Ordinary Deposits (in ¥ 1,000)

Bank of Japan 10,000
Yokohama Specie Bank 4,500
National banks 48,416
Ordinary banks 31,030
Savings banks 566

Total 94,512

r
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Bank of Japan 3,634
Yokohama Specie Bank 7,184
National banks 59,833
Ordinary banks 38,426
Savings banks 6,035

Total 115,114

The total paid-up capital of the banking institutions was 
only ¥94 million as against a total of ¥115 million held on 
deposit. Prior to the war who could have imagined that as 
much as ¥110 million would be raised in a money market with 
such limited resources ? Had any of our economists been ques
tioned about the possibility of such an undertaking they would 
have promptly replied in the negative, without exception.

However that may be, the bonds were in fact well subscribed, 
and moreover the funds were raised without causing any ab
normal conditions either in bank deposits or advances. The 
movement of bank deposits and advances was as follows :

Deposits and Advances by the Tokyo and Osaka Clearing Banks (in ¥ 1,000)
Depsits Advances

March 1894 48,867 85,062
May ,, 48,466 90,526
June >, 48,712 89,131
July ,, 49,5oi 88,306
August 49,454 82,021
September 48,918 82,030
October ,, 51,265 87,914
November ,, 53,825 89,382
December ,, 50,668 90,782
January 1 895 54,204 89,209
February ,, 51,162 88,397
March 53,609 88,509
April », 50,468 86,965
May « 54,258 91,817

1
* 4*

The movements of deposits and advances as shown above, 
betrayed no abnormal condition such as might have been expected 
in time of war. It was proved that the economy of the country 
had abundant elasticity. Nor, can we overlook the fact that 
this satisfying economic condition was due in no small part to 
the policy which the central government pursued at that time. 
Immediately after the opening of hostilities the Government 
set up a new economic policy marked by such features as :

(1) Prevention of fixed investment ;
(2) Conversion of ordinary capital to war funds ;
(3) No raise in the Bank of Japan’s loan rates.
The first point, of course, was adopted in consideration of 

the increasing surplus deposits on the part of the general public. 
The industry of the country was then in its infancy. The main 
item of construction was railways, which were not under official
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management as they are today, but were private enterprises, 
and so the Government stopped all railway construction.

In pursuance of the second point of its policy the Govern
ment, as soon as the war broke out, caused the Bank of Japan 
to call in loans by degrees and these funds were turned into 
war expenditure. Financial circles were warned at the beginning 
of the war that this would be done.

In regard to the third point of policy, at the outset the money 
rate on advances of the Bank of Japan was temporarily raised. 
On June 18 it was increased by .365% and on July 26 again 
by -73%- The rate on advances was raised to 8.03% diem and 
the discount rate to 7.67%. Thereafter, however, the rates 
remained unchanged, thus facilitating the supply of money. 
This money policy proved so successful that no shock was 
caused to any section of the financial community during the 
entire war period.

The movements of note issue, commodity prices and foreign 
trade, according to The Diamond, were as follows.

(1) Notes in Circulation and Commodity Prices
Year Circulation (1,000) Price Index

May 1894 ¥136,241 121%
June 141,736 126
July 140,018 127
August I4I,773 128
September B7,795 131
October ,, 140,296 131
November 13 8,477 132
December 148,813 133
January 1895 142,756 133
February 137,185 136
March 135,224 135
April 132,838 133
May 132,573 132
June ,, 143,083 132
July » 142,669 131
August 152,904 133
September 156,897 135
October 158,692 138
November 161,858 138
December ,, 180,336 140

Movement of Foreign Trade (in millions of yen)
Exports Imports Balance

1893 89 88 1
1894 113 117 -4
1895 136 129 6

Thus it may be seen that notes in circulation underwent 
no excessive expansion, while the rise in commodity prices was 
unimportant in extent. The economy of the country well 
retained its equilibrium.

Russo-Japanese War

The Russo-Japanese War began on February 6, 1904, and 
ended on May 28 of the following year. During the intervening 
period of 16 months a million soldiers were called out and a 
total of ¥1,500 million was expended. Compared with the 
Sino-Japanese War, the period of hostilities was twice as long, 
the number of soldiers 5 times as many, and the cost 7 to 8 
times as much. The war expenses of ¥1,500 million were met 
in the following manner :

Expenditures (in ¥1,000)

•

Thus the war cost in all approximately

Emergency expenditures 156.228
First budget 420,000
Second budget 780,000
Extra-budget expenditures by Imperial decree and Supple

mentary estimates 96,025
Total 1,452,254

Third budget 529,950
Grand total 1,892,204

Revenues (in ¥1,000)
Bonds and temporary loans 1,556,022
Transference from Special Account funds 67,000
Revenue from increased taxation 136,330
Transference of Surplus on General Account 221,039
Popular contributions and miscellaneous income 2,000

Total 1,982,391

Thus the war cost in all approximately ¥2,000 million, 
but since the sum of ¥529 million raised under the third budget
ary authorization was applied to the expenditures made over 
a period of one year, immediately after the war, namely January 
to December, 1906, the expenditures made in the actual period 
of hostilities amounted to ¥1,452 million. Against these mili
tary expenditures the revenue sources marshalled were as fol
lows.

Sources against War Expenses (in ¥1,000)
Bonds and loans
Income from increased taxation
Transference from Special Account funds
Transference of Surplus on General Account
Popular contributions and miscellaneous income

Total

1,042,228
136,330
67,000

204,782
2,000

1,452,342
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Of the actual cost of war less than 10% was met by the 
yield of increased taxation and more than 70% by means of 
bonds and loans. Most of the bonds issued were raised in 
foreign currency, being floated on five different occasions to 
a total of ¥1,000 million of which the net amount received was 
90% of par value. The last issue was after the conclusion of 
the war, and the funds raised by the four issues during the war 
amounted to ¥780 million. Internal bonds were issued five 
times in a total amount of ¥680 million, the net amount received 
being 95% of the issue value. The sum of ¥200 million raised 
by the last emission was applied to the refunding of bonds issued 
during the war, the net amount raised in the actual period of 
war being ¥480 million.

In addition, the people’s share of the wartime burden in
cluded a total of ¥136 million in the form of increased taxation 
and ¥2 million contributed voluntarily toward the war funds. 
Their total burden, computing the national bonds at par, amount
ed in all to ¥580 million. This, needless to say, was not a light 
burden upon the nation’s economic capacity at the time.

Notes then in circulation amounted to ¥230 million and 
bank deposits to ¥750 million. With financial resources of 
this size, the country added domestic bonds of ¥480 million 
and an extra burden of ¥130 million in the form of increased 
taxes. It was by no means an easy situation, yet the economic 
structure passed through it all without developing uncontrollable 
inflationary conditions, and no excessive boosting of commodity 
prices occurred.

Thus economic equilibrium was maintained by the exe
cution of a policy which, apart from the floating of national 
bonds abroad, involved no unusual procedure. Practically 
nothing was done beyond raising the money rates and encourag
ing general savings.

The movements of paper currency in circulation and com
modity prices were as follows :

(i) Circulation and Commodity Prices
(¥1,000) Notes issued Price index

1903 232,920 103
1904 286,625 108
1905 312,790 116
1906 341,766 119

Note : The amounts of note issue are as of December in each year. Commodity 
prices are the Bank of Japan’s index numbers averaged for the year.

(2) Foreign Trade Movemen 
(In millions of yen)

Exports Imports Import balance
1903 3U 332 17
1904 342 384 42
1905 345 500 154
1906 454 465 11

The note circulation, as shown above, was increased to 
the extent of 3 5 % towards the termination of hostilities, while 
commodity prices were higher by less than 20%. Foreign trade 
resulted in huge adverse balances, but this had been foreseen 
and it was in anticipation thereof that foreign loans had been 
floated.

Present Economics

At the time of the wars with China and Russia, our economy 
proved its elasticity as has been explained. A comparison of 
our present economy with the two war periods reveals at once 
the fact that war expenditures of ¥2,000 or ¥3,000 million would 
be as nothing.

The basic figures of present-day economy compare with 
those at the times of the wars in question as shown in the ac
companying table.

Comparative Wartime Economic Conditions (in ¥ 1,000)
Comparison 

with 1903 
(times)

1893
(Chinese War)

’9°3
(Russian War)

Present 
(1936)

Comparison 
with 1893 

(times)
Notes issued 129,732 201,848 I>339»945 IO.3 6.6
Specie reserve 85,920 116.962 1,425,000 16.5 12.2
Bank deposits 111,479 75M*8 13,968,000 I25.3 18.5
Paid-up corporate capital 249,763 887,606 16,726,667 67.O 18.8
Value of foreign trade 177,970 606,638 5»725>873 32.1 9-4
Revenue and expenditure 197,3 51 509,817 4,617,091 23.4 9.0

Note: The specie reserve for 1936 is calculated at the rate of ¥ 13.00 per
momme of gold.

The table demonstrates that the present-day economy of 
our country, in comparison with the years 1894-5, has increased 
at least a 10 fold and in some instances 60 to 70 fold. Compared 
with the time of the war with Russia, our economy is 6 to 7 
times larger and in some respects even 12 to 18 times. It is 
regrettable, however, that production figures, which are highly 
important to a discussion of this sort, are not available for the
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two war periods. The nearest such figures are for the year 
1909, which follow, and even these do not include statistics 
for agricultural production.

Comparison of Production (in million of yen)
1909 1936

Agricultural — 2,081
Industrial 772 10,836
Mining 103 504
Commerce 68 335
Forestry 115 297

Total 1,059 15,055

The production for 1935 reached ¥15,000 million. The 
figure last year must have exceeded the ¥16,000 million mark. 
Production for 1909 amounted only to ¥1,000 million, without 
taking agricultural production into account, but since agricultural 
production for the year 1917 was valued at ¥1,600 million, 
the gross production figure for 1909 could not have exceeded 
¥2,500 or 2,600 million at most. Production prior to the war 
with Russia was even less. If the figure is assumed to be roughly 
¥2,000 million, production now is 8 times greater.

At the time of the war with Russia a total of ¥480 million 
was raised by bond emission while hostilities were in progress. 
Eight times that would be ¥3,600 million. So if war bonds 
were now issued to the extent of ¥2,000 or ¥3,000 million, 
there is apparently no reason why they should not be disposed 
of without much trouble.

Efforts of the Government

The Government would naturally be expected to play some 
part ; otherwise it would be impossible to raise such war funds. 
Due to the present expansion of fiscal operations, some fear 
has already been felt regarding the possibility of absorbing the 
deficit-covering bonds. The Government should therefore 
adopt some policy suitable to the existing economic condition 
of the nation.

When the country was at war with Russia, foreign bonds 
were floated to a total amount of ¥1,000 million during and 
after the hostilities. Today there is no hope of raising loans 
abroad. The entire cost of our military campaign must be met, 
as it was met when we fought with China in 1894, by means 
of internal borrowing.

f

Since our economic power, as stated above, has developed 
to vastly greater proportions, the task of successfully issuing 
domestic bonds should not prove too difficult. It is important 
above all, however, that we are careful about our foreign trade. 
The trade this year is registering an adverse balance that promises 
to reach huge figures and this trend is certain to be accentuated 
if the China incident grows sufficiently to increase the cost of 
the military campaign. An adjustment of foreign trade would 
then be absolutely necessary, and to attain that end it would 
not be sufficient merely to restrict imports, but domestic 
industries should be promoted concurrently.

Japan lacks certain metals which are required by the muni’ 
tions industry. Therefore the increased production of these 
metals should be so encouraged that the requirements of the 
munitions can be met and the importation curtailed at the same 
time.

The Government has been emphasizing the encourage
ment of gold production, but official encouragement is required 
no less for the production of other metals as well. First of all 
is iron, in regard to which the importance of refining placer iron 
immediately suggests itself. Considerable work must be done 
on a new iron mine before it is ready to produce ore, but sand 
iron is found on our seashores wherever we may go. To mine 
it is simplicity itself, and any amount we may require is available 
at any time. A simple process of refining has been developed 
by the Nippon Special Steel Pipe Company, for which there is 
no special need of electric power. Coal and lime are the only 
requisites, and the necessary equipment can be completed in 
a comparatively short time. In an emergency it would not 
even be necessary to wait for new installations, because any 
Portland cement plant could be used. The cement mills at 
present are being operated far below capacity, so the utilization 
of idle plants would be killing two birds with one stone. With 
the ore almost as abundant as the sand on the seashore, a better 
line of enterprise could hardly be suggested in our present crisis.

It should be added that by the same process it is possible 
to use not only sand iron but also the slugs produced in the 
manufacture of sulphuric acid. These slugs are perhaps even 
better than sand iron, yet the acid plants are at present throwing 
them away as waste material. From this source alone fairly

4M
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large amounts of iron could be recovered. I particularly hope 
that the Government will take up this method of iron manu
facture.

Since copper, zinc, nickel and almost every other kind of 
ore are found in this country, the production of these metals 
will be greatly increased once official encouragement is ex
tended.

It will be necessary to prohibit absolutely the importation of 
anything that can be furnished by domestic production, as well 
as luxuries and commodities not in urgent demand. For instance, 
there are some people who will wear only clothing of foreign 
manufacture. Their ignorance of home industries is almost 
criminal and their attitude deserves neither consideration nor 
respect. Material for European style clothes and other cotton 
and woollen textiles of a like nature should be entirely stricken 
off the list of imports. Restrictions on the importation of cotton 
and wool will also be necessary, as I have frequently pointed f
out. The use of staple fiber cannot be encouraged too soon or 
too strongly. The rayon mills of the country are now operating 
below capacity. The idle equipment could be completely 
diverted to the manufacture of synthetic fiber, and by this means 
alone the imports of cotton would be reduced by fairly large 
amounts.

In an emergency we could remain content with our old 
wardrobe for an extra year or two, but conditions have not 
yet reached such a pass. We are at a stage where we could 
afford staple fibre, the use of which should be made popular 
in any case. The substitution of fiber for cotton would cause 
no repercussion in any quarter and would be highly beneficial 
to the country’s interests. The sooner staple fiber is produced 
and consumed in greater quantities the better it will be. |

Next the Government should impose restrictions upon new * 
undertakings, discriminating and weighing, however, between ' 
those which are urgently needed and those which are not. This । 
is something which the Government has been reiterating, but |
the Government, as a rule, more often talks than acts. Whether j
or not we shall tide over these critical times successfully depends * 
on how well the Government manages its policy. The Govern- f 
ment should work out policies fitted to these serious times and * 
then carry them out with decision and consistency. 4

28 a

Need of National Movement

It will be scarcely less necessary for the Government, while 
pursuing the above lines, to make appeals to the people in general 
and initiate country-wide movements. In the war with China 
as well as in the war with Russia, savings were encouraged. 
The movement was carried on with particular vigor in the latter 
war, and in consequence the people went to great lengths in 
order to economize and save.

We should do no less now. The war expenditures although 
made both within and outside of the country, will nevertheless 
in the most part find their way into the hands of our own people. 
The savings accumulated by our people will be converted into 
bank deposits which later will be turned into subscriptions to 
the deficit-covering bonds. It was because of this kind of 
support that during our wars with China and Russia, bonds could 
be floated in amounts out of proportion to the amounts held on 
deposit at banks. Therefore, in the light of experience I say 
that it will be necessary to inaugurate country-wide movements 
for economy and savings.

Because China has for many years been under the yoke of 
tyrannical rule, she has achieved little economic development. 
From many little incidents that have occurred from time to time 
during the present campaign we can see the low standard of the 
economic life which the people of China have been leading. 
Whenever fighting takes place for example the Chinese soldiers 
invariably loot and plunder, and nothing is beneath their notice. 
Even old shirts and socks are taken, and a watch or a ring may 
prove the ransom for a life. We may imagine from this alone 
the conditions of their everyday life.

Such is China. If by means of the present campaign we 
can free the Chinese people from the yoke of tyranny, they will be 
able to achieve free economic development. This will lead to 
friendship between Japan and China and to the mutual economic 
development of both. Thus and thus only will the foundation 
be laid for lasting peace in the Far East. The establishment of 
peace in the Far East has consistently been the object of our 
national policy since the first year of our modern history. It 
was primarily because of this policy that we waged war with 
China and later with Russia. The present incident offers us
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the best opportunity we can expect for the achievement of our 
long cherished desire. Our economic circles will be depressed 
by the present developments, but just as certainly will they re
cover their confidence. The incident, moreover, will open up to 
our people prospects more hopeful than those resulting from their 
war with China or that with Russia. The public should realize 
this character of the present incident. People in all walks 
of life should unite in support of the military, and thus contribute 
to the cause of lasting peace in the Far East.

JAPAN CAN SPEND ¥20,000 MILLION YEARLY

By Yutaka Noda

How much will a next war cost Japan ? This question 
cannot be answered unless one knows who will be her enemy 
and under what conditions she will be called upon to fight. 
There are, however, some economic yardsticks to determine 
the maximum possible limits one country may spend for a war. 
These are the potential wealth, annual earnings and savings of 
that nation. It is imperative for any nation to limit her war 
spending within that limit.

In the event of war, national savings must be spent first 
of all and, in parallel with that, some portions of national earnings 
must be effectively mobilized. It is only after these two resources 
are exhausted that part of national wealth may be consumed 
for war purpose, but there is a certain absolute limit in utilizing 
this last resource, and the spending beyond that limit will dev
astate national economy as the whole and precipitate a domestic 
financial collapse disabling the country to fight any more.

According to a noted British economist, Britain had a wealth 
of £16,000 million before the World War, but the figure de
creased to £13,400 million after the War, representing a shrinkage 
of some 16 per cent, and Germany, though she had 375,000 
million mark, had lost 31 per cent of the wealth during the War 
and the figure dwindled to 250,000 million mark. This indicates 
that the latter could not continue her war when she lost 31 per 
cent of her national wealth.

War expenditures in a future war may be judged from the 
spendings by the belligerent nations in the course of the World 
War. According to the calculation of the Japanese Finance 
Ministry, the European belligerent Powers had lavished 44 per 
cent of their national wealth on the average, although the different 
belligerents had spent more or less than that. Spendings by 
various nations are quoted from the publication of the Finance 
Ministry :
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National wealth 
16,000,000,000

256,500,000,000 
100,000,000,000 
120,000,000,000 
310,000,000,000

Total war expenses 
7,463,769,000 

148,289,544,790 
41,852,000,000 
54,098,500,000 

139,342,342,000
84,434,000,000

Ratio 
46.6% 
55-9 
41.8 
45-o 
44-9 
37-5

Britain, pound 
France, franc 
Italy, lira 
Russia, rouble 
Germany, mark
Austria-Hungary, kronen 225,000,000,000

Japan’s national wealth was estimated at ¥110,000 million 
for 1930, the latest date for which official figures are available. 
The figure must have already exceeded ¥120,000 million because 
the nation’s wealth has since increased substantially due to the 
expansion of industries and the prosperity in business in gereneal. 
If the last figure is acceptable and 44 per cent of the wealth may be 
spent for war operations, it follows that Japan may defray 
¥52,800 million as war expenditures during four years, or in 
other words, she may spend ¥13,200 million annually continu
ously for four years.

National earnings are the perpetual resource as war funds. 
The belligerent nations had tremendous sum of annual earnings, 
and 86.9 per cent of the total earnings was spent every year during 
the World War, according to the publication mentioned above, 
which gives the following figures for various nations :

Annual war expenses
1,756,176,000 

32,548,760,000 
7,503,266,000 

13,527,150,000 
34,144,787,000 
18,178,160,000

Turning to national savings as war funds, the same publi
cation indicates that Italy’s annual war spending was some 10 
times as large as the annual savings of her people, apparently 
the largest of all in proportion to national savings, while other 
countries spent from 4.5 to 5.5 times as much as their annual 
savings. The publication gives the ~ “ 
on the average :

following figures per annum

Annual savings
37,000,000 

6,000,000,000 
1,800,000,000 
2,500,000,000 
6,500,000,000

to

Annual war expenses
1,756,176,000

32,548,760,000
10,463,000,000
13,527,150,000
34,144,789,000
18,178,160,000

show the annual savings

Ratio 
468.3% 
559-o 
981.2 
541.1 
525-3 
454-5

Annual earnings 
2,300,000,000 

37,000,000,000 
11,000,000,000 
15,000,000,000 
40,000,000,000

Ratio 
76.4% 
90.7 
95.1 
90.2 
85.2

Britain, pound 
France, franc 
Italy, lira 
Russia, rouble 
Germany, mark 
Austria-Hungary, kronen 25,000,000,000

In 1930, Japanese national earnings reached ¥10,600 million 
The figure must have increased to ¥14,000 million in 1936, 
according to the calculation of Mr. Shigeyoshi Hijikata, professor 
at Tokyo Imperial University. For this calculation, the pro
gressive increase in wealth, the manufacturing and other industrial 
production in 1928 and 1935 investigated by the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, and many other reliable data were taken 
into account altogether. Some other economists say that the 
earnings are much larger than that, probably reaching ¥20,000 
million annually. If 86.9 per cent of the earnings may be spent, 
it is not too much to say that Japan may allocate ¥12,166 million 
per annum as war expenses.

Britain, pound
France, franc
Italy, lira
Russia, rouble
Germany, mark
Austria-Hungary, kronen 4,000,000,000

No official figure is available 
of the Japanese nation. But Prof. Hijikata estimates that some 
15 per cent of the annual earnings is being set aside as savings 
every year, and calculates, therefore, that Japan’s annual savings 
reach ¥2,100 million or 15 per cent of ¥14,000 million which is 
the annual earnings. Based upon this hypothesis, it may be 
asserted with safety that Japan can allocate at least ¥11,550 
million annually as war expenditures, or 5.5 times as much as 
her total annual savings.

It is apparent that, in any future war if it is carried out on 
the scale not exceeding that of the World War, Japan can spend 
annually ¥13,200 million judging from her national wealth, 
¥12,100 million from her national annual earnings, and ¥11,500 
million from her annual savings, continuously for four years. 
On the average, she can defray ¥12,000 million annually at the 
smallest for four years.

In the above calculations, however, no account is taken of 
the resources in Korea, Formosa and other colonial possessions, 
and Manchoukuo which is to constitute an important bulwark 
for Japan’s war-time economy is entirely disregarded. Further, 
no reference is made to the fact that Japan, because of her special 
capitalism, is less vulnerable to inflation and other evils arising 
out of stupendous war spending than other countries are. And 
national wealth, earnings and savings are calculated in a conserva
tive manner in the above argument.

If all these facts are taken into consideration, I have no
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hesitation to say that Japan can spend much more than ¥12,000 
million annually when she fights with all means in her possession, 
and is quite capable of paying ¥15,000 million, or even ¥20,000 
million at the largest, as war funds every year. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

By An Economist

Question, Can Japan place her economy on a war footing 
without upsetting her foreign trade conditions and without im
pairing her balance of international payments ?

Answer. It is inevitable that the current situation is adverse
ly affecting Japan’s trade with China, but with the rest of the 
world trade continues unhampered and is thriving. As peace 
and order are restored, North China is fast recovering the pre
incident status of trade relations with Japan. The consensus 
of opinion is that Japan’s foreign trade activity cannot undergo 
any appreciable change for the worse simply on account of the 
China trouble. The heavy import balance piled up during 
the first three quarters of this year was primarily due to high 
world prices then prevailing, to the policy of carrying large 
stocks adopted by manufacturers using imported materials, and 
to capital equipment expansion programs. Ways and means 
have already been taken for settlement of the import balance, 
and, even if the China trouble has accelerated import movements 
somewhat, Japan is well provided to take care of increased foreign 
payments without difficulty.

Question. Is Japan self-sufficient in wartime materials even 
in case of a prolonged conflict with China ? What if a major 
power entered into the conflict on the side of China ? How long 
can Japan stay at war with China or with both countries ?

Ansiver. While it is true that Japan is dependent on foreign 
sources for a number of items in war materials, she is not ex
pected to suffer any lack of their supply even in the event of 
a prolonged controversy with China. Not only has she a com
fortable stock of such materials on hand, but her chemical and 
heavy industries, which have undergone a phenomenal develop
ment since the World War, can take care of these requirements 
with complete ease. Moreover, Japan has not entered into this 
conflict of her own choice, but has been forced into it by China’s 
provocative methods. Japan therefore will be content to wage
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this strife only to the extent of causing reflection on the part of 
China. Military operations of this extent are not expected to 
require a vast store of arms and ammunition. While it is un
thinkable that any third power would step into this struggle 
to side with China, Japan is now fully equipped to take care of 
that highly improbable emergency also.

Question. How is Japan going to finance her large adverse 
trade balance for the present year ? What is likely to be the net 
balance of invisible trade for the current year ? What are the 
main credit and debit items of invisible trade and their relative
importance ?

Answer. The point was clarified above that the current 
year’s heavy import trade balance was by no means attributable to 
the unexpected China dispute. Japan is fully confident that this 
year’s debit balance of trade can be amply met by using available 
resourses, export exchange holdings and gold shipments in 
particular, for that purpose. The import exchange control 
introduced early this year was designed so as to spread foreign 
currency demand over a longer period in order to avoid its 
intensification within a brief period, thereby precipitating foreign 
exchange fluctuations. It is as yet too early to form any fairly 
accurate idea about this year’s possible invisible trade conditions. 
Exclusive of capital movements, however, they have consistently 
been favorable to this country over a number of years. For 
example, in 1933 the balance was favorable to Japan to the extent 
of ¥110 million ; in 1934 the credit balance was ¥192 million ; 
in 1935, ¥178 million, and 1936 estimates show the position to 
be at about par with that of the preceding year. There is a 
general impresssion that 1937 invisible incomes were from 20% 
to 30% greater for the major items, shipping revenue alone 
bringing a net balance of ¥200 million or more in Japan’s favor. 
Principal invisible credit items for Japan in 1935 were : shipping 
income, ¥313 million ; income from overseas enterprise and 
services, ¥214 million ; and insuranse earnings, ¥129 million. 
On the debit side they were: shipping outlay, ¥126 million; 
insurance earnings, ¥129 million; Government disbursements, 
¥160 million; and foreign debit servicing, ¥135 million. To
gether, they constitute 80 per cent of the total on both sides of 
the invisible ledger.

Published by Hiromu Toyoshima, The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan 
556-7 The Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo. Printed by K. Kosakas, the 
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JAPAN’S FINANCE AND INDUSTRY
i. Introduction

i

The magnificent spirit revealed throughout all orders of 
Japanese society justifies the belief that it will not be long before 
Japan will have completely defeated the enemy and sheathed 
her sword. The brave and successful operations of the fighting 
forces on the field of battle have been so nobly sustained by the 
patriotic ardour as self-sacrifice of the people at home that at 
the present moment it may appear meaningless or even unneces
sary to raise the question whether or not our national resources 
are equal to the strain of the present struggle. And even if, 
by a stretch of the imagination we assume that the war is likely 
to be a protracted affair, entailing an enormous expenditure of 
both money and material resources, there is still every reason to 
believe that she is fully able and ready to meet it.

The financial cost to Japan of the present war so far rep
presents but a small proportion of her ability to liquidate it. 
The loan she is committed to raise at home will almost certainly 
prove an easy success ; while her international exchange position, 
a subject often referred to in a pessimistic strain, will be found 
devoid of any ground for apprehension, if the facts bearing on 
it are closely examined.

Finally, with regard to her natural resources, the scarcity 
of which has hitherto been considered a weak point in her nation
al life, Japan has succeeded in discovering many useful substitutes 
in recent times, and apart from that has achieved a truly remarka
ble progress in her industry, particularly in manufactured produ
cts, so that it is quite reasonable to conclude that the country is 
in a fair way to attain self-sufficiency before long.

It may thus be asserted without fear of contradiction that 
Japan, who is naturally endowed with the necessary qualifications 
for withstanding the strain of a long war, and is at the same time 
steadily pursuing that policies best calculated to enable her meet 
the present emergency, is assured of a splendidly healthy future, 
both financially and economically.
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2. The Japanese Budget and the Nation’s 
Financial Capacity

The Japanese budget has shown an enormous increase within 
recent years, the estimated expenditure for the current year 
(April, 1937—March, 1938) amounting to ¥3,400,000,000, 
beside which a Special War Expenditure of ¥2,000,000,000 is 
provided for one financial year, to terminate with the cessation 
of hostilities.

A comparison of the figures showing the nation’s economic 
activities at the time immediately preceding the Russo-Japanese 
War (1904-1905) and those of the present day will reveal how 
remarkable has been the advance in the interval. The nation, 
which some thirty years ago succeeded in meeting an expenditure 
of nearly ¥2,000,000,000, must be considered capable of coping 
with a far greater expenditure at the present.

Bank deposits and postal savings
Paid-up capital of corporations
Bills cleared
Foreign trade
Bank of Japan note issue
Bank of Japan specie reserve

1905 1936 Increase
(in ¥1 ,000,000)
809 17,405 21 times
921 17.587 19 „

3,594 79.856 J9 „
607 5.725 9 „
233 1,866 8 ,,
117 548 5 5,

The greater portion of the present war expenditure will 
have to be raised at the outset by public loans, but of the taxes, 
which form a very important item in any estimate of the financial 
strength of a country, it may be justly noted in the case of Japan 
that they are lighter than those of most other Powers ; that they 
show a larger percentage of natural increase ; and that the incomes 
of the Japanese people have an ample tax-bearing capacity avail
able for future calls.

Footing into the figures a little closer, we find that while 
there has been no tax revision for more than ten years past, 
except for the institution of a temporary profit tax in 1935, the 
actual receipts have regularly shown a yearly increase, amounting 
in 1936 to ¥1,007,000,000, which is an advance of nearly 45% 
from the ¥675,000,000 for 1932 (temporary profit tax not in
cluded). Even when the sale of revenue stamps and the profits 
from Government monopolies are added to the above figures,

4

2

an increase of nearly 40% can still be observed. This may be 
illustrated by index figures, thus :

Among major taxes, as tabulated below, the

Fiscal year Aggregate taxes* Stamp duties Monopoly profits Total
1952 TOO TOO 100 100
*933 IO8 III IOI 107
*934 121 II7 108 118
*935 I29 Il8 in 125
1956 145 140 121 140

* Temporary profit tax not included.

Among major taxes, as tabulated below, the income tax 
increased in the five years, 1926-1932, by 103%, the business 
profit tax by 108% and the customs duties by 65%. These 
figures point to a notable advance in our commerce and industry in 
those five years. The increases in the consumption taxes are 
likewise indicative of a general revival in the c_ ____L IT—f
the nation.

Index figures showing the leading taxes :

economic life of

of a definite

Fiscal Income Business 
profit tax

Saké Sugar consump- Customs 
duties Othersyear tax* tax tion tax

1932 100 100 100 100 100 100
1933 ”7 114 118 100 108 9°
1934 144 138 123 103 137 95
*935 167 162 118 ”7 J43 IOI
1936 203 208 124 119 165 104

future

* Temporary profit tax not included.

These figures warrant the expectation 
increase in the respective taxes.

Next, glancing at the ratio of the national (inclusive of 
stamp duties and Government monopoly profits) and local taxes 
to the nation’s income, we discern a very rapid development in 
the national economy within recent decades in the decrease 
of such a ratio from 28% in 1904 and 33% in 1905 to 18% in 
1920, 16% in 1930 and 15% in 1936, as shown below :

5

Nation’s income Ratio of national Ratio of local
(in ¥1,000,000) taxes to income taxes to income Total

Fiscal year
1904 1,148 28.8% 6.9% 27-8%
1905 1,233 26.5 6.8 55-4
1914 2,443 17-4 7-2 24.6
1920 7,954 11.9 6-5 18.3
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Nation*» income Ratio of national Ratio of local Total(in ¥1,000,000) taxes to income taxes to income
1926 12,505 9.0% 5.1% U.2%
1930 10,636 10.3 5.6 15.9
*934 11,247 9.9 5.2 15.1
*935 (estimated) 12,312 9.8 (estimated) 5.0 14.8
1936 (estimated) 13,676 9.9 (estimated) 4.7 14.7

The ratio for 1937, when the temporarily increased rates of 
different taxes have become effective, and for subsequent years, 
is not expected under any circumstances to exceed 20%. While 
the total amount of the national taxes, inclusive of the stamp duties 
and Government monopoly profits, increased sevenfold between 
the 1904 fiscal and the 1937 budgetary year, the national income 
increased in the same interval twelvefold, from ¥1,140,000,000 
to ¥13,670,000,000 (1936). This clearly indicates that the nation 
is able to bear a further tax burden of a considerable amount.

It should be remarked in passing that the sales and property 
taxes which exist in most European countries have no counter
part in Japan. The low rate of the Japanese inheritance tax 
is another factor deserving attention in this connection.

The Government monopoly profits are increasing from year 
to year, having advanced from ¥177,000,000 in 1932 to ¥215,- 
000,000 in 1936, and are expected to reach ¥244,000,000 in 
the current (1937-38) fiscal year.

Japan’s national loans (at the end of August, 1937) reached 
a total of ¥10,700,000,000 and a further loan of approximately 
¥30,000,000 is scheduled. Yet on the other hand, the nation’s 
income is increasing by leaps and bounds, and when this fact 
is considered in relation to the extremely low per capita amount 
of our national debts as compared with those of Europe and 
America, there is clearly no need for any serious concern on 
account of the nation’s indebtedness.

Increase in the national debt compared with the increase in 
the national income.

National debt National income
1913 TOO 100
1928 214 377
1931 222 288
1932 265 282
1933 312 321
1934 344 371
*935 384 406

4

The per capita amount of Japan’s national debt, ¥120, 
compares most favourably with Britain’s £165, France’s Fr.84,000, 
the U.S.A.’s $281.

Of Japan’s foreign loan bonds, which have gradually de
creased during many years past, and were computed in April, 
1937, at a little over ¥2,180,000,000 (at the current rate of ex
change), about ¥1,060,000,000 is held by Japanese, so that her 
obligations to foreign creditors must be pronounced strictly 
limited.

The flotation of the new domestic loan bonds to finance 
the present conflict is expected to present no particular difficulty. 
In addition to such public and private financial institutions 
as the Bank of Japan, the Industrial Bank, the Hypothec Bank 
and the Specie Bank, which are specifically concerned with such 
business, Japan will also have the support of the Deposit Bureau of 
the Finance Ministry. A State organization commanding colos
sal assets and credit, this Bureau occupies in the financial system 
of the country a position whose importance is increasing with 
the annual expansion of its resources. Its funds are utilized in 
ways that differentiate it from the ordinary banks and are especi
ally concerned with serving the needs of the State. Its resources 
consist of the postal savings of the masses and other varieties of 
savings and deposits of which the total amount, expanding 
annually with the progress of the nation’s activities in all depart
ments, reached, in September, 1937, over ¥5,040,000,000, or 
nearly 50 per cent of the total deposits of the ordinary banks, 
and more than double the total for 1927. The postal savings 
are destined to expand with the development of the national 
economy, and this means a steady increase in the capacity of 
the nation to invest in national loan bonds.

In a word, Japan’s financial mechanism is effectively cont
rolled and leaves little to be desired in its ability to meet any 
emergency.

Turing our attention to the currency situation, we find that 
the note issue of the Bank of Japan according to the latest returns 
(end of August, 1937) was ¥1,580,000,000, which is an increase 
of only about ¥100,000,000 from the corresponding month of 
the preceding year. The average issue for the first seven months 
of the current year showed an advance of 16% from the 1929 
level, while wholesale prices gained by over 22% during the

54
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same period. An increase such as this in the currency of the 
country, reflecting the expansion of the nation’s general economic 
activities, and in the face of the advance in world prices, can 
by no means be attributed to any inflational cause.

Industrial 
production

1929 100.0
1931 91.6
1935 141.8
1936 151.1
1937 (March) *75-6
1937 (July)

Bank of Japan Wholesale
note issue price

100.0 100.0
89.9 74.0
98.4 81.0

105.7 101.2
110.8 123.3
116.1 122.8

3. Trade Balance and Exchange Position

The expansion of Japan’s export trade in recent years has 
been the world’s wonder, so much so that she was at one time 
declared guilty of “ social dumping.” The falsity of this alle
gation was exposed by the earnest and straightforward expla
nations offered by the Japanese delegates at different international 
conferences. The strong points of Japanese manifacture lie 
mainly in the circumstances that obtain at home, such, for instance, 
as

a, The comparative novelty of Japan’s insudtrial activity ;
b, the high degree of rationalization in Japanese industry ;
c, the superior craftsmanship of the Japanese;
d, the managerial capacity of the Japanese ;
e, Japan’s proximity to foreign markets, with promises of 

future developments, and the other geographical 
advantages ;

f, the fact that most Japanese manufactures are of a kind 
directly meeting the requirements of the masses ;

g, the growing diversity of Japanese export merchandise 
and

h, the increasing activity of the Japanese in acquiring 
information regarding foreign markets.

The recent revival of trade in most countries of the world 
has deprived the anti-Japanese boycott problem of its much 
emphasized sting, and , on the contrary, has created a fair demand 
for Japanese merchandise, valued on account of its excellent 
quality. Japan’s foreign trade may thus rightly be regarded

6

as having a bright and hopeful prospect. The huge balance 
against Japan for the first eight months of the current year 
(exports, ¥2,157,056,000 ; imports, ¥2,931,287,000: excess 
imports, ¥774,231,000) has caused some people to entertain 
misgivings as to the future of her foreign trade, but a close scruti
ny of the details will reveal that such apprehension is entirely 
unfounded.

In the first place, Japan’s export trade for the first eight 
months showed a greater increase than was originally expected 
at the beginning of the year, having advanced by ¥400,000,000 
over the corresponding period of the preceding year, and this 
points to a still further increase during the months remaining. 
The present incident has put a virtual stop to Japan’s China 
trade since August, but that this temporary suspension of her 
China trade constitutes no cause for grave concern to Japan in 
the long run will be easily understood, when it is remembered 
that her business with China has lost in recent years the im
portance it formerly possessed in the whole volume of her foreign 
trade ; that North China, now economically cut off from Central 
and South China, is drawing upon Japan for substitutes for 
materials hitherto supplied by those parts of the country ; that 
a fairly large portion of Japanese merchandise, failing admission 
to China, is finding its way to other Oriental markets ; and that 
the stoppage of imports from China, while spelling disaster 
to a section of Japanese traders, serves to alleviate to the same 
extent the consequences of Japan’s unfavourable trade balance.

In the second place, this year’s gain in the excess of imports 
over exports is due to an extraordinary increase in price and, 
to a slightly lesser degree, in quality of the essential commodities 
imported, such as cotton, wool, iron and steel, rubber and pulp. 
Sixty per cent of the ¥930,000,000 increase in the imports for 
the first eight months of this year, as compared with the corres
ponding period of the preceding year, is accounted for by cotton, 
wool and iron. We shall now inquire into the causes of this 
increase under the head of each of these major commodities.

In cotton the main cause of its increased importation is 
the heavy speculative purchases booked in December, 1936, 
which later gave the incentive to the existing exchange control 
system. Such purchases were within the limit established for 
this year by the plan of control, viz., 14,000,000 piculs, and

I
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although this much cotton required to be imported within the 
current year in any circumstances, the slightly modified dates 
of arrival resulted in the remarkable quantities imported during 
the first half of the year, which however imply a correspondingly 
remarkable decrease in the latter half of the year, and gives rise 
to the reasonable expectation that the total import of cotton for 
the entire year 1937 will show a more or less fall from the preced
ing year.

The import of Australian wool,—suspended during the 
latter half of 1936 as an act of reprisal on Japan’s part,—has 
suddenly increased since the new agreement with Australia 
was concluded ; and this, combined with the fact that the wool 
purchased from South Africa and South America during the 
latter half of 1936 in place of Australian could not be imported 
in the course of that year itself, (owing to scarcity of regular liners 
plying between Japan and those countries) and so was delivered 
here only during the course of this year, accounts for the com
paratively large amount of this merchandise imported so far 
this year.

The increased import of iron and steel is explained by Japan’s 
industrial expansion and the replenishment of her national de
fences. The portion of these materials that is devoted to in
dustrial purposes has been and is being converted into productive 
power.

Japan’s requirement of pulp is due principally to the ex
pansion of her rayon and staple fibre industries, and this year 
she will be importing this commodity in a larger quantity than 
last, but only for use as raw material for her exports in this 
year and the next.

An impression seems to be prevalent at home and abroad 
that Japanese imports will show an abnormal increase in con
sequence of the China incident. The Japanese Government 
however recognize no necessity of importing war materials in 
such large quantities as will unbalance her international receipts 
and disbursements ; for enough iron, copper and other munitions 
of war have already been imported, and various plans are under 
way for their increased production at home. As far as iron is 
concerned, next year’s import is expected to fall far below the 
figures for the current year.

With regard to textile materials, which constitute the largest 

*
I *7 I

percentage of Japanese imports, attempts are now being made, 
and with fair prospects of success, to reduce the requisite 
quantities by using mixtures of cotton or wool and staple fibre. 
For pulp, the raw material for staple fibre, Japan has hitherto 
depended entirely on foreign supplies, but plans are fast maturing 
to place her on a self-sufficient footing in this respect from 
next year.

It is evident from the facts detailed above that the huge 
adverse balance of Japan’s foreign trade observed so far this 
year is of but a temporary nature. Since however it is impossible 
to count on any sudden diminution in the importation of the 
commodities requisite for her industrial and defence purposes, 
the Government are restricting the import of articles of lesser 
or negative importance by means of the exchange control and 
other devices, with the express purpose of conserving the nation’s 
capacity to import the more necessary materials.

In respect of her non-tradal international account Japan is 
a debtor to the Occidental countries but a creditor to the Oriental, 
emphatically so to Manchukuo, so that her position is neutral in 
this regard. The recent revival of world trade, with the cor
responding increase in the returns of Japan’s investments abroad 
and in her shipping and insurance receipts,—always overbalancing 
her payments,—must materially contribute to the betterment 
of her international non-tradal account. A considerable number 
of private-owned ships have been requisitioned for servces in 
connection with the China incident, but the tonnage thus diverted 
from commercial employment is not expected to affect Japan’s 
shipping interests to any serious extent.

As stated before, Japan’s trade and non-tradal balance pre
sents no feature to arouse pessimistic considerations. Besides, 
the Government’s various institutions established to maintain 
a satisfactory balance are bearing fruit, for which the cordial 
cooperation of the private financial interests is resposible. It 
may thus be asserted with perfect confidence that the future of 
Japan’s exchange position has no element of insecurity.

4. Japan’s Resources and Industrial Expansion

The recognized paucity of her natural resources has given 
rise to the belief prevailing in certain quarters that Japan is unable 
to satisfy her natural wants even in time of peace and that it

8 9
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is therefore entirely out of the question for her to carry on a 
protracted war.

A close examination of the actual situation, however, reveals 
that Japan is endowed with rich resources relatively to her narrow 
geographical area. The Japanese nation, which enjoys a status 
of self-sufficiency in respect of food supply, the real source of 
all national activities, is steadily exploiting new resources and 
making an extensive use of substitute materials for those denied 
her by nature. The constant growth of its industries, particularly 
those in manufacturing lines, and the consolidation of the Japa
nese-Manchurian economic bloc are further factors ensuring the 
replenishment of the country’s resources.

The curtailment of unnecessary expenditure, public and 
private, as a manifestation of the national spirit is proceeding 
apace. The Japanese nation’s inborn ability to defy adversity 
and privation vouches for the assertion that its consumption 
economy is possessed of greater elasticity than that of the West.

In a word, Japan, considered in respect of her resources 
and industrial activities, is fully prepared to withstand the strain 
of a drawn-out war.

To survey briefly the leading items of Japan’s resources, 
food products are generally equal to her requirements, rice 
being grown in excess of the actual consumption. That the 
sea-girt country is richly endowed with marine products goes 
without saying. Her off-shore fisheries rank highest in the world.

/ Japan’s domestic production of iron falls short of her 
/ consumption, but the increasing yield of the iron mines in Korea 
/ and Manchukuo will fully satisfy her want in this respect.
! For non-ferrous minerals she bids fair to attain a self- 
/ sufficient footing before long, aluminum ore in particular being 

found in abundance in the same regions.
Japan’s national policy for assuring herself of an adequate 

supply of fuel is now firmly established, the exploitation of new 
। coal mines and oil fields, the large scale liquification of coal, 

the Government monopoly of alcohol and the use of substitute 
oils being the notable measures already set on foot for that 
purpose.

Her abundant supply of electric power, due to the mountain
ous configuration of the country lending itself to sharp hydraulic 
grading, deserves special mention.

Among the different branches of Japanese industry showing 
a steady progrès, manufacture claims the most remarkable 
development, the output during the last ten years having aug
mented, metallic industries, by 390% ; mechanical industries, 
by 237% ; and chemical industries, by 222%. In fiber industry 
the Japanese are gifted with a craftsmanship peculiar to them
selves. Japanese silk has an unrivalled reputation in the world. 
Japanese cotton goods are filling a large portion of the world’s 
requirements, while Japanese rayon production has recently 
reached the highest figures in the world.

Japan’s commerce and communication are naturally re
flecting the advance of her manufacture. The prominent 
position occupied by Japan in the world’s shipping market 
is a matter of general knowledge.

It is a highly reassuring fact for Japan that with a population 
exceeding 70,000,000, she is endowed with an abundant supply 
of labour. Not only are her fighting forces fully recouped, 
but she is suffering from no want of labour for general industrial 
purposes. In rural villages contributing the largest number of 
military recruits, the missing labour is freely supplied by volun
teers, thanks to her social organization stressing the time- 
honoured family system and the neighbourly spirit of helpfulness.

A few index figures bearing on the development of Japanese 
industry may be found of interest, as showing on what strong 
basis her national power is founded :

s?-
il (before (jreat War)

1927 Latest

Food :
Rice TOO 123 B3

Fibres :
Silk IOO 264 310
Spindles 264 *53 440
Cotton yarn 

Motive power :
310 166 237

Motive installations 
(inclusive of electricity) IOO 333 617

Heavy industries :
Pig iron IOO 37* 793
Steel IOO 564 i»559
Coal IOO 157 *77

Communication :
164
214

Shipping tonnage 
Railway mileage

IOO
IOO

ij8
*57

IO
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5. Conclusion

Japan’s resources, material and financial, are possessed of 
elements that enable her to withstand the strain of a protracted 
war, and her economic institutions which originarily designed to 
demonstrate their efficacy in time of war, have been reinforced 
in every conceivable way since the outbreak of the present hostili
ties, are now functioning with eminent success.

The two sessions of the Diet convoked in the same period 
passed by a unanimous vote the Budget and legislative measures 
necessary for the prosecution of the war and the entire nation 
stands committed to most unequivocal cooperation with the 
Government for the attainment of the object they had set before 
themselves. The economic structure of Japan is one of perfect 
orderliness, and its characteristic feature consists in that on an 
extraordinary occasion like the present it exercises self-control 
with such perfect readiness as to render unnecessary any special 
regulative measure by the Governmental authority.

To sum up, the so-far unbroken success of Japan’s fighting 
as of her financial and economic operations justifies the belief 
that the end of the war is not far off. It is needless to emphasize 
that even if the war should continue much longer, Japan’s re
sources more than permit her to withstand its strain.

EMERGENCY ECONOMIC MEASURES
By Finance Minister Okinori Kaya

Being a Summary of the Speech Delivered at the )6th Convention 
of Kwansai Bankers in Osaka on November nth,

If any country is to display its military strength to the ut
most in time of war, it is necessary for the Government to take 
appropriate measures for concentrating the whole economic 
strength of the nation to meet the changed sitatuion ; and, since 
the economic strength of a nation is based on its economic 
activity, the Government must ensure that the nation as a whole 
has a clear understanding of the position and is ready to give 
its wholehearted cooperation. So far all has gone well, and it 
is a matter for congratulation that the wartime economic structure 
that has had to be built up since the China Incident has worked 
so smoothly, and that the foreign trade, industry, finance, foreign 
exchange and prices in this country have continued to be in 
a favourable condition.

The object of the financial and economic measures that have 
been adopted to meet the present Incident is threefold. It is 
to ensure an uninterrupted supply of money and goods neces
sary to meet the direct and indirect demands of the army and 
navy for the successful conduct of their operations ; and, simul
taneously to maintain the national economy, and also make the 
necessary readjustment of Japan’s international payments.

The measures taken have been both positive and negative. 
As to positive measures, there is that of supplying goods and 
funds direct to the army and navy, and to those industries con
cerned with the national defence ; and, therefore, capital, goods 
and labour must be concentrated in this direction. Of the 
necessary munitions, a large part of them will have to be imported 
from foreign countries, and, accordingly, in order to ensure the 
required increase in these imports, there must, on the one hand, 
be an increase of our exports, and, on the other, a decrease of 
imports. Along with this, goods and capital will have to be 
available for increasing the productivity of industries engaged 
in the manufacture of export articles, as well as industries

IJ
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whose products may bring about a reduction of imports or 
serve as substitutes for certain imports.

Moreover, an increase in gold output must also be regarded 
as important, since that will supply the country with resources 
for settling accounts with foreign countries for the increased 
import of necessary articles.

So much for positive measures, but these cannot achieve 
their object unless they are accompanied with certain measures 
of a negative character. For positive measures directed to 
the increase of certain imports and exports have their limits. 
Some imports, for instance, can be regarded as comparatively 
unnecessary and non-urgent, and this prompts the Government 
to take measures for their restriction. Our supply of material, 
capital and labour also has its limits, and, therefore, in order to 
ensure that the necessary materials, capital and labour are fully 
available in those quarters that most urgently need them, steps 
must be taken to prevent them finding their way in a direction 
where the need is less urgent. Simultaneously with this, 
measures have also been taken for restricting the export to foreign 
countries of goods that are necessary here at home.

Regarding the shortage in certain goods that will result 
from the restriction of their import, the Government is taking 
the necessary steps regarding their domestic consumption to 
prevent any rapid increase in prices, as, for example, the Emer
gency Capital Readjustment Law and the Emergency Export- 
Import Readjustment Law. In addition to these two laws, 
the Government is also seeking to make its restrictive policy 
effective by such means as its bond, financial, and foreign exchange 
policies, the reduction of national consumption, the encourage
ment of savings, the curtailment of Government expenditures, 
and other similar devices. When we turn to the present financial 
situation, we find that, since the beginning of the year, there 
has been a marked activity in industry. The demand for capital 
has been active, and this has led to a tendency to tightness on 
the money market. The Government has taken appropriate steps 
to counteract this, seeking to ensure a liberal supply of capital 
by paying the Government accounts as early as possible, especial
ly paying in advance the army and navy accounts, construction 
costs, charges for charterages, and other expenses that might 
bring about an abundant distribution of money. For such 

V

I !

reasons, it is believed that the money market will finish the year 
without disturbance.

The low money rate of last year has persisted right into 
this. The average rate of interest on fixed deposits held by 
banks in the leading cities throughout the country was 3.6 per 
cent per annum for June this year. No change is to be observed 
since the June of last year, when the highest interest rate reached 
was 3.8 per cent, this having fallen by .1 per cent from the 3.9 
per cent of December of last year.

The average rate of interst charged on loans made on 
the security of bills was 6.205 Per cent for June this year, which 
represents a drop of .1095 per cent from the 6.3145 per cent 
for December last year.

The fact that the money rate remains normal throughout 
the country will contribute greatly to the development of industry 
and the stabilization of the national life. There are indeed 
a few prefectures where a low money rate does not yet completely 
prevail, but it is hoped that the bankers will make every effort 
to achieve it.

What must be considered as of particular importance at 
this moment is to achieve a reduction in domestic consumption, 
because this will reduce the amount of our imports and prevent 
prices from going up. But the reduction of consumption that is 
sought at this time is fundamentally different from that which 
used to be aimed at. The reduction of consumption that the 
Government measures are directed to is limited to articles that 
are needed for the manufacture of munitions, articles imported, 
and those articles of domestic manufacture whose raw materials 
are imported. There are some whose income will increase as 
a result of the present situation, but the Government is hoping 
that this will not encourage them to increase their consumption ; 
and would emphasize the fact that not for these only, but for 
everybody, there is a need to reduce their consumption.

Regarding bond issues, the Government has decided to 
raise the greater part of the costs arising out of the Incident 
by means of issuing bonds, and therefore a considerable increase 
in this fiscal year’s bond issues must be expected. The Govern
ment will give particular care to the operation of Government 
funds in such a way as to effect a close relation with the absorbtion 
of the new bond issues. Moreover, the Government is strongly

14
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of opinoin that it is very desirable for the people generally to 
acquire the habit of possessing Government bonds, and according
ly it has decided to issue bonds to the public through the post
offices.

The Government is at present occupied with the task of 
formulating the budget for the fiscal year 1938-39. In order 
to ensure the supply of goods and funds necessary for the sue- i 
cessful prosecution of the war, the Government will quite y J
possibly refrain from including in the next budget any expendi- j
tures not directly connected with the Incident, but, on the other | 
hand, will positively increase the expenditures directly concerned | 4 1
with the various sides of the national support “ behind the ( !
rifles.” ;

W ORIENTAL
ECONOMIST

ESTABLISHED 1895

Announcement
This journal is independent. It 

pays its own way through legitimate 
income from circulation and adver
tising. It is in no sense propaganda.

Its views are independent ; un
biased by any racial, national or 
other slant except one toward 
liberalism.

This announcement is backed by 
a successful career of 43 years as 
the leading economic journal in the 
Japanese language.

It aims to be thorough. During 
the busy generation of its growth 
the journal has built up a large 
trained staff and assembled a 
unique wealth of statistical data.

Its fact-finding ability and impar
tial analyses are now made available 
in English at the lowest price pos
sible consistent with costs of pro
duction.

Under the personal direction of 
its Editor, Mr. Tanzan Ishibashi, 
The Oriental Economist, English 
Edition, is absolutely the only 
authentic monthly report in exist
ence of social and political as well 
as economic conditions in Japan 
and Eastern Asia.

TANZAN ISHIBASHI
Editor

The Oriental Economist, Inc.
3-chome, Hongokucho, Nihonbashi 

TOKYO, JAPAN

U.S.A. Other Foreign 
Countries

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

S2.7S Ils.1 year

THE ORIENTAL ECONOMIST
(October, 1937) 

featuring the following articles : 
China’s Wartime Finances 
Banking Profit on Upgrade 
Foreign Exchange Control in 

Japan
Emergency Foreign Trade 

Control
Perilla as Woodoil Substitute 
Raw Hide Supply Scarcity 
Heavy Sulphuric Acid Output 
Nine Power Treaty
Review of the Month 
Business Indicators
Special Correspondence :

From Seoul
From Dairen
From Tientsin

Stocks & Bonds 
Investment Outlook 
The Commodity Market 
Ocean Transportation 
Statistical Data
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FVFDV STATESMAN, DIPLOMAT, JOURNALIST. BANKER, EXPORTER, JLVEiIlI IMPORTER AND STUDENT OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
SHOULD HAVE AT HAND

THE JAPAN YEAR BOOK

THE 
Japan 

book 
1937

OBTAINABLE AT

ALL the fact about 
Japan and Manchou- 
kuo in forty-five 
closely but brightly 
written chapters.

120 Pages of 
Appendices

PRICE:
In Japan, Manchoukuo 

and China ... ¥15.00
In the United State* of 

America .......... $7.00
Elsewhere..................30/-

Now on Sale

Marozen and Branches, Kyobunkwan, 
The Imperial Hotel Book Store, Mitsukoshi 
Azakami & Co., London 
The World Peace Foundation, Boston and 

New York
Kelly and Walsh Shanghai and Hongkong 
International Booksellers, Shanghai 
Chinese American Pub. Co., Shanghai 
Thacker & Co., Bombay

The French Bookstore, Peiping
H. A. Goddard, Sydney 
Akateeminen Kiriakauppa, Helsingfors 
J. H. de Bussy, Amsterdam
G. Koeff & Co., Batavia
The Oriental Bookstore, Tientsin 
Fratelli Treves, Rome
Joseph Kiew Agency, Bangkok

PUBLISHED BY

THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN
The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo

WITH MAP OF JAPAN

IT CONTAINS

ABOUT THIRTEEN 
HUNDRED PAGES, 

OCTAVO

1937
Shinji Yoshino 

Yaketora Ogata 
Juichi Ysushima 

Hikomatsu Yamikawa 
Yinka^u Saionji

H. G. W. Woodhead 
Soy et su Yanagi 

Itaru Nii 
Sakutaro Yachi 

Yuji Shibata

YH0SE WHO WANY YO BE WELL P0SYED 
ON JAPANESE AFFAIRS SHOULD READ

CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
THE DECEMBER, 1937, NUMBER CONTAINS 

Our Planned Economy 
Behind Japan’s Greater Cabinet 
Hostilities and Foreign Exchange 
The Bolshevisation of China 
Intimate Sidelights on Prince Saionji 
Sino-Japanese Hostilities : A Frank British 

Opinion 
Folk Craft 
The Man in the Street and the Incident 
The Monroe Doctrine Re-examined 
Britain’s Choice : Japan or Red China 
The U. S. Attitude ; Cat’s Paw or Common 

Sense
Formosan Glimpses 
The Righteous (A Story)
Japan’s Periodicals—Extracts :

Toshio Shiratori : The Fundamental Significance of Our Continental
Policy—Chikao Fujisawa : A Warning to Britain—Minoru Yokota: 
Kuomintang—Communist Rapprochement — Junzo Inamura : Control

„ of Consumption—Shoken Joshi : Senninbari----- Hatsusaburo Hirao : The
Substance of Japanese Culture

Book Reviews :
Gregory Bienstock : The Struggle for the Pacific — F. Modlhammer : 
Mos kaus Hand im Yemen Os ten — Bruno Taut : Houses and People of Japan 
—Sadasukc Amano : The Rational Sense—Yuzo Yamamoto : How Should 
One Live ?—International Cinema Ass’tion of Japan : Cinema Year Book, 
1936-37
Books in Brief: International Control in the Non-Ferrous Metals — A 
History of Modern and Contemporary Far East—China's Postal and Other 
Communication Services—Readings in Japanese Culture—Gleams from Japan

Chronicle of Current Events {August 1—October 31) 
Documentary Material

Ujiro Qhyama 
Shofu Mur am at su 

Naoya Shiga

Subscription Rate (Postage prepaid)
A Single Copy ¥1.50 ($ .75, 3s.) One Year ¥ 5.00 ($ 3.00, 12s.)
Two Years ¥9.00 ($5.50, 22s.) Five Years ¥21.00 ($13.00, ^2, 12s.)

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan
The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo
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Publications
of

The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan
The Japan Year Book, 1937

The Fifth Annual Publication 
Now on Sale

Contemporary Japan,
A Quarterly Review of Japanese Affairs

Price: A Single Copy |J^ents One Year

Tokyo Gazette, A Monthly
Published under the Supervision of Cabinet Bureau 

of Information
Price: A Single Copy |^°Çents One Year

Booklets and Pamphlets : 
(2 y cents or z/— 

Japan and World Resources 
apan’s Advance Southward 

Agrarian Problems in Japan 
Political Parties in Japan 
Social Policy in Japan 
Labour Movement in Japan 
Education in Japan 
Japan’s Woman Question

To be followed by others dealing with equally 
important problems of the country

Titles Subject to Change) 
( Ready ) 
(in preparation)

> ) )

The North China Incident, 1937 
What Happened at Tungchow ? 
How the North China Affair Arose 
Why Japan Had to Fight in Shanghai 
The Sino-Japanese Conflict 

and Financial Resources
Japan’s Case in the Shanghai 

Hostilities
The Sino-Japanese Conflict: 

A Short Survey

10 cents or 3d.
15 cents or 8d.
20 cents or lod.
25 cents or 1/—

15 cents or 8d.

10 cents or 5d.

10 cents or 5d.

Particulars can be obtained by writing to
The Foreign Affairs Association of Japan

556-557 The New Osaka Building, Hibiya Park, Tokyo
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo---- --------------- F» MARINES
coprrs seat to I, , . ! February 23, 1938

I To.1, >n.i.Li. i! M l _ . _ _ _ _

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: CINCAF ADMINISTRATION

CINCAF FLAG 
2ND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON AT SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA MIX. '
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8623 On Pinghan front Japanese captured Hawaiking 

and are advancing southward toward Mengting wouthward 

advance from Shinshing within 5 miles Yellow River, Japan

ese advance western Shansi reached Shanchiehchen 30 miles 

southwest Fenchow. On northern Tsinpu Japanese captured 

Kiasiang 12 miles west Tsinging, Chinese counter offensive 

operations continue southern Tsinpu 1833.

CSB:

793.94/12489
 

F/FG
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COIY of letter written by H.L. Sone
-•lai nary of tho Method 1st Church, f-outh, Nanking, resident In Nanking »

3 ; Ing Tsang Hsiang 
Nanking
January 11, 193S

Dear Friend,
Mall from Ranking has failed to roach the outside world for 

nearly u month now, and still them is no si@i of a definite date in the nos; 
future when nomal mall servide will be rosuaod, I am trying to get seme 
word to you,howover, by special means, and hope It will not fail, 

Three members of the American ihbassy force arrived in Nanking four or 
five days ago, and two or three members each of the British and German 
jnbasales arrived Just a day or so ago* Therefore we foel once again that 
we ore almost a part of the world, and do have some connect i ^n at last with

Ranking is now in the hands of the Japanese, having fallen to them on 
December lô-13th, The Chines© began their withdrawal and evacuation of the 
city on the 12th and the Japanese came In without resistance, almost. The 
seige and bombardment of the city was terrifie, both from the mw land 
forces and the air. The Chinese loss of the city was almost Inevitable from 
the beginning, but they resisted for a time, nevertheless, and finally haft 
to withdraw. Their defense of Nanking caused than to became bottled up, and 
great numbers perished simply because they could not get out of the city and 
across the Yangtse Fiver,

V7o had all thought the aotual change over from the Chinese to the Japanese 
would be effected without meh confusion and that the Japanese would bring 
order out of the confused conditions at onoo end that nonsal conditions ana 
peace would soon cane, Xu fact that is what the Japanese newspapers reported 
both to their hone papers and to the world. But how different the actual 
outcome! From the time of the beginning of the Japanese soldiers Into Nan
king, confusion of the greatest kind ensued. The Japanese of course feared 
the Chinese soldiers who might bo lurking In the dark corners, alleyways,tte 
So they took no chances. They shot and baycnetted on the spot and without question anyone whom they mi^t consider to be a soldier. As a result great 
numbers of people wa shot down,wvcn though InoivUian clothes. Anyone who 
ran on the approach of a Japanese was shot down. Many soldiers did change 
into civilian clothos, it is true, and may of them were found outj and many 
others who were not soldiers wore slain. The streets were literally littered 
with the dead. The nest few days - in fact two weeks or more, and even until 
the present, the military have boon taken in groups of ten* fifties and 
hundreds -and several hundreds at a time and machine gamed and bayonettod 
®a masse, Many of them thus despatched on the banks of the Yangtse River, 
their bodies tuabled Into th© river to bo carried off by the rushing waters. 
Others were burned in heaps, Setae at them tumbled into pits. The Japanese 
have taken no prisoners to be held as prisoners -surrender or capture has 
meant almost inevitable death.

Bat oven worse than this wholesale slaughter has been the other Irrespons: 
ble and uncontrolled conditions to which the city has been subjected. The soldiers have swonaod all over the city, looting, robbing, roping wobmnb by
day and night, tortur ^„ 
apparently on no pretext at all, d has been safe, .And apparently lit-----itsry to control thoir troops. It seems that th© soldi»»»* «***•*
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<>lty was theirs to take and do with as they pleased.Because there had been 
resistance tliey could get revenge. And so the people have suffered untold 
hardship.

There is hardly a house in Honking that has not been looted from top to 
bottom, not one time only but many times, often many times each day, by the 
Japanese soldiers. Everything they wanted they took out. Everything was turned 
topsy-turvy. In many oases the etuff has been piled in the streets and burned, ana in many eases the houses have been burned also. Foreign property has also 
been looted, the American flage tom down in many oases, and completely disre
garded in nearly every ease. Hot a single one of our Seminary houses has eseap
ed - every one has been looted and rifled time and again, and many things taken 
away. But the houses themselves are not greatly damaged, enept for broken 
glass in doors and windows, smashed locks and doors, etc. But all kinds of 
food stuffs, bedding, warm clothing,towels, toilet articles, cameras, valuable 
bicycles, ears, vehicles of every kind, horses, cows, pigs, chickens,etc. have 
been taken wherever found, no matter whose property they were.

Ou r car was left looked a few minutes before Stanley Smith* s house, while 
t was Inside looking after some things. A group of Japanese soldiers camo up 
in a truck, smashed one of the windows of the car, unlocked the door from the 
inside and towed it away.

Everything in the houses lias been turned upside down, just like a cy
clone had struck than. Any semblance of putting things in order has been 
wasted effort for before half an hour another group of soldiers would come 
and go throu^i the whole process again. Nearly all of the Chinese have been 
robbed of their money and valuables by the Japanese soldiers, and that at the 
point of a bayonette. In some cases when the money was not produced Immediate 
ly the person was bayonetted. Men have been seized Indiscriminately, and 
carried off to do work and often not returned, women hove been taken by the 
scores and raped over and over again by many soldiers. Foods have been taken 
away from the people, and their cooking vessels and fuel also, nothing has 
been safe and there has been no refuge anywhere that was sure.

The destruction has been terrible and unbelievable. Ever since the Japanese 
entry into the city they have been systematically burning many sections of it, 
chiefly the business districts. Nearly all the business houses on Taiplnp; 
Road, Ghunghwa Road and many of the principle business streets have boon 
burned. The YMCA and Chinag Tang Chieh Methodist Church have been burned. 
Many of the big shops were first systematically looted, their goods carried 
off in big trucks and thee burned out.
Of course we have made many protests against the violation of foreign 

property, and against the violation of fundamental hman rights, and the 
Japanese inbassy officials have said that they would take steps to right 
conditions, or that orders had been issued to the troops to discontinue such 
maraudings, etc., but very little improvement could be sewn from day to day. 
Now with the passing of nearly a xaonth since the coming of the Japanese army 
to Nanking, conditions are only a little improved. The people who have been 
concentrâted in a refugee area in a mubor of refugee camps asr afraid to 
return to their hoses. Some have returned the last few days, but theyn have 
been robbec, and their women folks have been raped, so they have had to 
return to refugee ureas. Seme military guards have been placed at some of th 
Important centers to guard the people, and in some cases the guards themselvei 
have robbed the people and raped the women.
Mmay of the people have no home to return to - for many of their homes have 

been burned and many others have had everything looted from their houses. Evej 
the doors and other wooden parts of the houses have been taken for flrewooddb] 
tho soldiers. Furniture t tables,chairs,drawers from chiffoniers,etc., are 
seen burning cm fires by soldiers everywhere. As far as opening stores la 
concerned, most of the stores have been burned and tho others looted, Thor is no protection against continuai robbery and looting, no placets*? piles and no< 'ng to buy them with, so resumption of business will be sic
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nd precarious as best. What a pity It all isl For Japan had a chance to 
show ths world how benwolonfc a strong,oon«Mriag nation could bo. But she 
lost her chanee to win the people’s smpstte bygiving them peace and help
ing to an oarly restoration of normal conditions. She allowed her soldiers 
to loot tnd plunder and burn and kill and rape.

I do not know where the rest of our faculty manners are. We have had 
no nail or telegraphic ecewranioations with the outside world since Doo.12. 
we never dreamed that such oanditions could exist. w< fchaught that as soon 
as the Japanese arrived they would immediately restore ootammlcatlons and 
shew the people of China and the world that they could restore and Maintain 
order of a high degree. But not so. Recently whan acne of our group of mis
sionaries asked the Japanese officials about the restoration of Ccununlea. 
tionc, they replied that they had no place.

^eantiao I can doing relief work among the many thousand people in Nanking, 
estimated from one to two hundred peeple»-thousand people* Our Seminary 
has had more than throe thousand people in our own compound, sued several 
hundred more in several of our prime residences. The Woman’s Bible Teach
ers Training 'chool has nearly 4000 refugees.

A small group of fourteen missionaries ,American, have remained in Hanking 
through the trouble,three wosen{2 nurses and a college professor) and eleven 
mon (3 physicians) and there have boon a few Germans (tesinoss man) and one 
or two other nationals. wo have all worked together in the finest harmony in 
this relief program and hare been able to render some very good assistance 
In this time of distress for the people*

Just a further word about our position in Ranking now. we are not at 
liberty to leave the cityfnar are other foreigners at liberty to enter the 
city. A few days ago when the British Embassy representatives came to Banking, 
one of their party of three could not land because they had failed to notify 
the Japanese that there would be throe in the group instead of two. So he 
oohnot land until they got special pemlssion from the Japanese forces in 
shanghai. Eventually things will change, and wo hope egress and exit to and 
from the city will bo greatly facilitated.
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My dear Mr. Bowen:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of 

February 17, 1938, with which you enclose a copy of a 

letter of January 11, 1938, which you have deceived 

from Mr. H. L. Sone, a missionary In Nanking, In regard 

to the situation in that area. Jp
04

Your letter and its enclosure have been read with 

interest, and your thoughtfulness and courtesy In bring- 

ing Mr. Sone’s letter to our attention as well as your 

kind expression of commendation of the course which we 

are endeavoring to follow in connection with the situa

tion In the Far East are very much appreciated. 

Sincerely yours. 

For the Secretary of State: 

"v 
Maxwell M. Hamilton S Chief

OH Division of Far Eastern Affairs
MAB 3 ' 

Mr. Arthur J. Bowen, 
2273 Pepper Drive, 

Altadena, California. 
£ $£ ■ 

FE:E^C:HES FE 
3-1
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REGARDING:
Alleged, failure of Japanese diplomats to understand 

and estimate accurately recent trends in China and 
criticism made by member of Lower House of the Diet 
in this regard; claims that the optimistic estiiiates 
as to the fall of Shanghai and Nanking made by these 
diplomatic officerstwere made due to failure to under
stand present-day China.
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ï’B« naamretl* 
‘’<sisr«tsry ©f 4ete 

*a®hlagt©n* 
<*lri

X heva th* to Inf©»: the t$»t
Mr* £«wa*| /trpaaa®* ^«mator t© $M»at »&o r*»«atir 

£»twa®4 t® ^&P«a, w« aaveraljr erltiel&afi la th# >-i«t. 
n« st# q&&t@bA with fsllurw to ©a&ærataaâ s-sd ©«tlmW 
Boowratèl# r®t«at treada la wMa», aad ha ««• harahlf 
aoadwsad tor laeftreorstlr.e bhssalf la a&fatj la th* 
Xr»Boh SoAMaaloa at .^«agM attar the cmtbr^k of Mt» 
hoatilltlaa saâ éalsc eumlag to sw«r®»t lataraatleaal 
laduco ariaiag «Mab Mva b&«a lajwrlwua to Xapaa* vfcfcar 

i'oraiga
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CffUe offUUJU ian ix for
eritUlm» VafwtmMstsly» ao rcrîmtlæ 

*ro evrilatl» c< the automate -saM by 

zwn.berat as they oocurrac In oemltws.

Th®r« la tewwr, o ©xoerpt la
transitU cm &a Istor./olUtloK Uy ® 
oa tiia floor ssf th« -xm* «n -Uzu^ry 84» ^hieh 

th* artax® M th® risv» ®x>r«»^«û with 
riH^rd tw tia© .^utliflestU,^ of '"r. ■ &sd other
Jep*xe»a cm.csrn*^. h* ?-r. <■.$#,
or® of the Isftwlwg mlstnt ns that ebuatriss
asiah j*a £•»<, »«yiot Russia «x4 3t^ly are eoatroilsô 
la th«lr lat«ru«ti*a#il r*l»li0&s by as* »ocloios-;io«l 

fore®* sae trwMa» t’a®% fe^e-sxrat* owti^et* 

at tfaslr Mv—mU «a afi4»î»t«Méi^
of the»® farsva ftïiu tranXs. oltw th« &px>ar®ntiy 

pftraôsteiseX Uh#a by lbs lm«ors &f CM®* who»

sltUoueh ft&alttlM . hlsa’a Mlltery w<hka*««» 

e0aflé«&®« la chlaa*» oltlmta Tlbtory, aaê ti« saggsetà 

th«t thase *r«ye»«»« »h© h®w b*oa

aytjMKiati® satlwWfi of tM rsaultc of th* f«XX @t 

Uh«h^b»i aad of raaMls^: â© not u&à»r*t«n^ yr*s*î;t«»â*y 

Chin*» 

tfe«^hta oaàsrlyla^ ur. ••■•»© *® àlwaara® *r* 

alow to r»*«atXy «xpre^àd by o*» Ko*&Mbft 

in »u #t >«itia©r« to * g»wy of *tud»sU.

JWoyootfnlXy ywrs,

Copy to Ambassador Johnson 
Copy to Snbassy, Peiping 

Jo»oj& €'* Grw 

Snoloauro» , A true copy of
1/ »* ll«t«4 ’ the wkri-

M. 
m.i --------
Æîl
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fcir. «wî *. . . ,:b* Foxeig® vrrieo M» rseeatly been 

eeverely handled fey «olle^uea» thio Mplomt isn’t 

any &oo4, «>r 1» thia $tW, and »@ aaj so that our 

ssjsapatLy goes t© the ulnlster far ïorelga, Affaire* 

A* a natter of tot, It 1» not hie feult that «» 

dlploaeta are waaetlefaotory* have «teag«â sImo

thoee diplomats grew u>. M&sa tie ■■■arid <ar, -©elet 

Mumia wee Wra, «Mal Germny wee bora, Italy wee bora, 

end CMae le In presses ar feels® bora* Those aauatrlee 

ter# thrown ©ver 4iyl©«aey beeod on eapitelle®, aae t&eir 

dlplMmey 1* a rereXatioa&ry dijla^aey. •kneel® .mke« 

«mtragesm» »t«t«Mat»*s ’Miller nakee outrfcgecus eteteamt»* j 

*s&neeXlnl neket entretenue eta ternate*} but tàe feet ef 

tbe natter le that UilreM ftlylenete, w&a law until 

aow been oeeupyiaf* l^pcrteat yeeitleae «re ineepeble ©f 

unfieretendiag the new eunftltiens arising in ell parts 

of the werlft• It sten&B t© reœn that euoh ftlplmabe 

m inefteetlvo if they hare ae otf&preheaeloa of the soelo» 

lo^leel fsroee which i^>ol Buseln, eeraeigr or Italy to take 

thle, that or the other eetloa. *ie n»e4 to here in the 

Foreign hffioo non who fc^^ughly uaeerotweul these 
new revolutionary treats, aaâ until we hero wash mm 

oarrylas out Je^na»® f^rel^n peUoloo w* *iH aot bo able 

to nnfieratene vhla&,
4hlo»ft •el-afeek »n£ other Ghineeo looters edait 

that wUna la mk «&< will be boston by Jepea, and they
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low* It* kaowlBkj it »l»la t**et SMas will

W »v«otu«lly îw âtÿto».ts

th« te&ea üy ««oh

ana they talked airily wfeat «111 ha-paa «t» 

fall® er i.sairlw 1® -Iu5t &l®a

■sf rwiodftj &tw» . IF *<» th» 4m »f
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0 Date —

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Memorandum of Conversation

PARTICIPANTS:

ui

COPIES ft):

0. Mackay 
A. Adams.

Mr. R,
Mr. W,

Admiral L. V. McNamee of the 
Mackay Radio Company

Wa ft.XX<c\v>^
Incidents Involving Third Nations, 
in the Sino-Japanese Conflict “

DATE: February 15, 1938.

$*' • MR. HORtWc^ 
FEe 1 8 Ï938

Admiral McNamee called at the Department to dis

^ItCRCTAfiyo^

FEB 18 1938

M WTEL

OT A

cuss matters relating to radio communications at

Shanghai, and, in a divergence from that subject, made

the following observations:

793 >94/12493

When the Japanese began their military venture in 

China, their military leaders were thoroughly convinced 

that there would be no intervention in the struggle by 

Russia, Great Britain, or the United States. The Russian 

"purge” which occurred shortly before the Japanese entered 
r 

upon their military enterprise in China clearly indicated” 

that Russia was in no position to engage in a foreign c' 

war. Great Britain was thoroughly occupied in Europe. 

The American neutrality legislation and pacifist activity 

had convinced the Japanese Army that it had nothing to 

fear 
K
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fear from the United States,

On entering China, however, the Japanese Army had 

two obstacles to overcome. One was the Chinese Army, 

which did not occasion the Japanese serious concern. 

The other was the Chinese belief that Russia, Great 

Britain or America or perhaps all three would come to 

China’s assistance. A military man’s idea would be to 

prove to the Chinese by means of a demonstration that 

they could hope for no help from any of these three.

The question of Russian aid had already been dis

posed of at the time of the "North China Incident" by the 

widely publicized military collisions on the Amur and at 

Lake Hanka between Japanese and Russian forces.

The question of the possibility of British inter

vention was disposed of when the British Ambassador was 

bombed, machine-gunned, and wounded by a Japanese plane. 

The question of the possibility of American inter

vention was dealt with through the Panay incident.

Admiral McNamee believed that these three incidents, 

involving the only nations from which China could hope 

to obtain aid, were too well designed to meet the needs 

of the Japanese military authorities for demonstrations 

that would destroy Chinese hope of foreign aid to be mere 

coincidences. The Admiral thought it was quite possible 

that
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that the Japanese Government was not aware of the de

signs behind the three incidents and was quite sincere 

in the apologies which it made to the American and 

British Governments.

Wij'j

FE:Adams:NN/SMJ
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

f<5om&opat

February 23, 1938

Reo’d 10:35 a.m.

ACTION:0PNAV 
INFO: CINCAF 

2ND BRIG USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0023, Air raids railroads, highways and northern vic

inity Canton two BSP, sighted gunfire forts Bocca Tigris 

and two DES, Other south China ports quiet 2000,
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

KB o
1—1336

. r .RIMS SENT TO !
‘ O.NX aNL? MJ.D. I

«J
Secretary of State,

GRAY
FromTokyo

Washington.

Dated February 23, 1938

127, February 23, 

Wei earn from the

mosa was bombed in two raids by eight Chinese planes todayc

Two villages reported damaged and some 30 people killed.

No military damage reported here. An American correspon

dent telephoned this evening to Warner who corroborated 

the report but they were cut off after a brief conversa

tion.
GREW

RR :WWC

793.94/ 12495

- 'Wmæww
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MBo
A portion of this tele
gram must be «rHÿsely 
paraphrased before being 
communicated to anyone

Washington

Tokyo
Frqni a ,Dated February 23

Secretary of State
ÜR EASTEfipFMS

19, 10 a.m

125, February 23, 5 p.m, (GRAY)

Reference Shanghai’s 280

One, The replacement of General Matsui by General

Üeparfment of S

Hata has just been announced, (END GRAY). **4
(0 

Two. CONFIDENTIAL. The Vice Minister for Foreign 04
•

Affairs yesterday stated to my British colleague who in- 

quired with regard to the reasons for the then impending 

change that: "Hata is a good soldier and is less interested |\)

in politics than Matsui," (0
0)

Three. (GRAY) The Military Attache of the Embassy has 

just presented me with his estimate of the considerations 

entering into the decision to replace General Matsui, as 

follows :

"One, (a)The widespread feeling in Japanese army 

circles that operations in China are likely to be more or 

less protracted and that the army forces in China are being 

reorganized accordingly, 
m(b) That General Matsui is about 60 years old and was 03 *x|

Kon * °° fe
§
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2- No. 125, February 2.3, from Tokyo.

on the retired list before being called to active service 

in the Shanghai area,

(c) That General Matsui is a man of strong political 

ideas and less amenable to control by a central authority 

than would be an officer of a more conservative type.

Two. To what extent each of the above considerations 

entered into the decision is impossible to determine though 

it is felt that the one relating to politics has played a 

greater part than the Japanese with whom this matter was 

discussed were willing to admit. However, the operations 

in China are now in course of transition from a very active 

military phase to a phase in which, while military opera

tions will still be carried out, more politico-military in 

character, and in which the Japanese efforts in China are 

directed toward a political as well as a military stabili

zation. Under such circumstances and with the above men

tioned reorganization for a long haul in view it appears 

quite natural that central authority both in and out of 

the army should lean toward a commander whose actions may 

be expected to be in greater harmony with both a political 

and a military stabilization policy.

Three. The relief does not imply any censure of

general Matsui in the military or popular mind. After all
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3- No. 125, February 23, from Tokyo.

he is a commander who has succeeded and it is not unlikely 

that his return to Japan will be accompanied by acclaim 

for a work well done.

Four. In the sense that the change of command may 

indicate a change of policy in China the following remarks 

concerning the two men will indicate their respective back

grounds .

(a) . General Matsui: an officer of undoubted ability 

and known throughout the service as an authority on China. 

Recognized as the mainspring of the ’continental policy* 

and since going to the reserve list at the time of the 

February 26th incident he has been head of the Pan Asiatic 

Society. He is reported as having not much use for the 

West or its institutions except insofar as they may be 

beneficial to Japan.

(b) General Hata: at present Director General of 

military training one of the important positions in the 

apmy. Has had a distinguished career and is known as a 

’non-party’ man with no political enthusiasms or inclin

ations. He is also known as a strict disciplinarian in 

the sense of order and subordination in the army and with 

men like General Terauchi strongly deplored the trends 

indicated by the February 26th incident,"

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow and Peiping.(END GRAY)

KLPtWC GREW
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(CONFIDENTIAL)

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 126) of February 23, 1939, from the 

American Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as fol

lows»

Announcement has just been made of the replacement 

of General Matsu1 by General Ha ta.

The Ambassador states confidenttally that on Febru

ary 22 the Vioe Minister for Foreign Affairs stated to 

the British Ambassador that "Hata Is a good soldier and 

Is less Interested in politics than Matsui.” Tills 

statement was made, to the British Ambassador in response 

to his Inquiry as to the reasons for the then impending 

change.

The Military Attaché of the Embassy has Just pre

sented to the American Ambassador his estimate of the 

eonsiderations entering into the decision to replace 

General Matsui, as follows»

"One. (a) The widespread feeling in Japanese army 

circles that operations in China are likely to be more 

or less protracted and that the army forces in China 

are being reorganised accordingly.

n(b) That General Matsui is about sixty years old 

and was on the retired list before being called to ac

tive service in the Shanghai area.

*(c) That General Matsui Is a man of strong politi

cal ideas and less amenable to control by a central

authority
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authority than would ba an officer of a more conserva

tive type,

’’Two. To what extent each of the above considera

tions entered into the decision is impossible to deter

mine tiiough it is felt that the one relating to politics 

lias played a greater part than the Japanese with whom 

this matter was discussed were willing to admit. How

ever, the operations in China are now in course of 

transition from a very active military phase to a phase 

in which, while military operations will still be car

ried out, more politico-military in character, and in 

which the Japanese efforts in China are directed toward 

a political as well as a military stabilisation. Under 

such circumstances and with the above-mentioned reor
ganization for a long haul in view it appears quite 

natural that central authority both in and out of the 

army should lean toward a comander whose actions may 

be expected to be in greater harmony with both a politi

cal and a military stabilisation policy,

’’Three. The relief does not imply any censure of 

General Matsu! in the military or popular mind. After 

all, he la a commander who has succeeded and It is not 

unlikely that his return to Japan will be accompanied by 
acclaim for a work well done,

•Pour, In the sense that the change of emnand may 
indicate a change of policy in Chins. the following

reiaarks
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reraarka concerning the two men will indicate their re

spect ivo backgrounds.

"(a) General Matsuit an officer of undoubted 

ability and known throughout the service as an authority 

on China. Recognized as the mainspring of the »continental 

policy' and since going to the reserve list at th® time of 

the February 26th incident he has been head of the Pan 

Asiatic fJooiety. He is reported as having not much use 

for the West or its Institutions except in so far as they 

may be beneficial to Japan.

*(b) General Hatai at present Director General of 

military training» one of the im ortant positions in the 

army. Has had a distinguished career and is known as a 

’non-party* man with no political enthusiasms or inclina

tions. He is also known as a strict disciplinarian in 

the sense of order anJ subordination in the army and with 

men like General Terauohi strongly deplored the trends 

Indicated by the February 26th incident.”

793.94/12496

FE:^âj:HES 

2-24
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FROM

TO

Japan (___ Grew_____ ) dated___ F©.b,—4,..±9.3.a..._
NAME 1—1127 »Po

REGARDING’,

Sino-Japanese conflict:
Diet addresses by Premier and Foreign Minister on January 22;
both addresses are evidence of the stronger and stronger resolve 
of the Japanese nation to make the present hostilities a permanent 
solution of conditions in eastern Asia,
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Tokyo, February 4, 1936.

«o. ÊÎ69.

.WnCn £I4T a«P iVI'sJfïS KXhlOTU.

The Honorable

The *>*oretary of ^tate*

Washington.

sir i

I have the honor to enelose herewith nineographod 

ooplea 1» English, as reoeived fro® the Japanese Foreign 

Office, of the opening addresses delivered by th* Premier 

and by th* Foreign blalater o* January £*• 1926* to the 

73rd tension of the Diet. Assorting to information r*« 

salved from the Foreign Offiee both addresses were tele* 

graphed
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«raphad to the United bates for release, and vac &asba*»y 

oonselUantly informed the F-epartaant of that fact without 

telegraphing the text», (tabassy’s telegram January El 

ISvi.:., t p.ff.»),

Freulur Kono®*a speech expresaes aatlafacLion ®t the 

progress of Japanese arsa In Chi a; Invitas tn® emergence 

of & new regime In China which will cooperate with Japan; 

repents thut Japan »ill continue to respect the terri-* 

torlsl Integrity of China and the rights and interests 

of other powers in CPiaaj impllee that further control 

of Industry will be neceeeary In the material mobillaa- 

tivn of the nation; and states that the ®ud of the con

flict is still âlatent.

>orei«ua feiidatar iîirota’e speech denies eny terri- 

toxlsl suabitluns in Chin®; rebukes the hatiynaliat Guvern- 

’xant for bringing hardship on the veaple of China by re

sistance to Japan; describes the term® of peace offered 

to China through the German Guvernmont as (1) hino- 

Jap^fteae antl-cuwsunlst cooperation, (a) establishment of 

demill tari »ed sones, (J) an economic agreement, and (4) 

iMe&Bity; entiolpetes the eatergenee of a new Chinees 

régime; reaffirms the open door prlneipie, but with the 

lualirlcaticn "for the purpoee of promoting the welfare 

of the Chlneae people*; speaks with firaneaa of relatione 

with the Joel at Union, aentioning ccmuniat propaganda 

work in China; refer* to the ’Pansy end Ladybird incident* 

as amicably settled by the fair-minded attitude ef the 

governments; states that Japan will continue to do it* 

best
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best for Japanese» aoricau good will; menti, ns good 

relations with Gerisany, Italy, and th* ïrenoo r«elM| 

speitis for movd of barrier* to internetioasl trade; 

eaucierstes trade agro ent® concluded ««1th British India, 

Buraia, and Turkey! states that boycotts initiated abroad 

against Japanese goods ere n t yet sericws; Lntissatea that 

an aconwls plan embracing Japes, Uanohurla, usd China la 

1c process of f uræulatîont end sum&risss Japan’s proacnt 

policy a» one aiming at a root adjustment of .Asiatic affaira.

Both addresses are evidence of th® stronger and stronger 

resolve of the Japanese nation to the ; resent hostilities 

a permanent solution c>f conditions in eastern /«la. Neither 

adds much of detail to that general principle.

Respectfully your®,
A true cepy sf 
the signed erlgl- 
oal. ( »

go3 
800*2 Joseph C* Grew.
CC:C

SnelosurestVAddress of the Frias Minister, rrlnss 
Fuaiaaro Konos, before ths 7ord session 
of tbs Imperial Diet, January 22, 1938.

S/Addross of Mr. Kokl Hirota, Ministar for 
Foreign Affairs, at the 73rd cession of 
tho laperlai List, January 22, 1938,

Copy to Embassy, Fwiping
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vr. Zlnoshlta, Japanese Charge d* Affaires, is quoted 

by R. lipeett, writing In the Toronto 3T*H of February

àrd, «s stating:

”1 cannot and will not believe that Jfepune®» 
ucliloro, with who» ohlvalry and honor are the 
highest traditions, er» guilty of any such an* 
believable atrocities as ar® churged against the® 
in what are reported to be «tetwîseat» of haaltlng 
prof essora end raerleen nlsslonariee. ... The 
reel diamond of Japanese chivalry will act re»»®An 
caked with the ®ud of propsgandists.

"I fear Jupan is si sunders too* in China
because of the chcructer of propaganda that is 
being used.”

The police of Montreal on February ûth stopped • 

parade sponsored by the League for reace and l'o®o«raoy 

and the uebwe Coopérâttve Comowealth ^deration which 

h*d for its purpose th« advocacy of a boycott of Japanese 

product». Mo arrests were nade but & nunber of signs 

and placards were seised.

ùn February 7th the ix*«guo of gatlunc society In 

Canada ne.de public a resolution celllug on the Govern®®» t 

to assist China in. its struggle against Japan end uexing 

the public for a voluntary boycott, on Japanese ^ooda. It 

also announced that Mr. Russel 3, -wrt, an Ottawa Lawyer, 

would represent it at a world conference for the boycott 

of Japan which opened la London February Ifth. the action 

of the League of fetlsn® society did not .meat with general 

approval. The Hegina DAXLÏ «TAS, Conservative, In thia 

eonneetion declared tiut the sslachlef-Msking propensities

of

- 41 •

of the body are far out of proportion to Its 
i®f;-artanee.

(wo

ne.de
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Hitler’s speech. Claims defeat of Japan in the Far East 
would not benefit American or Europe but only Russia.
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“ SAR ZONE

1. Chinese hold Suchow
2 ,hivfiS#ff<&?rs threaten Chengchow

*!ûîtëas rePort new gains
II. RW&Èfc^^AR VICTIMS SUFFER ALIKE

1. 100 million destitute
2. Relief, boycott activities spread

III. "STARTING GUN" FOR NAVAL RACE

1. Tokyo refuses information
2. Japan admits army indiscipline

Five Provinces in War Zone

Their main objective in Shantung remaining out of reach, 
reinforced Japanese armies claimed to have launched an offensive along 
eight routes over the five provinces of Kiangsu, Anhwei, Shantung, 
Honan and Hopei. Fighting raged north and south of Suchow on the 
Tientsin-Pukow Railway where the Chinese continued their month-long 
resistance. A new battle-front developed to the west where Japanese 
columns driving toward Kaifeng and Chengchow (Honan) were balked north 
of the Yellow River. As Suchow is on the Tsinpu and Lunghai railways, 
Chengchow is the strategic junction of the Lunghai and the Peiping- 
Hankow line.

79^.94/12500

The invading forces pushing north from Pengpu were reported 
to have lost 1,000 men in a week in repeated attempts to cross the 
Hwai River. North of Suchow, frontal Chinese assaults brought them 
close to the towns of Wenshang and Tsining. The Japanese threat on 
Kaifeng and Chengchow was aimed to make the positions of the 400,000 
Chinese troops defending the Lunghai line untenable. The Chinese, 
fighting to prevent this, stopped the invaders near Sinsiang, north of 
the natural barrier of the Yellow River.

Squadrons of Japanese airplanes, in one of the most merciless 
raids of the war, bombed Chengchow for two hours. The number of 
civilians killed or injured was reported variously from 300 to 1,000. 
An American Southern Baptist Mission hospital was bombed three times 
in a day.

Further north the Chinese Eighth Route Army's mobile units 
harried the rear of the Japanese. They tore up 70 miles of track on 
the Pinghan Railway south of Peiping; recaptured the towns of Wangtu, 
Hsinglo and Tinghsien (Hopei) ; and were assaulting the important city 
of Paoting.
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Guerrilla tactics also brought succ-ess tO' the defenders on 
the Yangtze River south of Wuhu. After having taken the White Horse 
Mountain on the outskirts of the city, the Chinese forces were ready 
to launch a general offensive on Japanese-occupied positions along the 
150-mile line between Wuhu and Hangchow.

II

Refugees, War Victims Suffer Alike

General Li Tsung-jen, Chinese commander on the Tientsin- 
Fukow front and former Kwangsi Province head, expressed in an 
interview confidence in his army’s ability to repel the Japanese 
attacks on Suchow. From Hankow, Mr. Weng Chinô-wei, Chairman of the 
Central Political Council and former Premier of China, described in a 
broadcast to the world the suffering of the Chinese people as a result 
of Japan's invasion. Mr. Wang declared that Japan’s invasion of China 
is aimed at all countries. "From the boldness of her attack to crush 
China there is no escape and internationals can only be made secure 
by effective action against the aggressor," he said.

The Central Emergency Relief Commission at Hankow estimated 
that 10,000,000 fled from their homes in areas occupied by the 
Japanese, and that half of this number is destitute and near starvation. 
The condition of the 90,000,000 who remained behind in the war zones 
and Japanese-occupied areas was reported to be little better.

In America efforts are being redoubled to raise funds for 
relief of these war victims through the Red Cross, the American 
Bureau for Medical Aid to China, and other organs. A national 
Committee for Boycott Against Japanese Aggression was inaugurated to 
push the campaign started a half-year ago during the first stage of 
Japan's invasion of Chine. Themovement now has the support in 
England of the +wo Nobel Peace Prize winners, Sir Norman Angell and 
Viscound Cecil or Chelwood; in America, of many notables, including 
former Secretary of State Henry L. Stimson, Oswald Gtrrison Villard 
and Professor Quincy Wright.

Ill

"Starting Gun" for Naval Race

The naval question held the center of the international 
stage. Japan, in notes to the United States, Great Britain and France, 
refused to divulge the information that the three governments had 
sought concerning Tokyo's naval building program. Although Japanese 
officials stressed the importance of keeping secret ell navel plans, 
s separate statement hinted th: t Japan has not yet built super-treaty 
(more than 35,000 tons) ships but will "alter her building plans" end 
do so "in order to cope" with naval construction of the other countries.
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THE CHINESE WESTERN RETURNED STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION,
SIAN. CHINA, SPEAKS.

Powers, especially the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty, having deep concern with the Far East and great 
interests in China, have consulted with one another and are trying their best to find out a solution that may be 
instrumental to the peaceful settlement of the present Sino-Japanese controversy. Thus, we, here, wish to express 
our gratitude for their laudable efforts and at the same time wish to make o ir stand of the present situation more 
clearly to the world in the following manner.

In settling the present conflict, we wish to call your attention to two significant facts, namely : the Japanese 
aggressive design on the one hand and the Chinese aspiration for national unity, independence and freedom on 
the other. The conflict can never be settled by a mere report of commissional inquiry, however fair and well- 
intentioned the report may be ; for the Lytton report of September 1932 gives a good example. Nor can it be 
settled by a halfway method of negotiation, if it savors too much of a compromise ; for that kind of compromise can 
neither last long nor satisfy the parties concerned. Judging from our past bitter experience and from the comp
lexity of the issue concerned, we are sure that nothing short of an absolute domination of the Far East will satiate 
the Japanese greed for territorial aggrandizement. For this reason, we can foresee that an international conference 
is doomed to failure if no concerted action and effective measures have been taken by the Powers represented in 
the, conference ; for only concerted action and effective measures could put teeth to their determination and call the 
Japanese militant clique to halt.

It must be remembered that the present Sino-Japanese controversy is a natural outcome and an unavoidable con
sequence of the Japanese consistent policy of aggression in the Far East and the world at large. The Tanaka > 
Memorial to the Japanese Emperor on July 25, 1927, advocates that in order to conquer China they must first of all ( 
conquer Manchuria and Mongolia and in order to conquer the world they must first of all conquer China. Since the I 
Japanese occupation of Manchuria in 1931 and the establishment of a puppet government there shortly afterwards, 
the Japanese acts of aggression in China really constitute the most malignant desire for territorial conquests. Under 
false and slight pretenses, Japan, this time, as in 1931, has made an unprovoked attack upon us on every side and 
in a very large scale. Undeclared but actual war exists in China now. Onr unfortified towns and villages have 
been bombarded, our civilians and non-combatants, especially women and children, the old and the young, the poor 
and the helpless have been shot to death and massacred, and our educational and cultural institutions have been re
duced to ashes by the Japanese atrocious and intentional bombing in China. The aim of the Japanese militaristic 
government is to disintegrate China both politically and territorially and, in other words, to extinguish our existence 
as a nation altogether. And as we have seen before (The Tanaka Memorial) Japan has the design of conquering 
the world using the conquest of China as a stepping stone to their final goal. Now she has already challenged the 
whole western civilized world ; she has disregarded all international engagements ; and she has violated all interna
tional law and morality. The flagrant violation of the sanctity of the Nine-Power Treaty and the Kellog-Briand 
Pact to which she is a party and the Covenant of the League of Nations k^ufficejto startle the worH and render 
the Post-War guarantee system more insecure than ever. The Japanese action in (Zhina is, indeed, a great menace 
to our whole humanity and civilization. This makes us question ourselves whether men are not going back to be
come beasts and barbarians. Thus, it is not too harsh to say that Japan acts like an international pirate in 
China,-----a common enemy of mankind. Although we may expel her from our community and consider her as an
outcast of the family of civilized nations, yet even so, we are afraid that it will have little or no effect on the Japa
nese attitude towards China and the world at large.

In using the most cruel and inhuman methods of war in China, the Japanese militaristic government thinks that 
it would make China surrender and sue for peace. They hope that war and conquests in China might mitigate their 
internal dissatisfaction and restlessness among classes and occupation of our territory and the establishment of pup
pet governments might make Powers acquiesce in fait accompli. It is true that a number of our cities and some 
large pieces of our territory have been occupied by our enemy, but our national unity, spirit, and self-confidence 
not only have not slightly been shaken but also have been greatly strengthened thereby. Our military strength may 
not be as great as that of our enemy ; but we are ready to undergo the test of righteousness to exist in this world 
and thus we are determined to defend our sovereign rights to the bitter end. We are fighting for national exi
stence, t ) be sure. We will not surrender, nor sue for peace,---- at least, not peace without honor. We will fight
to the last man, if necessary. We firmly believe that the longer the contest lasts, the more favorable the situation/ 
will be for us ; for the war is not to the strong alone, it is to the vigilant, the brave and the just, in the long run.

As we are very well-known as a peace-loving people, we certainly will not refuse to restore peace and order in 
the Far East, But we certainly will refuse to participate any peace negotiation which impairs our sovereign rights 
and is incompatible with the principles of our territorial and administrative integrity. We do not know how to ex
press our thanks to the whole world for their sympathy for us and their moral supports for our cause. But mere 
moral censure or declaration to mention that Japan is tfhe aggressor is not an effective check to the Japanese design .«*. 
in the Far East. In her lack of a sense of morality, she^wt care for the public opinion and moral sanctions. In the 
Manchurian controversy, the principle of Non-recognition-proved to be nothing to the Japanese. Thus, in the pre- 
sent dispute, an application of such measures would not only repeat our past failure but also produce additional in- 
suit and violence. The world-wide public opinion has already been slighted, the League's effort has already been 1
disregarded, and the invitations of the Nine-Power Treaty Conference has already been negléted,------in fact, the |
world has already been spurned, with contempt, from the foot of the Japanese imperialists. In vain, after these at- g
tempts, may we still indulge in the tond hope of peace and reconciliation by irresolution, inaction, and moral cen- /J
sures ?! No ! The surest way to fulfil the treaty obligations, to safeguard the integrity of China, to maintain peace J
and order in the Far East, and to remove the menace of the whole humanity and civilization, is that all civilized na- |
tions take prompt, collective and effective measures to uphold the sanctity of treaties. Any dilatory and ineffective Â
measure would be of no help to the situation and would leave the fundamental issue unsettled. It is not a question 
whether or not you like to impose some punitive measures upon Japan. It is r^ather a question whether you like to /y 
do it just now in co-operation with China, or you like to wait until Japan is able to utilize the Chinese territory, po- I : 
pulation and resources to defy all. There is no other way to deal with the Japanese imperialists now than a com- I
bined force, a prompt and effective action of the powers to uphold the sanctity of treaties. In view of these facts, I

/we strongly believe that all far-sighted statesmen and conscientious citizens will have no hesitation to mobilize the f
world public Opinion so as to urge their governments to take an immediate and effective action against the Japanese f

I aggression in |Jhina. I
TRANS-PACI^IC NEWS SERVICE jjov. 20, 1937. -fl
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d. Relation» with Japan.
military Operations. Following the capture by 

the Japanese of all strategic cities around the Talhu 

Lake region, their military operation» were Intensified 
with the object of pushing through to Nanking as rapidly 

as possible and capturing the seat of the National Govern

ment. Heavily reenforced Japanese col usais advanced along 

the mhanghai>Nanklng Railway with Chiakiang as their 
immediate objective while further south the Japanese moved 

rapidly from Kwaugteh, Anhwei, in the direction of Wuhu 

with a view to isolating Nanking and cutting off the 

Chinese
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Chlnose retreat free that city. The main strength of the 

Japanese attack was concentrated on the capture of inking 

and operations against Hangchow were not renewed with any 

vigor until after the fall of the capital.

The Japanese drive against flanking and whu pro

gressed rapidly and by boeembor sixth strong Japanese units 

had arrived before the prepared Nanking defense system 

which extended froa CDinkiang to .mhu.(H) However, the 

Chinese failed to caxxy >ut the obstructive nation which 

appeared to be iadioated by the strength of the prepared 

defenses and the number of reenforeements poured into 

the urea; instead, they withdrew rapidly to tiielr final 

defensive positions around the city of Nanking. Three 

.Japanese columns converged on the capital, two advancing 

from the direction of Kwangtoh and Ihing and the third 

along the Shanghai-Nanking Railway after capturing 

Ghlnkiang on December eighth. By Peceraber ninth these 

columns were in the immediate vicinity of Nanking and on 

the same day General Katsui, uoaaiander-in-Chief of the 

Japanese forces, delivered an ultimaturn on General Tang 

Sheng-chih who was defending flanking with a mixed force 

of some two hundred thousand Chinese troops for the sur

render of the city.(9) Ko reply was node by the Chinese 

to the Japanese demand and ih consequence on December 

tenth the Japanese launched a general attack narked by a 

heavy aerial bombardment.

It wi announced by General flataui’s headquarters 

that the occupation of flanking was completed by sunset on 

December twelfth. However, there were considerable

nuaben
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numbers of Chinese troops still in and around the city; 

these the Japanese are reported mercilessly and systematically 

to have dispatched during, the following week, .«eports 

received subsequently from foreign press correspondents 

who remained in Hanking during the Japanese attack indicate 

that not only were many thousands of Chinese troops caught 

in the city and mowed down but that Japanese troops in

dulged in an appalling orgy of killing, looting and raping 

of the civilian population which was a disgrace to the 

Japanese army. To military observers the attempted 

defense of the city of Nanking was a futile operation 

inasmuch as the Chinese had given up, virtually without 

a fight, strong and heavily fortified natural positions 

between cMnkiang and Wuhu wrich had been prepared long 

in advance. To the lay observer, both foreign and 

Chinese, there was a certain dramatic quality in the 

refusal to give up the country's capital without a strug

gle. The casualties sustained by both sides in the 

battle of Nanking* although not known exactly, ware 

extremely heavy, the Chinese being reported to have lost 

from twenty to forty thousand men and the Japanese approx

imately tea thousand in killed and wounded. Bowever, in 

spite of the fact that the Japanese captured wuhu on 

December ninth, and seised Pukow and a considerable 

stretch of the north bank of the Tangtso River opposite 

Nanking on December tenth and eleventh In an endeavor 

completely to encircle the chinsM defenders of Nanking 

and cut off their retreat, it is reliably reported that

*22£21&*MX
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approxlmately one hundred t ousand men succeeded In with

drawing, and joining the Chinese forces forming a new 

line west of uhu or those defending the northern bank 

of the river (see map on next page).

The Japanese aarked the fall of Nanking by a formal 

entry, General Matsui and Vice admiral tiase^wa, the 

Comaanders-ia-Chief respectively of the Japanese military 

and naval forces which had participated in the cenpaign, 

headed a triumphal march into the city from two directions 

on December seventeenth.(10) On Deceaber twentieth General 

îîatsui issued a statement to Japanese press representative® 

in which he declared that the Japanese force® would In

dulge in & brief respite for th® purpose of giving the 

Chinese Government a ohanoe to recognize its past mis

takes and reconsider its attitude, and also to replenish 

the strength of the Japanese forces. General ssataul is 

reported to have added that if the Chinese authorities 

failed to reconsider their attitude the campaign would 

be pursued relentlessly.(11) There is good reason to 

believe that General gatsul's statement was issued, in 

the hope if not definite expectation that the fall of the 

national capital would result in China suing for peace. 

However, Japanese expectations were not realised for the 

Chinese proceeded with plans and preparations for further 

resistance and reorganised their main forces into five 

arnica under the command of General Chang Chih-ehung 

which took up now defensive positions along a front ex

tending from wont of Vuhu to Hangchow, in this connection 

It is perhaps germane to remarie that the reckless and
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blundering tactics of the Japanese force» »« exemplified 

in the incidente Involving American and British naval 

and merchant vessel» culminating in the boating and 

sinking of the PANAY, unquestionably stiffened

Chinese resistance and aroused the hope that the united 

States and Great Britain w„uld take drastic action 

against Japan.

Japanese sdllltary efforts, after an interval of 

about one week, were directed south ©gainst Hangchow 

and north up the Tslnpu Railway and. Stand Canal with the 

Lunghai Hallway ®e the objective, except for "mopping 

up” operations around Auhu and along the northern bank of 

the Yangtze Hiver between f-ukow and Hohsien no large 

socle operations were undertaken in those areas and no 

attempt made to drive on towards Hankow.

The drive on Hangchow developed initially along the 

Shanghai-Hangchow Railway but meting with stiff resist

ance on that front the Japanese launched a flanking and 

encircling laoveaent which as it developed threatened to 

cut off the Chinese retreat from îümgchow. In conséquence 

the Chinese withdrew from that city to the south bank of 

the Chien tang River. The Japanese entered Hangchow on 

the morning °f December twenty-four th with little or no 
opposition but did not complete occupation of the city 
until December twenty-sixth. ( 18) Reports received from 
Amer loan citizens who remained in Hangchow indicate that 
there was considerable looting and raping but no wanton 
killing of civilians such as occurred in Wanking. The 
Japanese forces pressed southwest from Bangchow along
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the northern bank of the Chientang River and by the end 

of the so a til had reached a point approximately thirty miles 

beyond Hangchow. No attempt was made, however, to cross 

the Cbientang River and it is not clear whether the 

Japanese intend to penetrate further south in Chekiang 

Province or to strike west with Nanohang as the objective.

The Japanese drive from pukow north progressed slowly 

but steadily and by the end of December their forces had 

reached a point fifty ailes north of that point. This 

operation was not undertaken without stiff resistance 

from the Chinese who wore reported to have reenforced the 

units along this front and in the Hsuchow-Haichow area. 

However, in view of the success which ettended the Japanese 

attack south from Tsinan along the Tsinpu Railway the 

capture of Hsuchow, the highly strategic railway junction 

of toe Tsinpu and Lunghai lines, appeared to bo inevitable 

and merely a Question of time (see map above referred to).

Tho Victory Parade." Shortly after the Japanese 

occupation of the Shanghai area, the Japanese military 

authorities lot it be known that they were contemplating 

a demonstration march of Japanese troops through the areas 

south of Soochow Creek (the areas which had been protested 

by neutral foreign forces) maintaining that such a measure 

would be effective in impressing the Chinese and discourag

ing anti-Japanese activity on their part. The moat earnest 

representstiens advising against the proposal were made to 

the appropriate Japanese authorities by the principal con

sular representatives, by officials of the shanghai Municipal 

Council, and by foreign military and naval authorities, 

it being felt that the proposed Japanese aetiom would 

result in unfortunate incidents; that it would, indeed,
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be provocative of such incidents. Représentations to 
the same end were made at Tokyo. It was the hope that 

these oombinod representations would be effective in 

diaausding the Japanese military from their proposed 

demonstration, but the Japanese military abruptly announced 

that a transfer of troops through the International Set

tlement would be made on the ;aornln^ of December third. 

(13-14) further representations by foreign consular and 

military authorities wore without avail. The troop move

ment, generally regarded and referred to sa a ’’victory 

parade’1 started at eleven o’clock in the morning, some 

six thousand Japanese troops, including infantry, 

artillery and cavalry units, following a line of march 

from the area of Jessfield thrcufeh a considerable part 

of the British defense sector outside the boundaries of 

the International settlement, thence down Avenue Foeh 

and Avenue Edward VII, which form the boundary of the 

International settlement and french Censosaion, thence 
oast to and down Nanking Road — the principal business 
street of the Settlement — to The Bund, the Garden 
Bridge and the Hongkew district.

At the intersection of Banking and Kwangsi Roads 
an unidentified Oriental, generally believed to bo a 
Chinese but asserted by some probably to be a Korean, 
threw a hand grenade at the passing Japanese troops. Be 
was almost immediately shot down by a Chinese police 
constable and died shortly thereafter. The grenade 
exploded, injuring several Japanese soldiers and Bat
tlement police constables. The Japanese military threw 
a cordon around the area while the parade proceeded, and 

iwdiatelv
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imedlately It had passed this cordon was extended 

around a large section of the busy central district of 

the settlement. All traffic was stopped, and a long 

and fruitless investigation was carried out by the 

Japanese military without reference to the Municipal 

police authorities.(IS) Finally at eight-thirty in the 

evening the cordon ws withdrawn after certain demands 

(noticed later, under "The International Settlement**) 

had been presented to the Commissioner of police for 

acceptance.

Japanese Action Vis-a-vis Chinese Maritime Custom». 

The Japanese authorities, acting through the Japanese 

Consul General, continued during December to demand the 

right -» by virtue of Japanese military occupation of 

the Shanghai area -- of supervision and control of the 

Chinese Maritime Customs at Shanghai, and~to press the 

Comalsaionar of customs for the immediate deposit of all 

customs revenues in the Yokohama Specie Bank. Since 

November eighth such revenuea have been hold in the 

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation. The Am risen, 

British and french consular representatives (ths British 

Embassy Financial Advisor acting principally, however, for 

the British aide), however, insisted that no precipitate 

action must be taken with regard to the Customs without 

prior consultation with the representatives of the inter» 

osted powers, to ensure the integrity of the Customs 

administration, ths safeguarding of ths revenues, and the 

protection of loan and indemnity guetas secured on such 
revenues.(Id-17) The Japanese Consul general for the 

Japanese side declared that the deposit of the revenues 
as required in the Japanese bank mast precede any discussion
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of the desiderata of the interested powers,(18-19-80) 

Representations were made on the matter at Tokyo at the 

same time that the position was maintained at Shanghai 

by the American, British and French representatives, and 

aa the wnth closed the revenues remained Intact under 

Customs control in the British bank of deposit and the 

Customs administration continued to function without 

serious interference but under substantial handicaps 

due to possession by the Japanese Navy of the Customs 

harbor eraft, restriction on Customs activities in 

certain areas under Japanese military occupation, and the 

necessity of using Customs personnel of Japanese nation

ality to perform numerous duties outside the Gusto» House 

heretofore carried out by foreign or Chinese staff.

Meanwhile a number of officers and members of the 

Chinese Maritime Customs service of Japanese nationality 

have been transferred to Shanghai by direction of the 

inspector General and placed in responsible positions 

in the Gusto» House, including the posts of Administrative 

Commissioner and secretary to the Commissioner. Mot- 

withstanding this action by the Costoss administration, 

however, there have boon indications that the Japanese 

say demand further ** supervision* and * control* of the 

Shanghai Cuetoss, though in what for* or sannor has not 

yet been disclosed, it should bo noted here also that 

Customs personnel of Japanese nationality is being 

recruited by the Inspectorate General (tbs Chief sec

retary of which is a Japanese)and assigned to the Shanghai 

staff.

as the month closed sone prominence was given to 

press reports that cargo for Japanese nationals is being
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brouglit into Shan^h&i on Japanese ▼•®a®lo without C us toss 

formality ®r payment of import duty, and that Japanese 

merchant vessels have entered and cleared the port with

out Cue toxas formal!ties or payment of tonnage dues in a 

status of ’’salutary transports,These reports are based 

largely on press despatches from Japan tc th® effect that 

good® for the Japanese community and building materials 

would be «hipped to Shanghai for landing without import 

duty. It is reported that cargo for foreign importer® 

at Shanghai arriving on Japanese vessel» taking exempt 

statu® a® military transport® has been discharged into 

Customs custody for duty treatment, it is also reported 

that Japanese civilian passenger® are landed from such 

Japanese vessels without examination of their baggage 

which la stated frequently to include cargo.(£1) it 1® 
of course difficult to verify this statement. (22-23) 

Japanese control of Radio and gable service®. The 
action of the Japanese authorities in the latter part 
of wovonber in taking over the Chinese Government Tele
graph Administration at Shanghai, with the result that 
the Chinese staff walked out and that the service was 
suspended, was followed by discussions in December on 
Japanese succession to Chinese control of the Chinese 
Government Radio Administration with which American and 
other foreign radio companies hold traffic agreements. 
It had been intimated that the Japanese authorities 
would be disposed to sanction a committee control of 
the radio administration by representatives of the 
several foreign radio companies interested under the 
conditions that Japanese censors should perform the
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functions heretofore performed brf; Chinese censors, and 

that the net revenues due to the Chinese Government 

should be impounded.(24) A procedure along the Lines 

of cornaittee control, which would permit of retention 

of the trained Chinese personnel and the efficient 

operation of the radio service, was favored by representa

tives of most of the foreign companies, including one 

Aaerioen company, but was opposed by the representative 

of an American company which claimed tn&t the custody, 

management and control of the radio administration had 

been placed in its hands by an agreement with the 

Chinese Government dated July 7, 1937.(26-26) The date 

and good faith of this agreement was challenged in 

Japanese quarters.(27) as the month closed the radio 

service continued to be operated as heretofore, but 

there were indications that the Japanese authorities 

wore becoming impatient over the inability of the 

foreign companies to agree amongst themselves and would 

probably proceed completely to take over the service.(28) 

It should bo noted that control of the Chinese Government 

equipment and plant by a foreign committee would have 

been dependent at least upon tacit acquiescence of the 

Ministry of Cossmnioations of the Chinese Government.

With reference to the cables, the situation was 

somewhat different inasmuch as the China terminals of 

the cables are owned by the foreign companies and not 

by the Chinese Government which operated the office for 

receiving and delivering massages and settling accounts 

with the foreign companies. The Japanese authorities 

Insisted that Japanese censors must be installed to carry 

out
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out the censorship operations previously carried out in 

this office by Chinese Government oensors, but indicated 

that for the tiae being such censorship would be Limited 

to examination of messages sent and received after their 

despatch or delivery.(29) The Japanese authorities 

also gave notice that revenues payable to the Chinese 

Government should bo impounded. Facing a de facto 

situation the foreign cable companies, after consultation 

with their national diplomatic or consular representa

tives, adjusted themselves to this situation as a sub

mission to force majeure, it is learned that as a 

matter of fact no censorship we enforced during December 

(censors wore installed oarly in January, and began 

censoring messages before despatch or delivery in the 

same manner as was heretofore done by Chinese censors).
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE----- .894.,.Q32Z.18ê.--------------------------------------- FOR__ Despatch..#2763

FROM-----------Japan.------------------------- (....ftr.9.w--------------- .) dated Feb. 4. 1938
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING*. Sino-Japanese situation: Transmits translations made by 
Embassy of principal replies to interpellations on 
foreign affairs made in open session of Japanese Diet, 
including Japanese regulation of foreign powers in China.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

1—1336 COMYAHGPAT
From

February 23, 1938

Rec'd 7:10 p. m.

ACTION: CPIL.V, Washington

INFO: Cincaf
Yangpat
OoKioopat
Anar.ibassador China
US: Zlarblehead
Fourth Narines Alusna Peiping.

0023. Yangtze River ports quiet.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
Fron&RAY

Shanghai via N.R*

Dated February 23, 193C

Secretary of State

Washington
ivisic*i of \ 
EASïEjXFÀU È’-hS

302, February 23, 4 p. m * Oepartnwni ot

Hy Ho» 3’77/ February 18, 6 p. m

ilitary observers report that on the northern
(0
01

Tsinpu fron eavy fighting is in progress along the (D

Grand Canal southwest of Tsining and that the Chinese

have been launching frequent counter attach Little

activity reported on the southern Tsinpv. section during

FO 
01 
o

the past few days

General batsui whose impending departure was reported
I fi'U'r

in my Ko» 230/ February 19, 11 a, m, left Shanghai for

Japan on February 21. His successor General Hata has

arrived and taken over command

reported in informed circles that Li Ssu'WIao

formerly chairman of the minority commission of the Eopei

Chahar Political Council, Dr. Chen Chin Tao Minister of

Finance in Peiping in 1926, Wen Tsung Yao many years ago

Commissioner for Foreign Affairs in Shanghai and Nanking ba 
os

and
-n I

.’■•ÿ

m

<

h

’H0 • 
„ , / &I
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REB
2-;/302, From Shanghai, Feb.23,4p.m

and the venerable Tang Shao Yi have acceded to Japanese 

requests to establish a provisional government at Nanking. 

It is further reported that the new regime will be 

inaugurated before the end of this month.

Repeated to Hankow and. Peiping.

GAUSS

NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 GRAY
From

Tokyo

Dated February 24, 1938

Rec'd 11;56 p.m. , 23rd

Secretary of State

Washington

February 24, 11 a.m.

Following from Taihoku:

"February 23, 6 p.m. Army air defense headquarters 

announced by radio this afternoon that shortly after 

ll;00 this morning Chinese planes dropped several bombs 

from high altitude on Matsuyama aviation field hitting 

nearby brick factory and native houses causing several 

casualties. The raiders were driven away by Japanese 

pursuit planes. An air raid on Shinchiku also this 

morning caused casualties.

The Trihoku explosions a few miles northeast of the 

Consulate rocked building, startled entire neighborhood, 

Impossible to obtain information sooner. All foreigners 

reported safe. Light control effective tonight.. Its 

first air raid has the city in a state of tension. tej
<■ HDepartment has not been informed . E

793.94/ 12505

CAMERON
SMSîRR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

— GRAYFrom

Foochow via N. R.

Dated February 24, 1938

EG 1—133.

[copies sent to"
O.N.L AND M.LD.

X ----'.................. , .....

Secretary of State,

Washington.

February 24, 3 p.m.

Six Japanese bombers dropped from 20 to 30 bombs on 

Foochow air field an d on village of Shangyuan in the east 

environs of the native city this morning between 10:00 

and 10:30 killing at least 8 villagers, wounding about 

15, partially demolishing village, destroying empty 

hangar and scoring 5 or 6 direct hits on unoccupied 

landing field.

To Hankow. Repeated to Peiping.

WARD

RR :SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 From

7^3- <? aïil3 30HES SENT TO 
O.N.L AND M.LD.

feretory of State

Washington

129, February 24, 4 p.m.

ft

GRAY

Tokyo

Dated

Rec ’d

1938February 24

10:00 a.m

11 p.m. and ourShanghai’s 39, January ",
T // 2.
da.nuary 13, 4 p.m. to Shanghai, reference Hankow

'.rety -zone:

One. Craigie has recomm ended to his Government

that the terms of the Japanese undertaking to refrain

from attacking the safety zone be communicated to the

Chinese Government. He believes that "if we fail to

pass on to the Chinese authorities the Japanese pro

posais in respect of a safety zone, we not only dis- to t.'na&

courage the Japanese from making conciliatory sugges

tions in future but give them a pretext for maintaining

the powers have failed to cooperate in their humanitar-

lan efforts."

Two, In his letter to me Craigie refers to the

Japanese undertaking as an "offer " and apparently

assumes

<0

<0

10 
01 
o

'V

ÏA.

0 2

&

f

i ; v

-n 
0
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sms 2 — No» 129, February 24, 4 p.m. from Tokyo

assumes that an explicit engagement by the Chinese 

Government to fulfill the Japanese conditions is 

necessary before the Japanese undertaking become bind

ing on the Japanese Government, The Japanese note to 

us of January 11 reported in our January 13, 4 p.m, vi 

Shanghai does not so indicate. The question whether o: 

not ov.r Government should make representations to the 

Chinese Government in the matter is one which the 

Department may wish to dfccide in consultation with 

Johnson.

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

WC

GREW
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 GRAY
From

Peiping via N R

Dated February 24, 193S

Rec’d 9:05 a.m

Secretary of State

’askington Di vit io a .

Hi
130, February 24, 5 p.~.i

Embassy’s 124 >ruary 21 7 p.m»

The Japanese report the capture of Tsinyang 
(^walking) and Tsiyuan on the motor road to the west

and the advance on Menghsien on the Pinghan front (0
01

the southward advance along the railway from Sinsiang

is said to have reached a point only five miles fror
(D 
4^

the Yellow River

A press report states that heavy fighting has

occurred west of Tingyuan on the southern Tsinpu front

M 
01 
O 
CO

and it appears that the Japanese advance is still held

up in that sector. On the northern Tsinpu front the
Japanese announce the capture of Anchuchen about eight

miles southwest of Tsining indicating that the dead-
ock which has held the Japanese stationary there in

recent weeks has possibly been broken. The capture is

announced

jn

v*n

G)

4
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sms 2 - No. 130, February 24, 5 p.m. from Peiping

announced of Chuhhsien southwest of Tsingtao, this 

marking an advance from the previous Japanese position 

at Chueheng.

The Japanese military spokesman at Peiping states 

that the advance on Lishih in west Shansi continues 
continued 

and it has been/in the eastern part of the province 

the column advancing from Luanhantsuliu a Hsien city 

to the northwest.

No definite information is available here regarding 

the reported bombing of Formosa by Chinese planes trice 

yesterday.

Repeated to the Ambassador. By mail to Tokyo,

LOCKHART

wc
CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR 4th MARINES

From February 24, 1938

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMN) 
OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AIiAMBaSSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSILl PEIPING

Rec’d 10:20 a*m.

8624. Japanese southward advance in Shansi on 

Taiyuan-Puchow Railway reached Linshin 15 miles south 

Kiehsiu. In Honan Nipponese captured Menghsien 15 miles 

southwest Hwaiking and are attacking Tsiyuan 18 miles 

west Hwaiking. In eastern Shantung mopping up column 

driving southward captured Chuhsien 72 miles south 

Kiaotsi Railway. Japanese claim bombed Foochow airdrome. 

Chinese planes reported observed off Woosung today. 1923

DDM
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE ...353.115/180. FOR ..æ.«le&ra??..#114j..ll. am.

FROM___ Japan .6rew------- ) DATED___ Febx.uarx„18^..1938.
TO NAME

793.94/12510

REGARDING: Protection of foreign lives and property in China. Quotes 
note sent to the British Foreign Office by the British Am
bassador at Tokyo concerning- and requesting authorisation 
to reply informally, as indicated, to the note of February 
16 addressed to him by Japanese Foreign Office respecting-

wth
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LEGATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Pretoria, Union of South Africa

. January 24, 1938.

No. 75.

Subject: South African attitude toward Japan.

' /h , q

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

Sir:

I have the honor to report that during the past 

month developments in the Chinese-Japanese conflict 

have been followed with interest by the South African 

press and public. Detailed reports, almost exclus

ively, from London, have appeared daily in the press 

regarding 
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regarding the conflict and the various international 

incidents arising therefrom and have formed a large 

part of the regular news broadcast by radio stations 

within the Union.

Public sentiment appears to be strongly condemna- 

tory of Japan. The South African Trades and Labor 

Council early in January petitioned the Government to 

declare a boycott of Japanese goods and bar their en

try into the country. The Government's reply to the 

petition for boycott, according to the report of the 

Secretary of the Cape Federation of Labor Unions, indi

cated that "the Government are prepared to side-track 

the issue and do nothing to prevent Japanese goods from 

entering the country”.

An informal popular boycott against the purchase of 

Japanese goods has been found ineffective or only partially 

effective as the Union of South Africa has no legislation 

requiring that goods be marked with the name of the coun

try of origin. A measure to provide legislation es- 

tablishing a requirement of that nature will, possibly, 

be introduced at the session of Parliament which opens 

on February 11, 1938.

The Japanese violations of international agreements 

regarding the rights of foreign powers and foreign nation

als in China is regarded by the PRETORIA NEWS as a "deli- 

berate attempt to upset the economical structure so care

fully built up by Britons, representatives of other Euro

pean nations and Americans".

One
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One editorial voice however has been raised in 

defense of Japan. The Johannesburg star in its issue 

of January 14, 1938, argues for a "realist policy in 

Asia". It states that Japan is only doing, though 

much more ruthlessly, what the Allied Powers did when 

they invaded China and burned the Imperial Palace and 

suggests that the cancellation of the Anglo-Japanese 

alliance in the Far East was a mistake in the British 

foreign policy. The editorial reads in part:

"It is true that the invasion is a vio
lation of treaty engagements and that acceptance 
of the Japanese claim of’self-defense" against 
Chinese "aggression" taxes the imagination. 
But China is not a political entity comparable to 
a modern European State. Along theseaboard and 
up the rivers of a territory larger than Africa 
south of the equator, a dozen nations have es
tablished themselves, all claiming the right, 
based on the facts of history, on political real
ity and military power, themselves to protect 
their own interests and those of their nationals 
since Chinese governmental authority and Chinese 
law can scarcely be said to exist. Japan is only 
doing, much more ruthlessly and on the much larger 
scale that her proximity to China, the number of 
her settlers and traders and the range and impor
tance of her interests there may be held to war
rant, what the Allied Powers did when they invaded 
China, burnt the Imperial palace, and imposed terms 
and an indemnity, or what the British did twice 
during Victoria’s reign, or in 1925 and again in 
1931. "China for the Chinese" and resistance to 
foreign occupation are not slogans which can con
sistently be invoked by Western races.

"However, such recriminations are not only 
interminable but irrelevant. What matters is not 
legalistic argument and moral theorising, but facts. 
Japan is in China and cannot be ejected other than 
by military force. This the Hangkow Government 
does not possess. A withdrawal could probably 
eventually be compelled by Britain, America and the 
U.S.S.R., but there is no reason to suppose that 
British public opinion would countenance a great 
war with Bolshevik allies on the other side of the 
world, and there is even less reason, if possible,

to
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to suppose that America would, engage in an ad
venture of such gravity and uncertain outcome. 
Since, then, Japan cannot be ejected, does not 
political realism require us to recognise the 
facts and adapt ourselves as best we can? 
Japan was once an ally: that association im
mensely gratified the Japanese, an isolated and 
sensitive people: it gave Britain invaluable 
political and military support in a part of the 
world where her interests are greater than her 
power, and, more importantly, it strengthened 
responsible Japanese opinion and restrained the 
extremists. That alliance was sacrificed in 
exchange for a naval limitation treaty which 
no longer exists and in response to pressure 
by the United States, Canada and Australia. 
Yet Canada has no real reason to fear Japan, 
separated by the largest ocean on the globe. 
Sydney is as remote from Tokio as Johannesburg 
is from Warsaw or Buenos Aires, and while Ameri
can friendship possesses an obvious moral value 
it seems unlikely to find material expression. 
British foreign policy in the Far East, if it 
has not backed the wrong horse, seems at any 
rate - if we may mix our metaphors - to have 
fallen between two stools.”

Editorial comment on the bombing of the U.S.S.

PANAY was quoted in my despatch No. 63 of January 10,

1938.

Respectfully yours,

(In quintuplicate to Dept.) 
( 1 copy to Embassy,London)

800.
LJK/H.
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Developments October 13-26 (Map

WORTH CHINA

fulyuan. Chahar Mongols under

under 11 Dhow-Sheng, stiffened by Japanese

Manchoukuoan Mongols

the Kvantung Amy,

14

Division of 
« fcASTFfitf

Ertmwit liftai

captured Duiyuan City (Kwslhua) on October

MlO

These forces continued to

jm^APANESjg SITUATIONS

push west on the Peking-Dulyuan Railway. Paotow, erroneously reported 

captured by iiongols In the last Juraaary, was occupied on October 17. Chi

nese forces on the Ping-3ui line undcr/jjenaral Pu Tso-yl and General 

Ma Chan-Shan^, of Nonnl Hiver fame, have apparently withdrawn to western 

Duiyuan after offering exceedingly weak resistance to the Japanese-Mongol 

advance. Mongol cavalry units are reported to be 60 miles west of Paotow 

on the Yellow River. Japanese airplanes are reported to have bombed 

.-uyuan, 100 miles northwest of Faotow, where scaae Chinese concentration 

is reported.

The reasons for the use of Mongol units in the Sulyuan campaign 

are political as well as military. The Japanese apparently plan to form 

all of juiyuan and part of Chahar as a "Mongol mplre" under Frlnce Teh. 

Inaugural ceremonies for the new empire, first scheduled for October £2 

at Kwelhua have since been postponed to November 1. The new state will 

form a convenient jump-off point for political extension into Outer Mon

golia, if and when it is attempted. South Chahar will continue to be 

governed under Its present autonomous government, formed under Japanese rn 
° 3 

aegis after the occupation of this territory. Salgen is the capital of ''° 

the South Chahar regime. *g
Co 

Shansi. The Japanese drive south on Taiyuanfu has been definite- 

ly stopped in the mountain pass at Hslnkou Just south of Yunnplng, by de

termined resistance of Chinese troops under General Sei Ll-huang. Cha 

Teh’s ex-oomuniat forces have b en conducting extensive raids on the Jap

anese lines of cojvnunlcations in North Shansi. Raids are reported north

east of Taichow, at Lingfcui and at Kwangling. Other ex-Red units have

795.9
 4/12512

 
F / FG
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penetrated into Hopei and are threatening the Plng'llne south of Paoting. 

Chinese raiders claln to have destroyed 24 Japanese planes on the ground 

at the Yangnlngpo air field southwest of Taichow. The Chinese claim also 

to have out large Japanese units from their lines of supply on the Ping- 

Sul railway. The Japanese deny being out off but do admit difficulties 

In supply, some '.’Shite Russians are reported to be with the Japanese 

forces in North Ghansi and this is substantiated by reports of recruiting 

of white Russians in Tientsin.

At Niangtzekuan, the pass leading from Ghihchiachuang, Hopei, 

to Talyuanfu, the Japanese are stopped by Chinese troops reported to be 

under General sun Lien-ehung. The Japanese advanced elements on this 

drive are cut off and are supplied only by airplane. The Japanese are 

striving desperately to restore communications under constant harassment 

by Chinese troops. On October 23 the Japanese claimed to have dislodged 

Chinese from a small pass leading into Niangtsetasm just south of Tlnghsing 

The pressure of Chu Teh’s units on the Fing-Han Railway north of Ghihchla- 

chuang is adding to the Japanese difficulties in the Nlangtsekuan area.

The morale of the Chinese troops in Shansi sems good. The 

local troops have been bolstered by some Government reinforcements. These 

and Chu Tab's units are reported to have abandoned defensive tactics and 

are taking the offensive even to the extent of frontal attacks. General 

Hwang Hslao-hMung, an able Nanking general, has been given command of the 

Ghana! forces, voluntarily relinquished by Ten Hel-shan. General Wei 

Li-huang, in command south of Yuanping, is another trusted and reputedly 

able Nanking adherent. Just prior to his arrival in Shansi, Wei vas 

In command of the Liuho—Lotion Motor at Shanghai.

Ping—Han Line, By naans of a double envelopment, the Japanese 
succeeded in cracking the reputedly strong Ghihchiaohuang defense lino. 

The Chinese managed to extricate thesMlves despite heavy casualties and 

retreated rapidly south closely followed by the Japanese. A part of the 

Japanese attacking force pushed west up the Cheng-Tai Hailmy running 

from shlhchiachuang to Taiyuan. This la the force now held up at «iangtze- 

kuan as described above under Shansi. Ths south-moving Japanese units
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drove through a Chinese defensive position at Shuntefu (Singtai) with 

comparative ease. Sok» resistance ms encountered at Tzahslen just 

north of the Honan border. On October 26 the Japanese were reported to 

be opposite a strong Chinese defensive position north of Anyang (Changte).

Japanese comunicatlona cm the Ping-Han line are being threatened 

by snail Chinese units including the ex-Red elements reported on the rail

way north of ihihchiachuang. The Japanese advance has been rapid, leaving 

many Chinese units intact in their roar areas. These will continue to 

be troublesome for sone time. A French Mission station at Chanting, north 

of 3hlhohlaohuang?ms raided by Chinese bandits or Irregulars early this 

week and seven foreigners kidnapped. Hone were Americans.

Tain—Pu Line, The Japanese drive on the Taln»Pu appears to 

have been slowed up. Elements which were reported at Yucheng appear to 

have been withdrawn to Pingyuan. Here also the Chinese are harassing 

Japanese lines of communication. The Japanese claim that the Chinese 

have cut dikes and flooded the country north of Yucheng, impeding the 

advance south. A Chinese raid on the railway from the east is reported 

to be In progress with the advanced elements at Hintsing, 50 ailes north

east of Tehchow. The Japanese captured Unghalen, IB miles northwest of 

Tehchow after a fight. A Japanese concentration is reported at V.ucheng, 

25 alios west of Pingyuan.

The slowing of the Japanese advance on the Tsin-Fu my be caused 

by negotiations with Ban Fu-chu for a peaceful solution. There ere per

sistent reports that he will turn shantung over to the Japanese if ho can 

do so without serious loss of face. However, on October £3 Han publicly 

reaffixnod hln allegiance to Hanking, stating that ho will resist Japan 

to the bitter end. Son® of hia troops are now engaged against the Jap* 

a eae in the defense of northern Shantung. ,

It Is reported that service on the north section of the Tsin-PU 

Railway is to be rosumd soon under the Management of the South Manchurian 

Railway.

Japanese aircraft have been mat active throughout the North

China Theater. In addition to their extensive boablng operations, they
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have been most valuable In spotting Chinese defense positions and thus 

enable the Japanese to make the best use of their ground forces. It is 

significant that none of the towns on the Tsingtao—Tsinan Railway have 

been bombed by the Japanese so far.

Chinese aircraft have also begun to operate in North China. The 

Japanese supply depot at Tangku was bombed on October 14 with no damage 

reported. Japanese reported that Chinese aircraft bombed ringyuan and 

other points on their lines during the week.

The flow of Japanese troops and material into North China has 

slowed considerably and is apparently limited to Immediate replaceront 

needs. Troop movements have been reported from Morth China to Manahoukuo. 

Chingwangtao is replacing Tnngku as the main Japanese supply base for 

North China. The facilities of the Kalian lining Administration there 

(a >lno—-British concern) will be used for cargo handling purposes under 

Japanese direction.

Air mail service between Tientsin and Tokyo, using Japanese 

stamps, has been established.

Talk of the establishment of a North China autonomous state 

has been quiescent for the last few days. According to the last reports 

Tang lir-ho and Tsao Kun were mentioned as possible Chinese heads of the 

proposed new réglas.

One phase of the original Japanese objective in North China, 

the control of a corridor to the west through Inner Mongolia, has been 

accomplished. It is probable that the second phase, military and political 

control of the five northern provinces, will also soon be achieved, de

spite the present setbacks in Shansi. Kan for man, the Chinese soldier 

is probably equal to the Japenose — but superior training, particularly 

in the echelons of high oonmand, and superior equipment, such as artil

lery, tanks, airplanes, give the Japanese a decided supremacy on the 

field of battle. It permits them to take tactical liberties against 

the Chinese Which they could not taka with safety against a better trained 

and organized opponent*
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CENTRAL CHINA THtATER.

Shanghai, Continual Japanese attacks on the Chinese position» 

have finally broken through the Chinese first line positions. A furious 

battle is now raging. The Japanese captured Tazang on October 26 and 

succeeded in crossing the Shanghai—-Nanking Railway at several points 

east of Nanziang. The situation of the Chinese forces in the Chapel— 

-langwan salient is dangerous.

A retreat from this salient was started on October 26 and is tant 

in progress. The outcome is still in doubt. Kany fires are reported in 

kiangwan and Chapel. 3o far the Chinese withdrawal has boon fairly order* 

ly but their losses are bound to be heavy. The Japanese are reported to 

have taken possession of the North Station area, and the Chinese in Chapel 

are fighting a desperate rear guard action west of the station. The 

Japanese forces which penetrated the railway east of Nanziang will un* 

doubtedly try to push east to cut the Chinese line of retreat from the 

salient.

The Chinese have a prepared switch position running from Lluho 

through Elating, Nanzlang, Chenju, to the Settlement. The Japanese have 

apparently reached this line at a point just east of Nansiang. If they 

break through there and reach Soochow Crook, the Chinese In the sellant 

will have extraae difficulty In extricating thansolves. Their only avenue 

of escape will be south on the Nanking—Hangchow Railway. The British, 

who defend the west of the Settlement, have their defense lines along 

this railway.

A Chinese withdrawal to their switch position or even farther 

back will not necessarily end the Shanghai conflict. Such a movement 

will give the Japanese sore roan for maneuver but it will also extend 

their lines considerably. The Chinese still have superiority in numbers. 

If their morals holds out, they can oontiœxe to keep large Japanese 

forces engaged for some tine. Nuoh of the ground in the Chinese rear 

areas has been thoroughly organized for defense and unless the Japanese 

can get the Chinese on the run they will have the difficult task of re

ducing successive defense lines.
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Increased Chinera air activity in the Jlianghal area is evident. 

New planes variously reported as Runaian, British, and French have bran 

observed, Uoet of the Chinera air operations are carried out at night. 

A sudden slowing up of Japanese antiaircraft fire during recent Chinese 

attacks was explained as an increased use of Japanese pursuit planes. 

The Japanese have moved much of the equipment from the Yangtzepoo ftir* 

port to one near Woosung, out of range of snipers on the Pootung shore.

The Japanese continue with extensive bombing operations over 

all Chinese installations and lines of communications in Central China. 

The bombing In the immédiate vicinity of Shanghai, in furtherance of the 

Japanese ground attack there, has been particularly heavy. Several raids 

have been made as far inland as Hankow. The Japanese admit the loss of 

50 airplanes In Central China operations. The Chinese claim they accounted 

for over 100.

All Chinese Government financial agencies except the customs 

have been transferred from Shanghai to Nanking.

Total civilian casualties in the International Settlement from 

faulty air bombing, antiaircraft and other shell fire and stray rifle and 

machine gun fire to October lOjare Id foreigners, including 3 Anerioaus, 

and 1,990 Chinera killed5 and 2? foreigners and 2,800 Chinese wounded. 

In addition, local anti«Japaneoe mobs have killed 3 foreigners and 69 

Chinese.

Both sides now claim their opponents use gas In the Shanghai 

area. Three alleged Chinese gas casualties were examined by two foreign 

naval medical officers at Nanking. The doctors state that they do not 

believe the patients are suffering from gas effects.

A formation of Japaness planes attacked a British outpost at 

the western edge of the International defense line October 24, killlag 

one British soldier. The same planes attacked a riding party of foreigners 

in the san» area inside the lines, without injury to personnel but causing

the death of two horses. Foreign Consulates and military officials imnediate* 

ly protested to the Japanese, who apologised. The matter of the British
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soldier's death was referred to London for action. British troops haw 

been issued antiairoraft weapons with reported instructions to fire on

: any plane approaching too close to their defense positions. Adsdral Yar-

\ nell also authorized the United states Marine defense force to open fire

I on airplanes in case they attack. This is an extension of an order al

ready Issued to United States naval vessels.

Under orders of Chiang Kai-shek, Liu Hsiang, Chairmn of Szechuan, 

is reported to be sending the 41st and 45th Arry Corps, under Sun Chen 

and Ton Hal-Hao to the east for service in Shansi. These units are to 

concentrate at Tungkwan, on the Lung-Hal Kallway, just south of the 

bend of the Yellow River. This my be taken as an indication of the new 

unity In China. These two array corps consist of about 47,000 troops, 

mainly provincial units, with none too good equlpnent. 

SCUTB CHINA THEATER, 

Japanese operations In the min continue to be confined to 

continuous bombing of ths Canton—Hankow and Canton—Kowloon Railways. 

.Service on these lines has been interrupted many tines but never for 

periods longer than one day. Hongkong la probably the mat active port 

for supplies for the Chinese and these railr ads carry the materiel to 

the north.

The Pearl River barrier has been opened to shallow draft vessels

during the daylight hours every day except Sunday. Oil and similar sup- 

lies, probably aviation gasoline, continue to bo shipped by water frc* 

Canton.
The Japanese are reported to have occupied Shanghai (St. John)

Halachnan Island, 40 ailes west of Hopao Island. Hopao Island was reported

to have been occupied by the Japanese some tim ago.
The Kaangsl Government is reported to bo organizing the Slot

Army, a new unit 50,000 strong. These troops are said to bo well equipped 
and armed with British Made rifles. It is believed they are intended for

service In the Yangtze Valley, a

-7- fi' 
w.
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The British officials at Hongkong on October IB opened an of

ficial investigation to inquire into the sinking of Chinese fishing junks 

by Japanese men of ear. The Japanese Consul there declined to attend the 

investigation. A Tokyo srokesraan stated that the well known piracy situa

tion in Bias Bay was sufficient justification for the Japanese attacks. 

Ho claimed moat of the junks were armed. 

OHKWL, 

Reports, mainly from Russian and Chinese sources, indicate in

creasing unrest in Manchoukuo. Japanese forces there ar® definitely be

ing strengthened. Now units are being sent from Japan and sor» Kwantung 

Army units in North China are being recalled. It is also reported that 

Chinese troops belonging to the East Hopei Autonomous Government have 

been sent to Mukden to guard rear areas. It is well known that the Jap

anese cannot place any reliance upon the iianchoukuoan (Chinese) troops. 

Several mutinies have occurred with more or less serious results. Re

cruiting in Japan, which had been stopped for three weeks, began again 

in full swing from October 13. Reliable reports from Mukden state that 

passenger service on all Manchurian railways, including the Chinese 

Eastern, will be restricted from October 18 in order to "facilitate 

transportation of Manchurian produce.* It is reported that preparations 

are being made at Harbin to house an additional division of Japanese 

troops. The Japanese Government has requested that United States naval 

vessels with mail and evacuees stop at Yokohama instead of Kobe because 

of congestion duo to troop movements.

Reports from Moscow state that 54 persons were executed at 

Ulan Uday (formerly Vorkhne Udlnsk) on October 12, 40 at Irkutsk on 

October £1, and over 20 in the Maritime Province on September 10. The 

condemned persons were executed for alleged connection with the Japanese 

espionage system.

General Sadao Araki, former Japanese Minister of War and now 

a member of the Supreme War Council (super-Cabinet) stated on October 

25 that "it probably is necessary for Japan to strike directly at
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Jiu .sia” in order to settle the present situation»

All these Indications lead to the belief that action on the 

Soviet-Manchurian border is not unlikely. The roiaforoing of the Jap

anese forces in Manchuria on the scale intinvited by the reports does not 

appear to be entirely warranted by local unrest. These moves may be 

caused by fears of Soviet intervention, or they may presage an attack on 

Siberia to forestall such intervention*

Japanese sources report a Moslem revolt in sinkiang and western 
and Khotan in western Sinkiang, and Hani, 

Kansu. These reports state that the rebels had occupied K^aahgar/ an im

portant town directly on the route followed by Soviet munitions sent to 

China. The reports further state that the revolt was put down by Soviet 

troops and bonbing planes. Approximately 300 trucks are now operating 

between Sian and Lanchow, allegedly carrying Soviet supplies from the 

Sinkiang border.

, Based upon the funds appropriated by the Japanese Diet for the

1Si no—Japanese war, it is estimated that war costa to Japan are approxinate- 

1 ly 15 million yen per day.
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FROM____Yugoslavia______

TO

Fqr despatch j^l24

lane y DATED Feb. 10, 1938

NAME 1—1127 gpo

REGARDING- delations between China and Japan

Statement of Prime Minister that Hitler 
states he does not wish China destroyed 
because Germany has too many interests 
in the Far Fast.

dg

%
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

LMS

ACTION:
INFO:

COMSOPAT 
1—1330

F^^ruary 24, 1938

Re c’d 3:55 p, m.

OPNAV 
CINCAF, FLAG 
2ND BRIGADE USMC 
GOMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
GCMYANGPAT 
Al\1 AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING 

0024 Air raids railroads vicinity Canton, other

China ports quiet.2000
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

1—133A
From COMYANGPAT

February 24, 1938

Rec’d 3:55 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF FLAG
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF ADMN 
COHSOPAT 
AMAHBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING 

0024. Yangtze River ports quiet. 1835
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo i—i33«
From GRAY

Tokyo

Dated February 25, 1938

Rec’d a.m

p.m.

Taihoku:

Division ol

3 p.nL Radio announcement just made

7

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

February 25, 2 

Following from 

"February 24,

by army headquarters revokes noon warning concerning ten 

enemy airplanes reported sighted northeast of Taiwan since 

Japanese army airplanes sent to meet them found none.

More air raids expected. Am keeping Americans in

formed of developments. Large American flag wired flat 

on consulate roof. Refuge possible in hills but foreigners 

homes believed not in danger zone."

WARNER
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR FOURTH MARINES

From February 25, 1938

Rec'd 9:50 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMIN) 
OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8625. Mopping up unit eastern Shantung attacking

Lini 36 miles south Chuhsien Japanese claim westward 

drive in Shansi moving rapidly meeting feeble resistance

1836
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February 25, Ip. m., Mr. Johnson states 
that the "British went beyond us in 
apparently promising to obtain an under
taking from the Chinese" in regard to 
the foreign residential and business' 
area at Hankow. Mr. Hornbeck has placed
a question mark opposite the above quoted
statement.

I cannot find in our records any 
information warranting the above quoted 
statement. Shanghai’s 1243 of December 
28, 10 p. m., reported that a British 
note to the Japanese Ambassador, dated 
December 26, contained substantially the 
following statement: " - - the proposal 
has now been made that the Japanese and 
Chinese authorities should be invited to 
give assurances that a certain area shall 
be regarded as a safety zone and posi
tively excluded from the scope of militar 
operations whether by land, water or air. 
But there is nothing in our records to 
show that the British promised to obtain 
assurances from the Chinese, and nothing 
to show that the conditional undertaking 
of the Japanese (quoted in Shanghai’s 73 
January 13, 7 p. m.) was contingent upon*
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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an undertaking by the Chinese.

We are entitled, it seems to me, 
to rely upon the Japanese statement to 
Mr. Grew and it would, therefore, appear 
that we need not attempt to ascertain 
whether there is a sound basis for the 
questioned statement.

FE : Adams : SM J

' Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 25, 1938.

The attached telegram No. 
123 from Hankow in regard to 
the Hankowv1"safety zone" ade
quately covers the points raised 
in Tokyo’s 129 also attached.

It would appear that the 
Dept’s best course in the matter 
is to take no action, and I so 
recommend.

WAA
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/ X
J 6 73

TELEGRAM RECEIVED Ï'M

JR
1—1336

GRAY

Hankow via N, R,

Dated February 25, 1938

Rec’d 10:45 a.m.

d” j ± a. < m «

my 33, December 13, 4 p.m.,

telegrams with Department,

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

125, February 25, Ip 

Tokyo’s 129, February 

<■ I have read back over 

and subsequent exchange of

Embassy Tokyo, and. Consulate General Shanghai, and I find 

that throughout we have refrained from any action which 

would imply obligation on our part to communicate Japanese 

assurances to Chinese authorities, thereby becoming 

responsible to one for the conduct of the other^ Through

out I have endeavored to limit action to notifying Japanese 

military of foreign property, shippers and nationals, 

and asking for assurances against attack, Craigieî'J point 

of view would appear to be based upon attitude setgforfh 

in British note to Japanese Ambassador Shanghai, reported 

in Shanghai’s 1245 of December 28, 10 p.m. I at all times 

kept my colleagues here informed of my attitude, but 

British went beyond us in apparently promising to obtain an 

undertaking from the Chinese-.,

Consular

793.94/1 2518
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-2* #123, February 25, 1 p.m.-, from Hankow via N. R.

Consular body at Hankow under date of January 12 made 

representations to Chinese authorities locally stating that 

Japanese had given assurances not (repeat not) to attack 

such places as were not (repeat not) utilized by Chinese 

troops for military purposes, and requesting Chinese to 

remove from area any military works or any troops that 

might be stationed therein. Chinese replied stating that 

no anti-aircraft batteries had been placed within municipal 

area. It is obviously impossible for us to obtain from 

Chinese any undertaking upon which we can depend as to what 

situation may be should fighting actually occur in the 

vicinity of Hankow. ■ Craigie’s note to Grew may arise from 

the fact that British are now trying to return to basis 

upon which my original proposal was made and to line which I 

have consistently followed, and from the feeling that 

original British communication does not permit this.

Repeated to Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

JOHNSON

SMS:CSB
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NOTE

see____ 693»_QQlJ(anchuria/33 FOR _Memprandum_

from .State..Department___
To Far Eastern Affairs

- (-.....Sp.en.c.er___ ) dated . Je.W5.a.9.3.8..
name

regarding: "Violations by Japan of the Open Door and the 
Hine Power Treaty in Manchuria ;1905 to 1938" - 
Submitting memorandum entitled -
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When case specified below is returned to file, charge ont as directed, and send case and catch to the requesting 
office, or officer.

ENCLOSURE NO.

If iitt caae 
enter only one 
encloaure to 
thia catch.

REQUEST MADE BY
REMARKS

If Hat caae, deacribe 
specific documents if 
complete file, enter

FILE

DATE

Use date
Sheet made

DIVISION NAME

fie 6/ /
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MAVERICK

MEMBER
COMMITTEE ON MILITARY AFFAIRS 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON AVIATION

WM. M. SESSIONS1 
SECRETARY

BLISS DAFFAN

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

’Tj.

tit-1 '

State Department 
Washington
D. C.

Gentlemen:

€ons«SS ot ttje ®nitet States
ot Repremtattao rre , 2fl

Jtofnnston, ©. €. Feb 24, 1938

iHV •: J OF

1938.

One of my constituents wishws-^S/oÇf'ain infor-

mation concerning action taken, with particular reference

to China, by the Washington Conference of 1922. Also, 

he is anxious to secure a map of Asia, ni th reference to 

those portions of Asia affected by the Chinese-Japanese

War. Also, any information available concerning the

actions of the League of Nations

If such information is available, I should

preciate your sending it to me

Thanking you, I am,

latest

ap

Very truly yours

793.94/12520
 

F/FG
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March 2 X938t

In reply refer to 
FK 793.94/12520.

My deer Mr. Maverick:

X acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Febru

ary 24, 1938, In which you request, on behalf of one of 

your constituents, Information concerning action taken 

by the Washington Conference of 1922, with particular 

reference to China, a map of Asia, showing especially 

those créas affected by the conflict in China, and In

formation concerning tho latest actions of the League 

of Nations.

Full information with regard to the proceedings of 

the conference held in Washington in 1921-1922 any be 

found in a volume entitled Conference on the Limitation 

of Armament - Washington, published by the Government 

Printing Office.

I regret that the Department has no maps available 

for distribution. However, there is enclosed a copy of 

Publication

The Honorable

Maury Maverick,

Bouse of Representatives.

793.94/12520
 

F/FG
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SL && Department of State. on page 22 of 
which la listed this Department’s Map of China ana Ad

jacent Regions. Publication No. 323, which may serve 

the needs of your constituent. The publications in

cluded In this list may be purchased from the Superin

tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Wash

ington, D. C., at the prices indicated. X may add that 

the foreign Polley Association, Incorporated, 8 West 

fortieth Street, New York City, recently published a 

small volume entitled War in China which contains a 

number of maps of the typo you mention. It is suggested 

also that your constituent may wish to consult his local 

librarian with a view to obtaining current magazines and 

newspapers containing maps showing the areas affected by 

the conflict in China.

As bearing upon your constituent’s request for in

formation concerning actions of the League of Nations, 

there are enclosed copies of the first and second reports 

of the Assembly Advisory Committee on China adapted by 

the Assembly on October Ô, 1937, together with a copy 

of a statement given to the press by the Department on 

that date, for further information with regard to the 

actions of the League of Nations, I would suggest that 

your constituent be referred to the Columbia University
Press.
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Press, 8960 Broadway, New York City, uhich is the author» 

iaed distributor in the United states of League of Nations 

publications.

It should be understood, of course, that no depart

ment or agency of the Government can assume responsibility 

for statements contained in unofficial publications.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell fluix

Enclosures:

Duplicate copies of throe 
press releases of October

fiautlW

FE;EGC;HES/NN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR FROIteAY

Foochow via N. R.

Dated February 25, 1938

Kiehkow, important inland city on Min River/ reported 

heavily bombed by six Japanese aircraft this morning 

between 11 and noon. Fire followed bombing, but number 

of casualties and extent of the damage as yet unknown. 

All Americans safe. Nine Japanese planes flew over 

Foochow during forenoon but did not drop bombs.

To Hankow. Repeated to Peiping.

WARD

DDM:CSB

793.94/12521
 

F/FG
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INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY COUNCIL

National Missionary Council of Australia
Société Belge de Missions Protestantes au

Congo
ConFEDERAÇÂO EvaNGÊUCA DO BraSIL
National Christian Council of China
Conseil Protestant du Congo
Danse Missionsraad
Deutsch er Evangeuscher Missionstag
Société des Missions Evangéliques de Paris
Conference of Missionary Societies in Great

Britain and Ireland

Composed of the following Organizations
National Christian Council of India, Burma, and 

Ceylon
National Christian Council of Japan
Korean National Christian Council
Committee on Cooperation in Latin America
ConcilioNacionaldeIglesiasEvangêlicas (Mexico)
Near East Christian Council
Nederlandsche Zendingsraad
Netherlands India
National Missionary Council of New Zealand
Norsk MisjonsrAd

Foreign Missions Conference of Nor 
(United States and Canada)

National Christian Council of the Philippine 
Islands

National Christian Council of Siam
Christian Council of South Africa
SUOMEN LaHETYSNEUVOSTO
Sv EN SKA MlSSIONSRADET
Association of Missionary Societies in Switzer

land

Cablegrams: Intmission, New York
Missions Code
Telephone: CHelsea 3-0973

ui

Chairman: John R. Mott, 230 Park Avenue, New York City 
Secretaries: J. H. Oldham; William Paton, 2 Eaton Gate, London, S.W.l 

A. L. Warnshuis, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City 
Assistant Secretaries: Miss Gibson, Miss Standley, Mi Strong

February 18, 1938

</>
cO

^^jgr. Maxwell ®<§Mmilton, Chief, 
^jSivisi^p of pastern Affairs 

SeparftSifent o^otMte,
D.tf.;on,

Suite 1219
156 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N. Y.

My dear Mr Hamiltons

In

jivisionaol'
ft EASIWÀfài

Departments

our conversât ion/ye sterday you inquired about reports we might 
have received concerning conditions in North 
in mind that our correspondents in that part 
careful to avoid writing anything that might 
by a censor and create later difficulties.

China. I think we must keep 
of China have been especially 
give offence or might be read

We have just received a letter from Dr. J. Leighton Stuart, which 
was brought out of the country by a returning American and which was there
fore written without fear of its being censored. From this letter I quote 
the following few liness

793.94/
I 2522

"The political situation has had no substantial changes 
since I wrote you last that have not been covered by the 
press reports. If it were not for the vast welter of 
suffering it is causing there would be some comical 
features in the attempts of the Japanese military to 
capitalize upon their viqtories. Peking and every hamlet 
in its vicinity are all placarded with posters rejoicing 
in the establishment of the new government whereas even 
Japan still recognises the Chiang Kai-shek government and 
the two countries continue to exchange ambassadors. The 
so-called government here actually controls this city, 
Tientsin and the railway lines radiating from here as far œ 
as these are garrisoned by Japanese troops. A few miles 
away from these lines there is no protection to the wrêicheà 
inhabitants from pure banditry or from guerrila bands. jhe"~ 
barbarities following the Japanese entry of Nanking have ° 
apparently been published abroad. But similar slaught^¥, 
looting, raping, etc., are rife wherever they have penetrated 
in the north, except in Peking itself which they are protecting 
from the more conspicuous forms of violence. Even here they 
have plundered the Palace Museum of its art treasures and sent 
these to Tokyo, together with the most valuable furnishings 
of the government buildings.w
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Mr. Maxwell M. Hamilton -2- Februaxy 18, 1938

This letter requires no acknowledgement,as it refers simply to 
our conversation yesterday.

Yours faithfully

AU/ SW
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Marc* C ;.S:ud

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12525 .

My dear Mr. Stowet

The receipt Is acknowledged, by reference from the 

White House, of your letter of February 12, 193S, ad

dressed to the President, in regard to the invitation 

which you have received to Join with others in an. appeal 

to the American people to withhold purchase of Japanese 

products.

In this country there is no federal law and this 

Government has no policy envisaging a boycott against 

the people or goods of any country. This observation 

is simply a statement of fact. As a statement of fact 

we would, of course, perceive no objection to your 

making such use of it as you may see fit. At the same 

time, we see no need of attributing it to the Depart

ment as such, and we request that you not do so.

We 

Mr. Lyman Beecher Stowe,

1 Beekman Place,

New York, New York.
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We are very grateful to you for your kind expres

sion of commendation of this Government’s handling of 

the incident involving the borabing and sinking of the 

u.s.s. Panay.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

FE:'Câ*:HES 

3-7, 8

MAR 9 1938*
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793.94

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 845.00/966 FOR $526

FROM ..Calcutta_______ __________________________ _) DATED 1 1938

TO NAME 1—1127 6po

793.94 /12526

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese conflict.

While Indians sympathies are with the Chinese, sentiment is not 
sufficiently strong to support any overt action which might affect 
trade between Japan and India. Condemnation of boycott movement 
by the STAR OF INDIA. Visit to India of Dr. Ashida of the Japan 
Times Publishing Company and his comments on trade between the 
two countries.

Wi
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1. Herewith are dumary and Situation Map cover*» 
lag ovonts in China for th» week ending February 19.

2. Tha outstanding developments for the peat week 
have been:

a. keaewed Japanese activity in Shansi.

ba «Japanese sucoesses an the Ping-Han 
Juat north of the follow kiver.

o. Inoreaaed Chinese guerrilla activity 
in forth China culMuatiag in the outting of the 
Ping-Han railway above Ghihohiaehuang.

4» Stalsaate an the Tsln-Pu aerth and 
aoubh of the Long-Hal railway.

«. Reporta fraa Tokyo indicating mo> 
foroemmt and reorganisation of the Japanese 
foroec in China. J

u ►,< 
f« Reported relief of General Mataul t «

and hia replaooawnt by Several Hatta aa CwnantSor f t
of the Japanese Central China forces. FS Hco co

ga Japan»* blunt refusal to dlwulge her 
naval building plane.

2 anole.

793.94/12527
 

F/
FG

Ba B. V, McCAB&a >
Citl—ela Oaoeral staff, r*

Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2,

OONFIDKNT1AL
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Digest of Information 
Sino^Japeneso Situation

AW

On February la Japan bluntly rejected the American, British 
and French request that she reveal her plans on building naval vessels 
exceeding the 1936 London treaty limitations. A Foreign Office spokes
man intimated on February 14 that Japan, if again approached informally 
wight reveal her naval building plana, but the spokesman stated in re
ply to questioning that inforaation so given weald not necessarily be 
binding on Japan.

Tokyo’s reply to our note of January IT protesting repeated 
outrages againet Americans and their property in th® ooouplsd areas, 
was delivered to the Amrloen A baasador on February IS. The note ad
mitted certain violations of United States rights and stated that re
peated instruotions to respect our flag had been sent to every Japanese 
unit in China; that a high rankin- o.fleer had been sent to chine to 
insure full coapllnnce with these instructions; that special military 
officers would be stationed at important points to supervise the rights 
of foreign povors; and that the Japanese military police In China would 
be reInforeed.

The Japanese Imperial (Jeneral Headquarters issued a comunique 
on February 18, indicating that wore mb would be oa led to the colors. 
The coKnuniq'-.® read "In order to replenish the amed forces in accord
ance with long tern operations based upon the naw situation, part of 
the mobilised troops will be replaced and reorganised."

a confidential report from Tokyo states the British Ambassa
dor informed ths Japanese Government that Britain does not consider 
the uhu Incident (artillery attacks on British gunboats eoinei’ent 
with Laney bombing) as closed, and will not, as long as Colonel Hashi
moto retains a cosnand in Chine and until other adequate disciplinary 
masures have been taken.

At Tokyo considerable parliamentary opposition to the ^tlonal 
mobilisation Bill now being drafted in the Diet is developing. This 
bill establishes Imperial JUi.N.. control over virtually all elements 
of the national economy. The opposition fears that the Army and those 
politicians in sympathy with their aims wish to Miso the "China Inci
dent" as an opportunity to events a complete totalitarian state. The 
majority party is reported to be prepared to oppose the bill unless it 
io considerably modified. A tost of strength between the parliaiaentary 
and totalitarian elements is expected.

I-

DENTI/. r
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A Anris dispatoh states that France's caution in dealing with 
Far £astem question» is due to the present situation vis-e-vis Sia» 
and French Indo-('hlaa. A sone Biles wide on the Mekong River on the 
Slanase border along French Indo-Ghlna had been demilitarized under the 
Franco-Clameae treaty of 1626. Sian denounced this treaty in 1930 and 
at the end of 193? Sian recovered its '’complota liberty of action" along 
thia frontier, /ranch authorities now claim Japanese soldiers have been 
filtering into this area under penaissltm from Dian, «nd that Japaowse 
support for Sienese territorial expansion has been offered in exchange 
for authority to construct the Era canal, according to a French mili
tary expert France has only £6,000 troops, mostly natives, in French 
Indo-Chlna, uhila Sian has a standing arny of 60,000 and 300,000 reserves.

A dispatch fro» Paris states that the French Government is "eon- 
earned” over the Siamese naval building program which threatened to wake 
the naval situation in French Indo-Chiaa “very precarious.n 'Jossa of 
lam's new warships are being built in Japanese shipyards.

The Netherlands Govemracnt is increasing its naval and military 
strength in the Dutch East Indies. Old fibres en the Dutch East Indan 
Army 'ive it a strength of 1,300 officers end 40,000 man. There are 36 
aen-of-war including 8 light croisera, 8 destroyers, IB submarines, and 
2 gunboats in the present navel força, plus Gi naval hydroplanes. The 
naval force is to be increased by adding 3 nw cruisers, 12 destroyers, 
18 sutasariaes and 72 naval aircraft. It is reported that in ths event 
of attack by Japan the Dutch naval base at iursbayn and the British base 
at Singapore would be available for use to British and Dutch war vessels.

Japanese activity in dhansi is increasing. Three columns are 
reported noving south against slight Chinese opposition. The western 
coluna is reported to have reached enshui, about 40 miles southvest of 
Taiyuan. The center column is in the vicinity of -ingyao on the rail
way, while the eastern column, which has made the farthest advance (about 
W Biles) io reported at Liaohsien. It is reported that the Japanese 
objectives in them advances are to clear Shansi of the rwnainlng or* 
janizod Chinese forces, to prevent Chinese forces on the Fing-hen north 
of the fellow River (now under attack * see Lunghal Fronts) frees retreat
ing into southern Dhansi, and a possible advance on Slanfu, Shensi, to 
out the road to lenchow.

In Hopei, Chinese irregulars have captured a 60-®ile section of 
the iing-fcnn between Pasting and Chengting (north of Dhlhchiaohuang) • 
The track, in this section is reported to have boon tom up and the road 
bed destroyed. Ute Ping-tîan is the importent link in Japanese ccsMunica* 
tiens feeding their drive south on Chengchow, hila they are endeavoring 
to send supplies for this drive down the Tsin-Pu and across by road to 
the Ping-Han south of Ghihchiaehuang, the interruption of the railway

CONFIDENT’ a । 
-8- '
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may have a serious effect on their operations. Mghtly Ghinase raids 
are also reported near Chohsion (raidway between feiplng and ranting).

In shantung, Chinese irregulars raided Belying, 20 miles 
southeast of Chafoo on February 12. They are reported to have been 
driven off by a Japanese naval detachment from Chefoo.

Consistent rumors describe the concentration of Japanese troops 
st Paotw, Sulyuan, for an offensive against Nlngdha in order to estate» 
liste a base for attacks on the Bino-Ooviet mnitiona route. Another 
possibility reported, is an attack against Outer ^onnollc.

Chinese report that Japcnsse reinforcements are being reeled 
from Manchuria to bolster up the Tain-Pu and Mng-Han drives • This re
port has not been confirmed by other sources.

Peiping reports that an important oonfttmnce was held there 
on February 16 in which attempts were made to select a ^resident and 
Vice-President for the "ï’rovlsional Government,’’ Tsao Kuhn and wu Pei- 
fu were pramlnsiitly mentioned. -sao &uhn is reported to be willinc, 
while u sticks to hie original conditions, wî'.ich include the withdraw
al of all Japanese troops, and a free band politically and financially. 
General Kite now has the backing of both the ;outh Manchurian Mallway 
and the China Development Company, and will probably continue to pull 
the striate behind the puppet govuxvnent. Tang kr-ho »y be shifted 
to Shanghai to take part in the puppet government to ba for sed in Cen
tral China.

he liable reports from Peiping state that ehnnges la the "Pro
visional Government" are being delayed because of difference among the 
Japanese advisers, Meanwhile ’.*ng Ke-mln is conducting affairs effi
ciently and economically. Be refuses to carry out Japanese dictates 
without careful study.

Landing of shipments in Morth China without payment of duties 
continues. Between January 24 and Si over 17,000 peckages were landed 
near Chingwangtao sans customs fees. The loaded duty on sugar which 
was part of these shipments amounted to approxlnataly $50, OCX) hex. at 
the new tariff rates. Largs quantities of kerosene were imported duty 
free at Tientsin between January 1 end February IB under Japanese Amy 
auspices and moat of this found its way to Japanese petroleum merchants.

IWAI raONTS

The Japanese drive south toward Chengchow continues. This 
constitutes the most serious threat to the Chinese Lunghal positions. 
The column pushing down ths Ping-Hen Railmy, reportedly under Lieut. 
Jen. Lolhara, is being held yp by stout Chinese resistance about BO 
nilas north of Slnslang. The eastern oolmm of this drive, under Lieut.
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0»n. Itagaki, is reported to have captured Keagkiu north of Kaifeng, 
and has now swung west in an effort to reach the ?iag>>Ban nt the Tello» 
Rivar. Thia eoltm is also n eting «erioue rasl -tance. The Tello w 
River in this area is wide, swift and treacherous, and is kept in its 
bed by dikes, in nany places high above the surrounding country. The 
river itself is a serious Military obstacle, Should the dikes on the 
north side be broken the resulting floods would seriously tepede Mili
tary operations in the area. The ^Ins-Han Railway bridge across the 
Yellow River is th® longest bridge in China. Japanese aircraft have 
boobed it this week in a. reported attempt to bottle up the Chinese da- 
fending forces north of the Yellow River* The Chinese too are prepared 
to destroy the bridge on th® near approach of Japan®a® forces* Reports 
free ^enkow state the Chinese ar® unconoornad over the Japanese threat 
in this area* They state the north bank of the Tallow River is held by 
dependable troops in strong positions*

The Chinese capture of a large section of the ilng-Jiaa north 
of Chlhchiachuaag (reported above under north China) should tend to slow 
up the Japanese advance on Chengchow soon, unless an alternate depend
able supply route is rapidly established.

In southern Chantung the Japanese are held up* Chinese are 
counterattacking in the vicinity of Tsinlng end enshang, SB Miles north 
of Tsining* Ho activity is reported cm the Tain-Pu Railway where the 
Japanese are in position only a short distance north of Tan^heien* East 
of ths railway, Mongyln has ehangod hands several tines and is now be
lieved to be in Japanese hands, but subject to constant Chinese attack. 
Little, if any, Japanese progress has been nads in thio area during the 
week*

South of Duchow, the Japanese succeeded in crossing the Hwal 
River at Rengpu in force and have pushed up the railway about lb «lies 
toward i-uchen. There they are held up by the stiff resistance of unite 
of Yu hsueh-ohung'e 6£d Aray* The Chinese are entrenched along the 
Kwel River about 10 ailes south of Ruehen.

Japanese aircraft bonhod Chengchow mi February K, Baabs 
fell throughout the city, Including the business'districts, and civilian 
casualties are reported to be high. An Aaerican Mission hospital there 
was hit three time despite the largo identification flags. No Aneriaan 
casualties were reported. On the afternoon ef February 18 the Japanese 
-•labessy at Piping inforned the American Khbaasy that in a recent recon
naissance at Chengchow, Japanese planes had noted Chinese troop trains 
near forelgn-omed buildings and that such proxtaity night result in 
the dsstruotlon of those foreign properties In ease of air attack. The 
Japanese requested that steps be taken to have the Chinese novo away 
Tran foreign installations.

Peiping reports that according to reliable Japanese courses 
their casualties on the Lungh&l fronts average 300 killed dally. To thia

CONF] DENTIA L
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should be added a probable 1,000 wounded plus aiek. It le asswaod that 
these figures corer the present activities on the Plng-4ian and on the 
north and south Tsln-Pta sectors.

A report from Chengchow states Id® Chinees troop trains, oom- 
priain., about TO,000 Central Government troops well disciplined and. 
equipped, passed through en route to Tuagkwnn, to stun the Japanese ad
vance in Shansi and to reinforce Chu Teh's troops in attacks on the 
x’lng-Uan Hallway south of lasting, 

csw, qsxiu

There are few reports of ground activity in this sector» Chi
nese slain their "mobile units" have recaptured a number of villa,~es in 
the Lake Tai arsa southwest of Shanghai» The Mha airdrome was recaptured 
by the Japanese»

lohang was bombed on February 1? by Fapensse aircraft. 0ns 
hundred anall boats and many leaflets were dropped» Damages were appar
ently slight. Hankow airfield was banbed on February 18 with slight 
da>'ia;;a. Chinese report their aircraft attached the Hankow raiders and 
that two Japanese baabers and three pursuit planes were shot down» Chl- 
noae looses wore one shot down and two forced landings, finnkow and 
Cnaagsha were raided on February 12. Japanese sources a la in that their 
aircraft banbed Chungking February 18» This report, if true, sakes 
Chungking the farthest point inland that has been bonbad.

iseperts froa Shanghai state that General Matsu! is to bo re
lieved by (lenoral Bata» General Hata is an able officer of fores and 
character. Be has been Chief at Air Corps, Coma&ndor of the Taiwan 
Army, and la now Inspector General of Military Training»

Reports from Banking state that a new Japanese-sponsored pro
visional govemmmt for all China will be formally created, probably 
within the next two nonths. Hanking win probably be the capital. Ac
cording to Japanese sources, this new geveraaant will, shortly after its 
creation, nako an announcenent regarding foreign rif’lts and interests 
in China which would bo most pleasing to the western powers. Chinees 
sources state that 14 ^hlh-hao, a close associate of -*nR iüMtin (prin
cipal Chinees in the Peiping Froviaional Government) and id Kno-chleh 
are negotiating with Japanese authorities, each hoping to be aade 
Premier in the now Central China regins.

In an Interview by General Matsul with ths editor of Oriental 
Affairs on January 2T, Matsul said that (after taking Mhanghal) ho first 
intended to toko over the Shanghai Customs immediately, but decided to 
be more moderato aad talk it over with the Customs authorities» Bow- 
over, the negotiations now going ea are taking too much tins and ha 
nay have to revert to his original decision. The customs revenues are 
needed as financial recourses far u local Chinese regime, with regard

CONFIDENTIAL
«e$e»
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to quota» for foreign loan» secured by custom, to Bald 3Usa for thio 
purpose would have to b» reduced oonalùorably.

rro-Jw^auese terrorist groups reportedly dir&oted by Japanese 
military and naval authorities have decapitated four Chin»sc, HObtly 
news men, f r anti-Japanese activities. 11* American-owned shanghai 
Lveniag Post <ind Mercury ms bombed with little dtmge. Anonymous let- 
ter» were sent to Chinese new* men on this and other patters tmming the® 
to cesse publishing anti-Japanese news or suffer like fete.

On February 12, 13 and LG, armed Japanese patrols mde several 
attempts to enter the American Harin® ector at S; an^bal but were turned 
bask each tine. Hf> far no incidents, except a above by a Japanese H.C.O, 
which w®» returned, have occurred. Present instructions are that Marines 
will avoid the use of armed force in preventing entry into the sector. 
After negotiations between our Marino» and the Japanese authorities, the 
Japanese Gandara® «amender on February 17 expressed regrets over the in
trusion of ths patrols and stated they would be instructed not to enter 
th» zaarican .lector in the future.

Th» 6th Marines and 2d marine Brigade Headquarters left >ii»ng- 
hai on February lb on board the ''tournant.

SOUTH CHINA

Japanese air raids continue daily. Japanese naval vessels also 
continue desultory bombardment of Doses Tigris forts. Ths China»» are 
reinforcing coastal points where Japanea* landings are thought to bo 
likely. Tbs rainy season is starting. It is doubtful if the Japanese 
will attosipt any large operations in this area until ths end of the 
season.

The Japanese are reported to have spent large suns of money 
in Hwangtung hoping to buy Xu linn-mu’s support. Co far they have had 
little success. Unimportant Chinese officials are willing to accept Jap
anese mney but appear to have no intention of carrying out the Japanese 
plans. Report of disaffection in the Cantonese area are said to be 
great exaggerations.

Ten divisions of lunnanese troops, orderly end well equipped, 
wore reported »n route to Changsha on January 1. Fifteen Kweichow divi
sions, not so well equipped, were also reported moving north ths latter 
part of January, also toward Changsha.

Th* Hill FhMags was opened for truffle February lb. Ths first 
British steaners to assay the hoagkong-Canton trip after the barrier was 
rwRoved were signalled to and boarded by parties fron Japanese destroyers 
below Hossa Tigris. They wore warned that it was dangerous to proceed 
because the forte wore likely to be shelled. All vessels but oae returned 
to Hongkong or Mono, The see proceeding heard a few shells but no 
serious bontaurttaont. Local authorities believe the Japanese hoped to

TON Fi DE NT! A I
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discourage rircr traffic by their aetioa.

The director of the Chinese Motion of the hcn^oongMCaoton 
Bailwey ©are the following summery of the results of Japanese barring 
on hie railroad up to February 1, 1938i raids, 37 j bombs dropped, 846j 
AanagsA, S bridges, 16 stations, b08 rails, qgo ties, 6 loceeotlveo, «nd 
12 ears* IWuty-one other structures inoluding offices, warehouses and 
shops wwre also duu'Jigod. The total cost of repairs was $893,720 Max*

CONFIDENTIAL
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EG COMSOPAT«-« ’yf From
' February 26,. 1938

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG) 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMV) 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0026. South China ports quiet. 2000

HPD
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MBo 4TH MARINES 

February 26, 1938 

Rec’d 11125 a.m.

ACTION:

INFO:

CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMNV) 
OPNAV
2D BRIG (USMC)
ABC ON SHANGHAI
COÏÏSUBRON 5
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COI.ÎDESRON 5
C 01 YANG PAT 
COBSOPAT
AHALBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8626, Heavy fightins Shansi front on Taiyuan Puchow 

Railway North Linshih. Japanese column captured S’ihsien 

50 miles southwest Linshih another unit driving westward 

from Luan reached Changieze. In Honan Jaoanese artillery 

north bank Yellow River bombarding Chinese positions near 

Mengtsir.g 1846. gj

- g
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... From
A portion of this message 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Hankow via N* K

Dated February 26, 1938

Rec’d 9:20 a.m.
Secretary of State

Washington

125, February 26, 9 a4m.*“*'’( GRAY)’ '

Following for War Department from Col Stilwell
’’Returned to Hankow 11 p.m,, February 24th from

Hsuchowfu area. Investigated refugee conditions along

Lunghai for Ambassador, and military situation same area.
Went as far as T’Enghsien, north of Hsuchow, and Tsaolào- 

chi, south thereof. Interviewed civil and military 

793.94/
F 2530
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officials and missionary personnel at all important points^ 

The fronts north and south of Hsuchow are inactive*,. 

No serious fighting along the Hwai. Only one Japanese, 

division there. No evidence of Japanese reenforcement 

north of Hsuchow, where there are not more than two 

Japanese divisions. Reports of battles in this area 

have been greatly exaggerated. The Japanese are not in g 

sufficient force to take up the offensive and the Chinese 

show no intention of attacking. I do not believe 

Hsuchowfu will be in any danger until the Japanese reenforc 
i 

materially in that area. (END GRAY)

In
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—2—#125, February 26, 9 a.m. from Hankow via NR.

In Honan north of the Yellow River the present 

Japanese advance is practically unopposed. Only Wanfu 

Lin’s 53rd army was left in the area, all other Chinese 

units having been withdrawn south of the river. Wan is 

retiring southwest and will probably cross near Szeshui. 

There has been no material reenforcement of Japanese 

strength in that area, and I do not believe they intend 

to cross the river at present. The Chinese do not expect 

the Japanese to cross but are prepared to defend the 

south bank in case they do.

My general impression is that the Japanese will not 

do more at present than go to the Yellow River line from 

Tungkwan to Kaifeng, and that they are not prepared for 

any serious move against Hsuchowfu, Their present atti

tude seems to be to get what they can cheaply, without 

arousing any violent reaction. In this they are safe 

because there is as yet no indication that the Chinese are 
thinking of anything but defense.°

Repeated to Peiping,

JOHNSON

KLP WC
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*“2« $125, February 26, 9 a.m, from Hankow via N. R.

x In Honan north of the Yellow River the present 

Japanese advance is practically unopposed. Only Wanfu 

Lin’s S^rd army was left in the area, all other Chinese 

units haVing been withdrawn south of the river. Wan 
(?) (?) (\) and will probably cross near Szeshui. There 

has been no\material reenforcement of Japanese strength 

in that area,\and I do not believe they intend to cross 

the river at present. The Chinese do not expect the 
Japanese to crosscut are prepared to defend the south 

bank in case theydo\ /\ /My general impressiorj/is that the Japanese will not 

do more at present than/gb to the Yellow River line from 
Tungkwan to Kaifeng, ^id th\t they are not (?) any serious 

move against Hsuchowfu. TheiXpres ent attitude seems to 

be to get what they can cheaply/xwithout arousing any 
violent reaction/ In this (?) (?)\becausc there is as yet 

no indication t/at the Chinese are thinking of (?) defense

Repeated/to Peiping.
/ JOHNSON

KLP:WWC
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[ OONFITF.HTIAL]

? A R A P B B A 8 B

A telegram (no. 125) of February 26, 1938, from 

the American Anfcaesador at Hankow quotes a message from 

Colonel Stilwell for the Ker Department substantially 

aa follows)

Returned to Hankow 11 p.m., February 24, from 

Hsuchowfu area* Investigated refugee conditions along 

Lunghai for the Ambassador and the military situation 

In the same area. Went as for as T’eMgholon, north of 

Huuchow, and Tsaolaochi, south thereof. Interviewed 

civil and military officials and missionary personnel 

at all Important points.

The fronts north and south of Hsuchow are Inactive 

Ko serious fighting along the Hwal. Only one Japanese 

division there. No evidence of Japanese reonforcement 

north of Hsuchow, where there are not more tlian two 

Js anese divisions. Reports of battles in this area 

have been greatly exaggerated. The Japanese are not In 

sufficient force to take up the offensive and the Chi

nese show no intention of attacking. Colonel Stilwell 

does not believe Hsuchowi'u will bo in any danger until 

the Japanese reenforce materially in that area.

The present advance of the Japanese Is practically 

unopposed In Honan Province north of th® Yellow River. 

All Chinese units, with the exception of Wan Fu-lidts 

53d army, have been withdrawn from that area and sent

south
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south of the river. Wan Fu-lln Is retiring toward the 

southwest and It Is probable that he will cross the 

river near cseshul, Japanese strength In that area has 

received no material reenforoement and Colonel Stilwell 

is of the opinion that the Japanese do not plan at 

present to cross the river. Although the Chinese do not 

anticipate that the Japanese will cross the river, they 

are ready to defend the south bank in case such a crossing 

is made.

Colonel Stilwell is of tho general impression that 

the Japanese are not preparing for any serious action 

a ainst Hsuohowfu and that at tho present time they 

will do no more than proceed to the Yellow River line 

from Tuïigkwan to Kaifeng. The attitude of tho Japanese 

at tho present time appears to be to obtain, without 

arousing any violent reaction, what they can obtain 

cheaply. They are safe in this attitude because as yet 

the* Chinese give no Indication that they are thinking 
taking 

of doing anything but/defense action.

793,94/12530

FE:EC®:HES 
2-28
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
GRAY

Secretary of StatE

Washington*

From
via N,R

Dated February 26^ 1938

Rec’d 8 a.m

134, February 26, 1 p.m. 

Embassy’s 130, February 24 5 p.m.

Japanese army headquarters stated yesterday that a

general attack was launched February 24 on Llngshih lying

at southern end of Taiyuan plain in Central Shansi and that

the Chinese strength in this general area is nineteen
divisions (estimated to total about 100,000). A report

from the American Military Attache states that Wei Li

Huang one of the National Government’s ablest generals is

in supreme command of the Chinese forces in Shansi and

that the Chinese will try to hold the Province

The Japanese already claim the capture Shihkoushen *1

which lies some 35 miles west of Lingshih and reported;

represents the Chinese extreme left flank and state thâ'

K’ouch en and Shuang e±ta±®t±±iiefesisr north of

Lingshih; they claim the capture of Hsihsien, south of

Shihk* O’Uchen, on February 24th. Japanese military claim

that the Chinese hold three lines of defense running east

793.94/12531
 

F/FG

and
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and west across the Fen River valley, the first (strongly 
fortified) being south of Lingshih, the second passing 

through Nankuan, the third through Huohsien. Two 

Japanese columns are advancing on the Chinese positions 

from the east and one column is reported to have entered 

South Shansi from Tsinyang, north Honan.

On the northern Tsingpu front Chiahsiang (west of 
Tsining) was captured on February 23; on the southern 

front fighting is reported in progress in the vicinity of 

Mingkwang and Linhuaikuan. On the Pinghan front Menghsien 
(commanding a shallow ford on the Yellow River west of 

Chengchow) has now been captured and the Japanese announced 

that their forces operating on that front have now 

occupied all key points in that part of Honan lying north 

of the river.
Repeated to Ambassador. To Tokyo by mail.

LOCKHART

HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

lw PLAIN
"° From COMSOPAT

Undat Ed

Rec'd February 27, 1938

ACTION.’
INFO :

0 PNAV
-ENCAF, 
GOdSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
ClNCAF (AD’IN) 
CONYANGPAT 
a.- ASS CHINA 

■ / I7ARBLEHEAD 
NARINES

Al/ SNA PEIPING

0027. Airraid northeast vicinity Canton over South

China Ports. Quiet 2000

793.94/12532
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Iw GRAY
GPO From Peiping via N.R

Secretary of State*:'*’’’*

Washington

Dated. February 26, 1938

(1 27th, 7 a.m.

■ £

127, February 2?, 9 a.m Departmer

Following for War Department from Colonel Stilwell

"Referring to your radio to Peiping. I expect a 

Japanese halt on Yellow River line because they have 

not reinforced their 14th division sufficiently to 

warrant forcing a crossing, because it would be logical

to continue clearing the Tsingpoo line first, because 

the present Japanese advance in Honan north of the

river is probably due primarily to the withdrawal of 

Chinese troops, because there is a strong Chinese 

force in position along the south bank-and in depth 

along the Pinghan railway to the south, and because 

I believe that if the Japanese onc-e cross the river

their objective could only be Hankow, in which case

considerable preparation would be necessary." 

to Peiping.

JOHNSON

Repeated

RR

793.94/12533
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo cpr>MA portion of this telegram*" 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Canton via N.R

Secretary of State

Washington

Dated February 25

February 25, 5 p.nr. (PLAIN AND SPECIAL GRAY

'® p.m.
I l. v i g
TAB HiN'id.

During past five days Canton-Hong Kong and Canton-
Hankow Railways repeatedly scouted and bombed without
serious damage, Through services both lines maintained by
rapid repairs. (END PLAIN AND SPECIAL GRAY) American wo-

man arriving from Hankow this morning observed many north
ward bound troop and supply trains (PLAIN AND SPECIAL GRAY)»

One Japanese plane brought down and on twenty-fourth

793*94/12534

during aerial combat between 13 Jopanese and 11 Chinese 
planes four Japanese (three confirmed) and two Chinese 

planes reported lost.

tWCnty*<fir0t Cttnton-flehho military airfield

heavily bombed (END SPECIAL GR^Y AND PLAIN) with apparent 
intention of destroying British -(V) Gladiator planes /\ A 
being assembled ^^reope^ed^C^i^on assembly plant. Nog: 

planes damaged. 4On twenty second before dawn Japanesç^ 
scouting planes flew over Canton city dropping flarê^~*0^;

no \

«6

%



OBClASSiriKD. Ï.O. 11652, Sec. 3(B) and 5(D) or (B)

2- February 25, from Canton.

no bombs,

Japanese warships periodically shelled Bocca Tigris 
without serious damage, forts occasionally replying^and 

reliably reported disabling one destroyer of Twenty Third 

Squadron on twenty second, river steamer traffic normal.
Hitler*s speech, partly because of promised recogni

tion of Manchukuo, greeted locally by outburst of hostile 
vernacular press comment led by provincial government paper 
Speech is characterized as suicidal final repudiation of 

international justice which will cost Germany her remaining 
friendship with China and democratic nations, throw France 
and Russia, into powerful alliance and make Germany a tool 

of Japanese aggression. Effect on China’s war prospects 
is minimized. Reaction of general public apparently varies 
from pessimistic expression of grave consequences from 
stoppage German munitions to optimists who feel China can 
now freely avail itself of Russian cooperation against 
Fascist powers,

Eden’s resignation given relatively little publicity 
and opinion thereon much divided between view that the 
policy of the British Government may now incline towards 

Aecora k\od atiori .TapanJ A^p that
■fo) statcme-nt of tnrthr pna.<rfhlr clearing upA 
of the European situation will enable Great Britain to

take
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3- February 26, from Cahton.

take . nope decided stand m the Far East and that she 

vri.ll be ready and willing to do that.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow and Shanghai.

UNWELL
WC:Gfl7
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(CONFIDENTIAL]

P A H A r E R A S E

A telegram of February 25, 1930, from the American 

Consul General at Canton reads substantially as follows:

Since February 20 the Oanton-JIong Kong and Onton- 

Hankow Hallways have been repeatedly scouted and bombed 

without serious damage. Through services on both lines 

have boon maintained by rapid repairs, Hany northbound 

supply and troop trains were observed by an American 

woman who arrived from Hankow on the morning of Febru

ary 25.

One Japanese plane was brought down and on February 

24 during an aerial oombat between thirteen Japanese and 

eleven Chinese planes four Japanese (three confirmed)i 
and two Chinese planes were reported lost.

With the apparent Intention of destroying the British 

Bristol-Gladiator planes which are being assembled by 

the reopened assembly plant at Canton, the Cmton-Tlenho 

military airfield was heavily bombed on February 21. No 

damage was done to any airplanes. Flares, but no bombs, 

were dropped by Japanese scouting planes which flew over 

th© city of Canton before dawn on the morning of February 

&& •

Japanese warships periodically shelled Bocoa Tigris 

without serious damage, forts occasionally replying, and 

reliably reported disabling one destroyer of Twenty-third 

Squadron on February 22, river steamer traffic normal.

Hitler’s
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Hitler’s speech, partly because of promised recogni

tion of Uanchukuo, was greeted locally by outburst of 

hostile vernacular proas cornent led by the provincial 

government paper. The speech is characterized as sui

cidal final repudiation of International Justice which 

will cost Germany her remaining friendship with China 

end democratic nations, throw Prance and Russia into a 

powerful alliance and make Germany a tool of Japanese 

aggression. The effect on China’s war prospects is mini

mized. The reaction of the general public apparently 

varies from pessimistic expression of grave consequences 

from stoppage of German munitions to optimists who feel 

China can now freely avail itself of Russian cooperation 

against Fascist powers.

Eden’s resignation was given relatively little pub

licity, and op'nlon thereon was much divided between the 

view that the policy of the British Government may now 

incline towards (?) statement of that view to 

the possible clearing up of the European situation which 

will enable Great Britain to take a more decided stand 

in the Far Fast and that she will be ready and willing 

to do that.

793.94/12534

FE:E®C:HES 
2-28
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NOTE

SEE .—  FOR _^???Qnandum

State Department 
Far Eastern Division

from--------------------- -------------------- Jones______ ) dated Feb__l?4__1938.
TO name H1127 

regarding*. s^^ua^^on in the Far East for the week ending Feb 19, 1938»

793.94/12535
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NOTE

SEE —711x^l/37-7a-------------------------- -------------------- FOR____JEsl«„ 5£>-..7.pjn______________

ÉBEflæ------------- --------------------------  (-----------------------} DATED _ Feb.2x1938
TO Great Britain MaM_NAME ,—1127

REGARDING: Far Eastern question. Quotes statement made in the Senate 
yesterday by Senator Borah which gave the world to under
stand that the U* St and Great Britain had a working alliance 
or working relationship with regard to,- and that it was of a 
nature to bo kept secret.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Jp«o , From COMYANGPAT

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG)
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0026. Yangtze River ports quiet. 1837.

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMYANGPAT

February 27, 1938

ACTION; OPNAV Z

INFO: CINCAF
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIV'E 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMN) 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING 
COMSOPAT

0027. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2040.

DDM

795.94/I 2538
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

‘*5*
ACTION: CINCAF /

OPNAV

FOURTH MARINES

February 27, 1938

Rec’d 8:08 p.m.

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COLTYANG PAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8627. In Shansi Japanese captured Lingshih 

advancing southward toward Hwohsien. Unit east of 

railroad reported captured Tsinshengchen 48 miles east

Lingshih. Units moving north and northwest from fund 

occupied Suangyuen and Tsakliolin. German citizen 

stabbed by drunken Japanese soldier Hunghao area today 

18.35.

DDM
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telegram received

EG-
ap<>

FOURTH MARINES 
From

February 28, 1938

Rec’d 8;55 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF FLAG

INFO:

CINCAF ADMINISTRATIVE 
OPNAV

SECOND BRIGADE US MO
AUG ON SHANGHAI 
CCMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHAN 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COLYANGPAT 
COI.SOPAT
Al AMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8629. Heavy fighting Shansi front 19 miles 

south Linshih. Japanese column western section province 

within 15 miles Shensi border southwest Lishis. Unit 

driving westward from Luan nearing Fuchentsun 47 miles 

west Luan, Unit moving northwest from Poai Honan 

attacking Takoches Shansi Japanese reported made landing 

right bank Yangtze 24 miles above Wuhu. 1843.

793. 9 4/ 12540
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TRANS-PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE^
1250 6th, Avenue New York, n. y.

Bruno SchwMtz TRANS-PACIFIC CLIPPER NEWS CàHeAddre,,
General Man^r AIR MAU VIA PAN AMERICAN AIRWAY CLIPPERS FROM HONGKONG TrANSPACIF

Feb. 12, 1938 
Ql u-o °LUO & O- ■ ?

; Relief Work
W’lU« Oç

OîjfelFE, ONE MONTH: Shanghai, Jan. 16 — The Shanghai 
IiSernéftionç^Rèd Cross has formed a Save A Life A Month Club to 
ejft-ist^finanoo>ai support for the 200 odd refugee camps in the city. 
Ajiyonegwishin‘d to join may do so by donating $3 (Mex.) a month, 
enough uo cover the cost of maintaining one refugee. The founders 
of Save A Life AMonth Club are: Dr. Sao-Ke Alfred Sze (Chairman), 
C. H. Lowe (Secretary), G. Findlay Andrew, J. E. Baker, C. R. Bennett, 
R. Calder-Marshall, Loy Chang, Mrs. Ki Chun, W. S. Fu, J. Hers, Z. U. 
Kwauk, Herman C. E. Liu, T. Y. Lo, Mrs. Dana Nance, C. W. Petitt, 
W. M. Plant, Sze-ming Sze, Mrs. S. N. Yang, Dr. W. W. Yen, Mrs. Arthur 
N. Young.

SOLDIERS ENJOY "Y" CLUB HOUSE: Hankow, Jan. 10 -- Among 
the innumerable things which are being done by the Chinese Y.M.C.A. 
to aid refugees and wounded soldiers the most spectacular feature has 
been the creation of a string of soldiers’ club houses located in 
train stations, waterfronts and hospitals for wounded behind the front. 
The soldiers’ club houses were started by the national Y.M.C.A. 
workers in Paoting and Taiyuan and other North China cities following 
the Lukouchiao incident. Their number was greatly increased after 
the outbreak of hostilities in Shanghai. Most of them are camps or 
matsheds painted in gray or black, but they provide spiritual and 
material comforts for soldiers about to depart for the front, and 
their wounded brethren. Club features usually include newsreels, 
theatrical performances, music, chess, war posters and cartoons, and 
refreshments and food.

Losses and Destruction

793.94/ 12541

SHANGHAI INDUSTRIAL LOSS REPORTED: Shanghai, Jan. 13 -- A 
report has been prepared by the Industrial Section of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council regarding damage done to factories and workshops in 
the Northern and Eastern areas of the International Settlement during 
the Sino-Japanese hostilities. The report states that out of a former 
"135,000 persons at work in industrial enterprises in these two areas 
prior to August 17, 1937, it is thought that there will not be 
occupation for more than 40,000 at a maximum, if remaining factories 
ate able to operate at their former labor strength and in double 
shifts where these were formerly worked." The figure is approximate 
only and includes public utility enterprises. Of the number it is not 
thought that more than 3,000 could be put to work in Chinese-owned 
enterprises.

It is estimated that a total of 905 Chinese factories and 
workshops, mostly of small size, and employing a total of 30,868 
workers, have been completely destroyed by fire. In addition, $>ere 
are some 1,000 Chinese enterprises whose premises have been s^rfSusly "71 
damaged and looted. "It is virtually only foreign-owned indx^Etrjr 
which will be physically in a position tocperate," the report’^aj^. *T| 
"Only two foreign-owned plants of any size, and these Japanes^ a£e 0 
known to have been completely destroyed, though many have been sti^uck 
by shells....Foreign factories are in some instances islands in a sea 
of destroyed Chinese enterprises."

The survey was made with a view to assessing the possibilities 
of employment as and when the areas are re-opened to normal activities.
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The Chinese Government

CHINA HAS MAN-POWER RESERVOIR: Hankow, Jan. 20 -- The 
province of Hunen is one of the main sources of man-power for wartime 
China. A reserve force of 20,000, known as the Youth Army of 
Righteousness and Bravery, stands by at all times, ready to march to 
the war front. According to Mr. Ling Chang, former Hunan Civil Affairs 
Commissioner and now Vice-Minister of Interior, there are more than 
150 companies of the Youth Army, each consisting of 150 men ranging 
in age from 20 to 30, spread throughout 75 hsiens of the province. 
Soldiers of this reserve army are chosen from the Chwang Ting, or able- 
bodied men, who started their army training when the militia movement 
became a province-wide scheme in Hunan in 1936. Of the 3,000,000 
recruits, one third has been called to active service at different 
times since 1936. Those now enlisted in the Youth Army of 
Righteousness and Bravery preparatory to marching to the front are 
naid $5 each. The Hunan provincial government has appropriated 
$1,600,000 as the annual maintenance of the Youth Army.

FREED PRISONERS TO JOIN ARMY: Hankow, Jan. 20 -- An amnesty 
has been given by order of the Chinese Government to some of China’s 
prisoners so that they may join the national defense against Japan. 
In the Wuhan area, 26Ô inmates of the First Prison under the Higher 
Court of the Hupeh Provincial Government have been organized into the 
so-called "Iron Shoulders Corps", while a volunteer corps of 170 
criminals has been enrolled from the Second Prison. According to 
regulations announced by the Ministry of War, all prisoners except 
those sentenced on narcotic or treason counts are eligible for army 
service. Those who are sick or above the age of 50 are exempted. Each 
prisoner enlisting is required to have two guarantors. Prisoners who 
distinguish themselves by any act of bravery in war will be rewarded 
with permanent freedom; others will have their period of service 
deducted from their prison terms.

Kwangsi Province has also petitioned the Central Government 
for permission to release some 2,171 of its prisoners who had been 
held on minor charges to be sent to the various local militia control 
boards for training. According to a recent Ministry of Justice survey, 
there are at present 43,775 men and 3,446 women in "the 86 model 
prisons of China. Besides these, there are 34,010 in the old-fashioned 
jails and many thousands held in custody of various military headquarters. 
These prisoners won new recognition when they demonstrated their 
patriotism by fasting for periods of time in order to save money to 
buy airplanes and Liberty Bonds for national defense.

HOW ART TREASURES WERE SAVED: Hankow, Jan. 10 — The Chinese 
Government’s priceless collection of art treasures had been removed to 
places of safety just before the fall of Nanking. They are now kept 
partly in a Szechwan city and partly in a westernmost town in Shensi. 
The two persons who planned ways to save the treasures were Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek and General Chang Chun, then Secretary-General of the 
National Military Council and now Vice-President of the Executive 
Yuan and Chairman of Szechwan provincial government. Mr. Han Lih-wu, 
director of the Board of Trustees for the Administration of the British 
Boxer Fund, supervised the packing of the art objects in some 20,000 
cases, and their removal during the hectic days of the evacuation of 
Nanking. A major part of the collection had been previously saved 
from the Palace Museum in Peiping and was placed on exhibition in 
London about two years ago.

The Chinese People

MOHAMMEDANS PLEDGE UNITED FRONT: Hankow, Jan. 15 -- An 
exposure of secessionist intrigues planned by the Japanese was made in 
a manifesto recently issued by a group of Chinese Mohammedans on the 
eve of their departure for Near Eastern Mohammedan countries to enlist 
support for China’s resistance against Japanese aggression. The 
commission includes celebrated Mohammedan leaders like Ha Teh-cheng, 
Ma Tien-ying, Hsueh Wen-po, Chang Chao-li, and headed by Wang Tseng- 
chan. The manifesto pledged loyalty to the Central Government and 
charged Japanese and Korean "ronins" under assumed Mohammedan faith 
with agitation for an autonomous state of the Mohammedans in China.

Military Situation

OUTER MONGOLIA PREPARED: Hankow Jan. 15 — The military
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strength of Outer Mongolia is estimated here as consisting of a 
standing army of 185,000 men with modern mechanized and chemical 
units which at emergency, cm be enlarged to 350,000 men. The Mongols 
are known to be first grade fighters in modern warfare, especially 
in cavalry. Their air force, Including a corps of technical experts, 
is composed of 5,500 men all trained in the Aviation School in 
Moscow.

HANKOW UNDER ENEMY WINGS: Hankow, Jan. 10 -- Hankow came 
out of its first Japanese air raid last October wise to the ways of 
air defense. With an efficient sound-detecting system and a well- 
organized intelligence network, the city is warned of Japanese air 
attacks at least 30 minutes ahead. This valuable half-hous gives 
everybody a chance to dash to dug-outs, concrete bomb-proof shelters 
or building basements. When the Japanese planes are 20 or 30 miles 
outside Hankow, the second alarm is sounded. Then all traffic, 
vehicular end pedestrian, must stop at once. Only soldiers, police 
and volunteers remain in the streets to maintain order. The French 
Concession, the only remaining foreign-administered area in Henkow, 
has been a favorite sanctuary for safety-seeking residents. There 
is a popular feeling that this two-square-mile area guarantees 
everybody in it against aerial attacks.

Japanese Activities

JAPANESE SEIZE MEDICINES: Shanghai, Jen. 13 -- According 
to the Chinese Medical Association, the Japanese militer}/- has seized 
and confiscated medical supplies destined for use in inland hospitals 
where only sick and wounded civilians are patients. Recently a 
truckload of medicine, urgently needed for a children’s hospital 
about 200 miles from Shanghai, was seized on the outskirts of the 
city by Japanese soldiers. Mission hospitals ere rendering invaluable 
service in cities such as Soochow, Hc-ngchow, Nanking and Wuhu, where 
government and military hospitals have evacuated. Dr. Gordon King, 
returned from England, recently got through with a precious 
consignment of medicines for the Kwangchi Hospital, Hangchow.

MERCHANT ESCAPES FROM SOOCHOW: Shanghai, Jan. 14 - Mr. 
Moy Liau-sze, wealthy jade-cutter and manager of the Chung Hwa Jade 
Company in Soochow, arrived here from that city after a journey of 
40 days, with one dollar in his pocket and dressed in the poorest 
coolie clothes. Mr. Moy, who refugeed on a small island in Lake Tai 
during the fighting at Soochow, had returned later and witnessed 
atrocities of all kinds committed by the Japanese soldiery, especially 
looting and raping.

HANGCHOW ATROCITIES SCORED;- Shanghai, Jan. 14 -- In an 
editorial opposing the recent Japanese demand for increased Japanese 
police in the International Settlement areas, the Shanghai Evening 
Post and Mercury, an American-owned newspaper, charged the Japanese 
military with indiscipline and excesses of all kinds in Hangchow. 
According to the English-language paper, every Chinese Government 
building end school in that city was looted, including Chekiang 
University and many American schools. The pillaging wes said to have 
been well organized, as goods were carried away in lorries and on 
animals, with some of the work of removal handled by impressed Chinese 
coolies. A French Father in Hangchow was reported subjected to 
physical outrage by Japanese soldiers who sought to assault Chinese 
women whom he took under his protection.

Foreign Activities

HANGCHOW FOREIGNERS HOLD ON: Shanghai, Jan. 12 — According 
to an American missionary visiting here from Hangchow, the foreigners 
who remained in the famous lakeside city were constantly subject to 
rough treatment and indignities at the hands of the Japanese soldiers 
of occupation. He also stated that foreigners had noted many cases 
of open looting by the Japanese soldiers. Of the 30 odd foreigners 
who remained in Hangchow, some 20 are missionaries. Most of them are 
connected with the Church Missionary Society, carrying on their work 
of caring for refugees in the Kwangchi Hospital. They are Bishop and 
Mrs. J. Curtis, Dr. and Mrs. S.D. Stuarton, Mr. S.H. Murrey, Dr. 
Phyllis Haddow, Mrs. Violet Bergrove, Miss A. Megson, Miss E. Webb, 
Miss H. Mcllrov, Miss Margaret Woods, Rev. W.R.0. Taylor, Miss M. 
Garnett, and Miss E. Atkinson. Four other Americans known to be in
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Hangchow are Mr. E. A. Turner, of the Y.M.C.A., Mr. E. H. Clayton of 
Northern Baptist, Mr. R. J. McMullen of Southern Presbyterian and 
Mr. Van Everer.

Other cities in which missionaries are still on the job are 
Ningpo, Nanking and Shaohing. At Shaohing, in Chekiang province, 
Rev. A. I. Naismith is known to be safe; while Mr. H. R.‘S. Benjamin, 
and Dr. H. Thomas of the Northern Baptist Mission, Mr. A. A. Conibear 
of the English Methodist Mission and Mr. E. H. Smith are reported to 
be in Ningpo.

The Press in China

CHINESE EDITOR KILLED ON DUTY: Hankow, Jan. 6 -- Mr. Hsiao 
Han-chu, editor of the Hsing Hwa Jih Pao, the last Chinese daily 
newspaper that appeared in Nanking prior to Japanese occupation, met 
his death the day after his paper was forced to suspend publication. 
The paper had been issued regularly until Dec. 11 when the Japanese 
entered Kwanghwamen, the southeastern gate of Nanking. A few hours 
later Mr. Hsiao had crossed the river to reach Pukow. He was hit by 
shrapnel and killed instantaneously when Japanese planes unleashed 
their bombs on the refugees.

TA KUNG PAO ON MILITARY SITUATION: Hankow, Dec. 24 -- The 
most influential of Chinese newspapers reviews the military operations 
for the past five months and sees the problem as not merely one of 
replacing armies on the front lines but one of mobilizing the entire 
country and developing the greatest and most widespread military 
strength. The editorial suggests: (1) Military tactics end military 
command must be improved. (2) The people must be mobilized from 
political and educational as well as military viewpoints. There 
should be a two-year plan for training 2,000,000 first-class soldiers 
and 20,000,000 militia-men (3) Technical ability of the military 

officers should be improved, with more students enlisted in 
engineering corps. (4) Communication facilities must be improved. 
(5) More students should be enlisted in a.Viation schools. (6) The 
people everywhere should organize as local militia and join with the 
mobile units to carry out guerrilla warfare. (7) Railways and 
highways should be built, and arsenals erected, in the rear of the 
fighting areas with the mobilized force of the country’s scientists 
and technicians.

Discounting the problem of arms supply j as less important 
than the problem of using the arms wisely and efficiently, the 
editorial emphasizes one principle: "We must find a solution for our 
military problems ourselves. In other words, we cannot depend upon 
foreign assistance for military success. If everyone will make 
sacrifices on this principle, and if everyone is determined to fight 
on without entertaining hopes for help from outside, there is hope 
for China. If international assistance is forthcoming, it should be 
regarded as something extra, and will assist us ell the more in 
attaining final victory in a shorter period of time."
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PLAN FOR WARTIME FOOD CONTROL OUTLINED

Shanghai, Jen. 14 -- Reports from e number of rural areas 
have indicated two contradicting problems. On the one hand, it is 
said that owing to untimely and insufficient rainfall the year’s crops 
have been poor, with the result that many farmers are threatened with 
starvation and grain prices have soared. On the other hand, it is 
said that though the year’s harvests have been plentiful there is no 
way of marketing the produce, with the result that the over-stocking 
of grain supplies has forced prices down. The small and middle farmers, 
and others who have small quantities of grain, are thus unable to 
market their produce, for ready cash. A situation has been created 
whereby there is practical famine in the midst of plenty.

Similar conclusions have been drawn from a study of 
statistics. The Cotton Control Commission’s recent investigations 
indicated that this year’s cereal production (1937) is reall?/- greater 
than that of 1936. Such rice-producing areas as Hunan, Kiangsi, 
Anhwei, Kiangsu and other provinces have produced a total of 80,000,000 
piculs (a picul is approximately 133 pounds) of rice, worth more than 
$80,000,000. But the period immediately following the outbreak of 
hostilities saw a wholesale interruption of China’s land and water 
communications, due to military transport and enemy air raids. 
Transport of rice from regions south of the Yangtze River to regions 
north of it has been especially difficult. So the year’s plentiful 
harvests have not really benefitted people’s livelihood and the 
nation's resources in the present emergency.

Food supplies, like ammunition, constitute an important 
problem in a prolonged and large-scale war of resistance. Under the 
circumstances measures for grain storage and food control have been 
advanced to prevent profiteering and regulate distribution. The 
following are extracts of a proposed plan: "There should be established 
a National Wartime Food Control Commission under which is to be a 
central grain storage organization. Officials of the various provinces, 
districts, towns, or villages are to be responsible for the work of 
grain storage in their respective areas. To carry out this plan of 
government control:-

"(1) As soon as grains are harvested, registration should 
be made with the local government authorities responsible for grain 
storage. They should be authorized to purchase any surplus of grains 
from the normal consumption rate of the local population for 
distribution to other consuming areas.

”(2) Such grain supplies should be shipped away upon 
orders being received from the central authorities in accordance with 
requirements. The local officials should report to the central 
authorities, and should the farmers want cash payment the central 
authorities can arrange to make this by installments.

”(3) The grain supplies purchased by the government should 
be stored away in safe regions not easily accessible to enemy 
destruction; the choice of such centers of grain storage should be 
dictated by convenience of curnmunication end transport?

"(4) To evoid serious loss by destruction, grain sunplies 
should not be concentrated et any particular locality. Also, 
grain supplies should not be stored awav in excess of immediate 
requirements in particular localities.

"If this grain storage system can be carried out," the plan 
concludes, ’hot only an adequate supply of grain for our fighting 
forces can be maintained, but the requirements of the people in 
general can also be served. An even distribution of grain supplies 
may also keep the machinery of production going and help to solve in 
a fundamental way China’s rural problems."
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"^THEY COURT-MARSHALLED GE^SftAL E&N: ^ïankow, Jan. 24 -- The 

military tribunal which tried and sê^rtenced ££> execution General Han 
Fu-chu, former Chairman of Shantung, w^s organized by order of the 
Military Affairs Commission and composed' as follows/ General Ho Ying- 
chin, Minister of War, as President (Chief Judge); Generals Lu Chung- 
lin, member of the Military Advisory Council and Ho Cheng-chun, 
Director of the Wuhan Provisional Headquarters of the President of the 
Military Affairs Commission and concurrently Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government, as Judges; and Colonels Hsu Yeh-tao and Chia 
Huan-chen as Martial Law officers (Procurators).

WOODEN CARTS RETURN TO HIGHWAYS: Changsha, Hunan, Jan. 18 -- 
War-times have changed the Hunan Provincial Government’s rule that no 
wooden carts are allowed to use the many thousands of kilometers of 
well-paved highways in that province. Now hand-carts, wooden-carts, 
wheelbarrows, vehicles drawn by oxen, mules and donkeys, are all taking 
to the roads, conveying refugees from the provincial capital in all 
directions into the distant countryside, away from the danger of air
raids. Most of Hunan’s public buses and trucks have been commissioned 
for military transportation, leaving only about 70 to 80 buses for 
civilian use. General Chang Chih-chung, the newly appointed Chairman 
of the Province, has ordered the Provincial Bureau of Reconstruction to 
make every effort to maintain the roads in the best possible condition.

793.94/12542

RED CROSS RUKS HOSPITALS ON WHEELS: Hankow, Jan. 20 — 
Mobile units in china are not confined to the military. A Chinese Red 
Cross force of 700, organized in 37 medical units, is now deployed 
behind the firing lines on a long front extending from Shansi in the 
north to Kwangtung in the south. More than 200 competent surgeons and 
physicians form the backbone of this force. There are 500 qualified 
nurses, half of whom are women, including many graduates from the 
Rockefeller-founded Peiping Union Medical College. These mobile units, 
organized under the National Red Cross Society of China, follow the 
various Chinese forces with their field hospitals, or are stationed at 
strategic points whence they can set out for any particular sector at 
instant notice. The Society also maintains fleets of heavy trucks at 
various centers ready to rush medical supplies to the front, to remove 
severely wounded soldiers to the field hospitals, and to move its own 
personnel from one theater of war to another. Ao guerrilla 
now the favored tactics with huge bodies of Chinese troops, 
Cross has been forced to adopt mobilit-'” in order to keep up 
flying columns.

warfare is 
the Red 
with the

The Chinese People Tl
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SHANGHAI CELEBRATES "SIAN” DAY: Hankow, Jan. 22 £__________________ _________ _ Public 

organizations in Shanghai sent a telegram to General Chiang Kai-shek 
at Hankow last Dec. 25, pledging their full support to the National 
Government in its armed resistance against Japan. The occasion was 
the celebration of the first anniversary of the conclusion of the Sian 
incident, when General Chiang, then President of the Executive Yuan 
and Chairman of the Military Affairs Commission landed safely in Loyang 
from Sian. The telegram, signed by all civic, cultural and educational 
organizations in Shanghai, reads:

0 i 
r

r
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"We have been greatly moved by reading your statement of 
last week, reiterating the firm decision of the Chinese Government to 
resist Japanese aggression. Although Shanghai fell more than a month 
ago, every Chinese citizen here is eager to do his part at all times 
for his fatherland. On this day, in remembrance of your safe 
departure from Sian last year, the three million Chinese here are 
raising Chinese flags, under the most difficult conditions, and 
giving our full support to you and to the Central Government. This 
represents also our firm decision not to surrender, and our hope 
that every Chinese in the country, under our supreme leader, will 
fight for our final victory under the banner of the San Min Chu I, 
with ever-growing revolutionary spirit. So long as we are determined 
to achieve success, wo can do it. So long as we are determined to 
fight on, national regeneration is assured. "

HUNAN YOUTHS READY FOR SERVICE: Changsha, Hunan, Jan. 11 -- 
Culminating a three-week period of intensive training, 4,400 youths 
of Hunan participated on January 10 in a huge ceremony during which 
they received their commissions to be dispatched to the 75 local 
hsien (districts) for training and mobilizing the peasant community 
for war. The training class was inaugurated last December by the 
Hunan Provincial Government and included some 5,200 high school 
students, 400 college students, 400 girl students of all grades, and 
400 teachers and vocational workers. They were divided into groups 
of about 140 each and put through a systematic and rigorous program 
of military end physical training, civics, fundamentals in modern 
warfare, elements of agricultural production, Sino-Japenese relations, 
and the methods of training and organizing the masses. With a 
headquarters bureau established in Changsha, these young war workers 
will be sent to all of the 75 districts of the province to work along 
with the local officials and Kuomintang units. Their sphere of 
activity will be at the very bottom stratum, close to those who make 
their living from the soil. Some of them will have to walk distances 
of up to 200 miles to reach their bases of operations in the rural 
districts.

WAR FUND CORPS ON SOUTH SEAS TOUR: Hankow, Jan. 20 -- Ten 
youths and two girls of the China Youth Publicity Corps left Hankow 
in mid-January to conduct an extensive publicity campaign in the 
interest of China’s war chest. Their itinerary will include the 
Malay Peninsula, the Philippine Islands, Java, French Indo-China, 
Siam, Borneo, Sumatra, New Guinea and other places. The cost of the 
tour will be borne by the 27-year-old leader of the Corps; Hsu Chuan,a 
prominent .Singapore lumber merchant who spent 16 years in the South 
Seas.

THEATER PRESENTS UNITED FRONT: Hankow, Jan. 22 — The China. 
National Anti-Japan War-Aid Dramatists Association has been organized 
here to present a united front of the theater against Japanese 
aggression. The group plans to launch a renaissance movement for the 
Chinese stage, both the opera and the spoken drama, so that it may 
become an effective means of strenthening national resistance. Mr. 
Chang Tao-fen, former Vice-Minister of Interior end now Vice-Minister 
of Education, who is well-known as a playwright, is Chairman of the 
Standing Committee of 25 members. Others on the committee Include: 
S.I. Hsiung, author of "Lady Precious Stream", and Yu Shang-yuan, 
President of the National Academy of Dramatic Arts, both of whom now 
in Chungking; Ma Yen-hsiang, who attended the Moscow fair as a 
representative of China in 1956; Hung Shen, professor of Fu Tan 
University; Tien Han, the famous playwright of the former "Nankuo 
Society." All these dramatists end others ere busy not only writing 
new plays with patriotic themes but also adapting old favorites of 
the theater to the spirit of wartime China.

SCOUTS ALSO SERVE: Changsha, Hunan, Jan. 17 -- The General 
Headquarters of the Boy Scouts of China have been moved to this city 
and the excellent work which the Chinese Boy Scouts have been doing in 
the present war of defense is being carried on under the direction of 
Mr. Liu Yuen-kai, executive secretary. The number of Boy Scouts in 
China is in the neighborhood of 500,000. The first troop of Boy 
Scouts in China was organized many years ago by Mr. Yen Chia-lin, a 
pastor of the American Church Mission in Wuchang. In 1934, the 
National Government established in Nanking the General Headquarters of 
the Boy Scouts of China to supervize and coordinate the work of the 
various units all over the country. The organization is divided into 
four sections: general affairs, training, publicity and organization, 
under the direction of an executive secretary. General Chiang Kai- 
shek himself is the President of the Boy Scouts of Chine, and the two
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vice-presidents are General Ho Ying-chin, Minister of War, and Mr. 
Chen Li-fu, Minister of Education.

When hostilities began with Japan last summer, the General 
Headquarters organized the various local units into Provincial Bov 
Scouts War Service Corps which performed auxiliary work at the front . 
and in the rear. In November, 240 boy scouts and girl guides, led bv 
the 50th Troop, better known as the Chinese Chamber of Commerce Troop, 
made a hazardous trip from Shanghai to Hankow. They went by devious 
land and water routes through Tungchow, and those who served in the 
Army retreated with it under enemy fire. When they reached Nanking 
the many hospitals in the capital were removing their patients and the 
scouts were summoned to help convey the wounded and the medical supplies 
to cities in central and west China. Boy Scouts Service Quarters were 
also maintained at Changchow and Nanking before Japanese occupation, 
and in Anking and the Wuhan area.

Among the scouts who voluntarily left Shanghai for continued 
service with the headquarters were many from well-to-do families. One 
of them, Hsin Foo-sen, declared: "We are 450 strong when we first 
rallied on August 13, all Boy Scouts from the local units in and around 
Shanghai....We now number only 148 of the original 450. What fate has 
befallen the remaining 300 I do not know. Many remain with the field 
hospitals end other army units, but I have no doubt that quite a few 
must have met death."

Japanese Activities

MANCHURIA UNDER NIPPON RULE: Hankow, Jan. 20 -- While 
fighting reges every day on all fronts, reports are not lacking as to 
conditions in Japanese-occupied Manchuria. A recent report is to the 
effect that the Tokyo Colonial Department plans to send 5,000,000 
people to Manchuria in 20 years. Under the scheme, settlers are 
divided into three classes: families in groups with an average number 
of five to a family ere granted Yen 1,000 each; farmers receive Yen 
500 per family; ell other settlers Yen 200. These settlers, whether 
Japanese or Korean, are supplied with rifles end ammunition. They 
obtain their land at will et s low orice fixed by the local government. 
In Fuchin, Elen end Tulungshan, farms worth Yen 30-40 per mow 
(approximately a third of an acre) are sold for $5 in the enforced 
sales. The Japanese take drastic measures against Chinese farmers 
who refuse to part with their ancestral fields. More often the 
Japanese simply occupy the land they like by force. It is estimated 
that in the province of Kirin alone, the Japanese have forcibly 
occupied more than 160,000,000 mow of land.

In the cities, stores are subject to three forms of taxation: 
half per cent of the gross revenue of the last month; ten per cent of 
the net profit of the last month; assessments, determined entirely by 
the Japanese gendarmes. In Mukden, stores with a capital of Yen 2,000 
are assessed about Yen 100 a year. There are other temporary 
assessments, such as contributions for financing Japanese military 
operation in Suiyuan, collected twice during 1936; contributions for 
relief of the earthquake sufferers in Japan the year before. The 
Japanese have also encouraged sale of opium end prostitution in 
Manchuria. In some districts, the government orders thet five out of 
every hundred mow of lend be devoted to the planting of poppy and 
taxed Yen 15 per mow.

PUPPET BODY REPORTED IN NANKING: Hankow, Jan. 22— It was 
reported here thet in Nanking an "Autonomous Commission" has been 
established by Teo Hsi-shen, head of the local branch of the Red 
Swastika Society. The commission pledged to do all in its power to 
rehabilitate Nanking by "cooperating with various pro-Jcpenese bodies 
in the areas under Japanese military occupation. The commission has 
also promised to suppress--"by mild measures if possible," and in 
cooperation with Japanese troops--any "anti-Japanese" elements found 
remaining in Nanking.

Foreign Activities

FRENCH PRIEST EXHORTS HIS CHINESE FLOCK: Changsha, Hunan, 
Jen. 18 -- Monseigneur Ange de la Celle Fonteche, Apostolic Prefect 
of Yochow, Hunan Province, recently exhorted his congregation to 
heighten their efforts in China’s crisis, quoting from the Scriptures. 
He said: "In spite of the tenseness and severity of hostilities, ’ye 
shall not be troubled: for these things must needs come to pass; but 
the end is not yet’." The Apostolic Prefect mentioned the Wuhan
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Catholic War Aid Unit as an organized effort sponsored by the Catholics 
to carry out gctive relief services during the war. He urged his fold 
to be good Samaritans, especially now, when wounded soldiers, refugees 
and other sufferers offered much in the way of opportunity. The French 
priest added: "We expect evervone to do his or her share end to 
remember the words of Jesus Christ who said unto us that ’Inasmuch as 
ye did it unto one of these brethren, even these least, ye did it unto 
me’ .’’

CATHOLIC FATHER WITH STH ROUTE ARkY: Hankow, Jen. 22 -- 
Interviewed here, Father Vincent Lebbe, a Belgian Catholic priest who 
returned from the northwestern front to raise funds for his rescue end 
first-aid work, gave first-hand accounts of the bravery of the Eighth 
Route Armyj and their determination to defend the territorial integrity 
and sovereign rights of China as an independent nation. He declared: 
’’The cities and towns that the Japanese have occupied will become their 
own graveyards, for they will never be able to return to their land of 
the ’Rising Sun’ without running the gauntlet of the guerrillas.”

Father Lebbe is now connected with the 12th Division 
fighting the Japanese in Shansi Province. He is the captain of a 
rescue company of 250 Chinese Catholics from his own congregation 
which, until the Japanese invasion, had its headquarters atAnkuo near 
Paoting in Hopei Province. During the Japanese invasion of North China 
in 1935, he was engaged in similar war service with 400 men under him 
among the troops of General Sung Cheh-yuan, former commander of the 
29th Army. In 1936 he was in Suiyuan working under General Fu Tso-yi, 
leading a rescue company of 500.

Now in his 62nd year, Father Lebbe received his early 
education atYores, Belgium. Later he entered Lajarist Philosophy 
College at Paris, and upon graduation joined the Gregoiian University 
in Rome. After a year there he accepted a request to perform mission 
work in China where he has stayed for 38 years.. Through long 
association with Chinese troops fighting against the Japanese the 
Catholic father declared his confidence in China’s eventual victory.

The Press in China

POSTER PAPERS WIDELY READ: Hankow, Jan. 22 -- The most 
economical and most widely read newspapers in wartime China are the 
wall posters oasted on billboards, public places and newsstands in many 
cities outside of the war zone. They came into being through the 
efforts of journalists rendered jobless when the Japanese invasion 
ended the lives of the countless tabloid papers in the big coastal 
cities. Their popularity is due mainly to their free news disseminating 
service and to the use of simple pai hua language and cartoons, 
understandable to China’s unlettered masses. These "wall papers” are 
all hand-written, their contents include news from the front, personal 
accounts of war experiences, articles on pressing problems, and folk 
songs and poems singing the bravery of Chinese soldiers. Hundreds of 
these colorful war posters flourish in and around Hankow and bear such 
names as "Changkiashih Wall Poster”, published by the village of Chang’s 
families, or ’’Kookiashih (Koo family’s) Wall Poster." Besides 
satisfying the public’s avid hunger for war news, these wall papers 
are believed to be an instrument of mass education of potential 
influence.

TA KUNG PAG SCORES JAPAN’S DECLARATION: Hankow, Jan. 18 — 
The leading Chinese newspaper in an editorial comments in scathing 
terms on the Japanese declaration of policy in China after the imperial' 
conference in January. The paper analyzes the Japanese statement as 
consisting of three points: (I) repudiation of the National 
Government of China, (2) readiness to recognize a puppet government 
of Japan’s own making, and (3) the lie that China’s territorial 
integrity and sovereignty and foreign interests would be respected. 
Because of China’s resistance, the paper says, militaristic Japan is 
in a threefold predicament: (1) It has to fight; (2) It cannot wage 
a small-scale war; (3) It cannot stop midway.

The editorial continues:
"That the Japanese militarists should openly repudiate the 

National Government representing four hundred fifty million people and 
cooperate with some regime organized by Chinese traitors is not 
unexpected. As they do not repent nor hesitate to continue the war, 
they have to resort to the repudiation of the National Government. In 
so doing they have veritably explained to the world on China’s behalf 
two things: first, that China will never submit to aggressive Japan; 
second, that the National Government will fight to a finish.
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’’As to the profession of respecting China’s territorial
integrity and sovereignty and the interests of the foreign powers, it 
is a shameless lie. Do you still call it respect for China’s 
territorial integrity and sovereignty when provinces have been attacked 
and occupied, when many thousands of Chinese people have been 
slaughtered and when hundreds of millions in Chinese property has been 
destroyed? Do you call it respect for the interests of foreign powers 
when the British Ambassador has been wounded and an American gunboat 
bombed and sunk? This is a highway ribber’s lie. The one who tells 
it is absolutely ignorant of the fact that there is such a thing as 
shame among human beines."

The editor ends with a warning to his countrymen that the
onlv road open for survival is to continue fighting, and charges the 
Chinese people with the responsibility of chastising the international 
outlaw and restoring peace in the Far East.

BRITISH PAPER ON NANKING ATROCITIES: Shanghai, Jan. 21 -
The British-owned North China Daily News, senior foreign paper in 
Chine, in an editorial today expressed its horror at the continued 
atrocities peroetrated by the Japanese forces in Nanking end demanded 
that the Japanese commanders put an end to ”whet this journal knows 
continued up until very recentlyÿ and for all it knows, may still be 
going on." Recalling the "correctness* of the attitude which the 
Japanese army adopted during the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, the 
paper wondered: "Why this change?"

The editorial continues:
"There have been no Chinese barbarities for which the

Japanese could possibly have taken revenge....The Chinese people have 
been assured times out of number that Japan has no grievance against 
them, but that all it is doing is to chastise the National Government 
which it accuses of insincerity and imperilling the peace of Asia, 
and yet the unfortunate quarter of a million Chinese still remaining 
in Nanking have been subjected to weeks of terror, and what might have 
been regarded as an isolated case has developed into what seems almost 
to be a habit. Can it be wondered at that the world stands aghast before 
such a thing? Is it surprising that it is difficult to believe that 
an army with such fine traditions as the Japanese can be guilty of 
such conduct? Yet the evidence that this is the case is overwhelming 
and the fact that innocent, harmless Chinese civilians are being 
subjected to such hideous treatment is becoming plainer and plainer 
to the whole world. This story, despite the feet that Nanking is 
practically cut off from the rest of the world will one day be known 
in all its horror. Much of it the world already knows: the rest 
will make sorry reading for generations to come...."
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NEW FUNCTION OF OLD CHINESE GUILDS

Hankow, Jan. 22 — Not so very long ago provincial guilds, 
unique.Chinese organizations based on geography, were frowned upon by 
the Chinese Government on the ground that they tended to promote 
sectionalism. But today, six months since the outbreak of major 
hostilities with Japan, the government owes these guilds a debt of 
gratitude.

Formed of people from one particular district or province 
living and working in another, these guilds which probably have no 
counterpart elsewhere in the world, are the natural outgrowth of the 
age-old family system. Their main function has always been to accord 
mutual protection to their constituents.

Protection against whom? Against unjust officials in the 
old days, against injustice and against rival guilds composed of 
people from another province. Their actions and decisions were 
oftener then not arbitrarily geographical with little bearing on 
right or wrong of whatever dispute might be involved. With them, 
sectional advantage and sectional prestige always came first. They 
therefore received no encouragement from the Nationalist regime.

Trimming their sails to the new winds of national unification, 
these provincial guilds in recent years discarded most of their original 
tinge. They turned their attention to matters of social welfare. They 
promoted clubs, conducted mess education classes, end fostered other 
social activities among co-provincials.

The war has witnessed one of the most spectacular end at the 
same time tragic population movements in Chinese hostory. Thousands 
upon thousands of Chinese have lost their homes and other worldkr 
possessions in the war zones, moving from the coastal regions to 
safety in the interior. With few exceptions, they were desperate and 
in need of immediate aid in the form of food and clothing.

In this situation, the provincial guilds came to the aid of 
Government authorities who were too deeply occupied with the 
prosecution of the war to cope adequately with the refugee problem. 
In Hankow alone, at least 14,000 refugees are now being fed by their 
respective guilds at a daily cost of twelve cents per person.

Most of these guilds have large reserve funds to draw upon. 
Others have received generous donations from their wealthy members. 
Few have asked the government for any monetary contributions. They 
proceed unostentatiously with their welfare work. Every day, notices 
inserted by these guilds may be found in the newspapers calling upon 
their homeless co-provincials to come and live under their roofs.

The Kiangsu guild in Hankow is caring for about 5,000 war 
refugees, who are distributed in five camps. The Chekiang guild is 
looking after those from that province. The Anhwei guild is doing the 
same thing with its co-provincials.

All of these victims of war, in other countries, would have 
to depend on state relief. Here in China, a unique institution has 
come to the rescue of the government, which as a result can devote its 
full energy and resources to prosecuting China’s war of resistance.
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TRANS.PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE

WUHAN, THE CHICAGO OF CHINA

Hankow, Jan. 22 -- Few cities in China possess more 
historical interests than the metropolitan area of Wuhan comprising 
the triple citv of Wuchang, Hankow and Hanyang. Seated at the confluerce 
of the mighty Yangtze and the Han Rivers, and being the terminus of the 
two important railway systems, the Peiping-Hankow and Canton-Hankow, 
the Wuhan area commands unusual commercial and strategical importance 
and amply deserves the name of the Chicago of China. The Yangtze 
River coming up from the south makes a big bend in this area and 
combines with the Hen before it turns southeast to the eea. ’Wuchang, 
the capital of Hupeh province, is situated inside the bend of the 
river. Cn the west and northwest bank lies the city of Hankow. 
Hanyang, which literally means south of the Han River, is separated 
from Hankow by the last named stream and faces Wuchang on the east.

Of the three, Hankow is better known to the outside world 
for commercial reasons. For years, Hankow has been the supolving 
center for Tung oil, tea end a number of minerals. The cit”- owes its 
world status to the Treaty of Tientsin between China and Great Britain, 
in which Chine undertook to open five ports in the Yangtze valiez, 
among which was Hankow. So in 1861, with the establishment of the 
British Concession, the city was opened to foreign trade. Before this, 
Hankow was already a flourishing city, though the business center was 
located along the bank of the Han River and not on the Yangtze where 
the British and other concessions were later established.

The mention of Wuchang and Hankow naturally recalls to the 
minds of Chinese the period in their history known as the Spring and 
Autumn, the Three Kingdoms, the work of Chang Chi-tung, formerly 
Viceroy of the Hupeh and Hunan provinces, the Revolution of October 
10, 1911, and a number of fairy tales and legends in connection with 
these places. The area was known in the Hsia dynasty as early as three 
thousand years ago. It abounds in places of historical interests and 
literary associations.

There is the Yellow Stork Tower on the Wuchang side. Legends 
disagree as to why the tower should be known by this name. The most 
creditable one is that there was once a man by the name of Shin, who 
sold wine at the top of the hill on which the present tower stands. 
Several times a certain monk bought drinks from him but was too poor 
to pav for them. Shin nevertheless served him cheerfully. On leaving, 
the monk took hold of an orange peel and drew a stork on the wall and 
told Shin: "When customers come, all you have to do is to clap your 
hands. The Stork will fly around and deliver your drinks for you." 
Curiosity combined with the satisfaction of being served by a stork 
brought big crowds to the house of Shin, who soon became tich. Ten 
years later, the monk came from the clouds end flew away with the 
stork. It was on this site that Shin built a tower to commemorate the 
memory of his faithful stork.

After the opening of the British Concession, the next one to 
open was the German Concession in 1895. The following veer sew the 
opening of the Russian and the French Concessions. In 1898, Japan 
claimed a strin of land next to the German Concession. During the 
World War, the German Concession was recovered by the Chinese 
Government. Tnen in 1920, Russia voluntarily gave up her share in 
exchange for recognition of the newly established Soviet Government. 
In 1927, after the stirring days of the victory march of the Nationalist 
Army from Canton to Hankow, the British Government gave up its 
concession by the Chen-O'Malley Agreement. After the opening of the 
present Sino-Japanese hostilities, the Japanese were faced with the 
embarrassing situation of either having to give up their concession 
voluntarily or having it taken by force. They finally gave up the 
concession end withdrew voluntarily.' .Therefore, only the French 
Concession still maintains its independent status. All the others have 
been either incorporated into the Chinese municipality or chartered 
by the Chinese Government into specially administered areas.
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Japanese plan to "bomb Chinese railway trains 
concentrated at Chengchow on March 1st.
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EG
A portion of this message 
must be closely paraphrased 
before being communicated 
to anyone, (a)

Peiping via N. R.

Dated February 26, 1938

Rec’d 8:12 a.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

135, February 26, 3 p.m. (GRAY)

Your 110, February 16, 2 p.m.

The Embassy has been informed by an official of the 

Japanese Embassy speaking on behalf of the Japanese 

military that (END GRAY) it is planned for military 

reasons to bomb Chinese railway trains concentrated at 

Chengchow on March 1st. (GRAY) Some of those trains are 

said now to be standing on the tracks at two points near 

American property the Chunghua Tanchang (0022 5478 5731 

1681) and the Yufeng Shachang (6276 6265 4784 1681) 

located respectively immediately south and northwest of the 

city Itself. (The Embassy has no information confirming 

that American business property such as described is 

located at Chengchow). The Japanese representative stated 

that the apparent purpose of placing the trains near 
(for?)

American property is to protection by reason of proximity 

to foreign property. The Japanese request that the American 

authorities take note of the intention to bomb, and that 

the
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-2- #135, February 26, 3 p.m. from Peiping via N. R.

the American authorities at the same time take steps which 

may be possible to give greater safety to the American 

property (END GRAY) particularly by causing, it was 

suggested, the removal from those places of Chinese 

troops. The Japanese representative was informed that 

the American authorities of course could not control the 

movements of Chinese troops and that the proximity of 

Chinese troop concentrations to Ameidcan propEi-ty eovsj,â iiot. 

be admitted as absolving the Japanese authorities from 

blame in the event of damage to that property through 

Japanese military operations. He was thanked however 

for his prior notification and was told that the informa

tion would be communicated to you for such action as 

seemed feasible in the circumstances.

(GRAY) Sent to the Ambassador, repeated to Tokyo for 

information.

LOCKHART

HPD
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W dear Mr. Congressman:

7p'^

In response to an Inquiry made to me by tele

phone by Mr. Michels, there are being sent you here 

enclosed copies of press releases, statements, and 

oommunioations issued by or on the authority of the 

Secretary of state which bear on the questions asked 

by one of your constituents in regard to policy in 

relation to the Far East.

Tours sincerely,

Stanley K. Hornbeck, 
adviser on Political Relations.

FED

793.94/I2543A
 

F/FG

Enclosures: 
As indicated above.

14 L938o?Y 
?77'— ■ • ’w ,, /

The Honorable ' i

louis 0. Rabaut, '

House of Representatives.
p 
£ 

PA/H:SKH:SMJ ' 2/14/38
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT
From pE-bruary 28, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF FLAG
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE
CINCAF ADMINISTRATIVE
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBAS SADOR C HINA

0028. Air raids railroads and north and East 

environs Canton Eight BLP and thrEE BSF sightEd, othEr 

South China ports quiEt. 2000.

HPD

793.94/12544
 

F/FG

1
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR - froiSray

Shanghai via/N-. R.
Dated February 28, 1938 

Rec'd 1:05 p.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

333, February 28, 8 p.m.

by No* 302/ February 23, 4 p.m. z r

In Shantung Japanese column which has been pushing 

south of Tsingtao and parallel to the coast is reported 

to be nearing Lini which is 35 miles southwest of Chuhsien* 

Heavy fighting is reported in progress in the vicinity 

of Kiahsiang west of Tsining* Little activity reported 

on the southern Tsinpu sector. Chinese mobile units 

continue active around Wuhu, Wuhing and Hongchow, Japanese 

units at latter place reenforced during past week, 

Japanese Consul General and military officer this 

morning apologized to German Consul General for attack 

made yesterday morning upon two Germans by Japanese*

lW
l-8

GAUSS

RR:CSB
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SEE.... 893.01..Manchuria/150L_____________ FOR___Tel. l?.o, 4pm_____________

from —Ch.i.na„[gaiikQw).---------------- <_____ Johnson......) dated Feb,a4>19?8____

TO NAME i—ii27 «po

REGARDING-,
German recognition of lâanchukuo:
Opinion given that - does not change materially Far Eastern 
situation; it gives a certain amount of encouragement in regard 
to Japanese who were alrea^r embarked upon military conquest of 
China for purpose of destroying Chinese nationalism founded 
on occidental democratic and capitalistic rather than communistic 
lines.

793.94/ 
12546
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REB TELEGRAM RECEIVED
C OMYANGPAT

From

ACTION

INFO ;

OPNAV, WASHINGTON

CINCAF
SECOND MARINES
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FlVt 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CO”SOPAT
ARAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS T'iARBLEHEAD

February 28, 1938.

FOURTH NARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0028. Nine heavy Japanese bombers raided military 

airfield Ichang during forenoon and dropped approxi

mately seventy bombs that vicinity, also thirty bombs 

on auxiliary landing base near Ichang Pagoda. Air 

alarm Hankow no planes appeared. Other river ports

793.94/ 12547

quiet. 2205

NPL
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Fission Court, ’ 'MENTor.TA  ̂
1208 Rennis Ave., ° p
Richmond, V&. ,iq2o rr p. >-''4
February 17, 1WS • B ?P. /p,, Q 1

^onOf
Nr. Pax •.veil If. Hamilton, 
Chief, Division of Far Eastern Affairs 
Department of State, 'fashi ' gton, D.C.

ANDWXrfV

Hamilt on :

T enclose a set of conies 
from America missionary friends in Hanking, 
account of what hc.opebed the month of ter th 
we have received
sires our diplomatic of 
month described

of letters just received 
This is the first detailed 
capture of Nanking, which 

You no doubt have received consul-r resorts. B nt 
icials were not in Nanking during this trugig

will get second hand reports, I thoughtyou would be 
d.nterestedin these day-by-day dir.ries. Another even more detailed diery 
is being copied 1 1 ’ill send you a copy. These Arericanswere 
rec 1 heroes end their service to the distressed people of Nankin; cannot be 
praised too highly. I am oroud of mv Nanking collagues.

I wish you would 
the President, for

these letters on to Secretary Hull and to 
their information.

I am getting: 
Recently 1 wrote a 
mis s i o n s and ve nt u 
many mission boards and from a D

letters constantly from friends in all parts of China 
summary of conditions there as they effect Christian 
•eto send you a copy. Theinfermation ccrr.es from

:e number of letters from China.

The mission ries in China, express great appréciât ion of a.nd confidence 
in the present poligy of our State Department. '7e do not wart to see 
America drarzn into the war in the Far East. But we do see the necessity for 
strong and concerted action, both moral anddlplomàtic pressure and economic 
restraint, on the otrt of democratic governments andpeoplesif the Jo x.nese 
military ore to be checked in their mad designs. Chino is nutting up 
a wonderful resistance and the people are being organized for more effective 
defense. Bit we must give China all the direct and indirect aid possible 
in her struggle for independence, for the sake o the future peace of the

Sincerely yours,

Frank 77. Price

793.94/12548
 

F/FG

ccrr.es
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LETTERS FfQM NANKING

These letter» from Mank ng were written b. missionaries who stayed through 
the seige and capture of the capital and have remained for relief work. They 
have been eye-witnesses from the inside of the most terrible raping of a city 
in modem times» "You cannot imagine the anguish and terror," they say. 
Their truthful diary of events during the first month following the fall of the 
city should be published to the world, but it cannot be published yet over 
their names. For these missionaries are still in Hanking at the risk of their 
own lives and their letters were sent out through friefcds connected with the 
embassies and were put directly on a steamer at Shanghai, so escaped the 
Japanese censorship» However, I am circulating copies of the letters for a 
few trusted friends to read» Each letter came to me yesterday by airmail 
marked Not for publication. It is vitally important that this request be 
respected in ordsr to safeguard our brave friends in Nanking.

However, you can use these letters for reference and as background material 
and you can, of course, refer to the g facts in them in a general way, without 
indicating the source of your information.

Frank W. Price (Nanking) 1208 8ennle ATe<> 
Richmond, Va«

(1)

Not for Publication
Nanking, 10 Jan. 1936.

Dear Friends:-

A few hasty jottings amid rape and bayonet stabs and reckless shooting, 
to be sent on the first foreign boat available since the situation developed 
after the Japanese entry — a U. S. Navy tug engaged in the salvage work on 
the"Penny”. Friends in Shanghai will pick this up from the Consulate-General, 
and will get it away somehow on a g foreign boat without censorship»

Things have eased a good bit since New Year's within the crowded Safety 
Zone, largely through the departure of the main hordes of soldiers» "Restoration 
of discipline" very scrappy indeed, and even the military police have raped and 
robbed and ignored their duties» A new turn may come at any moment, through 
fresh arrivals or vacillations in action» There is no policy visible» At 
last foreign diplomats have been allowed to re-enter ( this week)m, which seems 
to indicate a desire for stabilisation.

* More than ten thousand unarmed persons have been killed in cold blood.
Most of my trusted friends would put the figure much higher» These were Chinese 
soldiers who threw down their anu or surrendered after being trapped: and 
civilians recklessly shot and bayoneted, often without even the pretext that they 
were soldeirs, including not a few women and children» Able German colleagues
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put the cases of rape at 20,000. I should say not less than 8,000, and it 
might be anywhere above that. On University property alone, including some of 
our staff families and the houses of Americans now occupied by Americans, I 
have details of more than 100 oases and assurance of some 300. You can 
scarcely imagine the anguish and terror, Girls as young as 11 and women as 
old as 63 have been raped on University property alone. On the Seminary Com
pound 17 soldiers raped one woman successively in broad daylight. In face, 
about one-third of the cases are in the daytime.

Practically every building in the city has been robbed repeatedly by 
soldiers, including the American, British, and German Embassies or Ambassador's 
residences, and a high percentage of all foreign property. Vehicles of all 
sorts, food, clothing, bedding, money, watches, some rugs and pictures, 
miscellaneous valuables, are the main things sought. This still goes on, 
especially outside the Zone. There is not a store in Nanking, save the Inter
national Committee’s rice shop and a Military store. Most of the shops after 
free-for-all breaking and pilfering were systematically stripped by gangs of 
soldiers working with trucks, often under the observed direction of officers, 
and then burned. We still have several fires a day. Many sections of houses 
have also been burned deliberately. WO have several samples of the chemical 
strips used by soldiers for this purpose, and have inspected all phases of 
the process.

Most of the refugees were robbed of their money and at least part of their 
scanty clothing and bedding and food. That was an utterly heartless performance, 
resulting in despair an every face for the first week or ten days. You can 
imagine the outlook for work and life in this city with shops and tools gone, 
no banks or communications as yet, some important bl leks of houses burned 
out, everything else plundered, and now open to cold and starving people. Some 
250,000 are here, almost all in the Safety Zone, and fully 100,000 entirely 
dependent on the International Committee for food and shelter. Others scraping 
along on tiny holdovers of rioe and the proceeds of direct and indirect looting. 
Japanese supply departments are beginning to let out for monetary and political 
reasons a little of the rice confiscated from considerable Chinese Government 
supplies, though the soldiers burned not small reserves. But what next; When 
I asked Japanese officals about post and telegraph services, they said, "There is 
no plan." And that seems to be the case with everything economic and most of 
things political.

The International Committee has been a great help, with a story little short 
of miraculous. Three Germans have done splendidly, and I'd almost wear a Nazi 
badge to keep fellowship with them. A Dane and three Englishmen aided a good 
deal in the preliminary stages, but were pulled out by their companies and 
governments before the Chinese retired from Nanking. So the bulk of the work has 
come on American missionaries, only nine of whom have been outside of the con
fining strain of the Hospital filled with bullet and bayonet cases: and of 
course some of us have had varying duties and conceptions of duty. Naturally 
there has been considerable Chinese aid and cooperation from the beginning, and 
most of the detail has had to be done by and through Chinese. Yet at some stages 
nothing could move, not even one truck of rice, without the actual presence of 
a foreigner willing to stand up to a gun when necessary. wo have taken some big 
risks and some heavy wallops (literally as well as figuratively), but have been 
allowed to get away with far more than the situation seems to permit. WO have 
blocked many robberies, persuaded or bluffed many contingents into releasing groups 
marked for death, and pulled scores of soldiers away from rape, besides all the 
general work of feeding, sheltering, negotiation, protecting, and protesting after 
sticking our noses and eyes into everything that has gone on. It is no wonder
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that a. Japanese Embassy offical told ue the generals were angry at having to 
complete their occupation under the eyes of neutral observers claiming 
(ignorantly, of course) that never in the history of the world had that been 
true before*

Sometimes we have failed cold, but the peroentage of success is still big 
enough to justify considerable effort, fe must recognise that although in 
some points the relationship is far from satisfactory, we have gained a good 
deal by the effort of the Japanese Embassy to put cishions between the army 
and foreign interests, the relative decency of their Consular Police (few 
and not altogether angelic), and by the fact that the main figures of the enter
prise have been Germans of the Anti-Comintern Pact and Americans to be appeased after 
the barbarous attacks on American ships. The Japanese refused twice to send 
out for us a mild request for the return of American officals, because of the 
great number of property cases and flag problems, and even with this week’s 
improvement vre are still in practical isolation even from the countryside 
and river front, except for the opportunities of American naval wireless through 
the Embassy for a limited scope of messages.

Ho mail since Dec.l, and that most tardy. Electric light in our house 
last night by special arrangement (seven Americans, among whom were personal 
links to the staff of the power plant). Japanese shot 43 of the 54 technical 
men on the staff, falsely accusing them of being government employees. Bomb
ing, shelling, and fires on top of that, and you can imagine that utilities 
are slow in xasxk resumption. But insecurity of workmen and their families 
was the main stumbling -block that at that. Water depends on electric pumps, 
but we are beginning to get a trickle at low levels of the city. Ho dream 
of telephones or bus or even rickshas. The Zone is about two square miles 
in area, not all built up. In this concentration we have had no accidental 
fires of notice, and practically no crime or violence except that of soldiers, 
until this present week's turning to loot outside that area in opening buildings - 
especially for fuel. (No armed polioe).

The University has 30,0 >0 refugees on various parts of its property. Problems 
of administration are fearful, even on the low scale of living that can be main
tained. We have very few indeed of regular University staff and servants, 
most of idiom have done splendid work. There are many volunteer helpers hastily 
got together by the International Comaittee, who have come with considerable 
adulteration of motives. Now we must add delation and the intimidation and 
purchase df agents by the Japanese. I’m in three hot spots right now over this 
sort of business, and begin to wonder if they are out to get me or this University 
into a corner. For instance, the two occuring in the past three days involve 
a contradiction of my report of losses for the University Middle School (thus 
putting me down for lying and cheating to the Japanese, and striking between 
me and a $ key man in that tremendous refugee camp), and a severe shove through 
the gate of a terrible military police office when T tried to inquire about a 
good-spirited interpreter whom they, carried off bound as for death ( after he 
had refused to leave the Middle School camp to accept their offers or submit to 
their threats). Incidentally, police from that office last night took a woman 
from a University house and raped her thoroughly, after putting a bayonet against 
our man Riggs when he happened along at the wrong tine. So you get a little of 
the flavor of our daily diet while struggling to do something for these 
wretched but remarkably durable and cheerful people*

The real military polioe numbered k 17 at the time that over 50,000 
soldiers were turned loose in Nanking, and for days we never saw one. Eventually
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Boldiera were given special arm-bands and called police, which means that they 
have special preserves for their own misdeeds and keep out some of the ordinary 
run# le have seen men scolded for being caught by officers Tn the act of rape, 
and let go j others made to salute an officer following robbery* One motorised 
raid on the University at night was actually conducted by officers themselves, 
who pinned our watfihman to the wall and raped three women refugees before carrying 
off one of them ( another was a girl twelve years old) •••••••

Bow long this state will continue we do not know* Chinese have been great
ly afraid lest Americans or all foreigners would be eddied from Nanking, but 
they seem more afraid to have us go than to have us stay - so far *••• But it’s 
hard going. Four weeks todayj The shells and bombs were almost comfortable if 
we had only known it, And what’s ahead?

M« Searle Bates, 
University of Nanking.

(2)

Hot for Publication.

Nanking, China, Christmas Eve, 1937.

What I am about to relate is anything but a pleasant story) in fact it 
is so very unpleasant that 1 cannot recommend anyone without a strong stomach 
to read it* For it is a story of such crime and horror as to ka be almost un
believable, the story of the depredations of a horde of degraded existais criminals 
of incredible beastiality, who have been and now are, working their will, un
restrained, on a peaceful, kindly, law-abiding people* Yet it is a story which, 
I feel must be told, even if it is seen by only a few* I cannot rest until 
I have told it, and unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, I am one of a very few 
who are in a position to teU it. It is not complete for it is only a small part of 
the wholej and God omLyxtawtws alone knows when it will be finished, I pray 
it may be soon -- but I am afraid it is going to go on for many months jto come, 
not jdst here but in other parts of China, I believe it has no parallel in 
modern history.

It is now Christmas Eve, I shall start with say December 10th, In these 
two short weeks we here in Nanking have been through a siege) the Chinese army 
has left) defeated, and the Japanese has oomqin. On that day Nanking was still 
the beautiful city we were so proud of, with law and order still prevailing) today 
it is a city laid waste, ravaged, completely looted, much of it bufcned. Complete 
anarchy has reigned for ten days -- it has been a hell on earth. Not that my 
life has been in serious danger at any time) though turning lust-mad, sometimes 
drunken soldiers out of houses where they were raping women is not perhaps 
altogether a safe occupation) nor does one feel too sure of himself when he 
finds a bayonet a$ his chest or a revolver at his head and knows it is handled by 
someone who heartily wishes him out of the way. For the Japanese is anything 
but pleased at our being here after having advised all foreigners to got out. 
They wanted no observers. But to have to stand b while even the vary poor are 
having their last possessions taken from them —• their last coin, their last bit 
of bedding (and it is freesing weather), the poor ricksha man his ricksha) while 
thousands of disarmed soldiers who have sought sanctuary with you, together 
with many hundreds of innocent civilians are taken out before your eyes to 
be shot or used for bayonet practice and you have to listen to the sound of the 
guns that are killing them) while a thousand women kneel before you crying 
hysterically, begging you to save them from the beasts who are preying on then)
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to stand by and do nothing wile your flag is taken down and Insulted, not 
once but a dozen times, and your ov® horns is being looted: and thon to watch the 
oity you have come to love and the institutions to which you have planned to 
devote your best years deliberately and systematically burned by fire — this 
is a hell I had nevef before envisaged, but hell it k Is nons the less»

s’Se keep asking ourselves, "How long can this last?" Day by day we are 
assured b, off!cals that things will be better seton, that "we will do our best", - 
but each day has been worse than the day before, And now we are told that a 
new division of 20,000 men are arriving, 'ill they have to have their toll 
of flesh and loot, of murder and rape. There will be little left to rob, for 
the city has been well nigh stripped clean. For the past week the soldiers have 
been busy loading their trucks with what they wanted from the stores and then 
setting fire to the buildings. And then there is the harrowing realization 
that w© have only enough rioe and flour for the 200,000 refugees for another three 
weeks and said coal for ten days. Do you wander that one wakes in the night in 
a cold sweat of fear and sleep for the rest of the night is gone? They cannot 
continue much longer in their present terribly crowded condition: disease 
and pestilence muet soon follow if they do,

©very day we call at the Embassy and present our protest, our appeals, our 
lists of authenticated reports of violence and crime, ’■«© are met with suave 
Japanese courtesy, but actually the officials kk there are powerless. The 
victorious army must have its rewards — and those rewards are to plunder, 
murder, rape at all, to commit acts of unbelievable brutality and d savagery 
on the very people whom they have come to protect and befriend, as they have so 
loudly proclaimed to the world. In all modem history surely there is no page 
that will stand so bleak as that of the rape of Nanking,

To tell the whole story of these past ten days or so would take too long. 
The tragic thing that by the time ths truth gets out to the rest of the world 
it will be cold — it will no longer be "news," Anyway the Japanese have undoubted
ly been proclaiming abroad that they have established law and order In a city that 
had already been looted and burned, and that the dom-trodden population had 
received their benevolent army with open arms and a great flag-waving welcome. 
However, I am going to record some of the more important events of this period 
as I have jotted them down in my little diary, for they will at least be of in
terest to same of my friends and I shall have the satisfaction of having a 
permanent record of these unhappy days. It will probably extend beyond the date 
of this letter, for I do not anticipate being able to get thia off for some 
considerable time. The Japanese censorship will see to that. Our own Embassy

I officials and those of other countries together with some of the business men who 
went aboard the ill-fated "Panay" and the Standard Oil boats and other ships 
a just before the capture of Naiddng, confidently expecting to return within a 
week when they left, are still cooling their heels ( those who haven't been 
killed or wounded by Japanese bombs and machine guns) out on the river or perhaps 
In one of the ports, are wagering that It will be another fortnight before 
any of us is permitted to leave Hanking, "?o are virtually prisoners here.

You will recall, those of you who have road earlier letters of mine, that 
our International Committee for the Nanking Safety Zone had been negotiating 
with both the Chinese and Japanese for the recognition of a X certain area in 
the oity rtiich would be kept free of soldiers and all military officers and which 
would not be bombed or shelled, a place where the remaining two hundred thousand 
of Banking’s population would take refuge when things became too hot, for It had 
become quite obvious that the splendid resistance Which the Chinese had put up 
so long at Shanghai was now broken and their morale largely gone. The terrific 
punishment which they had taken from the superior artillery, tanks,and air force 
could not be endured forever and the successful landing of Japanese troops on 
Hangchow Bay attacking their flank and rear was the coowning event in their undoing.
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It seemed inevitable that Hanking must soon fall*

On Deo. 1st, Mayor Ka virtually turned over to us the administrative 
responsibilities for the Zone altogether with a police force of 450 men. 30,000 
piouls (2.000 tons) of rice, 10,000 bags of flour, and soma salt, also a promise 
of a hundred thousand dollars in oath, 80,000 of which was subsequently received. 
Gen. Tang, recently executed we have been told, charged with the defence of 
the oity, cooperated splendidly on the whole in the very difficult task of 
clearing the Zone of the military and anti-aircraft, and a most comiendable degree 
of ord r was preserved right up to the very last moment when the Japanese began, on 
Sunday the 12th, to enter the walls. There was no looting save in a small way 
save by soldiers 'dio were in need of provisions, and foreign property throughout 
the oity was respected. e had city water until the 10th, electricity until the 
following day, and telephone service actually up to the day the Japanese entered 
the city. At no time did we feel any sansa at serious sense of Ban gar, for the 
Japanese seemed to be avoiding the Zone with their air bombs aoi shells, and 
Honking was a heaven of order and safety compared with the hell it has been ever 
since the Japanese came. It is true that we had some difficulty with our 
trucking — the rice was stored outside the city and some of our drivers did 
not relish going out where the shells were falling. One lost an eye with a 
splinter of shrapnel, and two of our trucks were seised by the military, but that 
was nothing compared with the difficulties w have since faced. But I must go on 
with my chronicle of events.

On December 10th, the refugees were streaming into the Zone, Da had already 
filled most of the institutional buildings — Ginling, the College and other 
schools, and now had to requisition the Supreme Court, the Law College and the 
Overseas Building, forcing doors where they were locked and appointing our own 
caretakers. Two Japanese blimps were visible just beyond Purple Mountain, probably 
to direct artillery fire. Heavy guns were pounding the south wall, and shells 
were dropping into the oity. Several shells landed just within the Zone to the 
south the following morning, killing about 40 near the Bible Teachers' Training 
School and the Foo Chong Hotel. Mr, Sperling, our inspector, a German, was slightly 
injured at the latter place where he was living. The U. S. S. Pansy moved up the 
river, but before it left I had a phone call (the last oity gate had been closed 
and we had forfeited our right to go aboard the gunboat) from Paxton of our 
Embassy giving ne the last two radiograms to reach Nanking. He was phoning from 
outside the oity, of ooursej the messages were from ilbur and Boynton.

De were now a community of twenty-seven - 18 Americans, 5 Germans, 1 Englishman 
1 Austrian, and 2 Russians. Out on the river was the Panay with the two remaining 
Embassy man. At oho son and Paxton, and half a do sen others: the Standard Oil and 
Asiatic Petroleum motor ship with many more, a hulk which had been fitted 
out as a sort of floating hotel and towed ^stream with some 20 foreigners in- 
clusing Dr. Rosen af the German Embassy and some 400 Chinese, and other craft. 
How many of them have met their fate we do not know, but it ta will be a long 
time before any of them get back now. And shat a Nanking they will see.

On Sunday the 12th I was busy at my desk as director of the Safety Zone 
all day l>ng. site were using the former residence of Gen. Chang Chun, recently 
Minister of Foreign affairs, as headquarters, so were very comfortably fixed, 
and incidentally had one of the best bomb-proof dugouts in all Nanking. Airplanes 
had been over us almost constantly for the past two days, but no one heeded them 
now, and the shellfire m tremendous. No one will ever know what the Chinese
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casualties were, but they mist have been enormous. The Japanese sa. thev 
themselves lost 40,000 men in taking Nanking. The general rout must have been 
Started early chat afternoon. Soldiers streamed through the city from the south, 
many Of them passing through the Zone, but they were wll-behaved and orderly. 
General Tan asked our assistance in arranging a truce 'dth the Japanese and Mr. 
Sperling agreed to take a flag and message — but it was alrea^r too late. He 
fled that evening, and as soon as new got out disorganisation became gn» general. 
There was panic as they made for the gate to Hsiakwan and the river. The road for 
miles was strewn with the equipment they east away — rifles, emunition, belts, 
uniforms, cars, trucks - everything in the w of army inçiediraenta.

Trucks and cars jammed, were overturned, caught fire; at the ga e more oars 
jammed and burned — a terrible holocaust — and the dead lay feet deep. The gate 
blocked, terror taad soldier* scaled the wall and let themselves down on the other 
side with ropes, puttie* and belts tied together, clothing tom in strip*. Many fell 
and were killed. But at the river was perhaps the most appalling scene of all. 
A fleet of junks was there. It was totally inadequate for the horde that was now 
in a frensy to cross to the north side. The overcrowded junks captlzed, they sank, 
thousands drowned. Other thousands tried to make rafts of the lumber on the 
riverside only to suffer the same fate. Other thousands must have succeeded in 
getting away, but many of these wero probably boabed by the Japanese planes a 
day or two later.

One small detail of three companies rallied under their officers, crossed the 
San lilac Mo three miles up the river and tried to attach the Japanese forces that 
were coming in from that direction, but were outnumbered and practically decimated. 
Only one scorns to have succeeded in getting back. He happened to be the brother of 
a friend of mine and appeared in ny office the next morning to report the story. 
A fell>w officer had drowned ■while the two of thorn 'lere trying to swim the small 
tributary to the Yangtze which they had crossed before on rafts, and before daylight 
he had managed to scale the wall and slip in unobserved.

Jo ended the happy, peaceful, well-ordered regime which we had ben enjoying 
here in Nanking and on which we had built our hopes for still better days. For 
the Japanese were already in the city, and with them came terror and destruction 
and death. They were first reported in the safety Zone at 11»00 that morning, 
the 13th* I drove domn with two of our cornaittee members to meet them, just a 
small detachment at the southern entrance to the Zone. They shewed no hostility, 
though a few moments later they killed twenty refugees «no were frightened by 
their presence and ran from them. For it seems to be the rule here, a* it was in 
Shanghai in 1932, that any ho run must be shot or bayonetted.

Meanwhile we were busy at headquarters disarming so ldiers "fho had been unable 
to escape and had come into the Zone for protection. W assured them that if they 
would give up their equipment their lives would be spared by the Japanese. But it 
was a vain promise. All would have preferred to die figi ing than be taken out 
and shot or sabred or used for bayonet practice, as they all wire later.

There was still some shell fire that day but very little that landed in the 
Zone, ’le discovered some fragments of schrapnel in our yard that evening; Dr. 
All son had a narrow escape from Sohrapnsl bit* that came through th* window of 
his operating room while he was operating; and a shell passed throu^i one of th* 
new University dormitories; but there were no casualties. Th* Ctmaunicatlons 
Ministry, th* most beautiful building in all Nanking with its superb ceremonial 
h.was in flames, but whether from shell fire or started by bhe retreating 
Chinese we so not know.

On Tuesday the 14th the Japanese were pouring into the city — tanks, artillery, 
infantry, trucks. The reign of terror commenced, and it was to increase in
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severity and borrow with has each of the succeedin^/days# They wore the 
conquerors of China’s capital, the seat of the hated Chiang Kai-shek government, 
they were given free reign to do as they pleased* The proclamation of on the 
handbills diifch airplanes scattered over the city saying that the Japanese we 
the only real friends of the Chinese and would protect the £ good, of course, 
rnant no more than most of their statements* And to show their ” sincerity” they 
raped, looted and killed at will* Men were taken from our refugee csusps in 
droves, as w supposed at the time for labor — but they have never been heard 
from again, nor will they be* A colonel and his staff called at my office and 
spent an hour trying to le^ra ^diere the ”6,000 disarmed soldiers” were* Four times 
that day x Japanese soldiers cane and tried to take our cars avmy* Others in 
the meantime succeeded in stealing three of our cars that were elsewhere* On 
Sone’s they tore off the American flag and threw it on the ground, broke a 
vrindow and managed to get aivay all within the five minutes he had gone into Dr* 
Thompson's home* They tried to steal our trucks — did succeed in getting two —* 
so ever since it has been necessary for two Americans to spend most of their time 
riding trucks As they delivered rice and coal* Their experience e in dealing with these 
Japanese car thieves would make an interesting story in itself* And at the 
University Hospital they took th® watches and fountain pens from the nurses*

□urdin of the H* Ï* Times started for Shanghai by motor that day, though 
none of us had much faith that he would get through* I hurriedly wrote a letter 
for him to take, but he was turned back at KiQrung* Steele of the Chicago few? 
managed to get out to the river and reported that a n mber of Japanese destroyers 
had just arrived* A lieutenant gave him the news of the sinking of the Panay 
but had no details, nor did he mention the other ships that were sunk* After all 
efforts to have us go aboard, finally leaving us with a ooiple of lengths of rope 
by v.hich w could get down over the wail to the river -- it was ironical indeed 
that the Panay should be bombed and w still safe* 

head
Mr* Habe, our chairman/6f ths Siemens China Company, and Mythe, our secretary, 

called at military headquarters in the hope of seeing the commanding officer and 
stopping the intolerable disorder but had to wit till the next day as he had not 
yet entered th® city* Their calls were quite useless anyway*

Cm ednesdey I drove around to my house, which is just outside the 2,one, 
to see if everything was all rigxt* Yesterday the gates were intact, but today 
the side gate v>as broken in and the south door open* I had not time to investigate 
but asked a friendly looking major who had just moved in across the street to keep 
an eye on ths place, which he promised to do* A staff officer from the Navy was 
waiting for me* He expressed deep concern over the loss of the Fanay, but he 
could give no details* The Necry would be glad to send a destroyer to Shanghai 
with any of the members of the American community who wished to go, also to send 
radio messages of purely impsrssam a personal nature* He seemed somewhat 
disappointed in the brevity of the message I wrote outi ” <lbur National Committee 
YMCa Shanghaii All foreigners Nanking safe and well please inform Interested 
partiesi” also when I told him that with the exception of a couple of newspapermen 
the rest of us wished to stay in Nanking*

I offered to drive him back to his ship ~ he had been obliged to walk the four 
miles in -- but half way we were stopped by an army major vho told us that no 
civilians wore allowed further north asthaywere gtillrounding^psaJMChinese 
soldiers and it was unsafe, i* happened to be beside the Ministry of «ar at the 
tins and it was all too evident that an execution was going on, hundreds of poor 
diaaraed soldiers with many innocent civilians anong than, the real reason for not 
wanting no to go further. So Mr. Sekiguohi of H. I. J. M. S. Seta had to walk the 
rest of the way» But that afternoon I stole a marsh on the surly major: I wont to
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Msiakwan by back roads. At the cate I .-aa stopped but I had Aaith af 
Reuters and Steele ^ith me who were leaving on that destroys? destroyer, so 
we were finally allowed to pass* I have already desocibed the conditions 
at that gate — w actually had to drive over masses of dead bodies to get 
through* But the scene beggars description* I shall never forget that ride*

At the Jetty w found Durdin of the Times and Art Menken of Paramount 
Films with whom I had just made that trip to the Northwest, to Shansi and Sian, 
already there, for they '.vers going too, and I had promised to drive Dur din's 
oar back to the American Embassy for him* Mr* Okasura of the Japanese Embassy 
j st arrived from Shanghai was also there and gave us the names of the killed 
and wounded on the Panay and Standard Oil Boats, so I offered him a lift back 
to the city* But at the gate we were stopped again and this time the guard positively 
refused to let me enter* No foreigners were allowed to enter Nanking and the fact 
that I had j-ist come from there made no difference* Wen Mr. Okaraura's appeals 
vro in vain -- the Embassy outs no ice with the array in Japan* The only thing 

to do was to wait while Okamura took one of the cars to military headquarters 
and sent baok a special pass* It took an hour and a halfj but I had the 
November Reader's Digest, the last piece of mail to reach me from the outside, 
with me so the time passed quickly* But the stench at the gate was awful — 
and here and there the dogs were gnawing at the corpses*

At our staff conference that evening word came that soldiers were taking all 
1,300 men in one of our camps near headquarters to shoot them* ^e knew there 
was a n mber of ex-soldiers among them, but Rabe had be«n promised by an offioer 
that very afternoon that their lives would be spared* It was now all too 
obvious what they were going to do* The men were lined up and roped together 
in groups of about a hundred by soldiers with bayonets fixed} those Who had 
hats had them roughly torn off and thrown on the ground, and then by the light 
of our headlights we watched them march away to their doom* Not a whimper came 
from that entire throng* Our hearts were lead* ere those four lads from Canton 
who had trudged all the way up from the south and yesterday reluctantly given 
me their arms among then, I ■.vonderedj or that old strapping sergeant from the 
north whose disillusioned eyes as he made the fatal decision still haunt me? How 
foolish I had been to tell them the Japanese would spare their lives* W had 
confldentally agreed expected that they would live up to their promises, at least 
in some degree, and that order would be established with their arrival* Little 
did we dream that we should see such brutality and savagery as has probably 
not been equalled in modem times* For worst days were yet to oome*

The problem of transportation became so acute on the 16th with the Japanese 
still stealing trucks and cars* I went over to the American Embassy where the 
Chinese staff was still standing by and borrowed Atcheson’s oar for Mills to 
dsiv deliver coal* For our big concentration of refugees and our three big rice 
kitchens had to have fuel as well as rice* ’«e now had 26 camps, ranging from 
200 to 12,000 people in them* In the University buildings alone there were 
nearly 30,000 and in Ginling College which was reserved for women and children 
the 8,000 was rapidly increased to over 9,000* In the latter place even the 
space was taken* % had figured to sixteen square feet to a person, but actually 
they were crowded in much closer than that* For a while no place was safe, we did 
manage to preserve a fair degree of safety at Ginling* To a lesser degree in the 
University* Miss Vautrin, Mrs, Twines: and Mrs* Chen were heroic in their care and 
protection of the women*

That morning the cases of rape began to be reported. Over a hundred women 
that we knew of were taken away by soldiers, seven of them from the University 
library; hut there must have been many times that number who wre raped in their 
homes* Hundreds were on the streets trying to find a place of safety* A0iffin 
time Riggs, who was associate coasnissioner of housing, came in crying* The 
Japanese had emptied the Law College and Supreme Owrt Court and taken away 
practically all the men to a fate we could only guess* Fifty of our policemen
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had been taken with them. Riggs had protested, only to br roughly handled by 
the soldiers and twice struck by an officer. Refugees were ssarched for money 
and anything they had on them taken away, often to their last bit of bedding. 
At our staff conference at four we could hear the shots of the execution squad 
near by. It was a day of unspeakable terror for the poor refugees and horror for 
us.

I dashed over to my house for a few minutes on th® way to tiffin at Prof. 
Buck’s where I was living with six others. The two American flags v.-ero still 
e flying and the proclamations by the inbassy still on th© gates, and front doorsj 
but the side gate had been smashed and the door was broken open, tithin was 
confusion. Every drawer and closet and trunk had been opened, locks smashed. 
The attic was littered ankle deep. I could not stop to see what ms taken but 
most of th® bedding was gone and some clothing and food-stuffs. A carved teak screen 
had bean stripped of its embroidered panels, a gift from Dr. C. T. -«ng* a»d 
a heave oak buffet battered in.

Yates ùïo Daniel of the Associated Press, the last of our newspapermen, left 
in the afternoon by another destroyer for Shanghai. . ith him I sent another short 
letter which I hope got through.

Friday, December 17. Robbery, murder, rape continue unabated. A rough 
estimate w*y would be at least a thousand women raped last night and during the 
day. One poor woman was raped thirty-seven times. Another had her five months 
old infant deliberately smothered by the brute to stop its c ylng while he raped 
her. Resistance means the bayonet, zind the hospital is rapidly Ully&n filling 
up with the victims of Japanese cruelty and barbarity. Bob 11 son, our only 
surgeon, has his hands inpre than full and has to vjosk into the night. Rickshas 
cattle, pigs, donkeys, often the sole means of livelihood of the people, are 
taken from thorn. Our rice kitchens and rice shops are interferred with. "«e have 
had to close the latter.

After dinner I took Bates to the University and McCallm to the hospital here 
they 111 spend tho night, thon Mills and Sayth® to dialing for one of our group 
has been sleeping there each ni^ht. At the gate of the latter place we were 
stopped by /hat seemed to be a searching party. <e wre roughly pulled from the 
car at the point of a bayonet, my v car keys taken from me, lined up and frisked 
for arms, our hats Jerked off, electric torches held to our faces, our passports 
and purpose in coning demanded. Opposite us were Miss Vautrin, Mrs. Twinem, Mrs. 
Cheng with a score of refugee women kneeling on tho ground. The sergeant, who spoke 
a little French ( about as much as I do) insisted there were soldiers concealed there< 
I maintained that aside from about 50 domentics and other members of their staff 
there were no men on the place. Then he said he did not believe and said he would 
shoot all he found beyond that number. He then demanded that we all leave, in
cluding the ladies, and when Miss Vautrin refused she was roughly hustled to 
the oar. Then ho changed his mind i the ladies were told to stay and we to go. 
e tried to insist that one of us would stay too, but this he would not permit.

Altogether we were kept standing there for over an hour before wo wero released. 
The next day we learned that this gang had abducted twelve girls from the school.

Saturday, tho 18th, Marion's wedding day. At breakfast Riggs, who lives in 
the Safety Zoneabloek away but has his meals with us, reported that w two of woman, 
one a cousin of ang Ding, our YMCA secretary, wero raped in his house while 
he was having dinner with us. <11 son reported a boy of five years of ago brought 
to the hospital after having been stabbod with a bayonet five tines, onoo through 
his abdomen) a man with eighteen bayonet wounds, a woman 1th seventeen outs on 
her face and several on her legs. Between four and five hundred terrorised women 
poured into our headquarters compound in the afternoon and spent the night in 
the open.
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Sunday the 19th# A day of complete anarch « Several big fired raging today, 
started by the soldiers and more are promised# The /American flag was torn down 
in a number of places# At the American School it ws trampled on and the caretaker 
told he would be killed if he put it up again# The proclamations placed on all 
American and other foreign properties b the Japanese Embassy are flouted 
b.y their soldiers, sometimes deliberately torn off# Some houses are entered 
from five to ton times in one day and the poor people looted and robbed and the 
•nmon raped# Several were killed in cold blood# for no apparent reason whatever# 
Six out of seven of our santitation squads in one district wo slaughtered: the 
seventh escaped# wound©d# to tell the tale# Towards evening today two of us 
rushed to Dr# Brady’s house (he is away) and chased tw would be ropers oist and 
took all the women there to the University# Sperling is busy at this game all day# 
I also went to the house of Douglas Jenkins# of our Embassy# The flag ms &till 
there but in the garage his house boy lay dead# toother servant# dead, was 
under a bed both brutally killed# The house was in utter confusion# There are 
still many corpses on the streets# all of them civilians as far as we can see# The 
Hod Swastika Society would bury them but their truck has been stolen# their 
coffins used for bonfires and several of their workers bearing their insignia haw 
been marched awy#

Smythe and I called again at the Japanese ^abassy Mth a list of 55 additional 
cases of violence# all authenticated# and told Messrs# Tanaka and ; ukui that 
today was the worst so far# were assured that they vwuld wdo their best” and 
hoped that things would be better "soon", but it was quite obvious that they have 
little a# or no influence influence with the military whatever, and the military 
have no control over the soldiers# e were also teld that seventeen military 
police had recently arrived vho would help in restoring order# Seventeen for an 
army of criminals of the most depraved type of perhaps fifty thousand# Yet we 
rather like the throe men of the Embassy# They are probably doing their best# 
But I had to smile when they asked my help in getting cars and a mechanic for them 
after so many of ours had been taken# I felt like referring them to their om 
military# but instead 1 took them around to the Amerioan Embassy and borrowed our 
mbassador’s and two others for them end later sent then our Russian repair man#

Monday# December 20th# Vandalism and violence a contin e absolutely unchecked# 
hole sections of the city are being systematically burned# At 5 $09 P# M# Hmythe 

and I went for a drive# All Taiping Road# the most important shopping district 
in the city# was in flames# > drove through showers of sparks and over burning 
embers# Further south we could see the soldiers inside the shops setting fire 
to them and still further they wre loading the loot into army trucks# Wext to 
the Y# M C,A -* and it ms in flames —■ evidently fired only an hour or so ago# 
The surrounding buildings were as yet untouched# 1 hadn’t the heart to watch it so 
we hurried on# That ni^it I counted fourteen fires from my vdndow# some of them 
covering considerable areas#

Our group here at the house drafted a message to the American Consulate • 
General in shanghai asking that diplomatic representatives be sent here immediately 
as the situation was urgent# then asked the Japanese Embassy to'send it via navy 
radio# Heedless to say it was never sent#

December 21# Fourteen of us called on Tanaka at 2$ 30 and presented a letter 
signed by all 22 foreigners protesting the burning of the city and continues disorders 
More promises# Rabe fears for his house# for buildings are burning across the 
street from him# He has over 430 refugees living in mat sheds in his garden# 
Problem of feeding is becoming serious — some refugees# hungry# started 
rioting in the University# Our coal will soon be finished# but Higgs is seouting 
for more# The Japanese hove sealed all supplies of coal and rice# Soldiers came 
into our place today# over the wall# and tried to take our car vhile we e wore 
all out# and at another time they nearly got Sone’s truck from him# Babe had
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a letter today frva Dr. Rosen of the German ,;iabassy, through ar. Tanaka, saying 
he ms on the HHS "Bes" at Hsiakwan but not all >wed to land and asking about 
German properties. Rabe replied that he æs glad to be able to in ora him that 
two houses ere not 1 oted, the Ambassador's and his own, and. that two oars were 
still left. (There are over fifty German residences in Nankin g).

December 22. Firing squad at work very near us at 5s00 AM today. Counted a 
hundred shots, The University ’«vas entered twice during the nigh , t.ia policeman 
at the gate held up at the point of a bayonet, and a door broken open. The 
Japanese military police recently appointed to duty there was asleep. Representatives 
of the new Japanese police force called and promised ta order by January 1st. They 
also asked for the loan of motor ears and trucks. ont dth Sperling to see 50 corpses 
in some ponds a quarter of a mile east of headquarters. All obviously civilians, 
hands bound behind backs, one with the top half of his head completely off. ere 
they used for sabre practice? ûn the way home for tiffin stopped to help the father 
of our Y M C A writer who was being threatened by a drunken soldier with his 
bayonet, th® poor mother frantic with fear, and before sitting down had to run 
over with two of our fellows to chase soldiers our of Gee's and Daniel's houses 
..here they were J st about to rape the women, Re had to laugh to see those brave 
soldiers trying to get over a barbed wire fence as we chased them. Bates and Rigg® 
had to leave before they were through tiffin to chase soldiers out of the agricul
tural building — several drunks. And on my arrival at office there was an S 0 S 
call wiiioh Rabe and I answered f rem Sperling and Kroeger who were seriously 
threatened by a drunk with a bayonet. Ey fortunate chance, Tanaka of the Embassy, 
together with some general arrived at the same moment. The soldier had his face 
soundly slapped a couple of times by the general but I don't suppose he got any 
more than that. e have heard of no oases of discipline so far. if a soldier is 
caught by an officer or M P he is very politely told that he shouldn't do that 
again. In the evening 1 walked home with Riggs after dinner — a woman of 54 
had been raped in his house Just before our arrival. It is cruel to leave the 
women to their fate, but of course it is impossible for us to spend all of our 
time Just protecting them. Mr. hi engineer in the power plant diioh is located 
in Hsi&kwan, brought us the amasine news that 43 of the 54 employees who had so 
heroically kept the plant going to the very last day had finally been obliged

। to seek refuge in the International Export Company, a British factory on the river 
: front, had been taken out and shot on the grounds that the power company was a 
government concern — which it was not. Japanese officials have been to my office 
daily trying to get hold of these very men so they could start the turbines and have 
electricity. It was small comfort to be able to tell them that their own 
military murdered most of them*

Thursday, December 23. Some was the one to get manhandled today. At 
Stanley Smith's house he found an officer and soldier who had Just removed the 
merican flag, also the Japanese proclamation, forced the refugees living there 
out, and said they must use the place a® a registration center, iio must have 
had a pretty uncomfortable time of it, for he finally was forced to sign a 
paper giving them the right to use the place for two weeks, And Sone is not 
a man to take things lying down. A protest to the Embassy finally got the soldiers 
out of the place. Seventy were taken from our camp at the Rural Leaders Trainiig 
School and shot. No system — soldiers seis® any they syspect. Calluseses on 
hands are proof that the man was a soldier, a sure death east* warrant. Ricksha 
seelie® oodles # carpenters, and other laborers ar® frequently 
taken. At noon a man was led to headquarters with his head burned cinder black, 
eyes and ears gone, nose partly, a ghastly sight. I took him to the hospital 
in my car where he died a few hours later. His story was that he was one of a 
gang of some hundred who had been tied together, then gasoline thrown over 
them and set fire. He happened to be on the outer edge so got the gas only 
on his head. Later another similar case was brought to the hospital with more 
extensive burns. He also died. The first man had no wounds but the second 

still later I saw a third with a similar head and arm burns lying dead
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on the corner of the r,.<d to ay house, opposite the Drum Tower. Evidently 
he had raaxaged to struggle that far before dying. Incredible brutality.

Friday. 24th. Mr. Tang of the U. S. Embassy reports that the Chinese staff 
and their lelatims living in the Embassy, were all robbed last night by an 
officer and his men, Paxton's office door was bayonetted, three oars stolen 
from the compound and two more this morning. Later I had the pleasure of tell
ing Tanaka that Menken's car, which I had promised him the use of yesterday, 
was among those stolen. Registration of Chinese started today. The military 
say there are still 20,000 soldiers in the Zone and that they must get rid of 
iaaeeen these "monsters". I question if there are a hundred left. Anyway, many 
more imnocent must suffer and all fearful and nervous. The Chinese Self Governing 
Committee, formed day before yesterday at the invitation of Tanaka, may be help
ful in thisi but there are spies already at work, ’fle oaugftt one here. I just 
saved him from a bad boating, so looked him in our basement and later turned 
him over to the Chinese police, hat will they do to him? Strangle him,I 
suppose — but I have told them to he careful. Constant interference from the 
Japanese today j more of our sanitary squad taken, also the policeman at the 
University gate, and they are constantly trying to get our trucks. They also 
sealed up one of our coal deposits but Riggs finally managed to talk them out 
of that.

Christmas Eve. Xrocger, Sperlihg and Dr. Trimmer in for dinner with us — 
a good dinner, too, xvith roast pig and sweet potatoes. Rabe did not dare to 
leave his house as Japanese soldiers came over his wall many times a day. He 
always makes them leave bM. the wy they name instead of by the gate, and when any 
of then Ibject he thrusts his Nazi arm band in their faces and points to his Nazi 
decoration, the highest in the country, and asks them if they know udiat that means. 
It always works. He joined us later in the evening and gave o&oh of is a leather 
bound Siemens diary. Ve sang Christmas songs with Gilson at the piano.

Christmas Day. A perfect day, too, as far as weather is concerned. And condi
tions also seem slightly better. There were crowds on the streets with quite a n mber 
of stalls selling things. But at tiffin time while we were sitting at roast 
goose, with Mies Aw Vautrin, Miss Bauer, Miss Blanche Hu and Miss Pearl Bromley 
;u as our guests, «e had to answer three calls for help and turn soldiers out 

of Fenn's and the Chinose faculty houses and the agriculture buildings. That 
day, too, the American flag was taken down from the Rural Leaders Training 
School. Seven soldiers spent the night and the night before in the Bible Teachers 
Training School and raped the womenj a girl of 12 was raped by three soldiers 
almost next door to us, and another of 13, before we could send relief. There 
were also more bayonet casesj 11 son reports that of the 240 cases in the hospital, 
three fourths of them are due to Japanese violence since the occupation. At the 
University registration commenced. Chew The people were told that if any ex
soldiers wore there and would step out, they would be used in the labor corps and 
their lives would be spared. About 240 stopped out. They were horded together 
and taken away. Two or three- lived to tell ths tale and by feigning death after 
they were wounded escaped and came to the hospital. One group had quite a 
number of oases where men faced the execution equad, escaped with only a sound or 
two, perhaps lying all day and into the night covered by the corpses of their 
comrades to escape defection, and then getting to the hospital ot to friends. 
A rash bit of carelessness on the part of the Jape.

December 27th. The third week of Japanese occupation begins and is celebrated 
with the arrival of a Nisshln Kissen ship from Shanghai. Four representatives 
of the company call at ny office and promise that a regular service will soon 
be established on the river. A number of ladies are in the party and are 
taken on a sight-seeing trip of the city. They distribute a few sweets to some
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children and seem tremendously pleased with themselves, also with Japan's 
wonderful victory, but of course they hear nothing of the real truth, nor 
does the rest of the world, I suppose* The soldiers are still completely out 
of control, and there is no cooperation between the array and aabassy* The 
army even refuses to recognize the new Self-Governing Committee which ’-®.s 
called into being by the Embassy, and its members are deliberately slighted* 
They are told they are a conquered people and should expect no favors* ’ Our 
list of disorder and cruelty keeps mounting and those we never hear of must 
be many, many times what are reported or observed, a few of todays: a 
boy of 13 taken by the Japanese nearly two weeks ago, beaten with an iron rod 
and then bayonetted because he didn’t do his work satisfactorily* A car with 
an officer and two soldiers came to the University last night, raped three 
women in the premises and took away one of them* The BITS was entered 
many times, people were robbed and 20 women were raped* The hospital superintendent 
was taken b.. soldiers in spite of Miss Bauer's protest* The burning of the v city 
continues and today two of the Christian Mission School buildings in the south 
part of the city were fired, also Kiesling and Bader’s (German restaurant)* 
But Takataml, chief of the Embassy police, calls and now promises protection 
for all foreign buildings and starts out with Sperling to inspect German 
properties* Personally, I think he is promising far more than he can deliver*
hat a list of claims Japan will have presented to her and it all seems so 

utterly useless, for there are hundreds of foreign properties in Hanking ahd almost 
all of them have been looted by her soldiers* And the oars that have been 
stolen* I think I almost forgot to mention yesterday Smythe and I called at the 
British Embassy, which is in the far north-western part of the oity, p out of the 
Zone* All the cars, eleven of them, had been taken by the soldiers, also a 
couple of trucks, but fortunately the servants had fared fairly well* Every 
block or so, one now seems abandoned cars — stolen oars that have run to ruin* 
Ten stripped of their tires and batteries and anything else useful and beft where 
they were, usually overturned*

There was one bright spot today, though, and that was the arrival by the N Y K 
boat, through the Japanese Embassy, of a letter from Dr* Fong See, — the 
first letter to come to any of us in all these past three or four weeks* He 
wanted to know if we might not be in need of funds for our relief work and offered 
to hold some of the money that was coming in response to our appeal through the 
Rotary International* That's Fong, all over* And we'll need additional funds 
all right — many, many thousands* I have a nightmare every time I think of what 
we'll soon be needing) l-bere are we going to get it?

I went over to our YMCA school today for the first time* It Is located not 
far beyond my residence* Everything has been turned upside down, and many of the 
instruments of the physios laboratory deliberately smashed* On the athletic 
field was a dead cow, half eaten by dogs* The Embassy proclamation had been torn 
from the gate*

December 28th. .hat we feared — bad weather* A steady drizzle and then 
snow* The poor refugees living in huts, many no larger than a pup tent, will 
have a mswrable time of It, for most of these huts are not rain proof* 
And then there is the sticky mud* But we have certainly been fortunate in having 
had ideal weather up to this* I inspected some of the camps today* The 
£ crowding in most of them is terrible and of course it is 4mperfcaafc-to-l»oop im
possible to keep them clean* Our camp managers and their assistants, all volunteer 
workers, are doing a splendid job of the whole in maintaining discipline, feeding 
the people and keeping things fairly sanitary* But how must wo maintain those 
people-end camps? When are the people going to be permitted to return to their 
homes — those who have any homes left? When will order bo established?
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December 29th* o ther better today, fortunately# Registration continues, 
^ost inefficiently and he people are giving no information as to where and v-hen to 
appear# More taken as ex-soldiers# omen and ole men come kneeling and cry
ing, begging our hejkp in getting hack their husbands and sons# In a few cases 
we have been successful, but the military resents any interference from us# 

ord came through from Hsiakwan by a representative of the Chinese Red Cross 
Society that there are approximately 20,000 refugees along the river front# 
The supply of rice we lot them have before the £ Japanese same Arrived is nearly 
exhausted and there is great suffering# They ask to come into the Safety 
Zone but are already too crowded# Anyway, the Japanese wouldn’t permit 
it nor will they permit us to go out there and render help# For th® time being 
they will have to get along as best they can#

i
Guards are at last posted at the various foreign embases. But why wasn’t 

it done two weeks ago? Our homes are still left unprotected; and the few 
guards posted at some of our camps are sometimes more of a nuisance than 
a help# They d mand fire and food, beds, and other things from the people#

December 30 th# I called in the Y O A servants today, 18 of them, and 
paid them yp to the 15th of next month and told them they must now try to 
find other work# It ms a hard job# Some of them have been vith the Association 
for many years and are fine, faithful fellows# ong Ding and I hope it may be 
possible to start something in a small ay in the old school building that if 
and when we get order established, but a few of our members are left and 
it will be difficult matter to build up a new constituebcy from the material 
that is now in Nanking# /ong Ding has done a splendid job as assistant housing 
com missioner, and so has Y# S# Chang as one of the camp superintendents, while 
our servants have all been doing their bit in one ;;ay or another#

hen 1 called at the Japanese Embassy this afternoon they were busy giving 
instructions to about 60 Chinese, most of them our camp managers, on how the 
New Year’s was to be celebrated# The five-barred flag is to replace the 
Nationalist flag, and they were told to make a thousand of these and also a 
thousand Japanese flags fo the event# Camps of over a thousand must have 20 
representatives present, smaller camps 10# At one o’clock New Year’s Day the 
five-barred flag is to be raised above the Drum Tower, there will To ’’suitable*1 
speeches and "music"( according to the program) — and of course, moving plot ures 
will nr taken of the happy people,waving flags and welcoming the new regime# 
In the meantime, the burning of the city continues, three cases of girls 12 to 
13 years of age being raped or abducted# Sperling has a busy time 
chasing soldiers out of houses in the immediate vicinity of headquarters# 
The sericulture building ( a part of Nanking University; American property) 
has a cordon thrown around it while soldiers engage in a man-hunt etc#, eta#

December 31st# A comparatively quiet day# For the first time no cases of 
e violence were reported for the night# The Japanese are busy with their New 
Year’s preparations# Two days of holiday are announced# $e dread them, for 
it means more drunk soldiers# Refugees are advised to stay indoors# Rabe in
vited our household to his house after dinner and lightes his Christmas tree 
for us, and each of us reoeived a New Year’s card with our Zone emblem — a 
circle with a ososs within it in rod — signed by all 22 of the foreign 
community in Wanking# He also entertained us with stories of some of his e perience0 
ià South Africa# On his walls hang some magnificent trophies of his hunts#

New Year’s Eve# Thoughts of home and loved ones come crowding in# vhat 
wouldn’t I gi ro for a letter from "home#* My last from Mrd# Fitch was dated 
October 28th as she ^a« about to sail from Yokohama; from Marion the same day 
but written just before she had joined up with Mrs# Fitch on the President Hoover; 
from Albert and Edith long before that# Kempton of course I had seen on 
that airplane trip of mine back to Sian the latter part of November, and I 
suppose he is still in Changeha. Widely tw are *plng to have to exercise
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patience a while longer ’’or the Japanese Embassy tells us that it will still 
be weeks before the postal services are re-established here# They also tell 
us that it will he a month, at least* before any of us is allowed to le we the 
city on a visit to -hanghai*

There is perhaps no purpose to be served in going further with this story 
and telling of acts of horror that have been committed since* It is now the 
11th of January, and while conditions are vastly improved there has not been a 
day that, has not had its atrocities, sotie of them of a most revolting nature* 
ith the arrival of th® representatives of the American mbasay on the 6th 

and of three of both the British and Geman Embassies on thr 9th we feel a 
little more assurance that conditions will still further improve* But 
only last night I drove past four new fires that had just bogu been started 
and saw soldiers ;dthin a shop Just d starting a fifth* There has not been a 
day since Booember 19th that fires have not been started by the Japanese 
soldiers* nnd Kroeger, idio managed to slip out of the East Gate the other day, 
tells us that all th® villages ar far as he went, some 20 miles, are burned, 
and that not a living Chinese ofc farm animal is to be seen*

;e are at least in touch with the outside world through the radio and 
that is a great blessing; for last Sunday I go our house connected up and we 
now have electricity* Fortunately too for our stock of candles and kerosene 
was jjst giving out* At our committee headquarters we had current a few days 
earlier* Only the Japanese are supposed to have current, though, so we are not 
advertising the fact* Thon vie have seen a couple of issues of a Shanghai 
Japanese paper and two of the Tokyo Nichi Michi* These tell us that even as 
early as December 28th the stores wre rapidly opening up and business returning 
to normal, that the Japanese .ere co-operating with us in feeding the poor 
refugees, that the city had been cleared of Chinese looters and that peace and 
order now reigned* It is typical of the lies Japan has be^n sending abroad 
ever since th® w&r started*

I have written this account in no spirit of vindictiveness* ,ar is brutaliz
ing, especially ar of conquest, and it would seem to me from my experience in 
this, as also in the hanghai ar of 1932, that the Japanese army with no back
ground of Christian idealism, has today become a brutal, destructive force that 
not only menaces the East but also some day may menace the best, and that the would 
should know the truth about xvhat is happening* low this situation should be 
dealt with I shall leave to abler m’nds than mine to consider*

There is a bright * side of our story, of course, and that is the wonderful 
spirit of service that has been shown by our Chinese and foreign friends alike 
and the intimate fellowship we have enjoyed in our com on cause* Our hearts have 
been frequently warmed, too, by the innumerable times the refugees have ex
pressed appreciation for what we have tried to do and our losses and inconveniences 
soom so trival when compared with what they have suffered* Then our three 
German friends on the committee have won both our admiration and affection* They 
have been a tower of strength — without them I donft know how we should have 
got through*

Ghat of the future? The immediate future is anything but bright, but the 
Chinese have an unsurpassed capacity for suffering and endurance beside their 
many other good qualities and right must triumph in the end* Anyway, I shall 
always be glad that I throw in my 1 t dth them*

George Fitch, 
Y*M*C*A*, Nanking,
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Copy of a letter f m rrofeesor h, l, one of Hank:nw 
seminary to Dr, P, F^Hcm in 

hanghai.

3 Ping Tsang Hsiang 
Hanking, china 
January 16, 19S8,

Dear Or. Pries*

Things hare happened aines you left Hanking, )ur school (Fera nary) 
closed, the teaehere and students scattered to places of safety - or 
relative safety, and those who remained prepared for what was to oomo. e 
all expected a certain amount of confusion esp«oistlly from the Chinese troops 

ho would inevitably be withdrawing, and what we feared, looting during the 
time, The afety Zone was established and people aoved into it from all 
over the city, The Zoiw boundaries wre marked with Han Chung Eoad on 
the south, Chung -han iioad on the east, fhansi Road on the north < really 
a little north of hansi head), Ikong oad on the ;<est ( this road run* 
west of the roads a little west of Ginllng College, a straight line across 
the hills to the corner of hantai Koad and Han Chung fond. This formed 
the southwest boundry, This line cub through the serslnary boys dormitery. 
But houses on the bord r lines were considered about as safe as those just in** 
sld^ the border, Frantically the vhole population of Tanking moved -4thin 
this area. All houses were filled to :W»r lowing. In the absence of any 
responsible persona in charge at the B, T, T, S,, I asked pastor Kwoh of the -<u 
I Lon 4ethodist Church to move into the Ladles faculty residence, and take 
charge of ths place there, His oooupancy ef that house assured us that it 
would be in good hands. There are about 4,000 people housed on the oawus 
of the B, T, T. S, In our own 'km; nary, there are over 3,100 people. At both 
places of course hundreds of people are living In little mat sheds erected 
on the oampuses. The entire Refugee Zva» is a city of mat sheds, «11 public 
and private houses are filled to capacity,

- ith the oomlng of the Japanese soldiers we thought ord r ould soon bs 
restored, and peace would come, and people wuld be able to return to their 
homes and get a back Into nonaal life again. But the surprise of surprises 
wane to us all, Jobbery, Voting, torture, murder, rape, burning - everything 
that can be imagined was carried out from the very beginning without 
any limit, Modern times have nothing to surpass it. Masking has been almost 
a living hell. There has been nothing vr no one safe, Soldiers have taken 
anything they wanted, destroyed what they did not want, raped women and 
girls openly and publicly by the scores and hundreds, Those who opposed them 
were bnyonsttod or shot on the spot, womem who have opposed being raped, have 

; been bayonetted, Children uho have interfered have also been baynnsttod, I One «man who was being raped on Frank's place - there have been about 160 
i oeople staving at hie house • had her four or five months old baby near her, 
; ud It cried, so the soldier raping her smothered it te death. One refugee

girl In the B, T, T, S, was nesi 17 tlmss, Finally wo Japanese guards 
( stationed at the gates of the larger cempnunds, but they often themselves go 
s la «id rape women, Every day and night brings forth repeated eases, These 

oases hero occurred by the hundreds • they make a tale of horrors almost 
indescribable.
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But •*> uro still living in hopes • hopes tiuat a better day nay aeon 
cost». «ut hen, w® OM>x.ot now sec. Th® hones of <Aeny -»«ople have been burned, 
and s’-wps and rtoraa i»re still burning. Vary day wad nij4»t fir®* can be soon 
in tlio city. Nearly all of .’wiping and -'htaig Hwa Roads have been ft burned out. 
«early all the Important business and shopping districts haw bean ittrned* 
h<9 Chiang Vang Meh Church and t-ie ïMüA have been burned to th® ground, ’’a 

the people oa/u»t ail go hone even they night a^l® to. mnÿ of the 
villages outside the eit bo->n burned. hunhmohen !®s boon burned, w® 
hear, out not the ur.<l ’huroh truinin». con• or.

-e have a big refuge® problem on our hands mw ith this large number 
of people - perhaps 160,000 or more in this Refugee .rosi, «nd perhaps sixty 
thousand in our Refuge® c<u»ps. »taay of whoa !w® to b® fed. Our food supplie® 
ar® very short, ®md unless wasthlag wat b» don» to get store supplies, famine 
conditions of a uost serious nature i’atsas the people. Our International 
.dew,.tie® has a supply of rise an hand for about throe weeks yet - do not ta»w 
what we 'uill do after that tLua. ® are trying to buy ri o from the 
Japanese ( Clines® rias they have uoÆyüadoared,, but they are nolôiag it 
apparently anticipating a long uur, «nd keeping it for their ew us». I am 
busy distributing i,ae ric® •jao:: day to ch® various ousters, '■■L’.-i'.* i« sunervielng 
the eoal and fuel supplie» to the various rit» kitchen*, ahd other» are 
doing other tilngs • all together trying to oarry on und help iwrow the condi- 
tiona a» ■auo'.t ae possible. Jut our bosk is not an easy one. •« are trusting in 
the Lord and doing our best at it. la o«n well boo us through it, we verily 
believe.

rho servants of th# 2. i* ■’■• thres school servants ..nd your o n servant, 
have asked about the '..hereabout® of lias .-aith, because they are needing their 
wgos. I told them I would try to g<9<j la toueh with you. But that 1 would pey 
the® regular a^yself. bo tiwy ajod not have any fe rs - w ean make these 
financial adjustmnts later. I wn look' ng after th® finances of tie Rsminary 
gro»4> of tr»urse »•• Ineluding ul the ctro^kers of the wluue house», so 
financée are not our chief difficulty. I wa glad to say that all of our servants 
have boon most faithful i nd 1 yal and help lui in these trying ti-we.

I m sending thia letter by the British Embassy official «ho is goiftg to 
.awighai wda/.. They will have a guribost returning to Awaking iw>-ediately 
so if you wish to rite m a lino, you c&n sent it ’y the British Consulat® 
there.

:-®st <4 shea to you and rs. ?riee.
Ynurs sineewly.
Hubert L. <iott».

?. E. It is needless to say that all of our houees have been thoroughly ran- 
sacked - Chinese and forei^ alike. But the houses themselves haw suffered vwy 
little damage. >ur tarried tudents quarters wre pretty mwh wrecked by 
a bomb falUag about 60 feet just before th® coning of tee dupenes®. 
Socks and hesvy furniture have not been molested nuoh, but smaller valuables, 
»ra cl thing, foods, valables, bedding, bicycles, autonomies, oom, horses, 
pigs, chickens - hav® been taken alnost with a ole»» swep. But th® ,tory is 
too Ing to continue - and too heartbreaking.

He !»•
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THE WAR AND MISSIONS IN CHINA 

Survey of the Situation - December and January

By Frank W. Price

During December and January the area of war, devastation and suffering 
in China greatly widened. The Japanese drive westward from Shanghai culmi
nated in the capture of Nanking on December 13 and of Hangchow on December 
24. Fighting has now extended near Hangchow, around Wuhu and north and 
northwest of Nanking. The destruction by the Chinese of Japanese mill prop
erty at Tsingtau on December 18 provoked the invasion of Shantung province 
and Tsinan was captured on December 27. Since then the Japanese armies from 
both north and south have pressed toward the vital railway junction of Suchow 
near the Kiangsu-Shantung border. Chinese forces have been massed in great 
numbers to defend the 150 mile wide corridor traversed by the east-west Lung 
Hai Railway. The closing of the gap between the two invading armies would put 
Japan in a position to attack Hankow. However, guerilla operations by mobile 
units are continually harrassing the invaders1 lines of communication and 
have slowed up the Japanese advance. About half of Shansi province has been 
occupied but the Eighth Route Army (former communist army) has successfully 
resisted further penetration. In south China there have been fears for some 
time that a Japanese army would be landed and Canton has been under strict 
martial law. Air raids upon cities of Kuangtung and upon the vital Canton- 
Hakow Railway have been increasingly severe.

In spite of critical defeats in the Shanghai-Hangchow-Nanking triangle, 
and the loss of such productive territory, the government and people of 
China seem determined to continue the struggle for a long time to come. 
Generalissimo Chiang in six broadcast messages to the nation has urged greater 
effort and sacrifice until freedom has been won. Visitors report that he is 
’’full of confidence, physically fresh and buoyant”. He and other leaders see 
hope of ultimate victory through a protracted war which will wear out Japan 
through the costliness of an extended occupation. The government and army 
are being reorganized with stricter discipline. General Han Fuh-bhu, governor 
of Shantung province was tried by court martial and executed because of his 
failure to resist. New troops are being enlisted and trained in central and 
west China. A great program of "mass mobilization” with preparation of all 
citizens for participation in national defense is being inaugurated.

The end of the war seems far off. Japan1s peace terms have been reported 
to include the following: collaboration between Japan and China in an anti
communist policy, demilitarized zones and Japanese garrisons in China, an 
economic agreement between China, Manchukuo and Japan on Japan’s terms, war 
indemnities. A missionary writes from central China, ’Me do not yet know of 
any real hope for middle ground between the sweeping Japanese intentions and 
the Chinese determination to hold some degree of independence. Meanwhile, 
misery reigns in much of China, and the problems of the future pile up for 
both countries.”

”1 feel that we individually and as a race have to suffer much more be
fore there may come a better day for us,” wrote Dr. Wu Yi-fang, president of 
Ginling College for Women as she left Nanking to join a group of teachers and 
students in Wuchang. But the leaders and people of China have already demon
strated that they can meet danger and suffering with marvelous fortitude.
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Not only have the soldiers shown courage . Thousands of workers of the railways 
and in postal and telegraph offices have carried on under fire. Mails have 
been delivered with remarkable efficiency except in some areas now occupied by 
the Japanese army where the postal system has broken down. Boy and Girl 
Scouts have risked their lives in rescuing wounded civilians. The women of 
the nation are organizing for relief work. Schools have moved to central and 
west China and teachers are serving for mere "living allowances." And millions 
of the common people, driven from their homes, have accepted their hardships 
bravely as part of their sacrifice for the nation.

"China is bleeding upon the thorns of this invasion," writes Dr. E. 
Stanley Jones. Missions and the Christian church are bleeding too. But the 
Christian witness has been a bright star in the night of suffering. "As I 
leave China," continued Dr. J mes, "I want to pay my tribute of gratitude to 
the Christians of China, both missionary and Chinese, who are holding so steady 
and true in this time of national calamity. I am proud to belong to such a 
band. There is a toughness of fibre in them that is the result of years of 
facing crisis after crisis. The missionary enterprise has faced many a crisis 
in China and has grown under each one of them. It will come through this one, 
too, perhaps purified."

Shanghai

The fighting has left the Shanghai area but the problem of refugees re
mains. "In an area of but six square miles, that normally cared for a popu
lation of nearly two millions, utterly destitute refugees are now numbered 
not by tens of thousands but by hundreds of thousands. To us has come the 
sudden challenge to save this flotsam." More than 175 camps have been estab
lished in Shanghai, to house 150,000 people. The Nantao Safety Zone under the 
direction of Father Jacquinot has 250:,.000. Including destitute refugees 
living with relatives or friends there are about three-fourths of a million 
in need of food. Many missionaries living temporarily in Shanghai have been 
giving full time to helping in the refugee camps.

People are returning but slowly to the devastated sections around the 
Inatemational Settlement. Chapei is a city of desolation. A few mission
aries have been permitted to visit their former centers of work. At the 
Southern Baptist compound in Hongkew "the condition is terrible." The dor
mitories of Eliza Yates School were shelled, the class-room building burned 
and residences have been demolished and looted. The University of Shanghai 
property is occupied by Japanese soldiers and all faculty residences have been 
looted. Margaret Williamsons Hospital was destroyed after the fighting had 
ended. The extent of other damage to mission and church buildings is not yet 
fully known.

The University of Shanghai, St. John’s University and twenty Christian 
middle schools are continuing their work in the International and French 
Settlements. Churches are full on Sundays. But Shanghai, formerly a nerve
center of mission work in China, has been cut off to a large extent from the 
inland. Missionaries have with great difficulty secured military passes to 
inspect their stations even near Shanghai. The Japanese are evidently working 
for control of the International Settlement. Censorship on cables and mails 
has been tightened. The economic future of Shanghai is very dark. But the 
Christian forces are undaunted as they seek to minister with the love of 
Christ to those in need. The Christian Broadcasting Station continues to 
send out news and messages of encouragement to Christian workers all over 
China.
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East China

The destruction of property in the region between Shanghai and Nanking 
has been appalling* Air raids, fires from incendiary bombs and shells and 
finally the burning of property by retreating Chinese troops have laid waste 
the once great and populous cities of Soochow, Wusih, Changchow, Chinkiang, 
and Sungkiang, Hundreds of smaller cities and towns have been ruined* Much 
mission and church property has naturally suffered. All the mission buildings 
of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. in Kiangyin, hospital, schools and mission
ary residences were burned. Sections of the Presbyterian and Methodist Hospitals 
in Soochow were burned* In Hashing a Roman Catholic orphanage was bombed, re
sulting in the death of 86 children. Hospitals, schools, churches and mission
ary homes in most of this area have been looted* The beautiful city of Hangchow 
has been spared the terrible destruction visited on other places, but the city 
has now only one-fifth its former population.

Property losses have been estimated at $500,000,000. The life of nearly 
twenty million people has been tragically disrupted. They have been driven 
to the four winds before the invading armies and when they return it will be 
to desolate homes or to farms without animals and seed. One news dispatch from 
China said that not even in the World War was there such widespread desolation.

Many missionaries refused to leave when the fighting raged in east China. 
The North China Daily News said of the missionaries in Soochow, ’’From the 
beginning of hostilities this intrepid little band with their able Chinese 
assistants, have carried on without cessation,” Dr. Mason Young, Miss Lucy 
Grier, a nurse, Rev. Charles McDaniel and others took wounded civilians and 
patients from a hospital for the insane to an island in Lake Tai, and stayed 
with them for weeks. Other missionaries stayed with Chinese Christians in 
villages and were not heard of for weeks* Rev. D. F. Stamps and Miss Mary 
Demarest of the Southern Baptist Mission in Yangchow were reported missing 
for nearly two months, A missionary doctor wrote, ’’The future is very dark 
and this whole section may be swept clean before it is over - we can only live 
day by day trusting in Him.” Twenty-eight missionaries stayed in Hangchow and 
fourteen in Nanking through the siege and capture of those cities and with 
them many fearless Chinese Christian workers, caring for thousands of refugees 
in ’’safety zones.”

The missions which have suffered most heavily in the lower Yangtze region 
are the Southern Methodist, Northern and Southern Presbyterian, Northern and 

southern Baptist, Disciples and London Mission, Fighting now presses in upon 
stations in north Kiangsu and southern Chekiang.

Dr. Robert F. Fitch of Hangchow writes, ’’The repercussions will be felt 
everywhere in east China; cold and hunger will be experienced by millions of 
the poor. For several months to come, perhaps into the late spring a^d summer 
there will be an overwhelming need for further aid from outside sources, espec
ially from the Christian churches of the West,”

Nanking

The story of the fall of Nanking and the subsequent days and weeks of dis
order and terror has been graphically told in news dispatches from China, A.T. 
Steele reported in the New York Sun, ’’The fall of Nanking would have been in
finitely more frightful if not for the courageous efforts of a handful of 
American missionaries and German business men who stayed throughout the siege.” 
But these brave fourteen ran risks which nearly cost them their lives once and 
again.

A cable from one of the missionaries who had helped to maintain the safe
ty zone received on January 18th, said, ’’University of Nanking sheltering
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thirty thousand refugees. This service from December 13 has been tenaciously 
maintained amid dishonor by soldiers, murdering, wounding, wholesale raping 
resulting in violent terror.. Institutional losses moderate. Majority resi
dences partly looted. Staff splendid despite injuries, danger, unspeakable 
distress. Ginling College situation comparable. Christian^Hospital service 
unique. Relief needs dominate city.”

Included in the Safety Zone and hence spared the material destruction 
inflicted upon the rest of Nanking were the University of Nanking, Ginling 
College, Nanking Theological Seminary, Women’s Bible Training School, Ming Deh 
Presbyterian School for Girls and many missionary homes•

In spite of the unexpected sudden advance of the Japanese armies both
the University of Nanking and Ginling College were able to move their staffs
and considerable equipment to central and West China.

It will be of interest to note here that the government succeeded in mov
ing 19,000 out of the 20,000 cases in which it had packed the art treasures
from the National Musoum.

Nanking is at present little more than a Japanese armed camp, subject to 
raids from Chinese airplanes. The city and surrounding region have only a small 
fraction of their former population. The Safety Zone is feeding 50,000 of the 
most destitute daily.

North China

The people of Hopei province have been experiencing the force of Japanese 
rule for half a year. A provisional government was set up on December, staffed 
by notoriously corrupt pro-Japanese puppets. So far no outstanding, able Chinese 
has been willing to cooperate with the Japanese in their plans for an autono
mous north China.

Christian educators are determined to carry on, not to falter in their 
program, to conciliate where necessary but not to give in on questions of prin-. 
ciple. The Japanese officials are naturally seeking to control the schools. 
All reference to nationalists China have been deleted from the textbooks. The 
Confucian classics have been substituted for social sciences and ethics. Slogans 
everywhere extol the aims of the Japanese army. Students have been compelled 
to join parades celebrating Japanese victories. There have been raids on libra
ries and offices of teachers, and some teachers have been arrested. Japanese 
is to be the main foreign language in the universities. However, four middle 
schools in Peiping and Tungchow have an enrollment of 2350, only one thousand 
less than last year, and Yenching University now has over 500 students. Yet 
the strain on principals and teachers is severe. "Do you wonder," one writes, 
"that our educators, Chinese and foreign, are growing grayer each month now 
than in five years previously?"

The Japanese advance last summer and autumn into southern Hopei caused 
widespread desolation. One missionary estimates that seventy per cent of the 
people of north China evacuated at some time. "Many of our stations were com
pletely wrecked, and the villages were almost empty of inhabitants. Crops were 
rotting in the fields, unharvested. The whole countryside was lifeless." The 
invasion was accompanied by constant foraging, looting and raping. "It is all 
more cruelly ruthless than anything in the American press descriptions," another 
missionary wrote. Paotingfu suffered especially during and after the siege but 
missionaries of the American Board and Presbyterian missions have continued to 
serve there.

In the area occupied by the Japanese evangelistic work is going on. 
"Chinese Christian leaders," one report says, "are everywhere showing faith,
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courage and determination which no obstacles so far apparently can defeat. 
These men are an inspiration to their missionary colleagues. The Church in the 
North does not intend to abdicate,” At the county seat of Chowchow an evangel
ist and his family and other Christians, total of seventeen, were killed by a 
bomb in one churchyard. "The Chowchow experience,” a missionary writes, brings 
to me forcefully the realization that the church, the real church, is a fellow
ship. Organization, property and programs may disappear, but little groups of 
Christians who are one with Christ in God will continue.”

The Church of the Bretheren mission field in eastern Shansi was first to 
feel the effect of invasion. A woman missionary from this region writes that 
the countryside was ravaged bare. ”1 have spent weeks in the midst of hell, 
VJhen one thinks of the great areas of this country of which this is a fair ex
ample, it is too awful to contemplate,” Several members of the Bretheren Mis
sion have been reported missing. The New York Times of February 2 carried a 
report through Hankow that three missionaries had been shot by a Japanese sen
try: Rev. and Mrs. Alva Harsh of Petersburg, W. Va., and Miss Minserva Neher, 
Laverne, Calif.

The Japanese lines at one time reached as far south as Fenchow and Taiku 
in the American Board Mission field. The Oberlin-Shansi School at Taiku moved 
first to Yuncheng, Shansi, then to Shanhsein, Honan province. It may move 
further inland. The Ming I School at Fengyang moved to Tsishan in the south
west of the province where the China Inland Mission has strong work under 
Chinese leadership. Many missionaries are remaining in Shansi and also in 
Shensi to the west. The Japanese are said to have about 140,000 troops in 
Shansi alone.

In Suiuan and Chahar provinces the Japanese army holds the main points 
though skirmishes continue. In all the northern provinces irregular troops and 
local defense organizations are making the garrisoning of the area more diffi
cult- for the invaders. Relief needs are serious in Pieping, Tientsin, and all 
the conquered territory.

Shantung

Shantung was spared war until late in December. But Governor Han’s vac- 
cilating policy left the province without a plan of defense and Japanese occu
pation was rapid. Here too great hordes of refugees fled before the invading 
army. Part of Tsinan city was destroyed but the buildings of Cheeloo University 
have escaped damage, according to latest word, Chinese forces made a stand in 
the southwest of the province and fighting around Tsining, an important mission 
center, has been especially severe.

Suffering in Shantung has been accentuated by a big flood last summer 
which made two million people homeless.

Many missionaries who had been sojourning at Tsingtau have left for 
Shanghai or other ports, A considerable number, chiefly men, remained at their 
stations.

Fukien

Southern Chekiang and Fukien have been least touched by war of any coastal 
region. This may be due to the proximity of Formosa and Japan’s plans for de
velopment from that island. There have been a few air raids and Amoy has felt 
the hot breath of attack on several occasions.

Professor E. M. Stowe of Fukien Christian University writes that the 
University and Christian schools of the province have been carrying on as usual, 
”a seemingly miraculous oasis in a sea of chaos and blood.” Students are par-
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ticipating in many out-of-school activities» The new Union Theological College 
at Changchow has opened with 26 students» The churches are active and a new 
extension service to rural churches is proving very fruitful»

will go ahead as long as possible," writes one missionary. Most of 
the missionary women and children have left the province.

South China

Kuangtung has suffered, principally from incessant air raids, the objectives 
apparently being the destruction of government-owned property, the terrorizing 
of the civilian population and the prevention of sea-going commerce. Casualties 
have been high, especially among civilians. The landing of armed forces has 
been expected for some time.

The churches and schools have tried to continue, many with emergency pro
grams. Hospitals have rendered courageous service. Many Christian institutions 
have organized first aid corps. The Union Theological and Bible Training Schools 
in Canton have had one hundred per cent attendance. The College department of 
Lingman University has been maintained at Canton, under the leadership of the 
new president, Mr. Lei Ying-lam. True Light and Pui Ying Schools moved to 
Hongkong. The Union Normal School and Mei Wa School were bombed on December 31. 
The dining hall of Union Normal and the main building of Mei via were severely 
damaged. The Ma Kwong Home for the Blind was removed to Macao.

Hainan Island has been fairly quiet in spite of some bombings and the 
constant fear of attack by gunboats.

One report from south China gave high praise to three women missionaries 
of the English Presbyterian Mission who had stayed on at Swatow and helped to 
maintain morale among the Christian leaders and people there.

"I cannot close this letter," writes one missionary, "without giving ex
pression to the evidence of the wonderful spirit of our church leaders in this 
time of national crisis, especially in their determination to keep the spiritual 
side of the church uppermost and at the same time express their loyalty to their 
country. Chinese church leaders have not been heard to preach hate; their pray
ers always include a petition for Japan, especially the Christians of Japan." 
"Don’t worry about us missionaries," writes another, "but pray for the poor 
Chinese people."

Central China

The biggest battle of the war is now raging in Northern Kiangsu and Nnhwei 
and in Honan province. On February 3 the Japanese military commanders asked 
that all foreigners leave this region because of the fighting. More than 500 
missionaries normally live in this area. Several missionaries of the United 
Church of Canada returned to their stations in Honan after furlough only two 
months ago, and a great number of missionaries in the fighting zone will no 
doubt carry on at their own risk.

The Yangtze River below Wuhu is blocked with booms. Since the capture 
of Nanking and Wuhu there has been a considerable exodus of missionary families 
from Ruling but a number remain and the schools for foreign children are being 
maintained. The school at Chikungshan has closed.

The Wuhan cities (Hankow, Wuchang and Hanyang) have been bombed many times 
and air raids have reached as far up river as Ichang. But otherwise the provin
ces of Hupeh and Hunan have been quiet, and Christian work has suffered compar
atively little. The effect of the great migration from east China is felt every
where. Many cities have increased rapidly in population. Wounded soldiers pour
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in from the front and hospitals are crowded. Hunan-Yale’s Emergency Hospital 
has prepared to receive 2,000.

Plans for mass mobilization and education of the people in self-defense 
are being promoted actively in these central provinces. Hunan province is be
ing made an important area in agricultural experiments and rural reorganization 
which will increase its productivity as a source of food supply.

Dr. ft. Y. Chen of the National Christian Council wrote after a visit to 
central China, "The spirit of the people in the churches is simply wonderful." 
Many inland stations write of the help which Christian leaders and their fami
lies from east China have brought to them in their work. The churches are active 
in relief work and students of Christian schools are participating in many serv
ice activities.

The railway from Nachang to Canton is still open despite repeated bombings. 
The new motor road from Changsha to Kweilin will be completed soon. The Eurasia 
planes still fly from Hongkong to central and west China and carry mails.

Bishop L. H. Root© is in Hankow and Bishop A. A. Gilman is on his way 
there from the United States.

West China

Bishop Ralph A, Ward of the Methodist Church in Szechwan province writes 
"The rapid and sweeping changes in national life are affecting great changes in 
Szechwan. Thousands of students and teachers, business and professional people 
and government officials are bringing a broader outlook, many material things 
and creative power. Many of the newcomers are Christians, Most of them are at 
least awakened spiritually. Theo local Christian communities need adjustment 
to the new opportunities, not to speak of their need for more vital Christian 
faith and life for themselves." Buch is the unexpected new opportunity in west 
China.

Szechwan, we must remember, is larger in size than the British Isles. It 
contains a population of over 70,000,000. It has some of the most fertile farms 
land in China. There are 60 mission centers of 16 mission societies and more 
than 430 missionaries in the great area. Since the chance of Szechwan ever being 
occupied by Japanese armies is very small, the strategic importance of this 
province from the standpoint of the Chinese government and defense and from the 
standpoint of Christian work and planning for the future cannot be overestimated.

Government universities have moved to Chungkiang and Chœngtu* In one city 
24 temporary buildings were erected in 40 days. The University of Nanking has 
moved to Chengtu and will cooperate with West China Christian University. 
Cheeloo Methodist School has also moved to Szechwan.

National Organizations

The National Christian Council continues its office in Shanghai but is 
working more through regional organizations, especially in central and west 
China. Many mission secretaries and treasurers now have offices also in central 
China or in Hongkong. The National Christian Council has issued a "Call to a 
Forward Movement," suggesting a threefold emergency program for the churches: 
relief, spiritual uplift, and cooperation of the churches with other agencies in 
service to the people, Christians are being urged to give a cent a day to re
lief work.

A Y. M. C. A. leader in China writes, "We need your continued undergirding. 
All are determined to stay though positions dangerous." Mr, George Fitch at 
Nanking, Mr. Eugene Turner at Hangchow, Mr. R. S. Hall at Tsinan and Mr. Edward
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Lockwood at; Canton are among those who are rendering notable service in places 
of peril. The National Committee of Y. M. C. A’s has organized emergency 
services for soldiers in 28 cities. One hundred full-time secretaries have been 
allocated to this wrk while two hundred are carrying on the regular Association 
program where possible. The Peiping Y. M. C. A. has cooperated with the Red 
Cross in relief work and recreational activities for wounded soldiers. Many 
secretaries are now receiving only living allowances. Through hut work, soldier 
clubs, service to wounded in hospitals, help to soldiers at railway junctions, 
traveling units, a work comparable to that of the Y. M. C. A. during the World 
War is being done and with very limited funds.

The Y. V/. C. A. has organized its women members into many forms of service 
and is helping to train civilians in first aid, health work, and the meeting of 
emergency needs.

Education

Fifty per cent of the Chinese colleges and universities have been closed 
or forced to suspend. The Ministry of Education has established two temporary 
universities, one at Sian and another at Changsha. Nankai, Central University 
and Futan University have new quarters in Chungking. Tsinghua and National Pe
king University are now located in Changsha. The new location of some Christian 
colleges has been noted. College students and graduates are not being encourag
ed yet to join the fighting services but at least one-half of the 45^000 college 
students are engaged in war-time studies. Many have joined the War-time- Stu
dents’ Service Corps.

Five temporary government middle schools have been established in Kansu, 
Shensi, Honan, Szechwan and Kweichow, each with about one hundred teachers and 
one thousand students. Students will be given free board and clothing as most 
of them are refugees from north and east China.

The Christian colleges are playing a noble part in the national life during 
the crisis. Yenching, as has been mentioned, carries on in Peiping with an en
rollment of over 500, Cheeloo University medical students have been transferred 
to Chengtu, other students to various institutions,

Gingling College is operating in three units, at Shanghai, at Hwa Chung 
College and at West China Union.University. The University of Nanking has moved 
to west China. Soochow University suffered heavy losses to its property and is 
still closed. The University of Shanghai continues work in temporary quarters 
in the French Concession and«St. John’s University carries on. Hangchow,Christ
ian College has not suffered damage to property although Japanese guns are now 
located nearby. Some teachers and students transferred to a small town in 
Anhwei province, Fukien Christian University and Hwa Nan College Foochow, have 
been able to keep going without serious interruption. Lingnan University, 
Canton, has 460 students on the campus. The opening enrollment of Hwachung 
Obliege, Wuchang, was fifty per cent above normal due to admission of students 
from other schools. West China Union University, Chengtu, has an enrollment 
twice that of last year. Classrooms and laboratories are utilized in successive 
shifts. All the colleges are incurring serious deficits this year, although 
operating costs have been reduced to bare essentials.

Relief Work

The needs for relief in the ever-widening areas of hostilities are appal
ling, Never have the Chinese themselves done so much for their suffering fellow- 
countrymen. Chinese doctors have volunteered in large numbers for medical 
service, one hundred going from Shanghai alone. The Shanghai Chinese churches
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contributed §40,000, Local relief committees have been formed in a large number 
of cities. But the need is so groat that outside help is imperative.

The Federal Council of Churches, Foreign Missions Conference, China Famine 
Relief, Inc., and other organizations have appealed for relief funds with lim
ited results. All mission societies have made special appeals. The American 
Red Cross in September authorized chapters to receive funds but initiated no 
campaign. But on January 25 a campaign for a goodwill offering was launched 
with an appeal in the form of a letter from President Roosevelt. Funds will be 
administered through a committee of prominent Americans in China and the Advis
ory Committee of China Famine Relief.

The International Red Cross is taking over administration of a large number of 
refugee camps in Shanghai and is extending the ’’Morris plan.” Major Morris ôf 
the Salvation Army has been most successful in conducting clean camps and in 
feeding the refugees wholesome food at very low cost,

Christian relief committees everywhere are most active in helping. ’’The 
least that Christian organizations can do under circumstances like these is to 
make the maximum contribution tc ease pain, to heal the wounded and create chan
nels for the love of our Lord, Jesus Christ, to find expression in the midst of 
carnage and strife,” writes one Christian group. The National Christian Council 
has sent out flying squads to survey needs in devastated areas and give help 
where possible.

The outstanding service of the Christian hospitals everywhere has won high 
praise from all classes of Chinese. The work has been carried on often in great 
danger and frequently without sufficient medical supplies. One missionary from 
north Kiangsu went 1200 miles to Hankow and back in order to secure needed drugs 
In some areas Christian forces have joined with government forces in medical 
service, Christian field hospital units are being planned.

The plight of the homeless refugees is saddest in Shanghai and sections 
of east China. In other areas there is less congestion for refugees are kept 
on the move. In central and western China the wounded soldier is the most se
rious problem. The Chinese government and army were utterly unprepared to care 
for such large numbers of wounded soldiers. Dr. A. R. Kepler after a tour 
through 8 provinces reported, ”I return to Shanghai from my journey with the 
woulded soldier as my most poignant memory. I can’t get him out of my thoughts. 
He is the most pitiable person in China today. The chances are that he must 
eat all the bitterness of the refugee, inadequate clothing, insufficient nourish 
no protection from?rain and biting north wind, wounds festering through lack of 
surgical care.” It may be days or weeks before he gets from the front line to 
the medical centers at Nanchang, Sian, Wuhan or Changsha, Dr. Kepler continues, 
’’The war was unwanted by China. The government was not prepared to face so 
formidable an enemy, and one so thoroughly prepared and equipped with every con
ceivable modern missile and instrument of destruction. These poor wounded men 
arc a summons to the Christian forces in China and throughout the world to come 
to their rescue and set agencies in operation which will look after their needs. 
He urges a Christian Medical Auxiliary to work in close cooperation with govern
ment medical units.

One missionary after visiting the vast camp for wounded soldiers and war 
victims at Sian, wrote, ”It is the largest mass of suffering humanity I have 
ever seen. Yet there was no groaning or complaining even from stretcher cases 
who were borne past me by tired Boy Scouts.”

The danger of epidemics will increase as spring and summer come on, and 
all kinds of medical supplies will be needed.
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Christians all over China have been contributing to relief funds and 
women have been making garments for wounded civilians and soldiers. One group 
made 1600 wadded vests and in each sewed a printed Scripture verse and message 
of comfort. Missionaries and Chinese Christian workers have been visiting camps 
of wounded soldiers to give comfort. To one missionary who was on his way to 
this service Madame Chiang Kai-shek said, ’’And do not forget to tell them of the 
One who suffered more than they.”

The Outlook and the Opportunity

President Wu Yi-fang of Ginling College, who is also Chairman of the 
National Christian Council, wrote to friends in .America, ”In regard to the gen
eral situation in China, I don’t see any possible improvement immediately and we 
must face the probable result of withdrawing to Szechwan, Yunan, Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces. As to how long this process may take, no one can tell. I 
sound, I am afraid, very pessimistic, but in fact I am quite confident of the 
ultimate triumph 'of right

President Francis C. Wei of Hwa hung College, now in this country, said 
recently, ’’Whether China is defeated or victorious the need for Christianity 
and for Christian higher education will be greater than before. If China shall 
be victorious, she will have all the greater need for Christianity to use wisely 
her new position and power. If she should be defeated, she will need Christian 
courage and wisdom in dealing with the problems that will confront her.”

A missionary leader writes, ”As soon as hostilities cease, under restric
tions and difficulties such as we have never before experienced, we are going 
to have a tremendous opportunity to preach and teach our Christian faith.” After 
his two months preaching tour in central and west China, Dr. E. Stanley Jones 
declared that China presented the greatest challenge to Christianity of any land 
in the world today.

And, finally, this message from the Executive Council of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in China, may be taken as an appreciation and an appeal from 
all Christians in China today: ’’Never before have the loyal confidences and 
intimate cooperation .between the "Chinese and the missionary groups of our church 
in China been so plainly evident nor so distinctly stimulating, nor has the 
Church ever before stood out sq clearly as a minister of good will and helpful
ness to our suffering people.”
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Christians all over China have been contributing to relief funds and 
women have been making garments for wounded civilians and soldiers. One group 
made 1600 wadded vests and in each sewed a printed Scripture verse and message 
of comfort. Missionaries and Chinese Christian workers have been visiting camps 
of wounded soldiers to give comfort. To one missionary who was on his way to 
this service Madame Chiang Kai-shek said, "And do not forget to tell them of the 
One who suffered more than they."

The Outlook and the Opportunity

President Wu Yi-fang of Ginling College, who is also Chairman of the 
National Christian Council, wrote to friends in America, "In regard to the gen
eral situation in China, I don’t see any possible improvement immediately and we 
must face the probable result of withdrawing to Szechwan, Yunan, Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces. As to how long this process may take, no- one can tell. I 
sound, I am afraid, very pessimistic, but in fact I am quite confident of the 
ultimate triumph'trf right

President Francis C. Wei of Hwa hung College, now in this country, said 
recently, "Whether China is defeated or victorious the need for Christianity 
and for Christian higher education will be greater than before. If China shall 
be victorious, she will have all the greater need for Christianity to use wisely 
her new position and power. If she should be defeated, she will need Christian 
courage and wisdom in dealing with the problems that will confront her."

A missionary leader writes, "As soon as hostilities cease, under restric
tions and difficulties such as we have never before experienced, we are going 
to have a tremendous opportunity to preach and teach our Christian faith." After 
his two months preaching tour in central and west China, Dr. E. Stanley Jones 
declared that China presented the greatest challenge to Christianity of any land 
in the world today.

And, finally, this message from the Executive Council of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in China, may be taken as an appreciation and an appeal from 
all Christians in China today: "Never before have the loyal confidences and 
intimate cooperation .between the "Chinese and the missionary groups of our church 
in China been so plainly evident nor so distinctly stimulating, nor has the 
Church ever before stood out so clearly as a minister of good will and helpful
ness to our suffering people."
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CANTON COMMITTEE FOR JUSTICE TO CHINA
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This Bulletin has been prepared by A. J. Fisher, So. China Mission, Presbyterian Church U. S. A. 
Canton, China Dec. 30, 1937.

SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT MORAL ISSUES.
Summary of Former Bulletins

This is the fourth of a series of bulletins that our 
committee has prepared. We have tried to present 
China’s just claims for sympathy and aid from all who 
value international treaty obligations and the mainten
ance of just and right relationships between nations of 
the world. We have tried to appeal to the sense of justice 
of the Japanese people themselves and show how her 
military party is a menace to her own best interests. 
Japan’s claim that China provoked this war has been 
examined and found lacking in evidence. Her real motives 
have been exposed namely: “to obtain China’s raw mat
erials and markets; to exploit Manchuria as an outlet for 
Japan’s population; to prevent China from harassing Japan 
in her inevitable war with Russia; to dominate the 
Pacific and destroy the probability that China’s pot
entialities will eventually make China top-dog; to use 
China’s resources and China’s man power to challenge 
the position of the white race”. We have shown that 
China is not communistic, the claim of the Japanese 
militarists not-with-standing. This is an excuse which 
she tries to make her people believe and in no sense could 
it be regarded as a cause for invasion of China. We have 
shown that China did everything within her power to 
prevent incidents-each “incident” was willfully provoked 
by Japan’s soldiers on Chinese soil - and China was forced 
against her desires, as a last resort, to withstand her 
aggression by armed force. Facts show that Japan has 
disregarded international rules of war by her ruthless 
bombing of non - combatants - has destroyed innocent fish
ing crafts razed villages and hamlets, and institu
tions of learning and culture far removed from any mil
itary establishments. Treaty obligations, Protocals and 
solemn promises have been regarded as mere scraps 
of paper”. The Nine Power Treaty of which Japan was 
one of the signatories and wherein she promised to res
pect the sovereignty, independance, and territorial inte
grity of China has been lost sight of in her mad ambition 
for the extension of her rule over Asia. The Brusells 
Conference has pronounced her the aggressor and has 
condemned her action in no uncertain terms. In short 
it has been shown that Japan has not one iota of right 
on her side and no justification for invading China by 
armed force. Her militarists stand condemned befoie 
the tribunal of international justice and she has rightly 
received the moral condemnation of the whole civilized 
world.

Appeal to the Moral Forces of the world.

Is it strange that those of us who live here and see 
such flagrant injustice being done before our very eyes 
should lift cur voices and cry out to the moral forces of 
the world to right this wrong?

The American Association of Canton at its annual 
meeting Nov. 25th, 1937 passed the following resolution 
which only mildly expresses the feelings of those who live 
here.

“Resolved, that the members of this Association, 
never forgetting that they have been sojourners and 
guests in China, some for many years, wish to record 
their sense of fellowship with the Chinese in their present 
hour of danger and great suffering.

We have rejoiced in the remarkable achievement 
of the Republic in recent years-in improving order and 
security, in health services and education, in road and 
railway building and the development of air-lines, in 
manufacturing and rural reconstruction.

We believe that China, without abandoning her rich 
cultural heritage and those innate courtesies so charac
teristic of her people, was fast modernizing herself.

Since midsummer however, we have been witnesses 
of a gigantic effort of one Power to shatter this program. 
Collaboration as between equals has been rejected and 
every destructive weapon employed to break China and 
subject her to alien rule. Ruthlessness unparalleled in 
modern times has stirred the world.

Through it all the Chinese government and China’s 
soldiers have shown great courage and determination. 
We admire the restraint and self-control of a people 
deeply wronged, the skill of diplomats, and the steadfast
ness of an army struggling under serious handicaps,

With the united resolve of all classes in this country 
to persist in the defence of their liberties we cannot but 
associate ourselves. It is our strong and earnest hope 
that their perseverence amid untold sacrifices may be réÇ 
warded with ultimate triumph and that China’s indess 
pendence and integrity, invaluable not only to herself bijiLi 
to the world, may be preserved.
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THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS SOCIETY IN HONG KONG 

ON NOV. 4th passed the following resolution:

“This meeting believing in the efficacy of law over war in the 
solution of international disputes, and depreciating the arbitrary 
use of military force to settle international differences, notes..........

The recommendation that members of the League should refrain 
from taking any action which might have the effect of weakening 
China’s power of resistance, and places on record

(1) its full support of that Report, and

(2) its strong condemnation of the ruthless and indiscriminate 
bombing of civilian towns and villages of China.”

Talk is not Enough

Is it enough to talk or write about this and to ex
press pious hopes and let it go at that? Moral reactions 
become stilted and the moral senses hardened unless 
they produce action. There has been enough said and 
written about this so called “Incident” to condemn Japan 
to the lowest depths. It has produced some effect. It 
has caused many people not to buy goods made in Japan. 
It has perhaps made Japan more ruthless and callous. 
Of course, it has encouraged China and given her heart 
in her struggle. But armsand munitions, or the things 
from which these are made are still flowing into Japan 
while Chinese ports are blockaded. CAN ONE SUP
PORT MATERIALLY WHAT O.\E CONDEMNS 
MORALLY? Will not the very soul shrivel up and 
become hardened to any sense of what is right among the 
affairs of the nations? More is needed than words and 
resolutions. Had the powers in 1931-32 when Japan 
took three provinces in Manchuria from China and razed 
a large part of Shanghai to the ground, stood together 
firmly against Japan the present war would never have 
happened. And who knows but what it might have 
deterred Italy from warring against Abyssinia and the 
League of Nations would be functioning today for peace 
and world order! Not only so it would have been a 
great kindness to the Japanese people themselves by 
saving them from her mad militarists. Crying over 
spilt mild does not get the milk back into the pail. 
What can the moral forces of the world do? We do not 
want other nations to enter into war with Japan. That 
is not necessary. We believe there are better ways than 
going to war. It will, however, cost something. Some 
merchants of goods that are being used in the making of 
ammunition will have to sacrifice some profits for the 
time being. Some may have to go without silk stockings! 
Doubtless it will cause temporary suffering among the 
Japanese people. Such suffering w’ould not entail an 
hundredth part of w7hat they would suffer if other nations 
went to war with her. What we propose is ECONOMIC 
WITHDRAWAL on the part of the nations of the world 
from Japan. This would make it impossible for Japan 
to carry on the present struggle for very long and she 
would have to come to terms with China. The case with 
China is different. She did not seek this war. The 
war is being fought on her territory. She is withstand
ing an aggressor. She is almost helpless unless aid is 
given from other nations. Japan has every advantage.

Her ships can carry supplies from the whole world while 
China’s port are blockaded. China has only a few routes 
left open to her for supplies to come in. The best and 
quickest is via Hongkong. The Canton-Kowloon Railroad 
and the Hankow Railroad, China’s “life-line”, are daily 
being bombed by Japanese air craft coming from an air
plane carrier anchored off the Kwongtung coast. The 
other route is through Annam & Yunan. There is 
still another route via Russia which takes months to 
reach the heart of China where the struggle is fiercest.

What about Neutrality?

One cannot be neutral when wrong is being done. 
If a maurader comes into a neighbors house common law 
makes it incumbent upon the neighbors to raise the alarm 
and in every way to protect the community and bring 
the mauraders to justice. Many years ago wise old Ben
jamin Franklin made this statement: “Justice is as 
strictly due between nations as between neighbor citi
zens. A highwayman is as much a robber when he 
plunders in a gang as when single; and a nation that makes 
unjust war is only a great gang of robbers”. In our day 
when the world is getting so small and nations on opposite 
sides of the globe have become close nighbors it is incum
bent on the nations of the world to combine for order and 
peace. Isolationism is wrong. Peace at any price is a 
spineless attitude. China is being wronged and it is our 
business to get her out of this war. It is a question of 
being a “good Samaritan” or of being the “Levite” passing 
by on the other side. Mr. Cordell Hull says: “The 
right of each country to manage its own affairs free from 
outside interference: the principle of sovereignity and of 
equality of states, irrespective of size and strength; sin
cere respect for law7 and the pledged word as the founda
tion of an international order; friendly and cooparative 
efforts to promte enduring peace; mutually advantages 
intercourse based upon the rule of equal treatment; and 
mutually broadening and uplifting cultural relationship 
—all these are indispensible if the governments of the 
world are to fulfill the sacred trust involved in the task 
of providing for the safety and the welfare of their 
people”.

It is the business of nations and individuals to stop 
the nefarious acts of nations as well as of individuals.

A. J. F.

OBJECTIVES

1. Collaboration and united action between Great 
Britian, United States, France, Holland, and other 
countries, in the present Sino-Japanese Conflict.

2. Cessation of trade with Japan on the part of all 
nations.

3. Aid to China in the purchase and transportation of 
means of defence.
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The Moral Course
Alternatives Forced On Civilized World By Japanese 

Aggression Are Examined “Economic 
Withdrawal” Advocated.

By E. Stanley Jones

China is being invaded by Japan and after manifest
ing very great patience China is now resisting that inva
sion. There is war.

There are four possible attitudes the Christians of 
the world might take toward the conflict.

First, we can hold aloof from the whole thing and 
say that it is not our province—we have nothing to do 
with it.

Second, we can bring pressure to bear upon our 
governments to intervene and help in the conflict by 
force.

Third, we can pronounce a moral judgment of con
demnation and leave it at that.

Fourth, we can pronounce a moral judgment and 
implement it in the only way open to us, namely, by an 
economic withdrawal.

To have nothing to do with the whole thing is im
possible—it has something to do with us, it is bearing 
upon us at very point. Thousands of our fellow-beings 
are being slaughtered; thousands, perhaps millions more, 
will die of starvation; hundreds of millions worth of 
property and foodstuffs destroyed; mission and philanth
ropic work built up through the years wiped out; the peace 
of the world endangered. We are all involved. No, we 
cannot take the first course.

Nor can we ask the governments to interfere with 
military force - it is simply out of the question. They 
will not do it —the natives are too afraid of a general war, 
nor would the Christian conscience approve of asking 
them to do it. The third alternative, too, seems im
possible. To pronounce a moral judgment and leave, it 
at that lacks reality. Our words hang in the air, unim- 
plemented. Tt isn’t enough.

The fourth seems to be the possible open door—«to 
conclude that Japan is the aggressor and, therefore, guilly 
of an international crime and to withdraw economic 
relationships.

Plain Case of Wanton Aggression.
If there ever was a plain case of aggression this is 

it. There can be no question on that point. We are 
not blind to the sins of other nations including our own, 
so that we come to this moral judgment in no self-right
eous spirit. Nor are we unmindful of a provision for 
surplus populations—all these must be honestly faced, 
but—and this is the point—the central international 
crime now being committed in the world is the present 
invasion of China by Japan.

Now Japan must pay the cost of this war on China 
through trade, domestic and international. It is at that 
point that the issue touches us. We cannot touch it on

> > \i.

the battlefield, but it, itself, touches us on the plane of 
the economic If we continue to trade with Japan we 
help pay the coast of this war, we help provide the sinews 
of war, we are participating.

Since our moral judgment says that Japan’s war 
upon China is wrong, that same moral judgment says 
that to participate in that war by economically support
ing Japan is also wrong. We cannot morally condemn 
it and economically support it at one and the same time 
without a moral contradition. Our word must become 
flesh; our moral judgment must clothe ourselves in the 
flesh of economic fact or it isn’t Christian,

We therefore ask the Christians of the world to 
implement their moral condemnation by an economic 
withdrawal, in other words, to refuse to buy and sell to 
Japan as long as the moral wrong continues.

People Themselves Must Take Up The Challenge.
We do not wait for governments, as governments, 

to do this. In fact, we are not sure that they should. 
But we go straight to the Christians across international 
boundary lines and ask them to consult their moral con
victions: to take this’ stand and to get as many others as 
possible to do so.

In laying it upon the individual conscience we lift 
the whole matter out of the clash between nations; we 
also preclude the necessity of the individual participating 
in a withdrawal which he may not approve, which might 
be the case if the nation as a nation, decided upon with
drawal. At the same time to give the individual 
the opportunity to express his moral conviction in a 
practical and vital way.

Instead of using the term “boycott”, which has its 
own connotation of mere economic relationship, we use 
“economic withdrawal” putting within it the content of 
moral judgment as well.

The Christians have wanted to know what they 
could do in case of war, other than helplessly object. 
This is it. We have the largest number of people in the 
world held by a single allegiance, and if we act we may 
stop this war. What is perhaps greater, we may find the 
method by which to prevent war in the future. But suc
cess or failure is not the question. The deeper fact is 
that, succeed or fail, we have registered a conviction and 
have implemented it in the only possible way open to us. 
But there is a possibility of succeeding—a very great 
possibility.

We ask further that this be a moral judgement of 
religion in general and not only of Christianity in part
icular, so we invite the non-Christians of the world— 
Buddhists, Moslems, Hindus and others—to join us in 
making this the united moral and economic protest of re
ligion against an international crime.

$
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Appeal Sent Out With Heavy Heart,
This appeal is not merely for a negative withdrawal, 

but in behalf of a higher fellowship. We break with the 
government and the people of Japan on one level to call 
attention to a moral wrong in order to meet on a higher 
level when that wrong is righted. We cannot have fel
lowship on this level, for that moral wrong has broken 
the fellowship—it is already broken. We simple with
draw to call attention to the cause of that broken fellow
ship and hope through that withdrawal to accomplish the 
removal of that cause. We long for fellowship, but we 
simply cannot have it on this basis.

We say that we withdraw from the government 
and the people of Japan, but we are convinced that there 
are many people in Japan, Christian and Buddhist, who 
deeply disagree with the military leaders in this war 
upon China, and who would join us in sympathy with 
the purposes Of withdrawal, namely, to get rid of war .in 
general and this one in particular.

We therefore ask every individual across the world,

Christian and non-Christian, to pledge himself to with
draw economic relationships with Japan as long as this 
aggression upon the sovereignty of China continues, whe
ther by open war or afterward, and to get as many as 
possible to do the same.

We send out this appeal with heavy hearts, for some 
of us who sign this have already sent an appeal for a 
cessation of hostilities that this issues might be settled 
on a just basis by negotiation, and have also issued an 
open letter to Japan pleading that she take the road of 
friendship with China rather than the road of force, as 
many of her far-seeing statesmen also have urged. And 
we take this last step of economic withdrawal because 
there is nothing else open to us. Oui first two approaches 
have been rejected and we take this third with reluctance 
and sorrow, for we claim to be friends with Japan.

But there comes a time when friendship to a nation 
can only be manifested in an implemented moral protest 
against the wrong that nation is doing to itself and an
other. We believe that time has now come.
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4. Insistence on China’s sovereign rights and non-recog- 
nition of Japan’s rule over invaded territory in China.

5. Contributions for relief of refugees and for those 
who suffer from Japanese atrocities, and medical aid for 
the wounded.

Contributions may be sent through the Lord Mayor’s 
Fund, Mansion House, London, to the China Famine 
Relief, 105 East 22nd Street New York, U. S. A., or 
direct to the Canton International Committee of The 
Red Cross Society of China. (Mr. D. L. Dawson, Trea
surer, Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China, 
Shameen, Canton China.)

The Committee feels that the above ‘Objectives’ are 
what all those who love truth and justice should strive 
for. It is becoming more apparent every day that this 
struggle between Japan and China is a struggle between 
two opposing ideas of the State, namely the democratic 
idea and the totalitarian idea-the idea of “Nothing out
side the State, nothing against the State, and nothing 
but the State.” against individual freedom, liberty and 
equality. If the democracies of the world do not stand 
together now a worse day will come when it will become 
necessary for them to fight. Already there are signs that 
China will be forced to cooperate with Russia against 
Japan. This would be a tremendous blow to Japan. But 
what would it do to China? Would China be able to 
maintain her independence against soviet influences 
against disrupting her national life as it did in 1926, 27. 
It is too early to say what the outcome of such a course 
would mean for China. It is not too late for the friends 
of China to save her from this alternative. It must be 
done quickly, however. Collaboration and united action 
need not mean war. A united front and a just and square 
deal for all concerned is all that is needed.

In our SECOND OBJECTIVE we suggest that all 
trade be stopped with Japan. By this we mean economic 
withdrawal and non-cooperation economically. It is 
here that we can implement our moral reactions towards 
“this central international crime now being committed 
in the world”

Japan has of her own volition withdrawn from the 
League of Nations, of which she was a charter member. 
She bas repudiated her solemn promises as a signatory 
of the Nine Power Pact. If she does not wish to 
cooperate in maintaining friendly international relation
ships and cooperate with other Powers for world order 
and peace then she must bear the consequences of her 
own action. We believe that complete non-cooperation 
in trade and of loans of any kind would soon bring the 
Japanese war lords to their senses and enable the 
Japanese common people who do not want this war get 
rid of their mad militarists. Japan is vulnerable to a 
united application of economic withdrawal provided only 
that Great Britian, The United States, France, and The 
Netherlands stand together in such an action. The 
U. S. A. alone supplies 31% of Japan’s imports and takes 
22% of her exports.

The THIRD OBJECTIVE calls for giving aid to 
China. This is quite different from giving aid to Japan. 
China is withstanding an aggressor. The war is being wa
ged in her territory. Without outside aid China will be 
a prey to Japanese designs. By selling to Japan we be
come a party to aiding Japan in exploiting China and at 
China’s expense.

In OBJECTIVE NUMBER FOUR we plead for non- 
recognitioo of Japan’s right to rule territory in China 
occupied by force of arms or “puppet” governments set up 
entirely under her control. This is Japan’s way of eat
ing the pie and keeping it! China has rightly declared 
all such governments “null and void both internally and 
externally and both de facto and de jure.” China’s just 
and rightful sovereignity must b^ maintained. The land 
is China’s, no one else has any legal, moral, or any other 
kind of justification in taking it from her. Are the peace 
loving nations to stand meekly by and sacrifice the oldest 
and the mellowest culture in the world whose only 
crime is that she loves peace, to the lust of those who 
glory in conquest and power? Is the work of more than 
a century of Christian altruistic aid to China, which has 
become a potent stabalizing influence in her national life, 
to be ruined?

THE APPEAL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS for those 
who are suffering from the effects of this conflict has met 
with sympathy from all corners of the globe. The 
greatest suffering has been in the Shanghai area, where 
one of the world’s greatest cities has been reduced to 
shambles and millions of non combatants have been 
rendered homeless. Canton and South China has sent 
thousands of dollars up north for relief. Now the 
struggle is getting nearer home. Refugees and wounded 
are pouring into our City. The International Red Cross 
in Canton makes this statement:

“The primary needs in Canton, at the present mo
ment are for the care of Refugees. Some 16000 have 
already arrived in the City. There are now about 800 
who are in urgent need of food, clothing, medical care 
and shelter. Besides these there are countless numbers 
of destitue people in the province who require help.

A Committee on Refugees has been organized repres
enting educational groups, missionaries, the Salvation 
Army, The Y. M. C. A. and other relief agencies. 
Already work is proceeding on a moderate scale. How
ever, with the prospect of further military activities, 
and with the onset of winter, it is anticipated that the 
problem will be much more acute.

Then in addition, medical relief is urgently needed. 
Although hospital and volunteer workers are available, 
funds are needed for supplies and hospital care.

While initiating schemes for relief the Committee 
is also in a position to coordinate all agencies working 
for the same end.”
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Here is an opportunity to help mitigate, to some 
extent, the woes of the suffering ones.

THE REAL MEANING OF
THE SINO-JAPANESE STRUGGLE.

Amid the confusion and conflict of much task, pro
nouncements, declarations, and resolutions a few things 
are beginning to stand out clearly in this Sino - Japanese 
conflict. We quote from an article in the Washington 
Post written by Rev. Frank Price for many years in the 
Nanking Theological Seminary:

“Many of us deplore war and the necessity for armed 
resistance by China. We may wish Jhat a peaceful set
tlement could have been found and that world opinion 
had been more effective in averting the conflict. Chris
tian groups in both countries have worked ancT pVayed 
for peace.

But war is here and in the life and death struggle 
today the issues are clear. Do treaties guaranteeing the 
independence of nations mean anything? Can any justi
fication be offered for open military conquest against the 
moral judgment of mankind? Shall China be a free na
tion, co-operating as a sovereign nation with her neigh
bor Japan, or shall she become a subject nation like Korea? 
Shall militarism in Japan or anywhere in the world be 
permitted to impose its will upon other countries, to en
force the relinquishment of raw materials and markets 
upon its own terms, to carry out a selfishly conceived 
“mission” without regard to international consequences? 
Is all hope of nationhood and democracy ’n that great 
country of China to be crushed, or will China protect her 
freedom? How soon can friends of peace and justice in 
the world help to bring about a peace conference and the 
end of the tragic warfare?

China declares that she is now fighting her own bat
tle. But the issues are of momentous significance for the 
whole world, and for the future of civilization. It is true 
today as a great educator in China said prophetically 
more than a year ago:

“China is convinced that by struggling toward politi
cal unification and all needed internal reforms as an 
independent state she is taking her rightful place in the 
family of nationsand contributing most effectively toward 
peace in Eastern Asia.

“If in thus presenting her case to Japan and to the 
world at large China faces the danger of military attack, 
she is prepared to resist with all the moral and material 
resources of her people, in the calm confidence that her 
cause is just and will arouse the sacrificial heroism of all 
her people in defense, together with the sympathetic sup
port of all other freedom-loving peoples.”

Japanese Population Is
Ignorant Of China’s Progress

“One of the saddest parts of the whole picture is the 

ignorance of the Japanese people regarding recent pro
gress in China, the real situation between the two nations, 
and the way in which the army has forced Japanese 
government policy upon the continent. Sooner or later 
the truth will penetrate Japan and her splendid people 
will condemn the mad military adventures which are 
bringing ruin to Asia and are wrecking the peace of the 
world.

China is strong also in the confidence which she has 
in the justice of her cause. She has been struggling to 
build a modern republic upon the democratic foundations 
in her old civilization, asking of the world only the 
“freedom to go about the business of rehabilitating her
self and obtaining for her people security, happiness and 
prosperity.” China believes that she has the understand
ing and sympathetic support of all democracies and free
dom-loving peoples, which have themselves fought for 
liberty from oppression.

To the Chinese people the war is not against the 
people of Japan but against the tyrannical militarism 
which is a menace to Japan, to China and to the peace 
of the world.

I have many friends in Japan as well as in China. 
I was visiting a former Japanese classmate in Tokyo at 
the time of the great earthquake of 1923 and shared the 
sufferings of those tragic days with Japanese friends. 
That disaster revealed all the wonderful qualities of 
Japanese character—courage, endurance, group discipline 
and the power to triumph over difficulties. I have seen 
Japan at her best through some of her great intellectual 
and spiritual leaders. But I say it v ith a heavy heart: 
the Japan attacking China today is another Japan which 
will bring only sorrow to her own people and to millions 
in Asia.”

POSTCRIPT
While reading the proof for this Bulletin we had 

torun downstairs to a sheltered part of the building- 
sheltered with sand bags as protection from shrapnel- 
because of an air raid which came closer to the city 
than for several weeks past. Air raids are a daily 
occurence, often three times a day. We do not know 
what their aim was today. What they hit was two 
school buildings. One a Union Mission Normal School 
for Girls and the other an American and Chinese 
Christian Middle School for boys and girls. Con
siderable damage was done. Fortunately the schools 
were empty. Two guards were killed and one wounded. 
The point is not the amount of damage but that they 
should bomb institutions of learning whose only fault 
is that they build up character of Chinese youth! 
Think of it. Oil sold to Japan by United States or 
British Oil Companies and iron brought from foreign 
countries are being used by the Japanese to shell and 
bomb institutions of culture and learning!!.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR OPO _ FROM GRAY

Tokyo

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

140, March 1,

CONFIDENTIAL. The British Ambassador has given me 

a copy of a formal note dated February 26, 1938, 

addressed to the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs 

protesting under instruction from the British Foreign 

Office against a further serious violation of Hong Kong 7^.
waters (see enclosure No. 3 despatch 2717 of January 6, 

1938) on February 11th when a Japanese armed motor 

trawler flying the Japanese flag fired upon and seized 

four trading junks. After ordering the crews to abandon 

the junks a party from the Japanese vessel set fire to 

the junks, The crews landed on the mainland.

After setting forth the facts the note concludes 

with following paragraph:

"His Majesty*s Government takes the strongest 

Exception to the carrying out of hostile operations on 3: 

Hong Kong territory or within Hong Kong waters, and I 

have the honor to request that the Japanese Government g 

will
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-2- -#140, March 1, noon, from Tokyo.

will take steps to ensure that Japanese vessels strictly 

observe the orders issued by the Imperial Japanese navy 

on this point. In default of such steps, His Majesty’s 

Government will be forced to take appropriate measures 

to prevent the recurrence of such incidents".

GREW
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MBo
GPO

COMYANGPAT
From

March 1, 1938

Rec’d 10:45 a.m,

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: CINCAF (FLAG)

YANGTZE PATROL 
COJSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF (ADMV) 
COïîSOPAT
AI.L1Î.ÎBASSADOR CHINA 
USS HAR3LEHEAD 
4TI-I MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0001. Yangtze River ports quiet. 1912.

WWC:RR
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JR
This telegram must be Hankow via N R.
ciO’Se ly parapheras ed b e-Fro
fore being communicated Dated February 28, 1938 
to anyone. (A)

Re^c ’ d 8:40 a.m., March 1

Secretary of State
AWashington

r. , X&'“
Following for War Department from Colon— *

133, February 28, 11 s.m

ell
"One. In Hsuchow area and along Lunghai east of

Chengchow no indications of the possible Chinese offensive

action which has been rumored. All grades think only of

defense and prolongation of hostilities. Idea taking 

hold that stand up fight is no longer possible on account 

of disparity in equipment. Insufficient artillery 

and aviation constantly offered as excuse for inaction.

With this idea gaining ground, no very stubborn defense 

can be expected. The guerrilla propaganda appeals to

793.94/1255

the Chinese Commander, who finds in it a ready excuse 

for pulling out under pressure. On the Chinese side 

of the Hsuchow front, the frontages are extremely wide, 

~ the troops are scattered in detachments in small

intrenched villages, command posts are far to the rear, 

and no man’s land is very wide. There was a high

percentage of what I believe to be self inflicted wounds

in the Hsuchow hospitals. General impression pessimistic

Two ».
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-2- #133, February 28, 11 $.m., from Hankow.

Two. It is probable that most of South China 

activity of Chinese aviation must be credited, to foreign 

personnel, principally Russian",

Repeated to Peiping.

JOHNSON

CSB
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(CONFIDENTIAL!

paraphrase

A telegram (no. 133) of February 28, 1938, from the 

American Ambassador at Hankow quotes a message from Colonel 

Stilwell for the War Department substantially as followst

Foreign personnel, principally Russian, probably must 

be given the credit for most ©f the activity of Chinese 

aviation in South China.

There are no indications along the Lunghai Railway east 

of Chengchow and in the area around Hsuchow of the possible 

Chinese offensive action about which there have been rumors. 

Hie only thought of all grades is the prolongation of hosti

lities and defense. Lack of sufficient aviation and artillery 

is given constantly as an excuse for inaction. The idea Is 

taking root that because of disparity In equipment a stand-up 

fight is no longer possible. With the growth of this Idea 

It cannot be expected that there will be very stubborn de

fense. The frontages are very wide on the Chinese side of 

the Hsuchow front, command posts are far to the rear, the 

troops in detachments are scattered in small intrenched 

villages, and no man’s land is very broad. In the Hsuchow 

hospitals there was a high percentage of wounds which 

Colonel Stilwell believes to have been self-inflicted. The 

Chinese Commander finds in the guerrilla propaganda a ready 

excuse for pulling out under pressure. The Impression In 

general is one cf pessimism.

795.94/1S552

FE:E(0C:HES fÉ
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JR
GPO

FOUTH MARINES
From -March 1, 1938

Rec’d 10:30 a.m.

ACTION

INFO:

CINCAF (FLAG)
CINCAF (ADMV)
OPNAV

SECOND BRIGADE USMC
AMOON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
COKYAliGPAT
COMSOPAT 
am;j5b^3s;jx)R c iiin.; 
USS .E.RBLEHE^D 
ALUSNxl PEIPING

8601, In Shansi unit moving westward from Luan

occupied Linfen Provincial capital unit driving southward

from Lingshih captured Hwohsien detachment driving west 

from Lishih reached Yellow River at Chuntu. Mopping up 

operations continue along bank Yellow River, Southern 

Honan. Column moving westward from Tsiyuan nearing 

Yuanku Honan Shansi border southbound. Column Shantung 

coast reached Antungwei Kiangsu border. 1828.

■T.7C :RR

793.94/12553
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Hon. Cordell Hull, 
Washington, D. 0.

Dear Lr. Secretary:

' M<TMEN*j^^Xtf^3sion CourV
-1208 Rennie^Ave.,__

Richmond, vs^,
1938’ "iR I W • in February £S, \’ ' ; Hft tASW/IA^

ui viSiüA* OF 
:0MMUNIC‘-'9NS 

AND Rtv „aDS
\ (lep<tnien( <>• State

From time to time I am taking the liberty to send you 
extracts of letters from missionaries and other American 
friends in China, which throw light upon the situation 
especially in the inland provinces. I hope this material 
may be of some help to you.

I have also asked the Trans-Pacific News Service, New 
York, to put you on their mailing list for the "Clipper 
News" issued each Saturday. This is a summary of news 
received by China Clipper from Shanghai, Hongkong, Hankow 
and other places in China, much of which appears in English 
and Chinese newspapers in China but does not get into the 
press cables from China. I have been helping voluntarily 
in the assembling and condensing of this material for 
Clipper News, and we hope to make it increasingly useful. 
In this work we have the help of some fellow-missionaries 
now in China, and of trusted Chinese friends.

Lay I say that my missionary colleagues and I who are 
trying to help in furnishing more information about the Ear 
Eastern situation to people in America are doing so entirely 
upon our own initiative and with any official connection with 
the Chinese government. Our salaries are paid by our mission 
boards and we are giving this voluntary service because we 
are friends of China and believe in the Justice of her cause. 
We are interested only that facts shall be made known. We 
believe that a permanent peace in the Pacific can only be 
achieved upon the basis of established treaties and agree
ments and in accordance with the principles of international 
law and morality.

Sincerely yours

Frank W. Price (Nanking)
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I

Mission Court, 
1208 Rennie Ave., 

। Richmond, Va.,
\ February 28, 1938.

Hon. Maxwell Hamilton, u'hief, V , । z> 
Washington, D. C. / . (l
Dear Mr. Hamilton:

From time to time I am taking the liberty to send you 
extracts of letters from missionaries and other American 
friends in China, which throw light upon the situation 
especially in the inland provinces. I hope this material 
may be of some help to you.

I have also asked the Trans-Pacific News Service, New 
York, to put your name on their mailing list for the "Clipper 
News" issued each Saturday. This ia a summary of news re
ceived by China Clipper from Shanghai, Hongkong, Hankow and 
other places in China, much of which appears in English 
and Chinese newspapers in China but does not get ihto the 
press cables from China. I have been helping voluntarily 
in the assembling and condensing of this material for 
Clipper News, and we hope to make it increasingly useful. 
In this work we have the help of some fellow-missionaries now 
in China, and of trusted Chinese friends.

May I say that my missionary colleagues and I who are 
trying to help in furnishing more information about the Ear 
Eastern situation to people in America are doing so entirely 
upon our own initiative and without any official connectioh 
with the Chinese government. Our salaries are paid by our 
mission boards and we are giving this voluntary service be
cause we are friends of China and believe in the justice of 
her cause. We are interested only that facts shall be made 
known. We believe that a permanent peace in the Pacific 
can only be achieved upon the basis of established treaties 
and agreements and in accordance with the principles of inter 
national law and morality.

Sincerely yours,

Frank W. Price(Nanking)
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JR
From

COMSOPAT

March 1. 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF
COMSUBRON :
COMDESRON : 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FIVE 
FIVE

REc’d/l:07 p.m

„ Department ot Sh

0001. Air raids railroads and northeast environs

Canton two BSP sighted, other South China ports quiet 

2000 <

HPD

to
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. Divi.sion:of Far Eastern Affairs 
^ÜT Feb. 21,1938.
ROM

The enclosure gives a day to day 
account of co. dations and events in 
Kan ing from Dec. 19 to Jan. 12. It 
tells of cases of lootin , cold 
blooded murder, and rape by Japanese 
soldiers. It also indicates that the 
Japanese had a whole sorae respect for 
the few remaining foreigners, who 
took turns at watching over property 
and refugees. The soldiers would stop 
in their criminal course and run away 
from the approaching foreigner. The 
letter mentions that the old 3-barred 
flag was used at a meeting to start a < 
lloul self-jover ment, and states that 
the Japanese soldiers who took down 
the ivierican flag from the Texaco 
place said they did it because America 
and Japan '..ere enemies and the two 
flags could not fly together.
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In reply refer to
FE

My dear Mr. Townsend:

I am in receipt of your letter of February 17, 

1938, enclosing extracts from letters which your 

daughter, Mrs. Ernest H. Forster, now in Shanghai, has 

received from her husband, the Reverend Ernest H. 

Forster, who remained in Nanking through the capture 

of that city by the Japanese. These extracts give a 

detailed description of conditions in Nanking during 

that trying period.

Your letter and its enclosure have been read with 

interest and your thoughtfulness and courtesy In making 

this valuable material available to the Department are 

appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

793.94/12556

/ , Maxwell M. Hamilton
SR v • Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. Irving U. Townsend,

50 Congress Street, ———^7^

Boston, Massachusetts. s /
/t&'f' I nal, f\

FE:ARR:HES FE -J- }
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Mr.Fsrster's letters to his wife.

Pee .19th. It has not boon possible for me to write you since my last letter 
which was sent to you by Mr.Durbin of the N.Y.Times. We have been through 
an oven worse hell since he and the other correspondents left. It is 
impossicle to write all that has happened, but I never dreamed that such 
human boasts existed as we have had to deal with. They have not loved us 
foreigners sinoe we insisted on staying here when they did not want us to 
be here to see al1thair fiendishness. On the 15th and 16th they searched 
for soldiers and took off men in droves regardless of whether they had 
even shouldered guns or not. They murdered most of them in cold blood. 
We heard thatthey took a group of two to three hundred to a pond, shot 
them one by one and let them fall into the water. Another big group was 
forced into a mat shed, surrounded with machine guns and burned alève. 
Fourteen men from Mr .Chen's congregation at the Model Village ware oardied 
off several days ago and have not yet returned. Among them was Mr.Chen's 
oldest boy about 16 years. He had not yet returned either. Then the soldiers 
fava beoa looting and raping to their hearts’ content. John and I usually 
Spend the day taking women and wounded civilians to the hospital and in 
guarding the two residences where most of our Christians and many others, 
particularly girls, are taking refuge. Our presence there helps to keep 
soldiers out. We also sleep there.

Kola and his Tartar friend stay on guard here. Wq have about 100 
people In our house including ja Buddhist nunf The number increased when 
the raping assumed such large proportions. It was quite evident that 
the soldiers were out of hand. Today seemed better in some ways, as some 
officers seemed to be patrolling this afternoon. But this a.m. it was one 
eontlnuous succession of soldiers going into houses to get whatever they 
wanted. Woiy civilians have been killed. John was In Hsiakuan with one 
of the secretaries of the J.Embassy yesterday a.m. The only buildings 
left standing are ours, which have been looted, the Yangtse Hotel and 
Socony Installation. Be said the streets were littered with hundreds of 
corpses. The J.Embassy people have been decent, but have lost face over 
their inability to aoconqplish anything with the military. All property, 
foreign and Chinese,have been lotted and tumbled upside down. We are hoping 
that things will get a little better. I had a long talk this p.m. with a 
J .sol di er who Is a merchant from Yokohama on Benton Dori. He said their 
soldiers were very short of food upon their arrival, since their service of
supplies could not get things to them as they neared Nanking. So for
several days their soldiers were desperate for food. Now that the River is
open and the motor road being repaired, they are getting supplies again.
He was very decent and told me lots of interesting things. We hope that 
foreigners will soon be able to get back to Nanking to help us as the job 
is getting impossible for the few of us to handle. Over three thousand 
women and girls are headed into Ginling, some have been carried off by 
the soldiers, women and children have been r^ed in the Univ.of Nanking 
library building, and other Univ.buildings which are crowded with refugees. 
Last night several soldiers got into the nurses quarters in the Univ.Hosp, 
and frightened a number of girls almost out of their wits. Yesterday 
p.m. the y raped one of the Llodel Village women. Last night they raped some 
Buddhist nuns who had crossed the street from our house to get supper and 
then were afraid to come back because of soldi rs in the street.

We are cut offffrca»; all nows here , so do not know what is happening. 
None of the foreign embassy people have returned, and we sus ect the J. 
do not want them back for a while.

This is now the 20th. We have had a quiet uneventful night and I 
have just returned to the house where I am standing guard. It is a g rest 
life if onu doesn't weaken. The J.aro trying to get Kola tc pt the 
electric light company running again. He is certainly a• very interesting 
clever youngster, and lias been grand in adapting himself to the situation
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and helping In every way.

Dec.26th. '7o have just had Morning I rayer in No.25, at which I preached
on St.staphea and baptized two Infants for Rev.Mr.'hen. John is staying 
at our house (hr.Schultze-lantlneX for the service for the Christians in 
the Model Village. Ho baptized seven persons yesterday. Last night he 
did not spend at 25 as he had gone home for supper and on his way back 
slipped and sat down too Lard on the end of his spine. So 1 was responsible 
for guarding Jo.17 and 25. T/o soldiers climbed o^er the gate at No»26, 
oent ca mischief, but I was called in this and drove them out, I did not 
know that they had stolen a watch from one of the men, or 1 would have 
demanded it from them. They had their eyes on a girl or two, hut fortunately 
my arrival on the scene prevented that, ^‘ehn they saw and heard me, they 
walked out rather shejplshly. John is o.k. this morning but the fall shook 
him up somewhat. The soldier who is carrying a letter to you left this a.m. 
I think, sc I hope you will have news from me soon.

Yesterday I heard that five J.soldiers w .o are apparently Christiana 
joined in the service the Methodist pastor had at the woman’s Bible School 
and contributed to the offering. Mr.Negauni is not a Christian but I 
gave him a K.T.ln Chinese to take along. Also two boxes of sardines, a 
cake of soap and two dollars for the journey. He was very decent and very 
grateful, anxious as anything to get back t o hisf urily in Japan. I am 
afraid they have found Hanking poor pickings, ns we ha^a boon cut offfrom 
supplies for so long, and they cannot get fruit or flab and the things 
they are accustomed to eating. With our water supply dependent upon wells 
or ponds, they have not found the water very appetizing either. Our 
presence is a Ixi Ip to the people h:ie lu their distress and a tremendous 
witness for the Gospel.

Christinas Day. I am wondering where and how you are celebrating Christmas» 
It is a beautiful day here and we have just had a service at No.25,Mr. 
Hansen’s. Rev.Mr.Chiang and Dr.Tong took the service because I feel that 
the Chinese Christians should interpret the groat days of the Church Year 
themselves. Besides i ams till doing police duty, keeping unauthorized 
soldiers out of the house,etc. I had to go into action during the service 
as three cans in for a look-see. One of them spoke some English. He 
lingered while the other two disappeared. Apparently they had been to the 
house before when aeithei1 John nor I wore on hand, had had some eoflea and 
relieved sorae Of the people of their xedding,etc. They asked for coffee 
this a.m. but Mr.Haxson’s cook could not supply any, so ths one who lingere< 
had to be satisfied with tea and sugar.

Conditions seem to be Improving firm day to d*y, and 1 think before 
long the people will be able to move back to such homes as they can find» 
rractically the whole souther^ part of the city has been burned down. Our 
buildings on Tai ling Road and Pei Hsia Lu are about the only ones standing 
v,ith the exception cl a few that in some unac© un table way escaped the 
flames. 1 went down to our place on Thursday to see if our buildings are 
still int act and discovered one of the Christian women who had refused 
to 1 ;ave with the others before the soldiers cane and then found hl r 
escape cut off. 1 had tried to find her the week before, Hit unsuccessfully, 
so wo assumed that she Lad either gone tc son-' other place or had been killed 
She was in uhe Church Towel for ten days dur in.’ the shelling and bombing, 
burning and looting and she escaped unscathed. She is the widow of a former 
catechist at Gt.haul’s. Since she is also a trained nurse, we hope that 
she can b a of service in the Univ.Hosp.which is filled to overflowing with 
sick and wounded persons. We had rain on Thursday which made it hard for 
the refugees who have to sleep outdoors and senl-outdoora as at Glnllng 
College where there innumerable women and children.
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Mise Vautrin and Mrs.Twinum are living at Ginllng to look after the raftgtaa» Military police have been on duty there for several days, so con / dltlona are better « Today a man returned who was carried off by the \Zsoldiers about ton days ago. He brought word that one of the Christians from All 8ta»Qhurch,Shanghai,who was also carried off at the same time, 
la otill being held by the soldiers outside the city where is hooking and 
working for them, but ho has been promised his freedom in another two weeks» 
His name is Tsu An-sheng, and he is nephew of a former or present catechist at All Saints*. He was living with us here, having refugee* from Shanghai 
when he was taken byt he soldiers. You might communicate this to Mr.Wei of All Saints. Th* fact that some men have returned gives us hope that 
toe others of our acquaintance may still be alive and will also return. 
All the foreigners here are well. Wo have no new? of the outside world 
and we hope very much that other foreigners will try to fcet back as soon at possible as they can be of tremendous service to us in all sorts of ways. Whether they will be pexmitted to come is another question. We assume that the Mewspaper correspondents got through all right. Much has happened 
since they left. Ho diplomatic officials have been able tog et back yet 
excepting the Japanese. The latter are doing their best but seem to b e having 
their own difficulties with the military. ..I had to interrupt this letter 
in order to see about two soldiers who paid a visit to one of our houses. 
They turned out to be two who were here this morning during the service. 
One is a policeman in Osaka. They have just left.

This has been a quiet uneventful Christmas, b ut Cod has given us the 
Lord, Christ, so we need not ask for more.

Dee.27th. Just a few minutes ap.o the J.sargeant brought back Tsu An-sheng, 
w* young boy whom they carried off a week ago. They have released him to 
OUT great joy, and apparently treated him quite decently. We wish that 
many others whom they carried off had had as good a fate.. .Yesterday p.m. 
X drove Mown to St .Paul’s with Ml^s Chang to try feo got a few more of her 
things. We moved the parish hall piano into Mr .Kuo’s house. It had been 
taken out on the lawn and Mr.Kuo’s piano was carried eway. The shell which 
•truck the parish house did so at an angle. It penetrated the roof and 
want diagonally across the room and out through t he front wall which will 
have to be rebuilt. The floor is not damaged, though much plaster is 
fallen. Another shell fell and exploded on the concrets driveway Inside 
the main .gate of the Church compound. The wall is badly nicked by shrapnel 
but it is standing. The woodne gates are all down, so that tho compound is 
quite open. p;e are not yet able to do anything about it since life has 
not yet returned to normal. Miss Chang has been taken on as a nurse in the 
Vniv.hosp. I spent several hours yesterday pfternoon helping Mrs.Twinum 
salvage somet hinge from her hou^e which has been looted. She is living at 
Ginllng. ve hear various rumors about what is goinr^on in tho the outside 
world but nothing very certain. One thing Is that the railway is function
ing after a fashion, but I doubt that very much. If It wore, 1 am sure 
some foreign men would be returning. T’a are still only a small group as 
before•

fiec.28th: I have been doing police duty at 17 and 25 again, but have not 
Haï any troubles to deal with, thank the Lord. Last fow days, I have had 
a chance to get In a little reading. John spent the night at 25 and I was 
here at 17. Then I went home to breakfast and John went later. Ho doos not 
usually get up until about eight and by thattime I an eating breakfast. 
He has not returned to relieve me hero, so I may decide to eat Chinese 
•upper and not go back to our house. The two servants are well. Yu-fok 
seems to have recovered, but has gotten quite thin and white. They are 
both functioning under difficulties as the house is so full of refugees they 
can scarcely move. Things weem to be better in gnneral, as a great many 
troops seem to have left town, and the^ people feel freer about walking on sts
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They ere still scared as stray soldiers are still looting and raping# 
and men suspected of haring been soldiers are wtill being executed. But 
it is still much better in many respects than it has been and wo are no -, 
end thankful • If only more foreigners would come back and help out ' 

1)0 a great relief to the congested conditions now obtaining»^
At Ginling college alone there must be over ten thousand women and children. 
We do not know whan people will be allowed to moro in and out of the city 
freely* The problem of finding food for somnany is getting very acute» 
Wo hear that the farmers outside the city are destitute*too» since their 
grain* farm animals and implements are largely gone. Fires are still 
being set in some sectlom of ths city, so that the southern part is mostly 
ruin. No plea on the ground of humanity seems tot e of «ny avail. Don’t 
worry about us, .Vc are o.k.

Dec,29th. Every morning we people have prayers together. I picked out scsao
hymns and practiced for New Tears Day and Sunday. we are planning to hawe 
a service on New Tear’s Evo which will probably take the form of a litany 
and Penitential Office with meditations and suitable hymns. You will be 
glad to know that there are five groups of people preparing for the cate- 
chumenate,etc.* which consist of persons who have been refugeeing with us* 
There is also a Bible cla ss for Christians and many people are helping to 
make padded garments* which are much needed, since many of the people have 
been robbed of their warm clothes and bedding byt he soldiers. The situation 
in that respect has Improved a great deal by the withdrawal of troops to 
other places. All men in the city are required to register with the 
military authorities which are combing out all soldier suspects. Machine 
guns were working again yesterday, do not know whether it was regular 
drill, or Chinese amunitton being destroyed, or men being executed. Count
less people* civlV and military* have been done to death. God grant that 
it may soon end. God has been wonderfully good and we have entrusted 
ourselves to Kim entirely.

Dec.30th. This has been another quiet day so far. All of our people/went 
off to be registered early this a.m. and found that only the men a re squired 
to be. The J. are still "nopIng" up which would be more accurately described 
by another name* as they are systematically combing out all soldier suspects* 
The report is that no man between the ages of 13 and forty will ba allowed 
to leave the city. That will not be so bad if they do not molest them 
while they are in tho city. '.Vo have heard that they are trying to force 
them to be soldiers against their own compatriots. I have epent a greater 
part of the morning preparing a form of service for New Toar’e Eveç and 
now at No.17 I am reading Morton’s "In the Steps of tho Master".
Dec,31.John has just been in to say that the International Committee wants 
me to help inspect some rice kitchens that are being run for the refugees* 

I have some sad news. When I woke up this a.m.I found a note froa
Mr .Lu and his purse, (He lias been acting as cat chist in Tangshan and 
Tungliu)• He bus become very morose over the situation and in his note 
indicated that he was planning to commit suicide by drowning. He was to 
have registered today. He had nothing to fear in that respect as he is 
over forty, j and went off early this morning alone. I fomtxlocked at some 
nearby ponds but could not discover his body so I hope ha has changed his 
mind. I had heard that he had been entertaining such thoughts lately 
and last night before retiring tried to encourage him to live for China* 
as long as God wanted him to do so. He was a very quiet gentle person but 
i am afi’aid not one to be easily diverted from his purpose when onc< he 
had made up his mind.

Mr.Rab, the Hanking representative of Siemens Co.and chairman of the 
International Committee* has had three letters from his wife in Shanghai 
via the J.Consul* from which we gather that you know nothing of what has 
been happening in Nanking since the J .occupation, : ;
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P, \ '•« WiupJ!^iii®v£w»®B Consular 9*O91« are on their way here. Their 

prosonoe will not ho especially weloowe here wince ours/ is not particu
larly acceptable» Things on the whole* however, seem better » it is 
now nearly one o’clock and we have only inspected one place where about 
50Û0 people. are being cared for» It was sone sight Uit onthe whole the 
people seem to b e making^ the most of a hard situation» Our servants have 
mbO beck fromb eing rao stared» That is a big relief to us and to them» 

-> sis enclosing a copy oW the form of service for this evening» Wo hope 
we can hold it without interruption» Do you remember that we ware in 
Magasaki last Mew Year • s Day? We are hoping that the soldiers will not 
overstep bounds in their celebrations hare» We can only warn people to 
stay indoors as much as possible» We wish that regular transportation 
were re-established between here and Shanghai so that news and people 
OOWld go back and forth but X am afbaid it will be some time before things 
art regular again» Some J» merchants 1 hear have been bringing up some 
supplies by truck and care so that may bu a possibility of getting supplies. 
We are*living largely on the groceries we brought from Yangchow, but will 
soon be out of a few staples like milk and sugar» Eggs have been and 
still are very hard to get» Yu-foh thought three before Christmas and with 
two made a ChoBolate cage, but we cannot complain when we realise how 
little other people have» May God grant you a very blessed New Year full 
of Joy and many happy surprises»

P»S«Please be circumspect about retailing news about conditions here, 
since the J» are anxious to keep as much under/cover as possible»
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Mr.Forster*g letters
Jen.2nd: Just to let you know John and X are both well* We h*vwnff
much contact with the outside world so we hare tod opend up<m 
occasional opportunities to send a message by someone who Is going 
.to Shangiai. This time It happens to b e some merchants who are dolhg 
a little freighting and who are bringing supplies to the Japanese 
army. I am glad tha^Lthe weather so far has not been too sowers* Otherwise the sufferlngr6d people would be much greater* John and 
I spend most of our time doing police duty* The last few days X haws 
been helping to inspect the refugee centers to see that the ppefle 
have been getting enough food. Yesterday wasa general holiday 
with lots of flags and fire crackers. I do not know where the latter 
appeared from, but for many people they broke the taasion of the past 
two weeks. Conditions are gradually being brought under control* 

(Brought down by Japanese messenger)
Jan.3rd* Our Committee went out this morning and inspected two 
refugee centers. Several mass meetings were held for the inauguration 
of a self-government society for the oity. It is significant that the 
old five barred Chinese flag was used with the J.flag* and that no s 
flags of the central govt were in evidence. In fact at the mass 
meeting which was poorly attended, all the sins of the latter were 
exposed by the orators* and the blessings the people might expect 
from the new regime were proclaimed. John and I had been invited 
to a New Year’s dinner at the Univ.of Nanking, but we decided that 
I was to go and John was to stay on guard. John was persuaded by 
George Fitch to attend the dinner anyway* so ho went. But we had 
just finished eating when Catechist Fan and Paul Tong came running 
to say that some J .soldiers had entered No .17 and were raping the 
women there. We rushed over immediately aad in Geo .Pitch’s ear but 
the men had left about three minutes before. We tried to trace thou 
but unsuccessfully. As I got the story* what happenedwaa this: Two 
soldiers came into SaimtwTrawm Chiang’s room. the Chinese priest from 
Puchen. and stole his sweater and a pair of gloves. They saw Mrs.
Chiang and decided to come back for her. She managed to escape* 
however. biZy a bathroom door. Then one of die soldiers went to the 
3rd floor and started to rape an unmarried girl there. She resisted 
and succeeded in t ripping up the soldier and thus escaping. Then the 
soldiers attacked two young married women on the second floor. We 
took them to the hospital for treatment. A soldier beat one of them 
and Mrs .Chou who was trying to protect her with a bayonet. Mr.I*u. 
the Chinese helper at Tungshan and Tunglieu has apparently carried 
out his threat of suicide? He has not returned since early coming 
of Dec.31 st. Neighbors told us that they saw a body in a pond nearby 
which they think is his. but we have not yet received permission fns 
the authorities to drag for the body. It is v ery sad. Ho seems to 
have entertained this idea fors ome time and his determination has 
increased by the sufferings of the people.since the occupation of 
the city. Yesterday I preached at the service for the Model Village 
Christians. We had a good service and the people listened Well* AfteW 
lunch I went over to No.17 to relieve John who had worshipped withthe 
Christians from Hsiakuan and St.faul’s. X spent the afternoon typing 
our report of the inspection we have made so far. John came b ok to 
house 25 to spend the night and reported two incidents that had happened^JP 
About 4:30 a Jap .sol di er tried to rape the mother of five children.
Her husband was at home and struggled with the soldier sb t ha this 
could escape. The soldier left in anger, returned with his rifle 
shot the man dead. John went to report the matter and found that" Mr. Fitch was already on his way to Mr.Hab’s house to report the eaae^ 
While they ware conferring, neighbors ruhhed in to sayW J.Soldid* . 
was trying to rape a woman in a nearby hot.? John.And
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- ' W*JJ0*™’? 80ÏSS1 th* ?old*er® **▼« boon doing a good
^*aX Of and looting. After arach protesting a group of military

,,>bM«B.WBB stationed there. The other night one of them went in and 
•.‘•jHipod. a wesson. Yesterday afternoon several men came in to report happenings 
Mt the Texlao Installation outside the Han Hsi Men. The plaoe was looted x 
hf Jf.soldiers who took down two Am.flags, stating that since America and 
Japan woro enemies, the flags could not be flown. 'They made the servants!/ at the point of guns sigh snd fingerprint a statement to the effect that 
they had sold the loot to the soldiers for a sum of money, and then forced 
osa wan and his 63 yr .old father to push the motor cars and trucks which 
belonged to the Texas Oil Co. to another plaoe. The men had one meal in 
three days. They killed a number of people in and around the installation. 
In one family of nine, only a woman and child escaped. The soldiers fired 
on them and then set fire to the dugout. The woman escaped by covering 
herself and the baby with a heavy quilt and then running through the flames. 
These are Just samples of what has been happening here.

Things are somewhat better though it is quite evident thatneigher the 
military nor civil J.officials have the soldiers In hand. What hds happened 
hero has been repeated I fear all along the line of march. Yesterday we 
had a visit from the Chinese planes who dropped some bombs at Hslakuan 
and outside the south gate in the airdrome. There was anti-aircraft 
firing for a few minutes. Then all was quiet again. There are rumours 
that Yangchow As now in J.hands as well as Taichow, Idling, Tai-hsien,etc. 
SO X guess we may expeat the worst. Today for the first time in many weeks 
WO have electric lights again which means also that we can get radio news. 
Bnfortunately, John's is not functioning....

I have Just had lunch and taken a woman to the hospital for treat- 
Wdht. Ru-yuan went along to see his richsha coolie friend who had to have 

J Ml leg amputated below the knee. He la getting along all right. I have taken him on as a servant for various reasons as I think he can be more 
Useful and he certainly can’t pull richshas any more for a living, fie is very grateful for all we have done for him.

I surely would like to have some news from you. Maybe I shall Bor we 
hear that somebody from the German and Merican Diplomatic staff is returning. 
POT Christmas Mr.Rab gave each of us a nice leather-bound diary fxamxklui 
SfaaUEUX with the compliments of the Siemens co, and for New Years he had 
BpoOial greeting cards made with the Safety Zone emblem on t he f ront and 
the signatures of all the foreigners in Nanking on the back. It will be 
a very nice souvenier of this experience, I wonder whether you have yet 
received the note I sent by Mr.Negani. I sent another by some J.merchants 
Just to let you know that we are O.K. and that you are not to worry.

Bau22Èhx Jan.Vthi Yesterday I was most happy to receive letters from 
Bishop Roberts, Althea, Leslie, Steve and K.P. through sone American 
officials who have come to the Embassy. The letters were all old, Dec.12- 
20th, butfrom them I Is arned thatyou had reached Hongkong safely and 
Xoertainly was glad forthe news. Things are better inc ertaln respects. 
There is hope that communications will be restored to a more normal state. 
Bo far we hâve been completely isolated. I do not know therejb re what is 
happening at Yangchow or anywhere else. The Embassy people reported our 
Vtthn property as O.K. and Lanphear and Sister Constance safe and well.
I am sending you letters I have written and accumulated. You must use 
your own Judgment about letting the contents be known as it may h ve an 
unfavorable reaction upon us here. *’/e have been a thorn in the flesh of 
Ahe J.military as it is. And if any letters or statements were published 
at present, it might make difficulties for us here vid the people here still 
Med us vei’y v ry much. I am sure you wiJl understand.
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<Jftn®JLOî Thl 3 la to let you kno ■ Lira*. I am ail right and there I3 ne 
reason to worry, I sent you a whole batch of letters the other day 
that I have been waiting an opportunity to sand. They will tell you 
all.about things /here. This a.m. I took various persons tot L? hospital 
and also rode down to oui' Ihurch and residence com|OJu'.. ihlu- > th:-* are 
much the same as lofore. A part of the old Kongkuan burnou Lut a ■. very 
much. Everythin has teen looted, tut many thin,”-' ar ; still l-<- , the 
all topsy turvy. I chased a J.soldier out of .'Isa Sirs’ he■;.* > this a. . 
Was he scared! Thou x called at the ..ifa^sy since 1 had net ha'- -, chance 
to meet the officials who came, fad a nice talk with fr.Ailts ^ who was 
formerly consul in Tslna. . > do not tniuk oui* places wilx snares
further looti-.u unies.-: sou)bo<*-, a fm-n -.mr^Hvy: thorn. JieV i^u’t oas,;;/ 
since there are to*.. f m ;Jf us to o around, .-..it p»v»: ■ ax'tu -rn 1 portant*'
than things. Officials of the Britisn anti German embassies nave returned
too, which oufcht to maze thing better. vesterd?x i was on dut? Ht 1and
2b all day. he had r.ormiu ‘ irover Lr< df- at which iov.-”.i.ù< : of x uchan
preached, ihjre was a ?. orge rtt ‘.nuance . L’lcl nii; . many -... 1-^u'istia.ns. 
John preached nt the service >• the Vnivcrsit.- yesterday . tnu ..., . and at 
the Englisn service 1; the Inion Cnurch ir. the afternoon. £ c>.u'..; not 
leave to go. ,‘e have r*-covered Hr.Lu ‘3 body from a nearby pond in wnlch 
he committed suicidn on mc.~lst. it is ver./ sa-i, '.mL i thir«- hr» would 
have ca out iii>- intentions even 11 re could iiave stoj,.-;;i rim this 
time. Allison su id sonebooy had inquired through tn? ecr^utu*. of State 
about John’ ’ a. id m? welfare. i gucjs it was Father oi- Dr .Wood. -e ?-re 
both o.k.

Jan,11th: That e. Christmas present x had y-sterda. aftmrnoo.i
hen Jot. brought m , g -1 ■■ letter1 of Dec .lRth, 26th and Jai..5tu, to(.,etnur 

with tho-e froJ Father, Bettv and Sophie. X was just in t-ie midst of 
writing to Althea, a., .etc., when he trouvât m> the par-:, min was x ever fîlad 
to get mail! I a; . sc happy that you nave reached Shanghai safely and 
that you made the tri. from uanlro’v safely. You pronably i called you 
by long distance the morning before you left 
the messag;. Life goe 
uneventful night. John &vi I came bac> 
and then x took th 
had tier trcd. nine a1

lankow and rrances 
riuch the same from nay today, 

to dr,3Bultze nouse 1 oj* 
Car to the ’kiiv.dosp .taking with me a nurse 
St,. Andrew1 r , jusih. She did not - radnate as 

■ .exams.

on i-
hoots took 
Ae had an

bi'eakf aat 
wuo has 
her grand- 
bu t Si i emother got sick and dial before she could take her .-.A 

' * and the hospital is 
s'., ce the? ar-» ..... s.mn-t-handcl. From there we arc*» to the Iresb.

.■’th i’ss LdCv- Chun to £ -t some clothes that nnd been con- 
.'’ees end iron there i went to the Kmba -sy to leave some 
11 téifi et their ree/dvst about the Texas Oil 
been living'. It .doesn’t sound

has had about four years’ traiuinr 
chanc
Girls’ s chool 
tributed for 
letters and to tv 
in which v-3 have 
much in fixe a.m. 
grateful for all 
havlm sick,
everyone 1^ doh; 
food. -.till imv 
Embassy has or Ferocl to 
George Fitch wh^ will 

serv--. its are v/ell. They < 
still being Impressed for coox

o. property
?.s though i had aca.*.*pli.sheld

ut -.'1 ha’^to wnit mi eaciu place. Joh arid I war- both 
re -irsio’’ newq. ”;‘3 'rA Rorr^ t-e hear about so -any 
"mt v/er'i most Interested to about what y..*u and
iliase give them our i crai ds.. .no not worry about our 
some supplies and expect to mt more soc 

some for a ’ we are putting i 
Lu/ .fillrough the Co.imisary Dept

The scrv-: its are l^otu v/ell. They do not venture 
men ar? ^till being 1 ymiwl for cooTl~ Y'ork by tae 
servants h^ve iscn. ed ,30 far. 1 sav/ the rxûhsha nan 
yesterday. He ’«.is* ver ■- cheerful and Is getting alon, 
almost healnd. h<> i - "<> mratoful to have hud his life saved. John 
X still ' . <-■ à/! nt ■- though .1 think it may soon hmo e unnecessai» 
it Is us.tali < ••.•bxio'i* le offonî’s duard that trouble happens, John nid I 
are Lot'n well, Yeste-alnv x aunt cables to the family, (Newton and fililu.)

The 
an order thru 

, iii Shan.^hai.
out much alon^ since 
weld 1er s. sAir 
in the hospital

Is WCUXii is 
and

well.
» saved

bj.i
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to the affect that we were well and that you were expected In Shanghai. 
That was before I knew that you had actually arrived there. Today we 
are trying to send one to Dr.Wood. By now you know how wo spent our 
Christmas, They had made some festive decorations for the big reception 
room in 2o and everything was very nice. It was a gloriously^mild day. 
I was on guard the whole day.

John baptized some people from the Hev.Mr.Chcn’s congregation on 
Christmas. 1 baptized two Infants the day after Christmas, I know how 
you would love to be here, but conditions are too uncertain to warrant 
your coming provided you could get permission to come. Now 1 must, hurry 
off to loaVo this at the ^nbassy for delivery to the lost.

J an. 12th: I am waiting for the barber to cut my hair which iiann’t had 
the shears since thn first of November. In the f 1rst place it is hard to 
find a person to do it andin the 2nd place it is hard to find tl ic and a 
svltabla place to have it done. John md I have just ha- breakfast. 
At 9 o’clock 1 am to attend a meeting to consider plans for rehabilitation. 
The Committee which investigated various refugee centers made its report 
and recotinondation and was asked to consider itself a rehabilitation 
committee, and formulât^ plæis for enabling people tog*t bac. to their 
homes and work. I was busy yesterday p.m. taking medical supplies to the 
Univ.hospital. The municipal health dept, had turned over a lot of them 
to us to u e at Hsiakuar. V»’ehn we came into the city we brought them 
along and dt3cided to turn them over to the hosp. since we no longer had 
use for them. ’?e had no other transport but the snail car, so I^had to 
mhke several trips. I also took Miss Chen along to get old clothing for 
refugees which had been stored in tho Presbyterian Girl’a School, The women 
are planning to make some of it over so that it can used when needed.

Things wore quiet enough for both John and me tc come back to Mr. 
Schultzefs house for suppur, the first time we have Toor able to do so in 
many weeks, X think the presence ofthe officials in tho American,Corman 
and dtitish Embassies are responsible for the difference. The J.have no 
face at all over the looting of foreign property (even the Embassy) by 
their troops, and they cannot put the blare on the shoulders of the Chinese 
for very often when the foreign officials go around to examine the state 
of the foreign property they find J.soldiers on the premises in the act of 
looting. They stole all motor cars they could get, even took out cars that 
were put in the American Snbassy for safekeeping. Now the J.Embassy is 
trying to collect all they can get b^ck from the military as a face
saving posture. Dut I don’t think it is setting very well with the forelgn 
officials. If things like this have been going on here, one does not need 
much imagination to know what has gone on in Yangchew and other places. Of 
course we have no news here of Yarçjchow or Chlnkiang. I am anxiously 
waiting to hear whether you have received the letters 1 have sent on various 
occasions once by a J.soldier and another by a J.merchant,etc. An old lady, 
aunt oi one oi the Model Village Christians, died this morning early in 
the hospital. She was 69 years old and was ill with I don’t know what, 
exactly. John and 1 sent a long cablegram to Dr .Wood yesterday through the 
kindness ox' the Embassy in reply to his cable about us. We hear that the 
J .want the people to leave the refugee zone and return to their own homes. 
That is easier said than done since so many persons have nothing but ruins 
to go back to. Also there is utter lack of transportation facilities,since 
all were taken by the soldiers. What richshas there are are all tyre-less 
or out of commission. Bicycles have shared the same fate or have been

ft carried off. Motor cars the same way. Fortunately t have saved your bicycle 
4 and mine so far. I think I brought all of our things from Hsiakuan except 

the two over-stuffed armchairs* Whether, they are still left X do not. know* 
Will you please send me some two cent stampaaas we cannot buy any here.
W. have electricity in Mr.Sqtaati.’s house egain> bttt “° rnnnins water yet.
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GENERAL

The United States on February 5, in a note to Japan, stated 
that while the London Naval Treaty of 1936, Halted the United states, 
England and France to the construction of ships of certain tonnage and 
gun caliber», persistent and cunulativo reports Indicated that Japan 
Is building or Intends to build ships exceeding those Units. •Cba 
note asked for a reply by February 20 In view of forthcoeilng naval 
estimates, and states that if satisfactory assurances were not forth- 
coning the United States Government would assume that Japan Is In 
fact building such vessels and they would then invoke the escalator 
clause which releases the United States from the agreed building re
strictions. Similar notes were delivered by England and France on the 
same day. Press reports indicate that the Japanese reply will bo undo 
about February 12. The Tokyo message is expected to state that Japan 
is aiming for defense only and that she cannot reveal technical naval 
construction secrete. It is believed the note will leave the road open 
for further discussion.

Reports from Tokyo state the En^pror honored ths anniversar
ies of the Japanese Empire and of the Constitution, on February 11 with 
a widespread amnesty affecting some 300,000 offenders. An Any order 
issued with the amnesty proclamation states "Any punishment meted eut 
in connection with offenses committed prior to February 11 are exempted, 
postponed, or otherwise suspended." This Is interpreted as preventing 
punishment of ailitary offenders involved in the recent American and 
British incidents.

The Soviet Government has restricted parcel post service to 
and fron Japan and Manchuria as a reprisal for the detention of a 
Soviet anil plane together with its crew and cargo. Ths plane, ap
parently lost, made a forced landing at manchon, on December It. 
It is reported that unless the plane, contents and crew were released 
within two weeks, stiffer Soviet reprisals nay be expected.

Major General Suglyama stated tn the Diet on February 8 that 
Russia now has l,B00 airplanes in the Vladivostok area, an increase of 
20 per eent within the last year.

Minor border slashes were reported near ïàmchun and Algun 
on January 30 and 31.

Press reports fro* Moscow state that Dun Fo, now there cm an 
official mission from the Chinese Goveraasnt, has failed to persuade
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The Daviet QovonuMnt to intervene in the Dlno-Japanoae hostilltien, 
shanghai dispatohes state the Soviet Union has refused to Increase Its 
aid to China because of fear of becoming involved in the w. Moscow 
has taken the stand that Russia is not in a position to fight Japan 
without additional allies. The Russian Goversmont will continue to 
Mil munitions to China and has placed no restrictions on Russian 
voluntas» as long as their numbers do not grow large enough to em
broil the Soviet Government directly.

Japanese Foreign Office officials informd the Diet on Febru
ary 7 that China still has 600 Million yuan available for war naterials, 
ranking resistance possible for another year.

Japanese spokesman at Peiping stated that there were at least 
646 foreign volunteers with the Chinese forces on December 31. These 
included 315 Russians, 152 Americans (17 nogroes), 124 Frenchman, and 
55 Englishmen. Most of those are aviators.

Reports from koagkong state that T. V. Soong will replace 
H. K. Kung as President of the Executive Yuan and as Finance Minister.

The Chinese delegation at Geneva on February 10 filed a pro
test with the League of Motions against Japanese boabardisent of open 
towns in the Canton area.

Tokyo reports state that Maeayuki Tani will be sent to Shang
hai as Ambassador at Large in charge of Japanese diplomatie affaire.

Hankow reports that the German Red Cross is raising sufficient 
funds to oaro for 100,000 Chinese wcnudod. Ono Oenmn industrialist 
donated 100,000 narks ($40,000) to the Sino-Ceman Cultural Society. 
Chiang Wen-ko, second son of the Generalisais», is reported to have 
enlisted in a Bavarian Mountaineer battalion. AH these are taken as 
indications of inereaalng Sino-Oermn friendship.

The recent Military “purge* in Germany is hailed in sone Chi
nese quarters and reported with Misgiving in ethers, Xt is believed 
the probable offset for China will be bad. The Garman Artsy end business 
leaders were distinctly pro-Chinese while the Mani Party leaders leaned 
toward closer tie» with Japan. The "purge" indicates a stronger posi
tion for the Kasi Party with a consequent advancement of its foreign 
policies. Von Ribbentrop, the new Gernen Foreign Minister, was a ne
gotiator of the anti-CoMintarn Paet.

It is estimated that there are approrimately 1,130,000 Jap- 
anoM troops now mbilixed and that their distribution la round sumbero 
io as follows:

C Q ? " ç? j F) p j\j y t
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Japan 210,000
Korea 60,000
Manchuria and Inner Mongolia 2SS,000
North China 150,000
Central China 330,000
Formosa 60,000
SaghaUen 20.000

Total XJâÔ^OÔÔ

In addition there are approximately 100,000 Wanehoukuoan troops. Moat 
of thane are in Manchuria but detachments are also reported in North 
China and Inner Mongolia.

NCHTH CHIBA

The Japan see military spokeman at Peiping stated that at the 
end of January 3,000 bandita, 25,000 partisans and 6,000 Chinese Had 
troops were active within the Japanese lines in Shansi and Hopei. Re
ports dated February 12 state that Chinese irregulars hold five sta
tions on the Ping-Han Railway south of Paotlng. Unconfirmed reports 
state that Chinese aircraft bombed Paotlngfu February 11.

As a prelude to further Japanese activity in Shansi and on 
the Ping-Han, reinforcements are being: sent to the Taiyuan plain and 
troops and railway supplies in quantities are being moved down the 
Ping-San Hallway. Japanese are mopping up in the hills west of Shih- 
ohlaohuang to prevent guerrilla activities on the Ping-finn. During 
the last week in January, 10,000 non, 4,000 horses, 80 trunks, and 
some field artillery arrived at Peiping from ^hanbaikuan and departed 
toward Kalgau.

Reports of guerrilla action in the northwest continue. Sin- 
paoan, on the Hing-àui between MWailai and Kalgan, is attacked almost 
daily, Chinese report that largo groups of Mohammedan cavalry under 
Ma Lin and Ma Hung-kwei (Governor of Nlngsha) were en route to Sulyuan 
and Shansi fronts to aid the 8th Route Army. Chinese irregulars are 
reported to be active within 30 miles of Puotow.

The estimated aovoaent of Japanese troops and material in and 
out of Worth China for the wook ending February 8 io as follows» In, 
3,000 troops, 80 trucks» Out, 800 troops and 800 oasualtlos. During 
the past month 6,000 offeotiVM have boon moved to Manchuria by rail» 

observers describe this «somment as a continued concentration of 
experienced troops in the north»

Local officials at 3angtuhsiex, southwest of Footing, decreed 
that all Chiasse males between 15 and 60 mast marry identification cer
tificates or be liable to execution as bandits» This method has been 
used to combat bandit activity in Manchuria and nay be extended to all 
occupied area whore irregular activity predominates.

ïdfn^tta r
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five saabaaoles in Peiping have protested to the Japanese 
authorities against increasing censorship of incoming and outgoing 
sails.

The '•Provisiona.l Oovemmuat” on February 7 announced the 
opening of the new "federal Reserve Bank of China” on Wroh 1, 1938. 
The capital of the new bank will be BO million dollars (Max.}, one- 
half to bo subscribed by the Government and one-half from private 
sourcea, probably Japanese banks. Th» note issue of thia bank is in
tended to eventually replace all other Issues now in olmclation in 
North China. Bank notes will ba secured by 40 per cent silver or 
gold, and the balance by Government bonds, securities or loans.

It is reliably reported that all railways in North China will 
be controlled by a Japanese company to be formed in the near future. 
This company will bo separate from the South Hanchurian Hallway Com
pany.

uwm

North Sector. Japanese began to drive down the Ping-Ban 
fro® .Anyang on February ? and have reached Tangyin, 18 miles to the 
south. Another column starting from Taming, about 50 miles oast of 
Anyang, passed through Nanlo and is now reported south of Talngfeng. 
The probable objective of this last drive is either a crossing of the 
Yellow River st Puhsien, with Kwolteh as the eventual objective, or a 
drive south to Kaifeng. In any sass the stiffest Chinese résistance 
will probably bo at the Yellow River. So far the drive from Taming 
has gained approximately 25 miles in five days. Chinese sources state 
those moves are to divert Chinese attention from the main Tsln-Pu 
drives.

To the oast in southern Shantung the Japanese have recaptured 
"engyln, but so far have made little progress down the Tsln-Pu. At 
Teising also they appear to bo held up by etiff Chinese resistance.

South Sector » The Japanese continue to make slow progress 
fron Ewaiyuan 'occupiod February 5) along the south bank of the Kwo 
River, which so far they have failed to cross. After repeated at
tempts the Japanese are reported to have made ineffectual «sail Male 
crossings of the Huai Hiver at Pengpu and at v-uha, 18 miles north- 
east of Llnhwalkuan on February 11. The Japanese drive is now spread 
on about a 80-mile front and taoy have made a net gain northward of 
approximately IS miles for the wok. Chinese am resisting stubbornly 
and casualties on both sides am heavy.

The Amrlean Military Attache, who has Just visited the 
Lunghai ama, reports that the six Chinese divisions in the Suchow area 
will continue to moist the Japanese advance but expect to bo pushed 
back. They Intend to withdrew Into Honan, south of Kaifeng, when pmeoed

(-°Nr IDENTML
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H* reports Leavy China»* concentrations along the ilng-iian liailvny 
south of Chengchow, prepared to resist an expected Japanese driva from 
the north.

Chinas* planes witn foreign pilots ar* reported to be active
ly aiding th* Chinese defenders in the couth Lungha.1 Sector. Japanese 
airoraft continue to straf* heavily all CLlneae installations in th* 
area.

Chinese activity continues in the vicinity of <uhu. The air- 
Croat, in southern outskirts of the city was reported in Chinese hands 
on February 10 but they were pushed beck on the 11th. Eunkiang, on 
the Jhanghal-iianehow Hallway, was reported under Chinese irregular at
tack on February 8.

Japanese airoraft continue extensive air raids in Central 
China. Hankow, Ghasi, and Xchang were boabed on February 8, and Han
kow was again bombed on February 11. Changsha wi bombed on February 
10. Reports from henkow state that the Chinese have received several 
British Gloucester Gladiator airplanes. These are reported to be su
perior to the Russian and American planes now in Chinee* hands. Chi
nese report that IS Japanese plan®» were destroyed in a raid on Nan
king on February 7.

isujor General Amaya has taken command of the Hanking area, 
having been transferred fron Hangchow. He stated on arrival that the 
Japanese troops are the best disciplined in the world and he hoped that 
nasrioaas and kuropeana rould refrain fro. criticism. Japanese Em
bassy officials at Hanking stated that "more than ten" Japanese sol
diers there had been punished for infractions of discipline. Chile 
conditions in Nanking are Improving, numerous instances of nets of 
violons* and disorder by Japanese soldiers are still reported.

Tiao Tu, an editor of a Chinese newspaper, was beheaded by 
an allegedly pro-Japanas* terrorist group at Shanghai on February 7, 
Threatening letters from the saae group were sent to other Chinese news 
men.

The Japanese nilitary spokesmen at Shanghai anaounced ea 
February 9 that the property of hostile Chines* in occupied areas would 
bo placed under Military control until a now autonomous regia* was 
formed. He stated that transfers of property node after August IS 
would not bo recognised without thorough Investigation, The Japanoee 
hope by this means to induce more responsible Chinese to take part in 
the proposed regime.

The appolataant of General Chang Chun, Secretary of the Mo
tional Military Council, as Governor of Sseehnan Province was protested

. CONFIDENTIAL
.8-
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by Sssehuan Military authorities who desired a local man elevated. 
©»• Chinese Central Government is reported to have arranged a satin* 
factory compromise.

som CHINA

Japanese air and naval attaoks on .louth China ports and rail
ways continue, as a result, the Pearl Hiver at Canton and est River 
and Hill Passai were closed to ship traffic, zjnoy was boobed on Feb
ruary 3. Kienow and Ysnping in Fukien were bombed February 9. The 
Canton area has been borebed dally. Japanese air observation activities 
in the Canton arsa are inoreasing.

The British Manager of the Canton-Kowloon Railway reported 
that since the bombing started in August, the railway has been inter
rupted an aggregate of seven days. The Japanese are now centering their 
attacks on rolling stock, principally locomotives, after discovering 
that attacks on the MMdbed were eonparatlvely ineffectual.

Twenty Bellanoa and £0 Gloucester Gladiator airplanes are 
reported to be in Hongkong awaiting ahlpsent into China. Three new 
twin^Mtorod Aartin bombers have been shipped to Hankow by rail recent
ly. Press reports state *00 German and American trucks passed through 
Canton recently en route to Hankow. Throe thousand four hundred aors 
British and American trucks are reported now on ships nearing Hongkong.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 9, 1938.

Reference Peiping's 143, March 2, 
4 p.m., In regard to the question of 
whether or not the lights In the Lega
tion Quarter should be extinguished in 
case of notice of an impending air raid 
over Peiping.

There would seem to be no question. <. 
that, under usual conditions, the 
tlon of lights in cities is the generally 
accepted procedure in the facé of a 
threatened air raid. The unusual condi
tion in Peiping which has given rise to 
a difference of opinion lies in the pecu
liar status of the Legation Quarter.

The French position would seem to 
be based on the following assumptions: 
(1) that the lights in the rest of the 
city would be darkened while the Quarter 
remained well lighted; and (2) that the 
Chinese authorities, having been notified 
that the Quarter would be well lighted 
while the rest of the city was in darkness, 
would instruct Chinese aviators not to bomb 
the lighted Quarter.

Assuming an intention on the part 
of the Chinese to carry out a night air 
raid over Peiping (which Mr. Lockhart con
siders improbable) it is questionable 
(1) whether the Peiping authorities would
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be willing to extinguish lights in the 
Chinese portions of the city while the 
lights in the Quarter burned brightly;
(2) whether tne lighting of the Quarter, 
thereby indicating to aviators the loca
tion of the city, would be defensible or, 
to state It mildly, considerate of the In
habitants of the rest of the city; and 
(3) whether, in view of the relatively 
small area of the Quarter, Chinese avia
tors flying at a high altitude over Peiping 
would be able to f-vold bombing the Quarter.

It Is believed that the situation and 
circumstances fully Justify the position 
taken by Mr. Lockhart and that the attached 
telegram should be sent to him advising him 
of the Department’s approval.

Aside from the question of appropriate 
) measures of protection, it is understood 
/ of course that, should the representatives 
; of the interested powers receive an indl- 
| cation of intention on the part of the 
I Chinese to bomb Peiping, thereby endanger- 
. ing the lives of foreigners residing both 
Î within and without the Quarter, they should 
. make emphatic representations to the Chinese 
I Government, but there would seem to be no 
| warrant for such representations under 

present circumstances.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR _ GRAYFrom

Secretary of State

Peiping via N. R

Dat Ed March ? 1938
Rec’d 8:40 a

• 111 •

Washington

A

' «P.R 1 » x, 
143, March 2, '4 p_»m. AW

My 89,/ February 5,'^-pî!nr' t

At the instance of the French and some others a

'3

further informal meeting of representatives of 795.94/ 12559

diplomatic mission now in Peiping was held yesterday 

afternoon to consider question of extinguishing lights 

in diplomatic quarter in case of notice of an impending 

night air raid on Peiping. The meeting as expected 

divulged a marked difference between the Japanese and 

French representatives on the subject, the former favoring 

the extinguishing of lights, and the latter keeping the 

quarter lighted. Both declined to yield any ground. It 

soon became evident that there could be no unanimity 

on the subject. I favored the plan of leaving the matter 

in the hands of the commandants as a purely protective 

measure as was authorized by the meeting of February 4 

but since it has usually been the practice of requiring g 
ti unanimity of action to ImplEmEnt thE dEcislon of thE Body t7 

it was felt that the course described in my 89, February 5fTl

5 p.m., H
0

-......  .... .. ...  - ______ ...     ^^*w*»*^ ■ "
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5 p.m., was no longer practicable inasmuch as the French 
not

commandant was/in agreement and inasmuch as the French, 

Dutch and Belgian representatives had at the meeting 

yesterday expressed the view that the quarter should not 
be (repeat not be) darkened. The others present favored 

darkening the quarter, an exception being the Italian 

representative who favored darkening the quarter if all 
(repeat all) the commandants favored that course. It 

was finally decided that the situation existing before 

the question first arose should be restored whereupon 

I made it plain that I could not assume the responsibility 

of authorizing the senior commandant either to darken the 

entire quarter or to keep it lighted; that so far as I 

was concerned I would defer to the decision of the Americci 

commandant as regards extinguishing the lights in the 

American Embassy guard compound. Colonel Marston informs 

me this morning that he still considers the extinguishing 

of lights as the best measure of protection and that if 

he receives any notice of an impending night raid (and 

neither of us at present are expecting any such raid) he 

will darken the lights in the guard compound.

Repeated to Ambassador. By mail to Tientsin.

LOCKHART

RRîCSB
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WILL INDICATE WHETHER
Telegram Sent 1—138

Collect'*
Charge Department

OR

Bepartnwitt of ^tate

Charge 
$

to
Washington,

1938 MAS 10 PM 3 38

TO Be TRANSM 

y CONFIDENTIAL 

'NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE’ 

PARTAIR

PLAIN

March/^ 1938

DiA.
AMEMBASSY OCV"

PEJPING ( China ). I

Your 143, March 2, 4 p.m,

The Department approves the position you have 
taken.

793.94/
I 2559

CB
MAR 10 1938. PM

79fc.94/12559

FE:UCV:VCI

Enciphered by_______________________

Sent by operator____________ M.,

D. C. R.—No. 50.

19.

1—138 U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1934
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1336
A portion of this telegram FROMCanton via N. R.
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated to Dated March 2, 1238 
anvnne. ( &}

The eleven Gloucester Gladiator Chinese planes

participating ip Shiukwan combat on 24th (see my telegram 7/2
of February 25/ 5 p.m.) are now assigned to Kwangtung 

defense and utilizing numerous emergency fuel

supplying air fields in the province. Engaging in almost 

daily combats, they are reliably reported to have shot 

down at least six Japanese bombers between February 25 and 

March 1st, losing one Chinese plane by motor failure.

Four more Gloucesters being assembled in Canton to 

augment fleet and sixteen more expected soon for assembly, 

(PLAIN) Kwangtung Provincial Government newspaper 

states that in air raids on Kwangtung during February 

twelve Japane.se planes were brought down and ten of them 

found; that thirteen Japanese pilots were killed and one 

captured.

On twenty-fifth Japanese planes bombed Wuchow airfield 

(END PLAIN) doing little damage (GRAY) and, machine gunned 

Standard Oil Company installation there causing negligible

damage

Japane.se
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damage. /see Tokyo’s February 26, 1 p-jru,, to Shanghai 

and my February 26, Î0 p.m.

During past Tew days numerous raids on Canton 

Hong Kong and Canton Hankow railways and Canton airfields 

caused little damage, through rail services being 

maintained, 

Japanese warships not active in river last few 

days and foreign steamer service normal. (END GRAY) 

Chinese reported considering moving Shiukwan 

airplane factory equipment to Yunnanfu,

Sent to Peiping,

CSB

Hankow and Shanghai.

LINNELL 

• e

Ç 1 S* .
■■ T: ’•■■■• ‘ • L'- '
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A telegram (unnumbered);of March 2, noon, from the 

American Consul General at Canton reads substantially 

as follows:

The Consul General refers to hie telegram of Febru

ary 25, 5 p.m., end states that the eleven Chinese planes 

(Gloucester Gladiators) which participated in combat at 

Shiukwan on the 24th are now Resigned to the defense of 

Kwangtung and are using exclusively the numerous emer

gency air fields in the province where fuel is obtain

able. Reliable reports state that they engaged in al

most daily combats and that between February 25 and 

March 1 shot down at least six Japanese bombers. One 

Chinese plane was lost by motor failure. With a view 

to augmenting the fleet sixteen more Glouoestere are 

expected soon to arrive in Canton for assembly and four 

are now being assembled there.

Kwangtung Provincial Government newspaper states 

that in air raids on Kwangtung during February twelve 

Japanese planes were brought down and ten of them 

found; that thirteen Japanese pilots were killed and 

one captured.

On 25th Japanese planes bombed Wuchow airfield.

Little
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Li title damage was done. They elso machine gunned Stan

dard Oil Company installation there causing negligible 

damage.

During the past few days numerous raids on Canton 

HongKong and Canton Hankow railways and Canton airfields 

caused little damage, through rail services being main

tained.

It is reported that the Chinese are considering 

moving to Yunnanfu the Shiukwan plane factory equipment.

Japanese warships not active In river last few days 

and foreign steamer service normal.
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Department Of State
Division of Current Information

MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE, FRIDAY, FEB. 25, 1938

ARGENTINA

At the press conference this afternoon, a correspondent 
said that experts were reported to be studying the possi
bility of an Argentine-United States trade agreement and 
that their expressions as to such possibility ranged from 
temperate optimism to profound pessimism. Asked whether he 
could state his views as to the possibility of such an agree
ment, the Secretary said he had nothing new in mind that would 
be helpful at this stage in the conversations.

SINO-JAPAHESE

A correspondent said that through the latter part of 
December and January there appeared to be a series of inci
dents, particularly in Nanking, where American property had 
been entered by the Japanese military, which was the subject 
of an exchange of notes. He said that news despatches during 
the past week told of the recall of a number of high officers 
of the Japanese Army and asked whether the Secretary could 
say that the tension resulting from the entering, breaking 
and looting had let up. The Secretary said conditions were 
improving all the time according to his information. Asked 
for a clarification of this, the Secretary said that the Japa
nese military commands at places like Nanking, are improving 
conditions in the city as they relate to the question of law 
and order.

A correspondent asked whether the Department had com
pleted its bill of damages against Japan in the Panay inci
dents. The Secretary said this work had not been completed 
although it is going forward constantly. He added that this 
illustrates the many circumstances and conditions that have 
to be dealt with and the almost infinite number of questions 
relating to liability for damages or probabilities of damages 
against which reservations have to be made to cover every phase.

A correspondent stated that there were stories from Hankow 
and Tokio to the effect that this Government had presented a 
note to Japqn refusing to order our nationals out of Central 
China. Asked whether anything could be said about these 
stories, the Secretary replied that last August this Govern
ment sent a note to the Japanese and Chinese Governments stat
ing that in behalf of American nationals living or owning prop
erty in China, the American Government reserved all rights 
and claims for injuries or damages inflicted on American “y 
nationals or their property by military operations of either’3 
Government. He said that since then this general reservation'^ p/ 
has been supplemented from time to time with particular facts^ 
relating to some special conditions raising the question of g 
damages for injuries caused by military operations. He con-^ 
tinued saying that the various notes sent from time to time 
since the first of August related entirely to the question 
of damages but not to the merits of any military operations 
as such.

A correspondent asked whether the text of the note handed 
by Mr. Grew to the Japanese Foreign Office would be available.

793.94/12561
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The Secretary replied, that Mr. McDermott would furnish the 
correspondents with the pith, point and purpose of the note.

Asked whether the Japanese military authorities recently 
requested Americans to evacuate Central China, the Secretary 
said he had seen something in the newspapers, but did not 
recollect whether there had been anything official or not, 
but thought sometime ago there had been some kihd of blanket 
notice given to everybody. A correspondent said that from 
the news reports from China there was a general impression 
that the note made a flat statement that this Government 
would not withdraw or order its nationals out of the Central 
China war zone. Asked whether this was correct, the Secre
tary said what this Government has boon driving at from 
time to time is to keep up our claims for damages in the light 
of new developments so as not to be confronted sometime in 
the future by our nationals with the charge that we have not 
been sufficiently diligent in making claims broad enough 
and comprehensive enough to make a valid record of their 
rights.

A correspondent said that in the note sent the Japanese 
Government on September 22 the principle was stated that the 
American Government objects to the suggestion its officials 
and nationals in and around Nanking should withdraw from 
that area where they are lawfully carrying on their duties. 
Asked whether that principle is stated in the present note, 
the Secretary said that in this case we discussed the results 
of military movements without regard to the movements themselves

When a correspondent asked if the text would be pub
lished, it was explained it was not available here because 
the instruction had been sent to Ambassador Grew and ho in 
turn wrote the note.

A correspondent asked if the dtatement appeared in the 
note that we would refuse to withdraw our nationals from the 
Central war zone of China. The Secretary said that there 
was nothing in the note, according to his recollection, that 
relates to anything except a question of damages, whether 
they remain in China or pull out.

Asked whether the broad phraseology of last Autumn’s 
note still stands, now that the American Government objected 
to the suggestion that its officials and nationals residing 
in and around Nanking should withdraw, the Secretary said 
that the correspondents would recall that we have continually 
urged all Americans to withdraw, but whether or not they did 
withdraw, somebody might be injured and various questions 
would arise relating to damages in consequence of which we 
have reserved all claims for damage.

A correspondent asked whether it could be stated that, 
while wo ourselves urged Americans to withdraw, wc do not 
want the Japanese to urge them. The Secretary said that 
there was nothing in particular to say on this subject, ex
cept to give the warnings ourselves to withdraw.

After the press conference, Mr. McDermott explained 
that the Japanese Government had put out a circular about 
February 3 to all foreigners in certain areas stating that 
there were likely to be military operations and advising 
that they seek places of safety and also to mark their
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their property so that the Japanese Amy would know it was 
foreign property. He explained that since the beginning of 
hostilities in China this Government has been careful to 
protect the legal rights and legal position of its officers 
and nationals and their property in China. He went on to say 
that on February 18 instructions were sent to Mr. Grew to 
draw up a note which would cover the following points:

There rests upon American officials and other American 
nationals in China no obligation whatsoever to take precau
tionary measures requested on behalf of the contending forces 
toward safeguarding American lives and interests. Precau
tionary measures have voluntarily been advised by this Gov
ernment and its officials and they have been voluntarily 
undertaken insofar as possible and such measures will con
tinue voluntarily to be taken, but nevertheless irrespective 
of whether American nationals take or do not take such pre
cautionary measures as are suggested by the military, the ob
ligation remains on the military authorities to exert utmost 
precaution to the end that American nationals and property 
shall not be injured by their military operations and whether 
such requests of the military authorities have or have not 
been complied with, if and where American nationals or prop
erty are injured in consequence of the operations of armed 
forces, this Government will be compelled to attribute to 
the Government controlling the armed forces responsibility 
for the damage.

M. J. McDermott.
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REB -----------

1—1336

„„ . From fourth marines
I ■ - yI - March 2, 1938

’ • Rec’d 7 p. m.

OPNAV;

INFO :

WASHINGTON CINCAF , ■ .. y
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
CO'^SUBRON FIVE 
/.SST. NAVAL ATTACHE 
CO DESRON FIVE 
CO. Yz.NGPAT
CO S0P./.T
;jiahb/xSSador china 
USS VARBLEI’E/xD 
/xLUSN/x PEIPING

SHANGHAI

8602. In Shansi Japanese unit southbound Taiyuan 

Puchow Railway reached Linfen. Another unit moving 

west from Linfen reached point 15 miles west that 

city. In eastern Shangtung Japanese column reached 

Lichiawang 13 miles southeast Limi. In Tsinning 

sector Japanese nearing Kuyeh 15 miles west 

Kiasiang. 1551

793*94/12562
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From March 3> 1938

Rec’d 5:00 a.m«

ACTION: OI’NxW; WASHINGTON, Di 0.

INFO : CINCAF (ADM)
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDÛSRON FIVE
CINCAF
COMYANGRAT
USS MARBLEHEAD
FOURTH MARINES 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA FEIRING

0002. Air raids railroad.and northern vicinity

Canton three BLR Two FLP sighted. Other South China ports 

quiet. 2000.
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0002. Yangtze river ports quiet. 2000
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This telegram œwt be PARIS 1~- •
closely paraphrased From
before being communi- Dated March 2, 1938
cated to anyone (b)

The Chief of the Far Eastern Division of t he”" '

Foreign Office said to me today that affairs in China 

have reached a relatively "static" stage. The imme

diate preoccupation of the French is the question of 

the Chinese customs. The British Ambassador in Tokyo 

presented yesterday or will present today a request 

that customs revenues pledged for the service of foreign 

loans be deposited in a British bank at Shanghai or if 

the Japanese insist upon the deposit in the Yokohama 

Specie Bank of the revenues pledged for Japanese loans

then at least the revenues earmarked for other foreign 

loans should be placed in the British bank. The Foreign 

Office here feels that the Japanese will insist upon the 

deposit of all customs receipts in the Japanese bank but 55 
& 

is hopeful that an arrangement can be worked out to 

control satisfactorily the disbursement of these funds

The Chinese are still getting a few airplanes from

’ILBD

France vic. the Indo-China route in fulfillment of orders

"placed
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EDA - 2 - ;/324, March 2, 5 p.m. from Paris Section one.

"placed before the outbreak of hostilities". (I have 

the impression that this phrase is interpreted with some 

Elasticity.) In this connection the Naval Attache is 

confidentially informed that an order was recently placed 

for China for thirty Potez • 63 planes, a latest type 

French light bomber - pursuit plane.

Hoppenot said that the Russians are steadily 

increasing their shipments of airplanes and war material 

to China. How this is being financed is a puzzle to the 
^X). Sun-Fo the son' of Sun-Yat-Sen and President of 

the Chinese Legislative Yuan has been in Russia for two 

months arranging it. It is believed that his visit has 

had to do with financing and accelerating Russian ship

ments of war supplies to China.

WILSON

(■■■■») -Appai-ent-omission

NPLxEKB
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Rec’d 3:17 p. m.

SEcrEtary of State, 

Washington.

324, March 2, 5 p. m. (SECTION TWO)

Sun Fo is due in Paris next week but the only 

information the French Government has received regard

ing his visit here is that it is of a personal nature 

to get in touch with old friends, et cetera.

Apart from shipments of supplies to China the 

Foreign Office is convinced that the Soviet Government 
k will continue to refrain from taking any more direct 

or aggressive interest in the Chino-Japanese conflict. 

On the other hand, the French Ambassador in Tokyo has 

reported that without any tangible proof he nevertheless 

has the ''feeling" that the Japanese may be preparing 

for a move against the Russian maritime provinces.

My informant said that although he did not himself share 

this feeling he knew that it existed on the part of 

other competent observers of the Far East who reason 

as follows: The Japanese army chiefs realize that 

today
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today the Japanese people are worked up to a pitch 

where they will accept any sacrifice in prosecution 

of war; that if this patriotic fervor is allowed to 

subside it will be extremely difficult to whip it up 

again; and that therefore advantage should be taken 

of this situation to strike against Russia. Furthermor 

these military chiefs are convinced that they will be 

able to wage a successful war against Russia while 

holding the Chinese in check on their flank with 

little difficulty. My informant added that this was 

also the view of many French military officers.

Referring to the recall, General Matsui, my 

informant said that it was possible that the real 

reason for his return to Japan was to be prepared to 

head a military coup in case the national mobilization 

bill should be defeated by the civilian opposition of 

the army. Matsui is just the person he said to head 

a movement of this sort. (END MESSAGE)

WILSON 
wc

CSB
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"About March 2. U.S. Kabaesy in Paris cabled that although 1 
Trance was pemitting shipment of military supplies to 
China via Indo China, only to fill existing orders, it was 
understood that this restriction was being liberally 
construed, for instance, the military attache had learned 
that China had reoently placed an order in Trance for 
thirty ——• planes, one of the latest Trench type, a 
light bomber pursuit.** ------------------------- "
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram (no. 324) of March 2, 1938, from the Ameri

ca:'. /xtbasay at Parle reads substantially as follows:

On March 2 tho American Chargé d‘Affaires was informed 

by Iloppenot (Chief of the Far Eastern Division of the French 

Foreign. Office) that matters in China have road od a rela

tively "static” stage.

In fulfillment of orders "placed before the outbreak of 

hostilities" a few airplanes from France via the Indochina 

route are still reaching the Chinese. (The flhargé Is of the 

Impression that the phrase "placed before the outbreak of 

hostilities" is interpreted somewhat freely.) The Chargé 

states that In this connection confidential Information has 

been received by the îîaval Attaché to the effect that there 

was recently placed for China an order for thirty Totes - 

sixty-three planes, a French light bomber-pursuit plane of a 

latest type.

According to Hoppenot, shipments of war material and 

airplanes to China from the Soviet Union are steadily In

creasing. It is a puzzle how these shipments are being 

financed. For two months the President of the Chinese 

Legislative Yuan (Sun»Fo, the son of Fun-Yat-Sen) has been 

in Russia arranging this matter. His visit Is believed to 

have had to do with accelerating and financing Russian ship

ments of war materials to China.

The only information which the French Government has 

received in regard to the visit to Peris of 3un-Fo, whé is 

due
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due in Paria the week of «arcli 6, is that the visit la of a 

personal nature for the purpose of meeting old friends, at 

cetera.

The French Foreign Office feels certain that the Soviet 

Government will continue to take no more aggressive or direct 

interest in the Sino-Japanese conflict than tho shipment of 

supplies to China. The French Ambassador in Tokyo, on the 

other hand, has reported that, although he has no tangible 

proof that tho Japanese may be making ready for a move against 

the Russian mrltirao provinces, nevertheless, he has the 

’’feeling” that this is the case. Hoppenot remarked that he 

himself did not have this feeling but that he knew that other 

competent observers of the Far Last liad this feeling. These 

observers reason as follows: Japanese army chiefs are aware 

that at tho present time the Japanese people are worked up to 

such a pitch that they will make any sacrifice in order to 

carry on warj that it will be very difficult to whip this 

patriotic fervor up again if it is allowed to die down? and 

that, therefor®, advantage of this situation should be taken 

in order to strike against the soviet Government. These 

Japanese military chiefs are convinced, furthermore, that 

while holding the Chinese in check on their flank without 

much trouble they will be able to carry on a successful war

fare against tho Soviet Union. According to hoppenot, many 

French military officers also hold this view.

Iloppenot remarked, in connection with tho recall of 

General Uatsul, that possibly the real reason for Katsui»s 

return
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return to Japan was in order that he might be ready to head 
a military coup If civilian opposition of the array should 
defeat the national mobilization bill. General Matsui would 
be just the person to head such a movement, Hoppenot remarked.

At the moment the French are preoccupied with the quos» 
tion of the Chinese customs. A request that the customs 
revenues pledged for the service of foreign loans be deposited 
in a British bank at Shanghai was presented on March 1 or 
March 2 by the British Ambassador in Tokyo. In case the 
Japanese insist that the revenues pledged for Japanese loans 
be deposited in the Yokohama Specie Bank, then the revenues 
earmarked for other foreign loans at least should be de
posited in the British bank. Although the French Foreign 
Office is of the opinion that the Japanese will insist that 
all the customs revenues be deposited in the Japanese bank, 
it hopes that an arrangement can be arrived at for a satis
factory control of the disbursement of these monies.

793.S4/125Û5
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FOR YOUr/STxuLÜ!LLÏ-’’ÛUIJPILEWI1! AL/ INFORMATION./

Our/diplomatic/mission/at an/important/European / 

capital/has reported/that on/March/2/an official/of the / 

Foreign Office^made in/confidence/certain observations/ 

regarding 'the/Ear Eastern/situation /which/included/state- 

me nt s/substantially as follows:/

/Hi s/country J s diplomatic representative/at Tokyo; has 

reported/thaty without any tangible^- proofyhe/nevertheless/ 

has the/QUOTEyfeeling/END QUOTE/that the/Japanese/may be / 

^preparing for/a move/against the/Russian/maritime/provinces/  

While the inf ormant/did not /share /this/Reeling/he/knew that/ 

it/existed/on the part of/other/competent/observers/of the/ 

Far East/and mary/of his| country’ s/military officer^, for 

reasons/as follows: / The Japanese/Army(chiefs/realize/that /

793.94/12565

today/the Japanese Ipeople (are/worked/up to^ a/pitch/where 

they/will accept/any/sacrifice/in/prosecution of /wa^x;/that 

if /this/patriotic /fervor^ is allowed to /subside |it will be/ 

extremely/difficult to/whip/it /up lagainy that/therefore / 

advantage^ should be taken/of this jsituationj to strike/against

Enciphered hy -

Sent by operator M.________________ 19.

D. O.R.—No.60 1—1462 U. £. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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Russiay and that/these( military/chiefs/are convinced that/

they will be able /to/wage/ a/successful/war against/Russia/ 
while/holding/lhe Chinese/in check/on their/flanl/with 

little difficulty./ It is possibl^/that the/real/reason

should bej defeated/by thy civilian/opposition/of the/Army./ 

Matsui |is just/the person/to/head/a movement/of this sort/

5 1938.PM
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Enciphered by______________________

Sent by operator M.______________ , 19------,-----------------------------------
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Office of the Secretary February 28, 1938
70 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK

The Honorable Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

Cable Address—“Ecclepax, Nbw York1 
Telephone—ALgonquin 4 -2720

• Visio.-.

My dear Mr. Secretary:

I venture to enclose a Statement regarding

the Japan-China conflict which has been issued by The

Church Peace Union.

Very truly yours,

Chairman, Special Committee 
on China-Japan Statement
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’^^^>426

The Church Peace Union, founded by the late 
Andrew Carnegie, shares the deep concern felt 
by all thoughtful people over the present dis- 
tressing situation in the Far East. The Japanese 
assault upon China has not only brought grievous 
suffering to the Chinese people but it involves 
ominous danger to the peace of the world. The 
Church Peace Union is confident that President 
Roosevelt in his speech in Chicago, October 5, 
expressed the well-nigh universal sentiment of 
the American people when he declared that “the 
situation is definitely of universal concern; that 
the moral consciousness of the world must be 
aroused to the cardinal necessity of honoring 
sanctity of treaties, of respecting the rights and 
liberties of others and of putting an end to acts 
of international aggression; and that it is my 
determination to pursue a policy of peace and 
to adopt every practicable measure to avoid 
involvement in war;’1 a declaration which was 
followed the next day by the statement of Sec- 
retary of State Hull that “the Government of 
the United States has been forced to the conclu
sion that the action of Japan in China is incon
sistent with the principles which should govern 
the relationships between nations and is contrary 
to the provisions of the Nine-Power Treaty of 
February 6, 1922, regarding principles and poli
cies to be followed in matters concerning China, 
and to those of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of August 
27, 1928.11

As for the excuse that Japan is fighting to 
save China from Russian Communism, the fact 
is that Japanese aggressions began before Com
munism gained control in Russia and before it 
became a factor in China. The present hostilities 
were launched at a time when Communism in 
China was being sternly repressed. Chiang Kai- 
shek opposes Communism as strongly as any one 
in Japan. If he now accepts Communist support, 
it is because Japanese aggression has forced him 
to enroll every one who is willing to help him 
in defending the country.

3
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Equally baseless is the excuse of the Japanese 
that they were obliged to intervene by the chaotic 
conditions in China and the prevalence of anti' 
Japanese feeling. China, under the enlightened 
leadership of Chiang Karshek, was gradually but 
definitely moving toward a unified and orderly 
government. The anti'Japanese feeling was 
aroused by the numerous aggressions of the 
Japanese themselves over a long series of years, 
aggressions which would have infuriated any 
people in similar circumstances. The Church jjl 
Peace Union can see no palliation for the attack p
that Japan has made upon China, an attack l,j
characterized by a savagery which has aroused 
the horror of the civilized world. The Govern' 
ment’s pronunciamento of January 16, reiterating 
its benevolent intentions for the good of China, 
“its policy of respecting the territorial integrity 
and sovereignty of China,1’ and its regret that 
the Chinese Government “blindly persists in its 
opposition,’’ is too glaringly at variance with the 
facts to be taken seriously. It is clear that Japan 
is seeking to subordinate China to its will before 
the progressive Chiang Kai'shek can make China 
strong enough to resist alien domination.

The “Have Not” argument, so frequently 
urged in justification of Japan’s course, has no 
validity. With Korea, Manchuria and Formosa, 
aggregating 461,212 square miles in area, (more i|j 
than double the size of France and more than 
the combined areas of New York, New Jersey, fl 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Ken' 
tucky), Japan needs no more territory. She 
needs certain important raw materials, but these 
could be obtained in the ordinary course of 
peaceful trade without rapine and murder. That 
other nations have despoiled weaker peoples is 
sadly true, but any number of wrongs do not 
make a single right.

The Church Peace Union believes that the 
President and Secretary of State are doing every' 
thing in their power to abate the international 
tension which has resulted from the aggressions 
of Japan in China, and that they should have the 
full support of the American people in their 
handling of this exceedingly difficult and delicate 
international problem. It believes that the United

4

States can and ought to be a constructive force 
toward peace, and that it would be remiss if it 
pursued a course of complete isolation as a means 
of peace.

The Church Peace Union is deeply gratified 
by the reported disapproval by the State Depart' 
ment, and by certain influential business men, of 
the proposed loan of $50,000,000 to Japan, 
which, although nominally for the Manchurian 
Heavy Industrial Development Company, would 
really be for the benefit of the Government of 
Japan which controls that corporation. One of 
the most effective means of curbing Japan in its 
present course is the refusal of credit, and we 
trust that such refusal will continue to be made.

The Church Peace Union doubts the value of 
a propagandized boycott on goods imported from 
Japan. Only by a spontaneous and general boy' 
cott could the world express its moral condemna' 
tion of Japan and intensify Japan’s already ser' 
ious financial problem. The type of boycott 
now suggested would have little, if any, effect 
on the leaders of the army and navy who are 
dominant in the councils of Japan. It would 
intensify the distress of the non'combatant people 
of Japan, and it could be maintained only by a 
propaganda which would arouse a popular pas' 
sion and prejudice that might force Congress to 
declare war, as a whipped'up campaign of pas' 
sion forced us into the war with Spain after 
the sinking of the Maine. The Church Peace 
Union would favor a government embargo upon 
such basic war materials as iron, copper, cotton 
and oil if it could be made effective; but it would 
not be effective unless it represented joint inter' 
national action by many governments and was 
supported by measures which might precipitate 
a crisis. The materials could be purchased in the 
United States through any country which did 
not join in the embargo and be refold to Japan, 
and since most of the merchant ships which 
would transport them would be Japanese, they 
could not be stopped except by forcible measures 
which would be an act of war.

The Church Peace Union calls upon all reli' 
gious people of America, Protestants, Roman 
Catholics and Jews alike, to give thoughtful con' 
sideration to the alarming situation in the Far

5
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East and its ominous implications, to assist in 
developing a wise public sentiment on the sub' 
ject, and to support President Roosevelt’s appeal 
to the American people to contribute to the 
funds that are being sought to assist the millions 
of suffering non'Combatant Chinese who have 
been driven from their homes, many of whose 
breadwinners have been killed, leaving their 
wives and children destitute and starving. The 
churches should be on their guard against pro' 
paganda which tends to inflame public sentiment 
to a dangerous degree. Acts and language which 
would impair the influence which the churches 
ought to have in contributing to a wise solution 
of the problem should be scrupulously avoided, 
and whatever is done should be done in the 
spirit of good'will rather than in prejudice and 
hatred. We should not indiscriminately condemn 
the Japanese people, many of whom have no facili' 
ties for forming a proper judgment of the real 
objectives of the campaign which was decreed by 
the military and naval authorities who are inde' 
pendent of the civilian government. While we 
must condemn the course of Japan under the 
leadership of its army and navy, we should avoid 
anything which might prevent peaceable rela' 
tions with the people of Japan in future years 
when the present conflict is over. Nor should 
fair'minded Americans express their condemna' 
tion of Japan by ill treatment of the Japanese 
who are resident in the United States. Every 
encouragement and sympathy should be given 
to the peaceably disposed people in both China 
and Japan, particularly to the Christians who 
are sorely distressed not only by the common 
privations which this “undeclared war” is en' 
tailing upon both countries, but by its incompati' 
bility with the principles of the Gospel of Christ 
which they profess.

Above all, the Church Peace Union calls upon 
the members of all communions, Protestant, 
Roman Catholic and Jewish, to unite in earnest 
prayer. The problems which are confronting 
the world cannot be solved by unaided human 
wisdom. Governments and peoples urgently 
need the guidance of God, and we earnestly hope 
that this guidance will be sought, to the end that 
man’s inhumanity to man may cease and a just 
and enduring peace be reestablished.

6

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

First Report of the SubCommittee of the Far' 
East Advisory Committee adopted by the Com' 
mittee October 5, 1937:

“After examination of the facts laid before it, 
the Committee is bound to take the view that the 
military operations carried on by Japan against 
China by land, sea and air are out of all propor' 
tion to the incident that occasioned the conflict; 
that such action cannot possibly facilitate or pro' 
mote the friendly co-operation between the two 
nations that Japanese statesmen have affirmed to 
be the aim of their policy; that it can be justified 
neither on the basis of existing legal instruments 
nor on that of the right of self-defense, and that 
it is in contravention of Japan’s obligations under 
the Nine-Power Treaty of February 6th, 1922, and 
under the Pact of Paris of August 27th, 1928.”

Second Report of the Subcommittee of the 
Far'East Advisory Committee adopted by the 
Committee October 5, 1937:

“1. In the report which the Sub-Committee has 
already submitted to the Advisory Committee, the 
facts of the present situation in China and the 
treaty obligations of Japan have been examined. 
That report shows that the action taken by Japan 
is a breach of Japan’s treaty obligations and can
not be justified.”

Report of the Far'East Advisory Committee to 
the Assembly of the League October 5, 1937:

“The Advisory Committee adopts as its own 
the two reports submitted to it by its Sub-Com
mittee on October 5th, 1937, and decides to com
municate them to the Assembly, to the Members 
of the League, and to the Government of the 
United States of America.” . . .

“Expresses its moral support for China, and 
recommends that Members of the League should 
refrain from taking any action which might have 
the effect of weakening China’s power of resist
ance and thus of increasing her difficulties in the 
present conflict, and should also consider how far 
they can individually extend aid to China.”

7
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tear ch 14

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12566

My dear Mr. Drown:

The receipt la acknowledged with thanks of your 

letters of February 28 and March 1, 1938, addressed to 

the Secretary of State and to Mr. Francis B. Sayre, 

Assistant Secretary of State, respectively, enclosing 

copies of a statement which was Issued by the Church 

Peace Union on the subject of the Japan-China conflict.

This statement has been read with interest and 

your courtesy in making copies available to the De

partment is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Chief ,

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

793.9 4/ 12566

The Reverend 
Arthur Judson Brown, 

The Church Peace Union,

OR
Ma d y « 

^38-

70 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York.

FE^'îcîHES 

3-10

Tl 
0
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JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
FROM FOURTH MARINES SHANGHAI

M-rch 3, 1938

Rec ’ d. 10:05 a.m
ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) and (ADMIN) 

OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBAS SïxDOR C HI NA
ALUSNA PEIPING 
USS MARBLEHEAD

8603. Southward drive Taiyun Puchow Railway nearin,

Emngchenghchen 24 miles south Linfen column wi.stbound

from Tsyuan within 25 miles Yuncheng on same railway

In western Shansi unit which reached Yellow River at

Chungtu driving southward intercept receding Chinese

1655

HPD
Q

CO co CT>

793.94/12567
 

F/FG

> I$
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 FromJR COMSOPAT

March 3, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO : CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMtf) 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec'd 11:25 a.m.

0003. South China ports quiet. 2000,

RR ;WC

793.94/12568
 

F
/A
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REB telegram received

COMYANGPAT

From March 3, 1938

Rec’d 6;54 p. m.

ACTION: OPNAV WASHINGTON, D. C.

INFO : CINCAF (ADMN) 
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE
CINCAF
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNxx PEIPING '

0003. Yangtze River ports quiet 2000.

NPL
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JR

ACTION

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

7 From

~~ jjr
CINOA? (FLAG & ADMIN) 
OPNAV

FOURTH MARINES

March 4, 1938

Rec'd 10:25 a.m.

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8604. Japanese column westbound from Tsiyuan 

captured Wenhsi on Taiyuan Puchow railway 49 miles south 

Linfen, no reports other sectors. 1920.

CSB

793.94/12570
 

F/
A
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR *-13M From PLAIN and GRAY

Peiping via N. R, 
i > ■ _ JSK***^
’ I Dated March 4, 1938

Rec’d 10:45 a.m.
Secretary of State, /

Washington. y ■ </
. v?? \p>

,M . A-A
151, March 4, 4 p.m, , , _ . Itk /)J2^/

Embassy’s 134, February 26,/I p.m. 1^^—''
One. The local Japanese military spokesman announced 

continuing Japanese advances in Shansi Province which 

indicates that the Japanese will, if possible, drive 

the main Chinese forces across the Yellow River where it 

forms the boundary of Shansi on the West and. on the 

south. The spokesman’s information is summarized below. 

Japanese occupied Chuntu in West Shansi on the Yellow 

River February 27, thereby gaining control of the 

principal highway between Shensi and Shansi and increasing 

the difficulty of despatch of Chinese supplies to 

irregulars, A Japanese force from Honan occupies on t 
February 28 Yukau on the Yellow River in Southeast 

Shansi and then, moving northwest, arrived March two in 

the vicinity of Wenhsi which is one hundred miles by rail 

northwest of Tungkuan on the Taiyuan Tungkuan railway, 

thereby threatening the retreat southward of Chinese 
forces
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*•2- #151, March 4, 4 p,m., from Peiping via N. R, 

forces to the north along that railway. Those Chinese 

forces, referred to in the above mentioned telegram, 

have been retreating southward. The Japanese forces 

pursuing them captured Lingshih about one hundred miles 

north of Wenbsl on the same railway February 25, then 

broke through the Chinese defense lines south of 

Lingshih after heavy fighting and advancing rapidly 

captured Hwohsien twenty-five miles south of Lingshih on 

February 28, while Linfen, about forty miles south of 

Hwohsien, was captured February 27 by a flanking Japanese 

force. The capture of Linfen and the Japanese approach 

toward Vfenhsa increase the danger to the Chinese forces 

retreating along the.railway. A Reuter report indicates, 

as do the foregoing Japanese reports, that Chinese 

forces in Shansi area suffering heavy reverses.

(GRAY) Two. Reliable reports have been received 

of destruction by Japanese of towns and villages lying 

between the Peiping Hankow Railway and the hills to 

the west between Paotingfu and Peiping as a measure 

against activities of irregulars. (END GRAY)

Three. The Japanese occupying strategic points in 

Honan Province north of the Yelloxv River. No announce

ments have been made of important developments in that 

area.

Four.
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-3- #151, March 4, 4 pm., from Peiping via N. R.

Four. Local information indicates that Japanese 
forces which occupied on February 22 Chuhsien in Eastern 

Shantung were delayed there for some days by Chinese 

resistance. The local Japanese military spokesman 

states that those Japanese forces are now clor,c to Lini 
(Yichow) which is some eight miles northeast of Hsuchowfut 

Information with regard to the alleged advance of Japanese 

forces toward Kwciteh, west of Hsuchowfu on the Lunghai 

railway, from the northeast is not available here, nor 

is information with regard to the military situation south 
of Hsuchowfu..

(GRAY) Five. There appears to be no new 

developments of importance in the political or financial 

situation of the provisional regime at Peiping.

Repeated to Ambassador Hankow, by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

CSB
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EMBASSY OF THE
5UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

RE CF’IVEt rp;: r,F srAj.

No- 3931 :-3SO J

SUBJECT: Hong Kong.

™ 2
I EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
I MARWfêSè

DEPARTMENT 6 MT ATE

793.94/12572

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

/ I have the honor to report that in the House of

I Commons on February 16 the Foreign Secretary was asked
I whether any reply had been received from the Japanese

Government to the note of protest presented by the

British Ambassador at Tokyo asking for an assurance 

that the Japanese forces had received strict orders to "H

I respect British territory and territorial waters at\ - 6
Hong Kong zâ
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i-ong Kong. Er. Eden replied, as follows:

"Yes, Sir. The Japanese Government, in their 
reply, expressed their regret that British territorial 
waters were entered without the consent of a British 
authority, and stated that those responsible have 
been dealt with appropriately in accordance with 
the law. The Imperial naval authorities have also 
sent strict instructions to the naval detachments 
in China to take adequate precautions against the 
recurrence of such incidents."

Respectfully yours,

Herschel I Johnson
Chargé d’-kffa^r^s ad interim
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YORK CITY

Sir*

Very truly

NHRiAG

CHEFOO, CHINA.VENIDA.

March 2nd 
19 3 8

1/ k V 1

Lté

We have the originals of these leaflets 
and if they are of any interest to you and you have 
not yet received them, we could forward them»

EXECUTIVE OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS 
119 WEST 40th STREET-NEW 

CHickering 4 - 0500*0501 *0502

Hon. Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C» .

LTD.. 60 POLAND ST., LONDON. ENGLAND — THE RIESER CO.. INC

1938 MAR 3 Pi,'! 12 99

CABLE ADDRESS: “RIESERANDO, NEW YORK"—CODES: A.B.C. STH EDITION, ALSO WESTERN UNION 5 LETTER EDITION

THE RIESER COMPANY
INCORPORATED

resident
THE RIESER COMPANY, Inc

793.94/12573
 

* 
F/A

We wish to inform you that in today’s nail 
we received from our branch in China, a letter written 
February 3rd, stating that the Japanese had taken over 
Chefoo on that date and that their aeroplanes had 
dropped from the skies leaflets, written both in 
Chinese and English, with advice as per enclosed copy»

You will note that they specifically 
state that any foreigners remaining in the area, are 
doing so at their own risk» Our representative writes 
however, that Chefoo is perfectly quiet with the change 
in Government and that same has been expected and has 
not yet caused any interruption in business.
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(Copy)

ADVICE

It is the Anti-Japanese troops of the 
Kuomintang Government that the Japanese Army is attacking, and not 
the innocent people of China»

The Japanese Army is eager to protect the 
lives and property of non-combatt ants, especially those of foreigners, 
despite many strategic difficulties and disadvantages thus involved.

Nevertheless, it happens sometimes that 
unavoidable damages are inflicted upon the foreigners who remain within 
the area of hostilities.

The foreigners therefore are advised to 
EVACUATE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE to avoid possible danger.

The foreigners who, disregarding this 
advice, remain within the area of hostilities, are doing so at their 
own risk.

The Japanese Arny hereby declares that it 
can not assume responsibility fbr any damages that may be inflicted upon 
such foreigners, although the Japanese Army spares no effort to prevent 
losses of foreighers* lives and property as stated above#
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March 8 938

In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/12673

Mr. ». H. Rleser,
President, The Rleser Company, Inc., 

119 West Fortieth Street, 
New York, New York.

Sir:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of 

March 2, 1938, In regard to the occupation of Chefoo 

by the Japanese authorities. You enclose a copy of 

the English tsxt of a leaflet, said to have been re

leased from a Japanese airplane at the time of the 

taking over of the city on February 3.

Your letter and Its enclosure have been reed 

with Interest and your cooperation in making this 

material available to the Department is appreciated.

Very truly yours. 

For the Secretary of State:

-'‘f trf.
Maxwell M» Hamilton

Chief 
Division of Far Eastern Affairs.

793.94/12573

MAE

T|

■n 
0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MEO From COMSOPAT
1—1330

March 4, 1938

Rec’d 1:05 p.m.

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO: CINCAF FIA G

COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF
COi.iYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA CHINA

0004. South China ports quiet 2000.

793.94/12574
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___ 893.102..S/161Q.___ _________________  for___ .T.elagr.e«i.#317.^..5..pm.

FROM .Shanghai____
TO

(___ fiaUAA_____
NAME

) DATED__
1—1127 opo

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese conflict: Japanese military occupation 
of Shanghai constitutes infringement of foreign 
rights. As hostilities are removed from Shanghai, 
there is no necessity for use of Foreign area as 
military base. British colleague expresses hope that 
Japanese military control will be released. Foregoing 
according to telegram from Japan #131, 11 a.m., Feb. 25, 
British note to Japanese Foreign Office.

1938.
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JR GRAY

y Shanghai via N. R.

6 3 ’ Dated February 25, 1938
Rec'd 1:30 p.m. 

SEcrEcary of StatE, 

Washington#

317, February 25, 5 p.m.

Following from Tokyo :

"February 25, 11 a.m. My British colleague has 

presented to the Foreign Office the following memorandum: 

"As the Japanese Government will be aware the situation in 

the International Settlement at Shanghai is at present 

most unsatisfactory from the point of view of economic 

activity, and a communication pointing out the extreme 

inadvisability of continuance of the restrictions imposed 

by the Japanese military and naval authorities on access to 
of

and. removal/property was addressed to Minister for Foreign 

Affairs on the tenth February last.

His Majesty's Government feel that a return to normal 

conditions, which the Japanese Government no doubt wish to 

ensure, is not to be expected until the military occupation 

of the northeastern area of the Settlement either ceases or 

is relaxed to such an extent that t’c Settlement police 

can resume full control. In this connection it seems

appropriate
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-2- ;;-317, February 25, 5 p.m., from Shanghai via N. r, 

appropriate to draw attention to the following two points:

(one) The area is international. Japanese military 

occupation, insofar as it restricts non residence and trade 

whether of foreigners or Chinese, constitutes a serious 

infringement of foreign rights.

(two) In reply to an aide mémoire communicated by 

His Majesty's Government's Ambassador on the 4th October 

last the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs indicated 

orally that the defense of the Settlement necessitated 

its use as a base for offensive operations. The 

hostilities are, however, now far removed from Shanghai 

and there is therefore no longer any strategic necessity 

for the use of the area as a military base.

It is therefore the earnest hope of His Majesty's 

Government that the military control of this international 

area may be relaxed at ar early date".

Please repeat to Department as our 131, February 25, 

11 a.m. Grew".

GAUSS

CSB
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3
MBP!5CTroiM
FOB “EN O^vSjXI^Eobt. presiocnt

AND CONSIDERA®015

Secretary to t^ePree^e3iVlSiÛN (JF L/ 
vOMMON'fta’t^s r 

A*<u Rte >.-.2$ February
i *

14, 1938

President ' 
The White : 
Washington

F.D. Roosevelt
House

D.C.
Dear Mr. President:

Thousands of your fellow-citizens are don 
cerned in regard to the course affairs are taking 
between the United States and Japan. The possibility 
of another international situation toward which the
United States appears to be headed is indeed anpalling 
to those of us ’who have seen one major conflict and 
realize the futility of such demonstrations of power.

I am writing to my representatives in Congress 
urging them to vote against the proposed additional ex
pense for naval preparations.

793.94/12576

Very truly yours
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e, _ÜÂ3s, Date 1 Z-18*75

reply refer ta 
T»3>vi Confort, 1. >'•

Ej dear 2». Comfort:
The receipt la acknowledged, by ref arena* from 

the *hlte Basse, of yocr letter of February 14, 1936, 
addressed to the President, relating in part to the 
aitoatloo in tho Far Zest.

Un viens expressed in your letter have received 
earefal consideration and the spirit which prompted yon 
to bring than to the Government*s attention is appreciated. 
Ton say he ssssred that a cardinal principle of our 
foreign relations and one which is never lost sight of 
Is to avoid being entangled in hostilities. I nay add 
that the >da tatstration is endeavoring to follow an ua- 
Hosed. course in connection, with the Far Zastern situation 

and

¥. T. 3fflBfQsrt» 2hJ2., Lltt.D., LL.D.» 
Famuli sat, Saverford College, 

SKeerferd. Pennsylvania.

79d.ü4/12576 
F/FG







t~iysL4*£.E£h ‘dfff.

IW&KAM RHCmVKD

FMOM

MOSCOW

fated March 4, 1958

•*«»•» «
sSt "*/ S

•fcî s»1S3$/
t&MNteM » «Alt

« icc I xad with Litvinov y est eMay,

uàt -, ?>'.bcs, ellington Koo

" \:‘ivs lasr worth in which the 

■'•*.$ .=’sous s cd.. "e said that the

793.94/12578
 

F/FG

- *»u ■ o -i' wi h renewed efforts along the

«. '^ÿÿi s confs,recce; that Celbos would 

«-;'**'-■- stand without England’s express

«<-c :u of '.he fear for Indc-*.'hina; that

'- a.-„ co sisnd citbout assurance of parallel

nl'vd States; that the situation was left

X o o.ers; a din-t that E’en would exolore the 

.ton with, .asid n^ton; that it was recognised that 
. - , ?

•n «c ota ts doverw*ent would participate in no

• • ek 'ope wa had that something 'sight be

•'•P*'- e: :‘<n:gh parallel action} that what /
3

■■- cmI'v considered was not military or naval 
t- 

action

s
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REB

2—#59, From Moscow, Mar.4,8p.m.

action but the Imposing of sanctions that would prevent 

Japanese banking institutions from selling securities in 

enterprises in China and Manchuria among nationals of 

these countries and, second, the possibility of 

imposing sanctions on supplies particularly oil. 

Litvinov was pessimistic as to outcome of any such 

plan. As illustrative, he pointed out that an embargo 

on oil would require not .only action by the United 

States but also action by Holland and that in all 

probability Holland would not participate except 

under guaranties of military and naval defense by the 

other powers.

I gathered that the Soviet attitude, similar to 

French and English, was that it will take no action 

except with the assured support of France or England 

or both.

With reference to the European situation 

Litvinov’s opinion was that Hitler and Mussolini had 

Chamberlain on the spot; that Chamberlain had to make 

good with his public by effecting some arrangement; 

that the dictators would either drive so hard a bargain 

as to ?nake that impossible or that Chamberlain would 

secure a paper peace that really amounted to nothing 

except as a sham for home consumption.
DAVIES

ROW-EMB
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5 Sheldon Terrace, 
New Haven, Conn., 
3 March 1938.

Mr. Charles W. Yost,
Office of Arms and Munition^ Control, 
Department of State, *
Washington. ,.!&.'■•

.-hh
Dear Sir: 

■ ..trf

CA 793.94/12421

I appréciât the courtesy of your reply to my 
inquiries of’SSFlOth of February but confess that 
I remain unconvinced that the present policies of 
the Administration are in harmony with the Resolut
ions of the Congress pertaining to the shipment of 
arms to nations at war.

In the second paragraph of the second page of 
your letter you speak of the questions involved which 
the President must take into consideration before 
deciding whether or not to invoke the neutrality act. 
In my reading of the resolution of the Congress I 
do not discover that the decision of invoking the 
act is left in the hands of the president, but mere
ly the responsibility for declaring the fact of the 
existence of war. As I recall,the debate over the 
form which the neutrality legislation was to take 
was over this very issue, the Administration demanding 
that it be given freedom to invoke the embargo on 
arms, etc. whenever it deemed such action in the best 
interests of the country, but the Congress insisting 
that such an embargo should become operative automat
ically upon the presence of overt hostilities. I 
believe the president is going beyond his legal powers 
in takihg into consideration any other factors than 
those of the existence or non-existence of war; in 
the Chinese situation the obvious fact is that war is 
now being waged and has been for several months.

I find myself raising questions, likewise, over 
paragraph #2 on page #4 of the open letter to the Vice 
President, dated January 8 (referring to the copy for 
the use of the press). Reference is made to past 
emergencies in which the Government has protected its 
nationals and commerce in war zones. This seems to 
be to be beside the point, in view of the changed sit 
uation brought about by the original neutrality act 
which disavowed any intention of the government to en 
danger the peace of the nation by seeking to p'rotect 
American interests abroad.

I remain convinced that the Administration, in 
its handling of the situation in the Far East, is act
ing in opposition to the intention of the Neutrality

$6
1 
t 
8 
8V
H'
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Mr. Yost - 2

Act, the past and present desires both of the Congress 
and the vast majority of the thinking American people, 
and to the best interests both of this country and of 
the total world situtition.
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Dear ^r.Hull:-

CHARLES P. JERVEY
30 SHERMAN STREET 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 1

jtï deeply, regret to find that my note of 

February 14th has-been'showered only by one of the usual

form letters, itself.dated, the 14th

itemsI feel । 
communication are very serious matters

brought up in my

pertaining to the

welfare, not of myself alone, but of every American citl 

zen; I am unable to see that, through the press or other

wise, any information on these points has been vouchsafed.

There is a great hope on my part that

793.94/ 12580

where there are involved subjects which may mean the injuring 

and dying of millions of Americans and the degradation of 

our spiritual life the fullest possible information will 

be given to every citizen.

I remain,

Honorable Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State, 
Washington,D.C.

P.S.-Of course, I did not expect a personal reply, but

hoped that someone in your Department might respond. 
A

? 0
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Dear Mr.Hull:- 1938 P V i| 14
In the past, I have often addressed you 

expressing my d®p appreciation for your splendid work 
along "good neighbor" lines and, for the reciprocal 
trade treaties. I feel privileged, therefore, to write to 
you now about another matter.

It is with the deepest regret that many 
of us,strongly working for world peace and counting for ,, 
some time upon your help, have noted your strong sup- (gj 
port of the huge armament bills before our eountry.lt is 
a little unusual, I imagine, for the Secretary of Slate, 
our only peace officer in the Cabinet, to be appearing O 
before Committees urging the adoption of measures which 
will unquestionably aid in the building up of a much 
more militaristic spirit in our country. On the other hand, 
I would surely wish that our Government were prepared to 
spend much more money on our State Department and our Ç 
efforts to keep up better relations abroad; your urging ?
of increases in that direction would surely meet with $
complete support from the people. r

It seemed to be a peculiarly inapt thin|P^ 

for us to address, as we did, the note to Japan concern- " 
ing her purposes in naval building. It was all so plain- q 
ly a curtain-raiser for our Naval Armaments Bill, as 
there must not have been many educated people in the U.S. ï 
who did not already know what Japan’s answer would be. Ç
And why did we wait for this exact moment to ask such C
a question? k>

I live in a city, Hartford, which has 
long been know for its two high-grade, intelligent news
papers, neither of which, as may easily be verified, 
certainly can be designated as a"peace"paper. In point of 
fact, until two or three days ago, the Hartford Times 
was virtually supporting, unquestioningly, the new Naval 
Armaments program. However, there has been a most de
cided change.

From these two newspapers, today’s 
editions, may I quote as follows:

"The best that can be said of the reply of Japan 
to the request for information concerning its naval 
plans is that it was not unanticipated. Indeed, lltr. -n 
Hull had no reason to expect anything else than a refus- jg 
al when he addressed his blunt note to the Japanese a P 
fw months(sic) ago."—Courant. fig

"To an inconsiderate note from the United Statesjf r 
there has been a polite response, the essence of which^ 
nevertheless is a hearty,’Mind your own business, whilst 
keeping our suggestions in mind and according us the

A?

eountry.lt
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The Narita Incident Vwyq
Proposai to accord thre privilege of 

United States citizenship for a Japanese 
woman, Miss Suye> Narita, is under de
bate in ‘the House of Representatives.

Miss Narita is employed at a sana
torium on Mt. McGregor, New York, 
where General Grant died. She is a 
Christian, has been many years in this 
country, has character and reputation 
which have won many influential 
friends. She hoists the American flag 
daily at the sanatorium. The sincerity 
of her allegiance to the land of her 
adoption is undoubted.

Californian Congressmen at once 
have insisted that to make an exception 
In Miss Narita’s case would be to set 
precedent after which there must be 
numerous applications of like kind. 
Such applications would prove em
barrassing. Indeed, to accommodate 
Miss Narita would impugn the prin
ciple of the law which excludes Japanese 
from becoming American citizens.

It is high time the principle of that 
law should be impugned. It unneces
sarily offended the people of Japan. On 
its face it appeared to assume that the 
Japanese are inferior to the lowest 
classes of immigrants to the United 
States from other countries abroad. 
Prevention of undue influx of Japanese 
to this country could have been pre
sented by better* means. Only a small 
section of the United States ever ap
proved a measure which worked grave 
injury to American-Japanese relations.

Immediate likelihood does not favor 
repeal of the law. Nevertheless active 
evidence that the American people have 
a just and fair disposition toward worthy 
Japanese, do not regard them as unfit 
for American citizenship, would be of 
marked service at this time when par
ticularly the good will of Japanese toward 
America should be sought and not re- । 
pulsed. //TFJ j
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CHARLES P. JERVEY 

30 SHERMAN STREET 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

2

same privilege of planning for defense according to our 
views as you have according to yours.’ And the situation 
is practically as it was before the notes were written."- 

Times.

There are other comments in these arti
cles, comments concerning the attitude of our State De
partment; I believe that you will be interested th these, 
since these newspapers reflect powerful public opinion 
in this closely populated area. I am enclosing the 
entire editorials.

It so happens that both of our news
papers also carried today editorials on the so-called 
"Narita incident", with which you of course are very 
familiar. I am enclosing these clippings, also, and I 
call your especial attention to the fact that these two 
great newspapers definitely do not seem to feel that , 
in being kind and generous to Japan and to Japanese 
we would be playing the part of other than a good 
nation. Only those with "chips on the shoulders" would 
feel otherwise in this case, I am afraid.

Please note especially these words from 
the Courant:

"Congress would honor itself by conferring 
citizenship on Miss Narita, if one canafredit the testi
monials of her neighbors. But it would honor itself 
even more highly were it to remove the exclusion clause 
of the naturalization law so as to permit any 
qualified person, regardless of race, to become a citi
zen by the usual means."

I deeply regret that, at this critical 
time in our relations with Japan, we should have as 
the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee Senator 
Pittman, who, as you will no doubt recall, adopted, 
not many months ago, a very truculent attitude towards 
that country and publicly delivered remarks which I 
consider the most unfriendly I have ever heard from a 
public official.

I speak for a sizable number of peo
ple infcy community when I say that we do not want a war 
in the Far East, under any conditions, and that we do 
not believe that anything that we have there, or may 
have there in the future, is worth the life of a 
single American soldier or sailor.

We would appreciate deeply your re- 
considerationôf what all this means to us; we hope you 
will oppose these armaments, and help to keep us out of
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war

I remain

- y-v «7 v vu. © , z

Honorable Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State, 
"ashlngton,D.C.
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What Is the Navy For?

'f he-best that can be said of the reply of 
Japan to the request for information con- 
çerning’its naval plans is that it was not 
unanticipated. Indeed, Mr. Hull had no 
reason to expect anything else than a re
fusal when he addressed his blunt note to
the Japanese a few^ionthl ago.

Now the question arises'as to what is the
next step of the other naval powers with 
interests in the Pacific, the United States 
not least of all. The general assumption 
is that, by declining to reveal its naval 
plans, Japan has made inevitable, even 
necessary, a competitive building program 
of unprecedented scope. Because no one 
knows how large and how powerful is the 
fleet that Japan may be constructing, the 
other powers, so the argument runs, have 
no choice but to extend vastly their own 
naval armaments, even to build new bat
tleships of unprecedented size.

If such construction is absolutely neces
sary to defend the continental territory of 
the United States, together with its insular 
outposts, against possible invasion, no one 
will object, even though its cost unbalance 
the budget for years to come. In his let
ter to Mr. Ludlow of Indiana, the* Secretary 
of State expresses the opinion that “all of 
the ships and auxiliary services provided in 
the proposed program”—now before the 
Naval Affairs Committee of the House of
Representatives—“are needed for the na
tional defense of the United States and its 
possessions.” Had Mr. Hull stopped there, 

> indicating that the building program had 
< no other objectives, popular opinion would 

. have no cause for uneasiness, but he pro- 
3 I ceeds to intimate that the Navy should also 
? be used to see that “conditions of peace, or- 
Q der and security” prevail in the world.

In other words, Mr. Hull evidently wants 
the Navy to be large enough not only to 
defend tangible national interests, but also 
to play a part in P°Iicins the world’ and 

> / just there he introduces the note that has 
I made an increasing number, within Con- 
! gress and without, suspicious of the whole 

foreign policy of the Administration. In the 
X popular mind, a fleet strong enough to de- 

fend tangible national interests is one thing, 
but a fleet built to enforce peace in all 
quarters of the world is quite another. The 
first has popular sanction; the second de- । 
cidedly has not. 1

If the Administration can demonstrate 
that the refusal of Japan to announce its j 
naval plans compels the United States to I 
increase its naval defense in order to make !
it adequate for the protection of tangible 
interests, the present controversy will die 
away in a moment. Yet it cannot do so 
unless it repudiates, specifically and un
equivocally, the principles that underly the 
speech of the President at Chicago de
manding a “quarantine” of aggressive na
tions, the condemnation of Japan issued by 
the Department of State and now the state
ments concerning the maintenance of 
peace, order and security the world over 
^that have found their way into the letter 
written by Mr. Hull. The Secretary of 
State professes to be following a middle 
course between “extreme internationalism” 
and “extreme isolationism?” In fact, he 
seems to be pursuing a line that, unless 
speedily abandoned, will plunge the n*».Uo» 
into a morass of uncertainty, co^ 
doubt where it will flounder ur, 
en by war.
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I Japan^Suggests Conference
' The Jçtpanesfe note replying to the 
American demand for naval informa- I 
tian is dignified. It declares that the j 
matter is not one “which should con
cern .thi# government in event that your 
government/ on a basis of whatever B 
reason or rumor, should exercise the f 
right’of escalation provided in any treaty 
to which'Japan Is not a party.”

Japan Is ready to participate In any 
discussion which gives primary import- j 
ance to quantitative (total strength) j 
limitation of navies. Japan does not I 
possess a navy which menaces other 
^navies. It has never contemplated 
building a navy to cross the ocean to 
engage in conflict.

Japan maintains her navy simply for 
Japanese defense, proposes, in that re
gard, not to be interfered with by other 
powers, assumes no responsibility for 
what they may do In building and 
maintaining navies which do menace 
other navies.

However, the subject of quantitative 
comparison is one toward which the 
western powers should be open-minded. 
There is, too, an inference, at least, that 
renewal of limitations discussion among 
the powers might prove potential of 
satisfying results.

To an inconsiderate note from the!

\ ’ ---- "
* ^T£jtizenship for Orientals
- i,s a curiQU^^drvival of the philo

sophy of thfe slave days in the present nat
uralization1 laws. One of the earliest laws 
of the Federal Government set forth the 
means by yhich “free white persons” might 
be made citizens of the United States. That 
law was amended from time to time, but 
until 18,70, the restriction limiting the priv- 

j ilege of naturalization to white persons re- 
| mained. In 1870 the privilege was extend- 
! ed>;to persons of African descent, but mem
bers df other races are still barred from 
being naturalized by the courts, although 
Congress may confer citizenship on any per
son regardless of his color. This bars not 
only the Japanese and Chinese and their 
related races, but American Indians and, 

I ironically, Hindus, who, for all their dark 
I skins, are ethnologically as much Aryans as 
' are the blondest of Herr Hitler’s supporters. 
The native-born children of persons inelig
ible for naturalization, however, automati
cally become citizens.

Congress Is now considering a bill that 
would confer citizenship on Miss Suye Na
rita, a Japanese who has lived in this coun
try for twenty-four years. She has present
ed abundant testimony to prove that she 
would be a responsible and a valuable citi
zen. Even the opponents of the bill that 
would confer citizenship on her admit that 
she is mentally and morally qualified for 

■ citizenship. But they fear that her nat
uralization would set a precedent that 
would make it difficult to refuse the appli
cations for citizenship of other Orientals.

The color line, whether it be drawn 
against the black or the yellow race, is a 
relic of barbarism. As it applies to natural
ization, it is a direct survival of the un
tenable theory that white men alone are 

. fitted to rule themselves. The maintenance 
of the exclusion feature of the naturaliza
tion law does not in itself limit the immi
gration of Orientals, or reduce the economic 
competition of which the West Coast com
plains. It merely insults self-respecting 
members of the excluded races who are 
otherwise qualified for citizenship and who 
have a sufficient sense of their responsi
bility to their adopted country to consider 

। becoming a citizen of it.
j Congress would honor itself by conferring 
I citizenship on Miss Narita, if one can credit 

the testimonials of her neighbors. But it 
would honor itself even more highly were it 
to remove the exclusion clause of the 

j naturalization law so as to permit any qual- 
1 ified person, regardless of race, to become 
a citizen by the usual means.
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Ûnited States there has beeh a polite 
response, the essence of which never
theless is a hearty, “Mind your own busi
ness, whilst keeping our suggestions in 
mind and according us the same privi
lege of planning for defense according 
to our views as you have according to 
yours.” And the situation is practi
cally as it was before the notes were 
written.
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Honorable Cordell^^^jQ A nûNS 
Secretory of State ANt) R|--CC,RDS 
Washington, D.C.

Lcr r lir.Hull:-
You have always been so gracious in 

receiving criticisms, or adverse comments of any kind, 
that I feel privileged to sene’ this communication.

TTo one could feel more strongly than 
I do against the Japanese aggression going on in China 
today; it is for that very reason that I am urging most 
earnestly that our troops, ourZilitary forces of all 
kinds, be withdrawn at once from the entire area. It is 
not true that such withdrawal or the application of our 
Neutrality naw either would necessarily result in Jap
anese blockade of the entire China coast. The f-nswer to 
that has been apparent today and yesterday; Japan will \ 
order a blockade any time she desires this, ’without re
gard to what we may do,

’With ?lL6f our comments about "face" o^ 
the part of our friends in Japan and China, I am afraid th 
we in this country are trying just as hard to keep our 
"face" in China. Granted that it may cost us a certain 
amount of prestige to bring our armed forces out of China, 
surely you would not compare such a cost with the possibil 
ity of our being involved in this conflict?

I am not afraid of incidents such as 
that which occurred on the flagship"Augusta"; that’s in 
the line of naval duty, and cm be taken as "part of the 
game." len go crazy, however, in the midst of war, and 
it is quite possible that, in the heat of the fighting, 
Japanese or Chinese armed bands may massacre groups of 
Americans, and such an occurrence can still lead to 
war, even if our country is prepared to be patient.

As I came home from my officertonight, I 
herrd three or four garagemen talking together, and this 
is about what they were saying"Why don’t they get those 
Americans out of China, end keep them out? The only ones 
who want to stay(and this, of course, does not include the 
missionaries in their humene endeavors)are those fellows 
who’ve got a lot of property they stand to lose. Well, let
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them lose it.That’s a lot better than getting our country 
mixed up in it. And if they won’t set out when our country 
gives them the chance, itTs their affair if they stay and 
get shot--not ours”(parentliesis mine).

It was not a very pleasing thing to read
the article, carried in all the papers today or yesterday, 
indicating the presence of one of our war vessels apparent
ly ne-rby and purely for the purpose of guarding one"of 
the oil companies’ properties. I understand, fully the mili
tary necessities of oil, but our own needs could be handled 
in some other fnhion.

For several years, now, we have seemingly
been vjorking under the impression that our "big stick” 
navy would frighten Japan’s military and naval clique 
from doing"what they shouldn’t " and I should think"that 
by now we would have been convinced that this doesn’t 
work with nations any more than it does with people.

Cur Navy has been built up for offensive
reseons ,not defensive, unless we are pleased to call 
"protection of Américain life and property anywhere in 
the world, an American wants to go, on any mission which 
is pleasing to him" a sort of defense.

In the latter part of June, the House of 
Representatives of the State of Illinois adopted a reso
lution urging Congress to define our military policy as one 
of defense only, to refrain from maintaining or estab
lishing agencies of we.rfsre other than those necessary 
to defend our land from actual invasion, and to eliminate 
from, the mi15 t°w forces all such agencies and, activities 
a° ore designed and primarily useful for aggressive or 
foreign war. I only wish that we might do this very thing.

Your reciprocal treaties , your other splen
did work 1th the State Department, have meant a tremendous 
force for world peace during these late years; the attitude 
of other branches of the Government, however, and especially 
the continual demand for huge appropriate nnr which do not 
contemplate merely the defense of our own shores have counter, 
acted much of the good effect of the other.

hith a renewed and earnest request that yOli
use your influence to have all our people withdrawn from 
Shanghai, end our neutrality Actvinvoked, I remain,

CoriWllv. you
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March 11 1938-

In reply refer* to
FE 793.94/12580-

My dear Mr. Jervey:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of 

March 3, 1938, in which you comment upon the form let

ter sent you by the Department In acknowledgment of 

your letter of February 14, 1938.

The Department receives each day great numbers of 

letters and telegrams expressing all shades of opinion 

in regard to the foreign relations of this Government. 

While without exception the opinions expressed receive 

careful consideration, It has been found Impossible to 

acknowledge by Individual letter all of the commun:ica

tions received.

It is the policy end practice of the Department to 

furnish for public release a maximum of current informa

tion In regard to the relations of this country with 

other countries end in regard to what has happened and 

what is happening in the field of international affairs.

It

Mr. Charles P. Jervey,

30 Sherman Street,

,— Hartford, Connecticut.

793.94/12580
 

I"/FG
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It is fully realized that in order that the private citi

zen may form an objective opinion on a problem of world 

Interest he must have the pertinent facts abundantly and 

continuously presented and every effort is made to achieve 

this objective. Dally, releases are madeto the press on 

various phases of our foreign policy. These releases and 

other pertinent statements are latei’ compiled in conveni

ent form and made available to the public. In addition, 

the views and policies of the American Government are 

further made known to the public by means of the wide

spread publicity given to the numerous addresses delivered 

by senior officials of the Government. I am sure you will 

realize that, with regard to situations in which it has 

been deemed advisable to declare the Government’s attitude 

and policy in public statements, it is usually impractica

ble to elaborate upon those statements in communications 

addressed to individual inquirers. Furthermore, the per

sonnel of the Department of State is, of necessity, 

limited by the appropriations made available by Congress 

and no provision is made for the automatic acquisition of 

additional personnel in periods of emergency,

I trust, therefore, that you will realize that the 

practice of sending form acknowledgments to certain types 

of communications has been adopted by the Department in 

view of the fact that, as indicated above, every endeavor
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Is made to keep the publie fully and currently Informed 

and beoause the demands upon the personnel of the De

partment are so great as to render Impossible the 

handling of this large volume of correspondence in any 

other way. You may be assured, however, that we wel

come at all times expressions of opinion from thought

ful sources.

As of Interest in connection with the matters dis

cussed in your letter of February 14 and as illustrative 

of the types of information made public by the Depart

ment, there are enclosed copies of various documents, 

as listed below, bearing upon the attitude of this 

Government and the policy which It Is following.

With regard to your statement that the Department’s 

letter to you was dated February 14, it may be said 

that this was undoubtedly a typographical error, as the 

Department’s records show that your letter was not re

ceived until February 16 and that the reply was prepared 

on February 36.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

Maxwell «^Hamilton

Chief 
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Enclosures:
(See following page.)
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Enclosures :

Senate Document No. 131.
Press releases of the 

Department of State, 
August 17, December 20, 
1937, February 4, 8, 
12, and 17, 1938.

Press release of the Navy 
Department, January 31, 
1938.

President’s Message to 
Congress, January 28, 
1958.

Addresses of the Secretary 
of State, September 19, 
20, and October 22, 1937.

FE:f(2j#:HES

3-8, 10

A true £opy of i
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Secretary of State, 

Washington,

365, darch 5, 5 p.m, 
I.Iy ilo, 333^ M^ruary 28, 8

hopping up operations continue in Eastern Shantung 

while in the Tsining sector the Japanese continue to 

meet vigorous resistance west of Kiasiang, On the 

southern Tsinpu front operations are virtually at a 

standstill due in part to the widespread Chinese 

guerrilla activities west of the railway.
ASeveral truck loads of armed Japanese sailors 50 

proceeded through the American sectors yesterday. 05 i 

$3 
Colonel Price protested the natter to the Commander 

of the Japanese naval landing party who this morning 

sent his representative to apologize. At the sane ' 

time the request was made that upon 24 hours notice 

trucks containing armed Japanese sailors be permitted 

to pass along Bubbling Well Road. Colonel Price 

acquiesced.

GAUSS

PEG C..-B
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FOURTH MARINES

March 5, 1938

Rcc’d 10:30 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG)
CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE) 
OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8605. Southbound column Taiyuan Puchow railway 

occupied Hewma 22 miles south Linfen. In extreme 

northwest Shansi Japanese unit reported captured
=» -JTj

Hoku and Paoteh and succeeded crossing Yellow Riv 

1821
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
t¥:PAP' ' ATE

’-133’ --

/'correctédI 7 AM II 41
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Hankow via N. R
^'^^arch 4, 1938

Secretary of State, ■

Washington
'■ i

r,

8:4 a.m», 5th

143, March 4, 3 p»m.
^epartnwd of

Divisionoi
FAR EASFERn

Following for War Department from Colonel Stillwell
"Estimate of general situation as of March 1st. 

✓
Factors favorable to Chinese: General determination 

to resist to bitter end, educated and moneyed classes 

gradually taking part, more students in ranks, enormous 

man power, military training of reserves going on every

where, more favorable outlook for munitions supply, good

financial position according to foreign financial 

advisers, losses in men fully replaced, gradual .

improvement in the command, experience in fighting 

being acquired, increased foreign support in aviation^ 

communication by motor roads being greatly improved 

(road open to Sinkiang, work started on outlet to ' 

Burmah, outlet to Indo-China nearly ready), another

instance of Japanese air threat rapidly decreasing, 

more spirit visible in the ranks and among wounded,

many

793.94/
I 2583

 
F/FG



. il 
*2*- #143, March 4, 3 p.m,, from Hankow,

many new divisions nearly ready, loyal cooperation by 

the Reds, good example of execution of Han Fu Chu, no 

apparent depression due to loss of men and territory, 

guerrilla war in Shansi growing serious, Japanese let 

down since capture of Nanking, Japanese failure to press ✓
to an objective, Japanese failure to get Chinese help 

politically, time working for Chinese and against 

Japanese, China’s basic industry, agriculture, cannot 

be destroyed, moral backing of the democratic states, 

no serious dissension in China’s Government,

Factors unfavorable to Chinese: no sign as yet of 

the offensive spirt, continued dependence on passive 

defense, continued excuses about insufficient artillery 

and aviation, retention of many incompetent commanders, 

many desertions, many self-inflicted wounds, danger of 

spread of guerrilla idea to regular units (they will 

withdraw as soon as the pressure hurts), loss of revenue. 

Conclusion: Since Japan cannot pull out and China 

refuses.to quit, the prospect of a long drawn out struggle 

increases. It is possible for China to win, Japan, to 

get a decision, must make a greatly increased effort. 

I still believe she must occupy all China east of the 
110th meridian, and that even that may not be enough."

Repeated to Peiping,

JOHNSON

HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Fromsms 1-1334
This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased be-

14-5, Earch 4, 3 p.m.

Following for ,7ar Department from Colonel Itillwell:

"Estimate of general situation as of March 1st.

Factors favorable to Chinese: General determination

793.94/ 12583

to resist to bitter end, educated and moneyed classes 

gradually taking pa^t, more students in ranks, enormous 

man power, military training of reserves going on every

where, more favorable outlook for munitions supoly, 
good financial ^arÉrâT'according to foreign financial 

adviserçfcS^, losses in men fully replaced, gradual ia- p 

provrment in the Experience in fighting being ac-Sg 
cS 

quirecl, increased foreign support in aviation, communi

cation by rotor roads being greatly improved (road /

to Sinkiang, work started on outlet to Burmah, outlet 

to Indo-China nearly ready), another instance of JanonesE 
“n 

air 'brent rapidly decreasing, more spirit -we-behwwpd
*n 

in 0
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sms 2 - ITo. 143, March 4, 3 p.m. from Hankow.

in the ranks and among wounded, many new divisions 
nearly ready, loyal cooperation by the Rjds, 4S^example 

of execution of Han Fu Chu, no depression due

to loss of men and territory, guerrilla war in Shansi 

growing serious, Japanese let down since capture of 

Nanking, Japanese failure to press to an objective, 

Japanese failure to get Chinese help politically, time 

working for Chinese and against Japanese, China’s basic 

industry, agriculture, cannot be destroyed, moral back

ing of the democratic states, no serious dissension in 

China’s Government.

Factors unfavorable to Chinese: no sign as yet of 

the offensive spirit, continued dependence on passive 

defense, continued excuses about insufficient artillery 

and aviation, retention of many incompetent commanders, 

many desertions, many self-inflicted wounds, dangsp^f 
spread of guerrilla idea to regular units (idÉ^st the 

the pressure hurts), loss of revenue.

Conclusion: Since Japan cannot pull out and Chinn 

refuses to quit, the prospect of a long drawn out struggle 

increases. It is possible for China to win. Japan, to 

get a decision, must make a greatly increased effort.

I

I 'b 1

I .... ------------ -------- ---- r------- — ------- -----"• - ■ —r—- -■ I

■ ■ ' J ■

I a;?’ * - #|

I ' • 1
I "* . '-r I
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□ma 3 - Ko.' 143, March 4, 3 p.m. from Hankow.

I still believe she must occupy all China east of the 

110th meridian, and that even that may not he enough. 

Repeated to Peiping;

JOHNSON

HPD
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paraperase

A telegram (no. 143) of March 4, 1938, from the Ameri
can Ambassador at^hankow quotes a message from Colonel 

Stilwell for the War Department giving an estimate of the 

general situation as of March 1 which reads substantially 

as followsi

Factors unfavorable to the Chinese: continued excuses 

about insufficient aviation and artillery; continued de

pendence on passive defense; loss of revenue; many deser

tions; retention of many incompetent commanders; danger 

of spread to regular units of the guerrilla warfare idea 

(they will withdraw as soon as the pressure hurts); many 

self-inflicted wounds; as yet no sign of the offensive 

spirit.

Vectors favorable to the Chinese: enormous manpower; 

losses in men fully replaced; military training of reserves 

going on everywhere; general determination to resist to the 

bitter end; more students in ranks; moneyed and educated 

classes gradually taking part; good financial position, ac

cording to foreign financial advisers; more favorable out

look for supply of munitions; increased foreign support in 

aviation; experience in fighting being acquired; gradual 

improvement in the command; more spirit visible in the 

ranks and among the wounded; loyal cooperation by the 

Reds; many new divisions almost ready; communication by 

motor roads being much improved (outlet to Indochina al

most ready, road open to Slnkiang, work started on outlet 

to
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to Burma); another instance of Japanese air threat de

creasing rapidly; Japanese let-down since capture of 

Nanking; failure of Japanese to press to an objective; 

good example of execution of Han Fu Chu; no apparent 

depression due to loss of territory and men; failure of 

Japanese to get Chinese help politically; guerrilla war

fare in Shansi Province growing serious; time working 

against the Japanese and for the Chinese; no serious dissension 

In China's government; moral backing of the democratic 

states; agriculture, China's basic industry, cannot be 

destroyed.

Conclusion: The prospect for a long drawn out 

struggle increases as China refuses to quit and Japan 

cannot pull out. In order to get a decision Japan must 

make a very much greater effort. Colonel Stilwell is 

of the opinion that it will be necessary Japan to 

occupy all of China east of the 110th meridian and that 

even that may not be sufficient. It Is possible for 

China to win.

793.94/12563

FE:CjL':HES 

3-7
FE
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2/t*657-H-439

iiEUORAKDOH FGR THE CHIEF CF STAFF:

Subject: Far Fastern Situation.

1. Herewith are Sumæary and Situation Uap oovering 
events in China for the week ending February 26.

2. The outstanding developments for the past week 
have been:

a. Important Japanese gains in Shansi, 
along the Ping-’jan to the Yellow River, and in 
southern Shantung.

b. Heavy inoreaso in sir activity on 
both sides, including a Chinese attack on Tor- 
msa and Japanese mass air bombardments in Cen
tral and South China in retaliation.

795.94/12584

e. Bitter controversy in the Japanese 
Diet over the Government's proposed national 
mobilisation, bill.

B. 1. ». MoCABE, 
Colonel, General Staff, 

Assistant chief of Staff, G-2-

2 enols.
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C; '?■: fiPENTI AT
-2 Digest of Information 
ilao-Jataaaa* Situation 
February 20-26. JL93B '

DKltSSihED
£.O, 11632. See. 3iE‘ -rod x'D) 3)

Laporte of Germany’s proposed recognition of ifoachoukuo as 
announced in Hitler’s speech of February 20 wrs liellod with fortifi
cation in Tokyo. Until the recant Nazi purge, Germny had appeared 
to be unwilling to recognize üanchoukuo despite repeated, urging» by 
the Japanese. At Hankow, on February ?.!it the Oermn ..rbasaador an
nounced that Uermny’s action could not be interpreted as an act direct
ed againut China। that Romany 1» determined to remin neutral but in
tends to base her policy cm realities} and that 3erann-Japanes» rela
tions are based solely on a mutual understanding to fight Dolshsvim. 
The Chinese Government on February 24 protested -’errmiy’s proposed 
recognition of «auschoukun.

The change in the British cabinet ®a received in Tokyo with 
satisfaction. Hope wa expressed for an inproveasnt in Anglo-Japanese 
relations. However, a closer rspproebmeut between ïÆgland and Germany 
and Italy is being watched with nixed feelings. Chile Japanese do not 
appear to be greatly worried about Gejsaany in view of her proMsed 
recognition of ^^anchsukuo, the attitude of Italy la being viewed with 
sorao Ml«giving.

The introduction of the A>vemnent*s National Itobilisatlon 
Bill in ths Diet at Tokyo February 24, caused a near riot. The two 
principal parties in Japan strongly oppose the bill as un.teminiag 
guarantees given to the people by the constitution, and as giving the 
military power to confiscate pror'erty and to control fOTcif*n trade at 
their discretion. The Government, they data, virtually proposes to 
legislate by edict end by so doing infringes on the rights of iarlia- 
mnt. A clause empowering the Government to suppress newspapers and 
prohibit public meetings, originally in the bill, had been deletedj 
nevertheless the vociferous opposition forced Parliament to recess 
over night. A cabinet crisis was predicted unies» the Government re
vised the bill. On February 26 after an all day storey session, the 
bill was sent to camitteea to seek sone neasuro of ooapraalae. Bow- 
over, the diehard attitude of Admiral Guetsugu and General Cuglyaraa 
and other cabinet Bombers, leaves little room for compromise in the 
bitter controversy, kianchoukuo has already proclaimed a national 
raobllisatlon law similar to tha bill now in the Japanese Diet. This 
law is rads effective when an announced emergency arises. It is ap
parently planned to plara the Hanchoukuo and the Japanese mobilization 
laws into effect at the same tins.

Tokyo press reports that the note issue Unit of the bank of 
Japan now fixed at one billion yen, would be Increased by from 60 to
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100 per cent, by legislation to be Introduced in March. The Finance 
-Sinister Lb also preparing to Issue 50 sen paper notes and to replace 
other subsidiary coinage with coins nude of an alloy of copper and 
nine. This step le taken in order to conserve silver and nickel.

A dispatch from Landon states that Japan is constructing 
at least two speedy, heavy-gunned, "Socket Battle Cruisers”. These 
chips are reported to be between lb,000 and 16,000 tons diaplaconont, 
to mount six or eight l.‘-inch guns, and to have a naxinua speed of 
32 knots.

The Tokyo Foreign Office spokesman on February Ê2 denied 
that Japan was seeking a contract to rebuild the harbor at îsaaatlan, 
lower California.

Four hundred men were reported to have been «.rested in 
anti-comunlst raids in Japan on February 17. Two hundred eighty 
of these are reported to be members of the Anti-Comintern National 
Defense Society.

A Tokyo press report states that Japan will soon announce 
herself satisfied with the Chliooe territory now occupied. It is ex
pected that tho creation of autonomous goveranonts in all occupied 
areas will soon be completed and that Japan will them announce that 
she will defend these areas and aovernmenta against the Chiang Govern
ment.

An Imperial decree issued in Tokyo permits the admission of 
Koreans into the Japanese ^rwy effective April 3. Four hundred Koreans 
had already been reported as Inducted into the Japanese forces.

A confidential mall report frost China consents on the lack 
of harmony in the "Soong dynasty". H. H. Kung is reported to have 
given Chiang Kal-ahek exaggerated reports of his foreign credit accom
plishments, Including a nonexistent 1E0 million dollar loan in ths 
Uaitod states. The report states that Kung was able to get only small 
loans and that with her promut inaome practically all, China is carry
ing on the war at the expense of monetary reserves. Madame Kung is 
reported ns tho power behind the Finance Minister. T. V. Doong, who 
had been responsible for many of China’s monetary reforms end for 
her stable financial position before ths war, is at loggerheads with 
both Chiang and Madame Kung. Soong*s eabition to supplant Chiang has 
caused a decisive break between the two man. Donald, Australian ad
visor to ths Gcnereliaslno and Madams Chiang, is stated to be abso
lutely loyal to «fidaæe Chiang Kai-shek and hopes to make a place in 
history for her as the Saviour of China, with Donald Mnralf as the 
power behind the throne, however, since the date of the above report, 
H. H. Ktmg is reported to have visited Hongkong ostensibly for a con
ference with Sir Frederic Has®, the Inspector General of Chinese Customs
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At that tin* T. V. oang, Madam Chiang, Madam üung, sad Donald 
were also in Hongkong. All but ooong have since returned to lûuikow. 
T. V. Joong is also reported to have arrived in liankow February 23, 
thus Indicating that despite the above report, some measure of peace 
haa been reached in the Soong family. Chinose attach great importance 
to Joong’s arrival in liankov and predict that he will assume an in
portant post in the government soon.

A press report from Hankow states that tba conparative lull 
in th® fighting sine® the fall of ^ankin..; has permitted China to or- 
^anlae, train and equip '<’5 now divisions. All Hanking division losses 
have been replaced and the units reequipped and recruited to wxlmua 
strength. Foreign military experts at Hankow are reported to have 
stated that China’s position is steadily improving.

Chines® aircraft from a base reported near Foochow, raided 
Formosa February 23. n® group attnc .od the Japanese air base at 
Tcihoku in the morning and other groups borabed >hinohiku and Chikuto 
in the afternoon. Japanese report that 12 pianos, all British mtto, 
took part in the attack, that only eight persons were killed and 29 
wounded, while property damge was alight. Chinese report that seven 
squadrons were in the attack and that heavy durasse to Japanese planas 
and «quipmont resulted. Ho Chinese planes were lost in this attack, 
hil® Chinese claim every participant was Chinese, it is believed that 

so») Huasiana,at least one American aviator, took port in the attack. 
In retaliation, Japanese bombed many points in China on February 24, 
and 25, the Moat important raid being an attack by 59 Japanese planes 
on the Chinese air base at Hanchaag, reported under Central China.

A report that 12 Chinese planes were sighted over Hangchow 
on February 24 headed toward th® East, caused mid warning to be sounded 
in north Formosa and in the Japanese estern Defense District compris
ing Kyushu and the western tip of ^ondo. Tokyo, too, was reported to 
bo nervous after the Formosan raids. It was pointed out that the dis
tance from Vladivostok to Tokyo Is little more than the distance 
covered by the Formosan raiders.

som cam
Th® Japanese drive in Shansi mad® good progress during the 

week. The western column has passed through Fanyang and is now re
ported 20 miles southwest of that city, moving afloat comparatively 
light Chines® opposition. Th® center coIub®, pressing down th® rail
way end main rood, has passed through Keishu. They ere now reported 
to be stopped by stiffened Chines® resistance. The «estera ooltæn 
was joined by a fore® whloh left th® Ping-Hen north of Mstow. Th® 
combined force acting as a flank guard for th® Fing-Han drive, mad® 
a rapid penetration, capturing Lioh®ng and Luan. Thia column too is 
reported to be held up by strengthening Chines® resistance. Chines® 
report that their air forces are aiding in slowing up th® Japtnea® 
drive in Shansi.
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There have been few reports of Chinese guerrilla activity 
in Shansi and Hopei during the week. A band of 1500 guerrillas was 
reported to be raiding within 15 miles of Peiping, probably looking 
for supplies. Machine gun and rifle fire was plainly audible in 
Peiping. Reports from I’elping state that the Jejvmese ere burning 
villegee in North China in their efforts to Htamp out irregulars. 
In northeastern Shantung one Chinese unit at duping was mopped up 
by Japanese troops. Other Chinese units are reported in th© vicinity 
of Tengchow, southwest of Cbefuo, and on the motor r>ad west to 
luru^ow.

Tsingtao officials announce that Japanese yon will be re
ceived on a parity with the Chinese dollar in payment of customs 
duties.

A mall report from Shanghai states that members of the 
Italian air mission which had boon recalled from Ifenehang ifccember 19 
are in Shanghai. They are awaiting the outcoi» of negotiations of 
a plan to establish an air school under Japanese supervision for the 
puppet government at helping.

IXWHAI FROMTS

On ths Ring-Han the Japanese again made progress in their 
drive to the fellow River. Sinsiang was captured en February SO and 
the Japanese pushed west through Pool, the west terminus of the rail
way running through sinslang, to fencheng, at the fellow River. A 
part of this column also pushed down the Ping-Han almost to the fel
low River. The eastern column of this drive, which had captured 
Fengkiu, pushed westward and has made contact with the units on the 
I'ing-Han. Chinese forces in this area have withdrawn in two routes, 
one toward Loywng and into southeastern Shansi. Save for scattered 
units and rear guards, there ere few Chinese troops loft on the north 
bank of the fallow River in this area. The Ping-Han Railway bridge 
crossing the fellow River north of Chengchow was destroyed by the 
Chinese February 20. The south bank of the river is reported to be 
well defended, particularly at Menghsien, whore there is a ford, and 
opposite Kaifeng. There have been «cehanges of rifle and artillery 
fire at several points across the Yellow River, but so far the Jap
anese have made no serious attempt to cross.

In southern Shantung the Japanese have also made progress 
during the week. The stalemate at Tsining has finally been broken 
and Japanese units have pushed about 12 miles to the west to Kiaalang 
and 15 miles to the southwest toward Kinslang. On the Tsln»Pu Rail
way the Japanese are still being held north of Tenghsien. East of 
the Tsln-?u, Japanese units have captured Chuhslen and are moving 
toward Uni. Jihchao, on the Shantung eoast. Is reported in Japanese 
hands.
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Gouth of the Lunghai, the Japanese have made no progress. 
Strong Chinese attacks from. Kuchen on the Tsin-I’u are reported to have 
driven the Japanese back toward iengpu. Spirited Chinese counterat
tacks, from southwest of i'ejagpu and from wst of Tln^yuan, are also 
causing the Japanese trouble in this area.

ŒJTHAL CHIia

-xtensive air activity constituted the main action in this 
theater during the week, '-ho Chinese air force reports that the Jap
anese air attack on Hankow February 10 resulted in the destruction of 
10 Japanese pursuit planes and £ bonbors, while Chinese lost throe 
ships. Chinese air raids which followed the Hankow attack are reported 
to have destroyed 8 Japanese planes at Hangchow and to have sunk a 
Japanese torpedo boat at Tatung, 40 miles up river from uhu. Chinese 
also raided the Hangchow airdrome and '. oosung on February 21, and 
again over Wooaung on February 24.

The Chinese main airdrom at Hanchang was raided by 59 Jap
anese airplanes on February 25. The Japanese report that of 40 Rus
sian and American pianos vdxieh rose to defend the Chinese airfield, 
"more than 30" were shot down, while the Japanese lost only 2 planes. 
The Chinese report that 8 Japanese planes were shot down but fail to 
mention their own loss.

Japanese aircraft bombed Ichang on February 21. Hine heavy 
bombers ware reported in the attack. Damage was reported to be slight.

Haports from Central China state that Russian aircraft and 
personnel are arriving in China in increasing numbers. There is a 
steady flow of now biplane pursuit® and of heavy bombera from Urumchi. 
Hany Chinese pilota are being trained and an effective air force is 
being rapidly built up.

Japanese warships are reported to have penetrated up the 
Tangtse to within 30 miles of Asking.

General uatsui left Shanghai February 21. He was replaced 
by General Bata. Lieut. General Prince Asaka, who commanded the Jap
anese drive on Hanking and Lieut. General ïanagawa, in ooimaand at 
Hangchow, are also being relieved and are returning to Japan. Frost 
a confidential source at Shanghai It is learned that many Japanese 
officers In Central China object to Hatsul’s relief* They like his 
attitude toward foreigners and his policy on discipline in the anay. 
It is reported that these discontented officers threaten to create 
incidents to embarrass ths new comander.

Informed circles at Shanghai report that a new autenosious 
regime for Central China will be inaugurated at Hanking before the end 
of the month. Tang Shao-yi, Li 3au-hao, Chen Chin-tao and ®en Tsung- 
yao, all old Chinese officials, are reported to have acceded to Japanese
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requests that they establish the gaverasant.

Ballet Abend, Hew *ork Tlaoa corx'ospoadent, states that of
ficial Japanese casualty figures he saw at 3hon^ai February «3, showed 
"slightly sore than" 18,000 killed in ths series of operations in the 
Shanghai area oulnlnatlng in ths capture of 'banking. The sane report 
states that more than 370,000 Chinese Military dead were counted by 
the Japanese in the aaao area for the period. It is difficult to 
credit this last report.

The British Ambassador at Tokyo again protested the landing 
of Japanese merchandise In Shanghai, unner Japanese Military protoo- 
tion, without the payment of custons duties or tonnage dues. The To
kyo Foreign Office spokesman on February 23 denied that Japanese goods 
war© enterln; Jhanghal duty free.

aoimi chiha

Japanese aircraft continue to strafe the Kwangtung railways, 
airdrome, and roads. Japanese air activity was redoubled during the 
last of th® weak in retaliation for the Formosa attacks. Twenty Jep- 
anese:planes raided Hanyung, north of Canton, and Chihsien, Ejsengtung, 
on February 2B. Assoy and Foochow were bombed February <’4. Both sides 
claim heavy victories in the resulting dog fights.

A foreign observer reports a typo of Japanese pursuit 
plane in South China. These aro low-winged monoplanes with retract
able landing gear, a top speed of over 200 «lies per hour, and a rate 
of climb in «xceas of 3,000 feet per minute. Their mnouvarsbllity 
is also remarkable.

COpLLHT

The terse coassuais.ua issued by the Japanese Imparls! Q.K..4. 
on February IB, stating that a part of the forces In China would be re
organised and replaced, coupled with the relief of General Hat mil, 
Lieut. Caserai Prince Awake, and Lieut. Oeneral Yanagawa frtn their 
respective coMnands in Central China, is causing speculation as to 
the tenor of the next Japanese neves. ’.ell infon.’wd quarters believe 
these acts indicate that the Japanese naw consider that the heavy 
fighting is over and the tins for consolidation, both Militarily and 
politically, has arrived. However, it is not unlikely that these seme 
actions indicate that the Imperial Û.H.U. has definitely given up their 
plan for a spring offensive in Siberia and intends to concentrate ad
ditional forces both In Horth and Central China in order to rapidly 
clear the Chinées résistance from the eastern section of the Lun^ial. 
blth the Siberian venture held in abeyance, sufficient forces could 
be released to gain a rapid decision in China, fchlle the present 
Japanese strength in China will probably bo able to force a Junction

coassuais.ua
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CONFIDENTIAL

on th® TsIb-Pu ultimately, tine la important. The Japanese need a de
cisive victory badly, not only for its military value, but also to 
bolster the civilian morale.

while the Japanese drive paralleling the Ping-tëan Hallway 
to the Yellow Hiver constitutes a serious threat to the Chinese forces 
on the eastern section of the Lunghai Hallway, the river still remains 
as a formidable barrier to further Japanese advance. The three fair
ly good crossing points, one, a ford at Kenghsien, northeast of Loyang 
another at the site of ths destroyed Hng-Hen railway bridge, and a 
third opposite Kaifeng, are reported to be thoroughly protected by 
wall prepared defenses and reliable Chinese troop». Unless the Jap
anese forces In this drive are reinforced, it is probable that they 
will be held north of the Yellow Diver for seme tine. Their proximity 
to the Lnnghal and the vital Chengchow junction, however, will enable 
than to Interdict tie railway with air and artillery attacks. A de
cisive action in this area, however, must be delayed until stronger 
Japanese forces are available.

CONFIDENT']/.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

1—1336
FROM COMYANGPAT

March 5, 1938

Rec’d 2:07 p. m.

ACTION:

INRO :

OPNAV, WASHINGTON, D.C.

CINCAF (FLAG)
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE
C0IÎDESR0N FIVE
CINCAF
COHSOPAT
AMBASSADOR
USS MARBLEHEAD
FOURTH MARINES
x.LUSNA PEIPING

0005. Yangtze River ports

CSB

79o.94/12585
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From1—1336

Comsopat

Dated Mar. 5, 1938

Recd. 9:05 P.M.
Mar. 6

ACTION: 0PI7AV

INFO: CIÏÏCAF
CO/SUBRON 5 
COiTDESRON 5 
AMA’TBASSADOR CHINA 
USS YARBLEFEAD

4th MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0005 South China ports

ROW

L/

793.94/12586
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
From Fourth Marines Mar 
Action Cincaf (flag) 
Cincaf (amn Opnav Info 2nd 
Brig USMC Amcon Shanghai 
Comsubron 5 Asst Alusna 
Shanghai Comdesron) . 
Comyangpat Comsopat 
Ambassador China 
USS Marblehead 
Alusna Peiping
March 6, 1938 

. ,tTh 
Rec’d 10:20 a.m.

8606. In Shansi southbound column Taiyuan 

Puchow railway reached Wenhsi continuing toward 

Yuncheng. On Shanghai Hangchow highway Chinese 

guerilla activity greatly increased last week 1826.

EDA

xj

795.94/12587
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
rr

1—1338 From
From Comyangpat 
Action Opnva 
Infor Cincaf (flag & 
2nd Brig 
Yangpat 
Subron 5 
ComdEsron 5 
Comsopat 
Ambassador China 
USS Marblehead 
4th Marines 
Alusna 
Peiping

March 6, 1938

Rec’d. 10:22 a.m.

Admn)

EDA

OOP Yangtze river ports quiet 1930.

793.94/12588
 

F/FG

§

4
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

R fX’.’J 1—1336
FROMCornsopat

Action; Opnav.

Info: Cincaf
Corr.subron 5
Condesron 5
AmArabassador China
USS FAR3LEHEAD 

4th Narines
ALUSNA, Peiping

f’ar. 6, 1938

ROW

0006 South China ports quiet 2000

! CC Pîÿs S’" NT TC**
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
Hankow via N.Rrr

(A portion of this
telegram ,3g^t be - Dated March 6, 1938
closely paraphrased From
before being communicated Rec’
to anyone. Part A.)

'/■AS

Secretary of Stat

Washington.

a.m.

FOLLOWING FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROM

ion ur , 
f AH US/tJ fMiftS

93P

146, March 6, 11 a.m’. (GRAY)

COLONEL STILLWELL
"One. Hsuchow area and Yellow River front remain 

quiet. Shansi situation obscure. There has been a 

serious Chinese reverse and present indications"are that 

the Japanese will continue clearing the southern part of 

the province. There is nothing as yet to indicate their 

intentions when and if they reach the Yellow River» 
(End Gray)

Two* It appears certain that the airplane 

manufacturing plants at Hankow, Shiuchow in Kwangtung, 

and Chuchow in Hunan, are all to move to Yunnanfu in the 

near future."

Repeated to Peiping.

JOHNSON.
EDAîRR ë



3 4 2 £
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[CCNFirrOTlAL] /

* - A R A P H R A S E

A telegram (no, 146) of March 6, 1938, from the 

Amerloan Ambassador at Hankow quotes a message from 

Colonel Itilwell for tho V.ar fepartment which reads 

substantially as followst

It seems certain that in the near future all of 

the airplane manufacturing plants at Hankow, Chuchow in 

Hunan Province, and Shluchow in Kwangtung Province are 

to move to Yunnanfu.

The Hsuchow area and tho Yellow River front remain 

quiet. The Shansi situation is obscure. There has 

been a serious Chinese reverse and present indications 

ar© that th© Japanese will continue clearing the 

southern part of tho province. There is nothing as yet 

to indicate their intentions when and if they reach the 

Yellow River,

793,94/12590

rft-

FE:EGrf:HES Fe” 
3-7
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____§93 . „?oochow/119________  FOR____ De

FROM __ ___________________________  (._ ______________ ) DATED
TO NAME 1-1127 apo

(D 
W

<D
REGARDING*. 4^

Relations between China and Japan; Sino-Japanese Conflict:
Chinese reaction to war reverses; propaganda campaign continues;"* 
resistance to Japanese aggression; Chao-ying, chief resister; ft) 
students to train masses; old men’s meeting; women urged to do Cl 
their part; Kwang Han shot; "Ivianchukuo'1 official dies; more Œ 
troops for the front; liberty bond drive closes.
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i • General . ummar./ .

wtiliiuBfe here appeared to bv following 

with the deepest interest the attitude and r-..actlune 

of the American Government to the oinking of the 

i AN«.Y, while the divertion which that Incident repre

sented, together with the realization that the Central 

Gc-verncr-nt did in fact mean to continue Its» .existence 

in spite i the loss of hanging, and that while that 

reaistanc- continued the Japanese probably couAd nut 

afford to undertake the conquest of the oo-.tn China 

coast, combined to heightan the local morale alter a 

noticeable slump earlier in the winter.

The propagande and conscription programs 

were pressed forward vigorously, a 1th the energetic 

Ct* en Chao-ying oetun-laeuly urging ch© necessity of 

resistance to the Japanese.

The campaign for the sale of hatlonai 

.alvation Bonds was closed at the end of ..ecember, 

with only one-sixth of Fukien’s quota subscribed.

The local merchants appeared to be in 

credit difficulties as a result of their inabilities 

to collect their northern accounts.
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* this Consulate’s despatches nos. 12 and 13, 
dated December 1<5 and 29, respectively, on this 
subject.

2. Local.

a. Mission schools to move. arly In

i ecember «tien the fall of hlanr.int fess Imminent, but the 

effects which the event Itself might have on the 

fortunes of this rrovincu ware still not clear, it 

w»s proposes to itove Chinese schools fro& Foochow to 

the interior of the province ki order to avoid Japanese 

interference in the courses of instruction and the use 

of the students by the Japanese military ir. the 

’'spontaneous" parades of welcome which it is the Japanese 

wont to organize in areas which have ju-t passed under 

Japanese control, pince a lar^e percentage of the 

schools and colleger in horthern Fukien are supported 

by American missionary effort, end the largest of them, 

including: the Fukien Christian Universit , art housed 

in American property, although under Chinese administra

tion, the projected removal of the schools was reierred 

to the Consulate.’

b. American propert and Foochow patriots, 

whereas the proposition to remove Chinese-auminlstared 

schools from American-owned property was ret,an.ed with 

favor as one which would simplify the protection of 

such American property, were the Japanese to attack

Foochow



declassified. 8.0. u«2, sî'--j<E>oany'B. * D) or (B>

B. Halations with vther countries»

1. Japan.

a. Reaction to war reverses. In the

latter part of November and the first weeks of December,

there were many evidences that the local Chinese

, c\ morale was considerably weakened by the apprehension

that

Oepartmmt of St^ ® Date /,./#■----
By flotte — --------------------

-i-

Foochow, the sequel to the move, which involved, in 

one Instance, the use of the Fukien Christian Univarsity 

dormitories and campus by a local military unit during 

three days of rifle practice, and, in another, the 

proposal to house propaganda training squads in Hwa 

Han College, was strongly opposed both by American 

missionary leader® and the Consulate.
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that with the fall of Nanking the Ohinoee (..overnmcnt, 

which has always bee.< known ng the hact:ln{ Government, 

would fall with it, but the removal of the Coveriuaent 

to hankow and Chungking, end the Generalissimo’8 

unequivocal expression of his determination to continue 

the fi/jht, resulted in a rally of feeling here mure 

marked than any since the opening of the war. The fall 

of t.an{ chow brought the threat of Invasion close to 

the border-.- of the . rovince, and although that fact 

was probably responsible for the rumor that Foochow 

was to be bombarded, there was no ap;rsciable panic 

amont the populace hero. The Government’s reverses 

had been discounted, and the proof that its protesta

tions of the determination to continue fighting were 

sincere tended rather to strengthen raorale. Tho 

belief that Japan, faccd^as she is with the unsubdued 

resistance of the Yangtze Valley and the North, could 

not afford to attack Canton and the uouth tended to 

further ral lave previous fears that Fukien would fall 

shortly after Nanking did.

b. ' rogAganda campaign continues. 

Meanwhile the large-scale propaganda campaign to 

convince Chinese in all walks of life in Northern 

Fuxien of the necessity for resistance to Japanese 

aggression continued at full tilt. ..ponsored by the 

Society for the Support of Resistance to Japan, by the 

Rrovincial ^Jass Educational Bureau, by the local New 

Life Movement Society, and by the so-called Cultural 

Heconstruction Society, the campaigners held mass

meetings
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meetings in surrounding villages, gave patriotic 

theatrical perfoimances, nlhcred the populace from 

time to time for open-air chanting and parader, and 

displayed cartoons and posters - all urging resistance 

to Japan.

c. Cheo-ying, the chief resister, 

ühle these propaganda activities are carried on in 

Fukien in the name of the local branch of the ..uomlntang 

and of various local anti-Japanese organizations, behind 

them ell stands one man, the energetic and omnipresent 

Ch’en Chao- ying j. It has been said that the

presence of General Ch’en I in Foochow has

saved the city from Japanese attack: it might with equal 

truth be held that the presence of Gu'eu Ghao-ying in 

Northern Fukien has so far saved the province for the 

national cause, as the x}art>’s Supervisor for Fukien, 

ha formed the .ociety to ■ upport Resistance, and has 

been prominent in every patriotic movement which has 

taken place In this district in the last six caujiths. 

During the month undei’ review, aside fror the innumer

able exhortations to resist which he issued almost 

dally ia the forms of speeches or articles In ress. 

he wired General Chiang Kai-shek pledging the support 

of the people of Fukien to the Generalissimo and the 

Central Government; he personally went out to meet and 

made arrangements to care for a group of wounded

soldiers

’nnd, be it noted, of his Japanese wife, who, despite 
reports to the contrary, has not yet gone.
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sc Idlers returning to Zoochow from the shanghai front; 

ho prooe ded on a tour of Inspection to Changio 

and Lienxiang i'dL Î2-) to review tne recruit- being 

drilled there, and io Isnue instructions to the local 

societies for the support of resistance; and ne held 

a setting of all members of the Provincial Government 

on December lb, in cor tie mo rat ion of the Yunnan Revolt 

ami in support of General Chiang.

Students to train masses. under 

regulations drawn up by the Commis.- loner of Education 

and the iirector of th® Citizen’s Military Training 

Commission of Fukien, and approved by the Provincial 

Government on December lo, students of universities, 

colleges, normal schools, and of the second- and 

thlrd-year in senior high schools, must In order to 

obtain their diplomas participate in the so-called 

"mess-training work”, that Is to say, the Instruction 

of the masses In the necessity of resistance to Japan. 

The regulations included girl students of schools of 

university or college grade, but excused those in the 

second- or thlrd-year of senior high school. The only 

other exceptions were for students who are below six

teen years of age, or are physically unfit. During 

the period of mass-training work, which is to last 

for three months of January, February, and March, each 

student participating in it is to receive twelve 

dollars a month for board. It is apparently planned 

that the students shall be placed in large dormitories 

under th® supervision of instructors in propaganda

work
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work, and that their traininc. will br. Intcr-perned 

with periods of actual propagandizing 1. the surround

ing villa,.e.>. In order to couplj with these regulations 

the ; id-.year examinations in Foochow schools were held 

at the 'nd of Lecember.

e. old sen*a meeting. In hie determined 

one-man drive to resist the Japanese, Forty commis-., loner 

Ch*en vhao-ylng cau-cd a census to be taken in November 

ex' all men In Foochow over fifty, and on December 7 he 

held what was called the ”ulc lea's Fneaiy Resistance 

rubllcity Campaign kass Meeting", at which ha urged 

the oldsters to throw the prestige and authority which 

were theirs as the heads of families behind the 

Government’s resistance and conscription campaigns.

f. bouen urged to do their part. 

Addressing a me ting on December 6, reported to have 

been attended by some eight hundred women representing 

various schools, hospitals, and other organizations for 

women, and who comprised the women’s auxiliary of the 

Society to Support Resistance, Ch’en Chao-ying pointed 

out the difference between the status of women in China 

and in Japan; reminded his hearers that the huomlntang 

Government which is now being attacked was the Govern

ment under which they had gained their new liberties; 

and asked them to do what they could to support the 

defence of the nation and to encourage their husbands

and sons to offer their lives or property for the 

country tn the hour of national peril.
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g. shot, a want han

oue or the. enj woll-to-üo cbln.ee who riot ueisoj 

rl ) when that island ws taken by the Japanese, 

but who happened at the time of hit departure to hold 

the pent •j’f the magistrate of the uiotriot which the 

island formed, was executed on the morning of December 

17, after having been couit ourtialed for deserting his 

post.*  Hsiao Âai-yun Commander of the

*hee page ô of the Monthly Political Report for the 
Foochow Consular District for November, 1957.

ieaos reservation Corps on the islano, who left it 

with uwang and allegedly under rhe letter’s orders, was 

sentenced to twelve-year’s imprisonment.

h. 'Uanohukuo ’ official dies, a brief 

press notice published on December lb stated that on 

the previous morning one Chao Tse-kang 

Bn official of the Bureau of Education in "kenohuKuo” 

who had been sent to Fukien as a mill tar., spy, Had 

been executed. This report recalls rumors which were 

current during the early part of December oi offers 

which were said to have been made to certain officials 

in the Government here by representatives of the 

"îianohukuo” and Taiwan administrations,

1. kora troops for the front, on 

December 22 between two and threw thousand Foochow 

tro>..pa, who had Just completed their training period, 

entered the ranks of the National nrmy at an impressive 

ceremony which took place on th® Recreation Ground at

aeven

cbln.ee
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seven o’clock that morning. untiring Ch’en Chao- 

ying made them a farewell speech, as did Chai naan 

Ch’en I, end at the close of tho ceremony they were 

escorted to the river’s bank by a parade which an 

American eye-witness believed must have born about 

tw miles long, and which included the firo department, 

school children, representatives of civic organization», 

and about eight hundred girl students, who had pinned 

the inevitable flower on each of th® new soldiers. 

Smartly turned-out in trim uniforms, -well equipped, 

and ladened with towels and various comforts presented 

to them by •© man’s organizations, the troops boarded 

river launches for Yenping ) at about ten o’clock,

while ingles sounded and flags waved.

The drill Inc of further troop 3 con

tinued throughout the month, end arrangements are 

being rade to select a carps of educated local youths 

who could become permanent drill leaders. Reports^_

from interior points indicate that s constant movement 

of tfoods in motor busses back and forth along the 

Yenping highway, to end from the front, wont on during 

December.

J> L&ÆXfir &I12JL S12JÊ1.. The 

campaign for the sale of national salvation bonds 

closed in Fukien on Decomb or 31 , having secured sub

scriptions for the whole Province of Fukien of only 

two million dollars, or a sixth of the Provincial 

allotment, of which asoount Foochow itself subscribed 

five hundred thousand dollars.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ‘ni336, _Xy From

- J) TR
ACTION : CINCAF (FLAG & ADMIN) 

OPNAV

INFO; SECOND BRIGADE
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

March 7, 1938

Rec’d 9;15 a.m.

8607. JapanESE claim Chinese troops southwestern 

Shansi rEtrEating toward Puchow and Hotsin. NipponESE 

resumed offEnsivE in Suiyuan westward from PattochEm. 

In southern Honan JapanESE artillery bombarding ChinESE 

positions south bank Yellow RivEr north ChengdEhow, 

Chow Sen Chi, former Central Government General, 

contemplated Minister of War in new Japanese organized 

Central China Government assassinated French concession 

today. 1820.

DDM
*$4 ;

M
A
H 

9 
1938
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SEE...... 102,81 Shanghai ..(OM)__________FOR ...WEEKLY. REPORT.#27_________

from ...Qojnnwro.Lal.Attache____ (.. Arnold___ .) dated .....Ian^..4>..1938*_____
/ /T^/ _. ». . NAME 1—1127 «polllfl Shanghai

REGARDING: Flow of arms into China.

Reports inspite of alleged olosing of the 
border between Chaîna and French Indochina, 
arms were continuing to to pass freely over 
the railway between Haiphong,Indochina, and the 
Chinese Province of Yunnan. Also Informs that 
Chinese Maritime Customs are endeavoring,infor
mally, to stop the transshipment of motor trucks, 
spare parts and kindred articles, to outports.
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NOTE

SEE----------------- _______________________________ FOR______________________ __ ____

FROM_______ Hong__Kong___________ (.._P??.$>yan_______ ) dated .. Jaa*„17j._.l?38_•
TO NAME r,113T

REGARDING: Effect of Sino~Japanese hostilities on Japan's trade
with Hong Kong* (lipages)
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Do*o of CaqpUtioni imarj «T, 199®

Cate ot Molllagi Jmuory M* 193®

Approvedt
Addloon Xe Smrtbar® 

Awrlem Odml MbomI
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Notai 

conversions into United States dollar» for 

the various years referred to in thia report have 

teen made at the average rates of exchange for 

the years in question.

iworts from Janm frosu 19aX,tO-J^37
The following table show^ the value of Bong 

song’s total imports froas Japan during the calendar 

years 1931 to 1937 inclusive* as veil as for the 

first eight months of 1937. Imports of specie and 

treasure are not Included in these totals•

est 
thousands of 
dollars)

1931 68,314 16,122 0,836
1932 21,884 4,896 0,83
1938 25,341 7,878 0,887
1934 34,783 14,088 0.388
1938 44,736 81,860 0.475
1936 68,089 18,224 0404
1937 (8 months) 48,464 14,685 0.803
1937 68,044 17,708 0.308

a study of the hong Kong trade returns for 
1937 Indios tes that Japan’s export trade with Bong 
Kong fell off sharply during the last four months
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of the year. Thia was due, of course, to the 

boycott of Japanese -oods in Heng Kong and South 

China while Long Kong’s trade with Southeastern 

Asia was affected unfavorably for the «ans» reason. 

The embargo Imposed by the Japanese lovonnant on 

the export of certain commodities, such as eewnt, 

also accounted for part of this decrease. During 

the calendar year 1930 imports into Hong Kong 

from Japan were valued at HK$58,03S,000 (US$18,224,000} 

while during the first el$xt æontha of 195? importa 

from Japan were valued at HK.|48,444,000

(US$14,088,000). In other words the average monthly 

value of imports from Japan into Hons Kong during 

the first elicit months of 1937 was slightly in ex

cess of 1106,000,000 and if imports had continued 

at ths scm rats for the balance of the year, Japan’s 

export trade with hong Kong should have attained an 

aggregate value of approximately HK$72,000,000 for 

the year, however, despite ths decrease in imports 

during the last four months of ths year, the total 

value of Japan’s experts to Heng Kong during 1937 

was HK$68,044,000 (US$17,703,420), or practically 

the seme as for 1930 when iaqpcrta from Japan wore 

valued at HK$S8,(»9,000 (US$18,289,000).

Japan accounted for 9.4% of Meng Kong's total 

import trade during 1937 as c «spared with 12.8% 

in 1938, 11.8% in 1933, 8.8% in 1934 and 8% in 1933.
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During th® first six months of 1937 Imports 

from Japan were valued at HK$39,000,000 while dur

ing the second half of th® year they totalled only 

HKtl9»300,000. Imports from Japan during Lecember, 

1037, amounted to only HKi'l,B00,000, th® lowest 

figure for any one month since the 1932 boycott. 

There is little doubt but that for the sharp de
crease in Japan’s trade with Hong Kong during the 

last trimester of 1937 her trade would have shorn 

a 33>> increase over 1936. Imports into Hong Heng 

from Japan of the following commodities have been 

either negligible or nil since August, 19371 

cement, g lass sheets, awabl, conpoy, cuttlefish, 

shaik.flns, fishery products, refined whit® sugar, 

potatoes, dried and salted vegetables, ffuahrooms, 

tea, bicycles, hats, bottles and flasks, cloaks 

and watches, elsetrie bulbs, eleetrie wires end 

eables, electric accessories, brassware, matches, 

rubber goods, rubber tires, hardware, sulphate of 

ammonia, metals, brass ahoets, galvanised iron 
sheets, oils and fats, paints, and paper.

Although imports of the foregoing commodities 
from Japan were negligible or lacking during the 
last four months of 1937, the totals for the year 
suffered very little change as compered with 1933, 
and in many eases increases can be noted.

The following tall® shows the value of Imports 
of various commodities from Japan during ths

calendar
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calendar years 1936 and 19371

1937

Cement 488,568 384,668
Chemicals and Drugs 816,646 1,081,036
Chinese Medicines 405,826 388,888
Cuttie Fish 88,578 183,074
Shark rias 441,381 419,485
fishery Products 1,481,066 1,485,995
Cheat Flour 767,338 838,516

Feflned white Sugar 693,871 783,793
Potatoes 885,513 885,611
Tea 387,858 494,410
Bituminous Coal 6,000,000 8,000,000
Machinery and mgines 10»,180 159,881
Metals 2,500,000 3,100,000
Brass Sheets 1,138,411 1,856,201

Salvanlsed iron sheets 508,481 516,000
Oils and Fats 835,70» 305,000

taper 1,578,786 8,180,000
ticca Goods and Textiles 88,854,870 87,911,799
Bicycle Tiros 69,000 113,000
stationery 881,014 291,332
Umbrellas 97,587 106,463
Bicycles 316,411 380,000
Bottles and Flasks 189,000 191,737
Electric tiros & cables 66,000 104,000
Electrical Accessories 908,000 319,815
Feathers 359,000 578,566
Brassware 157,000 187,981
Printing Materials 80,000 113,670
Fubber Tiros 815,000 811,000

Imports
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inporta from Japan during 1931 and 198ft t

A study of imports from Japan into Hong Kong 

during the years 1931 and 1936 Indicate» that Japan 

had, by the latter year, zegalned nost of the ground 

lost by the 1932 boycott* Imports of the following 

eooKaoditios during 1936 showed appreciable increases 

over those of 1931» chlorate of potash, ginseng, 

conpoy, shark fine, fruit of all kind*, potatoes, 

suahrooms, bituminous coal, sulphate of ammonia, 

iron and stool bare, including angles, tees, and 

channels, galvanised iron, fish oil, paints, paper 

ware, miscellaneous paper products, cotton yam over 

2/40s count, cotton yarn up to and including single 

and double 40s count, rayon yam, bicycles, hats and 

caps, hosiery other than silk, wearing apparel, 

electrical accessories, not otherwise enumerated, 

duck and goose feathers, haberdashery, and certain 

cotton textiles such as poplins, itxite and dyed, 

dyed cambrics, prints not otherwise enumerated, 

woolen blankets and rugs, suitings and tweeds, md 

artificial silk*

Appreciable decreases were noted in Uni follow
ing itens i eenent, cheminais and drugs not otherwise 
enumerated, fish and fishery products not otherwise 
enumerated, white floor, refined Chits sugar, print* 
Ing paper, cotton singlets, china were, lamps and 
lamp ware other than electric, match making materials 
other than phosphorus and chlorebs of potash* the 
folltwing table shows the Imports of the mors Important

<XSESSSŒkmM»K&
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eoaanoditiea al Japan's export trade with Hong Kong 

during the calendar years 1931 and 1933I

mneigq, cflMftsmML jomm.r™

gbit

ml w

cement lbs. 319,800 137,930

& ASM?.
Chlorate of Potaah lbs. ra 1,381

Chccjleale & Frogs
not otherwise
enumerated us| 6& *M3 49 >188

Chinese Medicines

llnaong ifât 49 6203 120 $381

ioodstuffa

Arabi lbs. 304 468

. conpoy lbs. 4M 881

Shark Fine lbs. 979 1,498

Meh a Fishery Pro
ducts, not other
wise enumerated mt 913 8837 466 1481

Wheat Flour lbs» de848 4,841

sugar, Fefinod white lbs. 24,804 14,188

Fruit, all kinds IbS. 371 8,18»

Onions lbs* 4,34» 4,837

Potatoes lbs. 4,130 30,888

vegetables (dried
salted & pickled) IbS. 698 «48 |

i i
Condiments U8$ 48 11» ! ' ____

<40 187
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Beat end Fish (Tinned 

& Potted)
US* 47 188 41 189

Mushrooms ust SOB 1898 817 689

Tea us* 10® 449 106 388

Fuels
Bltwaincu» Coal Tons see 511

Hardware
inaael wart us* 6® 891 38 its
Hardware, not other
wise enumerated us* 86 388 70 224

Malt Liquors
^^^lons ito 143

Mamreo
Manure» (Sulplieta 
of Amenia) lbs. 4*787 10*808

Motala

Bare, iron & stool 
(including Anglos* 
Teas and Chamois) lbs. 1*475 3*773

Nalls* wire IbS* It 8*948

Shoots (under 1/B 
Inch te icknese) Brass lbs* 8*478 3*781

Shoots (under 1/® 
inch thickness) oal- 
vanlaed (Corrugated 
& Plain) lbs* 8*488 6*748

wire* oalwanisod 

oils fc pats

lbs. 808 4*606

Fish Oil lbs. 387 1,14#

Paints

Pointa* not other
wise enuneratod ys$ 40 168 67 814

Paner

Paper* Printing ÜS| 567 sats 44 141
Paper, not other
wise enumerated us* 48 800 M7 817

Paper Ware U8| 89 UM 11# i 3W
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Piece Goods & Textiles

Etait Nowata in thousands

HKt

Drills, Lusks, Canvas
and Jeans, Gray

Shirtings, Grey, 
other ceints

T. Clothe and Mexican

Piecesi 188 388

Pieces■ 18 106

Grey

Irllla, Ducks, Jeans

Pieces MS 3d

and Mattings (White) 

shirtings, white 40/43

Pieces 80 >8

Yards

Bleached Cottons, not
Pieces 266 177

otherwise enumerated

Shirtings, Fancy,

Pieces 88 87

Bleached, etc* 

cashneres, Cotton ,
Yards 1,800 8,IM

Dyed, eto. Yards d,m 1,880
Drills & Joans, Dyed 

flannelettes, cotton.

Yards 5,818 4,715

Grey and Dyed Yards 8,188 8,881
>l«ur-

Poplins, all dosorly 
tiens (White and

Yards 7,406 878!

Dyed)

Cottens, Dyed, Flein, 
not otherwise onuwor 
ated including Xnlta*» 
tien Fongoes £ «11 
descriptions of Dyed

Yards 788 8,670

Cambrics

Prints, not otherwise
Yards 18,55» 40,1M

enumerated Yards 8,784 4,868
Covers, Bod & Table Pieces 78 W
Handkerchiefs DOMO 87 M "I

Towels Dexon 88 X>0 ' -‘hAli
Blankets, Cotton Pieces «74 ! IM! Ldæ

L/Jw 
l'W|

SIS ■ ‘v-
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Blankets, wool «nd Union» including Bug* lbs. 9 343
Caahoeres, wool «nd 
Unlcm Yards 163

Sorgo, all deserlp- 
tiens not otherwise 
enumerated Yards so 309
Suitings and Tweeds Yards 61 1,874
Union Cloths (Wool 
sad Cotton Mixtures 
including Array Cloths 
•to.) * Yards 188 844
woolens, heavy (cloak
ings. Overcoating, etc.) Yards a» 178

Silk, Artificial 
Fancies Yards 8,840 86819

Silk, Artificial
□cods not other
wise enumerated ost US 60S 688 1,664
Mixtures, not 
otherwise enumerated Yards 608 344
Yam, Cotton up to & 
including Single and 
Double 40a count lbs. 406 MW

Yam, cotton over 
2/40s count lbs. 880 1,096
Yam, Silk, Artifi
cial lbs. 69 669

Yam, woolen lbs. IB 168

Boots end Shoes (Can
vas and rubber) OS# Mot claiisified 888 710

hets & Cape (Foreign) V5| 66 886 100 817

Hosiery than us| 8 46 146
singlets USf 87 666 66 176

wearing apparel, not 
otherwise enunerated DSt 70 804 188 . 68(4
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In~ quinttip lie ate

Bicycles 4 Tricycles

Baâz&M

usf IS 58 100 318

Bottles and Jlasks* 
Glass* empty not 
including Vacuus 
Flasks 80 86 41 ISO

China ware, (Coarse 
and Fine) W &r 366 08 311

Ciceks and Aetches use 70 384 44 141

Electrical Accessories 
not ©tb©raise enunerat- 
ed US# 68 878 66 808

Duck and loose Feathers * 48 180 107 880

Flasks* Vacuum Pieces BIS 228

Glassvaro us| 41 178 40 187

Haberdashery use 86 276 808 663

Lamps & Lampware, 
other than Electric U3# 78 80S 46 147

Matches US# 177 740 210 668

Match making Materials 
other than phosphorus 
and Chlorate of 
Potash

us# 880 067 66 178

Rubber* Manufactured* 
not including tiros* 
boots and shoos us$ 60 281

iÎ
40 187

Rubber Tiros (Motor 
Outer) US# •4 1 67 216

stationery US# 88 231 68 । 861

Stone* not otherwise 
mum rated us# 80 848 OS 304

Toys and Games use \ SO 163 88 260
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Xn qulntupUeate to the Department 
Copy to the Eafcaoay, Tokyo 
Copy to Ccunercial Attaohe# Shanghai

GOO.

source» of Inform il ont
Hong Kong OOTornmnl Trade returns
Looal Importer»
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0007. South China
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
COMSOPAT

March 7. 1938
From

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN) 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec’d 10:3Q a.m

ports qui Et2000

»

$

(D 
01

<0

M 
01 
<0 
01

3 0

> ■ næ 
■ ';wi 
... ;A j

&

, ■. >
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«881
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR i-ism GRAY
From

b ' '' .. Canton via N. R

Dated March 7, 1938
Rec’d 10:E8 a.m

Di VisioSecretary of State, 

Washington.

March 7, 5 p.m.

Chinese military authorities have given notice that 

foreign, naval and merchant vessels should not attempt 

to pass Boca-Tigris forts in foggy weather and may be 

stopped during such weather, owing to difficulty of 

verifying flags and signals from Chinese look out station.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping. Mailed to Hong

Kong.

LINNELL

DDM:KLP

793.94/12596
 

F/FQ

«SSSSMCJS»*’"
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR

ACTION:

COMYANGPAT
March 7, 1938

Rec'd 2:05 p.m.

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG)
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE *>•**'

COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMIN) 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0007. Yangtze river ports quiet. 2045.

CSB
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telegram received

JR
1—1336

GRAY
F^îîefoo via N. R.

T to, Î 
'Dated March 7, 1938

Rec’d 7:30 a.m», 8th,

Secretary of State

Washington
ivision of 

Hfl'EASh/

March 7, 4 p.m

The Japanese cruiser KUÎ.1A and three auxiliary ships

arrived in Weihaiwei 6th. A Japanese occupation of

Weihaiwei appears likely.

ALLEN

RR

co

793.94/12598
 

F/FG
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NO. U 21
A,

<

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, January 11, 1938

Strictly Confidential

SUBJECT

" “THE

SIR:

honorable

ïÊi
The Consular Body and 
Sino-Japanese Hostilities.

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON.

I have
of November

the honor to refer to my despatch no. 999
11, 1937, and to enclose copies of a number

of 'Consular
Japanese hostilities which have been circularized 

since that date.

Body circulars relating to the Sino-

The Consular Body Meeting of November 9, 1937, is
reported in circular 214-G-V. At that meeting the 
£/e\iior consul reviewed briefly the events that had

takèn place since the meeting of August 15th and alluded 
to the action taken by the Consular Body with regard to T"-, 
the falling of missiles in the foreign areas and inter- 
ference through Japanese bombing of industrial plants, the 
opening of districts north of Soochow Creek, the admission 
into the settlement by British forces of Chinese troops 
surrendering from the Joint Savings Bank Godown, and the 
letter denying the asserted use of buildings of Çhiaotung

A'

793.94/12599
 

F/FG

1—1221

University
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University by Chinese troops as a base, all of which 
were reported to the Department in this office’s despatch 
no. 999 of November 11, 1937.

He also mentioned the safety zone for refugees in 

Nantao, arranged by an international committee led by 
Father Jacquinot.

The Senior Consul then reported the action he had 
taken to assist the shanghai Municipal Council to obtain 
supplies of narcotics needed for the Health Department 

and the hospitals under its control in the present 
emergency which interfered with the provision made earlier 
in the year for the requisite narcotics to be supplied 

temporarily through the Public Health Bureau of the 
Municipality of Greater shanghai, until a branch office 
of the National Health Administration could be opened in 
Shanghai.

In order that matters arising out of existing hos
tilities might be discussed with greater freedom it was 
decided that except for special reasons only meetings of 
Extraterritorial Consuls would be convened but that the 
German consul General would be invited to attend those 
meetings due to the importance of German interests in 

Shanghai.
The British Consul General asked his Japanese col

league to urge upon his military authorities to reopen 
the Hungjao Road area at the earliest possible moment 
since the Chinese forces had already withdrawn. He also 
urged that the Shanghai Municipal Police be permitted to 

function in that region. The Japanese Consul General 

promised to do his utmost to facilitate an early reopening.
The
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The meeting then adjourned after I had supported the 
representations of my British colleague and added that 
I hoped the Consul General for Japan would use his 
best efforts to see that not only the Hungjao Road area 
but also the districts north of the Soochow Creek were 

reopened at an early date in order to promote the return 
of normal conditions which were so desirable.

2/ By circular 244-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated

for approval a proposed reply to the Shanghai Municipal 
Council’s letter of December 7th concerning the cir
cumstances surrounding the arrest, on the morning of 
December 6th at the Great gastern Hotel, of a number of 
Chinese by armed Japanese soldiers in uniform and plain
clothes military police. The deep regret expressed by 
the Japanese Consul General over the infringement of the 
Council’s administrative rights and his explanation that 
the Japanese military authorities had acted as they did 
due to ignorance of the proper procedure and because of 
the necessity for hasty action were mentioned in support 
of the hope that the Consular Body’s representations in 
regard to the case would effectively guard against any 
recurrence of an incident of this character.

3/ By circular 250-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated

a letter from the shanghai Municipal Council stating 
that on November 23rd and again on November 29th detach
ments of the Rire Brigade had been prevented from proceed
ing beyond the railway crossing to attend fires on Great 

Western Road. The good offices of the senior Consul were 

requested in obtaining from the Japanese authorities 
freedom of passage for the Fire Brigade in the exercise

of
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of its duties. The Senior Consul expressed the intention 
of taking up the matter with his Japanese colleague.

On November 13th the Senior Consul circulated a 

letter from the Japanese Consul General, together with its 
enclosure, stating that although a part of the Whangpoo 
boom was destroyed for military reasons on the night of 
November 12th, it should be understood that the channel 
forced through the boom was not available for the time 
being for the purpose of ordinary navigation. The cir- 

4/ cular was numbered 217-E-II.

5/ By circular 220-E-II the Consular Body was offi

cially notified of the contents of the proclamation 
issued by Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa as Commander
in-Chief of the china Sea Fleet of the Imperial Japanese 
Navy, stating that the naval forces under his command 
would enforce the prohibition of the navigation of Chinese 
shipping in accordance with the proclamation issued on 
September 5th by Vice-Admiral Yoshida as Commander-in- 
Chief of the Second Fleet and by Vice-Admiral Hasegawa 
himself as commander-in-Chief of the Third Fleet. Cir-

6/ cular 263-E-II gave notice of the extension of the block

ade to include the port of Tsingtao after 8 a.m., on 
December 26, 1937.

7/ By circular 8-E-II the Senior Consul circulated for

the information of his colleagues a letter received from 
the Japanese Consul General stating that, although a part 
of the booms on the Yangtze River, which had been con
structed by the Chinese for their military purposes, had 

recently been forced through by the Japanese Navy, such 

channels could not yet be opened for free navigation 
without
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without obstructing Japanese military operations and 

that any vessel of non-Japanese nationality, whether 

government-owned or private-owned, wishing to navigate 

the booms should first secure agreement thereto by 

the Japanese naval authorities.
8/ By circular 215 and 216-G-VII a letter from the

point Island Tenants Association, petitioning the con

sular Body to arrange that the members of the association 

be permitted to resume tenancy of their respective proper

ties at the earliest possible moment and that until 

tenancy could be resumed reasonable access to the property 

during the daytime be allowed them, was circulated on 

November 19th, together with the Senior Consul’s reply 

suggesting that each individual member of the association 

take the matter up with his consular authorities and 

promising that thereafter he, as senior Consul, would 

take up the matter with his Japanese colleague.

The question of the right of foreign nationals to 

remove cargo from the Yangtzepoo, Wayside and Hongkew 

areas was the subject of a letter addressed to the 

Senior consul by the Shanghai General Chamber of Com

merce on November 10th. The letter suggested that these 

areas should be thrown open to the general public with

out further delay in order that merchants might handle 

cargo without restriction. The senior Consul replied 

that on November 9th urgent representations had been 

made to the Japanese consul General who had promised to 

do all he could to prevail upon his military authorities 

to reopen the districts in the very near future. Copies 
✓^9/ of the letters exchanged were circulated under numbers 

211 and 212-G-VII.
On
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lO/ On December 7th, under number 238-G-VII, a notifi

cation from the Japanese Consul General was circulated, 

announcing the regulations under which all Japanese 

occupied areas under International Settlement juris

diction, except the district east of Tinghai Road, the 

extra-settlement Roads and certain military areas would 

be opened to former foreign residents of these areas.

11/ By circular 249-G-VII on December 14th the members 

of the consular Body were notified of an appeal from 

the shanghai Municipal council for the Consular Body 

to obtain permission for the return of the General Hospital 

to its premises in Hongkew and of the Senior Consul’s 

promise to take up the matter again with the Japanese 

Consul General.
12/ On December 28th, under number 264-G-VII, an amended

set of regulations to govern traffic, residence and 

business for foreigners north of soochow Creek which 

had been transmitted by the Japanese Consul General to 

the Senior consul were forwarded by the latter.
13/ By circular 15-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated 

for the information of his colleagues a letter from the 

Japanese Consul General stating that from January 14th 

the removal of foreign-owned goods stored in foreign 

godowns situated in Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas would 

not require permits from the Japanese Consulate General 

or the Japanese Naval Landing Party, but threatened 

that if it was discovered that war supplies and goods 

owned by Chinese had been removed from the above mentioned 

areas the removal of all goods stored in the godown con

cerned might be prohibited thenceforth, and requested that 

his
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his honorable colleagues advise warehouse men of their 
respective nationalities to submit to the Japanese Con
sulate General a written pledge that they will strictly 
observe the regulations governing the removal of war 
supplies and goods owned by Chinese.

On November 24th the Shanghai Fire Insurance Asso
ciation suggested that representations should be made 
to the Japanese naval authorities to assure that the 
services of the customs Harbor Fire Float POOCHI seized 
by the Japanese would be held available at all times for 
the protection of wharf properties and shipping in the 
harbor, on December 1st, in reply to the resultant 
representations the Japanese Consul General stated that 
the POOCHI with a Japanese naval patrol aboard would 
remain moored alongside H.I.J.M.S. TDZUMO near the 
Japanese Consulate General during the daytime and from 
9 p.m. to 6 a.m. alongside the customs Jetty. It could 
be summoned at any time needed by telephone to the IDZUMO 
or to the Japanese Consulate General. The Chinese Maritime 
Customs was to furnish a crew including firefighters who 
would be under the protection of the Japanese naval 
authorities but allowed leave of absence from time to time.

On December 15th the representatives of the Shanghai 
Fire Insurance Association complained that the POOCHI 
was not berthed either alongside the IDZÜM0 or the Customs 
Jetty and asked whether the float was being maintained in 
readiness for use and by what procedure its services 
could be obtained. A copy of this letter was forwarded 
by the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul General on 
December 16th and on December 28th the Japanese Consul 

General
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General replied that the POOCHI was berthed alongside 
the IDZUMD and would be made available in case of 
emergency by getting in touch directly with the IDZUMO 
or with the Japanese consulate General. The correspond
ence with reference to the POOCHI was circularized to 

14/18/ the Consular Body by means of circulars 230-231-232, 236, 

252, 253, and 265-266-E-VII.

On December 7th the Senior Consul circulated a let
ter from the Shanghai Municipal council reporting that, 
as the Chinese Land Office had ceased to function as 
from November 26th, the documents and records of that 
office had been taken over for safekeeping by the Council 
with the concurrence of the authorities of the French 
Concession. On December 13th the Senior Consul cir

culated a letter from the British Consul General suggest
ing a committee of the Land Consuls of America, France, 
Japan and Great Britain at Shanghai be appointed to recom
mend means, with the consent of the Chinese Government, 
of improvising some emergency procedure to control the 
issuance of title deeds and the registration of land 
transfers. On December 16th the Senior Consul informed 
the members of the Consular Body that the Japanese Consul 
General had telephoned asking that a decision in the matter 
of appointing a committee of land consuls might be postponed 
as the Japanese authorities regarded the problem as one 
of great importance, thus requiring careful consideration. 
The circulars regarding this proposal were numbered 237, 

19/21/ 245 and 251-M-XI.

On December 10th the shanghai property Owners 
Association requested that the Consular Body arrange for 

the
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the establishment under the auspices of the Consular 

Body and controlled by the Shanghai Municipal Council 

of a local court to deal with rent and mortgage cases 

to take the place of the Chinese courts in these respects 

for the time being. This request was circulated to the 
22/ consular Body by the Senior Consul under number 246-G-VII.

On December 8th the Senior Consul circulated a letter 

from the Japanese Consul General requesting that his 

interested colleagues take the necessary steps to ensure 

that foreign nationals then remaining in Nanking evacuate 

the city without delay. On December 9th the Japanese 

Consul General forwarded to the Senior Consul a copy of 

a statement issued by the Imperial Japanese Forces re

questing ungrudging cooperation on the part of third 

powers in Japanese efforts not to cause molestation to 

the interests of third powers, by keeping or moving their 

ships and vehicles, government owned or otherwise, as far 

away as possible from Chinese troops either stationary 

or moving, and Chinese military establishments, or, if 

possible, by taking them entirely out of the zone of 

fighting. On December 17th the Senior Consul circulated 

a copy of the British Consul General’s letter of December 

lüth to the Japanese Consul General acknowledging the 

receipt through the Senior Consul of the statement 

described above and reaffirming the principle that it is 

the duty of a belligerent to refrain from attacking non- 

combatants and that this duty is in no way conditional on 

the taking of steps by the latter to secure their safety. 

On December 24th the Senior Consul circulated a letter 

from the Japanese Consul General requesting that his in

terested colleagues take the necessary steps to bring about 

the
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the immediate evacuation of foreign nationals then remain

ing in areas in and around Hangchow and shaoshing as well 

as the areas lying between the two towns. On December 29th 

the Senior Consul circulated a request from the Japanese 

Consul General that he be supplied with detailed informa

tion and clearly marked maps concerning the foreign 

properties that are found in any important cities and 

towns in the inland of China, in view of the activities 

of the Japanese forces extending gradually to the inland 

of china. These letters were circulated under numbers

23/27/ 239, 241, 254, 261 and 269-G-VII.

Having been appealed to by the Shanghai Municipal 

Council for assistance in relieving the coal shortage, by 

a letter dated December 17th the Senior Consul requested 

the good offices of the Japanese Consul General to urge 

upon his military authorities the urgent need of according 

facilities for the removal of coal stocks at Pootung.

On December 29th the Shanghai Municipal Council sent 

the Senior Consul a list prepared on November 11, 1937, 

showing coal stocks at various wharves in Pootung at 

that time and renewed its assurance that the Council 

would do all that it could, to make certain that all coal 

salvaged is restricted in use to the civilian population 

of the foreign areas. On the basis of this letter the 

Senior Consul again wrote the Japanese Consul General 

commending the matter to his early attention. The cor

respondence with regard to facilities for the removal of 

coal stocks from Pootung was circularized to the Consular 
z /

2.Q/2&/ Body by means of circulars 256-257 and 270-271-G-VII.
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On December 24th the Shanghai Municipal Council 

addressed the Senior Consul in regard to the increasing 

congestion on the jetties on The Bund and requested 

assistance in obtaining relief through the free opening 

of the Soochow creek to traffic and the opening for 

general public use of the City Government ferry pontoon 

opposite Peking Road. This appeal was circularized to 
30/ the Consular Body through circular 262-G-VII.

31/ Circular number 218-G-VII of November 19th invited

comments from the members of the Consular Body on a 

letter addressed to the Senior Consul by the Honorary 

Representative in China of the Nansen International Office 

for Refugees, confirming that in cases where refugees 

would not be in possession of the necessary documents 

enabling them to proceed from shanghai or of documents 

of identification, the same would be issued by the Hon

orary Representative upon investigation and after recom

mendation of the Russian Emigrants’ Committee. However, 

the Honorary Representative later arranged for the French 

Municipal Police to deliver to all refugees without 

nationality residing within the French Concession a"carte 

d’identité” for a fee of one Shanghai dollar, and then 

wrote to the Senior Consul suggesting that a similar ar

rangement be made by the Shanghai Municipal Council. In
32/ circular 4-G-VII of January 5th the Senior Consul quoted 

that letter and stated that he had ascertained that, pro

vided the Consular Body requested such action, the Shanghai 

Municipal Council would be willing to agree to issue to 

all refugees without nationality who are residents of the 

Settlement a ’’carte d*identité" similar to that issued

to
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to those residing in the French Concession. The Honorary- 
Representative would provide regular "Nansen Passports" 
to persons possessing such cards and wishing to travel 

33/ abroad. By circular 23-G-VII of January 19th the Senior 

Consul emphasized that the suggested Certificate of 
Identity was not meant to replace a passport and that the 
Honorary Representative of the Nansen International 
Office was quite well aware that, to get a visa on any 
Nansen passport which might be issued on the basis of one 
of the proposed certificates, the holder would heve to 
apply to the Consul concerned who would be guided by his 
own rules and regulations for entrance to his country in 
giving or refusing to give a visa. The Senior Consul 
also emphasized his understanding that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council was to be asked to issue certificates only to 
residents within the international Settlement and that 
certificates for Russians living in outside areas would 
have to be issued by the authorities in control of the 
outside areas. If he fails to receive any objection from 
his honorable colleagues before January 25th the Senior 
Consul intends to request the Shanghai Municipal Council 
to agree to the arrangement suggested.

34/ Circular number 221-E-II requested that the Senior
Consul be informed as soon as possible if any of his 
honorable and interested colleagues had any objection to 
the proposal that the Public Health Department of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council be encouraged to take the nec
essary steps to take over the functions of the quarantine 
service of the Port of shanghai which had for some time 
existed in name only. The Shanghai Municipal Council’s

letter
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letter to the Senior Consul stressed the importance of 

the establishment of a Port Health Service to safeguard 

public health and to encourage the return of shipping 

facilities to their former level.

_/35/ By circular 2-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated

a copy of my letter to the Shanghai Municipal Council 

referring to the Emergency Proclamation issued by it on 

January 1, 1938, and stating that I was unable to accept 

the proclamation as applying to American nationals or 

American property in derogation of American extraterri

torial rights or jurisdiction. The Senior Consul stated 

that he concurred fully in the view set forth and that 

he had been informed that the Council has no intention 

of doing anything which will affect or violate extra

territorial rights.

ix 36/ By circular 3-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated 

for preliminary study by his colleagues a memorandum, 

and annexes, prepared by the Shanghai Municipal Council 

with reference to representations made by the Japanese 

Consul General on January 4th requesting increased 

Japanese representation and authority in connection with 

municipal affairs. The chairman of the Council informed 

the Japanese Consul General that the matters raised 

required serious consideration and that the Consular 

representatives of the interested powers were being in

formed of what had taken place (see this office’s despatch 

No. 1141 of January 10, 1938).
^37/ By'circular 7-G-VII the Senior Consul circulated

for the information of his colleagues a confidential 

letter from the Italian Consul General referring to 

circular

. if Mt
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circular 3-G-VII and stating that he completely agreed 

with the Japanese point of view that the responsibility 

of the administration and police of the International 

Settlement should be equally shared among the Powers 

principally interested in the future of Shanghai and 

no longer practically left in the hands of one or two 

Powers only. In Italian opinion these Powers are the 

United States, England, Japan and Italy; and the 

Italian Consul General feels that the gradual addition 

of Japanese and Italian elements in the municipal admin

istration and the municipal police force on the same 

footing as Americans and English will certainly increase 

the efficiency of the services and ensure a better and 

safer establishment of the international municipality.
3®/ By circular 9-M-l the Senior Consul circulated for 

the information of his colleagues a letter from the 

Shanghai Municipal Council asking whether the interested 

Powers recognize the General Tax Bureau for Kiangsu, 

Chekiang and Anhwei and copying to the Senior Consul a 

letter from one Zoo Zeh-chun, director of that bureau, 

who claimed therein that the new bureau had taken over 

the functions of the Ministry of Finance and the Shanghai 

Special District Office of the Kiangsu, Chekiang and 

Anhwei Tax Bureau and notified the Council that he had 

instructed the officials in charge of the Settlement 

office for the inspection of rolled tobacco to carry on 
39/ their duties as usual. By circular 16-M-l a proposed 

answer suggested by me to the Council’s inquiry described 

above was circulated for approval and if no objection is 

received before January 21st by the Senior Consul he will 

forward this reply which suggests that the Council inquire 

from Mr. Zoo Zeh-chun concerning the authority under which
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he has assumed charge of the Tax Bureau mentioned.
An index of the several matters covered by the 

Consular Body circulars copied to the Department by this 
despatch will be found at the head of the enclosures.

Respectfully yours,

C.
American

E. Gauss 
Consul General

Enclosures:
1/39/- As described above.

800
HHS MB

In Quadruplicate
Copy to Embassy, Hankow
Copy to Embassy, peiping
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo
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( CIRCULAR 214-G-V.)
CORRECTED MINUTES OF CONSUL.Ji BODY MEETING OF THE EXTRAIERRITORIiD 
HE. DS OF CONSULATES ON THE 9TH NOVEMBER 1937,

Present
N. Aall, Esquire, 
E. Lardy, Esquire, 
Comm. L. Neyrone, 
Dr. A. J. ..Ives, 
P. Scheel, Esquire, 
M. Baudsz, Esquire, 
C. E. Gauss, Esquire, 
A. van Cutsem, Esquire, 
S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
H. Phillips, Esquire, 
Dr. L.A. Gastmann, 
E. Kronvall, Esquire,

Senior Consul and Consul-General for Norway 
Consul-General for Switzerland 
Consul-General for Italy, 
Consul-General for Portugal 
Consul-General for Denmark 
Consul-General for France 
Consul-General for the UcS.A. 
Consul-General for Belgium 
Consul-General for J pan 
Consul-General for Great Britain

Acting Consul-General for the Netherlands
Acting Consul-General for Sweden.

Opening the meeting the Senior Consul remarked that not a great 
de 1 had been dene since the last meeting beyond the matters dealt 
with in the various circulars, nevertheless he believed it was the 
general wish, with which he agreed, that they should gather together 
at least once a month to excharge views and information.
THE FALLING OF MISSILES IN THE FOREIGN AREAS AND INTERFERENCE THROUGH 
JAPANESE .DRIAL BOMBINGS OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

The Senior Consul remarked that on October 15th he had des
patched. letters (after receiving the telephonic concurrence of his 
colleague^ to the Consul-General for Japan and to the Mayor referring 
to the death and injury of a number of persons in the foreign areas 
due to the previous day's bombardment and urging on both sides the 
dire necessity of preventing such deplorable consequences; also that 
on October 18th he had addressed his Jr panese Colleague regarding the 
desirability of non-interference by military operations with indust
rial plants engaged in the ordinary pursuits of industry within the 
orbit of the foreign controlled areas with a view to encouraging 
employment and alleviating destitution. The replies had been 
circulated and the Shanghai Municipal Council, which was associated 
with those representations, were informed of their substance. He 
did not think ft was necessary to discuss those matters further, 
unless any of his colleagues sc wished.
THE OPENING OF DISTRICTS NORTH OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK

Trio Senior Consul observée’, that his Japanese colleague had 
assured them at the last meeting that he would do everything in his 
power to have the opening of these districts speeded up, and he 
understood, that apart from the efforts of the Senior Consul in 
furthering this desirability, some of his colleagues had taken 
independant steps by direct representation to the Consul-General for 
Japan. In this latter connection he had a few remarks to make.

At the outbreak of the hostilities he had raised the question 
of communications to the press on what was being done by the 
Consular Body to alleviate matters, particularly the representations 
made at that time to both s'des regarding the safeguarding of life 
nd property in the foreign areas, but at that time some of his 
colleagues had objected to publicity. Yet the day before he had 
read that four of his colleagues had interviewed the Ccnsul-General 
for Jnpan on the question of opening up the districts north of the 
Soochow Creek; If this report were true, he would like to say that 
since publicity was denied in the first place, at which time he 
thought it would do some good, he thought it was not quite fair to 
him if press reports such as ho had just mentioned appeared since as 
Senior Consul he was held responsible and was criticised for alleged 
inaction in such matters. He was merely expressing his opinion 
on this matter and did not mean to be unduly critical.

Continuing/
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Continuing the Senior Consul said that perhaps his Japanese 

colleague would be willing to make a further statement on the question 
of the re-opening of the districts Mentioned.

Responding the Consul General for Japan said that he could state 
that in the previous three weeks from date 226 applications had been 
favourably considered and that something like 2500 trucks had been 
allowed to enter into the said districts to take out goods. He
could say that he was doing his utmost to widen the scope of these 
activities as much as possible. Any person who cared to visit the 
Garden Bridge about 8 o’clock each morning would see a long queue of 
trucks preparing to go into those areas. He was also trying to
arrange with his military authorities for the withdrawal of goods from 
from the Pootung side just as soon as the military situation cleared 
up. He promised to do his utmost in these endeavours.

The Consul-General for Switzerland observed that he wished to 
express his cordial appreciation of the courtesy and goodwill uniformly 
extended to him and to his Vice-Consul by his Japanese colleague in 
their efforts oh behalf of his residents who had resided in those 
districts or on behalf of Swiss property there. V$ile these efforts 
had not always been successful he was confident that his Japanese 
colleague had done his best. Ho welcomed his Japanese colleague’s 
assurance that he would do his best to expedite the re-opening of 
the districts as there was still a large amount of goods belonging to 
his nationals in storage there and the owners being under great 
apprehension regarding them would like to transport them to their 
respective destinations.

The Senior Consul said that he would like to associate himself 
in the fullest sense with the remarks of his Swiss colleague. He and 
his nationals had received every courtesy and consideration from his 
Japanese colleague who he was confident would do everything possible 
to give satisfaction in the matter under discussion.

The Consul-General for the Netherlands also expressed appreciation 
of his Japanese colleague’s courtesy and consideration and mentioned 
some goods which were stored in the China Merchants and N.Y.K. godowns 
belonging to his nationals, which matter the Consul-General for Japan 
suggested might be taken up with him direct.

The Consul-General for Great Britain enquired if any effort was 
being made in t^e direction of re-opening the whole district (north 
of the Creek).

The Consul-General for Japan replied that he hoped this re-opening 
would take place in the ’’not too distant future” and that he was 
making frank representations to the authorities concerned. He also 
thanked his various colleagues for their generous appreciation.

Answering a question of his Netherland’s 
colleague who asked if ships could hot be berthed on the Pootung side 
now that the arda had been occupied by Japanese troops, the Consul- 
General for Japan said that his troops were still engaged in clearing 
the area of plain-clothes men (snipers) land mines, etc., and so it 
could not be considered safe as yet. But as previously stated he had 
the matter constantly in mind.
THE ADMISSION INTO THE SETTLEMENT BY BRITISH FORCES OF CHINESE TROOPS 
SURRENDERING FROM THE JOINT SAVINGS BANK GODOWN.

On November 1st the Senior Consul received a telephone message 
saying that General Y«ng Hu, the Barrison Commissioner wished these 
troops, who were being held by the Shanghai Municipal Council, to be 
released to the Chinese military authorities. He understood that 
the Shanghai Municipal Council had received the same request.

The Senior Consul asked the Secretary to ascertain by telephone 
the opinion of the extraterritorial Heads of Consulates on the matter» 
who unanimously stated that t-Jse prisoners (who had been disarmed) 
should be retained by the Settlement authorities in order to preserve 
neutrality. Thus when the Council wrote to the Senior Consul late 
the same afternoon that ’’the Council proposes to dtetain these troops 
in safe custody during the present hostilities” and expressing the 
hope that the Council's decision would meet with the approval of the 
Consular Body

The/
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+hc Senior Consul replied that his interested colleagues joined him 
_n approving the decision referred to, the correspondence being 
circulatedo

The Consul-General for J.-.pan remarked that he hoped the Shanghai 
Municipal Council would exercise rigid control of these troops and 
not allow any of them to be substituted by others. He had heard the 
Chinese authorities had demanded that they be handed over to them.

The Senior Consul repeated that the Council proposed to keep them 
in safe custody and the Consul General for Great Britain observed that 
he thought the Council could be relied upon to keep them under proper 
care. He believed there had been some criticism amongst the Chinese 
of the Couhcil's action in interning these troops but was informed 
that the criticism had now died down. 
CHIATUNG UNIVERSITY

The letter from the President J.Usang Ly of this University 
stating that contrary to a T.-kic report there were no Chinese military 
in the premises and expressing the hope that the University would be 
spared from destruction was circulated with the information that a reply 
would be sent to President J. Usang Ly that the Japanese Consul General 
when he reol&v’ed a copy would no doubt bring the statements mentioned 
to the attention of his military authorities for appropriate action, 
i. reply was sent in this sense.

The Senior Consul understood that the premises were now being 
occupied by French troops.

The Consul-General for France confirmed that French troops had 
occupied these premises and said there were now no Chinese forces there 
but that between 10000/12000 Chinese refugees had arrived. 
PILOTS

The Senior Consul recalled the discussion at the last meeting re
garding the complaint of the Pilots Association concerning their 
financial difficulties due to the present conflict and the Consul- 
General for Italy (Consular representative on the Pilot Board) remarjped 
he had nothing to add to what he had said at that meeting, namely that 
in his opinion nothing could be done to help the Pilots.

The Consul-General for Great Britain observed that as mere ships 
would probably bo making port with t£e change in the military situation 
the pilots’ position doubtless would gradually improve. 
SAFETY ZONE IN NANTAO

The Senior Consul remarked that he supposed his colleagues had 
read in the newspapers about the proposal to create a safety zone for 
refugees in Nantao. From one of his nationals, who was a member of 
the Committee sponsoring this proposal, he had obtained some information 
about it. The Committee was composed of three French Citizens, one 
American, two Britons and one Norwegian under the Chairmanship of 
Father Jacquinot (French) who had been actively engaged in negotiations 
with the Japanese and Chinese authorities to establish a safety zone 
in the northern portion of Nantao bounded on three sides by the French 
Concession and on the fourth side by Fong Peng Road which would be 
fenced off with barbed wire. The Japanese side nad agreed not to 
attack the area provided the Committee gave assurances that no 
Chinese military activities were being carried on and the Chinese side 
had undertaken not to have any Chinese armed force there except police 
who would only be armed with revolvers, or to engage in any military 
operations. The French Authorities had been most helpful in 
furthering the scheme and had lent special constables to assist in 
patrolling the area. The scheme was supposed to go into operation 
that day. The whole arrangement rested on the good faith of both 
sides.

The Consul-General for Japan observed that he had gone to a lot 
of trouble to make the scheme workable, but since it was actuated by 
humanitarian reasons he had wholeheartedly endorsed it and had 
assured Father Jaquinct that the safety of the area would be respected 
even if Nantao was occupied by Japanese forces provided the conditions 
were rigidly adhered to.

The Consul-General for Il’ance asked if it were not possible to 
enlarge this safety area as he did not think it large enough to 
accommodate more than a portion of the refugees. ge/
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The Consul-General for Japan replied that Father Jaquinot him
self had stated the proposer? area was big enough to accommodate more 
than 260.000 people and had even mentioned that he had a difficult 
time persuading the Chinese authorities to include certain sections 
in the area which joined the French Concession, the reason being as 
subsequently discovered, that the Chinese had machine gon nests in 
those sections. If It was the desire tc enlarge the area the 
Committee would have to take the matter up and it would have to be 
referred to the Japanese naval and military authorities for consider* 
ation. However he did not believe there would be any sustained
fighting in the Nantao area as he thought the remaining Chinese 
troops there would soon bo driven out or destroyed. The Japanese 
side were not fighting against the Chinese people at large and once 
the Chinese armed forces had left, hostilities in that area should 
C C 3 S G “
NARCOTICS FOR THE USE OF THE SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

The Senior Consul recalled that the question of obtaining 
supplies of narcotics for the use of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
(Health Department and Hospitals under the Council’s Control) had 
been before the Consular Body for over a year ever since the new 
regulations had prevented the Council from importing supplies as it 
had done in previous years. At first the Council had ample stocks, 
subsequently supplemented by local purchases, but just before the 
present, hostilities broke out the position was becoming acute. 
He had therefore interviewed the Mayor twice on the subject and on 
October 29th last wrote to him reviewing the various steps taken and 
again asking the Mayor's assistance in obtaining the needed supplies 
for the Council..

At the Senior Consul’s request the Secretary read the letter 
of October 29th referred tc. •which is as follows:-

October 29th. 1937
0. K. Yui. Esquire,
Mayor, City Government of Greater Shanghai, 
Shanghai.

Sir;
I have the lioncur to refer to a conversation which I had 

with you on*the afternoon ox August 11th last, during which I 
menticned the difficulty the Shanghai Municipal Council was exper
iencing in obtaining supplies of narcotics for the use of the 
hospitals under its control and reminded you of a previous parley 
which had resulted in an assurance that you would represent to the 
Nanking authorities the desirability of opening a branch office of 
the National Health Administration in this city, from which the 
Council could obtain its supplies of narcotics. At the interview 
on August 11th, you mentioned that, after consulting your files, you 
had ascertained that authorization'for a branch office of the 
Administration referred to had been made two years previously and 
promised to take the matter’ up immediately with a view to effecting 
its establishment. You also observed that as a temporary measure 
you could probably arrange that the Council obtain its supplies of 
n- rcotics from the Public Health Bureau.

The unhappy events of the past two months have no dotabt 
interfered with the arrangements you contemplated making in this 
connection, but as the Council's need has now become acute, I 
venture to"request that you now take steps, if you have not already 
done so, tc ensure that the Council’s narcotic requirements, both 
present and future, are met from Government sources» I understand 
that -Provisional Regulations governing the Purchase and Application 
of narcotics have been recently enacted and that there is a pro
vision therein that Government offices can purchase their require
ments direct from the Narcotic Drugs Department. The Council may 
be regarded as a government office which would thus simplify the 
procedure for obtaining the needed supplies of narcotics.

Bespeaking your good and early offices in this matter,
I have the honour to be, etc., 

G;d) N. As 11
r. I Norway and Senior Consul”
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The Consul-General for Great Britain remarked that if no 
satisfaction could be obtained locally the matter might be taken 
up with the Diplomatic Body to see if anything could be done at 
Nanking. 
COURT OF CONSISTS

The Senior Consul mentioned that there was a vacancy in the 
Court of Consuls due to the departure of Mr. J. W. 0. Davidson, and 
asked that votes for a new judge to succeed Mr. Davidson be sent 
to the Secretary as soon as possible. The other two judges were 
Mr. C. E. Gauss, (President) and Mr. S. Okamoto. A new Court would, 
have to be elected at the beginning of the year as provided in 
the L. nd Regulations- 
ARTICLES IN THE SHANGHAI TIMES

The Senior Consul said he had noticed in this article certain 
criticisms on the alleged reticence of the Consular Body in matters 
of public interest, and he therefore desired to bring the general 
matter of "publicity" before the meeting for discussion.

The Consul-General for France remarked that the duty of the 
Consuls was to their Governments and not the public.

/to
The Sonsul-General for Great Britain enquired if it had been 

the practice to send communications to the press, while the 
American Consul-General was inclined to ignore such criticisms.

The Consul-General for Italy was of the opinion that communicat
ions to the press were in general inadvisable as they might promote 
polemics between the Consular Body and public opinion. The Consul 
General for Switzerland agreed that such communications might lead $x> misunderstandings and that it was not the duty of the Consular 
Body to make them.

The Senior Consul said he quite agreed that in general it was 
inadvisable for the Consular Body to make communications to the press 
and as this was the opinion of the meeting the Consular Body would 
be so guided in the future The various nationalities could of 
course go to their own Consul-; for information on any matter affecting 
their interests.

The Consul-General for Ctaly suggested, apropos of this discuss
ion, that the attention of the Shanghai Municipal Council be directed 
to the importance of control of the Chinese press and of manifestat
ions of a political character such as processions, bill posting, etc., 
Such manifestations while primarily of anti-Japanese character might 
soon develop into a general anti-foreign nature. He intimated that 
the French police were more zealous in this regard that the Shanghai 
Municipal Police.

The Consul-General for J pan supported this proposal, pointing 
out the potential danger in permitting these exciting influences.

The Consul-General for Portugal thought that the Council had 
been doing what it could to check these influences since the be
ginning of hostilities.

The American Consul-General expressed the opinion that the 
Settlement authorities should not be unreasonable in dealing with 
this matter as too much severity might defeat the object. He 
deprecated any idea of establishing any form of censorship, although 
freedom of the press must not be allowed to degenerate into license. 
The French police no doubt had larger powers than the Settlement 
Police and hence could exercise more rigid control. He favoured 
verbal representations to the Council expressing the hope that it 
would continue to exercise as strict control as possible in view of 
the emergency.

The Consul-General for Japan mentioned that he had already 
written to the Shanghai Municipal Council asking for suppression of 
any anti-Japanese manifestations but he would be grateful for the 
support of the Consular Body in furtherance of his representations.

The Consul-General for Denmark observed that he thought the 
Council had succeeded very well in preventing anti-Japanese outbursts. 
He asked whether or not his Japanese colleague thought he could 
concur in this view. replied

The Consul-General for Japar^that some of his nationals had been 
mobbed and. killed on the streets and thus it was dangerous for 
Japanese to appear in public in districts south of the Soochow Creek. 
There was always danger of such ebullitions developing into serious 

outbreaks/
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It was finally agreed that the Senior Consul make verbal 

representations to the Council on the subject.
MEETINGS

The Senior Consul said that as the present meeting was for 
Extraterritorial Consuls only he would not ask approval of the 
minutes of the October 12th meeting which was attended by non- 
extraterritorials. He hod purposely convened a meeting of 
Extraterritorials in order that matters arising cut of the 
existing hostilities might be discussed with greater freedom. 
However there were non-extraterritorial consuls in Shanghai of 
nations possessing important economic interests and who therefore 
should be informed of discussions and decisions affecting those 
interests.

lifter discussion it was decided that except for special reasons 
only meetings of Extraterritorial Consuls would be convened and 
that the German Consul-General (or acting Consul-General) would, be 
invited to those meetings.
HUNGJAO RO.J) /JlEk

The Consul-General for Great Britain said he would like to ask 
his J .panesc colleague to urge upon his military authorities to 
reopen the Hungjao Road area at the earliest possible moment now 
that the Chinese forces had withdrawn. There were a large number of 
British residences in that area and the owners or tenants
naturally were anxious to repossess their property. He also urged 
that the Shanghai Municipal Police be permitted to function in those 
regions remarking th t as they were familiar with the area their 
help should be most useful to the J .panesc authorities.

The Consul-General for J pan replied that as his military had 
only just occupied the area there was a great deal of cleaning up 
to be done before it could bo re-opened. However he was sensible 
of the desire of foreign residents to visit their homes and their 
anxiety in this regard and he would do his utmost to assist. He 
rsked that the various interested, consulates furnish him with lists 
of foreign property in that area.

The American Consul-General spoke in support of the representat
ions of his British colleague adding that he hoped the Consul- 
General for J-pan would use his best efforts to see that not only 
the Hungjac Road, area but the dsitricts north of the Svcchow Creek 
were re-epened. at an early date in order to promote the return of 
normal conditions which were sc desirable.

THE MEETING THEN TERMINATED -
E® i*. Long, 

Secretary, Consular Bedy.

Circulated: December 6th, 1937.
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 244-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESEÀ7TS HU COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOUR ART ,TC
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR .APPROVAL. FAILING THE RECEIPT OF ANY 
OBJECTION BY TUESDAY .Ul'ERNOON (DECEMBER 14TH) WHICH MAY BE 
TELEPHONED TO THE SECRETARY, APPROVAL WILL BE ASSUMED.
( Letter from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, Shonrhai Municipal 
Council.) ’

C. S. Franklin, Esquire,
Chairman, Shanghai'Municipal Council, 
Shangha i.
Sir:

I have the honour to refer to your letter of December 
7th communicating th- circumstances surrounding the arrest, on 
the morning of December 6th at the Great Eastern Hotel, of a 
number of Chinese by armed Japanese soldiers in uniform and 
plain-clothes military police.

My interested colleagues,fully concurring in your 
opinion that this occurrence constitutes an infringement of 
the Council’s administrative rights and as such should be 
energetically protested, have made collective and appropriate 
representations to the Consul-General for Je.pan in connection 
therewith, in the course of which they have endorsed your 
submission that the action complained of was unwarranted and 
indefensible. I have not failed to point out to my Japanese 
colleague that the Council and its officers have manifested 
every willingness to cooperate with the Japanese authorities, 
and to investigate any complaints made, with regard to anti
Japanese or subversive activities, and that the present 
incident had greatly undermined Chinese confidence in the 
Council’s authority and the international rights on which it 
rests.

In expressing his deep regret over the occurrence, 
my Japanese colleague has confirmed to his interested colleagues 
the statement which he authorized the Council to publish to 
the effect that he had no prior knowledge that the arrests were 
to take place and that he had taken steps to prevent a recurrence 
of the incident. He added that from enquiries made he had 
ascertained that his military acted as they did due to ignorance 
of the proper procedure and because of the necessity, as they 
conceived it, for hasty action. They had been informed of their 
mistake and requested to resort to the proper channels for such 
a desired purpose in the future.

My interested colleagues trust therefore that the 
various steps described herein will effectively guard against 
any recurrence of an incident of this character.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

Senior Consul
and Consul-General for Norway.

Circulated: December 11th, 1937.
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S^^^CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TC HIS HONOURABLE
INTERESTED COLIEAGUES -JTD IN CIRCULATING THE ..PPENDED

*I0IÎ0UR T0 Sx‘Y THAT THE LUTTER MENTIONED THEREIN
WILL BE Tx»KEN UP BY HIM WITH HIS JAPANESE COLLEAGUE.
( Letter from the Chairman■, Shanghai Municipal Council. tee the
Senior Consul.)

13th December, 1937.
N. x*all, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul,
Shanghai.
Sir,

I have the honour to enclose herewith for your 
information a copy of a report made by the Chief Officer 
of the Fire Bi’igade, together with an enclosure, with 
reference to the refusal of the Japanese Military 
authorities to permit a detachment of the Fire Brigade 
under the Deputy Chief Officer to proceed beyond the 
railway crossing on ureat Western Road on November 23rd 
for the purpose of attending a fire at a foreign residence 
at No. 650 Great Western Road.

I further have the honour to enclose a copy of 
a report submitted by the Chief Officer, together with an 
enclosure, with reference to the fact that on November 29th 
a detachment from the Fire Brigade was refused permission 
by Japanese troops to proceed beyond the railway crossing 
on Great Western Rvad in order to attend a fire at Great 
Western Road and Lincoln Avenue.

In view of the valuable property which is 
situated on Council roads in the area in question, I have 
the honour to request your good offices in obtaining from 
the Jc-.panese authorities free passage for the Fire Brigade 
in the exercise of its duties.

I have the he nour to be, etc., 
(sd) Cornell S. franklin.

Chairman.
FIRE BRIGADE

The Secretary..
November 25, 1937.

Fire No.830/47 - Hors.16.47? 23/11/37 
No. 650 Great Western Road□

I attach hereto, for purposes of record, copies of 
reports submitted by Capt. H.G. Reed, Deputy Chief Officer, 
and Station Officer C.C. Caynes, to the effect that on 
the 23rd instant a detachment from Bubbling Well Fire 
Station was prevented by Jr panose Troops from crossing the 
Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway Line at Great Western 
Road in order to extinguish a fire which was burning fiercely 
in a foreign residence at 650 Great Western Road (occupied 
by Dr. W.E. O’Hara).

(sd) H. G. Reed, 
for Chief Officer, 
Fire Brigade.

SHANGHAI FIRE BRIGADE
Headquarters, 

November 24, 1937.

Fire Call to 650 Great Western Road 
Hrs. 16.47 November 23, 1937.

With reference to the above fire call, on receipt of a 
telephone message at hrs. 16.57 from Station Officer C.C. 
Caynes, Officer-in-Charge of Bubbling Well Division (the 
Division responding to the call) to the effect that fire 

machines/
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machines had been stopped by a small detachment. of* Jupartesc fibldiers 
at the Great Western Road railway cressing and forbidden to go 
beyond, I proceeded at once to the spot and through a Japanese 
member of the Shanghai Municipal Police stationed on the Internat
ional Settlement side of the railway gates, which were shut, I re
quested the officer in command of the military detail (whom I saw 
seated near the «estera gates) to allow our machines to go to the 
fire. This he, the military officer, declined to do, remaining 
seated by the side of a small fire and making no effort to meet me.

I repeated my request, adding that if he would not permit 
fire machines to attend the outbreak he might be inclined to allow 
me to pass to see if anything could be done. He again declined, 
stating that he could not give permission for anyone to go through 
without a Pass. As I was in Brigade uniform, and using a Brigade 
car, I asked him if he would not consider this as being sufficient 
to grant,me entry, but he reiterated what he had previously said. 
I asked if he were aware of the fact that a large foreign house 
was on fire a short way over the railway line, but he merely 
replied that he had received instructions to let no one through 
without a Pass.

From my position this side of the railway crossing I 
could see the fire burning fiercely.

Seeing no Useful purpose would be served by remaining 
and making further requests I returned to Headquarters.

Two foreign members of the Municipal Police were present 
during my conversation with the Japanese Police Officer and could 
corroborate all that transpired from the time the fire machines 
first arrived at the railway crossing.

(,sd) H.G. Reed, 
Deputy Chief Officer.

SHANGHAI FIRE BRIGADE
Bubbling ’.ell Station, 

November 24, 1937.
FirejCall to No. 650 Great Western Road at Hrs. 16.47 
on 23/H737

To Chief Officer, 
Headquarters.
Sir,

I beg to report that a detachment responding to the above 
call, upon reaching the Railway crossing at Great Western Road, 
found both the Level-crossing Gates closed with detachments of 
British and Japanese Troops on the east and west sides respectively.

A Japanese Police Officer (S.M.P.) was asked to serve as 
an interpreter and request the Japanese Troops to permit the 
detachment to cross the Railway Line and proceed to the fire, which 
could be seen burning furiously a short distance west cf the 
Railway Line. The Japanese Police Officer asked the Japanese 
Army Officer, who was apparently in charge of the post, for this 
permission, but this was promptly refused; a second request was 
made to the same officer, but again he refused to permit the 
detachment to cross the Railway Line.

Captain H.G. Reed, Deputy Chief Officer, was immediately 
notified, and he ordered the detachment to return to Bubbling Well 
Station.

(sd) C.C. Caynes.
Station Officer.

FIRE BRIGADE

The Secretary.

I attach

December 1, 1937.

Fire No. 843/65 - Hrs. 12.40: 29/11/37
Great Western Road cc Lincoln Avenue.

hereto, for purposes of record, copy of a report 
submitted/
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submitted by Station 'Officer C.C. Cayncs to the effect that 
on the 29th ultc., a detachment from Bubbling Well Fire 
Station was refused permission by Japanese Troops to cross 
the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railway Line at Great Western 
Road in order to attend a fire to which they had been 
called at Great Western Road and Lincoln Avenue.

(sd) H.G, Reed, 
for Chief Officer, 

Shanghai Fire Brigade.

SHANGHAI FIRE BRIGADE
Bubbling Well Station, 

November 30, 1937.
To Chief Officer, 
Headquarters.
Ref. Fii*e Call, Great We stern Road and Lincoln Avenue : 
November 29, 1937 - at~Hr-s.~~12o40.
Sir:

With reference to the above call, I beg to report 
as followss-

On reaching the Railway Line and Crossing on the 
Great Western Road, found both gate’s closed, with detachments 
of British Troops and Japanese Troops on the East and 
West sides respectively.

In the presence of the British Troops, a Japanese 
Police Officer, S.M.P., 'who was stationed with the Japanese 
troops on the railway line between the gates) was asked for 
permission for the Brigade to proceed to a Fire Call at 
Lincoln Avenue; before the Japanese Police Officer could make 
up his mind to ask for this permission, one of the Japanese 
troops, with knowledge of the English language, replied ih 
the negative and a similar reply was received from the Japanese 
Police Officer after he had conversed with a member of the 
Japanese Troops, who appeared to be in charge of the Sector 
and Detachment.

Chief Officer and Fourth Officer were prnmptly notified 
and instructions were received for Sections to return to 
Station.

(sd) C.C. Caynes, 
Station Officer.

Circulated: December 14th, 1937.
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URGENT

( CIRCULAR 217-E-II.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS H£S COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION-.

November 16th, 1937»

Sir and dear Colleague,

I have the honour to request you to 
be good enough to circulate the information concerning the 
boom in the Whangpoo River herein enclosed among our 
Honourable colleagues in the usual way»

I have the honour to be, etc » , 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto

Consu1-Genera1.
N. Aall, Esq. ?
Senior Consul and. Norwegian Consul-General
Shanghai »

THE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE BOOM IN THE WHANGPOO RIVER 
COMMUNICATED BY THE COMMANDER -IN-CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE 
THIRD FLEET TO THE COMMANDEDJIN-CHIEF OF THE FORCE OF INTERESTED 
POWERS STATIONED IN SHANGHAI «

Soon after the outbreak of the present conflict between 
Japan and China, the navigation of upper reaches of the 
Whangpoo River was blocked by the Chinese Army by placing a 
boom near the Navy Buoy» Although the Chinese troops were 
driven away from the district by the force of the Imperial 
Japanese troops and a part of the boom was destroyed for 
military purposes on the night of the 12th of November, it 
should be understood that the chennel forced through the boom 
is not available for the time being for the purpose of 
ordinary navigation»

Circulated? November 18 th ? 1937»
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 220-E-II.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AHD HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

( Letter from the Cvnsul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul.)

November 20th, 1937.
(Received Sunday 21st. (sd) N.A.) 

Sir and dear Colleague,

I have the honour to enclose herewith a copy of the 

proclamation made by Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa, Commander

in-Chief of the China Sea Fleet of the Imperial Japanese Bavy, 

and shall be grateful if you will kindly take immediate steps 

to bring them to the notice of the interested authorities 

through our honourable colleagues.

I have the honour to be, etc., 

(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 
Consul-General.

N. Aall, Esq.,

Senior Consul and Consul-General for Norway, 

Shanghai.

6666

PROCLAMATION

I hereby announce that the prohibition of the navigation of 

Chinese shipping, both government-owned and private, in the 

Chinese territorial waters, which was proclaimed on September 

5th by Vice-Admiral Zengo Yoshida, Commander-in-Chief of the 

Second Fleet, and Vice-Admiral Hasegawa, Commander-in-Chief of 

the Third Fleet of the Imperial Japanese Navy respectively, 

will be enforced on and after 6 p.m. of November 20th, 1937, by 

the naval forces under my command.

Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa, 
Commander-in-Chief of 

The China Sea Fleet of 
The Imperial Japanese Navy.

Circulated! November 22nd, 1937
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 263-E-II.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TC HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FGLLOYJING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul.)

December 270h, 1937
Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honour to enclose herewith a copy of 
the proclamation made on December 26, 1937, by Vice- 
Admiral Kiycshi Hasegawa, Commander-in-Chief of the 
China Sea Fleet of the Imperial Japanese Navy, and shall 
be grateful if you will kindly take immediate steps to 
bring it to the notice of the interested authorities 
through our honourable colleagues.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto

Japanes e Consul-General.

PROCLAMATION
I hereby announce that the prohibition of the 

navigation of Chinese shipping, both government-owned 
and private, in the Chinese territorial waters, which 
was proclaimed by me on November 20th, 1937, will also 
be enforced to the port •'* '’’singtac on and after 8 a.m. 
cf December 26th, 1937.

Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa 
Commander-in-Chief of

The China Sea Fleet of 
The Imperial Japanese Navy.

N. Aall, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Circulated: December 28th. 1937
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(. CIRCULAR 8-E-II.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TTO^CTRCULATE THE" 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul»)

January 10th, 1938.

Sir and dear Colleague}

I have the honour to state that I have been asked by the 

Japanese Naval authorities to inform you of the following and 

through you to the interested Powers.

"As is known, a part of the booms on the Yangtze River which were 

originally constructed by the Chinese for their Military purposes 

has recently been forced through by the Imperial Japanese Navy 

with a view to utilizing the opening only for military navigation. 

Since the channel forced through the booms cannot be opened for 

free navigation without causing, under the present circumstances, 

no small obstacle to the military operations of the Japanese 

Forces, any vessel, whether it be government-owned or private- 

owned, other than those of Japanese nationality, which has the 

desire of passing through the channel, is hereby cordially 

requested to get in touch with the Japanese Navy and secure be

forehand their understanding for itd prospective navigation through 

the booms. Needless to add, the Japanese Navy are always ready 

to give sympathetic understanding to the navigation of foreign 

vessels so far as it is permissible from the military point of 

view and to offer facilities for the passage of such vessels by 

supplying a convoy. It is, therefore, the earnest desire of the 

Imperial Japanese Navy that the vessels of the interested Powers, 

taking full cognizance and appreciation of the above-mentioned 

circumstances, will scrupulously refrain from attempting to 

navigate through tho forced channel freely or in such a way as may 

invito misunderstanding with tho Japanese Navy.”

I shall bo much obliged if you will bo so kind as to circulate 

the foregoing among our honourable Colleagues in t he usual way.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 

Consul-General for Japan.
’a 1-1 . Cmarl-Gene- 1 ” .away and Senior Consul.
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( CIRCULARS 215 and 216-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CCR9QL WBSQHR3 HXS OCMKXRBTTB TO HIS honottrz.rt.tc COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOV/ING^ 
LETTERS FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada 
218 Szechuen Road»
Shanghai, November 17th, 1937.

N. Aall, Esq., 
Senior Consul and 
Consul-General for Norway, 
Shanghai*
Dear Sir:

I am writing to you on behalf of some seventy 
five foreigners of various nationalities who are tenants of 
property on Point Island. These tenants had to evacuate 
their cottages in the middle of August and with the exception 
of two visits which they were permitted to make by water it 
has not been possible to visit them since. Some of the 
tenants lived permanently on the Island others only had summer 
cottages but practically all the cottages are furnished 
and I believe that only one or two were able to take their 
furniture away befnro the trouble started. Naturally these 
tenants are very anxious not only regarding the condition of 
the cottages themselves but also regarding the safety of the 
furniture and contents.

Now that hostilities are so far removed from 
Point Island there would seem to be no real reason why foreign 
i.e. non Chinese, tenants should not be permitted to visit 
their property fireely, at least by water if there is some 
difficulty about going by road. Ve can understand the 
objection to Chinese going because of the proximity of the 
Island to the Japanese Aerodrome. I should be extrawsly glad 
if the Consular Body could make representations to the Japanese 
authorities with a view to:-
1. Allowing us to resume tenancy of this property at the 
earliest possible moment.
2. Allowing us reasonable access during the day time until 
such time as tenancy can be resumed.

A number of the foreign tenants have formed an 
Association which has been called the Point Island Tenants: 
Association and they have elected me their Chairman and it is 
in that capacity that I have the honour to address you.

Yours faithfully, 
(sd) E.F. Harris.

E.F. Harris, Esq., November 18 th, 1937.
Branch Manager, 
Sun Life Assurance Co., pf Canada, 
Shanghai.
Sir:

I have to refer to your letter of November 17th in 
which you request, on behalf of a number of tenants on Poknt 
Island, that the Consular Body make representations to the 
Japanese authorities with a view to allowing them reasonable 
access during the day until such time as tenancy can be resumed.

In reply I would suggest that, in the first place, 
you request each individual tenant to make application through 
his own Consul for the purposes mentioned. Thereafter I, as 
Senior Consul, will take up the matter with my Japanese colleague 
in an endeavour to further your desires.

V
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I May Mention that the Consular Body for a 
long time has been seising every opportunity of pressing 
the Japanese authorities to re-open the various districts 
north of the Soochow Creek and that it will continue these 
efforts until the desired object is accomplished.

Yours faithfully,
Xsd) M. «.all

Consul-General for Xorwey 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: November IGth, 193?.
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DKCUSSIFIEûi a.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (£)

C?) Those foreigners who w*nt to employ foreign and/or Chinese 
house boys and amahs ar© requested to sabrait, through the-J«paxv»«e-— 
Pvlicc Force of the Shanghai Municipal Council, to the Japanese
Consulate-General an application, describing the employer'1 s 
nationality, address, name and profession, ns well as the employees^ 
nationality and permanent domicile, name, ago and classification 
if occupation with two copicw of the employee’s photograph attached 
thereto. After obtaining permits, the employers arc requested to 
make thvii* employees carry such permits and nt the some time to 
hold themselves responsible for supervising their employees all 
the time within the garrison areas as well as for restraining their 
employees from going out Individually without sufficient reason. 
All the stipulations concerning medical certificates of health 
and preventive measures against epidemics applicable tc these 
ampleyeas nre the same in principle ns the ones being applied tc 
the case in which Japanese residents employ Chinose servants. 
However, so far as foreign servants, excluding Chinese, are con
cerned, the application of the above stipulations may be exempted, 
if occasion calls.
(8) Thoeo who-desire to vsu foreign and/or Chinese workmen coming 
to work from outside of the garrison areas for the purpose of 
getting thuir residences repaired are requested to apply through 

paneogthe S.MJLPolice Force to the Garrison Headquarters at the Japanese 
Club for1 a pass foi' their workmen. While such workmen arc 
passing through the garrison areas, their employers are requested 
to accompany them, holding themselves responsible for surveillance 
nil the timer
(9) Those foreigners who have been permitted to return to their 
residences are requested to hoist their respective national flags 
on their residences.
(10) Attention of those win- have been permitted to return to their 
residences is drawn to the following pcints:-
(n) Japanese military direetiens shall bo observed otherwise those 
who fail to do so will be ordered tc leave.
(b) Control of light shall bo strictly observed. For this 
purpose, all the residents ar« requosted tc have necessary devices 
which will have to undergo inspection by the S.M. Japanese Police 
Forces.
(c) Regulations governing traffic shall bo strictly observed and 
persons are requested not to go out after sunset unless they are 
compelled to do so by some unavoidable circumstances.
(d) Green covers shall be applied to head-lights of motor-cars and 
light-range limited to lues than 60 metres. The speed of motor
cars, during the hight, shall be limited to less than 30 kilometres 
pur hour. Especially while passing the sentry pests, cars shall 
proceed at extremely reduced spoed, and when asked by sentries, the 
drivers and passengers shall show their passes without delay.
(0) Residences of cthci’ persons shall not be entered without 
sufficient reason.
Remarks» The procedures regarding the removal of goodsand 
belongings remain the saine as arc in force at present.
(B) g

The stipulations c une un n Ing medical certificates of health 
and preventive measures against epidemics when Japanese residents 
employ Chinese soi’vants nru as follows 1-

Thvse who want to ampley Chinese house servants arc requosted 
to previously submit to the J-panose Consulate-General an application 
together with twi copies of a photograph of each servant and to 
make such employees assemble at the Garden Bridge by 10 a.m. en 
the appointed day. These employees will be sent to the Hongkcw 
Isolation Hospital whore they will be detained over-night for the 
purpose of undergoing a medical examination, and examination of 
oxfrotn. preventive injection against cholera and vaccination. 
The employers, on the following morning, are requested to call at 
tho Japanese Omsulato-Guneral in order to receive a note of 
authentication and then tc the Garrison Headquarters at the 
Japanese Club in order t .reçoive a pass.

Furnished/
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By Date U-&7S

Furnished with the pass? they are to accompany their servants 
from the Isolation Hospital to their respective homes. The 
number of servants who will be treated in the afore-mentioned 
manner is limited to less than 100 persons per day for the time being. ’ J

Circulated: December 8th, 1937.
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( CIRCULAR 249-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND IN CIRCULATING THE ^APPENDED 
LETTER HAS THE HONOUR TO SAY THAT SOME TIME aGO HE . -^n the 
CONSUL-GENERAL FOR JAPIJL IF IT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE TO .ÆCORD 
ADMISSION TO A NORROW STRIP OF LaND FOR PASSAGE ALONG THE 
NORTH SIDE OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK, (INCLUDING aCCESS TO THE 
GENERAL HOSPITAL PREMISES) WHICH PASSAGE COULD BE FHNCED OFF 
FROM THE REST OF THE HCNGKEW aREA. HE WILL TAKE UP THIS 
QUESTION AGAIN WITH HIS JAPANESE COLLEAGUE.
( Letter frod the Chairman. Shanghai Municipal Council, to the 
Senior Consul.)

13th December , 1937.
K. Lail, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
Sir»

I have the honour to request your good offices in 
effecting a return of the General Hospital to its premises 
in North Soochow Road at the earliest possible date.

The present accommodation of the General Bbspital 
in temporary premises at the Henry Lester Institute of 
Medical Research is entirely inadequate as there are only 
63 beds available as constructed with 248 available in the 
normal General Hospital premises. The lack of lavatory 
and bathroom accommodation also presents considerable 
difficulty and despite every precaution cross infection by 
dysentry has occurred. It has only been possible to make 
one operating theatre as opposed to five in the General 
Hospital premises, and this theatre has to be used for 
both clean and septic cases, which is very undesirable. The X-ray equipment is unsuitable as it was installed for 
the purpose of examining animals, and there is no room for 
carrying out electro therapy. The Dispensary and Clinic 
for venereal diseases are being carried on in the out
buildings which were used for housing animals and have no 
proper heating, water supply or equipment for sterilization.

As there is no bathroom accommodation or separate 
rooms it is impossible to admit first-class patients, and 
many of the second-class patients who wish to enter the 
hospital are unwilling to accept the accommodation provided. 
This results in a serious financial loss.

It is only possible to house 14 out of the 43 
Sisters, and these are being housed in very 
quarters. None of the Chinese staff can be housed in the 
Institute.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant,
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin. 

Chairman.

Circulated: December 14th, 1937
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 264-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLTOWING FOR 
tHElR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul.)

December 26th, 1937
Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honour to request you to be good enough tc 
Circulate the herein attached information concerning amendments 
to^the regulations with regard to passage of the Garden Bridge 

foreigners and the removal of goods, among ou1' honourable 
colleagues in the usual way.

I have the honour tc be.,etc..
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto

Consul-Genera1.
N > Aa11, Esq,, 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul. 
Shanghai.
(1) REGULATIONS TO GOVERN TRAFFIC, RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS FOR 

FOREIGNERS IN THE AREAS NORTH OF THE SOOCHOW CREEK.
As from December 27th, 1937, foreigners will be permitted freely 
to pass, reside and do business in the areas north of the Soochow 
Creek (either within the limits or outside of the Settlement) 
excluding the areas which will be specifically prohibited to 
entry for military reasons. Sueh prohibited areas will be 
indicated by Japanese sentries. The hours during which the above- 
mentioned areas are to be open for passage will be from 5 a.m. to 
11.30 p.m. This time limit, however, will not apply in cases of 
urgency because of official business.
(2) REMOVAL OF GOODS
Foreigners will be allowed, without permits, to remove their 
goods from godowns and factories which are owned by foreigners. 
For the time being escorts from the Garden Bridge must accompany 
such removal of goods. Foreigners ore not allowed tc remove 
foods from godowns and factories which are owned by Chinese.
3) CONTROL OF LIGHTS
(a)Outdoor lights and indoor lights on the second floors and 
upward shall be shaded to such an extent as will not cause re
flected light to appear from the air.
(b) Other indoor lights may be restored tc normal.
Preparations must, however, be made for putting out these lights 
instantly in case of air-raids.
(c)Lights on motor-cars may be restored tc normal, but in case of 
nir-raids, these lights should be pift out and cars should proceed 
at a reduced speed.
(d)The above regulations shall be put into force on or after 
December 27th, 1937.

Circulated! December 28th| 1937.
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URGENT (CIRCULAR x5~G-'VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HOWOTTPA^T^ 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior ConSiil.) 

January 14th, 1938,

Sir and dear Colleague,
I have the hohour to inform you and through y du to 

my Honourable Colleagues that it has been decided that as 
from January 14, the removal of goods owned by foreign nationals 
and stored in foreign godowns situated in Hongkew and Yangtszé- 
poo areas do not require permits of this Consulate General and 
of the Japanese Naval Landing Party.

In this connection, I am requested to draw the 
attention of my Honourable Colleagues that the removal from the 
above-mentioned areas of war supplies and goods owned by 
Chinese is strictly prohibited and that if a case violating 
this should be found out, the removal of all goods stored in the 
godown concerned may be prohibited thenceforth.

It is, therefore, hoped that my Honourable Colleagues 
will kindly advise warehouse men of their nationality to submit 
to this Consulate-General a written pledge stating to the effect 
that they will strictly observe the regulations governing the 
removal of war supplies and goods owned by Chinese.

I shall be grateful if you will circulate a copy of 
this letter among my Colleagues for their information in the 
usual way.

I have the honour to be, etc.,
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 

Consul-General for Japan.
Note: The Japanese Consul-General states that the regulations 
mentioned have been sent to the various Consulates-General direct.

Circulated: January 15th, 1938.
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( 230, 231 and 232-E-ii.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
230-E-II

The Shanghai Fire Insurance Association, 
24th November, 1937.

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul, 

Shanghai.
Sir:

HARBOUR FIRE FLOAT
We have the honour to draw your attention to the recent 

seizure by the Japanese Naval Authorities of the Customs 
Harbour Fire Float and to respectfully suggest that represent
ations be made to the Japanese Naval Authorities as early as 
convenient requesting an assurance that the efficient service 
of the Harbour Fire Eloat ’’Poochi" will at all times be held 
available for the protection of wharf properties and shipping 
in the H.rbour.

For your information we are to point out that this 
Association represents Fire Insurance Companies of the following 
nationalities :-

American German
British Italian
Danish Japanese
French Netherlands

Swiss
We have the honour to be, etc., 

(sd) Beck and Swann
Secretaries.

231-E-II
Office of the Senior Consul, 

December 1st, 1937.
Messrs: Beck and Swann,
Secretaries, The Shanghai Fire Insurance Association, 
17 The Bund, 
Shanghai.
Sirs :

In making a formal acknowledgement of your letter 
of November 24th, I have to confirm my telephonic exchanges 
with your Mr. Swann on the 25th instant, when I informed him 
that I had handed a copy of tho letter mentioned to the 
Consul-General for Japan, who had stated 
he had been assured by his military authorities that the 
Chinese crew was being kept on board and fed by those 
authorities and that the firefloat would be available if 
required. I added, in my conversation with Mr. Swann, that 
on the 23rd instant, when I notices the fircfloat being 
taken away from the Bund to a position near the flagship 
"Idzumo", that I had enquired about the matter of my 
Japanese colleague, who had stated that he would question 
his naval authorities thereanent, I had thereupon expressed 
the hope that the firefloat would be kept ready and would 
be made available for use if called upon.

On the afternoon of the 26th instant, your Mr. Swann 
again telephoned me saying that it had been established 
that there was only a c±ew of three Chinese aboard the fire
float who were anxious to leave; that this number of men 
was insufficient to make it available for use and that the 
Customs was prepared to place a foreign crew aboard so as to 

fit/
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2 
fit "the craft for active service. Representations.. were, n eiy
made tc the Consul-Geheral for Japan in this regard and his reply 
was communicated by telephone to Mr. Swann the same evening.
This answer stated that the Consul-General for Japan would communi
cate immediately with his naval authorities and that he hoped the 
firefloat would be conditionally returned tc the Customs within 
the course of a few days.

Further representations were made tc ths Consul- 
General for Japan on November 30th resulting in his communication 
by telephone of the foHoving information today, which information 
has been transmitted by telephone to you and, (at the request of 
my Japanese colleague) to the local Commissioner of Customs, 
(a) The firefloat "Pocchi” would remain in principle in the 
possession and under the control of the Japanese Third Fleet, and 
a Japanese naval patrol would be maintained on board.
(b) It would be moored during the day-time off the Japanese 
flagship "Idzumo” which is at present moored alongside the wharf 
in the neighbourhood of the Japanese Consulate General. It could 
be summoned when needed by telephone directly with the "Idzumc" 
or through the Japanese Consulate General.
(c) At nights, between the hours of 9 P.M. and 6 h.M. it would 
be moored alongside the Customs Jetty.
(d) The Customs is to furnish the crew for the firefloat, 
including the firefighters, who would be under the protection of 
the Japanese naval authorities and who would be allowed leave of 
absence from time to time by arrangement.
(e) The Japanese naval authorities have a number of men trained 
in fore-fighting who ^ould be used in case of necessity.
(f) The Japanese naval authorities wish to know the customary 
state of preparedness in which the fircflcat is maintained.

My Japanese colleague has expressed the opinion 
that the arrangements concerning the "Pocchi” should be concluded 
before any negotiations are set in train regarding the reported 
seizure of a second firefloat.

The Commissioner of Customs has been requested to 
get into touch directly with the Japanese Consul-General with 
the object of implementing the conditions expressed above.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. /.all

Consul-Geheral for Norway and Senior Consul.
232-E-II

Office of the Senior Consul.,
Shanghai December 1st, 1937.

S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japan, 
Shanghai.
Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honour to transmit herewith 
for your information a copy of a letter of today's date con
cerning the firefloat "Poochi" which was recently taken over by 
your naval authorities.

Permit me to express my own and the 
thanks of thcs>- concerned for ycur kind and successful efforts 
in rendering this firefloat available for general use in case of 
emergency.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. /.all

Consul-General fcr Norway and Senior Consul.

Circulated: Ideember 2nd, 1937.
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( CIRCULAR. 236-E-II.)

THE SailOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOUR art F, 
COLLEGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLIOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION. (Reference to Circulars 230, 231 and 232-E-II.)
( Letter from Beck and Swann to the Senior Consul.)

3rd December, 1937.
THE SH.JIGHAI FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway 

and Senior Consul,

Sir:
ILxRBOUR FIRE FLOAT

We have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter dated 1st instant on the above subject and. to inform 
you that we have been directed by our Committee to express 
to you their appreciation of the ready assistance you have 

given them in this matter.
We have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servants 
(sd) Beck and Swann

Secretaries

Circulated: December 6th, 1937.
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( CIRCULAR 252-E-II.)

THE oENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPTiTM^NTS TO RTC> WOWOTTRARTt? COLLEAGUES* AND WITH REFERENCE TO CIRCULARS 230 231 S?23? 
™;Srk™THE H0N0UR T0 CIRCULàTE THE ^g AThEIR 
JU\ r UruvlAl JL UW •

Letter from the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce to the 
Senior Consul.

15th December, 1937.

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul, 

SHANGHAI.

Sir:

HARBOUR FIRE FLOAT

We have the honour to inform you that the 
contents of your letter addressed to the Shanghai 
Fire Insurance Association on 1st instant have 
been conveyed to our Committee.

In view of the fact that the ’’Poochi" is 
not berthed near H.I.M.S. ’’Idzumo" or the Customs 
jetty our Committee beg respectfully to request 
that they be informed as to the procedure to be 
adopted for obtaining the services of the Float 
and whether the same is being maintained in 
readiness at any moment.

We have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servants, 
(sd) Beck and Swann 

Secretaries.

Circulated: December 17th, 1937
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( CIRCULAR 253-E-II.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND WITH REFERENCE TO CIRCULAR 252-E-II HAS THE 
HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
Letter from the Senior Consul to the Cpnsul-General for Japan.

December 16th, 1937.

S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japaa, 
Shanghai.

Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honour to refer 
to my letter of December 1st enclosing a copy of a 
letter which I had addressed on the Same day to the 
Shanghai Fire Insurance Association which reviewed the 
negotiations between us with the object of rendering 
the firefloat '’Poochi” available in case of emergency 
and embodied the conditions under which this matter 
would be governed.

From the attached copy of 
a letter dated December 15th from the Shanghai General 
Chamber of Commerce it would appear that the ’’Poochi" 
is not being berthed in the positions stated in the 
conditions referred to, and I shall be grateful if you 
will inform me about this matter and also on the other 
points raised in the Chamber’s letter.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 
Your obedient servant,

(sd) N. Aall
Consul-General for Norway 

and Senior Consul.

Circulated: December 17th, 1937.

i
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( CIRCULARS 265 and 266-E-n.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HUNUrjRAHT.TR 
THE H0N0UR T0 CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR

THEIR INFORMATION.
2652 ( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul-)

December 28th, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 

of December 16th enclosing a copy of a letter dated December 
15th from the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce concei’ning 
the location of the firefloat "Poochi".

I have the honour to state in reply that the 
"Poochi" is berthed near H.I.J.M.S. "Idzumo" and will be 
made available in case of emergency by getting in touch 
directly with the "Idzumo" or with the Japanese Consulate- 
General.

I have the honour to be.,etc., 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto.

Japanese Consul-General.
N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

266-E-II
^Letter from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, Shanghai 

General Chamber of Commerce.)
December 28th. 1937.

Chairman,
Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce, 
17 The Bund, 
Shanghai.

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to the letter from 

your Secretaries of December 15th concerning the location 
and availability of the firefloat "Poochi".

In answer to my representations on the subject 
my Japanese colleague has now informed me that the "Poochi" 
is berthed near the ÆI.I.J.M.S. "Idzumo" and will be made 
available in case of emergency by those concerned getting 
in touch directly with the "Idzumo" or with the Japanese 
Consulate"General.

I have the honour to be.,etc., 
(sd) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: December 29th, 1937.

HUNUrjRAHT.TR
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( CIRCULA 237-M-XI.)

TEE SE1I0R CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HCÎ CURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION. F..ILING THE RECEIPT OF .'JTY OBJECTION BY 
FRIDAY aFTERNOON (SbOTH) IT WILL BE ..SSUMED THAT THEY .APPROVE 
OF THE COUNCIL’S aCTION aND A LETTER IN THAT SENSE WILL BE 
SENT TO THE CH»IRM«N THEREOF.

( Letter from the Secretary, S.M.C. to the Senior Consul.)

6th December, 1937.

N. ja.11, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai♦

Sir:

I have the honour to ipform you that the

Chinese Land Office censed tc function as from the

26th November. The records of this office include

documents relating to land in the French Concession, 

the International Settlement ad also the areas

administered by the Shanghai City Government.

With the concurrence of the authorities

of the French Concession tfce Council has taken over

the documents and records for t.A purpose of safe 

custody»

I have to express the hope that the Council’s 

action facets with the approval of the Consular Body.

X have the honour to bo, 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

(sd) Stirling **cssenden 

Secretary General.

Circulated: Doeettfber 7th, 1937
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 245-M-XI.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND IN CIRCULATING THE FOLLOWING HAS 
THE HONOUR TO SAY THAT HE HAS NO OBJECTION TO THE SUGGESTION 
THEREIN OF HIS BRITISH COLLEAGUE. FAILING THE RECEIPT OF ANY 
OBJECTION BY THURSDAY .xFTERNOON (16TH), WHICH MAY BE TELEPHONED 
TO THE SECRETARY, THE APPOINTMENT OF THE COMMITTEE MENTIONED 
WILL BE PROCEEDED WITH. IN THE MEANTIME A REPLY TO THE 
COUNCIL’S LETTER OF DECEMBER 6TH HAS HERN HELD UP.( 237-M-XI.)

( Letter from the Consul-General for Great Britain to the 
Senior Consul.)

10th December, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague:

In view of the closing of the Shanghai Chinese 

Land Bureau it appears necessary to devise means, with the 

consent of the Chinese Government of improvising some 

emergency procedure to control the issuance of title deeds 

and the registration of land transfers.

2. I suggest that a committee of the Land Consuls

of America, France, Japan and Great Britain at Shanghai, be 

appointed to examine the position and make recommendations 

in this matter.

3. I have the honour to request that this question

may be brought to the notice of the Consular Body at Shanghai 

as soon as possible.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir and dear Colleague, 

You# obedient servant, 

(sd) Herbert Phillips 

Consul-General.

N. Aall, Esquire,

Consul-General for Norway and

Senior Consul.

Shanghai.

Circulated: December 13th, 1937.
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 251 M-XÏ.)

The Senior Consul presents his compliments to his 

Honourable and interested colleagues and with reference 

to Circular 245-M-XI has the honour to comanlcate the 

following information.

The Consul-General for Japan telephoned tho 

Secretary this afternoon (16th) saying that as the 

Japanese authorities regarded this matter as one of great 

importance,thus requiring careful consideration, he 

(the Consul-General) would bo unable to give his decision 

on the proposal to form a Committoe of Land Consuls for 

some time. He asked therefore that a decision on the 

matter be postponed.

Circulated! Deéember 16th, 1937.
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THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO UES HONOURABLE 
/JJD INTERESTED COLLEAGUES .AND IN CIRCULATING THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION HAS THE HONOUR TO SAY THAT HE HAS SENT A 
COPY OF THE CORRESPONDENCE TO THE SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
FOR COMMENTS AS HE UNDERST. JIDS THE COUNCIL IS HAVING A COMPRE
HENSIVE REPORT ON THE SUBJECT PREPARED.
( Letter from the Shanghai Property Owners’ /association to the 
Senior Consul.)

December 10th 1937.
N. Aall. Esquire,
Consul-General for Norway, 
and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
Sir,

I have the honour to advise that I ^m requested by 
my Committee once more to draw your attention to the déficiences 
of the First Special District Court, having particular regard 
to the way in which rent cases are dealt with.

In June of this year this Association submitted to you 
a copy of a petition presented by the Association to various 
Chinese Government bodies pointing out the difficulties with 
which property owners as a whole were faced both in matters 
arising between landlord and tenant and also between mortgagees 
and mortgagors and the < exercise of the former’s rights with 
regard to realization of their securities.

For your further information I now enclose a copy of 
a letter addressed by the Association to H.B.M. Ambassador, sent 
to him at his request on the 7th April last, since which date 
the situation has become infinitely more difficult.

At the present time there is a continually increasing 
tendency on the part of Chinese tenants to fail in or refuse 
payments of rents, ahd consequently the congestion due to the 
large increase in the number of cases in the Court and also 
the restriction recently placed upon the accommodation afforded 
by the Courts presents an extremely serious problem. Cases 
in which appeals against decisions of the Court can be made by 
defendants frequently drag on for from twelve to eighteen 
months, where more than one appeal is presented, and in some 
cases a final decision has not been reached for as long as 
three years.

During these protracted proceedings tenants frequently 
disappear, taking with them all their belongings, and in such 
cases the landlord not only loses the whole of his rent but 
also has to bear the expenses and out-of-pockets incurred in 
the proceedings, which are by no means inconsiderable.

The situation with regard to appeals is now even more 
difficult and obscure than formerly, in view of the fact that 
the Courts of Appeal are situated outside Shanghai, and under 
existing conditions it will be impossible to obtain final 
judgements. /another point of importance is that in the present , 
circumstances there is no assurance as to how long the present 
Chinese Courts will continue to function.

In these circumstances this Association has the ■; 
honour to request that the Consular Body should take steps to 
arrange for the establishment of a local Court under the ‘. ’‘-'-I
auspices of the Consular Body and controlled by ..the Shqt^hai . r.-f.i A. 
Municipal Council to deal with rent cases, aridT &\ppss,£isK 
cases arising between mortgagees and mortgagers ,...to/;ât'-q^ 
for the time being, take the place of the .present Chinese' *'• 
Courts in these respects./ ’ ’“..AA. ■" ■? ..’j
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respects. It is suggested choc assessors appointed by the Consular 
Body should sit on the bench in conjunction with the Chinese Judges, 
as in the case of the old Mixed Court, which would ensure that 
the long unnecessary and, in some cases, deliberate delays which 
are now constantly experienced should be avoided.

The Committee of this Association is definitely of 
opinion that it is only by some such drastic re-organization that 
landlords will be able to secure proper attention and justice, 
particularly where simple cases of claims for over-due rent require 
to be summarily dealt with by way of distress or otherwise.

My Committee would point out that the position of 
Chinese Courts in the Settlement are without parallel in any other 
part of the world, and they are strongly of opinion that unless 
some arrangement can be come to whereby the Courts may be brought 
under the same authority as the Municipal Councils in both the 
International Settlement and the French Concession matters must
inevitably become steadily worse, with the final dislocation of 
the whole sy*stem.

My Committee desire particularly to emphasize the urgent 
need for immediate action to avoid the complete Confusion which 
must ensue (a) if the Courts are to continue as at present, and 
(b) should the Courts cease to function.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant,
(sd) V/. Mellor 
Chairman

SHANGHAI PROPERTY SWNERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Circulated: December 10th, 1937
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URGENT ?
CIRCULZ*R 239-G-VII.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPDIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan to the Senior Consul.)

December 8th, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,
In view of the imminent danger of 

the area in and around Nanking becoming directly involved in 
very severe and extensive fighting between the Japanese and 
the Chinese forces, I have the honour to inform you, for 
transmission to the Interested Colleagues, that it is the 
earnest wish on the part of the Japanese forces that all the 
foreign nationals now remaining in Nanking will stay away, as 
much as possible, from the zone of actual fighting by 
evacuating from that city without delay. This request is 
urgently made with a view to preventing any foreigner from 
becoming involved in the dangers of hostilities which may 
extend to that city at any moment, and I shall be grateful 
if you will kindly transmit, at your earliest convenience, 
the present information to the interested colleagues in order 
that necessary steps may be taken by them.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 
Your obedient servant, 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 

Japanese Consul-General.
N» Aall, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Circulated: December 8th, 1937
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( 'Jiacuijrt p41-g-vii.)
T,-. .-hvio.: . : i >,...;y;’:î _.i oor- nr .nt y "ï 7 noun bin 
~0‘ -z - ■ •■•••.. ■ • V/. X 31,^77 Th. TO’ Û INC TC.À
T-.m.i r- c u tion.
(Lfettox1 ?ro’;’ tue »on.'H-&6.ural Cor Japan to the Senior Consul.)

December Jth, 19:,7.

■iir an .car Coll ca. ne:
I li've the honour io cncl.ie herewith a copy of the Titinw 

etfitiny tûe intention of b.he Imperial n yr.nese ^orces regarding 
the security or or si ^5 ships .-;nd vehicles to bo found in and 
around tic tone of fL-btlng in the Yangtze Valley and ehall he 
gr-.-taful i" .you Mil hindly tube i _.e .late steps to bx-iog. it 
6u 0.0.c no'wic^ o* ûue ini>croevcp> mes throuj -*i our iivnouravlo 
coliesrues*

I '.i vc t .c .ionour to be.,etc.,
( ) SU. Jl. .irO 4rO

Jap-nese Joasul-Cencral.

N. âcll, AS».,
Cons-! 1-Gener 1 Cor Norway senior Consul, 
Shanghai • 

(1) The Imperial J«c-aneso Forces, firmly subscribing to the 
principle of respecting the ri.hte and interests of the third 
Powers, have so often found theeselves during the present con
flict in a trying predicament when .cur lying cut military opera
tions ug-inst Chinese troops, ’.rh ■ bad deliberately established 
military works and structures in the close vicinity of the 
interests of the ûiiro. xo'-cr: or tried to engage J ..pan es e troops 
in such .. v/j'y or in suck a district :;s ri-nt c. dly involve the 
interests of the third lo.'ers in the hostilities*
(2) I . vie" of the hostilities spreading all over the langtiie 
Valle.; , the Imperial J-. je..ncse Forces sincerely hope that the 
third i;0’.»»rs will untrud^in^ly co.pirate in t;;s efforts of the 
laipcrinl -Ja. yncse r,’orces, not to cause molestation to the 
interests of the tnird foyers, by keeping or removing their ships 
and vehicles, govcr.,in.eat-o<ne-. or otherwise, as far -&8 
possible fros; Chinese troops, either etabionary or moving, ahd 
Chinese mi lit ar .7 ostablishaents or, if possible, by taking them 
entirely out of the cone of fi th ting.
(c) It goes ■••'itb.oijt s yin,g th;.t under any oi rooms tances the 
Imperial Ji-panece Forces' >-ill do their utmost to respect foreign 
ships -;;nt vehicles to be found in and around the so no of fighting 
but in case no cooperation is forthcoming from the third Powers, 
or their neticnale" in. such a way as is sag? est cd in the preceding 
paragraph, the J&p.-neec Forces are not in’:, position to ensure 
the security of such ships and vehicles anâ cannot be'hold res
ponsible for whatever coass uences that may involve thorn.

Circulator: ecember i>th, 19Y7.
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( CIRCULA 2-54-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND WITH REFERENCE TO CIRCULAR 241-G-VII HAS THE 
HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
Letter from the Consul-General for Great Britain to the Senior 
Consul.

December 16th, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,
I have the honour to enclose 

for your information a copy of a letter dated December 13th 
which I have addressed to our Japanese colleague explaining 
the attitude of my Government regarding the arguments put 
forward in his letter to yourself of December 9th.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Herbert Phillips.
Consul-General

N. Aall, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
SHANGHAI.

British Consulate-General, 
Shanghai, December 13th, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,
With reference to your letter of the 

9th instant, addressed to the Senior Consul, on the subject of 
the intentions of the Imperial JBapanuse Forces regarding the 
safety of foreign ships and vehicles to be found in and around 
the zone of fighting in the Yangtze Valley, I have the honour 
to inform you that His Majesty’s Government attach the greatest 
importance to the principle which they maintain, and which they 
have previously brought to the knowledge of the Imperial 
Japanese Government, namely that it is the duty of a belligerent 
to refrain from attack on non-combatants, and that this duty is 
in no way conditional on the taking of steps by the latter to 
secure their safety.

In acknowledging the communication 
under reference I cannot therefore but reaffirm the principle 
enunciated above.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 
Your obedient servant, 
(sd) Herbert Phillips.
Consul-General.

Suemasa Okamoto, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Japan.
SHANGHAI.
Circulated: December 17th, 1937.
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URGENT ( Circular 261-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( letter from the Consul-General for Japan to thé Senior 
Consul.)

December 23rd, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,

In view of the imminent danger of the area 5 in 
and around Hangchow and Shaohsing as well as the areas 
lying between the two towns becoming directly involved 
in very severe and extensive fighting between the Japanese 
and the Chinese forces, I have the honour to inform you 
that it is the earnest wish on the part of the Japanese 
forces that all the foreign nationals now remaining in the 
above-mentioned districts should stay away, as much as 
possible, from the zone of actual fighting by evacuating 
from them without delay.

This request is urgently made with a view to 
preventing any foreigner from becoming involved in the 
danger of hostilities which may extend to the above- 
mentioned districts at any moment, and I shall be grateful 
if you will be so kind as to transmit, at your earliest 
convenience, the present communication among our interested 
colleagues in order that necessary steps may be taken 
forthwith by them.

I have the honour to be, etc.- , 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 

Japanese Consul-General.
N. Aall, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Circulated: December 24th, 1937.
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URGENT ( CIRCULAR 269-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO- CIRCULATE 
THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Japan

TO HIS HONOURABLE 
THE FOLLOWING FOR

to the Senior Consul.)
December 28th, 1937.

Sir and dear Colleague,
I have the honour to state that I have been asked 

by the Japanese Military and Naval Authorities to secure from 
the Consuls-Gencral of the Interested Powers in Shanghai all 
available information as to the exact location of properties 
of the third Powers, both private and government-owned, which 
are to be found within or near the zone of the present 
hostilities between Japan and China, with a view to preventing 
the occurrence of any unfortunate incident relative to such 
foreign properties. Some of my Colleagues have already 
informed me of the location of properties belonging to their 
nationals in particular districtsj but in view of the activities 
of the Japanese Forces extending gradually to the inland of 
China, we would like to be furnished with further information, 
with as muoh detail as is available here and preferably 
together with three copies of maps, concerning the foreign 
properties that are found in any important cities and towns in 
the inland of China. I, therefore, have the honour to request 

so
you to be/good as to convey our wish to our honourable colleagues 
by circulating the copy of this letter in the usual way.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 
Your obedient servant, 
(sd) Suemasa Okamoto 
Consul-General.

N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Circulated: December 29th, 1937.
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( CIRCULARS 256 and 257-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS EIS COMPLIMENTS KLHIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION.
256-G-VII - Letter from thé Chairman of Council to the Senior Consul.)

17th December, 1937.
N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
Sir,

I have the honour to address you on the matter of stocks 
of coal lying in Pootung.

In a communication on the subject to the Consuix-General 
for Japan dated Bovember 17, 1937, it was pointed out that apart 
from the pressing needs of householders in the foreign areas, it is 
essential for factory and other industrial concerns to be able to 
obtain adequate supplies of fuel if the return to normal conditions, 
which it is hoped soon to see within the Settlement, is to be 
encouraged, aaâ an assurance was given that adequate measures will 
be taken to ensure that all coal salvaged is restricted in use to 
the civilian population of the foreign areas.

The Council is most anxious that all steps possible should 
immediately be taken to salvage the stocks from that area, and I 
have to express the hope that through your interest there will be 
an immediate and successful outcome to the Council’s efforts to 
obtain from the Japanese authorities the issuance of passes to 
remove stocks.

I have the honour to be, etc.? 
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin.

Chairman.
257-G-VII -Letter from the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul- 
General.

December 20th, 1937.
S. Okamtto, Esq.,
Consul-General for Japan, 
Shanghai.
Sir and dear Colleagues

I have the honour to request your good offices with the 
object of making available the stocks of coal now lying at Pootung.

Apart from the pressing needs of householders in the foreign 
areas, it is essential for factory and other industrial concerns 
to be able to obtain adequate supplies of fuel if the return to 
normal conditions, which it is hoped soon to see within the 
Settlement, is to be encouraged. In this connection I understand 
that the Shanghai Municipal Council has given you an assurance 
that it will take adequate measures to ensure that all coal salvaged 
is restricted in use to the civilian population of the foreign areas.

You are doubtless aware of the present severe coal shortage in the foreign areas and of the hardships and disabilities arising 
therefrom. For the various reasons mentioned therefore my colleagues 
desire me to urge upon you and through you upon your military 
authorities the urgent need of according facilities for the removal 
of the coal stocks at Pootung, and to ask for your kind and early 
endeavours in this connection.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) N. Aall

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated: December 20th, 1937
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( CIRCULARS 2 70 and 271-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOÜRZJttât 
COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE FOLLOVŒNG fOU THEIR INFORMATION.

( STQ-G-VII* Letter from the Chairman, S.ty.C. to the S4shitt^ )

December 29, 1037*
N. Lail, Esq.)
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.
Sir,

I have the honour to send you herewith a list prepared Oil 
November 11, 1937, showing coal stocks at various Wharves in Rooting 
at that time. Since owners have not had access to that area, the 
Ocql Guild is unable to furnish a more up-to-date list*

Would you be so kind as to re-assure the Japanese nuthoriiiee 
hah the Council will do all it can to make certain that all cool 
salvaged is restricted in use *o the civilian population of the foreign 
areas. If permits are granted in the Council's name, the Council, 
through its Supplies & Fuel Sub-Committee, Police Force and Industrial 
Section, will take all possible steps to see that proper use is made of 
the coal salvaged) and will undertake to control prices and arrange a 
marketing scheme.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin.

Chairman.
'271-G-VII. Letter from the Senior Consul to the Japanese Consul* 
General.)

Shanghai December 29th, 1937.
S. Okamoto, Esquire, 
Jonsul-General for Japan, 
Shanghai.
•^ir and dear Colleague,

I have the honour to refer to my letter of December 20th, 
soliciting your good offices with the object of making available for 
use in the foreign areas the large stocks of coal lying at Pootung, and 
to inform you that the Shanghai Municipal Council has now handed me the 
attached list, prepared on November 11th,r.recording coal stocks at 
various wharves in Pootung at that time. Since owners have not had 
access to that area, the Coal Guild is unable to furnish a more up-to- 
date list.

In transmitting this list to you, I have been requested by the 
Council to re-assure the Japanese authorities that it will do everything 
possible to make certain that all coal salvaged is restricted in use to 
the civilian population of the foreign areas. It is suggested, in 
this connection, that permits may be granted in the Council’s name, 
thereby enabling the Council, through its Supplies and Fuel Sub-Committee 
Police Force and Industrial Section, to take adequate steps to see that 
proper use is made of the coal salvaged and to control prices and arrange 
a marketing scheme.

Permit me to commend this matter to your usual kind and early 
attention.

I have the honour to be, etc.,
(sd) N. Lail, 

Consul-General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

circulated: January 4th, 1938.
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( CIRCULAR 262-G-VII.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
COLLEAGUES AND IN CIRCULATING THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFOR
MATION HAS THE HONOUR TO SAY THAT HE IS TAKING THE MATTER UP 
PERSONALLY WITH HIS JAPANESE COLLEAGUE.
( Letter from the Chairman. S.M.C. to the Senior Consul.)

December 24th, 1937 <.
N. Aall, Esq.,
Consul-General for Norway and. Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Sir.
I have the honour to address you in connection 

with the increasing congestion on the jetties on the Bund,
It appears that the congestion is becoming- worse 

instead of better. Many factors have contributed towards 
the present congested state of the Council’s pontoons. The 
major factor is the importation of foodstuffs. The landing 
of this cargo is of paramount importance, but owing to lack 
of space no special pontoons can be resei’ved for this 
purpose. Day to day adjustments are being made, but the 
officials responsible are emphatic that the only real relief 
that can be obtained is by the free opening of the Soochow 
Creek to traffic. I have the honour to request your good 
offices to this effect.

May I add that it would also be a great advantage 
if the City Government ferry pontoon opposite Peking Road 
could be made available for general fiublic use.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant,
(sd) Cornell S. Franklin. 

Chairman.

Circulated: December 28th, 1937.
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( CÆCÎIÙAR 218-G-VII.)
the SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLUOUTS TO HIS HOKOURMtX 
COLLEAGUES AND IN CIRCULATING THE APHttEBD USTTKR HAS THE 
HONOUR TO REFER TO THE DISCUSSION CH THIS SUBJECT AT THN CON
SULAR BODY MEETING ON OCTOBER 12TH(eirtJttl*r 193-G-IV.) AND 
TO HIS CIRCULARS 146-G-VII AND 164-G-VIZ. HE WISHES TO IWVITE 
ANY COMMENTS WHICH HIS HONOURABLE COUEAGUES MAY WISH TO NAKH 
ON THE PRESENT CIRCULAR.

Nansen International Office 
for Refugees,
Shanghai November 16th, 1937.

N. Aall, Esquire, 
Senior Consul and 
Consul-General for Noirway 
Shanghai »
Sirs

Further to my letter dated August 25th last, I 
have the honour to bring to your notice that although 
since August 26th last the Bureau of Police of the Mu
nicipality of the Greater Shanghai had resumed issuing 
certain documents to residents without nationality, such 
as passeports for going abroad and the renewal of certi
ficates (permis de séjour), provided the latter had not 
expired, this Bureau refused however issue new certifi
cates .

Now since the occupation by the Japanese of 
the whole territory formerly administered by the Munici
pality of Greater Shanghai, the Bureau of Police has 
ceased to function completely.

Under these circumstances and for the reasons 
stated in my above-mentioned letter, I wish to confirm 
that in cases where the Refugees will not be in possession 
of the necessary documents enabling them to proceed from 
Shanghai or of documents of identification, same will be 
issued by me upon investigations and after recomnendatlon. 
of the Russian Emigrants' Committee.

I should appreciate very much If you would be 
kind enough to bring this matter again before the Consular 
Body and obtain from them official recognition of such 
documents.

I have the honour to be, etc., 
(sd) A. Loonie

Honorary Representative In China 
of the Nansen International 01 fi ce 

for Refugees.
Circulated; November 19th, 1937.

1
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( 4-G-VII.)

xne Senior cox.sux ms compliments xo h±s i.^xiourable
and Interested Colleagues and in circulating the appended letter, 
has the honour to say that he has ascertained the Shanghai Municipal 
Council would be willing to agree to the arrangement suggested 
therein if the Council is requested by the Senior Consul to do so. 
Failing the receipt of any objection (which may be telephoned to 
the Secretary) by January 8th the Senior Consul will rake this 
request.
( letter from the International Nansen Office for Ref ^ees to the 
Senior Consul.)

December 31st, 1937.
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to the conversation of 
two days ago and wish to confirm that it is the intention 
of the French Authorities to deliver to all Refugees without 
nationality who are residents of the French Concession a 
’’Carte d’Identité", which will be issued by the French 
Municipal Police Department after due investigation.

For this registration document a fee of Sh» $1.00 
only will'be charged.

As soon as I receive the promised sample of this 
"Carte d1Identité", I will forward same to you.

Persons duly registered as above and wishing to 
travel abroad, will have to be provided with a regular:!Nansen 
Passport".

The above explained procedure is similar to the one 
existing in France.

It would be desirable that a similar arrangement be 
adopted by the Shanghai Municipal Council for residents living ( 
within the boundaries of the International Settlement and with 
this end in view I shall appreciate if you will kindly place 
the above suggestions before the Consular Body and if acceptable 
bring them to the notice of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(sd) A. Loonis

Honorary Representative in China 
of the Nansen International Office 

for Refugees.
N. Aall, Esquire,
Senior Consul and Consul-General for Norway, 
Shanghai.
Circulated! January 5th, 1938.
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( CIRCULAR 23-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO INVITE THEIR 
PERUS/kL OF THE APPENDED MEMORANDUM, AFTER WHICH HE WOULD LIKE 
TO BE INFORMED IF ANY OF TIEM HAS ANY OBJECTION TO THE MATTER 
BEING TAKEN UP WITH THE SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL. FAILING 
THE RECEIPT OF ANY SUCH OBJECTION BY JANUARY 25TH (AFTERNOON) 
HE WILL PROCEED TO DO SO.
THIS CIRCULAR IS BEING SENT TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE CONSULAR 
BODY FOR INFORMATION»
( MEMORANDUM BY THE SENIOR CONSUL)

I have had a conversation with Mr. Loonis, the Representat
ive in China of the Nansen International Office for Refugees.

Mr. Loonis says that, the Certificate of Identity (Carte 
d’Identité) which the Authorities of the French Concession issues 
and which he has suggested that the Shanghai Municipal Council 
should also issue, are meant to replace the Certificates 
previously issued by the Chinese Authorities. They are only 
meant for residents in the Settlement and French Concession who 
must have some kind of document to identify themselves. This 
Certificate is not meant to replace a passport.

The Certificates which Mr. Loonis has Issued up till now, 
would not be issued if and when the Shanghai Municipal Council 
issues the Certificate of Identity.

If a Russian wanted to travel abroad Mr. Loonis would have 
to issue a Nansen *assport, and he is authorised by the ^ansen 
International Office to issue these Passports. Mr. Loonis would 
not issue a Nansen ^asspovt -without being satisfied that the 
case as a bona fide one. He would ask the applicant (for a 
Nansen Passport) to produce his Certificate of Identity (Carte 
dfIdentité),

The Nansen Passport would only be issued to those who 
intend to travel and Mr. Loonis was well aware (as I have pointed 
out to higi on various occasions) that to get a visum on a 
Passport the person will have to apply to the Consul concerned, 
who would, in giving a visum, of course be guided by his own 
rules and regulations for entrance into his country.

(Certificates of Identity for Russians living outside the 
International Settlement or the French Concession would have to 
be issued by the Authorities in control of the outside areas and 
will have nothing to do with the Certificates now suggested.)

Mr. Loonis is of the opinion that it would be a good thing 
for the Shanghai Municipal Council themselves if they could issue 
the Certificates of Identity for persons living in the Settlement 
as it would assist in the control of the people living there.
He does not sec that ther-e could be any objection oh the part of 
the Authorities concerned.
Shanghai. January 18th, 1938.

Circulated: January 19th, 1938
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( CIRCULAR 221-E-II.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS WOWOTTR/L'RT.F, AND 
INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND IN CIRCULATING THE FOLLOWING R^T-F- 
EXPLANATORY LETTER HAS THE HONOUR TO REQUEST THAT THEY INFORM HIM 
(THEY MAY INFORM THE SECRETARY BY TELEPHONE) AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
IF THEY HAVE ANY OBJECTION TO THE PROPOSAL OF THE COUNCIL SET 
FORTH THEREIN.
( Letter from the Secretary General of Council to the Senior Consul.)

23rd November, 1937.

N» Aall, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 
Shanghai.

Sir:

It has been reported to the Council that for some time 

the quarantine service for the Port of Shanghai has existed in 

name only. For two reasons it is important that a Port Health 

Service should be established on a proper footing. A Port 

Health is essential for the control of major infectious diseases 

imported by sea routes. It is also of importance during such 

times as Shanghai itself may be an infected port. The existence 

of a recognised Port Health Service is of great importance in 

facilitating the transport of merchandise, passengers and mail. 

This fact has been recognised by successive international sanitary 

conventions, and there arc Port sanitary regulations which are 

followed by authorities all over the world.

It would appear that at the present time the authority 

which could most easily carry out the necessary measures is the 

Public Health Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

The establishment of a Port Health Service should be of 

value not only to public health but also should assist in encour

aging the return of shipping facilities to their former level.

In view of the import'"''’'' of this matter I have been 

requested to ascertain forthwith whether or not the Consular Body 

approves of the Council’s proposal. It is not proposed to pro

ceed with the formulation of a detailed scheme until it is known 

whether or not the Consular approves the general idea.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

(sd) Stirling Fessenden

Secretary-General.
Circulated: 24/11/37
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( CIRCULAR 2-G-VII.)
THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
/ND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES /ND IN CIRCULATING THE FOLLOWING FOR 
THEIR INFORMATION HAS THE HONOUR TO SAY THAT HE CONCURS FULLY 
IN THE VIEWS OF HIS AMERICAN COLLEAGUE AS SET FORTH IN HIS 
LETTER TO THE COUNCIL; ÏJJSO THAT THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE- 
COUNCIL HAS INFORMED HIM (THE SENIOR CONSUL) THAT THE COUNCIL 
HAS NO INTENTION OF DOING ANYTHING WHICH WILL SFFECT OR VIOLATE 
EXTRATERRITORIAL RIGHTS
( Letter from the Consul-General for the U.S.A, to the Senior 
Consul.)

Shanghai January 3rd, 1938.
Sir and dear Colleague:

I have the honor to enclose copy 
of my communication of this date to the Chairman of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council in reference to the Emergency 
Proclamation issued by the Council under date of January 1, 
1938.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir and dear Colleague, 
Your obedient servant, 

(sd) C.E. Gauss
Amer ic an Consul-Genera1.

N. Aall, Esquire, 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul. 
Shanghai

COPY

Shanghai, January 3, 1938,
Sir:

With reference to the Emergency Proclamation issued by 
the Council under date of January 1, 1938, I have the honor 
to inform you that while there is every desire on the part of 
this Consulate General to cooperate with the Council in the 
present emergency at Shanghai, I am unable to accept the 
proclamation as applying to American nationals or American 
property in derogation of American extraterritorial rights 
or jurisdiction.

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your obedient servant,

, (sd) C. E. Gauss,
American Consul-General.

Cornell S. Franklin, Esquire, 
Chairman, Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.
Circulated: January 5th, 1938
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( CIRCULAR 3-G-VII.)

URGENT /«ND CONFIDENTIAL

The Senior Consul presents his compliments to his 
Honourable and Interested Colleagues and has the honour 
to present, for their preliminary study, the accompanying 
memorandum, and annexes, concerning certain representations 
made on January 4th by the Japanese Consul-General and 
associates, to representatives of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council. He will circularize them again in a few days 
regarding this matter after they have had an opportunity 
of examining the present enclosures.

Enclosure: Memorandum and annexes.

Circulated: Jaunary 5th. 1938.
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Secretariat.
4th January, 1938.

To Members of Council :

I attach for your information an aide mémoire with 
accompanying memoranda relating to an interview held with 
Mr. Okamoto, the Japanese Consul-General. The matter has been 
subsequently discussed between the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, 
the Secretary-General and the Secretary.

It is felt that the subjects raised cannot usefully 
be discussed further until:

(a) The views of the principally interested Consuls 
have been obtained;

(b) A full report has been obtained from the Commissioner 
of Police on the police aspect of the matter; and

(c) Members of Council themselves have had time to 
consider and study the issues involved.

The Chairman proposes to write to-morrow to the 
Japanese Consul-General informing him that the matters raised, 
will require serious consideration and that the xnfcexxxiJEÀ 
Consuls of foreign Powers interested are being informed of 
what has taken place.

The Chairman also proposes to discuss at once with 
the Chinese Members of Council the points raised in the 
memorandum marked HBJI.

G. Godfrey Phillips,
Secretary
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Memorandum of conversation held in Chairman’s Office 
on Tuesday, January 4, 1938.

Mr. Okamoto had asked for an interview with the 
Chairman at 11 o’clock this morning, without stating the nature 
of the business to be ciscussed.

There were present at the conference on behalf of the 
Council: The Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the Secretary-General 
and the Secretary.

Mr. Okamoto arrived with Capt. Fujita and apologised 
for being late on the ground that he had been waiting for 
military representatives. He started by wishing the Chairman 
a happy New Year and stating that the Japanese authorities had 
appreciated the pronpt action of the Council in issuing a 
proclamation immediately after the New Year’s Day incidents.

He then stated that the purpose of his interview was 
to discuss in co-operation with the Council what steps could be 
taken to prevent a recurrence of similar serious incidents. He 
stated that in the opinion of the Japanese authorities the 
numbers and authority of the Japanese Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police should be increased. He also stated that the 
position of the Japanese on the civil side of the administration 
should be altered. There were, he believed, only 26 Japanese 
employees in the Council’s service, apart from the Police Force. 
He emphasised that the Japanese were not seeking to take advan
tage of the recent incidents but that he was putting forward now 
considered requests which had been und.er discussion for a long 
time.

He then particularly referred to the Secretariat and 
stated that the Council had an experienced Secretary-General in 
Dr. Fessenden, and that the Japanese desired to have a Secretary 
of an equal position to that of Mr. Phillips. He had had no 
difficulty at any time in discussing matters freely with the 
Chairman of Council, the Secretary-General or the Secretary, but 
it was felt that there should be a Japanese official completely 

in the confidence of the Council, present at all important confer
ences and able to express his view freely. Such official should 
have direct access to the Chairman of the Council and the 
Secretary-General,

During the course of his remarks Mr. Okamoto had 
referred to Mr. Ibusuki as occupying a subordinate position. 
The Chairman took issue with Mr. Okamoto on this point and 
stated that he had never regarded Mr. Ibusuki*s position as 
a subordinate one, that Mr. Ibusuki had given service of great 
value and was invariably consulted on matters affecting the 
Japanese community and frequently consulted on other mefcters. 
The Secretary-General stated that he had heard that Mr. Ibusuki 
was not persona grata with all sections of the Japanese community. 
Mr. Okamoto confirmed that this was so but did not desire to 
discuss this aspect of the matter further this morning. He 
made it clear that what the Japanese wanted was not the promotion 
of Mr. Ibusuki but an additional appointment and that that 
appointment should hold the rank of Secretary.

Colonel Kusumoto
At this point in the mterylew/the Military represen

tative arrived, accompanied by Mr. Yoshioka, and Mr. Okanoto 
thereupon read out the accompanying aide mémoire attached to 
this memorandum and marked ttA” .
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The Chairman at once drew attention to the expression
in this memorandum that the Municipal authorities lacked earnest
ness in suppressing anti-Japanese elements. He pointed out that 
even in Tokyo, and indeed in all large cities, inoldents of this 
sort occurred and that it was physically impossible altogether 
to prevent them, and stated, that he very much regretted that the 
Japanese military and naval authorities should take the view 
that the Municipal authorities had not shown earnestness in 
their activities. This view the Chairman assured Mr. Okamoto 
was mistaken.

Mi?. Okamoto did not pursue this matter but again
stated that the Japanese authorities wished to co-operate with 
the Council. On being asked what concrete steps the Japanese 
proposed, he drew attention again to the points raised in the 
last paragraph of the aide mémoire, namely, an increase in 
authority and number of the Japanese Branch of the Police Force 
and the placing of Japanese in controlling positions in all the 
important organs of the Municipal Council. He again emphasised 
that the Japanese were not taking advantage of the present 
moment but were putting forward a considered policy. They 
wished, he stated, to th .re the responsibility. The points 
in view had been considered by them since the very beginning 
of the hostilities. He asked that these points should receive 
most careful consideration. He wished to state that the 
Japa—nese authorities were not making any threat as to the 
steps that they would take, but that if further incidents 
occurred they must have recourse to taking measures themselves. 
He felt that stricter control was necessary.

Mr. Okamoto then referred to the lack of control of 
anti-Japanese Chinese newspapers, foreign-owned and foreign 
registe—red, and produced a copy of the Hwa Mei Wan Pao, which 
was marked with red pencil. He stated that the marked article 
referred to Chinese victories and Japanese defeats in Hangchow 
and that, such erroneous news reports did a great deal of damage. 
The Chairman called attention to the fact that the Council had 
no control whatever over newspapers having extraterritorial 
rights and informed Mr. Okamoto that it would be necessary for 
him to take this matter up with Mr. Gauss, the American Consul- 
General.

Capt. Fujita then proceeded to read the memorandumwhich is attached hereto and marked WB". When hejhad finished 
the Chairman stated that the Municipal Police would go into the 
matter, and expressed his opinion that the assassination of 
Mr. Lo Pa Hong was one of the most serious and regrettable 
incidents that had taken place in Shanghai in many weeks. The 
Chairman also stated that every possible protection would be 
afforded Chinese leaders who might wish to take part in the 
activities of the Shanghai Citiaens’ Federation in their efforts 
to restore normal economic activities in Shanghai and its 
vicinity.

Mr. Okamoto then stated that he had a memorandum that
covered some of their ideas with respect to suggested changes 
with reference to the Police, and handed the Chairman the 
document which is attached hereto and marked ”C". The Chairman 
stated that no useful purpose would be served by trying to 
discuss this doeument until all the parties had had the time 
to study it.

The Chairman asked whether the Japanese couldJ. lirj XXCll A-JUCU.4 exo JtVtJ v. »VXXV UXÀVX uxiu w kj KJ vjrecommend to the Council a first-class English-speaking Japanese d 
who had police training. Mr. Okamoto stated that he felt sure

- .‘F
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such, an officer could be secured from the Tokyo Police Force 
and stated that he would enquire by telegram and would report 
later. In this connection the Chairman pointed out that while 
Mr. Tajima and Mr. Uyehara had. done exceedingly good work 
these were more or less political appointments and they were 
not trained policemen. He stated that if a really first-class 
police trained man could be obtained he might serve as a liaison 
officer with the Japanese authorities during the present emer
gency and until other details in connection with a reorganisa
tion of the Police could be worked out.

Referring again to the fourth paragraph of his aide 
mémoire ^r. Okamoto stated that it was not their desire to 
have a Secretary who would be over Mr. Phillips and that it 
might even be possible to designate Mr. Phillips as First 
Secretary and the Japanese as Second Secretary. Mr. Okamoto 
stated that they had in mind that the Secretary-General, who 
was an American, the First Secretary, who was a British subject, 
and the Second Secretary, a Japanese, would be able to run the 
municipality together and would represent the three principal 
powers interested. Mr, Fessenden raised the question of the 
difficulty from an internal administration point of view of 
having two Secretaries, but Mr. Okamoto did not agree that 
there would be any such difficulties in view of the fact that 
it would be understood that Mr. Phillips would be the senior 
Secretary.

Mr* Fessenden then asked if the Japanese desired 
ranking employees in the other branches of the Municipal 
service, and Mr. Okamoto stated that the Japanese did wish 
them, but their attention at the moment was focussed on the 
Secretariat.
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JAPAl'IESE CONSULATE-GENERAL 

SHANGHAI

Aide-Memoire

It- is a matter of serious concern and regret to the Japanese 

authorities that there took place on January 1st, 1G3S, 'within the 

International Settlement an incident in which Chinese threw hand 

grenades at Japanese soldiers, seriously injuring one and slightly 

injurihg four of them. Explosives were also thrown into the com

pounds of some of the Japanese factories on the same day.

2» It is also to be noted that in the past similar incidents

have taken place in which hand grenades were thrown by Chinese at 

Japanese troops marching through the International Settlement and at 

Japanese military launches passing along the Soochow Creek, resulting 

in most of these cases, in Japanese soldiers sustaining injuries 

3. The repetition of such unfortunate incidents must be aattri-

buted to the inefficacy of the Municipal authorities* efforts to 

suppress anti-Japanese elements, and the Japanese Expeditionary 

Forces, being constrained to feel that the Municipal authorities 

lack earnestness or ability in meeting their demand for the 

suppression of such elements, will be forces to take steps, as 

the occasion requires, to ferret out and search the anti-Japanese 

elements in order to extirpate such elements from the Settlement 

thus making it a safer place to live in.

4. Under these circumstances, the Shanghai Municipal Council is 

requested to take appropriate measures with the object of eradicating 

the anti-Japanese elements and to exercise rigid control of anti- 

Japanese newspapers. As an essential means of promoting the desired 

object the Council also is requested to raise the positions and 

authority and increase the number of the Japanese branch of the 

S.M.P., and to place Japanese in controlling positions in all the 

important organs of the S. M. C.
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!-■ the newspapers of j- 1st, 1938, opposition

has been declared to the formation of Sh^n-hai Citizen 

Federation by the Ganeral Labour v ion, the Chinese Chamber 

of Co r-erce and the S ecial Citizen Federation.

—these three organizations have long been engaged 

in anti-j nanese agitations, it is requested that the Shanghai 

Itvnicipnl Council will take immediate steps, so that 

a) t-"ey will retract their statement and advertise

it in the papers and,

b) they will be hereafter placed under rigid surveillance 

of the S.1Î.C-.
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. That the J- panese Branch be ajialgamated with the Foreign 
Branch rescinding the designation "Japanese Branch" forthwith.

2. That members of the present Japanese Branch be placed, on 

the same footing as foreigners insofar as scope of rights 

and. authority exercised as well as duty, and that Japanese 

be given an equal opportunity for participating in the 

functions of all branches of police administration.

3. T.at Japanese members of the Force shall be vested with 

authority to exercise control and supervision over Indian 

and Chinese members of the Force and also over foreigners 

according to the rank.

4. T at as in the case of the foreign branch/ initial appoint
ment of a Japanese be raised from Cçfcstable to Probationary 

Sergeant. g \

5. That Japanese members be detailed t^ conduct investigations 

in all cases involving Japanese interests either directly 

oi' indirectly.

6, That a higher Japanese officer next to the Commissioner of 

police be appointed to represent Japanese interests in 

Police administration and also to advise the Commissioner 

in matters concerning the general policy of the Force.
7. T^at in collaboration with D-t. (Divisions), the Japanese 

Deputy Commissioner be given charge of that part of the 

International Settlement lying north of the creek in 

addition to his present duties.
8. That J panese officers be appointed Officer i/c stations 

and Divisional Officers.

9. T at the Strength of the J panese Branch be increased 

throughout all ranks, as the present strength is not 

sufficient to cope with the requirements created by the

new situation.
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( CIRCULAR 7-G-VII.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS'TO'THS HONOURABLE^ 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.
( Letter from the Consul-General for Italy to the Senior Consul.) 
(Confidential) Shanghai, January 8th, 1938.
Sir and dear Colleague,

I have the honour to refer myself to Circular 3-G-VII, 
circulated on the 5th instant and inform you that I completely 
agree with the Japanese point of view that the responsibility of 
the Administration and Police in this International Settlement 
should be equally shared among the principally Interested Powers 
and no longer practically left, as it is at present, in the hands 

of one or two Powers only. I wish however to make it clear that, 

in the Italian opinion, the Powers principally interested in the 

future of Shanghai are not only the United States of America, 

England and Japan, as also Italy should be added to them, because 

on every occasion, Italy has shared with these Powers the burden 

and honour to effectively protect and degend foreign lives and 

properties in this International Settlement.

Although some of the regrettable incidents, which occurred 

in Shanghai on January 1st, 1938, were also directed against 

Italian military posts, I agree that it would have been ’’physically 

impossible” for the Shanghai Municipal Police to prevent them, 

but I feel sure that the gradual addition of Japanese and Italian 

elements in the Municipal Administration and Municipal Police 

Force, on the same footing as Americans and English, will certainly 

increqse the efficiency of the services and insure a better and 

safer establishment of the International Municipality.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir and dear Colleague, 

Your obedient servant, 

(sd) Luigi Neyrone 

Consul-General for Italy. 

N. Aall, Esq., 

Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul, 

Shanghai. Circulated: January 10th3 1938.
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( CIRCULAR 9-M-I.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES «ND HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR INFORMATION.

( Letter from the Chairman., S.M.C. to the Senior Consul.)

10th January, 1938.

N. Rail, Esq., 
Consul-General for Norway and Senior Consul., 
Shanghai.

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose herewith a copy of a 
despatch received by the Council from the Director of the 
General Tax Bureau for Kiangsu, Chekiaÿg and Anhwei. You 
will notice the reference in the letter to the Settlement 
Office for the inspection of rolled tobacco.

May I refer to the letter of the then Senior Consul, 
the Consul-General for Belgium, dated March 19, 1931, 
addressed to the Director General of the Consolidated Tax 
Bureau. As the agreement in question was made effective 
through an exchange of notes between the Senior Consul and 
the Director General of the Consolidated Tax Bureau, and 
received the approval of the Diplomatic Body. I have the 
honour to ask, for the quidance of the Council, whether the 
interested powers recognize the General Tax Bureau for 
Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei.

I have the honour to be.,etc.,
•'sd^ Cornell S. Franklin.

Chairman. .

Translation of despatch to Secretary from the General Tax Bureau 
for Kiangsu, Chekiang and ïmhwei.
Tax Bureau? New Control.
The Shanghai Office of the Internal Revenue Administration of the 
former Ministry of Finance and the Shanghai Special District 
Office of the Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei Tax Bureau have been 
taken over by us and amalgamated with the present General Tax 
Bureau for Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei. The new Bureau was 
formally inaugurated on the 4th instant, and new official seals 
have been adopted. A proclamation has been issued to notify the 
public of the change.
As the inspection of rolled tobacco in the International Settlement 
is a very important matter, the Settlement Office for Inspection 
of rolled tobacco established by the former Kiangsu, Chekiang 
and Anhwei Tax Bureau should also come under the control of this 
Bureau. Apart from instructing the officials in charge of the 
Settlement Office for Inspection of rolled tobacco to carry on 
their duties as usual, we beg to notify the Council that the 
Agreement signed between the Council and the former Kiangsu, 
Chekiang and Anhwei Tax Bureau will still be effective. The 
Police Department has been notified of the matter.

(Chopped) Rao Leh-chun
Director

(Note: Received for translation a.m. 8th January 1938.)

Circulated: January 12th, 1938.
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URGENT ( CIRCUIT 16-M-I.)

THE SENIOR CONSUL PRESENTS HIS COMPLIMENTS TO HIS HONOURABLE 
AND INTERESTED COLLEAGUES AID HAS THE HONOUR TO CIRCULATE THE. 
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR APPROVAL. FAILING THE RECEIPT OF ANY 
OBJECTION BY FRIDAY AFTERNOON (JANUARY 21ST) , WHICH MAY BE 
TELEPHONED TO THE SECRETARY, xJ’PROVZA WILL BE ASSUMED AND A 
LETTER IN THIS SENSE WILL BE FORWARBED.( REFERENCE TO CIR? 9-M-I,)
( Letter from the Senior Consul to the Chairman, S.M.C.)

January, 1938.
C. S. Franklin, Esquire,

Chairman, Shanghai Municipal Council,
Shanghai.

Sip

I have the honour to refer to your letter of 
January 10th, enclosing a copy of a letter from 
Mr. Zao Zeh-chun, stating that he had taken over charge 
of the General Tax Bureau for Kiangse, Chekiang and 
Anhwei.

On behalf of my interested colleagues I would 
like to suggest that the Council enquire from Mr. Zao 
Zeh-chun concerning the authority under which he has 
assumed charge of the Tax Bureau mentioned.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Consul -General for Norway 
and Senior Consul.

Circulated; January 18th, 1938
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removal ....................... ( 29 270-271
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occupied area..................... ( 39 16
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( 23 239
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Hospitals ........................ 1 214
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Enclosure No. Circular No.
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( 33 23
Safety Zone for Refugees, Nantao . . . 1 214
Shanghai Property Owners Association urge 

establishment of court for rent cases 22 246
Shanghai Municipal Council’s emergency 

proclamation ............... 35 2
Tax Bureau, General, for Kiangsu, ( 38 9

Chekiang and Anhwei ....... ( 39 16
Troops, Chinese internment of ........ 1 214
University, Chiaotung, not used by 

Chinese as base ............. 1 214
Whangpoo boom, permission for passage . . 4 217
Yangtze booms, permission for passage 7 8
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR

1—1336

FOURTH MARINES

FROMarch 8, 1938

Rec’d 9:05 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 
CINCAF (ADMIN) 
OPNAV

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI _ 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT " ‘
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

3608* Japanese reported occupied Puchow and advanced 

to north bank Yellow River shelling Tungkwan. 1824.

CSB

§

793.94/12600
 

F/FG

•I
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Secretary of State

Washington

1—1336

p*m156, March 8, 5

A member of the Japanese Embassy at Peiping handed

this mission today a letter dated February 23, 1938 ad'

dressed to ”Tlie American Consulate General, or to whomso'

ever it may be of interest” by Reverend Joseph A. Jansen

an American citizen member of the Catholic mission at

Tsinyang, Honan, stating inter alia that on February 21

the Japanese Army took Tsinyang without a shot being fired

that the American citizens there are safe

793.94/12601

Please see annual list of American citizens dated

January 4, 1938, submitted by Tientsin Consulate General

for names and home addresses of the four American citizens

at Tsinyang.

Repeated to Hankow, By mail to Tientsin.

LOCKHART
SMS:KLP
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Copy for Department of state

A JI.-MB
Tsingtao, china, January 13

£0

^9
/ ■'

A '
Æ> Jj ; CT : military, ATJ POLITIC a.

TSINGTAO. XTULT10N Ilî

jjie x»o iiorebl e
É2/Y/-/W

lelsoci i’rusier Johnson

iî^rlowi Mbaasador .--/‘à

Peiping, Chine

ir

I have the honor to refer to this con nutate* a
despatch no. 244 of January 10, 1938, subject:

o.eo.w.a_t.lQA-.-9f TelngfrA by Japanese
(0
Oi

of

es

cieeuae of Military wedb< Since occupati.cn
The week vwiich has passed since the occupation

the city has bean just as peaceful and orderly
the occupation itself on January 10. hile therd

(0

w 
O) 
o 
N>

have bem aoae minor eowleinta by American® and 
while there have been rumoi*s of sots of individual

r
I Japan©»® soldier» which are unpleasant to relate bO

the consulate has been unable to ascertain the truth 
from any Chinese who has more than a very remote ’S 

knowledge of these rumored incidents, a cq^is!dcr^bh»1

<f Japenece soldiers have arrived in Tsingteo 
but no authoritative statement can be made as to th® 

are in evidence and someexact number. iray trucks 
days ago tanks and anaored

0

ears were observed, itow^
over 5

I'J

occupati.cn
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ever, aside from the posting of sentries, tnere is 

on the «hole less evidence of military occupation 

than wight ordinarily be expected. Ln a walk; of 

some two hours ou ninday last, the absence of sentries 

in the outlying sections of the ci ty made mb impres

sion. ihe commercial air field which was foiwerly 

useu by the uhinn National viation Corporation and 

which was made unfit for use as a landing field by 

the Chinese authorities in -eptember, has already 

been cleared of debris, levelled, * nd is now being 

used by the Japanese planes. Perhaps the most impres

sive feature of the occupation of Tsingtao aside fro® 
the fact that not a single shot has been fired, is 

the presence of so formidable a flotilla of Japanese 

asen-of-war. Mt least &) naval vessels are in port; 
submarines, minesweepers, destroyers, cruisers and a 

buttle cruiser comprise tiie squadron here. ithin 

a day or two after the occupation, a passage had been 

unde through the boom in the inner harbor to the 
wharves, and no time was lost in unloading supplies 
und men on the wharves, depairs were liumedlately 
made also to the telegraphic and cable lines, and 
inspections and investigations Immediately commenoed 

with a view to restoring other publie services sudh 
is water and electricity, «ill» these never did 
cease, considerable damage was done, «nd it Is only 

because of the great exodus of Chinese and the des
truction of the mills Wat the present supplies of 

water --nd electricity are adequate for remaining
Householdare
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householders and consumers in Tsingtao.

-chus of the troops which were landed in Tsingtao 

naturally moved up the Tsingtao-Tsinan uiilway in 

order to effect a junction with t ^e Japanese army 

which had captured Tel nun and Ghowtsun during the 

Christians holidays, but apparently it bus been left 

to the Japanese forces advancing eastward to accomplish 

the task of placing the entire line under Japanese 

control. The Japanese anales have not met with any 

resistance but because of the destruction of the 

railway bridges by General i-ïan’s army, there has been 

some delay in reaching 'fsingtao.

/'Olltical attere

•hen the Japanese occupied Tsingtao on January 

10, no semblance of Chinese governmental authority 

remained. The Kuniaipal administration under admiral 

ihen iiiuig-lleh had disappears^ on December JO, and 

it was left to Chinese and foreign residents to main

tain order. The delay in the entry of the Japanese 

into the city until 11 days after its abandonment by 

Chinese authorities gave rise to problems which were 

handled very well by those who assumed responsibility 

for peace and order. These responsibilities were 

made somewhat less onerous by the disappearance »f 

the greater part of the Chinese population, but each 

day’s delay in the entry of the Japanese made such 

problems as the preservation of order and of the 

maintenance of public services, e. g. fire prevention,

water
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water supply, electricity and sanitation, more difficult. 

>-hile it would have been a Comparatively simple matter 

for the Japanese to have immediately seized the au

thority and administration of auoh service*, apparently 

they had already prepared plans for the establishment 

of Chinese municipal authority so that superficially, 

na elsewhere in North China, it would appear that 

there was leas Interference with Chinese political 

fedrab-lstration than was supposed. >ccord 1 gly, on 

January 14, it was already Known that &r, Chao Chi 

(who had been ayor of îsingtao from 1926 to 1929, and 

a biographical sketch ot who® appears on page 36 of

Fû* ifiHC in CHIilA, 1931 j was returning to Tsingtao 

to assume the direction of a Chinese municipal govern

ment which would hoist the five barred flag. It may 

now be stated that f’r. Chao Chi was one of the Chinese 

who as early ns august 1 (two weeks before the outbreak 

of hostilities in shanghai) had already initiated a 

movement for the establishment of a Peace Maintenance 

Commission, a* reported in this consulate** despatch 

no. 220 of muguet S, 1937, subject: Political .-ituatlon 

in Tsiugtap. and as reported also in this consulate's 

despatch no. 830 of October 13, 1937, subject: situation 

in shantung. fe’r. Chao was one of those who found it 

necessary to flee from Tsingtao months before the 

abandonment of the city by Admiral dhan Eung-lleh. 

The establishment on January 17, of a Pease Maintenance 

Commission under the leadership of Mr. Chao will be 

reported in a separate despatch.

mie
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iiile on the one hand the Japanese authorities 

obviously too*, steps to promote the installment of 

a municipal d.uini strut ion, their action *ith respect 

to other Chinese Government organs was somewhat more 

direct; for example, direct control over the Chinese 

Government Telegraph administration was 1 mediately 

assumed and a sign *ith the oharactsrs ’under control 

of the Japanese Wavy" ( -/L )

wia placed at the an trance to the main telegraph office 

Japanese officials were also immediately sent to the 

Chinese Post Office and while it first appeared that 

negotietlociB with the postmaster, a urltish subject, 

might prevent an interference with the postal service, 

in the and a similar sign was placed at the entrance 

to the Chinese i ost Lffioe in Tsingtao. nevertheless, 

there has been very Little interference with the 

administration of postal matters although Japanese 

officials are actually stationed in the administrative 

offices of the Chinese rest Office.

The Japanese Kavy also took prompt action with 
respect to the Chinese banks in Tsingtao. The Central 
.dank of China and staff had long ago withdrawn from 

Tsingtao, but staffs of the bank of China and of the 
bank of Comaunications had remained, although the 
bunks hud closed at the time of the destruction of) the 
mills in mid-December. The vaults were sealed in th4 

usual Chinese manner by the Japanese Navy with the 

statement * *• bunks remained

closed until yesterday, January 17, end reopened upon
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the advi ce of the Japanese authorities. Jie Con

sulate understands that the Telephone administration 

Ahioh Is under the control of the Japanese Envy, it 

being s Jhineae 'overnment enterprise, today refused 

to accept bank notes of the Central dank of China in 

payment of bills. the dormitories of the Sank of 

China -w'llch are among the most uodern foreign style 

buildings in Tsingtao, have been taken over by the 

Japanese forces, ’-’nd the Chinese bank employees have 

bean evicted.

It is here of interest to make some observations 

on the terminology used in Japanese notices and proc

lamations. Thus for example, in the Chinese leaflet 

«hi eh was dropped by the airplanes on January 10, the 

characters ” mJc -% n

were used. These same characters were used by the 

Chinese at the time ïsingtuo was retroçeded by the 

Japanese to China in 1982. -t other places where 

Japanese forces encamped in Chinese buildings, the 

characters ” " were used, The latter probably

ir e the connotation of occupation in the sense that 

'the premises are now occupied by the Yamamoto detach- 

faent”. t n the other hand since the Japanese are 

responsible for the induction of a Chinese J en ce 

alntenanoe Jommission, the term * can hardly

signify that the Japanese claim that Taingtao has 

been ^retroceded" to the Japanese Government.

Economie
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i oonogilc Rehabilitation

Judging from the tyje of Japanese civilian» who 

landed at the tl^e Teingt'-o was occupied, there con 

be no doubt that energetic effort» will be made to 
rehabilitate Japanese economic activities in Tslngtao 

and in hwntung generally, h vanguard of about 160 
of the leading Japanese residents arrived with the 
Japanese naval landing party on January 10, and im
mediate inspection of the electric light and water 

work® and of the larger lndusti*ial plante commenced. 

Jhe Japanese Consul General in nis first call at thi» 

consulate mad® it cle^r that serious a» the blow ha» 

been which the Chinese authorities dealt them before 
their departure in December, the Japanese merchants 

and industrialists of all classes commenced the great 

task of reconstruction without any lose of time. It 

is expected that within a few day» that more than 

1,000 Japanese residents will arrive and already 

schedules of sailings have been announced by the 

Dairen Lisen Kaishe, a Japanese shipping line which 

formerly maintained an exceedingly efficient exprès» 
service between the ports of Dairen, Tslngtao and 
shanghai.

The Japanese, it la understood, have been dismayed 
by the condition of the Telngtao-Tsinan Hallway for 
there 1» no rolling stock left on this railway and 
several inportant bridges were destroyed by the ChineseI 
some 100 freight oar» which ware loaned by the houth 
Manchurian Hallway company to the Tsingtao-Telnsn

Railway ...
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Railway in the early part of 1937 have also disappeared.*  

nglneer» fruu the ^outh » anohurlan Ito ilway were inc

luded in the first oontlngent of civilians to land 

;<nd it sill be interesting to note the future otatus 

of ownership and operation of the Tsingtao-Iainan 

•Railway, since the forty million yen in Chinese Govern

ment Treasury Notes held by the Japanese Government 

and secured by this railway fell due on >eceub«r 31, 

1937.

• ~ee Tsingtao’s despatch no. 177 of January 14, 1937, 
file no. 877, subject: Tsingtao-ysinan Hallway Borrows 
IfiSl height Wagons from the -outh J;anohurlan n&llway

l‘he Chinese shops show little sign of reopening, 

however, it would appear that the inactivity in Chinese 

oouuaerolal oiroles is due not so much to «any hesitancy 

because of the presence of the Japanese forces as to 

the imminence of the Chinese New Year. It is predicted 

a normal situation in local Chinese business will pre

vail following the Chinese Hew Year holidays.

Keepectfully youra,

>aaueL >oicobin, 
jaerican Consul.

File 800 

original to Embassy, Hankow. 
0 copies to department of ;tete. 
Copy to «bf'Sey, relping.
Copy to Consulate, Ghefoo.

A tn» wpy st 
the sicrsM «rlj?- 
■' \ il' :

'.f* y-r-
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hand, such recognition is extended to such 
government, the British position will be 
strengthened as it will be recognizing a 
government claiming to be the government of 
China and therefore a government bound by 
the obligations of its predecessors; and 
that (a) guidance be given to British sub
jects in pursuance of a definite policy 
in respect of the present indeterminate 
period, and (b) "neither now or hereafter 
shall Japan be permitted to prejudice the 
British position by reason of absence of 
British official contact with or recogni
tion of any government".

FE .-Ringwait ;NN
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no. 118 3

STRICTLY CONFIDBKTBfL. American Consulate General !
Shanghai, China, 

/.'/D EtCUlWS February

Subject: Conservation of British interests i 
China; memorandum of the Associated 
British Committee of Tientsin preps 
for submission to the British Forei 
Office

PSION OF
PEAN AFFAIRS

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

SIR:

e^l)EPARÎM£NT Of olrili

I have the honor to enclose a copy, obtain

me in confidence, of a memorandum prepared for submis

sion to the British Foreign Office by the Associated

British Committee of Tientsin, comprising the committees

f the China Association (Tientsin branch), the British

hamber of Cosimerce, Tientsin, and the British members

793.94/12603

of the British liunicipal Council, Tientsin, recommend

ing appropriate measures by the British Government to 

conserve the political status of British subjects and

British interests in China.

This document may have reached the American Consul

General at Tientsin and have been copied by him to the

Department. Ordinarily, I would communicate the docu

ment to my colleague at Tientsin. In the present in

stance, however, in view of slow and uncertain mail ser-
m |

vice, I deem it appropriate to send the document to the **>■
*T|

Department ® ■
Se 
S' 
o
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Department and to forward a copy to my Tientsin colleague 

for his information in event that it has not reached him

through other channels.

American Consul General

710
C’30:120’

1/- Copy of memorandum pre
pared by the Associated 
British Committee of Tientsin.

In quintuplicate to the Department.
Copy to Embassy, Peiping.
Copy to limbassy, Hankow.
Copy to Consulate General, Tientsin.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. Hd 3 from C. 3. Gauss, 
-■merican Con; ul General, Shanghai, China, datée, February 
1, 1938, on the subject: ’’Conservation of British inter
ests in China; memorandum of the associated British Com
mittee of Tientsin prepared for .ubmission to the British 
foreign Office".

bxi:Oh-l.LLT.l .3 Triii I1ÂÆ.JÎCE OS' THE ^B0CLxT2D
brï'tïgh QbiiïïTTàfTTtiWt^il —
COMilTTLEJ CE THE CEIN.i. ^wUCÏATÏÜh alD THE BRITISH 
cîâdi51ÊTbr côûîîTc~ïw~ the' britï'æ •~"ïï,...bï""" ~'ââT 
BRITISH LLÏECIT 1 COUNCIL) BCR UÆNl'aSION TO EIS IvE.-

1. The rapid progress of the domination of vast regions 
of China by Japan renders it advisable to consider appro
priate measures to conserve the Political Status of British 
Subjects and British Interests. This Memorandum has 
therefore been prepared with a view to:

(a) Securing direction to British subjects as to 
their attitude towards regional 'de facto* administrations 
more particularly in North China where this Committee re
presents vital interests; and

(b) Making respectful submissions in regard to con
tact with and eventual Recognition of the so-called. Pro
visional Government of China.

2. It would appear that four alternative developments 
are possible:-

(a) That Japan may annex certain areas of China by 
right of conquest;

(b) That a new Government will be established at 
Peking in the stead of the National Government, claiming 
to be the Government of China, but in reality being 
nothing more than a stalking horse of Japan., whose ..rit, 
with Japanese support, will run through the areas which 
have come and hereafter may come under Japanese military 
domination.

(c) That a new state may be founded in North China 
by the process of separation; and

(d) That the State of Manchoukuo may be extended 
to include North China.

3. As far as British subjects are concerned the immediate 
problem is the same whatever the ultimate outcome. That 
problem is how to maintain existing British rights and 
activities unimpaired, during the transitional period under 
nominal Chinese Government organs established by Japan.

as regards the future, in the event of conquest, the 
consequences would be clear, being defined by Internation-
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associated British Committee, 
Tientsin, 8.1.58.

al naw. xn either of the remaining cases the expediency 
of early Recognition arises.

4. The Course of events in Manchuria leads irresistibly 
to the conclusion that a purely passive policy of non-recog
nition would have similar results in North China. Those 
results so far as British interests in Manchuria are con
cerned have been broadly as follows:

(a) Loss in practice of extraterritorial rights;

(b) The establishment of monopolies and promulgation 
of restrictive business laws which have compelled important 
enterprises to leave the field unless prepared to accept 
conditions dictated by Japan, in some cases for military 
purposes, as for example in the matter of oil; and

(c) The establishment of economic restrictions design
ed to form an economic ’bloc’ with Japan under which it is 
impossible for foreign currencies to be purchased by persons 
in Manchuria. The effect of this is to hamper trade, since 
no business can be carried on except by barter or credits 
from abroad. It is not even permitted to apply accumulated 
profits on business to the purchase and free shipment of 
produce. Again persons earning their living in Manchuria 
are not allowed to buy foreign currencies in excess of 
pl,000, say rather less than L60, per annum, thus penalising 
saving and investment, besides rendering impossible support 
of families at home or retirement.

5. Unfortunately there is no lack of indication in North 
China of a policy designed to render business impossible 
for foreigners other than Japanese, of which detail has been 
accumulated at i’.E.M. Consulate-General at Tientsin. The 
following developments have already taken place, or are in 
process of taking place:-

(a) Monopolies are being established in respect of 
wool and cotton, the two principal exports of Tientsin. 
Buch monopolies are in favour either of Japanese organization 
or of nominally Chinese organisations, the Japanese inter
est in which is but thinlj7- disguised.

(b) Similarly, monopolies are being established in 
respect of transportation facilities, payments being ne
cessary to such companies in order to secure allotment of 
cars.

(c) recent statement indicates proposals to estab- i 
lish a currency in North China linked with the Yen and the I 
Yuan of Manchoukuo, the value of which, it would seem, can 
only be maintained by prohibiting the purchase of foreign I 
currencies. It is to be supposed, therefore, that the at- ' 
tempt may be made to extend to North China the restrictions 
already referred to as applicable in Japan and Manchoukuo 
unless the design of an economic ’bloc’, which has been the 
aim of Japan for some considerable time, is frustrated.
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(d) In a variety of directions, the hand of Japan 
can be traced, showing an exclusive and aggressive tendency 
which can only result, unless resisted, in the early elimi
nation of British trace from North China. A notable in
stance is the matter of communications, which easily can be 
and undoubtedly will be used for discriminatory purposes.

6. The existence of the foregoing state of affairs makes 
it impossible for business to be carried on and for British 

I interests to be protected without that strong official sup
port which results from a clearly defined policy. In some 
cases British institutions have been unable to 'wait for such 
and have felt that in order to protect their interests they 
had no alternative but to establish touch with regional ad
ministrations. This has been notably the case (a) with the 
Kailan Mining administration whose position would have been 
exposed to increasing danger by ignoring the existence of...
the Chi T'ung administration, and (b) with the British Munic
ipal Council at Tientsin in relation to police and other mat
ters.

7. In these circumstances, the immediate question arises whether a realistic view should not be taken and effective 
contacts be established with the Provisional Government in 
Peking and the local government at Tient;-in and other impor
tant centres. Buch contacts would necessarily be condition
ed, either expressly or by implication, on maintenance of 
British rights and in particular the following:

(a) The privilege of extra-territoriality ;

(b) Concessions;
1 (c) .absence of interference with trade, in

dustry and all acquired rights;

v (d) freedom from economic restrictions;

(e) Customs tariff, if changes are effected, 
on fair and scientific lines; and

(f) Recognition of Navigation Rights.

Such contacts amounting to urovi' ional-.Se.cognition of 
various regional governments in CEina while Recognition is 
still extended to the Government ’de.jure* can be supported 
Jjy many precedents during the past quarter of a century, it 
is respectfully submitted, therefore, that a procedure which 
■was forced upon the foreign Powers by Revolution and Civil 
War in China as a necessity, becomes no less a necessity in 
protection of British interests when similar circumstances 
result from hostilities waged without declaration of ..ar and 
with declared intention not to acquire territory. Moreover^ 
a ’de. Jure’ government incapable of functioning througEStttr" 
its territory is not entitled to demand the sacrifice, of 
foreign rights in regions where it is unable to protect them.

8. These last observations bring us to the question of 
actual Recognition, the need for consideration of which

will
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will become the greater as the N .tional Government at 
Hankow' becomes more -..islocated. In those circumstances, 
it i" to be expected that such dislocation will be accom
panied by some access of strength to the Provisional ■ 
Government in Peking in the persons of members or former I 
members of the Government in Nanking. This in itself 
would be an indication of a general weakening of the Nanking 
position and a vzillingness to bridge the gulf which at 
present makes anything in the nature of a treaty of peace 
impossible. point will then have been reached when it 
is to be expected that Japan will repudiate the validity of 
the National Government and recognise the present Provision
al Government of China in Peking. If Great Britain does 
not recognise such government at the same tine, clearly 
the British position -ill be much weakened. If, on the 
other hand, such Recognition is extended to such Government' 
.he British position will be strengthened since it will be 
recognising a government claiming to be the Government of 
China and therefore a government bound by the obligation's 
of its predecessors. Furthermore the fight for the main
tenance of the British position, though it may have to be 
carried on as heretofore under conditions of prejudice, 
will at least not be handicapped by being without status 
with those assuming to regulate on behalf of China further 
foreign relations.

9. Neither this Committee nor the important British 
Community which it represents is animated with the desire 
to raise embarrassing issues. But it is impossible longer 
to disguise the fact that the time is at hand when a real
istic view of the dangers and needs of the situation is 
called for. To ignore the Provisional Government is to 
play into the hands of Japan. The adoption of such a view 
will demand action. It has in fact already compelled ac
tion in the direction of what may be termed unofficial com
mercial recognition. Action, however, by institutions, 
companies, firms and individuals, as it may be forced upon 
them, is liable to produce contradictory results. It 
therefore becomes necessary, in the respectful view of this 
Committee :

(2) That guidance be given to British Subjects in 
pursuance of definite policy in respect of the present in
determinate period, and

(b) That neither now or hereafter shall Japan be 
permitted to prejudice the British position by reason of 
absence of British official contact with or recognition 
of any government.

Tientsin
January 7th, 1938.

Chairman, China Association (Tientsin 
Branch), and of the Tientsin British 

Associated Committee.

Tientsin
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Tientsin, 10th, January, 1938.

In continuation of my letter of the 8th. inst., I now 
enclose a summary of the Memorandum, which I hoj e may be 
useful to you for telegraphic purposes, should you see your 
way to adopt the suggestion of the Committee in this respect.

I am,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed) I'.E.B. Kent

Chairman, China Association (Tientsin 
Branch) and of the Tientsin Associated

British Committee.
J. B. .iffleck, Esquire, C.E.E., 
E.B.M. Consul-General, 
Tientsin.

TELEGRAPHIC SUMMrtRY
Memorandum received from Kent Chairman China Association 

and British Associated Committee here for transmission Sec
retary State of which summary follows colon Recent develop
ments indicate undermining and ultimate loss British rights 
in North China as in Manchoukuo if purely passive policy of 
non-reOQgnition pursued stop Monopolies being established 
in respect of wool cotton and transportation stop Proposals 
on foot for establishment currency linked Japan and Manchoukuo 
inevitably involving restrictions purchase foreign currencies 
as in Manchoukuo with disastrous consequences stop Chief 
communications now under J.panese control making possible 
discrimination stop Memorandum therefore submits realistic 
view should be taken and effective contacts established with 
Provisional Government in Peking and local government at 
Tientsin and elsewhere conditioned either expressly or by 
..implication on maintenance of British rights stop such con- 
'tacts amounting to provisional Recognition of various re- 
’gional governments in China while Recognition is still ex
's tended to the Government ’de jure’ can be supported by many 
(precedents during last twenty-five years stop Memorandum, 
■respectfully submits that a procedure which was forced upon 
Ithe Boreign Powers by Revolution and Civil War in China -as 
k. necessitjr becomes no less a necessity in protection of 
(British interests when similar circumstances result from 
(hostilities waged without declaration of ./ar and with declared 
(intention not to acquire territory stop. Moreover a ’de 
'jure* government incapable of functioning throughout its 
territory is not entitled to demand the sacrifice of for
eign rights in regions where it is unable to protect them

I stop Memorandum further submits that as National Government 
'.becomes more dislocated and strength Provisional Government 
jincreases by accession possibly of members' or former members

of
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of Government at Nanking thus indicating general weakening 
of Nanking position and willingness to bridge gulf at 
.present making peace treaty impossible point will be 
(reached when Japan will repudiate the validity of the Na- 
jtional Government and recognise the present Provisional 
I Government as Government of China in Peking stop To ignore 
J such government is to play into hands of Japan stop If 
/ on other hand such Recognition is extended to such Govern- 
ment the British position ‘will be strengthened since it 
will be recognising a government claiming to be the Govern- 

î ment of China and therefore a government bound by the ob- 
I ligations of its predecessors stop Furthermore the fight 
for the maintenance of the British position will not be 
handicapped by being without status with those assuming 
to regulate on behalf of China further foreign relations 
stop Memorandum concludes therefore necessary that (a) 
guidance be given to British Subjects in pursuance of 
definite policy in respect of the present indeterminate 
period and (b) neither now or hereafter shall Japan be 
permitted to prejudice the British position by reason of 
absence of British official contact with or recognition 
of any government stop.

/V'wX
/ V./ XCopied by: ' px x

Compared witli: y
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo
1—1330

GRAY
F,mroo via N*R4

Dated March 8, 1938
Reo*d

Secretary of State,

Washington.

March 8, 10 a.m.

My March 7, 4 p.m.

Following information on events

furnished Consulate hy British Consul from report of British 

consular and naval officers Weihaiwei. Acting High Com

missioner and police and volunteer forces withdrew to 

interior shortly after noon. Japanese aircraft dropped 

printed matter and Japanese landing parties began occupa

tion mainland 2 p.m. without opposition. Occupation was 

completed during afternoon. Japanese Admiral stated that 
Japanese forces will not (repeat not) land on island.

Island above mentioned is used by British navy under

lease agreement.
There are no (repeat no) Americans in Weihaiwei.

ALLEN

CSB:
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see______ 9S3*QQ..PjLRx..T.aiJig.tejoZ115._____ for______ D.e.sp.atcli./a4&________

from ....Talngtao. Sxjkohin...) DATED ..... Jan.—LQ,—Lft3a...
TO NAME 1—1127 apo

REGARDING:
3ino-Japanese relations: Report on conditions 

during month of December, 1937•
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B. Halations with Japan

^■X It will be recalled that at the beginning of

September when Japanese naval authorities extended the 

blockade of the China Coast, Taingtao was excluded there

from. Naturally, the exclusion of Tsingtao from the block

aded zone had a significance, at least to the Japanese; 

however, following the destruction of the Japanese mills, 

the blockade was extended to Tslngtao as from December 26.
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U. «elation» with Japan

That such a tremendous blow a® the dest uotion 

of the Tsingtao Mil® should have been dealt to Japan 

by the Chinese without a single blow being struck in 

retaliation in the immediate vicinity of Tsingtao, re

mains « puzzle to many observers in spite of the later 

announcement by a Japanese spokesman that ïsingtao was 

being ignored by the Japanese high command because it 

has no military value. Thus another month, the sixth 

since the outbreak of the Lu-Kou Gh'iao incident, wit

nessed Tsingtao as a city free from Sino-Japanese hos

tilities, to the amazement of that fraction of the 

city’s population which remained, contrary to the 

Mayor's advice to evacuate and in spite of the great 

destruction to Japanese property.

The Japanese Consul General in Shanghai had as a 

consequence of the continuous reports which had filled 

the sir in Tsingtao in November and possibly as a con

sequence of other information, already naked his mexdoan 

colleague to use his influence through appropriate chan

nels to persuade the Chinese authorities to refrain from 

carrying out their intention of destruction.*

v«hile doubt was not altogether dispelled that the 

mills would be destroyed, following the great fears en

tertained in November, an interlude of comparative 

easiness prevailed for the first ten days of December.

* Uisnghai's telegram of December 9, 8 p. m
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The British Consul General was u&surec by the i^ayor 

on I ecumber 6 that ’’the Chinese would not injure 

Japanese property but would ’hold as hostage’ such 

property against an attack on Tsingtao by the Japanese*'.*  

This consulate believed that the Chinese would not 

destroy the mills unless tne Japanese undertook military 

operations in the immédiate vicinity of Tsingtao. 

the other hand, there was already to be observer a 

disposition on the part of the local Chinese authorities 

to give publicity to a view that Tsingtao was being 

■enveloped” by the Jap:inese, the enveloping :aovements 

consisting of the drive of the Japanese on Nanking and 

the arrival of the Japanese on the north bank of the 

Yellow Diver at Tainan a month previously: In a very 

spirited article which appeared m the Chineae press 

on the fifteenth anniversary of the retrocession of 

Tsingtao, the Mayor declared:

•Tsingtao*s telegram of December », 6 p. m.
** Tsingtao’a telegrams of December 10, 5 p. m. and 

December 14, 3 p. m.

”dinoe the loss of the territory north 
of the Yellow River, the bombardment of Tsi
nan, the air bombing of the Tsin-fu line, the 
frequent appearing of Japanese naval vessels 
along the dhantung Coast, the most recent attack 
on Nanking the Capital, Tsingtao has been thrown 
into a new crisis, surrounded on all sides by 
war atmosphere. The eyes of the enemy have been 
gradually moved to this place and we are now at tho 
point of life and death struggle.”

and ”Japan is the hereditary enemy of Tsingtao ” Yet 

on the other hand the Mayor, in conversation with foreign 

consuls,**  gave the distinct impression that he would
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would take no action which would threaten any property 
in iwingtao so long as the Jap&nese took no steps to 
force the le sue. He had informed the British Consul 
-lenerel that while be did not consider himself ths 
custodian of Japanese property, it was his duty to 

preserve peace and order in Tslngtao and ipso facto 
his fulfillment in that respect would result in pro
tection of Japanese property. There is no doubt that 
over a period of some months the Mayor had received 
instructions from the Central Government concerning 
the action to be taken in respect to the Japanese pro
perty in Talngtao (see page G of Tclngtao’s political 
report for November 1937). Precisely just what the in

structions were are not known to foreign residents, and 
perhaps to none but a few Chinese; it is possible that 
ths Kayor had a certain degree of discretion in the 
ajstter, but whatever the terms of the instructions were, 
it Is significant that by December 17, four days after 
the capture of Nanking, the decision to demolish Japanese 
property here seems to have been made, for on that night 
a Chinese of high standing, much alarmed, Informed this 
consulate of the receipt by the l^ayor of Tsingtao of the 
Central Government’s instructions to proceed with the 
destruction of the mills.4

* Tsingtao* s telegram of December 18, b a. m.
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By the next afternoon it was obvious that a crisis 

had been reached and at four o'clock the consulate re

ported ’’possibly tonight damage will be aone to the cot

ton mills."*  lhe Mayor informed the consuls between four 

and five o'clock in tne afternoon that curfew would be 

enforced from 6 o’clock that evening of Pecember 18, by 

the military authorities "who had received certain in

structions.”** Promptly at eight o’clock a series of 

explosions commenced and the sky to the north of the 

city proper was reddened by th« huge fires It was 

then certain that the Japanese cotton mills were being 

destroyed, absolute order prevailed, telephonic oom 

«uiiioatlon with all parts of the city was maintained, and 

not the slightest sign of apprehension was observed so 

far as the local ^-luericau community is concerned. Hine 

cotton mills, with more than b8u,0U0 spindles and 8,QUO 

looms were destroyed in a single night, ^t least 

v68,800,800 fcex. invested in these great Jap meso enter

prises employing 20,080 workers, built up over a period 

of 20 years, was lost through the word, perhaps, of a 

single person, By nine o'clock uunday morning, the de
struction had been completed, foreigners were able to 

go through the mill district without any molestation 
by the very few Chinese guards. The mills wore still

*Tsingtao’s telegram of December 18, 4 p. m.
**Taingtao’s telegram of December 18, 7 p. ».

smoking...
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smoking tout the damage Met been completed, 

the Mayor of Tsingtao in an interview which appeared 

in the Chinese press on Sunday, Leo ember ly, and which 

in all probability had been prepared before the tailla 

were destroyed, stated that 

'’The local military authorities have receiv
ed instructions from the Central authorities and 
have, for purpose of self«defense, destroyed 
Japanese cotton mills and other properties so that 
they may not be made use of by the Japanese as 
bases of military operation. « * * • because of 
the encirclement of Tsingtao and adjacent districts 
by the enemy, its inclusion within a military zone 
being compelled by the uireot threat from that 
encirclement.*

* Tsingtao *s telegram of December 10, 4 p. ta

and that he hwa long ago determined that not an inch of 

territory would be conceded lightly to anybody.*  

In addition to ’the military measures*  of the des

truction of the mills and rubber factories, the Mayor 

had caused to be sunk in the harbor at the entrance to 

the wharves five old Chinese gunboats.

On Monday, December 80, a certain amount of trivial 

looting occurred anong the Japanese shops which had been 

sealed at the end of August when the shopowners had eva

cuated and which from outward appearances had boon un

touched. Later in the day more Japanese property was 

destroyed. It must be here emphasised that no Japanese 

property anywhere near American (or Occidental) owned 

property was selected by the Chinese for destruction; the 

Mayor in his respect scrupulously observed his state

ment of December 14 to the .jm eric an consulate that 
he...
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he would exert himself to evoid danger to or destruction 

of American property.*

Luteide of the industrial district, very little 

damage was done to Japanese property until . ecember du, 

out nevertheless destruction of one kind or another of 

Japanese property occurred almost daily. Yet the main 

feature of the last two weeks in December was the failure 

of Japanese military and naval forces to appear on the 

scene and take the retaliation which so many feared, 
•hat prompted the Japanese 'Govemmont to delay military 

operations in the Tsingtao region remains a puzzle be

cause it was known as a matter of public knowledge that 

the main body of Chinese troops under General YÜ ustieh- 

chung had withdrawn as early as iecumber 24. on the 

other hand within a week after the destruction of the 

mills the Japanese forces which had been held on the 

north bank of the Yellow Hiver for almost six weeks, 

crossed the river at several places to the east of 

Tsinan and on December 27 captured Tsinanfu and Jhow- 

tsun with practically no resistance. It was generally 
anticipatea that at the moment the Japanese forces 
crossed the Yellow Hiver a Japanese force would strike 

westward into ùhentung Province through the port of 
Taingtao. Yet on December 31, in spite of the fact 
that the Japanese had already begun to push southward 

from...

*Tslrigtao’s telegram of December 14, 3 P«
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from Tsinan, no Japanese fore© had come to Tsingtao 

from the sea. To repeat, for two weeks following 

December 18 the Chinese authorities in Ttiingtsio «ser

ried on a systematic iiestruotlon of Japanese property 

valued at tens of millions of dollars without » Plow 

being struck by the Japanese forces which had achieved 

so much success elsewhere in China. Hot a bomb was 

dropped by the Japanese airplanes anywhere within 

forty miles of Tsingtac although Japanese airplanes 

nod flown over Tslngtao repeatedly end often st a 

comparatively low height, but while Chinese and for

eigners speculated and were puzzled by the nonappearnnce 

of Japanese forces, no one seriously believed that the 

Japanese would lung delay their entry into this a ity 

if for no other purpose than to guard the commercial 

and industrial communities who inevitably would have to 

rehabilitate their fortunes in the groat city of Tsing- 

tao where so many nad lived for 20 years. Tslngtao from 

the Japanese point of view was dealt a severe blow, but 

the city's motto whether under Japanese domination or 

Chinese rule, may well be ASSUHCaJ*.
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torch 7 1938, 
CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

The Honorable

Nelson T. Johnson,

American Ambassador, 

Peiping.

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instmiction no. 534 

of February 7, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential Information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Very truly yours,

ffordcii Hi-

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

February 1, 1938, between 
the Italian Ambassador and 
the Under Secretary 
(pertinent portions).

2, Telegram (no. 35) of Febru
ary 5, 1938, from Moscow 
(paraphrase).

3. Aide-mémoire, February 9, 
1938, from British Embassy,

4. Aide-mémoire, February 13, 
1938, to British Embassy,

5. Aide-mémoire, February 19, 
1938, from British Embassy.

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 19, 1938, between 
the Counselor of the Canadian 
Legation and Mr, Hamilton.

7. Telegram (no. 524) of March
2, 1938, from Paris (paraphrase).

8. Memorandum of conversation, r
February 7, 1938, between the /
Secretary of state and the I fer
Chinese Ambassador. (

Copy to Ambassador/ Hankow. b 1938.Pk
3-5?T;HES -J? . f h*Unne

793.94/I2605A
 

F/FG
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iâarch 7 1938,

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

NO.

The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,

American Ambassador, 

Tokyo. 

Sirs

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 1433 

of February 7, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation 

Very truly yours,

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

February 1, 1938, between 
the Italian Ambassador and 
the Under Secretary 
(pertinent portions).

2. Telegram (no. 35) of Febru
ary 5, 1938, from Moscow 
( p&x*fltpliz*£iâ Ô ) •

3. Aide-mémoire, February 9, 
1938, from British Embassy.

4. Aide-mémoire, February 13, 
1938, to British Embassy.

5. Aide-mémoire, February 19, 
1938, from British Embassy.

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 19, 1938, between 
the Counselor of the Canadian 
Legation and Mr. Hamilton.

7. Telegram (no. 324) of March 2, 
1938, from Paris (paraphrase).

8. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 7, 1938, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

Rsutlne
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March 7 ipsa.

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE OHLY

h°* /J b

Herschel V. Johnson, Esquire,

American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim,

London.

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 2139 

of February 8, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Very truly yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosures :
_ 1. Memorandum of conversation, 

February 1, 1938, between 
the Italian Ambassador and
the Under Secretary 
(pertinent portions).

2. Telegram (no. 35) of Febru
ary 5, 1938. from Moscow 
(paraphrase).

3. Aide-mémoire, February 9, 
1938, from British Embassy.

4. Aide-mémoire, February 13, 
1938, to British Embassy.

5. Aide-mémoire, February 19, 
1938, from British Embassy.

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 19, 1938, between 
the Counselor of the Canadian
Legation and Mr. Hamilton.

7. Telegram (no. 324) of March 2, 
1938, from Paris (paraphrase).

8. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 7, 1938, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

FE:Edb:HES 
3-5

9 4/I2605C
 

F/EG

0
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

No

Edwin C. Wilson, Esquire,

American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim

Paris

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 676 

of February 8, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation

Very truly yours, 
Cordell Hull

Enclosures:
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

February 1, 1938, between 
the Italian Ambassador and 
the Under Secretary 
(pertinent portions).

2. Telegram (no. 35) of Febru
ary 5, 1938, from Moscow 
(paraphrase).

3. Aide-mémoire, February 9, 
1938, from British Embassy.

4. Aide-mémoire, February 13, 
1938, to British Embassy.

5. Aide-mémoire, February 19, 
1938, from British Embassy.

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 19, 1938, between 
the Counselor of the Canadian 
Legation and Mr. Hamilton.

7. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 7, 1938, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

Eu

793.94/I26O
5D

 
F/FG

/26a

£FE:E(JC:HES
3-5
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

?/

The Honorable

William Phillipa,

American Ambassador,

Rome.

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 254 

of February 8, 1038, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Very truly yours,

Enclosures:
1. Telegram (no. 35) of Febru

ary 5, 1938, from Moscow 
(paraphrase).

2. Memorandum of conversation,
February 7, 1938, between 
the Secretary of State and 
the Chinese Ambassador.

3. Aide-mémoIre, February 9, 
1938, from British Embassy.

4. Aide-mémoire, February 13, 
1938, to British Embassy.

5. Aide-mémoire, February 19, 
1938, from British Embassy.

6. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 19, 1938, between 
the Counselor of the Canadian 
Legation and Mr. Hamilton.

7. Telegram (no. 324) of March 2, 
1938, from Paris (paraphrase).
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DIVISION OF PROTOCOL

| February 26, 1938.

attached communication 
from Yale-in China, New Haven 
Offices, may be of Interest 
to FE.

S. Woodward
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 NWS LETTER

./ ^c-CEtvsa {fjOtôlfôR AH$®» ‘Haven, Connecticut 
MM , SSg' J 23, 1938

To Yale-in-China Contributors**^ of X^./ A—cAv /
%.,o., 

Lessening of tensiottf!'iô*,tlië Central China area and the shift 
of the scene of warfare to the north have made it possible to re-open 
all branches of Yale-in-China for the second term. On February 19 
the following cable was received at the New Haven office:-

Raid seventeenth negligible, our schools opened, enrolments
ALMOST NORMAL. STAFF WELL.

This is interpreted as meaning that the various schools re
opened as scheduled, the Hunan-Yale Medical College February 13, Hua 
Chung College February 14, and the Yali Union Middle School February 
18. Two classes from the preparatory school have been moved to 
Yuanling, a small west Hunan town, to hold a set of buildings there 
in case a later temporary move from Changsha should be necessary.

Contrary to press reports Changsha was not visited by Japanese 
planes during December and January. No reports are available as yet 
on February, although the cable above indicates slight damage from 
the widely publicized raid of the 17th.

Changsha has become more of a military conter during the past 
few weeks. Wounded soldiers are much in evidence, but so are nearly 
50,000 new recruits under training for the Chinese armies. Twelve 
first line military hospitals, each with a capacity of over 500 beds, 
have been constructed throughout the city. Thousands of women and 
children have been evacuated from the city, but for the protection 
of the half million who remain public dug-outs have been built, sand
bags piled five feet high along the main streets to provide the 
necessary shelter.

Reliable sources indicate that sufficient munitions have 
passed north from Hongkong during the last six or eight weeks to 
supply the Chinese armies for another year. Strangely enough Germany 
has supplied the greatest share of these munitions. In Changsha the 
North Station has been expanded by the addition of six sidings for 
the unloading of war supplies. A movable steam derrick handles heavy 
pieces, mostly machines for heavy industries. As one passes the 
station he can observe American airplane engines and parts ready for 
assembly, truck loads of TNT, and linos of freight coolies with 
wheelbarrows loaded with bullets and hand grenades. Ammunition is 
scattered in small depots over a wide area to protect it from raiding ’■ 
planes. X

’ U
A daughter Anne was born to Dr. and Mrs. Francis Hutchins iir 

the Hunan-Yale Hospital on February 6. This brings the American 
population on tho Yali campus up to eight - Dr. Phillips Greene, acting- 
superintendent of the hospital; Miss Mary Edna Hutchinson, nurse; and 
burton Rogers, Edward Gulick, and John Runnalls, prep school teachers; 
in addition to the Hutchins family. Runnalls and Gulick took a two- 
week trip from Changsha to Kweilin during the mid-winter vacation, 
traveling in the private car of the University of Kwangsi.
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Mail reaches Changsha spasmodically. Clipper letters arrive 
with regularity in two weeks time. Ordinary mail may require as much 
as ten weeks from New Huven. Letters dated November 8 reached 
Changsha January 22.

Dr. Lois Greene arrived in the United States late in January 
from the hospital at Changsha. Of her brief visit in Japan she wrote:

"In Yokohama it was impossible to detect much of anything 
that would show that a war was in progress. The people were quiet 
and orderly. No soldiers or police were in evidence. More might 
be seen on the west coastw'hsro troop movements to China would be 
taking place. The chief impression seems to be complete discipline 
and loyalty to a government which at the time is doing things that 
may be hard to understand but which undoubtedly will be for the 
best in the end. There are those who object but they must be very 
few in number relatively.

”0n the boat I have talked to foreigners leaving Mukden, 
Tientsin, and Shanghai, and the composite picture is hard to think 
about. In Mukden and Manchukuo short wave radio sets are illegal. 
It is now almost impossible to buy a thing that is not Japanese 
made. Foreigners must take Japanese ford stuffs, substitutes for 
foreign things they may like. Beginning January 1 the government 
is taking over the opium dens, not apparently with an idea of 
closing them out but of more completely collecting the revenue. 
One sees the same scene probably shifting down to Peiping and 
China together with the ’liquidation* of large numbers of the 
upper class.”

At their late January meeting the Trustees discussed future 
policy in considerable detail. It was determined to continue at 
Changsha and Wuchang, even in the event of Japanese occupation, as 
long as this involved no sacrifice of Christian ideals or principles 
of academic freedom. The Board anticipated a possible occupation of 
both Yale-in-China centers but felt it most unlikely that Japan would 
find it possible to maintain control that far inland.

It was voted to increase the goal of the Emergency Fund from 
$3,000 to $10,000 in view of the growing medical needs. The hospital 
completed first half year with a deficit of only $2,000 Chinese 
currency,far better than expected. Heavy salary cuts are being 
continued in order to meet the budget. Dr. Greene reports no empty 
beds in the hospital since January 1. Maternity cases have doubled 
because of the number of refugees from down-river.

To date $3,517 has been received toward the Emergency Fund, 
as well us a special gift of $2,000 from the Nev; England Committee for 
Belief in China. Gifts to the regular budget have totaled $3,977 
since January 1 as compared with $4,097 for the same period in 1937. 
Again Yale-in-China appeals for your loyal support as the schools in 
China face the new term.
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EXTiucr ruai a letter toom dr. j. lkiohtom siw, ms went 
OF TENCHIN» OHIVTCRSITY, peiplns, Chin®.

Confidential — Not for publication!

«There are constant reminder® of the fact that there is * 
no longer any privacy from this prying intrusion not much 
protection from the stupid and brutal and secret police / 
^ho cannot even appreciate many of the issue® in which 
they interfere and whose only standards of duty and honor 
are those of the Japanese miliV ry autocracy. Employed by 
them or exploiting the chance this affords are horde® of 
Japanese, Korean and Chinese gangsters who prey unon Chinese 
of all classes producing numerous instances of inarticulate 
misery of Injustice against which there is usually no re* 
dress. Effort® of western friends help tend to aggravate 
the suffering of these victims because Japanese imperialism 
expresses Itself in cruder forms of racial arrogance among 
these ronin and their minions.

«It is tn this environment that we are trying to carry on. 
Thus far, however, we have not been molested other than in 
the general annoyances and anxieties which ar® to be expected 
under this form of military domination. Uven so there are al
most daily problems requiring tact and self-conWh -W idrt*- 
cast as to how long this may continue must be vfc tentative 
and dependent on various at present, unknown bl era&c to r s. *
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EXTRACT FROM A LETTER THOM DR. J. LXIOHTOH STWUiT, 
.. ,.t^. OF PINCHING UNIVERSITY, helping, China.

PRESIDENT

Confidential — Rot for publication! fft

tt,Ehere are constant reminder© of the fact that there is 
no longer any privacy from this prying intrusion nor much [A
protection from the stupid and brutal and secret police #
who cannot even appreciate many of the issue® in which 
they interfere and whose only standards of duty and honor 
are those of the Japanese milit ry autocracy. Employed by 
them or exploiting the chance this affords are hordes of 
J-paneset Korean and Chinese gangsters who prey upon Chinese 
of all classes producing numerous instances of inarticulate 
misery of injustice against which there is usually no re
dress. Efforts of western friends help tend to aggravate 
the suffering of these victims because Japanese imperialism 
expresses itself in cruder forms of racial arrogance among 
these ronin and their minions.

HIt is in this environment that we are trying to carry on. 
ïhus fart howevert we have not been molested other than in 
the general annoyances and anxieties which ar® to be expected 
under this form of military domination. Iven so there are al
most daily problems requiring tact and self-control. Any fore 
cast as to how long this may continue must be very tentative 
and dependent on various at present, unknowable factors.”
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ÏXmCf IWCM A LETTER THUS DR. LUCIÜS FOHTW OF Y^chtnc
UNirasiTI, Peiping, China.

AQE FQK iU3LlC*.l'I0M,

"At Yenching we are of the opinion th< t the Japanese nre in
volved in an adventure that can only end disastrously for them, 
and from which they would extricate themselves if they could. 
But pride and *face* require the pubalsslon of the (p inese. Since 
Chinese morale and Chiang Khi- eh ete’s leadership fli<5 not break with 
the fall of Nanking and since the determination not only of Chinese 
leaders but of the general populace as well to resist Japan forever 
is growing the continuance of the Japanese invasion can only mean 
increased Chinese resistance, and the ultimate exhaustion of Japan.

"As I came thru Japan I got the impression th t both the Japanese 
cabinet and military hij^-cosMand, «nd the people as well, are frant
ically eager for peace, and utterly bewildered at the continuous and 
increasing rower of resistance shown by the Chinese. Jepan may win 
any number of ’big rushes’ but, after the f&ll of Nanking, no one of 
them ner any number of them will mark a stopping point."

Very cordially yours, 

(allied) "Lucius C. lorter"
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“TUoga »w© ocnetmt reminder© of the teat that there io no 
lorutw any pilvuoy from this prying Intguaioa nor muon ui-oteotion r^X 

from the otupid itful brutal and secret pollen who oannot evert '
appreciate tjany of the issues in watch they interfere and v/haae 
only standards of duty and honor are those of the Japanese lallltary 
autooruoy* wiployed by, them or exploiting the chance thio affords 
are tiordes of Japanese, Korean raid .Jhlneee gangster# who prey u»on 
^ulneije of all oinoBee producing nmeroufl Inutonooe of Inortiouiate 
iilnery of Injustice agnlaut whloh there is oaunlly no rodreen. 
efforts of weetmui frlenda help to toM to agggajgnto the suffering 
of tame viotlras because Jajptmeeo iipsrlnllaa. expresses itself 
In cruder fortis of maial UiTOgance among tiioae ronin and taelr minions.

Xt lu in tills ©nvlroœîmt that we are trying to carry on. 
ïhus far, however, an sieve not been molested other thao la the 
generil annoya&oea and anxieties wnioh are to be expeoted cn^°f 
tais fojm of milltw dOBlmtlon. Wen oo tnore are almost daily 
nroblwa re^uiginr tact ar self-oontrol* *‘fiy foreouot as to sow 
long tala my continue must be very tentative and dependent on 
various at present unknowable fnotora»”
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EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM IK. J. LEIGHTON STUART, PRESIDENT OF

YENCHING UNIVERSITY .

Confidential — Not for publicationI —

"There are constant reminders of the fact that there is no 
longer any privacy from this prying intrusion nor much protection 
from the stupid and brutal and secret police who cannot even 
appreciate many of the issues in which they interfere and whose 
only standards of duty and honor are those of the Japanese military 
autocracy. Employed by them or exploiting the chance this affords 
are hordes of Japanese, Korean and Chinese gangsters who prey upon 
Chinese of all classes producing numerous instances of inarticulate 
misery of injustice against which there is usually no redress. 
Efforts of western friends help to tend to aggravate the siffering 
of these victims because Japanese imperialism expresses itself 
in cruder forms of racial arrogance among those ronin and their minions.

"It is in this environment that we are trying to carry on. 
Thus far, however, we have not been molested other than in the 
general annoyances and anxieties which are to be expected under 
this form of military domination. Even so there are almost daily 
problems requiring tact or self-control. Any forecast as to how 
long this may continue must be very tentative and dependent on 
various at present unknowable factors.”
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EXTRACTS FROM A LETTER FROM DR. LUCIUS PORTER OF YENCHINC UNIVERSITY

Not for implication

”At Yenohing we are of the opimon tt^t the Japanese are in
volved in an adventure that oan only end disastrously for them, and 
from which they would extricate themselves if they could. But pride 
and ’face’ require the submission of the Chinese. Sinoe Chinese 
morale and ChiangOKai-shek’s leadership did not break with the fail 
of Nanking and sinoe the determination of not only Chinese leaders 
but of the general populace as well to resist Japan forever is 
frowing the continuance of the Japanese invasion oan only mean 

noreased Chinese resistance, and the ultimate exhaustion of Japan.

"As I came thru Japan I got the impression that both the 
Japanese cabinet and military high-command, and the people as 
well, are frantically eager for peace, and utterly bewildered at 
the continuous and increasing power of resistance shown by the 
Chinese. Japan may win any number of ’big rushes’ but, after 
the fall of Nanking, no one of them nor any number of them will 
mark a stopping point.”

Very cordially yours,

(signed) "Lucius C. Porter
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r.ot for rrubliontian ♦ i«i .*******i'n w

Ycaanlue we ere of the opinion that the Japan®»® ar® in
volved in &n advoatare t!®t oan only end disaotroualy for the®, and 
froci which they would extrioat® thabaelvos if they oculd* But pride 
und ’fuoo’ require the suteiBaicn of th® Chinese* .Ince «hlnsuo 
morale and Jlilaae itai-shek*s leadership did not break with the fall 
of linking and since th® détermination not only df -anese lasers . 
but of the general populate as well to resist Japan forever le 
growing tus continuance of th® Japanese invasion wn onlymean 
increased Chinese resistance* and the ultimate exm nation of Japan* 

"as 1 oacio thru Japan 1 got it» impression that both the 
Japanese cabinet and military ixl&h-naa.Hnd, and the people as 
well* are frantically eager for paaae, and utterly bewildered at 
the continuous and 1m» Ido re-.sing power of resistance a aown by tBo 
Chinese* Japan av.Ay win any number of *blg ruokb’ but* after 
tho fall of Banking* no one of thro nor any timber of them will 
mrk a stoppine point♦”

Very cordially yours»

i signed L’joiuki C. orter
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RETJJRN TO 
,-E30«S-36, ■ 945 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. N. *•.
IASHINGTON, D. C.

Hon. Cordell Hull, 
Carlton Hotel, 
Washington, D. C.

Department of State

THE UNDER SECRETARY

March 2, 1938

FB
Mr. ^jetmilton.

I shall appreciate it if 

you will be kind enough to 

draft some appropriate reply 

for me to send to Mr. Price. 

I do not know him and conse

quently I had better leave the 

nature of the reply to you.

March 4 1938^
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Mission Court, 
1208 Rennie Ave., 
Richmond, Va., 
February 28, 1938.

Mr. Sumner Welles, 
Washington, D.
Bear I._r. Jellee,/ i(M r,

From time tô^imSHÆ'-âtoMtaking,the liberty to send you 
extracts of letters'^f^om missipjaa'ries and other American 
friends in China, which’^ftrôW'light upon the situation 
especially in the inland provinces. I hope this material 

¥ may be of some help to you.

i I have also asked the Trans-Pacific News Service, New
York, to put you on their mailing list for the "Clipper 
News" issued each Saturday. This is a summary of news re
ceived by China Clipper from Shanghai, Hongkong, Hankow and 
other places in China, much of which appears in English 
and Chinese newspapers in China but does not get into the 
press cables from China. I have been helping voluntarily 
in the assembling and condensing of this material for Clipper 
News, and we hope to make it increasingly useful. In this 
work we have the help of some fellow-missionaries now in 
China, and of trusted Chinese friends.

May I say that my missionary colleagues and I who are 
trying to help in fuenishing more information about the Far 
Eastern situation to people in America are doing so entirely 
upon our own initiative and without any official connection 
with the Chinese government.. Our salaries are paid by our 
mission boards and we are giving this voluntary service be
cause we are friends of China and believe in the justice of 
her cause. We are interested only that facts shall be made 
known. We believe that a permanent peace in the Pacific 
can only be achieved upon the basis of established treaties 
and agreements and in accordance with the principles of inter
national law and morality.

793.9
 4/

I 2608

Sincerely yours,
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My dear Mr. Price:

The Secretary and Mr. Welles have asked me to 

acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your identic 

letters of February 26 and February 28, 1938, in re

gard to your interest and activities, and those of 

your missionary colleagues, in connection with the 

situation in China. I wish to take this opportunity 

also to acknowledge the receipt of a similar letter 

addressed to me under date February 28, 1938.

We are following with close attention developments 

in the Far East and are endeavoring to pursue a course 

with regard to the unfortunate situation in that area 

end the problems it presents which will best serve 

the interests of the American people. The Government 

will continue, as it has in the past, to direct its 

efforts toward upholding the principles of International 

law and the sanctity of treaties and making effective the 

policies, especially the policy of peace, in which this 

country

Mr. Frank W. Price,
Mission Court,

1208 Rennie Avenue, 
Richmond, Virginia.
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country believes and to which it is committed.

Your interest in the foreign policy of our Govern

ment and the spirit which prompts you to make known your 

views in regard thereto are appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

COMSOPAT
From

March 8, 1938

ACTION:

INFO :

OPNAV

CINCAF FLAG 
COHSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF ADMN 
COMYANGPAT V*' 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec'cL 5:25 p. m.

0008. South China ports quiet. 2000

NPL

793.94/12609
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

1—1336
From

COMYANGPAT

March 8, 1938 

Rec ’ d 7:15 p./m*

ACTION : OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMN)
YANGPAT
COYS'UBRON FIVE
COIiDESnON FIVE
CINCAF
COMSOPAT
AÎ -AMBASSADOR C HI NA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
fourth marines 
aLUSNA PEIPING

0008. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2140

NPL

793.94/12610
 

F/FG
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CHINESE EMBASSY
WASHINGTON

^^^^^T'xPebruary 26, 1958.

Sir:

I have the honor to inform you that I have just 

received from my Government a letter hearing date 

January 30, 1938, addressed by General Chiang Kai-shek 

to the President of the United States of America, to

gether with an English translation thereof. I shall be 

greatly obliged if you will be so kind as to forward the 

letter with the English translation to its high destina

tion.

I beg to add that a copy of the English translation 

of the letter sent to me by cable was delivered by me 

personally on February 7, 1938, to the President and 

yourself.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest

consideration.

Enclosure:
Letter with English translation

Honorable Cordell Hull

Secretary of State
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March 15 1938.

Excellency!

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

your note of February 26, 1938, enclosing a letter 

dated January 30, 1938, together with an English 

translation thereof, addressed to the President by 

General Chiang Kai-shek. It le noted that this is 

the original letter,, a translation of which was sent 

sen» to you by cable and delivered by you personally 

on February 7 to the President and to me.

X an pleased to inform you th; t the letter and 

translation enclosed with your note have been forwarded 

793.94/126 
I 

I

to their high destination.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of *y

highest consideration.
Cordell Hull

, ( Mis Excellency
; œ Dr. Chengtlng T. *ang,

12 i93e6 «y Chinese Aabassador. U .. o8.

793.94/12611
/P&PRlLM, - DBEîLDA 3/14 /M i
U FE'^hH

T 
Q.
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(TRANSLATION)

Hankow, January 30th, 1938.

His Excellency
Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
President of the United States. 

Dear President Roosevelt;

I was greatly pleased to receive on January 24th, 

through His Excellency the American Ambassador here, a 

telegraphic copy of Your Excellency*s letter of January 

11th, in reply to my message of December 24th, 1937.

I have been deeply moved by the warm tone in which 

you have responded to my appeal. Your earnest hope for 

a settlement of the present conflict with such reason

able provisions as you have indicated coincides with the 

very object of our sanguinary struggle against Japan’s 

aggression and vandalism. We are not only defending 

our own rights and our own national integrity, but also 

striving for the preservation of the rights and 

interests of all Powers concerned. In the settlement 

you have visualized, we will show due regard even for 

Japan’s rights and legitimate interests in China.

I am happy to learn that you are giving constant 

study and thought to the problem of ways and means 

which
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which may contribute most effectively toward promoting 

peace and facilitating international co-operation. 

The United States has always played the leading rôle 

in the promotion of international peace and order in 

general, and justice and harmony in the Far East in 

particular. We recall with gratification the historical 

instances in which the United States endeavored to meet 

the disturbing conditions in this part of the world 

with timely and helpful intervention. At the end of 

the last century when China was going through the most 

trying period of her diplomatic relations, it was the 

American Government who initiated (and has ever since 

upheld) the principles of equal opportunity for the 

commerce and industry of all nations. It was again 

through the mediatory efforts of the President of the 

United States that a Far Eastern conflict in the 

beginning of this century was brought to an end. That 

the Washington Conference at which Pacific questions 

were discussed and settled owed its origin and success 

to the United States of America, is a fact which is 

still fresh in our memory.

Your
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Your great country has not only significantly 

contributed toward the general cause of peace and 

concord in the Far East, but has from time to time 

given exemplary assistance of one kind or another to 

the Government and the people of China. The United 

States was the first country which remitted to China 

the American portion of the indemnity of 1901. Am

erican universities and colleges have imparted useful 

knowledge to countless Chinese youths who, imbued with 

American ideals, have returned to render valuable ser

vice in the development of this country. The American 

generous public have given us inestimable aid and 

relief in times of dire need. American financial help 

such as the Cotton and Wheat Loan has contributed in 

no small measure to China’s success in carrying out 

her plan of national rehabilitation and reconstruction. 

The American Government was the first to conclude with 

the Chinese Government the treaty restoring to China 

the right of tariff autonomy. All these and other 

instances testify to the traditional friendship which 

exists between the United States and China.

It
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It is the acknowledged leadership of the American 

Government in the common task for seeking international 

peace and security that has led all other Powers to 

look to the United States for co-operation in dealing 

with the present catastrophe in the Par East. It is 

on the strength of the unexcelled Sino-American 

friendship that China naturally looks to the United 

States for assistance during our momentous struggle 

for national existence. Permit me, Mr. President, to 

appeal to you once more to do everything possible to 

help hasten the end of Japan’s aggression and the 

realization of the ideals for which both China and 

the United States firmly stand. It is our urgent 

wish that the United States will at this juncture 

give China such economic and material assistance asl 

will enable us to continue our resistance. I leave 

it to Your Excellency to decide what further effective 

measures may be adopted by the United States to bring 

about the final settlement you have in mind. I am

as confident as ever that our common cause for peace 

and
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and justice, for the sanctity of treaties, and for 

orderly and amicable relationships among nations, 

is destined to win.

Very sincerely yours, 

(Signed) CHIANG KAI-SHEK
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR - ---------- FROWf’0URTH MARINES

March 9, 1938

Rec'd 10:15 a.m.

ACTION: OPNAV
CINCAF (FLAG & ADMIN)

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR TO CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING 
COMYANGPAT

8609. Japanese column captured Hotsien Southwestern

Shansi, other units endeavoring liquidate guerilla

bands which seriously harassing communications. 1828.

HPD

u. g
te) 
v

793.94/12612
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR _

t'T

FroS^IN & GRAY

Peiping via N. R.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

159, March 9, 4 p.m.
I /Zf')/

Embassy's 151/ March 4,

One. Japanese reports indicate that Japanese forces

have reached or are on the point of reaching the terminus 

(Fenlingtukou) on the Yellow River of the Taihtuan Tungkuan

Railway; that Chinese forces at the terminus have destroyed 

large number of locomotives and railway coaches of Shansi*s 

narrow gauge railway; and that Japanese forces have 

proceeded from Homa, which is 115 miles by rail north of 

the terminus, westward along a branch line to HotsiEn and 

thence ten miles northwest to Yumenkou, an important ferrj^ 

crossing between Shansi and Shensi. It is further reporte^ 

that forces of the Kwantung army have meanwhile been active 

in northeast Shansi and have captured Pienkuan on the Shansi 

Suiyuan border and Hochu and Pot eh on the Yellow River 

facing Shensi. From the foregoing it would seem that the 

Japanese have now occupied a considerable part of their 

chief objectives in Shansi.

. Two.
if
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Two. In view of the rough terrain in Shansi and 

of the successful activities of Chinese irregulars on the 

less advantageous terrain in Hopei, it may be safely 

assumed that the Japanese are and will be seriously 

handicapped by guerilla warfare. According to informants 

believed to be reliable, irregulars continue frequently 

to disrupt effectively traffic on the Peiping-Hankow 

Railway in Hopei, Chinese Communists continue Effectively 

to organize and recruit Chinese living east and west of 

that railway, and cruel reprisals are taken against 

Chinese civilians by Japanese troops when the latter enter 

places where Chinese Communists have been.

Three. According to Japanese reports, Japanese 

forces are on the north bank of the Yellow River opposite 

Fanshui, Honan from which point they are directing artillery 

fire against the Lunghai railway which approaches the 

southern bank of the Yellow River there.

Four, The absence of reports with regard to 

developments on the north and south Tientsin Pukow railway 

fronts indicate that the situation there is more or less 

static.

Repeated to Ambassador Hankow, by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

CSB
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see ....3.9.3.».11&Z2O1_.----- ----------------------- for___ tel,.#68..... 4pn___________

from ...CMi^..(ïïankirLg)______ (.....Alllaon.__ .) dated ...ÜÊh^27+1936*______
TO NAME 1—1127 spo

REGARDING:
Déprédations on property of the University of Nanking, 

involving forcible removal of Chinese male refugees for 
use as laborers and mistreatment of other Chinese on 
the premises, by Japanese soldiers.
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JR GRAY

Nanking via N. R.

Dated February 27, 1938

Rec’d 4:05 p.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

68, February 27, 4 p.m.

After a period of comparative quiet during which 

there were no reports of violations of American 

property and but few reports of disorders of any kind, 

there has recently been a recrudescence of unlawful 

acts on the part of Japanese soldiers brought to the 

attention of this Embassy.

During the last few days there have been reported 

three cases of unlawful entry by Japanese soldiers of\ 

property of the University of Nanking, two of which \ 

involved the forcible removal of Chinese male refugees x
q 

for use as laborers ano rough handling and intimidation 

of other Chinese on the premises, as well as the breaking 

of one or two windows by the soldiers. The third case 

involved a group of soldiers who broke down a section of 

the hedge surrounding the compound and took away some 

water stored inside. These matters were all reported 

to the Japanese Embassy as soon as possible and 

promises were given that such actions would not continue,

though
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though two of the incidents occurred after the first 

complaint was made, While these complaints have not 

been serious in themselves they have shown that order 

has not yet been completely restored and that 

instructions of the high command are still flagrantly 

violated at times.

It was reported to the office yesterday morning, 

by the Chinese caretaker, that on the previous 

afternoon a Japanese soldier had broken into the 

residence compound of the Standard Vacuum Oil Company 

and after robbing four of the coolies there of nine 

dollars Chinese currency had demanded more. When it 

was not forthcoming the soldier slashed at one of the 

coolies with his sword and when the coolie dodged, 

the sword cut through a two inch bamboo flag pole on 

which was flying the Bolivian flag. This matter was 

immediately called to the attention of Mr, Kasuya, 

of the Japanese Embassy, who was in the office at the 

time and in the afternoon he accompanied Vice Consul 

Espy and Japanese consular and military police to the 

snot for a personal examination of the coolies involved. 

The most serious aspect of this incident is that the

Chinese on the premises have been so frightened that they 

may leave the compound which will then have no one to
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guard it in any way.

Late in the afternoon I was called upon by 

Lieutenant Colonel Hirota and Mr. Kasuya who expressed 

regrets at the incident and gave assurances that steps 

WEFE being taken to prevent any repetition. I pointed 

out that there was obviously not enough police 

protection being afforded various properties and 

Colonel Hirota said he had requested the military 

authorities to increase the patrols in that district. 

I then stated that it was not alone in that area but 

that American property in other parts of the city had 

also been entered recently and furniture and other 

articles taken away. I gave as an example the house 

of Julius Barr which on February 2nd had been inspected 

and found to have much of its furniture intact, while 

on February 11, when inspected a second time most of the 

furniture vras seen to have been taken away. I admitted 

the possibility of this having been done by Chinese, 

who are now returning to all parts of the city, but I 

added that there will be in the future no police patrols 

of any sort in the vicinity of the house and that as the 

Japanese army was in occupation it was its responsibility 

to maintain order and prevent such happenings.

Colonel
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Colonel Hirota seemed sincerely to regret these 

occurrences and promised he would endeavor to impress 

upon military authorities the need of mere adequate 

police protection. He requested me not to report 

these matters to Tokyo or Washington hut I told him 

I must do so. However, I added I would request that 

for the present no publicity be given to these incidents 

unless it should become apparent that such things were 

continuing without any real effort being made to stop 

them.

Sent to Embassy Hankovr, Peiping and Shanghai. 

Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo,

ALLISON

HPD
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 17, 1938.

The attached despatch from
Tsingtao supplements Tsingtao’s 
244 of January 10, 1938, giving 
a not very interesting account 
of the occupation of Tsingtao, 
and is in itself not very in
teresting. I feel that you 
would be perfectly safe in not 
reading it very carefully.

ARR
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EMBASSY OF THE
„ 5 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
RECElVEt’

j f- a, H r j. ’: ~ ' ! ■" > r a ।
Peiping, January 27, 1933.

!938 MAR 9 PM 2 13
Subject: Proclamation Issued upon Occupation of 

Tsing tao.
CuP.M.; /\ ilCNS 

AHO ' ;/'X:RDS

_J jÊ/Y L. M-üP 
w<

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Sir :

I have the honor

247 of

#---------
/ bi vision ot x,

MAR 1 0 W j
Department oi State /

to enclose a copy of despatch No.

793.94/12615

January 14, addressed to the Embassy by the Consul-

Tsingtao, forwarding a copy of a proclamation wÆtchS $o p
issued under date January 10, 1938, by the Commander- 

in-Ctiief of the Japanese naval landing forces which ocdjp-

te. at

pied Tsingtao on that day. The purpose of the ppi tion

as will be observed, was the maintenance of peace and

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

-Frank ~p; Tfrckflarl -- ------
Counselor of Embassy

0
Enclosure:
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Enclosure:

1/ Despatch No. 247 from 
Tsingtao, January 14.

Original and 4 copies to Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

SOO

LES At
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i Copy for Embassy, Peiping £ H CLOSURE No. 
TO OtSrATC^ ■

t
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o. 247

.a ■ Co r.irL-,TS

1'si gtno, china, January 14, 1938.

.-.UBJECÏI <-40UL..-mTI0M I .J'JsU UPON O0ClK»ftTIOJ{ OF 
?■ ï.Ol. c Bf J .

.he Honorable

kelson ■.t isler Johnson,

■ffinariotin 
.oiping, china.

•■ ir:

I tove the honor to transmit herewith a co y 
of the proclamation which was issued under date 
of January 10, 1938, by the com»nder-in~chief 
of the Japmeoe n&vnl landing forces upon the 
occupation of ’Tsingtao on January 10. otnally 
this proolaaiatlon did not appear on the streets 
of Tsingtao until January IB.

*• far as can be ascertained, th® general 
populace will bo greatly rolievod by the issuance 
of the proclamation and by the attitude of the 
JapistM»»© forces. No untoward incident has ©me 

to the attention of thia consulate, end while it 
Is too early to expect a general opening of shops, 
there is gaod reason to believe that within the 
next wefc or so a considerable revival of business 

end ....
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~ % •

rmd a viore norml situation will obtain.

eapeottully yours,

tmsl okobin
.isoricnn Comul

nclosure »
1. translation «nd copy of Japanese 

proclamation.
me 900

Original and 5 copies to jjtmjsay, elping.
copy to lmba»sy, Hankow.
copy to Cwwulat®, Chefoo.
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1. .he general popul«e® ohuuld reckon upon

th a rectitude of the Japanese force» and

should live in peace .ml continue to enjoy

their professions wnd occupation®

tx’lctly obf^w’ving and obeying th© proclïuae-

tioue and ooriaands of the J-sp&aes® force®

3. In th® iTiettor of maintaining posco did order

in Talugtao, cooperating with the Japanese

force® with, all nlnoerlty; report should

be made iwediately on any bad characters

end reactionary eluents

4. raking every effort to facilitate the nove-

2

«nt end ho ;»ing of ths Japanese forces

Those who are found guilty of firing or loot-

lag shell be severely punished.

g To those who advance confidential informtlon 

regarding other people secreting weapons and 

explosives shall be made appropriate reward.

7. krovlsioml rule for curfew» ft00 P. t. to

7:00 a. M. no traffic.

GOJfiWiylR-XJi-OHlsr 0» W lawho
F0WS OF 1TIS JAà'AOSS »aVT

rhlrtaenth year cf hove. Jannary 10

Translated by: Cfel
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Subject:

Peiping, January 27, 193a.

upon Occupation of

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 
Washing fem, D. C.

Sir:
X hare the honor to enclose a copy of despatch Wo. 

247 of January 14, addressed to the Embassy by the Consul
ate at Tsingtao, forwarding a copy of a proclamation which 
was issued under date January 10, 19?S, by the Conmander- 
In-Chief of the Japanese naval landing forces which occu
pied Tsingtao on that day. The purpose of the proclamation, 
as will be observed, was the maintenance of peace and order.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador!

Frank P. Lockhart
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:
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Fncloaurej

V Despatch Ro, 847 from 
Tslngtao, January 14.

Original and 4 eoplee to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
SOO
LFS/kt
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Copy for Embassy, Peiping.

■■o. £47

gtu>, nhiua., January 14, lasfâ

• ■J1V-ÆÏS VCCT-E'.VÎXCK-- or
V i.ÆT. U J.,

./he fib.w>rehle
?<olaoa JïruBl©? Johnson* 

iaarictm .
etplng, i'hina.

■ ir?

I have the tow to trijaait herewith uwy 
of the prosit®» tlon whie;t wns laaute un-ler date 
of January 10» 1930, by the 
of the Japmeee wl b«Mn« forces upon the 
oeeupatlan of *r«ln<tao on January 10» AOtually 
this proclamation did not appear oa the street* 
af feittgtne until January 18»

:-jb far e.a esn be waswteined, the general 
popsAlneo will be greatly relieve-?; by the issuance 
of the praeloMitlan and by the attitude of the 
tTuinoies» forœe» :^o untoward i.'^ideat tea ecm 

the ettmtlcm of thia eo..»ul&te, ate ^hlle it 
la toe early to expect a général opening ehope,
Ui®r© la gpte reneen to believe that within the 
next wefc or so a so alterable revival of hualnese
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eaWdlly y-JUTB,

«suai vkobi n, 
•,®aric&n <‘oîWuX.

JWlfJSUF®»
1. /rfutslAtl'Mi «aâl e;?py of 

proelomtion*

Ue SW
3/Cïfe

and b tv .;->û.-Aayt
voj>ÿ
voçy «atitulal», cïwfo©.
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1. ho gwwral annul<1 reeieon upon
ths rectitude th© force# aad

ntwuld liw la peaoe ,?,iM continue to enjoy 

tlseir profession® r-xid occupât! ;>n».
të. trlctly observing ral obeying the procl««»a~ 

tlcm* md e-^mnde of the jfpsaeee foreee.
3. 'n the aettar •■£ miotaining peeee Mrf or 1er 

la -.elagteo, ©ooperctiag with the frpRMie 
fora®® with fill aiaoerityj report should 

toe ?iwi« !»©-■; la tai y on any bad ôheraeter# 

nnd reactionary element».

4, iwici.-'.g every effort to facilitate t^e .«w 
®ent tinâ. ho <lng of the Jfip®a©»e foree®.

to. *hoae ’<410 are found <®ilty of firing or loot
ing snail be aewrely punished.

S. To those who adwnee aonfidentiiQ ir.sforw*tion 

regarding othor people seoretmg weepoi.® and 

axplosivee shall be wade appropriate reward.

7. ^x-ovlfilonal rule for ourfew: 7:00 it, m. to 

7:00 a. u. so tram».

vüwwj(s®-ix,nu^ ur m LAimwe
FOKC® ÛF W ilftVT

thirteenth ho»a. January 10*

Translated by» &.1,
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' RAT HARRISON, MISS., CHAIRMAN

PETER G. GERRY, R. I. 
JOSEPH F. GUFFEY, PA. 
ROBERT J. BULKLEY, OHIO 
PRENTISS M. BROWN, MICH. 
CLYDE L. HERRING, IOWA 
EDWIN C. JOHNSON, COLO. :?38 fc’AR 9

FELTON M. JOHNSTON, CLERK

Ætafem £>enaie » ÆC
■ ’ ' COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

rMfi x no <SiFihi 5 ° ' I

OOP; ■' AA iluhS lAP&lIlWf oi S'; '*■
ANO rîECCt-lDS llerch 8,1938. ..»...

Dp ar Mr. Secretary:

T enclose a letter which I have received

from Mr. B.D. Greene, 1088 Chalmers Avenue.Detroit,MichIran

and in which he asks for certain information on the situation

affectina Chi mi and Japan.

I would appreciate your comments on 

the inquiries which Mr. Greene makes in the first two para

graphs of his letter, particularly with respect to the rights

of TJnited States citizens in China. Will you kindly advise 

me with the return of Hr. Greene’s letter so that T may 

write him ?

Hon.Cordell Hull

The Secretary of State

Wash!nyt on, D.C•
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1088 Chalmers Avenue, 
Detroit, Michigan 
March 5, 1938

Hon. Mr. P. Brown 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

In your letter of February 16, 1938, you stated that 
there is no law preventing the U.S. from shipping war 
materials to countries who have not declared war. This, 
I know, is correct. But what is going on in China now? 
Are they playing marbles or tossing cream puffs around? 
Yet you allow U.S. to ship war materials to both countries. 
Why? Would you like to have your home there? Would you 
like to have you and your family living there? There is 
no reason why not. There is no war. Yet if you would 
you would be different from anyone I have yet met. There 
is no way around it Japan and China are experiencing condi
tions which exist in every good war.

I asked this question before and I want it answered 
now. Why are U.S. citizens in China given protection 
after they/were ordered out and offered transportation 
home?

'We now have one of the world’s finest defenses. I 
see no need for a larger navy other than the President 
being a ’’Big Navy Man” has found another place to spend 
the over-burden taxpayers money who hasn’t begun to pay 
for his spendings.

I wish you would bring up a bill making it a national 
offense to the use of MarJuana.. Every state in the 
Union, except one, has laws against it and its use. This 
is a weighty problem and must be carefully handled. You 
are no doubt acquainted with the results and effects of 
this drug. It will, if it gets a foot hold, ruin the 
youth of America, which will be the backbone of tomorrow.

If you don’t get results I will write to congressmen 
of other states who I know are capable.

Keep pressing on the Ludlow Bill and the Marjuana 
Bills for they must be passed to help save U.S. from destruc 
tion. Every chance you get bring up these bills and you 
will eventually win. Your actions will decide who I vote 
for next election.

Yours truly,

R. E. Greene
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In reply refer to 
GA 793.94/12616

My dear Senator Brown:

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of March 8, 

1938, enclosing a letter dated March 5, 1936, from Mr. R. E. 

Greene, Detroit, Michigan, in regard to certain matters, 

particularly the application of the Neutrality Act of May 1, 

1937, to the situation now obtaining in the Far East and 
the protection of American citizens there.

It is suggested that Mr. Greene be informed as fol
lows:

"The primary purpose of the Joint Resolution 
approved May 1, 1937, commonly referred to as the 
Neutrality Act, is to keep this country out of war. 
The question as to whether and when the provisions 
of the resolution shall be invoked is properly left 
to the sound discretion of the President. In decid
ing whether he should invoke the resolution in a par
ticular situation, the President must take into ac
count various factors and particularly the broad, 
general interests of the country and its nationals. 
In the present situation in the Far East, the Presi
dent concluded that, in the light of all the facts 
and circumstances, when weighed from the practical 
rather than from a purely theoretical or narrow 
technical point of view, it would not bo to the best 
interests of this Government and its nationals to 
invoke the provisions of the Joint Resolution.

"In connection with your inquiry concerning the 
protection of American citizens in China, there is

enclosed
The Honorable

"H 
Prentiss M. Brown, \

•n
United States Senate. G)

793.94/12616
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enclosed a copy of Senate Document No. 131, entitled 
’American Nationale, Troops, and Capital in China’. 
It le believed that a careful perusal of this docu
ment, especially page 3 et seq.. will supply you with 
a clearer understanding of the attitude of this Govern
ment and the policy which it is following in the con
duct of its international relations, with special 
reference to the situation in the Far East. As of 
Interest also in this connection, there Is enclosed 
a copy of a statement given to the press by the Navy 
Department on January 31, together with copies of 
statements given to the press by the Department of 
State on February 4, February 17, and March 3, relat
ing to the withdrawal of certain of the American 
armed forces from China."
In compliance with your request, Mr. Greene’s letter 

is returned to you herewith.
Sincerely yours,

Cordelx

Enclosures;
Senate Document No. 131
Press release of the Navy 
Department, January 31, 1938 

Press releases of the state
Department, February 4, 
February 17, and March 3, 
1938

Mr. Greene’s letter dated
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^DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
March 17, 1938.

While the attached des
patch from Sokobin has a cer
tain historical and referential 
value, the more important of the 
incidents leading up to the 
occupation of Tsingtao by the 
Japanese military have already 
been adequately covered by 
telegraph.

ARR
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embassy of the 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, January 20, 1938.
PM 2 10

Subjedifi Occupation of Tsingtao by Japanese.

The Honorable

The Secretary of

Washing ton,

I have the honor

State, 

D. C.

to enclose

filed

EA
R 2 

1 
1938

a copy of despatch 3^

1/ 244 of January 10, 1938, addressed to the Embassy by

the Consulate at Tsingtao, giving a detailed account

of occurrences immediately preceding the occupation of 

Tsingtao by Japanese, the more important of which were 

reported to the Department by telegraph.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

FrahlTT. Lockhart
Counselor of Embassy

Enc sure:
1 Tsingtao’s No. 244 

January 10, 1938.
Original and 4 copies to Department.
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.
800 Tsingtao
LES/kt
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Copy for Embassy, 'Peiping»

J ; ?5 NO -• "
Mjliwü 1».■ /jhb-

ÏBin^rtao, China, .«wry 1^, if"

OuvUF-TI..; OF T^.WT-0 3* J,d: &'J8.

iha honorable

«Ison rosier Johnson, 

nerieno jab^Bsador, 

Peiping, China.

• ir:

I Mv* the hon >r to rssjce the following report 

in regard to the occupation of leingtao by the 

Japanese forces.

wn ■aturdey, January 8, at l.OU P. a., ** tele

phone report «as received by the oonaulete that a 

fleet of Ja., aneue nav* i vetsels h«d been «sifted near 

reinfitao. In eoapany #lth several Members or the 

consular staff the consul proceeded lamed lately to 

litis Buk, about three miles frtm the consulate, where 

destroyers were observed a few siles off shore. It 

must be stated that no particular excitement among 

the Chinese populo ce wks caused by the appearunes of 

the Japanese naval vessels which for the greater part 

of the afternoon patrolled In the Immédiats vicinity 

of Tsingtao.

-t six o’clock on usturdny, January ®, the 

consulate reported that the Japanese vessels were 

patrolling tn the bay and ventured to hasard the state» 

meat that in view of the reported departure fro»

ïohyo
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‘tosyo of the p‘*n«8« oo. «ul gnvr>.l fyj. hie post here 

it not improbable tMt Jujmneae forces would land 

in the next day or two.

n urduy, January tf, She destroyers iw o«tff 

n«Y‘d veisei» >ere observed Ln either patrol ou tie® 

or Mine sweeping operations. . /apiece sea-plao» 

flw over tae city at s* very altitude oa unday, 

but no otaer special activity was noted.

'■•a •-outlay woming at «even o’clock un airplane 

w-.-s observes ioaedie tel y over tne sierioan consulate 

-nd a few minutes l«ter swen ciore plane® appeared 

froa ta*1 ithiii u fesw Riauts?e there were cropped

leaflets in ngllnh and in Jhlawae wnioh the consulate

1/ -«fcB fortunate iu oopy of Hlw .•

t/ Language notice is enclosed with u copy of the tinsse 

language notice, together with the translation thereof, 

.a® aausulate in Its telegras: of 7:10 . ■ . this reoming 

reported as follows:

*Tenth 7slQ ■-.. ;-. Jupeneso planes dropping 
pamphlets advislag nationals of third powers 
take refuge dgewater i anaions and not to ap
proach dangerous areas as cl ty Is in danger of 
fulling into confusion by battle."

in a abort while a report was received by the

<30.1 suit»t« thnt bombs had been dropped In nearby 

villages, but shortly after ei(g»t o’clock, Monday 

morning, no further bombing occurred. In the ncanwhile 

ttere hud been considérable serial activity fnc a few 

Japanese n^vul vessels approuehod to the lnn*»r harbor 

of ieingtHO. portly thereafter a Japanese nevol 

officer ollied on Captain Carter, uomsiUidlng !*• «’• i‘s*
V J!r'. J)
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-•■'iRiO-H'.1% and presented hl4 with & msR&orandUB, a copy 

of which is enclosed. ’fhe Japanese boarding officer 

■.idued th t while Tairigtuo will be occupied today, larger 

Japanese forces of «me 3,üü0 aore will be lande: tomor

row uorning. He stated that no bombing, shelling or 

rifle* fire would occur unless the dHpnneae were provoked 

»he utmost caution w«» exercised by the naval

forces »ho acted es if they thou^t Chinese troops 

mlpht «till be in occupation of the city and as if 

tfu. entire harbor were joined, nithough tierchant vesaels 

have entered left the harbor since aturday after

noon, when the Japanese fleet first arrived on the 

f’cene.

t nine o’clock this sorning this consulate had 

inviteu the «erlcan evacuation district lenders to 

tseot at this consulate with captain Carter, where it 

w»» decided that all aeriouns should 1 .mediately 

concentrate at the 'dgewuter Mansions in acoord&nco 

with plane drawn up in July «nd referred to in this 

co eulate’e despatch no. 21», of July 31, 1»37, file 

no. 300/0QU, subject* Precautionary yearures taken 

by Consulate- fcr Protectim of userlean citisens. 

However, following the call of the Jap aiese boarding 

officer upon Captain Carter and following the receipt 

of official information conveyed to the consulate at 

11, à. M. by the Tsingtao Provisional Comeroial Union 

that white flags had been hoisted on the ^hinielpnl 

administration buildings und institutions in compliance 

with the first of the Japanese desands in the Chinese 

text.... 
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text, this co .eulute notifie.» ill atrlctna th -at It 

«..ülü not be neco'seary to eot»e«uitre-te îit tue dgewater, 

out titat they should remain la their home pending 

al*rifloatlon ox' the situation. t the present ®Ofâ«nt, 

SibV r. ? ., u oody of Jr.pan*"»® troop» haa already loaded 

in »«lagtao offiultilly rc.iu«»t«i the ioreign >oa- 

uinralnl mergenoy vumaittee uhieh bus b«n ohnrgeu by 

foreign rwsiaauta with police » wexl -u« otner function» 

Ila cooper*. ; lot: with Jiinfta© ;aingtno uo®»®roisl vnton,, 

to eontluue their duties until 3:#U tnle afternoon.

«other taesting will than be helb et the Tsingtao 

■Mini al pal Umlnistration building to ci isauss details 

of the handing over of tne city. Irplanes h«vc basa 

fl/V’-g constantly over isingtao. rewee and order prevail, 

ihe consulat» at tne moment doos not anticipate tant n 

single shot ?iii be flre<.

iniB earning representatives of the Talngt**© 

^OM®erci*il halon i Chinese j appeared at a eoneuler body 

meting to ask it to take steps for establishing ountast 

between tae t'nlon and the Japanese. The oousular body 

felt that the vaines» in the elty must devise their own 

«««sur»» nnu proee-.ure in eoraplylug with the (leaantis 

set forth in the Chinese leaflet, but the eonsular body 

ventured to suggest that sine» the Tsingtao x-rovisixmal 

comerelal fnion had been organised partly in response 

to the counsel of the eousular body foalowing the faban

ti on®ent of the city by the ^uBleipal -dwiniotratlon, 

the ‘revisions! UosMereiel Inion taigilt find it useful 

to present to the Jsp«nese eomander copies of the oor- 

raspondence...
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4/B

- U -

reepondenae exe^nged between the cnion mi th® oo »ule 

opies af toe aorreepoudeuoe are onoloaed herewith.

eapnetfully yuure,

«assuel ohobln, 
mrloon Csmeul.

nel surest
1. Japanese Mill Ury notloe In m^lsh.
2. Jnpfeneee military notiee in Chinese, with 

translation.
4. exaorandum of Vise ^dalrnl Toyed*.
4. letter of . weat)«r àl fro* ^©mtsroiel Union.
h. Letter of January 4 to cosmeroial Union.

800

original >»nd b oopiee to .twuisy, ; elpi,ng.
Copy to wbaaey, liankov.
-opy to Consulate Central, . hanghai.
Copy to Ceptaln Carter.
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(C U i- Ï)

.1IV1Ü3 TO ï*ti üF O1EKÜLY
ît»l =0^:.?. i

I hereby anaounoe that tils Xnperlal Jr.nnftese 
Majesty*a ^oroeo are doing t'nelr beat md greatest 
efforts to keep the rights md interests of third, 
lowers in the area of operation.

.’©•rover, the city is in fear filling into 
confusion by battle, the people of friendly end 

neutral rowere ar® kindly advised not to approach 
dangerous area, end to take w<ns of safety of them
selves, for example, taking refuge I» ths ^dgewter 
. anMons and approach®® to juioauaa i-oint.

TISH ISffiBT Ca<UÎ©IiiG OFFIC -li OF 
H. I. y. M. TOKCSS

Copied by DIB.
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(T à il 1Î h x X I i, ft)

I. ihe forces of th» Japanese wpire have now oom 

to Iki&e over ialngtso. 11 principal organisations 

"nd institutions in tite civic and rurnl districts 

of fsingtao ahojld as quickly a® possible hoist 

«hits flags to indicate their wil 11 -igness f» sub

mit. rhe hostile «nd the antagonistic will be sub

jected to attack.

II. <•>« regards Chinese troops, police forces, #n4 other 

armd Mies, they should mke hast* to asse&ble 

in the (»re«t Harbor area ano send delegates to 

the Tslagta* Japanese -■>brine ft»r negotiations. 

Those who suosiit will be spared frow attack while 

those who do not sutaiit shall be ex termine, ted.

Ill. Those of the general populace who wish to cooperate 

with the Imperial forces should send their district 

leader* or street elders to V» mag too Japanese 

Shrine to indicate their sincerity i» the matter.

Issued by H. I. J. M. dosumnder-in- 
Uhief.

lôth year of whose, Jwuaty..

Translated by:
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V ie«~..dMral Joycsm Xoyode, th « Highest

«anting officer of H» I. &:■. forces in ïsingtao dis

trict®, has th® honour of inforaing hereby the 

>enior .um.^wiing officer or the nited states navy 

in isingtao that Japanese Kaval i:\ndlng or«cs are 

expeoteo to enter the city to-day, January 10th, 

and the public peace end order of the city nil be 

responsible by JapMi«»e forces thenceforth.

■.’•garding to the protection of the third nation’s 

Uvea end properties, he ulao has the honour of tm- 

nounolng herewith that he has fully instructed to 

the forces under his crua-jand, as shown In the leaf

lets strewn frota our aéroplanes this rooming.

January 10, 1W46.
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C’a' a ’> B ... 1. .... T X i. LJ

Taingtao, 4iina, . eaeiabor 41, l&M

n uonsulate, 

iairt g too.

^ire:

hi view oi" the tnctrnordlxiarily tense 

situation, it 1» essential to establish a temporary 

institution for the preserve, tian of order, <utd it

been own jointly «greed th- t n '"Taiugtao irovialonei 

•'Omieroifei .x;ior.'T be ore&tod, whioh organisation waa 

uaaardingly lnv.ugur«te«. toa&y at the l^aal Ciiaabar or 

Comeroe. ocordingly, it is re^uesteu thnt you t«j;e 

due note thereof.

TiWOT^ aci.4. U^XüH

Irattainted by CJiii-
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( C v P Y )

Tstn^tao, China, January 4, 1938.

i’singtao •• rovisi^al cwasraiul 'union, 

ù/o *slïït' tat» whincüts Ch&tsber of Cow>®r<je, 

Talugtuo.

1rs;

X haw the honor to nooiowleage th® raaelyt of 

your letter of Deeeraber 31, 1»37, in forai ug of

tiie oreation of the Teln^tM) provisional v©z»-^roi&l 

inion and to state th--1 due note has been wde by 

thia ooneulate.

Very respectfully yours,

«miel oku bln, 
;4aeri«nn Consul.

Copies by &£»,
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So. 1527 Pe i p 1 ng ( J aw ry 20, 198®.

Subject: Occupation...of... Tslmtao by. Jap^mo.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State, 

Washington, 1. C. 

Sir:
I have toe honor to enclose a copy of despatch So 

1/ 244 of January 10, 1988, addressed to toe labassy by
toe Consulate at Tsingtao, giving a detailed account 
of occurrences ianadlately preceding toe occupation of 
Tsingtao by Japanese, toe more inportant of Milch were 
reported to toe lopartaent by telegraph.

Respectfully yours,
For the Ambassador:

Frank p. Lockhart
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:
1/ Tsingtao’s Mo. 244.

January 10, 193®.
Original and 4 copies to Repartaient.
Copy to Embassy, Bankov.
800 Tsingtao... - "
LFS/kt ’.rut's r;r''
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Copy for Ifimbessy, Peiping/jj-osc;^ No__ I__ __

u' c's®patch no
&,•*<> UL . -’4 «i

feln^tao, ./um, .:uuu- ry it, 1*48»

! * • v X : : a " ' i . *. ■ i ■* ■" ■ . 1X r A t ' V d f <1 ■ ■- .( »<.......4* *

.'no .sjneruble

< Ison rualcr «ounsw,

sibitwauvur, 

.wiping, -hinu.

> xv.ve tu» ïu>n >r to •< ke the 1'olAUWihg report 

in regard to the ^eeupatloa of -'olo,,. uw by to® 

Jupaneae foroes.

<n - üturday, Juuunry S, at 1«4U . . « t«l&-

^iione report wae raaeivau by the ooneulota t!»t a 

of ^u.aneae nav x v©;-»al8 had bw»n sighted near 

in ooapuny «ith KQVcrnl «wfcbnrü. nt the 

aoH«iulx»r sinff toe conaul prooeenec 1-.mt.;lately to 

itia üua, about three aile» frsm thé oonsulttt», wnore 

doetroyara were observed » few ««lie® off uhor». t 

sain?, t be atoU'd that no pnrtlmuftr exuits^aut aaoug 

V:© Chinaee populace *u® aau»e« by the ^ppeur-v.oa of 

the «iup&iiuae naval vessel® *hlua for tlw sweater part 

of the nftemooo patrolled in the Ime^late vlolnlty 

of islngtao.

t six o*«lo»k o» :-to*rtttty, jaauury We 

eox au b» te reported Wat tne J&p&tieee vessels were 

patrolling in the bay ^nd ventured to huaurd the stale» 

iseut tout in vie* of the reported departure fra»

tonyo
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4»<yo of the punese oa..eul fyj. tti® pOat hsre

it was »9i improbable that Jep^inese torses land 

Ln the next day or two.

n w day, ,h.»nuury «stroyeru :.ra otis*T

naval vessels »*r« observed in either patrol ou ties 

or Mines ^wsepiiig operotlous. - C'ap-uivee wt*-pl«ne 

flew -ovor tav city at <4 very Isw altitude on unday, 

tit j»u oVit»r Jipwuial activity w»a noted.

■» >.«4.û»y warning at »ev*n o’oloek tuti airplane 

w-s observed i.«aedlstely over the mtUm co .isolate 

■»ftu a few minutes later seven mon» plane* nypeured 

frtsr; the sea. Ithit» u foe minutes ti»er& w* tëropp<*d 

leaflets tn nglinh and m dhlimae »6L«ath« cotiaulaie 

i/ m&s fortunate in obtaining. copy of the nullah 

«/ language notlae is «ici used with a copy of the -Jiin**» 

iiin,;ua#e iiotise, together rith tne irausluilon thereof, 

-i.e oa-.aulate in its tel«gr?m of îslü . . tala >»ornlns

reported -a fo.lhws»

’ïenth 7îl(J .. ,. . v-psitea* plane* dropping 
paupbleta advising nattotals of third po*«rs 
take refuge dgeeeter Pansions ond not to ap
proach dangerous areas ns oily is in danger of 
falling into oonfuslon by battis." 

in a short while a report *a« received toy the 

consulate thut bombs Usd besn dropped in ns^rby 

tillages, but shortly after u lght o’slock, . ohdajr 

aomlug» do further bombing ooourred. in the meanwhile 

tsiere U«d besn considerable a*riel s*otivlty a few 

*/npuiese a-* val vessels ap, roHSho>i to ths inu^r harbor 

of isiiigtao. hortly thereafter a Japanese naval 

officer a-ellèd on Captain Carter, CoaaandlJJg D. ii.
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JtakhH'-< h, preeer. ted hi Mth & mottornndUM, copy 

of *hich le «nui >s»cj. ih« Jup-neee bourcin# officer

tn t while A»ii.#V0 will be ceeupicd today, larger 

v-iy«n®»< furowa of sou® *J,uuv more ''ill u® land®.* touor- 

row uornin#. he suw that .no boablng, ahellin# or 

rifle fxrtt would occur unie»» tiw wapune»® were provoked 

,ns utmost osiutloA wi.s exeroised by te* Japanese navel 

fore as who acted as if they thou?sht ch in® sm troop® 

<A?îùt «*tl 11 he In occupation of the eity and us if 

vh>; «ritlre Unrbor were ulacd, although merchant veaaele 

ii^ve entered and left the harbor uinoe uturday uft&r- 

jkjoo, when tn® Japuneae fleet first arrived on the

t nine o'cioce till® aiming thia consulate had 

U.vitea the ..wwriasin evacuation àietriat leader» ta 

sieet at thi» oon® ulate with hap tain hi.r ter, where it 

•x-'Aii dealdeu that all aeia<iL8 should 1 t«®<iiuwly 

con centrale at the ageeater lîw-Uou» in uaooruunae 

'»ï. th plans arrtwu up in July uno referred to in this 

co salute's despatch iu>« E1P, of July 41, XvaV, file 

*•.•>. .ivu/<3uu, subjeetx <T®outlunary ...eaeur®» ■.aü.en 

ay doue.uldWL.ro.» Jrate<tlink_o.g ..^rlenn ,_atinwnW. 

.o«w--r, falluwxn# the cull of 11» Japanese bo*rdln# 

officer upon anptuin uurter eaû following the receipt 

of official infarm»tloft aoavoyed to th* ooneulate at 

il- à. v. by the .siugteo irovl&lo «1 domeroloX inion • 

that white flu#» hud been hole ted on the *.uaiaipel 

daiiiietrfttion building® and inetitutlaue iu oompllunee 

•old the first of the Japanese demands in the «ftineee 

text..».
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***t, thi» eo^eul'ite notifie. ail ftifrio'.>ns tu et It 

«■'Uia i.ot &« tï»<wnn>.rs' to eo..e«»: trc te ut v»e 6ge--»ater, 

«•-t vm wey should rerwUi in their hn&iee pending 

ifîa^tîOn af the wituetion. - t tue prcwt wnamt, 

•l*:aü ■. *., u ôotty uf wüpjia*ae troupe hua .kirc«*<iy landed 

la isEiytao -UM) «iffUiinlly remueste« the ^reign -ok- 

^«reial «ergeney >ionwitt*«-, «Md» *»w been ah’irh'ea by 

foruigj) r^aid^ets *1 »b j/ollae h w#xi ? a otn< r f'aietta; s 

il» aooperb :4on with .hlneae ..alngtno •..eatjerotttl 

to oor-tlnue tbrir duties until 3:30 this «fiernoM.

o.oV'.’Br ««etv-g »t il th<w be held nt ths «sinütao 

ü..ial$ai 'diUulatr&tion iîuildlng ta bi»eu»« details 

af tr*e hnnaing over of $î» oily. .. irpinnes tew be®n 

Clyl-^ ouna» V-utly av®r îain^tno. i'«wae and ordnr prewxl 

ihe ooiHtoulbir® at tne ^ossat 6ow not tï&t u

allot Hi*! be *irw<.

Xhia <»»rnii>s repre»#»t« uve» of th® Twüj^i»© 

M0u»»reiiU .-nion i whîn®t;«j nt a ootiftulnr body

metiijg to it te tu^e stepa for ©stsbllaiiln^ contuot 

between the ;.nioa and tu® Jnpuneae. The ooi.-eulu» bocy 

ftit that ihe Thin®»* in the eity »u»t devlae tneir own 

stoa&aree *■»& proe®uur« la eouplylr^, with the demanda 

set forth la th® leaflet, but the cu..«ular b&ay

ventured to euggeet that «laee the leiî«<;taô : revteionel 

^u/an^rwlül ' nlun b»d been or&imlatâdl partly in reaponee 

ta üie auuna®! of the oo.<wui,er body following the ttban- 

dmi’tont nf the oity by tue amlalpul .dmlnlatratiOEi, 

t4« rov.si anal uoaawrelal laioa night find it useful 

to present to tha J&pj.aeae owMuoder eoylea of the oor- 

reepeadenee...
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reaponUBno® etc •■•<-nged between th* Hinn nu th» on. oui».

-Oyiws of the correapocü ®i*oe nre 14*aloe*k5 L:.

»»p«»tfuily y.fUi’®,

■■ ftuusl oaobln, 
»«.’r*ûvn Consul.

*,<31 -surca;
L. .Upuxieae allitJ.ry notio® in nullah.
2. Japan»»» aillVry nouae i» hine»«, with 

transi»tion.
•*• eakorwudwa of ,tc® ..dairal Toyoda.
4. . otter of . eo^oer ûl frms ^4>j®aw>ui«»i ’■niw,.
u. < otter of January 4 to nom^rolal -aion.

fâùü
/ v.J&V

vMginal und b oopl®» to .mix-»»yv raiding.
^opy to ■.••tefchis^y, EnuKoW.
«opy to voasulate w«mu»i*u1, hjmgtml.

to 4tjUia ..■sj’ter.
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(4*

. tv '■>'»? ‘ ■!- • ■ 1 «Ji•-*
./iu « I

hereby O^evirJ. J: -.m&w

Hje6-ty*a ':>rce»s f-seir beat ;»al .-jrefttaat

kün» ’Si» wt Insej^-te . f third

awa in v-au
•«•■ww, tue «ity is in uf t-lline ln«o 

co. fu:a.>n by b&ttie, t"*> friendly

wutrul owrs '^--e ftlrdiy a?t t-> s^^rauoh

4rtO^t,*n>B ml tw tuk© «»■ :is tutfsiy st

■..«slv®a, A>/ «ixtrsple, taMn/j in tne 1 jufwAer

■’■.naisiha t®a feÿpr<mehc*a tu iulcnw» «tnt.

Mir. ry-lC f
.’> ♦ X. «? « ■♦ ■-* TM

Copied by Ultt
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4 T » M L > ’J 1 i.. ij j

V f AùliftX 4 If

I. The foras» of the *hKj>»-mese .apire haw now cjubs

to tw.Ke »jv®r lalngtuo. ;i prtnalpul urganlxatione 

«nd Institutions In the olvio «nn rural dlatrieta 

of 1‘aingtftu should as ^ulekiy a# possible tiulat 

«hit® flsga to InftlCHta their wiili%snosa sub

mit. The hostile wd the nntnponistie sill be sub- 

Je oteû to uttaek.

II. « regards <;hine»e troops, police fbroee, «nd other 

^riseâ bodies, they anould x«-<s.e haste to assemble 

it; the Great Harbor area end aend delegates to 

the T^iugtae Jup’-ne»© Ghrtoe for negotiatlo:>a.

1’hoee who auoaiit «11* be apureu fro® at6*.«k while 

those who uo nob subalt suuxi M exterminated.

ill. those of the general popuiaeo who »l«n to cooperate 

with the Imperial Soroea aho-tld send their distrlot 

leader* or street elders to the i’singtao »’np .nese 

hhrtne to Ind lente their « insert ty in the mt ter.

I a sued by H. I. j. Cimv^nder-ln- 
ûhler.

lâth year of -Dowa, Jmiuegy 1

Transi ated by : tiki.
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'I „ee- -dairal <h3ye»ti foyode, the Highest u»» 

autn^lng fleer of ii. I. v. /‘orcas in fsingtao dis- 

trlote, hae the honour of in fuming hereby the 

.tertio? M0O»j»iM;ing offloor of tne 'halted htatea Keey 

in Tslngtfto tMi t Japanese Kavnl landing oreee are 

expeoton to enter the ally to-day, January lüth, 

am the publie j.8aee- sjk omer -..-r th« uity nix b® 

responsible hy Jnpaoeae n>roe« thenceforth.

Regarding to the protection of the third nation*s 

live* ami propertie», he also has the honour of an ■ 

nou/iOlng herewith that he has fully Instructed to 

trxv foreee iuMi«r die cju.^nd, us smen in the leaf

lets strewn froa our aeroplane* thi» oomlng.

January io, itfde.
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Vi U 1» j. .1 ... i- )

in.rtHii, ..bin a, . 41, Iiks?.

•-■-rio.n Coxiouiete,

->irs j

•n view of tiu* lotjnl extraordinarily tana® 

aiVwtivn, it ir ««amttai to eetn&ilah ». temporary 

institution for tn® preoervution at orner, end it 

** * feeim «unjoinUy t?v t n "Tairigtao »rovx»ion®i

'Ofe-m’oi&A nion’ b® oreoWd, wiiah orgwsla«Uon wa 

-.->sawain<ly limngurbtea Ukiay at the l^aul Chamber of 

ocordingly, it u re^eot^ thet you W© 
à-4® liOtfi thereof.

tawTku ravvi. r{w. Kci^a* uaca

"if anal» tea by
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( C v ■*-' Y ।

C JL..®

fstn&toa - rtjviæier-dil •..■omerolal onion, 

| O/o i'siue- vJhlneae -Jl^iaber uf - swws.tr «•,

A»in^V*o, 

ir» «

- >ieye tfte honor to fte.u»»wlen#e tne ruueiyt of 

your letter jf eseuber $1, 109, inforulu# »e of 

the arfati.jn of the luin^tuo rrovlsio.^A w®iwohl 

nloa wnà to stcte »ht>t due note ftaa Made by 

thia ooneulate.

Very reepeetfully yours,

u**#w»l i gkobin, 
,.s •• .«eriSfctt w4J>.eui.

Copied by tliL.

t ' ■ “■'

/ '■ "

•• ■

1 ' . |
i 1 ■•■ i

' ...hÿd

/.h ?'n ' ■ "''id

swws.tr
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No. 1531

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

, r f
Peiping, January 28, 1938.

9 PM 2 10^Subject : Editorial Criticism of American and 
British Government Representatives

. ii&iasiaq.
AJ tD FvctUi"uS

. 'The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

I have the honor to enclose for the information 

of the Department a copy of despatch No. 245 of Jan-g 
uary 12, 1938, from the Consulate at Tsingtao, split

ting an editorial criticizing adversely the polices 

followed by representatives of the British and United

793.94/ 126 18

States Governments in that port in recent months. In

general, the editorial writer gives expression to the 

belief that the city at the time of the withdrawal of 

the Chinese authorities was in imminent danger of being

over-
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over-run by a mob with consequent grave danger to for

eign life and property, but that the foreign representa

tives concerned nevertheless did not take adequate measures 

to deal with the situation.

The Embassy considers that the editorial represents 

primarily an attitude born of an incomplete knowledge of 

the facts pertaining to the policies under discussion, 

and that the policy followed by Consul Sokobin in regard 

to the matter of protection of American lives and property 

was basically in accord with the principles enunciated in 

the Department’s confidential telegram No. 138, August 10, 

12 noon, 1937, to Nanking.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Frank P. LockhaP't';
Counselor of Embassy.

Encl 
Cop

ure :
of Tsingtao’s No

f

245, January 12, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department. 
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy files.

800
EC/es
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Copy for Embassy, Peiping
.......... 'H.-R-. No. _-
. - j u . . IM a. I *1 Io. 34S

..i Au G'O.r

i 81. .ig woo, utïisîïi, ’’f.MUfjr/ 11’ , 1938,

UJBJF.GT:
'JwViiJuS . ..... iv&S 'n»_.<_'iî < X.'(K.’\0 ,

.he Honorable

’’oison :rusl©r vohnson,

..xaorloun . j.J><s>3Sc«iar , 
Peipirig, Chinn.

Ir:

ï have the honor to enclose a copy of an 

editorial which appears in to-day*s issue of xhe 

fg.lngtao llama. Thia pcpsr is publiehsd by a 
company, the prineipal shareholders; of which ore 

a few ;,.i’itlsh resident® and one Tierionn. of 

the shareholders» »r. w. *yttle» is the editor} he 
is also the operator of two loo<tl sowing picture 

houses.
Very frankly, a» for as this offioe is concerned 

the editorial which is enclosed is of no importance 
and the Départe»nt ©an judge for itself >f what «q?- 

pears in the following»
"It ia cjo’wm report, which does not 

neceesarily mean it is trie, that towards 
the end ctf soreaber representations w« 
made to .4®lral i hen, on behalf of the 
British and French government», advisl-’W 
him, as friends, not to aggravate the situation

by .....
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by destroying: J&panana property la this city. 
Thia, we repeat, la ao&jatm report. Xf it is 
true, sorely it should be officially town 
not only to all iirltlsh uni Crunch aAtlauals, 
but tils® to Japanese as -Mil.’"’

to he f?.n in■1 -’loua attempt to »ut: this office in 

aa unfavorable light tn the syea of the J^.&nese 

«cause of an apparent failure on the part of thia 

uchiajulate to take any action to prevent the des

truction or property in thia city. ;.eturally thia 

consulate nas not oo^anlanted. to the public tn# 

contents of the telegrams which passed between the 

ep&rtnwnt of tate, the ribnaay, end this couaMlete 

in aregard to the representations which thia consulate 

made to the Mayor of 7?Jin/;tac before the destruction 

of tae property.

In submitting this editorial to the ./epart-ient 

fcc consulate respectfully invito the attention of 

th© .labassy and the vepsrtmsnt to the expressed 

opinion of this British editor:
«***♦ that the British end ..wrlaan 

governments should institute e formal inquiry 
into the polieles adopted by their represen
tative* in this port during the last few 
months«M

The consulate nay add that it has never received 

the written or verbal coaplaint of my jucaerlean in 

Tsinglao in regard to it* policies or activities 

since the outbreak of hostilities of July, If ths 

jauriojiA ;;&vy is referred to, thia consulate will 

soy taat its conduct has been exemplary, A possible 

exception to tai© statement may be noted in a letter 

dated January fi, 1936, from the Standard-Vaeuun Oil

company 
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cor any at Vsirtrtt&o, In reply to the consulat©’» 

letter <tf' January 3 .■*hieh was enclosed wli h this 

consulate*s despatch no. «43 of «naiuwry 4, 1S38, 

-ybjyat: 1 o u»&t of t<uvdcrd«»,v».vCuuta oil company 

for »vt4 guards. phis consulate has not ack

nowledged the tendard-Vrcuu® il JO^Mny’s letter 
of Junmiry 6.

Very fevi mricans indeed did inquire at any 

time slnee July regarding the protection cf property 

by the ameC forces of th© United tetes ad there 

was left no doubt in the minds of eny one thst the 

jr.cri oftn cwrwœt urged evacuation of /aerican 

natloJ;.’.i» fra® Tsingtao ant that th® policy of the 

wic a îJoverm.wit ws concerned primarily with 

the protection of meriecn live*. i?o -rwricans 

reciaining in the city in the period laraedlately 

preceding the departure of the Chinese authorities 

from Teingtao or thereafter at any tiae ever .«sug

gested that there m» eny personal danger. vid- 

»noes of looting were obvious in the section of 

fsiagtao where there are the smell J^nese shops, 

but in extended tours of the city aade by myself 

find Captain .^rank orn, U. s. ,, detailed by the 

■ nr t-epart.wjt to l’slngtao ®4 by Vice oo.uaul 

ifewtwne und Captain itom later in the day on 

wcriber M, end before the foreign vigilantes 

had taken up thMr volunteer duties, there was not 

observed any group of Chinese from which danger

Mght ••••
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i^ht be expected by the vaerican residents to 

their livea •?; to their property. fhe foreign 

residents of Tsingtao are grateful to the vigilantoa 

fa* their feppoartinoe on the strsots of isingtao 

7.'.iich doubtl*»® hail a e&lutary effect, but there 

’«■>« never any altuntioa whloh could, not have been 

handled la a few Klnutea by the non of war present 

or aight have required foreign wen and 

children to aoHoep.trnte for purposes of safety 

while husbands fc.nd fathers wre engaged in protecting 

wmercl&l property, nor wb voaeentration ever 

suggested.

os ectful.ty yours,

'.'®uel hokob in, 
. j%«rienn C onsul *

<inalo«uresj
1. .^itorlfel, X’alngteo île», January 12, 1S38.
2. copy of letter from tnndard«vâeum oil Company 

aœ/s&o

Original and 5 coplee to PMbaaey, Peiping. 
Copy to Captain, Ù. s. ü,
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# B > a® ±3R
TSINGTAO TIMES ।

Tsingtao, Jan. 12th. 1938

TSINGTAO TIMES., LTD. 
(Incorporated under the Companies*

Ordinances of Hongkong) 
Every Day Except 
Monday & Holidays

In Essentials, Unity; in Non- 
Essentials, Liberty; in All** Things, 
Charity.

COMMENTS ON A
COMMON REPORT

AND OTHER
MATTERS

Monday with the incoming 
of the Japanese forces ended 
the suspense of which we have 
all been more or less consci
ous since the withdrawal of 
Admiral Shen from the port. 
Though the T.S.P. made a 
brave show, and rendered sp
lendidly a service that should 
never be forgotten, and for 
which we all have reason to be 
grateful, it was impossible to 
forget how small a force it was 
vO maintain even a semblance 
of law and order in so great a 
city, where unoccupied homes 
and well stocked shops offer
ed an easy opportunity to in
dividual looters, always cap
able of coalescing into a mob, 
given the opportunity, which 
thanks to the T.S.P. they were 
never given. Had the foreign 
gunboats in the bay shown 
any disposition to give support 
tc the T.S.P. efforts to protect 
the homes, families, and pro
perties of the residents the sus- 
Î)enso would have been much 
ess acute. Their apparent 

aloofness and indifference is 
something that will be remem
bered long after all other in
cidents and anxieties have been 
forgotten. Upon whom the 
responsibility for their inacti
vity rests we do not know, nei
ther do we care very much. 
It is the fact of their inactivi
ty in such a grave crisis that 
we deplore and resent regard
less of who was responsible for 
it.

There may be reasons of a 
political nature, which can be 
advanced to justify the ships 
not be called upon to assist in 
the protection of folks here, but 
to the average American and 
British man and woman there 
can be no justification for their 
being exposed to days of .an

xiety and danger, with the 
possible toss of all they pos
sessed at the hands of a mob, 
within sight of their own ships 
and the flag to which they have 
been taught to look as a pled
ge of safety.

Pondering upon recent ev
ents,and with no desire to eng
age in the washing of any na
tional dirty linen, we feel 
compelled to express the op
inion that the British and Ame
rican governments should in
stitute a formal inquiry into 
the policies adopted by their 
representatives in this port 
during the last few months.

It is common report, which 
does not necessarily mean it is 
true, that towards the end of 
November representations 
were made to Admiral Shen, 
on behalf of the British and 
French ^governments, advising 
him, as friends, not to aggra
vate the situation by destroy
ing Japanese property in this 
city, This, we repeat, is com-? 
mon report, If it is true, sure
ly it should be officially known 
not only to all British and 
French nationals, but also to 
Japanese as well. It Would 
make it quite clear that the 
official policy of the British 
government was against the 
destruction of the Japanese in
dustrial enterprises in this city, 
whatever may have been the 
private opinions of some less 
responsible, though influential, ! 
people. ;

This paper was subjected to • 
quite a lot of criticism and 
pressure because of its out- , 
spoken condemnation of the 
work of destruction carried on 
here, and it would be a source j 

of satisfaction to us did we dis
cover, even at this late date, 
that the British and French 
governments deprecated and 
discouraged it also.

We wonder whether the Bri
tish and American govern
ments really understood the 
actual situation which prevail
ed hère. Did they know that 
with Admiral Shen’s disap
pearance from the city the 
place was left entirely with
out any police, or other law 
maintaining force, and that, 
unless the citizens had form
ed themselves into the T.S.P. 
the whole city would have 
been ravaged by the mob ? If 
they were informed as to the 
situation, then we can only go 
on record as expressing our 

। surprise at a cold-blooded in- 
difference to the fate of their 

। nationals, which reflects the 
gravest discredit upon them as 
governments.
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uTA^iRD-VaCUUM UlL CUMPaNY

F. J. Twogood, 
General Manager

North China Division

No. 1488

File No. 125.15

Tsingtao, January 6, 1938.

The xuaerican Consul,
Tsingtao. Political situation - Tsingtao

Dear ujIt:

■>e wish to thank you for your letter of January 3rd 
referring to our verbal request of December 31st for an 
American Naval detachment to be stationed at our Tsingtao 
Installation, a similar written request was made on 
November 17 and we are now pleased to have your advice that 
there are circumstances in which the protection of property 
as a secondary object might be undertaken by American Naval 
forces but that it cannot be admitted by your Consulate 
that the conditions prevailing at the time of our request 
necessitated a landing of such a force for the protection 

of our particular piece of property. We trust we may under
stand from this that when your Consulate considers sufficient 
emergency exists we may count on the protection requested*

»<e would be very interested in knowing your idea of a 
sufficient emergency to warrant the action requested, as 
we still feel with the absence of both Chinese and Japanese 
officials and in spite of the excellent work that has been 
and is being done by the Volunteer Corps to whom we are 
largely responsible for the semblance of order now existing, 

it would be advisable to have an American Naval detail at 
our Installation.

Very respectfully yours,

STANDARD-VACUUM OIL COMPaNY, 
Tsingtao Branch.

J. M. Avent 
Acting Manager

JMAMSYW 
cc-Jhanghai
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 18

Reference despatches nos. 1531 of January 
28 and 1544 of February 7 both from the 
Embassy at Peiping and on the subject of 
criticism of the American Consulate at Tsing- 
tao.

The first despatch is adequately sum
marized by the Embassy as follows. "In gen
eral, the editorial writer gives expression 
to the belief that the city at the time of 
the withdrawal of the Chinese authorities 
was in imminent danger of being over-run 
by a mob with consequent grave danger to 
foreign life and property, but that the for
eign representatives concerned nevertheless • 
did not take adequate measures to deal with 
the situation." The Embassy, however, believes 
that the policy followed by Consul Sokobin 
was "basically in accord with the principles 
enunciated in the Department’s confidential 
telegram No. 138, August 10, 12 noon, 1937, 
to Nanking."

Despatch no. 1544 transmits additional 
press criticism including a letter published 
in the Tsingtao Times which, although signed 
with a pseudonym,is believed to have been 
written by an American resident of Tsingtao,
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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Mr. F. R. Hailing, who was not on good terms 
with Mr. Sokobin. There is also enclosed 
with the despatch a copy of a memorandum 
written by Vice Consul Hawthorne in support 
of Mr. Sokobin. On page 6 of this memoran
dum it is stated that the Consulate at Mr. 
Railing’s request placed its Chinese seal on 
documents intended for the identification of 
Chinese workmen, alleged to be employed by 
Mr. Hailing but actually probably employed 
by the Chinese firm of which Mr. Hailing is 
himself an employee. It is suggested that 
this matter be mentioned in periodical com-.* 
ments to the Embassy in Peiping and that an 
officer of the Division may care to discuss 
with Mr. Sokobin, when he arrives here on 
leave, the propriety of putting an official 
seal on documents which he has reason to be
lieve misrepresent facts.

FE .-Pearield :NN
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, February 7, 1938.

Subject: Criticism of American Consulate, Tsingtao

7 p

MAP 2 <5 1938 ;

CJVWIOK op FQfttqtaN 
SfcâtïiCfc, ASMINMITSUTIOW

193’

fAR 1 0 W 
apartment of

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Via shing ton D. C

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s despatch

79o.94/12619

No. 1531, January 28 1938, in regard to editorial criti

cism of American and British Government representatives co
1/ in Tsingtao, and to enclose for the information of the K

Department a copy of despatch No. 253 of January 27, 1938^

from the Consulate at Tsingtao, in regard to the same gen-

eral subject.

Respectfully yours,

For .'the Ambassador:

Frank P. Lockhart ~~ 
Counselor of Embassy

Enclosure:

0

■s>
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1/ Despatch No. 253 from Tsing- 
tao, January 27, 1938.

Original and 4 copies to Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

800

EC/kt
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Ho. 253

>■ WoPATeix

AM-ERICaN CUN-ULaTE

Tsingtao, China, January 27, 1938.

SUBJECT: Criticism of American Consulate, Tsingtao.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson,

American Ambassador,

Peiping, China.

I have the honor to refer to thia consulate’s 

despatch no. 245 of January 12, 1938, file no. BOO, 

subject: Editorial Criticism of American and British 

Government Representatives in Tsingtao, and to transmit 

herewith an editorial from the TeINGTaO TIffiS of January 

22, 1938, together with a copy of a letter published 

in that newspaper on the same date signed with the 

pseudonym "T.S.p.-er.". The "T. S.’P." are the capital 

letters of "Tsingtao Spécial Police", the force of 

foreigners which assumed police duties here on December 

31, 1937. I have the honor also to enclose a memoran

dum prepared by Vice Consul Hawthorne which deals with 

the letter.

as for the editorial, since there exists a differ

ence of opinion as to the conditions or situation which 

existed in Tsingtao recently, in so far as American 

lives...
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lives and property are concerned, a situation which 

was reported fantastically in American newspapers, to 

judge from some of the items which the U. 3. i>. MA '.BLE- 

HEAD, station ship in Tsingtao, re-published for the 

delectation of its crew, I have the honor to suggest 

that the Department obtain from the Navy Department 

copies of all reports made by the commanding officer 

and the i>hore Patrol Officer of the U. s. MaaBLLHEAD 

during the period referred to in the editorial.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel Sokobln, 
American Consul.

Enclosures:
1. Editorial, TwINGTaü TIiAB, January 22, 1938.
2. Letter published in TaXNGTaü TlhfcS, January 22, 1938.
3. Memorandum prepared by Vice Consul Hawthorne.

800/330
SS/GML

Original and five copies to Embassy, Peiping.

A true copy 
the signal
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Sour ce : TSINGTAO TIMES, 
Tsingtao,China, 
January 22,1938.

TSINGTAO TIMES

Tsingtao, Jan. 22nd, 1938

TSINGTAO TIMES., LTD. 
(Incorporated under the Companies*

Ordinances of Hongkong) 
Every Day Except 
Monday & Holidays

In Essentials, Unity; in Non- 
Essentials, Liberty; in All Things, 
Charity.

EXPERIENCE TEACHES 
WISDOM?

It is an oft-repeated asser
tion, but one which is not uni
formly and invariably true. 
Though not infrequently re
garded as a truism, it is far 
from being one, for experience 
does not always teach wisdom 
or any other lesson. Experience 
is capable of teaching wisdom, 
but its success in doing so is 
necessarily dependent upon 
a willingness to learn, 
a power to reflect, and 
apply past experiences to 
present conditions. Given 
these conditions experience is 
able to impart wisdom, when 
they are non-existent, she is as 
helpless as any other well- 
meaning competent dominie. 
For those who live only in the 
present, ignoring the past, and 
for fools, a lifetime of experi
ences, rich and varied, will 
never produce the smallest 
grain of wisdom.

Recently we had relayed to 
us an argument, which we hear 
is being advanced in some 
circles to justify the masterly 
inactivity displayed by the 
naval units of Great Britain 
and America present in the bay 
during Tsingtao’s days of trial. 
As imparted to us the argu
ment is: “The inactivity and 
non-interference was justified 
and right, because nothing 
happened.” We are glad the 
argument was relayed to us, 
for had it been advanced in 
our hearing, the strain upon 
our natural courtesy would 
have been too great to permit 
of our obeying the old-time in
junction “answer not a fool 
according to his folly?*

On December 31st, 1937, 
somebody gambled with the 
lives, fates, and fortunes of the 
British, American and foreign 
communities of Tsingtao, not" 
to mention those of thousands 
of Chinese. Somebody backed 
their judgment with all of us, 
and what we possess, as a 
stake. Is it possible to imagine 
the egotism of any men who 
would play with such a stake ? 
Yet it was done. That is the 
terrible, realistic fact. It may 
not have been the outcome of 
indifference or callous cold
bloodedness, but it reveals a 
godlike confidence in their own 
prescience, which experience in 
this land does not justify, or 
events approve.

In 1926 in the city of Nan
king somebody gambled with 
a similar stake, and the result 
was that British and American 
Women were subjected to igno
miny and shame. There might 
easily have been another Nan
king here in Tsingtao, had it 
not been for the promptitude 
and courage with which the 
T.S.P. took up the challenge of 
the mob. That civilian corp, 
not the armed forces of the 
governments, save the gam
blers* reputation as well as 
preserving the women of Tsing
tao from the bitter lot their 
Nanking sisters experienced 
eleven years.

There is something radically 
wrong with a system, which, 
apparently, places the honour, 
lives, and homes, of British and 
American women at the discre
tion of some one or two men’s 
judgment, no matter how su
premely wise those men may 
be, or imagine themselves to be.

If the foreign communities 
in China are teachable, ex
perience should teach them the 
vital importance of having a 
show-down with their respec
tive governments at the ear
liest possible moment. There 
are many men in the House of 
Commons and House of Re
presentatives, who, once given 
the facts, would labour to make 
impossible any recurrence of 
such an experience as we in 
Tsingtao have recently passed 
through.

To say that “nothing hap
pened” in Tsingtao in those 
cense days is a very euphonious, 
but inexact, way of describing 
things. With such a disregard 
for facts it would be possible^ 
to justify any crime ever com
mitted.
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As we conceive of it some
thing very important happened 
in Tsingtao those days, some
thing the significance of which 

' may have a very direct bearing 
upon the future security and 
safety of many foreign com
munities in China in the years 
to come. The T.S.P., active as 
it was, could not prevent build
ings being burned, and hundr
eds of shops being looted. 
They did all that was human- I 
ly possible, but to prevent mobs 
being formed, which could 
threaten the nearer shopping 
and residential areas, was a 
gigantic task in itself. The 
tradition of the China 
coast has been that 
any gunboat / of a friendly 
nation would protect the lives | 
and properties of all foreign 
nationals against mob attacks, I 
even in places where the sover- I 
eign state of China was re- I 
presented by her officials, in 
the absence of one o‘f their I 
own ships. In Tsingtao the I 
sovereign power had with- I 
drawn its officials, no govern- I 
ment or authority existed, there 4 
could be no question of a I 
violation of sovereign rights, I 
and yet the gunboats and their I 
crewq rested at ease in the bay, 
whilst the homes and shops of I 
the people of a friendly nation I 
were being plundered, and I 
those of their own nationals I 
imperilled, No amount of so-1 
phistry can change or modify | 
that tragic fact. That is prob- I 
ably the most important thing I 
that happened in Tsingtao 
those days, and the one which, I 
in the end, may have the I 
greatest bearing upon the ! 
future of all foreigners who I 
sojourn in China now and in I 
the years to come.
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Source: TSINGTAO TIMES 
Tsingtao, China, 
January 22, 1938.

Saturday, Jan. 22ndy3198S

THE

LETTER BOX
To the Editor of 4< The 

Bulletin.”

The Editor Jan. 21st 19.
The Tsingtao Times. A.

Dear Editor : I ? fa

A leader some days ago in yoir 
newspaper indicated that you we|e 
not entirely satisfied with the no|i- 
action of the British and American 
Navy during the recent period -çf 
transition at Tsingtao. I beg'to dif
fer with you. The blame for’the in
action should not be shouldered 1$y 
the Navies but by the foreign repre
sentatives in this port. The • Navies 
were not at liberty to act ydthoiit 
the request coming from the repre
sentatives ashore. I feel that an ap
ology is due the Navies ,in particular 
to the Commanders of the ^vessels 
then in port as both would haye risk
ed all if requested.

One member of the consular body 
mentioned to me that it would be a 
very good thing if all consuls were 
required to own their own homes in 
stations abroad. They would then 
become as one with some of their na
tionals and they would see things in 
light of the party who has interests 
at stake. The attitude expressed by 
one Tsingtao consul concerning the 
effort of some members of the com-

The delay of Americans entering 
the T.S.P. was océasiôTied by the 

1 opinion rendered by the America# 
J Consulate based upon conditions 1» 

Hankow in 1917* The opinion Was 
i reversed upon receipt of a telegram 

from higher authorities a
different view of the matter. Why 
the announcement of the receipt of 
this telegram should have been With- 

! held for two days is a qüêstiôrî still 
! unanswered, Fortunately Americans 
• generally joined the TJS.B after the 

news was broadcast that official sanc
tion was forthcoming; Had the tel$* 
gram been made public upon its re
ceipt all Americans instead of a few 
would have been represented in the 
T.S.P. from the first day of service. 
The above is given as the reason for 
the apparent lack of interest on the 
part of the Americans in connection 
with the T.S.P, at its inception. ’

Possibly you will agree with me 
that an apology is due the fiavies and 
that you will rècofisider your previ
ous remarks. Sincerely yburs,

À T.SiP^ei**
Either we have written less guardedly than 

we thought' or a r,S.P.-er has read less care* 
fully than he ought. We hate condemned the 
inactivity of the gunboats during the late 

’ crisis, bnt did hot place the responsibility 
for it upon the commanders so iar aS we are 
aware. We have left it to the powers . that be 

' to place the responsibility where it should 
rest* Our emphasis has been on the'fact of 
Inactivity. We do not feel any apology Ms due 
from us. What we have written, wa have 
written, audit still stands.—Editor's N<ÿe«

। munity to prevent the destruction of 
the water and light plants during the 
transition is really enlightening. He 
stated that these utilities were? either 
government owned or Chinese, owned

’ and that by trying to continue the 
service much political intrigues would 
be encountered. •• In his opinion it . 
would have been far better to allow I 

j the destruction of the plants and 1 
I with the ceasing of supply of water 
• and light residents would merely„ 
, cease to pay for the service not ren-? 
Î deredr Such an attitude is only short

of stupidity. It was’pointed'out to/, 
him that water and light was a ne- 1 
cessity in most of the industries m 
Tsingtao as well as a convenience to j 
the householder. The discontinua
tion of these facilities would have 
greatly retarded the restoration of 
Tsingtao. The response to these 
suggestions was also a queer one, iti 
that the consul suggested that per
sons resident for atty Idngtit of time

। in China should have-been able to re
tire and thereby not need the utili-

I tv services;
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MBRICAN GONEULATh;

Tsingtao, China, January 22, 1938.

MEMORANDUM:

A 1th reference to the letter to the TülNGTàü TILES 

dated January 21, 1938, and signed "A T. 3. P.-er", it 

is deemed appropriate to make the following commente as 
a matter of record:

1. In its despatch to the Embassy, No. 245, dated 

January 12, 1938, subject: Editorial Criticism of American 

and British Government Representatives in Tsingtao. this 

dffice stated, inter alia, that "if the American navy 

is referred to, this consulate will say that its con
duct has been exemplary".

2. As indicated in its despatch referred to in 

the preceding paragraph, this consulate at no time 

considered that American lives were in danger. Ihare- 

fore, while the American Government reserves the right 

to use its armed forces for the protection of life, and 

while the U. 3. 3. MARBLEHEAD stood by ready to put 

ashore a landing party should a situation arise endan

gering American lives, such a situation did not arise, 
in the opinion of this office, and no Araericane were 

in fact injured in any way.

3. The only request for the detail of a naval 

guard for the protection of property was made by the 

Btandard-Vaouum Oil Company. This request was refer
red to the Captain of the U. 8. 8. MARBLEHEAD, who 

declined to accede thereto. See exchange of messages

on.
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on the subject between the consulate and the Captain 

of the U. o. S. iuiRBLEKERD quoted In this office’s 

despatch to the Embassy, No. 243, dated January 4, 

1933, subject: Request of Standard-Vacuum oil Company 
for Naval Guard.

4. Except for th® first paragraph of the letter 

to the TdINGTaO TliAtkS, which is concerned with the de

fence of the American navy, the letter, which doubtless 

was written by L*r. i\ R. Hailing, a local American re

sident, is based on personal animosity for Mr. Sokobin, 

which animosity is, in the opinion of the undersigned, 

entirely unjustified.

5. The only Eifler icons who sought the consulate’s 

advice concerning whether or not they should associate 

themselves with the Tsingtao Special Police (T. 3. P. ) 

were Messrs, w. 3. Mliott and F. R. Hailing. They 

called on December 27, 1937, before the collapse of 

the local government, at which time they were shown 

the correspondence exchanged between the Consulate 

General it Hankow, the Legation at Peking and the De

partment, in 1917, when there arose the question of the 

possible activities of a Hankow American Volunteer 

Company in an area under the jurisdiction of the Chi

nese authorities. The Department’s telegram of December 

28, 7 p. m., in reply to this consulate’s telegram of 

December 27, 4 p. m., was received at this office on 

December 30, 1937, at 4 p. m., as is on record. The

following.•
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following morning, December 31, 1937, the Department's 

attitude, as expresses in its telegram referred to above, 

was made known to other consular representatives ana to* 

the representative of the T. 3. P., Mr. A. R. Hogg, who 

was also present, at a Consular Body Meeting held at 

10 a. m. The following is quoted from the Minutes of 

the Consular Meeting of 10.00 a. M. December 31, 1937:— 

"Mr. Sokobin said that for those Americans who elected 

to remain (in spite of urgent advice to evacuate) he 

would not interpose any obstacle or objection to their 

action in provisional measures taken for their self 

protection in a period of emergency".

6. Even prior to December 31, 1937, however, it 

is understood that several Americans had already joined 

the T. 3. P., without the approval or disapproval of the 

consulate. Mr. Sokobln at no time actually forbade any 

American from joining the T. 3. P. In fact, when on 

December 27, 1937, Mr. Hailing asked if the consul had 

any authority to prevent Americans desiring to do so 

from joining that organization, I replied in the nega

tive, adding that Mr. 3okobin had merely sought to advise 

interested Americans of possible consequences (based on 

the precedent referred to in paragraph 3) should they 

injure persons or damage property while serving with 

the T. 3. p. Here it should be repeated that the ad

vice referred to in paragraph 5 was given on December 

27, 1937, prior to the collapse of the Tsingtao Govern

ment which did not occur until the night of December

31..
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31, 1937.

7. The statement in the attached letter which is 

probably attributed to Mr. Sokobin, that "In his opinion 

it would have been far better to allow the destruction 

of the plants.........” is not in accordance with the facts,

hen Messrs. Elliott and Hailing called on December 27, 

1937, Mr. Hailing mentioned the fact that Mr. Y. ?. Lee, 

head of the -a ter iiorks, was very anxious for foreign 

members of the T. S. P. to undertake the protection of 

the water works. Mr. tiokobln warned Mr. Hailing that such 

action might involve foreigners in local politics, in

asmuch as this office had been informed by Mr. Y. F. Lee 

that a nephew of a former head of the Public »orks De

partment was responsible for the destruction of one of 

the water pumping stations. Mr. Y. F. Lee is son of 

Mr. Lee Ssu-hao ( ), who is closely identified

with Japanese interests in North China.

8. The statement in the attached letter that "the 

consul suggested that persons resident for any length 

of time in China should have been able to retire”, was 

based upon the following conversation between Mr. bokobin 

and Mr. Hailing, which occurred in my presence on December 

27, 1937:

Mr. Hailing said to Mr. bokobin that, of course, 

people such as he (Mr. bokobin) and I who receive regular 

salaries need not worry about the disruption of the 

normal business activities of the port, but that to him 

(Mr. Hailing) who is dependent upon business for a living, 

the restoration of normal conditions and the prevention 

of...
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of the destruction of public utilities were matters of 

vital importune*. In reply to this remark, and in view 

of the fact that uir. Hailing had previously filed with 

the consulate (with a view to facilitating the handling 

of possible claims which might arise out of the present 

hostilities) a statement of assets the total value of 

which was nearly half a million yuan, Mr. aokobin said 

that were he in as favorable a financial position as 

some local Americans (mentioning no names but probably 

meaning Air. Hailing particularly), he, Mr. Sokobln, would 

be quite prepared to retire and return to the United 

atates.

9. The above remark by Mr. Hokobln probably ir

ritated Mr. Hailing all the more because he realises 

that, while no mention thereof has ever been made by 

this office, nevertheless the statement of assets filed 

by Mr. Hailing Is, In the opinion of this consulate, 

considerably exaggerated.

10. In conclusion, I would repeat that the letter 

under reference was Inspired by personal animosity to

ward Mr. Sokobln, which I have reason to know Is entirely 

unjustified. Mr. Hailing has at no time either socially 

◦r in the office, reoeived anything but the most courteous 

treatment from Mr. Sokobin, which treatment, however, has 

not been reciprocated. In fact, in view of his known 

attitude toward Mr. Sokobin, and desiring to avoid any 

possible orltioiSB, this office's assistance to Mr.

Hailing...
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Hailing has gone beyond the limits which were actually 

appropriate. I refer specifically to the fact that 

this office, at Mr. hallirg’s request, placed its Chi

nese seal on documents Intended for the identification 

of Chinese workiaen, alleged to be employed by Mr. Hailing, 

but actually probably employed by the Chinese firm of 

which Mr. Hallixig is himself an employee. As the 

movement of Chinese is frequently inteifbrred with by 

the Chinese and Japanese military, such documents show

ing the identity and occupation of Chinese employées of 

American firms have been issued to them by this office 

and have been of considerable assistance to American 

trade.

11. This memorandum has been prepared voluntarily 

because the undersigned feels that the author of the 

attached letter has done an injustice not only to this 

consulate, but to Mr. 3okobln personally, bf the kind 

and sympathetic treatment accorded Americans generally 

by Mr. Aokobin during the trying times Tsingtao has Just 

passed through (and which were naturally particularly 

trying times for Mr. Sokobin and the other members of 

the consulate’s staff), the records of this office afford 

ample evidence.

Respectfully submitted,

Carl b. Hawthorne, 
American Vice Consul.

A true copy.of i 
the signed «rit- / 
iual. ~ A
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ACCESS RESTRICTED

The item identified

File Designation

below has been withdrawn*from this file:

Date / 9 H____________________________

From

To . aS- S'h—tc

In the review of this file this item 

restricted. Restrictions on records 

in general and specific record group 

available for examination. The item

was removed because access to it is 

in the National Archives are stated 

restriction statements which are 

identified above has been withdrawn

because it contains:

E) Security-Classified Information 

| | Otherwise Restricted Information

Authority Date

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION GSA FORM 7117 (2-72)

GSA DC 72.10421
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Reference Tokyo’s despatch no. 2783 of 
February 19, 1938, entitled "Sino-Japanese 
Relations."

In accordance with your request there 
follows a list of the subjects of the en
closures to the despatch under reference:

Marking

Subject Enclosure
Open door and extraterritoriality
in Manchuria 1
Ladybird incident 2 and

3
Sinking of Chinese junks by Japanese
navy 4
Interview given by Matsui to Woodhead 5 and 

6
Bombing of American Mission property
at Ichang, January 24 7
Marking of British property at Wei Hai
Wei 8
Depredations of American property in 9China II and 

12
Opening of Japanese occupied areas in
Shanghai 10
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

-2-
Subject Enclosure

Marking of foreign property and 
stationing of Chinese military 13
trains near foreign property 14
en*leoureg *“1Uio
Occupation and looting of University 
of Shanghai jg

Bombing of American Mission property 
at Chengchow 17

FE:Pefifield:HES
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

.'3 MAP 9 PM 2 13

No. 2783.

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February 19, 1938.

.SUBJECT; SINC-JAPANESE RELATIONS.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

The honorable

The Secretary of u>tate

Washington.

Sir :
I

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch no. 2760,!

793.94/
I 2620

dated February 4, 1938, I have the honor to transmit 

herewith, for the purpose of the records, further copies 

of various notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents 

relating to the present Sino-Japanese conflict. Docu- ï< 

ments relating to the Chinese customs administration are k 
being transmitted with the Embassy’s despatch no. 2782, 1

dated February 19, 1938.

; j i- itcbk. r
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List of enclosures transmitted with despatch no. 2783,

February 19, 1938.

1. The British Commercial Counselor, Sir George B. Sansom, 
to the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman. 3rd February, 1938.

2. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
4th February, 1938.

3. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
10th February, 1938.

4. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
4th February, 1938.

5. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
5th February, 1938.

6. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
10th February, 1938.

7. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
February 7, 1938.

8. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
7th February, 1938.

9. The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, with the Director, 
American Bureau, Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa.
February 9, 1938

10. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
loth February, 1938.

11. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. (’’Unofficial translation" 
supplied by the Foreign Office). February 12, 1938.

12. The Director of the -merican Bureau, the Foreign Office, 
Mr. Yoshizawa, with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman. 
February 15, 1938.

13. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Eirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Er. Grew (Translation). February 
15, 1938.

14. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew (Translation).
February 17, 1938.

15. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. 
17th February, 1938.

16. Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director, American Bureau, the 
Foreign Office, with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

17. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
February 18, 1938.
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Enclosure no. - to despatch 
no. >73^ of FEB 1J 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Commercial Counselor, Sir George B. Sansom, to 
the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

British Embassy,

Tokyo.

3rd February, 1933.

Dear Dooman,

Sir Robert Craigie asks me to send the enclosed 

document for Mr. Grew’s information. He will hand the 

note to Mr. Hirota when he next sees him, and will 

inform Mr. Grew when he has done so.

You will see that the last paragraph of part A 

is for oral communication only. It will not be included 

in the document handed to Mr. Hirota.
Yours sincerely, 

(signed) G. B. Sansom.

Eugene H. Dooman, Esq., 
Counsellor,

American Embassy, 
Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota). ’

Note Verbale.
A.

His Majesty’s Ambassador, with reference to his Note 

No. 189 of November 30th, 1937, has the honour.to remind 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs that His Majesty’s Govern

ment cannot accept the unilateral abrogation of treaty 

rights in Manchuria and that they continue to regard the 

extraterritorial rights of British subjects there as being 
still in force.

His Majesty’s Ambassador has the honour to communicate 

to the Minister for Foreign Affairs herewith a statement of 

recent enactments by the Manchurian Government which in the 

opinion of His Majesty’s Government not only constitute an 

infringement of the extraterritorial rights of British sub

jects but either constitute or permit discrimination in 

favour of Japan and are therefore not consistent with the 

principles of the open door and equal opportunity to which 

the Governments of Japan and Manchuria are pledged.

For oral communication only.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs will understand that 

His Majesty’s Government, quite apart from their present con

cern at the loss which has been sustained by British interests 

through the action of the Manchurian Government, cannot fail, 

in view of the close association between the Governments of 

Japan and Manchuria, to take that action into account when 

forming an opinion as to the value of assurances given by 

the Japanese Government regarding their intention to respect 

British interests in other economic spheres.

B
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B.

His Majesty’s Government regard the provisions of the 

following laws as constituting or permitting discrimination 

in favour of Japan and therefore as infringing not only 

the principles of the open door and equal opportunity, to 

which the Governments of Japan and Manchuria are pledged, 

but also the most-favoured-nation treaty rights of His 

Majesty’s Government.

The Exchange Control Law.

This law, as amended by Ordinance No. 293 of October 

8th, 1937, subjects British trade with Manchuria and 

foreign exchange transactions in British currency to 

restrictions from which Japanese trade and transactions 

in Japanese currency are specifically exempted.

The Trade Control Law.

This law, promulgated on December 9th 1937, confers 

upon the Government arbitrary powers of interference 

with the export and import trade without notice. It 

enables the Government to exclude the goods of a foreign 

country, or to prohibit or restrict the import of goods 

or to oblige importers to join associations under con

ditions which may be disadvantageous to them. These 

powers are in general capable of being used in discrimina

tion against British firms. They appear to have been 

already so used, since permits for the importation of 

sugar and soda ash have been refused to British firms.

Insurance Business Law.

This law, promulgated and enforced on December 27th 

1937, establishes conditions favourable to a virtual

monopoly
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monopoly in favour of a newly-formed Manchuria Fire 

and Marine Insurance Company, in which nine-tenths 

of the shares are held by Japanese companies. The 

law empowers the Minister of Economy to subject 

foreign insurance companies to special measures of control, 

and certain of its provisions (e.g. articles 5, 7, and 

23) are capable of being applied so as to discriminate 

against British companies.

Foreign Juridical Persons Law.

This law, promulgated on October 21st 1937, obliges 

British juridical persons to submit to Manchurian 

jurisdiction and is therefore in conflict with the 

treaty rights of British nationals.
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Enclosure no» Z to despatch 
no. of FEB 19 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO

4th February 1938

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and 

Plenipotentiary, 
for the United States of America, 

at Tokyo.
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(Th© British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi).

No. 16/70p/38 4th February, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

I am greatly obliged for your letter of today’s 

date in which Your Excellency was so good as to inform 

me that the Japanese Government were prepared to pay 

L920 in compensation for the casualties in the 7mhu 
incident of 12th February, (sic)

I am communicating this decision to my Government 

with a request for the details which are required for 

administrative purposes. Meanwhile I am informed by 

telegraph that the sum of L920 is in respect of one 

naval rating killed and one wounded.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yours very sincerely, 

(Sd) R. L. CRAIGIE

His Excellency,

Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi,
H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs
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(The Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi, 
to the British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie). *

TRANSLATION

Urgent

14/70p/38

3rd February, 1938.

My dear Ambassador,

At the time of our conversation on the 1st 

February, Your Excellency told me that His Majesty’s 

Government demanded approximately L920 in respect of 

personal Injuries sustained by British subjects in the 

"Ladybird" affair which occurred at Wuhu on the 12th 

December last.

The Imperial Japanese Government are prepared to 

pay this sum and, as it will be necessary for internal 

administrative purposes, I shall be obliged if Your 

Excellency will let me have the names of the persons 

concerned, the extent of the injury, the indemnification 

demanded in each case and a rough outline of the method 

of computation of this indemnification.

Believe me etc., 

(SGD) KENSUKE HORINOUCHI

Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs

His Excellency,

Sir Robert Craigie,

H.B.M’s Ambassador, 

etc., etc., etc.
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. dated FEB 19 1938
from the’ Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American 
Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

CONFIDENTIAL

British Embassy,

Tokyo, 

10th February, 1938.

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary for the
United States of America 

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi).

(18/70P/38) 10th February, 1938.

My dear Vice-Minister,

It has been brought to my notice that the Japanese 

Foreign Office spokesman recently informed foreign press 

correspondents that the Japanese Government regarded the 

7/uhu incident, about which I spoke to Your Excellency on the 

11th January, as closed.

You will remember that at the time I explained that, 

in view of the inexcusable action of the Japanese commander 

in opening fire at British ships without even an attempt 

at identification, I did not see how His Majesty’s Govern

ment could be expected to regard the incident as settled 

so long as Colonel Hashimoto retained a command in China. 

I have still received no a ssurances that Colonel Hashimoto 

has been punished for his offence and I am obliged by the 

spokesman’s statement to repeat that His Majesty’s Govern

ment will not be satisfied that the incident is closed until 

a definite assurance has been given to me that adequate 

disciplinary measures have been taken against this officer.

Believe me,

• My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely,

(Signed) R. L. Craigie.

His Excellency
Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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Enclosure no. 4 to despatch 
">• °f FEB 19 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY,
TOKYO.

4th February 1938

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency,

The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary

for United States of 

America at Tokyo.
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(The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the British Embassy)

memorandum.
Translation. 21/70D/38
No: 19

Confidential.

The Imperial Japanese Ministry for Foreign Affairs are 

in receipt of His Britânnic Majesty’s Embassy’s memorandum 

of the 13th January regarding the case of the sinking of 

Chinese fishing vessels by the Imperial Navy but, according 

to the report received by the naval authorities from the 

commanding officer on the spot, the facts of this case were 

as follows:

”0n the 22nd September a Japanese patrol vessel, which 

was patrolling the coast of south China to enforce the 

blockade of the China coast, sighted a number of Chinese 

junks to the south of Che-Leng Point. When she approached 

them for purposes of inspection, the junks opened fire with 

rifles. She replied first with blank shells as a warning 

and then fired live shells into the sea nearby. As resistance 

continued she was finally obliged to fire at the junks and 

sank a number of them”.

As this report differs from that contained in His 

Britannic Majesty’s Embassy’s memorandum, the Imperial 

Government have the honour to state in reply that they will 

carry out a further thorough investigation using for pur

poses of reference the findings of the Commission of Enquiry 

appointed by the Governor of Hongkong. If, as the result of 

this investigation the Japanese Navy’s (report is found to be 

incorrect) is found to be at fault and if His Majesty’s 

Government are able to produce concrete evidence that as 

stated in His Majesty’s Embassy’s memorandum, there were 

junks belonging to British subjects among those sunk and that 

there were British subjects among those killed, then the 

Imperial Government will be prepared to consider again the 

question of payment of compensation for these losses. 
(Seal of Gaimusho) 29th January, 1938.
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from the Embassy at Tokyo. 00

ihe British Emoassy to the American 
Ambassador, Hr. Grew.

British Embassy,

Tokyo, 

5th February, 1958.

WITH Tihi 001ŒLII.IEET3

Cl1

hlo LKIlhi.u.IO ^JE-ETY’E EiEimSSY

ELs Excellency
The honourable Joseph Clark Grew 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Fieri- 
potentiary for the United States" 
of Jimeric a at Tokyo.
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(T?i6 -Dritrsh .ambassador, oir llobert 
L. -Craigie > to the Minister for 
foreign Affair^, hr. Tïirots . )

--is ..sjestj’s -rjiibe.ssad.or nas been instructed tc 

uxdw riie attention ox tne -...mister x or .j orei*, xi —11*i rr to 

txie accompanying report of su muerview riven by G-enerol 7 atsui *

■Supply of .arms; ---part froxa the baseless deduction 
from the rate of Chinese exchange, Genera.]. katsui adduces 

no evidence and even admits ignorance concernin’ the su; ly 
of arms to China from Great Britain as compared v;ith other 

countries, his innuendoes and doubts show a preconceived 
unfriendliness, nothwithstanding an implied i gnorance.

Customs : -he General’s attitude about the dustons 
and foreign loan services is at variance with the assurances 

of the Japanese Government regarding foreign rights and 
interests. It is regrettable that, instead of confo?:-ming with 
these assurances, General hatsui should, on humanitarian 

grounds, ..give advice to bondholders as to use they should make 
of money to which they have a clear right, admitted by his 

Government. It may perhaps be considered desirable that 
General liatsui should be made aware in this connection that 

f 

nearly L90,000 (Yen 1,530,000) has been subscribed in the United 

kingdom for the relief purposes in China to which he refers 
and for which he appears to desire, cuite arbitrarily, to divert 

Customs revenue pledged for other purposes.

maintenance of relations with Chinese Government.

This is an elementary procedure for any Government 

not at war with the Chinese Government.
fhe whole tenor of the interview contradicts the 

General’s professed desire not to seek troucle. his Majesty’s 
Government/
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Government feel confident that the Japanese ,overnaent 

would not endorse the General’s re-narks, hut, seeing the 

position which the General holds, it is difficult for tLam 

to ignore these observations and not to apprehend diffi

culties if the h-eaer: l is to h^ve any say in local 

negotiations dealing aith matters of mutual concern to the 

two countries
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Hr. ..’oodhead of the oriental affairs yesterday 

nad an interview .?itii ’U-enersl i.&tsui, followini'' ere the 

chief points of interview . .iven on January 28th to ‘-r. ' 

..oodhesd of the periodical "Oriental -iff airs".

1 • ..dations betv/een the Japanese nigh command end. the 

Jhanrhai .Junicinal Council. rhe General expressed his 

conviction thd the latter were doing their best, never

theless while the Gar western policy of Great Britain 

remained as it was he must expect -tore difficulties and 

an unsatisfactory ■•■ituation in the Shanghai area. „.i0lo- 

Jap■•.nose relations had improved gradually as compared 

with the east but there ans no red coubt regt?.rdi..iy 

.Britain’s policy. Their support of the huomintang was 

emphasized by the sted„, exchange rate of hda currency 

since the outbreak of hostilities.

n. Munitions♦ The General having referred to "large amounts 

"of arms one. munitions supplied by Great Britain to the 

"iiuodntanp regime" was asked whether in his opinion the 

limits of a policy of strict neutrality had been exceeded, 

to which he replied though war had never been declared he 

wondered v.hether Britain did in fact stick to such a 

policy and said that 'while he was not well informed as to 

the relative supply of munitions furnished by Germany and 

Italy, Great Britain vias beyond doubt the most reliable 

supporter of the Central Government.

>. Quotoms. he had originally intended to taiæ over the 

Customs without delay but in view of "l-anay" and "ladybird 

incidents he had decided on the guestion more moderately 

and to discuss it with Customs authorities on a friendly 

basis. Present negotiations however were taking too 

much time and he might have to revert to his original 
attitude/
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attitude. .->ome Chinese refine must be set up with ample 

fiasocial resources drawn from the Customs in order to 

restore the ’war stricken -jreas and re-establish the Chinese 

population. kl-iny over the Customs however v;ould wot 

iiies.j.. that the ildr’JLnistration would come into Jucamese 

hands but only that the new Chinese regime under whatever1 

name, e.^. ience L/-.intenance committee or autonomous 

Government would drew its financial resources.from the 

Customs.

4. foreign ...pan services. negotiations on Customs should 

include uiscussions on this point but the sum to be allowed 

for these services must be much lower than heretofore, 

foreign bondholders from a humanitarian point of view 

would be vise to refrain even temporarily from drawing 

from the much decreased full amount earmarked for foreign 

loans so that a portion might be used to help destitute 

Chinese. If bondholders .reed they could easily raise 

instantly for this purpose an amount equivalent to that 

which I-resident Hoosevelt had appealed for in the United 

States.

5. Criticisms of Great Britain in Japan. The General said 

that British subjects in Shanghai understood the situation ' 

in the far Bast far better than any others and could best 

handle the question of improving public opinion in 

Ingland and Japan. LZenbers of Parliament in Great Britain 

might make the mistake of confusing Shanghai with Hongkong 

and this lack of understanding could well be reflected in 

the British Par Eastern policy. The British were natur

ally concerned over their investments in China which might 

be estimated roughly at 2,000,000,000 dollars. Japan’s 

losses in the present war had possibly exceeded that

figure in addition to the enormous expenditure necessary 

for/
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for the present campaign. If Great Britain went beyond 

the policy of simply defending her interests in China and 

took a determined stand to maintain her political and. 

economic relations with the Euomintang regime a conflict 

of a very serions nature might arise between Great Britain 

and Japan.

6. -an.?,Io-Japanese Co-operation. Er. «bedhead having pointed

out various opportunities to co-operate afforded to Japan 

in recent years, General Eatsui said that the Japanese 

position in China was fundamentally different from that of 

Great Britain. Japan could not afford to. be allied with 

latter if it meant that she would be subjecting herself to 

Chinese anti-foreign boycott movement, ihe might have 

offended Great Britain in the past at times but that did 

not mean that Great Britain could take action in China 

behind Japan’s back and a lack of appreciation of the 

inevitability of Japanese expansion in China might lead to 

an unnecessary conflict between the two countries.

7. United States Far Eastern Policy. The General observed 

that Chinese policy of Great Britain and the United States 

might be the same but appeared essentially different in 

Japanese eyes and if things were allowed to continue as 

at present interests of Great Britain and Japan in China 

v/ould come into conflict and serious difficulties would 

arise even after cessation of present hostilities. At 

the end of the interview General Eatsui remarked that he 

must not be represented as seeking trouble with British, 

his desire was to co-operate with them.
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Enclosui’e No. 6 to despatch 
X™ dated FEB 19 193S 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the .American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY

TOKYO

10th February 1938

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
for the United States of America

at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota).

No. 51/70K/38 12th February, 1938

My dear Minister,

With reference to our conversation on the 5th instant 

I send you herewith a copy of Mr. Woodhead’s full account of 

his interview with General Matsui on the 28th January.

As Your Excellency will remember the memorandum which 

I left with you was based on a telegraphic summary of the 

interview.

You will recall that in the course of our discussion 

Your Excellency criticized Mr. Woodhead’s action in having 

asked the General for an interview on political matters, 

on which it was for the Japanese Government and not for 

him to pronounce.

According to information which has now reached me from 

His Majesty’s Chargé d’Affaires in China, the interview was 

not suggested by Mr. Woodhead at all, but, on his own initiative, 

by the Japanese Consul-General at Shanghai, who had hoped that 

it might serve to dispel foreign fears regarding General Matspi’s 

proceedings and intentions. An exact shorthand record of the 

conversation was submitted to General Matsui before publication. 

While Mr. Okamoto’s intentions were excellent, I fear he must 

have been grievously disappointed in the result.

Believe me, my dear Minister, Yours very sincerely, 

R. L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency
Mr. Koki Hirota,

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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General Matsui having said something about not having 

much spare time for reading in the midst of a war the inter

viewer asked him whether he had any ideas as to how long 

hostilities would last. From now onward the General’s state

ments are quoted verbatim.

"It is better to leave that to the judgment of third 

parties. General Chiang Kai-shek speaks of long-term resistance. 

History records wars that have lasted as long as ten years. 

Personally, I do not think this kind of war can last so long."

"What was the most difficult phase of the operations 

around Shanghai?"

"During the first two months it was the fighting around 

Tazang. The most difficult part of the operations was not 

defeating the Chinese Armies themselves but rather to avoid 

inflicting material damage on the interests of Third Powers, 

and thereby incur another conflict with foreign nations. Mr. 

Hallett Abend (Correspondent of the N. Y. Times) once raised 

the question how long it would have taken to complete the 

Tazang operations if the interests of Third Powers had not 

to be considered. My reply was that it might have reduced the 

time to one-half, and also the sacrifices".

"Do you anticipate a resistance equal to that encounteréd 

at Tazang in the approaching attack on Hsuchow?"

"There is no comparison between the fighting around Tazang 

and the fighting for Hsuchow. I do not anticipate severe re

sistance on the part of the Chinese, for the Kuomintang at 

present are ’fighting on their lips’, and the day is not far 

distant when facts will prove decisive".

"Are you satisfied with the relations at present existing 

between the Japanese High Command and the Shanghai Municipal 

Council"?

I
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" I am quite convinced that the S.M.C. Authorities are 

doing their best. But the question must go down to rock 

bottom of the British policy towards the Far East. While 

the Far Eastern policy of Great Britain remains as it is, 

I must expect more difficulties, and an unsatisfactory 

situation in the Shanghai area”.

"What is your view regarding Anglo-Japanese relations?" 

"The situation might be said to be improving gradually 

compared with what was going on in the past, but simply speak

ing in an abstract mannei' there is no doubt regarding the 

nature of Britain’s Far Eastern policy. Their support of 

the Kuomintang régime is emphasized by the steady exchange 

rate of China’s currency since the outbreak of hostilities. 

One example, in detail is the large amount of arms and ammuni

tions which are supplied by Great Britain to the Kuomintang 

régime".

"Do you consider that Great Britain has exceeded the limit 

of a policy of strict neutrality in the matter of supplies 

of munitions"?

"Although it may be said that war has never been declared 

I wonder simply speaking, whether Britain sticks to a policy 

of strict neutrality".

"Then do you consider she has been less neutral in the 

supply of arms and munitions to China than Germany and Italy".

"On that point I am not very well versed. But judging 

by what the Chinese are- saying regarding British support, there 

is no doubt that the Kuomintang régime hold Great Britain to 

be their most reliable supporter".

"What is the present position in regard to the Customs?"

"Originally
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’•Originally I had it in my mind to take over the Shanghai 

Customs right away. But as the Panay and the Ladybird inci

dents occurred I thought it better to treat the question on 

more moderate lines, and to have the matter talked over with 

the Customs Authorities on a more friendly basis. Negotia

tions have been going on, but it seems to me that they are 

taking too much time, and if so, I may have to revert to my 

original attitude. I feel that every day that goes by is a 

day lost in r estoring the war-stricken areas and the Chinese 

population therein, and for that matter some sort of Chinese 

regime must be set up with ample financial resources, which, 

in turn must be drawn from the Customs. So my conclusion 

is that the Customs has a direct connection with the recovery 

of the people and of the areas around here. When I talk about 

taking over the Shanghai Customs, however, that does not mean 

that the Customs Administration will come into Japanese hands, 

but only that the new Chinese regime, whatever it may be 

called — A Peace Maintenance Committee, or an Autonomous 

Government — must draw its financial resources from the 

Customs’*.

"Do you intend that the Customs in that case should 

continue to maintain the Foreign Loan Services”?

"I intend that the negotiations with the Customs should 

include the question of Foreign Loan Services, but it must be 

understood that the sum to be allowed for such Services will be 

much lower than before. Speaking quite frankly, and from a 

humanitarian point of view, would it not be better for the 

Foreign Bondholders to refrain even temporarily, from draw

ing from the much decreased Customs revenue the full sum 

ear-marked for Foreign Loan Services, so that a portion may
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be used for the help and the benefit of destitute Chinese? 

Even President Roosevelt has issued an appeal for one million 

U.S. dollars for the relief of the Chinese, and if Foreign 

Bondholders think in the way I mention such a sum as one 

million could be raised instantly.”

"The attacks upon and criticisms of Great Britain in 

Japan have become a matter of considerable concern to Britons 

in the Far East. Can you explain the trouble and indicate 

any way in which, short of a departure from neutrality - which 

British opinion would not tolerate - Anglo-Japanese relations 

might be improved”?

"I expected to discuss that matter with you today. The 

matter of improving the public opinion in England and in 

Japan can be best handled by the Britishers here in Shanghai, 

who must understand the situation in the Far East far better 

than outsiders. As I remember I met Mr. Fraser (of the Tittirr) 

before the fall of Nanking and as he may have told you, I told 

him that the Ivi.P.’s at home might make the mistake of taking 

Shanghai for Hongkong, and this kind of lack of understanding 

might have been reflected in the Far Eastern policy of Great 

Britain. I shall not venture into details as you know these 

things very well yoursjlf. I do not question the state of 

British concern over their investments in China, and their 

policy to defend their interests involving such investments. 

On the other hand I must appeal to you to have a full under

standing of how we are feeling in the present situation. Let 

us say it is true that British investments in the past have 

been estimated roughly at $ 2,000,000,000. I wonder whether 

Japan’s losses in the present war have not been even greater 

than that sum. In Tsingtao alone the papers stated that 

Japanese losses had amounted to $ 500,000,000. And we must

also
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also think of the enormous expenditure which is daily neces

sary in connection with the present campaign. I am afraid 

that if Great Britain goes beyond the policy of simply defend

ing her interests in China, and takes a determined stand to 

maintain her political and economic relations, which have ex- 

i sted with the Kuomintang regime, a conflict of a very serious 

nature may arise between our country and our former ally. Great 

Britain may say that Japan did not co-operate with her at the 

time of the currency reform. But when you think of the present 

situation which is the outcome of all the past conflict between 

Japan and China, the Japanese refusal to cooperate with Great 

Britain a few years ago might well be explained. You know China 

better than I do. Great Britain also has better experiences in 

the past in China for it was Great Britain that first bore 

the brunt of the anti-foreign movement fostered by the Kuomintang 

régime, leading up to the abandoning of her Concessions at 

Hankow and Kiukiang. Supposing that Japan should step back 

a little, and .Great Britain’s attitude was one of close rela

tions with the Kuomintang régime, who could tell whether Great 

Britain might not be the subject of the next Chinese anti- 

foreign movement again, in her turn?”

The Interviewer here pointed out that Britain first be

came involved in the anti-foreign movement by reason of the 

fact that British police figured in an incident resulting from 

their attempt to repress an anti-Japanese demonstration; that 

Britain had invited Japanese cooperation in the defence of 

Shanghai early in 1927 and joint Anglo-Japanese action follow
ing upon the Nanking outrages, so that it could hardly be
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said that Japan had not had opportunities to coopei-ate. 

It must be assumed that Britain was not prepared to war upon 

or take drastic action against, China single handed on these 

occasions.

"I have heard” said the General, "your explanation from 

other people. But you must understand the Japanese stand in 

China is fundamentally different from that of Great Britain. 

Japan holds China as her life-line. She cannot afford to be 

allied with Great Britain if it means that she will be sub

jected herself to the Chinese anti-foreign boycott movement. 

What Japan has done in the past may have offended Great 

Britain at times, but that does not mean that Great Britain 

can take action in China behind Japan’s back. Considering 

the growth and development of our own country it is inevitable 

that Japan should expand in China. A lack of appreciation of 

this situation on the part of Great Britain may, I am afraid, 

lead to an unnecessary conflict between the two countries”.

"Why in this instance is Britain singled out? Is not 

the policy of America towards the Far East on very similar 

lines?”

"The China policies of Great Britain and America may be 

the same, but they reflect differently on our minds. I am 

afraid if things are allowed to continue as they are now the 

interests of Great Britain and Japan in China will come into 

conflict. The Japanese mind may be described as a little 

sensitive and touchy, but to it Anglo-Japanese and American- 

Japanese relations in China are essentially different. If 

the Englishman does not grasp the true situation in the Far 

East I am afraid serious conflicts may hereafter arise, even

after
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after the cessation of hostilities. When 1 met Admiral 

Sir Charles Little 1 drew his attention to the very com

plicated and important relations between Great Britain and 

Japan as existing in China, and I assured him that as far 

as the Japanese Military people who are out here engaged in 

the present hostilities are concerned, they are quite deter

mined to be as cautious as possible in every way, so as not 

to invite unnecessary friction between the fighting services.”

"Can you give any indication as to when normal conditions 

will be restored in the Northern and Eastern Districts of 

Shanghai"?

"Originally I had it in mind to restore normalcy in the 

Hongkew areas about the end of last year. But, for one 

thing, a large part of these areas are patrolled by the 

Naval Landing Party, and for another, there are enormous 

numbers of Japanese residents there requiring protection. 

Naval opinion was that it was inadvisable to permit the 

wholesale return of Chinese prematurely. I could not quarrel 

with that opinion. Nevertheless I am for the speediest 

possible recovery of normalcy in these areas, and a few 

cays ago I drew the attention of the Naval Authorities to 

this matter and urged them, if possible to allow the return 

of ordinary Chinese by the end of the Chinese year."

"What do you think of the execution of Han Fu-chu?"

"I am very sorry for the poor man. If I may make a guess 

I do not think that Li Tsung-jen would have consented to 

his arrest, and sent him to Hankow if he had had any idea 

that the poor General would be executed. Chiang Kai-shek 

may think that such action will be helpful in restoring and 

keeping up the morale of his men, but I am rather afraid

that
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that it will have the contrary effect upon the Armies under 

him. Even a General who is determined to fight to the last 

cannot do so if the morale of his rank and file have failed 

and is running so low as I witness with the Chinese Armies 

now. The only possible exception is the Model Training Div

ision. Chiang’s action against Han was rather harsh because 

he was demanding of him what was humanly impossible, and 

therefore it may have a demoralizing influence on other 

officers.

Asked whether Foreigners in cars were under any obliga

tions to give lifts to Japanese soldiers who demanded them 

on the Cutside Roads, General Matsui replied:

"The Japanese soldiers have made such great sacrifices 

and put up with so many hardships during this campaign, that 

I may ask foreigners here to sympathise with them and ac

commodate them as far as possible. Strict orders have been 

issued, however, that they are not to molest foreigners around 

Shanghai".

In bidding the Interviewer "goodbye" General Matsui 

ami 1i ngly remarked that he must not be represented as seeking 

trouble with the British. His desire was for cooperation

with them
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Enclosure no. to despatch 
no. of FEB 19 bv 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

embassy of the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum

The American Embassy has been informed that on 

January 24, 1938, bombs dropped by Japanese planes caused 

a considerable amount of damage to the compound wall, 

gateman’s house and foreign residence of the American 

Evangelical Lutheran Mission at Ichang.

The American Government, reiterating the views which 

it has previously expressed concerning unwarrantable 

attacks upon humanitarian establishments and non-combatants, 

protests against this attack which caused damage to American 

property and jeopardized the lives of non-combatants.

Tokyo, February 7, 1938
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Enclosure ho. 8 to despatch
no. ^783 hated FEB 19 193 
irom the xxioassy at Tokyo.

rhe British Embassy to the -mierican 
Ambassador, Er. Grew.

-_ r i t i s h Emb a s s y,

Tokyo, 

7th February, 1958.

..Hi- Till 0Üi.ÈUjxit-üJ.ilb

Elo HIliuEIG MAJESTY’S

s Excellency,
The honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

-ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary,

for the United States of America, 
at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir .iobert L. Craigie 
to the Vice Minister for foreign Affairs, 
Mr. horinouchi. )

1 C 1 Y

Urgent 26th January, 19b8.

My dear 7ice-l'inister,
I have just received information to the effect 

that the Japanese military or naval authorities may have 
in contemplation the occupation of ,-ei-hai-wei.

I write to let Your Excellency know that nritish 
property at ,/ei-hai-wei has been clearly marked with 
flags and notice-boards. Moreover Ying's hotel and the 
anglican Mission have been constituted into concentration 
centres for foreigners.

The Japanese Government will no doubt ensure 
that British property at ..ei-hai-wei is duly respected, 
should any fighting supervene, it is hoped that the 
concentration centres at King’s Hotel and the Anglican 
fission may be treated as safety zones.

Believe me,
My dear Vice-Minister,

Yours very sincerely, 
f 

(Bgd) R. h. C1-ŒGJE.

....is Excellency,
Mr. Kensuke Morinouchi,

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for foreign Affairs.
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('Jhe British .mibassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie 
to the Vice Sinister for foreign Affairs, 
Sr . Sorinouchi. )

0 0 1 Y

30/70 /38 <8 th 1938.<J anuary,

Sy dear Vice-Sinister,

..rith reference to my letter of the 16th January 

regarding the present situation at .«ei-hai-wei, I am 

now able to inform Your excellency of the location of 

the, two points of concentration of nationals of 1‘hird 

fo’.æro.

Sing’s Hotel is a very large white two-storeyed, 

building about half a mile to the north of fort Edward 

pier on the water-front feeing the island.

She fjiglican Sission compound contains a small 

church and a variety of buildings and is surrounded by 

a stone wall, all gates in which are clearly marked with ?
flags and notice-boards. It is about 300 yards inland 

from Hessrs. Lavers and Clarks building on the water-front 

slightly south of fort ^dward lier.

believe me,

Sy dear Vice Sinister, 

Yours very sincerely,

His Excellency
Sr. Kensuke Sorinouchi
S.I.J.H. Vice-Sinister for foreign Affairs.
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(The /ice Minister for foreign .-iff airs, hr. 
Aorinouchi to the British .uabassador, -dr 
...obert L. dr'. i.ie.)

sietion

"Ü.dxS.v.1
3rd February, 1938

Cl©EX‘ û.SS8.6.01/j

I have to acknowledge receipt of Your 

Excellency»s letters of the 26th raid z8th January on 

the subject of the safety of points of concentration 

for foreigners in the event of the outbreak of hostilities 

at ,/ei-hai-wei.

The Imperial Army and Eevy are both prepared 

to recognise the points in question and their 

neighbourhood as ’’safety zones" and to do their utmost 

to prevent these areas becoming involved in hostilities 

provided that they are used for no military operations 

whatsoever by the Chinese forces. I therefore request 

that Your Excellency will, be :_ood enough to see that, 

in order to prevent untoward accidents being suffered 
( 

by nationals of Third lowers in the event of hostilities 

breaking out, all foreigners in ..‘ei-hai-wei are con

centrated vithin the areas in question.

Believe me etc., 

(sgd) hensuke Eorinouchi 

m.I.J.m. Vice-minister for Foreign Affair

his Excellency
dir Robert Craigie, 
A.m.E's. -mibassador 
etc., etc., etc.,
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Enclosure No. J to despatch 
No. dated FEB 1038 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 9, 1938

The American Counselor, Mr. Dooman, 
with the Director, American Bureau, 
Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa.

Subject: Depredations on American Property in China.

I recalled to Mr. Yoshizawa that a number of specific 
cases of depredations of American property by Japanese 
military forces were set forth in the note which the 
Ambassador handed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 
on February 4. I said that these cases had been cited 
in support of our contentions with regard to the 
infringement of American rights and interests by the 
Japanese forces, and that such citation was not intended 
as representation looking toward the concrete settlement 
of each of these cases. There was possiblity that 
settlement of some of these casés is being sought 
locally, and it was also possible that detailed 
investigations of other cases is now being made prior 
to seeking settlement, either on the spot or in Tokyo.

Mr. Yoshizawa said that the Foreign Office 
understood that the Ambassador’s representations were 
concerned with general principles and not with the 
settlement of specific cases.
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Enclosure No. iU "to despatch. 
No. Zf83 elated FEB 19 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American
Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

British Embassy,

Tokyo, 

10th February, 1938.

TOTH THE COMPLIMENTS

OF
HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S EMBASSY

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary,

for the United States of America at Tokyo.
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(The British Ambassador, Sir Robert 
L. Craigie, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.)

No. 19 (74/70 /38 British Embassy,

Tokyo.

10th February, 1938.

Your Excellency,

On the 27th December last I had the honour 

to leave with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs a memorandum 

regarding the restrictions imposed by the Japanese 

military and naval authorities on access by British subjects 

to their property in the northern areas of the International 

Settlement at Shanghai and their extensions, and the pro

hibition imposed by the same authorities against the 

removal of property from these districts.

2. I understand that since that date permission to

remove property has been granted in certain limited cases 

but that a general system of restriction is still in force. 

The retention of these restrictions even at this late date 

is causing intense public irritation both in the United 

Kingdom and in China, and, as a continuing impediment to 

the legitimate activities of British subjects in Shanghai, 

is in clear contradiction of assurances given by the 

Japanese Government that foreign rights and interests will 

be respected.

3. I have the honour therefore to draw Your

Excellency’s attention to the importance, more particularly 

in the interests of good relations between Japan and the 

United Kingdom, that these restrictions on the right of 

British subjects to return to their properties and to

dispose of their own belongings should be removed without

further
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further delay.

My Government have been further informed that, 

while the restrictions are in force, the Japanese naval 

authorities have been insisting that British subjects who 

wish to negotiate access to their property should attend 

in person at the Japanese naval headquarters, a procedure 

which, among other objections, may cause further serious 

incidents leading to international friction. His Majesty’s 

Government cannot admit any right on the part of the 

Japanese naval authorities to demand personal attendance 

at their headquarters in such cases and I therefore have 

the honour to request that His Majesty’s Consul-General 

should remain the channel of communication between the 

Japanese authorities and British subjects.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew 

to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest 

consideration.

Sgd. H. L. Craigie.

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

H.I.J.M. Minister for Foreign Affairs,
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Enclosure no. to despatch
no. of FEB 19 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

("Unofficial translation" supplied by the Foreign Office).

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
No. 17, American I. Tokyo, February 12, 1938.

Monsieur 1’Ambassadeur:

I have the honour to state to Your Excellency that 

careful perusal has been made of Your Excellency’s Note 

No. 866, dated the 17th January, notifying the occurrence 

of various cases of the infringement of American interests 

by Japanese forces during their recent military operations 

in Nanking, Hangchow and other places.

The Japanese Government have steadfastly pursued their 

policy, as repeatedly declared on various occasions, of 

respecting as far as possible the rights and interests in 

China of the United States and other third Towers. In view 

of the unfortunate incident that occurred in December last, 

they again issued, as Your Excellency knows by my Note of 

the 24th December last, most strict orders to the Japanese 

authorities in China to devote their attention still more 

closely than before to the matter of those rights and interests. 

It is, therefore, with most profound regret that, despite 

these steps taken by them, the Japanese Government received 

the above-mentioned Note of Your Excellency’s. Orders were 

immediately sent to the Japanese authorities on the spot to 

conduct thorough-going investigations, as a result of which 

the following circumstances have so far become clear.

In Nanking various cases have been found which are con

sidered as having occurred on account of inadequate control 

in that city, due to the unavoidable insufficiency of force 

detailed to the duty of protecting the rights and interests 

of third Powers as well as to general police purposes, 
a? 

the insufficiency being caused by the frequent movements of

the
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the troops in the front lines, the shifting of units, and 

the work of clearing the city of the remnants of the defeated 

Chinese forces and of lawless Chinese elements.

The Japanese Government therefore once more despatched 

rigorous instructions on the 15th and the 20th January with 

the object of making their above-mentioned orders thoroughly 

understood by all the authorities concerned, and in the mean

time they and, in an especial degree the highest command of 

the fighting services, have with extraordinary concern been 

doing their utmost for a satisfactory settlement of the affairs 

in question, by causing the authorities on the spot to establish 

the facts in every case as clearly and promptly as possible, 

and then to deal appropriately with the responsible parties 

according to military law and to make restitution of damages. 

As there remain certain points requiring further investigation, 

the Foreign Office authorities and the Army authorities on 

the spot are now earnestly endeavouring to establish the facts 

of each case. As regards compensation for loss and damage, 

it is the intention of the Government to let such matters be 

settled as far as possible on the spot, and for this purpose 

they have been maintaining intimate contact with the American 

authorities there. I trust that Your Excellency is already 

aware of these matters.

With respect to Hangchow, the Japanese forces which 

occupied the city on the 22nd December last year, found 

their supplies from the rear temporarily cut off and they 

were obliged to obtain provisions on the spot, which necessarily 

had to be requisitioned owing to the flight of the inhabitants, 

Prior to their entry into Hangchow, however, the Japanese 

military authorities had given strict instructions to the 

commanders of all units regarding the protection of the rights 

and interests of third Powers, and furthermore, at the time 

of their entry, they sent gendarmes to post notices on the 

buildings
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buildings belonging to the nationals of third rowers, 

in order to ensure their protection. Nevertheless, in 

view of the fact that the requisitioning of provisions had to 

be effected at night, with fighting still in progress, they 

might have failed to recognize such notices and flags, and 

furthermore, by reason of the fact that the buildings of 

the nationals of third rowers were intermingled with those 

of the Chinese, and that there were no owners to be found 

in the houses in question, it is possible that some of the 

requisitioning squads made mistakes in identifying these 

objects. At the same time, the fact should be noted that 

there were at the time numerous cases of looting and de

struction committed by Chinese rabbles, taking advantage 

of the prevalent confusion. The difficulty of ascertaining 

the facts in circumstances such as these will be easily 

understood.

In the circumstances stated above, if there were 

cases of Japanese soldiers at Hangchow entering by mistake 

houses owned by the nationals of third lowers, the purpose 

of such entry was either the requisition of food or a 

search for the remnants of Chinese troops, as a necessary 

measure incident to the conduct of military operations. 

The military authorities, as the result of a rigid investi

gation, discovered no evidence to show that any thing 

whatever other than food-stuffs had been removed from 

these houses.

A protest is made in Your Excellency’s Note on the 

part of the United States Government on the ground that 

they had received reports alleging that there had occurred 

Improper acts on the part of Japanese soldiers toward

American
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limerican flags. Deeming it greatly regrettable if, 

indeed, there had been such occurrences, the Japanese 

authorities on the spot, requesting the American au

thorities in Shanghai and Nanking to submit concrete 

data on these cases, have been conducting thorough

going investigations regarding the matter. With ref

erence to the report that on the 13th December last, 

Japanese soldiers at ./uhu pulled down and threw into 

the Yangtze an American flag from a Chinese boat belong

ing to the American-owned General Hospital at Wuhu, 

investigations have been made among the troops which 

were in that city at the time of the reported incident, 

as a result of which it has been established that no 

Japanese soldiers have either been involved in, or 

aware of, the occurrence of any incident of this sort. 

Besides, an American connected with the said hospital 

is reported to have stated that, although he had, in 

the circumstances then existing, presumed the case to 

be due to the act of Japanese soldiers, he had by no 

means actually witnessed the facts, such as the throwing 

of an American flag into the river. Of these facts, I 

believe, Your Excellency is aware, since they have already 

been communicated to the American Consul-General at Shanghai 

by the Japanese Consul-General. Cur authorities have been 

earnestly conducting further investigations in other places 

than Wuhu, but so far no evidence has been found. The 

Japanese Government, with a view especially to bringing 

home to the minds of all troops the importance of respect

ing the American national emblem, have ordered their in

structions in that regard to be transmitted to every unit 

in China.

In
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In view of the circumstances stated above, the 

Japanese Government are studying how they can elaborate 

effective and adequate measures that can as soon as 

possible be put in force so as to put a definite■stop 

to any occurrence of similar events. Meanwhile, they 

have taken, in addition to the various measures already 

in force, other steps including, (1) the despatch to 

the spot of a high officer from Tokyo in order to insure 

the full execution of the instructions mentioned above, 
(2) the stationing of special officers at important 

points in China to take charge of matters relating to 

the rights and interests of third lowers, and (3) the 

reinforcement of the military police in China.

I beg Your Excellency to convey to your Government 

the earnest intention of the Japanese Government as 

stated above to devote their best efforts toward the 

prevention of any recurrence of these incidents in future.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

Koki Hirota (Seal) 

Minister for Foreign affairs. 

His Excellency
Mr. Joseph C. Grew,

.-ambassador of the United States, 
etc., etc ., etc.

(Copy sent to British Ambassador, Tokyo).
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enclosure no. to despatch
no. -^(63 of FEB 19 1933 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 15, 1938

The Director of the American Bureau, 
the Foreign Office, Mr. Yoshizawa, 
with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Depredation cases in Nanking.

I called on Mr. Yoshizawa at the Foreign Office 

this evening in accordance with a request which came 

by telephone from Mr. Ishii, Mr. Yoshizawa’s assistant. 

Mr. Yoshizawa said that he would be grateful if I 

would convey to the Ambassador a message from the 

Foreign Office, as follows:

The Japanese Government earnestly desires to 

settle as soon as possible the question of forcible 

entry by Japanese troops into the premises of the 

American Embassy at Nanking and to that end it has 

directed Major-General Harada, Military Attaché of the 

Japanese Embassy and concurrently Chief Political 

Officer to the Expeditionary Forces, to express regrets 

to the designated officer of the American Government.

The Japanese Government also desires to settle 

the cases of reported desecration of the American flag, 

and the Acting Japanese Consul General at Nanking has 

requested that Allison supply evidence in the various 

cases. Allison has supplied a memorandum setting forth 

the facts in each of five different cases, but he has 

not indicated the names of any eye-witnesses. In these 

circumstances, Harada is prepared now to express regrets 

for desecration of the American flag "if such desecration

shall have been established.”

th?.
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Mr. Yoshizawa hoped that the Ambassador could see 

his way clear to recommending to Washington that the 

procedure proposed be accepted. I said that I would

communicate the message at once to iir. Grew
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
no* >783 of FEB 19 1933 from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. (Translation).

No. 6, Asia I. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Tokyo, February 15, 1938. 

CONFIDENTIAL.

Excellency:

I have the honor to state that in the present 

incident in spite of the fact that the Imperial Army 

in its policy of respecting to the utmost the lives and 

property of third countries in China has from the be

ginning exerted the fullest efforts, it is regretted 

that there have been instances where the property of 

nationals of third countries suffered incidental damages 

to some degree during the fighting between the Japanese 

and Chinese armies owing to the inability to discern the 

location of property or the lack of distinguishing marks 

or the use of the above-mentioned property for military 

purposes.

While the policy of the Imperial armies with respect 

to the protection of the lives and property of nationals 

of third countries in China is unchanged, in view of the 

recent illegal methods of warfare employed by the Chinese 

Army following the extension of the sphere of fighting 

operations between the Japanese and Chinese armies there 

have been attendant cases of misuse of the flage of 

third countries, and in order to provide greater facilities 

to commanders on the spot in the protection of lives and 

property of nationals of Your Excellency’s country it is 

respectfully requested that you inform Americans or

administrators
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administrators of American property outside the zones 

now occupied by the Imperial forces, to wit, (1) the 

district south of Tsingtao, Yenchow, Taming, Changteh, 

and Tayuan lines (excluding those cities and towns) to 

the Yangtze Hiver, particularly the lines of the Sunghai 

Hailway, Tientsin-Tukow Hailway, and the Peiping-Hankow 

Hailway; (2) the districts along the Yangtze Hiver;

(3) the districts along the Canton-Hong Kong Railway; 

and (4) in various ports on the eastern China Sea and 

on the South China seacoast to carry out the following 

provisions: (a) in addition to setting up horizontal 

beacons clearly discernible from high altitudes to set 

up large vertical beacons clearly discernible from a 

great distance on the ground; (b) to define by street 

maps if possible the exact location of the above-mentioned 

property and to transmit this, together with the designs of 

such beacons without delay to the nearest Imperial Army 

authorities, or to the nearest Japanese Embassy or Con

sulate; (c) not to permit Chinese armies to station 

themselves in the vicinity of such property or to set up 

military establishments there; (d) not to permit the 

use of the above-mentioned beacons by Chinese armies;

(e) to communicate at the earliest opportunity with the 

nearest Imperial Army authorities or with the nearest 

Japanese Embassy or Consulate in case of damage occurring. 

With respect to (b) above, in those cases where it is 

difficult to communicate the exact location of property 

and the designs of beacons to the nearest Imperial Army 

authorities or the nearest Embassy or Consulate, it is 

requested
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requested that Your Excellency so far as possible report 

this information to the Foreign Office.

r‘ It is believed, aside from the foregoing, if the

nationals of Your Excellency’s country residing in areas 

where fighting is going on between the Japanese and 

Chinese armies would take refuge beforehand in safety 

zones this, together with the fullest care on the part 

of the Imperial armies, would contribute greatly to the 

prevention of unfortunate incidents.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to 

Your Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

(signed) Koki Hirota

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency

Joseph Clark Grew

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America.
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Enclosure no. 1.4 to despatch 
no. of FEB 19 1S38 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Minister for Foreign 
American Ambassador, Mr.

Affairs, Mr. Hirota, to the 
Grew. (Tran slat ion).

No. 7, «.sia I.

CONFIDENTIAL.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Tokyo, February 17, 1938.

Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to my communication No. 6 

Asia I, Confidential, of February 15, 1938, regarding the 

marking of the location of property of nationals of third 

countries in China and to inform Your Excellency that as 

a result of recent aerial reconnoiters by the Imperial 

armies in the areas along the Peiping-Hankow railway and 

the banks of the Yellow River it has been ascertained that 

there are numerous cases of the Chinese armies deliberately 

stationing trains and setting up objects of a military 

nature nearby churches, factories, and the like of nationals 

of third countries in, first of all, Luchow and in the 

cities on the left bank of the Yellow River.

Although as I have repeatedly stated, it is the policy 

of the Imperial Army to, respect to the utmost the-~li,ves and 

properties of nationals of third countries, inasmuch as it 

has become necessary from the standpoint of military opera

tions to attack these Chinese trains and other objects of 

a military character, it goes without saying that the 

Imperial Government cannot assume responsibility for incidental 

damage suffered, by reason of proximity to the Chinese, by 

third countries in those cases where the Chinese have de

liberately used areas adjoining property of nationals of the 

third countries for military purposes.

In
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In this connection it is earnestly requested that 

in those cases where objects of a military nature lie in 

t> the vicinity of churches, factories, and the like owned 

by your nationals, the Chinese be urged to move these 

military objects elsewhere and to refrain from placing 

them in contiguous areas.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

Koki Hirota (Seal)

Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency

Joseph Clark Grew
Ambassador Extraordinary and plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America.
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Enclosure no. v to despatch 
no. <(83 of FEB 19 1S38 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Embassador, Mr. Grew. 

(Paraphrase of telegram from the British Ambassador, Tokyo, 
to the British Foreign Office, handed to the American 
First Secretary, Mr. McGurk, at the British Embassy, 
February 17, 1938).

17th February, 1938.

My telegram No. (Notification and marking of 

British property in China.)

Japanese communication seems to me to represent a 

definite attempt to ensure respect for foreign property 

and while I am avzare of the reasons of principle which 

make official compliance objectionable I recommend that 

we should not return purely negative reply on the lines 

of my previous communication based on your telegram No. 

382 of the 11th October, more especially as His Majesty’s 

Chargé d’affaires has already taken steps to comply un

officially with requests communicated in Peking telegram 

No. 78 to him.

I suggest that I be authorised to reply informally 

on tlie following lines after making our attitude of 

principle clear:-

A. British institutions are being encouraged to comply 

though we cannot undertake that in every case our 

advice will be followed; nor in the absence of 

identification marks can we acquiesce in the de

struction of British property.

B. Request has been brought to the notice of British 

institutions in case they should wish to give the 

desired information to Japanese authorities in China. 

'.7e cannot, however, undertake to make formal and 

comprehensive communication of such information to 

the
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the ministry of Foreign Affairs ( I have not yet 

received copy of Hr. Howe’s circular to Consuls 

No. 1 of 10th January mentioned in his telegram 

No. 129 to Peking and this suggested answer is 

subject to its terms)

C. and D. It is impossible to give any such under

takings (though it is obvious that in their own 

interest British subjects concerned would not 

connive at such proceedings by the Chinese forces.)

E. Has been noted.
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Enclosure no. to despatch
no. FEB 19 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation February 16, 1938

Mr. Seijiro Yoshizawa, Director, 
American Bureau, the Foreign Office, 
with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Occupation by Japanese forces of 
Shanghai University.

I informed Mr. Yoshizawa of the substance of 

Shanghai’s 240, February 11, 11 p.m. with regard to 

the occupation by Japanese forces and looting of the 

University of Shanghai. I said to Mr. Yoshizawa that 

such occupation could not be squared with the official 

assurances repeatedly given that American property 

would be respected.

Mr. Yoshizawa expressed surprise over the state

ment by Mr. Gauss that the Japanese Consul General has 

thus far failed to reply in writing to Mr. Gauss’s 
repeated written representations. He said that he would 

inquire into the matter and do his best to see that it 

was satisfactorily settled.
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Enclosure, no. 1 ' to despatch, 
no. ^t'8o of FEB 19 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

B BASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Memorandum.

The American Embassy has been informed that 

on February 14, 1938, the American Southern Baptist 

Mission at Chengchow, Honan, was bombed three times.

The American Government, reiterating the views 

which it has previously expressed concerning un

warrantable attacks upon humanitarian establishments 
<*> ) 

and non-combatants, protests against these attacks 

which caused damage to .American property and 

jeopardized the lives of non-combatants.

Tokyo, February 18, 1938.
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

9 PM 2 U

AMERICAN EMBASSY
i TQlcyo, February 17, 1938.

No. 2775.

SUBJECT: REPRESENTATIONS IvLADE BY THE AMERICAN AND 
BRITISH EMBASSIES IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO 
THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT.

z a

I.

■

793.94/
I 262 

I

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington

Sir:

With reference to my despatch No. 2757 of February 3

1/2 1938, I have the honor to enclose outlines prepared by a

member of my staff on the following subjects:
MS

"n 
0

I. Representations made by the American Embassy 
in Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japanese 
conflict from February 2 to February 15, 1938, 
inclusive.

II.
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II. Representations made by the British Rmbassy 
in Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japanese 
Conflict from j'ebruary 2 to February 15, 1938 r 
inclusive.

J. “ OU U V Op £ £

Seceivad ..nfX.,
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch 
No. 277.5 dated February 17, 1958, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION I - REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE AMERICAN EMBASSY 
IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO THE SIN0-JAPANESE
CONFLICT FROM FEBRUARY 2 TO FEBRUARY 15, 1938, 
INCLUSIVE.

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, the Ambassador 

handed to the Minister for Foreign Affairs a formal note 

dated February 4 calling his attention to depredations by 

Japanese armed forces against American property in Soochow 

and Hankow and to other numerous depredations of the same 

kind. The note stated that the American Government found 

it impossible to reconcile these lawless acts directed 

against American mission properties with the assurances 

repeatedly given by the Japanese Government that American 

rights and interests in China would be fully respected by 

the armed forces of the Japanese Government; that it ap

peared that these incidents had occurred with the knowledge, 

and some of them in the presence, of Japanese officials, while 

other actions, such as the occupancy of mission properties 

by Japanese troops, had presumably been taken by the express 

direction of military officers; that arbitrary entry and 

occupation, together with pilfering, looting and wanton 

destruction of property, could in no sense be regarded as 

acts of a character to be expected from a properly controlled 

military organization; and that the American Government ex

pected assurances from the Japanese Government that it would 

take immediate and specific steps to put an end to the depre

dating of American properties and that it would make full and

complete 
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complete indemnification for all losses and damages in

flicted. (Department’s telegram No. 33, February 2, 

and Embassy’s telegram No. 75, February 4, 1938).

Making supplementary oral representations concern

ing these acts of the Japanese military, Mr. Grew told 

Mr. Hirota that the steadily mounting evidence of Japan

ese depredation would have an inflftntnable effect on the 

American public; that the patience of the American people 

was not inexhaustible; and that he (Mr. Grew) was becoming 

increasingly apprehensive over the situation and the future 

outlook for Japanese-American relations. In reply to the 

Ambassador’s request for a precise statement to be conveyed 

to the American Government, the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

said that the strictest possible instructions had been sent 

from General Headquarters to be handed down to all command

ing officers in China to the effect that these depredations 

must cease; that Major General Homma had been sent to Nanking 

to investigate and to ensure compliance; and that in the 

light of the investigations now being carried out full in

demnification would be made for losses and damages inflicted. 

With regard to reports of the desecration of the American 

flag, Mr. Hirota stated that the Japanese authorities had as yet 

been unable to confirm these reports. (Department’s telegram 

No. 33, February 2, and Embassy’s telegram No. 75, February 4, 

1938).

In accordance with the Department’s instructions, the 

Embassy informally approached the Foreign Office on February 3 

with a view to obtaining its assistance in persuading the

Japanese
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Japanese military to evacuate those buildings of the 

Tsinghua University at Peiping now occupied by them and 

in dissuading them from occupying the Science, Chemistry, 

and Biology buildings of the University. Mr. Dooman 

pointed out to Mr. Yoshizawa that Tsinghua University had 

been founded as the result of the action of the United 

States Government in remitting to China the major portion 

of the Boxer indemnity, that the University had long been a 

direct cultural link between the United States and the 
'Bar East, and that Japanese military occupation of the 

University buildings would cause an unfavorable reaction 

in the United States. Mr. Yoshizawa replied that it was 

difficult to have a decision changed after it had been taken 

by the military but that he would nevertheless have a talk 

with the War Office, which was generally apt to take a 

larger view of a given situation than the commanders in the 

field. (Department’s telegram No. 28, January 27, to the 

Embassy at Peiping, Department’s telegram No. 29, January 28, 

to the Embassy at Tokyo, and the Embassy’s telegram No. 71, 

February 3, 1938).

On February 3 the Embassy received the Foreign Office’s 

reply, dated January 29, to its protest of January 15 against 

the Japanese aerial attack on the American Baptist Mission 

at Tsining, Shantung Province, on or prior to January 10. 

The reply stated that the Japanese attack had been made en

tirely through error owing to the fact that the mission 

possessed no mark which could be discerned from the air; 

that the Japanese Government, regretting this occurrence, 

had sent a senior military staff officer to Tsining to

investigate
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investigate the extent of damages in the company of the 

American missionary in charge of the mission; and that 

as a result of conversations between the two the affair 

had been amicàbly settled on the spot on January 25. 

(Telegram from the Embassy at Hankow No. 21, January 10, 

and the Embassy’s telegram No. 72, February 3, 1936).

On the basis of a telegram from Hankow, the Embassy 

made representations to the Foreign Office on February 7 

concerning the Japanese air attack of January 24 on the 

Evangelical Lutheran Mission at Ichang, stating that the 

damages caused to the mission amounted to 2,300 dollars 

Chinese currency. (Telegram from the Embassy at Hankow 

No. 80, February 4, and Babassy’s telegram No. 84, 

February 8, 1938).

The Embassy addressed an aide-memoire to the Foreign 

Office on February 7 stating that reports received by the 

American Ambassador indicated that the Japanese authorities 

at Shanghai had not permitted the Chinese Customs to resume 

control over the Japanese wharves; that there had thus arisen 

a condition in which Japanese vessels putting into Shanghai 

had not been paying the specified tonnage dues; and that 

cargo carried on these Japanese vessels was being introduced 

into China without the payment of duty. The aide-memoire 

pointed out that these facts had been substantially admitted 

on February 3 by the Japanese Consul General at Shanghai, 

who had indicated that the settlement of the matter of the 

Shanghai Customs would be a condition precedent to the 

correction of the situation under reference. Characterizing 

as indefensible the requirement that observance of customs 

procedure at Shanghai be made contingent upon acquiescence

in
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in Japanese wishes in regard to the settlement of the Shanghai 

customs issue, the Embassy's alee—mémoire concluded by re

questing that the Japanese Government issue instructions to 

the Japanese authorities at Shanghai to permit resumotion 

of normal customs control over Japanese vessels and cargo. 

(Telegram from the Consulate General at Shanghai No. 208, 

February 4, Department’s telegram No. 42, February 5, and 

Embassy’s telegram No. 81, February 7, 1938).

On February 12 the Ambassador received the reply of 

the Minister for Foreign Affairs to his formal note of Janu

ary 17 concerning acts of depredation against American proper

ty and desecration of the American flag by the Japanese military 

in Nanking, Hangchow and other places. The substance of the 

Japanese Government's reply was as follows: Various cases 

of infringement of American rights and interests had occurred 

in Nanking on account of inadequate control in that city re

sulting from various unavoidable circumstances; the Japanese 

Government had,therefore, once more despatched rigorous in

structions on January 15 and January 20 to reenforce previous 

instructions to the Japanese military authorities in Nanking; 

at Hangchow Japanese soldiers had entered by mistake houses 

owned by the nationals of third Powers either for the purpose 

of obtaining needed food supplies or of searching for the 

remnants of Chinese troops; the military authorities had 

discovered no evidence to show that anything whatever other 

than foodstuffs had been removed from these houses in Hangchow; 

despite earnest investigations, no evidence had been found 

by the Japanese authorities in China to show that the American 

flag had been desecrated by the Japanese military; the

Japanese
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Japanese Government had ordered instructions to be trans

mitted to every military unit in China that the Japanese 

troops should respect the American national emblem; in 

addition to the various measures already in force, other 

steps had been taken by the Japanese Government, including 

the despatch to China of a high officer from Tokyo in order 

to ensure the full execution of the Government ’s instructions, 

the stationing of special officers at important points in China 

to take charge of matters relating to the rights and interests 

of third Powers, and the reenforcement of the military police 

in China; and the Japanese Government earnestly intended to 

devote its best efforts toward the prevention of any re

occurrence of ’’these incidents” in future. (Embassy’s tele

gram No. 103, February 12, 1938).

On the evening of February 15 the Foreign Office conveyed 

to the Ambassador through Mr. Dooman an oral statement the 

substance of which follows: the Japanese Government earnest- 

jly desired to settle as soon as possible the question of 

forcible entry by Japanese troops into the American Embassy 

at Nanking and to that end had directed Major General Harada, 

I Military Attache of the Japanese Embassy and concurrently 

j Chief Political Officer of the Expeditionary Forces, to ex- 

t press regrets to the designated officer of the American Gov- 

I eminent ; the Japanese Government also desired to settle the 

I case of reported desecration of the American flag; and Major 

| General Harada was prepared now to express regrets for dese

cration
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oration of the American flag "if such desecration should 

have been established”. (Telegram from the Embassy at Nanking 

No. 54, February 1£, and the Embassy’s telegram No. 107, 

February 15, 1938).
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No. 2775 dated February 17, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION II.- REPRESENTATIONS MADE BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY 
IN TOKYO FROM FEBRUARY 2 TO FEBRUARY 15, 1938, 
INCLUSIVE, IN CONNECTION WITH THE SINO-JAPANESE 
CONFLICT.

ST
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LY
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Sir Robert Craigie made oral representations to Mr. 

Hirota on February 5 concerning certain statements made 

by General Matsui in an interview with Mr. Woodhead of the 

periodical "Oriental Affairs" on January 28. Sir Robert 

Craigie left with Mr. Hirota a memorandum which protested 

against General Matsui*s remarks concerning the supply of 

arms by Great Britain to Chix.a, the customs and foreign 

loan service in Shanghai, and Great Britain’s allegedly 

unneutral actions vis-à-vis the Sino-Japane se conflict.

In a conversation with the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

on February 9 the British Ambassador informed the Minister 

that he was in possession of evidence indicating that Japan

ese forces had occupied several of the small Chinese islands 

in the general vicinity of Hong Kong, and again asked for 

specific assurances that the statements of the Japanese Gov

ernment that it had no territorial designs in China applied 

as well to the islands as to the mainland. According to Sir 

Robert Craigie, Mr. Hirota became very angry, inveighed against 

the continued British demands for renewed assurances, said 

that under present war conditions Japan had given all the 

assurances that could reasonably be expected, asserted that 

if the warfare was prolonged Japan might be forced to occupy 

more territory whether insular or on the mainland, and affirmed 

that the Japanese could not possibly give a permanent pledge 

not to occupy the Island of Hainan. (Embassy’s telegram No. 100 

February 12, 1938).

Sir
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Sir Robert Craigie addressed a formal note to Mr. 

Hirota on February 10, referring to the British Embassy*s 

memorandum of December 27, and again protested against the 

restrictions enforced by the Japanese military and naval 

authorities on access by British subjects to their property 

in the Northern areas of the International Settlement at 

Shanghai and their extensions, and against the prohibition 

enforced by the same authorities against the removal of proper

ty from these districts. (Embassy’s telegram No. 98, February 11 

1938).

On February 10 the British Ambassador addressed to the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs a note referring to the British 

Embassy’s note of December 27, in which it was stated that the 

British Government would be grateful to receive explicit as

surances that the Japanese Government and the Japanese mili

tary and other authorities in China would refrain from any 

attempt to disrupt the customs service and destroy or under

mine the authority of the Inspectorate General at Shanghai. 

Sir Robert Craigie*s note of February 10 stated that he had 

as yet received no reply to his note under reference and that 

he would be glad to learn whether Mr. Hirota was now in a 

position to give the assurances in question.
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NO.
■ÇHE.ÉQRE.1GN SERVICE

■ ' ■ C’“ - 0^ THE :

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Consulate General 
Mukden, Manchuria, 

February 11, 1938.

Subject: Propaganda Leaflet on 
Present Crisis.

rtf

The HONORABLE^^cZ^ ,

The Secretary of State,

Washington.

SIR:

I have the honor to enclose a copy of my despatch

No. 205 dated February 11, 1938 to the Embassy, Peiping,

I

China, entitled ’‘Propaganda Leaflet on Present Crisis”.

Respectfully yours,

John Davies, Jr. 
American Vice Consul

Copy of despatch, as stated. 
4 

■ r 
In quintuplicate to the Department ,

800
JD:fgl
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Ko. 805
Con fid. Ko. 41

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Wkden, Manohuria, February 11, 1938.

WIGTLY confidential
SUBJECT:Propaganda Leaflet on 

Present Crisis.

The Honorable
Nelson Truslar Johnson,

American Ambassador, 
Peiping, China.

Sir j

As a document contributing to an understanding 
of the Japanese military mind, I have the honor to 

1/- submit the attached translation of a leaflet obtained 
by the British Consulate General.

i The broadside was distributed by the Mukden Arsenal 
authorities among arsenal employees. The leaflet Is 
added evidence of the deep anti-Russian and anti-Britlsh 
feeling of the Japanese military. It reveals that there 
is a realization of the tremendous scope of the situâtion 
confronting then. Very conspicuously It betrays the 
usual Ignorance of Chinese psychology.

An appeal is made to non-existant passions in Man- 
| ehurlan breastst "Manolnücuo* patriotism, antipathy to 
General Chiang and a desire that Japan's "eternal peace* 

■ be established In East Asia. Such appeals elicit at 
; best facile lip service. Finally, after restricting 
Incw Year holidays, to suggest that the extra wages be 
i contributed to a defense fund Is bound to be regarded
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|by the natives aa an outrageous exaction.

Respectfully yours,

John Davies, Jr. 
American Vice Consul

Enclosure:

1/- Translation, as stated.

Five ooples to the Department by despatch No. - 
dated February 11, 1938.

Copy to the Embassy, Hankow.
Copy to the Sabassy, Tokyo.
Copy to the Consulate General, Harbin.
Copy to the Consulate, Dairen.

800 
JDsfgl
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Enclosure 1/- to despatch Ko. 205 of John Davies, Jr., 
American Vice Consul, Kukder, I.l-.nchuria, dated Eebruurv 11 
1938, to the Embassy at Peiping, China, entitled 
“Propaganda Leaflet on Present Crisis”.

SCURCL: Leaflet distributed 
among Liukden ;_rsenal 
employees.

Chiang Kai-shek is offering the four hundred 

odd regions of Chiïa’s territory to Great Britain and 

the Soviet Union. In order to punish the despoiler 

of his country and arch-villain, Chian-3, to confound 

the plots of the British and Soviets, to save the four 

hundred million people of China, and to maintain ever- 

i lasting peace in eastern Asia, the holy armies of Japan 

land Llanchoukuo have gone into battle.

Chiang’s political power has no1// been expelled 

from the heart of China. Dorth and Central China have 

hoisted the glorious five-color flag; we see there the 

Kingly Way, a happy land, the establishment of a new , 

political ower, and the complete annihilation of the 

war lords, so that the people are able to live in peace 

and joyously follow their evocations in happiness un

bounded.

The British and Soviet packs of wolves have used 

the opportunity to delude Chiang Kai-shek; they have 

laid their wicked claws on his nutrifying flesh in order 

to devour it. Chiang by relying on them is prolonging 

his brave words of opposition to lianchoukuo and resistance

to
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to ju.pan. meanwhile although ths holg war ic being 

vzngeci with the particular object, of chastising the 

-■'■'uppet war lords of the Chiang regime, yet really it 

is to expel the wicked fundamental policies of the 

red-haired x/hite men, so the road along which the 

Incident has yet to travel is a lore- one.

j3ecau.se thio factory is providing .matériel for 

the prosecution of the holy xyar, 'so ought all workmen 

who are daily employed here firmly to embrace the ob

ject of contributing to the salvation of four hundred 

mil?.ions of people. It is hoped th-1 all ■.-.■ill go hard 

ahead, and none hold bad:; not one day’s recuite must 

oe snatched. _*s we are the auxiliaries behind the guns, 

it has been decided to start -work on the third day of 

the first moon. hitherto during the first moon all 

cherished the traditional desire to have a long rest, 

Y/hich was, of course, a ver; splendid thing; but now 

with the present situation and this righteous war being 

in progress, the people of our newly arisen country ought 

to realize they ust revise, their ways and dedicate their 

holy labor to the country; this .moreover truly would be 

the -manifestation of a splendid thing.

Hereunder is the Company’s Order

Holidays at the end of the old and beginning of 

the few Year will be ITex; Year’s eve, ITew Year’s day, 

and the day after; work will commence on the third, day 

of the first moon.

Those not coming to work on the third day of the 

first moon must give previous notice.

7hy

j3ecau.se
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\,"V it 5s tlit-.t dvy ta'K' ;lit you l.11 work so 

deli.'gentlv' encouraging each other and competing with 

a. c- other? The hirst ‘noon of toe 1 eo Ye' r is ua,

re.t. the post

70s felt ashamed to work during the first moon; this 
was u. universal abuse fo uYed in cust- •. Jut bv 
disciplinés ■ yourselves end gettiun to css the
thirl d.../ of the ja-. v the udfitionol 'non ) so

earned c.-.n be contributed to trie n.-..tional defence fimd. 

fliis would indeed be the swirit of a great peo-le, the 

foundation of righteousnes■■, and the ’•lory of the ’.asses. 

It is certain that the people of the country will rightly 

express their agreement.

To ïsolæ a >onetar„ contribution no 'natter what its 

sise is to see an opportunity of doing right, and bravely 

to do it. all officials and workmen of oui’ company by 

helping to s^ve the four hundred million people of Ch.ina 

c.ro truly oy so doing establishing the conEion hapniness 

of the people of eastern --.sia.

Ifukden nrsenal
January 22, 193S.

Xit&Â « to' 4 » 1.^ - i-h ■
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March 16 1958«

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12624

795.94/12624

My dear Mr. Shaw:

The receipt is acknowledged of your communication of

March 7, 1938, in which you request that you be supplied 

with Information in regard to the Far Eastern situation, 

especially with reference to the interest of the United 

States therein.

There are enclosed for your information copies of vari

ous documents, as listed below, relating to the attitude of 

the Government and the policy which it is following, with 

special reference to the situation in the Far East.

Sincerely yours, 

For the Secretary of States

Enclosures : Maxwell M. Hamilton
Senate Document Ho. 131. Chief
Press release of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs
White House, September 
14, 1937.

Press releases of the De
partment of State, August 
17, September 22, 30, De
cember 13, 14, 20, 24, 25, 
1937, January 27, 28, 31, 
February 4, 14, and 17, 1938.

Press release of the Navy De
partment, January 31, 1938. -r.

/ Addresses of the Secretary of I
State, September 19, 20, and i/ frup ' / 2?

MA» 16 193», October 22, 1937. /thp À J
Mr. Eugene D. Shaw, /

f*|Ccave City, Kentucky. ;
3-14 FE«EGC:HES PE /
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From CINCAFI

ACTION : COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
FOURTH MARINES

INFO: CINCAF
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
OPNAV 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0009. Discontinue routine

Marçh 10, 1938

indicate no change in military or political situations.

1625.

CSB

793.94/12625
 

F/FQ
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
1—1336

FROWLAIN

TIAr'KOW Swatow via N, R

BA ~ El PI NG Dated March 10, Z938

Rec 'd 2 p.m

■y of State
' Division of

ihington

Parch 10, 10' a.m.

Two nlanes bombed Ooyang station on Swatow-Chaochofu

Railway afternoon March 9. Five bombs dropped but damage

was reported slight
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Japanese Military vis-a-vis the Kailan Mining Administration«yj 
according to conversation between member of Embassy 
Staff and Mr Howell of Kailan Mining Administration.

from ...Shina--------------------- CD----  (-Lockhart-....... -) DATED—^eh.—7-}—123S......
TO NAME 1—1127 opo •

CD

REGARDING’,
Sino-Japanese conflict: Report on attitude of the
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REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese conflict.

Report that the Japanese Ministry of Propaganda has decided to 
establish an Arabic broadcasting station in Tokyo, which is 
believed to be for the purpose of stirring up Arab sympathy 
toward Japanese action in China on the ground that its efforts 
are directed against white domination.

Wi
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again and it is doped that a new committee will be 

formed to study the subject in the light of the prin

ciples previously enunciated.

—Al-Biiad, January 21, 19S8.

somment; a report in another paper indicates 
that the work is being undertaken by 
the Legal Drafting Division of the 
ministry of justice which has already 
received copies of tne Iranian and 
Turkish codes as guides.

II

INTERNATIONAL SECTION

4» JAPAN REPORTE! TO CONTEMPLATE 
RÂDÏ5" WADCASTING ÏN ARABIC

It is reported from Tokyo that the Japanese Ministry 

of propaganda has decided to establish an Arabic broad

casting station in the Japanese capital similar to the 

broadcasting stations in Lari, Italy; and in paventry, 
England. This station will begin operation in the near 

future.

—Az-Laman, January 22, 1W38.

commentt Reports claim that japans intention 
is to seek Arab sympathy toward its 
action in china on the ground that 
its efforts there are directed against 
foreign (white) domination, a purpose 
expected to appeal to the &rab world.

ARABIS AND ISLAMIC LITERATURE. IN PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
According to a private oomunicatlon received from 

America Arabic and Islamic literature are now being 

taught in princeton university.

—Al-Alam ul-Arabi, January 26, 1938. 

6. 3AADABAD PACT RATIFIED BY AFGHANISTAN
in a telegram received from the Afghan yo reign 

Minister, the Afghan National Assembly has unanimously

ratified
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REGARDING*.

Local reaction to fall of Nanking: Japanese naval forces 
continue activities around Amoy. Ferry landirgs at Ao Tou 
and Wu Tung dynamited by Chinese troops; trial of new guns 
on Ho San; Japanese warships exact tribute from Chinese 
fishermen.
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B. delations with Other Countries.

1. Japan.

a. Local reaction to fall of Nanking.

Chinese people in Amoy and other parts of 

this Consular district are not politically conscious 

and have a rather detached attitude toward national 

issues and the present struggle with Japan, Because 

many of the more prominent and well-to-do elements 

are returned overseas people. These people have a 

sentimental attachment for China, and for this reason 

many of them have returned to this district after 

making money in the Philippines, Java, and the straits 

but have lost interest in nationalist aims. Local 

Chinese newspapers in Amoy stated before the full of 

Nanking, that the capital would not be defended Long, 

so there was no general surprise here when it was 

taken by Japanese troops. Chinese people accepted 

the news passively, as it has most of the other war 

news. Chinese in Amoy are sympathetic to the cause 

and appear to have faith in Chiang Kai Shek and his 

aims. Many of them are optimistic as to the ultimate 

outcome of the war, possibly because they have not 

suffered much or felt the effects of the war.
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b• Japanese naval forces continue activities 
around Amoy.

Japanese warships based at Quamoy continued 

their bombardments of points on Amoy Island, and the 

mainland opposite Quemoy Island during December. On 

December 9th .Hsiang Shan ), Ho Chu pfëf
Liang Tou ^>), and Wu Tung ( x^)» villages

to the North of Amoy City on Amoy Island, were bombarded 

by Japanese warships. A local Chinese newspaper re
ported that eighteen houses were damaged by Japanese 

gun fire. A claim for damages has been filed in this 

Consulate for a house owned by Silvino Suntay formerly 

registered as a Philippine citizen. However, as the 

title deed to this property has never been recorded 

in this office, the Consulate has requested him to 

prove his right to American protection. Documents 

in this case have so far not been produced*
Japanese warships again shelled this area 

on December 15th and 16th, without much damage. Ta 
Teng (À. Island, opposite Quemoy, and Ao Tou 

(7j 3 fl) on the mainland were also bombarded by 

Japanese naval units on December 15th, 18th, and 29th. 

The local press did not report any damage or loss of 
life. Hu-li-shan ^4*) fort was bombed without

effect by Japanese planes on December 27th.

0• ferry Landings at Ao Tou and W Tung dynamited 
Ky~Chinese trdopsZ

The ferry landing at Ao Tou (7^ 

terminus on the mainland of bus lines from Foochow, 

was partially destroyed by Japanese shells on November 

11th. The destruction by dynamite of this landing
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was completed by Chinese soldiers on December 27th, 

to prevent Japanese landing at this point. The 

ferry landing at Wu Tung (jL ) on Amoy Island 

had been dynamited and destroyed by Chinese troops 

on December 23rd. Since that date overland passenger 

traffic has been diverted from Ao Tou (i'ç ) to 

Chip-bee ( ) and is ferried over to Amoy Island

at Kao Chi the North-western corner of

Amoy Island.
d. Trial of new guns on Ho San ( 4*- .

On December 23rd guns were heard to the 

North of Amoy Island. Local newspapers stated that 

new guns were being tried in fortifications near Wu 
Tung ( 5- 1^) •

e. Japanese warships exact tribute from Chinese fishermen^ C

A local Chinese newspaper dated December 

3rd reported that Japanese warships anchored at Quemoy 

are exacting a tribute of two pecks of rice and twenty 

catties of salt from Chinese junks in exchange for the 

right to fish outside Amoy without molestation. Upon 

returning from the catoh, it is reported that flags 

are returned to the Japanese with 20$ of the catoh.
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Secretary of State,

Washington.

GRAY AND PLAIN 
Shanghai via N. 

Dated March 11, 

Rec’d 8 a.m.

378, March 11, 11 a.m*
My 365, March 5, 2 p.m. / >2.5?)

Fairly heavy fighting is reported in the immediate
vicinity of Linyi southeast-*^) Shantung. Little

activity on the Tsining cr Southern Tsinpu fronts.

Military observers estimate Japanese reenforcements

totaling approximately 70,000 men with considerable

quantities of heavy artillery have been landed at 
per cent

Woosung during the past two weeks. Over fifty/of these

reenforcements are believed to be destined for the

793.94/12630

southern Tsinpu front the balance being distributed 
sc- m 

between Wuhu, Hangchow and along lines of cummunication. .
ndHr, M. Tani, Japanese Minister at large who recently; 

arrived in Shanghai, informed Japanese press représentai0 

tives that he had been placed in charge of all Japanese 

diplomatic organs in Central and North China and would

commute frequently between Shanghai and Peiping. He is 

also reported to have stated that Japanese intend to're

spect fully foreign rights and interests in China and 

with 
U
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-2- ,/378, March 11, 11 a.m, from Shanghai via N. R.

with reference to Anglo-Japanese relations that "there 

can be no friction between Japan and Britain unless 

Japan infringes British trade interests and vested 

rights in the Orient. This has especially been made 

true by the replacement of Eden diplomacy by Chamberlain 

diplomacy or in other words the replacement of idealism 

by realism. Japan must pay careful attention to this 

point so as not to violate Britain’s rights and interests".

General Chou Feng Chi formerly acting provincial 

chairman of Chekiang was assassinated here on March 7th, 

His assassination is reported to have been connected with 

overtures made to him by the Japanese to become Minister 

of War in the Central China Government which the 

Japanese are seeking to establish.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

*IPT)
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EG r^7~ -- A fouSKRiarinesI COfr-x^r ■
' —-> March 11, 1938

\Z)T * REC’d 10:45 a.m.
ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG) 

CINCAF (ADI®) 
NAVY DEPT

INFO: AI.ÎCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
AST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT AMAI.IBASSADOR CHINA 
I.IAR3LEI-IEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0011. Reliable source confirms small Japanese 

crossings Yellow River at Hoku northwest Shansi and 

near Szeshui Honan. 1845.

RR
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TO NAME i U27

REGARDING:

Far Eastern situation.

Report on visit of Mrs- Shubin, writer and foreign 
correspondent, to ascertain Japanese views on
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Division w&far taÀstERNÀFFAiRS 

9, 1938. "

1 PM 4 01

You may find çfi interest 
the attached dige^of an os
tiole appearing inj.^^ pamphlet 
Social Action on the subject of 
*America and the Far East” by 
Nathaniel Peffer.

This pamphlet was sent to 
Mr. Sayre by the Reverend Flet
cher Douglas Parker of Hartford, 
Connecticut.

( HR USUW WW&

FE :Ringwalt :NN of
?
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March 9, 1938.

Digest of an article entitled "America 
and the Far East" by Nathaniel Peffer.

Japan is finding that, in a China where 
nationalism and industrialization have been 
developing rapidly, half-way measures have 
become insufficient, and that she must con
quer China entirely or retire from the scene. 
The Japanese may win battles but they cannot 
achieve victory - they may conquer China’s 
armies but they cannot conquer China’s will 
to resist. The present struggle is develop
ing into a war of attrition - human attrition 
against economic and social attrition. Japan’s 
weakness lies in (1) lack of sufficient wealth 
to maintain indefinitely the present struggle, 
and ( 2) dependence on the outside world for' 
raw materials for the manufacture of arma
ments.

A Japanese victory would lead Inevitably 
to a war with Russia. In such a conflict a 
Russian victory would result in the ascendancy 
of, if not domination by, communist influence 
throughout China, to the detriment of the 
Asiatic colonial possessions of the great 
Powers. A Japanese victory over Russia would 
just as inevitably lead to a southern expan
sion equally to the detriment of those Powers 
having colonial possessions in the South Seas. 
Such Powers would be forced to fight or to 
retire from the Eastern Hemisphere.

Although
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A1 though every civilized instinct cries 
out for intervention to save China from the 
Japanese onslaught, all dictates of reason 
are against such action. The only alterna
tive to a passive course is one that is 
worse - the only alternative to a lesser 
war is a greater war. The only possible 
methods of opposing Japan are (1) military 
pressure, or (2) economic pressure. Military 
pressure is out of the question. Economic 
pressure would not be immediately effective 
and would doubtless lead to Japanese retalia
tion against foreigners and foreign posses
sions in the Far East. Whether or not war 
was originally intended, economic pressure 
would inevitably lead to war. In such an 
event it is hardly conceivable that, Japan 
having been crushed, the intervening Powers 
would be willing to retire from China without 
insisting upon concessions in return for 
services rendered. Such concessions would 
only intensify the present competition and 
ill feeling and would lead to another war. 
The indispensable condition of peace in the 
Far East is the extirpation of the present 
system of international rivalry in China.

It is likely that, even without active 
interference by third Powers, the Japanese 
military régime will overreach itself and 
will be forced to retire from China. A finally 
victorious China would be in no mood further 
to endure restrictions on its sovereignty and

would
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would demand an immediate termination of 
the "unequal” treaties. Only then would 
China be able to continue on the road to 
reconstruction and regeneration.

FE:Ringwalt:NN
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IMMANUEL CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 

10 WOODLAND STREET 

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT

FLETCHER DOUGLAS PARKER, MINISTER

I Assistant Secretary w- 
oï State

FEB 211938
<£va^/ À**xZ- ’

February 18, 1938

/ Division of \ 
f FAR FASFERH AffAiRS |

\k '”WJ

Dear Frank:

In all probability you have seen the 
enclosed statement by Nathaniel Peffer. If 
not, I think you will find it very worthwhile. 
If it appeals to you as much as it does to me, "J
possibly you might like to pass it on to 
Secretary Hull. 01

I was sorry not to see Nevin when he 
was here recently. The days were Just too 
crowded. I see Maynard every little while and 
am glad his eyes are so distinctly better.

With best regards,

12633

Honorable Francis P. Sayre 
State Department 
Washington, D.C.

r«
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INTRODUCTION
The following analysis of the Far Eastern situation, as de

veloped by Mr. Peffer, presents a stark picture to those of us 
who are deeply concerned with our individual responsibility to 
do justly toward the beleaguered Chinese nation and to deal 

! generously with the war-ridden people of Japan. When the 
emotions are aroused—as ours must inevitably be as we see 

; the peoples of both nations facing catastrophe — it is much
I easier to act than to think. It is not human to ask a man to
; stand in contemplation while his neighbor’s house burns down,

r especially when he sees the flames shooting out toward his own
p household wherein are his children.

And yet, the last war seems to have left us in such position 
i? that we do not dare to try to solve another conflict by force 

lest the conflict destroy the very things we fight to save. As we 
read the following pages, our various reactions will prompt a 
variety of suggestions for participation. Probably we shall not 

I. agree on ways of participating, neither as a nation nor as a
îj church group. But upon two or three underlying principles we 
I may agree.
i First, we will not hate. Even though relentless, ruthless ag-
| grandizement on the part of a war-mad Japan seems to have
1 forfeited all right for fair play, we will not hate that nation.

I We may deplore the policy of that nation’s government but
! hold in high resolve our respect and appreciation for that na-
i tion’s people. In other years we have been their friends, and

they have been ours. In other years we have done them deep 
injustice for which we have not made due restitution. We will 

I not hate.
J Second, we will keep our spirits sensitive to the pain of both
•I nations. The physical pain of China, which is more pain than
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our nation in its darkest hours has ever had to bear. The pain 
of fear, of betrayal, of despair. But also we will not be dulled 
to the "loss of face" which has been Japan’s through our Ex
clusion Act, to the accumulated resentment which is hers in 
having twice to forego what seemed to her the just gains of 
well-fought wars.

Third, we will find a way toward cooperation in behalf of 
both peoples. We will find a way. A measure of need lies buried 
beneath Japan’s unjust claims. "Haves" and "have nots" are 
more than phrases when applied to the economic necessities of 
nations. War will not answer the inequalities expressed in the 
following table, but the table may help to explain the war. 
And other wars.

Figures to be Remembered
There are twenty-five raw materials essential to the life of any 

aspiring nation—cotton, oil, rubber, tin, manganese, petroleum,
iron, etc. Here is the fashion in which they are distributed

Adequate Some No
supply supply supply

Great Britain 18 2 5
United States 16 4 5
Japan 3 5 17
Germany 4 2 19
Italy 4 0 21

Whatever figures, whatever historical data, whatever insight I 
into present conditions may help to keep our judgments clean 
and our sympathies acute are amply worth our honest con
sideration. M H B

America and the Far1 East
• by NATHANIEL PEFFER

The war between China and Japan must be seen not as a 
single controversy coming to conflict as an international inci
dent, but as historical climax. It is that to which the whole 
world has been building for almost a hundred years. It falls 
logically in the evolution of nineteenth century world forces 
to twentieth century world forces. It is the inevitable outcome 
in the Eastern hemisphere of the competitive grab for colonies 
the world over from the middle of the nineteenth century until 
the World War—which was itself the culmination of that 
competition.

Colonial Rivalry
In the rivalry for colonies as played out in the Far East, 

China was the principal prize. At different times in the two 
generations before the World War Great Britain, Russia, Ger
many and France forged out in encroachment on China, Japan 
entering somewhat later and the United States standing by 
throughout as a kind of silent partner, negative but indirectly 
sharing in the benefits. First to one and then to another and 
at times to all at once, China lost territory, political rights, con
trol of its administrative functions and economic resources 
until, for all practical purposes, it has ceased to be independent. 
It owed its escape from complete colonial subjugation only to 
the fact that no one of the rival Powers was strong enough to 
appropriate the whole country to itself. To have done so would 
have been to precipitate a war with its rivals, and for that none 
felt prepared. No one Power could succeed in exclusively con
quering China, and all of them together could not agree on a 
partition. Each wanted the biggest slice, and none dared force 
the issue. Thus China escaped both domination by one empire 
and partition among several. Throughout this period, that is, 
until the World War, the struggle in the Far East was among
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the strong for we; right to take, or at least monopolistically 
exploit, China. China itself was a passive factor, unable to 
defend itself, still in a handicraft civilization, protected by an 
army that fought with mediaeval weapons, completely help
less. It owed its survival to the fact that the great empires 
coveted China less than they distrusted each other.

Effects of World War
In the Far East as elsewhere the World War was a dividing 

line. It ended one historical period and began another. In the 
first place, the Western Powers, having been exhausted by the 
war, were unable to resume aggression; their ambitions in the 
Far East had to be suspended, if not forfeited. In the second 
place, Japan was at the same time coming into the full status 
of a world Power. Territorially it achieved a considerable ag
grandizement in the peace treaty; economically it had attained 
a great access of strength in the war years, since the absorption 
of the Allied Powers in the provision of their own needs gave 
an impetus to Japanese industrialization. In other words, as the 
curve of European military and economic strength declined, 
Japan’s ascended. Japan was left almost with a free field, if 
the struggle for domination over China was to continue. In the 
third place, there were historic changes within China itself, and 
of all the derivative effects of the World War in the Far East, 
this last was the most important, for from it there was to fol
low in time that which is now devastating half a continent.

The principal change in China, the decisive one, was the ad
vent of nationalism. This was not unique to China. It was one 
of the by-products of the war the world over. The war released 
ideas as well as destruction, and for the great empires the ideas 
were destined to be as destructive as their new weapons. Driven 
by the dynamic of the Wilsonian program and propaganda, 
the principles of democracy, the rights of the weak and self- 
determination, the ideas were disseminated as in the normal 
course they could not have been in less than a generation. 
Democracy and nationalism were the legacy of the nineteenth
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: century social philosophy, but their spread would have been 
at the normal historical rate of progress had not the war inter
vened. But the war accelerated their progress, and everywhere 
in the East where the irruption of strong Western nations had 
deprived native peoples of their independence there was a 
sudden access of national consciousness and a resolve to recover 
independence.

Nowhere was this more true than in China. China had par
ticipated in the war on the side of the Allies, and in reward 
for participation the Treaty of Versailles gave the territory in 
Shantung Province which had been forcibly leased to Germany 
not back to China but to Japan. This acted on Chinese senti
ment as an explosive, and immediately thereafter various move
ments for recovery of national rights set in. The Washington 
Conference took place in 1921 and 1922, but China was given 
only trifling satisfaction. And the nationalistic movements 
within the country coalesced and gathered momentum. Within 
a few years they had acquired striking power, and from 1924 
to 1927, under the auspices of the Kuomintang (Nationalist 
Party) and the leadership of Sun Yat-sen, overt attacks were 
made on the positions of the foreign Powers in China. The 
attacks were made in such force that the Western Powers (all 
except Japan, that is) made concessions. They had to. For 
now China was no longer supine. Nor was it entirely helpless. 
With national consciousness there had come a realization that 
economic and social regeneration was a means to the end of 
sovereign national existence. Concretely this meant industrial
ization, without which effective weapons of defense were un
attainable, and a nationally unified administration of govern
ment an impracticability. So there was the beginning of in
dustrial development and therewith the beginning of a modern 
army equipped with modern weapons.

China, then, was no longer helpless, and the Western Powers 
made marked concessions. They withdrew from certain terri-
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torial holdings on Chinese soil and gave up certain special 
privileges they had held. For with the advent of national con
sciousness in China it had come about that any nation that 
wanted to maintain the rights and privileges it had held in 
China before 1914 had to be willing to go to war against the 
Chinese. Nothing less than war would avail to maintain them. 
The Western Powers were not willing to go to war to preserve 
their imperialistic possessions in China. They had not yet re
covered their strength after the World War and public opinion 
would not have supported colonial war. Here as elsewhere 
war weariness was a key to much that happened in international 
relations in the decade after 1918.

Japan and China
But in Japan there was no war weariness, since Japan had 

only formally participated in the war and public opinion in 
Japan did not count, as it does not yet count. Furthermore, 
Japan was nearby and could more nearly defend its Chinese 
interests. Japan’s interests lay in South Manchuria, which it had 
wrested from Russia in the war of 1904-05, and South Man
churia constituted at the same time the greatest single deroga
tion on Chinese sovereignty.

Perhaps injudiciously, considering the rudimentary state of 
their military preparedness, the Chinese moved directly and 
indirectly to do by the Japanese in South Manchuria as they 
had done by the Western Powers in China proper. Friction 
increased. Within Japan the military, who had been at least 
somewhat suppressed for a few years, became assertive again 
as defenders of Japan’s "life-line”—as they like to describe 
South Manchuria without any particular warrant in social and 
economic fact—and the signs were ominous. In 1928 the Kuo
mintang succeeded in taking Peking and with it control of the 
legally recognized government in China. South Manchuria de
clared its adherence to the unified Nationalist government. The 
die was cast. In 1931 Japan moved to close the issue of South 
Manchuria by the famous incident of September 18. With a
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few swift strokes it occupied all of South Manchuria and then 
all of North Manchuria. Then it set up the fictive device of an 
independent state of Manchoukuo, a state which is for all prac
tical purposes a Japanese colony administered by the Japanese 
army.

The Japanese did not stop there. Success begot desire for 
more success. The Japanese army found itself caught in the 
toils of what is known as security. Each step in aggrandizement 
compels a further step in aggrandizement to ensure the pro
tection of the newly acquired territory. The Japanese militarists 
need little stimulus. They followed with the conquest of a large 
part of Inner Mongolia and then made an incursion in force 
through the Great Wall into China proper. The army of occu
pation did not remain, but there was set up in parts of Hopei 
and Chahar provinces a sort of quasi-autonomous regime, 
legally neither Chinese nor Japanese but under a kind of 

! Japanese supervision. And from that time the Japanese moved 
relentlessly, though not always overtly, to close formal and final 
control over North China. Their intent was nothing less than 
the internal severance of China.

The Chinese, stunned at first by the ferocity of the Japanese 
onslaught and the apparent futility of resistance, then turned. 
Faced with the imminent extinction of China as an independent 
nation, they set about in a mood of desperation to prepare for 
resistance. After 1935 no government in China would have 

; dared to make any further concessions to Japan. Its members 
% would have been driven out by a popular uprising. With the 

limited means at its disposal the country began to lay up arma- 
' ment. From that point it could be said with certainty that either 

Japan had to abandon its ambition to sever the North China 
provinces from the rest of the country or there would be war. 
And in the atmosphere of tension that prevailed the chance of 
avoiding a war under the best of circumstances was slight. 
Startled in their turn by what they had stirred up, the Japanese 
were moved to greater caution, but they were in no mood of
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laying on the mass of the people. A military cabinet had just 
been turned out and the military overwhelmingly defeated in 
an election. The army needed an external success, more glory 
to dazzle the masses into momentary forgetfulness of higher 
taxes, higher cost of living and harder conditions of livelihood. 
For all these reasons combined, whatever their proportions 
might have been, the Japanese militarists plunged ahead.

But by whatever incident or temporary combination of mo
tives the war was released just then, fundamentally its origin 
lies in the attempt to secure dominion over China, the same 
problem which had kept the Far East in some degree of turmoil 
for decades. Before 1914 such an attempt might have been 
carried out with only minor hostilities. But given Chinese 
nationalism and the beginnings of industrialism and prepared
ness in China, the same attempt entailed a major war, no matter 
by what Power made. This was the fundamental issue; all 
else is subordinate. China had to be conquered wholly or 
allo iced to be wholly independent.

Endurance Test
As this is being written, the war has been in progress for 

seven months and there is no prospect of an early conclusion. 
Even to the Japanese militarists it is now clear that they have 
embarked on a harsh test of the nation’s resources and endur
ance rather than an adventure. The Japanese win battles but 
cannot get victory. They conquer Chinese armies but not the 
Chinese will to resist. They can occupy territory but cannot 
ensure the possession of what they occupy without occupying 
more territory. Thus they are compelled to penetrate even 
deeper into the country, to employ even more troops, use up 
increasing quantities of supplies and munitions. And all to no 
purpose so long as the Chinese do not surrender and lay down 
their arms, for a territory held in military occupation yields 
nothing to the conqueror. Only when there is full acquiescence 
in the conqueror’s rule can the conqueror proceed to extract
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renunciation. There were among them those more far-sighted 
who advised a measure of conciliation, but the military, who 
make decisions in Japan, could not be swerved. On the night of 
July 7 there came the incident that so many had foreseen. 
Chinese and Japanese troops clashed on the Marco Polo Bridge 
outside Peiping. The circumstances are confused and the im
mediate guilt is difficult to apportion; but when the Japanese 
sent troops to that region, presumably for maneuvers, they 
made a clash inevitable, even if they did not desire one. And 
there are certain evidences in the events preceding July 7 that 
at least indicate that the Japanese army desired a clash. At any 
rate, the Japanese immediately ordered reinforcements sent 
from Japan, and the war was on.

The Present War
Why the Japanese army elected war at that time is still not 

easy to explain. For oi)e thing and probably the most important, 
the Japanese army, which is notoriously indwelling, underesti
mated both the intensity of Chinese feeling and the Chinese 
capacity for resistance. Even after the war had been in progress 
for weeks, the Japanese army persisted in the belief that fight
ing could be localized in the north. It could not believe that 
China could or would unite for defense and that the whole 
country would have to be conquered before North China could 
be taken and held. In the second place, the Japanese army had 
become alarmed at the intensity of Chinese military prepara
tions. To have waited much longer might have been precari
ous. In the third place, world political conditions were favor
able. England and France were immobilized in Europe by the 
German and Italian threat; America was in an isolationist 
mood; Soviet Russia was apparently torn by internal dissen
sions, its army weakened by the execution of some of its highest 
officers. It was the Japanese army’s opportunity. In the fourth 
place, the Japanese army felt the need of rehabilitation of its 
prestige at home. A reaction had begun to set in against mili
tary domination and the burden that military adventures were
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benefits from conquest. And of this there is no early prospect 
in China. The Japanese can set up dummy regimes as they 
penetrate, regimes that rest altogether on Japanese bayonets. 
But the Chinese government that retreats before them does 
not acknowledge defeat, accepts no peace settlement and pre
pares to fight at some other point. Chinese soldiers may be de
feated, but China is not defeated.

It can be confidently predictéd that the war will be a long 
one, a war protracted and sometimes desultory, with intervals 
of inaction punctuated by short, sharp engagements—but a 
long one. It will be a war in which Japanese resources, ad
vanced technical equipment, scientific instruments of destruc
tion and power of organization will be pitted against Chinese 
man-power and will to resist. It will be a war of attrition — 
human attrition against social and economic attrition. The re
sult will be determined by which can hold out longer—China’s 
resolve under suffering that will test it to the limit of human 
endurance or Japan’s economic system under a strain that will 
all but shatter its foundation. The decisive factor will be China’s 
capacity to organize guerrilla warfare, to form and deploy 
small mobile units that will attack Japanese lines of communi
cations as they extend across thousands of miles, attack, retreat 
and attack at another point, harrying the Japanese continuously, 
compelling them to extend their lines, add to their forces and 
exhaust their munitions and supplies. If China can successfully 
carry on this kind of warfare long enough, if it can compel the 
Japanese to maintain 300,000 or more troops in China for 
two or three years, then it is not only conceivable but likely 
that Japan will be exhausted and forced to accept a settlement 
that will leave China free.

Cost to Japan
If Japan had begun this war with husbanded resources and 

at the fullness of its strength it might have been able to pursue 
it to a successful conclusion. But almost the contrary was true.

! \ Japan was already suffering from economic and social strains 
resulting from the conquest, pacification and administration of 
Manchuria. For five years it had been pouring out the nation’s 
wealth in establishing a government in what is euphemistically 
called Manchoukuo, in maintaining an expeditionary force 
there and in developing resources in the hope of making the 
conquered territory pay. And in those five years it had increased 
its national debt by five billion yen or almost one hundred 
per cent; it had run an annual deficit of one-third its budget; 
it had exhausted the capacity of the country to absorb bonds 
to meet the deficit; it had had to resort to higher taxation and 
still was unable to decrease the amount that had to be raised

• by bonds that already could not be sold within the country.
I Economically it was already approaching crisis when the war
j began. And immediately thereafter it appropriated the sum of
I two and a half billion yen to meet war costs—a sum three times
J as much as that which it had already been unable to finance
: in the first half of the year. It has met the situation by the de

vices resorted to by dictatorial or semi-dictatorial regimes every
where. The government bank takes the bonds and issues notes 
thereon. And by government fiat the value of the notes is fixed.

However, the devices of dictatorships in economics do not 
run beyond national borders. The value of the currency can 
be fixed at home. It cannot be fixed abroad. If Japan were 

; self-sustaining, it could continue to meet the situation by do
mestic inflation. But it is not self-sustaining, least of all in 
those materials that are essential to warfare. It must procure 
them abroad. And to purchase them abroad it must pay in gold 
or exports of commodities. The gold supply had already been 
drawn down dangerously before the war began in order to 
pay for imports required for the new armament program on 
which the army and navy had launched. A year of war would 
leave the gold supply so depleted that the nation’s currency 
would be virtually without backing. An additional six months 
would leave the country almost entirely without gold, and
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munitions and the materials for munitions would have to be : 
paid for with exports.

But the same process that exhausts the gold supply and 
endangers currency aiso militates against exports. Japan must 
import a large proportion of the raw materials that go into the 
manufacture of goods it exports. And because of the pressure 
on currency it is already restricting imports to the uttermost. 
Not only is it unable to expand exports but it will not be able 
to maintain them at the pre-1937 volume. Already the loss of 
the China market has had serious effects. In other markets 
Japan will be penalized by the higher prices of its products 
resulting from higher taxes and other war costs. In order to 
get foreign exchange required to pay for military supplies 
bought abroad Japan must increase its foreign trade, but to 
the contrary its foreign trade will at the best remain stationary 
and more likely fall off. At these two points in the Japanese 
economic system lies Japan’s weakness—lack of sufficient sur
plus wealth at home to defray war costs and at the same time 
sustain the government’s credit; dependence on foreign trade 
for raw materials without which it cannot maintain an army 
and navy in action for a long period. If Japan had only China 
to face it might come through. But by antagonizing the whole 
world, more particularly Soviet Russia, it is in a position that 
requires it to maintain the same strength that it had before the 
war with China began. It must replenish all the armaments 
and munitions it uses against China and perhaps increase them, 
for as the war proceeds the war dangers in the Far East in
crease. One strain the fabric of the Japanese system might 
support, but both together it cannot.

Japan staked everything on a short war and a quick victory. 
In that aim it has already failed. Time now works against 
Japan. Even ultimate victory—that is, collapse of Chinese resis
tance before Japan is exhausted—would leave Japan so seri
ously weakened that it could not exploit victory. It would not 
have the capital wealth to invest in China in order to develop

Chinese resources and therefore recoup its losses. And it would 
not be able to withstand the pressure of other nations or to 
refuse to accede to their demands. In fact, if the other Powers 
had not at the same time exhausted themselves in a European 
war, Japan would be at their mercy. Japan’s reckless plunge 
into war last summer may have thrust China into the valley of 
the shadow, but it may also be Japan’s undoing. It is not far
fetched to say that the decline of Japan has set in, and that the 
Japanese army has worked Japan’s ruin.

The Rest of the World
Japan may destroy itself, no doubt; but to say this is not to 

be conclusive with respect to the Far Eastern war. For before 
Japan has consummated its own destruction it may also have 
dragged a large part of the world with it. Just as it was im
possible for the Japanese army to localize the war to North 
China, so it may not be possible for the world to localize it to 
the Far East. That the focus of world politics is shifting by 
reason of the Far Eastern war is already evident from the 
most external facts in world politics. First, there is the degree 
of absorption of the great Powers in what is happening on the 
Yangtze River and in the Yellow River basin. Second, there 
is the incorporation of Japan into the fascist bloc through the 
conclusion of the Italian-German-Japanese treaties. Even purely 
Mediterranean and Danubian rivalries are now pulled by the 
Pacific tide. The two hemispheres can no longer be separated 
in the diplomatic skein. A war involving two or more major 
Powers in the Far East is almost certain to expand to Europe 
or a European war expand to the Far East. And in that result, 
induced from whatever side, the United States is scarcely likely 
to be a disinterested spectator.

The Far Eastern war has in it all the makings of another 
world war. In the first place, there is what may be called simple 
collision—a conflict coming out of such incidents as the sink
ing of the Panay or perhaps, in the future, a clash of Japanese
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troops in Shanghai with British or American troops stationed 
there. As this is being written the Japanese have already given 
notice of what can be construed as the intention to take over 
the International Settlement of Shanghai. If the British and 
American governments forbid and the Japanese resort to direct 
action, a single machine gun volley fired across the Soochow 
Creek could be the first shot of an Anglo-American war against 
Japan, developing in the next instance into an Anglo-American- 
Russian war against Japan and then quickly into an Anglo-Amer
ican-Russian-French war against Japan, Germany and Italy. In 
the second place, there is the collision of historical imperial inter
est—the unresolved conflict for mastery in the Far East dating 
from the middle of the nineteenth century, the struggle, that is, 
for dominion over China.

Japan and Russia

Leaving out the factor of incident, such as a repetition of 
the Panay affair, the immediate danger is a spread of the war to 
Soviet Russia. Here, too, the elements of accident and policy 
are combined. Either is enough to constitute a war cause in the 
spirit that animates contemporary international relations. With 
respect to the first, it should be pointed out that since 1932, 
immediately after the incursion of Japan on the Asiatic con
tinent, the Russians have been fortifying the border of Siberia 
opposite Manchoukuo, laying up munitions, war supplies, ar
tillery, aeroplanes and tanks and stationing a garrison esti
mated to number at least 300,000 men. Periodically there have 
been clashes between Japanese and Russian troops on the fron
tier, and since the war in China began both sides have been 
reinforcing their lines. There, too, as in Shanghai, a misunder
standing between two border detachments, an exchange of 
volleys and a Russo-Japanese war would act as the preliminary 
to a war between the fascist and anti-fascist coalitions. With 
respect to the conflict of policy, the danger is less immediate 
but more serious. It is so great indeed that a peaceful resolu

tion cannot be visualized unless one side or the other breaks 
down internally or one of them recedes from an historic position.

Like most wars, the Russo-Japanese war of 1904 did not 
settle anything finally. The two Powers clashed at that time 
because each was advancing on the Asiatic continent, with 
Russia then- forcing the pace; they had to come into collision. 
Now Japan is forcing the pace, and the direction of movement 
threatens to take it to a point where it must encroach on Rus
sian territory. The Japanese military have made scant conceal
ment of their designs on the maritime province of Siberia and 
Outer Mongolia, where Soviet Russian influence has been para
mount for more than a decade. In fact, the strategy that led 
them into the Chinese adventure had two motives. They 
wanted North China for itself as another step in continental 
expansion and they wanted it because of the advantages pos
session would confer vis-a-vis Soviet Russia. With Japanese 
garrisons in North China a barrier would be interposed between 
China and Soviet Russia. China would thus be at Japan’s mercy 
without threat of Russian interference and Japan could at its 
own choosing settle accounts with Soviet Russia without fear 
of a hostile China springing at it from behind. Moreover, es
tablished in North China and Mongolia, Japan would be in a 
position from which it could flank Siberia and sever Asiatic 
and Siberian Russia at Lake Baikal.

Therefore, the desire for Outer Mongolia as well as Inner 
Mongolia, and therefore Moscow’s resolve to fight if Japan 
sets foot across the border of Outer Mongolia, as Japan has 
been formally notified. As Japan has been coming nearer and 
nearer Outer Mongolia since the Chinese were cleared out of 
Chahar and Suiyuan Provinces, the prospect of war has become 
more and more imminent. The Japanese cannot go much fur
ther without bringing on the war, and the psychology of re
straint is hardly characteristic of the Japanese army when suc
cessful. Under the best of circumstances, if Japan should
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* tion, if not embargo. On neither political nor economic grounds 
would the great Powers submit more than temporarily. There 
would be a new principle and line of division: Soviet Russia 
and its satellites; Great Britain, France, the United States, 
Germany and perhaps in time Japan. With the new dynamic 
given by victory, Soviet Russia would push for the communiza
tion of Asia. The Western Powers would have to resist unless 
they were prepared to give up their empires and recede to the. 
Western European and American continents. They would not 
be so prepared. One controversy would lead to another, and 
controversy to conflict—conflict on the social issue, the dead
liest conflict.

Implications of Japanese Victory
A Japanese victory, on the other hand, would hold even less 

comfort for the world. Japan has already given token of its 
intentions in Shanghai. Victorious, it would not only take sub
stantive possession of China but thereafter evict all other for
eign interests. The prospects of trade in China for Great 
Britain, the United States and other Occidental industrialized 
nations would be scant, if perceptible at all. This would be 
ground enough for the acrimony which sharpens to the point 
of war. But the Japanese army, too, would have the dynamic 
of victory. There are already vocal elements among the Jap
anese military calling for southward expansion—that is, ex
pansion into the areas in which Western Powers have colonies. 
It is hard to visualize a victorious Japanese army and navy 
quiescent. To the contrary, it may be taken for granted that 
they would seek to push forward, to execute their grand de
signs of Asiatic conquest.

It is even harder to visualize the Occidental Powers sub
mitting, for then, too, they would be restricted to the Western 
Hemisphere, restricted under conditions that would exclude 
them from the world’s richest undeveloped markets at a time 
when foreign markets are necessary to subsistence. Theoreti-

succeed in conquering China without provoking a war with 
Soviet Russia, there would be only armed truce rather than 
peace. Japan would not long be satisfied with control of North 
China while Soviet Russia remained fully armed on a loosely 
marked border. It would not deem itself or its new conquests 
safe. And Soviet Russia could never feel secure with a restless 
Japanese army ready to fling itself across Soviet Russian bor
ders. The tension would be unbearable. It would snap.

As has already been said, a Russo-Japanese war under present 
world conditions could hardly fail to entangle the other Pow
ers. If it did not do so right away, as a consequence of Euro
pean balance of power politics, it would quite likely do so later 
as a result of such a war itself. If Japan and Soviet Russia 
fought each other to exhaustion and the other Powers could 
meanwhile remain out, the solution would be ideal from the 
nationalistic point of view of the others. For then two nations 
feared by a majority of the great Powers would be eliminated. 
The menace of Japan would be lifted, so far as the other em
pires with territories in the East would be concerned. The 
menace of Soviet Russia would be lifted, so far as the Central 
European Powers and the conservative elements of the other 
Powers were concerned. This is the orthodox calculation of 
power politics. But mutual exhaustion is an unlikely result. A 
decision is more likely.

Implications of Russian Victory
With decision the world would move several stages nearer 

crisis in the Far East. A Russian victory would leave Russian 
and therefore communist influence paramount, if not supreme, 
in the larger part of Asia. Communist influence would be para
mount in China, if China were not actually brought within the 
orbit of the Soviet system. A shadow would be thrown over 
the Asiatic colonial possessions of the great Powers and the 
trade of the great empires in China, principally Great Britain 
and the United States, would be subject to Moscow’s regula-
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cally peace might be possible under these conditions. Practically 
it can be excluded. Japan would have to be dealt with, whether 
there were European complications or not. Without regard to 
whether there is a Russo-Japanese war first or not, there is little 
likelihood of peace if Japan emerges clearly victorious over 
China and in control of Chinese territory.

The Problem for America
The outlook is not very bright. Looked at with a view to the 

hope of a decently ordered world, the war is fatal. Seen in 
itself, it is cruel, appalling, testimony to human failure, com
ing as it does only twenty years after the last holocaust, the 
war to end war. If in no other sense, it is revolting in its spec
tacle of a helpless people submitted to invasion and slaughter 
for no other reason than that they are weak and have been un
warlike. It is in derogation of every hope of a regime of law 
under civilization's decrees that a nation be permitted to do with 
impunity as Japan is doing. And all hope of an international 
society under law goes by default if Japan be permitted to pro
ceed toward success. For by so much any other nation under 
the sway of power-drunken dictatorships, whether of an indi
vidual or a caste, is encouraged to do likewise. Must then the 
rest of the world sit by as silent and passive spectator ?

Every instinct in civilized persons cries the answer in the 
negative. And all the dictates of reason are in the affirmative. 
For on reflection it is evident that the only alternative to a pas
sive course is one that is worse. The only alternative now to a 
lesser war is a still greater war. If the attempt to form an in
ternational society had not failed, if, that is, it had not been 
betrayed and its betrayal permitted by those who presumably 
were its exponents and defenders in every country—then there 
would not be the fatal dilemma. If there were an international 
society functioning under international law, then an order to 
desist could be levelled against Japan, and if it were disobeyed 
Japan could be first ostracised and then punished, the world’s

strength being summoned to the task as an exercise of world 
police power. . . . But there is no international society and no 
international action can be visualized except in rhetorical 
phrases. Europe is not only divided but at swords’ points within 
itself. England and France acting with Italy and Germany? 
One has only to write down the words to reject them as mockery.

Boycott
There are no legal, social processes to our summoning. 

There is only forcible pressure—military pressure or economic 
pressure, and pressure not by all nations but only by some. 
Reduced from rhetoric to the concrete in action, there is pres
sure by England and the United States and France, with as
sistance from Soviet Russia on somewhat different grounds. 
In the concrete England and the United States can levy a boy
cott on Japan or they can send their navy against Japan or they 
can do both. In practice they would in all human likelihood 
have to do both if they did either one.

Vehement and cogent arguments have been made by those 
who advocate the imposition of economic sanctions against 
Japan. Against these arguments it must be said at once that 
such sanctions would not be spontaneously effective. They 
would not bring Japan to an immediate halt. The Japanese 
army and navy have laid up enough military reserves to make 
that impossible. Sanctions would handicap, not inhibit them 
—at least not for months, many months. And in the interval 
in just the proportions that sanctions would begin to be effec
tive Japan’s resentment against the two boycotting Powers 
would rise. And as the boycott threatened to be decisive, threat
ened to deprive Japan of victory, it may be taken for granted 
that Japan would not just sit and wait to be submerged. It 
would strike back. There would be not one Panay but six. 
Retaliation would be taken against foreigners in the Far East. 
More, retaliation would be taken against Western possessions 
in the Far East, against their economic interests and their col-
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Our Choice
It is a sign of the failure of the post-war generation that | 

the choice before us now is exclusively between inaction and ■ 
war, that we can do nothing about the Far East except let it | 

’ play itself out to its tragic end or enlarge the war now in ’ 
progress into a world war. But so it is. And only a soul spartan 
beyond human measure, or ghoulish, would consciously and i 
wilfully elect war, knowing what modern war carries in its J 
train. And only one without knowledge of history or capacity i 
to reconstruct the future from the past would elect war, know
ing how little would be accomplished by war that would be 
of enduring social worth. Since the choice lies only between 
going to war and not going to war, then manifestly the only 
sensible choice is abstention. The choice is not of a good in 
preference to an evil, but of a lesser evil in preference to 
a greater. To stop the killing and the destruction in the Far 
East is not within our option. All that is open to us is to have 
more human sacrifice or less. Since no social ends are attain
able, then the only criterion can be that of economy of human 
suffering—less killing rather than more. And on that criterion 

' there can be only one rational and humane decision.
?

i Hope for the Future
There is something besides the humanitarian ground in justi

fication for that decision. In the first place, there is at least the 
chance that the Japanese menace will be taken care of by the 
Japanese army. There is at least the likelihood that Japan 
cannot succeed in China and that it will either bring about its 
own downfall by depletion of its energies or be brought so 
near exhaustion that it will have to bend to the will of other 
nations without invoking force. If that should materialize then 
there will be solution with the smallest risk to the world and 
the lightest burden to be imposed on the future. Then every
thing will be accomplished in the Far East without war that 
could be accomplished with war. Japanese expansion and mili-

I onies. And both England and France and the United States’ 
î have territorial possessions in the Far East which are at Japan’s 
; mercy. And then whether we had originally intended or wanted 
: war or not, we should have war. A universal boycott might be 

successful without war or with a simplified war, since it would
. be a war of the united world against a single nation. But a 

boycott of the only kind now in question, an Anglo-American 
I boycott, would lead inevitably to war sooner or later. Before 

decision is taken as to boycotts, therefore, it is necessary to ask 
first whether we are willing to go to war or even to risk war.

That question must be faced in light of the virtual certainty 
that a war against Japan would expand into a world war. The 
question then is reduced to a consideration of what can be 
accomplished by such a war commensurate with the human 
loss and the destruction. Leaving out the consideration that 
Western civilization might not emerge from such a war and 
its aftermath, we must ask what would be accomplished in the 
Far East. Japan would be driven out of China—a desirable 
end. Japan would be punished for violation of obligations and 
for anti-social conduct—a desirable end. Japan, too, would be 
eliminated from China—equally desirable. But would China 
thereby be freed from all infringements on its sovereignty and 
the Far East made an area in which peace could prevail be
cause the conditions of peace obtained? Or would there be 
just one less contender? Is it likely that nations which now 
have stakes in China and which free China from the Japanese 
menace—and incidentally save their stakes—is it likely that 
they would then make the sacrifices necessary to ensure peace 
in the Far East? Or is it likely that China would be under 
such obligations to them that, except for the elimination of 
Japan, it would be just where it was before and the old unre
solved rivalries for prior position in the Far East would remain as 
before? In the light of the spirit of world politics can there 
be any doubt as to the answer? There would just have been 
another war, with the orthodox peace settlement leaving con
ditions of future wars.
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v Powers retain their privileges and possessions in China, if they 
retain their present status, then the underlying conditions that 
brought about this war will remain, the conditions that make 
the Far East a War area. As has been said, the indispensable 
condition of peace in the Far East is the extirpation of the sys
tem of international rivalry for control over China. Put other
wise, this means the independence of China. Without that, 
there is no hope for escape from periodic conflicts in the Far 
East. And if China should succeed in escaping Japanese rule by 
its own efforts, if Japan is forced to retreat while China is still 
left with some means of resistance, though those be only the 
means of guerrilla warfare, then China can proceed to a 
liquidation of all foreign encroachments on its soil. It will be 
in the mood to do so, and no Western Power will be in the 
mood to resort to force to defend its interests in China. Then 
once for all the question of China will be settled on the only 
basis that permits peace. China will be independent, under no 
obligations and conducting its relations with the rest of the 
world on terms of equality — exchanging goods as between 
equals and ideas as between equals. Then presumably one area 
in which war has been endemic for a hundred years will be quar
antined against the twentieth century disease of nationalism 
maddened by hunger for economic outlets and brummagem 
prestige.

In fact, if there is any contribution to the world order that 
can accrue from the present war it is in this direction rather than 
through any punitive action against Japan as a deterrent for 
others. Punishment of Japan, not by an international body, but 
by England, and the United States would not serve as a de
terrent against similar infractions by other fascist countries. 
Neither aggression nor war would be outlawed. Italy and Ger
many would still be free to pursue their present course until 
they too precipitate a war. The way to place a curb on Euro
pean fascist aggressors is not through the Far East. Success for 
Japan may be an encouragement to European aggressors but 
forcible restraint of Japan would not necessarily restrain Euro-

taristic aggression will have been checked. Japanese domination 
of China will have been frustrated, and China can escape the 
role of Japanese colony and be free to proceed with its own 
reconstruction and regeneration as a modernized society.

This raises the second point. Then China can escape not only 
subjection to Japan but potential subjection to some other 
Power that at some future date has an access of dynamic en
ergy or is driven to adventures by dictators or militarist castes. 
Then and only then will China have a chance for genuine in
dependence. Here it must be repeated: if China is saved from 
Japan by the intervention of other Powers, the victorious 
Powers will be left entrenched on Chinese soil. Then China 
/will have been freed from Japan and left under obligations to 
its saviors, obligations that it will have to discharge in full and 
with interest. And history proves that there is neither mercy 
nor justice for weak nations which are under moral obligations 
to the strong, even when the strong have originally extended 
help without ulterior motives. In that case all the suffering 

| China has undergone in this war will have been in vain, for it 
j will have to be repeated. One of the few certainties in the Far 
‘ East is that the 400,000,000 Chinese will not permanently or 
even long undergo infringements on their sovereignty except 
when made to bend to superior force. As they have refused to 
bend to the Japanese, so would they in time refuse to allow 
themselves to be circumscribed by others. The frictions which 
have culminated in the war with Japan would be generated in 
their relations with other nations, including those that had 
saved them from Japan. Sooner or later there would be more 
difficulties in the Far East. Saved from Japan, the Chinese 
would suffer less in the immediate future but more over the 
whole period of their struggle for independence. If they escape 
from Japanese control by their own efforts through Japanese 
exhaustion after a longer war, they will suffer more now and 
less over the whole period.

Furthermore, if China is saved from Japan and the other
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pean aggressors unless punitive action were combined with* 
simultaneous action against Italy and Germany, which is to 
say a world war. And as has already been said, it would be a 
ghoulish person who could consciously elect that course except 
as a last resort in self-preservation. And furthermore it still 
must be demonstrated that the defeat of all three aggressive 
Powers would necessarily be followed by a world order resting 
on law. There is little in the past to support the conclusion that 
war is the way to peace and that victorious nations are in the 
mood to institute an international society informed with justice 
and based on latv. In fact, one of the great dangers in any ac
tion against Japan is precisely that it would lead to a world 
war which would be merely another struggle of coalitions, 
ending in nationalistic victory and a nationalistic peace and as 
destitute of genuine social ends as the last world war of 
coalitions.

The war in the Far East is retribution for the blindness, folly 
and greed of the nineteenth century. All we can do is learn its 
lesson as warning for the future, meanwhile abstaining from 

! participation and thus making retribution more cruelly exact
ing. Meanwhile there is hope that, without enlargement by the 
participation of other Powers, it may work out to a conclusion 
that will make not only unnecessary but impossible similar 
tragedies in the future, that will free us from the danger of a 
century in Asia like the last century in Europe.

SOCIAL ACTION 27

RELEVANT DATA
1834-40 Canton opened to growing trade with merchantmen 

from Salem, Boston, Philadelphia. British trade 
larger. China, selling chiefly silk and tea, demands 
payment in silver inasmuch as small use for western 
goods. Britain wants to pay with opium from India. 
Result—first opium war.

1842 Treaty of Nanking, opening five parts, ceding Hong 
Kong to British, admitting consuls western Powers, 
indemnity, tariff adjustment.

1844 Beginning of policy of extraterritoriality, first nego
tiated by United States.

1849—65 Tai-ping Rebellion — China’s war of insurrection 
against decadent Manchus.

1859 First commercial treaty signed between Japan and 
United States, after Commodore Perry’s visit.

I860 Treaty of Tientsin signed between China and 
France, England, United States, allowing further 
commercial privileges, toleration of Christianity, re
vision of tariffs, appointment of ministers to Peking.

1866 United States dictated terms of extraterritoriality 
treaty with Japan which lasted until 1899.

1874-79 Japan makes abortive attempt take Formosa, takes 
Borin and Liuchiu Islands, forces opening three 
Korean ports.

1880-95 Nations slice off China’s dependencies — France 
takes Annam and Tonkin; England takes Burma 
and Wei-hai-wei; Russia builds Siberian railway 
and extends it across Manchuria, appropriates Port 
Arthur; Germany 'leases’ Kiaschow Bay in Shantung.

1894 Japanese-Chinese war over Korea; China defeated, 
compelled cede Formosa, the Pescadores and sec
tions southern Manchuria to Japan, forced recog-
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nize independence of Korea. But Russia, France, 
Germany force Japan give up her concessions on 
mainland. First tension between Japan and United 
States, whose previous relations most friendly. Japan 
protests United States annexation Hawaii.

1898 United States acquires Philippines. Open Door 
policy, definitely directed against European en
croachments in China, stated by Hay, United States 
Secretary of State. Accepted, reluctantly, by Euro
pean nations.

1900 Boxer Rebellion. Relief expedition of 19,000 men, 
mostly Japanese, saves besieged foreigners. Trouble 
settled; China pays indemnity, grants new conces
sions to foreign governments; Russia, pushing for 
new position on Pacific, slow to withdraw troops. 
United States insists the two new Manchurian ports 
—Mukden and Antung—be opened for foreign 
trade.

1902 Anglo-Japanese Alliance — both countries fearing 
Russia.

1904 Russo-Japanese war. Japan sees Russian advance as 
threat to her national safety. United States sym
pathy with Japan, who was preventing Russian ab
sorption of Northern China. Japan wins, forcing 
Russia’s complete withdrawal from Manchuria, tak
ing ice-free Port Arthur, half Saghalin. Peace treaty 
signed in United States through President Roose
velt’s good offices.

1906-08—United States’ friendly feeling for Japan begins to 
shift. San Francisco, fearing Japanese coolie labor, 
votes segregation of Japanese school children. Japan 
protests vehemently, but convinced by Roosevelt 
that California does not reflect feeling of United 
States as nation. Gentlemen’s Agreement (1908) 
under which Japan undertakes to withhold passports 

from coolie labor attempting to enter United States. 
Roosevelt waves "big stick,’’ sends United States 
fleet to Pacific for maneuvers. Violent criticism from 
Japan. Fleet proceeds around world, tension eases, 
friendly reception from Japan.

1911 Chinese revolution. Establishment republic. England 
takes Tibet, Russia makes headway in Outer Mon
golia, United States "dollar diplomacy’’ promotes 
loans and investments in China.

1914 World War. China neutral by advice of United 
States and Japan. Japan declares war against Ger
many, seizing German concessions in China.

1915 While Europe busy with war, Japan presents "21 
demands’’ to China. First group (4 demands) pro
vides transfer all German controlled territories to 
Japan. Second group (7) gives Japan free penetra
tion South Manchuria and Inner Mongolia. Third 
group (2) gives Japan control vast iron and coal 
mines. Fourth group (1) Chinese government 
must promise not to cede nor lease to any Power 
but Japan any harbor, bay or island along China’s 
coast. Fifth group (7) gives Japan strangle hold 
on Chinese government, army, police, finances, plus 
certain railway concessions and naval bases. United 
States hears of demands and Japan denies them. 
On May 25, 1915, (China’s national Day of Humili
ation) China is forced to agree, but Japan waives 
fifth group.

1917 United States enters the war "to make the world 
safe for democracy.’’ China joins Allies.

1919 Versailles Peace Treaty. Against United States’ pro
test, Japan is awarded Germany’s holdings in 
Chinese territory.

1921-22 Washington Conference. Nine-Power Treaty. Japan 
agrees to give up Shantung territory and evacuate
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Siberia. German concessions returned to China. 
Proportionate naval reduction.

1927 Rise of new Nationalist government in China. China 
attempts regain measure of control in Manchuria.

1931 September 18. Alleging that Chinese had caused 
bomb explosion on South Manchurian Railway, 
Japan seizes Mukden, begins occupation of three 
eastern provinces of Manchuria. Lytton Commission, 
appointed by League of Nations, later to recom
mend dissolution of Japanese regime, after which 
Japan withdraws from League.

1932 Undeclared war in Shanghai costing 120,000 lives, 
$400,000,000 (U.S. currency) property damage.

1933 Japan occupies Jehol province. Truce; Japanese army 
withdraws beyond Great Wall.

1935 In June, Nanking Government issues "Good Will 
Mandate’’ restraining anti-Japanese activities. Japan 
tries to instigate five-province secessionist movement 
in North China. Eventuates in small "autonomous" 
regime, more Japanese control, smuggling Japanese 
goods, custom losses for China, widespread narcotic 
trade.

1936 Kidnapping of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek re
sulting in understanding between Chiang and the 
Red armies. Pressure of military party in Japan to 
dominate China by force.

1937 July 7, small clash between Chinese-Japanese troops 
near Peking, each claiming other troops precipitated 
trouble. Undeclared war spreads. Japanese take 
Peiping, Shanghai, Nanking, Tsingtao. Chinese 
Government moves to Chungking.

M. H. B.

I

A Selected Reading List
j Books

Forty Years of American-Japanese Relations, by Rhea Foster Dulles. 
Appleton-Century, 1937, 289 pp. $3.00
A competent description of our agreements and differences with 
Japan since the end of the last century.

When China Unites, by Harry Gannes. Knopf, 1937, 307 pp. $2.50 
"As a work on Chinese history and as background material, his 
book measures up to requirements." (Current History, October, 
1937)

Must We Fight in Asia, by Nathaniel Peffer. Harpers, 1935, 244 pp. 
$2.50
Deals with the national and industrial questions involved in 
possible strife and gives a clear background for and description 
of the situation.

Red Star Over China, by Edgar Snow. Random House, 1938. $3.00 
"This book is a rare phenomenon: a first-rate historical source 
which is also an extraordinary chronicle of heroism and adven
ture.” (Foreign Policy Bulletin, January 28, 1938)

An Atlas of Current Affairs, by J. F. Horrabin. Knopf, 1938. 149 pp. 
$1.50
Contains seventy-four simply and clearly drawn maps of the key 
places and problems of the world today. The 1938 edition brings 
the book up-to-date; indispensable to the intelligent newspaper 
reader and the student of current affairs.

Pamphlets
America and the Far Eastern War, by William Lockwood, Jr. Insti

tute of Pacific Relations, 1937, 18 pp. 10c.
China. Photo History, 1938. 64 pp. 25c.

Beautifully illustrated with photographs and maps.
China’s Capacity for Resistance, by F. V. Field. 1937, 18 pp. 10c. 

Institute of Pacific Relations.
China Faces Japan, by sixteen writers. Chinese Students Association, 

1937, 80 pp. 25c.
Clash in the Pacific, by T. A. Bisson and R. A. Goslin. 1936, 38 pp. 

25c. Foreign Policy Association. Headline Books.
Japan in Jeopardy, by Bruno Lasker. 1937, 18 pp. 10c.

Institute of Pacific Relations.
Sino-Japanese Crisis, by Japanese Chamber of Commerce, 1937. Free 
War in China, by Varian Fry. 1938, 95 pp. 25c. Foreign Policy 

Association. Headline Books.
War Losses to A Neutral, by Eugene Staley. 1937, 78 pp. 25c. 

League of Nations Association.
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March 3, 1938,

Dear Fletcheri
Thank you for your letter of February eighteenth enclosing a copy of «r. Peffer’s pamphlet on •fcaertea and the Far teat*. I 

shall be glad to lot* it over and appreci
ate your sending it to as.

I hope that all goes well with y«x 
through these crowded days.

With warmest wishes, bhliere as, 
iwcr sincerely yours.

fRANCIS B. SAYr

Reverend Fletcher Douglas Parler* Immanuel Congregational Church, 
10 woodland fitreet, Hartford, Connectlout

FBS:ABN
ths signed orig ■ j
inal j

793.94/12633
 

F/FG
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ca TELEGRAM RECEIVER

NANKING VIA N.R.
FRglft. Ed March 11, 1938 / 

Reed 10:23 p/m. / 

Secretary of State, ; ’ ■ \Z’ p-  ............ w .^vieion of X
...............

73, March 11, 6 p.m. \J.

Chinese planes reportedly dropped a few bombs or/^fanking 

military air field yesterday afternoon ahd conducted another 

raid on the field this morning. Japanese military here are 

apparently unwilling to furnish information concerning such 

raid, overcast skies yesterday and today prevented foreign 

observation, and details are accordingly lacking.

Repeated to Hankow, Peiping and Shanghai,

ATCHESON

RGC EMB

793.94/12634
 

F/FG
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TIi® /\merican Hospital an d Life Insurance Company
S. E. McCRELESS, Pr..id.ntu>, , ,

KtLtivr-d
Central Building > 3AHTMENT OF STATE

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

OF PRESIDENT 1938 ■’mR >' am in 11

The Honorable Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Hull:

March 8, 1938

Sunday, March Jdth, it was my privilege and pleasure to 
hear Bishop Arthur J. Mo6re of the Methodist Episcopal Church South 
tell of his recent worlc in China and Japan, having returned from 
these countries only a few days ago.

I believe I have not read or heard from any source what 
seemed to me to be more accurate information than Bishop Moore pre
sented in his message. Knowing that you no doubt are interested 
in receiving first hand information regarding this matter I am 
therefore taking the liberty of telling you of the knowledge and 
experience that Bishop Moore has pertaining to this problem. Should 
you desire to communicate with Bishbp Moore his address is 2146 West 
Gramercy, San Antonio, Texas, and I understand he will be in San 
Antonio for a few days.

S. E. McCreless

SEM:G

k
b

We Pledge our- ^Personal Interest
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March 1

In reply refer to 
FE

My dear Mr. HcCreless:

The Secretary has asked me to acknowledge the 

receipt of your letter of March 8, 1938, and to thank 

you for your kindness in furnishing him with informa

tion concerning Bishop Arthur J. Moore, who has re
cently returned from China and Japan.

As you know, we are following with close atten

tion developments in the situation In the Far East 

and are endeavoring to pursue a course In regard to 

that situation and the problems It raises calculated 

best to serve the interests of the American people. 

The spirit which prompted you to write Is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

793.94/12635

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affaire.

Mr. S. E. MoCreless, __
/ i ; < a I#16 copy ofPresident, The American Hospital . ' >

uR and Life Insurance Company, y'
W li 1938, pm - . - _ .Central Building, 

San Antonio, Texas.
FEîJCVîVCI FE
3/11/38
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The ?\meriG^n Hospital and Life Insurance Company
,<! Cl VEGS. E. McCRELESS, President

pP ■ 'r-TUPJT OF ’ A I ^Central Building

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

1938 VW 23 AM 9 20

U OF
COM* .d IONS

AND tlrüORDS
March 8,

The Honorable Franklin D. Roosevel 
President of the United States, 
Washington, D. C.

1938/
bbsfbotfvixt «manu® 
BOR AOKMOWLEDOMfflflf 

_________ _ / AMD OOM»1I>HKAT1OM

m EASTERN AFFAIRS

Department

^AR 2 4 1938 j Secretary to the Preston*

My dear ^resident:

Sunday, March 6th, it was my privilege and pleasure 
to hear Bishop Arthur J. Moore of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
South, tell of his recent work in China and Japan, having re* 
turned from these countries only a few days ago.

I “believe I have not read or heard from any source 
what seemed to me to be more accurate information than Bishop 
Moore presented in his message. Knowing that you no doubt are 
interested in receiving first hand information regarding this 
matter I am therefore taking the liberty of telling you of the 
knowledge and experience that Bishop Moore has pertaining to 
this problem. Should you desire to communicate with Bishop 
Moore his address is 21U6 West Gramery, San Antonio, Texas, and 
I understand he will be in San Antonio for a few days.

SEM:G

We (Pledge our (Personal Interest
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April 1

In reply ref dr to FE 793.94/12635

My dear Mr. MoCrelesst
tsy reference from the White House, the Depart

ment has received your letter of March 8, 1936, ad
dressed to the President, giving information in regard 
to Bishop Arthur J. Moore who has recently returned 
from Japan and China. In this connection reference is 
made to your letter, similar to that under acknowledg
ment, addressed to the Secretary of State on March 8, 
to which I replied on March 11 at the request of the 
Secretary.

Your courtesy in furnishing the President with 
information concerning Bishop Moore is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

APR 1 1938. PM
Maxwell M. Hamilton 

Chief 
Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Mr. 8. B. MoCreless,
President, The American Hospital 
and Life Insurance Company,

• Central Building,
VjJ San Antonio, Toxas

FEm[0V:HEK FE^
4/1/38
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

March 11, 1938.

/ s
Mr Hornbeck:

The attached copy of ex
cerpts from letters written by 
Reverend Forster covers the 
period January 24-26 and, although 
of later date than the long re- K 
port made by George Fitch, con
tinues to paint a distressing 

f0nditi°n8 in Nanking.
4 Vf* enjoy but 1 believe will wish to read “ 

tions, especially 
last page.

the marked por-
*’ " thethose of

FE:Mackay:SMJ
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TELEPHONE HUBBARD 5161

50 CONGRESS STREET

BOSTON arlment nfylate

rlc
^arch 8, 1938

CABLE 
EM BOVA 

WESTERN UNION CODE

'rr. Maxwell Hamilton 
division of Far Eastern 
State Department 
Washington, D. 0.

Affairs

•> - \"xv }/.. bS M • • *' *J ■ ■' ~ ~
if * tvU\R 11.1938 
v.

Dear hr. Hamilton:

1 am enclosin' a photostat consisting of extracts from letters.

The letters written by my son-in-law, the Rev. Ernest F. Forster, were

somehow gotten out of Nankins to Shanghai, there the extracts were made

and delivered to Bishop Huntington, who carried them to Hongkong, from

which point they were sent by air mail to me, being received ^arch 7

I know you will handle them in a proper manner so as to keep

from the public any knowledge as to theii" source They are so revolt-

in that the less comment I make upon them the better 1 shall feel

I would appreciate your acknowledgement in due course, so that

I can advise our people in Shanghai that the documents have reached

the State Department

Yours very truly

IHT-L

I
, t ■’I* 
ü y

793.94/12636
 

F/FG
^<34
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' Br«Mr*i.r'. latter*
v. fffcwtfcl **•* tew Use to write a litUo before the broadcast comes. w *P* “°Ug “* •end lhe" arwnd to oar frlondsteo hawaô 

«tewt te get news. Mr. Kroeger should hate reached Shanghai last
Bo teft ten yesterday ai T>30 a*m. The boat aooonaodaüona offered >> . ware on an open box ear. At least his ^lew was not obstructed and bs 

K?UWj ** PÎ? fwX1 Blo?5 wa^’ Yesterday I wont out with the > Chinese mamawsr of tea Metropolitan Hotel who is a member of our réhabilita- 
Utt Committee to deliver guestionairefiorms at five of the refugee eon tors.

4 0« tetting back we had a service at l*ijp at #25* wo heard at the did Languag 
teteel teioh oorwe as a refugee conter that a woman had boon taken fm iters wy J,soldiers *urlng the nlÿrt* Our servi co was well attended* we fed toortened ■ornlng prayer which X took white waa followed by Holy 
Ceaasanlte white Dr*Tsng took. Ho also proa tee d. After servi co a group of r^' wm ware Invited to a Chinese dinner given by Mr.Iewo(Uu) the manager wf < r Atte Hotel* It was hia wife’s birthday and also George Fitch’s. Mro.tow 

b" Jia in Shanghai but we had a bang up feast lasting from 12;3O to 5tJ0* teenZ1 John and I wont to the Knglite service led by Mr.Mills.
Today had another full day* I had tobe at the tebaaoy at 10s00 to meet 

7 sone Jap.military police who had eono on 'Sunday afternoon when X was out, 
■?< l to have no look at a piano, thinking it digit no the one taken fron our & pariah hall* Since I was not hone yesterday they made an appointment ter
r ne this mormlng. Mr.Kspy of the Consulate also had an appointment to visit

the Texeeo Installation from which a lot of gasoline a^d other things had 
been taken. So he went off first and I wqnt to (Haling to deliver the nows 
shoot and have a chat with Miss Vautrin and Mrs.Twinon. They told ofal ■an who was. carried off by the soldiers on Dec.18th and who returned a day 
or so a&P«' Ho was taken to Ohangshlng in Chekiang and made wort for an
•ffiMMF f*r «ight <tay.|whil. h. *»• v«ry Mv*r*« h. did not , ■» ***• told ho night roturn to Nanking. On the «ay he

, nistroat the 
________ _____ ______ _ , _ , » was taken at 
ng near Wusih by another group of non and again made to work for an .oer who was very kind to him and treated hie very well. They exchanged «crosses and after 18 days of service they gave hln some noney and sent hln lutta, made hln way back by small country paths and reached Nanking after 
tnavel* The country people treated hln very kindly when they heard and helped hln along the way. He said that over in Anhui the Society is very active in protecting the countryside against J. 

e co Idle re and against brigands so th^t the people there are
and the food plentiful and cheap* teat is very interesting* He through many places; Huchow la* deserted and ninety percent destroyed 
Knangtte, I-shing, Lishul, Idyang, Ghuyoung ate also desertedBps of ateos and ruins. The piano wo looked at was not ours and back. We had Just finished lunch when neighbors ran in to say 

that a wfcldler had tried to got a woman and had threatened he# with a bayonet, 
teetktoeo of us, John, Kola and I, rushed out. The man took fright and .. ran Away* bat Kola and X caught sight of him and gave chase. X yelled and Sto ysllod and wo both ran, and the soldier beat it off as fast as his 

gs would terry hia. But he loft behind his bayonet which wo are turning ? ever te the Am.Consul to bo presented at the Jap.Embassy with an account 
^3<f Use Incident* The soldier cane back the second time to get his bayonet 

White had been brou&t to us. wo gave chase again through the mud and over tebtete but he ran away. When the excitement died down I went to tlT and 
then to make an appointment with the Univ.architectte built our parish house te have him give mo an estimate of the damages to our property at $ 0t*faulls* I also have te lead a Bible class tomorrow afternoon at the 
University. Incidents are still happening. That is, on Sat .night, just after our Consular people had finished dinner, a servant came to report that acme J .soldiers wore in one of the embassy garages. He found two playing ma Jon g with some Chinese. Ho asked them to leave promptly which they did. But then as he was wondering whether he ought to havo put them 

r Z*<tt another servant camo to say th . t a Jap.soldier had taken off his ^jWMto daughter. While the two had gone into ~arags Fo*3 to play ma J eng

& 9* 
i*
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older-daughter; ~ while thé two had gone inter tM~3m^rWw3~^ÿUgr wJcm | 
this follow had gone into Wo.5 and insisted on taking the OMOr girl alMgZ| 
So Allison and sone of the others rushed out on the street to find her* \ ।
They set her returning and she said that Just as her abdnstor was trying ito force her Into a motor car, hie two cronies who had boon chased off 
the premtsts came along and told him that ainde they had been trespassing 
on the Am.Embasey property, that he had bettor send the girl Kok or there would be the devil to pay. There have been cases whieh did not end SO 
happily, however. Te hare hoard of two very sad ones which sees to bo I authentic. A young woman was raped by a J «soldier who forced an empty 
beer bottle into her and then shot her. The other ease was seen by a 
aewber of the British Embassy staff. A woman was raped and a golf Stick rammed into her. She was found dead in that condition. It nardly OMggjB -IJ 
possible th. t such human devils were in existence. But instance afiÉB|\.^ \ 
instance can be mentioned. A young bey vns brought into the hospital wttll & 
a bullet in his jaw the other morning. A Tap. so Idler had told him to catch ’ 
a pig and when he was unable to do so shot hia in the jaw. Wo know of 
another instance of a boy who was unable to produce a pig for a soldier < 
was disemboweled and thrown Into a pond. Ano ths r InstKftt’S lh the same 
neighboi+iood was that of a man who had been carried off to Wuhu by the 
soldiers. He succeeded in making his way back to find his home gone and 1 
his womenfolk in hiding. Tired and hungry he had Just prepared a bowl of 
cabbabe when a J.soldier came along, demanding money and women. When the 
man could produce neither, the soldier urinated into the bowl of cabbage 
and went oft. Allison and the British and Oerman Consuls are not standing 
for any'nonsense. When their protests,etc. are tabled by the J.Embassy 
officials, they get into direct communication with Tokyo through Washington 
London and Berlin. This has made the J. awfully mad here, as you may 1
imagine, and they are being told that our Ctov’tsdo not consider a small
and unimportant natter to have the property of their nationals looted and 
people living on those premises for protection carried off by troops whom 
itheir officers will not control. One of the J.Consular police is very Jangry because Allison reported to Washington that he came to the Univ .of 

^Nanking to «et women to wash clothing, but when he refused those Who offered 
Ito go and demanded others who were young and beautiful, he plaeed his
{motives under grave sus pl clan. He came to our house the other day also, and asked Kola to supply him with Chinese girls. Kola asked hia what tie 
hundred Jap.and Korean girls they brought here were for. He replied that 
he did not want them, but Chinese girls from good families. Now he is trylag 
to find out what Chinese reported his visit to the Nanking Univ, to the 
authorities, and today they seized a pastor Afl charge of the Unlv.AludLs 
School refugee camp to try to get information from him. Sc we live from

I day to day, never knowing what a new day is going to bring forth. Sime 
JAllIson communicated directly with Tokyo through Washington the local J. 
'officials here have been more tractible, though still not all they should be. 
/ due's s they would like to kill us, ore and all. we are looking forwarA to 
Mall perhaps tomorrow or the day afterward by the H.K.S.Aÿhis. Please ahk Bp.Roberts and Bessie Sims to send me as soon as possible an inventory Of 
the things which they left in their houses so that I can check the things 
ithat have been taken. Also get a list from Miss VanVoast* The Consul wants lis to file preliminary claims as soon as possible. Our Sabassy now has a

Jiri re le sb sending set with an operator from the Navy. The J .re fused at 
Irirst, but Allison won out. tore power to himl He is awfully ni co as sure 
lEspy and vac?gdgoon, the two vice-consuls. Tell Dyer that the wife of OBO pof the vusih Christians named Li died in the hospital yesterday of blood-
poisoning, I suspect. They refugeed with us at Hsiakuan and here. They 
have one little girl. The woman had been ill for some time with dysentery. 
If possible get from Mr.Kuo the number of his piano and that in the parish 
hall for identification purposes.
Jan*25th After supper I am going over to #17 to spend the night* X began } the day with a bath, not in a tub but standing in , the bathroom to the tmme
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•f tvo-ell «lovât. a« John Mid aft«rw»rd«, I looked quite re Bps-table i SSito’t way- ”• toBDUd to Uke on” tooNbu?
S?1 x himself to it, even though he needed It more than I.
Arter breakfast went to the Committee Headquarters of the leaders of the 

. varlope refugee eenters. It wus a typical meeting, much time being spent 
/ow the question, and realizing at the end that the question had no 
I concern with us. The meeting lasted till after 12, when I came back for 1 lunch and prepared for the meeting at the Univ.of Nanking. There was 
f evangelistic meeting rather than a Bible class, even though

VS USSd Mt.XIX as a basis, since most of the people who camewere non* Christians. One of the Professors of the Univ.,a Hsiakuan Christian, 
told me he counted more than four hundred people in the audience » ndr that 
it was the biggest attendance they had hud. The Meeting was held in ths 
science lecture room which was certainly packed, and the people listened 
very attentively. So you see Tod has not lessened our opportunities.
I believe there will still be a rich harvest over this trouble and sorrow.
As I walked back I passed an open field where many many coffins were 
placed awaitin' burial. I euw a man weeping by the side of a child’s coffin 
that had apparently lust been placed there. Immediately the thought came 
te me that I ought to try and comfort hie and ask him to turn to the Lord 
.Jesus for comfort. I walked on a little way but soon turned back and 
spoke to the man. He said that the child was his little girl who had 
Just died. Ho told me that he had heard the Bospel in various preaching 
halls from time to time and he seemed to take some coafert as his tears 

i Stopped flowing. But suddenly ar he saw a group of people, Including a j policeman coming along the nearby street, he left me very abruptly &nd ... 
\Jhjirried Pway. But I am glad I followed my impulse and spoke to him,/ On 

the way another nan offered me a part c" a Russian tea brick. He said he 
had bought it which may be true, but I politely declined to accept it, 
as I thought he would aopreciate it more than I. The people certainly 
Seem grateful for what the Committee has been trying to do to help then. 
An I mentioned in a previous letter, a new set of troops has come, so 
iwomen ar^ again having a pretty hard time ce it. I was glad to learn ^Jihe protest which Ambassador drew had made to th* foreign office in Tokyo, 

we all hope it will bear fruit* ^e heard that a J .soldier got into
/'the'Ministry of "Foreign 'JFfairs which we tried to organize into an Inter- 
f Rational Red Cross Hosp, for wounded soldiers, of whom a number had been

left there before the J.entered the city. John had Installed some “doctors* 
and dressers in th* re to look after these men, but when the J.took over the 
building, wc fcrelsr.orc acre rc longer permitted tc go In. Nor can we get 

\ permission even now. *e get word occasionally from peopl* Inside about I conditions there. This J.soldier went in last ni?ht uni murdered one of 
I the coolies with his bayonet when he refused to take him to where the girl 
j nurses were sleeping. Then he threatened another coolie who finally 1 ed 
! him to a room in which five girls were. They realizing what was threatening 
1 dressed quickly ani when the door was opened, three of them rushed out and 
\ escaped. The other two led the wol Ilers through a series of rooms to where 
j a Chinese doctor was staying and by playing for time managed to foil the 
\jso3t4ierts nla-n^ He was very angry of course, but, having muriered one 
person, he had accomplished enough nischlef for one night. The wind is 
blowing strong from the north so it will he u very clod night, and I amblowing strong from the north 
to sleep at No.17.
Jan.26 Tt hts beer very clo 1 tedav as a result of th*-» stren.; wind, but Ine sun has beer. shl^.i»-- moEt o " the tint moderated the cold. I am 
glad for the people as the coll la sc hard on them with ?o few wans of keep 
Ing wam. I coull spend soa* time thl? morning ^kirr. notes from Headlam’s 
Christian Theology, an excellent book with much material useful for preach
ing to non-Christiane, especially the educated class. Ther r conducted a 
preliminary burial service for Mrs. Li, tie wife of one o'* the iVusih Chrisy-\ 
iras* Mho died i~ the hospital on Sunday.
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<• placed the oof fin tn a teaboo grove* near Ito.17 alongside of that 
| of Evangelist Lu. x used practically the same service. I lunched at 1

the Buck house where most of the American men are living* boo*USe ttey t
wanted to use the occasion to diseuse sone plans for our rehabilitation

, committee, ^ilp lasted until after two, when I cane back to Sb.17 to 
| investigate the shooting of a fourteen year old girl yesterday afternoon 
very near our house. She and her mother and brother are in Wusih and are living in one of the refugee centers. The girl and her brother had 
gone to a nearby field for some turnips when a J .soldier appeared* Be -, 
tried to get the girl but she became frightened and ran away, whereupon 
the soldier fired his gun and shot her through the head, killing herrftôft 
immediately. Te have been plying the J .Embassy with case after case of*

1 outrages which the soldiers are committing. They are making a pretense 
* of investigating them, but so far as we can find out, none of the guilty 
, persons are punished as they deserve* and as they would be in any western 

mi ♦•t’i Mr.ainaon,our Consul
.ggs of the Univ.man

girl hud been taken by soldier £ from one of the Jnlv. buildings 
On her return, the case was reported to the consul and he and

Ct 
fi

any. I’ll tell you something thathappened today 
was slanped in the face by a J.soldier, and Mr.Rl 
handled. A * ' ' * “*
and raped. _____  _____Ri"gs accompanied the girl to the plade where she had been taken. It wb 
no less a place than the military police headquarters. Some Military 
police, Japanese, had accompanied the Consul as they do when he goos out. 
The girl was asked to enter the building, perhaps to identify her assailants* 
but Allison ani Riggs were not permitted to go along in. They stood 
about two feet Inside the gate. A soldier tried to push them out* and 
when an officer came along foaming with rage and shouted that they were 
Americans, a soldier reached over from behind and slapped Allison's face.

i-

♦ <

t
•1

Th*'» one of the Military Police who had accompanied Allison said to the 
others that he was She American Consul, another soldier grabbed Riggs and 
shook him by the overcoat collar until he tore it. They waited, however* 
until the girl was delivered back in their hands. Allison does not know 
yet whether to report the incident as he is afraid it may have serious 
results* as far as the relations between the two countries are condoned. 

î Technically he was wrong in being inside the gate of the military police 
headquarters, but that does not excuse the conduct of the soldiers and ths 
officer. The latter was the same who slapped Riggs' face once before» 
and they think it is he also who puttied Dr.Bates down stairs When ho ted 
gone to intewcedd for a middle school graduate whom the J.had forced to * 
act as an interpreter. The boy sent back a note to his wife that he was 
roing to bo executed, and he probably aae been since he lias net returned. 4This morning they fished out the deal bodies of a big group of mem K
who wore machine-gunned soon after the J .entered the city and their bodies 

/ thrown into a pond Just at the end of the street where wo are living.
They are mostly civilians but were all taken and executed on suspicion 
of being ex-soldiers. John went todav to a house in which fourteen .

; occupants wore killed by the soldiers soon after their entry into the city* K 
| Eleven were women all of whom had been raped and then killed* The bodies *
J are still there. John has adequate evidence of that* A wbman oane into

the hospital this a.m.who had been carried off totteteuthern part of
। the city more than a month ago. Her husband was carried off at the aastt jtim~ and has not yet returned and probably never will. They had boon J

(married four years and had had no children. J. soldiers raped her frac 
I seven to nine times every day and finally released her when she could J

allonger be u^ed. She has three forme of venereal disease in their sorted
r I state as a result of her experience, but of course the J .army never 
(such things and it is we foreigners that invent these lies to onooiwfft^y\t

i ’the Chinese! 9o you see we are not exactly populat. But you Can what is tn store for the Chinese if Japan has her way. After I ted"‘ J
investi gaged the ease of the girl who had been shot yesterday, I attondSd^]^ another of our r^hab|UtaUo. coMitt.. Which U.*.* until
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In reply refer to 
F£

My dear Mr. Tar neend:
The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

March 8, 1938, enclosing a photoatatio copy of extracts 
from certain communications written by your son-in-law, 
the Reverend Ernest H. Forster, in regard to conditions 
in Nanking, China, after the occupation of that city 
by the Japanese military.

The Department will, of course, exercise due 
caution to keep from the public any knowledge as to the 
source of the information contained in your letter and 
its enclosure. Your courtesy in making this information 
available to the Department is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton, 
Chief, Division of Ear Eastern Affairs.

Mr. Irving U. Towmsend,
Emery, Booth,Townsend, Miller A Weidner, —A t/Te cor*,' ,< F

, v 50 Congress Street* .
J .■■!•/

Boston, Massachusetts. :—
11 1938 , /

FE:ARR:SMJ fc 3/10/38

793.94/12636
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG 
apo

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

155, March 12, 11 a.m.

From
GRAY

FOLLOWING FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROM COLONEL STILWELL;

"One, Military Attache left Hankow by train 7 a.m.
K/5 a

this morning. Foreign Office received 5 p.m. March

10.. Delayed one day on chance of getting plane to Sian, 

since railroad is liable to interruption at any moment.

Notified of impossibility of travel by air at 9 p.m.

March 11.

Two. Shansi situation still obscure., but most 

Chinese troops remain in the Province, and Japanese 

will have considerable trouble mopping up, No indi

cations yet of Japanese intentions to operate south of 

Yellow River, but they will probably cut Lunghai Railroad 

either by gun fire in vicinity of Tungkuan or by raids 

farther east. Situation in Hsuchow area unchanged, no 

indication of movement either side." 

Repeated to Peiping.

KLP:HPD

JOHNSON
4

O 
1 3 

1938
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SEE 89?t°0 Swatow/122 for _ Despatch #83

from Swatow ..  ...... Ketcham dated __A9^8
TO NAME 1-1127

REGARDING:

Relations with Japan:
Invasion of Japanese Consulate by soldiers of 157th division 
now garrisoning Swatow*
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(b) tintions . Lu» tTapan»

vu January Ifô tha+lapaaaB* Otmaulate was broken 

lato and searched by a party of about £0 soldiers of 

the 167 th division new garriaoain^ ^watow, led by an 

offiosr. .aether visit wee made on January al when a 

;aors thorough seerofa took plaoa, it wa« under stood that 

the soldier» aotud under instruebions from danton mili

tary headquarters, ana that the .«ayor of .>wat<nv had ad- 

viaod against entering tue property.

Ihs undurei^itd visited th* ispai.«t,u ^oneulfata on 

th® altemoou of January al anù «aa allowed to on tar 

by the pollee.®jaa in charge* fha off lea quarters (the 

builûla* i& a largo one ooui>lnifi«< afflue and living 

quarters, and with aopurste .house® for staff amployeo»} 

showed evidence of having bean thoroughly ransaekaa; 

;!&eks, drawer* and files wars open with paper» see tiered 

isbowt. vn« safe of maauf&etur® wa® wide op«n

but an ‘.jaerlean &»de eafs had withstood attempts to fore» 

it. . quality of morduery of ecwise eort had boon r<a- 

«oved i’rcu.; the sellar» wher« it h«« beau hidden In sand 

and plnoed on the lawu feeeid® the building* ‘hat ap- 

peai’ea to be a large lathe was the prinoipsl objeet 

ûisouvsreù. Thu furniture and upstair» pert or the 

butl«in,. wee in taut however, ano while the soldiers bad

evidently

*See telegram January 21, 5 p.M. 
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evidently beau through. the building, no wanton deatrue* 

tloa of property had taken plaee. fh« policeman on 

duty stated that a quantity of papers &«u been taken 
away by the soldiers.

Thia Intaeioxi ©1 the Japanese uonaulate was soon 

the sub J sot ©1 may unfounded mor* in the city. It 

was stated that large ^aantltlefe of arm and mmlblona 

including parte of a tank had bean found, and reprisals 

by the Japanese wore feared ehould the news leak out 

to than. Eowaeer, no Munition* were disectsred, and 

to tats t&ttre have beet» no Japans®» ettaoka on the city 
in reprisal.
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FROM ..Japaç.

TO

( Grew ) DATED A9>__A9.9ÉL

NAME 1—1127 ero

REGARDING*.
China:
Military operations; autonomous governments in China; further 
Japanese official statements.

M

795.94/ |2639

;• *

4&' j
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Xï, DELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.

(a) China.

( 1) Military Operations.

With the fronts in the Nanking area and along the Peip

ing-Hankow Railway relatively quiet, the main scene of military 

operations was Shantung Province. There the Japanese captured 
'l?-,3ihsien, Tsining, and Tsingtao. No resistance was apparently 

net hy the Japanese naval forces in their occupation of the 

^^3'.; named city. According to Japanese news reports, counter 

~attacks 

x ftnbassy’s telegram No. 54 of January 26, 1958.
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attacks launched, by the Chinese in South Shantung during uhe 

latter part of the month were successfully repuZ.secL Japan

ese air raids continued throughout the month; Canton. Hamrow 

and other cities being bombed„ Dome! reported at the end of 

ths month that a battle of large proportions was imminent 

along the Lunghai Railway in the vicinity of Hsv.chow-

The NICHI NICHI of January 29 reported that, according 

to the Foreign Office’s investigations, since the Marco Polo 

Bridge incident of July 1937, the Japanese military had 

occupied 760,000 square kilometers of Chinese territory 

apportioned as follows: all of Hopei Province; 1/3 of Suiyuan 

Province; 4/5 of Shantung Province; ell of Chahar Province; 

1/2 of Shansi Province; 1/3 of Kiangsu Province; 1/5 of Chekiang 

Province; and 1/10 of Anhwei Province» According to this 

estimate, 64,300,000 Chinese in North China o.nd 22,000,000 

Chinese in Central China were now "under Japanese military 

m otection” <

( 2 ) autonomous Governments in Cnine

A '’Nanking autonomous Committee” was inaugurated on 

Turu-.ry 1, A formal agreement to amalgamate the East Hopei 

Anii-Communist Autonomous Government with the "Provisional 

A'-ternment of the Chinese Republic'5 at Peking was signed on 

January 30 by representatives of the two regimes? Upon the 

removal of his headquarters from Tientsin to Peking, General 

•j’crauchi reportedly told press correspondence on January 20 

that the change in headquarters had been made for military 

/ arsons on the one hand and on the other hand because of his 

■ osire to give his personal support to the Peking régime and 
re cooperate with it in promoting the welfare of the local 

Chinese'.

(3) peace Negotiations, The Imperial Confer
ence, and the Japanese Government's 
Strterient of Policy.

In a series of conferences between the Cabinet and bne

Imperial
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Imperial Headquarters, discussions continued concerning tnc 

final attitude to be adopted toward China. An Imperia?. 

Conference, the first since Japan declared war on Germany 

in 1914, was held on January 11 and it approved the princi

ple already adopted by the Cabinet, namely, that so long 

as "China manifests no desire to seek a settlement on a 

basis which will safeguard the peace of East Asia, Japan 

has no alternative but to resolve to face a war of endur

ance” .*

It became known during the month that Japan's minimum 

peace terms, as conveyed to the Chinese Government by the 

German Ambassador to China in December, had been the follow

ing: (1) abandonment by China of nil anti-Japan and anti- 

"Mnnchukuo" activities and cooperation with Japan for 

combatting communism; (2) the establishment of certain 

demilitarized zones in China; (3) conclusion of an economic 

agreement among Japan, China, and "Manchukuo"; and (4) 

indemnification b y China for the results of the hostilities** 

These peace terms were made known to the Ambassador by the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs on January 10 and were announced 

by Mr. Hirota in his address to the Diet on January 22. 

According to a reliable source of information, the Chinese 

Government requested further definition and elucidation of 

the Japanese peace terms and the Japanese Government refused 

to accede to this request. The Minister for Foreign Affairs 

told the Ambassador on January 17 that on January 14 the 

Chinese Government had returned a "perfunctory" reply to the 

Japanese peace terms, merely asking for further information, 

«•’he^etïnon the Japanese Government had decided to hove no 

____________________________________________ further- 

' ’ïm1'nssy's telegrams No. 3.7, January xO. and No., 20. January 
11, 1938.

** Embassy's telegram No. 17, Jar.ua-?y 10. 1938.
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further dealings with the Hankow Government* Mr. Hi rota 

added that this step would not involve a specific act effecting 

a breach of diplomatic relations but simply meant a cessation 

of dealing with the Hankow Government on the ground that it 

no longer represented China.*

As a result of the rupture of tentative peace negotiations, 

the Japanese Government issued a statement on January 16 to the 

effect that since the Chinese Government “blindly” persisted 

in its opposition against Japan, the Japanese Government would 

cease henceforward to deal with that Government and would look 

forward to the establishment and growth of a new Chinese 

regime with which the Japanese Government could cooperate 

harmoniously. The statement added that its decision involved 

no change in the policy adopted by the Japanese Government of 

respecting the territorial integrity and sovereignty of China 

as well as the rights and interests of other Powers in China.** 

The Embassy obtained no confirmation of insistent reports 

that a contemplated declaration of war formed one of the 

principal topics of discussion at the conferences between the 

Cabinet and the Imperial Headquarters and at the Imperial 

Conference. However, in a speech before the budget committee 

of tho Lower House on January 29, the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs said with reference to a declaration of war that it 

was possible by methods of diplomacy to prevent to a certain 

degree third countries helping China by the supply of munitions 

and that the Government was employing various appropriate means 

to convey to such countries a correct conception of Japan’s 

-.ositlon in China, but that the Government intended to request 

the Emperor to declare war if Chiang Kai-shek’s future attitude 

__. and 

* Embassy’s telegrams No, 32, January 16 and No. 35, January 
17, 1938.

•• * Embassy’s telegram No. 32 of January 16, 1938.
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and other developments, both internal end external to Japan, 

should warrant such action.*

* Embassy’s telegram to the Consulate General at Shanghai 
dated January 31, 5 p.m., repeated to the Department.

** Embassy’s telegram No. 42 of January 20, 1938.
*** Embassy’s telegram No. 49 of January 24, 1938.

In consequence of the «Japanese Government’s statement 

of January 16, Mr. Hsu Shih-ying, the Chinese Ambassador to 

Japan, departed from this country for China on January 20, 

leaving the Counselor of the Chinese Embassy as Charge d’affaires 

According to a press despatch from Shanghai, 

Mr. Kawagoe, the Japanese Ambassador to China, announced on 

January 20 that he would soon return to Japan but that Mr. 

Hidaka, the Counselor, would remain as Japanese Charge 

d’Affaires.**

In reply to questions about the status of Sino-Japanese 

relations after the return to Japan of Mr. Kawagoe and the 

return to China of Mr. Hsu Shih-ying, the Foreign Office 

spokesman told foreign press correspondents on January 19 

that these steps would not constitute a rupture of diplomatic 

relations in the sense of international law but that virtually 

the relations between the two countries would have been severed. 

On January 21 the Foreign Office spokesman stated publicly 

that although it had ceased to deal with General Chiang 

Kai-shek’s regime, the Japanese Government would continue to 

accord diplomatic and consular privileges to Chinese diplomats 

and consular officials representing the National Government.***

Before taking leave of Japan from Yokohama, the Chinese 

Ambassador was reported by the JAPAN ADVERTISER of January 21 

to have made the following statement: "Looking back on the 

history of mankind, we see that national fortunes wax and wane, 

and that once-proud States are today in bondage. Nothing 

endures
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Ï endures forever in this sad world. Nor can the feelings of c
?
? people be suppressed by armed force. Do Japanese with fa?-
*

* seeing and deep political insight regard the present situation

' as spelling eternal happiness for Japan?”

(4) Further Japanese Official Statements.

Addressing the opening session of the House of Peers on 

January 22, the War Minister asserted that the Japanese Army’s 

strategic operations had succeeded on all fronts and were 

progressing exactly as planned in Central and South China, and 

that already in North China the capitals of the five Provinces 

had fallen into Japanese hands. On the same occasion the 

Navy Minister stated that the Japanese blockade of the China 

i Coast had been vigorously maintained since the outset of the

hostilities and that the Japanese Navy had consistently 

respected vessels of neutral nations.

Reiterating the declaration contained in the Government’s 

policy statement of January 16, the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs stated in his addresses before both Houses of the Diet 

on January 22 that "Japan has no territorial ambitions in China, 

nor has she any intention of separating North China from the 

rest of the country". In his address before the Diet on Jan

uary 22, Premier Konoye stated that the end of the Sino-Japanese 

conflict appeared "far distant”. In answering an interpellation 

in the House of Peers on January 28, the War Minister admitted 

that a large number of Japanese troops would have to be sent to 

China and stationed there for a long period.

 SECTION II.
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0. __ NARS, Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY

From chefoo via N.R.
AJO BASSY HANKOW

AMEMBASSY PEIPING

Secretary of State,CG i\? •>> >■*’"
* J * i\i ? A [\ ; >

Washington. _

March 13, 9 a . m.

Guerrillas entered Chefoo night of 12th-13th and

engaged police throughout town. Japan promptly sent 

out patrols and guerrillas withdrew. Casualties be

lieved small. Japanese planes which took the air at

daybreak dropped two bombs in southern suburbs about

8 a.m. Japanese landing force is now pushing south.

A similar attack and withdrawal of guerrillas is 

said to have occurred at Weihaiwei night of llth-12th.

Shanghai please inform Commander in Chief.

EMB :DDM ALLEN
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MB
A portion of this tele- 
gran.r2U.st be closely FROM
paraphrased before being 
communicated to anyone(A)

Canton via N.R.

Dated March W, 1938

Rec’d 8:50 sy.m. 13th.
• /ft. jfi K

Secretary of State,' '
j U.N.i. Aôli 

Washington. L-------- ---- --

/--- -—
. ro i X DivislO()

'■■o. j. Al

March 10, 4 p.m.

(BEGIN GRAY AND SPECIAL GRAY) Following scouting

and minor railway bombing on first and second Japanese 

planes were Inactive until ninth when Canton-Hankow 

Railway was bombed heavily but not damaged seriously, 

train arriving Canton this morning.

Press reports that during Interim Japanese air

craft carriers returned to Formosa for supplies and re

placement planes.

Scouting and minor bombing at Hoihow; causing small 

damage reported early in month, (ENG GRAY AND SPECIAL 

GRAY). g

Americans arriving Canton on train yesterday mov

ing observed during daytime alone at least twelve Sg 

northward troop trains and frequent military supply 

trains. Troops described as of good appearance and ,j 

well equipped.

LINNELL

EMB DDM
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[CC'NFIF*OTIAI.]

paraphrase

A telegram of March 10, 193G, from the American 
Consul General at Canton reads substantially as fol
lows:

Following scouting and minor railway bombing on 
Faroh 1 and 2 Japanese planes were inactive until March 
© when Canton-Hankow Railway was bombed heavily but not 
damaged seriously, train arriving in Canton on the 
morning of March 10, 

Press reports that during interim Japanese air
craft carriers returned to Formosa for supplies and 
replacement planes, 

Scouting and minor bombing at Holhowj causing 
small damage reported early in March,

Frequent military supply trains and at least 
twelve trains northward bound carrying troops described 
as being well equipped and as of good appearance were 
aeon during the daytime alone by Americans who arrived 
by train in Craton on the morning of March 9.

793.94/12641

*3-1'4
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MLbi^ 0 Date , /2-/8-_75---

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FROMGRAY

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated March 12, <1938

Secretary of State

Rec’d 1:40 p.m./ ~__
v'V Division of

’Washington

386, March 12, 9 p.m
'apartment of

Following a military review held at the /ormer

civic center of the municipality of Greater Shanghai

and at which high Japanese military, diplomatic and Jq
consular officials were present, General Hata, the 

n-v' Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Expeditionary 

forces in Central China, made a statement to Japanese 

press representatives. Inter alia he is reported to
•h>have stated that the Japanese Army is ready to cooperate 

with a new regime in Central China if its basic pôlicies

are friendship with Japan and wa-” on the Kuomintang 

and the Communist Party; that in dealing with third 

powers "we shall follow the honorable path of justice 

in accordance with the Government’s foreign policy”; 

that friction with third powers will arise only should 

they attempt to interfere with army operations; and 

that he would exercise caution in dealing with the^ J?
t, E T

problem of the International Settlement in view of^th® ***>,
conMex 2
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By Date 

468

-2- #386, March 12, 9 p.m. from Shanghai via N. R.

complEx intEr-rElationships of forEign intErEsts within 

it.

Rep Eat Ed to Hankow and. PEiping.

GAUSS
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Adviser on Political Relations

March 3, 1938

Judge Moore handed this to me 
yesterday and asked for suggestions 
for an acknowledgment.

These Lees belong to the 
Lee family.

That and various other 
pertinent points being taken into 
consideration, it seems to me that 
the letter should have considerable 
more than a mere "received with 
thanks" acknowledgment. I would 
suggest an effort to draft a 
friendly and somewhat chatty letter 
ending up with reference to and 
enclosure of texts of various of 
the Secretary’s utterances of the 
last eight months.

PA H:SKH:ZMK SKH
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* . . [COPY’.HES]

Feb. 3, 1938

Mr. Walton Moore
State Department 

Washington,

My dear Mr. Moore:

Many years ago I had the pleasure''bf:'meeting you when my 
brother, the Rev. H. B. Lee, Jr., was in charge of the church at 
Fairfax Courthouse. In view of the present crisis in China, I 
venture to recall the acquaintance to present certain aspects of 
the invasion of the rights of Americans. During thirty-two years 
work in China I have never seen anything which compares with the 
attitude taken by the conquerors of this part of the country. 
Americans are not allowed to occupy and use property which belongs 
to them. Visits may occasionally be sanctioned" by the General 
Headquarters of the Japanese army; but such nermits as are given 
are at once nullified by the local.military officials. This seems 
to be the policy sanctioned and enforced by the Japanese high 
command. Efforts in China to mitigate this policy" are fruitless 
and I believe that only persistent pressure from the U.S. govern
ment unon Tokyo will procure a change.

I enclose two statements of our recent visit to Wusih, a
city 80 miles from Shanghai, in which I have worked for the past 

" .7 thirty-two years. The state of affairs revealed may be taken as 
0typical of what exists in all other cities in the war zone.

793.94/12643■
Missionaries are interested in getting back to their sta

tions to carry relief to the thousands of people who are in dire 
need. In many cases they have" funds for relief work and are not 
allowed to proceed with that work.

The reiterated statements of Japanese government and mili
tary officials that they will not interfere with the rights and 
property of Americans and that they are simply protecting Chinese 
people from their own corrupt officials are obviously false. The 
facts of the case prove this. T'

American property has all been invaded and looted by uniformed 
Japanese soldiers and in many baàes buildings occupied. Chinese 
civilians have been wantonly murdered and women raped by Japanese 
soldiers. As long as Japan controls any part of China Americans 
will be kept out, unless the danger of the disregard of their rights 
can be strongly impressed upon the Japanese government. H

I feel sure that the pitiful state of Christians and others in T| 
China must appeal to the sympathy of every American. If there is

anything >

" i
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anything which you, in your high office, can do to bring relief to 
this suffering people, I am sure we may count on your doing it.

I pray God to guide you in your efforts.

With assurances of respect, I am

Yours sincerely

CLAUDE M. LEE
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March 7, 1936.

Hy dear Dr» Lee:
I was glad to receive your letter of Feb

ruary 3, 1936, which recalls ay very pleasant 
meeting with you several years ago*

I have brought your letter to the attestion 
of the officials of thia Department who are Im* 
mediately concerned with Far Eastern affairs and 
you any be certain that it has their sympathetic 
interest as it Uss my own»

You, of course, realise that the existing 
situation is very difficult* Représentâtions 
have been repeatedly made with the view to insur
ing respect for end protection of American rights 
and interests» Several days ago we were encouraged 
by receiving a telegram from the Consul General at 
shanghai stating that the Japanese authorities had 
announced that beginning March 1 facilities would bo 
given for the removal of foreign cargo from certain 
wharves and warehouses north of Soochow Crook,which indicates that some headway is being made in working 
out the problem, and I assure you that we are continuing to give every factor of the situation solicitous attention and are exerting every effort toward 
obtaining a satisfactory solution thereof»

as of interest in this connection» X am on* closing copies of various documents, as listed below which
Dr. Claude M. Leo,

House Wo. 10,st» John’s University, 
Shanghai, China*
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situation in th. *»r £îjj Uy lth to th.

alway^I ^8’' ”8"a “a ”ra »••» «‘«»« tor you

Tour* very sincerely,

8» Walton Moore

Enoloeures: 
Senate Doeuemtn Ko. 131.

°- “•

A?fr?88®! th« ^ewtary of 
^tate, September 19, «0, end October 22, 1937.

0 fiWEM

! A true copy of 

i the signed origi- 
j nal.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR FOURTH MARINES

March

Rec ’d

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMIN)
NAVY DEPT

14, 1938

7:30 a.mi

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE 
ASSTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAL'BAS S ADOR C HI NA
USS HARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0013. Chinese guerillas raided police stations and 

two Japanese shops Chefoo* Nipponese offensive north 

east Shensi reported twenty-five miles west Hochu. 1930.

DDM

793.94/12644
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

MARDET PEIPING

FROM March 14, 1938

R ec ’ d 9:45 a\Zi<' —-----
f i-'ivitioji of

. im-l

0014. Report from MARDET Chinwangtao 11" M;

states about 1500 sickened wounded Nipponese soldiers 

evacuated to hospital ships leaving seventh and tenth 

respectively. On eleventh a long troop train about

500 men with 20 flat cars loaded passenger vehicles and 

ambulances passed through Chinwangtao direction Tientsi 

0930.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR ___________GRAY

__________—--- ----- j Chefoo via N. R, 

""____________ : Dated March 13, 1938
I o A NJ &T* /
I “ '----------- REc’d 7:30 Z.m., 14th.

Secretary of State, ' \)f bivisioi-of \
Washington. RA

Z^WRl ;f^.
March 13, 2 p.m. ~X/>apartmeni of

One. Chefoo has been quiet since 9 a^n. However 

strong guerilla forces are said to be gathered at 

several points in consular district,.

Two. Attack on Weihaiwei mentioned in my March 13 

9 a.m., occurred pt 3 a.m., 12th when guerillas began 

firing in streets of Port Edward. They were driven 

off by Japanese forces supported by air craft after 

daylight.

Three. Under orders of Inspector General of 

Customs, Mr. S. Momikura, who is a Japanese subject, 

assumed duties 12th as Acting Commissioner of Customs 

in charge of Chinese maritime customs at Chefoo, 

Weihaiwei, and Lungkow.

ALLEN

KLP:SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This telegram must be 
closeiy paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

Rec’d

ALUSNA PEIPINGFrom
March 14, 1938

ACTION: NAVY DIPT

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMIN) 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
ASST ALUSNA NANKING 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA

0014. Alusna expects depart Peiping twenty March

for Shanghai, Hong Kong and probably interior. 1535»,

SMS:KLP

ë
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ByDat®

TELEGRAM  ̂RECEIVED

EG
This ntssage mist be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

FR<W3URTH MARINES 

March 14, 1938 

Rec»d 10:30 a.m.

TO: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMIN)

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COI.BUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0014, Japanese continue mopping up in western 

and northern Shansi. Reported made unsuccessful 

attempt cross Yellow River near Hancheng sixty miles 

north Tungkwan. Extensive Chinese guerrilla activity 

Pinghan line between Nanyan, Tinsin. 1842.

SMS:KLP

795.94/12648
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By 0, WARS. Date U-l8'?$

TELEGRAM

4884

EG GRAYFrom
!! , Shanghai

r^oV.V'*'. i n '
\ k ■ ■.) x • s Dated Ma:

Rec’d 11

AMEMBASSY HANKOW ________
AMEMBASSY NANKING^^S
AMEMBASSY PEIPING^' mr. hornb^
Secretary of Sta^e^ ^'^<3 31938

Washington.

390, March 14, 2 p.m.

FROM ATCHESON (SECTION ONE) 

"One. General conditions in 

improved considerably in (4) week;

via N. R.

Nanking have

. Chinese from

refugee zone have been returning to their homes and

spreading through the city. Small Chinese and Japanese

shops have been opening. Missionaries report that

number of known cases of rape and of assault by

soldiers upon civilian population has been reduced to to

2 or 3 daily of each category. About 200 unarmed

Chinese police are on duty throughout the city and

postal service is scheduled to resume March 24

Two. Nanking is apparently being used both for

garrison purposes and as a rest camp, and with present

garrison personnel the problem of maintaining order

centers chiefly in new troops coming from the field,

Rec ently

793.94/12649
 

F/FG
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-!b85

“2“ #390, March 14, 2 p.m. from Shanghai via N.R.

Recently this difficulty appears to have been dealt 

with in comparatively satisfactory manner.

Three. The new Japanese Consul General seems 

also well disposed, Japanese officials I met were 

friendly and it was obvious that there exists a 

cordial and friendly relationship between them and 

Allison and Espy. (Both their duties and the con

ditions under which they live have imposed considerable 

strain upon Embassy staff. There is yet no telephone 

service, Electric light service is not continuous and 

water service is only occasional”« (SECTION TWO follows.)

GAUSS

CSB
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„„ TELEGRAM RECEIVED
ht. id

__ Shanghai via N.R.
... FROM

Dated March 14, 1938

Rec’d 2:20 p. m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

390, March 14, 2 p. m. (SECTION TWO)

FROM ATCKESON.

Four. ’’While life in Nanking is far from normal, 

general improvement in conditions inclines me to 

recommend that Japanese authorities be pressed to 

lessen restrictions against return of American 

missionaries and business men who have important 

interests there. Following is from letter addressed to 
____________ .  -■'■'«Mm» 

the Embassy March 9 by missionaries representing 

present Nanking American community:

*It seems to us that there is now no good reason 

why the Japanese should seek to place any restrictions 

on the presence or movement of American nationals in 

Nanking, Three months have elapsed since the occupation 

of the city, and there is at this time no conceivable 

danger which would of itself make it unwise for 

Americans to reside there. The present restrictions

may

---------' ’ x**

■. ■ > ■ -■■■ - ' '-Pvwt
■ ■ : ■ .. ■■ :■ .L' ’ ■ :

■' ■ '- " ■< .. v„ ■ , '

t ■ ' ■’ ' : •. : •* ’’
\ . .r

•• ’ ii
. ■ " -■ ■ ■ . < " ■; ■• - : ■■ ; . ..
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os^.eJ^-r "■"•’s-

REB

2-#390, From Shanghai,Mar. 14,2p.m.

may possibly have been justified in the Early days 

immediately following the occupation, but there is 

no reason for them now.

Furthermore, in addition to the fact that there 

is no reason why American citizens should longer be 

kept out of Nanking, there are also certain definite 

and positive reasons why they should return. In 

the first place, their return is needed in order to 

assess properly the damages to American property 

recently occasioned by Japanese soldiers. Only the 

various owners or persons responsible for such' 

property can file satisfactory statements in regard 

thereto. But of even more importance than this is 

the fact that additional workers are needed to meet 

the great humanitarian needs which the present 

emergency has thrust upon us. Those who are now 

available for this task are all too few, and various 

matters, especially public health, have been already 

far too long neglected. Again, apart from the relief 

work, there are the regular tasks of business, mission 

or other enterprises, which those concerned therewith 

naturally desire to carry forward at the first oppor

tunity. Finally, there is the obvious fact that the
Open

---------------
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REB

3—#390,From Shanghai,Ear.14,2

Open Door —— a vital principle to our Government -- 

can be kept open only if a sufficient number of 

Americans (and other foreign nationals) stay by their 

jobs and keep it from being shut. Thus taken together 

all these reasons combine to make a strong case for 

seeking the immediate removal of the restrictions 

that now prevail,«’' 

(END MESSAGE)
GAUSS

ALC

HPD
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tiriAï

j DEPARTMENT OFSTATPeiping ' 1

fROM Dated March 15, ,1938

Secretary of State

Washington

ji170> March 15, _ x.. . 
w** ot>

Embassy’s 132,/February 25
28, 3 p.m.Â?<?4

Rec

’ 139, February

An American of the American Board of Mission at Fenchow

has arrived at Peiping and states

by Japanese February 17; that all

uninjured; that the only casualty

with the mission was the gatemnn

that Fenchow was taken

Americans there were

among Chinese associated

who was killed; that

mission buildings suffered considerable damage from Japanese

artillery and rifle fire, for which a claim is being

prepared; that Japanese have since not disturbed the

mission except by aM-s+ts of inspection; that he had to wait

ten days to receive a pass to leave Fenchow because of

alleged presence of irregulars between Fenchow and Taiku;

that there was considerable looting and raping in Fenchow

by Japanese and some shooting of civilians; that a large

proportion of the population had fled, however, prior to

the occupation; and that there is widespread guerrilla

activity in Shansi

Repeated to Hankow, by courier to Tokyo and Tientsin

793.94/12650
 

F/FG 
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COI'îYANGPAT
From

March 15, 1938

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG)
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRCN FIVE 
COMSOPAT
CINCAF (ADMIN)
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0014. Air raid Hankow ninEtEEn zero five to ninEtEEn

forty. Results undEtermined. 2100

793.94 /
I 265 I

KLP

«
w
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EG —
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone»

FOURTH MARINES
FROMMarch 15, 1938

Rec’d 8:10 p.m

TO: CINCAF (FLAG)
CINCAF (ADM)
NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: ANCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
AGTALUoNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
C OMYA NG PAT 
CCMSOPJ T
AIL1MBA SS ADOR C HI NA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Oivibiuji „i

■,K !

LL'parfmeni ,:

0015. Widespread Chinese guerrilla activities

North and Central China, Japanese claim resumed

southward drive Tsinpu Railway. 1814

NPL:EMB

- ; ■<

793.94/12652
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG
This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

From
COMYANGPAT

March 15, 1938

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: CINCAF
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADM) 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
FOURTH MARINES 
ALUSNA PEIPING

R ec ’ d

0015. Air raids Hankow at 1950 and 2031 of

six BLP. Each dropped bombs vicinity airfield.

2155.

NPL:EMB

§

793.94/12653
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Februa:

Japs originally had a population of about 70,000,000 people
They took Korea and Manchuria with • » n

Then they took Pekin and North China « « «
40,000,000 ’ •

100,000,000 ”
Now they are taking 400,000 sç.miles ■’.of Shanghai 150.000.000
This will give the® control of about ...... . 000 •
or 3 times the population of the Onited States. ’ * ’

ror three years or more we have said that kindness and help for 

China’s suflerers would save us from a war with the Yellow or Brown race 

V:e are of the opinion that It will take all possible kindness and help 
to save us from a war with Asia.

In addition to China’s millions of people now under partial 

control Ôf Japan, Japan nov has taken possession of $100,000,000 per 

year tax and Import revenue, thus making China poorer and Japan richer 
every year or every day. Fe wish these facts could be put before

795.94/12654thousands of thinking people. Vhat do you think can or should be done?

P.5. In the war against China, the Japanese are using rifles. n

5^. gra.W,?.^gl g , 
one or wnich was invented 0r perfected bT. Japa»» It mlght save 
us from future wars if a way could be found to keep other nations 
from using our industrial as well as our war machinery against us.

Japanese labor at SO# per day can ruin the market for American factories 
at home as well as abroad. If it was not that Japan is busy 
with a military war. there would be today an industrial war. If Japan w 
controls China the industrial war will be many times worse.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
BEPABTMEK. ^^fS,NGTON 

RÉûW»ewforsr4 yc
'•March 1,

i838^%M?2,

Respec^uMjCS'eferred to the offi

cials of the State Department.

793.94/12655

”*■•*•'•** W** - .......
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[COPYtHES]

UNITED STATES SENATE

Committee on Interstate Commerce

February 26, 1938

My dear Mr. President:

Enclosed find a letter from a constituent of mine 
and an admirer of yours. It is self explanatory.
With my kindest regards, I am

Sincerely,

B. K. WHEELER

Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt 
President of the United States 
White House

795.94/12655 
F/FG
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COPY: VCI

To President Roosevelt

Dear Mr. President, Will you please take the time 

if possible, to read the communication handed you 

through the courtesy of Senator Wheeler. You may not 

agree with some of the statements or you may not agree 

with any of them, but still there may be some thought 

contained that may, perhaps, be of some slight value 

in this hour of World Trial and distress.

Sincerely yours,

I. E. FINCH

Eureka, Mont.

(The enclosure was a 14-page article entitled "The 

Real Object of Japan’s Invasion of China and also some 

remarks upon the same", in which the writer inveighs 

against Japan as a disturber of the peace and as a menace 

to white civilization, approves our naval armament program 

and advocates immediate action by us, supported presum

ably by England, France, and Russia, to destroy the Japa

nese Navy in order to save democracy.)
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March 15 1938,

In reply refer to
FE 793.94 Wheeler, Burton K.

My dear Mr. McIntyre:

The receipt is acknowledged of your communication 

of March 1, 1938, enclosing a letter addressed to the 

President by the Honorable Burton K. Wheeler with which 

he transmitted a letter addressed to the President by 

Mr. I. E. Finch of Eureka, Montana, in regard to the 

situation in the Far East.

I am returning herewith Senator Wheeler’s letter

and the letter from Mr. Finch, together with a copy of 

the Department’s acknowledgment of Mr. Finch's letter.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

B • Messersmi th

Enclosures :
1. From Senate»» Wheeler, 

February 26, 1938, 
with enclosure.

2. From Department to 
Mr. Finch.

Assistant Secretary

MAR

The Honorable
8R Marvin H. McIntyre,
14 io%q Secretary to the President19.58. The Houae,

235 •
FE:EGC:HES ^T’FE
3-9 V?
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March 15 1938»

In reply refer to
FE 793.94 Wheeler, Burton K.

lly dear Mr. Finch:

The receipt Is acknowledged, by reference from 

the White House, of your letter and its enclosure, 

addressed to the President and transmitted to him 

at your request by Senator Wheeler, In regard to the 
situation In the Far East.

The contents of your letter and its enclosures 

hare received careful consideration and the spirit 
which prompted you to write is appreciated.

Sincerely yours.

For the Secretary of State:

793.94/
I 2655

Maxwell M» Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of y8r Eastern Affaire.

Mr. Isaiah E. Finch,

Qg Eureka, Montana.
MAR 14 1938.

FE:EGC:VCI

“n

0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This tEl Egram must bE 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

ACTION: CINCAF
NAVY DEPT

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
A'.IAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Ffg$$RTH MARINES

March 16, 1938

0016. Nipponese artillery north bank Yellow River has 

cut Lunghai Railway several pl°ces southward offensive Tsinpu 

line reached point fifteen miles south Tsowhsien. 1903.

795.94/
I 2656

DDM
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR PLAIN & GRAY

-Ç7: ~Tn~' FR^itf-Ping via N. R.

I ■' ' .? ; , ■’ n ! Dated March 16. 1938

CD f Rec’d 9:02 a.m. i 

Secretary of State, /

Washington. ~----- \
* f Û1 Vision of \

/1 Mfl MsîtfiipÂMlw
172, March 16, 3 p.m. ’

Embassy's 159,/March 9, 4 p.m. ■

One. The local Japanese military spokesman airated thi 

morning that Japanese troops occupied on March 14 Chiehho 

which is ten miles north of Tenghsien on the Tientsin-Pukow 

Railway and advanced March 15 to within two or three miles 

of Tenghsien which is about fifty miles north of Hsuchow. 

Information with regard to the southern front on the 

Tientsin-Pukow Railway is not available.

Two. According to the same spokesman, Kwantung army 

forces which recently crossed the Yellow River from Hochu 

northwest Shansi, into Shensi have withdrawn to Shansi and 

there are no Japanese forces in Shensi at present. He 

stated that Japanese forces in occupation of points on the 

Yellow River in south Shansi are shelling the Lunghai 

Railway. According to Chinese reports the Japanese troo.gs 

which entered Shensi from Hochu were repulsed by ChinesE.^anc 

Japanese directed by Mongol force despatched from Ningsi|| 

to aid the Japanese turned over to the Chinese forces in 

South Suiyuan,

Three
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-2- #172, March 16, 3 p.m., from Peiping via N. R

Three. Japanese intentions with regard to invading

Shensi and crossing the Yellow River in Honan may await the 

outcome of the renewed drive on the northern Tsinpu front 

and a drive on the southern Tsinpu front preparationslfor
/ /A.130 ’

which were reported in Shanghai’s 378,/March 11, 11 a.m.

Repeated to Ambassador, Hankow, by courier.

LOCKHART

RR :WWC

*»

■ ,v
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR GRAY

During an informal conversation yesterday evening

with a Japanese official the question of foreign rights

CD 
W

(0

and interests in China came up for discussion and I 

was given the following information said to be typical 

of the viewpoint of high ranking army officers in 

China on this question, . My informant said that at a 

dinner he attended given on March 13, by Lieutenant

w 
0) 
Cl 
00

General Fukita, the new Commander-in-Chief in this area

General Fukita had stated it was his opinion that there

was no reason why the Jaoanese army should give any

consideration to foreign rights and interests as long

as the foreign governments continued to give encouragement

and assistance to Japev ’s enemy, namely, the Government of

Chiang Kai Shek, He is said to have added that it might

be necessary to respect foreign rights already established 

but that in the future foreign interests should be

disregarded unless the various nations changed their

present attitude towards Japan's activities in China

‘■•’S

Referenc e
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' b 31

-2- #78, March 16, 11 a.m,, from Nanking via N. R.

Reference was made to the displeasure of the army at 

western nations providing China with military supplies 

and I pointed out that while it is true that military 

supplies are being sold to China, they are also being 

sold to Japan and that any attempt to govern the sales 

of munitions to but one party to a dispute would be 

Equivalent to taking sides, which was not the desire 

of the United States.

It is perhaps interesting to note that during the 

course of this conversation my informant referred on 

several occasions to the action of Hitler in Austria and 

stated that this action had been a great encouragement 

to the Japanese in carrying on their activities in 

China.

Sent to Embassy, Hankow. Repeated to Peiping and 

Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON

KLP:WWC

1 J®
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B
“7ïïvTseF] 
-à 1938 | 

iENTCFSTATE
...

Secretary of State,

Tsingtao via N. R.

Washington.

March 15, 5 p.m.

Three thousand ton Japanese steamers now carry 

passengers but no important cargo past boom to Tsingtao 

piers. Foreign flag steamer must unload d^^o junks and 

lighters outside boom.

Trains carry letter mall between Tsingtao and 

Tsinan but no regular freight and only few Oriental 

passengers.

Japanese officials consider it unsafe for 

occidentals to travel on trains. On March 12 four 

Japanese tobacco merchants killed by Chinese "ruffians" 

at Fangtae. One Japanese civilian reported killed at 

Chowtsun on same railway. Chinese bandits have 

unsuccessfully attacked American Presbyterian Mission ' 

near 'Vrihsien now protected bv armed guards. Postal 

truck attacked by unknown assailants and driver killed 

near Weihsien. 30 W

Away fa

§

793.94/12659
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-2- March 15, 5 p.m., from Tsingtao via N. R.

f>*pt kva.y from railway in parts cd—bo.^6 under

their control Japanese are reported to have been 

harrassed by Chinese bandits or plain clothesmen in the 

vicinity of Pingtu, Tsimo and Chucheng. Repeated to 

Hankow, Nanking, Shanghai.

GOURLEY 
RRîHPD

-T- ,u. iLW_,W(iH|r
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Ne. 42.
AMERICAN CONSULATE, 

Chefoo, China, February 10, 1938.
CM *

C--' Subject: Occupation of Tengchow.

I have the honor to quote beLow a description 
of the Japanese occupation of Tengchow (also known 
as P*eng-lai), fifty miles north west of Chefbo, 
which was furnished to the Consulate in a letter 
dated February 9, 1938, from Mr. Arthur C. Owens, an 
American citizen and a member of the American Presby
terian Mission:
K «She political turnover took place here 1 J W^3aturday, February 6th, with the arrival at
x 12.30 P.M. of some fterty cars bearing members 

of the Japanese military forces* They wore 2g 
met at 1he motor station by a hundred or more 
representatives of the official and business . 
groups from the city. All then proceeded 
to the Magistrate*s Yemen inside the city S 
where food had been prepared. The local' 
Magistrate, iho came into power a few weeks, 
ago on the flight of the former magistrate^'*, was told to carry on for the present; police t and local guards surrendered their arms but * 
seme were allowed to retain their arms for 
police dxty; some of the gins in bad condi
tion and the Yamen radio were burned; military 
proclamations and anti-communists posters 
were given out to be put up in various places 
in the city; a speech hy a Japanese officer 
ending up with the following slogans: «is 
Chiang Kai Shék our enemy?* Answer, *Yes*.
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"•Are England, America, and Russia our enemies?* 
Answer, *Yes*. *New China Wan Sei, Wan Sei*.'"" 
•Japan Banzai Banzai** The answers were
given, in concert by the soldiers and civilians* 
The entire group of the military then left 
here far Hwanghsien A. ere I understand they 
spent Saturday night, going on to Lungkow 
Sunday afternoon* Five barred and Japanese 
flags were flown at all shop doors yesterday 
but most of them were down today. There 
were two or three eases of looting Saturday 
night Clle no police were on duty, but other
wise we have been very quiet.**
The Chinese phrase represented above as "Wan Sei** 

is^|^, usually romani zed as wan suj* The sentence 

including tfce phrase may be translated "Let New China 
live ten thousand years!"

The action of the Japanese officer in identifying 
the United States, together with England and Russia, 
as an enemy of New China and Japan, takes on added 
significance in connection with the activities of the 
Japanese army in Chefoo described in the Consulate*s 
despatch of February 3, 1938*

Respectfully yours,

Stuart Allen 
American Consul

800* 
SA: ICY

In çiintuplicate to Department.
Copy to Bnbassy, Hankow.
Copy to Babassy, Peiping*
Copy to Consul General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consul, Tsingtao*
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MBo From
GRAY

Shanghai via N,r

Dated March 16, 1938

Rec ’d

Secretary of State

Washington

12:12 p,

Division of \ 
FAR EASTERW/lRS \& 

ÀLAR 1 W)38^ j
404,. March 16, 6 p.m partaient of'

For thE past few days Shanghai has been

mors of impending Japanese military action th take over

the French concession and otherwise to strengthen their

position in the foreign area. While the situation is 

being watched carefully, I find nothing so far to substan

tiate the reports and Japanese officials deny them.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

i-IPD :

S 
« 
»
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,a J".7 I hn p F'f ) »

«/ S') h)i9 hj

A A/ t* r Col p« >itl

Shanghai,

January 15th, 1938.

K

I have just returned to Shanghai from a trip to Hankow, where 
the main headquarters of the Chinese Government have been established 
since the fall of Nanking. Leaving here on December 7, I spent a few 
days in Hongkong before proceeding to Hankow by air on December 15. 
As there was some difficulty in getting a passage back by air, the planes 
being booked up for so long as a month in advance, I returned to Hongkong 
by train, arriving on Christmas Day after an uneventful 48-hour trip, 
third class, in company with nearly 300 foreign evacuees, mostly women 
and children. I remained in Hongkong until January 7, when I took a 
steamer back to Shanghai.

One could scarcely wish for a more comfortable trip than the 
four-hour flight by Eurasia plane from Hongkong to Hankow. Leaving the 
Kai Tak aerodrome promptly at 11.35 a.m. we winged our way over Kwangtung, 
Kiangsi and Hunan provinces, reaching our destination without a hitch at 
about 3.30 p.m. Though obscured by a sea of clouds for part of the way, 
the view of mountain and lake, interspersed with a network of ricefields, 
which unrolled itself below us during the latter half of the trip was a 
fascinating spectacle and the end of the journey came in iiaiim^wd too soon 
for at least one of the dozen or more voyagers. Most of our fellow (0 ,
passengers, I should judge, were minor Chinese officials. There were CM /
only two other foreigners aboard in addition to myself. One was C. J. ♦
Chancellor, Far Eastern Manager of Reuters News Agency, and the other was ÇC 
W. A. Farmer, an Australian newspaper man, who was on his way to Hankow 
to assist in government publicity work. Newspaper men and government 
officials provide the air services with most of their business these days. “t

M
The commercial aviation services operated by the Sino-German O)

Eurasia Company and the Sino-American China National Aviation Corporation £B
have been immensely useful to the Chinese Government during the present Im
crisis as a means of keeping open communications between the interior and 
Hongkong, where most of the financial organs, in particular, have now es
tablished temporary offices. One wonders why the Japanese have not attemp
ted to interfere; possibly they wish to avoid complications with the 
German and American interests involved. It would be a very serious matter 
for the Government, as well as for foreigners in the interior, if these air Î 
routes were to be disrupted.

Landing at Wuchang, we crossed the river to Hankow and found it I 
full of soldiers but otherwise presenting a normal appearance. Wounded p /
men wearing dark blue padded coats embroidered with a large red cross p '
were hobbling along the Bund; others were being carried along on the backs 
of kindly comrades. These presumably were convalescents. Unfortunately *■
I did not have time to visit any of the Red Cross hospitals but on all 
sides I heard high praise for the admirable work performed by the Hankow 
International Red Cross, of which the Chinese mayor of Hankow is Chairman, T|
the British Consul-General, Mr. G. C. Moss Vice-Chairman and Dr. J. W. \
Maxwell, a veteran British medical missionary, Executive Secretary. I 
was told that the army medical services were in a state of disorganisation 
as a result of the evacuation of Nanking and that some difficulty was >
being experienced in bringing about effective cooperation between the various ,
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volunteer units furnished by private organisations both in China and 
abroad. This is but one example of that lamentable lack of coordination 
and team work which has proved so disastrous all through the war.

How many of the Central Government’s crack divisions flung 
into action against the Japanese at Shanghai and Nanking still remained 
as a fighting force? Was China in a position to carry on the fight? 
How had Chinese morale and, in particular., Chiang Kai-shek’s personal 
position been affected by the loss of Nanking? What of the Communists 
and the question of Soviet support? What prospect was there of the 
German peace efforts succeeding? v

These were some of the questions I was formulating in^my mind 
during the aerial journey to Hankow. I was not able to find a satisfactory 
answer to all of them but in the next few paragraphs I shall jot down the 
impressions formed on the basis of conversations with high Chinese officials 
from the Generalissimo downwards, as well as with well-informed foreign 
observers.

Perhaps to begin with, since it was written while I was still at 
Hankow, I may as well repeat here what I set down in a telegram to the 
"Manchester Guardian” on December 18 iafter a two-hour talk with Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek. (it had been stipulated beforehand that his presence in 
Hankow was not to be indicated in the telegram). In my despatch I said:

’’Conversation with high Chinese officials here convince one that 
the Chinese Government had decided to fight to the bitter end in defence 
of its political integrity. Despite the fall of Nanking, Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek is said to be in excellent spirits and to be supremely 
confident that ultimately China will come out on top.”

" ’We may have been defeated on the battlefield’, one important 
military commander said to me, ’but that does not mean that the war is 
over. Japan will find that it is much easier to occupy territory than 
to maintain the foothold she has won. While we shall do the best we can 
with our limited resources, we hope that Britain, America and other friendly 
powers will realize that China is fighting their battle as well as her own. 
We ask that they should live up to their obligations as co-membors of the 
League of Nations and help us as much as possible.”

"Opinions differ as to the extent to which the Generalissimo has 
been able to salvage his crack divisions but there is general agreement 
that the question of supplies has become a vital issue, especially in view 
of the threatened Japanese attempt to seize the Canton-Hankow railway, by 
which considerable quantities of munitions have been coming through from 
Hongkong. Soviet aeroplanes are now a familiar sight in Hankow but it is 
believed that only a limited number have so far arrived and that their 
fighting capacity under local conditions still remains to be proved. Al
though most of the Government offices have been transferred to Chungking 
and elsewhere, Hankow remains the principal nerve centre of Chinese resis
tance and in anticipation of intensified air raids arrangements are being 
made to ship British women and children down river to Shanghai."
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Except for a few who proceeded to Shanghai aboard the British 
cruiser “'Capetown”, it was found impracticable to use the river as a route 
for the evacuation of foreign residents and arrangements were made with 
the Japanese authorities to despatch a series of international trains down 
to Hongkong by the Hankow-Canton railway instead^

Let me now deal one by one with the questions listed above. I 
formed the opinion that of the Central Government’s "model” or at any rate 
tolerably well-trained, well-equipped divisions, estimated by foreign 
military experts to have numbered about 30 when hostilities began, only 
six at the most were left intact as fighting unitsB That is accepting 
the most optimistic Chinese estimate; some put the residue as low as three 
divisions. This disposes of any suggestion that the Generalissimo shielded 
his own divisions and sacrificed the provincial levies. Chiang Kai-shek 
told me he expected to be able to rebuild his army within two months but 
foreign military men consider that it will require a minimum of three 
months. There is no doubt whatever that the Chinese army has been badly 
smashed up and it will take a prodigious effort to get it into fighting 
tram again.

Is China in a position, then, to carry on the war? Foreign 
opinion seems to be divided on this point but the Generalissimo left us 
in no doubt as to his firm intention to keep up the fight. "After all”, 
he pointed out, "even if the Chinese army sat down and did nothing the 
Japanese would still find it an expensive business to maintain themselves 
in the vast territory they have occupied. Now if we use our mobile units 
to harry their communications, how much more costly it will become”.

The Generalissimo estimated that the Japanese would need to use 
24 divisions to garrison the occupied areas and that they would have to 
throw in another eight divisions if they wished to seize the Peiping- 
Hankow railway. It seemed evident that he was preparing for a war of 
attrition in which guerilla activities would play an important part. The 
danger is that this may result in a return to the chaos and disunity from 
which China has so recently emerged. In this connection the following 
Kuo Min despatch from Hankow, dated January 14, is perhaps significant:

”In a circular order to the various provincial and municipal 
authorities General Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Military Affairs 
Commission, instructs that unauthorised organization of mobile or guerilla 
units by irresponsible elements must be strictly prohibited.”

"According to reports received, the order states, under the 
pretext of participating in the campaign of resistance, unscrupulous 
element in certain parts of the country have organized, on their own 
initiative, so-called mobile units, the activities of which are questionable. 
Instead of resisting the invaders these units are disturbing the local peace 
and order and committing other offences. Such units should therefore be 
suppressed."

Keeping these freelance units under control and thus preventing 
a return to widespread banditry is one of the big internal problems with 
which the Central Government is now finding itself faced. A second
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problem is the matter of keeping up the popular morale in face of the 
terrible privations which the people have been compelled to undergo in 
many provinces, including some of the richest. Still a third problem 
is presented by the large number of government employees who have been 
discharged in pursuance of the government's rigid entrenchment policy. 
It is said that in some of the ministries as many as 80 per cent of the 
employees have been dropped from the pay roll, while the salaries of 
those who remain have been reduced to a point which in many cases is 
almost below subsistence level. Many of these people, it is to be feared, 
will be tempted to seek employment with the puppet administrations which 
the Japanese are attempting to set up in the occupied areas.

In Hankow I found a sobered but determined Government personnel. 
The necessity to abandon the national capital naturally saddened those 
v/ho had taken great pride in its upbuilding and many of the officials with 
whom I talked were obviously going through a difficult period of psycho
logical readjustment. Not so, however, the Generalissimo himself. It 
has fallen to my lot as a newspaper correspondent to encounter Chiang Kai- 
shek on various critical occasions during the past 10 years but never 
have I seen him in better physical and mental trim than he appeared when 
three of us took tea with him in his headquarters at Wuchang on the after
noon of December 18. He was the very antithesis of a beaten man. His 
poise and mental buoyancy ha|d a tonic effect upon the rest of us; we went 
there feeling rather depressed and came away feeling that things could not 
be quite so bad as we had imagined them. From what secret source does 
the Generalissimo derive this serenity of mind? Perhaps, one could not 
help feeling, there is something in this Christianity business after all. 
Or is it that, unlike the majority of his colleagues, he possesses the 
faculty of looking ahead and thinking things through so that when the bad 
patch comes he is prepared for it? Perhaps, as a motoring friend of mine 
put it, the Generalissimo may be compared to an automobile driver who, 
seeing the rough going ahead, braces himself against the bumps vzhile at the 
same time admonishing others in the car to be ready. But those who could 
not see as well as he were naturally less ready, and therefore at the out
set of the latest phase - the fall of Nanking - they suffered a bit of 
bruising.

That the Chinese people continue to look to Chiang Kai-shek as 
the nation's saviour is indicated by the behaviour of cinema audiences in 
Hankow as observed by a friend of mine who visited a Chinese picture house 
early in January. He said that when a slide depicting the Generalissimo 
was thrown on to the screen the people rose to their feet and cheered 
wildly for a couple of minutes. He said it made his own blood run warmly, 
to hear this demonstration, which was all the more remarkable for the reason 
that Chinese audiences are not normally demonstrative.

To many foreign observers the recent military developments 
were foreseen as inevitable. It was felt that the Yangtze delta was 
fundamentally an indefensible terrain, that there must sooner or later 
be a retreat, and it was assumed that eventually the capital must be 
evacuated in the interest of the long-term inland guerilla campaign which 
perhaps offers China the best of success against an attack by a strong 
modernly equipped army and navy.
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Recent events seem to indicate that the Chinese now are going 
grimly about the business of harrying the Japanese wherever they can and 
since my return to Shanghai I have learnt that General Matsui, the Japanese 
Comnander-in-Chief, has asked for four additional divisions in order to 
complete the occupation of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway. It is said that 
Tokyo has turned down this request and has criticized Matsui for allowing 
the Chinese to attack his army and thus draw out the campaign which it 
had been hoped would be brought at least to a temporary halt with the fall 
of Nanking.

In this guerilla warfare the experience gained by the Chinese 
Communists in their long drawn out campaign against the Central Government 
is proving immensely valuable. Thus a well informed foreign observer 
writes from Peiping:

"...at present the Japanese armies hold the railway lines all over North 
China almost down to the Yellow River, but beyond a few li on each side 
of the railroad their authority and power does not reach except in what 
was formerly the Chi Tung Government area. Down the Peiping-Hankow line 
the main hsien cities to the west of the line are in the hands of the 8th 
Route Army, which is the Red force. The reports of their treatment of 
the people are favourable. They are constantly harassing the lines of 
communication of the Japanese forces. To the east of the railroad many 
of the hsien cities are in the hands either of the Red forces or of the 
Chinese soldiers. Unfortunately, some of these are old North-East Army 
men and they have always been undisciplined looters. They are the sur
vivors of China's worst.”

”As to the future, I anticipate that the struggle is just about 
beginning on the basis of type of warfare in which the Chinese can hope 
to be really successful. A brave defence has been made in many places 
on the basis of regular military actions but it was perfectly clear that 
it was impossible for China to hope to succeed in such actions if the 
Japanese were ready to put in sufficient force to gain their objectives. 
They have shown they were ready to do this and China's resistance had to 
give way. The Chinese losses have been very heavy and the Japanese 
heavy, and heavier than any report that has been given out. With the 
fall of Nanking the type of warfare in which China can be successful is 
shown. Every Japanese garrison along the lines of communication is in 
a precarious situation. They do not dare to leave their stations at 
night at all and in the day time only in force. I am reliably informed 
that there is a force of 10,000 Chinese soldiers of the 8th Route Army, 
including many former Yenhing and Tsing Hua students within 30 miles of 
Peiping as the crow flies, and near the Nankow Pass and Huailai. The 
Japanese have a tremendous problem on their hands and I personally do not 
believe that they know how to do it or how to solve it. Furthermore, it 
is to be anticipated that there will be an increasing measure of cooperation 
between the Soviet Government and Chinese forces because they have a common , 
enemy and can well make a common cause.”

So far as I could ascertain in Hankow, Soviet support to China 
had been limited to the supply of aeroplanes, which were flown across from 
Kansu. I could not find out precisely how many machines had been sent but
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I gathered that there were some 70 or 80 machines in Hankow and I saw 
some of these flying over the city. The Soviet machines are said to be 
very fast and the Soviet pilots have shown themselves skilful flyers. 
.However, I got the impression that so far the Soviet aviators had not 
participated very actively in the hostilities, one reason quoted for this 
being that they objected to working under the direction of an amateur in 
the person of Madam Chiang Kai-shek as virtual head of the Air Force. It 
was also stated that the whole thing got off to a bad start by reason of 
the fact that the first two or three Soviet planes to arrive in Langchow 
crashed in landing. This may have been due either to the greater landing 
speed of the Soviet machines or to the fact that the landing ground had 
not been properly prepared, but, whatever the explanation, the effect seems 
to have been to dampen the enthusiasm of the new arrivals.

Since my return to Shanghai press reports have stated that 
approximately 150 Russian driven 5-ton military trucks carrying war supplies 
are arriving daily in Langchow, Kansu, from Singkiang Province. "While 
these reports have not been confirmed, they lend credence to Chinese state
ments that arms and ammunitions are arriving in China from the Soviet Union 
by the way of the Far "Western Provinces• Most foreign military experts 
of my acquaintance seem to feel, however, that overland transportation of 
supplies from Russia to China is impracticable and that the most useful 
contribution Russia can make is in terms of aeroplanes. However, these 
machines will only be of use with effective co-ordination and apparently 
that still remains to be achieved.

As to the role which the Communists are playing in the war, a 
Chinese friend of mine who looked into the situation in Hankow rather more 
closely than I was able to do found that in the face of the national crisis 
the Government was disposed to depart from its former uncompromising atti
tude towards the Reds. As a result the Communist party is very active 
and is able to work openly, though unofficially so as to avoid giving the 
impression that the Government is going completely Red and so scaring off 
potential support from those countries, such as Britain and the United 
States, to whose Governments and financial interests anything smacking of 
Bolshevism is anathema.

My friend pointed out that whereas during the Nationalist 
Revolution in 1926-28 the Communists were permitted to function only as 
officials of the Kuomintang, they are allowed now to carry on their acti
vities as members of the Communist party. He found them engaged very 
actively in enlisting students around Hankow for services in the interior 
including Kwangtung. ’’The Kuomintang is practically dead”, he told me. 
‘'It has no life. This is a great opportunity for the Communists and they 
are making the most of it. They are able organisers with a practical 
programme and people feel that they should be given a chance to show what 
they can do. After the war is over it will have to be decided whether 
they or the Kuomintang are going to be top dogs but that is far enough off 
at present. However, it seems possible that at the end the 8th Route Army 
may be the strongest fighting machine left in China”.

"What of peace prospects? It appears that the German effort at 
mediation, apparently made at the suggestion of the Japanese, ended in
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failure and I know of two other offers of mediation which have been rejected 
by the Chinese. The reason for this is that there is nothing in the Jap
anese attitude to encourage the hope that anything like reasonable terms - 
i.e. terms which the Chinese Government could reasonably hope the nation 
to accept - will be put forward*

After my return to Shanghai an exceptionally well informed 
Japanese told me that in their present mood the Japanese army would insist 
upon retaining 80% of their gains. "Of course/’ he added, “they may 
modify that attitude after the war has been kept going a few months longer 
and the army has begun to get tired of it J' Much as they would like to 
see hostilities brought to an end, most foreign observers of my acquaintance 
feel that China’s best policy is to keep on resisting to the utmost of her 
ability in the hope of wearing down the Japanese to a point where either 
the Japanese nation will crack up under the strain or will become so ex
hausted that the other powers will be able to step in and more or less 
dictate terms of peace. No such dictation or suggestion seems possible 
at present, however, and therefore I fear we must look forward to at least 
another six months of hostilities.

February 4th, 1938.

The completion of these jottings has been delayed for about 
three weeks in consequence of my having become involved in a controversy 
with the censorship established by the Japanese military authorities in 
the local cable offices during my absence. On January 16 I filed a 
message to the ’’Manchester Guardian” in connection with the terrible 
outrages upon the civilian population which were still being committed 
by the Japanese army which occupied Nanking in December. On the following 
day the Japanese censor telephoned to me and requested that I accompany 
him to the Japanese military headquarters in order to discuss the telegram, 
which, he disclosed, had not yet been sent. I told him that I did not 
recognize that the Japanese had any right to interfere with my telegrams 
and that I must take up the question with my Embassy„ The question was 
referred to London for instructions, on receipt of which the British 
Consul General protested to his Japanese colleague against interference 
with my messages and at the same time made representations with regard to 
a series of regulations issued by the Japanese military authorities with 
the apparent intention of imposing a censorship upon commercial cables 
sent in code. So far as I know, no reply has as yet been forthcoming from 
the Japanese and it seems doubtful whether the British Consul General’s 
protest will be effective, at least so far as the censorship of press 
messages is concerned. However, I feel that it has been worth while to 
raise the issue, in that the British Government has been obliged to clarify 
its attitude on the question, and, incidentally, attention has been focussed 
upon the appalling situation in Nanking to a degree that might not otherwise 
have been possible.

At the risk of harrowing your feelings I will append just one or 
two excerpts from the great mass of material, obtained from neutral and 
thoroughly reliable sources, on which my telegrams were based:

’’More than ten thousand unarmed persons have been killed in cold
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blood. Most of my trusted friends would put the figure much higher. 
These were Chinese soldiers who threw down their arms or surrendered after 
being trapped; and civilians recklessly shot and bayoneted, often without 
even the pretext that they were soldiers, including not a few women and 
children. Able German colleagues put the cases of rape at 20,000. I 
should say not less than 8,000, and it might be anywhere above that. On 
Nanking University property alone, including some staff families and the 
houses of Americans now occupied by Americans, I have details of more 
than 100 cases and assurance of some 300. You can scarcely imagine the 
anguish and terror. Girls as low as 11 and women as old as 53 have been 
raped on University property alone. On the Seminary Compound 17 soldiers 
raped one woman successively in broad daylight. In fact, about one-third 
of the cases are in the daytime.5’

’’Practically every building in the city has been robbed repeatedly 
by soldiers, including the American, British, and German Embassies or 
Ambassadors' residences, and a high percentage of all foreign property. 
Vehicles of all sorts,food, clothing, bedding, money, watches, some rugs 
and pictures, miscellaneous valuables, are the main things sought. This 
still goes on, especially outside the Zone. There is not a store in 
Nanking, save the International Committee’s rice shop and a military store. 
Most of the shops after free-for-all breaking and pilfering were systema
tically stripped by gangs of soldiers working with trucks, often under the 
observed directions of officers, and then burned. We still have several 
fires a day. Many sections of houses have also been burned deliberately. 
We have several samples of the chemical strips used by the soldiers for 
this purpose, and have inspected all phases of the process.”

"Most of the refugees were robbed of their money and at least 
part of their scanty clothing and bedding and food. That was an utterly 
heartless performance, resulting in despair on every face for the first 
week or ten days • You can imagine the outlook for work and life in this 
city with shops and tools gone, no banks or communications as yet, some 
important blocks of houses burned down, everything else plundered and now 
open to cold and starving people. Some 250,000 are here, almost all in 
the Safety Zone and fully 100,000 entirely dependent on the International 
Committee for food and shelter , Others scraping along on tiny holdovers 
of rice and the proceeds of direct or indirect looting. Japanese supply 
departments are beginning to let out for monetary and political reasons 
a little of the rice confiscated from considerable Chinese Government 
supplies, though the soldiers burned not small reserves. But what next? 
When I asked Japanese officials about post and telegraph services, they 
said, ’There is no plan.’”

The above extracts are from a letter from a man who is well 
known as an objective and dispassionate observer who could be counted on 
to "lean backwards” in an attempt to be fair to the Japanese. It is 
obviously the letter of a man who has set down in pain and anguish the 
facts which he felt it his duty to record. The result is a grim picture 
of war as it has been waged by the Japanese not only in Nanking but in many 
other parts of China as well.
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FROM _________________  ( Allen______ ) DATED Eeb. 10, 1938
TO NAME 1-H27 op©

REGARDING*.

Relations with Japan approached a crisis following Japanese 
occupation of Tsinan late in December and occupation of Tsingtao 
on January 10; comment in this regard»
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1. &£•»»
EelstLon* with Japan approached a criai» follow

ing the Japanese occupation of Tainan lata in December 
and W® occupation of Tsingtao on January 10. Insemoh 
aa moat of the events owned by Japanese preeeure were 
not ostensibly linked with Japan, they are described 
in section III below.

An automobile boaring the Japanese flag arrived 
In Chefoo frac the vwt on the afternoon of January 
SO. Local chops cloned promptly and the town might 
heve been mistaken for a besieged city. The ©coupants

of the automobile spent the night In a local hotel 
under police guard and departed in the morning.
Reports Indicate that the car came fro» end returned 
to Tsingtao, and that it carried a Japanese Havel 
officer and several Chinese connected with the Provi
sional Government.
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JR PLAIN
op° From

AMEIaBAoSY HANKOW Swatow via N. R./

AIÎEMBASSY PEIPING Dated

R ec ' d

Secretary of State,

’/ashington.

March 16, 10 a.m.

Sixteen Japanese planes sighted 

fifteenth. Reliably reported to have bombed highways near

Kaying with damage slight.

KETCHAM
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GRAY X
From

Foochow via N

lapartment al

Dated March 16, 1938

Rec'd 4:45 a.m. , 17th,

Secretary of State

Washington.
7^ ;;^ ■'

March 16, 3 p.m.

Eleven Japanese planes, apparently en route to base 

from bombing flight in interior, dropped about 20 bombs 

on Foochow airfield between 12:30 and 1 this afternoon, 

effecting considerable damage to field, but without loss of (D
CM

life. Yesterday's attack by three planes on the same 

field occasioned no loss of life. To Hankow and Peipingi
(D 
4^

WARD

RR ;'ÏWC

h) 
0) 
0) 
01
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This tel Egram must bE 
clos Ely paraphrased be
fore bEing communicated 
t o anyone.

ACTION; NAVY DEPT

INTO; CINCAF
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT
U3S MARBLEHEAD 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
ALUSNA PEIPING

COMYANGPAT From
March 17, 1938

Rec’d 10 a.m.

0016.. Six bombing land planes bombed Hankow air field

vicinity at twenty fifty-seven. 2315.

SMS

*.'4h"NS •à»**'
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HJD
CORRECTED COPY

From
PLAIN,

I

GRAY AND SPECIAL GRAY

Canton via N. R,

Dated March 16, 1938.

AiTEiîibassy Peiping
Amembassy Hankow 
Amoo nsu1 Shanghai

Secretary of State,

Washington.

March 16, 6 p. m.

March tenth thirteenth inclusive minor raiding Hong

Kong Railxvay highway by only two planes. Same objective

795.94/12667

raided several times fourteenth total about thirty planes

Fifteenth several raids by total

Hong Kong Hankow Railways, ’Jhamp8% pobjectives including

and military targets

Raid fourteenth

hours to repair. No

about sixty planes

in Canton northeast suburbs

damaged Hong Kong track requiring four

other .serious damage reported. '

Eleven planes participating in fourteenth raids re-

ported identified as land planes from Hopao Island where

Chinese officials state Japanese have recently completed

field. Reliable foreign source, however

states Japanese vessels off Kwangtung now include two land

plane carriers Since
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MJD -2- March 16, 6 p, m. from Canton via N. R,

Since announcement new foreign currency exchange 

regulations local exchange value of both national and 

Canton currencies has slipped about three per cent. 

Local banking trading circles expected .development -and not ~ 

much concerned since little foreign currency pu.rch.ased. -here 

and most foreign trade transacted in Hong "Kong currency and 

mostly in Hong Kong.

Head of Kwangtung authorities, and governing nff 1 e.1 al s 

of the province’s nine administrative areas recently—com

pleted three day conference, understood .devoted to -coordina

ting and intensifying war efforts, particularly the., 

strengthening of means to combat Japanese'invasion' and -work 

of Japanese secret agents.- Reliably Informed...that much_j 

attention given to arming^ .. Education . and .organization'"into" 

self-defense corps of villagers .in 'coastal areas.- ' "United-- 

Council of Political and Military 'Administration-W"'was-' 

formed with Yu Han Mou chairman, Governor fflu Vice-Ghairmart' 

and eight committees directing chief war time activities 

such as counter espionage, food control, communications 

maintenance and medical relief. This organization re

presents a compact reformation of previous similar organi

zation nhOSE extended membership had precluded Ef

fective action and confidential discussions.

In
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MJD -3- March 16, 6 p. m. from Canton via N. K.

In line w ith conference decisions authorities are 

reported to be establishing special police stations at 

Hong Kong, Macao and Kwangchowwan frentiers &

Vernacular press strongly denounces Hitler’s Austrian 

coup as brutal challenge to peace and justice; sees League 

and democratic powers faced with disastrous consequences 

of own weakness in face of Fascist aggression; believes 

international or British assistance to China now most 

unlikely. Pessimism with respect to effect on China not 

evident, however, self-confidence and demand for self- 

reliance in resisting Japan being increasingly expressed.

Patriotic editorials commemorating Sun's death in

cluded one contributed by Governor Wu most striking 

feature of which was emphatic praise of Chiang Kai Shek 

as heaven sent leader to guide nation through crisis. 

Mailed Tokyo, Hong Kong, Swatow.

LINNELL

WC :SMS
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GPO ÇfiSMï, GRAY AND SPECIAL GRAY

COP'CS TO I
O.N.s. ANO M.L't). J

Canton via N. R

Dated March 16, 1938

Amembassy Peiping 
Amembassy Hankow 
Amconsul Shanghai

Secretary of State

Washington

March 16, 6 p.m.

March tenth thirteenth

Rec»d 7:34

inc/usive minor raiding Hong

TERN
17^3

apartment of

Kong Railway highway by only /wo planes. Same objective

raided several times fourte/nth total about thirty planes

Fifteenth several raids b total about sixty planes

Ho

and military targets

Raid fourteent

hours to repair

objectives including g Kong Hankow Railways, Whampoa

Canton northeast suburbs

damaged Hong Kong track requiring four

other serious damage reported

Eleven plants participating in fourteenth raids re

ported identifi/d as land planes from Hopao Island where

Chinese officials state Japanese

states

small landing field

have recently completed

Reliable foreign source, however

àpanese vessels off Kwangtung now include two lan<55

plane carriers

Since

to

79o*94/I2667
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H
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-2- March 16, 6 p.m. from Canton via N, R.

Since announcement new foreign currency exchange 

regulations local exchange value of both national and 

Canton currencies has slipped about three per cent. 

Local banking trading circles expected development and nojz^ 

much concerned since little foreign currency purchaser here 

and most foreign trade transacted in Hong Kong cpa5rency and 

mostly in Hong Kong. /

Head of Kwangtung authorities and gga/erning officials 

of the province’s nine administrative^Xreas recently com

pleted three day conference understood devoted to coordina

ting and intensifying war efforts, particularly the 

strengthening of means to c<y»<oat Japanese invasion and 

(?) Japanese secret agents1. Reliably informed that much 

attention (?) arming education and without their (?) and 

(?) of villagers in coastal areas. That (?) council of 

police regulations and military administration, was formed 

with Yu Han Mou ehairman, Governor Wu Han chairman and 
/ 

eight committee's directing clerical work, war time activi

ties such as Counter (?) food control, communications 

maintenance/and medical relief. This organization re

presents ar compact reformation of previous similar organiza

tion who are the extended membership had precluded effective 

action and confidential discussions.

In
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-3— March 16, 6 p.m. from Canton via N, R,

In line with conference decisions authorities are 

reported to be establishing special police statutes at 

Hong Kong, Macao and Kwangchowwan frontiers.

Vernacular presè strongly denounces Hitler’s Austrian 

coup as brutal challenge to peace and justice; sees League 

and democratic powers faced with disastrous consequences 

of own weakness in face of Fascist' aggression; believes 

international or British assisjSance to China now most 

unlikely. Pessimism with respect to effect on China not 

evident, however, self-confidence and demand for self- 

reliance in resisting Japan being increasingly expressed.

Patriotic editori/ls commemorating Sun’s death in

cluded one contributed by Governor Wu most striking 

feature of which was emphatic praise of Chiang Kai Shek 
as heaven sent le/der to guide nation through crisis. 

Mailed Tokyo, Hong Kong, Swatow.

/ LINNELL

WC :SMS /
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TELEGRAM R£Q^Epa N.R

Dated
)

FRORtc 'd

Secretary of State

Washington

412, March 17, 5 p

Japanese are reported to have commenced a pus

March 17. 1938

1:20

down the Tsinpu Railway with Tenghsden, Shantung, as

the objective. Little activity reported elsewhere on

either the northern or southern Tsinpu fronts. Chinese

guerrilla activities around ’.Vuhu, Wuhing, Hangchow and

the Taihu Lake region continue. According to a Japanese <D 
01

ary spokesman strong Japanese units are engaged in

"thorough-going mopping up of the country" west of the
<0
•h»

The Japanese announced here this morning that

a combined military and naval force had been landed just

south of Nantungchow on the north bank of the Yangtze

to 
0) 
Ch 
co

River and that this northeastern corner of Kiangsu

they have heretofore ignored, would be taker$over 

Ko opposition is expected inasmuch as Chinese troops

whi ch

have long since been withdrawn to the Lunghai front

Rumored demonstrations or acts of terrorism in

connection with Japanese efforts to inaugurate a new •s.

Central China Government have resulted in the authorities 
of n

sj-3

.SaW
ST" 

a 1%

w
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2-#412, From Shanghai,Mar.l7,5p.m

of the International Settlement and French Concession 

taking precautionary measures.

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS
KLP

SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
This te1 Egram must bE
closrly paraphrasEd bE- ^rom 
forE bEing communicat Ed 
to anyonE*

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN) 
NAVY DEPT

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
CONDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

0017. South bound Japanese column Tsinpu line 

reached Tenghsien. Another Nipponese unit attacking 

Tsaochwang nineteen miles to southeast. Third unit 

nearing Kinsiang mileage twenty-four southwest Tsinning. 

Heavy air raid on Nanchang today. 2031.

793.94/12669

SMS

‘a Y?T| 
p^» 
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MBo
This message was received 
in navy^-eode and must be Fl 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to anyone .

TO: NAVY DEPARTMENT
INFO; COÎYANGPAT 

ALUSNA TOKYO

0017 During past two days

Japanese have renewed attempt • 

CINCAF /
/'

move armed military naval

forces through American sector yesterday. They requested 

permission hold parade probably as demonstration impress

Chinese residents but when refused did not carry out.

This morning three cases entry by trucks foot units reported 

and as usual Nipponese not show ordinary military courtesy 

our sentries. Will make every effort to arrive at satis

factory solution but attitude Japanese renders this diffi

cult. Believe Japanese have in mind eventual domination 

International Settlement and French Concession 1800.

793.94/12670

SMS:KLP
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JR
This tEl Egram must bE 
clostly paraphrased bt- 
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

CINCAF (FLFrom
March 17,/1938

Rec'd

ACTION: NAVY DEPT

IpLEUin.___
F DiviSi0n of\

INFO CINCAF (ADM) - Jj
COMYANGPAT

0017. French and International S ettl emoit

authorities have information Japanese intend 

instigate disturbances in foreign areas. One report 

states they will try assume complete control, another 

that only riot demonstrations contemplated in order 

destroy sense security now held by anti-Nippon groups. 

While reliability above questioned, defense forces 

and police taking all precautions. Believe improbable 

Japanese army make planned attack either concession but 

action uncontrolled groups not impossible. 1802.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB

GRAY & SPECIAL GRAY

... . TO ^rom Canton
‘ ' ... j Dat E(j March 17 1938

Observer’s report signified definite improvement 

local Chinese war spirit believed due in part to grow

ing confidence in Chinese resistance and part to 

satisfaction over Central Government’s greater con

sideration Kwangtung defense needs as evidenced by 

allocation larger proportion national salvation bond 

Kwangtung proceeds for local use, press reported 

substantial increase in monthly allotment for Fourth 

Route Army, recent detail of planes to combat local 

Japanese air raids (see my March 2, noon), and 

Central Government’s authorization of Kwangtung’s 

recent issuance fifteen million dollar bonds for 

Kwangtung defense. Aside from these bonds and 

practically completed sale of national salvation bond 

quota, the separate drive for ten million dollars 

for the Kwangtung air defense reported seventy per 

cent realized.
National

I 9 
1938
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REB

2- From Canton,Mar.17,4p.m.

National Government newspapers publish text 

telegram sent by Canton Anti-Japanese Association 

to Tang Shao Yi, Chen Chin Tao and Wen Tsung Yao 

urging them return from Shanghai to Canton in 

order quash rumors their acceptance Japanese offers.

Press reports Uchida "Director Japanese Intelli 

gence, Shanghai" now inspecting South China Japanese 

intelligence system at Hong Kong,. Kwangchowwan, 

et cetera.

Visits to Canton of Eighth Route Army leaders 

reported increasingly recent weeks. Available in

formation indicates their probable objects: (one)- 

develop local sympathy for Eighth Route Army 

endeavors; (two)- assist local organization in train 

ing people for guerilla warfare; (three)- expedite 

organization of brigade of south Fukien ex-reds for 

incorporation in bases newly organized (four) arming 

of eighth route army" and service in lower Yangtze 

area.

Yesterday several air raids total about forty 

planes objectives including Hankow, Hong Kong and 

Sunning Railways Whampoa, Namyung and highways* 
Hankow
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REB

3- Brom Canton,Mar.17,4p.m.

Eankow Railway official confirms press reported 

yesterday bombing of north bound local passenger 

train carrying about 300 Chinese Shanghai refugees 

from Canton to interior points with number of 

casualties press reports train also machine gunned, 

hailed Hong Kong Amoy Swatow Tokyo.

LINNELL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MBo GRAY

M .U;FROM
-M LD I

Chefoo via N.R,

Dated March 18, 1938

Rec’d SfOO/a.m.
Secretary of State

Washington

7^
March 18, 11 a,m

MMMKS

Guerrillas again raided Wrihaiwei night of March 

16th - 17th. Firing lasted about 5 hours. Japanese 

cruiser ASHGOIA. proceeded from Chefoo to Weihaiwei 

during the night and landed marines.

ALLEN

RR:CSB

793.94/12673
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W

(DNanking's despatch of January 25, 
1938, entitled "Conditions at Nanking", 
encloses a report which gives a very good 
and complete picture of Nanking from the 
time of its capture by the Japanese until 

. the date of the report. Most of the mater- 
ial discussed has already been reported

' 1 1 4* V* An lixi 4 4- 4 U a A x* x* A * ■*

ft) 
.0)

upon but because it is here presented as 
a complete story you may be interested in 
glancing at the marked passages. Parts 
of the enclosures are Interesting if you 
have time to read them but they are im
portant only for the records.

A According to the report: When Allison 
and Espey arrived in Nanking on January 6 
.they found that except for 8 bayonet cut 
in a door of the Chancery the Embassy 
buildings had not been damaged. 240 Chin
ese, all of them coolies, servants and 
other Embassy employees and their families 
had taken refuge on the premises. About 
four-fifths of the civilian population 
of Nanking had fled. American residents -y. 
believe that the execution of large num- f« 
bers of civilians was due to the Japanese V

belief

%
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belief that more ex-soldiers were in the 
city than actually remained and their ex
asperation at not being able to find them. 
It is believed that well over 20,000 
Chinese ex-soldiers and civilians were 
shot. The extent to which houses were 
looted varied greatly in individual cases. 
In the "safety zone" there was relatively 
little looting and no fires occurred there, 
although other sections of the city suffer
ed great property destruction by fire.
The National monuments at the base of Purple 
Mountain did not appear to have been dam
aged. The southern shopping and business 
section of Nanking will have to be almost 
entirely rebuilt before the normal existence 
of the city can return. Politically and 
economically Nanking is practically non
existent; it is merely a Japanese military 
camp. The most pressing problem is the pro
vision of food supplies for the civilian 
population. Yen currency is used some but 
for cash transactions Chinese currency is 
being used.

FE:P ield:VCI
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J.'ïïiu- ry

- .! e «citions ■'-■ I'-’n Inr

i/z^f

ür liera' 1®
Ison "'rua 1er Johnson

c0 
j'

nsericc» sbnsssdor

Henke*, Chir-

’h«-
$

«

Air:

1/ I have the honor to submit the enclosed report by

Vice Consul i»j>y on the conditions et Banking sine* it.”

capture by the Japsne e «rsy en Pseeember 1.3, 1937. 

infomation given is based, on the investira tiens t’ 

asbasfiy staff and the.FMtoounts cf Astéries.» r««>i■ t ’ .....•*- ..._...». i
h^ve reraeln®^?^ ■ r«tV'

■eoeoyr

!^V<SC

■• >■ Kr^'5

‘ • .4 %"

~ ÿiî»^
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Ifc© Condi lions at Nanking 

jbnusry 1938

.aserlô^n SBibftssy, Jinking. (0
0/

(0
by "Jjaaes nspy, £erio «A V£ae~~^onüuï

pproved “John ?. 1 lll»ons fhiof "iWssy,

*■"X

'■A

Date of Pr«'par©tUnjJanu&ry 1^^“} %
Date of KalllW^ruory 2,1953. '
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en our arriv 1 at the ,;\.basay <n Nanking on th® 

morning of January 6th w® >ere greeted by the v-o 

Jhine 0 member of th- ,>.b.«ss»y stuff, ; r. .onr ■ né I r. 

iu, who had remained here s <>ce the o- pture f ïiu.r^iiir 

by th Ja >ene^ anal-.-f» Mr. ïenr showed -<s eK-wt to 

av-kc n preliminary inspect!'•« of the ' uilûlr^s in the 

j two compounds. fhe buildings were feun--.- not t- .avc 

be'.n dm- ©■■•. '-xo-'-t fr : . :• out of a b- yr net in do.r 

■ .-i: the atemcery. -Che effect® of th-.- ar.-rioen members 

vf the staff left in th-.- buildings were -11 intact. Vr. 

-■’cru» explained the h'jp? nings t-- the Emb- any since 

:.-ecer-ber 9th si presented <.■ r’.-.ily twrt thst he h- d 

kept, lie informed us that there -.'ere five 3apnn®:>® 

g.endames end twenty Chinese police stationed at the two 

; compounds nnd th-'--t two hun~red .forty Chinese h* d

tsken refuge on the remises, which ntssber was m«de up 

of coolies, servants : nd w-'cher employees atVched to 

the 3abï-.?.sy together with their families-..

e were immediately oal.'ed upon by the fourteen 

merleea resident'; who hsd remained In Kankinp-. Ithcugh 

they had been subjected to some unpleasant incidents non,® 

of them nor of the other fourteen foreigners still her© 

wos harmed and sll --ere roll.. Their every thought ses-med 

to center about wh»t had recurred tn- Nanking and they 

related to us a sert s of most appibling stories of the 

horrors and atrocities thet Ranking had been through 

since the entry of the Jepene#;® armies. They felt that 

the worst had passed but advised thet Incidents were 
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con t: suing t-- Jwy.^n -nd th t the situation in the city 

vmsa still bad.

-he picture th* t they painted ;>f Ranking v * - n- of 

reign - f terror th t befell th? city upon its oc up-.ti n 

by th-- Je;.-tno;'-.e military forcetheir sicri^s ■.-»-• those 

■if the Kennon re-r.i -.onto tell of the city having fallen 

Lr-t.: th« hand* --f the J::p*;nese ■■ s coptured prey, not mere

ly taken in the curse f organised warfare but seized by 

vn I.-, va ding arny whose members sevmed to bsve »■ t 'upon the 

prize to oommit unlimited ^e;T.'»detl-.-ne --nd violenoc. Puller 

date. •■ nd our own observations have n-.;t brought out facto 

f discredit their infor nation. ?h. civilian GhIrene

p;.pul*tion FMffi&ining in tht city erowdeo the streets :.f 

the so-called ’’aefely sons'* as refugees, many vf whom &r© 

destitute. Fhysioal ev-'s-neea ere alaost everywhere vf 

the killing -f men, women nd children, of th- hr--eking 

into --nd looting ? property anfl of the ■ urnln:!: ^nd destruc

tion of houses -.’Rd buildings.

In subsequent sections of this repc rt the rer resent ■<- 

tlons to the Japanese authorities eo&oerftln;’ the viol; tiens 

.;f aerlo«n property a -ce by the International Gemlite® 

for Banking and by th® Embassy and th® representations of 

the Internations 1 Comittee regardituf? the c rditlons of 

the city are rubaitted and present in ^rester detail the 

occurrence» In Ranking. ?here ar® alec submitted the re» 

quests and petitions a*de by the Interne-tiens 1 Oomlttee 

for th® moderation of the actions of the J’sp-neso military 

in their dealings with the eity. But a suming up of 

these requests end petitions whloh in themselves reflect 
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the donations In th* city Is mde he.-e tc brin? out in 

r lief the situation in Nanking.

Thus, at the end of our first wti.a,? ?ith the 

merie-vn residents they sere -asked whot — setting aside 

th«; pest ooourrenoe a., things thst had happened and onuld 

not now be obviated— they partlaulnrly desired b« brought 

to the attention of the Japanese author!ties regarding 

th* oonditlone in Kenking, Their reply w^e: ”To have 

th Japanese authorities get their soldiers under eon- 

trol - nd put ®n end to the horrors »nd f- tree!tie® now 

ooeurrlng"• Or, th® meaning of suoh a statement may be 

raore sp oifioelly given ass In the- use of humanity, the 

Japan® -e authorities should put ?;m end t th® diu rderly 

aoxuoiot of their soldiers, stop th® Killing, lo ting "'nd 

burning and restore nortsel es>Bditlons f-f civilian life 

to the aity
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I. Brief coount of the Hap endin.^e to gajikihE .‘jj-ee 
pcccw" er IffiK. **

. .oùO’<’:lng eve Hut-le informa lion, before the f 11 

j-f Nanking the Chinese armies end otvill ne hoc be^n steadi

ly .yetti out of .xnd -wey frrm Nanking. In th© neighborhood 

. f foor-fifths ■>!* th® population h.vd flet from the-dity «nd 

■the wain body ■ / the Chinese troops h d be on ui they -n ^-.ile 

i takin^ -vith them meet of tr-alr military sup 11 '.•• -.nd ewip- 

; mot, city “••■■■- left t ' he def-.ndeu by not rrr fifty 

| thousand ">.en(lf, ir; foot, that ■.■»any. c.r-sl fiera: 1© number 

f th-.. ,o "on man..itoo t- through the n~ th tin

gaU a an- over the wells sifter the olty had fallen nd fight 

f ir .- .tr#'- t thr-ut'h t.h Capone <• lir..- . he Chin t- anal er 

tu-t- burnt ltuf?o seoti .ns •.>£ tho city utsl e of th o.ty 

walls u olear thf? land for .-ailitary purposes* 3ui, the

merieun re':‘.i?entn who remained here insist thet little 

burn; ng » destruotion or io. ting of property wtsn done with

in the olty W4 .|l''.a! by the retreating Ch:ne«© soldiers.

Therefor©, shan the. Japanese rrmles is rched Into the 

olty they found 1. prsotioslly 1: t at, four-fifths of Its 

population gone, with a larye part cf the rœalninr inhabi

tants seeking refuge in the .ao-oalled '‘safety sone”, whloh 

the International Committee for Nanking wes attempting to 

establish, und instead of huge numbers of trapped Chinese 
!

troops only a oemparstively snail number. The nunber of 

'Chinese selliers that did remain Is not known, but there 
I

(must h&v-- bean some thousands of them, who diset-rded th«slr 

|military uniforms to put on simian olothlng tind mingle 

|with the civilians or hide wherever they could in the olty.
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The m.riC’-n resir-.nt; feel th t th- Ja-->:n< ~e did not 

I realize hew many Chinese s 1 1er., h;:c gotten any nd in, 

; -heir *»opj>lnr up’’ oeapai^ to trill 11 Jhlne-,® within the 

■city wh<- h-,d been ® 1 iers they expected V- fine over s 
i 
. hun-r- d thüur- .nd nd th«t when they set &b-»t out

. throu'hout the entire city ■'. Ilf former Chinese sr.l 1er» It Is 

•pos ihl- th'-t their . xa peretion or disbelief of the Cc-œ.- 

p<>rntivt- f«>v nwabere 1 entifiable as such led them to 

execute many Innocent civil b.»ne together with the ex-soldiers 

th--t they did find -.nd to O'irry on th ’’mopping up", aocom- 

P'.nied by terrorism, a longer time anc to grvater e^oes 

th n they otherwise wuld.

, itenti-n should be ®sd® here, horreve , that the Ghln-.-se 

| thorns-Ives are not r-1thgo < her exonerated -^predations, 
i 
pit le st to some extent, before the entry of th® Japan®;e.

During the last few d«ys s<<e viola l*.>n8 ;:f poo 1® and pro

perty were undoubtedly onHKdtted by them. Chinese uldiers 

in their met rush to discard their military uniforms and put 

on civilian clothes, in a number f incidents, killed civil

ians to obtain t.helr clothing, retreating soldiers -<nd Iso 

civil! ns were known to have carried on sporadic looting 

during th»t period of disorder. The complete brenk down of 

the city government with the stopping of ;.he functioning <f 

all the public utilities and services and tie utter confu

sion and disorder that the city was thrown into by the with

drawal of Chlne’e governm ent and most of ths Chinese popula

tion left the city open to any act of lawlessness. It 

should be brought out th t th are w»s evwn a feelii.g of 

welcome by the remaining population for th® hoped-for 

restoration of order and control under the yapwnese.
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However, no -so nsr ft.>d the Jepr.ne.-e amies gotten Into 

Nankinr tton instead <: f :.s ? storation -.f order ant t-n end 

m^ae of 'he oonfur.ii.-n ttot w. oo^ atout, the rei.cn of 

t rror f.- r the city really began, ny the night -f D o«ter 

15th aw th-, mr-rninr of Deoeaf<r 14th • ct.% of violence «ere • 

■ ■ trend y recurring. L’.-etncta nt.-» f J?»meHC &ol 1er® ■■•re 

rirst of all sent out to- round up •• n- ’•»©> upr Chinese 

.to Id1ère left within th> w ill. 1&refill search was made

, i throughout all th-, to;r <to an buildings of the city. 1Ï 

; 'ex-C* Ines© idler? n<- per-.-- » evBpeotod to h^ve be-n r.uoh 

; "ere systematically toot. Ithowh no accurate records -are 

o-tainable, It is estimated -ttot well ever twenty ttousend 

.persona were ex? cutod in tola manner. Little offerte «pro;-to

te have been made to i-jorimitote bet e^n ex- oldlers end 

ttose who h â never, In £ ot, 8©- ve<_ in -he Chinese onsies. 

If there was the slightest suspicion ttot a person tod boon 

& soldier uch person wa^ seanüngly invariably taken «’W^y 

to be shot. The Japanese detersinwtion to »wip<- out” '11 

remnents of the Chinese Oovermtent foret-e ww- epperently 

unalterable.

.»ever®l of the innwerrible report- of executions th- 1 

have been ms de ar-- cited as cxemplee. Fifty four employees 

of the banking Electric Power plant tod token refuse in 

the pl nt of the International Import and export Ccmp-ny 

■at '’So-Gee’’. 1 detachment of 5tepen®»e military called ®t 

that plant on December 15th or 16 th em dcnu>nded to know 

whether any Chinese were stoylm* there who had not been 

employe©» of the oom any. They were informed that there 

w.re the-© fifty four former employees of the electric 

power pitot but th- t eleven of them tod been employed pert
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time by th® o .. e .T:;- ■ anew® .-'lliu-y hereupon to<.-k

«*---• y the forty thre- f.raer full ti. e employee-: ?f the 

■?t.. «trio pore? plant spying that «s they hod been under the 

•.-■«ploy cf the Chit*»® Ccv®' ament they -are t-- be r.hot'.

t the tir«, the «a. . to-/» re rident st’te tlut 

Jopocc . uffjc.i Uy orc oo-.ef-ntly <• Ins? t .e Intern’-

1 J--mittee where th® Jupene -® c >. Id obt-dn tr^iuoc 

public servie? Cl t-o trio Inns ; nd employees in order to be 

able to restore th elee trio power ntf 11-'ht service through* 

ovt the oity.

nether report is of »-.n incident that happened in the 

grounds cf the University of N?jv.iur on or about December 

2Sth. The Japan©-® military had just started to register 

••■11 Chinese re ..-icing in the city. Cn or nbcut December ^5 th 

ec-rae military off-foe.? c l ?d at th® University preliminary 

tv starting in with >he registration of the thirty odd 

thousand chln..'»e who had taken refuge in the University 

buildings. around two tfrouaenb men refugeelng 14 the 

buildings were mustered out ©nd in a talk given them by 

tlK Jepr.M • military they were tola that If those of the 

refu-ee® who had formerly been serving in the Chinese anoles 

would make themselves known they would be protected -it 

wa® I’eiterrted several times that they wouWbe protected - 

although they would probably be put to ^ork for th® Japanese, 

but If they did not make themselves known and were later 

found out to have been Chinese soldiers they would certain

ly be shot, with these essurance^ of protection approximate

ly two hundred man disclosed th® fact to the Japanese that
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they h d (ma foxaaer Jhine:je soldiers;, Thereupon they ivore 

a-ruhed ^y. "our <r five badly wounded «<m returned 

1'ter and told the story '■•f the txo hundred hering been 

t '<en off in units, together ”-ith other Chinese that .-ere 

hie'-ed up enroute, to v,;ri u® Isol tsd pV'.ce-- •■’There they 

-.ere then either b; ycnettod r shot to .oath by squads f 

Jnpane^e soldiers. Only those four o.; five wi, untied sur- 

vivor-.:- ■ homwere loft Cor de«d eecnped from the execution*.

Besides the huntlr -• dj?wn ;.nd execution of- -.11 former 

chine e sold lots by •xatoohcieats -..f Jap-æ-e œilit -ry ,»;...--ll 

b .nds of two or threecr more Japanese soldier? roamed ?'t 

ïïill the entire city. It was the killin', raping end 

looting nf the.^e adders that perpetrated the worst c.-f 

the terrors on the city, whether carte blenohe wn-t g^ven 

to these soldiers tc do anything they like or whether the 

Japanese anales got completely out of control after they 

entered the city h « not been fully explained. . e .have 

been told tht t at least tso order» were -sent out by the 

Japanese high oom-jnd. to get th® sol ieiu: under control 

«nd that before the armies entered th® city strict ardors 

v?ere issued that no property ws to be burned.

It remains, however, that the Japanese soldiers 

swanaed over the city in thousands «nd oomitted untold 

depredations end atrocities. It would seem according to 

stories t.Id us by foreign witnesses thrt the soldiers 

«ere let loose like a barbarian horde to dssoerate the 

elty. Men, wo®en »nd children were killed in uncounted 

numbers throughout the elty. 3tories are heard of 

civilinns being shot or bnyonetted for no apparent reason.
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e were infcrmsd by Japanese themselves on the day of cur 

arrival ®t Ianting that way bodies had to be cleaned up the 

day before. however bodies ar® still to be seen in houses, 

in ponds end axong the sides of by-stretts. .« hm been 

informed by aft Auei’iosn oltisso that a house cantalninfe four 

tc.cn Chinese in the s-.th city «ts enured by Japanese 

disrs. .de said he saw the bodies of exovon persons, the 

.’.ünx.0 »..jong-st ^boes were said to have been raped before being 

••i lied. Two smell children and one -other alone survived.

a\all pond nearby tiie /jdbassy wee dragged the other day 

for corpses. it disgorged sqm twenty or thirty bodies of 

■.,hiïî©3® dressed in civilian cUthlng.

i'he soldiers are reported to have sought out the 

native women wherever they could be found to violate th«a. 

-icfercnoe is made to the enclosures of this report for 

descriptions of such ooeuxrenoes* Turing the early pert of 

the Ja.,;- nese occupation over a thousand such cuaoa * night 

are believed by the foreigners here to have occurred and 

one jserican counted thirty such cases in one ni^ht in one 

piece of American property. ,

At the aam time that killing und raping was going on 

the city was completely oulied over by the marauding troops, 

he&rly evùry house and building was entered, ransacked and 

looted of whet articles the soldiers chose to carry off -.it 

them.

The International Cox-uittoe i’or Wanking has kept a 

record of the incidents which have come to its attention 

which occurred in ths "safety zone." That Remittee 

regularly reported the incidents to the Ja-jS-.ese ".mbassy,
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bringing the® to it? attention ?.?. » m.-tter record 

st tte esse time protecting their t-oowmea ■ w- request- 

Ing th. t steps be taken by the Jspafitw iUth-.rl"Ise to 

prevent their repetition. Upon our .r.:irol copie .f the 

reporta nnc our; s <-.f the incidents were submitted to the 

Mbassy. lip to Jsnunry 10th one hundred un' eighty eight

1/ eases were recorded. The co les of the Carmi t to ‘ © de

spatch, t nd case® are enclosed herc-wlth.

Loot!no of •roperty

ro® inform--tion tendered by ch.- lut-emst Urr-I Ooii 

aittee nd the ^erioan r Kants individu.-lly r.nd f rom 

in-res ti «felons made by this intnssy st- Ff, it is believed 

that there is aosreely a single piece e.f property in Hanking 

that has escaped entry tu looting by the Japr>ne-;« ailltafy. 

whether th© compound, house, shop or building be th-rt a 

foreign Msalsn or that of ® foreign or Chin se national, 

all have been entered without discrimination and to s

/greater or less degree ransacked --nd looted. The America, 

/British, German end French Embassies *re known to h we b-een 
I entered sad articles taken therefrom. It has «Iso been re- 

ported that th-- sœa thing he occurred to the Italian

I gnbassy. The Russian 3nb®ssy ©a January 1st was æis e.lously 

« gutted by fire, without exception, every piece of Americ&n 
Iprcperty inspected by us or reported upon by the .Aaeriean 
s
Ir.aidants has been entered by Japanese soldiers, frequently
I
’time and time again. This has occurred even to the residences 

in which th® Jmericans ar® still living. These .æerisen 

realcents and the other members of the International Co®- 

mittee h«ve bean «nd up to the tine of this report still are 

constantly driving Japanese soldiers out of foreign proper

ties who here entered in search of loot or »qsm.
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'very sort of thing that, the soldiers could carry off 

was seesingly fsir prey to their pliage. 1th apeolfic 

r&ierenoe to foreign houses, it ,-ould sees that automobiles, 

bicycles and liquor together »ith whatever sew* 11 .*4zed 

valU’-'"les ttet -hey could pocket wore p rtieulhrly nought.

■y.j I rr:- crty, feral-"® of hinesa, •-■ lotted of h tever 

the trespassers desired. c'hst rem: in of the '•-.tores, hors 
.■St. bu-ilness section of the city *ow th- t they he'd all been 

pretty «toll emptied of their contents. In s nwfc«r of in-

nces there is evidence th’-t where too much th t •■■.-.s de-4 red 

wfes to und that could not be carried sway by h nd, truck hnd 

been brought up to cart it off. rereign residents hnve re

ported tte-t they saw on ««feral oecaelcns stocks being taken 

.-•■•’ay in truck loods from store» and warehouses. '-he ware

house keeper of the '>'& as Corporation (china) Ltd. reported 

that the J- ruse;;© wldiere -ho removed so&e stocks >T >no- 

liiie end oils from, the • •; ehouae u .-ed the company’s trucks 

.vhlch they ted token to ef fect th® removal. 
/ 
/ fhe extent to which the houses were looted v«ried 

/greatly between oaa premise^and another. Various proper- 

; ties have been investigated so far which though entered were 

> hot greatly damaged or b-dly pilfered, a few articles were 

taken -nd ttet was all. some properties outside of the 

«safety sene" teve not been greatly molested but particu

larly in the- sone h«ve depredation» to p-operty been eon- 

mltted to the least extent. These coses competed with 

thoa® where the upnest of looting and destruction he bees 

administered to the premises. In th® ease of the house of 

Mr. Douglce Jcnkine, a member of the aateaey staff, net
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vnly — tvftsr hi... sere* nt s'® killed— w^-. ev< y thing inside 

the hr.-u th roughly r*n»*cke«.’- 'nd b®dly loo tad but -.a well 

there !.«.• -«pic «rldcaee of -:-ntcn smashing up n-.- hroskin^ 

nf hie furattttr* and other effects. nether example vf

,'U.oh tre.’-taent s' .-.c la-.n property L- th..1 t cf the (Unlike 

flan re at th- c.irner rf ^tar-hi-i ru Jhanr ?: »

ta-o -.'err-. -.f thtf gî.race b- ' be^n uff'dee up nd Tills 

looked out.:•.<?e of the btr-rring. in e-.ch of the board!: srs 

there hi W n pVce-. an 3mb- s<-y proclame’4on setting forth 

th-i hss/Icmx aatnpe of the property, hen an inspect!m 

. ;-3 hi de of the afte-- our '>rrly.l it w-.a found that

one -aï th-: boardings h-d been broken loose from thv wIj.® 

••*nd pushed aside, -'n the hoarding still ws attached the 

procflou. The $«:’« had then * een entered. it h--d 

bcon thrroughly ransaokeà. Ths only pise© cf equipsent 

besides two ?ld tire.", seme rods and bits •■•f --irlng that 

*e® left in the garage proper w-:» on* air oompreseor unit. 

On the floors of th® offices fi le* end j^-pars were scatter

ed about, one table te.lwn nwy to b used f r fire wood s»<- 

tht two saf*s hod been broken into by having their tops 

smashed in. -hatevs-r *’-s in th safes w 8 gene. - mall 

eht'd behind the gar«.?e which else h'd bean looked had been, 

entered. There were pepers, parts of machinery end equip

ment littered six inches de^p on the floor. Amnwet the 

meso were found the perte of a valuable full sized motion 

picture projector which bed been broken to pieces. 

Burning of Property

But the worst that the real property of hanking has 

suffered Is the destruction by fire. At the time of writing 

this report fires can still be seen tn a few piece» in the 

city. In the «safety sone-* no firee hare cocurred.
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Kevertheloss, except fr this zone burning through ®r~-or>

>r oth^.rs‘1 hes been committed .’o» Wr-ughcut thf city.

bn mnny street: ther-e ©re ft-und ho us nd bu Id Ings th> '

burnt ^wn, intermitV-ntly among t-ther: th© s were not

burnt st 11, street will have cu more butId lap's

1th charred walls standing while th® rest •• f the build-

ing.-- AU-np* it have not be-.n touched by fir©

The southern end of the city h«? suffered tl-.e worst of

the r v rs?/. by fire. -n inspection {?f th; t pr.rt xulng

•here th< bu^liu-es * nu eonnerolel section ©f the city is

located shewed block after block of burnt out bu-lè-inge

a-. h- uses. ny biocts ®r - I ft •;ith only a dozen or less

but Luings still standing, instate of the nearly complete

ûtraction by fire of the entire section <»i' th- city such

| a.-., occurred to ahapei in >h n<h i 

I usually Just the buildings, facing

it ooul

onto the

ere destroyed while the structures behind

sen burnt

be sen that

æsiin street

owe argusent h s been forth ocaing from the Japan® &

authorities here thet much of th-’ burning of Stealing within

th- walls was dene by the retreating Chinese or by Chinese

lain clothes Idlers after the fall of the city. ->u®e

perhaps m&y have been dene by the Chines*, but every roeson

is given to believe that it w®e Infinitesimal in ccsnpafison

with «hat was brought about deliberately or through nsgll

genet- by the Japanese troops after they h^d taken Ranking

and efter the fighting her® hed ceased. Bltber the build-

Ings were deliberately ®et on fire after they had been

entered ©nd looted er through wordlessness small fires were

had jBt..inly not

left burning in the buildings wh oh eat the buildings
3

■f
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abl^e -r the buildings c .fht flr:' Cr-m n Why burning 

structure#• l<‘o î! ttc&T’t 15 '<n.:<wn t- h.-re be n ts'de to 

extinguish the flame* -■?' any buiVinr Tire.

There Is submitted herewith xavmnr ndir; dm UF- s* 

the to ;,r he '■fût ,*r :hu . est/uctl-,» v th. city by 

fires nd signed by «embers . f • ••.© Interna U on el C-f^altte^ 

settles forth their ■ b ervations an-c rindir.-'s as tn the 

cause f -he ti'<»<• ».»(., /« to wh ■! source n the

sain thf fires were attributable. In. th- first s- ctiun uf 

the njwnran-yn the ob^erverr-: set f.rtb hr. mu h of the 

city they kne* h ■. u urned ' slave th® Japan®-• entry 

n? they testify that little damage by vire h d actually 

occurred by that ti®@» In the second accti n they present 

t:-.e condition# that they found in K nhlng on the n.-ht of 

;./ec«ftb©r 20, st «h-.oh tl&e many building# on lire ^ere 

3?een with Jep-neia soldiers watching the burning buildings 

frem nearby,clearing out -nc tiuok.iK away good# fro» the 

stores, and in other buildings "making bonfires cn the 

floors."

"Jef#ty ,;one*

The so-called "safety sone”, of which more will he 

«■■«id in a subsequent section of this report on the work 

of the International Committee, gt-aerslly faired much 

better $han th® rest of Han lag, 1 though it wi;# not kept 

inviolé e from the marauding Japanese soldier# and from 

their depredations, it did not suffer anywhere near in like 

ireporticn th® damages done to and the terrors occurring in 

the oth«r saet ons of the city, in it there occurred 

Innmerable ©«as# of raping, killing &nd premises therein
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were '<11 antere? nd to s greater -.r degree looted. 

?Ait th’ f-.et thut the .^jcrity -f the Jhine.-e civil’.™» 

r-.«Minin.’ la K'nking flat U t f .r refuge • n th«- pl^ee

■f -.re s- P ». • in th city .•■'emorstr-t ■ -.n it -If 

tM betur co;>'-l tier. ; r< y -i I.--- ' n th zon*; th->n else- 

hero. Thea-, ovill n .ere uot wi . teu ti ..ch an 

extent '■■.& in tlx ^ther ste>.iGr.s c>f the city tucy were 

not dr ven ew» y fraa the hx'Wi'? f refuge? loit

<..f th..- h.-iuces were a-t so badl • vb.-lùtec <;s in the rest 

pf the ol.ty. bore all, no burnin? was done in the zono. 

HapgftninfjS sinor our crrivMl ût linking

Since our arrival at B»'liking, 1 spit* af the feet 

th’-t the worst of the violence in Ranking and the viola

tions to p«opl y.nd property was said to be over, inci

dents h- ve continually been occurring. The ..mrie-n re

sidents hf-ve laost daily brought reports te the gtobessy 

of the entry oi their property by Jepana-® soldier--?, the 

lotting of bull incs an? the carrying off of Shines® 

civilians from their ocaspound». Twenty four cases of ir- 

r gular entry into marie n property by Japanese solders 

have occurred sine® January 10th. Three of these cassa 

involved th® forceful ; nd unauthorised entry by Japen se 

military pciice.

Mr. Oeorge .. piteh, seociate General secretary of 

the Young Men’» Christian. ' ssoeletlon of Banking ha® re

ported that his house at 7 fee fei Chieh ha® been watered 

and things ilfered from it by Japemese soldier® seven 

tiaies sinat January 4th.

Two oases which were reported on January 13th were 

made th® subject of a written protest to the Japanese
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,'Bibes y C'B Jsju ry 13 th, er'.fioe is to this offloe’r

tele-'r*» to th. De/!-• tmon", t.o,?l, Jonu ry 1- , 13 n -;n, 

3/ reporting the pretest. copy of the pi*.test is enclosed 

herewith, 'îheee l-'-c 1 dents envoivec th-, entry J r.F 11th 

of the lionklnj' ’‘wlo.’ o 1 _> raV-ary by «• 1 '1er® nd

their taking- then©' soue articles iv. the u.roible entry by 

Japanese military p*. lice ,>n that s-.-rie day into the house <-f 

D, ♦-.S.But^ ond removing therefnm s Ohine.-e meployee *.-f 

t“ < hankin'’’ Univ- r/lty.

C?* J--nuj.-ry 14th anther letter »■•• received fror. Dr.: . 

Bate reporting the entry tie ni A- b<for- of f-'-ur Japane-^ 

milit^i-y polio-:.- into the Unlver-ity r Bonking and their 

cerrying off a Chinese girl» copy <;f this let • r w- . 
•ubmltt-a to the Japanese rabt.ssy undo; oov< r of &r. ..ill- 

son’-' info ma I letter of J nuary 14 th tc :< r. X. Jhikul cf the 

4/ Japan®?® ir.b say. ■. copy of his letter and ti* t of Dr.

Bate? is enclosed* herewith.

atlll further vl-lntions of /bf.riean property continu

ed to coeur, reference is sad® to Mr. Ill son’s Ule-ra 

tc W® 'apartment of January 1?, 4 p.e. suamarlsinr th-«e 

incidents end reporting the ineieent that ooourr«d that day 

in regard tc the V&lted Christian Mission propetty. The 

Incident is here described in full detail.

Upon being Informed by Mr. ». P. Mills end Mr. L.3.3. 

®ythfâ et about 1:30 p.m., January IBth thet some Japanese 

soldi® rs were reported t have entered the United Christian 

Mission compound on Chung Hwâ Hoad and that they were still 

there Mr. .. llison end Mr. Espy proceeded to th® compound. 
Ae found at th® aide of the compound facing on a side street 

a lnrg« station of the wall h d bean broken down and the
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yard inside trampled by hkfeet. 7h<- broken «motion 

of thf «ail w^s dry. ?h-. wall must he*ve t-e ft tern down 

during thr previous thh--urs \s it r-.f.d rained up tl;.l 

®‘--rly morn-ng,an' -''ll ebe but the broken part «till 

•~et. y?. 5»s. ; . y-'jallWB wow ut the «pot "• en *« driv

ed. iu> stared th”t v'hcn he visited, the compound the t morn

ing th-; wall was still -ntaot, p- ♦,;■• n went on t- rc-lc'O 

th-.t on his pr^vl us visit he hud found two Japcnene 

a-Idlers together with t^o Chinese in e building in- he 

property. They had in their h- nc articles belonging to 

th« Ms ion. l-pon represent? tl..»n to than, thny vacated 

th< premises leaving behlno the articles, R-.- stated tin.t 

h- sw the /leno in th- builolnr that morning «hich was 

Im ter found mia-lag, t Chine-® civilian who we. a nearby 

at the time -f the lo- ting stated th'it shortly befor--. »e 

arrived on the- sc ne two trucks had been driven up with 

s number of Japanese »•'• Idlers In the» and that the scl-.'.iers 

had broken down the wall ant removed the loot. ncloseS

5/ is a copy of ir. feccalluas’s letter reporting t<- th® >»b4issy

th« incident.

It my be ©f interest to note here thet up to 

January 18th th® large lumber yard of the Chins Import 

and export Lwsbr C ®pany, Ltd., a British concern hed 

apparently aot been entered end the g«t®a to th- yard 

closed and loeke<’. That day on our daily trip to the 

bund at Bale lai an we a«w Japanese s -Idlers eerting eway 

lerge pieces of timberrfrra the yard, talcing the piee®s 

out through the new open gete. wo were later info med 

by the British Ocnaul that the removing of the lumber was
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entirely unauthorised «nd that Sv sai protesting to the

Japanese Embassy sueh looting of BriUeh property.
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II. I resent 31tuition 't Rankins

Thers la submitted In thia section & s»w®.ry of ‘he 

pre Mit physical no .it! -n . f w v.'.<rl' * comeit®

on the -.••ulltlecd and obüo sltvath-n tMt now prevail-1 

h vr©.

idol JoikdiiuR uf Kanrinr

J T e onvirons rll «rovne ’anting outside th' olty wells 

i b*.v», suffered heavy damsre « -uburbs •• f th= oity, al-

tbr'jrh nr r-'. rturJ. ty hns been to m^e thorough

l.sj.'ou-.n, s r b itère- to H-vs ’© n to '• large

extant. Th a, however, d>>es not «prly to th- b< tional 

monuments <«t the base -;-f : u^pia fountain which were lee» 

i froir, <• distance sev-.r?! duys < gj end b.ltf n--t »ppe*r to h-ve 

be-:ii d---0«t«?ed.

The Hrlakwjn district h&e be n ocnelderably dsHiK^d 

b’.' fire. A vler cf it and the bund frsr th< river preaen'fe

ed a si^ht of the bvHdînçe of the wp ter fro nt in shamble?-. 

However, s nuabsr of buildings ere still intaot, sueh *ss 

th Dollar CJcmpsny lu b - yard, the Standard Vceeuua Oil 

Company installetlon, the Tengtae Hotel -nnd the lerge power 

plant. Ths latter had been damaged by tombing but it has 

now been put back into operation. Along the bund when *e 

first arrived the only wharflnr facilities that remained 

beside? the Import and Export Company ’’Ho-Oee* plant pon- 

tooae, were those cf the Hanking Ferry where th® pontoon 

we still afloat. 31nee that time some of the other wharves 

here been repaired by the Japanese ant sre now used by 

Japanese ships.

1
1 thin tha «1ty walls the part of Honking that h»s 
suffered the greatest damage is that of ths southern shop-

| ping and business district. Tula part will have to be
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almost entirely rebuilt before the norr-al existence --f the 

city can return. On th-.; ;:ain nev. v-T-.;© -street - such as 7rl~ 

pi <r 4f't, O' 3h n , 0 sin? F-n îc^d, ‘-nd her sain 

stree t , --11 but du sen or less luildln*’® feeing «■’long the 

3tr<-"t in each block ore burnt. Ion:* Chung ah- n :iofed only 

th., -.h rs '«nd ere lai building© ^pp-ar to hive be<n burnt 

.■The only national Oove -naent building thy-, has be- r destroy- 

■ th-*t aC th 5 in.stry of •';<■■' unlentRns «h:ch-was e-

• xtrcyed by fire before the capture «.f the city by the

fapane-e. The fest erv --till intact un<: arc nov- bain g usod 

' by the Japanese iailits.ry forces.

TPrcurhout th?.- re-:>t of îîenking h use -nn buildings, 

v.>xy oft .tn the poo<.*r class struotur...-., L.-ve be:n inter

mittently burnt, "fhc real. entisl s..otion of the northern 

©nd :■■!' the town has aufferrm: the least from burning. s 

pointed cut in the foregoing in the ”safety eons’* no in

cident of fire has occurred.

•vater and electricity have now been restored to meet 

of We city. Little will be required to reestablish the 

telephone system. The debris has generally been cleaned 

off the streets. The sanitation system of the city le in 

order.but many corpses will still her® to be disposed of 

fro» ponds and building®.

rollti cal and Wonomle Situs tien et Htnking.

I® a politisai and économie entity Making can be 

said to be practically non-existent. Tor ell intenta and 

purpose» the city is merely e yapanese military cr-ap. Of 

the npproxlmate population of a æillion people only between 

300,000 to 350,000 now remain. These are aainly made up of 

th® poorer cis-see. The largest majority are hudlod st
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refug es in houses nd in the teaapor ry camps in the 

•'safety zone”. t ni -ht they crowd the places of shelter; 

durin- th d y they can be seen by thous^n packing the 

streats of the zone. Shanghai Road, for exam le, d--Tins’ 

the .ay is a mass of human ty for over a mil--; Chinese 

oivill n,t out to get food ano. fuel or just st- nding about 

with nothing to do.

-.s was reported in this office’s telegram ro.S,January 

12 noon,of January l-?t the inauguration of the new ■’.-.utono- 

mous City GO'-emment (Tze Chib ->ei Yu n Fr^i} wee announced. 

This Government ocanostd of nine Chinese members whose oh*ir 

m n is T o Fao-chin under Jsjrneso >.dvicfc "-nd supervision' 

*«s to take over the usu^l functions of a municipal govern

ment for the city.

Jo far, hoveve , little si 'n of the ectivity of the 

new government can be seen. There are a ftw Chine>c police 

men stationed at various building? nd wandering about he 

streets. But their duties are scarcely mor than being sort 

of guards of honor. The Jspare ■© have brought a hundred

or so military police who tog then with Japanese 

military guards actually police th? city to th® almost 

negligible extent that it can be suid to be policed. s 

far as o«n be ascertained, the sanitation, water and elec

tricity service are under the control and operation of the 

Jap= nese military. The fire department and -ubllc health 

department are no Ion ’er existant. Japanese military 

hospitals take care of the Japanese military only with the 

exception of a few Chinese wounded soldiers already here 

when the city Was taken. Whet medical facilities are
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available lot? c civilian population w up* lied by the 

fors-ign mis lonerlss. tr n?portatlm systems ■■.?* in 

opev.-.tlc-n. Ths busssr. t;:6’ ’•«*’- fojroerly vs-.d for ©tty 

tr>3nspnr tstlou can be seen 1/1»? «recked aloB* the siciea 

:f th-- reads *-r els© they B.ve been t- ken off fur xailiury 

purposes.

it is inter© •tin-/ to note- th'»t et h? s been repo-ted 

th. t the J->p8«ef<- r’lHtav t. rou-h *,>•© ut neneu» City 

Oc/vernir:'..nt & n try In" si;-©* t ® flr.'-t .-I th; ye er v.-

ga; th oltllians to leave the "safety and return to 

their huaes. It is s.-iif tiv t nt first some civiir->ne did 

return to their hr.-ses in • the:- pt rU <?r ths eity, but tî et 

th;..se th1 t did so lately xetiuned. .<.■<>« they re ©bed 

their home- they often founJ. noth.-nf left of the haussa but 

oharr-.'C ruins ;nh above all they were ,-lwn no protection. 

They ••ere sain to here reported that, they ■■'■•©re robbe-1 by 

Japanese soldier.*, their wo.^en raped and even some of the® 

were killed.

froble» of F© d ouw-lles, ' m. -.jumnii’nii) 1".-- - ~ ■.-~T-r~
? i"h® most important and the most pressing problème be

fore the new Gtaverment is that at providing or asking »r- 

rang&aents for the ■revision of fo d supplies for the 

Chinese civilian population. This robl-ia, however, it 

ap snsntly only o n meet through the «étions of the Jap.-nese 

military. For it is sV tad that the Japanese military im

mediately afvr it® entry into leaking sies^d control of the 

rloe supplies and whatevr rise there is out side of the 

city has not ooms In. "îhe Internat! aal Comittoe believes
I th'?.t the Japanese military tooko/er more than 100,000 piculs 

|of rise, stored in w.rehouse» within the city walls and in 
i 
‘FsifeKWan.
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a outline ef he ©.-Trent prt-Mm -f feeding and sup

plying fuel. to the quarter of a ©11.1 k,n chine -;<j olrilf-a# 

rs autsnitted tc th* "'cpcirtment i:. -Ju tulo.-tr-;» .r this 

'■ -lee i-v»«w ■■■■i «>’..nwry -■■-"» .4 p.xs. 'uUier uetaiis re 

■■•Ivan ’-ore.

u < .1 tue In. ■ xA'i . lont*l v<*..mi t te-s:. & t ■to®/"' i 'tv-,4 " set up

t’. 'anfAty sone', a days befo-e the fall (.f h-nktng 

; they ii,iV>r«e<3 the civilian refugees th-< they mis v bring 

( <t le>»st twn sup ly of rioe U-u. th<- /.one nth them

» vt’ th- in.’ivl '.ual rvfugees dH this, .’eslde- it is 

und-.ubtedly true tba>: the 3 inese *'©111 h\- m© up

large sterns .>f rloe before kanfciu * w- captured V pro

vide f- ' future eventual!ti -. ttr Dece-tb<- 13th the 

r.-rug’ lived off these stor-sj cr rlo'- lbû wheat were 

sold to these -?ho e--uld effort to buy and diatr but«/free 

tr. th a® who were destitute. The «ownlttee set the rice 

at Qi".''9.30 p r ploul, rhe 8®ae price th’ t prevailed just 

b fee the oapture of linking. The Ccaaslt /.■« has been 

f ®f..inr, with ut charge, approximately U0,000 refu^eca a 

day < nee the alddle of Deoembtr. To feed the entire re

fugee population, the Ocmlttee estimâtes that 1,600 bags 

ci rlee a day are needed. In the way of fuel for cooking 

it ©atlantes ttet at le«st 40 tons of coal a day are re

quired.

On the ufterncoa of 3anu«ry 10th the International 

Comittoe stopped its sales of rloe having been advised 

to do bù by the Japanese military authorities. It was 

infcrEvsd thrt the utono oua City Oovornmhnt would hence

forth handle all future Oomereiel disposition of food 

suppll.-a. The Committee stated that it w&s entirely in
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va-ïord with uch action to have :he ut-.-nosous City Govern

ment take over th: acrsieroi-1 ..1 spc-sltion. rhe ccnttittee 

could then retftrn to itr primary function a ■• ss.lely ® 

lief urgeniz-•tir-n -sn ‘ expend its stocks on charity o-'ses. 

Ftyever, t-e problem. .'ttlll exists of the . «1 onrincue City 

•Icvcrnvent • of inn th-., foo< su r-lUa ;.n naic to -:h<t p-soyle. 

Cn Junu'-ry 10th, 1,200 bags of rice were roleo.-eu by the 

C■ vane.-.c f-.ray '--nd x January 17th another as igntaent w-'i® 

is ue of 1,000 bagst --f rice end 1,000 b^g.-. of flour. 3- 

far, th-7t 1:. til th surplis th«t are known to htve been 

Esse available for sale.

The situ, tlon ht>s not yet’beams sert .••■us aS the s.c-oks 

■! of rice thr. •. the private feoailies had store-?. away apparent

ly h&ve net yet been exhausted. Moreover- limited quanti

ties of green vegetables •■.nd fresh meet-; of ?- sort are be

ing « v-n for sele in th* basaars that have been set up alow 

th>-. *-.ik" <;-f‘ the- streets. But the supplies of rioe private

ly held together with that can be purch-.-s-ïd may n t be 

sufficient thr-ughcut the whole win er. ru above sll there 

re the th usunda -f refugees that h ve been left d stitute 

by the hostilities and here nothing with which to purchase 

mere fo d when what they nhw have is guns.

Froblem of, Meana of Uvelyhecd for the Civilian Population 

Béeidea the problems of food and fuel th: re is »s 

veil th® question of means of llvelyhood for the civilians. 

Nothing bo far o*.n be seen has been undertaken by the 

3apan«:£® military or the Autonomous City Government to

i meet this question. There is no work for the elvl 11* ns
I

! except for a few that have been o nseripted by the Js pane so 

j, arriy nd nev . So trade can bo carried on in th© city
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under the present conditions. The taly eosiuercial inter- 

course that exists is th© selling and ©xehanging of food 

supplies wid a few other articles such so slothing and 

pottery along the sides of the streets.

Other com., ants on th© Present .situation

2he Japan©se military have aade it town that they will 

not permit any foreigners to return to hanking at the present 

time. a request was made for the return of two missionary 

doctors t-^ aid the University of -.ausiag or. its ho«., i- 

’4al wor-.. Chis reçu-.-st th© .Tap-nose military h^vt so far

refused. a the onae cf the ;hina iiat ort and xpurt ~um- 

ber company x.-td. on® ©..«option was <4«de when one member of 

that concern was allowed to m>ae to Nanking from Shanghai. 

Me was allowed to eons for the sole purpose of «casing arranr© 

4i«nta for th® sale of lumber from that company’a lumber 

yard here to the Japanese military. Beforehand, however, 

th© Japanese .^ade it clearly understood that he was to leave 

Nanking immediately after the arrangements were eompleted.

The Yangtze River has been passable for «hlj« of all 

sixes sines the middle of Leseaber. Recently both the 

highway and the railroad eomsunicetlons with iihtoghai here 

been re-established. 1 daily train goes to and from Shang

hai. But the facilities of the Nanking bund and the high

way and railroad communisations to the city remain closed 

to foreigners except Japanese. Nor has it been possible 

for foreigners to have merchandise sent to the city. The 

attempt of the International committee to have provisions 

shipped here for use in their relief work was reported to 

have been mt by s catégorisai "no* from the Japanese Em* 

bassy off lei ala, (Reference todosuro ho.S, a letter from
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r. J .t-b ?» : » Jabe, dated January XVth). The telegraph 
I 
I end ùusil service Tor privât® and com-cruial use have not 

' beer, reopened.

l& silte 4ï xue svatc.jentB ul' l;;e .■opsx.esu authorities 

“** *t *ôï -^ix»g z *> <uut p ~t rc*o-.<y * or tue rvtunx d iurei-'--ji 

civ illume <M.d the x'e-eetaolioite.fciit -zt trade and oc»it.s.jree 

r.ere end tho Jo-- nese refusing bo alzow foreigners u? come 

/here, suae .• ©pants® olvlliuns nave returned. .» iew Japanese 

I .were nan ts itwe returned and set up 3.. all shops. ?hoy are 

selling Japanese and i.orean geode principally to the Japan

ese troops. .iso civilian laborers h..v* been brought jack 

to work for the ;rray and .? avy.

sufficient data has not bs&jae available to subatil de

tailed imbrication in regard to exoha&gc aedia sud the our- 

| renoy in banking. It uay be eignifioant to note that offi

cials of the Japanese ..mbasay have informed us that should 

purchases be saàe from Japanese shops here payment would 

have to be :sede in yen. The Japanese riabsssy, however, 

is willing to e?change Chinese curreuoy into yen. o far 

no rate has been quoted on such en sz<3range. .a statem-nt

Mde by an isxerloan resident is to the effect that the 

Chinese civilians are not anxious to receive Chinese cur

rency J they prefer now if possible to here payments to

I them delayed. For cash transactions, nevertheless, be

tween Chinese along the streets and to the Autonomous 

city (lovsrnawmt Chinese currency is being used.
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111 .ntfc national .ùaittee For Nanking 

separate section of this report is submitted herewith 

on tiie activities uf the International cocuiittee for :wnkji.ng 

and •4' the ..vrican residents as leasers that cu.fi..ittea 

end .acting through tn ir own .Uu:titv<tx.>..s si pu- lie *cl3‘aro» 

?he «ork carried uu by i.,e tw«n«y Ho wustexv. nati..nais 

Ht I .an King deserves specials?» oonsiucratiwii n -re. ’.'heir 

ux». tiring and oocdtent raflrarta to xonward the huuanlturi&n 

treatment of the Chinese population, thexr unceasing atte-pts 

to protect lives and raroperty frrnc Hi;.rations .,1 tl.e .Ta. nese 

soldiers, their competent handling of the situation under 

very harrowing conditions, and their restraint and iaoderation 

even under affront® and rough handling by Jap nese as-Idlers 

deserve considerable praise. pulse probably the .acre pre

sence of these foreigners in Nanking had ut least some re

straining influence on the actions of th® Japanese. But it 

is unquestionable that the efforts of th® International Com

mittee and the foreigners individually did ranch to keep worse 

from happening to the civilian population end to prevent 

greater destruction to property than has already occurred.

hat hfes already been pointed out in regard to the "safety 

^one" is evidence in itself of the results of their efforts.

.han the fall of Nanking became imminent during the 

last days of November and beginning of- December the inter

national Committee for Nanking - the names of the meaber 
aA

fl/ to which are submitted sa enclosure Ko. 1 - was set up to 

undertake to provide whatever relief sight be possible for 

the Chinese civilians of Nanking. To this Committee there

were allotted Ch.$100,000 by th© Chinese Rational Ooverniaent
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which swa »es tu be t-ald out c-f tae a;?reprit* Hon to the 

ecrztariste of -er. Ch.i-60,000 were ootuolly received

Suave .now been eugiwnted by ..b*-. 16,000 realized from 

tbe sale of rise* The cm.ittoe w®« also assigned by the 

. eillite ...Ity hovertwaent du ,000 piculs of rice m-d S0,v00 

■ •louis of flour -'or sale and re 11 of distribution*

' uring t.:e Hrst week of eoouiher the intvrnetlonel 'a;;« 

7/; Hi two «et up tue ”safety 2<snu** - a ;..sp of which is enclosed 

| as enclosure lo*7 - to which tae refining civilian pu^ula-

■ tion ®->uld co.4® iw refuge. reic<i”atta -««•e sent to l.e hi-h 

. ."upaaese Hilary co-u&und in Uatghai requ sting that t’.e 

ex latence of the zone be vreuytt i/o t-ie attention ->f th® 

stt«i«.-.lng Japanese «rules and that it be spared from attook 

as a place of refug®• ihe coa.- ittee wee informed, in reply, 

that ®1though the Japanese would not reco.cniz® the -one it 

would hot be intentloholly alt-aoXed if it did not o.iittiln 

soldiers or military ©stabliahu^nts.

Gn the ati-exi&th of such assiu-anoos the >oa.-;lttee ®©t 

about getting the civilians into the zone* ■•ajar a of 

hacking when the Chinese Cvverna.«nt collapsed and xled 

turned over sll the functions of the foirer alty goveruMfant

I to the CoKiittea* The Comaitts® to k up the tusks of pro- 

| vidlag shelter and food for tae refugees. Twenty four 

? refuge oaaps were set up; over 00,000 refugees were placed 
!!
I in the buildings of the Vsiv^rslty of banking and in Gin- 
| ling college. fhe committee ala© started to assume sa far

* as possible the functions of a municipal government* It

Î had begun to reorganize tn® police the zone end had 

collected av«® 'ire fighting ap„aratua by the ti>ie the 

? Japanese armies entered the city*
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.n account of tne activities ol* th© con..ittee can w 

ya Un red from their own reports to the Japanese ;u.-ijas-;y 

9/ and lat.-r to this ,âabassy. Copias of those reports which 

are s«vat il.ustratlve of the woi'K ...f the 0 ossa it te ■... and the 

problems it had to face are enclosed as enclosure Ko. 9.

In a letter tv this embassy of January 7th, the 

;»‘.itteij explained the ceeasicn for the reports. The- Cosa- 

mlttee was informed lay an of lei si of the Japanese uabsasy 

on December 14th. that the Japanese milita,y « so it re

ports - «was de ter wined to nato it bad for Hanking but 

the ïiobaa^y pee ra were going to try to m> derate that 

action”. learning this, the Jaaalttee starts appeal

ing to the Ja anese Sssbasay for help in moderating the 

conditions in Hanking. It kept stressing to the Japanese 

•g^abassy how bad conditions actually ware in the city so 

that the Japan ese arw could be inf ora» • io prove the .<• 
Coraaittee’s assertions regarding th« coudltins and in 

or’ar that the military cutud tell whether a editions 

had i proved -r mt, the cases uf incidents (submitted 

with thia report aa enolosr® Ko. 1) ware reported to the 

Japancss Embassy.

In the Cswauttee’s letter of beoeaier 14th ( nclu- 

sjure Ho. 0-1), its first official communication to the 

Japanese authorities and addressed to the Japanese c«m- 

jsander of Hanking, the Ooaaittee set forth its major 

ai(i;s in regard to oaring of the Chinese civilians in the 

•♦safety sone". After stating that it had taken responsi

bility for putting people into buildings and camya in the 

area, storing rice and flour lor feeding th* population
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temporarily and tak.ug oorarai of the i:o Loe Lu th® arec, 

it requested that the c ,aalttee might; (1) W a Japanese 

guard at the vi»trni:ce^ t ■ the sone, (£) ae billed to 

police th© j.side- of the a>n© with civilian 1 cal po ice, 

(3/ Be allowed to carry on sale oi rice and operate coup 

Kitchens in th© area and truck in rice stored in ether 

parts of th.® city, (4) Be allows to continue the housing 

arrangements until the refugees cmld ruturn to their 

houses, ( b) be given the opportunity to cooperate with the 

Japanese in restoring telephone, electric, and water ser

vices as so n as possible.

In the wl!e«aorandUBi of intsrvi<.-« with the Chief f 

Special Service Corps*’ of Decouber Iftth (uiclcsure h‘o.0 - 

, the Chief v-f special servies Corps in answer to the 

Committee*® lolUr uf the previ us day in effect agréa 

to all its requests «xor.pt that the sone must be searched 

for Chinese ex-soldiers. This encouraging statement gave 

ths grounds of soauranc® to the Committee that it could go 

on with it¥ work with the hope of so-w success.

Kight days after the fell cf Banking, that is on necum- 

ber 21st, the Committee submltie a further petition (.nciG- 

sure Bo.o - ft ) ^xceptfbr the problem ^f food this Lett r 

swa&arinea the problems with which the Vomitt^e and the 

foreign residents were faced in their attests to s.aliorste 

the conditions in Banking. Theas pre b le ma have been pointe 

out in the beginning of this report.

Tbs problem of foe ing the civilian population and 

supplying fuel was the other important task that the 

mittee had to tool with, is a discussion of thia question

in connection with the /^resent situation in Banking has 
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already b<- n giver» in the proceeding section, no further 

cogent® ere made i»ure. here la vjcmitted for reference 

tni;leisures ».os« 8 - ü,y,il, and 12.

a i'insl note^-.^de here regarding the intern»tional 

ûo.-.m.lttee. it concerns tie position of the coamttae in 

ten ;ing* ^nrtieuisr refaranoe aid attention is directed 
to the letter • '.uclosed as encloeure ïio.0, -5 - of eoe^ber 
17th, to the Japanese Jïnbsssy, setting forth what It oan«i- 

tiers to be its standing in th® cor«sunity and pointing out to 

the Japanese officials what it 1® at cavtin4,. to accomplish, 

thus, - in quoting frora the latter, - the remittee inlorr.ed 

the Japanese îXbassy, in view of the statement of Consul 

General Uatsuo .htastahi that the International C» Ittee has 

no legal status, that : "/isre-vle your Japanese authorities 

we ar® not olaiaiin® any polities! status whatever — 
■jcnsecuently, when your Army victoriously arrived in the 

city oa -cuiday noon, December 13th, were the only afiainis- 

trative authority carrying on in the city. vf a ur®e, that 
authority did not extend outside ■? :h« safety .one itself, 

aud involved no rights of sovereignty within th® ^one.’ And, 
in the s^ae latter **yay we again reassure you that we have 

no interest in ccntinulng any seml-ediainistratlve funotion 

left to us by the former Fcsnklne ally aov@rn?a®nt. -se earnest 

ly hope that you will kindly take up these functions ss quiok 

ly aa possible* fhon w® will becoae aiaply a relief org&nl- 

nation***

JS/T/BÏ
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LI; T Of LNCLOSWS TO HKPOkT ENTITLED «CONDITIONS
in Nanking*, dated January sb, 193e.

NOTH: This report was received at Shanghai in an 
unassembled state and has been assembled by 
Lhungliai office in as good order as the con
dition in which it was received permitted.

1/- Copy of letter from Lewis S. Smythe, secretary, 
Hanking Safety Zone to attache of Japanese Embassy, 
dated December 16, 1937;

Sub-enclosure: Cases of Disorder by Japanese Soldiers 
in the Safety Zone, Nos. 1 to 15, incl.

1-a/- None.

1-h/- Copy of letter from Lewis S. G. Smythe, secretary, 
International committee for Nanking fafety Lone, 
to Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 19, 
5 p.m., 1937;

Enclosure: Cases of Disorder by Japanese Soldiers 
in the safety Zone, Nos. 16 to 70, incl.

1—c/- copy of letter from John H. D. Kabo, Chairman, 
International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, 

to Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 20, 1937;

Sub-Enclosure : Cases of Disorders by Japanese Soldiers 
in Safety Zone, Nos. 71 to 95, incl.

1-d/- copy of letter from Lewie S. C. Smythe, secretary, 
International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, 
dated December 21, 1937;
Enclosure: Cases of Disorders by Japanese Soldiers 

in Safety Zone, Nos. 97 to 115, incl.
1-e/- Copy of letter from John H. D. Rabe, Chairman, 

International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to 
Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 23, 1937;
Enclosure: Cases of Disorders by Japanese Soldiers 

in Safety zone, Nos. 114 to 136, incl.
1-f/- copy of letter from Lewis s. c. Smythe, secretary, 

International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to 
Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 36, 1937;
Sub-enclosure: Further Cases of Disorder by Japanese 

Soldiers in Safety Zone, Nos. 137 to 154, incl 
l~g/- Copy of letter from Lewis S. C. Smyths, Secretary, 

International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to 
Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 30, 1937;
Sub-enclosure : Further Cases of Disorder by Japanese 

Soldiers in Safety Zone, Nos. 155 to 164, 
inel
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1-h/- Copy of letter from John n. D. nabe, Chairman, 
International Committee for Nanking Refugee Zone, 
to the Japanese iimbassy, dated January 2, 1938;

Sub-enclosure: Cases of Disorder by Japanese Soldiers 
in safety Zone, Mos. 16b to 17b, incl.

1-i/- Copy of letter from John If. 1 . Habe, Chairman, 
International Committee for Nanking safety ..one, to 
the Jajjanese embassy, dated January 4, 11 a.m., 1938} 

cub-enclosure: Further Cases of Disorder by Japanese 
Soldiers in Safety Zone, Dos. 176 to 179, 
incl. Statement by C.Y.Hsu re '’Murder 
of Liu Pan-kwen."

1-j/- Copy of letter from Lewis u. . Smythe to 'Mr. .Alison 
dated January 10, 1938;

enclosure: "Notes about the Present Situation", Noe. 
180 to 187, incl.

1-k/- Copy of latter from M.^.Bates, Chairman, emergency 
Committee, University of Nanking, to unerican embassy, 
dated January 10, 1938.

1-1/- Copy of "Notes on the Present Situation", No. 188.

2/- Copy of "Findings regarding Burning of Nanking City*’ 
dated December 21, 1937.

3/- Copy of letter from Mr. Allison to Acting Consul 
General for Japan Gated January 13, 1938.

4/- Copy of letter from V.r. /Alison to acting Consul General 
for Japan, dated. January 14, 1938;

Sub-enclosure: Copy of letter from U.S.Bates to 
Mr. /Alison dated January 14, 1938.

5/- Copy of letter from Jas. H. McCallum, United Christian 
Missionary Society, to Mr. Allison dated January 18, 1938.

C/- Membership List of International Committee for Nanking 
Safety Zone.

?/- Nap of Nanking Safety Zone.

8/- None

8-1/- Copy of letter from John H, D. Rabe, Chairman, 
International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, 
to Japanese Commander of Nanking dated December 14, 1937.

8-2/- Memorandum of Interview with Chief of Special service 
Corps, dated December 13, 1937.

8-3/- Copy of letter from John H. D. Rabe, Chaiman, Inter
national Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to Attache 
of Japanese Embassy, dated December 1&, 1937.
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8-4/- Copy of letter from Ernest H. Forster, secretary, 
International Red Cross Society, to Attache Japanese 
embassy dated December lb, 1937;

Enclosure: "International lied Cross Committee of Nanking.

8-5/- Copy of letter from John H. D. lube, Chairman, Inter
national Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to Imperial 
Japanese Embassy, dated December 17, 1937;
;<o enclosures.

8-6/- Copy of letter from the Foreign Community of hanking 
to Imperial Japanese Embassy dated -eoember 21, 1937.

8-7/- Copy of letter from Lewis 8. C. Jaythe, secretary, 
International Committee for Nanking Safety Cone, to 
Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated December 27, 5 p.m., 1937

8-8/- Copy of letter from John li. b. Rabe, Chairman, 
International Committee for Hanking Safety Zone, to 
Imperial Japanese Embassy, dated 1 acamber 27, 1937.

8-9/- Copy of letter from John H. D. Hebe, Chairman, 
International Committee for Nanking Safety Zone, to 
Japanese Embassy, dated January 15, 1938.

8-10/- Copy of letter from Lewis 8. c. cxnythe to Mr. Allison 
dated January 10, 1938:

Sub-enclosure No. 1; Copy of letter from John H. D.
Rabe to Ur. Tokuyasu Fukuda, dated January 7, 1938;

Sub-enclosure No. 2; Copy of "Restoration of Normal 
Conditions in Nanking.”

8-11/- Copy of letter from John H. 1. Rabe, Chairman, to 
Messrs. Allison and Pridéaux-Brune and Dr. Rosen, 
dated January 19, 1938;
Sub-enclosure: Copy of telegram to Boynton dated 

January 18, 3 p.m., 1938.
8-12/- Copy of letter from L. Saythe to Mr. Allison dated 

January 14, 1938;
Sub-enclosure: Copy of letter from John H. L. Rabe, 

Chairman, International Committee for Nanking 
Safety Zone, to Mr. Tokuyasu Fukuda, dated 
January 14, 1938.

Unnumbered enclosure: Proclamation, marked Enclosure No. 2.
(Shanghai office unable to find place for this as 
there is another enclosure marked No. 2.)
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Enclosure No,1 to report 
entitled "Condition in 

(CORRECT COPY T) Nanking" dated J’nuary 85
1938.

INTWbVrr JAL CGI'l'ITTEE F> 7 J:AN?'IKO ATOTY 30M

5 Ninghal Head, Tteoember 16th, 1937.

Mr.Tokuyasu Fukuda,

Attache t-.< the Ja-anest* Sabassy,

Hen kin'’,

Fy deer -ir:

As pair ted out by the Major we interviewed ith you at 

the Bank of Communications yesterday no An, it is advisable 

to have the? city return to normal life as soon a« possible, 

'nut yesterday th© continued disorders cowmitted by Japanese 

soldiers in the Safety Aone inerea-ed the state of panic 

among th® refugees, refugees in large buIdings are afraid 

to even w to nearby soup kitchens to secure the cooked rice. 

Consequently, w are having to deliver rio® to these compounds 

directly, thereby complicating our problem, could not 

•venp’ct co lies out to load rice and coal to take to our 

soup kitchens and therefore this morning thousands of people 

had to go without their breakfast. Foreign member?, of the 

International Committee are this moynlng making desparate 

effort» to get trucks through Japanese patrols so these 

civilians can be fed. Yesterday foreign members of our Com

mittee had sever»:! attempts made to take their personal car» 

away from them by Japanese soldiers. (A list of cases of 

disorder is appended.)

Until this state of panic is allayed, It is going to be 

impossible to get any normal activity started in the city, 

such ast telephone wrkere, electric plant workers, probably 

the wter plant workers, shops of all kinds, or even street 
cleaning.
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In order to quickly improve this situation, the Inter

national Committee respectfully suggests that the Imps rial 

Japanese ,\rmy t-.ke the following steps at once:

1. Have nil searohln»? don® by regulax’ly organized 

squads of noldiers under a responsible officer, (Most of 

the trouble has come from wandering .troupe of 3 to 7 
soldiers 7-1 thout an officer. )

2. At night, and if possible also in the daytime, have 

guards at the an trances of the safety ilona (proposed by the 

Major yesterday) prevent any stray Japanese soldiers from 
entering the safety -ions.

3. Today, give us passe-? to paste oxi ti:o windshields 

of our private ears and trucks to prevent Japanese soldiers 

from commandeering them. (Sven under the stres of defence 

of the city the Chinese xrmy headquarters supplied us with 

f’uch passes and the oars that were taken before we gut the 

passes were returned to the Committee within 24 hours after 

our reporting the cases. Furthermore, even in that difficult 

situation, the Chinese \rmy assigned to us three trucks to 

use for hauling rice for deeding civilians. Certainly, the 

imperial Japanese Army in full control of the city, with 

no fighting going on, and with much greater amount of equip

ment, cannot do less for the Chinese civilians that have now 

come under their care and protection.)

Xe refrained from protesting yesterday because we thought 

when the High Command arrived order in the elty would be re

stored, but last night was even worse than the night before, 

so we decided these matters should be called to the attention 

of the Imperial Japanese Army, which we are sure does not ap

prove such actions by Its soldiers.
Moat respectfully yours,
(Signed) Lewis S.C.Smythe.
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ja .bl y” '-'is<;n*>B"{ by Japanese .cldibr . in the afety loue 

Filed, jeeenber 16 th ; 1937.
Noto: These ere only sample cases we have had time to check 

up on more carefully, m- ny more have been reported to 
our workers.

1. Six street sweepers of the second division of the Sanitary 
Commission of the safety Lone were killed in the house they 

occupied at uleo and one seriously injured with a bayonet by 
Japanese soldiers on December 15th. Ko ap arent reason what

ever. These men were our employees. The soldiers entered the 
house. (Later, a seventh is at University Hospital with 
bayonet round in neck.)

2. A carriage loaded with rice was taken on Dec. 15th at 4:00 

i.&. near the gate of Ginlinz College by Japanese soldiers.
3, severed residents in our second sub-division were driven 
from their homes on the night of December 14th and robbed of 

everything. The chief of the sub-division was himself robbed 
twice by Japanese soldiers.

4. On the night of December 15th, last night, seven Japanese 

soldiers entered the University of Nanking library building 
and took seven Chinese women refugees, three of whom were 
raped on the spot. (Full details of this case will be filed 

by Dr.M.3.Bates,Chairman of the University of Nanking Sraer- 

genoy Committee)
5. On the night of December 14th, there were many oases of 
Japanese soldiers entering Chinese houses and raping women 
or taking them away. This created a panic in the area and 

hundreds of women moved into the Qinling College campus yes
terday. Consequently, three American men spent the night at 

Glnling College last night to protect the 3,000 women and 

children inthe compound.
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6. About 30 Japanese soldiers uitb m apparent leader, on 

December 14th, searched the University Hospital ;i>fi the 
nurses’ dormitory. The staff of the Hospital wre ayntcma* 
tically looted, The objects taken •.•ere: 6 fountain pens, 
$180.OC, 4 ■.-.atuh'.j?, 2 hospital bed-es, 2 flashlights, 2 
pairs •. f gloves, 1 theater.

7. Yesterday, Deo».-mbor 15th, ■•.very one ol‘ oui- large refugee 

camps inpublic and ixv.-t'tutUual UJ l.ings repoi'tec that the 
Ja:-’Mie.;.e eoldUrs had been there and robbed the refuses several 
tiai s.

8. On Locer' er 16 th, th'* .■»:.« r io an «jsba.-aadcr* s re si d.nce ^an 
broken into end searched and .xme swell personal articles taken.

9. bccembe- 15 th, th a faculty house at Ginling College was 
entered by Japan se ac-Idlers ?ho cllmbud. ov®r the back fence 
and ssianhad in a door- 3inc® ; very movable thing had been 

taken out o* the building inc® keos^Xer 13th, nothing could 
be stolen J

10, <t noon, December 14th, on Dhlan Ylnr Hsiang, Japanese 

soldiers entered a house and took four girls, raped them, and 

let them return in tw hours.

11, Our ainghai Hoad rice shop was visited on December 15th 
in the afternoon by Japanese soldiers who bought 3 bags of 
ria® (3.75 tan or piaula) and only paid $5.00. The regulaf 

price of rice is |9.00 per tan, a© the Imperial Japanese Army 

owes the International Committee $28.75 for thia.
12. At 10:00 P.M. on th® night of December 14th a Chinese 

home on Chien Yinr Hsiang was entered by 11 Japanese soldiers 

who raped 4 Chinese women.
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13. n December 14th, Japanese soldiers entered the here 

of &ls:? Grace Bauer, an American ral^siunary, and took a 

pair of fur-lined ylovea, drank up all the milk on the 

table, and scooped np sugar with their hands.

14. Cn December 15th, Japanese soldiers entered the yara^e 

of hr.H.F.Brady (American' at 11 ...huan uum? Hsiang, «sashed 

a window in his ?ord V8, later came back with a mechanic and 

tried to start th-.- oar.

15. Last night, December 15th, Japanese soldiers entered a 

Chin- se house on Hankow Goad ami raped a young wife, and 

took a*ay three Tsomen, hen two husbands ran, the soldiers 

shot both of them.

The above oases have been checked, up on by foreign mem

bers of our Committee or taff.

■espectfully submitted,

( igned) Lewis J.C.jmythe 
.ecrv tary.
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(Correct py Xnolcsure N- 1-b to report entitled
’’Conditions banking* dated
January 23, 1938.

(COi Y)

IL? HE.-.ri Lai. CC’ ITTSE FCS Vù./JIÎG -î JETY LKE 

5 Mirxghai Road

..■eu exab er 19, 1937. 
3:üv 1. .. .

The Imperial Japanese :»bassy 

hacking.

‘-■ear J 1rs:

I aa very sorry to have to present to you herewith 

a continuation of the ’’Cases of . isordora by Japanese soldiers 

in the .’.afety Tone,” being oases aumoerad 16 to 70. as indicated 

in the note, these are only a part of the oases that have come to 

our attention. k‘r. iperling (our Inapeator-Oeneral), . r. roger, 

„.r. liatz, and r. Higgs spend a good deal of their time escorting 

.Ta. enese soldiers out of houses. These men do not have time to 

even dictate most of their cases.

I am also very regretful to have to report that the 

situation today is as bad as ever. ne officer did come over in 

cur area near t’inghai Road and cuff a large number of soldiers 

that were coauaittMg disorders. But that does not stop it!

Mr. Rabe asked me to apologize for ide not coming 

this time, but he has 300 women and children who have sought 

safety in his yard and felt he could not leave them.

We sincerely trust that the sentries will be placed 

at the IB Refugee Gamps we listed to you yesterday and at the 

University Hospital, as requested by Dr. Wilson this morning. 

This will provide at least 19 oases of safety in a sea of 

depredation and protect one-third or one-fourth of the population.

■ith kindest personal regarda, I am (:
Most respectfully yours, j.

•A i(signed) lewis 3. C. Smythe J

.secretary. i •
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rote: These are oases that have "been reported, oy our workers in 
writing. ethers have coae to our attention but vvb did not 
have time to get them recorded. Cases 1 to 15 filed eo.lGth,

16. -’n December loth, a man came tc the University Boapital with 
a bayonet wound and reported that six ;hi.i-ose men «ere taken 
from the .-Safety ...one to carry ammunition to hsiakwan and when 
they got there the Japanese soldiers bayoneted them nil. 
He however survived and rot back to luleo. ( ilson)

17. Chinese >ung Yu-hwoi of the (German) Uo from 3..-1 :o
ru,. 3ze at o u Zen reports that some Jupenese soldiers cutie 

to their place the 15th at about U:00 .... . 7' ey seized 
him and u/on présentation of the German registration (Chih 
■jhiao), they thrnw it on the ground. He also claims they tore 
du»» the German flag displayed there. He was ccnscrihfced to 
carry a load tc- the Chuln man Hsioh .hao si ter which he was 
released end. riven the slip showing «.e had dune work. • n his 
way home while on chuuiang Road he was shot tv ice from -..-«hind 
vi it hunt any apparent reason by another Japanese soldier or 
soldiers. He is now in the University . ital where he may 
be interviewe'. (..ccallum)

1&. . n the night of "ec. loth, a number ■■ 1 .■-,.<ncae soldiers en
tered the University of Kecking buildings at Tso Yuen and 
raped 30 wo.sm on the spot, iwix uy ù uen. (Bone)

lb. .. man came to the University h-.spital on ..ecember 15th. He 
had been carrying -his 60-year uncle into the safety one and 
soldiers oi.ot his uncle ,uud wounded hivaelf. ( ilsoru

20. :'n the night of December 16, 7 Japanese soldiers broke wlncowsj 
robbed refugees; wounded a University staff ..ember with bay
onet because he had no vu tch or girl to give them; raped wo
men on the premises. (Bates)

21. .n the night of December 16, Japanese soldiers forced entrance 
to two University houses in >hioh American ere living,s ash
ing dour in one case, Also several American-owned residences 
temporarily occupied by Chinese of University staff frequent
ly and irregulerly entered. (Bates)

22. cn the night of Dec. 16 Japanese soldiers beat several of 
the one policemen near the University of hanking demanding 
that they provide girls for the soldiers from auong the re
fugees. (Bates)

23. 7n Dec. 13 Japanese soldiers carried off 14 Red jwastlka 
workers at «utaishan. (fitch)

24. on Dec. 16 Japanese soldiers took a cocking kettle from 
won-.era of the soup kitchen of t; e Red swastika society, 
dumping the rice in the kettle on the ground. (Fitch)

25. n Dec. 16 Japanese soldiers took 8 cows and 2 men from the 
Hsu Dairy at Ying Yang Ying, pitch)

26. n Dec. 16 Japanese soldiers turned 40 volunteer workers 
with uur armbands cut of their residence at 9 Chih Fl Hoad 
and would not allow them to take their bedding or baggage 
with them. Two of our tracts were taken at the same time, 
(iitch)
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. On Deo. 16 Japt nea® soldier* entered the residence of cur 
:hief sanitary inspector at 21 i uling ,toed and took motor- 
cycles, 1 garbage Ducket and 5 -ioycles. (S'itch)

23. .kt 4:00 •; . on 16 Juy-anese soldiers entered the resi
dence at 11 okan : cad and raped the v.o.-«en there, (.itch)

29. n Dec. Id Japanese soldiers tried to take tie tu^uit-iice 
from Hnlvt-roity 'ivs^itel and -.«ere only prevonted by ..-rompt 
arrival of an .■..erica» ..-saber of the Gomivtee, Jcv.’john 

age©. ( .agee)

30. n Dfc..;.Ld ,-r. j.-ythe’s house at 25 Hankow "cad was entered 
five times ->y stray soldiers loU-ing for ‘hao Lu lii-n." (ï.iggs) **"—• •J****W*Tff* ■ . '7 "%■■v ‘4 • ’ ”3 .

51. The house of Yunst and Albers, Ching Tang lai, was inspected 
on Dec. 13th when the Chinese soldiers had already abandoned 
that area. hen I visited the house again on the 15th,noon, 
it was open, every dour broken, -.indows smashed, and every
thing searched. -hat was taken cannot be ascertained now. 
(Xroger)

32. on jec.!7th Japanese soldiers took . r. , roger’s ..eiss Ikon 
Camera 6 x oa plate film from his car in .front of 6 Yuen 
J iang ,.;Sing Chun. (:-.roger)

33. on Deo. 17 Japanese soldiers went into io lie i,u Ko.b,raped
4 women, toA one .icycle, .deding and other things, fhey 
disappeared quickly when Hatz and i-sys» If s;. eared on the spot. 
(Kroger)

34. Japanese soldiers were found in the house at ;hing Yuan 11 
of hr. Borchardt and r. ,<ohle. The house was flying a Ger
man flag and had the certificate of the German ..ubaasy. every
thing was broken into. The soldiers tried to start the Bor
chardt’s car but stopped w.-.en I arrived. Ho. ever, they to k 
it on Deo. 17th. ‘ n the first occasion, Dec. 15, one officer
gave hie name as attached ( ). cn the 16th
sotie more soldiers were found looting the house, (Kroger)

35. k.n Dec. 16, about 11 o’clock, I was invited by one officer 
for a conversation about starting the electricity works end 
the water works. I passed ay house end told the officer 
that ay car might be taken in ths meantime. hen I cume 
back about 3 o’clock with 3 higher officers, the car was gone 
with some books and 4 tins of gasoline. House at Chung Aan 
iel Lu 244. Cn the morning of Dec. 17th about 11 o’clock

1 found ay oar near Siemens house. The soldiers could be 
persuaded easily to give th® car back to me as German pro
perty. (Kroger)

36. Dec. 17th. This afternoon at about 4 p.m. three or four Jap
anese soldiers shot a civilian near our house at Ta Kang 
Hsiang where four foreigners, rev. i.H.Forster, nr. i od- 
shivoloff, r. Dial, and I live. (Magee)

37. cn Dec. 17th, in a small house behind my house at Slao Tao 
Yuan —Gan Ho men, a woman has been raped and stabbed. If 
she gets medical aid today she o&n probe Ay be saved. The 
woman’s mother was badly beaten in the head. (Rabe)

38. cn Dec. 17. two Japanese soldiers scaled the garden wall 
and tried to get into the private residence of our Chairman, 
r. Rabe. On the appearance of the latter, who happened to 

be at home, they took leave in the same way they came after
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explaining that they searched for chines© soldiers.(Rabe)

39. vn c. 17 opposite Ginling Co lege and near 'r. Tian 
Eslang’o place (Ind Lene) rape ■sas reported in these places, 
hy J.pflt-se soldiers. ( ang)

40. cn i.-oo. 17 at bang Yah Road (opposite i.o la lu) a young 
girl has been pulled into a house and raped. pang)

41. cn ,eo. 1? near Judicial Yuan a y> ung £irl after ivlng raped 
was stabc-ed by a bayonet In her abdomen. ( ang)

42. xi ./to, 17 at .>icn *u ’ us a woman '->î 40 years' taken away 
and raped. ( ang)

43. r.n Dec, 17 in the neighborhood of ; yin ;an ..'uir; -otu two gir. 
were raped oy many sc Idlers. ( ang)

44, „n the ov.niug of the 13th at .'an flan Hsieng many soldiers 
ot into the house and raped many (.>ang)

4o. ,'rom a primary school at u Tai ^han many wo.:ien were taken 
avay and raped for the whole night and released th® next 
^rxiing. xjeo. 17th. ( ang)

46. At u '..yla home garden 3 men were killed and 2 women were 
t&Kt'D sway and cannot be found. ( ang)

47. u .ian-tsing, living at Eo. 18 Kan Ho Yen on the night of 
the 16th at 8 o’clock, there c^me two Japanese officer® and 
two soldiers. They drove out the men. jouse '-w en neighbors 
ran away. Those who remained in the house («ho could x»6t 
get away) were raped. One vest of the soldiers was left 
in the house, u -Jian-tslng herself, ;.ged 30, was raped 
by them. ( ang)

4c, on Dec. 17, ang Yu-chiep, inspector of the 4th Divlaon of 
Housing Comission, at 4 Hsu >u Hsiang reported soldiers 
entered daily, robbed ©nd looted. ife and 2 boys fled to 
Ginling College. Mother and boy remain*. Wang threatened 
so he had to leave. (Fitah)

49. Cn Dec. 17, 11 o’clock a.m. th® Japanese soldiers cam to 
the iolice Headquarters for safety ..one for an inspection. 
In the result, one servant named Chang ching-llang, who was 
Just working in the kitchen was taken away. This man is 
really a good civilian and hsa never been a soldier. We beg 
you to rescue him. (Chopped! Police Headquarters for the 
Safety ^x>ne)

où. Dec. 17. This morning at 11 a.m. soldiers came to search our 
house. They carried away my son, Yac ihu-tsi (Vice Police 
Head of the 4th Division of the Police) and granddaughter 
Yang Wang-tsung (age 19). Signed Yao Chlen-aze, 105 Shansi 
Rd.

51, Deac.16, ir. Ha ^u-ying, of our staff, has been taken away 
by Japanese soldiers while he was on the way sending In
formation for searching the sericulture Building (ü.of N.) 
Refugee’s Home. He wore an armband and sign of men in 
charge of refugees. Another man named îvang working in our 
office as an office boy has been also taken away. Vu Kuo- 
chlne, ;upt. 6th section.
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52. Dec. 17. There came two soldiers into residence at ho.9 
..oh Kan Road, and carried away ..y son, daughter-in-law 
and aunt. ( arg lei .san)

o3. xhree girls of no. 10 ra Fang Hsiang Refugee's iiume were 
raped by û Japanese soldiers by turn at 3 o’clock p.m,. on 
the 17th in-s tant. ..JLso one woman was seriously wounded 
t>y gunning. (Ta Feng Hsiang Ho. 10 Refugee’s House)

u4« Deo* 18. About 5 p.m. almost lü soldiers entered end took 
ail the beading and other belongings of 100 refugees and 
sanitary staff including our chief of staff, -r. .a ,>en 
( ’ itch)

55. -ec. 18. Evening, 450 terrorised wo.-xen .■ Led for sx. alter to 
^ur office and spent the night in our y «rd. .'-/any had been 
raped, (.itch)

ix>. ^ec. IB. 4 p.m. ut Ho. IB I Ho .r.oad Jaj anese soldiers wanted 
a mux's cigai’ette <r se and Alien he hesitated cl*’ sol 1er 
crashed in the side of his head with a bay.i.et. ,*'he <an 
is now at the University Hospital end is not expected to 
live. (; Itch)

57. cn Deo. ISth, seven .^irls (apes ranged from 15 to 21) were 
taken away from the . ilitary College. Five returned, ach 
girl was raped six or seven times dally-—reported .ec.lQth. 
Dec. 17th at 11 p.m. the soldiers climbed over the wall and 
took away two girls but they returned in 30 minutes.
(Tsan Yuen-kwan)

58. on Dec. 17th, r. Rabe reports his house was visited about 
15 times by Japanese soldiers. Rome of them scaled the wall 
and came in with drawn bayonets,robbing his sub-manager, 
Mr. Han Hsiang-lin of his money ;Oid some business passports* 
The money was taken out of his inside pocket of his coat. 
A complete list of what has been robbed was given to 
Major Y. Dagei* In spite of Jajor Hagsi's being kind enough 
to write a big poster forbidding Japanese soldiers to enter 
Mr. Rabe’s house, which poster was stuck on the door of his 
house, and in spite of the fact that Mr. Rabe is a German 
subject and has four German Swastika flags flying on his 
property, two Japanese soldiers came in at about 6 o'clock 
just when Mr. Rabe returned to his home. He found one of 
the soldiers partly undressed just about to rape a girl. 
Both these soldiers were ordered to get out and disappeared 
the 3'ime way as they came —over the wall. A motor oar 
was removed from &, Rabe's house against a receipt rea ing 
as follows: "I thank you present, Japanese Army* K. lato." 
A proper receipt which was asked for was refused. Value 
of motor oar, ^300.00. (Rabe)

59. -’Tille Major Y. hagai was Kind enough to call on our Chair- 
xan, Mr. Rabe, at his house at Siao Tao Yuan, a neighbor 
right opposite celled for help because four Japanese sol
diers had entered his house and one of them was raping one 
of the women. Major Nagdi caught the man and slapped his 
face and ordered him out. The ot xer three soldiers ran 
when they saw the . ajor coming. (Rabe)
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uee. 19 at Ils 30 a.ia. . r. Hat a reports that lie found t»>o 
,iayuim«v «vldiers in «■ dugout at the house next door to our 
Headquarters on hinghei Hoad, wao were tsying to rape aua* of 
t-e •cmtsï'i» There "'ere about 20 v;o.’5®n in tn« dugout. hearing 
the women yelling i or æ Ip, < ,r• ^sats» ^exxt mto .«a. oshi

caaaed t-nouo oroule soldiers out. ( -:etz)

joc* 15, .bout lOsûv this morning, ' r. Bates, . r. ;-itoh and 
Ï went from interviewing ....r, Tana lea about these disorders to 
toy Vnlv -.'iMi ty Piddle ;oho..l to see how they had fared du, Ing 
the night. <e. found that three gSUhs had tarn our lag 
tnu x-lt&h.t -wid one raped by three soldiers in the gate house. 
as we came toward the gate to Iravc;, cut avili in tlw compound, 

J as earl ..u-^oraley oame in the a»te folio.ved by three Jap
anese soldiers on foot and. one lower officer ot nursebuex. e
ixlSi ». «.ho. - . .’i.'lei'H ;.d ’..id las roialey to get in our
oar. rhe officer objected and pushed, hie nor as xn tiiu way
of ..ur 1 t-vir" .vt. hois® 'voaae 'ri -.htenod; at the our 
so we got out the gate and took misa read.cy to v.ue Jatane&e 
.ubassy to wa- where she would be safe In this city today.

: iss rrcmley is a returned student i'rom ..erica ■••itk « ^hi 
.etc .•appa hey. ;hv <h --V5>--f tn to the '.'riverelty Hoapitel
to help them. ( ‘uythe)

.n bee. IS f.efugee .owe at . liltary college reports: one It-th 
2.,- -man wvre t-a .•?» away and only five returned, 17th 2ô sen 
were taken away, 18th 20 men were taken away, routing: exoney, 
^.ügb’i-ï^j ond ^ne '"hg of rice, over 400 sheets of hospital 
oed -ings, one asn was killed (ave 20), oiife oxa <.;■ t ed

ct.d Ü5'1 after 20 ."in.tes.'("‘sen ruen-k -en)

n : ir^nai boafl half n tin of kirc'icne oil vas to^n oway 1‘x-om 
u :.<oy by iorce and the boy bitterly beaten ilion oa-.oa to carry 

t Yarn ling nfout' 8 o’clock e.m. a Japanese grasped 
food freely, .it . iug Ohan >nan lo.d one ,,lg waa ta sen away 

v ; ©j rose soldiers. ■. number of ponies heve be-an t&kcn .. 
asay by b Japanese soldiers, i^veral gixls living in bo. 12 
i r« :\,fd were raped after oh using ell the n;en away ^'ho lived 
together with them as refugees. Cne tec house mswr’s oau- 
vhUr, fige 17 years, «as raped by 7 Japanese soldiers and she 
died on tne 16th. Last night 3 Japanese soldiers raped 4 
■■.iris «-etreen 6 and 10 o’clock. In Mo, 3 roh Kan Hoad one 
old man reported his daughter ’sas raped badly by several 
Japanese suldiera. Three girl* were taken away by Japanese 
soldiera last night from girl’s college and returned to Ko, 
8 Tao : u ,:iag lauen in bad condition this morning. In ling 
/n Chang, a girl was raped by three Japanese soldiers and died, 
ileplng, robbery and aeerohing are happening along I Yang Ying. 
(. a ii-hwa) Reported on Dec, 18.

There ere about 34Q refugees crowded in hos. 83 and 8b on 
juntuii Hoad, Ince 13th instant up to 17th, those houses 
have been searched and robbed may many times a day by 
japuiitse soldiers in groups of 3 to 3. Today the soldier» 
are looting the places a mentioned above continually and all 
the jewelries, ::.orey, watches, clothes of any sort are taken 
away. ,.t present, women of younger ages are forced to go 
with the soldiers every night by sending motor truck to take 
them tmd released the next "morning. K.ore than 30 women

and
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and girls have been raped, i'he wo«ien and children are 
crying all bights. conditions inside the compound 
are worse th<.n wc can describe. .lease i4ve us help, 
•fours truly, ill the Refugees. (Transistion signed by 
Han lang-lin.)

65. ne motor oar ■■•f *.-'ordrt .-make belouging to r. iemssen, of 
German nation* 11ty, has bs.cn taken by 2 Japanese soldiers 
svon d’ter 6 o’clock p. on 16 th lecoaber 1937 from 
Yah iioed lo.ll. :i.'-ned ung li.p- nh.

ôô. ( ux-side .one but obsexved by L- uu»r) /.st’Tday it was re
ported t'., xe that the residence of r. . oi las Jvn..lns, jr.
uird .eor> vary or ’■.mbassy of tim ’ - Lad b---en looted and 
jne of the servants on the plus© killed. .’dday at no n I 

ected the ,.iuce, whion is at 29 -A iai ..ixieb, xd found 
it as stated. J be house «as in utter confusion, «nd the 
corpse of the servant was in one of the servant’s rooms, ihe 
other serv'ints had fled, so there is no one un the pl*.©© now.

- c. 19th. (..itch)

67. lee en Wsn, my chuuffeur, living et 16 no Chia ..u (a German 
r*3i once displaying the German flag and seels) together 
•iith his family of eight, i»û3 robbed by Japanese soldiers 
at 6:30 this morning of absvlutdy everything he possessed: 
7 boxes of clothing, 1 baskets of aousehold things, G quilts, 
3 ....aquito nets, rice bowls and dishes, end yoO.Oü in cash, 
ihe family is now destitute without even bed-covers. ■' co.
19 th. (fitch)

ÔÔ. The re si>ence of six members of our office staff at 21 iIng- 
hai lu displaying th© committee insignia and flag, was en
tered yesterday by three Japanese soldiers uho took s pair 
of gloves, slippers, razor and candles. The rolxowlng’ day, 
.~eo» 19th, at noon two soldiers entered the same place and 
took b quilts, 1 blue serge suit, and one small trunk of 
personal effects, (..itch)

69. ..eng Chai ie, Chief Sanitary Inspector of our 6th Division, 
had the house where he is living at 59 jeiplng .load entered 
six times yesterday and seven times today by Japanese sol
diers. on the 17th, two girls were raped there and again 
today 2 more were raped, one of them sc brutally that she 
«jay ale. .awther girl was taken away from th® place today. 
The refugees living in th is house have been robbed of most 
of their money, watches, and other small articles, phis 
Case was personally Investigated by . r. Hatz and myself, 
(?itch)

70. Th© residence of r. Tao, 1reaident of the Bed swastika
. /ociety, at 2 . o-.-:an Hoad, was entered today at 3:20 p.m. 

by some drunken soldiers who broke open sever 1 boxes. The 
arrival of Kr. perllng and myself probably served to pre
vent further depredations. (Fitch)
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5 Nlnghal Read, December 20th, 1937.

The Imperial Japanese Embassy, 

Hanking.

Dear airs:
For the kind attention of; Mr. anaka.

Eer-.-'lth is th- sad continuation of the story of dis

orders by Japanese ecldlera in Nanking, oases Nos. 71 to 96. 

You ’will note that of these 26 oases reported to us since 

yesterday, that 14 cf them occurred yesterday afternoon, 

night and today. Consequently there does not seem to be 

much Improvement in the situation.

.xlthou-h rape by Japanese soldiers occurred in Gin- 

ling College last night while one of your Consular Guards 

at the gate, there was no trouble on the main campus at 

the University of Nanking. Since no other method has worked 

to date, we earnestly hope that the sentries may be rlaced 

tonight and henceforth at the 18 Refugee Gamps, University 

Hospital, and in the day time at our soup kitchens at: 

*uVishan, opposite Qinling Collage and on the University 

athletic field.

~.e wkah that much more stringent measures could be 

taken at once to stop this disorder amongst Japanese troops. 

The number of military police you have are not going to be 

enough to cope with the situation.

71th kindest personal regards, I am

Most respectfully yours,

(Signed) John F.D.Rabe,Chairman
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71. ec.lSth about 5:00 o’clock a young man 'res brought to 

our headquarters by his mother. He had been stabbed in the 

chest by a Japanese soldief for no aparent reason. Hr. 

Fitch and r.Smythe took him to the University Hospital on 

the way to the Japanese Embassy to file oases 16 to 70.(Fitch) 

73. Cn Dec.19th at the Rural Leaders Training School, part of 

the University of Nanking, Japanese soldiers took ”10.00 from 

one of our workers after having taken ,;3.50 from him the day 

before. During the afternoon two women were raped and during 

the night 3 more women were raped cn the premises by Japanese 

soldiers. (Kao)

73. Cn Dec.19th about 3:00 r.K. one Japanese soldier entered 

the University Hospital compound and when Mr.McCallum and Dr. 

Trimmer, Superintendant, asked him to leave the- soldier fired 

his rifle at them. Fortunately, the shot passed to one side 

of Mr .McCallum. (McCallum)

74. On Dec.18th,Dr.Bates found a Japanese soldier in the 

University of Nanking building at 3iao Tao Yuan where his 

own office is located and asked him what he was doing, The 

soldier threatened Dr.Bates with his pistol. (Bates)

75. On the evening of Deo.19th about 4:45 P.M. Dr. Bates was 

called to the house at 16 Ping Tsang Hsiang where Japanese 

soldiers had a few days previously driven out refugees (view

ed by Riggs,Smith,and Steele . They had just finished loot

ing the place and started a fire on the third floor. Dr. 

Bates tried to put out the fire but it was too late and the 

whole house burned to the ground. (Bates)
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if&, On Dec.19th, about 6 p.n. in the dark, 6 Japanese 

soldiers scal'/d the warden wall cf Lr.Pabc’e. compound at 

Jiao Tao Yuan. h n be pointed his flashlight cn one of 

them, he laid hand on his pistol but he soon realized that 

it would be bad business t-. shoot a '’Winan subject. Kr. 

•;abe ordered all six of them tc go over th® top of the 

wall back to where they canys from. They tried to ;aake him 

open the door for the®, but he strictly refused to do them 

the honour of passing out of the door because they had come 

in without his permis-Ion. (Rabe)

*77. -n Dec.19th, about 6:00 1.1., Dr. Ba tes, Vr.7itch and 

' r. .’mythe were called to a Uni ve r--.ity of ranking house at 

19 Hnnko-.' ’load, where a University staff men wa^ living, 

in order to escort our 4 Japanese soldo « who were raping 

the women there. ■.© found them in the basement where the 

women had been hidden. After sending the shldiers out ovor 

the wall we escorted all the women and children to the Uni

versity of Nanking main buildings, where there was to be one 

Consular guard that night. (Bates, Fitch, 3mythe)

*78. Cn the morning of Dec.20th about 7:30 when Hr. Riggs 

came by 28 Hankow Road he was called in and told that 

Japanese soldier» came during the night and because the 

women had been sent to the University of Nanking, the 

soldiers shot one man, stabbed another man seriously and 

three more less seriously. (Riggs)

*—oases occurring od afternoon and night of 19th and day

of 20tM. 14 cases so reported and written down.
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70. Dec.20th.On the way to Headquarters at Llr.ghai Lu 

Up. 5, my motor oar was stopped by a Japanese soldier and 

only rel. ased after I shouted to him at the top of my voice 

to respect the "erman flag on the oar and my waisextaxroax 

;?.'.astlka insignia, showing that I am an official of th® 

L. t.T.'.A.F. (IJeti nal Socialist German Labour Party). John 

:<abe.

*80. Lvc. 20th. Thia morning about 7J00 Mr.McCallum, on 

hlo way home from standing ■niard at the University Hospital 

for the night, found many women and children on the way to 

the University for safety. Three families from different 

places told hita that they had been bured out during th® 

night by Ja anese soldiers. (McCallum) 

*81. Dec.20th. This morning about 3:00 A.M. two Japanese 

soldiers got into building number 500 at Glnling «omen’s 

College and raped 2 corner even though a Japanese Consular 

officer «as at the gate on guard. (Twine») 

82. On Dec.18th Japanese soldiers Game to the Chinese

'nglneorlng and Development Co., at 516 Hunan Hoad, about 

4. p.m. asking for the name-card of the foreign host of tirs 

house. As we have no card in our hands, they instantly took 

away our flag. Afterwards Japanese military officials a ;d 

soldiers came over several times and broke the safe and 

great many trunks and tool». (Chang Ha.t-yu and Hwang-ling, 

doorkeepers.) 

83. On Deo.16th, my house on 0 K®1 Road No.7 was looted 

with doors knocked open and trunks opened, up to the time 

of writing, It la unable to check what things and articles 

were taken except one motor car (Dodge,covered sedan oar 

1934-or 1935 type, No.1080) was taken away.(C.Y.Hsu)
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*84. eo.20th. Officers of the 8th district of the anita- 

tion Commission hnd their clothes no beduln-* taken a-.-ay. 

They cannot stay in their office. The only way is to ask 

you whether you can arrange a lodging in the general office 

of the Committee or lodgings of your officer’?. Thhn they 

can carry on their work free from perils. (Paster Shon Yd- 

shu, Coraœiasloncr)

S5. Dec.20th. Ja aneae soldiers case sever 1 times to 

Texaco Co. -at 209 Chu$g Shan Hoed and took aviay bedding, 

ah es, carpets, and come other furniture and broke a safe 

an! many window glasses. Downstairs .Japanese soldiers 

took away 3 motor cars ffosi the Glnllng Motor Car Co. At 

the Sanitation Engineering Co., a safe was broken into, 

a clock and some other things taken. (Chang Ilng-yao, do r- 

keeper)

86. Pec. 17th, 3 girls belonging to Mr.Y.H.Shaw*s family 

(Executive .secretary of th® Y.M.C.A. ) ere taken from the 

Military College, where they had removed from 47 Ying Yang 

Ying for safety. They were taken to Kwoh Fu Road, raped, 

and sent Hack at midnight by Japanese soldiers. (Chen Shih- 

yu. T.M.C.A. Seo.)

87. Dec. 20th. 47 Ying Tan’ Ting has been looted 7 times 

tn one day. Lots of good things were taken away. Search

ing everybody in the family. Yesterday came back again 

nd to?k $3.00 away and looked for women. Fortunately none 

of them was spoiled* From now on no one dares stay at 

home any lonrer.(Chen Shin-yu,Y.r.0.A. Sec.)

*38. Dec.19, 12 p.m. g Japanese soldiers came to the Rural 

Leaders Training School, Hom No.21 intending to rape a
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woman but her husband could speak Japanese so she mu 

saved. (6th District lit Refugees Douse)

89. There are more than a hundred refugees on the 18th 

afternoon in the Agricultural Hardens of the Univ rsity 

of Nanking. Japair se soldiers took four women and raped 

them for a whole ni ’ht. All cam. back the next morning. 

Cn the lèth two women were taken away. One of them sent 

back’ this morning (20th) and other one has not come back. 

(Sixth District First .Tefurees îloure}

90. Dec.20th. Today a blind barker camé' into the University 

Hospital. He was carrying his child on the 13th in South 

City. .hr-n the Jaanese srIdlers camé in they asked him 

for money and he had none so they shot him through the ch- st. 

( 11son)

91. a man who war the owner of a hat store In south City 

,«as shot ;n the chest when Japanese soldiers asked him f6r 

money and he gave themall he had and they asked fbr more 

and he could not produce It. He came to the University 

Hospital today, Dec.20th. (Wilson)

*92 . Dec.20th. Today Japanese soldiers camé into the tied 

Swastika Soup ’ itchen at the University of Nanking and 
çook |7.0 from the accountant^ (ftig&tt) * iR“ ’ 

*93. bee. 20th. Today at 2:30 P.M. juat as Mr. fitch was 

starting out to take the two women in the family of one of 

our autoaéehénloa to the University, the mechanics came 

running to say Japanese soldiers had found the ® and were 

golnfr to rape them. e went to the house at 13 Ping Tsang 

Hsianr and found three Japanese soldiers In the gate house 

with two women that had undressed. -?e asked them to come
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out which th’y uld. -.o of the soldiers 1 -ft imw diately 

but one started to search a "ate man to r; © if he -as a 

s 'Idler by lookin ■ at his hands, his back, and his feet. 

The t/o women quickly dressed and ;-tt into hr. hitch’s car 

and he took them to the University. (Fitch, llson, l;c 

Callum, Jmythe)

94. Cn the night of bee. 17th, 11 refuge© women were taken 

from the Ginling College Campus by Japanese soldiers while 

an officer in charge of a searching party had the staff linui 

up at the front gate for over an hour. (Vautrin) *The 

officer tore up the letter certifying th< institution had 

been searched before.

95. Cn the 17th, the daughter-in-law of a refugee family 

living on the Ginling College Campus was raped in her room. 

The dau'.’h' er of one; of the teachers was carried off by 

Japanese soldiers, (Vautrin)

96. Five faculty residences clearly marked with an American 

flag and with the proclamations of the American Embs sy have 

been entered and looted. One of these houses has be«n enter

ed again and again and three doors has® been smaàhed in. 

(Vautrin)

Filed Dec.30th,1937
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IBTlRK-..TIOliiÀL COAilTTEE /cn iliLZiaG £00

ô hinghai Road

December Slat, 1937.

ihe Impei’lal Japanese iXbasay, 

Banking.

Dear sirs:

Herewith ur© oases 97 to 113 for your information.

Because Dr. Bates is filing the oases he has secured separately, 

they are not Included here as we tove heretofore. All the 

cases but the first occurred since yesterday afternoon. e have 

some older cases on file, but till send them later.

It should be borne in mind that some of these women 

who are daily being raped in cur . one are the aives of pastors, 

Y.M.C.A. workers, college instructors, and others who have 

always lived a self-respecting life.

The continued danger to private homes such as shown 

in these oases has increased the refugees in camps to 77,000.

The original estimate for these places was less than 35,000.

Trusting that your military authorities will take 

prompt and strict action, 1 am 

Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) Lewis S. C. Smythe

Lewis s. G. saythe,Secretary.
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FURTHER CASES OF DISORDERS DY Jap âNESE SOLDIERS IN SAFETY DONE.

97. On Deo. 17th, a motor car was taken from the private garage 
of its. Paul D. Twlnem at . ulou, 3 Tou 'Tiao Hsiang, between 
8 and 9 a.m* The car was an Austin Seven, dark blue; engine 
No. 230863; chasis No. 229579; license Do.1492. (. rs. i’winem 
is now helping at Ginling College so tuay be found there.) 
(Twinem)

98. on Dec. 20th, at 7:30 ï.M. a 17-year old married girl, 9 months 
pregnant was raped by 2 Japanese soldiers; at 9:00 labor 
pains began; baby was born at 12:00 1..,. Che was brought to 
the University Hospital this morning because they could not 
get through on the streets at night, bother is hysterical but 
baby is doing well. (Twineta)

99. On Deo. 20th, afternoon, Japanese soldiers entered 5 Hankow 
Hoad, the house of J. E. Daniels, jupt intendant or fine uni
versity Hospital, with a Japanese proclamation on the front 
gate. They broke into the room upstairs, took two women into 
tiie house and raped them and spent 3 hours in the house, 1'hey 
took three bicycles from the coller. Dr. ..ilson has been 
using this house in the absence of ,.,r. Daniels, (..'ilson)

100. On Dec. 21sty 1:15 1. .Dr. ilson found a soldier in the 
University girls dormitory. He asked the soldier to leave 
and the man threatened him with his pistol. Then later as 
Dr. ilson passed the soldier on the road, the soldier leaded 
his rifle. ('Wilson)

101. On ^ec. 20th, 3 3 Japanese officers intruded into the
office of the Refugee Camp in the Hankow Road irimary school. 
The staff talked tc them with an interpreter, but the officers 
ordered them out of the office and in broad day light and in 
the same office raped two women. (Tsen Dah-chen, Head of 

’Refugee Camp)

102. On Deo. 20th, in the house of jchultze-l-antin, a member of 
our Committee, Yihere Rev. Lagee is living with Dr. Rodshivo- 
loff who is trying to help start the electric light plant 
and with Hr. Dial who is repairing cars at the Japanese Em
bassy, Japanese soldiers bfoke in and raped some of the wo
men before all the Chinese friends staying with Rev. Magee. 
(These people are good Christian families from the American 
Church Mission in Hsiakwan. They were agha*t that any men 
could act this wayI) (Dean Tong of Central Theological Semi
nary)

103. Dec. 20th, 10:00 F'.M. at Kuleo Hsin Tsen in the residence 
of Mr.Chen Lang-po 2 Japanese soldiers went into the house 
and slipped into bed of a woman. Then Mr. Chen called Mr. 
Swen, formerly employed at the Japanese Embassy, who talked 
the soldier into leaving in Japanese. (C.Y.Hsu)

104. Dec. 20th, afternoon 4:00 F.ai. , 4 Japanese soldiers raped 
3 women in the house neit door to our headquarters,Kiangsu

Road 23, after forcing the men into another room with a gun.
The women came to our Headquarters compound for the night 
but this morning the Japanese soldiers came back and demanded 
a woman. This afternoon, on the 21st, at 4:30 2 Japanese 
soldiers came back and raped another woman. ’Shen one man 
tried to stop them, a soldier shot at him with a rifle but 
the bullet jammed. (Wang)
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105. bec. 21st, this faternoon our : lead quart ers lias about 100 
more women living in this immediate neighborhood who have 
been raped since lest night and have come to our place for 
protection, ( omen that came btfoi’e have be. n sent to the 
University of hanking.) (.ang)

106. ee. 20th, night, section chief at Peiping Hoad lo.ôO (near 
ino-British cultural Building) was looted worse than ever 

before. (C. Y. Hsu)

107. „>eo. 21st, 3:00. f.l;. .-r. Sperling was called to . o Kan iu
! o. 8. -hen he came tv,u soldiers ran and he round one soldiers 
locked in a room 1th a young girl. hen ;;r. ;perling on 
the doer the soldier opened the do.»r, ;ut his uniform in order 
and when Yr. . Sperling ordered him out he r-.n. ( ipvrling)

108. ueo. 21st. 3:15 p.... .-r. uperling »«s called to 1 Ho Hoad 
ho. 19 and found 2 Japanese soldiers going through things.
hen he entered they threw the stuff a?.ay and left, (.jpcrling)

109. dec. 21st, 2:30 P.H. . r. operling found 2 Japanese soldiers 
looting the house of . r. Ha:si,..un of ciwidt and Co. hen he 
came, they threw down the stuff and left. Kr. iperling to.k 
the two women and two man who are employed by this German 
Company to his own house for safety. (Sperling)

110. ec. 21st, 5:00 1. '. fir. --perling had to chase 2 drunken 
Japanese soldiers out of the house at 6 . oken Koad. These 
men had yellow collars and said that they wanted bicycle 
lamps. This is the second time r. jperling hts had to put 
Japanese soldiers out of this house. (Sperling)

111. Dec. 21st. hr. Jpexling followed the above two men and had 
to prevent them from entering the house at 19 o Kan lu. 
(3perling)

112. i/oc. 21st, 4:50 £♦? . Japanese soldiers jumped ov<r the wall 
of our hea quarters and tried to take a woman into the dug
out. ..iter &r. ypcrling had chased the soldiers out, the 
woman told that it was the same soldier that was here twice 
before. (Sperling)

113. cn Dec. 20th, 4 l.K. two armed Japanese soldiers entered the 
office of the 6th District Housing Section and took away 
many clothes. When they left they also took away their 
workman, saying that they wanted him to carry clothes for 
them. He wore our armband. ( u Koh-king.)

xiled, Deo. 21st, 1937
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5 Kinghal üoad

.eceaber 22, 1937.

The imperial Japanese Embassy, 

banking.

hear . >irs:

Herewith are oases Itos. 114 to 135 iuany Èf which 

have occurred since yesterday.

;»e take the liberty to suggest that on many of these 

cases we find that the same soldiers are coming back again 

and again to tne same place either for looting or for raping 

If two military police would patrol together and see what 

soldiers are in houses and arrest the soldiers found in 

houses, they could probably soon clean up this situation 

now.

Respectfully yours,

(signed) Jqhn H. D. Rabe

John H. D» Rabe, Chairman
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114. n Joe. 19th the Ju^unese px'oclaiiiation v<us put up at about 
2:00 I..", on r. Rlgps’ house at 23 Hankow Road and tne houses 
was entered, and looted ü ilces by Japanese soldiers before 
dark. (jy the n«zt night, /.■ec. Mth, it had been Looted IS 
times.; ( iggs)

115. oec. 19th, afternoon, a IC—year old t.rl at nil*crest «mtrican 
choul who was 6 1/2 .months pregnant aud one Japanese soldier 

try to rape her and she resisted him 30 he started to cut her 
\.ith a knife (or bayonet). he has 11 ..ounds '.,n the cfest 
several on the legs end a deep knife wound In the «bdoaen. The 
foetal heart cannot be heard. The- case is at the ’university 
'■'.■spltal. ( . ilson)

116. ec. 19th, at Ho. 7 and Ro. 9 -u Tu l.u both upper and lower 
unoccupied rooms were yesterday afternoon at 3 o’ol.ck opened 
by Japanese soldiers who tore off the Comix.ittee*s seal,broke 
through doors and windows and took sway t e house owners’ 
things. ....gain at 10:00 .... this ;uorning lour Japanese sol
diers case and turned, things over ih the upper and lower rooms 
of Ho. 7 and Ho. 9 fu lu Lu. .fter selecting -hat they wanted, 
they carried it away, (tinned-by 18 refugees living at ubove 
houses.)

117. ;.ec. 19 th, the University of K unking .ierlculfure Building Re
fugee lamp reports that lust night at 8 u . to 1:00 à. • this 
morning,a total of 9 women were raped, one of them hud been 
stabbed. Jen who were trying to protect them were stabbed, 
four in all. All the women, who were carried away, have 
returned one oy one. (u .:.oh-ki.ng, 6th istrict)

118. ec. 19th at û 1. . at lo. 6 I Ho Hoad 6 women were roped by 
7 Japanese soldiers. ;.t 8 x. . they were raped again. Two 
sere wounded by knifes. ...fterwards the soldiers used kerosene 
L-mps and burned <bne blanket and one bedding cover in the gate 
house. (Yang : wei-pi .g)

119. jec. 20th, at 9 ... . at Ho. 2b Mughal Road in the 2nd story of 
the Red Cross ,ooiety, 3 women were raped by 4 Japanese sol
diers. .ne «as a widow and the other two were young girls. 
(Yang Rwei-ping)

120. Dec. 20th, I have a sister, age 32, living at Ko. 47 Ying Yang 
Ying. She has a swollen addomen for 3 months. 'he walks 
with difficulty. Japanese soldiers come daily and try to 
violate her by froce. she appeals to them with kind words 
and this saves her from rape. In view of my sister’s in
creasing illness, fearing violence of the soldiers, I beg 
that you, JUr. Jitoh, will be kind enough to send her to the 
University Hospital in your own car. (Jr. fitch did so.) 
(Ghu jhen-yi)

121. j.ec. 20th, between 8 and 10 i.. * Japanese soldiers came in 
3 times and each time they took away 3 girls, et Bible Teachers 
Training -chool Refugee Camp. (Riggs)

122. ..-ec. 21st, 8:0û K seven Japanese soldiers came in and 
wanted 4S coolies and to find girls. 2:00 P.&. four soldiers 
came to choose girls. 3:30 P.M. 6 Japanese soldiers and one 
officer tried to compel us to give them 10 girls, ah Last, 
the^y took 4 girls out. Bible Teachers Training School Refugee 
Gamp. (Riggs)
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123. Deo. 22nd, this morning a former employee of the ost mice 
at fsi an Ghieh reported to us that the many bags of packages 
ax.d letters left in the rost of ice had been ransacked by the 
Japanese soldiers, (smythe)

124. ec, 21st, 8:00 i.T. seven Japanese soldiers raped 7 women at 
the .Slble Teachers Training school Refugee la.up, ( ang : ing-teh)

125. ,jta. 21st, 5:00 i .... Japanese soldiers ou^e and took out and 
looted a number of trunks lx»longing to i urcigners, at Bible 
fet-ohers Training -’chool Refugee Jaap. ( ang .'.'ing-teh)

126. iso filed by Red .•.--.•aatika Jociety) •. n 21st Inst, at 11 o’clock 
f.:'. three Japanese soldiers bringing along with pistols and 
bayonets came to the swastika Uciety at 2 Pinghai Road by 
climbing over the back wall, beating .r. Gwoh Yuen-seng, a Ja
panese interpreter and also taking his wife to the servants* 
room raping 3 times. The swastika Clinic superintenuent, r. 
hong Chin-hsten’s legs were injured, rhe swastika servants 
and 11 orphans were forced to be quiet in an isolated room. 
...if ter -ards, 3 other Jap anese soldiers pushed in through the 
front door, inquiring about whether there were any Japanese 
soldiers in the house. The servants answered that there were 
3 Japanese soldiers who were raping in the house. These 3 
soldiers immediately searched for t.?e raping soldiers, but the 
raying soldiers had already gone away by climbing over the back 
wall. In view that nothing was found, the 3 searching soldiers 
went away through the front door. Tut, just after a few iao- 
..eats, there came 3 other Japanese soldiers from the back wall 
again, getting to r. Gwoh’s room and talking with ,.,r. Gwoh 
about a few minutes,and these soldiers contributed 3 dollars 
to the swastika society for helping their work. Then, Mr. 
Gwoh told them about the raping matter just happened in his 
house. Hearing of this, these soldiers requested to have a 
look for his wife’s room. hen these soldiers were conducted 
to the room where raping had taken place, they also demanded 
beautiful girls to sleep with them. Mr. Gwoh answered that 
there was no girl. But these soldiers took out their bayonets 
and searched all around the house. Thus, they found Pr. Gwoh’s 
daughter-in-law and took her into e room and raped her there. 
Finishing their raping, they went away shouting. (Reported by 
the Red .swastika Society.)

127. Deo. 22. at 12:30 noon, 4,essrs. Fitch, Bates and scythe found 
3 Japanese soldiers in the attic of 7 Hankow Road, one of the 
University of Hanking houses with a Japanese proclamation on 
the gate. They tried to take stuff with them but we refused 
to let them.

128. Dec. 22, at 12:45 noon, Messrs Fitch, Bates and imythe found
2 Japanese soldiers in the house at 5 Hankow Road, one of 
the University houses with a Japanese proclamation on the 
gate.

129. uec. 22, at 1:00 noon, Teaera. Fitch, bates and Jaythe found 
8-10 Japanese soldiers in the Hankow Road primary school al
though there was a Japanese proclamation on the gate that 
soldiers were not to go in.

130. Nos. 1, 4, 6, 8 leh shou G hen were searched by Japanese

soldiers
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soldiers every day since th® 14 th ii.st. They at first iust 
wanted money, but Later on they took away all clothes and 
tituxks as they wish. They almost case to these houses 
three to nine ti'-.cs dally. n the 20th, In I o. 6, six girls 
were raped. n 21st, in Ko. 8, one woman was raped. (^tc, 
2.nd, office of 7th district.)

131. Leo. -ilst, ?ifterno«'.n two Japanese soldiers entered Ko.6 ;.-o 
Lon Lu and looted the ^inoe seriously. (9th district chief)

182. ;.,ec. Elat, 0 . . :.» four Japanese soldiers looted i;o.40 
.inghal lu. (9th district Chief)

133. ;.ec. 21st, four Jap -nese soldiers raped a 17-yesr old girl 
successively for two hours. .fter this, they carried her 
away. (9th istrlct Chief)

134. -■ec. 22nd, at Ko. 7 lu Tu Lu from 9 a.l. till 1 i.:-. was 
looted three times. ihfere were three or iwur soldiers each 
time. International committee sealing paper in 7 pieces 
«ere torn off.

13o. Lee. 22nd, at 1 i. ♦... 8 Japanese soldiers climbed over tns 
wall at Ko. 23 Linghai *ioad and took several wrist watches, 
money amounts to little over v40.00 and two bicycles. (Yang 
Kwei-ping)

136. ^uc.22nd, at 4;30 l.L. four Japanese soldiers got into L-o.4 
Linghal head, .’hey tried to get the girl, aged 16. The 
soldier asked her to get up and tried to get her into s 
room. uhe ran. fhe soldier tried to bayonet her. ,-he 
ran. The one soldier who remained- outside called and they 
all ran away, because they saw r, ’. Itch and r. Kroger, 
(ifltch, Kroger)

(_i;. ned) Lewis 1. C. imythe

■ubmitted, Lecenicer 22nd, 1937.
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December 26, 1937. 

The Imperial Japanese anbsss’;,

Nankin?.

Dear 1rs:

.e present herewith oases numb-red 137 to 154. .e 

are glad to report that oases are decline -nd conditions 

are much improved. But effort is still -eeacd U cl;.am up 

the situation.

There are three places that have been having trouble 

at night, especially: (.1) the Bibl Teachers Training chool 

Refugee Camp where seven soldiers lave o-rie to re e girls 

the last four nights, last night oven spending the night 

there; (2) Hankow Road Primary school Refugee Camp; and 

(3) the lutilshan Primary School Refugee Camp.

Mr. Fitch and I called at your ïànbassy this afternoon 

about this matter and asked that military polio- be stationed 

at these three places for at least a few nights so as to clear 

up this situation.

Thanking you for your strenuous efforts to help in 

th.ee matters and for the improved Situation in the Zone, I 

am

Respectfully yours,

(>igned) Lewis B.C.Rmythe,Secre
tary.
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ai . ■ r ' 1. • by ja. jx x m jix ik x ■;ty

137. Deo.22. ' r. ,11 son about 2:00 I .i. . ftund there had been

no cold 1er in his rlace at 5 Hankow Road for an hour (after

Fitch, 3n.yth< and Bates chased them out). But since these

rn-'-n had saved Z ••ivr&n from rapine,Dr. .ilson took the 2 women 

to thn university. -hen he came back there ■■ere 3 soldi.rs 

upstair*. Ilson sar \.n-. :■ ilitary js-lice ith two soldiers 

err;irg. l'~ called the 'F ilitary Police * ho ••.•oulc not ri- in 

himself out eent thü two soldiers in and finally got m three 

soldier?, o? , r-ith sufficient ur'ln” from hr.ilson. ( llson) 

138. *'<ec.22. Japane ne soldiers rar.ed too womm anc looted 

Mr.Riggo house again >odey. Again in the evening Japanese 

elders came and raped a woman 53 years old in the house. 

( Riggs)

139. n Dec.13 a little girl about 11 year - old--1th her father 

anu mother were standing at the entrance to k du : out -Fetching 

the Japanese soldiers march by. ..neof the aollers bayoneted 

the father, shot the mother and slashed the yii'l'e arm ..ith 

a bayonet, giving her a bad compound fraotu.e of the elbow. 

It was a week before she could get to the hospital. No 

brothers or sisters. (Tillson)

140. Deo.23. Today Mr.Sperling had to chase Japanese sol

diers away from bothering women at No.7 Mo Kan Lu three 

times. (However, he says two Japanese guards have been 

established on Shansi Road and thinks this makes the situa

tion in this part of town better.) (Sperling)

141. Tec. 21. During the day one girl age 13 was raped and 

another who is pregnant was also raped. At night two women 

weretaken away. Looting everything, even bedain^Tall day 

long. A basket which was filled with both ancient and
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modern ura-i..gs and cha actors and -.o.-din- pr ser.ts «as 

V-kcn n ay. However, the. order has improved a: r.o-.. w 

nolle. Is-ued by the military polio- bas been put up, 

( -utaishan irlmary -chool Refugee Center)

142. ;>eo. ?,2. From 3 to 4 p,~'. many soldiers came t-> take 

11 bt-u covers, much money (altb^tthor one hundred dollars). 

(Bible Bae- ors Training choc-l)

14,5 . cc, 22. :,'-;.ur Japanese soldiers -pith bayon/el1; came

a.--K.ln.r xor cigarettes. Immeclately refugees collected money to 

buy seven tins of cigarettes for them. The refugees also 

returnee tho ;5.00 which the ->ome s-idler? geve them the day 

befoi’e. This was all done because th g so 1 Bi er s threatened 

to opt i’ire tn the house. U;tor 3 Japanese soldiers with 

rifles ar?ked for wine and the refugees bought two big 

pit:\h.'rs of wine for them and four refugees •’ent to carry 

it for them. Three Japan .'.s? soldiers took 3 bicycles and 

3 refugees pushed them for them. . ne came back. Four

?<-. wse soldiers took on? ricksha awav. Other soldiers 

vi.’ited the camp but no disturbance. (Hankow Road iriiaary 

chool Refugee Camp.)

144. Dec.23d. Japanese soldiers continued to robe the people, 

a drunk soldi?r hit a rafuges on the head end raped a woman. 

Three or four times soldiers a me and took away women. (Wu 

Jai .jhan xrimary school Refugees Camp.}

145. n®c. 23d. 8:15 P.M. seven Ja anese soldiers took away 

4 -irl?- D'jo.24, 9:00 &.M. Japanese soldiers came in three 

times, each tine three or four who troubled the people and 

et. 2:00 T.F. took cloth, money and supplies. (Bible Teachers

Training chool Refugee Gamp.)
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146. jc.230. 3:00 J 2 Japanese soldiers cr-me to the

Hankow Primary chool ?efu-ee Camp searching for property 

anâ hen raped a Miss H'.-.ang of the staff. It immediate

ly reported to the Japanese .pecial ervice Military Police. 

They sent military Police to ;?et the .-,oIdlers who had left, 

sc they took th; •-irl to their office and held her as witness 

Th-j same evening, other Japan. se soldiers camo and raped Mrs.

anc’s daughter, About 7:00 ;• .1 ■„ 3 other Japan-, se -scIdlers 

raped two youn-’ girls, onv of whom sag only 13 years old. 

(Cheng ■-.■•hen, Head of the '-{efugees House at Hanko-x Road 

Prlrnu• y School.)

147. Dec. 24. 4 Japanese, soldiers to ofc away 12 codl-.s from 

th. nnltation office in ch r.rc of Mr.Ma, I Ho RC:d, No.6. 

(Fitch)

148. Lee.25, night 7 Ja ansse soldiers came to Bible Teach

ars Training school Refugee Camp and stey-d all nirht. Dur

ing the day at 9:00 4 soldiers came and at 2:00 3 Soldiers 

came and took cloth and money. (B.T.T.3.! They rapad 2 women, 

one only 12 years old.

149. Dec.25, 10:0. A.M. Mr. Rlgra of our Committee as 

stopped on Hankow Road by an officer of the Inspection. Corps 

who crabbed, hit, and slap.ed Mr. Riggs. (See letter of Dec. 

20 ) Riggs)

150. Dec. 25,2 buffaloes were taken from the shop yard of 

the University of Nanking by Japanese soldiers. Place: 

11 Hu Chia Tsai Yuen. (Riggs)

151. Dec.22, two Japanese soldiers raped a refugee girl, 

aged 13, at th® U.of N. sericulture Building and her 

mother w s hurt when she tried to stop them. Another
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woman of 28 years waslalso raped. vû the g3(ij 4:00 a>if.

two .•'•iris were t' en by Japan-se sol.-1 era but Japanese 

gendarme int-t them and the Japan-., se soldier:? fled, (.p.-.vu, 

.uh--Commis loner of j^lioe,

152. ;.uc.25, .>everal Ja ancse oldie rs took away the wheels 

of two large type fire pump engines at 3:00 p..-. n- afety 

.^ane Fire Department had 4 fire engines (c^rs) and 12 -umps. 

But in the In st ten ? ay?: nearly all have been taken by the 

Japane se «: Adlers. The pumps >?c have now are either destroy

ed or without wheels. unly one ump is usable. (Y.h.Yung, 

Head of /dice Dspt. }

153. .eo.25. a 15 yeor old rlrl, kiss Li, wa* taken away by 

Japanese officer and two soldiers from 14 Kuleo lisln fyun. 

(C.v.B.u)

154. Doc.26. 4:00 p.m. A girl 13 years old was re-ped by 3 

Japanese sol .iers at ûhen Chia chial ho. 6. (hang)

Filed Deo.26th, 6:00 p.m. By Lewis 3.0.anyth® with kr.Fukui
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ikt hk i-..t•'.ar. U-a ak it '.one

5 iiin^hei Road, December 30th, 1937.

The Ixnprriel J a •■'■anese ■•Sniba sy,

Nnnkin-*,

For the kind at- ontl n of j_r, -^ukuj cr Tr. Tanaka.

"•>&ar ...1rs:

I am fllXlne with you herewith oa«es 155 to 104. kost 

of the or.- s on the first pa.ee, 155 to 160, have r-eon re

ported to you at least in bri'îf before. But- the four oases 

on the second pe^e, cases 161 to 164, here come tc our 

attention this noon. Two of them occurred this forenoon. 

Case Number 164 where a rlrl of 12 years old was taken away 

from the Sino-Brltish Cultural Relations Buildinn, is the 

on; on which you can probably do the most *ood b,/ Immediate 

investigation.

Cases 161 to 163 did not occur within the done, but 

two were on the borders of the Lons. Anytay, such actions 

in places near the ;one, make it very difficult and dangerous 

for people to return to their homes.

Thanking yofor your courteous patiente in receiving 

these oases sne for your prompt attention to them, and 

especially for he prompt investigation of Case No.160, 

1 am
Respectfully yours, 

(Signed) Lewis %G.Rmythe, 
Secretary.
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c\;e., a -u. .r-sn by .t ,e .. - i1 r3 in ye nr .one. 

155. !>ic.26. 1:30 p.ffi. An officer came into the University 

Hospital and demanded a poolie on duty there. Mis.v Bauer 

said she could not have the nan but the officer was sc angry 

that the co lie went for f■■■ar the officer would injure Miss 

Bauer. lie came back in 3 hours. But with the pospi*al *!•“ 

rv.dy un:'erst&ffed, and kiss Hauer having to .bo out with 

th..- ambulanc-. to i® e p soldiers from taking it, it is 

serious to have -?crkers taken right of duty. ( I Ison 

156. ec.26. American flar was taken down at the Rural

Le- er:’ Training ,chO':l of the Univ ratty of Nanking by 

one Japane c ■ol-'-ler. (Bates and I’illsj

157. '■.•ec.27, Loldiers came to Rur.-'l Leaders’ Training 

school of the U.of t. nd wanted to carry off an iron roof

ed building. (Bates)

158. ec. 26. between 11 .-■.nd 12 p.r*. a motor car .ith three 

Js anse military men ceme to the mein University gate, claim 

ing that they were sent by headquarters to inspect. They 

forcibly prevented the smtohiaon from giving an alarm, and 

kept him with thorn while they found and raped three ~irls, 

oneof whom is only eleven years old. One of the girls they 

took way with them. (Bates)

159. 2ec,26. during the day seven different times there 

came groups of three or four soldiers, takingolothss,food, 

and mon<y from those who have acme left after previous 

lootings of the same type. ‘Riey raped seven women, in

cluding a girl of twelve, inthe night larger groups of 

twelve or fourteen soldiers cam® four times, and raped 

twenty women. (Mills)
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160. ;<-c.27. 11:0 a.-;. c;r, : ills ,»..R callee from the Uni

versity '.c Mo, 7 Hankow .ioyd (r. uni veraity louse; and found 

a Je pane a sc Idler ith a cocked revolver. : ills told a 

servant to :'s> to the University to get a military police 

officer «ho was they* elplng --dth r-.f-: stration. The 

soldior objected and tlâ Kills to leave, tills looked back 

and s*w the sclcier lead the girl off, accompanied ith some 

Chin ••••■. with Jo pan-- se detaote-.-nt armband». * the University 

: ills found a military polio-., officer who -ent ?’ti?ht t- the 

h use and. met s truck lend of military police nt the corner 

of Hankow .load. Some Chinese h-d copl..d down the writing 

on one armband of one of the Chinese the col i-.r. 30 

they went to Nan Yung Ho’el where the milita y police officer 

found the- department to •••Meh the soldier belonged. The 

explanation was the head -wanted a slao ya to and alret-dy 

had secured a more sutiable one when the soldier ’ot back 

with the ffirl. This girl was too old! In her 20‘a.) Head 

said the ■’■irl had been sent back. Mills objected that this 

was a ppor way to get servant girls. .hen they got beck to

the house the girl had not returned. »ent to the office

again and they said they had other business so kills came 

back and found the girl had returned. (Mills)

Dec. 38. 9:00 a.m. In connection with this incident it is 

e pleasure to report that both the Military Police end the 

Headquarters of the Division cone rned have made every effort 

to straighten the matter out. They have expressed the re- 

grets or the military authorities for the incident both to 

the Chinese concerned and to Mr. Mills. This incident may 

thus be regarded as satisfactory and promptly settled. (Mills) 
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161. a Kan who works for a rierraan next a©' r to Kiangnan 

Kung dze, L'opingmen wo.- bayoneUd t-. death y.rt- rday, jeo. 

29th by Japan, ue soldiers who demanded youn-' women at Us 

bouse. There ^ere ;nly old wcmeu there, so the aiders 

said thnt f -~'y would take them, 'l’hiis no» objected. Con

sequently, h.? ^ast -killed, (airgs)

162. In front of the Metropolitan Hotelyesterday, ' men 

were passing and soldiers aocuned one of them of being a 

C-inene s. lu lor, then shot him nd stabbed him.

163. ?)co,30th, morning, 4 r,en were going along lu I Lan md 

Japanese a.-,idlers opened fire on them, uno was killed out

right and a second wounded so seriously that th ~ doctor do<-s 

not exp--ct him to live. Hs Is now in University Hospital. 

( ' ilson)

164. c.Slth, 13:15 noon, 2 Japanese soldiers came in a 

yellow car to the Slno-Pritish Cultural delations Building 

at 69 Peiplnr Hoad and took a girl 12 years old. Family 

is n'med Li Chao-tsan. ( mpthe)

Hled, Dec. 30th, 1937.
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INTERNATIONAL COWITT FCR NANKING REFUGE';1. ZONE

5 Ninghai Road, January 2, 1937.

The Japanese Embassy, 

Nanking.

For the kind attention of Mr. Fukui.
Dear Sirs:

,e appreciated ve y much your statement to us on the 

29th that wandering Japanese soldiers had been ordered 

to stay out of the Safet.v Zone. This has improved the 

situation a great deal. But yesterday and today there 

seems to be some letting down on this matter. A number 

of entrances are not guarded and many groups of 5 or 6 

soldiers without armbands are wandering about the Zone.

This return of wandering soldiers to the Zone is 

accompanied with an increase in cases of disorder as 

shown in the accompanying list. The last five cases, Nos. 

171 to 175, all occurred at places we know yesterday after

noon. (Jee attached list of cases,Nos. 165-175.)

This morning Mr. Fitch and Mr. Smythe called at Nos.

64 and 69 Peiping Road to see if the girls taken by 

Japanese soldiers on the afternoon of the 30th from these 

two places had been returned. They have not come back.

(See case 164, filed Dec.30th, and 169 herewith.)

Thanking you for your good help in this matter and 

trusting you are having a happy New Year’s celebration, 

I am
Respectfully yours,

(Signed) John H.D.Rabe,Chairman
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CASJS OF DISCRDER BY JAPANESE SOLDIERS IN THE SAFETY ZONE. 

165. Dr.C.Y.Hsu’s home, 7 jo Lei Road was entered by Japanese 

soldiers at 3 p.m. on Dec.25th and robbed of his iano and 

some clothing. (Fitch)

166. Dec.27th, afternoon. 3 Japanese soldiers came to No.33 

Ninghai Road and broke out 6 trunks and took away some pre

cious things. All these things belong to my master, Mr. 

Chen. (Chao Chi-chang, doorkeeper.)

167. Dec.27th, 1 p.m. 5 Japanese soldiers and 1 servant came 

to Hankow Road Primary School and took away 2 girls. For

tunately, while these 2 girls were just being dragged out, 

some Military Police came to our place for inspection and 

so they found the happening and captured these 3 soldiers 

and 1 servant. (Cheng Ta-chen, Head of Hankow Road Primary 

school Refugee Camp)

168. Dec.27th. 3 p.m. 3 Japanese soldiers wearing yellow 

collar and carrying bayonets, came to No. 5 Lo Chia Lu.

/hile they were Intending to rape my wife, aged 18, some 

military police came along and took away these 3 soldiers. 

(A refugee: Tu Peh-ying)

169. Dec.30th, afternoon, 2 Japanese soldiers came to the 

residence of an cf ficial in the Italian Embassy, No.64 

Peiping Road, and took away more than 100 dollars and 2 

girls. After our earnest request, they released one girl 

but they still took away the other girl, named Hsuan Shi- 

tse, age 16, wearing fur-lined clothes. Three Japanese 

soldiers went in while 2 watched at the gate. (Sperling) 

170. Dec.29th, night, one of the guards went into a build

ing and raped a girl in the room. On the night of the 27th, 

one of the guards had been drunk and asked for a girl. This
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was reported to Mr.Fukui on the 29th and we are glad to 

report that the guard was changed on the night of the 30th 

and there was no trouble. (Sone) (Bible Teachers Training 
Schoo 1.)

171. Jan. 1, 1938. 3 p.m. Mr. Sperling was waUdng along 

Ninghai Hoad near the corner of Kwann-chow Road and an-old 

woman came running out of a house. Mr. Sperlinr went in 

and one Japanese soldier ran away but in a bed room Mr. 

;perling found a Japanese soldier completely undressed and 

a Chinese girl he had just finished raping partly undressed. 

Mr. gperling told him to get out but gave him time to get 

his clothes on. (Sperling)

172. Jan. 1, 1938. 9 p.m. Japanese soldiers came with a 

truck to Mr. Rabe’s house, Siao Tao Yuen, and asked for a 

truck load of girls. Mr. Rabe refused them entrance so 

they went on to the University Middle School. (Rabe)

173. Jan. 1, 1938, in the afternoon 3 Japanese soldiers 

went inside the Ginllng College campus. One followed a 

girl into a garden where there are many bamboo £rees. Miss 

Vautrin was called and saved the girl just in time from 

being raped. Miss ^autrin saw the other 2 Japanese soldiers 

who claimed they were Military Police. (Vautrin)

174. Jan. 1, 1938, at 1:40 p.m. two Japanese soldiers entered 

the house in which Rev.Forster is living at 17 Lo Kia Lu and 

raped one girl, and beat up another who resisted their attempt 

to rape her. It was the first two hours there had been no 

Westerners on the place in over two weeks. Rev.Forster was 

out to dinner with Mr.Fitch. Fitch,Magee and Forster rushed 

to the place in a car and took the two girls to the University 

Hospital for treatment. (Fitch)
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175. Jan.1,1938, at 4 p.m. in a University house (Ameri

can property) at 11 Hankow Road, 3 Japanese soldiers rap

ed a 14-year old girl. A woman in the house went to the 

University gate for hsien ping but they came slowly and 

were too late. (Bates.)
(Signed) Lewis S.C.Smythe.
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INTERNAT!' UAL COMMITTEE FOR WANTING >AFETY '■ONE

5 Ninghal Ro d, January 4th, 1938,11 a,in.

Th e J a ; >an« se Emba.. sy,

Nanking.

Rear 'iro:

>-e are sorry to trouble you about another case, but 

since there are five other women involved there may be a 

chance of rescuin'? them. You will note in the short list 

of cases herewith presented (Cases 176-179) that case No. 

178 is that of sin women taken from one of our refugee 

centers. This woman has been brought to the University 

Hospital and you may see her there.

.ould you be willing to go with some of us to aee 

her and if po slble learn more carefully about the loca

tion of the other five! Then your military police might 

Investigate and save the others.

Thanking you for your kind cooperation in these 

matters, I am

R spectfully yours,

(Signed) John H.D.Rabe,Chairman
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™ÏHSR GA'BJ i? BÏ JAIAKS.S .? LDIL.RS IN TTL-< SAI? STY
*uUi ,üi •

1?6. One Japanese soldier came tetwe^n 10 and 11 a.m. on 

January 2d, 1938, to the house where Liu Fun-kwsn and hâs 

wife and five children wdre living, Ch’on Chia Hsiang,Ko.5. 

Phis welder tried to Investigate the house. Then he saw 

thia woman, the dfe of Liu Fan-kwen, and anked questions 

about the condition of the house. The woman be'an to.answer 

these questions. Those who stay in the house saw this so 

the. hint d to th', woman to leave the house because the 

soldier was trying.to get th woman into a room. So the 

woman was tryin to leave. At the same time her husband, 

LiuFan-kwen, said some rough words to the soldier end also 

slapped his face. Then the soldier left. The woman came 

beck and started to cook rice and her husband was trying to 

bring the snsnxabsMt food to eat with his five children. The 

soldier came back with a gun about 4:0C p.m. This Japanese 

solder asked for the husband and the neighbors pled with 

him for the man’s life and even one man knelt down before 

the Japanese soldier. The husband was hiding in the kitchen.

s soon as the Japanese soldier caught sight of him, he shot 

him instantly through the shoulder. Dr.C.Y.Hsu was called 

ebout 4:30 p.m. and found the man dead. Rev.John Magee came 

a little later end found the same situation. (Hsu,Magee) 

177. Jan.2,1038. 3 p.m. Mr. Sperling and Mr.Fitch were called 

to 13 Ninghai Road where 4 Japanese soldiers were looting and 

raping. .<hen they saw lir.Sperling’ s black Swastika armband, ' 

they cried out, ’’Deutsche, Deutsche," and ran away. Uperling)
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17r\ Jan.3, 1938. A v-oman who taken with 5 others froii 

Ko.6 Ohl en Ying Hsiang ostensibly ror washing clothes for 

Japan.se officers on December 30th, came to the University 

Hospital. They --ere taken by Japanese soldiers to a place 

in the .’est •-•wntral portion of the city where from the 

activity she judged there was a Ja-anose military hospital, 

f The women washed clothes during the day nnd were raped 

, throughout the night. The older ones being raped from 10 

-, to 20 tim s; the younyei4 and ,?o■ d locking ones as many as

40 times a night. On January 2nd, two soldiers took our 

patient with them to a deserted school house and struck 

struck her ten times with a bayonet knife: 4 times on the 

beck of the neck severing the muscles down to the vertebral 

column; once on the wrist, once on the face, and 4 on the 

buck. ^he will probably ruOvVtu but have a stifi neck.

The soldier left her for dead. She was found by another 

Japan® e soldier who saw her condition and took her to some 

friends who brought her to the Hospital. (Yilson)

179. Jan. 3, 1938. A 14-year old girl who was not yet built 

for raping was raped with disastrous results that will re- 

. quire considerable surgical repair. (a?ilson)

Japan.se
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TH GF LIU TAN-'- :T, JANU '?? 2d, 1938.

Statement by C.Y.Hsu,Jan. 3d, 10:30 a.m.

One Japanese s-Idler came between 10 and 11 e.m. on 

January 2d, 1938, to the house where Liu pan-kwcn >nd his 

wife and five children were living, Ch'en Chia H lane,No. 

5. T is soldier tried to investigate the house. Then he 

saw this woman, the wife of Liu ian-kwen, and ahked questions 

about the condition of the ho$se. The woman began to answer 

thee questions. Those who stay in the house saw this so 

they hinted to the woman to leave the house because the 

soldier was trying to get the woman into a room. So the 

woman was trying to leave, At the same time fax her hus

band, Liu Pan-kwen, said some rough words to the soldier 

and also slapped his face. Then the soldier left. The 

woman came back and started to cook rice and her husband 

?as trying to bring the food to eat with his five children. 

The soldier came back with a gun about 4:00 p.m. This 

Japane se soldier asked for th® husband and the neighbors 

pled with him for the man* life and even one man knelt 

down before the Japanese soldier. The husband was hiding 

int'e kitchen. As soon a? the Japanese soldier caught 

sirht of him, he shot him instantly through the shoulder. 

Iw8S called about 4:30 p.m. and found the jfman dead.

(Signed) c.Y.Hsu,
Housing Oomi selon er, v. 

Nanking Safety Zone.

Nanking
January 3d, 1938.

10:30 a.m.

V
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ncK re Iso. 1-j to report 
entitled '’conditions in Tanking’’ 
dated January 25, 1338.

5 Lingual _.o®d 

Tanking 

January 10th, 1938.

- ear . r » . xi i son, 

jcoause -r* .dates was the one uho investi»;•.to the ease 

in which . .r. .nigga was involved Last night, 1 asked t»iu to 

turn in a separate report to you. T have merely au&uarized 

it In thia list of oases, “rotes about the /resent situation,w 

Case Lu. 187. These >*iJotvs!t are a continuation of uy “Cases 

of disorders by Japanese Idlers in the safety one.** 

The first four oases show the danger to the civilian 

population where they live near military offices along Chung 

sjhan *.u. (Cases 180—183) Cases 184 and 186 show the diffi

culties that confront people that try to return to their 

ho«es. Case 135 shows lack of coumon decency or humanity in 

execution and what concerns us even more is the threat to the 

health of the population by the continued presence of dead, 

ô&dies in the area, especially in ponds. o far we have been 

very fortunate to have no serious outbreak of sickness in th® 

city. But if the present unsanitary measures go on, especially 

if the city water supply is not dependable, we all live in 

continual danger of a serious epidemic.

Case 187, as hr. Batea has already pointed out, shows 

the character of some of the military /Ollce upon whom both 

we and th® Chinese are depended for the maintenance of order 

amongst the soldiers. Dr. Rosen told me today he had sug

gested that the Japanese should bring in a high grade group 

of military police, from Tokyo if necessary.

Hoping that some of this information may be of service 

to you, I am 
ioat ropeocfuliy yours,

(signed) Lewis 3. 0. 3mythe
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180. tn Jan. 8th, s or 6 Japanese soldiers knocking at night after 
raping scot people with a pistol, at ro. 22 :htn ohu Ren 
Hsiang. oman named Lee, age 32.

181. ,.ii .lan. 8th, ..our Tup nese soldiers c&ra<- knocking at night, 
raped three women. hen they were slow to comply, they aho'.-t 
« th a . istol. yuan family, three 7.otien «£.cd .1, ho, 29 at 

; o. 45 ao yia siu ; -on.

__182. ‘..-n Jan. 7th, two Japanese soldiers .’-’anted to rape a young 
,':irl. ihang oh-h&i tried to orevent them u. <- '--cs stabbed. 
..-v. 7 ; Ze ,-ei .-isle,

lc-3. -n Jan. bth, 6 s . ., three Japanese ; Hots raped a ."Irl named 
. ao at o. 4 ,!wn phlao ond v.nâ ->:.ot «t random vith , l-;tols. 
.he c.irls was 1-. ye tire old.

lt.14. tn Jan. 9th, .-. n oid man returned to gIkoo from tne ...afety 
.one to see ah/ut M.s home a*. 6 if he could "icve back. ten 

he ÿ?>t th-ï-re, three Jap .ne sc soldiers were !-’t the door .nd 
sitnout a word one of t. e svl-.Ters s„ot tic old -..^n through 
both logs. an is now in the University Hospital. ( ilson)

18b. on the .-..oming of Jan. 9th, r. roger »nd katz saw a Japanese 
officer and soldier executing a poor u-ui in civiluln clothes 
in a pond inside the safety ;one on ?h?>nsl Hoad, just eust of 
the ,lno-British Boxer Indemnity Building. i’he man waa -.’tending 
in thepond ,p to his waist in «inter on which the ice '«as 

broken and was fobbing around when . r. 'roger and 8atz arrived. 
The officer gave an order and the soldier lay down behind a 
sandbag and fire a rifle at the sen and alt him in one should
er. He fired again and missed the kian. phe third shot killed 
him. (Kroger, Betz) (bote: we have no ï*ight to pi-otest 
a-jout legitimate executions by the Japanese r-rsay. But this 
certainly was carried out in an inefficient and brutal way. 
Furthermore, it brings up a matter we have mentioned many 
times in private conversation with the Japanese Embassy men: 
this killing of people in ponds within the ...one has spoiled 
and thereby seriously curtailed the reserve water supply 
for the people in the uane. This is very serious in this 
long dry spell and with the city water coming ao slowly.)

I60. On Jan. 9th about 3:Û0 1. ü. Rev. Mills and Dr. Smythe went 
to ùhuang Tang to see about conditions there with a view to 
learning how the situation was for people to return to that 
part of the city, (southwest portion of the city.) when 
we got there we found that a woman with a beby In her arms 
had .lust been raped by three Japanese soldiers. (‘.mythe, 
ills) ( n independent report on >huang Tang has been sub

mitted by Rev. Mills about a few days earlier.)

187. On the night of Jan. 9th, a military police took a soman from 
Dr. amythe’s house at Ko. 25 Hankow Road and another from a 
another house. He met Mr. Riggs returning to his home at 
Ko. 23 Hankow Road and threatened him with a bayonet. 
(Independent report by Dr. Bates) Higgs, Bates)
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Nankin , Chin®, 10 January, 1938. 

■ m erica n Embassy, 

Nanking.

nt 1 .men:
e beg leave to report to you a case of disorder af

fecting merionn property and an American citizen,which 

illustrates well the general lack of discipline among the 

troops and in particular the unsatisfactory quality and 

conduct of t e military police in this district.

tr.Charles H.Riggs of our staff was returning last 

evening et about 8:45 to his home at 23 Hankow Road, as 

he passed from the main street^ into the alley leading to 

the bock gate of his house, a soldier drove him out of the 

alley with threats. Eventually by the showing of his keys 

Mr.Riggs convinced the soldier that he was going home, and 

was allowed to pass. Against the wall by 25 Hankow Road 

(also a University house) cowered a women and a man, the 

latter of whom spoke incoherently to Mr.Riggs, giving the 

number ”25*. iiihen the soldier noticed this speech, he 

approached with lowered rifle pointing at Mr.BsxkXKxtx 

Riggs, threatened him with bayonet, and gave him a sudden 

push backward. Mr.Riggs went to hie own house; and soon 

came out again, but saw nothing further.

This morning Mr.Riggs, at my request, made inquiries 

in number 25 Hankow Road, where he found the woman he had 

seen in the alley last night. She and others in the house 

gave a simple and clear statement that about 8:30 last 

night two military police climbed the fence and entered 

the house to search through its rooms for women, using
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flashlights. They compelled this woman and e nun of her 

family to go into the alley, where one soldier held them 

while the oh r went across the street to search similarly.

fter the entry of Hr.Riggs, the party went up Hankow 

Road looking for girls, end XBarxarfra secured one about 9:15 

Ln 13 1’ ng Ts’eng Hsiang. fter dismissing the man along 

the road, the two soldiers (military police) took the two 

women to a h.. use on Tient in Road - pposite Hsiao T’ac Tuan 

(the Univ rslty property formerlyured f? r a Language school, 

now usually known as the Department of Agricultural 3cene

mies), where there -ere about 20 scl iers. This morning, 

while the soldiers were washing, the women found a chance 

tc slip out. Both Hr.Riggs -nd the women clearly noticed 

the ordinary uniform with the armband worn by the military 

police. The women’s desc iption of the location, aojoining 

buildings, the gates, the type of h use, permits only one 

identification: 38 Hsiao Fen Ch’ieo, which is the military 

police office for this immediate district. In order to 

check egainst possible error, Hr. Riggs found the second 

woman at 13 F’lgg Ts’ang Hsiang; her account confirmed the 

other’s without contradictions.

Let me add two pertinent considerations. Residents of 

of this vicinity, foreign and Chinese, have made many com

plaints of the severity and the unreliability of the military 

police nearby. Also, private Chinese houses along Hankow 

Road report that they are visited frequently by military 

police looking for women.

’e object sdriously to irregular entry into American 

property, and to wrongful abduction from an American house.
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More fundamentally, cannot feel safe in this area so 

long as soldiers and military police act with arbitrary 

violence end in a disreputable manner. Conduct of the 

military police sent as guards to the University has also 

been disgraceful, and ineffective as to protection.

With thanks for your helpful attention,

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) M. S. Bates.
0>airman Umfergency Com
mittee, University of Nan- 

- ■ ' king* ■ **’
■ < ■ : '■ . À ' ' ■

  ... .. <»-•.: . •• 
- ; ■ ■ I?.............................................’ ■ ■■ • - ■■ 1 '
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188. r: is morning two men (tea and Ying) who have Leon res

ist red returned to the home of tea at Hansimen to see about 

tea».- blind mother whom a neighbor said Japanese soldier had 

killed. They found the body of tea’s mother, tn -he way 

b-..cte the two mon met Japanese soldiers who demr.nded thfcir 

clothes, then stabbed them and car led the two bodies into 

a dugout. Cne of them came to nd crawled out. people 

saw him and gave? him clothes. Then he walked back to the 

sericulture Building. Two friends carried him on a bed 

to our Headquarters, bv. /itch sont them to the Univer

sity Hospital, (imported by ths wounded man to r. u.) 

N.B. This just adds to the chain of cases of people who 

have had difficulties going Mok to their homes.

( signs d1 -my the
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I. conditions when Japanese tock over the city, December 13th,1987. 

on Friday night, December 10th, there «as a fire opposite 

tre 3tate Theatre south of -ving Kai 3?o. nu-aber of members of 

our committee went down at 10:0v l.h. to investigate and found that 

it vas a lumber yard, and the City Fire Department were on the job 

ana had both kept the lire I'm spreading to surrounding building» 

and had by that time brought the tire uudor control.

On Saturday night, December 11 th, there were a few Urea 

in .jouth City where Japanese shells were landing. The same was 

true on ..unday night, Lec-_mbvr 12th. That night Ku Tsen-lun’s 

house north ol Jhausl Road and the new Kinlotry of Communications 

building burned. These wei’e the only importent buildings for 

which there is any evideno© that the Chinese may have burned 

themselves and that is not conclusive. There asy 'have been a 

few small buildings burned near the southern gates.

On Tuesday morning some members of our Committee were 

trying to establish contact with Jap nese authorities and others 

were investigating the condition of German end American property 

in southern sections of the city. ’ie were surprised to find how 

few buildings had been burned, or destroyed by shell fire, on 

Tsiping Road the only seriously burned out building was one that 

had burned during the summer. On Chung Chan Tung nu the ...in 

Hua Trust Co., building had been burned. But no large sections 

within the city had burned at all.

signature of observers of above conditions: 

(Digued) R. Hcuyof Edward Eperling 
R. Hatz John Rahe 
Aug. Landiz Ernest H. Forster 

German Jo Im G. Magee
14. Podshivatoff 
M. 3. Bates 
<. r. yills 
Lewis 3. C. cmythe
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Findings regarding burnlag of KanKing City, x-ee, 21, 1937.

II. Conditions on the night of December 20th.

Members of the Coaaittee investigated the fire in the 

uane on the night of December 19th. One house at 16 Ping 

Tsang Hsiang had been set on fire by Japanese soldiers. Mr. 

.iperling with a fire officer of the Fire Brigade of the Safety 

^one went to the fire but our pumps end fire equipment had 

been taken away several days before by Japanese soldiers. luring 

the day the buildings on the corner of Chung ^han lu .u.d lao 

Tai Chieh had been burned out. And in the evening there were 

observed a number of fires in the direction of Kuo Fu Lu.

On the afternoon of December 20th between five and six 

1. M., Mr. x itch and Dr. Dmythe sent down fao Tai Chieh and 

around south to Taiping Lu, on whihch they proceeded south of 

ieh Hsia lu to where the street was crowded from curb to curb 

with Japanese Army trucks and autos loading out goods. Down 

aa far as Peh Hsia Lu, beginning from the creek Just south of 

iukiang Hoad, they found groups of 15 or 20 Japanese soldiers 

apparently under lower officers on both sides of the treets 

watching burning buildings, or clearing goods out of stores, 

aid in other shops soldiers were seen building bonfires on 

the floors.

They then went over to Chung Hwa Lu and there found the 

same work in progress and the northern half of the Y.M.C.A. 

building In flames. Quite evidently this was set from the 

inside because there was no fire in any other buildings right 

around the Y. M. C. A. building. Japanese sentries paid no 

attention to them.

Later in the evening of the 20th, about 9jQ0 P.M., 

Mr. Kroger and Mr. Hatz drove down Chung Cheng Lu to I’eh 

Hsia Lu, then east to Chung Hwa Lu but were prevented from 

proceeding
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proceeding southward by a Japanese sentry. The y.ivj.C.A. 

building w»s about burned down. They then proceeded to 

Taiping Lu where they turned north and ffcund about 10 fires 

in progress on both sides of the road. Other buildings were 

already in ashes. They turned west on dhung Than Tung j-u 

tout observed a ig fire about the corner of rung Hal Lu and 

; uo ?u Lu. $hen they cane to the corner of Chung chan j.u 

and Kiukiang ^u they observed a big fire on the north side 

of : iukiang Lu. There a military patrol prevented their 

proceeding eastward. There were .asny sorciers about out none 

trying to stop the tire. Rather they were carrying away goods 

S1GNATUFX3 LF CB3L«VTBS O A3iVL S- Ih)li’lCN3î

(.Signed) Cha. Trojen 

Hubert Hatz 

G. A. Fitch
Sdward Sperling

M. 3. Sates
Lewis w. a^ythe
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Nankin •, J-.nua -y 13,193- .

; . "ukui, squire,

acting Consul General for Japan, 

Nanking.

:>lr:

I have the honor to bring to your attention twc 

recent ca-.c . of violation of j-jnerican property in Nenkinc 

by Japanese soldiers.

f'n ths afternoon of January 11th a Japanese sc Idler 

entered the premises cf Nankinr Theological .eriinary, ar 

American institution, about three o’clock, forced the 

J’s terran to accompany him to the third floor of the adminis 

tration building, open a locked door and then the soldier 

took a supply of candles worth several dollars. The 

soldier further forced the gateman to accompany him to some 

place on Chung Shan Hoad in order to carry the candles.

(n the same afternoon a Japanese military policeman 

entered the residence of Mr. M. . Bates, an American 

citizen, at 21 Hankow Hoad and resoved therefrom a Chinese 

employee of the Hanking University Middle school named 

Liu en-pin.

In both of the above cases the property was clearly 

marked as American and in neither case was the American 

resident or occupant notified of the desire of the Japanese 

to enter the property or the reason for the actions of the

Japanese
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Japanese soldier?. American residents inform me that 

they have no objection to the Japanese military authori

ties carrying out reasonable are. orderly searches of 

American property nor i- there any desire on the part of 

Americans to protect wrongdoers or interfere with the 

proper military control of the population. However, I 

must strongly protest against this irregular, unexplained 

and forcible entry of American property by Japanese 

soldiers.

In the future I must insist that when the Japanese 

military desire to search .unericon property for any reason 

that they inform this Embassy of their desire and give 

particulars as to what places they wish to search and the 

reasons therefor. I will then be glad to designate a 

member of my staff or some responsible American to accom

pany the soldiers during the search and give them every 

reasonable assistance.

Please be assured that it is my desire to cooperate 

in every possible way with the Japanese authorities but 

I cannot consent to American property and the homes of 

American citizens being entered arbitrarily nor can I 

agree to employees of American institutions being removed 

by the Japanese military without any explanation. It is 

requested that you bring this communication to the atten

tion of the appropriate military authorities and that an 

acknowledgment of its receipt be made to this Embassy.

Very respectfully yours, 
For the Ambassador:

John M. Allison, 
JMA:T secretary of Embassy.
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Enclosure No.
to Reporrt entitled ‘’Condi 
tions in Nankin^”, dated 
January 25,1938.

Nanking,Janury 14,1938.

Dear 1/r.Fukui :

I am enclosing for your information a copy of a 

self-explanatory letter received from Mr. 1. 3. Botes, 

an Abe rican citizen, regarding further violationsof 

American property by Japanese soldiers. I do not at 

this time wish to make an official protest regarding 

the cases mentioned in tils letter, with the exception 

of that concerning L'.r. Liu ien-pin about which Ï have 

already written you officially, but I do want to impress 

upon you the seriousness with which such actions by 

Japanese soldiers are regarded.

If incidents such as those reported by Mr. Bates 

continue to hapren I shall be forced to inform my 

Government that the Japanese army in Nanking is either 

unwilling or unable to afford adequate protection to 

American property and I shall have to request that the 

matter be taken up officially in Tokyo. I am loath to 

do this and I am tterefore writing you this personal 

letter to urge that you again endeavor to impress upon 

the Japanese military authorities that suchincidents must 

cease.

Thank you very much for your cooperation in tlis matter 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure: (Signed) Johm M. Allison.
1/ As stated.

K. Fukui, Esquire,
acting Consul General for Japan, 

Nanking.
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UNIVSR,ITY (F KAKl'IKG

h J1KIKG, 0 T. , 14 January, 1938.

American '-’mbassy,

Linking.

De-r yr.'llIson:

Lest night four Japanese came into a classroom of 

th© 1'1 d; le oc ocl. Full details of their conduct there 

are not available because of the serious intimidation of 

responsible watchers. However, they carried off one girl. 

The Japanese /ere military policemen, at least part of them 

from the guard assigned to the Midcle School gate. They 

made use of Chinese cloth shoes and in part of Chinese clothes.

This situation is most serious and disgraceful, and 

calls for fundamental remedy. If American property is to 

be entered daily by Japanese military for? criminal purposes, 

regardless of law and protests, we have come to an end of 

decent relations. This would be called, intolerable except 

that we have undergone it so longl

At the very least there should be action concerning 

the existing police, who obviously do not give protection. 

,e have many reasons to distrust the district office at 

32 Hsiao Fen Ch’lao, so close to the Middle School, end 

from which the guards are assigned.

Mrs. Liu len-pln has information that her husband was 
shot In 21 Shansi Road. I jus^recelved this report, and 

am unable to say more as yet: Intimidation at the Middle 

School, and fear of vengeful retaliation, is now so great 

that it is difficult to get the full facts and for people 

to do their ordinary work.
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The writing of this letter has been Interrupted by 

half an hour taken to expel a military policemen (soldier 

with hsien ping armband from he Special Service Organ) 

from 19 Hankow Road, an -onerican house flying the American 

flag and with \merican and Japanese proclamations upon the 

gate. The policeman entered ov r tho wall, and had been 

there about one hour pawing over the ransacked personal 

property of University teachers -;nd of Dr. Brady of the 

University Hospital. The house Is about 250 yards from 

the district office mentioned above.

This morning we have secured an indirect report that 

the Kiangtangchieh Church was burned on the night of the 

15th./16th.: and the direct testimony of a servant of an 

American missionary who returned there on "he morningof 

the 17th., that she saw some timbers still smoking and 

that part of an adjoining or su’ piementary woof fell in 

before her eyes. The servant worked for M^ss Brethorst, 

who had lived on the property until summer. The first 

report was given to us by an old woman employee of the 

church, who left it intact on the morning of the 15th., 

after Japane se soldiers had entered the building several 

times. Two of them slept in it the night of the 14th., 

and two others began robbery and intimidation on the 

morning of the 15th.
Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) M.S.Bates.

T
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Ynclosur© No. 5 to 
(C: . CT C01Y T) Report entitled '’Csndi-

tiens it Nanking4', da ted 
January 25, 1958.

IMT. D CHRISTI. N Ylb J !■ ' "‘Y .CCIm 
China L'isrJbon, 
Nanklnr, u., January 18, 1958.

Ara^ri can Æitr s ay, 

iionkinr, Chin.'. 

Dear : r. Hi son:

Tl>ls morning abeut eight thirty I visited the property 

of the Shine Christian Kis'-ion of the l.C/ . o. -nd found, two 

Japanese sdaiers on the second floor of the Domestic aolance 

building of the Chung Hwa Girls Middle school. They had with 

then two Chin.se who were evidently carr ing things for them, 

Bath the Japanese nd Chinese h--d in their hands articles be

longing to the premises no their purpose wes undoubtedly to 

carry them away with them. Upon representation by me they 

left the articles in the building and also other articles 

which ware outside the building sane of them at least I 

• ■ould judre had been brought into the compound by them. I 

went with thorn as far as their headquarters which wes at 

the Examination Yu?n where they celled an officer. I ex

pl ined as best I could that these men hed been on American 

property which was not proper. The officer appeared to 

un’erstund and appeared to be apologetic on behalf of his men. 

about one fifteen s passerby reported to me that there 

were a group of from ten to twenty Japanese soldiers in 

this same property. I Immediately went with one of ray 

American friends to investigate but found they had already 

I'ft. I found that a piano which had been In the Domestie 

Science building in the morning had been removed. The

Chin.se
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east wall of the compound had been pushed over to make an 

exit her the ^iano. '.'here were two trucks used in taking 

things away. 1 note that the safe is .«is ni ng fro;.', another 

building too I did not see it this morning. There have been 

repeated visits by anese soldiers to this property and 

another piano and xany other pieces of equipment,al« oi which 

are \merican property have been removed.

I find it impossible as a r- sponsible member of this 

mission to perform the duty of e petty police officer for all 

of our property located in both the north and south parts of the 

city.' Lot one piece of property has been free lor frequent 

visits from apparently irresponsible soldiers. However when 

they come with trucks and in such large numb>rs it would seem 

that the identy of the group could be found but if serious 

effort should be made by t’ne military.

incerely yours,

(Signed) Jas. H. ^cGulrum

Jas. H. McCallum
Member of administrative Cdiam.
U.O.l.S.-China mission.
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nolo sure No. 6 to
■qrport tertitled •’Ccncl ti ns 
■ t NanJting'Mfited Jan.7.5,1938

itr-I c< k’Frmr fv : v, ir. nin s - :rr îj-s

5 Ninghai ?ua . ,

Telephones: 31961
32346
31641

Membership 1,1st

Kame Rati nc-jj ty 0 "'tn l?nt ic.-n— niir»KiMnwiii I»-.-

l‘.v, John H.D.Tebe, 
Chairman

Term an

Dr. Lewis j.C.Smythe, merlcan
Seorotary

lev. John Magee jb rloan

Mr. jlduord Sperling Terme.»

Dr.l’.S.Bates ;.®arican

■li v.... , .Milla meric an

Dr. C, S. Trim*r?®r .American

Mr.Charles Higgs meric n

Mr.Teorge Flteh A»erloan

Mr.Christian Kroger 'Teman 
Rev. Puhert L.Scne American

Siemens Co.

University cf Nanking

.'.nerican Church Mia^lon 

han hat Insurance

Univ rsity of Nanking

Northorn freshytéPan 
Mia ion

University Hospital 

Univ rslty of Nanking 

Y.M.C.A.

carlo^ltn «nd Co.

Nanking Theological
Sominery
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ne. Y
bîiti tied

neloai re 
tc Report
Condi tiens in Nanking 

cHted January ’ir , 193B.

IM À.' M i

5 Minghsi -Hifid, Deoemte 14, 1937

Japanese Oommandex' of linking

p..,iiorable ..1rs

e Curie to th»nk you for th:. fine way your artillery 

spared the ;afety t-m- and to establish ccr-Uct M‘.h you

foi- future pieu-; for care of Chinese ci villa», in the 4one.

The International Remittee ha. taken responsibility

for putting people into buildings ,a the area, has stored

rice ^nd flour for feedir-g the population temporarily» and

has taken control of the police in the area

© would n ; ectfully request that the committee may:

1 Be favored "ith a Japanese guard et entrances to

the safety ,-.on®.

2 Be allowed to police the inside of the area with

Its awn jivillftn police who are armed only with

pistols

3 Be allowed to carry on sale of rice and operate

its soup kitchens in the area.

a. -»e have stores of rice in other parts of the 
city and would like 1® have free passage of 
tfucks to secure them.

4. Be allowed to continue the present housing arrange-

mente until the common people can return to their

homes. (Sven then there will be thousands of home-

less poor refugees to care for.)

■ 'JP
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5. Be given the opportunity to coopéré te -s-ith you 

in rest rlir: tel.phone, electric, n-1 w-t.er 

services as soon as pos ible.

Yesterday afternoon «n unforseen sltuntlc-n developed 

wh-.n s number of Chinew soldiers were trapped in the northern 

part c.f th® olty. ome of them come to our office .-.nd pleaded 

in tho name of humanity thât we a^ve their Uvea. Represen

tatives of our Committee tried to find your pæ^dqrtens but 

-zct no farther then a captain on Han Chung 'u. jo we dis- 

armed all these soldier.-.? and put them into buildings in the 

/.one. -e be? y.*ur merciful -emission to permit these men 

t-. return to -eeoeful civilian life as is now their desire.

«rov’d further like to introduce to you the «Inter

national aed Gross committee of Kinking” vith Rev. John 

; a gee (American) as Gha Iman. Thlc. International .itd Gross 

Committee taken charge of the former military hospitals 

at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Rail

ways, and th® Ministry of ar. The Red Gross Committee yec- 

tsrday disarmed all men on these pieces ^nd will se- that 

the e bu Idlags are used only for hospital purposes. If it 

Is possible to put «11 the wounded in It, we suggest trans- 

ferlng all the Chinese wounded to the Ministry of Foreign 

ffelrs building.

?e will be glid to cooperate in any way we can in ser

in for the civilian population of this city.

Most respectfully yours,

INTERMXTICKAL COMMITTEE FOR NAKKIKG SAFETY ZCKSy 
(signed) John H.D.Rabe,chairman.
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ii*....-Z- wxVX. . X - xi» ' lia; v \> .23 L * Y 4Â-*xi ’/1 r&

xîaûk of Joathunicationa, nocn, -..’oeaber lo, 19&7.

rransletors r. -'ukuda. (fhe interview 9^3 © categorical st- te- 

by the chief and no queutions or discussion. It «es in

ùi'iwÇiT to our letter of ...cceaber 14th, which had been given to 

r. rukuda that mx*ning ant was resented to the chief in /npaneae)

1. . ust search the city for Chinese sola... rs.

2. ill post gouras at entrances to one.

v. ■ «Of.le should return to tnoir hautes as soon as possible, there

fore we raist search the one.

4. j'r.’st humanitarian fittituoe of .'aaancae ray to c&re for the 

disarmed 'Chine so so.cier3.

o. : olios may petrol within ths ..one If they are disaxmad except

ing fur batons.

o. rhe 10,000 tan of rice stored by your .'.omittee in the ,0ns 

you may use for the refugees, .-ut Japanese soldiers need 

rice so in the -.one they should be allowed to buy rice, 

(newer regarding our stores of rice outside of one n-..t 

clear.)

7. lelephon®, electricity, and water mu-st be repaired, so this 

. will go with ? r. Rabe to inspect and act accordingly.

Ô. e are anxious to get workers, from tomorrow will begin to 

clear city. Co®iittee pleas® assist. ill pay. Toaorruw 

sent 1Û0—200 workers.

9, ill Inspect rise locations and guard.

(.Signed} Lewis J. C. Jxaytha

Lewis 3.0. S.f<the, secretary 
International comittse for hanking 
safety lone.

member of Qomlttea presents
ir. Rabe, Ghsirrasn.
1-r. Smythe, sea.
Kr. Sperling, Inspector-General.
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IET hL..;1U:.U au\ ITTiÆ H mî.lL'G x. "TY >• JR*

5 Mcghei Hoad

eoember 13th, 1937.

r. Tokuyasu ukuoa,

attache to the Japanese . mbassy,

;jear 51r:

The International Committee for hanking Tafety /.one 

is very much perplexe-, by the problem of soldiers who have 

thrown sway their aras, /’rom the beginning the Committee strove 

to have this .one entirely free of Chinese soldiers and up to 

the afternoon of onday, December 13th, had achieved consi/ rable 

success in this respect. At that time several hundred soldiers 

approached or entered the ...one through the northern boundary 

and appealed to us for help. The Committee plainly told the 

soldiers that it could not protect them. But we told them if 

they abandoned their arms and all resistance to the Japanese, 

we thought the Japanese would give them merciful treatment.

In the confusion and haste of that evening, the Commi

ttee was unable to keep the disarmed soldiers separate from 

civilians, particularly because some of the soldiers had aban

doned their military clothing.

The Com.it tee fully recognizes that identified sol

diers are lawful prisoners of war. But in dealing with these 

disarmed soldiers, the Committee hopes that the Japanese j

will use every precaution not to Involve civilians. The Commi- j 

ttee further hopes that the Japanese Army will in accordance 
with the recognised laws of war regarding prisoners and for |
reasons of humanity exercise mercy toward these former soldiers. 1 
They might be used to good advantage as laborers and would be I 
glad to return to civilian life if possible. 1

x ost respectfully yours, |
(Signed)John H. D. Ha be W

John H. D. Rabe, chairman.
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Enclosure No, C " '
to Report entitled HOonditAons 

(CORRECT COPY T) in Nanking",dated Jan.25,1938.

IN?i®NATICNAL RED CROSS SOCIETY

NANKINC BRANCH

5 Ninghai Road, December 15, 1937. 

Tokuyasu Fukuda, Esquire, 

..ttache to the Japanese Embas y, 

Nanking.

Sir:

Owing to the large number of wounded soldiers and 

civilians in Nanking, we have organized a local branch of 

the Into-national Red Cross Society to deal with the situa

tion.

We have appealed for recognition from the International 

Red Cross Society in Shanghai and from the Red Cross Society 

of China.

We now request your good offices in securing for us 

permission from the Japanese Military Authorities in Nan

king to carry on this humnaitarianwork.

We herewith enclose a list of the membership of our 

Committee.

With kind regards, I am,

Yours cordially,

Ernest H. Forster,
Secretary.
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INTERNATIONAL RED CBBS3 COMMITTEE OF NANKING

5 Ninghai Road,

Telephones: 32346
31641
31961

1. Rev. John G. Magee, Chairman

2. Mr. Li Chuin-nan, Vice-chairman (Chinese Red Cross 
Society of Nanking)

3. Mr.W.Lowe, Vice-chairman

4. Rev,Ernest H. Forster, Secretary

5. Mr.Christian Kroger, Treasurer

6. Mrs. Paul DeWitt Twinem

7. Miss Minnie Vautrin

8. Dr. Robert C. Wilson

9. Mr. I. Ji. Munro-Fauro
10. Dr. C. S. Trimmer
11. Rev. James McCallum

12. Dr. M. S. Bates

13. Mr. John H. E. Rabe

14. Dr. Lewis S. G. Staythe
15. Rev. W. P. Mills
16. Mr. Cola jPodshivoloff

17. Pastor Shen Tu-shu
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Bnclosue Mo. & 
to Report entitled "Condi 

(CORRECT CC Y T) tlons In Nankin-”,dated
January 25, 1938.

INTERN. \ICt‘Al OOMMITTEk' FOR N/JIKING 3. F3TY ZONE 

5 Ninghai Road, December 17th, 1937.

The Imparls! Japanese Snbassy, 

N anklng.

7or the kind attent.on of: 
ter. Myo sh1 Fuku i, 
.,eccnd Secretary to the Japanese Zmbossy.

’ear Sir.”!

In view of the statement of Ccnaul-Reneral Eatsuo kasskl 

yesterday afternoon thet the International Committee had no 

le'ral st tus, sone explanations of our position seem to be in 

order. Vis-a-vis your Japanese authorities are not claim

ing any political status whatever. But on December 1st,Mayor 

Ma of the Hanking Municipality turned over to our Committee 

nearly all the functions of the City Government for the emer

gency of transition: police, supervision of essential utilities 

fire department, housing regulation, food supply, and sanita

tion. Consequently, when your /ray victoriously arrived in 

the city on Monday noon, December 13th, we were the only 

administrative authority carrying on in the city. Of course, 

that authority did not extend outside of the Safety Zone itself 

and Involved no rights of sovereignty within the Zone.

Being the only administrative authorities and having had 

assurances from the Japanese authorities in Shanghai that if 

the Safety Zone did not contain soldiers or military establish

ments, yourtroops would not intentionally attack it, we tried 

to establish contact with your advance guard immediately. In 

the afternoon of December 13th, we found a oaptaln witha
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gruup of Japanese soldiers resting on Han Chung lu. e 

e plained to him where the .one was and marked it on his map. 

•»e politely called ills attention to the three <ed cross FXspi 

tals and told him about the disarmed soldiers. He was re

assuring so we felt that all was understand by your .rwy.

That night and early the next morning »e drew up our 

Letter of ec Biber 14th and had it translated into Japanese. 

Then, as . r. .-'ubuda, .ttache to the Imperial «*•!. ..nese -mibussy 

may toll you, r. .cabe, r. x-aythe, and lev. Forster went to 

rlxid a high Jap nese officer to whom we could present the 

letter. 'e tsited to five different officers but they told 

us to wait for the arrival of the High Com..ander the next day 

The foll.jwlng morning, December 15th, we were favored 

by calls by '.-r. Tokuyasu Pukuda of the Imperial Japanese .'im- 

bassy, and by . r. .ekiguchi with cards from the Captain and 

officers of the E.I.J.L.1. jets at our heedquurters. e 

presented our letter of December 14th, referred to above, to 

r. Fukuda end assured Dr. -ekiguchi that we would be glad 

to cooper te in starting the electricity works. .t noon, 

we had the pleasure of meeting the Head of the T*eh Tel Kwan 

Chang at the Bank of Commun! cations and from his received a 

formal, oral statement In answer to our letter of December 

14th. In his reply, among other points, he said that they 

would station guards at the entrances to the ^one) that the 

civilian police could patrol within the ^one provided they 

were armed only with bctonsj that the Committee could use 

the 10,000 tan of rice it had stored and move in the other 

stores of rice assigned to it by the former City Government; 

and that it was essential to repair the telephone, electri

city and w&ter works as soon as possible. But no answer 

was given to point 4 in our letter of the 14th exception te 

say that people should return to their homes as soon as |
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possible.

ii the oasis of this reply, *ie encoui*aged our police 

to go ahead with their duties, assured toe people the would 

be welt-trained now that we had explained to the jap*nes® 

officers, and started to move rice. But since then any 

truck that appeared on the streets without a westerner 

on it has been commandeeredj the :ied mastika .oolety 

(wording under o<>r direction), which started trucks Tues

day an ruing to pick up dead bodies in the w, had its 

trucks either taken or attempts iaade to take them, and now 

yesterday 14 of their workers were taken away. Cur police 

were interfered with and yesterday SO of them stationed at 

the . iniatry cf Justice were marched off, "to be killed” 

according to the Japanese officer in charge, and yesterday 

afternoon 46 of our "volunteer police” were similarly marched 

off. (These volunteers h d been cuganized by cur □omsaittee 

un ccember 13th when it looked as though the work to be done 

in the .one was greater than the uniformed police —-who were 

on day and night duty—c uld take care of. These "volunteer 

police" were neither uniformed nor armed in any way. They 

simply wore our armbands. They were more like Boy scouts 

in the Best who do odd jobs in helping to keep crowds in 

order, clean up, and render first aid, etc.) Cn the 14th 

our four fire trucks were commandeered by Japanese soldiers 

and used for transport.

The point we have been trying so h^rd to get across to 

your imbasay and to the Japanese Army is that we were left 

to carry on the city Government services for the civilian 

population of Hanking until the Japanese authorities could 

establish a new city Government or othr organization to
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take over these functions in the city. :ut unfortunately 

your soldiers have not been willing to let us continue with 

our maintenance of or er and services for the civilian po

pulation in the one. I'his resulted in e breaking down 

of our system for maintaining order «wû for providing ne

cessary services v>hioh we had carrier on up till the rning 

oi .ece^ber 14th. in other words, on the 13th when your 

troops entered the city, we had nearly all the civilian 

population gathered in a one in which there had been very 

xittie destruction by stray shells and no looting oy Chinese 

soldiers even when in full retx*eat. The stage was all set 

for you to take over that area peacefully and let the normal 

life therein continue unaisturbed until the rest of the city 

could be put in order. Thdn the full normal life of the city 

could be forward. 411 27 .westerners in the city at that 

time and our Chinese population were totally surprised by the 

reign of roboery, rupine, end killing initiated by your sol

diers on the 14thl

ill that we are asking in our protests is that you 

restore order emongst your troops and get the normal life of 

the city going as soon as possible. In the latter process 

we are glad to cooperate in any way we can. But even last 

night between 8 and 9 p.m. when five Western members of our 

staff and Committee toured the ..one to observe conditions, 

>'e did not find a single Japanese patrol either in the ..one 

or at its entrances! Yesterday’s threats and marching off 

f our police had driven all our police from the streets.

All we saw were groups of 2 and 3 Japanese soldiers wandering 

about the streets of the Zone and now, as I write, reports 

are pouring in from all parts of the lone about the
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depredations of robbery and rape committed by these w-sudering, 

uncontrolled soldiers. ïhis means that nething has been 

done ubdut our requests in our letter of yesterday, ..voember 

Luth, namely, point 2, that stray soldiers be kept out of 

the .one by guards at the entrances.

Consequently, as a first step in turning over to your 

authorities the maint nance of order in the .one, we suggest:

1. fhat the Imperial Japanese .rmy set up a system of 

regular military police to patrol the .one both day and 

right with full authoiity to arrest soldiers found looting, 

entering houses, and coia^itting rape ox* carrying off women.

2. 1’hat the Japanese authorities take over the 450 

Chinese police assigned to us by the former Chinese hanking 

jity -.lovernment and organize them to maintain peace and order 

amongst the civilian population. (This order has never once 

broken down in the one.)

3. in view uf the number of lires in the city yesterday 

and Last night, fortunately not in the une, v<e suggest that 

the ire ' ..partaient be re-organized under your authorities and 

the four trucks be returned by your soldiers to such service.

4. We further respectfully beg to suggest that as soon 

as possible you kindly bring an expert in municipal Adminis

tration to Nanking to manage the life of the civilian popu

lation until a new City Government can b© formed. (There is 

nothing left of the former city government excepting the police 

and firemen in our lone and three clerks. aIL others left 

thh city. Your ^rmy has taken the physical structure of 

the city of Nanking and the poorer sections of its population, 

but most of the trained, intelligent and active people have 

all moved further west.)

May we again reassure you that we have no interest in
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continuing any se^i-aduib isira live function left to us by the 

forsner ranking 31 ty Government. .« earnestly hope that you 

«fill kindly take up these functions as quickly as possible. 

Then we will oeooae siuply a relief organisation.

If the depredations of the last three days continue, 

this relief prodem is going to be multiplied rapidly. e 

organised the ....one on the basis that ewry family that could 

should moke private arrangements lor housing end fcn.d in order 

to reduce the administrative load suddenly placed on our 

ad hoc orzanlustion. 3ut if th® present situation continues, 

in a-few days we are going to have large numbers of people 

facing otarvatlonj their private sup»lies of food and fuel 

are rum.irg outj luoney, cl .thing, and personal articles have 

been taken frem many of them by wondering Jtr =<nese soldiers ; 

and little norsel business or other activity can be carried 

on because people are afraid to either open shops or appear 

on. the streets. Cn the other hand, since the morning of 

December 14th, our supply tracks have been practically at a 

standstill. before your troops entered the city we concen

trated on getting supplies into the .one and expected to 

carry out distribution later because the people had been 

urged to bring a week’s supply of food with them. But in 

order to keep bom of our camps from going without food 

over a day, western members of our staff and oomlttee havs 

had to haul bags of rice to those places in their private 

cars after dark!

Besides the starvation facing the people if these ser

vices cannot be extended quickly, there la the stirring up 

of the people. Jome families have had their houses entered, 

robbed and their women raped as much as five times in one 

night. Is it any wonder that the next morning they move
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out and try to find a safer place? ..aid yesterday afternoon 

while three officers of your ..^rmy Supply Department were 

asking us to help get the telephone service started, a smell 

nuiaber of telephone workers wearing oui' insignia were turned 

out of their houses in the ...one and are now scattered to 

unknown pieces in the one. If this process of terrorism 

continues, it will be next to impossible to 1-.. cote workers 

to get the essential services started. It is hard to see 

how starvation uay be prevented ^wnESt i&any of the 200,000 

Chinese civilians if order is not restored at once amongst 

the Japanese soldiers in the city.

Assuring you that we will be glad to cooperate in any 

way we can in caring for the civilian population ol' this city 

I am

ost respectfully yours, 

(.signed) John H. D. Rabe

John H. D. flabe, chairman.

Snclosurest

Explanation in Chinese.
Regulations in Chinese.

I.3. Cases of disorders In the lone committed by Japanese 
soldiers since yesterday noon will be filed later.
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gnolo-jure Ho.
to He-ort entitled 'Condition 

(CtPRECT CrPY T) in Nankin'’”,datfid Jan.25,1938.

liajvmg, Chltr-;, 

December Sisi:, 1937. 

rhe Iseperl'l Jnuannse u-V- s.v, 

Msnkin-, 

fieur lr.?:

none to povitl'-n in th/- riw -:>T humanity that 

the following step? he tsken for the welfare of the 300,030 

oivilisns in Nenhin»:

1. That the burning of large sections of the city be 

stopped -nù hbt romains of the city be «parted from elth-.'r 

r-i Okies- r • ya t emetic burning.

2, That the discn.erly Ovx.Auet ox' Jc.ecar.e troc;,a in 

the city, •:hich he-, caused so much suffering to the civilian 

population for one reek, n? immediately stopped.

3. In tie»;? of the feet that Uv looting ®n’. burning 

h..;ve brought th a bu-ira®s life of the city t' a standstill 

and ccnaequently reduced th* vhcl® civilisa population to 

or.e vs. st refugee camp, snd in via?? of the f> ot that the 

lx.temi.t- onal Cowitte® tar. reserved food sujplicr to feed 

those 200,000 people on® neck only, we sort earnestly beg 

you to take inmediete stpps to restore norml conditions 

of aivilisn life In order that the food and fuel supply of 

th city may be replenished.

The present situation ia automatically and rapidly 

leading to a »• lous famine. e plead for the bare 

essentials of norm&l life: he using, security, and fo.d,.

lost respectfully submitted, 

TEE FCR 1(34 X» UNITY Of KAKFÎÎ;

........... ... . .................... .. -,
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(O'- ■'< JT CCI Y T) .Jiolosure Ho.
Report entitled ’’Condi 
lions in Nanking",*ca ted 
Jan.25,1938.

■I:.'. INP.. NATT-L^L OCF.ITTSS for NANKING SAFETY ZONE 

5 t'lnghfd Hoad, December 27th,1937.
5:0 ',M. 

The Imperial Japans^ Tmb'issy, 

Nanking.

.'x.. ’.he kind attention of 1’r. Fukui.

ear i.rs:

oeoau >e you askeo Mr.Rabe and me this no n for places 

where the International Ccramitteo might secure coal, we 

asked Mr.’llg'-s to look around this afternoon.

s a r ■•ult we present herewith a "Meinorandtaa on Coal 

Socks- at four coal yards that have not been sealed by 

the ray. You will note the special request about the 50 

tens in the last yard on jnerioan property. That would 

serve our immediate needs.

But altogether we will need 300 tons to car y us to 

about the first of February and a second 300 tons to tarry 

through to the first of March. This la only for soup kit

chens end would make no provision for private families who 

also will want coal. This private need for Goal in the 

civllitn population would probably run to over 1,000 tone. 

Consequently, 600 tons should be set aside for soup kitehens 

and an additional 1,000 tons or more reserved for the 

civilian population private use.
Thanking you for your kind attention to this matter,

I am
Respectfully yourr, 

(Singed) Lewis S.G.Saythe, 
jeer* tary.
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„.n closure ’o. to report
entitled >nditions in Hanking»* 
dated January 25, 1937.

- Ç

lirr ■ .NATICILAL CGililTTEL FOR NANKING MFETÏ ZONB
5 liinghai Road

December 27th, 1937.

The Imperial Japanese Embassy, 

Hanking.

jeer .>irs: Dor the kind attention of ;,;r* Fukui

Dn December 1st vihen former i^ayor Ta of Nanking turned 

over to the International Committee responsibility for the care 

of the civilians in the Safety ZOne, he assigned to the Commi

ttee 30,000 tan (piculs) of rice and 10,000 bags of flour to 

be used in feeding the population. He agreed that this 

should be used at the discretion of the Committee: either to 

be given freely where needed, through soup kitchens, or to be 

sold to those that could afford it. The funds resulting from 

such sale were to be used in carrying on services for the 

people and buying such needed things as fuel for soup kitchens. 

(See attached letter from foraer Mayor ka, December 1st, in 

Chinese* Flour was a verbal addition to the letter.)

Between December 1st and December 11th, when your 

Army’s attack on the city made it necessary to close the 

gates, our committee succeeded in moving 10,000 tan of rice 

and 1,000 bags of flour into the zone. The remainder we 

hoped to get as soon as the fighting was over.

In our letter to the Japanese commander of Nanking 

on December 14th, we called his attention to the fact that 

we had stores of rice In other parts of the city and would 

like to have free passage of trucks to secure them.

In answer to this letter in an interview at noon 

December 15th, the Chief of the Special .service Corps said we 

could use the 10,000 tan of rice and they would inspect the 

locations of other rice and guard. To date we have had no 

permission to let trucks pass to other parts of the city to
secure
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to secure rice stores. >ince the Chinese military had 

100,000 tan of rice (besides our SO ,000 tan in the vicinity 

of hanking, taost of which fell into your hands with the cap- 
4

ture of hanking, we plead that you alj_ow us to get these 

20,000 tan for feeaing the 200,000 civilians.

The two weeks of dieox’der have made it impossible for us 

to do more than deliver rice to refugee camps and soup kitchens. 

!';ut now with the restoration of a dtgroe of order in the city, 

we would like to start moving In rice and coal while the weather 

is good.

as the private stores of rice in families in the ...one 

rapidly decline, the demand on our rice supply is going to 

increase rapidly. If we had to feed the whole population, 

our reserve would not last a week. ven with the restoration 

of order, many thousands of refugees are going to have to be 

fed until spring.

Cur coal supply for soup kitchens is now down to enough 

for only one week. oo it is very urgent that we begin haul

ing in cdal at once.

Trusting that you will be eble to work out some arrange

ment with your military authorities so that we can begin 

moving in rice, flour, and coe^ at ones, we are

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) John H. D. Rabe

John H. D. Rabe, Ohairman.
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iub-sncloaure No.3 
to Enclosure lo.____

INTEW. (M&ITT3.. FOR &JŒIKG FF.TY .XNZ 

5 Nlnghai Read, January 15th, 1936.

The Japanese iSmbassy,

Nanking.

Dear Sirs:

This morning we received a radiogram from Shanghai 

saying that they have arranged for large quantities (about 

600 tons) of supplementary food supplies for Nanking. They 

will ship this just »s soon as w^can got pe mission from 

your military authorities hare in Nanking.

In our discussion with L'ajor Ishida he said the 

Japanese ray aid not have &ny beans, peanuts or oils, 

green vegetables or substitute that they could sell to us 

for civilians in Nanking. If this large population has 

only rice for many weeks in the winter, there '«ill be 

more danger of sickness. Consequently, we sent a radio- 

grm to Shanghai for funds end arrangements to secure these 

supplementary foods.
<111 you plea e ask your military authorities to give 

us permission to ship, unload, and haul into the city 

these food supplies as soonas possible.

Thanking you your help in this matter, I am 
Respectfully yours,

(Signed) John H. D.Rebf, 
Chairman.
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knalosure Lo.^*”" 
fcr... .,pT , to report er.t tled «‘Gcndi-
< . < ci wC . f i) tiors in hanking-* .dated

Jonu ry 25Jfl938.

3 1’ing ' s*ang Hsiang, 

Jinking,

Penury 10th,1938. 
"■oar Lx*. 11 Ison:

In reply to your request for confident!si inform® tion 

regarding the status of the In'-wn» ti^-nr-l Cotait tee and 

the st nd it is taken regarding way attempt to take over 

its resource*, i will givx you .» b-ief summary of the de- 

velo mente.

C.ur letter of December l?th (File .-.,9) we? Intended to 

jfls’Ko this clesr to ths Jup'-nc :e authorities because Oorsul- 

General Kslsuo Okazaki had called on the 16th to tell us 

tbnt while they could not recognize us legally, they w-..’uld 

deal with us as though they had recognized us. >ve stated 

on pas's 6 of the J^bove letter:

fey w® eg&in rc-os -ure you th t we have nc interests 
in continuing ny semi- chain!strative function left 
to us by the fermer Nanking City Government. »e 
earnestly hope that you will kindly take up these 
functions as quickly us possible. Then we will be
come simply a relief or animation."

However, regarding supplies, on December 15th the heed of 

the Special Service Corps told us in an Interview that we 

could keep th® supplies we had. (File 36)

On ecember 31st snd January 1st we were confidentially 

informed that the Japanese Consul had Informed the gfoup 

organizing the Tze Chih Wei Yuan Hwei that they could have 

th® supplies and money that the International committee hod. 

Consequently, we thought out a statement of our position on 

January 3d, as follows»
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1 <e are e private organization for usaistance to 
civilians «ho suffered from war conditions. Thia 
la what the food .kg money «©re given to us for, 
âeeau. e the money was given to this Covuaittee, 
the rotere, w continue th to Committee but ed&pt 
us® of resources t. conditions around us. Such 
poll .leal service" o- wc had were poid s-pnr«tely 
from our regular funtto. (Th® police pay was not 
even turned eve to us but handled seporsste.ly by 
th. ir office. '£e have sup-lied them with rice on 
the sum© hauls us other r-fugees or v luntecr work
ers. Th® thrse clerks that ennw to our ormniss- 
tion from the City Government had a separate assign
ment of pay.”

■)ons<-:Quently, when on the night of Jsmv.ry 6th, Mr.

rokuyasu Rukuca came to Hr. pace v:- tell him confidentially 

■.■■nd infernally that the Japanese :,my authorities wanted all 

husii... as in th® future to b-- done through the Tze Shih «ci 

Yuan ïi^'ei >-n’ -«ould, therefore, like to take over all our 

fun'’, and 8up< lies, ”r. --ebe w.-.? ready to re--ly, und told 

hi» inforaally our position. Rut since Mr. Fukuda s*.-id he 

would be very pleased to hnv. a personal letter fr?tn Kr.Robe 

stating our position, tor. Rabe called a meeting of the St«nd 

lag Committee of the International Committee ismodia ely and 

we dèeided to reply as is given in the letter by Kr.Rabe on 

January 7th to Kr. Fukuda (File 2.29).

For the present there the matter rests. But cn JStur- 

dfiy, January 8th the Japanese way authorities wantedd to 

come over and close our rice shop forcibly. 3c in discus

sion with the new Foc-d Commissioner (un<3er the Tte ghih Wei

Yuan F.rl), Mr. bang Cb.’en-tien, yesterday, we volunteered 

te clos® our rise she? this morning. We had be a anwious 

to do that for tan deys but up until yesterday the fze Chlh 

toi Yuan Hwel was not ready to take over sale of rice. 

However, we will continue our free distribution as before. 

.’;e hav* arranged, to start five trucks to haul the 10,000 

bags of rice the Japrnese ixfflv has assigned them. That for
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commercial distribution w will charge hauling costa; that 

for free distribution (.m extr* 1,250 bugs t ;e distributed 

outside the Sone} will haul free of charge.

Cne othe - step in the process of "freezing us out" is 

thet this morning the ; ead of th© supply depar fane nt of ths 

<my, Major i‘. lohlda refused to carry out his former agree

ment to sell us 3,000 bag? of rice and 5,000 bags of flour 

for relief purposes. We ‘'ill not try V; buy this from the

PMlà r£l T-Dan Hwei. But a-, lonr .':-s they keep rice, flour 

>nc oos.l moving into either the Sene or other places avail

able to the civilian population, we will be happyl /.-& are 

anxious to reserve our supyli- s against a pos ible breakdown 

in these arran ements or any monopoly attempt to raise the 

price.

Thanking you for your interest in these matters affect

ing th® welfare of the people of banking, Ï am

Most respectfully youra, 

(signed} Lewie 3.0.Smythe.

.?.. I am enclosing herewith copies of:

1. Mr. Rabe’s letter to Mr. Fukuda, January 7th, (File ,#9)

2. "Restoration of Normal Conditiens in Nanking" (File ;30) 

The second was memorandum we were working out for the Tze Shih 

ei Y.an Hwei and Mr. Fukuda asked Mr.Rabe for a copy of it.
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Nanking, January 7, 1937.
br.iokuyasu Fukuda,

Japaœ se dmbos y,

Nanking*

Dear l:r.Fukuda,

ith reference to our conversation of yesterday after

noon, I wish to as ure you that the International Cwmaittec 

desire earnestly the earliest pos; ibr restoration of order 

and normal conditions of life in Nanking. To this end the 

Committee would, I am sure, be glad to see the local Self- 

Gove mnent s ociation assume as speedily as possible all 

the usual functions of a local civic administration; polic

ing, fire protection, sanitation, et cetera. The Inter

national Committee, has I am quite certain, no desire what

soever to carry on any of these administrative duties which 

are normally assumed by competent local 8dninIstratiens.

Our Committee is primarily, and incised I might say 

solely, e relief organisation, formed for the special pur

pose of oaring for civilians suffering from war conditions, 

ire ywhere the lot of such people is recognized as so piti

able as tc comm nd sympathy and compassion* Several Com

mittee with similar purpose have been formed during the 

present crisis, find to one of them, the Shanghai Committee, 

General Matsui himself made a contribution of ten thousand 

dollars, thus showing the approval by the highest Japanese 

military authorities of the work of such Committees*

Since the funds and supplies given to our Committee 

were entrusted to it for the specific purpose above men

tioned, it sems to me that a special obligation rests upon
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our Joamiittee to discharge this trust to the best of its 

ability. I do not feel therefore that we should turn over 

our funds or supplies to any other organization. e would 

be glad to cooperate '«1th other or&aninations in the relief 

work., as vie are now doing with the Red Swastika and the Red 

dross, but we should carry full responsiullity for the use to 

be male of ou.r own resources. I am sure that you yourself will 

see the reasonableness of this -position.

"•urtheraore, I may point out that our funds' and supplies 

are very limit-d when compared with the need t:>at exists.

ven et best all that our Committee can do should be but a 

mere suppletientatlron of a much larger and more adequate pro- 

gr-am which I personally hope the local ,;elf-Government asso

ciation will undertake. Our Committee can do its bit, as the 

Red dross and the Red swastika are now doing, but we trust 

that the .ielf-Government Association will do <uch more than 

ov.r ovn Committee or than either of these other groups. e 

hope also thet the Japanese military authorities will cooperate, 

even more liberally than they are now doing, with the elf- 

Government. Association in the provision of food and fuel for 

the refugees. Even so the'combined efforts of all agencies 

will scarcely overtake the need.

In dosing let me say one thing more. It is evident that 

the simplest and at the same time the most effective relief 

measure would be the restoration of order and siclpline among 

the soldiers. Until this is done the people cannot go back 

to their homes, business cannot be carried on, communications 

cannot be restored, nor public services such as mater, lights, 

and telephone be resumed. Everything waits on this one mat

ter. But in proportion as discipline Is restored, the relief

problem will become easier, and the re-establishmtet of 
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normal conditions be iaade more feasible. I earnestly 

hope that the military authorities will make this restore 

tion of order their first oonoern.

Believe me, with kindest regards, 

sincerely yours, 

(Signed) John H. r>. f>abe 

John K. £«. Rabe,
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HICiTt RATION vF ::vlWL uCKDITIvNS IN IMP ING

1 • Necessity of oraer in other part ;, of the city outside of 

the Safety ..one.

(1) L ny pearl... wont to but cannet gc howe under the pre

ent state of insecurity out ibe of the Lone.

(2) No shops dare open in such & state of disorder, ithout 

shops how ore people to buy rice snd other essentials!

(3) economic life in the Lone is almost entirely on the 

ba 1 s of consumption of previous resources. (There is 

no production golrv? dzt, net evenfaming. ! The longe-' 

this condition  the sore destitute people we 

will have on our h nds. Feer 1® must be given security 

so they can return to nonnal economic life of some kind

coxitinu.es

2. How obtain the necessary order in other parts of the city* 

(!': It is proposed thRt the population be moved back into 

other areas of the oity, section by section.

(For Instance: the first section opened to the popu

lation might well be the ares south of Han Chung Lu 

to the south wall bounded on the east by Chung Cheng 

Lu and Chung Hwa Lu. This is an area from which a 

large number of the population in the Lone came from 

and is an area in which there has be-n relatively 

less burning.)

(2) Before the population is moved into a section that 

is to be opened, for people to return to their homes 

and business, the following steps should be taken: 

a. All wandering soldiers should be excluded fro# 

the new area.

b. a strong system of military police throughout the 

area should be put in operation to see that the

coxitinu.es
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area is clear of soldiers. ilitary police officers 

should be specified where people may s.fely report 

any disturbance by soldiers.

c. Arrangements should be uade for L-ryortunt rice shops 

to ..tea t’u- -orninE the section is opened tu the popu- 

tiun.

d. Jit;,' water should be turned on in tix urea ..nd places 

made available for people to get water.

e. a number of civilian police should be :aovud into the 

section and organised.

• -’■®3Qration of Boonomic Life.

(1) 11 economic services by the local population to the

W should oe put on a definite ouiaaereial basis in

stead of on the present basis of cortu..anüeering.

a. To help in this process, the Tse Chib tel yuan Hwei 

will be glad to start coolie hire and. employment 

agencies.

(2) As rapidly as order is restored, lines of communica

tion for economic life in and out of the city should 

be opened.

a. Free communication in and out of the various gates 

of the city should be established.

b. Carts, trucks, and boats hauling goods or people 

should be able to move in perfect safety without fear 

of robbery or confiscation of either goods or vehicles.

c. Rickshaws and carriages should be able to operate 

on the streets safely.

d. By the first of February, order in the farming 

sre»s near the city should be such that farmers can 

begin their spring work in perfect safety.

(a.t present f armers inside the city wall do not dare 

to return to their homes end fem their garden patches.)
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(3) In addition to these very minimum essentials listed 

above, banks, telephone, post office, telegraph, 

city railway and bus lines should be established. 

Railway and boat service should be started as soon 

as possible.

4. Burning must atop.

(1) It is now beyond the stage of shops——in which however 

many people a i so lived—-and has been de stroking houses 

in which people must live when they return to those 

areas of the city.

(S) Burning makes it more and more difficult for economic 

life to start or carry on. It is destroying the ma

terial resources of the community.

(3) It destroys electric wires and water pipes.

(4) I-sychologlcally makes people feel sore insecure: fear 

of being burned out tomorrow or the day after they 

move back to their otd homes.
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John H. D. Rabe

Ranking January 19 th, 1930.

Mr. Allison, American .nibassy, 

4„r. 4 rideaux- rune, ritlsh ( jabassy, 

..r, .tosen, German Embassy, 

Ranking.

Gentlemen:

You have each individually expressed a friendly interest 

in the problem of seeing that the 250,000 civilians in this city 

are fed, as Indicated in Mr. Smythe’s letter to r. Allison on 

January 17th, of which you all have copies, we have pressed three 

propositions on the Japanese: (1) speed up the commercial distri

bution of rice flour and coal through the Tze Chih ei Yuan nwei; 

(2) give the International Committee passes for trucking in 3,000 

of rice and 9,000 bags of wheat (in HsiaKwan, an Chia Ho, and 

outside Hansimen) we had purchased for relief purposes from the 

.hanghal Coomer Lal and >evings Bank; und (3) give the Interna

tional Committee the necessary passes for shipping 600 tons of 

supplementary foodstuffs from Shanghai.

Yesterday k,r. Smythe went for the third time to ask an 

answer to these propositions. Mr. Fukui referred him to y,r. 

Tanaka. _>o i.r. smythe and . r. itch interviewed ,.:r. Tanaka. 

He said the Army had confiscated the rice and wheat in the said 

godown. When they pointed out that it was private stocks in

stead of military he said that the Army had probably used it 

for the civilian population. Then they asked if the Japanese 

authorities would give us permission to ship 3,000 bags of rise 

from Shanghai. He said, "Eo." With regard to that and the 

shipment of 600 tons of supplementary foodstuffs from ihs-nghai 

he said there were no boats. They told him it could be brought
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on Japanese boats. lie said their boats were busy for the 

military. rhey suggested the Jap. nese let a British beat

bring it. le did not reply. o they ^sked him #hat the

Japanese proposed to do about it.

fo this question, r. iunaka replied that the >amy aould 

assume responsibility for feeding the civilian population, -lo 

then we told him that so far the .ray had only asst ned 2,200 

baps of rise and 1,000 bags of flour for sale to the civilian 

population since --e camber ISth. He thought they had done wore 

lut had no figures, (i’he Army let the Tze Ohih -ei Yuan Hwei 

have 1,200 bags of rice on January 10th. - n the 17th the .rmy 

gave them another assignment of 1,000 bags of rice and 1,000 

bags of flour to be sold in the southern part uf the city, 

go th oi these assignments the Intern-- tional com.-..ittee has had 

to help them truck because the Army made no offer to truck it.) 

in concluding the interview, .. r. Smythe asked . r. Tanaka if he 

should inform me that they refused both our request for per

mission to haul rice and wheat purchased in Hai^kwan etc. and 

our request for permission to ship foodstuffs from shanghai. 

He said, “Yes."

’Site, regard to the Shanghai consignment, we immediately 

telegraphed to ‘ r. Boynton of the National Christian Council 

in shanghai (who has been eooresponding with us about the 

matter) as per enclosed telegram signed by Mr. Fitch. This was 

to see what could be done in Changhai.

I do not know how much you gentlemen want to do in this 

matter, but we are attending to keep you infomed of develop

ments end pass on to you the best suggestions that we can make, 

ffe do not think it advisable at this juncture to ask you to 

press for the Japanese to grant our two requests. But since 

i£r. Ten ka said the Japanese Army wanted to feed the civilian

population
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population itself, you could informally sui; ;est to the Japanese, 

"Now Let's see you do it I”

That, or better the restoration of order and comunicatlons 

sc coiümercial distribution of rice con function normally, is the 

.•nly solution of vite problem. The International Ootonlttee is 

only interested in arousing the .^riay's awareness of the serious

ness of the problem and in the meantime provide relief in the 

lb rm of free food to those who are unable to buy.

..-het seems to be necessary is to impress upon the .rmy 

what it means to assume responsibility for feeding this popu

lation. do far they have only been playing at it with an A 

occasional grant of 1,000 bags of rice which they sell to the 

Tze Ohih ■iei Yuan Hwei. Here is what feeding this population 

really means:

(1) A regular supply of rice to the extent of 2,000 ten 

for 1,600 bags of rice per day, or approximately the same 

weight of flour. (250,000 people at the normal dâily con

sumption of one tan per 100 adults per day would be 2500 tun, 

but small children in the population would not need so much 

per day.)

(2) At least 40-50 tons of coal per day and other fuels.

(3) Since the fze Chib Wei Yuan Hwei does nit have the 

trucks available for trucking in this much supplies every day 

and the Army has trucks standing around all over town, the 

Army should deliver this rice, flour and fuel to the Tze 

Chih ei Yuan Hwej shops. (In our negotiations with »ajor 

Ishida of the Array supply Department to buy such supplies, ho 

was quite willing to deliver to us. That arrangement broke 

down because of Instructions from outside his department.)

In addition to the rice and flour there should be some 

provision for supplementary foodstuffs In order to reduce 

the
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the danger of disease and possible epidemics. This was our 

object in getting such supplies from hanghai. The &rsay could 

do this.

If the Tze chih ■■-el Yuan Hwei is assured of adequate 

supplies, they can manege the distribution.

ci course, as any efficient government would do, the 

Japanese must provide adequate protection to civilians returning 

to their homes as well as provide for regular commercial distri

bution of food and fuel.

fhinking you for your frien ly interest in this matter,

1

Most r.spectfully yours,

(signed) John E. D. Rabe, Chairman 
International committee for 
banking Safety hone.
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Boynton rational Jhristian Council hanghai

Food question more serious because no regular supply available 

civ.linn population. ;.nly twenty-two hundred begs rice one 

thousand bags flour released for sale from large stocks on 

hand to two hundred fifty thousand people since beoember thir

teenth. emulation had existed on private family -stocks which 

are now run ing out. .'.e are feeding fifty thousand daily free 

rice. Request to truck in rice wheat purchased here and request 

for necessary passes to ship six hundred tons foodstuffs from.

-hanghal turned down. ■ lease try negotietiona .hangnai. If 

y- u can 'buy Chinese green beans jhanguai get permits on and 

slip one hundred tons ®s soon aa possible. Go ahead raising 

funds. ' e will Alad way to use thm. Release. Fitch.

Jaxiuary 16th, 1938.
3: JP.l.
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Enclosure No.
to He port entitled ’Bondi- 

(O' RRüCT COPY T) tiens in Nanking”, dated
January 25, 1938.

5 Ninghai Road, 
Nanking,

January 14th, 1938.

Pear Hr. Allison, 

Here is another document for the Zone file. 

It is a summary of the negotiations about food and 

fuel supply for the civilian population in Nanking to da e. 

I think it will serve the purpose of answering your re

quest for a memorandum from Mr. Riggs about coal last 

night.

Our specific requests for coal were: (Dec.30th,Z23.) 

600 tons of soft coal for soup kitchens (10 tons a 
day for two months)

50 tons of soft coal for University Hospital (add: 
50 tons hard coal now.)

1,000 tons of coal (soft and hard) for private families 

This comes very close to our present statement of 2,000 

tons needed. There is now way of telling the need for 

private consumption by the population. (Some suggest that 

on basi^bf soup kitchen consumption ton of coal for a ton 

of rice, it would take 133 tons per day or 8,000 tons in 

two months. But of course, people will use other forms 

of fuel as well.)

Please keep it confidential that you have this latter 

to Mr.Fukuda, but you malpe use of the information in it. 

Mr.Fukuda was very friendly about the matter and premised to 

take it up this afternoon with the military. We tried to 

have the letter make clear the needs rather than make any 

demands.

With kindest regards and gratitude for your help, Dam 

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) L.Smythe
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5 Ninghal Road, 

Nanking, 

January 14th, 1938. 
Mr.Tokuyasu Fukuda, 

Japanese Embassy, 

Nanking.

y y clear Mr. Fukuda,

On December 21st members of the foreign community 

called the attention of the Japaœ ne authorities to the 

fact that food and fuel supplies available for the civilian 

population in Nanking were very inadequate end esked them 

to take suitable steps to cope with the situation. On 

December 27th I talked this matter over with Mr. Fukui, 

especially regarding rice and coal. Mr. Fukui replied 

that the Aray preferred to handle the rice through the 

Tze Chlh tfei Yuan Hwei but that he would kindly help us 

to secure coal for soup kitchens. However, a coal yard 

was assigned to the Tge Chlh Del Yuan Hwei to use for 

relief purposes. This yard contained 550 tons of coal 

when we first investigated it on December 27th. But 

because much of the coal had been hauled away by others 

In the meantime, only 100 tons was secured for soup 

kitchens.

At the same time that we were negotiating with Mr. 

Fukui, Major T.Ishida of the Army Supply Department 

voluntarily told Mr. Sperling that he would sell us 

plenty of rice and flour for relief purposes. Mr. 

Kroeger and Mr.Sperling approached Major Ishida on the 

matter and he offered us 5,000 bags of rice and 10,000
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bags of flour. We gave him an order for 3,000 bags of 

rice and 5,000 bags of flour on January 7th. He also pro

mised to sell us 600 tons of coal for soup kitchens. Three 

days later when Mr.Kroeger went back to arrange delivery of 

the rice, Major Ishida said he could not sell us rice, flour 

or coal because it was to be distributed through the Tze 

Ohih Wei Yuan Hwei.

On January 8th, the Tze Ohih 3el Yuan Hwei told us that 

they had been assigned 1,250 bags of rice for free distribu

tion outside of the üone and 10,000 bags of rice to sell, and 

asked us to hèlp them truck it. We organized this on Sunday, 

the 9th, and had five trucks on the job Monday morning. In 

the meantime they had secured permission to sell the 1,250 

bags assigned to free distribution and use a similar amount 

from assignment of 10,000 bags for free distribution later. 

The hauling of the 1,250 bags was completed in two days and 

sold as rapidly as it arrived. When the men supervising the 

trucking started to get the other 10,000 bags on the 12th, 

they were told that that assignment had been turned down and 

that now only 1,000 bags been could be secured every three 

days. Already two days’ delay has been used in negotiations 

about the matter. A check-up yesterday, January 13th, shows 

that all the coal in coal yards which we had pointed out to 

you on December 27th as places where coal might be made avail 

able for civilian use, has been either hauled away or burned. 

(These seven yards on December 27th contained over 2,000 tons 

of coal.)

We are glad to cooperate withyou and the Tze Chih Wei 

Yuan Hwei in caring for this civilian population which now
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has no economic bails of support. This was evidenced by 

closing our rice shop when the Tze Ohih Wei Yuan Hwei asked 

us to on .Tannery 10th and on the same day in helpinn them 

true?* the rice assigned to them -- from which our soup 

kitchens -nd camps did not receive a single bag.

de understen-’ that you registered 160,000 people with

out including children un.’or 10 years of age, ->ni in some 

sections without inclut ir.■* elder waner. Therefc:-t, there are 

prcb.bly 250,000 to 300,000 civilians in the city, lb feed 

this population on normal rations of rice would require 2,000 

tan of rice per de.y (or 1,600 bags per day,. From this it 

"ill be clear that the proposed 1,000 bars for every 3 days 

is lesr than one-third the amount of rice needed. Up to the• 

present the people have gotten along very largely on their 

private stores of rice but that is being rapidly used ftp and 

the demand for purchasing rice has risen very rapidly since 

January first. There should immediately be made available 

for purchase by the people at least 1,000 bags of rice per 

day and that should be increased bo 1,600 bags per day as 

so n as possible.

In addition to this there should be flour available for 

purchase in large quantities and 2,000 tons of coal, for one 

or two months* supply, as well as other fuel. Deliberate and 

efficient planning is necessary in order to pi’event great 

suffering in this winter weather.

I write therefore to inquire What the state of affairs 

actually is, and why the arrangements previously made have 

been cancelled. The people must eat and when they are de- \ 

prlved of rice, or of the fuel with which to cook it, they
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are reduced to a bitter condition indeed, permit me to ask 

you to straighten out this matter at once with the military 

authorities so that there will be a dependable supply of 

rioe anc fuel made constantly available for the people, 

whether the rice and fuel comes through our own Committee 

or through the Tze Chih niei Yuan Hwei makes no difference 

to us. (hat our Committee does desire is that some adequate 

supply of the se essentials of life be made available to the 

people. It would be well to have this done so far as possible 

on a commercial basis.

Tn closing let me add a word. If you have any sugges

tions as to how the service which our Committee is render

ing can be improved, we shall be most happy to have them. .I 
71th kindest regards and thanks for your untiring help / 

in these matters, I am

Respectfully yours,

(Signed, John H.D.Rabe,Chairmeq 
International Committee for 
Nanking Safety 2one.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MJD
GPO

This telegram must be 
closely paraphrased
before being communicated 
to anyone. (B)

FROMTokyo

DatEd Earch 18, I938\

Secretary of State

Washington.

180, March 18, 4 p. m

Rec'd* 8:55 a

5, 2 p. mDepartment’s 77, March

One. ^here exists no consensus of opinion among

foreign observers here on the question whether Japan

is preparing to move in the near future against the Soviet

Union. European opinion is that no such military action

is bEing planned. All shades of opinion agree that there

are no evidences of such action

is : (A) ThE 10Two. Our estimate of the situation

Japanese public is not especially aroused at this timing 

against Russia and it does not' appear that any effort is

793.94/12675

being made to mobilize public opinion as might be expeut^d 

if military action were imminent. (B) Japanese forces in

Manchuria are estimated to be smaller than Soviet forces in

Eastern Siberia. (C) Economic issues and frontier and 

other disputes will probably aggravate ill-feeling es

pecially if both countries resort to reprisals and counter

reprisals as seems likely btit these disputes have been 

occurring more or less continually during the past several

years
1 t
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hJD *%■ 2'/'* No. 180, l.arch 18, i p. m. from Tokyo 

years, (D) The irresponsible young officer element in the 

Japanese army which is capable of precipitating a conflict 

introduces a strong Element of uncertainty into any es

timate.

A despatch will go forward in tomorrow’s pouch.

GREW

RR
WC
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A telegram (no. 180) of March 18, 1938, from the Ameri

can Ambassador at Tokyo reads substantially as follows»

With regard to the question whether the Japanese Gov
ernment Is making ready to move against th® Soviet Union in 

the near future, no consensus of opinion exists in Tokyo 
among foreign observers. According to European opinion, no 
military action of such nature is being planned. There is 
agreement among all shades of opinion that there are no 
signa of action of this kind.

The Embassy’s estimate of the situation is as follows* 

(A) It is estimated that Japanese forces In Manchuria are 
smaller than Soviet forces in eastern Siberia. (B) It is 
probable that various disputes, including economic Issues and 
frontier dis mtes, will aggravate 111 feeling between Japan 
and the Soviet Union especially If, as seems likely, both 

countries resort to reprisals and counter-reprisals« However, 
during the past several years ties® disputes have been hap
pening more or loss continually. (C) At the present tine pub

lic opinion in Japan is not aroused especially against the 
Soviet Union, and it does not seem that any attempt Is being 
made to mobilise public opinion, as might be looked for if 

military action were impending. (D) A strong element of un
certainty is injected into any estimate of the situation by 

the irresponsible group of young Japanese army officers who 

ore capable of precipitating a conflict.

793.94^12675
FEÆ'^C:HES ^FÉ"

3-19
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$
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Americas ■’C onsu iat e;

6

A "
i

Chefoo, China February 3, 193g

f
Cb

.at
Subject: Occupation of Chefoo 

Forces.
by Japanese

THE HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASHINGTON?*"'””"

division of \
Aft tASUR» ÀHMfâ
Va AR 19 ™ j

X Department of State f

Sir:

À

I have the honor to refer to the Consulate* s

vs

x telegrams of February 3

'the occupation of Chefoo

1 a.m. and 10 a.m., reporting 

by forces of the Japanese

Army and Navy,

Arrival of Armed Fanrces:

Japanese Army fbrces reached Chefoo in motor 33 
to 

between 1 and 2 a.m., February 3. They pro-trucks

ceeded immediately to the Japanese Consulate and tO

Bureau, and disposed themselves through the 

central part of the city. After dayfcreak a^apW&j^.  ̂

naval force arrived, including three transports, one

Police

cruiser, two destroyers, one minesweeper and two sub

marines. Landing parties cane ashore and posted

patrols, in some ®ases duplicating the patrols of

the Army. Japanese hoisted Japanese flags over

public buildings and over a coastguard vessel belong

ing to the Chinese Maritime Customs at anchor in the

harbor

Incidents

793.94/12676

•*

’ X.

tzi

r? «

«

?

A

$4

v
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Incidents:

In connection with the occupation, no instances 

or molestation of for eign persons or property by 

Japanese forces came to the knowledge of the Consulate 

except the following two minor cases involving American 

property:

Case of the Consul*s Automobile Inasmuch as the 

American Consular 

premises have no garage, the Consul*s personally-owned 

automobile is kept in a nearby commercial garage, which 

is Chinese-owned. In the early hours of February 3, 

the Chinese in charge of tire garage arrived at the 

Consulate, half dead with fear, and stated tha t Japanese 

soldiers insisted that he obtain the key to my car and 

j deliver it to them. I proceeded to the garage, where, 
I 
with the aid of a Japanese enlisted man as interpreter 

(he said he was been in San Francisco), I gave my card 

to the Lieutenant in charge of the party, infoimed him 

that the car was mine, and requested him to protect it. 

Although the interpreter finally promised that the car 

would not be molested, the garage manager called at 

the Consulate later in the morning and stated that he 

was being threatened by Japanese soldiers who wanted 

the car. I then posted a consular proclamation on 

the garage door.

Case of the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company The Chinese 

manager of

the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company Chefoo Branch, Mr. H 

T. Chen, informed the Consulate that armed Japanese

troops 
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troops entered the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company office 

just before daybreak on February 3, The building, 

mhich is leased by the American company, bore a pro

clamation issued by this Consulate, but the American 

flag was not flying during the ni^tit. Mr. Chen 

stated that Japanese soldiers stole the wedding ring 

which he to re on his finger, and took fountain pens 

and a toy which belonged to his children. Later in 

the day, according to Mr. Chen, Japanese attempted to 

buy gasoline from the Standard-Vacuum Oil Company 

agent, at a price equal to about half the market 

value. Upon the agent’s refusal to accept payment 

at less than the establidied price, they abandoned 

their attempts. The premises of the agent were 

marked by an American flag and a consular proclamation.

Reports have reached the Consulate of outrages 

committed by members of the Japanese armed forces upon 

Chinese women, but the reports have not been confirmed. 

Employees of the Consulate and of the Consul have been 

terrified by such reports, however, and have temporarily 

lodged their wives and daughters of nubile age in the 

servants’ quarters of the Consulate.

Miscellaneous Arrivals:

The Japanese Consul, Mr. H. Nagaoka, arrived on 

board a ciuiser, and proceeded to his office after the 

landing parties were ashore. He has had service in 

Harbin and is said to speak English and Chinese.

Japanese civilians arrived in the afternoon on 

a ship from Dale en. They were met at the jetty by
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*an armed giard, including Japanese Consular police, 

|and were escorted to the Japanese Consulate where the 
I
.Consul addressed them at seme length.

Mr. Chang Hua-nan, prospective Mayor of Chefoo, 

arrived from Tsingtao, probably with the Japanese 

troops. He will be inducted into office on February 

4 at three p.m.

Customs :

As stated in the Consulate’s telegram above-noted, 

the Commissioner of Customs protested to the Japanese 

Consul against the action of Japanese forces in raising 

the Japanese flag over the Customhouse. The Commis

sioner maintained that the interests of third parties 

in the Customs should exanpt the Customs from Japanese 

control. Bae Consul replied that the Japanese will 

not interfere with the operation of the Customs, and 

stated that the Japanese flag would be maintained 

only temporarily.

Police:

About four hundred police who withdrew to a suburb 

five miles south of Chefoo on February 2 are expected 

to return to duty after the inauguration of the new 

government. Police who remained on duty were disarmed 

by the Japanese, and robbed of money and clothing in 

some cases. An unconfirmed report indicates that 

one poli con an was shot.

General Situation:

The time is premature to estimate the general 

situation with regard to protection of American persons

and
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and property. Any events of significance for 

American interests will be reported by radio.

Respectfully yours,

Stuart Allen 
American Consul

800.
SA:ÏCY

In quintuplicate to Department.
Copy to Enbassy, Hankow.
Copy to Bnbassy, Peiping.
Copy to Consul General, Shanghai.
Copy to Consul, Tsingtao.

Wst-, OfeÊ HiiMi ■'
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This telegram was receivedpROM
in Navy cipher and must Be FOURTH MARINES 
closEly paraphrased before
being communicatEd to any- March 18, 1938 
onE .

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO • AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON five 

ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COEYANGPAT 
COESOPAT
AEAMBASSADOR china 

USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA

Rec’d 3 :30 p. m.

0018. On northern Tsinpu front JapanESE advance 

reached point five miles south Tenghsien twenty thousand 

troops passed through Shanghai toward interior past 

fortnight. Reliable estimates three fifty triple zero 

Nipponese total number Central China campaign 2023.

CSB
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Division of Far Eastern affairs

March 25, 1938.

Reference Shanghai’s No. 1209, Febru
ary 14, 1938, entitled "Mr. H. G. Woodhead’s 
Interview with General Matsui".

In an interview with Mr. H. G. Woodhead, 
editor of Oriental Affairs. General Matsui, 
the highest ranking Japanese military offi
cial in the Shanghai area, made a number of 
frank and pertinent statements, notably on 
the subjects of (1) Anglo-Japanese relations, 
and (2) the customs problem.

With regard to Anglo-Japanese relations 
General Matsui complained of the large quan
tities of arms and munitions that England 
was sending to China, and of the support 
which British finance was lending to the 
Chinese currency. He stated that British 
Members of Parliament were apparently mis
taking Shanghai for Hong Kong and were act
ing accordingly, and that if Great Britain 
exceeds a policy of defending her interests 
in China and is determined to maintain her 
political and economic relations with the 
Kuomintang régime, a conflict of a very seri
ous nature might arise between Great Britain 
and Japan.

With regard to the customs problem Gen
eral Matsui said that he had originally 
planned to take over the customs administra
tion immediately but that he had subsequently 
agreed to be more conciliatory. However, he 

said
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said, negotiations with the customs authori
ties have been taking too much time and he 
may have to revert to his original attitude. 
He explained that it would not be the Japa
nese but rather a new Chinese régime which 
would take over the customs, and that this 
new Chinese régime would be supported largely 
by the customs receipts. In regard to the 
question of foreign loan services General 
Matsui said that the sum to be allowed for 
such services would be much lower than be
fore and expressed the hope that foreign 
bond holders would be prepared to accept a 
decreased amount so that a portion might be 
used for the benefit of destitute Chinese.

He reiterated previous statements to 
the effect that "Japan holds China as her 
life-line”.

Note marked passages in the despatch 
and in the enclosure. These passages are 
an elaboration of this summary.

FE :Ringwalt;NN
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,

Shanghai, China, February 14, 1938
1938 i8 PM 2 43

SUBJECT: Mr. H. G. Woodhead’s Interview with 
General Matsui.

I have the honor

interesting interview

mader-in-Chief of the

/4,

of

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,

WASH1NGTO

to enclose herewith copies of an

granted by General Matsui, Com-

Japanese Expeditionary Force in

Central China to Mr. H. G. Woo<^head, a well known

British author and the editor of ORIENTAI AFFAIRS

During the course of the interview General Matsui
O>

expressed himself with frankness on several subjects,
00

y q4

0 
W

<D

notably, Anglo-Japanese Relations, and the Customs issue

General Matsui*s statements regarding Anglo-Japa-

nese relations are thought to be of special significance

not only because they are the ideas of the highest rank

ing Japanese military officer in this area but also

1 because it is believed the views expressed on this sub-

ject are entertained by many important Japanese military
|TV\
leaders. On this subject General Matsui more than once

1
intimated that a conflict might arise between Great ©
Britain and Japan over the China situation unless Great

tS ■ ’ï’-’i

1—12SL
Britain

AS ■

&
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Britain mends her ways. He pointed to the support 

given by Great Britain to the "Kuomintang regime** in the 

form of large shipments of arms and ammunition and inti

mated that the steady Chinese exchange rate was attribu

table to support from the same source. As regards 

British policy in China, General Matsui somewhat sarcas

tically said he feared British Members of parliament were 

mistaking Shanghai for Hongkong and that this "lack of 

understanding might have been reflected in the Far Eastern 
'policy of Great Britain*. In discussing British policy 

, in this country General Matsui said *1 do not question 

the state of British concern over their investments in 

China, and their policy to defend their interests 
^involving such investments. On the other hand I must 

appeal to you to have a fun understanding of how we 

are feeling in the present situation. Let us say it 

is true that British investments in the past have been 

estimated roughly at $2,000,000,000. I wonder whether 

Japan’s losses in the present war have not been even 

greater than that sum. In Tsingtao alone the papers 

stated that Japanese losses had amounted to $500,000,000. 

And we must also think of the enormous expenditure which 

is daily necessary in connection with the present 

campaign*. General Matsui added significantly, *1 am 

afraid that if Great Britain goes beyond the policy of 

simply defending her interests in China, and takes * 

determined stand to maintain her political and economic 

relations, which have existed with the Kuomintang regime, 

a conflict of a very serious nature may arise between

our country and our former Ally.* In explaining Japan’s

policy
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policy in China, General Matsui said "Japan holds China 

as her life-line. She cannot afford to be allied with 

Great Britain if it means that she will be subjected her

self to the Chinese anti-foreign boycott movement. What 

Japan has done in the past may have offended Great Britain 

at times, but that does not mean that Great Britain can 

take action in China behind Japan’s back. Considering 

the growth and development of our own country it is 

inevitable that Japan should expand in China. a lack of 

appreciation of this situation on the part of Great Britain 

may, I am afraid, lead to an unnecessary conflict between 

the two countries."

The interviewer asked General Matsui why Great Britain 

had been singled out by Japan and whether American policy 

in the Far East was not very similar. General Matsui 

without giving any detailed explanation, replied that 

"Anglo-Japanese and American-Japanese relations in China 
|are essentially different" and warned that "if the 

| Englishman does not grasp the true situation in the Far 

i East I am afraid serious conflicts may hereafter arise, 

! even after the cessation of hostilities." In spite of 

these somewhat bellicose statements regarding Anglo-Japa

nese relations, General Matsui, in saying "goodby" to Mr. 

Woodhead is reported to have stated that his remarks had 

been made because of his sincere desire for close and 

friendly cooperation with Great Britain.

General Matsui»s statements regarding the Customs 

issue were equally illuminating. He said that "originally 

I had it in my mind to take over the Shanghai Customs right 

away. But I thought it better to treat the question on

more
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more moderate lines, and to have the matter talked over 

with the Customs authorities on a more conciliatory basis. 

Negotiations have been going on, but it seems to me that 

they are taking too much time, and if so, I may have to 

revert to my original attitude.* General Matsui»s con

cern over the slow progress being made in this matter 

is apparently connected with his desire to see a Chinese 

regime established in the Shanghai area as soon as possible 

which the Japanese plan to support with the revenues of 

the Shanghai Customs. In this connection he said “some 

sort of Chinese regime must be set up with ample financial 

resources, which, in turn must be drawn from the Customs. 

So my conclusion is that the Customs has a direct connec

tion with the recovery of the people and of the areas 

around here. When I talk about taking over the Shanghai 

Customs, however, that does not mean that the Customs 

Administration will come into Japanese hands, but only 

that the new Chinese regime, whatever it may be called, 

a Peace Ifeintenance Committee, or an Autonomous Govern

ment must draw its financial resources from the Customs.*

General Matsui was queried in regard to the maintenance 

of the foreign loan services. His reply was "I intended 

that the negotiations with the Customs should Include the 

question of foreign loan services, but it must be under

stood that the sum to be allowed for such services will 

be much lower than before.* A reduction in loan quota 

payments General Matsui linked up with the question of 

assisting destitute Chinese and wondered whether foreign 

bond holders would not be willing to “refrain from drawing 

on the much decreased Customs revenue the full sum ear

marked for foreign loan services so that a portion may
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be used for the help and the benefit of destitute Chi

nese’». At this point General Matsui said "even 

President Roosevelt has issued an appeal for one mi111 on 

U. S. dollars for the relief of the Chinese, and if 

foreign bondholders -think in the way I mention, such a 

sum as one million could be raised instantly.» 

Attention is called to the fact that in this as in 

other interviews in which General Matsui has discussed 

the Customs issue, he has invariably talked as though 

this matter rested entirely in his hands and is subject 

solely to his wishes.

Enclosure:

1/- Copy of an Interview granted by 
General Matsui, Commander-in-Chief 
of the Japanese Expeditionary Force.

IN tJJINTÜPLICATE
Copy to Embassy. Hankow.
Copy to Embassy, peining.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo»

800.
EFS/Syz
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. /ZO9 of c. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General at Shanghai, cWna, dated February 
14, 1938, on the subject: "Mr. H. G. Woodhead’s Interview 
with General Matsui."

INTERVIEW WITH GENERAL MAT8UI

The Editor of Oriental Affairs was received by General 
Matsui, the Japanese Commander-in-Chief in the Yangtze Area, 
at his Headquarters near Shanghai, on the afternoon of 
January 27. He found the popular impression of the General 
very misleading. It is true that he has a habit of closing 
his eyes when pondering over a question, but he by no means 
fills the picture of a Buddha-like personality, or a 
decrepit old gentleman. On the contrary he is vigorous 
in his movements and his gestures, and his eyes, frequently 
light up merrily when a teasing question is put, or the 
conversation takes a lighter turn. Except when handling 
his cigarette-holder, his left hand is usually employed 
in twirling his moustache. The General is slight in 
build, but does not look old for his years. He replies 
unhesitatingly and with unusual frankness to all questions 
put to him, and obviously holds very strong views on 
certain issues. Some of these may be displeasing or 
unconvincing, to British readers. It is not, however, 
the business of an interviewer to cross-examine his 
victim, but to glean his views on as many topics as 
possible within the time-limit of the interview. This 
is what has been done in the interview recorded below, the 
reporting of which was made much easier than it would 
otherwise have been by the fluent interpretation of Mr. 
K. Okumura, Secretary of the Japanese Embassy, who kindly 
accompanied the writer.

THE INTERVIEW

General Matsui having said something about not having 
much spare time for reading in the midst of a war the 
interviewer asked him whether he had any ideas as to 
how long hostilities would last. From now onward the 
General’s statements are quoted verbatim.

"It is better to leave that to the judgment of third 
parties. General Chiang Eai-shek speaks of long-term re
sistance. History records wars that have lasted as long 
as tens of years. Personally, I do not think the present 
hostilities can last so long."

"What was the most difficult phase of the operations 
around Shanghai?"

"During the first two months it was the fighting 
around Tazang. The most difficult part of the operations 
was not defeating the Chinese Armies themselves but rather 
to avoid inflicting material denage on the interests of 
Third Powers, and thereby incur another conflict with 
foreign nations. Mr. Hallett Abend (Correspondent of the 
N. Y. Times) once raised the question how long it would 
have taken to complete the Tazang operations if the 
interests of Third Powers had not to be considered. My 
reply was that it might have reduced the time to one-half, 
and also the sacrifices."
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"Do you anticipate a resistance equal to that encoun
tered at Tazang in the approaching attack on Hsuchow?"

’’There is no comparison between the fighting around 
Tazang and the fighting for Hsuchow. I do not anticipate 
severe resistance on the part of the Chinese, for the 
Kuomintang at present are ’fighting on their lips’, and the 
day is not far distant when facts will prove decisive.”

, "Are you satisfied with the relations at present 
| existing between the Japanese High Command and the Shanghai 
I Munieipal council?”

"I am quite convinced that the S.M.C. Authorities are 
fdoing their best. But the question must go down to rock 
| bottom of the British policy towards the Far East. While 
| the Far Eastern policy of Great Britain remains as it is, 
|I must expect more difficulties, and an unsatisfactory 
I situation in the Shanghai area.”

I “What is your view regarding Anglo-Japanese relations?”

"The situation might be said to be improving gradually 
compared with what was going on in the past, but simply 
speaking in an abstract manner, there is no doubt regard
ing the nature of Britain’s Far Eastern policy. Their 
support of the Kuomintang regime is emphasized by the

। steady exchange rate of China’s currency since the out-
I break of hostilities. One example, in detail is the 
{large amount of arms and ammunition which has been supplied 
I by Great Britain to the Kuomintang regime."

"Do you consider that Great Britain has exceeded the 
limits of a policy of strict neutrality in the matter of 
supplies of munitions?”

"Although it may be said that war has never been 
declared I wonder, simply speaking, whether Britain 
sticks to a policy of strict neutrality."

"Then do you consider she has been less neutral in the 
supply of arms and munitions to China than Germany and 
Italy?"

"On that point I am not very well versed. But judging 
by what the Chinese are saying regarding British support, 
there is no doubt that the Kuomintang regime hold Great 
Britain to be their most reliable supporter."

"What is the present position in regard to the Customs?"

"Originally I had it in my mind to take over the Shang
hai Customs right away. But I thought it better to treat the
question on more moderate lines, and to have the matter 
talked over with the Customs Authorities on a more con
ciliatory basis. Negotiations have been going on, but it 
seems to me that they are taking too much time, and if so, 
I amy have to revert to my original attitude. I feel that 

! every day that goes by is a day lost in restoring the war- 
{ stricken areas and the Chinese population therein, and for 
that matter, some sort of Chinese regime must be set up

with
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• with ample financial resources, which, in turn must be 
I drawn from the Customs. So my conclusion is that the

Customs has a direct connection with the recovery of the 
people and of the areas around here. When I talk about 
taking over the Shanghai Customs, however, that does not 
mean that the Customs Administration will come into

; Japanese hands, but only that the new Chinese regime, 
J whatever it may be called a Peace Maintenance Committee, 
| or an Autonomous Government must draw its financial 
ire-sources from the Customs,”

"Do you intend that the Customs in that case should 
continue to maintain the Foreign Loan Services?"

1 "I intend that the negotiations with the Customs 
should include the question of Foreign Loan Services, but 
it must be understood that the sum to be allowed for such 
Services will be much lower than before. Speaking quite 
frankly, and from a humanitarian point of view, would it

I not be better for the Foreign Bondholders to refrain, even 
j temporarily, from drawing from the much decreased Customs 
jrevenue the full sum earmarked for Foreign Loan Services, 
jso that a portion may be used for the help and the benefit 
jof destitute Chinese? Even President Roosevelt has issued 
’.an appeal for one million U.S. dollars for the relief of the
Chinese, and if Foreign Bondholders think in the way I 

.mention, such a sum as one million could be raised instantly.

"The attacks upon and criticisms of Great Britain in 
Japan have become a matter of considerable concern to 
Britons in the Far East. Can you explain the trouble and 
indicate any way in which, short of a departure from 
neutrality which British opinion would not tolerate Anglo- 

iJapanese relations might be improved?"

"I expected to discuss that matter with you today. 
^The matter of improving the public opinion in England 
;and in Japan can be best handled by the Britishers here in 
‘Shanghai, who must understand the situation in the Far 
; East far better than outsiders. As I remember, I met Mr. 
Fraser (of the Times) before the fall of Nanking and as he 

>may have told you, I told him that the M.P.»s at home might 
'make the mistake of taking Shanghai for Hongkong, and this 
kind of lack of understanding might have been reflected in 
the Far Eastern policy of Great Britain. I shall not 
venture into details, as you know these things very well 

iyourself. I do not question the state of British concern 
(over their investments in China, and their policy to defend 
their interests involving such investments. On the other 
hand I must appeal to you to have a full understanding of 

;how we are feeling in the present situation. Let us say 
’it is true that British investments in the past have been 
| estimated roughly at $2,000,000,000. I wonder whether 
Japan*s losses in the present war have not been even

। greater than that sum. In Tsingtao alone the papers 
stated that Japanese losses had amounted to $500,000,000. 
And we must also think of the enormous expenditure which 
is daily necessary in connection with the present campaign. 
I am afraid that if Great Britain goes beyond the policy 
of simply defending her interests in China, and takes a 
determined stand to maintain her political and economic 
relations, which have existed with the Kuomintang regime, 
a conflict of a very serious nature may arise between our 

country
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fcountry and our former Ally. Great Britain may say that 
Japan did not cooperate with her at the time of the cur
rency reform. But when you think of the present situation 
which is the outcome of all the past conflict between Japan 
and China, the Japanese refusal to cooperate with Great 
Britain a few years ago might well be explained. You know 
China better than I do. Great Britain also had bitter ex
periences in the past in China, for it was Great Britain that 
first bore the brunt of the anti-foreign movement fostered 
by the Kuomintang regime, leading up to the abandoning 
of her Concessions at Hankow and Kiukiang. supposing 
that Japan should step back a little, and Great Britain’s 
attitude was one of close relations with the Kuomintang 
regime, who could tell whether Great Britain might not be 
the subject of the next Chinese anti-foreign movement 
again, in her turn?"

The Interviewer here pointed out that Britain first 
became involved in the anti-foreign movement by reason of 
the fact that British police figured in an incident resulting 
from their attempt to repress an anti-Japanese demonstra
tion; that Britain had invited Japanese cooperation in the 
defence of Shanghai early in 1927 and joint Anglo-Japanese 
action following upon the Nanking outrages, so that it 
could hardly be said that Japan had not had opportunities 
to cooperate. It must be assumed that Britain was not pre
pared to war upon or take drastic action against, China 
single-handed on these occasions,

"I have heard” said the General, "your explanation 
from other people. But you must understand the Japanese 
stand in China is fundamentally different from that of 
Great Britain. Japan holds China as her life-line. She 
cannot afford to be allied with Great Britain if it means 
that she will be subjected herself to the Chinese anti- 
foreign boycott movement. What Japan has done in the past 
may have offended Great Britain at times, but that does not 
mean that Great Britain can take action in China behind 
Japan’s back. Considering the growth and development of 
our own country it is inevitable that Japan should expand 
in China. A lack of appreciation of this situation on the 
part of Great Britain may, I am afraid, lead to an unneces
sary conflict between the two countries."

"Why in this instance is Britain singled out? Is not 
'the policy of America towards the Far East on very similar 
lines?"

"The China policies of Great Britain and America 
may be the same, but they reflect differently on our minds. 
I am afraid if things are allowed to continue as they are 
now the interests of Great Britain and Japan in China will 
come into conflict. The Japanese mind may be described 
as a little sensitive and touchy, but to it Anglo-Japanese 
and American-Japanese relations in China are essentially 
different. If the Englishman does not grasp the true situa
tion in the Far East I am afraid serious conflicts may 
hereafter arise, even after the cessation of hostilities. 
When I met Admiral Sir Charles Little I drew his attention to 
the very complicated and important relations between Great 
Britain and Japan as existing in China, and I assured him 
that as far as the Japanese Military people who are out

here
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here engaged in the present hostilities are concerned, they 
are quite determined to be as cautious as possible in every 
way, so as not to invite unnecessary friction between the 
fighting Services."

"Can you give any indication as to when normal condi
tions will be restored in the Northern end Eastern Districts 
of Shanghai?"

"Originally I had it in mind to restore normalcy in the 
Hongkew areas about the end of last year. But, for one 
thing, a large part of these areas are patrolled by the 
Naval Landing Party, and for another, there are enormous 
numbers of Japanese residents there requiring protection. 
Naval opinion was that it was inadvisable to permit the 
wholesale return of Chinese prematurely. I could not quar- 
irel with that opinion. Nevertheless I am for the speediest 
possible recovery of normalcy in these areas, and a few days 
ago I drew the attention of the Naval Authorities to this 
matter and urged them, if possible, to allow the return of 
ordinary Chinese by the end of the Chinese year."

| "What do you think of the execution of Han Fu-chu?"

"I am very sorry for the poor man. If I may make a 
guess, I do not think that Li Tsung-jen would have con
sented to his arrest, and sent him to Hankow if he had had 
any idea that the poor General would be executed. Chiang 
Kai-shek may think that such action will be helpful in re
storing and keeping up the morale of his men, but I am 
rather afraid that it win have the contrary effect upon the 
Armies under him. Even a General who is determined to 
fight to the last cannot do so if the morale of his rank 
and file has failed and is running so low as I witness with 
the Chinese Armies now. The only possible exception is 
the Model Training Division. Chiang’s action against Han 
was rather harsh because he was demanding of him what 
was humanly impossible , and therefore it may have a de
moralizing influence on other officers.

Asked whether Foreigners in cars were under any 
obligation to give lifts to Japanese soldiers who demanded 
them on the Outside Roads, General Matsui replied:

"The Japanese Soldiers have made such great sacrifices 
and put up with so many hardships during this campaign, that 
I may ask Foreigners here to sympathise with them and accom
modate them as far as possible. Strict orders have been 
issued, however, that they are not to molest Foreigners 
around Shanghai.”

In bidding the Interviewer "Goodby" General Matsui 
smilingly said that all of his remarks above-mentioned were 
simply made from his sincere desire for close and friendly 
cooperation with Great Britain.

Copied by Syz 
Compared with
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American Consulate general, 
Shanghai, China, Eebr , 1938./
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SUBJECT: Editorials from Local English 
Language Newspapers During 
December 1937.

THE HONORABLE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE;-

W ASHINGTON.

SIR:

J . > > J With reference to my despatch no. 1136 of Dee-

I ember 23, 1937, on the subject "Editorials from

Local English Language Newspapers During November 

1937", I have the honor to enclose a selection of 

representative editorials appearing in the Shanghai 
\njEnglish language newspapers in December 1937.

J* \ A list, showing the title, date of publication 

the newspaper in which each editorial appeared, 

is attached to this despatch.

The clippings are being sent to the Department 

only in single copies.
The general tenor of the editorial comment is 

briefly indicated in the following paragraphs.

1. Peace Prospects. p
One of the principal editorial themes during the/; 0

<0 
first half of the month was the advisability of an early

peace

793.94/12679
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In line with its policy of minimizing the responsi
bility of Japan for the present hostilities, THE SHANGHAI 

1/ TIMES (British) inclined to recommend peace at any pried.
In commending the German mediatory gesture in early
December it remarked that the Japanese demands were not

so unreasonable as they appeared and that, since "China 

and Japan are essentially complementary one to the other”, 

they must settle their differences "in a straight heart- 

to-heart manner as befits their sovereign status". 

Referring to the "evolutionary development of the Far

East", it held that third-party interests "must be made

2/
to fit in with the changing Far Eastern scene". In an 

editorial on December 6th this paper warned that post

poning the opening of peace negotiations would not secure 

better terms for China, and added that the Chinese people 
would assuredly welcome peace but would hardly be satis

fied with the leaders who brought on war. Although there 
had been no decisive defeat yet, it must come, since 
China could neither wear Japan down nor rely on foreign 
support. China could not eapect to be an equal party in 

peace negotiations, however, for autonomy movements were 
already beginning in the north and Japan could hardly 

be expected to suppress them in order to maintain the 
territorial integrity of China. Presaging the fall of

3/4/ Nanking, the TIMES on December Sth and 11th advised

against a continuation of the struggle by guerrilla war

fare as there would be no hope of winning an ultimate 

victory which would enable China to dictate peace terms. 

With the loss of Nanking the government would no longer 

represent the Chinese people, but the "puppet" govern

ments
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meats would have the power. In realization of its 
military failure the Central Government must sue for peace 
without delay and "in its relations with Japan there 
must be a fundamental overhaul of previous attitude." 
China should negotiate direct with Japan, rather than 
through a mediator, for a "straight heart-to-heart talk 
on terms and a frank declaration of cooperative policy 
would not result in anything unbearably harsh". On 
December 13th the TIMES published an editorial denying 
that Great Britain was encouraging China to continue 
resistance and stating that the sympathy of the British 
with the Chinese was based on the hypothesis that an 
occidental form of government would function satisfactor
ily in China. The same editorial sounded a warning 
that Soviet intervention would be more likely to bring 
on a revolution in the Far East and the rest of Asia 
than to cause a world war.

, THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS (British), while strongly 
' urging peace, appeared more sympathetic toward the 

Chinese, pointing out the appalling suffering which the 
people must endure in a prolonged struggle. It argued 
that the Chinese, having gained the sympathy and respect 
of the world through their heroic resistance and demon
strated their readiness to sacrifice, might now sue for 

i peace without fear of losing face. Further resistance 
I would wear down China more than Japan and if an early 

Ipeaoe were sought the latter might "be disposed to let 
Igenerosity have sway". In such circumstances "nothing 

*but commendation could be forthcoming for the leader who 
tnould stand forth to accept responsibility for peace".

China
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8/ China would have lost the battle but gained a spiritual 

vietory. Japan should be moderate in its demands, for 

harsh terms might eause the struggle to continue, thus 

further weakening both countries, and Japan could not 

depend too much on political allies in ease the trouble

9/ should spread to other areas. Japan seemed unwilling 

to reveal its demands until China actually sued for 

peace, but the longer resistance was continued, the 

more it would cost Japan and the higher the demands 

would be. The Chinese policy of prolonged resistance

had not been a success because of poor equipment and

defection on the part of officers and troops.

10/

11/

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY (American), 

on the other hand, considered the time yet unripe for 

peace talks. "Battles may all be lost and the fight 

finally won" and "there comes a time when retreat is 

no longer possible with honor". Moreover, Japan would 

like peace, for it had "thus far won everything - and 

nothing". It asserted that there was no reason for 

believing that Japan would be more generous then than

before, and a peace unacceptable to China would not 

last but might cause the struggle to be indefinitely

prolonged. It considered that the withdrawal of the 

Chinese army up the Yangtze Talley did not mean its

collapse but was the execution of a preconceived policy 

and that the Chinese had expected the early defeats and 

were prepared for a determined resistance. In an

12/ editorial on December 11th the EVENING POST discussed 

the probable demands which would be made by Japan and

suggested those which might be acceptable to China. It

believed
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believed that China might be willing (1) to *suppress 
organized anti-Japanese activities, (2) to drop the 

subject of "Manchukuo", (3) to reduce the tariff on 

imports from Japan, and (4) to permit the Japanese to 

organize companies under Chinese laws and own shares 

in Chinese corporations. It speculated that Japan would 

demand (1) recognition of "Manchukuo”, (2) economic 

cooperation, (3) adhesion to the anti-Comintem alliance 

and (4) suppression of anti-Japanese manifestations; 

also, a sphere of influence in North China and a large 

outer zone in Shanghai. It insisted that Japan must 
deal with Chiang Kai-shek or with chaos. It pointed 

out that Japan, having accomplished two of its three 

principal aims in China, namely, to destroy Chinese 

military resistance and economic power and to break down 

foreign influence and prestige (especially British), 

would now undertake to prepare the ground for its third 
objective: the realization of material profit.

THE CHINA PRESS (Delaware corporation, Chinese 

15/ owned) observed that Japan must have begun to realize 

"the fruitlessness of the venture" and China to appre

ciate "the costliness of resistance". It suggested 

that the League of Nations should not offer mediation 

since Japan would probably reject the offer, and any 
unenforced recommendations would cause a further decline 

in the League’s prestige; but Germany or Italy would 

stand a better chance, especially Germany which had 
preserved cordial relations with both parties to the 

conflict.
2.Summing
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2. Summing up the Situation» 

During the two weeks before and after the fall of 

Nanking the press devoted much editorial space to sum

marizing past occurrences and speculating as to future 

developments in the general situation.

14/ THE NORTH CHINA. DAILY NEWS remarked that the Japanese

press was unanimous on the point that the fighting must 

continue until the Kuomintang had been ousted, thus 

indicating, in its reflection of official opinion, that 

the original plan to set up an autonomous government in 

North China had evolved into a scheme to subjugate all 

of China. "Despite all the assurances which have been 

given in the past Japan is and has been engaged upon a 

war of conquest", it concluded. It pointed out that

15/ Japan would find it difficult to extend the control of 

Peking over South China also, for while North China had 

not readily acquiesced to the new Nationalist regime and 

had not been entirely happy under it, there was a dif

ferent sentiment in the South. In an editorial on

16/ December 23rd the NEWS expressed the opinion that China's 

reverses had not weakened its determination, that Japan 

and China were further apart than ever before, that 

both countries were still determined to fight to the 

finish, and that a prolongation of the hostilities in

definitely was the only remaining probability. "The 

dashing of peaceful hopes to the ground by such emphatic 

action on the part of both governments is the most tragic 

development since that fatal day in July when the crisis 

arose" it declared. It considered that the Chinese
Government
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Government had. been strengthened by the abolition of 

the Central Political Council, thereby removing from 

their posts those who had favored a less drastic at

titude toward Japan, and that the military reorganization 

should make Chinese resistance more effective. The re

ported entry of a Mongol army into the fray caused the 

NEWS to remark that, far from rescuing China from the 

evils of Communism, Japan was driving the country 

"straight into the arms of Moscow". It continued that 

the Japanese were "laying up a heritage of hate which 

it will take centuries to eradicate" and predicted that 

the hostilities would serve to intensify the already 

quickened Chinese national consciousness. It maintained 

that "in the course of this mistaken policy" Japan was 

weakening herself economically and militarily, which 

would be a "source of cynical satisfaction to Moscow" 

and cause anxiety to Italy and Germany. In making a 

further appeal for peace, it stated that China might be 

better situated than Japan to fight a prolonged war but 

had no real ohanoe of expelling the enemy from its shores. 

17/ On December 9th THE SHANGHAI TIMES predicted that

with the fall of Nanking the Central Government would 

break down and Japan would set up a civil authority in 

its stead, and expressed the hope that the best type of 

Chinese would not consider it traitorous to come forward 

and offer their services in the new government. It held 

that the disintegration of China into four or five regional 

states could be prevented only by an early peace. When 

18/ Nanking was taken the paper heralded the occasion as the 

end
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end of the second phase of the conflict, as the fall of 

Shanghai had marked the end of the first phase, it 

foresaw the third phase as a period of protracted guer

rilla warfare Which would increase the importance of 

local Chinese commanders and make it even more difficult 

for the Central Government to supervise the country as a 
whole. It felt that there would be little chance of 

peace until the authority of the Central Government had 

19/ been "dissipated”. In the meantime, it stated, Japan 

would probably invade South China in order to cut off 

the principal source of military supplies from abroad 

and to clean up Canton, the hotbed of anti-Japanese 

sentiment. Commenting on the reorganization of the

20/ Central Government after the fall of Nanking, the times 
deplored the subordination of the political machine to 

the military, stating that it placed the campaign of 

resistance mainly in the hands of men who had never been 

closely connected with the Nanking Government, and 

accused Chiang Kai-shek of working with his erstwhile 

opponents and the Communist military. In reviewing the 

21/ finternational aspects of the situation, the TIMES asserted 

I that Japan had not wished to be embroiled to such an 

i extent and had not entered upon a profit-making venture, 

since the vast expenditure necessary to finance the 

expedition and the disruption of normal trade and in

dustry could hardly be considered profitable, but that the 

i Japanese considered it their duty to be the guardians of 

the Far Bast and, though it might necessitate "a major 

operation”, to create a working agreement with China which
would
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| would redound to the benefit of all. In performing this 

task, one vital to Japan’s welfare and security, it 

would be impossible to avoid incidents which might be 

injurious to foreign interests, but such eventualities 

should not be taken as an excuse for drastic action by 

a single nation or a group of nations in the present 

delicate situation. The solution of the Sino-Japanese 

dispute, even by arms, should not involve third parties, 

and individual foreigners would do well to take a cue 

from their home governments and show restraint in their 

utterances and actions. "It is a difficult period ... 

but if we live it through as best we can, and keep out of 

the major phase of it while trying to understand and 

adjust ourselves to the real political significance of 

the event, we shall be in a position to share in the 

fruits of the better times which assuredly lie ahead", 

it concluded.

22/ THE CHINA PRESS struck a pessimistic note on December 

8th by prophesying that the present conflict would mark 

the end of Shanghai as a great industrial center, since 

the uncertainty of protection as evinced by the 1932 

incident and the recent destruction of a large part of 

the city would cause industry to move elsewhere. On 

23/ December 16th an editorial in the PRESS named three pos

sible courses open to Japan after the fall of Nanking: 

(1) to consolidate gains and set up regional governments 

or one central organization; (2) to continue the campaign 

to Hankow, which would mean operating in very difficult 

terrain because of floods; and (3) to attack Canton and 

other
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other southern centers with a view to cutting off the 

importation of supplies, although this would mean run

ning the risk of involving foreign powers in the conflict. 

On the following day the paper considered the possibil

ities of China’s obtaining foreign aid. It voiced the 

opinion that if the struggle were sufficiently prolonged 

foreign intervention would eventually take place, as it 

always had in the past, especially if the European sit

uation should show signs of improvement. In any case, 

jChina did not intend "to perish from the face of the 

i earth”, nor could the foreign powers afford to permit it. 

J It then contended that, even if China must resort to Soviet 

Russia as an ally, it would not necessarily mean that the 

country would ”go Communistic”, since ”with the steady 

negation of certain radical tenets of Communism, the 

U.S.S.R. has already become a respectable and respected 

member in the family of nations, with which other powers 

are only too willing to trade”.

THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY minimized the 

importance of the imminent fall of Nanking, stating that 

the physical loss was unimportant and that China's will 

to resist had not been broken. ”No Government today 

could surrender with guarantee that it could deliver a 

subjected people”, it said. It observed that there were 

limits to the trained manpower of China and that its 

forces must be conserved by withdrawing inland and resort

ing to flanking rather than frontal attacks.

3. Reopening Closed Areas of Shanghai.

A favorite topic with the press during the entire

month
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month was the importance of reopening to the public the 
sections of Shanghai and the International Settlement 
which had been taken over by the Japanese military dur
ing the local hostilities, especially Hongkew, Tangtzepoo 
and Hungjao. The editorials grew more insistent toward 
the end of the month when it became apparent that the 
Japanese military authorities were not going to hasten 
their action. All the papers pointed out the necessity 
of restoring industry and agriculture in the controlled 
areas in order to furnish relief for the thousands of 
unemployed and refugees.

26/ THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY criticized
the dilatory attitude of the Japanese officers toward 
this question as "a mere dog-in-manger" bit of petty 
military oppression, directed at foreigners whose patience 
is very close to the exhaustion-point", following "a 

27/ blind rule of might pleading no open justification and 
acting with a dogged obduracy impossible to fathom on any 
ground compatible with Japan*s declared desire to safe
guard the rights and properties of neutrals". It further 
asserted that, as a party to a partnership agreement in 
the International Settlement, Japan by taking over one- 
third of the Settlement and holding it at a time when 
there was no visible military necessity, was guilty of an 
act of "misappropriation of property" and an "offense 
against fellow-foreigners". It accused the Japanese of 
inflicting needless suffering upon hundreds of thousands 
of helpless Chinese civilians as well as foreign neutrals 
through this "strangulation policy", and declared that it

was
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was a matter of Japanese honesty, good faith, and willing

ness to adhere to pledged obligations.

The seemingly oallous attitude of the Japanese military 

caused even THE NORTH CHINA. DAILY NEWS to forget its usual 

ZQ/Wd/ restraint. It characterized the partial reopening of the 

district north of Soochow Creek, with heavy restrictions, 

as a gesture not only unsatisfactory, but "completely in

effectual and causing irritation", adding that it was 

typical Japanese behavior in that the assurances that 

foreign interests would be protected had not been carried 

out. "Japan speaks with the suasive voice of Jacob, but 

acts with the hairy hands of Esau", it remarked. The 

Japanese authorities were "in honor bound to see that the 

general promises and assurances which have been given 

shall be promptly observed". "The economic life of this 

great city is being swiftly brought to a complete stand

still ... not one iota of justification". Japan's actions 

suggested "a complete recklessness of consequences, or 

even a wish to do as much damage as possible". If the 

Japanese wished to prove their sincerity they would do so 

by hastening the reopening of the closed areas.

31/34/ THE SHANGHAI TIMES, as was to be expected, tempered 

its remarks on the subject by pointing out various possible 

reasons for the delay. It stated that the rate of pro

gress in reopening the controlled districts would depend 

largely upon the amount of goodwill shown by people of all 

nationalities and that there had been "enough of politics 

and polemics, ridiculous arguments, and violent taking of 

sides". It maintained that the Japanese authorities could 

not
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not to be expected to grant concessions if there was any 

fear of incidents arising. It alleged that, since the 

areas in question were under military occupation and 

governed under a state almost amounting to martial law, 

the Japanese were in a position to say when the civil 

authorities might reassume control; that basic rights 

might persist, but owing to special conditions they had 

for the time being to be suspended. "A condition of war 

or military occupation must be accepted for the fact that 

it is, whether or not there has been any declaration of 

war**. It concluded the sermon by saying that the military 

regarded their own protection against hostile acts as 

having priority over everything else and that in the mean

time foreigners had better keep out to avoid unfortunate 

incidents.

4. Bombing of U.S.S. PANAY and Other Vessels on the Yangtze. 

The sensation caused by the Japanese attack on the 

U.S.S. PANAY and British warships and neutral merchant 

vessels on the Yangtze River was naturally reflected in 

the editorial columns of all newspapers. The following 

excerpts from and paraphrases of editorial remarks will 

serve to denote the reactions of the various newspapers 

to the incidents.
THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY: The events 

are so utterly unprecedented, so completely bewildering 

and shocking ... that even the most 'realistic’ of Far 

Eastern observers must hesitate to fit these things into 

any pattern of considered policy". There have been both 

accidental and deliberate assaults on non-combatants and 

neutrals, "which have been explained as part of a plan to
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demonstrate conclusively to China that foreign prestige 

in China is dead, that foreign intervention cannot be 

hoped for, that foreigners in China are impotent even 

to protect themselves", but rational cause cannot be 

found for recent events which "transcend the 1 ta of 

excusable mishap". "It is clear that ... home opinion 
will endeavor in every possible way to understand and 

accept Japanese explanations". Colonel Hashimoto's 

statement to the British that he had orders to fire at 

every ship on the Yangtze would make the sinking of the 

U.S.S. PANAY appear to be the achievement of an objective. 

Most past outrages have been directed toward Great Britain, 

"but it is never wise to push Britain too far in any 

matter deeply affecting her interests and prestige". 

Great Britain is rapidly building up its armaments while 

paying court to Germany, and for Japan "to overplay must, 

at such a point, be a serious and possibly fatal tactical 

error". The American note to Japan is a "soul-stirring 

document ... a two-fisted statement", and Foreign Minister 

Hirota must have "felt himself decidedly on the spot". 

"It seems accepted in Tokyo that things on the Yangtze 

ran much too far". "America and Britain have shown great 

restraint, but even the toughest camel's vertebrae begin 

to crack as the straws pile too high. The one chance for 

Japan to ease out of this situation is to convince the 

world that some measure of sincerity has finally arrived 

jafter a long record of cynically provocative opprotunism". 

"The Japanese claim of 'accident* is not weakened, it is 
demolished"

•.a
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37/ demolished” by additional reports and the testimony of 

survivors. "The PANAY sinking, like the attacks on 

British war and merchant vessels, comes precisely within 

the frame of a deliberately provocative .Tapaneae policy", 

since the directing officers "knew what they were doing 

very exactly and were acting in accordance with the 

settled plan to discredit foreign prestige in Chinese eyes". 

"In view of the developing facts it has become wholly 

apparent that Washington will not be satisfied with any

thing comparable to the usual routine of apologia". The

38/ United States wants to know precisely what is being done 

to the officers responsible for the incident and what 

punishments they are to receive. Although Hear Admiral 

Mitsunami was recalled it would be interesting to know 

whether he will be relieved of his post or be given 

"another and even better post causing his colleagues to 

look on the whole matter as close enough kin to a good

39/ joke". The coolness of the officers, officials and 

photographers on board the U.S.S. PANAY was worthy of 
commendation.

40/ THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS: "Assuming the correct

ness of Colonel Hashimoto's statement, that he has orders 

to fire on all shipping on the Yangtze, and that the fir
ing on H.M.S.S. LADYBIRD and BEE was a 'mistake*, is 

correct, then it follows that the destruction of neutral 

Î shipping on the Yangtze is contemplated". Such "mistakes" 

are becoming a habit, although this one was "probably not 

desired at all by the Japanese Government in Tokyo, and 
^is rather the result of the Japanese forces in China out- 

? running their mandate". Until the emergency is acknowledged

to
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to be what it is, British shipping, officials and 

civilians have the right to perform their respective 

functions in China, and supplies may be shipped to China 

41/ as well as to Japan. "The gravity of the attack on

British vessels at Wuhu on Sunday has been emphasized 

by the bombing and sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY near 

Nanking the same day”. It is difficult to reconcile 

the expressions of regret of Vice Admiral Hasegawa and the 

Japanese Government with the statement of Colonel Hashimoto. 

"The frequency of these incidents cannot be glozed over by 

the quick expression of what appear to be facile regrets". 

"Foreign opinion is rapidly being driven towards one of 

two conclusions: either that there is a desire to bring 

about a tragic extension of this unhappy conflict, or 

that the Japanese forces in the field are not duly im

pressed by the necessity for Japan to maintain as friendly 

relations as possible with a greater portion of the rest 

of the world". Such incidents discount the efforts of 

Japan's propagandists abroad. The indignation of the 

42/ Americans and British over the incidents has been some

what mitigated by the promptness of Japan's apologies. 

The action of the Chinese in throwing booms across the 

Yangtze River was a measure of self-defense and not a sus

pension of clear treaty rights. Since neutral vessels 

above the booms cannot escape from the river but only 

retreat before the advancing troops, the Japanese must 

be more careful before firing. This may hinder the 

activities of the combatants somewhat but too much is at 

stake to permit carelessness. All reasonable precautions 

were taken by the vessels which were recently attacked.

The
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The world is giving Japan the benefit of doubt and it 

is up to the Japanese to prove their sincerity. The 

43/ recall of Rear Admiral Mitsunami was calculated to 

ameliorate the situation, but it does not account for 

the story of eye-witnesses that the PANAY was fired upon 

by machine guns after the bombing or for Colonel Hashi

moto’s statement that he had orders to fire on all 

vessels. If language difficulties caused Colonel Hashi

moto’s statement to be misunderstood, a revised version 

should be issued. The United States Government should 

44/ regard the last Japanese note with coldness, for it goes 

very little further than the first note (of December 14) 

and there remains the issue of whether the attack on the 

PANAY was intentional. "It must be frankly stated that 

it is unbelievable that ... those making the attacks 

were not fully aware that they were committing an out

rage upon an American naval vessel lawfully where she 

was”. In connection with the Japanese assurances that 

those responsible have been dealt with according to the 

law, it would be interesting to know what punishments 

are provided by that law and to what extent the sanctions 

were applied. With particular reference to the attack 

on the British war vessels, what at the time "looked like 

wanton malice has been made by the statement issued by 

the Japanese military in Tokyo to appear to be gross 

recklessness or incompetence. It is quite possible to 

accept the assurance that the whole incident was un

intentional, and that the British men-of-war would not 

have been fired on if their identity had been established, 
bjjt
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but it is in the failure to establish that identity - 

the onus of which was on the Japanese officers - that the 
real essence of the matter is to be found4*.

46/ THE SHANGHAI TIMES: The seriousness of the incidents 

on the Yangtze necessitates 44 some arrangement44 or "modus 

operand!" to prevent a recurrence. Foreign vessels still 

have the right to be on the Yangtze, but it is "difficult44 

to believe the assertion that "Japanese forces are reck

lessly indifferent to the rights and welfare of British 

and other neutrals". The greatest consideration must 

"be mutually shown". Certain zones on the river should 

be "made and kept free of neutral shipping and warships". 

They have the right to be there, "but wisdom and prudence 

does (sic) not always call for the exercise of rights in 

face of hazardous actualities". The situation in China 

is "wholly unique" and a "delicate combination of circum

stances" exists today which "calls not only for the 

exercise of the greatest care on the part of the invader 

but also for the free recognition by others of practical 

difficulties and for cautionary conduct to suit". The 

"scope for incidents" might be narrowed by the withdrawal 

of neutrals from the scene of fighting and the temporary 

suspension of traffic. Ascribing "each and every incident 

to a Japanese desire to humiliate and provoke others* is 

"loose and idle talk", for Japan could gain nothing by 

such an attitude. There is no doubt as to the "colossal 

character of the tragedy it would be if other countries 

should become direct parties to any extensions of a war

like nature". The cautious and temperate character of

47/ official statements in Washington and London are commendable
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as is Japan’s full expression of regrets, despite a 

"welter of newspaper and political comment in which 

indignation is the strongest note". President Roosevelt*i 

message to the Emperor will "bring home to the Japanese 

Government the necessity and urgency of greater care 

being shown by their combatants in China". The incident 

was apparently caused by "either a serious misunderstand

ing of orders or carelessness in giving them". Americans 

should not withdraw entirely, as suggested by some 

Senators, nor remain to the last moment, but they should 

take reasonable precautions and evacuate dangerous zones. 

"Those who insist on staying until the gravest of risks 

are run are not absolved of responsibility for so doing", 

and foreign officials should make that clear. The 

American acceptance of the Japanese apologies relieved 
much anxiety. Although the PANAY incident is in a 

different class, many incidents could have been averted 

if foreigners had avoided exposing themselves to risk. 

In large-scale modern warfare it is impossible to 

guarantee the absolute safety of anyone in the war zone. 

It may be considered that the United States Government 

is determined to uphold the rights of its citizens in 

China and had no intention of withdrawing its troops 

and ships. Thus the PANAY incidenthas "brought to 

light certain important points in connection with the 

foreign policy of the United States". Secretary of State 

Hull’s note tacitly rejects the Japanese contention that 

the attack was an accident. "There can be no doubt that 

the attack on the PANAY was very provoking but by agree

ing to a peaceful settlement we believe that President

Roosevelt
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Roosevelt and the American people have done honour to 
themselves. "

49/ THE CHINA PRESS: «In some circles it has been 

suggested that these incidents, however unintentional 
ifrom the standpoint of the Japanese Governinant., might 
I have been precipitated locally for a dual purpose**: 

I (1) to impair British and American prestige, and (2) 
! to ascertain how far Japan might affront British and i
American susceptibilities without actually provoking 

(war. "While this dual explanation may sound plausible, 

I we are not inclined to think that the Japanese Govern- 

I ment is so ill-advised as to pursue the dangerous

(
course of challenging continuously the two Anglo-Saxon 

Powers at the present moment”. The prestige of these 

nations has been built up through years of friendship 

and admiration for America and respect for Great Britain, 
and it cannot be blasted in one incident.

The following excerpts are taken from an article

by MT. H.G.W. Woodhead, editor of ORIENTAL AFFAIRS,

50/ which was published on the editorial page of THE
SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY on December 18th:

I «The conclusion is unescapable that they (the attacks) 

were deliberate" and "that both the Navy and the Army 

of Japan were implicated". "It is asking too much of 

] human credulity to expect us to believe that they were 
I all accidental, and in no way inter-related. The logical 

j assumption, which is borne out in part by direct, in part 

; by circumstantial, evidence is that all three outrages 

| were the result of orders to attack indiscriminately, 

’ from the air, the shore and the river, all vessels,

regardless
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regardless of nationality, that were seen on the Yangtze 

between Nanking and Wuhu”. ”It is an insult to one's 
intelligence ... to suggest that the firing on British 

vessels was a ’mistake’**. "There can be no confidence 

in America or the United Kingdom that such outrages 

will be averted in the future while the author of the 

jorder to ’fire on every ship in the river* remains 

(Unknown and unpunished".

5. Miscellaneous.

Other subjects covered by the December editorials 

included international relations, foreign rights, the 

"victory parade" of Japanese troops through the Inter

national Settlement, the Peiping autonomous government, 

the Customs question, the refugee problem, and the 

Nanking outrages.

51/53/ THE SHANGHAI TIMES published several editorials on 

Anglo-Japanese relations, the main theme being that 
Great Britain should adopt a more conciliatory attitude 

by endeavoring to appreciate the nature of the changes 

taking place in the Far East and Japan's special position 

in relation thereto, and should exercise more restraint 

in press and speech in order to avoid unnecessary friction 

between the two countries.
54/ THE SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND MERCURY launched an

attack against the subjection of Americans living in the 

controlled areas to Japanese military law.

55/57/ Both THE NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS and THE SHANGHAI 

EVENING POST AND MERCURY strongly denounced the Japanese 

military authorities for insisting on marching Japanese
troops

MS.
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troops through the International Settlement in celebration 
of the Shanghai victory despite the prior protests of 

foreign officials.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosures

C. E. Gauss 
American Consul General

1/93/- As stated in the list of 
editorials attached hereto.

In Quintuplioate 
Enclosures, in single copy, to Department only. 

Copy to Embassy. Hankow. 
Copy to Embassy, Peiping. 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo. 
Copy to Admiral Yarnell. 
600 
ATR MB
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List of Editorials

Enol. No. Title of Editorials Name of Newspapers

SHANGHAI TIMES

Date 
1937 
Dec. 41 Peace Talks

2 Chances of Peace Negotiations ditto Dec. 6

3 Nanking and After ditto Dec. 8

4 Nanking's Travail ditto Dec. 11

5 A Long War? ditto Dec. 13

6 A Desperate Case NORTH CHINA DAILY NEV® Deo. 2

7 A Peace Move? ditto Deo. 4

8 A Plea for Peace ditto Dec. 9

9 The Prudent Course ditto Dec. 11

10 Should China Ask Terms? SHANGHAI EVENING POST 
AND MERCURY

Deo. 2

11 Prospects for Peace ditto Dec. 10

12 At the Cross-Road ditto Dec. 11

13 Beyond the Horizon CHINA PRESS Dec. 5

14 Changing Objectives ditto Dec. 13

15 What's to Come NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS Deo. 17

16 A Glance Round ditto Dec. 23

17 China's Future SHANGHAI TIMES Dec. 9

18 Fall of Nanking ditto Dec. 15

19 Looking South ditto Deo. 17

20 Chinese Military in the Saddle ditto Deo. 22

21 International Aspects of Eastern ditto 
Crisis

Deo. 23

22 A Great Industrial Center THE CHINA PRESS Deo. 8

23 Withdrawal from Nanking ditto Deo. 16

24 Looking Ahead ditto Deo. 17

25 Near Nanking SHANGHAI EVENING POST Deo. 8

26 To the Japanese Military ditto Dec. 17

27 Easing Shanghai Strangulation ditto Dec. 27

28 The Closed Areas NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS Deo. 13

29 A Question of Honour ditto Deo. 18
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Those Closed Areas Deo.193750 NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 23
31 Northern Shanghai SHANGHAI TIMES 2
32 Shanghai Conditions ditto 17
33 Getting Back to Work ditto 23
34 Jurisdiction North of the Creek ditto 30
35 Worse than a Crime SHANGHAI EVENING POST 14
36 Sweeping up the Mess ditto 16
37 Damning Details Multiply ditto 18
38 Sincerity ditto 20
39 Heroes of the Panay ditto 20
40 A Grave Affair NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 14
41 Tragedy of U.S.S. PANAY , ditto 14
42 The Need for Care ditto 15
43 The Revised Version ditto 18
44 Incident Settled ditto 27
45 Wuhu Incident ditto 30
46 Yangtze Incidents SHANGHAI TIMES 14
47 Yangtze Incidents and Aftermath ditto 15
48 Panay Incident ditto 27
49 Regrettable Incidents CHINA PRESS 15
50 The Yangtze Outrages SHANGHAI EVENING POST 18

51 Britain and Japan SHANGHAI TIMES 7

52 Britain's Role ditto 10

53 Present and Future Guides ditto 18

54 A Matter of Principle SHANGHAI EVENING POST 30

55 Yesterday's March ditto 4

56 Good Police Work NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 4

57 Some Reflections ditto 6
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Enol.No. Title of Editorials 
(not summarized)

Names of Newspapers 
D

Date 
ec.1937

58 Chinese Customs SHANGHAI TIMES 1

59 Lifting Clouds SHANGHAI EVENING POST 1

60 Nanking’s Position SHANGHAI TIMES 2

61 "Ronin** SHANGHAI EVENING POST 4

62 The Refugee Problem CHINA PRESS 4

63 Is it Necessary? NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 7

64 Japan and Great Britain SHANGHAI EVENING POST 7

65 Poor Interpretation NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 8

66 Seeking Solutions SHANGHAI EVENING POST 9

67 The New Autonomy NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 15

68 International Comity CHINA PRESS 15

69 The Anfus Emerge SHANGHAI EVENING POST 15

70 Shanghai and Mr. Roosevelt SHANGHAI EVENING POST 15

70a Withdrawal from Nanking ditto 15

71 Toward Normality ditto 15

72 Future Government of China SHANGHAI TIMES 16

73 Japan Needs "Press Realism” SHANGHAI EVENING POST 17

74 Germany and China CHINA PRESS 18

75 The Augusta Leaves SHANGHAI EVENING POST 18

76 China and U.S.S.R. SHANGHAI TIMES 20

77 Civil Administration of 
Local Areas

ditto 20

78 Britain and America NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 20

79 MT. Hull has it Right SHANGHAI EVENING POST 22

80 Clear Notice NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 24

81 Sensationalism ditto 24

82 Nanking Horror ditto 25

83 Saddening Picture SHANGHAI TIMES 25

84 Mr. Hirota’s Note SHANGHAI EVENING POST 27

Enol.No
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85 Shanghai’s Customs Problems SHANGHAI EVENING POST 27

86 Strange Interview NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS 28

87 The Gift Horse ditto 28

88 Unnecessary ditto 28

89 A Bold Plan ditto 29

90 Pall of Tsinan SHANGHAI TIMES 29

91 Reopening the Embassy SHANGHAI EVENING POST 29

92 North China Development CHINA PRESS 30
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/ PEACE TALKSI ” X
Although it would be wise to accept 

with considerable reserve the three 
alleged points said to have been com
municated to Nanking by the German 

' Ambassador as being the basis upon 
which the possibility of peace between 
China and Japan might be restored, there 
are definite indications that General 
Chiang Kai-shek has been approached by 
certain well-placed third parties regard- j 
ing the advisability of calling a halt to j 
hostilities. What is becoming clear is that ■ 
Japanese demands are being much more 
clearly understood, with the consequent 
discovery that they are by no means so 
far-reaching or destructive of China’s 
territorial integrity and sovereign rights 
as has been so -widely alleged. Signor 
Mussolini doubtless knew more than he 
disclosed when he stated that if China 
were prepared to talk peace she might 
find that terms could be arranged less 
severe than she first feared, and now that 
Dr. Oskar Trautmann has journeyed from 
Hankow to Nanking to see the General
issimo it is safe to assume that he is the 
bearer of suggestions by which, to say the 
least, the thought of peace and its 
character might possibly be further con
sidered at Chinese military headquarters. 
If the only gain at the moment is an.eX- 
pression of China’s willingness to explore 
the situation through the good offices of i 
a neutral mediator it would be a substan
tial one, for the great barrier ever since 
the outbreak of hostilities has been the \ 
“fight to the death” attitude of all China’s ; 
spokesmen. Statements of that character, 
have evoked similarly strong sentiments j 
from the other side, and the width of the 
gulf between the parties has been the 
despair of any who might, .have desired 
to act in the capacity of goocf friend. The 
Powers at the Brussels Conference, while 
expressing hopes of peace, ma$e matters 
much more difficult by recording the view 
that the dispute was not one which could - 
be settled directly and alone between the; 
two countries, and it needs a Power like 
Germany, which was not represented at 
Brussels, to take up the task of feeling 
out the possibility of pourparlers.

But it can never be avoided that | 
China and Japan must settle their differ- j 
ences in straight heart-to-heart manner j 
as befits their sovereign status. These ; 
are the two great partners of the Far 
East and it is their interests, and what
ever adjustments those interests might 
mutually require, which must be co
operatively borne in mind. Other parties 
have interests of varied extent and value 
which are fully entitled to be safeguarded, 
but inexorably must those third-party 
interests be made to fit in with the chang
ing Far Eastern scene and not be regarded 
as necessarily running counter to or 
seriously threatened by the adjustment of 
the main trend. It is the fundamental 
view which is so often found to be out
side the ken and consideration of those 
who shout “blue murder” whenever the 
subject of the evolutionary development 
of the Far East is discussed. This journal 
has always argued that China and Japan 
are essentially complementary one to the 
other, and that if political understanding 
could be reached and a higher standard of 
performance attained there is nothing to 
stop a great resurgence of economic, 
commercial, industrial, and social activity 
in which all the trading nations of the 
world, and especially those with long- 
established local affiliations, would share. 
China and Japan must come to peace on a 
sound basis if the opportunities of others 
are in any way freely to develop and be 
taken advantage of in an atmosphere of 
security against periodical disaster. If 
that obvious truth is recognized then we 
come naturally to the support of any 
current move which has as its object the 
early restoration of peaceful conditions 
and the end of the present destructive 
wastage of large-scale military operations. 
As stated above, it would be unwise to 
base too high a hope at the immediate 
moment or to accept rumoured terms as . 
being those likely to figure in the final 
settlement. But the very talk of peace ié 
at least one constructive step forward.
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/ CHANCES OF PEAKE/\ 
NEGOTIATIONS \Y

The statements attributed u) Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei are not always very 
clear but his declaration that “sympathetic 
world Powers are being given a chance 
to participate in China’s campaign of 
resistance against Japanese aggression” is 
categorical enough to take issue with. It 
sounds almost as if Mr. Wang were offer
ing a war at auction. What does he mean 
by the statement? Does he mean that 
the Chinese Government is deliberately 
engaged in affording an opportunity for 
other countries to make war against 
Japan? If so, we can only rerrtark Jhat 
such a policy is not likely to £§t fchina 
anywhere. But the speech * we have 
quoted—made at Hankow on .Saturday— 
reads curiously in several respects for the 
conclusion one naturally draws fronrsoifie 
of Mr. Wang’s remarks is that neither the 
Liberty bond issue nor the Government’s 
^conscription plan has been a success. If 
this conclusion is correct we may perhaps 
draw the further conclusion that the war 
is not particularly popular among the 
Chinese people and that they would 

, gladly embrace the opportunity of peace. 
It is impossible, of course, to test public 
opinion in this country for it is manifest 
that no organized opinion that is contrary 
to the official views of those in power can 
make itself heard. When the Chinese 
Government puts out propaganda it has a 
way of referring to the “democracy” of 
the country; we may perhaps leave it to 
our readers to judge of the reality or 
unreality of this claim. The reason we 
make these remarks is that we are 
sincerely hoping for an early peace. It is 
obvious that the present condition of 
affairs in this country will in itself make 
the negotiation of peace more difficult, for 
the responsibility for any such move must 
fall upon individuals—nominally, we 

! presume, if he remains in office, on 
General Chiang Kai-shek himself. So far 
as the mass of the Chinese people are 

I concerned they have been told that the 
war was necessary to resist Japanese 
aggression and if peace negotiations are 
opened they will have to be told either 
that resistance is no longer desirable or 
that Japanese action is no longer aggres
sive. They may be pleased to hear it; 
but they may not feel too well satisfied 
with those who led them into the maze.

Although Japan has proved her 
decided military superiority it is true that 
nothing in the nature of a decisive defeat 
has yet been inflicted upon the Chinese 
Government’s forces in the Yangtze 
Valley. In the interview granted to a 
Transocean representative at Hankow on 
Saturday in which he hinted the willing
ness of the Chinese Government to 
negotiate with Japan, Mr. Wu Ting-chang 
made rather big claims for China’s powers 
of resistance, declaring that the present 
financial situation was such that she could 
easily carry on the war for two or three 
years. According to Mr. Wu the only 
serious problem is that of obtaining war 
material and munitions “because this 
industry has never been developed in 
China.” Mr. Wu seems to have come 

I definitely to the conclusion that foreign ) 
assistance could not be relied upon. If | 
this conclusion is justified, and every- !

si-

thing points to it being so, we can only 
hope that it will be speedily adopted by 
all those who are in power in this country. 
Then the direct negotiations which Mr. 
Wu appears to be prepared to welcome 
will become possible. It is steadily 
becoming more and more obvious that the 
fundamental trouble in the Far ' East is 
that China has been relying upon foreign 
support in a certain course of action. If 
there is to be peace in the Orient, this 
must cease and China must act upon her 
own responsibility and be prepared to 
take the consequences of her acts what
ever these may be. Quite apart from the 
actual complications which are bound to 
follow, it is not consonant with the dignity 
of a Sovereign State to let herself get 
into the pocket of this or that Power. 
Mr. Wu speaks of the very large sum of 
money that China possesses in “foreign 
banks” which will “more than cover the 
military purchases during the next two 
years.” There are two ways of looking 
at a situation like that and more might 
be said than we care tojsay at the moment. 
We doubt if it is wholly satisfactory for 
the people of China to know their money 
is in foreign hands.

What we feel is that China’s present i 
position is such that she would get better | 
peace terms now than if she allows the 
war to drag on for a long period. 
Although we have pointed out that no 
decisive military defeat has been inflicted 
upon the Chinese Government as yet in 
this part of the country the campaign has ( 
shown conclusively that there is little or I 
no chance of securing victory. Therefore, 
if we put aside the hope of foreign inter- 

u vention, it is obvious that China’s position 
। must become steadily worse as the war 

continues. There is, of course, the:.addi
tional notion that Japan will exhaust 
herself before she exhausts China but this, 
has always seemed to us rather fantastic. 
According to Mr. Wu Ting-chan, China' 
would not decline mediation by a third 
Power provided that the Japanese condi
tions allowed of a discussion. China, he 
added, would in any negotiations demand 
that Japan guarantee the integrity of 
Chinese territory and recognize China as | 
a partner with equal rights from an I 
economic viewpoint. Unfortunately, 
autonomy movements are already begin
ning to make themselves felt in North 
China and are likely to increase if the war 

’ is persisted in and the Government weak- 
ens- 4^ISrd°uktful, therefore, even now 
whether Mr. Wu’s conditions are in the | 
full sense obtainable. Japan has declared 
that she has no, ultimate designs on 
Chinese territory but she is not likely to 

«suppress autonomy movements in areas of • 
which she is in military occupation. The 
rumour that the third Power likely to 
undertake mediation may be Germany is 
of great interest as probably this is the 
country best able to act in all the cir
cumstances of the case but it is obvious 
that nothing has been done as yet from 
the statement made by Dr. Gohdo, the 
Japanese goodwill envoy in Berlin. Prob
ably no serious peace talk will be indulged 
in pending a military decision at Nanking. 
Should that city speedily fall into the - 
hands of Japan, the Chinese Government 
may be convinced that, the time has come 
to make a serious effort to come to an 
understanding with China’s next-door 
neighbour.
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NANKING AND AFTER
Although it is difficult to learn 

the exact conditions prevailing in the 
ranks of the Chinese forces around 
Nanking it would seem, by reason of the 
rapidity of the Japanese 
the past few days, that 
should be in the matter 
and cohesion. Reuter

of

advance during 
all is not as it 
of organization 
reports from 

Nanking that in the Hsiakwan waterfront
district there are many aimless groups of 
soldiers and that within the walled city 
itself there is virtual martial law with । 
parties of troops patrolling the streets to 
maintain order. General Chiang Kai- 
shek is now reported to have left the 
capital but 
the defence 
maintained 
no means 
Japanese 
predicting the early fall of the city which 
is being rapidly encircled, the time of 
five days being mentioned in a despatch 
from Tokyo. Not only by land but also 

I by river is the closing phase of the 
advance 
Chinese 
that the 
in face
known that the Chinese military com-1 
mand has caused quite large numbers 
of troops to move westwards of Wuhu—a 
point further upstream than Nanking and 
which is almost as imminently threatened 
as the capital itself. Once again it would 
seem that the Chinese are avoiding a big 1 
decisive encounter in accordance with 
their declared intention of retreating 
farther inland while still preserving their 
resistance capacity. Just how great will 
be the loss of combatants in and around 
Nanking itself all depends on the 
Generalissimo’s dispositions, but it is quite 
likely that the defence of the city will be 
left^in 4he hands of a relatively small 
force while the main body, of whatever 
calibre that might now be, will make off 
in the direction of Nanchang, the capital 
of Kiangsi, which possesses considerable 
military defence works as a legacy from 
the days when it was the headquarters of 
the anti-Communist armies. Presuming 
the early fall of Nanking, it remains to 
be seen how much farther inland the 
Japanese will push their drive, though 

• the Yangtze offers a direct naval approach 
to Hankow and the other two Wuhan 

j cities. Nanchang is considerably off that 
; line and is in the direction of extensive 
I and difficult southern territory into which
a vast Chinese army could deploy.

I If Nanking’s decision to wage 
I military struggle to the bitter end 
! maintained, the trial of strength is by no 
means over. By enlarging the front and 
by adopting guerrilla tactics over a vast 
expanse of the countryside there could be 
an almost indefinite game of “hide and 

! seek’’ played and a falling back into the 
' far West. But there are so many other 
considerations to be taken into account 
that many of China’s most sincere friends 
cannot resist questioning the wisdom of 
carrying on a war which has already lost 
any hope of a victory of the nature which 
has hitherto been declared the minimum 
basis upon which peace talks would be 
considered. The loss of Shanghai, Nan
king, and virtually the whole of the five 
northern provinces is serious in itself, but

it is generally believed that 
of the city will be stubbornly( 
and that the Japanese will 
be given an easy walk in\ 
reports are optimistically

developing, and among the ! 
themselves it is now recognized1 
defenders will have to give way 
of a superior force. It is also’

a 
is

it will be 
widespread 
the country as a whole is going to be 
offered on the “come and get it if you 
can’’ basis to opponents who have con
sistently declared that their only mission ! 
is to forge a closer working between the 
two countries. Autonomous régimes and 
the non-recognition of the Nanking per
sonnel will be an inevitable consequence, 
and it has already been indicated that the 
fall of Nanking might be made the 
occasion for the extension of recognition 

■ to another régime as being the Govern
ment of China. No doubt there would be 
a good deal of artificiality about such a ; 
step at the outset, but the longer the war i 
is continued the more extensive will | 
become the territory which is outside the ■ 
control of the present Centra1 Government t 
and the greater will be its difficulties in 
claiming to speak on behalf of the people 
as a whole. A Government without 
power is really no government at all and 
there can be none who would wish to see ’ 
the farce of Ethiopia repeated in China. 
The future of the effective existence of 
the Central Government is involved in 
these hostilities, not to speak of the 
welfare of many millions of poor hard
working people who will be found to 
welcome any de facto administration 
which gives them protection from the 
cruel wastage of war. It will be easy to 
speak of “puppets’’ but it will not be so 
easy to deprive them of the power of 
functioning under the protection of a 
force which will be progressively achiev
ing its object of closer co-ogeration.

~The Central Government canC save 
itself under conditions worth saving if 
there is fairly early recognition of the 
fact that in its military essay it has failed 
and that in i^s relations with Japan there’ 
must be a fundamental overhaul of 
previous attitude. Reports of possible 
peace pourparlers through the good offices 
of some intermediary blow hot and cold 
almost daily. Assertions and denials 
come from Berlin, Tokyo, Hankow anel 
elsewhere with confusing frequency, but 
it is generally believed that first feelers 
have been put out though it is too early 
to speak of anything in the way of 
detailed terms. It would seem to need a 
lead from the Generalissimo himself to 
carry things any farther, though his 
attitude hitherto, at least so far as the 
public is concerned, has been wholly in 
the direction of prolonged resistance. 
Wheyrenhe fully realizes all the possible 
/future implications and developments of • 
Ijjudh an attitude cannot be known but it | 

is to be hoped that his advisers, Chinese 1 
and foreign, will not leave him in doubt . 
to the point of tragic disillusionment. The 
Chinese army has put up a stout show
ing; it has suffered severe reverses and 
now stands in danger of losing most of 
whatever effectiveness it still possesses. 
Millions of Chinese people are distraught 
and in grave economic plight; trade and 
industry are disrupted, social work is in 
the discard, and the partitioning of the 
country is a threatened consequence. All 
the things which might be lost by con- 

Itinued warfare must be put in the scales
against what would have to be agreed to> 

I now in any assessment of the wisdom of 
I prolonging the war. So far as we can 
I see, there is only one answer to the!

situation and that answer is peace * _ ,

but the prelude to further 
disruption and destruction if
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Z NANKING’S TRAVAIL^ \
With the expiration of the time-limit 

set by General Iwane Matsui to General j 
Tang Sheng-chi, Commander 
Nanking Garrison, to surrender the city 
without a struggle it would seem that the 
virtual destruction of Nanking is now 
inevitably involved in the large-scale 
fighting due to be waged for the posses
sion of the city. It was never confidently 
expected here that General Tang would I .
accept the “advice” which General Matsui•! mediation, and the^Hankow state- j 
tendered by means of a message dropped 
from an aeroplane but there was always 
the chance that the Garrison Commander, 
left in immediate local control, would 
have taken what he might have construed" 

action to save the fine1 
modern buildings of the 
fears that a great deal of j 
destruction is due to be 
heavy loss of life, possibly

of the

| as justifiable 
historic and 

: capital. One 
irreplaceable 
seen and also 
among the large non-combatant popula
tion which has crowded into what has 
been arranged as a safety zone. Whether 
or not that zone can be respected in the 
dose-quarter fighting which is bound to 
take place, especially seeing that its 
boundary would form at least one flank 
of the Chinese forces, remains to be 'seep, 
but it will be the unanimous hope that 
those who have arranged for the zone and 
those who have flocked into it will come
through the approaching ordeal with as 
little hurt as 
that the eyes 
Nanking, not 
humanitarian 
will be symbolical of the military ,way of 
things in China to-day. Whatever hope 
Chinese military leaders may have had 
at the outset of hostilities has now plainly 
dissipated, and the lengthy Reuter 
message from Hankow giVing Chinese 
explanations of the military collapse is 
educational to those who might have 
shared that hope. If there was unity in 
name there has never been unity of

I military command and there have been 
few commanders who by their military 

possible. It is true to say 
of the whole world are on 
only for sentimental and 

reasons but because its fall

training have been fit to command. Thcre^ «.; b'litv 
knc* î onrrfnn 4 +• î r\v"» nnrl nno r\r *has been disorganization and one or two 
instances of mutiny which precipitated 
collapse at whatever point they occurred. 
In addition, certain troops which were 
much relied upon proved unworthy and 
of very indifferent calibre. The best units 

■ did splendidly, but on the whole the 
। campaign has proved a keen disappoint- 
( ment to the “higher ups.” Attempts are 
being made to rush the creation and 
training of new armies, but it is confessed 
that the problem of reinforcements has 
now become critical, for good soldiers 
cannot be trained overnight, much less 
officers.

Falling back into the interior 
provinces is the only possible means of 
prolonging the campaign, though what | 
.measure of eventual success is expected] 

।tô result is difficult to glean. It would’ 
appear from another lengthy Hankow 

, message that hopes recently entertained 
’fof.a peaceful settlement of the conflict 
are rapidly dwindling. It is now felt 

’that Tokyo will insist upon direct dealings 
with'China without the aid*of any third- 

ment is. to the effect that the whole : 
question of peace will now remain in 
abeyance unless Japan decides to accept 
mediation, as the procedure of direct 
talks.. will not be accepted by China. It 
is <a;: great pity, we think, if all the peace 
feeïêrs and suggestions are to come, to 
naught, for the consequence will be the 
visitation of further sorrows upon the 
people of this country. We fail to under
stand* .the attitude in which the leaders i 
of a sovereign State refuse to talk directly I 
with the leaders of a neighbour Slate and 
can only think that the Geneva and 
Brussels formula cn this matte5'*’ is being 
used as justification for such a refusal. 
Clearly must China and Japan* get 

i together at some time or another and 
I unless the Chinese leaders are realty 
: convinced that by continuing hostilities' 
they are going to be in a position to 
negotiate with Japan for better terms 
than they could get now it seems art 
extremely wasteful procedure. Most peo
ple are becoming more and more convinced 
that China from the military, economic 
and personal point of view is not able to
wage a successful war against her power
ful neighbour and that a straight heart- 
to-heart talk on terms and a frank 
declaration of co-operative policy would 
not result in anything unbearably harsh. 
If the war is prolonged and Japan’s 
commitments have to be greatly extended 
it is only natural that terms will be 
altered to suit. The National Government 
cannot have it both ways; it cannot vow 
eternal resistance and expect generosity 
at the same time. There is tremendous

j resting upon Chinese 
leaders to-day and it would be heartening 
to see a greater showing of the realizaMon 

. of that fact. v
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A LONG WAR?
The plain warning delivered by the 

Japanese authorities to their own people 
that the Sino-Japanese hostilities are 
likely to be protracted must, we fear, be 
given due heed to by all those who are 
hoping for a speedy conclusion to the 
present unhappy situation in the Far 
East. That the continuation of hostilities 
for a long period to come can bring any 

! good to China we do not for a minute 
believe, but it is quite obvious that the 
leaders of the nation, or perhaps we ought 
rather to say of the Government, have 
so far committed themselves that it has 
become difficult for them to withdraw 
from the conflict while they preserve 
among themselves any semblance of unity. 
It begins to look more and more as if 
the only Government that can make peace 
in China’s name must be a new one with 
the old Kuomintang leaders entirely 
eliminated. The fall of Nanking may 
mark the beginning of the disintegration 
of the revolutionary oligarchy which has 
held power since 1927 but any such 
disintegration might be a long process. 
It has been alleged in some quarters that 
Great Britain is indirectly responsible for 
stimulating the Chinese Government’s 
desire to carry on the conflict as long as 
it possibly can, but we have failed to find 
any evidence of such action on the part 
of the British Government nor can we 
conceive that it would be to Great 
Britain’s real interest for the present 
chaos in the Far East to continue 
indefinitely. There can be no doubt as 
to the large measure of British sympathy 
with China. There have been some 
foolish manifestations of that sympathy 
on the part of a few persons who have 
allowed their own views and feelings to 
get the better of their commonsense at 
times. On the whole, however, British 
sympathy has been sensible and under
standable granted the hypothesis on 
which it has been based. Britain has 
done her best during the past few years 
to assist what has been good in the 
Chinese revolution and to enable the 
country to establish itself as a modern 
democratic State. She has not adopted 
this policy out of antagonism to any other 
interests, we believe, but chiefly out of 
a spirit of genuine altruism. It is 
possible that this policy was a mistaken 
one in certain respects for it may well 
be that an Occidential form of govern
ment, which is what the Kuomintang 
Nationalists tried to establish, is not 
really a suitable one for China. Anyhow, 

1 what has been done cannot be recalled. 
I The real point at the moment is that it 
is impossible to feel that a protraction of 
hostilities can have any other effect that 
the steady weakening of China as a 
centralized unit with the very probable 

' final result that the country will break 
up into a number of separate States. The 
Chinese spokesmen profess to believe that 
protracted hostilities, although they may 
be injurious to China, will have a 
seriously deleterious effect upon Japan. 
It is very difficult to believe that Great 
Britain desires either of these consum
mations. General disorder in the Far 

^East could hardly benefit British trade 
jand might have serious repercussions

further afield where British interests, 
too, are great. The view that Great 
Britain can profit out of a long Sino- 
Japanese conflict is, we feel sure, a 
shortsighted one—whether it be held by 
Britons, Japanese, Chinese or anyone else.

Foreign views on the future of China 
seem to be extraordinarily mixed. There 
is very little of a constructive nature put 
forward which could commend itself to 

^anybody on the spot. The general attitude 
may perhaps be summed up as a sort 
of passive opposition to any change— 
particularly any change which may be 
initiated by Japan. Here again, however, 
it is obvious that a long conflict is not 
likely to act in the way the holders of 
such views would wish. It should be 
quite clear that the longer the Sino- 
Japanese struggle continues the less 
likely is it that the status quo ante bellum 
could be preserved. Some people who 
believe that the confounding of Japan 
would best suit their own interests have 
been casting longing eyes at Soviet 
Russia as being the most suitable and 
convenient Power to pull the chestnuts 
out of the fire on their behalf. We could 
hardly imagine a more crazy notion, 
especially when it comes to the preserva
tion of vested interests. Nothing is more 
certain than that successful intervention 
by Soviet Russia in the present dispute 
between Japan and China, a China let 
it be remembered which has already been 
seriously damaged as a iunning concern 
by the hostilities, would cause what 
would be tantamount to a revolution in 
the Far East and probably right through 
Asia. The resultant consequences might 
well stagger the imagination. There are 
those who talk glibly of the possibilities 
of a world war arising out of the present 
conditions in the Far East, but, should 
the situation be so mishandled that other 
nations are drawn into the conflict, we 
imagine that the possibilities of world 
revolution are even greater. We do not 
personally believe that there will be any 
direct intervention from any quarter for 
the simple reason that we see no chance 
of anything but trouble accruing to the 
interveners from such a course and 
people do not poke fires with their bare 
hands just for the pleasure of seeing them 
blaze up hotter. What we advocate—in 
the belief that this will be the best for 
all concerned—is an early peace. While 
there is still a Government in China 
which can presume to speak for the 
country as a whole we believe that 
Government would be well advised to 
seek for peace from Japan on the most 
advantageous terms it can gain. Nothing 
could be more foolish to our mind than 
the Brussels Conference’s deprecation of 
direct negotiations between China and 
Japan; it is quite obvious that sooner or 
later these direct negotiations must come 
to pass although this does not mean that, 
if the peace settlement takes in a wide 
scope, which presumably it must, other 
Powers should not be consulted. It would 
seem that it is the attitude of China’s 
spokesmen that has led the Japanese 
authorities to the view that it will be 
necessary, after the fall of Nanking, to ;
proceed with the war with unslackened 
energy. Having in view the serious losses 
that China has suffered, and continues to 
suffer, we find it extremely difficult to 
enter into the frame of mind which 
envisages a long continuance of the 

1 struggle with little else before it than 
the final certainty of complete collapse. 
That that collapse might be staved off for 

//I a considerable time, we have no doubt, 
■■■ but if the efid must be the same there I 
■ “kLs® nothinS gained by this postpone- 
■jlPent ®xceP* additional suffering. To1 
■those who déclare that China would “lose 
■lace by suing for peace we can only 
■reply that we fear' that the eventual 
■yerdict of history will be that any loss of 
■ face that China suffered was through I 
^■permitting the war to begin not through! 
^■ending
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CASE I that the reorganization of the battered armies I 
! can be successfully attempted in such condi- 

from the time j tions. Already it is. reported that soldiers are 
at Kuling last, obtaining their supplies at the bayonet’s 
conviction thâtj .point. Nanking’s prospects of holding out 

against the Japanese for any length of time 
are, as already suggested, poor indeed. Some 
Japanese reports claim that within ten days 
or even less Nanking will be in the invaders’ 
hands. Apart from the loss of man-power 
this will involve the Government in grave 
material losses some of which, notably the 
well-furnished and well-equipped arsenal, 
would be irreplaceable. The Government has 
moved its headquarters to Chungking. That 
does not dispose of the difficulty of the com
plete disorganization which now seems to be 
imminent in the Middle Yangtze Valley and 
lower down and must plainly reduce the 
gesture of resistance to an impalpable un
reality.

The picture is grim. It is frankly outlined 
in no spirit of reproach. Rather does it find 
expression here in the hope that it may give 
an opportunity for review of the situation 
for the purpose 'of ascertaining whether the 
influence of the counsels of peace can be 
invoked. The Chinese Government has still 
a grip of the situation. It has met a supreme 
crisis in a manner which has gained for China 
the respect and sympathy of the world. It 
can justify its leadership to the people and 
preserve its dignity if it courageously faces 
this problem of the disruption of the life of nainas m an interns ana purposes m^en me million,s of peasants and vi].lagers under the 

morale of the Chinese forces. In front of j cruelly unprecedented pressure of the des- 
' v „in? there .are. aPParent1/ fresh troor»! tructive forces of moder£ armaments. It can 
I which have not yet come into contact with take heart from fa(jt tete
। the Japanese but in view of the demoralize- breakdown of china’s civic institutions would 
| ion of the defenders now being driven upon be unpalatable to the invaders, who, however 
them by Japanese pressure, it is exceedingly disposed to exact price of

zL* i victory, might, on their own account, wel- 
, . eî come the opportunity to come to terms. I

tne advancing g0 tragicapy the scene in this sadly-distressed 
country provides an object lesson of the im- 

* mensely enhanced power for destruction 
j possessed by modern armies with their ability 
to rain death from the air at long range to 
the distraction and total discumfiture of the 
civil population. Between Shanghai and 
Nanking whole tracts of country lie desolate 
because of the havoc wrought and the terror 
created by the mere prospect of further 
attacks from the air. From this experience 
can be gauged the magnitude of any convul
sion, which would expose other teeming 
centres of population to the vengeance of 
moffern weapons of offence. Two nations 
equally equipped with this frightful power 
would emerge from the struggle as nerve- 
shattered, broken remnants of a humanity that 
was. Having heroically protested, China can 
afford to raise the issue of peace without fear 
of ignominy or a sense of humiliation. The 
terms which she might have to consider ' 
would in themselves be onerous; the circum- | 
stances could not make them otherwise. They | 
would surely be less oppressive than they,;

A DESPERATE
General Chiang Kai-shek, 

of his public pronouncement 
July made no secret of the
resistance to the Japanese in the field would 
involve endurance of grave losses and graver 
economic destruction. He received what he 
regarded as the country’s mandate to embark 
on that resistance with the full acceptance of 
the consequences which he so clearly out
lined. The event has proved the accuracy of 
his views. It has also brought to light the 
remarkable powers of an admittedly weaker 
Chinese military machine to give a good 
account of itself, despite enormous losses 
which have been aggravated by the want of 
an organized medical corps. Round Shanghai 
where the Chinese authorities decided to 
make a main test of their troops’ capacity for 
resistance the Japanese were successfully 
opposed for three months before
weight of superior armament told its 
inevitable tale. Now the Japanese ad
vance is being pressed toward Nanking 
where, though confident assertions of an 
ability to resist are being made, it is 
becoming clearer that Japanese expectations 
of a speedy success are justified. This 
view is supported by the confirmation of the 
fall of Kianying which was well provided 
with modern artillery and had every appear
ance of being difficult to assault. The fact is 
that the effort so lavishly made round Shang- j 
hai has to all intents and purposes broken the1 
morale of the Chinese forces,

( Nanking there are ; ! i----- ---- x —.•
| the Japanese, but in view of the demoraliza- 
* il/XM J v» J Iaj-xIWH1 /4v»1 Ï y/YV* 11VS/WÏ

the

unlikely that they can be expected to stand 
* in such disadvantageous conditions. 
! confidence engendered in f ’ _
| forces by recent successes will combine with 
I the confusion attendant on the retreat of a’. 
! broken army to make the task of the defence | 
at Nanking virtually Impossible. The cessa- j 
tion *of fighting in the North, indicating the 
completion of the invaders’ military conquest 
there, is a fact the significance of which can
not be ignored.

Japanese activities in bombing along the 
Yangtze, to judge from reliable accounts from 
travellers from the river districts, have set 
up an indescribable panic. Ships are being 
rushed by frightened villagers who hardly 
know where they want to go but are satisfied 
so long as they can get aboard a vessel which 
apparently will take them from 'an area 
doomed to destruction. Even on the north 
bank of the Yangtze where Japanese aero
planes have not yet appeared, the same panic 
prevails. Shanghai needs no instruction on 
the terrible conditions which result from the 
flight of civilians in such case. Here in the 

; internationally protected, zone of Nantao 
: there are 250,000 refugees from the war ,____ _____ _ ____  ~ ___________ ____
I horror. Their plight is being mitigated by I wouia be if the pretence of resistance were ; 
the solicitude of devoted workers but even r continued by a nation, distraught, denuded W 
so it is desperate enough. What must be the material and moral stamina and unable to 
conditions for these Yangtze villagers blindly j conunand the leadership of a Central Govern-*
seeking refuge up-country with very little 
hope of finding succour and with nothing but 
destitution and perhaps worse before them? 
The demoralization of the forces of the 
Chinese Government has added large num
bers of soldiers to the refugees. Despite the 
brave words issued from Nanking there 
is •solid ground for the belief that this process 
is rapidly developing. It must eventually 
reproduce the horrors of country-side pillage 
and looting with which China is all too 
familiar. The Japanese invasion supported 
by bombing activities has succeeded in creat
ing such a general panic among the civil 

' population in the Yangtze valley that the 
fabric of the district administration has been 
^sorely shaken if not altogether shattered. 
/There does not seem to be the slightest hope

ment. The sufferings now being endured by 
the masses fleeing from the war demon are 
pitiable enough. They cannot be checked so 
long as the panic which has produced them 
stiffdevelops ahead of the advancing armies. 
Thé Government has shown itself courageous 
in steeling the nation’s resistance. It can 
show itself infinitely more courageous if it 
acts in full recognition of the fact that the 
possibility of continuing that resistance is 
beyond human competence. Cannot it not' 

Veil its people that they have suffered enough 
and that the time has come to face the bitter- i 
dess of defeat, strong in the knowledge that, 
dark ’os the picture^ their sufferings have 
hot bcen altogethe^jh vain?
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/ A PEACE MOVE ? \ '
From Germany comes a direct denial that I, 

the Reich Government is attempting to J 
mediate in the Sino-Japanese conflict. How y 
far Reuter’s Hankow message regarding Dr. ’i 
Oscar Trautmann’s conversations and the •: 
proposals said to have been mooted therein;; 
is affected by this denial cannot be gauged. ’ 
Specific examination of their purport is f 
unnecessary at the moment, for the Berlin! 
message shows that if there has been any 
discussion it has not reached the point at 8 
which diplomatic cognizance of it can be 

: taken. If by any chance the good offices of} 
the German Ambassador can be utilized | 
to point the way to a terminatiqn of 
a disastrous conflict they will meet with 
general commendation. Germany’s position I 
is such that she can command peculiarly ef- ■ 
fective influence in Tokyo and Nanking. Nor ■ 
should it be forgotten that Dr. Trautmann ; 
personally enjoys special esteem as a diplomat 
with exceptionally long and varied experience j 
in China. The conditions which justify I 
serious attention to the possibilities of making I 
peace have been already described in this I 
column. The description was designedly, 
frank, based as it was on a realization of the ‘ 
terrible results of the pressure of aerial 
attack on the country between Shanghai and 
Nanking and on the riverain tract of the 
Yangtze. It has evoked unmistakable evidence 
that patriotic Chinese who yield to none in 
their solicitude for their country’s integrity 
and honour, feel that enough suffering has 
been endured by the people and that, having 
demonstrated China’s readiness for sacrifice, 
the Government would be best serving the 
country’s interests by seeking peace before 
complete disaster has overwhelmed the 
administration. It is significant - that to 
General Chiang Kai-shek publie opinion; 
looks as the leader who, having' so clear- ' 
sightedly defined the actualities of resistance, 
is best fitted to display the courage which is 
prepared to lead in calling a halt to that 
resistance. It is also significant that Japan
ese commentators appear to recognise his 
bona fides 'and, if the signs are judged aright, 
would be prepared to consider proposals for 
a peace arranged under his auspices. No 
doubt some little time must elapse before 
the feelers now made can develop concrete 
shape, but it is earnestly hoped that any 
such efforts will not be discouraged by any 
undue hesitancy.

Canvass of the possibility of peace has 
evoked mention of the fact that China’s
leaders embarked on resistance with the 
greatest reluctance. Facing a cruel dilemma 
last July, the Chinese Government was driven 
to the conviction that its very existence
depended on a refusal to make peace at any 
price without testing the capacity of its 
military machine, unprepared and inadequate j 
as it was to confront the superior might of •- 
Japan. Yet, even then, the voices of dis- : 
sentients were discernible until, the die ;
having been cast, a sense of patriotic duty 
impelled silence. Reference was made the
other day to this journal’s attempt on Aug. 
4 to discuss the possibility of stopping the 
“senseless war” at the eleventh hour. Its
position as a foreign commentator necessarily 
imposed on it a certain diffidence in dealing 
with an issue which was the concern of China 
alone, even though the consequences could 
not be without serious interest to the world 
at laijge. Of special importance therefore was 
the tact that on the next day, Aug. 5, the | 
“China Press,” an organ intimately associated | 
with certain Government leaders, also made j 
an appeal for hesitation in proceeding to the j 
extreme of armed resistance. It arrived at i 
the same conclusions by a different process! 
of reasoning and obviously without any idea | 
of echoing the thoughts of a foreign observer, j 

It called upon the people to trust the Gov- i 
eminent in putting the vital interests of the 
country first and it indicated its view that 
those interests demanded, if possible, the 
preservation of the Administration’s ability 
to persevere in the work of economic recon
struction, even if the alternative to resistance 
involved “oppressive terms.”

Naturally, when the verdict went against 
this conclusion, the journal and those Who 
agreed with it had no choice but to join in 
the general consolidation of the nation’s 
powers of resistance. That does not, however, 
weaken the force of the arguments which it 
used or mar their pertinence when, its ap
prehensions having proved all too justified, 
the possibility of seeking peace and cutting 
losses is coming under review. After point
ing out the great disparity between the 
“embryonic” defence machinery of China and 
Japan’s modern armaments, the “China Press” 
then said:

The question which the Chinese must decide 
is not whether theyl may win a war against 
Japan but whether they can maintain 
resistance for a sufficient period as to wear 
out both the enemy force in the field and 
the taxpayers at home.. If there is no chance 
for continued resistance, then resistance will 
mean only the destruction of Chinese life 
and property with little corresponding
destruction in Japan and a postponement of 
China’s reconstruction programme which has 
■already begun to show signs of encourage
ment. If a fair chance for prolonged resistance 
were at all certain, then resistance should be 
offered at all cost. It may be also in. order 
to add, on the other hand, that if resistance 
is merely suicidal, then peace should be 
preferred.

From these 'observations, which now have an 
almost prophetic authority, it will be seen 
that a responsible section of Chinese opinion, 
proud as it may be of the courageous manner 
of their soldiers’ resistance in the face of 
appalling odds, would welcome a definite 
approach to negotiation with Japan. In the 
light of the desperate predicament of the 
Chinese Government, its armies and the 
whole fabric of the civil administration, ! 
nothing but commendation could be forthcom
ing for the leader who would stand forth to 
accept responsibility for peace. He probably 
would be fortified by the knowledge that 
once that decision were taken Japan might 
be disposed to let generosity have sway. 
If Dr. Trautmann is prepared to test the 
issue good wishes will go to him in that 
admirable adventure.
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A PLEA FOR PEACE^k

Nanking merely a matter

It is idle for the moment to discuss what 
terms Japan may offer for peace. At the 
most, accounts which have appeared in the 
press are sketchy, and may amount to nothing 
but intelligent anticipation, or guesswork 
based upon what has transpired in the past. 
The time has come when Japan’s responsibili
ties to China and the world at large demand 
that those terms should be announced. Or- 

! dinarily it might be argued that the occasion 
for such action comes only when the enemy 

! has sued for peace, and were only China and 
Japan concerned in what is happening in this 
part of the world that consideration might 
still apply. It is upon the moderation of the 
Japanese demands that the future peace of 
this portion of the world depends. Should it 
subsequently appear that Japanese policy is 
one of divide et impera it may be possible 
that Chinese resistance will be continued, as 
disastrous for Japan as it will be* for herself, 
and Japan is in no position where she can 
afford to weaken herself unduly by a pro
longation of hostilities. For she has other 
difficulties besides China, some of which may 
prove even more embarrassing than have 
those created by this country. Political rein- 

t , . A • forcement upon which Japan at present 
In defeat the Chinese. appears to depend might not prove so solid if 
\ iney have indeed ever came test. economic condi- 

tion of her own country demands a surcease 
from the enormous expenditure in which her

With the fall of
of time a glance back over what has trans
pired since the commencement of hostilities 
may indicate the best line for China to pursue 
in the future. This journal, before those un
happy days began, pleaded hard for 
peace. That plea is strengthened by all that' 
has happened. Since the landing of Japanese I 
forces in the Pootung Peninsula, a move I 
which completed the downfall of the Chinese 
resistance around Shanghai, the Chinese have 
been unable to offer any real opposition to 
the advance of the Japanese armies into the 
interior. Strongly prepared defences' have 
fallen with bewildering rapidity to those who 
fancied that in their- strength the Chinese 
soldiers might have been able to hold the 
enemy. That has not proved to be the case, 
and, with the fall of the capital, Japan will 
have attained one of her immediate objec
tives, will have forced the National Govern
ment to flee, and will have secured control 
of another large tract of Chinese territory, 
which added to that already captured in the 
north makes a formidable proportion of 
China’s total losses. T ' '
have lost no honour.
vindicated their nationality and the world is' 
amazed at the improvement in China’s 
military forces which has been effected during licies for the last few years have involved 
4*rVÛ. loci' ■fixr.O' 'XZQOVCy I Oil IT C? 1 C? IT 11Y^■•«/vj *11

j her, and her 'own national fortune is closely 
wrapped up in the early securing of peace. ' 
And so, again, it is strongly urged that Japan’s 
duty at this juncture is just as pressing as 
that of China to make it possible to bring 
about a cessation of hostilities on terms which 
will secure for both countries a lasting respite 
from the tragedy in which they are entangled.

, ,.x. p ,x x. t That should not be beyond the statesmanship
What are the realities of the situation. either country, but it necessitates a mutual

the last five years. In all its misfortune 
China stands as a nation which, despite all 
it has 
gained 
should 
which
not blind them to the fact that little or noth
ing can be expected from further resistance 
except slow suicide.

suffered, has found its soul: it has 
an enormous spiritual victory which 
stand it in good stead in the years 
are to come. That, however, should

They can be very briefly stated. An enemy 
nation has swept over vast areas of China, 
millions of its inhabitants are in flight under 
the most distressing conditions, hundreds of 
thousands have died and many more may 
be expected to die, not only as the result of 

‘military action but also by reason of its 
sequelae, famine, poverty and disease. The 
destruction of property, of wealth and the 
dislocation of a nation’s industries has been 
another portion of the price which China has 
had to pay and still is paying. China is 
learning the lesson that so many other nations 
have so bitterly learnt that while the price of 
victory is tragic the penalty of defeat is 
appalling. A time comes when practical 
statesmen seek to put a period to such losses^ 
and, in all earnestness, it is suggested that 
such a time has now come. With all the 
emphasis it is possible to make it is urged 
that now is the opportunity when the leaders 
of China should commence investigations as 

; to what can be saved out of the present 
débâcle.
upon them by the responsibilities they have 
assumed towards their own people, and to 
ignore it at this juncture would be the gravest 
dereliction. For it must be remembered that 
the longer this unavailing resistance is pro
longed the higher will become the price of 
peace, the costlier in terms of useless suffer- 

' ing. The day of high hope has passed, lost 
in the realization of grim misfortune, and no 
real service can be rendered this unhappy 
country by endeavouring to suggest that any 
other view can be taken of the situation. 
That the world sympathizes with China goes 
without saying. Perhaps in more fortunate 
times a better effort might have been made to 
save it from this sacrifice to Mjoloch. That 
such has not been made is a matter for sorrow 
rather than for reproach.

That is an imperative duty laid

realization of China’s position and the ex-1 
hibition of a goodwill which has up to the 
present been not too conspicuous.
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THE PRUDENT COURSES^

If the opinion of this journal that the time 
has come for China to consider making peace 
with Japan ever needed corroboration it is. 
to be found in the very tragic Reuter message- 
from Hankow which reports that Chinese 
leaders are quite frank in their discussion of 
the collapse of their military resistance 
against Japan. They admit realizing that the 
collapse was inevitable, but that it had ccme 
earlier than expected. It was hoped, in other 
words, to offer prolonged opposition in the 
area between Shanghai and Nanking in this 
area, and north of the Yellow River. While 
it is claimed that the failure in the north was 
due more to political causes than military, 
close scrutiny does not entirely bear out that 
contention. The armies which fought Japan 

; in that area consisted of provincial levies 
' stiffened with National Government troops. 
Ip the former Nanking had never placed much 

' reliance, nor in the opinion of competent 
foreign observers were they ever considered 
as efficient as those troops maintained by the 
Central Government. Had they been it is

be comparatively smaller. Those hopes have 
not materialized and it is fof the Chinese 
government to decide whether they will con
tinue an unavailing struggle, or cut their 
losses and return to the huge task which 
awaits them of again building up their for
tunes.

The decision seems to be being made for 
them. Reinforcements will be increasingly hard 
to come by. It is true that the twelve Kwangsi 
divisions in the field can be maintained by the 
additional levies which Gen. Pai Chung-hsi has 
trained, a new army is being formed in 
Hunan, while Gen. Liu Hsiang of Szechuen 
promises to maintain twelve divisions in the 
field. At the best they are merely provincial 
troops and not of the quality likely to prove 
any serious menace to the Japanese armies. 
Prolongation of the struggle from now on can 
serve no good purpose. It may do very con
siderable harm to China’s best interests, apart 
from the additional suffering such procedure 
would involve. Japan’s terms are not yet 
known. It is apparent now from statements 
made in Tokyo that they will not be an
nounced until China sues for peace. Nor, 
apparently, will they be revealed to any

probable that they would have been able| Power which might endeavour to bring the
to give a better performance than they did,1 
but they were neither sufficiently organized 
nor properly equipped to face the well-trained 
and fitted armies which Japan was putting in 
the field. Whether Sung Chen-yuan and Yen 
Hsi-shan were or were not Wholly loyal to 
Nanking seems entirely beside the point. The 
answer is that they did fight and did give the 
government all the support they could. Han 
Fu-chu played a different game and the 
opinion expressed in Japanese quarters that 
at the appropriate time Shantung would fall 
into their hands like a ripe plum seems on 
the verge of being justified, for, no matter 
how much Han Fu-chu’s loyalty may be 
impugned in the past, the best interests of j 
his province would now be'served by a full 
realization of existing conditions and the utter j 
futility of hoping to mend them by continued ■ 
resistance.

The story behind the gallant defence of 
, Shanghai as revealed by the Hankow leaders’ 
admissions is a shocking one. Inadequately

two countries together for direct negotiation. 
From those facts it is to be deduced that the 
price of peace will rise with the expense to 
which Japan may be put by further resistance. 
Is all that has been done during the last ten 
years by the Nanking Government, the im
provements which have been effected in the 
country, the cultural elevation which has 
been attained, the law and order which has 
been established, all to be made an unavail
ing sacrifice to a very proper national pride? 
The friends of China sincerely hope not; but 
iit is inevitable if this struggle is to continue 
indefinitely. That is the tragic picture which 
at present presents itself, and it is believed

j that the Chinese, who after all are keen real
ists, will comprehend the situation and adapt
their policies accordingly. Should they do so 
much of the effects of defeat might still be 
offset, the terms which Japan may seek to* 

* impose may be correspondingly less.

equipped and supplied units were left in ,
their positions for months without relief
subjected to a hammering which it is almost 
impossible to believe humanity could with
stand, and suffering appalling losses made all 
the greater by the inefficiency of a lamentably 
equipped medical service. Even then it 
might have been possible for a longer 
resistance to have been offered to the Japan
ese advance had it not been for the troops 
of Gen. Liu To-chen—Marshal Chang Hsueh- 
liang’s soldiers. Having mutinied at Tehchow, 
causing the loss of Tsangehow, they were 

, brought to the local front, where they 
repeated their offence at Soochow and brought 

i about the collapse of the Chinese defence 
; between Shanghai and Nanking. Had the 
j forces here been adequately equipped and 
! had there been nothing of this mutinous 
i treachery it is doubtful whether in all the ?
circumstances the Chinese could have done
more than offer the prolonged resistance 
which they believed they could make. Indeed, 
from what the leaders are reported to have 
said, it is apparent that they never hoped at 
any time to secure such victories over Japan
ese as would lead to their withdrawal from 
China, but by a long war of attrition to inflict 
such economic damage upon Japan as would 
leave them substantially the victors. That 
they themselves would similarly have suffered 
seems to have been in their minds together 
with the idea that the damage to them would
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Should China Ask Terms ? x
A N ARTICLE in II Popolo d’Italia, believed 

to have been written by Signor Mussolini 
himself, says that if China still believes in 
assistance of collective character she has vowed 
herself to suicide, “for clearly Japan will win 
all battles and compel China to surrender.”

We hesitate to take issue with such dis
tinguished authority and refuse to join in giv-* 
ing advice to the Chinese. But nevertheless it 

. is within bounds to suggest that battles may 
I all be lost and the fight finally won.

China clearly enough embarked upon re
sistance with no hope or expectation of being 
immediately victorious in the field. All the 
facts were against that. But in the first place, 
there comes a time when retreat is no longer 
possible with honor; and in the second place, 
not all wars are settled on the battlefield.

The counsel from Rome sounds as though 
it might well be an echo from Tokyo. This is 
a time when Japan would no doubt like to 
have China humbly ask for peace terms. But 
the reasons why Japan, and Japan's friends, 

I would like it are among the reasons why China 
shows no sign of doing so. Japan has thus far 
won everything—and nothing. That paradox 
may become clearer as time goes on.
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From The Jhan^hai Evening Post, ohunghui, Deceuber 1U, 1W37.

Prospects For Peace \ 
*pEACE PLEAS are now being heard in many! 
A quarters. Some of our contemporaries 
have advocated pea^ce in their editorial columns, 
arid Mr. Woodhead speaks upon the subject on 
this page today. On the other hand the Tokyo 
“Inner Cabinet” ordains a war beyond Nanking 
—a decision which may or may not mean its 
face value, but Which must be taken as final 
if the peace feelers fail to make effective con
tact.

We have no advice to offer. It seems to 
us that this decision is one on which foreigners 
cannot with good grace do more than express 
their natural emotional desire, in which we 
surely share most fully, that there be no. more 
suffering—and in expressing even that, we 
cannot with full safety indicate how such a 
result might be brought about. Perhaps a 
peace now would be durable and perhaps not 
Merely to suspend fighting may prove as broad 
a path to more trouble as was the 1931 avoid
ance of fighting in Manchuria.

If Japan could bring herself to put forward 
proposals for a truly fair and durable peace, 
with convincing guarantees that she would not 
once more break that peace, China and the 
world would call her blessed. But she might 
have done that before any fighting was 
started. Is there any indication that her pre
sent victory mood inclines her to greater rea
sonability? We would like to see it, but we 
have not.

Without a doubt, there is an element in the 
Chinese Government which is pro-peacje in 
the sense that it favors some sort of terms 
With Japan. The questions are, whether this 
element can get anything at all endurable in 
in the way of an offer from the Japanese, and 
whether any Japanese offer can be accepted 
with a prospect that China will accept it, 
(speaking now of China as nation rather than 
of the Chinese Government which might under 
such -circumstances be so universally re
pudiated as to cease in any effective sense to 
be a government).

Shanghai is now so shut away from the! 
interior that it is doubtful if any of the rumors 
now going around are worth the slightest 
credence. Nobody knows just how the Chin-

• ese Government feels about things at the" 
moment. But the obvious fact is that despite 
the great damage inflicted on the armies of 
China, the rapid withdrawal up-Yangtze is a 
putting into' effect of policies long overdue and 
by no means to be construed as necessarily in
dicating either a breakdown in morale or a 
collapse in the capacity (as well as will) to 
resist.

Therefore we feel that Shanghai observers 
will do Wisely if they keep their mental powder 
dry. However much we may wish to see the 
hostilities end, this is a matter for the Chin
ese to decide; and many Chinese have re
peatedly declared that their nation had not 
embarked on reluctant but determined resist
ance in order to surrender after the initial, 
and expected, defeats and withdrawals. It is' 
hard to believe that any Japanese terms now 
could ask anything but surrender from the 
dhinese, and it is hard to see how surrender 
could lay the foundations for a durable peace.

Viewing the position still without any desire 
to advise either side, but in an effort at 
realism, it thus seems that unless Japan is 
prepared to be most surprisingly, unexpectedly 
liberal and to forego entirely the much-talked- 
of “fruits of victory,” the alternatives appear 
to be merely a continuation of the Chinese 
struggle or the ineffectual signing of a peace 

j which can be no peace. We cannot see benefit 
to either China or Japan in either course. To
morrow we shâll analyze the position farther.
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From The Shanghaï Evening Fost Shanghait Deuenber 11t iy37

/ At The Cross-Road
rThe world is so void of a number of things 
Pm sure we should all be as worried as kings. 
IpRANKLIN P. ADAMS’ apparently playful 
* words, quoted îloove, are far from a joke. 
Much of our present Far East worry is due to 
voids of one sort or another and not the 
least important is the lack of knowledge as to 
“whither are we drifting." At this time of 
pause when peace seems at least a possibility, 
but when signs as to how peace might come 
in durable form are lacking, the public at large 
feels rather painfully uninformed as to what 
Japan wants in China and what China might 
consider in coming to terms with Japan.

Part of the cause of this is the mutual re- for in many Chinese eyes it is a choice be-,

On the other hand the Chinese obviously 
would want Japan to take all troops out of 
China and restore the position of status <mo 
ante 1932, otherwise the military menace from 
Japan would be such that the Chinese might 
as well go cn with the presumption 
any event the Japanese Intended to 
for full control.

There has been much talk of

that in
press on

General I
Çhiang Kai-shek’s position and it seems clear 

’enough that to the Chinese, General Chiang is 
still the only man who could enforce any sort 
of promises to the Japanese. Even he could 
not enforce some sorts of promises. There 
seems rcr. jta fee: that Japan’should wish to 
conserve hfs status rather than to destroy it;

crimination as to the origin of hostilities. A\ 
American friend sympathetic with China, and • 
smarting under Japanese allegations that the ’ 
Chinese are responsible for the fighting by | 
reason of their general hostility and obstinacy,; 
is reminded of thé story of the boy who had 
hold of the, cat’s tall. His mother said, 
“Johnny, stop pulling pussy’s tail!” The boy 
said, “I’m not pulling pussy’s tail, mama. I’m 
just holding pussy’s tail—pussy’s puiling!” In 
his view the Japanese are less than candid in against that something of what we believe to! 
blaming the Chinese and they have it in their 
power to halt the trouble very easily by stop
ping their part of the excitement, 
words they can have peace when 
fighting.

tween Chiang and chaos from a Japanese,' 
fjgnit of view. In other words, only Chiang 
Sid: build any effective bridge between a

nese Government and Japan. If Japan 
Wants China to break up. Japan should wai< 
t& get. rid of Chiang—but that will make it 
impossible to implement any Japanese plail^ 
save by rule of bomb and bayonet.

So much for things as seen, we my cau* 
tlously put it, by some Chinese. Let us put

In other 
they quit

be a fairly frank and full presentation of a 
Japanese viewpoint which includes within its 
ecopc some idea, of what the military think.

Before the actual outbreak of hostilities. 
Japan was prepared to talk with China as an

It is extremely difficult at this stage, in’equal but that is no longer true. Today it is a! 
Shanghai, to obtain any really authentic Chin- prerequisite, from the Japanese side, that the J 
ese view. The Chinese feel that they are not Chinese admit themselves in a secondary posi-j 
the aggressors, naturally; it is hard to find tion. The Japanese have spent too much to( 
any common opinion save that China should!allow of less. j
continue resistance and that the Chinese! 
ability to resist improves as the Chinese with-^ 
draw farther into the interior.. On the other ;as indication that the Japanese army intends 
hand it is increasingly realized that the heroic to continue expansive pressure indefinitely, as 
résistance arcund Shanghai entailed a terrific we-understand the matter. There will be some 
sacrifice of the flower of the modern Chinese!extension—Wuhu, -also beyond Pukow to the 

north with eventual link-up of this area with 
cut off and 

without much 
admitted that 
there will be

The Tokyo “inner Cabinet” decision to fight ! 
cn beyond Nanking need not be taken too much |

army, as was proved by the inability to resist 
when this army, or its «shattered remnant, 
dropped back to what many believe should have 
been the first real lines of defense. Without 
any first-hand knowledge of what may be in 
in the minds of the Chinese leaders inland, we 
think it probable that there must be some 
tendency to recognize the desirability of peace 
and we have had the following laid down as 
possible’ basis (entirely unofficial) for what 
the Chinese might find acceptable:

1—Suppression of organized anti-Japanese 
activities.

2—Foregoing ‘ any further discussion of 
recovery of Manchuria.

3—Willingness to reduce the tariff cn piece 
goods. and other things of special interest to 
Japanese exporters.

4~Permission for Japanese to organize 
companies under Chinese laws and own shares 
in Chinese corporations including control, as 
in America and other countries.

Obviously these are merely tentative sug
gestions and they might be subject to con
siderable expansion to include such matters as 
arrangement of through bills of lading with. 
“Manchukuo”’ and interchange of “Manchu
kuo’’ and Chinese Government railways.

being 
hand 
seems 
when

what basis could a peace be 
apprently takes in four 

and two poipts of definite 
follows:

North China (Shantung 
falling into the Japanese 
effort). But in general it 
a dividing-point is near,
either some sort of arranged peace with the 
Chinese Government, or failing that the 
setting-up of a Japanese-dcminated Chinese 
Government. On 
arranged? This 
general headings 
material gain, as

1—Recognition of “Manchukuo.
2—Economic co-operation 

u China.
\ 3—Chinese adhesion to the 
alliance now inluding Japan, 
many.

4—Suppression of anti-Japanese mani
festations.

The two other points relating to specific 
material changes have to do with North China, 
which would become something roughly de
scribable as a Japanese Sphere of Influence, 
and Shanghai, where the International Settle
ment would be left in essence undisturbed but 
where Japan would ask a large outer zone 
(bigger than anything hitherto proposed and

of Japan and

anti-Comintern
Italy and Ger-
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Japan would haVe^ to garrison all this 
territory and .does not es^cially like the pro
spect but the military menXfeel, rightly or 
wrongly, tnat it will be possible to begin to 
get soni/thing out of at least \lorth China 
without/ much delay. So far as\ operations 
against the ex-Nanking Government arc con
cerned, it is felt (again rightly or \wrongly) ’ 
a Peking Government army can oe Assembled 
and caused to operate inland. This, incident
ally, Atrikes us as based on the theory that 
very strong Chinese, with military /ollowings, 
will come into the fold of this ney/ Japanese- 
dominated government and we^wonder what 
basis Japan has for such bcjîcf, aside from 
mere hope, |

The foregoing presentation is admittedly; 
subject to all sorts of criticism, including thei 
criticism that we arc quite unable to give any 
sources for our information from either Chin
ese or Japanese sources. We believe, however, 
that we. have here put down some facts on the 

! two viewpoints which have not previously 
! gone on the record. Conclusions must be left

pfckably extending about to Soochow), within 
which Japanese would have the .right to own 
land first of all, and secondarily enjoy various 
other privileges. While we do not knew whe
ther the Japanese have considered the point or 
not, it is our view that “most favored nation”! 
treatment would require that other foreigners | 
would enjoy similar privileges—but we imagine' 
it might be safely left to the Japanese to see 
that they kept an inside track, one way or 
another. --------

So far as Shanghai is coi^erned, the 
Japanese ide«(s have been threefold: To' 
destroy Chinese military resistance, to destroy 
Chinese economic power, and to deal with the 
problem oS anti-Japanese feelihg. They feel 
that the first two have now been attended to 
and they nave purposely left the third to be 
handled after the first two—that is, to employ 
sternness initially, and later to soften the 
opposition to themselves by the fidal phase of 
their tactics.

Viewing thé China problem as a whole, as 
we understand it the Japanese have meant tc
achieve threp things : To destroy resistance |10 our ri 
and economic power, to destroy foreign in
fluence in large degree (particularly British 
prestige anœ influence), and to realize material 
gain for themselves. Summing up, the 
Japanese feek that under these three general 
headings theX have largely achieved their 
aims in the firstM^wo particulars apra they now 
want—either throufeh^arrangement with China 
or by a new stage of^their own efforts—to 
start on the third.

In all this, the Japanese of course have 
the advantage of being the more dynamic party. 
They also have the hazard attached to this. 
Thus far, they have triumphed militarily, 
though not without great • cost, and China’s 
hope for foreign aid has been largely dashed. 
They now take further risk if China continues! 
to try to resist inland. Apparently they feel! 
that they ‘ can and must take this risk and 
the method of procedure will be to set up a 
Government with a number of Chinese at its 
head (they hope for relatively “big names” 
but others think they will not do much in this 
respect), ruling the five North China pro
vinces, also taking in Anhwei, Kiangsu and 
Chekiang, and involving necessarily the fur
ther operation of extending control down the; 
coast to include Canton. The dangers of in
volvement at Hongkong are obvious but felt 
to be unavoidable.
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ij’roiu The China Press, Shanghai, December 5, 1937,

z BEYOND THE HORIZON
In the midst of war clouds one may perhaps look beyond 

the horizon. While the Japanese have not relaxed the 
vigor of their military campaign and the Chinese have shown 

no sign of weakening their defence, one side must have 
begun to realise the fruitlessness of the venture and the 
other the costliness of resistance. The international at
mosphere at the same time is growing clearer, and the pro
spect for mediation by a third Power is not entirely un
promising.

Sometime ago we took occasion to observe that, if peace 
between China and Japan were to be effected through the 
good offices of another Power, either Germany or Italy would 
probably be acceptable to Japan. We felt then, as we do 
now, that the Japanese Government is determined to 
undermine the political influence of the League of Nations 
even though it has not withdrawn its support altogether 
from Geneva’s technical or humanitarian enterprises. I!t 
follows that, if mediation should be embraced from this in
ternational body, its prestige would be greatly enhanced. 
Conversely, if its offer of mediation should be rejected with
out incurring the risk of collective measures against the dis
senting party, its prestige, already fast on the decline, would 
be further diminished.

The effect of this negative policy may be made all the 
more telling on Geneva, if Japan should entertain an offer 
of mediation from either Germany or Italy. The three 
countries have been bound by their common front against 
Communism, and if Japan is to give.“face” to any one it 
must be given to her friends. Thus, whenever in the past 
reports of Geneva’s intervention or mediation were 
circulated, Japanese spokesmen lost no time in deprecating 
them. On the other hand, when suggestions from Berlin or 
Rome were advanced, discreet silence, if not overt approval, ! 
was displayed by Tokyo. It may, therefore, be reasonable 
to assume that German or Italian mediation will meet with 
sympathetic response from the Japanese Government.

Of the attitude of the Chinese Government little may 
yet be learned. Judging by the recent reorganisation of the 
six provinces of Kiangsu, Chekiang, Hupeh, Hunan, Anhui 
and Kweichow, the Chinese Government appears resolved to 
continue its defence. If the reported conversations between 
General Chiang Kai-shek and Dr. Oskar Trautmann, the 
German Ambassador to China, were to be accepted as an 
indication of China’s willingness to consider proposals for! 
peace, then the future course of events would have to depend 
upon the exact terms to be insisted on by both parties. I

Generally speaking, between Germany and Italy the' 
choice by China in favor of the former is to be expected. Not ’ 
that the relations between China and Italy are no longer ' 
cordial, but that the Italian recognition of “Manchukuo” ; 
cannot but produce an adverse reaction in Chinese circles.

Moreover, Germany’s influence with Japan is presumably 
greater than Italian influence. In the event of another 
Kusso-Japanese war, Japan will have to rely on German 
support more than on Italian support. It stands to reason 
that, if Japan is to solicit German support in a major con
flict, she will have to heed German susceptibilities at the 
present juncture. German counsel will consequently finef 
a more ready hearing in Tokyo. * ’
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Again, German commercial interests in China are de
cidedly larger than those of Italy, although of late Chinese 
imports from the latter country have shown a remarkable 
increase. Like other countries, Germany is bound to be 
solicitions of China’s welfare, if for no other reason, at 
least because she does not wish to see the Chinese market 
entirely dominated by a third nation and thus closed to 
German products.

Finally, as the result of the recent conversations 
between Berlin and London on the one band and > 
London and Paris on the other, Germany’s claim to! 
her former colonies bids fair to be fully . recognised 
in spite of M. Chautemps’ reservations. British support 
is essential in this respect, and British support will become 
more reliable if the Far Eastern situation can be stabilised 
through German endeavor.

For these reasons Germany has a good cause to serve by 
attempting to bring China and Japan back to friendly in
tercourse. In view of the repeated official expressions from 
General Chiang Kai-shek that this country does not desire 
war with Japan or any other Power and that it is ever ready 
to maintain peace with honor, there is no reason why Ger
man mediation may not be found acceptable, now that the 
Brussels Conference has died an untimely death and Geneva 
is as little prepared to uphold its Covenant as it was in 
1931. 1

While we do not intend to endorse or disapprove of 
the present proposal for peace as reported in the press, a clear 
understanding of the existing international situation may 
probably assist in formulating public opinion on the subject 
which is of vital interest to all nations concerned.

_ J
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r CHANGING OBJECTIVES
The unanimity with which the Japanese press 

claim that the fighting in China cannot end with 
the fall of Nanking, but that hostilities have to 
be prolonged even until the Kuomintang is 
driven out of power, suggests that there is more 
behind it than mere coincidence. It is becoming i 
clearer every day that in this instance I’appetit 
vient en mangeant, and! the more successful 
Japan is the higher will be her price for stopping 
hostilities. The* modesty of the original design 
to wrest the northern provinces from Nanking 
and to set up an autonomous state has changed ’ 
first to a desire to control the Yangtze and now, 
judging from the Japanese press to a flamboyant ; 
scheme for what, if it turns out to be correct, : 
will amount to the subjugation of China. The 
semi-official ° Japan Times’* is reported to have, 
declared editorially that due to the fall of Nan-1 
king the views of leàding Japanese financiers, 
business men and industrialists concerning 
Japan’s economic plans have undergone a 
sweeping change. They are stated now to 
believe that plans must be drawn up covering 
the whole of north, central and south China- 
If these new plans follow the lines of the 
Manchoukuo scheme, it does not matter what 
gloze is laid over it, it will mean that despite 
all the assurances which have been given in the 
past Japan is and has been engaged upon a war 
of conquest. The reduction of the whole of 
China to the status of ^Manchoukuo would be 
to establish in Asia a Japanese dominion com- 
pletely beyond what they themselves apparently 
anticipated when they embarked on this venture. Î 
Should that indeed prove to be the case, the ■ 
seriousness of the situation would be complicated 
by the continuance of uncertainty in the future 
as to exactly what weight can be given to a 
nation’s assurances. Normally that amount of 
importance would not be attached to the 
utterances of any country’s' press, but when so 
carefully regimented an institution displays 
such unanimity there must be cause for some 
anxiety. ’ .
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From The North China l>aily News, Shanghai, Deeeiaber 17, XW37>

“WHATS TO COW. . ,
The establishment of a new government in 

the northern provinces of China at present 
captured by the Japanese army is part and 
parcel of the policy as announce^ by Tokyo, 
and has about it nothing which could not have 
been anticipated. With the subjugation of 
North China by the National Government 
many prominent figures were driven into re
tirement. It was never to be believed that 
they readily acquiesced with the state of 
affairs which was then brought about, or that 

; large numbers of Chinese in those areas were 
! entirely happy under the new régime which 
was established. Peiping, shorn of all its 
former glories and dignities as the capital of 
a vast country, felt itself very much the 
neglected stepchild due to its treatment by 
Nanking, and the attempts to bring about a 
closer relationship betwefen the old and the 
new capitals were never wholly successful. 
The very fact that the citizenry had carefully 
stored away their five-barred flags seems to 
be an indication that they anticipated the 
time when they would again become neces
sary, when the southern control under which 
they were restive would be replaced by some
thing else they could better understand. It 
is doubtful whether at any time the ideologies
which animated the southern leaders ever 
took firm hold in the north, which even in 
purely republican days still retained much 
respect, if not affection for the old imperial 
régime. Indeed when the ambitions of Yuan 
Shih-kai and Chang Chun are recalled they 
prove that the yearning after the old things 
had not then diminished; the republican idea 
had taken no very strong rO;ot and it is doubt
ful whether the principles for which the Kuo- 
mintahg stood have since made any better 
growth. For the North has always been 
more conservative than the South and the 
hankering after the things of old still re
mains. From that point of view the Japanese 
in serving their ends could have done nothing 
adroiter than to select men, well on in years 
though they may be, who are familiar names 
amongst the people over whose destinies they 
have been invited to assist in presiding.

Whether Han Fu-chu will join the body of 
the northern elect remains to be seen. The 
landing of Japanese forces on the north bank 
of the Yangtze and their progress towards 
Yangchow, suggests that a movement is being 
initiated! which will force the Central Govern
ment’s troops to retreat from the Tientsin- 
Pukow Railway, whereupon Shantung should 
fall easily into Japanese hands, and Han Fu- 
chu, should he have refrained from offering 

i active resistance to the invaders, may retain 
his provincial governorship even if he is n'ot 
translated to a higher sphere. It> has been 
suggested that as Japan invades other por
tions of China—and to all intents and pur
poses she seems bent on denying any remnant 
•of territory which might remain in the hands 
of the present government access to the sea— 
the authority of the newly-established govern
ment in Peiping would be extended through
out the captured territory. But this would 
give rise to considerable difficulty, and might 
embarrass Japan to the extent of obliging her j 
to maintain garrisons in the occupied areas - 
for the purpose of ensuring that the will of j 
Peiping should prevail The dislike which »

the N’Ojrth has always had of the South is 
reciprocated and it is extremely doubtful whe
ther the latter would accept the government 
of the North unless it were forced upon them. 
It is more likely that the Japanese will seek 
to form new autonomies as the various dis
tricts fall before their invasion, appointing 
men as well known locally as those which 
they have selected in the north, all knit 
together in a loose federation over which 
Japan would maintain a controlling hand.

It does not matter which policy is adopted, 
for both of them have their disadvantages, 
though the latter may prove the more con
venient from the Japanese point of view. 
Naturally the question of Chinese obligations 
to the Powers will have to receive the more 
careful attention. The assurances that Japan 
has given that they will be most scrupulously 
respected will be accepted as the basis upon 
which the future can be considered. Thus it 
is to be believed that the service of the loans 
secured upon the revenue-producing organs 
of the government will be continued as here
tofore, the question of how the various 
autonomies should pay their appropriate 

} shares being a matter for subsequent negotia
tion. With a homogenous government for 
the whole of China, outside whatever jurisdic
tion General Chiang Kai-shek’s government,
may eventually retain, the problem would be ! 
easier of solution, but the Powers concerned I 
will probably remain completely indifferent 
as to how it is solved so long as China’s 
obligations and Japan’s assurances are hon
oured. That they will relinquish any of their 
claims is not to be expected for one moment: 
on that they have been adamant in the past 
and may be confidently expected to continue 
in that policy. All of this will undoubtedly 
prove dismal reading to the Chinese, but short 
of an overwhelming defeat of Japan, iof which 
there is now no human prospect, it is difficult 
to see what else is likely to happen. Japan’s 
announcement that the fall of Nanking would 
not mean the cessation of hostilities envisages 
just such a state of affairs as has been out
lined here, and the future of the occupied 
territories may lie in one or other of the 
two alternatives suggested, both *qf which 
entail just as much Japanese control as is now 
being exercised in Manchoukuo.
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A GLANCE ROUND
All hopes that with the fall of Nanking 

an end might be put tq present hostilities 
may not yet have completely faded though 
they are not at the moment particularly 
strong. The attitude of both countries is still 
firm, Japan having announced her intention 
to continue the war until the Chinese Gov
ernment has been thoroughly chastised, 
though oddly enough it is the Chinese people, 
for whom the Japanese profess such un
wavering affection, who are receiving all the. 
punishment, while recent developments in 
connection with the reorganization of the 
Central Government indicates that the re
verses of the last four months have by no 
means weakened its determination to resist 
to the bitter end. In the course of that re
organization the Central Political Council has 
been abolished, according to Chinese reports 
with the result that Mr. Wang Ching-wei, 
chairman of the council, General Chang 
Chun, secretary general, and Generals Ho 
Yin-ching, Hsiung Shih-hui and Hwang 
Shao-hsiung and Mr. Chen Kung-po have 
been removed from their posts and no longer 
form part of the government, which appears 
thereby to have strengthened its position by 

I the elimination of opinion favouring a some- 
! what less drastic attitude towards Japan, 
j Meanwhile discussions are still proceeding 
in Hankow among the leaders remaining in 
power, and though their decisions have not 

I yet been announced, and may not be for 
- some time, sufficient information has leaked 

out to confirm the impressions based upon 
the foregoing developments. The two nations 
are further apart at the present moment 
than they havebeen at any time, and 
the unfortunateT fact has to be faced that 
prolongation of hostilities fop? an indefinite 
time is the only remaining probability. When 
the appalling misery which has already been 
inflicted upon the Chinese people is con- ; 
sidered, and when to that is added all the 
affliction which must follow a continuance 
of the Japanese invasion, the dashing of 
peaceful hopes to the ground by such em
phatic action on the part of both governments 
is the most tragic development since that 
fatal day in July when the crisis arose.

Militarily the Chinese appear to be re
organizing along lines which should bring 
about a co-operation of forces calculated to 
make Chinese resistance more effective. A 
separate commander will take charge of each 
of the five districts into which the various 
war fronts have been divided, and will be 
responsible for the political and military ad
ministration of the area, allotted to him. The 
concentration of responsibility in the hands 
of a small group of men should render 
control more effective and tend to remedy 
that lack of organization which is held by 
some observers to have been responsible for 
the failure of the Chinese commands to hold 
the Japanese advance in the north. These 
changes indicate that the Chinese govern- ; 
ment contemplates continuing resistance 
along two different lines, one in which better 

' organized armies will continue to oppose the 
Japanese, and the qther the resort to guerilla 

; warfare designed to embarrass the Japanese,

force them to maintain large armies in the 
field, and consequently oblige them to con
tinue incurring heavy expenditure as they 
are at present doing. The report that a well 
equipped Mongol army under Chiang Kai- 
shek’s son is also entering the fray is as im
portant as it is interesting, for according to 
all accounts it is supplied with munitions, tanks, 
etc., of Russian manufacture, and is a deve
lopment which is fraught with dangerous 
possibilities. Assistance such as this na
turally leads to the question of whether the 
alleged present Japanese policy of rescuing 
China from the evils of Communism is not 
calculated to drive China straight Ihto the 
arms of Moscow. Leaders are still actively 
connected with the Chinese Government who 
were reported early in the hostilities as hav
ing said that China’s only friend is Russia, 
and if a continuance of Japanese aggression 
confirms the mass of Chinese in an opinion 
which is only held by the few, Japan will 
have herself alone to blame.

Whatever is the ultimate result of what is 
happening now, this is clear—the Japanese 
are laying up a heritage of hate which it will 
take centuries to eradicate. China's national 
consciousness which has been so sharply 
quickehed during the last ten years is some
thing which has now become an important 
practical factor to be reckoned with in the
dealings of any country with her. If any
thing, the present catastrophe will serve to 
intensify it, and it is not tq be believed that 
Japan is doing anything but storing up a lot 
of future trouble for herself. That in the 
course of this mistaken policy Japan is 
weakening herself ecqnomically as well as 
militarily, is and will continue to be a source 
of cynical satisfaction to Moscow and must 
eventually inspire no little anxiety in the 
camps of the other nations, party to the Anti- ; 
Comintern Paet. That in no way alters the 
opinion of this journal that even now endeav
ours should be directed towards the securing 
of peace. China may be better situated to 
fight a prolonged war than Japan, but it is 
only the confirmed optimist who will believe 
that she has any real chance of expelling the J 
enemy from her shores. Her industrial 
schemes have now been completely wrecked 
by Japanese action, and when peace does 
come it will be years before that damage can 
be repaired. In the meantime foreign interests 
are suffering badly and may be expected to 
continue to, do so. For many concerns in 
China the outlook is black indeed, and the ' 
possibility of ruination without any prospect \ 
of ultimate recovery is something which j 
many firms are already obliged to con
template. And so from every point of view ) 
it is desirable that the question of coming to 
terms should still receive earnest considera
tion. The war-mongering pacifists who shout 
encouragement to China to fight to the last 
man, may be paying adequate tribute to the 
sacrednêss of principles, but such advice given 
from the safety of the foreign areas of Shang-

, hai, savours too much of unreality.
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X CHINA’S FUTUReVV
Although the Sino-Japanese ptsstil- 

ities are by no means over, we fear there 
are signs that the authority of the Chinese 
Government may break down through 
large areas in the country and that the fall 
of Nanking must intensify this process. 
Even if the Chinese armies draw off in 
good order down the Yangtze Valley and 
the Government is able to maintain itself 
in some fashion at Hankow and Chung
king, the departure of General Chiang Kai- 
shek from the field, and the fall of the 
capital, must strike a deadly blow at the 
continued existence of a centralized ad
ministration in this country. Following 
the meeting of the “Inner Cabinet” in 
Tokyo on Tuesday, it was officially 
revealed in the Japanese capital that 
immediately on the receipt of reports of 
the fall of Nanking, “which will reduce 
the Central Government to a mere local 
administration,” the Cabinet will announce 
the severance of diplomatic relations with 
the Nationalist administration. In areas 
that are actually occupied by the Japan
ese armed forces it is manifest that some 
kind of civil authority must be set up 
sooner or later and, indeed, such organiza
tions have already begun to function in 
North China. Even in the area around 
Shanghai something of the sort is 
beginning to materialize; and it is 
reported that in Pootung a Chinese 
organization is being set up although it 
does not appear at present to have been 
officially recognized by the Japanese army. 
In Nantao, in the Jacquinot Zone, we have, 
of course, a small aréa actually ad
ministered by an international committee. 
What we hope is that wherever there is 
need for temporary administrations to be 

1 set up the best type of Chinese will come 
I forward. There is nothing “traitorous” in 
so doing for realities must be bowed to 
and even under a foreign military 
occupation good leaders can do something 
for their fellowcountrymen’s welfare.

According to the declared statements 
of the leaders of the Chinese Government 
they intend to carry on with the war to 
the bitter end but it would seem likely 
that this will take on a guerrilla character 
in the near future. The departure of the 
Chinese Government from the capital is 
likely in itself to leave the control of 
military operations more and more in the

of a stronger texture, and more in keeping 
with the actual condition of the Chinese, 
than the highly centralized Republic 
which the Kuomintang had tried to 
establish. On the other hand, should the 
present Chinese Government not delay in 
seeking to come to an understanding with 
Japan, the centralized Republic might be 
preserved in some modified form. In any 
case, the political situation in the near 
future is likely to grow extremely com
plicated and no man can tell what may 
develop. Since 1927, we who live in this 
country have become used to the idea of 
there being in existence a National Gov
ernment in the Occidental sense and if in 
the near future this is no longer to be true 
it is obvious that all our lives will be 
affected in various material aspects. Hav
ing gone so far along the road to 
centralization, the possible disintegration 
of China into regionalism would cause an 
awkward shock.

Intimately bound up with the future 
of China, of course, is the future of the 
Foreign Settlements of Shanghai. We 
observe that a contemporary journal has 
been prophesying that Shanghai will no 
longer be the greatest industrial centre 
in China “that it was before the war.” 
Despite the uncertainty as to the future, 
we cannot agree with this statement. We 
believe that Shanghai is likely to become 
at solhe future date an even greater 
industrial place than it has ever been 
before and that it will always be China’s 
greatest industrial centre, although we are 
quite prepared to find that the actual 
percentage of the country’s factories and 
industries it possesses will be less. For, 
like our contemporary, we fully expect 
that eventually many fresh industrial 
undertakings will be established in places 
in the interior of the country. That this 
will be to the detriment of Shanghai we 
do not believe, however, because the 
geographical and other advantages possess
ed by the Shanghai area, situated as it is 
at the mouth of one of the greatest rivers 
of the world, are so overwhelming that 
they make the situation of a great com- 
merical and industrial metropolis here a 
natural consequence. So long as the 
Yangtze exists we feel sure that Shanghai 
must flourish, provided we 
peace. 

i— — ■

hands of regional commanders and ; 
provincial governors who may be expected Î 
to act with a certain amount of regard for
their own interests even if they otherwise 
remain actuated by sentiments of loyalty 
to the National Government.‘What we are
faced with, we fear—unless the Chinese 
Government consents speedily to negotiate 
peace with Japan—is that Chinese unity 
will slowly collapse and that regional 
administrations will spring up. We might 
even live to see a North China, a West 
China, a Central China and a South-West 
China constituted into separate States and 
it would not, of course, be the first time 
in Chinese history that such an event had 
occurred. There are people who believe 
in the political unity of the Chinese race 
yet who feel that some such development 
might not be such a bad thing in the long 
run as it might lead to an eventual federal 
system in Eastern Asia which would be
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Z FALL OF NANKING^*

While the retreat of the Chinese 
armies from the Shanghai area may be 
said to have concluded the first phase of 
the Sino-Japanese undeclared war, the ' 
fall of Nanking brings us to the end of : 
the second phase. The third phase of the 
struggle upon which we are now about1 
to enter is, perhaps, the most uncertain 

j in its prospects. Whereas it soon became 
’pretty certain that the Chinese would be 
driven away from the Shanghai perimeter 
sooner or later and that subsequently 

i they were in no position to hold on to 
Nanking, no-one can now say how long 
the Chinese Government can carry on its 
policy of “resistance” or exactly what 
course events may take henceforward. In 
a certain sense, of course, the capture of 
Nanking clears the air. It establishes 
Japanese military prestige, is a distinct 
blow to the Chinese Government as pre
viously constituted, and must give the 
Chinese people furiously to think. Now 
that the former capital is definitely in 
Japanese hands, it will occur to everyone 
thow closely identified the Nationalist 
Government has been with Nanking. It 
was even quite frequently referred to as 
the “Nanking Government,” not out of a 
desire to belittle its authority, but because [ 
the idea of everything connected with the 
Government being centralized in Nanking 
had caught the general imagination. 
Although outwardly a source of strength, ■ 
it may well be found that this excessive 
centralization was really one of the weak
nesses of the Kuomintang system. The 

'full shock of the removal of the Govern
ment from Nanking to Hankow and 
Chungking wfill probably not be felt 
immediately but we fear that i^s results 

i must be of great importance in the future. 
As we have remarked, it is most difficult 
to anticipate just what sort of character 
the war will take on in the future but 
there are indications that there will be 
an increase in the Chinese resort to 
guerrilla tactics and less disposition to 
engage in large-scale pitched battles with 
the foe. This will in itself tend to 
increase the importance of local com
manders and it will probably prove no 
easy task for the Government to maintain 
any very close supervision over the 
country as a whole.

In authorizing the withdrawal of the 
Chinese forces from Nanking, General 
Chiang Kai-shek is reported to have 
declared that the fall of the city would 
not affect his plan of resistance. But such 
a statement may have little value. It is 
clear that in the four months that have 
elapsed since the outbreak of the hostili- i 
ties at Shanghai the flower of the Chinese 

i army has perished and that severe damage 
i has been inflicted upon its military 
resources. It is alleged that new and even 
better equipped armies are now in process 
of being raised and that the Chinese 
Government can enter the field with 
greater confidence than ever before. Such 
statements are hardly credible. China 

J is not yet conquered, but it is clear that 
| her hopes of any large-scale military 
I success are less likely pf fulfilment than 
! before. The fall of Nanking suggests to ! 
us an opportunity for seeking peace and ; 
thus avoiding a third phase of the war ; 
which might be nothing but a long and j 
bloody guerrilla struggle with no definite | 
military objective obtainable. Judging 
from the statements made by its spokes- , 
men there would seem to be no intention i 
on the part of the present Chinese Gov- , 
ernment to seek the course of peace and 
we are led to the fear that the conflict 
will have to go on until such time as the 
authority of that Government is dis
sipated. Such a prospect awakens feel
ings of the utmost regret. Old residents ; 
of China have passed through extended 
periods of chaos before and the prospect j 
of another such period yawning ahead is 
far from a pleasant one. The most strik
ing impression that remains with most 
observers of the situation in China is that 
everything has got into, a horrid mess and 
that the whole blame for this cannot be 
laid in any one quarter. How things are 
3>w to be best mended is a problem that

ay well tax the most intelligent mind./'
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information that the large 
of non-combatant Chinese who 
into what was considered to be 
safe zone also escaped, as much 
be expected in all the circum- 
It has been made known that the

f LOOKING SOUTH
With more information coming out of 

Nanking it has been extremely pleasing 
to learn that the entire American com- 

1 munity which stayed on during the 
hostilities there, mainly in humanitarian 
interests, has come through unscathed, 
which news it is hoped is the prelude to 
definite 
numbers 
crowded 
a fairly 
as could 
stances.
city of Nanking itself was spared what 
might otherwise have been its almost 
total destruction, firstly, by reason of the ' 
fact that the Chinese forces left to hold it 
were rather small in number, and, 
secondly, because General Matsui ordered 
that there should be no general bombard
ment. A good many Chinese Government 
buildings have been destroyed, however, 
and much of the destruction by fire arose 
from the deliberate arson committed by 
Chinese troops who were seeking cover 
for their retreat across to the northern 
bank of the river. It is quite likely that 
some further destruction will take place > 
because there are still isolated bands of 
Chinese soldiers to deal with from whom 
resistance is being encountered. But1 

t within a few days at most, quiet Within 
the city 
cess of 
Matsui 
peaceful
leave the surrounding countryside and as •< 
soon as that countryside has been freed of ! 
all possible chance of fighting it is not j 
unlikely that a considerable return will 
take place. The victory parade which is [ 
to be 
which

I cipate 
mark 
initial 
depends upon political developments as to 
what the line of future conduct will be.

Considerable speculations are arising 
in South China as to the possibility of an 
early Japanese invasion of that region, 
and Chinese news reports appear else
where in this issue telling of the presence 

. of transports off the coast in the vicinity 
; of Toishan, such troopships being escorted 
: by a strong naval force. Whether these ( 
reports are true or not remains to be seen, 

। but, from the military point of view, 
[there is doubtless Japanese justification to 
j be found for dealing with the opposition 
: which Canton and its province has always 
shown. For a great rhany years, Canton 
has been the head of the anti-Japanese 
movement and to the presence of so many 
Cantonese within the ranks of the Central 
Government has been ascribed no little 
part of Nanking’s policy towards Japan. 
In pursuit of its mission to bring about a I 
change of* attitude between the two coun- | 
tries, Japan possibly feels that it cannot ; 
leave alone what it regards as the hot- J 
bed of opposition, and unless there is a s 
change in the political atmosphere as a I 
whole it seems certain that South China j 
is due to be brought within the zone of J 
military operations. Militarily, it is also j

should be restored and the pro
rehabilitation begun. General 

has asked for the return of 
Chinese who had been forced to

staged in Nanking to-day and in 
General Matsui will himself parti
will doubtless be considered to 

the close of the most important 
stage of the hostilities, and it all

important that it is through South China 
that great quantities of war materials are 
now passing, and although many attempts 
have been made by aeroplanes to destroy 
the communications between Hongkong 
and Canton and also to put out of com
mission the Canton-Hankow Railway it is 
still mainly along those two lines that, 
supplies are being moved. The effect of 
any Japanese military operations in South 
China will inevitably be to the serious 
detriment of British trading interests as 
directed from Hongkong and Canton and 
also, in some degree, to French interests 
in Indo-China. The Japanese have been 
rather critical of the manner in which 
British and French territories have been 

. ' used for the importation of Chinese war 
supplies, but it has been pointed out that 
both Britain and France have a perfect 
right to carry on trade with China from 
their own long-established bases and that 
if materials which can be used in war are ; 
included in that trade to-day it is not | 
their function to deprive China of them, | 
especially seeing that no formal declara
tion of war has ever been made. Japan’s 
complaint is based wholly on her own 
viewpoint of the Far Eastern situation and 
if there are many who have sympathy 
with that viewpoint there are many, also, 
who criticize it. Britain feels that she has 
no count to answer on the point of trading 
from Hongkong in whatever goods China 
might desire to buy, and from the legal 
point of view she is quite right. But 
Japan, anxious to end the war as soon as 
possible, cannot ignore the Chinese lines 
of supply; and, anxious to bring about a 
change of attitude, cannot leave untouch
ed the zone from which so much of the 
present antagonism springs.

Thus it is that the majority of 
neutral military observers are looking to 
the south as being the next region in 
which major operations will be staged. 
Just at what point Japanese forces are 
likely to be landed is, of course, Japan’s 
own military secret but it is almost certain 
that it will be near enough to the city of 
Canton to make an advance on that 
centre fairly short and direct. It is inevit
able, one fears, that further political 
difficulties will arise because of the 
consequent disruption to the trade of 

i neutrals which any armed investment of 
! South China will bring about. Many 
J people were hoping that, with the loss of 

। Nanking and the defeats which have been 
’ suffered by the Chinese armies, there 
would have been a disposition for the 
Central Government to talk peace and so 
avoid the spread of hostilities elsewhere. 
The likelihood of that coming to pass 
seems to be receding, in spite of the fact 
that a great many well-wishers of China 
have pointed out the dangers and destruc- 

! tiveness of prolonging a one-sided affair. 
• j If the millions of people in Kwangtung 
। and Kwangsi—two of ' 
I populated provinces in 
: going to be exposed to 
• through which so many 
' country have already 
[ increases the tremendous responsibility 
i which already rests upon those in whose 

hands lie the making of decisions.

the most thickly 
the country—are 
suffer the ordeals 
in this part of the 
borne it greatly
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CHINESE MILITARY IN 
THE SADDLE

Those who have been hoping against 
hope that some signs would soon be 
forthcoming of those preliminary moves 
which must precede anything in the 
nature of direct peace talks between 
China and Japan must have noted with 
a certain amount of disappointment a 
number of changes in the organization of 
the Central Government which have had 
the effect of lessening the influence and 
participation of political elements in 
favour of greater military control. We 
have recently seen how in Japan the 
highest executive organs of the country 
have been reorganized to give the army 
and navy, in association with the 
Emperor and the higher-ups in the 
Cabinet, a greater direct voice and a 
larger measure of control, and so it might 
be argued that what is taking place in 
the Chinese Government is somewhat 
parallel and that both countries are now 
more than ever committed into the hands 
of their respective defence services. But 
at Hankow, where the major part of the 
former Nanking Government is now 
functioning, there has been quite a 
drastic subordination of political organiza
tions which were formerly held to be at 
the very heart of the administrative 
machine. The Central Political Council, 
of which Mr. Wang Ching-wei was thes 
Chairman, has been abolished, and 
although it is stated in Chinese circles 
here that Mr. Wang is still considered to 
be one of the political leaders of the 
Government his must be a lessening 
voice in view of the fact that it is the 
military side of the Government which ! 
has its hands directly on the helm. It 

; is impossible to discover just how much, 
! if any, real influence is now wielded by 
the purely political figures of the old 
Nanking régime, for one has qnly to bear 
in mind the names of the men who are 
now in control in the field to realize that 
a tremendous change has come over the 
internal directive personnel of the coun
try. Civil affairs have been very largely 
pushed right into the background and 
even within the provincial administrative 
system there has been the elevation of 
military considerations to prime place. 
Especially is this so in the case of those 
provinces whose troops have been sent 
to one or other of the various fronts and 
also, of course, in all the areas either 
directly involved in hostilities or border
ing thereon. So widespread has. become 
the general effect of the fighting that 
there is scarcely any province to-day

which is nof putting military considera
tions first and foremost.

When we find that men like'Qenerals 
Li Tsung-jen, Pai Chung-hsi, Chang 
Fah-kwei and Li Chai-sen are in com
mand of armies in various parts of the 
country far removed froni the spheres 
usually associated with those outstanding 
names we see how greatly the military 
leaders of the South have come to the 
fore during the present crisis. The 
campaign of resistance is now mainly in 
the hands of men who were never closely 
connected with the Nanking Government, 
and although General Chiang Kai-shek 
is still at the head he must be finding 
that he has to work with and through 
other military leaders with whose 
decisions he might often wish to be at 
variance. It is just those elements which 
-had openly based their previous opposition 
to General Chiang on the fact that he 
would not fight Japan which are now at 
the head with him in the fighting and if 
they have got their wish they have also 
been put into positions of authority and 
responsibility for the purpose. It is 
openly reported that General Chu Teh 
and General Mo, the leaders of the 
erstwhile Chinese Soviet Army, are now 
closely associated with General Chiang 
in the formulation of policy and military 
plans and it can be said in very truth 
that the Generalissimo must be finding 
himself in strange company. It is not 
without significance that practically all 
the outstanding men with whom Gêneçâl 
Chiang has had trouble at one time or 
another since he became the leading 
national figure are now more in charge 
of things than the closer associates with 
whom General Chiang had worked for so 
many years at Nanking> This fact has 
been acclaimed as proof positive of the 
unification of all parties and factions in 
the common cause of resistance, but there 
are not a few who see in it the rise of 
the discontents to the eventual and 
inevitable deterioration of the administra
tive coterie. At all events there has been 
a change on the political scene of great 
moment to this country.
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INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS |ln a struggle ct thls nature, extending 
zA-m -r-i * I over many ports, rivers and inland towns,

, the interests of third parties should 
suffer hurt and dislocation. Japanese 
assurances that they will not be unmind
ful of the' rights and interests of foreigners 
may have been made in the best of good 
faith, but in the progress of hostilities 
grave incidents have occurred, commerce 
has been disastrously dislocated, and a 
whole series of critical occasions pre
cipitated. Much of this was doubtless 
unavoidable, but, arising from the more 
serious and avoidable incidents, there has , 
developed an international situation not i 
only of much delicacy but in which a । 
great many non-official statements of 
quite dangerous character have been 
made. In the United States and Britain 
there has been much indignation because

OF EASTERN CRISIS
So much has happened in the Far 

1 East during the past four months to affect 
the international situation that few could 
have foreseen the position of delicacy and 
tension which exists to-day. The quarrel 
between China and Japan, beginning on 
a relatively small scale in North China, 
has, in consequence of the Shanghai 

1 episode, the spread of fighting, and the 
declared determination of the Central 
Government to prosecute the campaign of 
resistance until every Japanese soldier is 
driven out of the country, developed in 
its scope to a titanic trial of strength over 
an ever-increasing range of territory. 
Few can believe that Japan ever wanted I 
to become embroiled to the extent to
which she now finds herself committed. I serious incidents in the field but upon 
At vast expenditure she has had to pour |। which the Japanese Government itself h^s., 
many thousand of men and great j hastened to make fullest apology and fb 
quantities of military equipment . into 
China, has had to place the whole of her 
national economy upon a war-time basis, 
and has had to suffer costly interruption 

! of her normal trading and industrial 
activities. There is no profit in proceed- 

| ings like these. Tokyo has consistently 
1 asserted that there are greater considera- 
' tions than profit which demand of Japan 

a. fundamental readjustment of Sino- 
। Japanese relations and that if the old 
Nanking regime insisted upoh the anti
Japanese attitude which it has displayed 
for years past, if co-operation between .the 
two countries was denied because of 
internal political intrigue in China, and 
if the peace and welfare and progress of 

I the Far East and its two main peoples 
were to be brought off the verge of 

! collapse, then Japan, viewing herself as 
! the principal guardian and one of the 1 
beneficiaries of that peace, had to under-1 

• take a major operation to bring about a 
change which, historically, will prove to , 
be justified and of lasting benefit to - all. 
That is Japan’s main thesis, full though ; 

detail and ; 
proved to 

contacts and 
the world.

offer amends. Agreeing with those whor, 
say that “something more than empty! 
words” is called for, this journal cannot ; 

: view without genuine perturbation ttie^ 
loose talk of either individual national or 
concerted international action because of 
what has so far happened. The resolution 
of the Sino-Japanese dispute, even though 

1 it is being sought by the destructive path 
' of war instead of by the much better way 

of peaceful adjustment, ought not to be 
considered as spelling the embroilment of 

, third parties. All that has been said 
! officially in the United States and Britain 
is that the interests of those countries will 
be fully protected. That is perfectly 
natural and will secure unanimous 
support, but it is vastly different from 
embarking upon precipitate action open 
to the construction that Japan is being 
regarded as having run amok without the 

! .slightest regard to anybody else. If that 
has been the correct interpretation of her 
general policy, apart, as it must be, from | 
certain regrettable incidents in the field, 
it divests of any meaning at all the oft- 
repeated declarations of her responsible 
statesmen and makes a hollow sham of 

' all past assurances.
That the British and American Gov- 

। ernments do not regard those statements 
in that light is borne out by the official 
attitudes so far adopted, and it would be, 
a good thing if others took their cue from 
the leaders in whose hands is the 
responsibility not only of safeguarding 
interests but also of preventing any 
disastrous spread of the present holocaust. 

"The speeches of Mr. Neville Chamberlain 
afid Mr. Anthony Eden in the House of 
Commons debate on Tuesday were 

_________o___________ marked by well-timed restraint, and while 
and she justifies this I others have spoken of the desirability of 
inn nn tho cïrnnrri ihnf naVal demonstrations and economic pen

alties these two leaders spoke only of 
efforts to secure the restoration of peace, 
of Britain’s desire to fulfil international

it may be of difficult 
disturbing though it has 
others with long-established

I interests in this part of
I To some, the whole thing is seen ‘ as
nothing more than an unforgivable war 
of aggression—another chapter in what 
is declared to be Japan’s continental 
policy—but to others it is an attempt by. 
Japan, at tremendous cost to herself, to 
create a working arrangement between 
the Chinese and Japanese peoples which, 
by propinquity, a community of interests,, 
and a common civilization, ought to be a 
sine qua von of their existence. To elim- ( 
inate the old or make it change its attitude 
is Japan’s aim, ;
excursion into China on the ground that 
the Far East as a whole is affected, and< 
not merely China alone, by past policies 
at Nanking.

As the 'struggle is still unresolved, J obligations, and of Britain s determination 
we will leave that statement of its jto Pr°tect her interests and territory, 
essentials there, adding the fact that the JaPan is involved in a task which she 

I National Government of China avows that regards aa. being vital to her welfare and
I it is fighting to preserve the sovereignty, 
I and integrity of the country against ah

icgaiud v*vui uvr 11^1 wcucuc cillU.

security; shè cannot possibly desire any 
extension of her already heavy commit-

iuvvguvj ui LUC VUVUAVAJf clgaiAlSL cilij -

’acquisitive trespass. It is inevitable that I s^e ^as Promise<i full respect for
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the rights and interests of others; she is 
somewhat hampered in her task by the 
peculiar international circumstances ob
taining in China; some of her men have ' 
committed serious errors for which she ; 
has said she is sorry; and she asks for 
patience while she accomplishes the 
mission on which she is convinced she has 
a right to embark and as a consequence 
of which the stability and prosperity of 
the Far East will be enhanced to the 
greater profit of all. It is a painful process 
for everybody concerned but it need not 
necessarily be to the permanent hurt of 
any saye those whose past policies have 
brought it about. It is a difficult period 
through which to live but if we live it 
through as best we can, and keep out of 
the major phase of it while trying to 
understand and adjust ourselves to the 
rear political significance of the ë^ent, we. 
shall be in a position to share in the fruits ? 
of the better times jvhichassuredly lie ? 
^head. •
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■'/ A GREAT INDUSTRIAL CENTER
WHOEVER wins the present war, one thing is bound to 

happen: Shanghai will no longer be the greatest 
industrial center in China that it was before the war.
If the 1932 imbroglio in Shanghai had not taught the 

Chinese industrialists a good lesson, the present widespread 
destruction of Chinese property certainly drives home the 
conviction in the minds of most of them that Shanghai is 
confronted with so many complications that future industrial 
enterprises may not be safely built within its confines. 
Money goes only to safe and secure places for investments. 
What guarantee is there that no repetition of the present 
disaster will happen here in the future?

Realism is the order of the day. The Chinese people, 
with their background of 5,000 years history behind them,,; 
surely cannot fail to appreciate realism and its implica
tions. It is quite true that those factories which have 
their sites within the French Concession and that part of 
the International Settlement south of Soochow Creek, are 
still enjoying a kind of security mixed with uncertainty. 
But the builders of future industrial enterprises are ask
ing themselves how long such security may last. With the 
present ominous trends of things going on unchecked, the 
prospect is decidedly discouraging. Yet the far-sighted 
industrial leaders are compelled to take stock of, and make 
reasonable provisions against, contingencies that are likely 
to arise within the scone of human calculations for at least 
one decade or two. Who is there, after the present bitter 
experiences, that will be optimistic enough to think that 
all will 'be ^vell in Shanghai even say for next year?

Members of the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association 
have held many meetings to deliberate on the present pro
spect jn Shanghai and to explore the future possibilities of i 
development ini different places in the interior. Nanchang, ■ 
Wuchang, Pihghsiang, Chuchow, Changsha, Canton, 
Wuchow, Kunming ami Chungking are àientioned as pos
sible industrial centers. It would take tbo much space to 
go into the merits and demerits of each -place. It will be 
sufficient to state, that, while a few placeh are mentioned, 
only to be dismissal as unsuitable, some ports are consider
ed better than othebs^^ i

All agree that China'T^tndustfîes shouMJbe scattered j 
over many centers instead of being concentrated in onei 
place, as now in Shanghai. While particular industries, 
having an eye on the easy accessibility of sources of raw I 
materials, prefer' particular places as their fields\ of* 
activity, Wuchang and Szechwan appear to receive m^jor 
attention for general purpose^. t

For example, after his return from a trip to Hankow 
and Chungking, a representative of the International JDis- 
pensary Co., Ltd. painted for tfte^members of the Chinese 
Manufacturers’ Association a gibwing picture op the 
industrial future in Szechwan. In fii^opinion the con
ditions prevailing there are almost ideal for China’s future 
industrial development.

Provincialism is a thing of the past. Since the out
break of the present hostilities, little less than half a 
million people from the provinces more exposed to the 
dangers of war have found their way to Chungking alone. 
Both the provincial authorities and the local industrial 
leaders are more than anxious to co-operate with the new
comers who have means, the qualifications and the serious 
intention to settle there.

Industrially Szechwan is truly a virgin land. Those 
who have the proper technical training and ability for in
dustrial organization, will find there plenty to do. The 
following information may be of service to those who may 
be interested in this direction.
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As everybody probably knows, about sixty per cent of 
Chinese wood oils for export comes from that province, 
which in money value represents a figure of more than 
twenty million dollars. Wood oil is used in many ways for 
many things. China will remain an industrially backward 
country if she were contented to export only raw materials 
to foreign countries and not try to make finished products 
out of them. Chinese chemists and manufacturers will 
have their hands full in Szechwan, to cite an illustration? 
by making the most of wood oil as well as wood oil-tree nuts 
which are good for manufacturing a certain kind of 
chemical fertilizer.

While Szechwan goatskin is much valued in America 
for shoe-making purpose, Szechwan bristles hold an im- 
comparably high place in world markets. There is no 
valid ground for the Chinese to keep on buying expensive 
leather products and refined brushes of every description 
from abroad. Energetic efforts should be started to manu
facture the sa'me articles in places economically accessible 
to raw materials.

The amount of natural oils deposited underground, it is 
believed, remains an unknown quantity. There is no lack 
of adequately trained geologists in China who can profitably 
use their time in making the necessary investigations.

Sugar-refining and its by-product, the manufacturing 
of spirits, are still in a rudimentary stage of development. 
While the granting of monopoly as desired by a group of 
wealthy overseas Chinese will not be allowed by the pro
vincial authorities, equitable co-operation on a fifty-fifty 
basis and upon a basis which will also benefit the farmers, 
will certainly be welcome.

Furthermore, salt and natural gas are to be found side 
by side in Tse-liu-ching, a region which is destined to be
come a center for important light industries.

Tf Is unnecessary, nor is it possible to give here a com
plété* list ïm Szechwan’s industrial possibilities. Interested 
readers may be referred to the Reconstruction Bureau of 
^eçhwan Provincial .Government, This organ has, it is 
understood, during the past two and a half years ac
cumulated a wealth of reference materials and statistical 
data which it will be glad to place at the disposal of all in- 

: quirers.
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From The China Tress, Shanghai, December lo, 1937.

WITHDRAWAL FROM NANKING
* ....... —-—■ ■ v

WITH the withdrawal of Chinese troops from Nanking 
and its occupation by Japanese forces, the Sino- 

Japanese conflict has entered upon a new stage. It is only 
natural that much speculation will gain currency at this 
transitional period, and one may perhaps be warranted in 
stressing certain points which may possibly prove of general! 
interest.

At the outset it must be emphasized that the so-called? 
fall of Nanking is the outcome not so. much of military suc
cess on the part of the Japanese as of a pre-conceived plan 
of defence on the part of the Chinese Government. While 
it may be admitted that sooner or later the Japanese military 
would have eventually succeeded in entering the national 
capital by virtue of their superior armament, even in the 
face of the most stubborn defence, still the decision of the 
Chinese military high command to draw the Japanese fur
ther inland must have hastened the eventuality, with a sav
ing of man-power on both sides.

In the orderly withdrawal of Chinese forces there may; 
be discerned a strong determination to carry on the defence. 
And judging by the latest statement issued by Premier 
Konoye, the Japanese side seems equally determined to push 
forward in the wake of their success.

The question that naturally arises is the plan of cam
paign in the future. On this point no one is qualified to 
offer an answer save the Japanese higher authorities. Never
theless, it has been suggested that they may pursue any one, 
of the many courses, now open to them.

The first course much discussed revolves around the 
plan to consolidate the gains already achieved by the Japan
ese and to establish either regional governments or a new 
government for all.

If the former course is to be pursued, three or four re
gional governments may be created—one for the northern 
provinces now under Japanese military occupation, one for 
Shantung if this province were not to be included in the 
first, and one for Kiangsu and Chekiang.

If the latter course is adopted, a “central” government 
may be formed either in Peiping or Nanking which will claim 
to represent thé whole of China. In this latter case Japan 
will probably withdraw her recognition from the National 
Government, and the resultant implications as well as com
plications can be readily conceived.

The establishment of either regional governments or a 
new “central” government will entail numerous details of 
administration for which the Japanese military may be un
prepared at this juncture. It will also give rise to in-, 
ternational problems which it may be most difficult to solve 
in the present state of uncertainty. Thus in well-informed 
circles the plan is seriously discredited. On the other hand, 
it is argued that with the possible threat from Russia, the 
Japanese command may find it necessary to strengthen its 
foothold in the North and to undertake the gigantic task of 
regional administration under certain acceptable Chinese.

The second course lies in continuing the present cam
paign from Nanking as far at least as Hankow. While no 
vital advantages may be thus gained, except perhaps the oc
cupation of more Chinese territory, continuance may in the 
interim relieve the Japanese command of the problem of 
administration which it may have to tackle once the military 
progress is arrested. Moreover, if Hankow should be 
captured, the Japanese will have succeeded in further 
restricting the area within which the Chinese Government 
may exercise effective control and in making it imperative 
for pertain Chinese administrative organs to remove further 
inlahd. Agiunst this nominal advantage must be weighed 
the enormous cost of further advance across a terrain which 
may be easily flooded by the breach of. dykes along the 
Yangtse and which may be blocked at certain points by 
additional booms. The advance toward Hankow wifi ac
cordingly serve no great purpose, and the Japanese ’may 
hesitate thrice before undertaking it.
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The third course is to be pursued by a complete change 
of the front. Instead of pushing westward, the Japanese : 
'may prefer to direct their forces against Canton and other 
vital centers in South China. It is only too well known that 
Canton is now the most important point through which the 
Chinese may obtain military supplies from abroad. Should 
this port fall into Japanese hands, the Japanese feel that the 
Chinese defence may be handicapped by stopping its sinews 
of war. With their forces holding their positions from 
North to South, the Japanese will have cut the Chinese 
Government entirely from the sea, and Hankow incidentally I 
may be brought under their wing without much difficulty. I

Psychologically, too, the Japanese may wish to enter 
Canton, because this city has been the fountain head of 
Chinese nationalism for generations, and its occupation in 
the opinion of the Japanese may eradicate the root of the 
so-called a.nti-Japanese sentiment in China. For these 
reasons it is thought by disinterested observers that the next 
Japanese objective may be the City of Rams, though the cost 
to the Japanese may be overwhelming.

Which course will be pursued by the Japanese it is, of 
course, impossible to foretell. The Chinese Government 
which ha$ £o remain passive in future as in the past can only 
undertake measures of defence. The exact theater of war 
will have to be decided by the Japanese, and the strength of 
defence Will have to depend on the degree of co-ordination 
which the Chinese Government may bring about within the 
regions still free from Japanese threats.

It may be added, however, that even with Canton taken 
by the Japanese China’s military supplies cannot be stopped 
altogether. As long as munition makers in the world are 
anxious to sell, ways will always be formed for the delivery 
of their goods.

The real danger in the situation is the possibility of in
volving other Powers in the conflict. China will then be
come the victim of extended major warfare, while Japan 
within her own islands may begin to feel the wrath of Mars. 
Dr. H.^H. Kung has latterly reaffirmed China’s readiness to 
conclude peace with honor, and Surely it must dawn upon 
all concerned that, victory or defeat, no belligerent has ever 
been benefited by war.
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’rom The China Press, ^hun^hni, December 17, 1

hf , LOOKING AHEAD
i. ...

V/’ESTERDAY we endeavored to bring out certain possible 
j-u co.urses °Pen to the Japanese since the withdrawal of 
the Chinese forces from Nanking. It was emphasized that 
the exact theatre of war in the future as in the past would 
have to depend on the Japanese plan of campaign, and that 
China would have to play the passive role now as before.

It must not be misunderstood, however, that China can 
do nothing but wait for further Japanese onslaughts. In 
fact, as one of the two de facto belligerents China, too, has 
certain courses of action which she may be compelled by 
future events to pursue. '

In order to understand China’s position it is always 
necessary to remember that she entered upon this task of na
tional defence with a" full knowledge of her own military 
inferiority and with no illusion about the heavy odds that 
would have to be encountered. Nor did she at any time 
expect or count on external Aid beyond a certain point.

The events of the last ’ month may seem surprising 
when considered in the light of the spectacular and gallant 
defence of Shanghai during the previous three months; yet 
they did not surprise any one who, convinced of the need 
of prolonged defence, could only perceive in them the need to 
conserve both man power and resources. The military 
tactics may have been changed, but the original decision to 
carry on remains as firm as ever.

In view of the apparent disparity between the military 
equipment of the Chinese defenders and that of the Japan
ese forces, one naturally wonders what China may do to 
make her defence most effective. It is on this point that 
we propose to, dwell brief ly before the second stage of the 
Sino-Japanese conflict is brought into full view. i

At the outbreak of ythe war China, confident of the 
strength of her cause, did look to Geneva and later to 
Brussels for effective action fo bring the hostilities to a 
close. Now that her hopes have been sadly shattered, 
where is she to turn for support in her greatest national 
crisis ? ‘

-It is to be admitted that China must fight her own 
battles, but it is difficult to recall in history an international ; 
war in which one side or the other did not receive direct; 
or indirect assistance from any other Power or Powers. | 
The present war is or should be no exception, though per- ’ 
haps the time may not yet be ripe either for China to seek 
such assistance or for the other Powers to offer it.

The present moment then must be regarded as a vital 
point in the course of the Sino-Japanese conflict. Is peace 
to be achieved now between China and Japan on a basis of 
equality? Or is China to be forced to preserve her^na^ 
tional honor and integrity with a vengeance?

The two questions cannot be answered together. But 
one must be answered. In the minds of the Chinese leaders 
as in the minds of the Japanese statesmen, the turning 
point in Sino-Japanese relations has been reached either for 
better or for worse. If there seems to be a lull now, it 
may be either a lull before another and bigger storm or 
just the proverbial darkness before dawn.

Should peace be sacrificed at any cost, then clearly 
China must find it necessary to seek aid somewhere. She 
does not intend to perish from the face of the earth in a 
solitary fashion, nor can the major Powers afford to see her 
so perish.

It has been freely suggested in many circles that, if 
China could continue her defence for a longer period, the 
situation in Europe might be sufficiently stabilised by the 
gratification of German aspirations and the acquiescence 
in the Italian demands to permit Great Britain to main
tain a strong attitude and, if necessary, to take positive 
action to protect her rights and interests in the Far East.
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This possibility has latterly gained much strength both 
from the emergence of an easier atmosphere in Europe and 
from the bombing of the British vessels in the Yangtse. 
These two factors, however, may produce only momentary 
effect which may vanish overnight, and it would be self
deception to believe that the time is in sight for Britain to 
act more vigorously in future.

If this possibility is to be discounted altogether, where 
may China turn for material support?

To this question many may provide a correct hypothe
tical answer. As an alternative to the support from ..Great 
Britain with the possible support in turn from the United 
States, the U.S.S.R. has been frequently mentioned. Thus 
the question may be reduced to this: Will China be forced 
to go Communistic?

Those who are opposed to such a step will readily point I 
out that it will at once alienate the sympathy which the 
democratic nations have felt for China, provide justification, 
for Japan’s charges of communism against her and turn 
her into a second Spain. Others who are in favor of a radical 
change in China’s political ideology will reply that when 
a nation is confronted with a^ superior military force, mere 
sympathy will be of no avail nor moral condemnation of1 
Consequence; they may even go so far as to contend that 
with the steady negation of certain radical tenets of Com
munism, the U.S.S.R. has already become a respectable ànd 
respected member in the family of nations, with which 
other Powers are only too willing to trade.

Whether Great Britain and possibly the United States 
will be able in time to arrest the hostilities in China, or 
whether China will ever be compelled to seek aid elsewhere 
still remains to be^seen. The. next move has to be made 
by the Japanese, andFiRS hoped ^hat theSiovv will hasW 
£fftljer than retard the cause of peace, x’
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tsro^ Tlie Uhungftui evening Post, 5iiungnui, Ltecenbc. B,

25

1V37.

Near Nanking V । 

TT REQUIRES /'out litle imaginatio^tx^icture1
Nanking as it will soon be if strong resist^ 

ance is offered to Japan’s advance at this] 
point, or perhaps in any event. United Press! 
portrays “China’s once proud capital’’ as about 
to become “a smouldering mass of ruins—a 
funeral pyre of the nation’s greatest hopes.” 
This dramatic word-painting is without doubt 

, precise in its immediate physical aspect but we 
doubt whether it need be construed as wholly 
realistic in the long view.

Nanking as a city may be considered 
liquidated at this moment. Its physical de
struction is à detail. Whether there is a strong 
defense or weak one, great Chinese and 
Japanese losses or small ones, Nanking is gone 
as capital and will doubtless soon smoldc? a:, 
shell of the once-capital. There is sound 
argument for letting the Chinese sacrifice in 
this connection be as light as possible; for the 
conservatiop. of the modern Chinese forces yet 
remaining,' and for these to be drawn yet far
ther inlaild arid-set to work on flanking rather 
than frontal attacks.

Already the cost in areas favoring Japan
ese onslaught rather than Chinese resistance 
has been stupendous. Staunch though the 
Chinese hold proved about Shanghai, that 
staunchness exacted a toll which China was ill 
fitted to~suffer for as we have repeatedly de
clared, the idea th^t Chinse fighting man
power is unlimited is a delusion. There are 
limits to the trained troops available and 
those limits are clearly to be discerned now 
although Chinese military morale is reported 
to be still high. *

Nanking should not be regarded as a senti
mental rallying-point or a potential funeral 
pyre of national hopes. From the outset, every 
thinking observer knew that China’s national 
hopes lay in withdrawing from the coast and! 
putting up a long fight inland, rather than in 
undergoing stupendous head-on punishment 
under disadvantageous circumstances. Reali
ties must be clearly faced and if that is done, 
hopfe ueed not burn on any pyre. China’s will 
to réfcist W-not broken; in fact it is so far 
from broken that'no,^Government today could' 
surrender with guarantee that it could deliver 
a subjected people.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post <x Mercury, Shanghai, December 17, 1937

MilitaryTo The Japanese

.----------rr?;- -rrr (An Editorial)
Z^ENERAL MATSUI made a good statement in Nanking the 

other day. He invited such inhabitants as had not been 
directly restored to their ancestors to return to the homes 
where their ancestors “lived and prospered1’, and to “pursue 
ybur daily life in complete peace.”

■ -• " ... ■ ■’

1^|kind /and sensible'. Some Chinese YiFe-eaters/ rnajq 
object to it cn the theory that no one should consent to live 
sud prosper under Japanese overlordship and mijiftary oc
cupation, but pcor folk with hungry stomachs simply want to 
go on eating and living; and that is that. No one not ih 
their own precise position has a right to blame them.

But why should General Matsui reserve his kindness and 
■ his gocd sense exclusively for the people of Nanking? .

What’s the reason why Nanking, where the heat of 
hostilities has not yet cooled off yet, should be favored beyond 
Shanghai, now long out of the zone of active fighting?

Why should ‘non-combatant Chinese of Shantfaai, and 
neutral foreigners of Shanghai, be deprived of the chance soi 
freely extended to the people of the former capital?

We grudge nothing to the Nanking folk. They have every 
right to decent treatment and cordial sympathy. But so have 
the people of Shanghai, both Chinese and foreign. And the 
people of Shanghai are long overdue for some of the sort of 
talk and action which General Matsui now promptly accords 
the people of Nanking.

It doesn't make sense. What is more, it doesn’t make 
fairness^

Japan has repeatedly declared that she had no fight with 
the common people of China, while as for foreigners, their 
rights and, interests would be carefully preserved and respect- • ed. ’A ■ ' !

In Shanghai today that joint statment is being flagrantly | 
nullified.

It is tiçue that foreigners/ and their Chinese workers are 
being at long-last carefully admitted, under exaggerated re
strictions, to the areas north of Soochow Creek. That is a 
beginning, much overdue, but a very grudging beginning. It 
does not really touch the great problem of restoring /the 
formerly tremendous industrial and agricultural life of this 
area, i ' . ’

Particularly inexcusable on principle (though admittedly 
minor so far as its relation to the plight of the Chinese mass 
population is concerned) is the handling of the Hungjao 
district. Here the interests are predominately those of neutral 
foreigners who should immediately have been allowed to re
turn to and freely occupy their properties. Instead they were 
for a considerable time kept away altogether, their properties 
unquestionably underwent destruction and looting at the 
hands of Japanese soldiery, and even now they are being al
lowed merely to make fleeting visits with Japanese-issued 
passes. No military necessity for any such policy exists, nor 
is it even argued that it exists. The whole affair is a mere 
dog-in-manger bit of petty military oppression, directed tat 
foreigners whose patience is very close to the exhaustion
point for a wide variety of causes concerning which we need 
not dwell in detail here. j

Japan has, it may be said, shown a newly constructive J 
spirit in two directions—toward the Chinese people of Nan- » 
king, as shown by General Matsui’s words, and toward foreign 1 
nations which have become incensed to a dangerous degree! 
by outrages on the Yangtze and elsewhere, as shown by Tokyo? 

; apologies.

i We wish emphatically to suggest that this is the time for< 
Japan to- make this spirit effective in the Shanghai area, 
toward both the Chinese people and foreigners, by moving ' 
without further procrastination toward reopening of all thei 
closed areas and/ facilitating the process of getting ' back St?*.

t toward, normality. , , . ( MM
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 27, 1927.

Easing Shanghai Strangulation
one’s misappropriated property is in!

limited degree restored it is hardly ac
curate to term the action the benevolent 
bestowal of a “Christmas gift” which was the 
not particularly fortunate phrase used last 
night by a Japanese spokesman in announcing 
the reopening to foreign residence and business 
of most of the north-of-the-Creek areas.

But certainly this long overdue action, sub
ject last week to Tokyo representations by the 
British Ambassador, is welcome. And it is 
vastly to be hoped that it presages an early 
reopening of the valuable foreign residential 
properties of the Hungjao area, the continued 
closure of which is quite without reason on 
a basis of any apparent necessity of whatever 
nature. Likewise it is to be hoped that Chinese 
may soon be allowed to resume such measure 
of industrial activity in all areas as is possible j 
under conditions of devastation unparalleled 
since the Taipings.

The demand for immediate reopening of 
the Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas to mer
chants and residents of third Powers was based 
upon every rule of right. It was opposed only by 
a blind rule of might pleading no open justi
fication and acting with a dogged obduracy 
impossible to fathom on any ground com
patible with Japan’s declared desire to safe
guard the rights and properties of neutrals.

Japan is party to a partnership agreement 
in the International Settlement. By her force
ful action in taking over a third of the Settle
ment and holding it at a time when there was 
no visible military necessity she had been per
forming, in effect, an act of misappropriation 
of property—an offense against fellow-foreign
ers who have been repeatedly assured that 
Japan’s attitude is one of the most complete 
friendship toward them, and desire to respect 
their interests.

The general subject of Japanese pressure on 
this area remains vital even though the 
pressure is being in degree eased. Its 
larger aspects appeal not only to property 
interest, but to humanitarianism, for as we 
have repeatedly said, the Japanese milit
ary's “strangulation policy” at Shanghai is 
inflicting needless suffering upon hundreds of 
thousands of helpless Chinese civilians for 
whom,, as for foreign neutrals, the Japanese 
have repeatedly expressed the most bene
volent attitude; a class of people for whom In 
other areas the Japanese have given concrete 
willingness to co-operate in the interest of 
restoring those conditions of approximate 
normality which represent ( to look at the 
matter from a purely selfish Japanese view
point) Japan’s only chance to begin to achieve 
any material gains in China again.

Fundamentally the matter is one of 
Japanese honesty, of good faith, of willingness 
to adhere to pledged obligations. Japan has 
been repeatedly accused of bad faith in many 
particulars of late and the accusation has not 
been well received. Japanese spokesmen 
refuse to adopt the attitude of cynical defiance 
which events seem sometimes almost to force 
upon them; they continue to protest that 
Japanese are honest and that Japan respects 
her pledged word.

Here is a real opportunity to give proof । 
of this. Shanghai must be given a chance to 
breathe again. Some slight relief is welcome 
but more is wanted, and without delay. /
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The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 13, 1937.

I TH® CLOSED AREAS
The statement by a Japanese spokesman 

at the Press Conference on Saturday, to the 
effect that Japanese soldiers were now 
patrolling all extra-Settlement roads formerly 
under the jurisdiction of the Chinese police 
and members of the Peace Preservation Corps, 
inspires the suggestion that the time has come 
when the Hungjao area might ag^in be 
opened. Indeed that may be reinforced by 
the additional remark that, by now, surely 
the time has come when all those areas, xyhich 
have been closed for some months, might be 
made available in order that Shanghai may 
the quicker return to something approaching 
normality. With the Chinese forces pushed 
as far back as they are now it is difficult in 
the extreme to believe that there is any 
real military necessity for keeping closed 
either Yangtszpoo, Hongkew or the extreme 
western areas. With regard to the first two 
it has readily to be admitted that their closure 
during the early days of the hostilities, and 
for quite a long time afterwards, was dictated 
as much by military necessity as by considera
tion for the safety of the few residents who 
remained there until the enforced wholesale 
exodus some weeks after the commencement 
of the trouble. With what was then done 
there is not the slightest intention to quarrel. 
Both Hongkew and Yangtszepoo formed the 
principal base for the maintenance of the 
Japanese troops in that particular sector until 
they linked up with the forces which had 
landed on the south bank of the Yangtze, 
when the facilities to be found in those two 
areas could be used to the full for the 
adequate supply of all material to, the troops. 
The presence of a hostile populaton in that 
area would undoubtedly have proved a serious 
embarrassment to the Japanese military and 
naval authorities, and once the fact of the 
hostilities is accepted there is little grqund 
for criticising what was done.

The case of the Hungjao area is somewhat 
different. Evacuation there became neces
sary because of the danger, feared not only 
from the Japanese but also from the Chinese 
themselves, while the fact that it was to be
come a battlefield naturally induced residents 
to come into the safety to be found within 
the defence perimeter. The battle passed, the 
Chinese were driven from the environs of 
Shanghai, and a large number of delightful 
foreign residences, fortunately not as badly 
damaged as it was at first feared, stand 
empty awaiting the return of their owners 
wjio are naturally anxious to go back. The 
fact that a large number of dead bodies lie 
rotting on the ground, indicating no especial 
activities to clean up as the Japanese did in 
Hongkew and Yangtszepoo, is sufficient proof 
that the Japanese do not require the area 
for the accommodation of their own troops. 
If they did, those corpses would have dis
appeared on funeral pyres weeks ago, and the 
whole area would have been made as spic 
and span as the districts to the east and 
north of the Settlement. In these circum
stances it is again urged that the time has 
come for the reopening of this area as well 
as the two others. The Japanese naval 
spokesman is quoted as saying that the 
Chinese are being encouraged to return to 
the Chapei area, and that schemes for re
habilitation would be given careful considera
tion. It may be a very long time before the 
Chinese will have recovered sufficient con
fidence to do so. But were the Hungjao area 
opened, and the foreigners allowed to return 
io reside there, they would take with them a 
large number of Chinese servants, the market 
gardeners would be encouraged' to go back 
and till the soil for the further nourishment 
of Shanghai, and that confidence which is at 
present non-existent would be brought back 
into a satisfactory growth which would not 

* fail to have beneficial effect upon the desired 

return of Chinese to all other areas around 
Shanghai. The sight of a flourishing Hungjao 
area, with the Chinese farmers back at work 
undisturbed under the protection of Japanese 
soldiers or controlled police would do more 
for the rehabilitation of the environs of 
Shanghai than all the fair words that can 
possibly be spoken, for the Chinese just now 
are more than usually prone to believe what 
he sees rather than what he is told, and the 
best way to impress the Chinese with the oft- 
claimed friendship for the Chinese people 
would be just such an object lesson as the 
one which is suggested here.

In this connection there is one other con
sideration which might be commended to the 
attention of the responsible Japanese 
authorities. Much complaint has been made 
l?y the Japanese of the failure of other 
nationals to understand them and their 
motives. It may be entirely due to misun
derstanding, but the impression is rapidly 
gaining ground that despite frequent protesta
tions of consideration of foreign interests they 
are being completely ignored. Can it be any 
surprise^ therefore, that when so many of 
them are subjected to inconvenience, which 
is now so apparently unnecessary, they should 
look upon such affirmations with more than 
a little scepticism? It is quite understood 
that war is war, and that its necessities come 
first in the eyes of military commanders, but 
the conviction is very strong that locally those ' 
necessities have disappeared, and that the 
time has come for the courteous recognition 
of the rights of other people in no way in
volved in this present dispute except for the 
fact of their residence in this city. It may 
very well be argued that some danger from 
air-raids over Hongkew» and Yangtszepoo 
justifies the continued closure of these areas. 
That danger has become very occasional and 
is fast becoming increasingly remote, and if 
foreigners are prepared to take the risk of 
going back to work in those districts and 
commencing the long and arduous process of 
restoring that part of Shanghai to normal 
activity they should be allowed to do so. 
If they are not it is only natural that the ; 
misunderstanding of which the Japanese so 
bitterly complain will be found to be in- J 
creased by their own actions.
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A QUESTION OF HONOUR
When it was announced that the areas 

north of the Sooehow Creek- would be 
re-opened to former foreign residents as from 
December 15, this journal pointed out that 
the conditions under Which the Japanese were 
permitting the return were unsatisfactory. 
That opinion "has been proved to be correct 
by the small number of persons who have 
availed themselves of the opportunity of thus 
returning to their former homes, and what at 
first appeared to be a pleasant, if somewhat 
belated gesture on the part of the Japanese 
authorities has turned out to be completely 
ineffectual and to be causing no little irritation, 

j The re-opening of these important industrial 
areas may be a small matter in comparison 
with the other problems wjth)which the Japlan- ; 

; ese have to deal, but their apparent reluctance; 
i to do so is capable of just the same criticism j 
• as their attitude on other and more important 
! issues. Japan has repeatedly given the world1 
at large assurances that foreign interests in, 
China, and, of course, Shanghai, would be 
protected. On the major questions, as on this 
comparatively minor one, the impression has 
gained ground, and seems repeatedly to be 
emphasized by various unfortunate occur
rences, that Japan speaks with the suasive 
voice of Jacob, but acts with the hairy hands 
of Esau. It is because of that fact that so 
much resentment is being expressed in the 
British and American Press. Japanese words 
and actions are not congruous, giving rise to 
a great deal of suspicion which would never 
exist had the two more nearly coincided. 
That is definitely the situation iri. Shanghai / 
over the question of the rehabilitation of those 
areas upon which most of the future fortunes 
of Shanghai depend and the livelihooid of its 
citizens, and it is desirable that the attention 
of the Japanese authorities responsible should ' 
be drawn to the fact that they are in honour 
bound to see that the general promises and 
assurances which have been given shall be 
promptly observed.

By the continued exclusion of neutral for
eigners and their employees from the in
dustrial areas north of Sooehow Creek it is 
claimed that the Japanese are inflicting un
necessary damage upon the residents of ! 
Shanghai. Shanghai is unable to get back to 
work; hundreds of thousands of Chinese de
pendent upon Shanghai’s industry are deprived 
of employment, and are rapidly joining the 
ranks of the destitute; Chinese business leaders 
and their capital are going elsewhere and the 
economic life of this great city is being swiftly 
brought to a complete standstill. There is 
not one iota of justification for this. Putting 
aside for a moment the propriety of what 
amounts to a forcible seizure of the districts 
in question fqr a Japanese military adventure, 
and assuming that such action necessitated, 
the use of the areas for the maintenance and 
supply of Japanese armies around Shanghai! 
when the Chinese forces were in the vicinity, 
it is pointed out that the Japanese have now !

. gone sq far afield that Hongkew, Wayside and 
I Yangtszepoo no longer form the only available 

base, that the whole of the Yangtze from 
Woosung to Nanking is, or should soon be 
available for the maintenance of the Japanese 
forces in this part of China. Except for the 
normal Naval Landing Party there is no need 
to garrison that part of Shanghai and it fol
lows that no military requirement is being 
served by a continuance of the present state 
of affairs. Of the convenience of the port 
for the handling of war material and stores 
there is not the slightest question; nor is there 
any reason why the Japanese should not con
tinue to avail themselves of such facilities 
without interfering with the normal life of 
the Settlement. Such an arrangement is not 
incapable of being put into effect, and the 
purposes of Japan would be just as well 
served without incurring the reproach in
volved in the present state of affairs.

What is the Japanese policy? Shanghai 
knows what it has been told, and sees what 
is happening. The spoken policy indicates a 
desire to do as little harm as possible, its 
demonstration in action suggests a complete 
recklessness of consequences, or even a wish 
to do as much damage as possible. Through
out these last few months millions in this 
part of the Yangtze delta have fled before the 
advancing Japanese forces, hundreds of 
thousands have left Shanghai district and the 
exodus though reduced has by no means 
stopped. The business, and, consequently, 
the revenues of this port have been reduced 
to comparatively nothing, and though with 
understanding of these facts and the taking 
of appropriate action these conditions may 
prove only temporary, a prolongation of the 
existing state of affairs may reduce Shang
hai and this part of China to the condition i 
of an empty shell,..as valueless to„.the^con-' 
querors as it now is to the vanquished. The 
huge organization of one of the biggest ports 
in the world has been brought to a standstill 
and unless it is speedily put back into opera
tion will irretrievably collapse, the final blow 
to foreign interests here which Japan has so 
often promised to respect. How much damage 
Japan dqes to her own interests by inaction 
in this matter is entirely her own concern, 
but when it is realized that out of the Customs 
revenues of this country Japan will seek to 
secure indemnification for her campaign, it is 
apparent that she would best be served by 
the early restoration of the source of such 
revenues, namely trade. There will be no 
rich pearl in this particular oyster if the 
present state of affairs is allowed to con
tinue indefinitely, and instead of the prizes 
Japan may hope to extract from this area 
there will be nothing but ruination and 
despair. Those are material considerations 
which should surely appeal to the business 
instincts of the Japanese, but this journal 
places the matter on a higher plane by insist
ing that the greater question involved is that 
of Japanese honour. In the best interests of 
that essentially-important quality it is urged 
that the time lias come for the fulfilment of 
oft-repeated promises.
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Fronj The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 23, 1937.

‘v Those closed areas JXx
Itig gratifying to note that Hie ««wStion of 

the rec^eai^ of the 
areas is bei^’bWtt^WCT^ie attention of the 
government in Tokyo. Equally gratifying is it 
to le@rn that Japanese restrictions with regard 
to access to the wharves and the food-producing 
countryside of Pootung are being relaxed. Father. 
Jacquinot’s plea broadcast by this journal yes-’ 
terday emphasizes the necessity for all the 
surrounding areas of Shanghai being reopened’ 
early. It is necessary that the farmers should 
be able to return to the soil as soon as possible 
so that the early crops for next year should be 
thus assured by the resumption of these men’s 
activities. A real proof of Japan’s sincerity in 
this matter could so easily be given, and were 
that done much of present anxiety would be 
relieved. The considerations governing the re
opening of the industrial districts at present ; 
closed are no less weighty. While very con- • 
siderable damage has been done there, there are 
still factories and installations which could be 
put into operation, while the machinery of others 
which could not could easily and continuously 
receive that attention without which it must 
deteriorate. The statement that delay in re
opening these areas is due to Japanese, fear of 
secret activities likely to cause disturbances does 
not appear to be strikingly real. If there were 
any merit in the suggestion, then the whole of 
the areas at present behind the Japanese lines 
in north China would need to be completely 

‘denuded of inhabitants, and it is1 known that 
though, their numbers have been very greatly 
reduced still many thousands carry on their 
businesses there without causing the incon
venience which the Japanese appear to fdar in 
Shanghai. It may be wise for the Japanese 

i military authorities to make haste slowly in this 
j matter, but, surely, not too slowly.
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/NrnPT’WlT'RXr «rr AlVrWAA/\lfaCtOrieS are situated within the affected 
iNUxvlrlbjKlM oM AIM .zone and a goodly number of these are*.

The announcement by the Japàaese^ in shape to recommence manufacturing 
Embassy that former foreign residents of right away. Stocks of raw materials are 
Hongkew, Wayside and Yangtzepoo will on hand, power supply has not been 
be permitted to return there under ’interrupted and the wheels of industry 
permits and certain restricted conditions 
might be taken as the first welcome step 
towards the general reoccupation of the 
areas now under Japanese military' 
control. It will no doubt be protested by 
many that the conditions are far too* 
restrictive and that the area to be opened! 
ought to include the extra-Settlement 
roads upon which so many foreigners are: 
wont to live. Consular identification' 
papers, admission passes by the Japanese, 
notification to police stations, the hoisting 
of national flags, ten o’clock curfew, the

could again begin to turn if only the 
necessary labour could be permitted to» 
enter. The phrase “for the time being’” 
is essentially indefinite, and the whole of 
Shanghai must be hoping that the soonest 
possible opportunity will be xgiven for 
industrial operations to be resumed. The 
problem of unemployment, the care and 
feeding of refugees without their own 
means of support, the heavy financial 
losses being suffered by innocent third 
parties, and the welfare of Shanghai as a 

; whole are bound up with this problem of
screening of all lights, and other require- ; stagnating industry. Japanese mill owners 
ments. cannot be regarded as very । themselves must be anxious to resume 
encouraging and it is doubtful whether । wherever that is possible and there will 
many residents will desire to return under I doubtless be the fullest of representations 
such conditions. But it is a first step along made to the military and naval authorities 
the road to normality and it has come in whose hands lie the making of decisions.

’earlier than a great many people 
^anticipated. It must not be forgotten that 
i fl&e Japanese authorities have every cause 
! to be cautious and it can be assumed, we 
j think, that if this first experiment is not 
accompanied by any untoward incident 
there will be fairly early relaxation of 
some of the restrictions. Chinese house

We join with all others in urging the 
constructive nature of a more general 
reopening of surrounding areas, though 
we seek to be mindful of the many 
practical difficulties of which high officers 
of the Japanese forces have to take note. 
Our own view is that Shanghai will the 
quicker get back to a better functioning in

boys and amahs and workmen to effect 
repairs will be allowed to enter under 
identification cards, and so for the first 
time in several months the limited entry 
of Chinese will take place. With regard 
to shops and factories, these will not be 
permitted to reopen for the time being, 
although this is, of course, the most 
important phase of any reoccupation

direct proportion to the amount of co
operative collaboration there is offered to 
those who now possess effective power. 
Bad-tempered criticism will get us 
nowhere. Responsible officials and 
diplomatic representatives are best fitted 
to present the case, and the general public 
would do well to show trust and at -fhb 
same time carry on in patience.

scheme. Many foreign-owned mills and
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, December 17, 1U37.

X^HANGHAI CONDITIONNA
With the prospects of an early\pbn- 

elusion of the hostilities not very bright, ! 
conditions in Shanghai as far as business ' 
and industry are concerned are distinctly ' 
gloomy. Chinese^ business organizations 
are particularly badly hit and the 
approach of the annual settlement day is 
being looked forward to with much appre
hension by many. It is feared that a 
number of important Chinese concerns 
will have to close down and that many \ 
more workers will lose their jobs. Never
theless, a courageous spirit of “carry on 
if possible” is everywhere apparent and 
we may be sure that no-one will close 
down who can possibly keep going. ' 
Foreign business is, of course^ much cir
cumscribed but from the nature of the 
case is not as vitally affected as that of 
the Chinese merchants. The failure of 
the Japanese authorities to open up the 
areas north of the Soochow Creek more 
extensively is a source of much dis
appointment. The new regulations under 
which former foreign residents of certain 
areas in Hongkew may return to live 
there came into force on Wednesday but 
few people have gone back. As a matter I 

! of fact, these regulations are not suitable | 
to the average person engaged in business 
and they also preclude any social life. 
Only a very few people are sb circum
stanced as to find them at all convenient. 
Some areas such as North Szechuen Road ! 
(above Range Road) and Dixwell Road, 
are excluded from the “opened areas” and 
foreign residents in those streets have 
not even been permitted to pay a visit to 
their houses to make any arrangements 
for the removal or preservation of their 
property. Applications made to the 
Japanese Consulate even for permission to 
“go and look-see” are met with the reply 
that the areas in questions are “not yet 
open” and that nothing is known as to 
when they will be. While it is quite 
possible that there may be good reasons 
why foreigners should not at present 

I return to these districts to live it is 
difficult to understand why former resid
ents should not be permitted to inspect 
their houses and to remove any article 
they may specially desire. Presumably 
foreigners will claim compensation for 
the loss and inconvenience caused to them 
but the whole thing seems rather un
necessary. From the commercial point of 
view, of course, the admission of a few 
former foreign residents into thq areas 
north of the Creek can have little 
significance. Not until Chinese labour is I 
freely admitted can the restoration of |, 

( business and industry be taken seriously 
in hand. As regards Japanese residents 
north of the Creek they are mostly 

; dependent for what business they are 
doing upon the armed forces of their own 
country. The wider commercial interests 
of Japanese in Shanghai, it seems to us, 
are inseparably bound up with those of 
Chinese and foreigners.

It is interesting to note that, accord
ing to the official figures just issued by 
the Maritime Customs, Shanghai’s foreign 
trade for November was better than that 
for October. Imports totalled $10,399,915, 
as against $8,610,207 during the previous 
month, whereas exports had a value of 
$18,027,171, as compared with $14,213,840 
in October. The circumstances being * 
what they are, however, it is dangerous 
to make any sweeping deductions from 
these figures. They probably hardly do 
more than indicate that there was a 
greater freedom of ingress and egress of 

i shipping. It will probably be one .or two 
• months before it is possible to estimate 
what import and export trade prospects 
are going to be in the immediate future. 
At present business is being conducted in 
such an atmosphere of uncertainty that it 
is surprising that such a large amount of 
cargo is being handled as is actually the 
case. While trade is depressed, it is not 
to be expected that living conditions 
among the masses will be good. Many 
Chinese who were previously in good 
circumstances are now greatly reduced 
and the prospects for them of financial 
and social recovery are poor indeed. 
Great numbers of people are practically 
dependent upon relatives and friends, 
overcrowding is serious, and sanitary 
conditions terribly lowered. The report 
that the newly-established “Great Way 
Shanghai City Government” in Pootung 
is planning to open Nantao and Chapei so 
that Chinese who formerly lived in those 
areas may soon return to their old homes 
will come to many as a welcome relief. 
Nevertheless, a mere return to the old 
homes is not sufficient in itself; what 
people who have fled from Pootung, 
Nantao and Chapei to the security of the 
International Settlement and the French 
Concession require most is a renewal of 

। the means of livelihood which means the 
resuscitation of business. Exactly what 
restrictions the Japanese military are 

; exercising as a whole in South Kiangsu 
and North Chekiang “occupied areas” we 
'cannot say but reports indicate that while 
in some areas the Japanese garrison 

'forces are present in sufficient numbers to 
control completely the conduct of affairs, 
in other parts there is a certain amount 
of disorder. The actual number of the 
peasantry and inhabitants of small towns 

| who have fled from their homes cannot be 
accurately estimated but it is put by 
some at several millions. This is in itself 
a serious blow to Shanghai and if the war 
should be continued further up the 
Yangtze Valley from Nanking we fear the 

[process of ruin and dispossession of the 
|pedÇfc3ESl be extended and the blow 

J rendered heavier still. Peace alone can 
really settle our difficulties.
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GETTING BACK TO WORK
Although progress is by no means as 

fast as some people would like, there can 
be no doubt that the areas in and around 
Shanghai which have suffered devastation 
as the result of the hostilities here are 
steadily tending to return to more normal 
conditions. The improvement, perhaps, is 
most marked in Pootung. Whereas two or 
three weeks ago the countryside around 
Pootung was practically deserted, quite 
large numbers of Chinese may now be 
seen moving about and many places are 
becoming reinhabited. In the Hungjao 
area, the Chinese peasantry are gradually 
filtering back but unfortunately some of 
them are doing a great deal of damage 
and even a certain amount of looting. 
Fences are being removed everywhere for 
use as firewood and we are informed that 
practically all the fences of the Hungjao 
Golf Club have disappeared in this 
manner. It would seem desirable that the 
Japanese military authorities should con
sent to the reopening of Hungjao as soon 
as possible so that some adequate steps 
can be taken for the protection of private 
property. Watchmen are, of course, already 
allowed on foreign property in this area 
but these men are not sufficient to cope 
with the petty robbery and night stealing 
that goes on. The returning villagers 
perhaps not unnaturally take the view 
that in re-establishing themselves they 
are entitled to take possession of anything 
they may find on neighbouring premises; 
it is a view inconsistent with the law but 
one very akin to human nature, having 
regard to all the circumstances of the 
case. In Hongkew and Chapei there are 
increasing signs of opening up. It is a 
slow process but steady. One of the great 
difficulties, we understand, is that these 
areas form what is practically a vast 
military base with all sorts of stores and 
munitions, horse lines, etc. Beginning 
from yesterday the curfew hour in the 
area north of the Soochow Creek was 
advanced from 10 to 11.30 p.m. thus 
affording additional facilities to those 
civilians who are .now residing in the 
portions of the area open to the public. 
Other concessions made by the military 
authorities include the opening of the 
Nantao boom to general navigation and 
the issue of permits to foreigners desirous 
of transporting foodstuffs, fuel and other 

! cargo from Pootung to the International 
’’Settlement and the French Concession.
i On the Outside Roads it is understood 
that the Japanese authorities are arrang
ing for police patrols to do the work which 
Was at one time done by the Chinese 
police and we believe that negotiations are 
going on between the authorities regard' 

ing the policing of the area between 
Hungjao and Siccawei which was tem
porarily taken over by the French police 
during the hostilities. It would appear, 
therefore, that things are in train for a 
gradual return to, if not normality, at 
least workable conditions in the neigh
bourhood around Shanghai. The rate of 
progress will depend largely, it seems to 
us, upon the amount of goodwill which is 
shown by people of all nationalities. The 
Japanese authorities cannot be expected 
to grant concessions if there is any fear 
of incidents arising which will raise 
fresh difficulties for them. That is only 
commonsense. All incidents, friction or 
impoliteness are to be scrupulously 
avoided and those who fail in this respect 
must be given to understand that they 
are only making things worse for every
body, including themselves. During the 
last few days, there has been a noticeable 
increase in the number of Japanese 
civilians moving freely about the Settle
ment. This is a good sign and not some
thing to be deplored. What we require is 
a return as soon as possible to normal 
business conditions and to “get on with 
.the job”; most of us have had quite 
enough of politics and polemics, ridiculous 
arguments and violent taking of sides. We 
want to go ahead with what there is to 
do. In this connection, as we have said 
before, we hope responsible Chinese will 
come forward to help the rehabilitation 
of trade and industry without question of 
any political bias. There is really no room 
for political questions in the restoration 
of the areas around the Shanghai 
settlements. The Chinese Government has 
simply ceased ’ to function here but that 
is no jÿason why the countryside should 
be left a desert and no-one come forward 
to help in the work of rehabilitation.
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From The Chantha 1 19Z7 34
I JURISDICTION NORTH 
’ OF THE CREEK

It seems at the moment quite 
unavoidable that a difficult situation should 
prevail in areas north of the Soochow 
Creek so far as the jurisdiction over and 
the rights of foreigners are concerned. 
There is not the slightest doubt that Mr. 
Stirling Fessenden, Secretary-General of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council, was on 
the soundest of ground when he told a 
representative of this journal that “the 
occupation of an area by armed forces 
does not change the basic rights of the 
civil authorities to resume administration 
whenever conditions permit” and also thab 
the indications which have come to hand 
from London and Washington that rights 
of extraterritoriality enjoyed by British 
and American residents cannot be lessened 
by Japanese action are also well based. 
But what has been said regarding basic 
principles is hardly in dispute. What we 
have to take at the moment are the plain 
facts of the situation, and the most 
important fact is that areas north of the 
creek are under military occupation and 
governed under a state almost amounting 
to martial law. The Japanese, out of 
their own military necessity, are in a 
position to say when conditions are 
sufficiently restored to normality for the 
usual civil authorities to take over 
completely the administration of the 
Settlement areas now under their control 
and one fears that until they do say that 
entry into the areas concerned must 
subject to the authority of those now 
a position to exercise it. The laws 
war and of the rights of third parties
areas under martial law are extremely 
complicated; many of them have never 
been wholly agreed to, though the Hague 
Convention did attempt to straighten out 
the tangle. Basic rights persist but owing ■ 
to special conditions they have for the 
time being to be suspended, as we have 
seen here in Shanghai by the los!s of the 
Council’s effectiveness in the Settlement 
areas referred to. A condition of war, or j 
of military occupation, must be accepted ! 
for the fact that it is, whether or not there j 
has been any declaration of war, and, to j 
refer specifically to Hongkew, it would be 
impossible to have many thousands of 
soldiers there on active service, with all 
their stores, etc., and allow at the same 
time civilians—including those of other 
nationalities—to move freely about with
out some sort of military jurisdiction in 
force. Basic rights must take temporarily, 
a back seat, for, in effect, civilians are 
allowed to go to Hongkew only on 
sufferance of the military forces who find 
themselves there in the course of a 
campaign and who regard their own 

1 protection against possible hostile acts as 
; having priority over everything else.
| Admitting that 
unilaterally deprive

! Municipal Council of

any military commanders in similar 
circumstances. The list of regulations 
and penalties thereunder, issued over the 
signature of Vice-Admiral Hasegawa on 
Sunday, cannot be considered excessive, 
but the fact that they were issued as 
being applicable to all persons “in areas in 
the Japanese defence sector or under 
Japanese occupation’’ shows clearly that 
in the minds of the Japanese military 
and naval authorities it is their own law J 
which now has to run in the areas named. ’ 
Those who go into those areas until full | 
civil control by the S.M.C. is resumed must 
do so in the knowledge that it is military 
control and not civil which is now effective 
and. that it is military law and not civil 
law which comes into operation in the case 
of any offence against Japanese military 
persons or belongings. It is not a ! 
satisfactory condition of things but it is J 
one which has to be recognized for the time 
being.

Under these circumstances it is hardly 
non-Japanese 
in 
far 
no

now

to be expected that many 
will want to go and live 
concerned, 
quite small 
cbnsiderably 
question of 
clear. Until

be 
in 
of 
in

the areas 
has been 
doubt be 
that the

The return so 
and it will 
retarded 

jurisdiction has been made
the areas return to the civil 

control to which they basically belong 
there is always the danger of some 
incident, possibly arising from a quite 
unintentional cause, occurring to the 
embarrassment of all parties. The only 
way that return can be made with perfect 
safety is for the areas to be demilitarized, 
at least to the extent they normally are, 
Whether that is possible in the near future 
is for the Japanese naval and 
authorities to say but for so 
Hongkew and Yangtzepoo are 
military bases and under

Japan cannot 
the Shanghai. 
its basic ad- j 

j ministrative rights over its own areas 
and that Japan cannot deprive for
eigners in China of their rights of 
extraterritoriality, it has to be conceded 
that in a military situation some degree 
of suspension becomes inevitable—
recourse to which would be adopted by

military 
long as 
kept as 

Japanese
occupation there is quite an anomalous 
position created for the foreigner. In all 
the clamour which has been made for the 
general reopening of these districts this 
journal has pointed out the dangers of 

’ doing so until conditions fully warranted, 
! and it cannot be said that those conditions 
j have yet been created. There are still 
'temporary de facto considerations which 
| militate against attractive residence, and 
I if the Japanese desire the return of foreign 
civilians they must first free them from 
running the risk of being involved in an 
incident which they themselves might not 
have desired or knowingly provoked. 
When the Shanghai Municipal Council is 
allowed to function in all its wonted ways 
there can then be a safe return, but until 
then the return 
extremely limited, 
misunderstanding 
military situation 
and-a-half months and if it is held 
necessary for military occupation to 
continue the civilian elements must either 
await the return of normality or accept 

| the conditions offered. Seeing that the 
reopening and rehabilitation of these 
districts is of such prime importance to 
Shanghai, this journal hopes that th< 
return to normality will be hastened bj| 
those who. have the power of orderj 
events.

will inevitably be
There is no need for 

on this matter. A 
has existed for four-
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai December 14, 1D37.
Though logic balks at piecing together any 

very full sense from the Colonel’s explanation 
and the order as cited seems quite incredible, 

। by adopting a somewhat Oriental line of 
reasoning we might surmise that the Colonel’s 
position envisaged blazing away at foreign 
shipping and then politely explaining that— 
in effect—he didn’t mean to start a war by’ 
any possible consequences of such action. In 
other words., he meant to do a provocative thing 
yet hoped the provocation wouldn’t prove quits

/“Worse Than A Crime . .
UTTERLY UNPRECEDENTED, so cbm- 

pletely bewildering and shocking, are such 
events as the sinking of the United States gun
boat Panay and the Wuhu attack on British 
warships and merchantmen by Japanese 
bombing planes, field batteries and machine- 
gunners that even the most “realistic” of Far 
East observers must hesitate to fit these things 
into any pattern of considered policy. ■

The promptness of expression^ of regret great enough for real trouble if he preserved 
may be significant. We hope so. Off-hand a diplomatic attitude. But to sink a foreign 
judgment must incline toward a view summed • gunboat is murderously provocative however 
up in the catch-“it is worse than a crime, sire, I; quick the apology, however facile the ex
it is a blunder!” i

It is true that there have been both ac-’ 
cidental and deliberate assaults upon not only 
non-combatants but neutrals throughout the 
course of the present hostilities. It is true also 
that these events have been explained as part 
of a plan to demonstrate conclusively to, China 
that foreign prestige in China is dead, that 
foreign intervention cannot be hoped for, that, 
foreigners in China are impotent even to pro-j 
tect themselves. 4 ;

Yet the Yangtze happenings of the past 
few days and hours have gone so far beyond 
anything previously recorded, either in China 
history or world history, that it is quite idle to 
expect at the present juncture to make a great 
deal of sense of them. We cannot find 
rational cause and they transcend the limits 
of excusable mishap. We can only guess at 
resultant events although it is clear that there 
is no “Remember the Maine!” jingo spirit 
prevalent and that home opinion will 
in every possible way to understand 
cept Japanese explanations. One 
clear enough already—that while 
may be talking of their “victory” 
the people of every other land are 
Japanese outrages.

The Panay sinking is graver 
tragic than anything previously. But the Wuhu 
attacks in their turn topped anything up to 
that time. In a way it would be simpler, in 
seeking a pattern of explanation, had the 
nationalities involved been reversed since 
there has been a perceptible, half-admitted 
tendency on the part of the Japanese to twist 
the British lion’s tail. It seems impossible that 
either the Japanese or any other nation could 
deliberately have planned the whole recent 
sequence in precisely the degree of gravity and 
international complication which actually has 
attended these events.

The Wuhu affair appeared clearly enough 
no isolated incident but explicable only as one 
more indignity in a sinister sequence. Colonel, 
Hashimoto» .replying to the British protest, 
said that this affair was “a mistake” but he 
added to this a statement most significant in 
the light of the Panay sinking—that he had 
orders to fire at every ship on the Yangtze.

If he actually had such orders, it is hard 
to see the Wuhu attack in the light of a 
“mistake,” while it would hardly be stretching 
logic to regard the sinking of the Panay as 
the achievement of an objective. Yet this is 
going farther than we care to go even in the 
light of known facts.

endeavor 
and ac

resuit is 
Japanese

in China, 
talking of

and more

planation.
' Viewed “historically, not hysterically,” this 
takes its place as part of a cynical and risky

1 course dictated by present Japanese military 
strategy in China.

Twisting and tying knots in the British 
1 lion’s tail has been indicated to be an essential 
part of that course. Uncle Sam is the logical 

, secondary victim. Yet again, one’s logic and 
[ humanity balk at the full impact of what has 
• happened.

Japan does not want war with Great Bri
tain. But the Japanese military evaluation of 
the present international situation has been 
that she could go a great distance under cur
rent circumstances (which may not long con
tinue and should therefore best be taken 
advantage of by rapid and daring strokes) 
with impunity, thereby forwarding her purpose 
of gravely damaging if not almost completely 
scuttling foreign—especially British—prestige 
in Chinese eyes.

A limit certainly has now been reached, 
both for Britain and for the United States.1 
Events of the next few hours will show whe
ther that limit has been overstepped. Here in 
China we are, for the moment, quite withoqt 

I;power to decide any issue. This is a matter for 
I home capitals.
- While awaiting what the cables and radio, 
may bring from different points, it is in order 
to note why before these most recent events 
a limit had already, been almost reached. 
Britain, holder, of the chief foreign China 

^stake and the Power most likely under ordin- 
. ary circumstances to take some definite ac
tion (we leave out of consideration Colonel 
Stimson’s revelations of the Manchuria “let
down”), has been growing decidedly aroused.

There have beqn reasons why a strong 
stand in the Far East has not been deemed 
expedient, but it is never wise to push Britain 
too Jar in any matter deeply affecting her 
interests and prestige. The reasons for cau
tion may under stress of extreme events be 

\yerridden or the fundamentals underlying i 
tn^rn may be altered. !

British armaments are being rapidly built 
up. Even more important, Britain is courting 
Germany most deliberately and earnestly, ap
parently virtually offering colonies for the; 
peace of Europe. The durability of the Berlin- 
Rome-Tokyo entente may prove less than; 
Japan believes if. the Germans once get ta 
thinking ‘What is there in it for us, in. China, 

| today? '—because the fact is that Japanese 
I overlordship in China is likely to mean that '
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there is very little German trade in China, 
German-Japanese friendship to the contrary 
notwithstanding. What Japan really wants 
in the long run is a position of China and 
Japan against the field. Thus eventually the 
Orient position might well shape up so as to 
throw British and German (also Italian, Am
erican and even Soviet) interests more or less 
into the same camp; certainly from the 
standpoint of trade, and trade counts when 
the shooting dies away.

It is of course the fact that Britain could, 
if assured of no trouble in Europe, take con- 

I troli of Far East events in a way probably 
: ruinous to Japan’s whole program if not to 
Japan as a nation. But the Japanese have 
coolly gambled on how far Britain could be' 
hurt without being aroused to the point of 
action, and an essential element in that gam
ble is to quit while the winning streak is on.

It has been our observation and belief 
that Japan had, with audacity and rapidity, 

’ virtually accomplished a set task of giving 
China an object-lesson on the present un
willingness if not inability of China’s foreign 
friends to apply force in China, either to help 
China or to look out for themselves. The ques
tion now clearly posed is whether Japan has 
pressed! the gamble too far by these latest 
unprecedented outrages against both Britain 

1 and America. And that question cannot as 
■ yet be answered by anybody. We do not know 
what London and Washington may do. All 
we know is that the way has been laid for a 
course which in other times , would have 
meant war; that on a basis of the record, such 
war still seems beyond the range of pro
bability if not possibility; but that something 
—perhaps a complete pull-out of armed forces 
in China, if not the precise contrary—is sud- 

| denly brought near, and that we on the scene 
j can only maintain calm and courage await
ing the next moves. A hard and uncongenial 
task indeed!—but a necessary one.

To recapitulate points made in our 
general analysis (“At the Cross-Roads”) of 
last Saturday, the Japanese have deliberately 
and with their sights carefully trained sought 

< to do three things: To destroy Chinese re- 
I sistance and economic power, to destroy for

eign Influence in large degree (particularly 
I British prestige and influence) and to realze 
। material gain for themselves. The first seem- 
j ed to have been quite fully accomplished, save 
i for the one highly important and perhaps cru- 
j cial gamble of taking over Canton and the 
J South China coast if the Chinese Government 

will not or cannot make peace on. the victor’s 
terms. It appeared to us that Japan was 
ready on the third step involving (if no peace 
could be made) the creation of a large puppet 
state including five North provinces, Anhwei, 
Kiangsu, Chekiang and the South China ports.

From that point of view, which seemed 
established by sound information, the pro
bability of further major provocation against) 

| Britain or other foreign countries seemed due 
| to diminish if not wholly to vanish because 
! the chief object was achieved and there was no 
use in stretching risks over-far in directions not 
possessing potential gain comparable with the 
hazard. Now comes this latest news. One can 
only comment that to overplay must, at such a 
point, be a serious and possibly fatal tactical 
error.
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/. Sweeping Up The Mess
AÏTHILE we are all a little tired of protest 
’’ notes and resultant apologies however 

profuse, it must be said that the American 
note to Japan was a soul-stirring document. 
Wc quote portions which lead us to that view: 

‘‘American vessels were on the Yangtze
River by the uncontested and incontestable 
right that they were flying the American flag, 
that they were engaged in legitimate appro
priate business, that they at the moment were 
conveying American official and private per
sonnel away from points where danger deve- 
icpcd, that they several times changed positions 
and were moving upriver to avoid danger and 
that they were attacked by Japanese bombing- 
planes.

“Since the beginning of the present unfort
unate hostilities between Japan and China, the 
Japanese Government and varXus Japcnc. .' 

authorities at various points repeatedly assured 
th© Government authorities of thç United 
States that it is the intention and purpose of 
the Japanese Government and Japanese armed 
force®» to respect fully the rights and interests 
of other Powers.

“On several occasions, however, the acts of 
the Japanese armed forces violated the rights 
cf the United States, seriously endangered the 
lives cf American nationals and destroyed 
American property.

“Cn several instances, the Japanese Gov
ernment admitted the facts, expressed their 
regrets and gave assurance that every precau
tion would be taken against recurrence of such. 
In the present case, the acts of Japanese armed 
forces have taken place in complete disregard 
of American rights. They have taken life and 
destroyed American property, both public and 
private.”

The foregoing two-fisted statement of the 
case was followed by demand for “a formally 
recorded expression of regret, the undertaking 
to make complete and comprehensive indemni
fications and the assurance that definite and 
specific steps have been taken which will insure 
hereafter that American nationals, interests and 
property in China will not be subjected to 
attack by Japanese armed forces or unlawful 
interference by any Japanese authority or 
forces whatsoever.”

To this we would like to link a few well- 
chosen words from Shanghai’s good friend 
Admiral Harry Yarnell with reference to “a 
reported statement made by a Japanese naval

indemnification for all losses and deal appro
priately with those responsible for the in
cident. Furthermore they already have issued 
strict orders to the authorities on the spot with 
a view to preventing the recurrence of a similar 
incident. »

“The Japanese Government, in the fervent 
hope that friendly relations between Japan and 
tlie United States will not be affected by this 
unfortunate affair, have frankly stated, as i 
above, their sincere attitude which I beg your । 
excellency to make known to your government.”

We believe that Mr. Hirota is frankly ex
pressing not only his Government’s views but 
his own. As we said at the time, the Panay 
affair for various reasons had all the aspects 
cf something worse than a crime—a blunder— 
and it is v ' for Tokyo not to make a blunder 
worse. In fact it seems accepted in Tokyo that 
things on the Yangtze ran much too far, for 
the Lcndon press publishes a dozen different 
apologies for various things which occurred 
last Sunday.

WTiether the British press is right in feel
ing that “all these apologies mean very little 
in themselves,” it is significant to note that 

jin the affair of the Panay Mr. Hirota premises 
' both indemnification and punishment for those 
responsible, together with precautions, against 

j more of the same, and particularly hopes that 
'friendly relations will net be strained.
i It would take a professional book-maker 
to quote odds on whether this is going to 
prove enough, for new details keep cropping 
up and none knows what the morrow may 
bring. Malcolm McDonald's story of the 
machinegunning and boarding of the sinking. 
Panay (her Stars and Stripes flying) by two] 
motor landing craft makes painful reading 
and it was received after the note interchange. 
Things like that make the task not only of Mr. 
Hirota but of the Messrs. Roosevelt and Hull 
difficult.

' America and Britain have shown great 
; restraint, but even the toughest camel’s verta- 
brae begin to crack as the straws pile too 
high. The one chance for Japan tn case mil 
of this situation is to convince the world that 
some measure of sincerity has finally arrived 
after a long record of cynically provocative 4 
opportunism.

spokesman that American naval vessels would 
be withdrawn from the Yangtze river at the 
request of Japanese authorities.”

The Admiral denied that any such request 
had been received, and put a pin in the matter 
by adding: “It would not be approved if I 
received.” And he further said: “The vessels of 
the United States navy, now in Chinese waters 
will remain there for the protection of United 
States nationals as long as such necessity ex
ists.” Brief, factual and to the point. No 
quarrels invited and none rejected.

Foreign Minister Hirota appears to us to 
have felt himself decidedly on the spot in the
Panay matter. We give him credit for doing 
the best he immediately could in a bad busi
ness when he replied to the American note 
asserting the belief the whole matter was a 
“mistake,” voicing the profound regret of the 
Japanese Government, and tendering that 
Government’s “sincere apologies,” adding— 

“The Japanese Government will make
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From The Shanghai Evening Post & Lieroury, Shanghai, December 18, ly37

/ Damning Details Multiply  ̂\ 
/CONSIDERABLY MORE FUEL is heaped orf 

the fires of foreign discontent by official 
American reports plus the stories of yesterday’s 
arrivals confirming London Times Correspon
dent MacDonald’s stcry that Japanese surface

So much we feel it safe to say now,, but 
it is impossible to do further than indicate 
the realistic outlines of developments as Has 
been cur consistent policy. We don’t know 
how far Washington will go, we don’t kncnV 
hew far London will go, we don’t know how
much this may throw Washington and London 
into each others’ arms, and we don’t know 
how Tokyo is going to squirm out although 
the signs are clear that plenty of squirming 
is in order and will have to be in order. Uncle

It is clear iSam is awake and Japan knows that this time 
he distinctly means business—not in retail 
quantities, either.

Here on the scene it can profit no one if we 
allow ourselves to become over-excited. 
Washington is handling this matter, and doing 
sc with a steely glint in its eye. Gradually the 
facts are coming out more and more. None of 
the facts thus far disclosed sheds the slightest 
credit on those who participated in the attack 
either from air or water, it must be said flatly, 
and Washington is as able to understand that 
as any of us closer up.

The recall of Rear-Admiral Teizo Mit- 
sunami, Chief of Aerial Operations in Central 
China for the Japanese forces, is in itself an 
indication of how these

craft machinegunned the sinking U.S.S. Panay 
after Japanese airplanes had bombed it.

The Japanese claim of “accident” is not 
weakened, it is demolished by this wjtt- 
substantiated marshaling of facts. 
£ The story is an astounding one.
that the Panay was not merely well-marked 
with two American flags painted on the super
structure and the Stars and Stripes flying at 
three points, but shortly before the attack she 
was stopped and her precise nautical position 
ascertained by a Japanese launch coming from 
the same direction as Japanese launches which 
subsequently carried out machinegun attack on 
the vessel at the time that Japanese heavy 
and light airplanes both bombed and machine- 
gunned the craft.

Against these now thoroughly checked 
facts, the words of Japanese official spokesmen 
are empty. It would be far better if these 
spokesmen could get down to the bedrock of 
the matter but obviously this simply cannot
be done because the topic won’t tear discussion are ^Ê^ded by high authority in Tokyo, 
of that sort—discussion which would have to be !Tbre has'been a torrent of explanation and

successive revelations

confession i apology. But in view of the developing facts
It seems to us unescapaùle that the Panay U has become wholly apparent that Washing- 

sinking, like the attacks on British war and,ton wiU not'°e satisfied with anythin? com- 
merchant vessels, comes precisely within theiparable t0 the usual routine of
frame of a deliberately provocative Japanese 
policy as outlined in these columns; that the 
officers who directed the linked-up affairs 
knew what they were doing very exactly and 
were acting in accordance with the settled 
plan to discredit foreign prestige in Chinese, 
eyes; but that they produced so over-! 
whelmingly, embarrassingly too much of a good 
thing (in the eyes of their superiors) that 
they will have to be repudiated and in the 
long run they will be found to have done the - 
gravest damage to the cynical military plan 
through their lack of sense of proportion.
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“Sincerity”
MERIC AN public opinion is aroused as 

J x never before during, recent years by any; 
Far East incident. The circonstances of thc~l
Panay outrage, related in detail by the sur
vivors, have penetrated deeply. We believe 
that in this case, as has not always been true 
previously, the Japanese are able to put them
selves in the other party’s position to some 
degree at least.

iVi.One point about which there will be con
tinued quiet but intent interest is the matter 
of punishment of those responsible.

This time it will not ba chough to say 
vaguely that something is being done or has 
been-done. The United States wants to know 
precisely what. * 5

Rear-Admiral Teizo Mitsunami, Chief of 
Aerial Operations, has been recalled f;:un 
China and it has been said that he “will be 
relieved of his post” but will this actually be 
done?—and will the recall “stay stuck”?—and 
is there any chance that Rear-Admiral Mitsu- 
nami will perhaps receive another and even 
better post causing his colleagues to look on 
the whole matter as close enough kin to a 
good joke?

We cast no reflections on Japanese sinceri
ty in the present connection. Theresas been 
an obvious and we believe extremely well- 
based desire to show America and Britain that 
amends will be made. But the whole purpose! 
of this will be defeated if any subsequent 
developments cast doubt on the completeness 
of these amends in the slightest particular.
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Heroes Of The Panay
ftNE of the Panay survivors described’

Lieutenant G. F. Anders as a “24-carat 
hero.’* That is one way of putting it and a 
very good way too. Wounded and voiceless. 
Lieutenant Anders stayed at his post and 
issued orders in writing. His actions through
out were in accordance with the highest naval 
tradition and We trust that the fact will receive 
appropriate recognition.

But Lieutenant Anders was net alone in 
acting his appointed part well. His crew func
tioned to perfection, so far as we can gather. 
Training and character alike displayed them
selves under conditions of the most surprising, 
terrifying and demoralizing nature.

Mr. J. Hall Paxton of the American Em
bassy. hampered by a bad knee, sought out 
communication as did Mr. George Atcheson, 
Jr., also of the Embassy. In fact the entire 
personnel of the party, official and unofficial, 
seems to have displayed'coolness and presence 
of mind at the time of crisis together with’ 
fortitude afterward. Especially noteworthy is 
Weldon James’ mention of how some of the 
wounded concealed their hurts to minister to„ 
these worse off.

A word should go to the newsreel and one 
“still” photographer who made pictorial record 
of the whole affair. This, record may well 
prove uniquely valuable in supplementing 
verbal testimony, in addition to its obvious, 
tremendous interest to the general public. 
The presence of trained newspaper correspon
dents should also play a large share in 
eventually causing those who bombed, 
maehinegunned and sunk the Panay to realize 
to the fullest extent that in every respect they 
picked the wrong ship.
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A GRAVE AFFAIR'' \|
Of the gravity of this latest incident at J. 

Wuhu there cannot be the slightest doubt, j 
Assuming the correctness of Col. Hashimoto’s r 
statement, that he has orders to fire on allf 
shipping on the Yangtze, and that the firing : 
on H.M..S.S, Ladybird and Bee was a “mistake,” |j 

I is correct, then it follows that the destruction । 
of neutral shipping on the Yangtze is con- R 
templated. Dealing with the affront to the 
British flag this has to be pointed out—| 
incidents involving the British forces have j! 
been far too frequent during these hostilities. 
That many of them were accidental it is still 
readily believed; that this was also accidental 
is not without the realm of possibility. They 
arose out of the unfortunate fact that British 
forces and individuals were brought under | 
Japanese fire through inadvertence, and due| 
credit was given to that aspect of the matter, f 
but these coincidences have multiplied with! 
such rapidity that the question can now be | 
asked whether they are not developing into I 
a habit. What the “mistake” was it is not 
easy to conceive. The Yangtze is not so wide 
at Wuhu that it would be impossible to pick 
up the British ensign with, or even without 
binoculars, and it is more than likely, indeed 
almost inevitable that those controlling the I 
artillery were using such instruments. It will |

on British interests, and the threat to other 
neutrals implied in Col. Hashimoto’s state
ment envisage the repetition of such incidents 
and the creation of multiple threats toj the 
relations which should exist between Japan 
and the rest of the world. These considera
tions have all the greater force when the, 
activities of various goodwill missions j 
despatched by the Japanese Government to J 
various countries are taken into account. j

Viscount Ishii in an interview with the! 
“Sunday Times” concedes Britain’s attitude 
on the question of that strict neutrality upon 
which Japan insists. Japan, he affirms, has 
no legal grounds for asking the Powers not 
to sell arms to China, since war has not been 
declared and belligerent rights not claimed. 
The argument to be derived from that is that 
it would be a departure from neutrality, and 
definite action to China’s detriment were the 
Powers to cease giving such facilities as are 
still being given, and it consequently follows 
that strict neutrality has to take into account 
that soi long as Japan can go into the market 
for such material as she needs, China should , 
also be permitted to do so. Indeed no little | 
sympathy must be felt for Viscount Ishii over 
the manner in which such incidents as this 
must render more difficult a task which at 
the best of times would not be at all easy^ 
The success of his mission depends not only

take more than a little explaining to convince ■ , . . ,. , . * * .
the British Government and the British public ’ uPon the amount of conviction he is able to 
that this outrage was not deliberate, though import into his persuasion, but upon the cor- 

, it was probably not desired at all by the h roboration it receives from Japan s actions in
Japanese Government in Tokyo, and is rather ; 

! the result of the Japanese forces in China' 
। outrunning their mandate. That the strongest | 
। possible protest will be made to Tokyo goes I 
without saying, for by such actions as these 
the Japanese are definitely endangering the 
peace of the whole world. It must be re
membered that patient as Great Britain has 
been under affront the last few years there 
are limits, and those limits are placed under 
undue and unnecessary strain when such 
behaviour as that at Wuhu on Sunday occurs. t

The attack on British mercantile shipping j 
is no less serious, for it brings into question 
the whole subject of Japan’s bona-fides. On 
the one hand the wrorld has been assured by 
Japan, times out of number, that the rights 
and interests of neutral Powers in China 
would be respected, and on the other there is 

I Col. Hashimoto’s statement that he has borders 
to fire on every ship on the Yangtze. It is true

China. If this corroboration is no better than 
that to be derived from such incidents as that 
at Wuhu, he cannot hope for success and 
British public opinion will be confirmed in 
the scepticism with which, unfortunately, it 
has come to regard so many of the assurances 
which have fallen from the lips of Japanese 
leaders. It is, therefore, devoutly to be hoped 
that the Japanese Government will do every
thing to afford Great Britain satisfaction in I 
this matter in order that the gravity of the 
situation may to that extent be mitigatediZX'

that on occasion th are has been attached a pro
vision requiring the strict neutrality of those 
Powers, but neutrality in what? At present ' 
considerations which prevail with full force ■
in times of peace have still that same im- * 
portance. The claim by the Japanese that’ 
Britain fails to understand her policy with j 
regard to China and her desire not to ; 
embarrass the other Powers is often reiterated.:
But, surely, actions speak, louder than words j 
and those actions are the complete negation, 
of the fair assurances which have so re- j 
peatedly been given. It must be strongly ' 
emphasized that British shipping, British 
officials and British civilians have every right 
to perform their various functions within the 
borders of China. That right might be varied 
should this emergency be acknowledged for 
what it is, but until that is done these attacks
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ifrom The North China Daily Neus, Shanghai, December 14, 1U37.

/ TRAGEDY OF U.S.S. PAnX¥
The gravity of the attack on British vessels 

at Wuhu on Sunday has been emphasized by the 
bombing and sinking of the •U.SjS. Panay near 
Nanking the same day. Orief for the victims of 
this latest outrage and sympathy with those who , 
have thus been bereaved will in no way diminish 
the high degree of indignation which must na* i 
turally be felt over such an occurrence- While 
some reassurance will be felt over the manner 
in which Vice-Admiral Hasegawa has an 
nounced the readiness of the Japanese Navy to 
assume responsibility, and the expression of 
sincere and deep regret made in the communique 
published through Domei, yesterday noon, 
uneasiness will still be felt over the difficulty of 
reconciling some of the statements contained 
in that document, with that alleged to 
have been made by Col- Hashimoto and the 
report that at the time the Panay was bombed 
it was some twenty-five miles from Nanking. 
That Vice-Admiral Hasegawa has so quickly 
taken the correct steps in this matter is gratify
ing. but the frequency of these incidents cannot 
altogether be glozed over by the quick expres
sion of what appear to be facile regrets. 
Foreign opinion is rapidly being driven towards 
one of two conclusions: either that there is a 
désiré to bring about a tragic extension of this 
unhappy conflict, or that the Japanese forces in 
the field are not duly impressed by the neces
sity for Japan to maintain as friendly relations 
as possible with a greater portion of the rest 
of the world.v That opinion is not held merely 
locally, but is receiving free expression in 
many authoritative quarters elsewhere. That 
Japan realizes the force of world opinion, and 
fears it. is evident by the endeavours she is 
making to swing it more in her favour. The 
efforts of her propagandists abroad, no matter 
how strenuous their endeavours must be, are if 
not completely betrayed by such conduct, at least 
so discounted as to make them practically 
valueless That moderate thought "in Japan 
will be dismayed by this tragic turn of events 
may be depended upon» but that it will have 
any deep effect upon the present! day trends of 
Japanese foreign policy is, unhappily» greatly to 
be doubted.
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! '/ THE NEED FOR CAReU<\
That Britain and the United States have" 

been greatly shocked by the recent occur
rences on the Yangtze is amply demonstrated 
by the cables which have been received from 
those two countries. Indignation runs high 
accompanied by grave concern as to future 
possibilities. The rapidity with which Japan
ese regrets have been expressed to the British ‘ 

; and American authorities serves somewhat to 
j mitigate the feelings which have been 
aroused, and appropriate settlements will 

! further contribute to that process, but anxiety 
i will still prevail in view of the fact that with
out a complete change of Japanese policy 
towards neutral shipping on the river the 
possibility of other incidents occurring will 
not have been entirely removed. There is 
very little in the contention that the throw
ing of booms across the Yangtze amounts to 
a suspension of clear Treaty rights. China l 
is undoubtedly entitled to defend herself. If | 
by military action she has restricted the 
neutral use of the waters of the Yangtze she 
has not whôlly denied it, and neutrals are 
well within their rights to pursue their trade 
in whatever portions of the river are still 
open to them, and to expect that both the 
Chinese and Japanese shall recognize that 
fact. Had there been no booms constructed 
it is by no means clear that British or Ameri
can gunboats would have been withdrawn, 
for there are still interests up-river to be i 
protected, and, so long as this is the case, | 
the presence of these vessels in such waters, 
is not only desirable but essential. It is un
thinkable that any neutral country, situated as 
Great Britain and the United States 'are-, should 
be expected to relinquish those interests by 
reason of a quarrel in which they are not 
immediately concerned, and while the situa
tion is undoubtedly a peculiar one, the ap
plication of general principles is still neces
sary. It is in the light of those that the whole ; 
affair must be judged, !rarr must be judged. i ,

The bombing of forces retreating across the L| Japan to ensure that such accidents will । 
Yangtze is a perfectly justifiable military not occur again, or that at least every reason- ।
proceeding. That the Chinese craft might ] 
seek to obtain some shelter in proximity to 
neutral war vessels and shipping is un- ! 
derstandable, if not entirely praiseworthy, but 
in dealing with them it is the bounden duty 
of the Japanese to make such 'arrangements 
as will ensure the safety of those against 
whom their operations are not directed. This 
journal is still of the opinion that these in- 

j cidents were purely accidental, but that 
: attention should be directed towards the 
। elimination of possibility of their recurrence. 
, Neutral vessels above the booms cannot 
escape from the river. Civilian craft Would 
probably have been evacuated long before 
this had it been possible, but, since they are 
where they are, precautions must be taken 
by all concerned to make sure that the 
realities of the situation are fully appreciated. f 

That the two British gunboats were at Wuhu 
and not Nanking, that U.S.S. Panay with 
American and other refugees on board was 
twenty-five miles from Nanking indicate that 
such precautions were being taken, and it is 
interesting to note that at no times has it been 
suggested that there has been any display of 
negligence in the matter. The question then 
arises as to what more can be done. Is it to, 
be expected that, when the Japanese forces 
advance on Hankow, neutral shipping must 
retreat up to Chungking, and that when 
Chungking is threatened, if ever it is, it must 
proceed even further westward? The fact 
is that this simply cannot be done. The 

। Tibetan watershed is not the final refuge for 
j such shipping because it can never get there: 
। it has to remain in the navigable waters of 
j the Yangtze and remaining there has every j 
reason to expect that full consideration shall | 
be accorded the difficulties Of its position.

That, and that alone, is the only modus 
operandi which is both “well-recognized and 
readily understandable” and amounts to the 
punctilious abstention from dropping bombs 
on or firing at objectives whose identity has 
not been ascertained beyond the peradventure 
of a doubt. It is realized that this places a 
very onerous responsibility upon both con
tending forces, but there it is, and the 
interests of all concerned are best served by 
realizing that such is the case. That this 
puts aviators, who have at times but split 
seconds in which to make their decisions, at 
a grave disadvantage has to be admitted, but 
even then it is not such as cannot be over
come. And it is desirable that this course 
should be adopted. The consequences of any 
procedure likely to antagonize opinion in 
Britain and the United States could be most 
serious. Japanese action up to the present ' 

• has indicated their every real concern over 
these incidents. That satisfactory solutions, 
will be reached is most devoutly to be hoped | 
for, and with patience and restraint on all 
sides, and the earnest endeavour on the part I

XJLX/U UVVUA ClgClXJX, v± VXÀCLU O.V AVMPV v- v WX J x ,

able precaution is taken towards that end, | 
there should be a mitigation of the bitterness j 
which has been engendered and a definite | 
improvement in the relations between the j 
three countries involved. And one last word. 
The Japanese have demonstrated their bona- 
/ides in this manner by the celerity with which 
they followed the only honourable course open j 
to them. It would be unjust to ascribe to them! 
motives which few thinking people will 
believe. The world at large will be ready to 
give them the benefit of the doubt. That 
readiness will be quickened by the absence 
of any further such occurrences, and again it 
is urged that with the taking of adequate ! 
precautions the risk of such should be very ’ 
considerably reduced if not entirely eliminated^
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 18, 1937.

THE REVISED VERSION
While the recall of Rear-Admiral Teizo 

Mitsunami, Chief -of Aerial Operations in Central 
China, is to be regarded as action calculated to 
ameliorate the situation which has arisen from 
the bombing of the U.S.S. Panay, the discovery 
that Mr. Malcolm MJcDonald’s story, that the 
vessel was fusilladed by machine-gun fire, is 
correct adds somewhat to the seriousness of the 
whole matter. (The United States in making its 
protest acted on the assumption that the bombing 
was accidental, but now that confirmation of the 
shooting has (been obtained, the whole incident 
is held) to have assumed a different complexion. 
Indeed corroboration is thus secured for the 
statement alleged to have been made by Col. 
Hashimoto, in connection with the British 
incident, that he had orders to fire on all vessels 
on the Yangtze. If indeed such orders were 
issued they were^being fully obeyed in connec
tion with the U.S.S. Panay. The explanation, 
has been offered that owing to language diffi
culties Col. Hashimoto’s statement was misun- ;

I derstood. It woiuld be interesting, in view of I 
' what has happened, if some version of what he 
I intended to convey could be issued for the in- 
i formation of the public, who would doubtless 
find much interesting employment in reconciling 
that different version which the facts as they 
have now emerged. What action the United 
States will take, because of the increased 
seriousness of the matter as now revealed, 
remains to be seen, but if the attitude of the 
American Government stiffens no surprise need 

ljbe felt. The same considerations need not neces
sarily apply in the case of the incident involving 
British shipping as the protest was apparently 

> based on the belief that vol. Hashimoto was 
correctly reported and that the shooting at His 
-Majesty’s vessels, if ® mistake, was not ac*4 
1 cidental. ’
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! INCIDENT SETTLED t
i It seems inevitable that the United States’ 
j Government should regard the latest Japanese 
Note on the subject of the bombing and 
sinking of U.S.S. Panay with some degree of 
coldness, and read it with a cool, analytical 
eye, for the Note takes matters very little 
further than did a similar document lodged 
by Tokyo with the United Staves on Decem
ber 14. The issue still remains concerning 
whether the attack on the gunboat was un- 

’ intentional or not, though in accepting the
Japanese note Washington has closed the 
matter, leaving no dqubt as to its own 
opinion. That it was a mistake, and a 
very grave mistake will at once be con
ceded, though Washington will find it diffi
cult to reconcile the facts, as reported to it 
by the Board of Enquiry and the commander 
of the Panay, with the Japanese claim of 
absence of intention. On the forward top 
deck and the after top deck of the craft were 
painted horizontally two United States flags, 
eighteen feet long and fourteen feet wide. 
The aeroplanes attacking the vessel are re
ported to have come down to within one or 
two hundred feet of the vessel when dropping 
their bombs and fusillading it with machine
guns, and the United States and the wqrld 
at large will find it difficult to believe that 
those operating the aeroplanes were unable 
to perceive and recognize those indications of 
the ship’s nationality. Lieut.-Commander
Hughes in charge of the Panay reports that 
the attacks lasted for about an hour and that 

i for the first half of that period “the attacking 
I planes concentrated almost all efforts on the 
Panay.” It must be frankly stated that it is 
unbelievable that, during the whole of this 
time, those making the attacks were not fully 
aware that they were committing an outrage 
upon an American naval vessel lawfully 
where she was. The first bombing is admitted 
to have taken place from a height outside the 
range of the ship’s Lewis guns, but “later, 
when the Panay was visibly smashed, they
came much closer.” If the original attack 
was a mistake and unintentional, can it now 
be argued that the continuance of such action 
can similarly be described? If Washington; 
had refused to accept such a story thçre 
would be very few indeed who would deny 
the reasonableness of such a point of view.

The Japanese assurance, that staff members 
of the fleet, and the conUnander of the 
flying squadron and all others responsible 
have been dealt with according to law and 
that the commander of the flying force has 
been removed from his post and recalled, 
may have/about it a greater significance than 
occidental observers can readily perceive, 

; but it wpuld be interesting to letarn exactly 
j what punishments are provided Ay that law 
I and the/extent to which those sanctions have 
been applied in this particular instance. For 
it mustfbe strongly emphasized that unless 
these officers responsible have been subjected 
to appropriate punishment mere siptements, 
that steps have been taken to ensure that 
there snail be no repetition of this? incident, 
will be without that convincing quality which 
it is apparent from American corpment to 
hand was hoped for. Governments can
not be expected to make such statements 
to each other officially, but the fact that a 
number of officers were under arrest with
prospects of their being disciplined is
matter of ordinary news value which could 
be issued to the newspapers and thus to 
the world dt large. Such a step would in 
no way déroute from national dignity and 
would be a ver^sxaluable contribution to the 

settlement of this veryjgjipoflant and delicate 
issue. That^wa&ttrifffof the nature should 
be done is apparent from the manner in 
which opinion in the United States has 
suddenly become crystallized, and while it is 
not yet solidly for war—and may never be, 
if such matters are satisfactorily handled—the 
public attitude has considerably stiffened 
and may be even stiffer when the people 
see for themselves the testimony which the 
gallant American cinematographers are taking 
there. Should the pictures have the effect 
upon the public which it is stated the govern
ment fears, it is, perhaps, just as well that 
Washington considers the Japanese reply 
sufficiently satisfactory to enable it to close 
the matter in the way it has done, for, had 
the issue remained open, force of public 
opinion might have obliged the authorities to 
go further than they at present contemplate.

While the Japanese Government is handling 
this delicate matter with Washington and 
preparing to reply to the latest British Note 
on the occurrences involving British war 
vessels in the Yangtze, another incident has 
arisen in connection with the flight of Japan
ese aeroplanes over the island of Lantao 
within the territorial waters of the colony of 
Hongkong. Tokyo has already been informed 
that Hongkqng territory and its waters must 
be respected, and the flight now complained 
of is a clear violation of British rights. It 
may be argued that this is a small matter, 
but when the treatment meted out to fliers 
who without authority have flown over 
Japan, and the Japanese insistence upon the 
inviolability of their own boundaries is re
membered, the whole question assumes a 
graver aspect. There should be no attempted 
explanation of “mistake” on this occasion, 
for Lantao is large enough to be seen at any 
height, and aviators who are unable to ap- 

! predate all the implications of a map most 
certainly ought not to be in the air at all. 
It is but natural that the reports of this in
cident should have created a very bad im
pression in London, for it adds another item
to the list of unfortunate occurrences which 
give rise to so much anxiety. If the opinion Î 
is strengthening that the Japanese naval and I 
military authorities are endeavouring to find
out just how far they can go with America 
and Great Britain, they are embarking on 
what might prove to be an exceptionally 
risky proceeding. Neither of those two coun
tries wish a more serious situation to develop, 
but, as was pointed out in these columns in 
Saturday’s issue, there are limits to the 
patience of any nation, and in the recurrence 
of these incidents an unwarrantably severe j 
strain is being placed upon them. It is;
reasonable to believe that the Japanese will j 
hold their hand, for they are already involved ; 
in matters which will require all their at-î
tention for à long time to come.

*
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WUHU INCIDENT
If the Tokyo Foreign Office needed to be 

saved from its friends, it must surely be desir
ing that the Japanese military authorities 
would not try to prove so helpful, for a clearer 
admission of the reckless conduct responsible 
for the incidents at Wuhu, involving British 
war vessels, could not be found than that em
bodied in their statement issued in Tokyo on 
December 28. The facts of the matter as set 
forth in the statement are clear. On December 
9 the Japanese Consul-General, Mr. Okamoto, 
requested third Powers to evacuate their na
tionals from the scene of hostilities. That was, 
in fact, except for the small band of foreigners 
which decided to remain in Nanking, being 
done, and on December 11 ten large steamers 
were observed fleeing up-river from
Hsiakwan. Those vessels were fired on that 

। day, the shells according to the statement fall
ing short. A command was then issued that 

' the vessels should be attacked by units in the 
neighbourhood of Wuhu. The next day, al
though it is claimed there was a dense fog, 
four large steamers were discovered anchored 
about three kilometres north of Wuhu. At 
.about 9 a.m. some of the ships commenced 
suddenly to send up black smoke, and the 
commander, deciding that they were en
deavouring to hide behind a, smoke screen, 
ordered fire to be opened/ and shells were 
veen to hit the forefront of the first and second 
ships. The ships in the rear retreated down 
stream, while one of those in front advanced 
towards the Japanese forces, the British flag 
was identified, and the order to cease fire 
givén. When the vessel came alongside it was 
discovered that she was H.M.S. Ladybird. In 
reply to British protests, it was said by the 
commander, presumably Col. Hashimoto, that 
the British flag Could not be discerned owing 
to the fog and black smoke, that he believed, 
therefore, that they were enemy vessels, and 
that it was his duty to sink all enemy vessels 
on the river. It would seem that Col. Hashi
moto’s statement was reported at the time 
completely coincides with the statement now 
issued by the Japanese military authorities, 
with the saving adjectival grace of the word 
“enemy.’’

The announcement really takes the matter 
no further than did the original reports. If 
Col. Hashimoto’s orders were to sink all 
enemy craft, there can be no quarrel with 
such a statement. He was obviously not 
instructed to sink all vessels, irrespective of 
nationality, and to that extent no particular 
blame attaches to those who issued the ori
ginal orders. But in the carrying out of them, 
there was either an enthusiastic desire to ef
fect them completely, or a failure to recognize 
that the safety of foreign neutrals was still 
the paramount obligation of the Japanese forces 
operating in that area. It is clear that the 
British shipping involved was endeavouring 
to get out of the scene Off hostilities. It was 
also well within the knowledge of the high 
command, and ought to have been within that 
of Col. Hashimfqto, that there was a quantity 
of foreign shipping on the river, and that it 
should not be molested. Col. Hashimoto was 
firing on all shipping. There is nothing in 
the statement to show otherwise. The exis
tence of a dense fog, and the fact that the 
vessels which had been at anchor all night 
were emitting black smoke, probably getting 
up steam to proceed further away up the 
Yangtze, provides no excuse for what happen
ed. It was the bounden duty of the Japanese 
officer responsible for the occurrence to have 
ascertained the identity of the vessels before 
he opened fire, and there can be 'oply fhe 
severest criticism of the failure to take that 
ordinary and essential precaution. In the 
circumstances the reference in “The Times” 
to |he incident concerning the U.S.S. F*anay 
may here béJjust as appropriately- applied.

What then looked like wanton malice has been 
made by the statement issued by the Japanese 
military in Tokyo to appear to be gross reck
lessness or incompetence. It is quite possible 
to accept the assurance that the whole in
cident was unintentional, and that the British 
men-o-war would not have been fired on if 
their identity had been established, but it is 
in the failure to establish that identity—the 
onus of which was on the Japanese officers— 
that the real essence of the matter is to be1 
found. ■*-

At the time of writing, the details of the- 
Japanese reply to the British note, handed to 
the British Ambassador in Tokyo by the ; 
Japanese Foreign Minister, had not been made^ 
public. It may be assumed, however, that"’ 
the explanation of the matter will not be very 
different from the statement now under con-
sideration. Whether it will prove entirely 
acceptable remains to be seen, though should 
the Japanese Government in addition to the 
expression of regret similar to that of the 
Japanese military, give satisfactory assur
ances that every proper precaution will be 
taken to avoid repetition of such an un
fortunate affair, it is probable that the British 
Government will adopt an attitude similar to 
that taken up by Washington. It is to be 

i hoped that such in fact will be the case, for 
serious as the affront has been, it does not 
yet appear to have assumed that gravity 
which would call for further and stronger 
action. This journal fully appreciates the 

i sincerity of the regrets which have been ex- 
, pressed, and the embarrassment which the
Japanese Government must feel over the 
matter. It would be ungenerous to adopt

I any other attitude, but it must, nevertheless, 
be pointed out that what is feared at the 
moment is that there may be repetitions of

1 these incidents, and should that prove to be 
the case the anger which is mounting in both

j Great Britain and the United States will be 
i! further intensified. Such a state of affairs 
j would be truly deplorable, and for that reason
it is devoutly hoped .that the Japanese reply 
wjll prove a more acceptable document than 
the military statement. In endeavouring to 
explain the accidental features of the whole 

j incident the drafters have pinned responsibi- ; 
‘ lity 'op the appropriate person, and if he were i 
! dealt with adequately for his conduct, a '
reality would be added to the anticipated^ 
terms of the Japanese reply which would do ' 
much to restore the cordiality which ought 
still to exist between the two hâtions con
cerned. It might also tend towards ‘ noh- 
repetition of these incidents as impressing on 
other officers the necessity of taking die care, ] 
which was so apparently not taken in this 

h instance.
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has been practical recognition of China’s 
necessity would it not be equally practical 
and cautious to recognize that with the 
spread of hostilities further up river, the 
avoidance of certain stretches of that river 
would be a precautionary and temporary 
contribution to ease a difficult and danger
ous situation? The suggestion is made in 
full recognition of the fact that foreign 
shipping and protective gunboats have the 
right to be where they have now become 
involved in serious incidents, but wisdom 
and prudence does not always call for the 
exercise of rights in face of hazardous 
actualities.

Here in China we are faced with a 
situation which is wholly unique, in that 
foreign rights in this country go to 
greater lengths than almost anywhere 
else. In no other country would it be 
possible for the delicate combination of 
circumstances to exist which we find pre
vailing to-day, and if it were any other 
country than Japan at war with China— i 
although no declaration of war has been j 
made—there would be just the same 
delicacy. It calls not only for the exercise 
of the greatest care on the part of the 
invader but also for the free recognition 
by others of practical difficulties and for 
cautionary conduct to suit. Would it not 
be better, in all the circumstances, for 
foreign residents, shipping and war 
vessels to give due notice of their with
drawal to certain relatively safe places, 
to suspend temporarily their comings and 
goings into and from areas which are» 
either being fought for or newly in 
Japanese occupation, and to make a 
positive contribution to that avoidance of 
incidents which it must be the desire of 
all to see? No-one would weaken the 
spirit which seeks to keep the flag flying 
and we heartily pay our own tribute to 
those who have shown that spirit here on 
the Whangpoo during the past four 
months. But, while subscribing fully to 
the view that neutrals have every right to 
expect Japanese forces to show considera
tion to their presence and that requests 
so to do should be firm and explicit it 
would ease present anxiety if the scope 
for incidents was lessened. We cannot 
emphatically dissociate ourselves from the • 
loose and idle talk which ascribes each 
and every incident to a Japanese desire 
to humiliate and provoke others, for 
there is not the slightest reason to believe 
that Japan would be any gainer thereby. 
We believe there is nothing to be gained 
Jjy Japan in increasing whatever difficul
tés have been created during the past1 
four months and no-one can be in any 
doubt as to the colossal character of the 
tragedy it would be if other countries 
should become direct parties to, any 
extensions of a warlike nature. Such a 
development must be avoided at all costs. 
There must be frankness and scrupulous; 
observance of careful conduct by all sides, 
but if the exigencies of war indicate that 
it would be better for foreign shipping to 
avoid highly dangerous zones there need 
be no cry of “surrender” in so arranging.?

YANGTZE INCIDENT^
The extreme seriousness of the latest 

incidents to take place on the Yangtze in 
which British and American war vessels 
and merchant ships have been fired upon 
by Japanese field guns, machine-guns and 
aeroplanes obviously calls for the immedi
ate making of some arrangement and 
understanding whereby similar happen
ings can be prevented. The story of all 
that took place on Sunday at Wuhu and 
just above Nanking cannot be read by 
anybody without a sense of extreme 
regret and in the realization that unless 
some well-recognized and readily Under
stood modus operand! is going to be 
reached regarding the presence of British 
and other foreign vessels on the Yangtze 
during the course and development of 
Japanese military operations there is 
likely to ensue the gravest of contretemps 
between the nations concerned and Japan. 
What was in the minds of the Japanese 
units which carried out the firing and 
bombing is as yet to be clearly appreci
ated, but considerable perturbation will 
arise if, as Colonel Hashimoto is reported 
to have said, orders had been given to 
fire on every ship on the river. British, 
American and French gunboats are still 
on China’s great inland waterway, as 
they have a perfect right to be under the 

: treaties and in pursuance of their well- 
recognized duty to offer protection to their 
nationals both afloat and ashore. Coming 
as the latest incidents do on the heels of 
a previous serious affair at Wuhu, when 
British merchant vessels were disastrously 
bombed from aeroplanes, it is patent that 
this sort of thing cannot be allowed 
simply to go on, for if it is the upshot will 
be dangerous in the extreme between 
Great Powers who ought to be anxious 
and able to avoid their mutual embroil
ment in what is at present taking place in 
this country. Thinking men find it 
extremely difficult to subscribe in any 
way to the oft-heard assertion by others 
that Japanese forces are recklessly indif
ferent to the rights and welfare of British 
and other neutrals, and we incline to the 
belief that if British boats, nationals and 
interests have been the targets to suffer 

J most hitherto it is because such are in 
! vastly larger proportion than those of any 
' other. But that does not in any way : 
। invalidate the plea for the greatest of 
'consideration to be mutually shown; 
rather does it make the avoidance of incid
ents all the more imperative.

If it is contended by the Japanese 
that in the prosecution of military opera
tions it is not always possible to guarantee 
complete immunity to third-party inter
ests because of the general nature of the 
hostilities, the retreat of the Chinese, and 
the possibility that China is the direct 
beneficiary of third-party activities on the 
river, could it not be arranged for certain 
zones on the river directly connected with 
the current fighting to be made and kept 
free of neutral shipping and warships? 
Ever since the hostilities began and the 
Chinese constructed a boom across the 
river at Kiangyin there has been suspen
sion of clear treaty rights which give 
certain foreign vessels access from the sea 
to ports up river. Without anything in 
the way of formal protest there has been 
acceptance of a state of affairs justified 
only by the fact of hostilities, and if there
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From The shanghai Times, Shanghai, seoember lb, la37.

YANGTZE INCIDENTS AND 
AFTERMATH

The most satisfactory feature of all 
the repercussions arising from the sinking 
of the U.S.S. Panay, the sinking of a 
number of Standard Oil Company boats, 
and the gunning and bombing of British 
naval and mercantile vessels on the 
Yangtze on Sunday has been the cautious 
and temperate character of official state- 

; ments in Washington and London, plus 
the full expression of regrets on the part

away, but staying on until the very last 
second in extremely dangerous areas is 
going to an unwise limit in the other 
direction. What is needed is the taking 
of reasonable precautions by all third- 
party nationals, ships and mercantile 
staffs and a display of care and caution 
by Japanese forces whether they be afoot, 
afloat or aloft. In this column yesterday 
the suggestion was made that some 
system of the notification of zones should 
be devised out of which foreign interests 

un. iuix cApiuooiuii v>x ivgiciù un mt: pail should be advised to move because of the 
of Japan and the taking of ameliorative * military exigencies prevailing. In their 
action. Amid a welter of newspaper and i drive upon Nanking, the Japanese forces 
political comment in which indignation is rightly conceived the value of first invest- 
the strongest note, executive officials in . ing Wuhu for the purpose of cutting off 
America and the Cabinet in Britain have ithe retreat by water of Chinese forces

falling back from the capital, and an 
inescapable corollary of that action was to 
make the river between Wuhu and 
Nanking an extremely hazardous stretch 
of water. Granted that there should be 
every respect shown to foreign flags it has 
been proved times enough that the

Government the necessity and urgency of 
' greater care being shown by their com
batants in China. Seeing that all these 
latest incidents took place on the same 
afternoon it would appear that there was 
either a serious misunderstanding of 
orders or carelessness in giving them, and 
we have no doubt that corrective action 
will be taken in consequence. Japanese 
assurances given here in Shanghai, the 
early expression of sincere regrets in 
Tokyo, the rushing of a Japanese warship 
to the scene of the Panay sinking, the 

I sending of succour by aeroplane, and the 
I attitude of the Japanese as a whole is 
clear indication of a desire to make 
amends and it cannot be doubted that as 
towards the incidents involving British 
lives, war vessels and property there will 
be comparable attitude shown., What is 
wanted most of all in face of these incid
ents is their calm handling by those 
vested with authority, and the showing so 
far has been that that will be forthcom
ing, though it is right and proper for the 
clearest of views to be expressed and to 

, be responded to with complete sincerity 
of purpose. British, American and French 
comment will naturally be outspoken, and 
it will be a healthier situation all round 
if the atmosphere is cleared of some of 
its present doubts. Japan, no less than 
the others, will realize that.

Indicative of the widespread differ
ence of opinion as to policy for the future 
are the views expressed by certain 
Senators in Washington, some of whom 
suggest that all /Americans should have 
been out of Chinese waters long ago and 

, that all American military forces should 
now be withdrawn. A great many people 
will share our inability to understand 
such an attitude and will also see the 
extreme disparity between such a view 
and the recent serving out to American 
citizens in Nanking of ropes by which to j 
scale the city walls in case of dire need. 
Now, it is oetween these two extreme ! 
lines of conduct that a workable happy [ 
mean should be found. Complete with
drawal would be a needless running i

is a case 
the fact 
better to 
who are

shown • no indication of precipitating 
matters to the point of a real crisis and it 
can be safely anticipated, we think, that 
the leading figures in Tokyo will contribute 
in every way possible to the satisfactory/ 
ending of incidents which have shocked 
the world. President Roosevelt’s message ? 
to the Emperor of Japan and the United i identification of flags is not an easy matter 
States Government’s demand for full com- land the chances of error, apart altogether 
pensation, apologies, and guarantees j from the question of possibly perverted 
against repetition of such an attack will 11 intent on the part of excited junior 
surely bring home to the .Japanese 5 personnel, have to be taken into account.

!i One asks the question, as a contribution to 
easing the dangers of the situation, 

hvhether, with the development of hostili
ties such has been seen during the past 
week, it would not have been wiser for a 
general and temporary withdrawal of 
foreign lives and moveable property to 

• have taken place ahead of actual and 
severe fighting operations, especially 
seeing that it was over wholly Chinese- 
controlled territory that the hostilities 
were being waged? There is a vast 
difference between such a suggestion and 
the “run away” spirit shown by certain of 
the Senators at Washington. It 
of prudence and recognition of 
that when fighting is afoot it is 
give a healthy berth to those 

‘doing the fighting than to stay around 
until regrettable involvement follows.

What has been said above is in no 
condonation of incidents which Tokyo 

! itself deeply regrets and upon which it 
has hastened to take action. The fact 
that China and Japan are now locked 
in a grim struggle over an ever-growing 
range of territory is one that all foreign
ers deplore but must shape their conduct 
in China to suit. There is no need to talk 
about pulling out, lock, stock and barrel; 
nor need there be braggart insistence on 
“Jtaying put” in every corner whereto the 

^fighting might spread. Asking for con
sideration of presence and rights and for 

' respect of flags ought to be accompanied 
by recognition of the hazardous nature of 

( present occasions and to prompt conduct 
to accord therewith. Those who insist on 
staying until the gravest of risks are run 
are not absolved of responsibility for so 
doing and it would be no bad thing, we 
think, if foreign authorities and officials 
in China made that abundantly clear. 
The incidents which have now focussed 
international attention on China in 
sharper lines than anything which has 
happened hitherto are not the less deplor
able because of the attempt which ought 
to be made to profit by them for future 
guidance if and wheq the scene of majoz 
\ostilities again changes. r
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, December ü7, 1937.

PANAY INCIDENT "
The United States Government has 

dispatched a Note to Japan accepting the 
Japanese Government’s apologies for the 
Panay incident and its assurances that 
every effort will be made to prevent 

| interference with American «interests in 
China in future. By so doing a source of 
great public anxiety will be removed and 
it is to be earnestly hoped that no fresh 
incidents will arise in regard to foreign 
interests * in this country. While the 
promise of the Japanese Government to 
prevent such occurrences will, * we hope, 
be faithfully kept we feel it cannot 'be too 
strongly emphasized that foreigners 
should as much as possible avoid exposing 
themselves in area's where hostilities are 

I proceeding. Although the Panay incident 
was in a different class there can be no 
doubt that some of the incidents which 

■ have happened between Japanese and 
foreigners might have been prevented had
the foreigners avoided exposing them- it is reported that the United States 
selves to risk. It seems clearly proved to Government is somewhat concerned over 
us that in the midst of large-scale modern the effect which the film of the Panay 
warfare it is impossible to guarantee incident may have upon the American 
absolutely the safety of anyone in the war public. Advance reports say that the 
zone. Should the warfare in the Yangtze ^pictures taken by Mr. Alley aboard the

; Valley proceed to Hankow we hope that 
foreigners will be withdrawn from that 
city in time to avoid any incidents 
occurring. It is reported in Washington 
that the United States Embassy at Nan
king will be shortly reopened and that the 
gunboat Oahu will take over the duties 
of the Yangtze patrol formerly carried out 

‘ by the Panay, and the Note to Tokyo 
expresses the earnest hope that the steps 
taken by the Japanese Government will 
prove effective in preventing further 
attacks on, or unlawful interference with, 
American nationals, interests or property 
in China. It may therefore be considered 
that the American Government is 
determined to uphold the rights of 
American, citizens in this country and had 
no intention of withdrawing her troops 
and ships. It is reported that the Panay 
incident has brought to light certain im
portant points in connection with the 
foreign policy of the United States and i 
is even declared that President Roosevelt, 
by taking into his own hands the direc
tion of the affair, has created a feeling of 
greater national solidarity than has been

1 apparent at any time since the Great War. 
There is a strong feeling in the United 
States, of course, that the attack on the ' halfway between Hongkong and Macao' 
Panay could not have been accidental, | on two occasions on Christmas Eve and
although this is contended by the Japan
ese Government, and the Note to Tokyo 
now drafted by Mr. Cordell Hull tacitly 
rejects the contention that it was an 
accident, by stating that the Government 
relies upon the report of the findings of a 
court of inquiry of the United States Navy 
which investigated the incident.

Our own satisfaction at the closing 
of the Panay incident is wholly based 
upon the desire to ensure peace. We fear 
that there are some people who have been 
hoping that the incident might lead to 
direct American intervention in the affairs 
of China and Japan. Wé cannot feel too 
happy that there are such’ people becaugg.

their existence is a potent source of 
danger. Even if they cannot make 
incidents themselves they will be sure to 
make any untoward event a great deal J 
worse. We do not need to be told that ' 
modern warfare is a very terrible thing. 
We ought likewise to realize that those 
yvho incite nations to go to war, whatever 
éxeuse they may offer for their actions, ' 
are guilty of a great crime. To all 
sensible people it is a matter for great 
regret that war has broken out on the soil 
of China. It ought to be the aim of every
one of us to do the utmost to prevent that 
war spreading and to secure as soon as 
possible the return of peace. A firm- 
determination to work for peace is far 
more honourable than any amount of 
intransigent bellicosity. There can be no 
doubt that the attack on the Panay was ! 
very provoking but by agreeing to a 
peaceful settlement we believe that • 
President Roosevelt and the American, 
people have done honour to themselves.

Panay and rushed to America by the 
trans-Pacific plane for showing at the 
cinemas are harrowing and of such a 
nature as to be liable to excite popular 

j indignation. It is hardly likely that the 
Government would, or could, attempt to 
interfere with the showing of the film 
throughout the country and it is 
unfortunately possible that its showing 
will considerably increase the anti-Jao- 
anese sentiment which has arisen in many 
minds.

Japan has still to reply to Great 
Britain’s protest concerning Japanese 
attacks on British ships in the Yangtze 
and there have been some speculations as 
to the cause of the delay. The Wuhu affair 
took place on December 5 and it was 
thought that the Japanese would have had 
a full report by now on which to base a 
reply to British protests. We presume, 
however, that Japan will give to Great 
Britain a similar assurance as she has 
given to the United States in connection 
with the sinking of the Panay. Another 
question has now arisen between Britain 
and Japan in connection with the flight 
of fifteen Japanese aeroplanes over the 
island of Lantao, a British possession 

on this matter a protest is expected to be 
made. It is mentioned in London that' in 
a recent Note to the Tokyo Government, 
the British Government pointed out that 
Hongkong territory and territorial waters 
must be respected. As there are few parts 
of China where there are no foreign4 
interests, it is manifest that the Japanese 
are up against an extremely difficult task 
in conducting the war without treading 
on foreign toes. Should the war spread 
to Canton itself, the utmost care will need
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From The China Press, Shanghai, December 15, 1937.

REGRETTABLE INCIDENTS

THE series of incidents arising from the bombing of 
British and American ships as well as the sinking of an 

American war vessel in the Yangtse has necessarily given 
rise to widespread apprehension both here and abroad. 
Though allayed somewhat by the promptness with which 
the Japanese Government and the Japanese authorities in 
Chiha have conveyed their regrets and apologies to the 
parties concerned yet the apprehension is bound to linger on 
unless recurrences thereof can be effectively prevented.

In some circles it has been suggested that these in
cidents, however unintentional from the standpoint of the 
Japanese Government, might have been precipitated locally 
for a dual purpose*

In the first, place, many Japanese spokesmen have 
frankly emphasized all ajong the point that the Chinese 
Government and people, in^spite of declarations to the con
trary, have placed undue reliance on the support of Great 
Britain and incidentally on America. In order to dissuade 
them from continuing such reliance, it is necessary to impair 
British and American prestige in the Far East. Thus the 
incidents have occurred for the purpose of showing to the 
Chinese the futility of counting on British and American 
aid when the British and American vessels may be openly 
bombed.

In the second place, while Japan is far from ready to 
engage in a war with either Great Britain or America, and 
still less with both together, she is none the less anxious to 
ascertain how far she may affront their national 
susceptibilities without actually provoking war. Once this 
point can be ascertained, Japan will be in a better position 
to judge how far she can go in her policy toward China.

While this duaj explanation may sound plausible, we 
are not inclined to think that the Japanese Government is 
so ill-advised as to pursue the dangerous course of challeng
ing continuously the two Anglo-Saxon Powers at the pre
sent moment. It must be borne in mind that British 
prestige in China has been earned not overnight as the re
sult of China’s external difficulties and of her alleged desire 
to solicit support from the British Empire. As is well 
known, British leadership in international affairs has been 
achieved through generations of diplomatic triumphs and, 
although the situation in Europe today does not seem to 
enhance that prestige, yet the world almost instinctively 
looks to Downing Street for guidance in any major crisis. ।

There is something much finer and deeper than the! 
mere possession of military prowess. Behind the British 
stands a great tradition of solidness which has been well 
exemplified by British traders everywhere, though not 
without exceptions at times. Britain, even when she is* 
not loved, is at least respected by China, and that respect’ 
cannot be destroyed by sporadic incidents.

American prestige in China has been built upon ties 
of genuine friendship. Just as China respects Britain, so 
does she admire America, the maker of a new world. Her 
initiation of the Open Door policy, her waiver of the Box
er Indemnity, her staunch support of China’s cause at the: 
Washington Conference, and her unwavering loyalty to the 
Chinese nationalist cause have proved her a true friend. 
While the peculiar structure of the Federal Government 
does not permit effective action in the affairs of the Orient, 
the Chinese people know that deep down in the heart of 
every American there lies a profound sympathy for the 
trials and tribulations now being endured by this country. 
Founded on such a mutual understanding, American 
prestige is not likely to be impaired by untoward incidents.1 
On the contrary, in the case of both Britain and America, 
the remarkable restraint so far displayed will in fact tend 
to elevate their prestige rather than diminish it.

These reflections must have occurred to astute Japan
ese statesmen, just as they have occurred to our unseason
ed minds. For this reason we do not believe that the re
cent incidents have been deliberately staged to irk Britain 
and America. In any event all friends of Japan would pre
fer to think that, in spite of all outward developments, 
genuine statesmanship in Tokyo, though perforce obscured 
by the military successes in China, will ultimately perceive 
the advantages which must accrue to all in proportion to 
the goodwill*which Japan may cultivate both in China and 
in the other countries. <
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Yangtze Outrages

QUESTION OF
RESPONSIBILITY
By H.G.W. WOODHEAD, C.B.E.

(Editor, Oriental Affairs)

ÏT IS NOT to the interests of the Japanese, still less of the I 
American and British Governments, that attempts should 

ije made to gloze the facts, or to minimize the gravity of the 
cutrages upon Anglo-Saxon vessels that have occurred in thei 
vicinities of Nanking and of Wuhu during the past ten days I 
or to put forward the view that they were occasioned by! 

j “mistakes.” For upon the manner in which the Japanese Gov-’1 
ernment handles these incidents will depend the future of her1 
relations with the Anglo-Saxon Powers, and possibly the peace 
of the Pacific. I do not, therefore, propose in this article to 
adopt thp? attitude that these out
rages 
judgp 
pp^e to review the evidence and 

rshow that the conclusion is un- 
escapable that they were deliber
ate, that both the Navy and 
Army of Japan were implicated 
and that if they are to be settled 
without leaving both the Amer
ican and the British publics seeth
ing with indignation steps other 
than those so far adopted 
the Japanese Government 

। imperative.

were made upon the Ladybird.

(jacket, and two Japanese Army 
i motor-boats approached the 
i stricken vessel, machine-gunned 
(and boarded her.

* * *

Incredible Explanation

THE Japanese official explana
tion of this incident, that the 
American / vessels^ “carried no 

flags and/ many soldiers, appar
ently Chinese” is incredible, and 
the official denial that\ Japanese 
military craft were in the vicinity 
at the/time is rebutted by the 
boarding of the Panay shortly 
before she was bombed.

Thé question for the Japanese 
Government to consider, and it is 
a question on which the Amer- 

• ican and British Governments 
,i arej likely to prove insistent, is; 

whfcre the real responsibility for; 
these outrages lies, it would be- 
axi insult to suggest that the ! 
orders came from General Matsui i 
or Vice-Admiral Hasegawa. But 

, that orders were given to attack 
> All shipping in the river is proved

a^e explicable as errors ini cne N>aVal rating being killed, 
rent. On the contrary I pro-| and. several wounded, including

Flag captain, and a direct (by Colonel Hashimoto’s statement 
hit was made upon the SuiwoJ to the Commander of H.M.S. Bee, 
When the Flagship, H.M.S. Bee! and if they were “orders” -they 
arrived she was also fired upon by must have issued from someone 
the shore battery, and when hey of higher rank than he. Whence ; 
Commander landed to protest h£ did they come? « I
was informed by the Senior * _ * * I
Japanese Officer on the spot that 
while the firing on warships was | | 'T'l 
mistake, he had orders to fire o$ i 1 €by 

are

Army, Navy Involved

AS I have already stated, both 
the Army and the Navy of 

Japan were involved. The incidents, 
three in number, occurred on the! 
same day but at widely separat
ed points and. involved Japanese, 
aircraft; artillery, and military) 
motor craft. It is asking 
much of human credulity to 
expect us to believe that they 
were all accidental, and in no 
way inter-related. The logical 
assumption, which is borne out 
in part by direct, in part by cir
cumstantial, evidence is that all 
three outrages were the result 
of orders to attack indiscrim
inately, from the air, the shore 
and the river, all vessels regard
less of nationality, that were seen 
on the Yangtze between Nanking 
and Wuhu.

And the incidents are the more 
grave because following the

tool

every ship in river. Worse still, hè : 
threatened to fire on any vessels 
that moved, and trained hii 
guns on H.M.S. Bee and Lady- 
bird at point-blank r^nge. It is 
an insult to one’s intelligence, in 
these circumstances, to suggest 
that 
was

the firing on British vessels 
a “mistake.” »!s « *

Near Safety Zone”

FURTHER down river, near
Haisanshan, the area design

ated as a “safety zone” by the 
Japanese Naval Commander-in- 
chief. H.M.S. Cricket and 
Scarab were sugjected to three 
separate 
Japanese 
ible that ' 
mistaken 
they were—British gunboats. And 
though fortunately they suffered 
no injury there was absolutely no 
justification for imperilling them 
in this way.

In the same neighbourhood but 
apparently out of sight of the 

I British gunboats, the U.B.S.,

bombing attacks by/ 
aircraft. It is incred- 
they can have been! 

for other than what!

bombing of H.M.S. Ladybird, and!^ nth» r,P<mav was stationed with three
Standard Oil Lighters alongside. 
According to one of the wounded 
survivors the Panay was boarded 
during Sunday morning (the 12th). 
by a Japanese launch full of I 
armed soldiers, who left, ap- 
narently satisfied of her identity 
Scon afterwards she, and her 
convoy were attacked by three 
bombing planes. The vessels im
mediately got under way, but 
were followed by, the aircraft, 
which power-dived over them and 
dropped seme thirty bombs, nine 
of which hit the Meiping, and an 
unknown number the Panay, 
which began to" founder. This 
raid was followed; by another in 
which the Meihsia was struck, ■ 
and set on fire. And now follow
ed the most amazing incident of 
all. While the Panay« still flying 
the American Flag, was sinking, ! 
and the survivors were escaping 
in small boats Japanese aircraft; 
dived and machine-gunned them 

low altitudes, mortally 
hits 11 wounding an American Blue

the Tuckwo and Tatung a week- 
previously the Japanese Govern-! 
ment had given the British Gov
ernment positive -assurances that 
precautions would be taken to 
prevent a 
rages.

Let us 
upon the 
bird, and 
(carrying members of the British: 
Embassy Staff) and the river 
steamer Suiwo, at Wuhu, on 
December 12. The British offi
cial report states that after the) 
Military Attache, H.M's Consul' 
at Nanking, and the Flag Cap-i 
tain cf the Yangtze Flotilla 

' been transferred from the 
to HM.S. Ladybird, fire 
opened upon the former 
Japanese machine-guns from 
bank.

When the Ladybird closed wit\ 
the tug to protect her, fire was 
opened upon her and merchant 
ships in the vicinity, by a field- | from 
gun battery. Four direct

Must Be Answered • 
kHIS is not a questiofi foi 
evasion or equivocation but 

one which must be answered, and 
answered frankly, if the Japanese 
Naval and Military Commands 
are to avoid the charge Of con- 

iniving at unparallelled 
||\upon the Naval and 

Vessels of friendly Powers, 
author of the order /nust be 
icPentified, and, if American and 
British public opinion / are . _ . 
placated, severely punched. Only 
thus\an the honour of the Japa
nese services be redeemed.

I am wH.ting. this within 
minutes of reading the official 
confirmation from Washington of 
the machin ?-gunning of the Panay 
while she was sinking.

That news is likely to sweep 
away in a storm of indignation all 
the excuses, apologies and pledges 
already given by the Japanese 
Government. For even if it could 
seriously be suggested that the 
bombing was accidental, there can 
be no pretence that the action of 
the Armv motor-vessels was other 
than deliberate. And there can be 
no confidence in America or the 
United Kingdom that such out
rages will be averted in the future 
while the author of the order to 
“fire cn every ship in the river” 
remains unknown and unpunish
ed.

Outrages 
erchant 

The

to be

Japa-

a few

repetition of such out-

take first the attack 
British gunboats Lady- 
Bee, the tug Tsingtah

had 
tug 
was 

by 
t,he
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7 J BRITAIN AND JAPAS
No seriously-minded Briton inte: 

or involved in the welfare of the’Far 
East and of British interests therein can 
view with other than perturbation some 
of the phases and facets of the situation 
to-day. It is no use putting one’s head 
in the sand and ignoring the fact that as 
between the Japanese and British peoples 
there is being witnessed a growth of 
mutual criticism and a diminution of that 
close understanding which in years gone 
by was hailed as being so valuable a tie 
between them. From a variety of causes 
and also possibly for a variety of reasons 
there is developing an estrangement 
whiche in the opinion of this journal, goes 
directly counter to the best interests of 
both. Japanese action and policy in 
China in recent months is, of course, the 
mainspring of latest developments. The 
Japanese complaint is that the British 
Government and people have completely 
failed to understand the underlying 
principles upon which Japanese policy 
has been based and that a flood of 
intensely unfair criticism and publicity 
has been the result. The British com
plaint is that Japan has taken action much 
over and above what the political 
situation called for and that Britain’s 
sympathy must be with China in the 
struggle now ensuing. British identifica
tion with the resolution passed at Geneva 
and the declaration made at Brussels does 
not wholly explain the matter, for other of Japanese military forces i'n~ this area 
Powers similarly identified are not being and> although there has been a great deal 
singled out as is Britain for censure, f of offlcial care and caution and a spiendid 
Public speeches and writings in Britain •showing by the Municipal Police, there 
have been intensely critical and they have j, have been some who failed lamentably to 
contained a tone which has possibly goneSdispiay that sense of responsibility which 

10 CA rrrnnfliT na nl

given expression to such a view but we 
believe that in the minds of responsible 
statesmen on both sides there is nothing 
to warrant a serious cleavage, and that in 
whatever developments might take place 
in the Far Eastern political scene there 
will be avoidance of provocative trespass 
if there is shown the spirit and will to 
adjust and also the recognition of Japan’s | 
special position. That special position, of 
which we hear so much, is not just a • 
political phrase. It is a grim and serious ' 
reality to the Japanese and the recogni
tion of it need not be taken as synonym
ous to surrender by others. But apart 
altogether from material interests, there । 
is discernible a most unfortunate psy- ’ 
chological development which it ought to ! 
be the urgent business of statesmen to ' 
attend to. It is inevitable that with the , 
waging of a Sino-Japanese war there 
must come temporary upset of much 
third-party ** trading intercourse with 
China and there will possibly have to be ! 
a good deal of revision later, depending ! 
on the outcome of hostilities and the ! 
terms of settlement. It is now, during 
extremely difficult days, when_a showing 
of restraint is so urgently called for, 
though it has to be confessed that there 
are “hot heads’’ on both sides who delight 
in nothing better than giving vent to 
narrow prejudices and disparaging 
remarks. During the past week we in 
Shanghai have passed through a highly 
critical phase arising out of the supremacy

and 
idle 
that 
the 
one

farther than the generality of the 
comment offered elsewhere. Naturally, 
this has had its response in Tokyo 
elsewhere in Japan and it would be 
to deny that public opinion in 
country is growingly censorious of 
British attitude. Here in Shanghai
cannot escape coming into contact with a 
similarly unfortunate and mutually shared 
distrust, and those who realize the des- 

j tructiveness of the consequences must 
'deeply regret that the present situation 
has come to pass.

| It would be a long, and possibly a 
thankless, task to go analytically into all 
the ~ details and causes—all the back
ground. Equally so would it be superflu
ous to enumerate the many seemingly 
conflicting interests and the manner in

is so greatly needed from us all at times 
like these.

It is always true that one thing gives 
rise to another and that 
foundations so shall we 
part of the Far East a 
development is taking 
Maybe, we do not approve of all that is ; 
being done but the war 
and Japan should not 
inevitably leading to an 
conflict but rather as an 
British good offices to help bring about 
the pacification of the Far East on a 
basis in which Britain’s stake and policy 
fits in with and is not held to be 
detrimental to the renascent Power now 
determined to create better conditions in 
its own part of the world. If Britain and

as we lay the 
build. In this 
great historical 
place to-day.

between China 
be viewed as 
Anglo-Japanese 
opportunity for

, . § ns own pan ui uie wuuu, u uiuctui cum
which there has been failure to recognize J those wbo serve her interests here are 
and adjust them in amicable working q going to contribute nothing more than 
manner. With Britain possessing the OppOSjtion and are minded to act in any 
largest foreign holdings in China it is p way which tends to prolong disastrous 
doubtless partly inevitable that in the '^ostiiities it cannot be complained if there 
fundamental realignment which Japan is^are reactions in consonance. Many things 
now seeking with China it should be .J are trarispiring which might be held to 
regarded as to the threatened detriment justify criticism) but the complaint by the 
of British interests, but there can be only (;other side of disregard studiously to 
one of two ways in which to handle the h understand the fundamentals of the 
matter. Either there must be frank | situatiOn is by no means based on 

। recognition of the march of events and fi pretence. This journal honestly believes | 
accommodation to suit, or resistance and i ^baj. wjth China and Japan living on I 
resentment. It would be a tragedy of 
colossal proportions, we feel, if the idea 
took serious root in the minds of respons
ible people that Britain and Japan, by 
reason of any clash of interests in this 
part of the world, were destined to -v 
become enemies. Certain publicists have I! ■

terms of healthy and neighbourly co
operation there is ample room not only 
for British trade but for that social and 
intellectual intercourse which has already 
achieved some splendid results. >
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BRITAIN’S ROLEvX
If Britons are generally proud, a^ 

they have every right to be, of the great 
role which their country plays in the 
international scheme of things, they must 
at times regret that in many quarters 
there is a tendency to do little more than 
merely criticize certain other countries. 
Practically nothing can emanate from 
Germany, Italy, and now” Japan, which 
is not either belittled or made to appear 
wholly inimical to human welfare and 
progress, and it must be a cause of 
considerable irritation to those concerned. 
Within the more responsible inner circles 
of the Government there is, no doubt, 
full recognition of the fact that Britain 
has an individual role to play without 
necessarily regarding everything else
where which differs from what would 
obtain within the British Isles as bad 
and something to be criticized or ridiculed. 
There is still an excessive insularity of 
thought among the British people who 
stay at home and one fears that the 
newspaper press of the country, in spite 
of its very real freedom, helps in forming 
an attitude of mind somewhat comparable 
to the fictional and slightly-inebriated 
Scot who declared “Wha’s like us? De’il 
a yin.” Any action taken which does 

“hot wholly conform to preconceived ideas 
or which is outside what Britain herself 

I would most desire to see, is written down 
as being doomed to failure and against 
the best interests of the world as a whole. 
Sometimes the thought occurs that if 
Britain is going to maintain her leadership 
on any other basis than that of the big 
stick there must come a closer under
standing of the natural ambitions of 
others, of the fact that the world of 
nations cannot be put into a completely 
static condition, and that true leadership 
depends on guiding changes into con
structive channels and not in consistently 
opposing them to the making of bad 
friends. British public opinion is'just as 
important as British foreign policy, and 
it is unfortunately true that in recent 
years there has been cause to question 
more than once the knowledgable and 
constructive character of both. So vast 
are Britain’s interests in many parts of 
the world that nothing else is quite so 
important as shaping policy to take 
advantage of changes and to be able to 
work in with rather than against those 
whose stirrings and pressures bring those 
changes about. It must be either resist
ance, with all the destructive friction it 
produces, or the seeking out of lines of 
co-operation with forces which are strong 
enough to assert their paramountcy 
within their chosen spheres. Deliberate 
trespass must, of course, be recognized 
for what it is and offset in whatever ways 
appear most suitable, but there is a vast 

■difference between trespass and the 
natural expansions, contractions, re
surgences and decadences of others. 
Failure to recognize this is one of the 
gravest omissions in the thinking of many 
people.

London press reactions to the now 
imminent fall of Nanking, at least those 

I which have been cabled out so far, seem 
Ito harp on Japanese difficulties more than 
| on anything e]se. There is a good deal 

of pure assumption, on which it might 
be charged that the secret wish is father 
to the spoken thought. The London 
“Times” seems to think that no matter 
what happens after the fall of Nanking 
Japan will be in a difficult position, and 
it adds that, taking the long view, Japan’s 
prospects in China are anything but rosy. 
The “News Chronicle” sees Japan in need 
of foreign credits, and the whole tenour 
of British comment is upon the lines that 
Japan is doomed to be confronted with 
nothing but difficult problems of both 
military and administrative character. 
Similar prognostications were made in the 
case of Italy’s conquest of Ethiopia. Suc
cess in the field was belittled in highly 
critical vein. German comment is surely 
a little more realistic when the “Berliner 
Boersenzeitung” says that the critical 
stage of the drama here is over and that 
“the formation of a pseudo-Chinese 
government a few thousand miles from 
Nanking composed of members of the 
present Government is only of passing 
interest, because it will have practically 
no influence on the future of the country.” 
Here is plain recognition of likely 
portents. Japan can be under no 
illusions as to the size of the commitment 
upon which she has embarked, nor of all 
the implications of the future and her 
ability to handle them. It does not 
further Anglo-Japanese friendship to 
tell Japan, now that her military 
supremacy has been so thoroughly 
established, that she has merely bitten off 
more than she can chew. That lies in the 
future to prove, and it also has the effect 
of encouraging further Chinese resist
ance which all discerning people here i 
know would entail the spread of an 
enormous tragedy to a people in no shape 
to bear it.

It need not be taken as wholehearted 
endorsement of all that Japan has done 
to recognize the plain fact of a Japanese 
victory and to seek, in discreet and 
reasonable understanding of her position 
and in an atmosphere which will make 
mutual associations in this country free ! 
from friction, a way for the future. Ï 
Nothing worthwhile will be achieved by 
telling Japan only of the emptiness of । 
her gains while she herself believes so ' 
intensely in the eventual constructiveness 
of her mission. And it will be a mistake 
to account the changes to be brought 
about as being wholly penal upon the 
Chinese people and as being justification 
for an eternal struggle. It is co-operation 
which Japan has determined to secure 
and if she cannot get it from one group 
she will most assuredly get it from 
another. Britain’s role in this matter, 
while wholly of her own choosing, will, 
we hope, be framed in accordance with 
changing i^eeds and along such lines that 
all-rouiid co-operation will be possible.^-"'
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PRESENT AND FUTURE 
GUIDES

Extreme interest attaches to the joint 
meeting which it is expected will be held 
in Tokyo to-day in the presence of the | 

- Emperor between the Imperial Head- । 
quarters and the Cabinet to discuss and | 
fix “Japan’s future fundamental and 
immutable policies in connection with the 
China incident,” because it will be hoped 
by many that a public statement will I 
result which will remove all the charges I 
of ambiguity which have been levelled at 
Japan in 
aims of 
country, 
standing

the past regarding the precise 
her military mission in this 
Clear enough for the under- 

of many have been her broad
assertions that it is the elimination of | 
anti-Japanese conduct and propaganda 
and the forging of neighbourly co-opera-

which are Japan’s fundamental aim, 
there will doubtless be full reitera- 
of that point. But, if to-day’s meet-

the duty is laid upon commentators who 
are not themselves bearing the burden of 
official responsibility to avoid soul-sear
ing extravagances it is unfortunately true 
that some of the newspaper comment 
which has been cabled from America and 
Britain is of destructive and wholly 
antagonistic nature. It is not by hurling 
hurtful epithets that we shall come to a 
better situation; nor is it helpful to give 
insults in exchange for a regretted, injury. 
Restraint of action loses a good deal of 
its constructiveness if there is going to be 
no restraint on speech, and all the foreign 
communities who live in this part of the 
world will have little to. thank their 
brethren for if, from afar off, they add to 

ï, the difficulties through which we are 
I living and which will pass from us only 
so soon as the atmosphere of the situation 
itself permits. That is a point which more 
people ought to keep in mind.

With reported preparations being 
made by the Japanese for the further- 

। j ance of military operations, and with 
j General Chiang Kai-shek issuing a 
’ manifesto from his field headquarters 
* reiterating his determination to pursue 
! the campaign of resistance to the bitter 
end and to secure ultimate victory for 
the nation, it would appear that there is ‘ 
still a considerable period of hostilities 
ahead. A ,great many people will regret 
General Chiang’s decision, for it spells the 
spread of destruction and disruption with 

. all its attendant hardships. Behind the 
line of Japanese advance there will inevit- 
abIy appear local de facto administrations

' and, unless th(oS§ who are still referred to 
as the Nanking Government have any 
reasonably-based hope for the recovery of 
the ground which has been lost, there will

The anti-British mass meeting it is inevitable that, for a while at least, ' 
was there must be a condition of great flux in 

which foreign interests will suffer in 
common with all, and it will call for

tion 
and 
tion 
ing results in something more fully educa
tional to those who have failed hitherto 
to appreciate Japan’s viewpoint—even 
though they might not find it possible to 
subscribe wholly to it—something will be 
gained to help clarify a situation which 
seems to be becoming more and more 
involved. We feel that in the presence of 
what are undoubtedly far-reaching 
historical changes it would be all to the 
good if we all knew exactly where we 
wanted to get, and why, and to discover 
how, if possible, the reaching of our 
objectives can be achieved without dis
astrous friction and misunderstanding. 
It is real statements of policy which are 
called for, inasmuch as we all seem to be 
getting nowhere except involved in a
growingly difficult situation featured by,». come a break-up, in more ways than one, 
the exchange of recriminations and hard ' ; of that Government. With these changes | 
names, 
held in Osaka on Thursday 
symptomatic of the feeling which is grpw-
ing up between Japan and Britain, and 
no-one with any sense of responsibility or J patience and understanding if acute 
with any hope for the future welfare of J difficulties are going to be avoided. There 

1 Anglo-Japanese associationships can be j must come, at some time or another, not 
I happy at the thought that these two • only the rise of responsibly-minded 
I Great Powers are drifting into antagon- J Chinese to help with the task of adminis-
ism. We most sincerely hope that there j tration wherever they might be but also 
will emanate from Tokyo an unmistakably p the general working in with them, 
clear pronouncement of policy and that irrespective of any reserved points of a 
such a statement, coming as it will from 5 legal and juridical , nature. Here in 
a joint meeting of the highest powers in J Shanghai we are suffering from a lack of 
the land, will be taken at its fullest value j direct encouragement being given to 
and as meaning just exactly what it says. |1 certain suitable Chinese elements to com§

Recent incidents on the Yangtze have | forward and, by their efforts, help the pro- > 
produced extremely strong comments $nd cess of getting back to normal. Whatever. 
official reactions in / ' " -i- ’
as it was natural to expect. 
Notes and official statements there has 
been studious avoidance of anything ir ? 
the nature of provocative language, and ir 
the Japanese regrets and apologies and1 
also in the full acceptance of responsibil- LS IVH3-MVHS 3H.

, ity and readiness to indemnify there has “
' been displayed a correct desire to make 3 I JL O N 
: amends and avoid any lasting effect upon 
’ friendly relations. As incidents arising 
out of a state of war, the Yangtze happen
ings can be handled in the proper way, 
as it appears is being done. But while

0IIUU5 k--------------------°-----------------°
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 30, 1937.

into the question of regulations north of the I 
Soochow Greek. Yet the spokesman’s own» 
Words show faulty reasoning, and only enhance 
the latent dangers of a state of affairs which 
should not be allowed to arise.

According to the spokesman, “these regula
tions aim at acts committed against the 
Japanese army, and in this regard they are 
applicable to all persons. But I do not like to 
say that the Japanese authorities disregard ex
trait ty.” Yet however much the embassy re
presentative may sincerely hate to admit it, 
the fact is that the Japanese military evidently 
Intends to take direct action to deal with 
alleged offenders against Japan’s armed forces.

Academic as the spokesman implied that 
these regulations are, so long as they exist 

। there is the chance for them to cause trouble. 
,We have had, in the past, examples of how 
prickly the military can become, on occasion. 
In one instance still within memory, trouble 
developed because a Japanese sentry thought 
that a foreigner (who later embarrassingly 
turned out to have official position) looked at 
his bayonet in a way somehow deemed contrary 
to the dignity and good order of the armed 
forces of Dai Nippon.

Today, while the explanations are being 
made and while the recent apologies to Wash
ington and London are fresh in mind, the 
interpretation may be liberal; and tomorrow, 
when a stiffer attitude once more seems in 
order, any sort of trifling misunderstanding 
fnay become ground for some sort of “incident” 
—particularly if the Japanese military’s right 
to deal with Americans or anyone else as it 
sees fit remains unchallenged.

A Matter Of Principle
ESPITE Washington announcement that the 

Panay incident had been satisfactorily 
settled in principle, we believe that the Wash
ington Star is in large degree right when it says 
that the American people do not regard matters 
wholly in that light.

In other words, while certainly there is no 
jingo pressure for war with Japan over even 
such a grave matter as the sinking of an 
American warship, there will henceforth be 
severe judgment upon any further outrages 
Which may occur.

Such being the case we doubt if Americans 
Will regard with great patience the develop
ment of even minor additional difficulties 
over—to take but the most immediately ob
vious ëxample—Japanese military restrictions 
infringing upon American rights in the Shang
hai area.

There is no longer any question of hostili- 
tiesi here/fr The fighting area long since passed 
fait: from Shanghai. Yet Americans remain 
shut off from residence in their Hungjao homes 
and in Hongkew the Japanese military are 
taking a position completely untenable under 
any interpretation of international or other law.

Americans in China possess extraterritorial
ity and all the suave explanations in the world 
cannot suffice to show cause why, in Hongkew 
or anywhere else, they should under any cir
cumstances whatever come under Japanese 
military law. Naturally, we hope (like every 
other peace-loving person or group) that no 
situation in Hongkew will arise to test the 
Japanese military attitude, either as re
gards American citizens or anyone else. But
our impression that the Japanese are quite 
wrong in this attitude as regards Americans is 
strengthened by a Reuter dispatch from 
Washington quoting unofficial intimation that 
if America’s extraterritorial rights are infringed 
by any Such regulation, “the Government vzill 
certainly take up the matter.”

A Japanese embassy spokesman quoted in 
this paper on Monday contended that the 
question of extraterritoriality does not enter

Therefore we deem it not merely desirable, 
but urgently necessary, that the challenge be 
made. Americans do not in any way come 
under the jurisdiction of the Japanese army. 
They cannot be legally submitted to any sort 
Of judicial or punitive processes at its hands. Tf| 
this line is overstepped, Washington must act, 
for the principle is vital. 1
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the foreign 
Concession

The Japanese owe it to 
authorities of Settlement and

able limit.

Yesterday’s March
/COMPLETELY INEXCUSABLE, so far as from whom they expect much, to relieve them 

we can see, was yesterday’s Japanese from any such impossible difficulty as mar- 
parade through the International Settlement ches of this sort must entail—and entail in- 
and along the line between Settlement and ereasingly if there are more of them.
Concession. It taxed foreign control andj There can be no possible excuse for a re
Chinese sensibilities quite beyond any reason- ; petition of this hazard to everyone concerned 

If there was any valid reason the >land we are all concerned).
fact has not been made clear by Japanese-’ We hope that the Japanese can see this 
spokesmen. jjfor themselves. But the fact that even one

Such incidents as occurred were miracul-'.such parade occurred is unsettling to faith in 
ously few and’ devoid of major lasting conse-ffthis respect. Certainly the foreign authorities 
quences when compared with the extent of both local and representative of Governments 
the hazard and the provocation. We do not? abroad must join in a firm stand against any 
wish to minimize the gravity of what did hap-: more of this invitation to insurrection, 
pen but it is impossible to over-emphasize theq our position in commenting thus frankly 
gravity of what might have happened and did ’^y ûe misunderstood in some quarters but 
not. I

To the Shanghai Municipal Police and the.
French Police must go the most generous; 
credit for keeping an almost Intolerable strain! 
from breaking into large-scale explosion;; 
While to the Chinese public at large there 
must likewise be accorded, by everyone who 
lollowed along the line of the march, a tribute 
for co-operation in restraint.

The dangers in such a situation are so: 
manifold that it is an insult to ordinary in-; 
telligence to analyze them. Most conspicuous,; 
oi course, is the hazard of the so-called 
eccentric or “crank” who under wartime con
ditions may well be a person otherwise normal 
but warped to the paint of some futile and- 
suicidal demonstration by brooding upon 
wrongs personal or national. The act of a 
single such person may precipitate something 
resulting in massacre. *

There is no extenuating circumstance, so 
far as we can see, for any such parade* through 
Shanghai’s foreign areas during the present 
time and that fact should be pressed upon the 
Japanese authorities by the Consular Body. 
This first affair was relatively sudden. The 
Consular Body is understood to have express
ed its adverse view to the Japanese Consulate- 
General, but of course without the full weight 
of home governments’ instructions. Quite 
possibly there was not much time for fully 
considered discussion among civilian and 
military Japanese themselves. There was the 
favorable factor that little advance notice 

we hope not. At the outset of the recent 
hostilities, for example, we candidly criticized 
the Chinese for again making Shanghai' a 
battlefield, and for this we were hastily termed 
‘‘anti-Chinese*’ by a few. Any sort of criticism 
oi the Japanese of course tends to provoke 
the easy and unthinking comment that we 
must be “anti-Japanese.” We have said be
fore, and we repeat, that this is in no sense 
true. We speak honestly when events call for 
remark ard we strive to think of the common 
interest relier than of the possibility of mis
understanding as regards ourselves. Certainly 
the matter under consideration is one in which 
the best interest of the Japanese dictates 
thoughtful pondering upon the points we have 
striven to make.

gave little time to prepare for anti-Japanese ; 
demonstration. But as regards any possible) 
future events of this kind, everything will be 
different. That today’s scheduled march 
through the French Concession has been 
cancelled is in our opinion a most fortunate 
demonstration of understanding on the part 
of the responsible officials.
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GOOD POLICE WORK
These who appreciate the circumstances in 

which they were called upon to maintain orders 
yesterday in the Settlement where over one/ 
million Chinese citizens reside» will pay an 
unreserved tribute of gratitude and admiration 
to the Police Force. Despite the, heavy burden 
which its officers arid men have borne during 
the last four months, the organization smoothly 
functioned to deal with an event which took 
place at short notice and which obviously 

J demanded the exercise of considerable restraint,
* The precision of the arrangements was most

noticeable and the swiftness with which, when 
the procession had passed, the normal traffic of 
the city was resumed indicated elaborate care, 
unquestioning discipline and skilled experience 
in direction. Major F. W- Gerrard, the Com
missioner, bore a great responsibility. His 
officers and men gave him splendid support and 
the result wiould have been creditable to any 
police force in the world. This is emphasized 
because, as; was to be expected, in .the peculiar 
circumstances, 'an attempt was made to disturb 
the peace. The instantaneity of the action 
by which a Chinese constable of the 
Municipal .Police shot the unhappy man who 
threw a handgrenade proved how alert and 
thorough (was the provision for the public 
safety. That was the only casualty, except for 
minor wounds sustained by three Japanese 
soldiers and three members of the Police Force 
and for more serious injury to a Japanese 
onlooker. Of the desirability of the proces
sion there were and are grave doubts. It is an 
open secret that during the last few days various 
foreign authorities—military and civil—have en
deavoured to explain to the Japanese High Com
mand the exact gravity of the strain which such 
a parade would throw on the police force. To J 
pretend that in a city of this ' size any incident । 
could be certainly prevented would be to fly in ’ 
the face of the facts. As it was most people 
experienced in such matters heaved a sigh of 
relief when, with the exception of the tragedy 
mentioned and one or.two other minor affairs, 
including the dramatic suicide of a Chinese Who 
threw himself down from a balcony at the corner 
of Yu Ya Ching Road and Avenue Edward VII, 
it was known that the city had maintained its 
general composure. The Japanese military 
authorities were apparently impelled to take 
temporary action in Nanking Road—a superfluous 
•measure, it seemed, and likely to aggravate 
rather than allay feeling, especially as the Police 
—to whose arrangements it will be noted an 
official Japanese tribute has been paid—were 
for the time being prevented from functioning 
in the area affected. Tlris military intrusion 
caused considerable inconvenience and roused 
much resentment among all sections of the 
community with whom it came in contact. It 
certainly added to the anxieties of the day. The 
tact of the Police, however, overcame the un
expected difficulty and by the end of 
the evening it was expected that the situation 
would be restored. The Shanghai Municipal 
Police and its Commissioner took the laurels on 
a day which will be looked back upon with 
equivocal feelings by the people of this city.

, Unfortunately it does not appear to be possible 
Ito explain certain elements of psychology to 
i the Japanese authorities. Exhortations in the 
I friendliest terms have been disregarded, other-1 
i wise the parade would not have been held. It ;
is certain, however, that that persistence has not 
produced quite the effect it must be taken to 
have intended. The civic mind is apt to assess 
such demonstrations by its own clear-sighted 
notion of international amenities.
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/ SOME REFLECTIOÏW/ \ 
i The success with which the twty wreign-' 
! controlled municipal authorities handled the 
difficult situation created by the Japanese 
military demonstrations of Friday and 
Saturday has brought relief to Shanghai. It 
is hoped that the lessons to be drawn from 
it will be useful for all parties in adapting 
themselves to the conditions now governing 
Shanghai’s occasions. The officials of the 
French Concession proved themselves no less 
alert than the colleagues in the Settlement 
and no less capable of combining firmness 
with tactful discretion. As certain criticisms 
seem to suggest that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council might have more closely followed the 
French procedure it is necessary to point out 
the difference between the situation of the 
two authorities. In the Settlement the 
Japanese Government is one of the partners 
of the administration. Despite the peculiar 
circumstances which have placed a part of 
the Settlement for the time being in virtual 
military control by a Japanese army engaged 
in hostile operations against China, the 
Japanese could claim the right to march their 
troops—duly escorted as they were by Muni
cipal Police—through the Settlement. Whether 
it was wise to exercise that technical right 
in the special conditions prevailing is anothei’ 
matter. On that point it is obvious that 
emphatic views have been held and, what is
more, were conveyed to the Japanese in no j 
uncertain terms by various foreign civil 
authorities. However, the decision to hold 
the march was pressed; the outcome not only 

*< justified the apprehensions expressed but it 
i also vindicated in the most effective way the 
ability of the Shanghai Municipal Council’s 
Police to maintain law and order. It pro
duced, too, unmistakable proof of the dignity 
and restraint of the Chinese population of 
the Settlement. To that admirable conduct 
reference was made in this column on Satur
day; it may well be reaffirmed for as a cor
respondent has properly remarked Chinese 
citizens deserve a share of the laurels earned 
on the day. Shanghai, in fact, has acquitted 
itself with credit in a trying ordeal.

It must be confessed that some doubt 
exists whether’ the Japanese authorities fully 
appreciate the significance of the impressions 
created by the proceedings. They will perhaps 
realize that in a city where they have a 
definite stake as one of the partners in the 
International Settlement, they have a large 
number of friends who can be relied upon 
to give sympathetic consideration to their 
point of view, so far as it accords with 
realities and those canons of civic concord 
to which foreigners and Chinese alike attach 
special importance at this moment. It would 
be unfortunate if this asset were unthinkingly 
damaged. Frankness impels the remark that 
it was not enhanced by the developments 
arising out of the parade. The general feel
ing is that the Settlement authorities were 
unfairly exposed to considerable strain by a 
demonstration which could not be divested 
of certain elements of danger. The situation 
created by the deployment of Japanese troops 
in the heart of the Settlement was saved 
partly by Police restraint and partly by the' 
unhesitatingly prompt action of Colonel1
Charles F. B. Price in Command of the Fourth j 
U. S. Marines who had remained in military > 
control of a sector which enabled them to I 
come to the assistance of the authorities. It is a | 
matter for the Council to consider whether it J 
should not invite the foreign military com-J 
manders to readjust their dispositions in thed 
light of that incident. The Police have shown | 
their ability to deal with a pressing emer-j 
gency. There are limits, however, to the| 
extent of their powers if anything like a J 
sustained attempt be made to keep matters in j 

a state of uncertainty. The Japanese 
authorities should recognize that their obliga
tions toward this city demand a careful dis
tinction between the military duties of an 
army in the field and the political require
ments of liaison with duly constituted civic 
governments. It would be satisfactory to 
learn that General Matsui had been provided 
with adequate assistance in that regard.

Foreigners in Shanghai have displayed 
proper anxiety to adapt themselves to the 
regime now imposed by the accident of 
Japanese military control of the surrounding 
area. They cannot be called upon on that 
account to forego observance of recognized 
notions of decency and chivalry. A few, it 
will be agreed, aie inclined to be expressive 
in support of Japanese activities although 
even they, lately, have notably wavered in 
that allegiance—a point which Japanese com
mentators might well note. The majority of 
foreign Shanghailanders feel, however, that, 
as a correspondent pointed out yesterday, the 
feelings of Chinese residents should be care
fully studied, especially as the Chinese 
population has shown a clear recognition of 
the implications of citizenship of the ’Settle
ment at this juncture. Anyone possessed of 
the most elementary capacity for courtesy 
and fair-play will vigorously deprecate as>- 

S soci'atiqn_of the Settlement with actions or 
s words which can be interpreted as neglectful 
[ of those qualities. The homely convention

which precludes hitting a man when he is 
down is not forgotten by honourable men 
and women here. ' So, as the Council takes 
due care with the ready co-operation of for
eign and Chinese residents to respect Japanese 
wishes on the subject of propaganda and the 
like, and to exact such courtesy toward 
Japanese citizens and Japanese authority as 
this policy entails, a reciprocal attitude may 
fairly be expected from the Japanese. For 
example it is distressing to find that, despite 
the unequivocal approval given by the Jap
anese consular and military authorities to the 
manner in which the Council’s Police handled 
last Friday’s situation, the comments of the 
only Japanese newspaper in Shanghai shpuld 
be thus translated into English by the official 
Japanese news agency:

Severely criticizing ,the “inadequacy’’ of the 
measures taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police to maintain peace during last Friday’s 
march of the Japanese troops through the 
Settlement, the Shanghai United News a 
Japanese daily, yesterday declared that the 
S.M.P. had displayed a “lukewarm and in
sincere” attitude in suppressing the anti- 
Nipponese movement. The failure of the 
S.M.P. to take all necessary steps had resulted 
in injuries to four Japanese the daily pointed 
out. “In fact” the journal said “the only step 
taken by the S.M.P. to curb anti-Japanese 
terrorism has been to shoot the man 
responsible for the Nanking Road incident” 
This the Japanese newspaper asserted “shows 
that the Municipal police is incapable of 
keeping the anti-Japanese movement and ter
rorism in check.

Apart from its inherent perversity this com
ment gives the lie direct to General Matsui’s 
warm appreciation of the Police arrangements. 
It is surely not unreasonable to ask that some ; 
steps should be taken to prevent this aggrava- ! 
tion of Japanese relations with the Settlement I 

j authorities. The Council would be acting 
within its rights and in consonance with its 

i present press policy if it made formal re- 
! presentations on this subject through the 
appropriate channel. There is ground for 
believing that the responsible Japanese 
military, naval and civil officials desire to co
operate with the Council in preserving har
mony and in assisting the return to normality. 
That is the justification for these reflections 

^of opinion which has been miich exercised^ 
ffv recent happenings, >
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î Chinese Customs j.
' Japanese comments, both on the part j 

of officials in Tokyo and Shanghai and by 
closely informed newspapers, with regard 
to the measure of control which Japan is 
now assuming over the Chinese Maritime 
Customs are unanimous in making it 
clear that there is every intention to 
respect the creditor position occupied by 
Britain, France, America and other 
countries. One spokesman in Tokyo, 
questioned by press representatives on 
Monday, thought that Japan had an 
obligation to respect the foreign loans I 
secured on the Customs, and with such 
an expression of opinion on record there 
would seem to be little to justify a good 
many of the fears which have been 
publicly expressed. Those who adopt the . 
view that Japan is going to flaunt the • 
rights of others are reading into the situa
tion more than is justified by what has 
hitherto transpired. What Britain, France 
and America have done by causing Notes 
to be presented to the Japanese Govern
ment by their Ambassadors in Tokyo anc^ 
by reinforcing the contents of those 
Notes by oral representations is not 
beyond giving formal reminder to Tokyo . 
of their interests, with the request 
those interests be safeguarded and 
consultations take place prior to 
drastic change in the status of 
Customs. It is a perfectly legitimate 
reminder, and, in the words of the “Asahi ; 
Shimbun,’’ prompted by conciliatory 
motives. There is no unfriendly tone, nor [ 
is it challenged that Japan has the right

I in Chinese territory wherein she has 
I succeeded to de facto control to take over 
the services of Chinese Government 
organs provided the legal interests of 
others are respected. The maintenance of : 
the integrity of the Customs is a matter 
in which all countries, not excepting 
Japan, is interested and there are no 
indications that Japan wants to damage 

। that integrity. But what Japan does not [ 
' want to see is the money which is ■ 
collected through the Customs devoted by [ 
China to the purchase of munitions and । 
for the support of 
That is why Japan 
over those funds in 
and Tientsin where 
her own military supremacy. There is no 
suggestion that Japan will ] 
the funds for her own use; only ---—

that 
that 
any 
the

military operations, 
will exercise control 
places like Shanghai 
she has established

According to the report of the 
Maritime Customs last year the cost of 
servicing foreign loans and the Boxer 
Indemnity amounted to $76,728,396 t 
whereas the cost of servicing interna^ 
loans secured on the surplus of Customs 
revenue amounted to $129,173,686. The 
cost of servicing the American Wheat 
Flour and Cotton Loans of 1931 and 1933 
came to $6,482,963, this being met from 
the proceeds of the flood relief surtax. It 
will thus be seen that, according to the 
rates of exchange prevailing last year, the 
servicing of all foreign loans comes to 
just over $83,000,000, which added to the 
servicing of internal loans brings the full 
loan obligations of the Customs to the 
annual sum of $201,000,000. The total 
Customs revenue last year was $324,633,- 

'291, leaving quite a large surplus for the 
benefit of the Government. Until the 
outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostilities 
there had been a spectacular increase in 
this year’s trade ^nd it is safe to assume 
that Customs revenue for the first seven 
months of this year was appreciably 
higher than for the corresponding period 
a year ago. The tremendous blow which 

1 has been received since and which will
assuredly continue üntïï the end’ of the ] 
year will greatly affect the total figure for ! 
this year. Just how important is the 
Customs revenue to China is clearly 
shown in the figures given above, for no 
matter what might be the régime re- ! 
sponsible for administration the mainten-j 
ance of the Customs is a vital matter. 
Japan can be no less acquainted with ‘ 
that fact than others and can have no | 
possible reason to destroy the integrity of I 
the service. $

It seems to us as though Japan has j 
quite a number of points with which to 
concern herself on the Customs situation. ; 
Firstly, there is the prevention of collec
tions going to the Chinese for the financ
ing of the war; secondly, there is the 
maintenance of the service as much as 
possible; thirdly, there is the Safeguard
ing of foreign interests secured upon the 
Customs; and fourthly, looking to the 
future, the question of possible tariff ! 
revision. This last-named point will noj 
doubt be one of the conditions of peace ’ 
and is one upon which foreign opinion 
will find expression. Japan is obviously 
hoping for the co-operation of the foreign

hypothecate Ï personnel in the interests of smooth work 
____ ____ „nly thk she | and it remains to be seen just hov 

shall control them for the time bêingj ^ar that can be secured.
having due regard meanwhile'-fpr * the || TS to learn from the Foreign Office 
service of foreign loans secured Ufjon 3 spokesman in Tokyo that a sum of 
Customs revenues. Just how well 11 between ten and twenty millions of 
grounded are Japan’s fears that Customs! Chinese dollars is lying in the Central

n just how 
It was interest-;

revenue would now be used by China for 
military purposes is shown by the state
ment made in Hankow on Monday by a 
spokesman for the Foreign Office to the 
effect that the Chinese Government had 

[taken measures to ensure that all taxes 
'__ ovni 11CiT’ol xr •frir*collected are used almost exclusively for 
purposes of defence. Japan’s action 
follows exactly that which any other 
country would take in similar circum
stances.

Bank of Manchoukuo as being the Man-1 
churian quotas of the Chinèse Customs 
obligations and that the release of this 
money could doubtless be arranged if the 
Powers would negotiate with the new Î 
State. The recognition of Manchoukuo is 
involved and it may be that, following the 
lead now given by Italy, some measure of 
recognition will soon be given. Italy’s 
action has brought Manchoukuo much 
more prominently into the picture and

■made Japan’s request for closer eo-opera-
\^jtion ketween Japan, China and Manchou- 

kuo something less of a legal difficulty.
7* The Customs revenues now being collected 

at Tientsin, together with those to be 
collected from now on at Shanghai, will 
all be held in some form of suspense 
account and their final allocation depends 

■ entirely on the political and military 
■ developments of the future, after due 

gjj regard has been paid to foreign obliga- 
■ tions. Japan has the rights of a victor 
■ in this matter so far, and her assurances 
■ that those rights will be carefully! 
■ exercised and not to the hurt of others 
■ ought taj be taken as encouraging.
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From The Shanghai livening Fost, Shahfjhai, December 1, 1937.

/ _ Lifting Clouds mA
A LTHOUGH most of the news and runrere 

about Shanghai for some time past have 
been disheartening in the extreme, we are glad 
to be able to report that in certain quarters a 
more optimistic feeling is beginning to prevail 
and there seems to be reason for hoping that 
within the next few days we may have some 
concrete manifestation of constructive, col
laborative effort to raise this city out of its 
present slough of despond.

A welcome first sign is announcement that 
foreign residents of the Hongkew, Wayside and 
Yangtzepoo areas may return from December 
15. Despite the restrictions imposed this is at 
least a harbinger of more to come.

The question of the Shanghai Customs is 
obviously complex, and not subject to final 
settlement in an instant. Earlier information 
to the effect that the Tientsin Customs issue 
had been satisfactorily arranged was not true, 
it appears, for the Custom funds have been 
going into the Yokohama Specie Bank without 
the anticipated withdrawals to meet foreign 
loan obligations and of course this cannot be 
regarded as either fair or reasonable by Great 
Britain, the United States and France which 
have so firmly put their collective foot down 
against any repetition of such an arrangement 
for Shanghai.

Fortunately for all concerned, it is our, kept secret, 
understanding that the Japanese have shown 
willingness to listen to reason in the matter. 
There seems no immediate inclination to push 
matters to an immediate conclusion reached by ! 
force. That leaves the way open, at any rate, 
for amicable discussion which may find a way
out.

The attitude of the three chiefly interest
ed Occidental Powers is not arbitrary. Natur
ally they want to see their obligations met, in
sofar as present conditions permit. The 
question of surplus does not under current 
circumstances arise either here or at Tientsin 
so there is no question of Customs money 
going into Chinese military hands at the mo-| 
ment. The Western nations concerned, while' 
friendly to China, are willing to take a neutral: 
position but see no reason why their own inter
ests should be sacrificed, while the Japanese 
have professed to be willing to safeguard those 
foreign interests although they do not want 
to allow Customs money to give direct assist
ance to the Chinese Government. For the time 
being, at ‘least, the issue seems clearly one 
where the only consideration is whether ser-j 
vice is to be continued at Shanghai—as it has 
not been at Tientsin—as regards foreign loans. 
Certainly the Japanese are in occupancy of 
this area, as is the case at Tientsin, but equally 
certainly that gives neither moral nor legal 
vight to divert loan-service money from its 

rightful recipients while on the other hand 
these latter are not going to take up an im
possible position if their own interests are 

' safeguarded.
; This dispute has more than passing signi
ficance and it by no means entirely ignores 
the issue of Chinese welfare. Shanghai is now 
behind the battle, and behind the Japanese 
lines in that battle. The most vital general 
issue is the question of how long Shanghai is 
to 'be caged as prisoner within its own barbed- 
wire barricades. So long as the Japanese feel 

i dissatisfied with the Customs situation, or any 
(jother major issue, they can and probably will 
[hold the city half-strangled. This is no 
i argument for giving in to the Japanese but 
'certainly it is an argument for reaching as 
•early an agreement as can be reached with 
■fairness all around. The Japanese are them
selves participants in the life of the city in a 
multitude of ways; it is to their own interest 
to restore some semblance of normality. And 
as we have repeatedly pointed out, such mat
ters as 135,000 industrial unemployed, and a 
million refugees of one sort or another, cannot 
be lightly passed over by the Japanese or any
one else and > is urgently necessary that con
structive employment take the place of charity! 
as soon as possible. ■

Negotiations on the question of the out-
< side roads are under way and they are being 

We understand, however, that it 
is not the Japanese desire to provide any per
manent policing of the roads, and without any 
concrete information we are given to under
stand that a more optimistic attitude on the 
prospects of some sort of agreement for open
ing the roads to the westward is apparent. The 
long-closed and vitally important industrial 
areas north of the creek afford a particularly 
complex problem 'because of the question of 
Japanese residence in those localities, and the 
necessity for providing protection and preven
ting “incidents.” But even this question is 
not beyond solution. Some gradual opening- 
up must come, and the sooner the better. We 
hope, and believe there is a growing realization 
of this fact in responsbile Japanese quarters.

Each day brings its fresh problems and 
thus far there have been more problems than 
answers. At some stage the tide must turn. 
Perhaps that stage is near, if the signs are 
accurately read. Both Settlement and Con
cession have displayed great tact and intel
ligence, in our opinion, in striving to grant 
Japanese requests within reason while ‘pre
serving their * own authority in the discharge 
of their obligations, This 'should be met with 
a corresponding spirit of helpfulness on the 
part of the Japanese; a spirit not hitherto 
visible, it is £true, but now apparently on the 
increase in most welcome fashion.
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/ NANKING’S POSITM^S \
The latest news from Nanking is clear 

in its indication that extensive prepara
tions have been made to offer stout 
resistance to the Japanese forces who are 
steadily advancing upon the capital and 
adjacent stretches of the Yangtze from 

'the direction of Taihu Lake. Reuter tells 
of barbed-wire barricades, trenches and 
other defence works inside and outside 
the city, of the Generalissimo’s satisfac- 

। tion with the work which has been done, 
I of the closing of two of the smaller gates, 
of the removal of national art treasures, 
and of other measures all indicating that 
the Chinese forces are going to stage a 
great battle. It has become increasingly 
clear of late thsft*the operations which 
started on a moaest scale in Shanghai 
three-and-a-half months ago have now 
developed into the main theatre of Sino- 
Japanese hostilities and it may well be 
that the decisive engagements of the war I 

; are on the eve of being waged. As stated in 
this colûmn yesterday, it is not possible 
to know what General Chiang Kai-shek 
and his military collaborators have up 
their sleeves but it would appear that a 
huge concentration of force has been 
assembled in the region of Nanking and 
round about the large area now occupied 
by Japanese forces. It is estimated that 
approximately a quarter of a million 
Japanese troops have now been brought 
into the Yangtze theatre and that the 
Chinese opposition, largely made up of 
new provincial forces, numbers a hundred 
thousand more. If these figures are in any 
way reliable there are well over half a 
million men-at-arms facing each other in 
what will be the biggest scale battle so 
far staged. Its duration, its flûctuations 
and outcome can only be matters of 
speculation, though qualified neutral 
opinion is that the superiority of Japanese 
equipment and organization must eventu
ally prove the decisive factor.

When one speaks of factors it is 
impossible to overlook the human. We 
in Shanghai know of the completely 
inadequate provision which Chinese 
military commanders make for the care 
of the wounded and sick, though I 
accessibility to Shanghai made it possible 
for many weeks to bring wounded men 
into hospitals here. Field hospital work, 
though valiantly carried on by a few, was 
infinitesimal in its dimensions. Slightly

wounded men were left to get to aid as 
best they could; seriously wounded mejv 
were very often left to die. All wnb* 
visited back of the lines had saddening 
tales to tell, and no matter how full of 
courage men might be they cannot be I 
immune to the influences of neglect. It 
is this consideration which, one fears, is I 
going to be a sore handicap in the defence 
of Nanking, for all along the line of the 
Japanese advance to the far west of Taihu 
Lake there has been the same sordid tale 
of inadequate medical and nursing pro
vision. The Japanese army is nothing if 
not vÆft taken care of against both 
casualties and the rigours of the weather 
and the completeness of its organization 
and adequacy of supplies are proverbial. 
An army is a machine with each part 
dependent on the other and all of 
importance. China has yet to learn that 
fact.

It is impossible not to feel concern 
and anxiety for the large civilian popula
tion still in Nanking. A tour of the city, 
reports Reuter, has revealed that a great 
part of the poorest population are remain
ing as they cannot afford to leave. The 
importance, therefore, of the provision of 
a safety zone becomes obvious and 
pressing and it is encouraging to learn 
that the sponsors of the scheme are pro
ceeding with preliminary arrangements 
although nothing has been fixed up 
between the military opponents. If the 
whole of Nanking is going to be made a 
battle ground the plight of unfortunate 
non-combatants unable to escape will be 
pitiful in the extreme and it is most 
sincerely to be hoped that if military 
considerations are held to preclude the 
provision and respect of a safety zone 
then the Chinese authorities will them
selves assume humane responsibilities to 
their own people by providing the means 
and wherewithal for escape to places of 
relative safety farther afield. Unfortunate
ly, Chinese civilians caught in the mesh 
of these hostilities have very largely been 
left to fend for themselves or to the 
care of foreigners and the.invader. Part 
of military responsibility is to see that 

j civilian elements are out of battle zones 
and Chinese military leaders would do 
well to show more concern in that regard. 
Nanking should be wholly evacuated if
a sanctuary is impossible and the care of 
poor evaptfèes should be part of the 
national/obligation.
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ipOR THE FIRST TIME during the present 
hostilities, there was much talk yesterday 

of Japanese “ronin’’ in the Settlement south 
of Soochow Creek.

Frankly we don't know horn many of the 
civilian Japanese along the line of military 
march deserved the title “ronin,” literally 
“wave men” and originally applied to master- 
less samurai in feudal days of Japan. Nowa- 

; days the term has a rather broad and usually 
[ unfavorable application and many people 
’ think it means a sort of semi-oBeiâl hooligan. 
Certainly it is linked in the public mind with 
officiousness and busybodyism.

During the troubles of 1932, the local’ 
Japanese authorities felt it was necessary to 
employ some civilian Japanese in striving to 
preserve order north of th® Creek and it was 
subsequently recognised that this had un
fortunate results. Undisciplined men whose 
characters could not in all instances be check
ed up were given a chance to run wild and the 
less said now of the consequences, the better. 
Civilian Japanese with whom we have talked 
disclosed understanding of the whole position 
and it is significant that in the present affair, 
this particular aspect of the 1932 error was 
avoided.

We doubt if many of the Japanese seen 
yesterday were “ronin” and perhaps none was. 
But there suddenly appeared a great many 
civilian Japanese, in a state of considerable 
excitement and exaltation, throughout areas 
not generally frequented by them and under 
circumstances when literally anything might 
have happened and some unhappy things did 
happen. There is something in it for Japan 
ese authorities to consider very carefully. '

Clash between civilian Japanese and Chin
ese in sucii places as Nanking Road is about 
the last thing any officials want to see. Bui 
it is inevitable if the two peoples are brought 
together. | It is not necessary that the Japan
ese be “ronin” or that the Chinese be hood
lums. In^ the interest of peace within thk 
zone which non-belligerents are so desperately 
trying to keep neutral, it is absolutely essential 
that for the time being there be no large- 
scale wanderings about of civilian Japanese 
carrying Rising Sun flags and shouting 
“Banzai.” The Japanese authorities can and 
should keep strict control in this matter.
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From The China Press, Shanghai, Leeember 4, 1937. 62

THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

WITH the advent of the cold weather, the refugee problem 
in Shanghai is rapidly becoming more acute. In I 

previous months, the chief concern had been the food supply ; 
now added to this is the pressing need for winter clothing. 
The present drive for funds sponsored by the Shanghai 
International Red Cross, therefore, deserves the widest 
endorsement and support.

The following passages culled from the Nov. 20th 
issue of The China Weekly Review will illustrate how the 
innocent victims of the war have been suffering in Shang
hai, to say nothing of those in other war ravaged districts.

On Tuesday night of this week, after the curfew hour (11:30 
P.M.) when the streets were practically deserted excepting a few 
policemen at the intersections, the writer counted 63 destitute 
Chinese sleeping on sidewalks, in alleyways, on doorsteps or 
window-sills. These destitute persons were counted—with the 
aid of a Chinese assistant carrying a flashlight—on the four sides 
of the block where the office of The China Weekly Review is ; 
located, No. 160 Avenue Edward VII. j

Conditions in this block, directly opposite the French Con
cession and one block back from the Bund, probably are no better 
or worse than elsewhere in the city. A considerable portion of 
the block, facing Avenue Edward VII, is occupied by large build
ings built flush with the sidewalk; hence there is no place for 
refugees to find a shelf on which to sleep and, furthermore, 
should one attempt to climb on a window ledge the night watch
man would drive him away.

Tuesday night, following a heavy rain, which had thoroughly 
soaked most of the refugees, fortunately had turned warmer, but 
the conditions were pitiable, particularly among the women and 
children. Many children were crying, some were coughing as 
though on the verge of croup or pneumonia. Several of the 
babies were practically naked. Many adults without even ragged 
blankets had wrapped themselves in straw matting. One group, 
apparently a family had stretched a piece of ragged cloth across 
a doorway and thus enjoyed a slight degree of privacy and pro
tection from the wind.

How so many persons, men, women and children, could nest 
themselves on two or three narrow stone steps and manage to 
sleep there, is beyond our power of description, but experience 
leads to perfection, even in the matter of sleeping on a sidewalk । 
or in an alley way on the cobblestones, with only a thin ragged 
cotton blanket as protection against weather which has become 
sufficiently cold to cause most persons to don woolens and over
coat. j
It is impossible to say precisely how large the refugee! 

population in Shanghai is. However, there can be no 
questioning the fact that it must be enormous. Several 
weeks ago, Mr. Z. U. 'Kwauk, a local Chinese leader and 
relief worker, estimated the total number at about 1,000,000. 
According to Dr. J. E. Baker, the Red Cross Society is now 
caring for 135,000 refugees in different camps. On the^ 
streets there are some 75,000 others. In Father Jacquinot’sl 
Safety Zone in Nantao there are at least 100,000. Then' 
there are more than 650,000 others men, women and child
ren—depending on charity. These figures, totaling 960,000, 
impressive as they are, do not include still other refugees 
who are cared for by missionary organizations and other 
private charitable institutions. Therefore, it may be safely 
stated that at least one-third of Shanghai’s population 
(estimated at 3,000,000) are now destitute and depending 
on relief for their bare subsistence.

In this magnificent work of mercy, it would be unfair 
to single out any particular organization for chief credit. 
Both, the Shanghai Municipal Council and the French Muni
cipal Council as well as the various public organizations have 
contributed their share and done their best. Unfortunately, 
public charity is by no means inexhaustible. Certainly, it 
can not be and should not be relied on indefinitely as the 
sole source of support. At best, it can only help alleviate 
the 'seriousness of the problem, but can hardly solve it. 
With Shanghai cut off from the interior and with interna
tional trade at a standstill, public-spirited citizens will soon 
find it impossible to continue dispensing charity.

4Under such circumstances, some other means has to 
be devised! for solving the urgent problem. Expensive | 
areas in southern Kiangsu and southeastern Chekiang have ! 
also been laid waste and their former residents rendered! 
destitute and homeless—thus, swelling the refugee ranks to | 
appalling proportions. Consequently, the refugee problem 1 
is fast becoming a much larger and graver issue which I 
necessitates governmental action as well as direction.
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We share the views of our two contemporaries The 
Shanghai Evening Post and. Mercury and the Ta Kung Pao 
regarding possible measures for tackling the problem. So 
far as Shanghai is concerned, it is tooth necessary and 
profitable that arrangements be promptly made and facili
tated to re-open the former war-affected areas to construc
tive activity. As pointed out by the former, 83 large 
factories in these areas are in working condition, capable | 
of absorbing at least 60,000 workers. Also 2,400 small : 
factories are believed to be in physical condition to resume 
work, which can give employment to 60,000 others. There
fore, there are at present 120,000 potential jobs for the 
refugees who are now idling and a burden to the public. 
Many of these refugees are willing and anxious to resume 
work, even to earn a survival wage, rather than to be 
confined in refugee camps and live on charity.

Now, even if this suggestion is practicable in the near 
future, it does not solve the refugee problem completely. 
It can only lessen the ranks of the idle and unemployed. 
Something more fundamental and satisfactory will have 
to be devised. In this connection, the suggestion of send
ing refugees inland for reclamation and other productive 
work is worthy of serious consideration.

In many interior districts of the country there are 
virgin lands and pioneer industrial enterprises which await 
labor for their cultivation and development. Since Shang
hai for quite some time will not be able to absorb its former 
industrial population and since the refugees in some of 
the war-devastated coastal cities can scarcely expect to be 
repatriated to their former homes, the dispatch of such 
ref&gees to the interior seems now to be the best possible 
solution, a

Naturally, any large-scale mass migration is a com
plicated affair, especially while military operations are in 
full progress. It first of all requires elaborate planning and1 
organization before it can be undertaken with any degree of | 
success. The Ta Kung Pao suggests for the settlement of' 
these refugees the ten odd salt-producing districts in 
Northern Kiangsu, but this suggestion appears to be im-; 
practicable with the widening of the areas of hostilities.; 
Perhaps, as the same journal observes, a greater degree of i 
security may be assured in districts further inland, | 

1 particularly the Northwestern and Southwestern provinces 1 
which offer almost unlimited opportunities for a decent 
livelihood.

While the main occupation for the refugee workers will 
be agricultural settlement, there are undoubtedly many 
other kinds of rural vocations. One of these is animal 
husbandry which, if operated with the latest scientific 
methods, can become a source of rural wealth. Another 
profitable lino is handicraft industry, on which Chinese 
peasants generally can afford to spend two-thirds of their 
working time in a year. Since it requires little capital and 
no complex machinery, it can be started with minimum 
efforts.

The project is certainly an ambitious one. Under the 
present circumstances, it is fraught with great difficulties. 
Nevertheless, in view of the urgency of the problem, a start 

I has to be made. With a good start, it is not extravagant 
Ito hope that the scheme will be realized steadily and satis- 
| factorily.
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rc TT MirrwQQ a I? v W really finds acceptance in Tokyo it is obviously ' 
IÔ 11 ; prudent and sane. The Chinese Government

itself has never concealed its reluctance toFriends of China cannot help finding them- --—-----— -----------
selves sympathetic with Japan’s desire to on was an inevitable
establish economic relations with China on a * "
firm footing for the sake of ensuring Far . _ .
Eastern stability. This sympathy does not | means lacking in courage or tenacity against । 
extend to approval of the methods which, by | enorinous odds. Honour does not therefore 
the pressure of unwise, nationalistic fervour, j an approach to the way of negotia-
Japan has been constrained to employ in 
giving effect to her aims. Indeed it is ap
parent that this military adventure on China’s 
soil is stirring up ever-increasingly complex 
problems which cannot be solved by armed 
force in the last resort. China cannot do 
without Japan—economically or socially—and 

। that is why the idea of economic xelationships 
I is fundamentally sound. Japan cannot do 
without China for the same reasons and that 
is why this appalling development of conflict, 
involving the destruction of the resources of 
both nations, to say nothing of the loss of 
lives, is fundamentally unsound. China com
mands intense sympathy in the world which 
perceives how unequal is her defence to the 
task of resistance, although it abundantly 
admires the courage and tenacity by which 
hex* Government has been supported in its 
refusal to tolerate further unimpeded en
croachment on her sovereignty. Japan has 
long been held up to respect fox* a successful 
assumption of the duties and responsibilities 
of a modex*n Power'. The enterprise and 
patriotic devotion of her people have impelled 
wonderment and approval. The pains and 
penalties attendant on a rise to eminence 
have not been shirked. The question arises 
whether this self-flagellation has 
altogether necessary.

effort at resistance. It can accept the viewi 
that its armies have proved themselves by no

not 
the 
the

I tion if the attitude of Japan were favourable. 
Is not there some means of eliciting from 
Tokyo a line of guidance on that point? The 
persistence with which Japanese people are 
invited to look upon a demonstrably false 
picture of “Japan against the world” makes for 
apprehension on their account. Japan loses 
friends whom she deliberately converts into 
enemies on the sole basis of her own self
deception. Is it necessary to indulge in this 
elaborate form of diplomatic sabotage? If 
regard be paid to the fortitude with which 
nationals of other Powers have endured the 
wholesale disturbance of the current of their 
own peaceful associations with China, it must 
surely be admitted that goodwill here displays 
virility in most discouraging conditions. Jap
anese critics who imagine that this for
bearance derives entirely from a lack of 
resolution or stamina are sadly mistaken. 
More accurately may it be ascribed to an 
acuter perception of the demands of states
manship than is always discernible elsewhere. 
Japanese announcements have repudiated, the 
idea that mediation can be effectively offered 
in the present conflict by any third party. 
That may or may not be right. Yet, in the 
long run, no-one can imagine any Far Eastern 
Settlement to which the views of such third 
parties will not have relevance. Are Japanese 
military designs to be permitted destructively 
to develop^ their piecemeal and improvisatory 
influences on the destiny of Chinese while the 
economic and political interests of the Jap
anese people are exposed to further neglect 
and impairment, owing to the inhibitions 
which render contacts with other nations in
creasingly embarrassing? Is it not possible to 
bring Tokyo to realize that when a military 
machine has succeeded in the primary object 
for which it has been used it is incapable of 
operating effectively for creative purposes of 
restoration and recovery? It is equally 
helpless in the endeavour to preserve the 
sympathy and co-operation of neutral nations 
to say nothing of the people whom it has 
overcome. The situation seems urgently to 
require that some recognition of these prin
ciples should move the mind of Tokyo.

been 
Can Japan afford 

steadily to develop a technique which sets 
her apart from other* nations and limits the 
scope for understanding? Patriotism is 
enough. That still holds true despite 
wave of nationalism spreading round
world to-day. Having acquiesced in a 
military programme for the accomplishment 
of hex* economic aims in China, is Japan on 
safe ground in dispensing with all means for 
preserving relations with nations who, .if not 
possessing her direct contacts with the Asiatic 
continent, have at the same time long- 
established interests here? Generally it seems 
that Japanese commercial opinion and the 
view of her financiers and statesmen concede 
the need for some form of understanding with 
other Powers. The actions of her military 
leaders may not necessarily conflict with that 
attitude; the fact remains that they have an 
unfortunate knack of prejudicing it.

Without traversing ground which has S - 
already been well worn in these columns and i 
therefore without reiterating criticisms of the 
decisions which precipitated this present 
conflict, this journal feels that even the 
evidence of ascendancy over the 
armies does not bring Japan much 
tion. The prospect of crushing the 
ment by capturing Nanking presents 
ground fox* elation. It may be a 
victory. A solitude which the maker desires 
to describe as peace has never been attractive. 
If the fabric of the Chinese administration be 
destroyed there is little inducement for the 
defeated nation to co-operate in the recon- 

: struction of the country. If the Japanese 
armies have to remain in occupation fox* the 
purpose of repairing the extensive damage 
caused by the hostilities, their task will be 
unenviable. Its finality must indeed be diffi
cult to assess. Can it be pretended that such 
a predicament will be improved by antagonis
ing all who have contacts with the country 
and, moreover, theix* own places in the life of 
the Pacific? ;

It has been hinted by Japanese spokesmen 1 
that if the Chinese Government on behalf of 
the Chinese people were disposed to negotiate, 
the terms would be generous. If that view

Chinese 
consola- i 
Govern- 
no clear
Pyrrhic
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Japan And Great Britain
JUST HOW MANY KNOTS Japan can tie in 

the British lion’s tail and continue to get 
away with it is becoming something of a topic 
for Shanghai discussion, and evidently in other 
parts of the world as well.

The Japanese bombing of two British- 
owned merchant vessels at Wuhu, involving 
H.M.S. Ladybird whose commander was wound
ed, is certainly no laughing matter in itself; andi 
it comes on top of a considerable number of: 
other matters bound to stir British feeling 
deeply. On the other hand we have a London 
United Press dispatch indicating that no re
taliation by Britain could be expected before 
April when the Empire’s great rearmament 
program has been completed. j

We are inclined to think, that the question 
of what, if anything, Britain might do under 
continued and perhaps extreme provocation is 
hardly to be answered in terms of anything so 
simple aS' completion of a rearmament program.i 
But also we are certain that Britain wants to 
consider each incident on its true merits, to'

vessels for such purpose. Certainly the Tuckwo 
and the Tatung had not been commandeered. 
So far as we can make out there was no reason 
for thinking them other than what they were 
harmless merchant vessels being lawfully used । 
under the flag of a friendly and .non-toellige-j 
rent foreign nation. Yet the bombing appears ; 
to have been premeditated, careful and cold-! 
blooded. * J

i While we do not wish to indulge too much 
in idle speculation, it would be an incomplete' 

^summary of the matter to ignore the theory 
that the planes may have bombed the British 
ships knowing them to be precisely what they 
were, and desiring to give China a further de
monstration of how little any foreign Power 
may be expected to act on behalf of its own (or 
least of all China’s) interest. On that theory 
a number of otherwise inexplicable actions of 
the Japanese military may be explained, and 
one does a deal of looking for theories nowa
days in efforts to explain the mad gyrations of 
our topsy-turvy world.

The task of the level-headed is indeed 
keep a level head and to avoid any rash move) 
in a situation packed with dynamite.

The Wuhu affair has been explained by the1 
Japanese as due to the alleged presence in the. 
vicinity of Chinese troops. This seems a poor 
explanation. We have quite direct word that 
there were positively no Chinese troops in the 
vicinity. Aerial observation certainly should| 
have disclosed the fact in this connection, and! 
if our assurance is correct—if there reàlly were) 
no troops—either there is another honest ex
planation or the act was provocative in the* 
extreme to put it mildly. %

One suggestion which we have heard, and 
which seems at least superficially plausable, is 
that ships had on occasion been commandeered 
for transport up-river of Chinese troops and 
that the bombing planes may have thought 
something of the sort had occurred in the 
present instance. Countering this, however, is 
the point that no reports have been received 
here of the commandeering of any British

difficult nowadays. But somehow the level 
heads have to keep at their job of striving to 
see what it is best to do rather than what it 
would gratify emotions to do.

Britain, we suspect, is at present devoting 
a great deal of thinking to the stabilization of 
Europe through finally getting close to Ger
many. Tf that can be achieved it may prove 
of great moment not only to Europe but to. 
China also. :

For the moment, there are so many often 
conflicting factors being thrown back and. forth! 
in the scales that no lasting balance can pos-; 
sibly loe achieved. Inevitably, however, the 
balance will finally come to rest and whep. it 
does there y begin a process of extensive 
accounting. Meanwhile it would be well for 
everyone to remember a few elemental points, 
such as that large, ponderous bodies move 
[slowly but sometimes gather formidable mo
mentum at last; and that Great Britain is not 
called “great” for nothing.
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jfroia The Morth China Daily hews, JhunGhul, ^ecenber 8. i-W.

POOR INTERPRETAT!^ \
It has been a matter for very bitter com

plaint that many of the reports appearing 
abroad concerning conditions in this area 
have been grossly exaggerated, and without 
doubt there appears to be no inconsiderable 
support for the complaint. That has not 
always been due to the correspondent on the 
spot, but has in a number of cases to be at
tributed to an uncontrolled desire for sensa
tionalism in the office of destination rather 
than for the purveyance of straight un
varnished fact. It is now to be noticed with 
no little anxiety that the process is being 
reversed and sensational and tendencious 
messages are being received in the Far East 
purporting especially to give British reactions 
to developments as they occur in this part 
of the world. Two particularly unfortunate 
messages have recently been received in L 
Shanghai. One on Monday was to the 
effect that “despite the recent aggressive

ments. It will be remembered that when 
last year it was announced that Britain 
would embark upon gigantic rearmament | 
proposals, it was made perfectly clear that 
such a programme had been adopted, not with 
regard to any particular nation, but in view 
of the generally unfortunate conditions exist
ing the world over. It was originally proposed 
that the scheme should take about five years 
to carry out, and what acceleration has since 
taken place has up to the present had no 
specific relation to Far Eastern affairs, but 
rather to world trends in general. Therefore, 
to attempt to set a date as the limit before 
which Great Britain will do nothing in certain 
circumstances is to assume an omniscience 
which cannot be justified by the facts. This 
is not to be taken as suggesting that 
present prospects are rosy, or to justify any 
great degree of optimism, for it has to be 

| remembered that very recent statements by
British leaders on the Far Eastern problem 
have made it amply clear that Britain will

Japanese incidents in the Far East, British I act only in concert with other nations in this 
Government authorities agreed that the matter, neither taking the lead nor lagging 
Empire would not consider retaliation against I behind.
Japan at least until April.” If a statement ; The matter is referred to here because of 
like that does anything at all it leads to the ■ the local danger that may arise from the
inference that something will be done after ; publication of such tendencious reports. If 
that month. The second, received yesterday, j there is one city in the world where the
stated “Anglo-Japanese relations reached a j 

i point of tenseness unequalled thus far in the 
conflict as a result of the Japanese bombing 
of British vessels at Wuhu which closely fol
lowed other incidents against British in
terests.” In both messages the impression was 
created that matters were rapidly reaching 
straining point and that this part of the world 
was in imminent danger of being plunged into 
the beginnings of what might ultimately turn 
out to be the much-dreaded world war. Let 
it be said at once that the situation is nowhere 
near as serious as these would-be interpretative 
messages suggest, and it is just as well that 
this fact should be emphasized. That grave 
issues are being raised is inevitable in con
ditions such as prevail at present, and the 
dissemination of reports such as those referred 
to cannot but do the gravest harm.

With regard to the bombing of British 
vessels at Wuhu it should be apparent to the 
simplest of minds that the British Govern
ment will adopt no definite attitude until it 
has fully investigated the matter: the re
presentations which the Japanese Consul- 
General made to the Hongkong Government 
are now found to possess none of the signifi
cance which early erroneous reports gave to 
them, while Mr. Anthony Eden in the House 
of Commons refused to accept the suggestion 
that British possessions were in “imminent 
danger.” Indeed the general trend of ques
tions and answers in the House of Commons 
has been such as to give reassurance that the 
British Government fully realizes the poten
tialities of the situation and is by no means 
so overcome with complacency as has been 
alleged against it in the past. Too much 
readiness is shown to link up the British re
armament scheme with present-day develop-

printed word has to be most closely scrutinized 
it is in Shanghai. That is true in times of 
peace and overwhelmingly imperative in 
crises such as this through which Shanghai 
and China is passing. Much of the damage 
which such reports as those referred to above 
might do will be offset by the very thoughtful 
leading article published on the subject in the 
evening contemporary which carried the re
ports referred to, but those who are content 

| to gain their news from headlines outnumber | 
’ those who do their own reading, and it is | 
amongst those former that so many erroneous | 
impressions may be formed. Interpretative 
cables properly authenticated may prove of 
inestimable value in assessing the respective 
merits of worldwide developments, but in 
times like these, when already so much mis
understanding is abroad in the world, it is 
desirable that commentators should adhere 
as closely to the‘facts as human judgment 
will permit them. It is not to be thought 
for one moment that any newspaper or agency 
would willingly follow a policy calculated to 
exacerbate feelings already unpleasantly 
raised to a high pitch, and it is suggested that 

' in this instance the general tone of the 
messages in question arises from inadvertence 
rather than design. To sum up there has 
been nothing to suggest, up to the present, 
that Britain will ever be called upon to take 
solitary action; the whole of her policy de
pends upon proceeding in concert with other 
interested nations, and it is easy to believe 
that a very great strain will have to be placed 
upon Britain’s long friendship with Japan ' 
before there is any such rupture as that which | 
these unfortunate messages seem to suggest 
is either pending or inevitable.
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Qnlutînn^ \ ' Shanghai minds and every other variety. Now 
SCCKHlfe OOUiuuns overdue. Every nationality in

WHAT EVERYBODY WANTS in Shanghai c. , . , . +v.i„VÎ„fF tmp° Shanghai needs clear thmkmg and true 
today is to find some means of coming to leadership as never before.

terms with the present new and completely un-: There are plenty of reasons for muddled 
precedented situation. By everybody we thinking if one wants to seek excuses. The 
.intend to restrict our definition to the relative- i pyght of our Chinese friends, finding them- 
ly permanent civilian elements of all national!-j sejves behind enemy lines, is obvious. Many 
ties, for in times like these there are of course |Of the leading Chinese of the community, 
some among us who have no stake here anû|whcthcr likely to come under suspicion of 
no special reason for thinking of the funda-1 political-military activity or not, have removed 
mental welfare of the city, although unhappily Llscwhere in the interest not merely of their 
they may exercise a considerable measure of | own safety but of relieving their foreign 
decision in guiding the city s destinies through friends of anxiety and possible embarrass-i 
this crucial period. But among those accus-j nient. The r"7ht of foreigners is equally' 
tomed to think economically, andl to seek a ,obvious. For years we have adjusted to a gro.w- 
long-range political view, there is evident 
Sincere effort 
new era.

Shanghai 
cstorm-tossed, 
as China as 
still rages. But as regards Shanghai specifi-'boat. Well, it will be hard but I can do it.” 
cally the fiercest tumult" of the storm has go he has proceeded to do it as best he could, 
passed by, leaving still 
seas.

Many times it has 
Shanghai is not China, 
we have all tended to identify Shanghai with 
China very closely—perhaps more closely than 
is entirely warranted by the situation which 
has now developed, if constructive efforts to 
rebuild Shanghai prosperity are to be resum
ed in any. immediate future. We use the 
term “efforts to rebuild” advisedly, for it is 
perfectly obvious that most of Shanghai pro
sperity must depend' upon a still-distraught 
hinterland and it would be idle to think that

to find ways of dealing with
a, ing Chinese nationalism as a
a this port. The foreigner has told himself, “I 

must somehow make myself

major factox' in

of value to the 
may be compared to a ship Chinese or I shall be pushed out because the 
with anchors dragging. So far^ Chinese are growing stronger, they will be able 
a whole is concerned the storm to do it, and I've got to row my weight in the

some wind, and high And suddenly in the midst of this hard task 
he finds himself rowing in more or less a 
Japanese boat—a strange boat, 
and ownership not quite clear, 
similarly mixed up!

And even the situation of the 
not too easy. The civilian, with trade to the 
fore in his mind, finds himself riding along on' 
the wave of a now-victorious army. He is 
having a fast ride, an exhilarating ride, but 
he doesn’t know where he is going and he has 
very little personal control over his course or 
movements. He too is on an enforced holiday 
and all he is getting out of it just now is

nationality^ 
and oars

thatbeen
Yet up to the present

truly said

even the wisest and most unified efforts could 
make Shanghai prosperous while it was cut 
off from a disturbed interior China. But wej 
can do what we can do..

“The Shanghai mind'’ is a phrase often 
used, but used loosely. It was coined in a 
spirit of derision. Nobody knows precisely 
what the Shanghai mind is and a great many 
people have concluded that save for its ser
vice as word-caricature of an extreme treaty
port mentality, the phrase means little or 
nothing. But it will be generally agreed that 
the Shanghai mind, if such a thing really 
exists, is at least practical. In the past it has 
sought to make things work—to achieve 
success, measured in terms of that concrete ( 
measure-stick “cold cash,” or its goods equi-| 
valent.

To be practical is no sin. Under current 
circumstances, which demand realism from us 
all, a l<ttle more of the “Shanghai min’d” 
might indeed prove a blessing. One of the 
recent troubles is that everybody has been off 
on a mental jag. Merchants have turned 
military experts, brokers learnedly discuss poli
tics, and the amateur war correspondents and 
war photographers are legion. It has been

Japanese is

the ride, which he knows is going to prove 
very expensive.

We believe that in spite of all the loose 
talk of the reckless and oppressive Japanese, 
there are plenty of civilian Japanese» whe 
jyould welcome a chance to make Shanghai 
something of a get-back-to-normalcy area as 
much as possible. For a number of reasons, 
including a real conviction that things had to i 
happen pretty much as they have, these Japan
ese don’t criticise their military; but they 
know it is not their job to fight a war unde
clared or otherwise. Men of experience, in
telligence! and knowledge of the world, they 
have no illusion that even the most victorious. 
Japanese nation can live on in a vacuum. They 
are, in short, seeking ways out just as ear
nestly as anybody else and they are by no 
means in any state of mysteria over Japan’s 
wonderful military successes in China. Can- 
liily, they count the cost and the dangers of 
the present adventure and they hope it can 
be terminated soon.

Whether the China war can be terminated 
soon is beyond our province. We have ideas 
on the subject but the immediate- Shanghai 
position is another matter and we reiterate, 

quite a holiday, paid for on the spot by the! that the time has come to cool off and try
people compelled to take it. It is now time to|! to unite efforts toward struggling out cf our 
get back to whatever business can be salvaged.!; present hurtful and generally extraordinary;

Few minds, to be brutally candid, havet situation. " । jj
been able to get down to anything fairly de- I This newspaper will welcome suggestions 
scribable as brass tacks; and that includes
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of ail intelligent sort from any quarter. We 
know the' things that are wron£/and have 
done our share of complaining. But what has 
got to he done is find places to put levers, sb 
they can exert , pressure; and, get something 
^one. It is not going to benefit the Japanese, 
the Chinese or the foreigners of Shanghai to 
see this port settle into a stagnant wilderness 
its silence broken only by thé querulous"bom^ 
plaints of a few survivals. We appeal ' for 
all the sanity and constructive action that 
this community has in it to give. The time 
has come to right-about face, declare the 
“Shanghai war” at an end in every sense pos
sible under existing conditions, and get back 
to work.
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Krom The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 15, 1937.

THE NEW AUTONOMY
If the various reports concerning the per

sonnel of the autonomous government, the 
Japanese are said to have established in 
Peiping last night are correct, it would 
seem that some of China’s old political 
figures of the Anfu Clique will be back in , 
the limelight soon. Amongst the more pro-1 
minent leaders are mentioned two former Pre
sidents, Tsao Kun and Hsu Shih-chang. The 
latter was elected to the presidency in IS1I18 by 
the “Tuchuns* Parliament” a position which he 
held for nearly four years, retiring on June 1, j 
1022, on which day he went to Tientsin where j 
he has been living ever since- Tsao Kun, 1 
another interesting figure in the history of the 
Chinese Republic, followed Li Yuan-hung, who 
had succeeded Hsu Shih-chang. He was elected 
by the First Parliament, when 480 out of 590 
votes were cast in his favour on October 5, 1923, 
taking office five days later. Following the 
defeat of Marshal Wu Pei-fu, whose name is 
also now mentioned in connection with the new 
northern government, and the Chihli Party in 
the Civil War which began in September 1924. 
President Tsao Kun and his Cabinet were 
deposed, and in fact detained in Peiping upon 
the order of the Provisional Government, sup
ported by Marshals Chang Tso-lin and Feng Yu- 
hsiang. That all three of the men mentioned 
have had administrative experience and are 
(figures well known to the whole of China, with | 
possibly some following remaining in the north j 
is apparently what the Japanese depend upon | 
to capture the invagination and adherence of the ■ 
people to the new régime, for there is little ! 
doubt that Wu Pei-fu always held the esteem ’ 
of the people by his unwavering fidelity to j 
principles and the fact that whenever defeated j 
in China he never sought refuge under foreign 
protection. These men it is as well to re
member haw never looked upon the Nanking 
Governmeptwith any very favourable eye, and 
probably regard what has now happened as the . 
avenue leading towards the rebuilding of their j 
political fortunes. ;
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From The Chine Frese, Sh&nghei, December 15, 1957.

ATIONAL COMITY
EROM responsible quarters it has come to our knowledge 

that the Japanese authorities have recently requested 
the other foreign consulates to file reports of vessels owned 

by thoir resnective nationals in the local harbor.
I! The reason for this request is quite easy to under
stand. In view of possible “washed sales”, the Japanese 
authorities are anxious to ascertain the exact status of each 
vessel, so that they may seize or confiscate whatever may 
belong to the Chinese. The Japanese attitude in this mat
ter is a natural one and, as far as the Japanese are concern
ed, perhaps a necessary one.

Yet it must be pointed out that the flow of trade and 
commerce in Shanghai and with the rest of the world must 
continue if this metropolis is not to be stifled overnight. 
Like other commodities, ships may be bought and sold at 
the discretion of their owners. What may belong to a 
Britisher today may become the property of an American 
tomorrow. Moreover, new ships may be brought into port 
for the furtherance of trade, or old vessels may be over
hauled for new owners.

When these simple points are taken into consideration, 
(it wfill become patent at once that it would be most dif
ficult, if not impossible, for each consulate to keep the
Japanese authorities informed as to the number of vessels 
#nder its consular registration. In fact, a report which 
may be -correct today may become incorrect tomorrow as 
the result of new sales or purchases. It would impose on 
each consulate an extraneous burden to comply with the 
Japanese request, and it is not likely that this request will 
be fully complied with.

There is no doubt that “washed sales” will be attempted 
in this emergency,-as in any other emergency of a similar 
nature. The Japanese authorities will have to rely on the 
good faith of the consuls, and international comity will not 
permit of reflections against such good faith. On this 
point, we are sure, all consuls will insist, and it would be 
most gracious on the part of the Japanese authorities to re
frain from pressing it.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 15, 1937.

X The Anfus Emerge
qpHAT UNPLEASANT ODOR wafting down 

** the northern freeze is not a cargo of
broken and overripe eggs, as might be surmised. 
It is merely the good old Anfu Clique crawling 
out from under rocks and logs in order to 
assume the dignity of a “provisional govern
ment of the Republic of China’—habitat Pei^- 
ping or Peking, according to whether one 
subscribes to the Nationalist or the Tokyo 
style of spelling.

And the Anfus are not merely aged in the 
'.v:od but fragrant with past memories of 
cringing subserviency to foreign dictatorship 
coupled with fat pickings for their own pockets.

The formation of this Government under 
Japanese auspices has been a foregone con* 
elusion. It will be interesting, however, to see 
how many men of really important standing 
can fræ persuaded at the present juncture to 
step into jobs as puppet administrators.

We are told that Tsao Kun will accept the 
presidency. Maybe. We are told that Mar- 

| shal Wu Pei-fu will ’become vice-president. 
’ Perhaps. General Chi Hsieh-yuan is slated to 
become premier 9and war minister. Yes? 
Well, wait and see. > •

As time goes on it may be deemed desirable ! 
by some leaders of repute to take jobs of this 
description. But if a man of the stamp, say, 
of Wu Pei-fu—a man genuinely Chinese, and 
a scholar steeped in the tradition of his land— 
now accepts, the fact will be a surprise and a 
shock to many who still think that Japan’s 

( victories have been those merely of brute 
force.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, yeoenber lb, 1937

/ Shanghai And Mr. RooseveftX^
'PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT is evidently' a

dangerous character, by Shanghai stand
ards.

His personality must have plenty of latent ( 
dynamite in it and his thinking must comprise 
some genuinely “dangerous thoughts.”

For our police have banned his appearance 
in a newsreel showing him in the act of de
livering his historic pronouncement on inter
national trends at Chicago—and American! 
Consul-General Gauss has met an appeal for 
assistance in opposing this decision, repugnant 
to Shanghai Americans, with the reply that he 
does not feel he can intervene.

The President spoke for peace. Perhaps 
that is regarded as- inflammatory. He struck 
out against international lawlessness. Perham 
that is against the law as interpreted in 
Shanghai. He spoke the hatred of his country 
for war. Perhaps we all ought to join hands, 
in suppressing American notions of that de- ’ 
scription, especially as they have wickedly 
permeated. Britain and many other countries.

Those things may all be true. But we em
phatically thinje not. In other words we dis
agree violently.

We have read the views of the President 
as recorded in the newsreel and we find them 
an inspiring enunciation of the principles foi 
which ’every good American ought to stand.

President Roosevelt should be heard in 
Shanghai by the one most potent proxy for 
his actual physical presence which science has 
yet devised—the cinema screen. But unfort
unately science has not as yet devised any 
liieans of curing a hedging official timidityX
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JJrom The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Shanghai, December lb, ly37.

' . Withdrawal From Nankuta^
^T^HE CHINESE RETIREMENT from Nanking,

*•"“ under orders from General Chiang Kai- 
shek after three days of strong resistance, ap
pears to have been orderly. Certainly it was 
sensible. We hope it may save the city from 
destruction and the people from suffering.

On December’ 8 we wrote: “Nanking as a 
city may be considered liquidated at this mo
ment. Whether there is a strong defense or 
weak one, Nanking is gone as capital.. .There 
is sound argument for letting theX Chinese 
sacrifice in this connection be as light as pos
sible; for the conservation of the modern Chi
nese forces yet remaining, and for these to be 
drawn yet farther inland and set to work on 
flanking rather than frontal attacks.”

We have no information as to whether the 
withdrawal is ’be accompanied by the obviously j 
required change in tactics, long overdue. |

But it appears likely that the force of Ja- , 
panese thrust is now to be lightened and that 
in itself will tend to promote the tactical 
change indicated for the Chinese forces. The 
military fundamental that a warring force 
should strive to damage the enemy, but con
serve itself, is as true today as it was last mid
August. And probably to the Chinese it now 
is considerably i iore obvious. y.
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From The Shanghai Evening Post cc Mercury, Shanghai, December 15, IDS

/ Toward Normality ><\ 
THIRST SIGN of a move back toward Snang- 

■ . hai normality is seen today with the 
return of former foreign residents of the 
northern areas to their homes. Special passes 
are necessary from the Japanese Consulate- 
General and life north of the Creek will be 
rigidly restricted in many respects, but at 
least this is a beginning.

So far as the residential area of Hungjao 
Is concerned,, some slight improvement has 
been effected by the issue of special passes to 
some foreigners so that they may visit their 
homes. This is a long way from what is de
sired, but again, it is something. In each in
stance, Chinese and other employees of the 
foreigners affected are being enabled to receive 
similar passe3.

There are étill two major needs, at least, in 
addition to which Broadway Mansions may 
once more be mentioned as a special case: 
deserving special consideration. Broadway 
Mansions, as we have previously pointed out, 
could very easily be made available to full 
occupancy without affecting other territory 
north of the Creek. We believe this should be 
done without delay as a means of enlarging 
the amount of available accommodation for 
foreigners, while simultaneously giving em
ployment to several hundred Chinese.

But the two major needs are, first, as rapid 
restoration of industry and agriculture as 
possible in this area, and second, the return of 
foreigners to Hungjao. The first is the more 
vitally essential but the second is a thing which 
could be arranged at once, and should! be. 
Clearly enough it may be necessary, for the 
sake of personal safety of Japanese civilians 
in the northern areas, to take precautions for 
a time in allowing large-scale return of Chin
ese, and perhaps something of the same 
necessity might be said in lesser degree and 
for military reasons to prevail in the country 
around-afoout. But there is no unsurmount- 
able obstacle in the way of getting things 
started if there is the will to improve matters 

and the pitiful plight of hundreds of 
thousands of unemployed refugees should move 
Japan to help them as rapidly as may be, 
for none can deny that they are helpless and 
harmless victims of a situation neither of 
their making nor within their control.

As to Hungjao, it is difficult to see that 
reasonable expedition is being displayed in 
allowing foreigners to return to> their property 
there. Impatience is no virtue at such a time 
yet it is impossible for people with homes in 
this locality, no longer even remotely connect
ed with military enterprises, to display full 
patience with diliatory policies having no 
discernable cause. Perhaps it is better not to 

Stress this, but it certainly is appropriate to 
suggest that by giving attention to the subject 
the Japanese may strengthen a foreign good
will of which they now stand in dire need.
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, December 16, 1W37

'' Occidental model, exhibited marked de-1 
fects from various points of view. The 
aims of the new Peking régime are

FUTURE GOVERNME 
OF CHINA

The inauguration of a Provisional * proclaimed “by “ür. Tang ’Erh-ho" to "be 
Government for the Republic of China at j abolition of 
Peking, less than twenty-four hours after reciefnnrp at

: one-party politics, absolute 
resistance against Communism, promotion 
of friendly relations with neighbouring 
countries for the furtherance of “East 
Asiatic moral doctrines,” and development 
of industries. In other words, although 
it is a policy in accord with the ideas of 
the Japanese there is nothing in it that 
will not commend itself to the majority of 
the Northern Chinese people whose 

' interests are, of course, quite closely bound 
up with those of the inhabitants of Man
churia, Korea and Japan. How the new 

‘ Government will be received by the ruling 
elements in the population of the 
Northern Provinces and by the officials 
remains to be seen. There is no doubt 
that if a good measure of 'Provincial 
autonomy is permitted active opposition, 
will be largely quenched. One of the 
great errors of the Kuomintang was the 

j attempt to reduce the individuality of the 
! Provinces to nothingness. The Chinese 
;are not naturally given to political 
; fanaticism and the forcible attempt to 
exalt party dogmas above local patriotism, 

' the natural feeling for the soil, only led 
? in many cases to a “unification” which, 

* was insincere and eventually to a j 
smouldering resentment. It is to be hoped ’ 
that if China is to have a new form of 
government excessive centralization will 
be avoided.

It is unlikely, of course, that any 
Government located in Peking will be able 
to extend its authority at an early date to 
the south-west of China and there is the 
possibility that the future of China holds 
some kind of separate organization for this 
part of the country. The population of the 
Liangkwang in not less than forty-three 
millions and together these two provinces 
might well form an economic and political 
unit of their own. The Nationalist 
Government having set up its banner at 
Chungking (as well as at Hankow) it is 
quite possible that it may be able to 
maintain itself in the Western provinces 
longer than elsewhere. But even if this 
occurs there will apparently be consider
able areas in the Yangtze Valley which 
will have to look after themselves so far 

' as the establishment of a system of local 
administration is concerned. We are faced, 

i in fact, with the probability of not one 
but two or three autonomous régimes being 
set up in this country in addition to the 
Provisional Government in Peking. This 
latter has not yet received recognition from 

! the Japanese. It is stated that there is no 
feeling of surprise in London at its 
inauguration as this had been anticipated 
for some time past. In Berlin it is 
declared that the Reich’s relations with 
General Chiang Kai-shek will not be 
modified and Chiang’s Government will 
be regarded as the sole legal Government > 
in China. Rome is sympathetic with, the J 
new Government but it is not suggested" 
that Italy will attempt to recognize it at 
present in any way. There can be no 
doubt that the future' government of the 
various parts of China bristles with 
thorny problems and it is impossible to see 
|far into the future.

the announcement of the fall of Nanking 
into the hands of the Japanese military, 
is a spectacular development in the 
present situation. The new administration 
announces its opposition to the Kuomintang 
Government and to Communism, flies the 
old five-bar flag, ancpexpresses its desire 
to co-operate with Japan and Man- 
choukuo. From a perusal of the names, 
of those selected for office it would appear 
that some at least of the luminaries of 
the Anfu Club will have a chance to mend - 
their political fortunes. Dr. Tang Erh-ho, 

। a former Minister of Education, will 
! preside over the new administration as 
Commissioner-General for the time being, 
but later on a President, Vice-President 
and Premier will be selected. Amongst 
the prominent leaders mentioned as due 
for high office are two former Presidents 
of China, General Tsao Kun and Mr. Hsu 
Shih-chang. The latter was elected 
President in September, 1918, and held 
office until June, 1922, when he retired 
and went to live in Tientsin. Those were 
the days when the authority of the Peking 
Parliament hardly extended beyond the 
walls of Peking. Hsu was succeeded by > 
Li Yuan-hung but in September, 1923, 
the latter was compelled to leave the 
capital when plans were perfected for 
Tsao Kun to become President. Following 
the defeat of Marshal Wu Pei-fu, who 

i is also mentioned in connection with the 
new régime as possibly becoming Vice- 

' President of the Republic, Hsu was 
imprisoned by Marshal Feng Yu-hsiang 
in 1924 and did not regain his freedom 
until after the Kuominchun retreat to the 
North-West when he formally resigned 
the Presidency. None of these men, of 
course, have any love for the Nanking 
Government and the Kuomintang, and 
there is little doubt that so far as North 
China is concerned they command more 
respect than the Kuomintang leaders. 
North China has always been restive over 
the undue preponderance of the Cantonese

I in the Nanking Government and the send- 
! ing of “carpet-baggers” to the North from 
time to time has been greatly resented.' 
Marshal Wu Pei-fu, a Shantung man, is 
particularly popular among the Northern; 
Chinese by whom he is regarded as ai 
model of the real Chinese virtues. It can. 
be certainly said of Wu that, whatever 
his defects may be, he has never been a 
turncoat and timeserver. ।

It is, of course, much too early to 
attempt to prophesy whether it will prove 
possible or not to set up and maintain in 
Peking a new form of Republican Govern
ment which will command the adherence 
of all China or any large part of it. The 
Nanking Government has been ousted 
from its capital just at the time when the 
Kuomintang propaganda had reached a 
peak of intensity and had secured very 
considerable results. But it is very 
questionable how far this propaganda, so 
incessant since 1927, had really sunk in 
and whether the Chinese people as a 
whole have any great preference for the 
Nationalist system which, while it has 
attempted to build up a new China on an
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From The Shanghai .Evening Post <x Lieraury, Shanghai, December 17, 1D37

yjapan Needs “Press Realisin'^ 
"TY EALING S between Japan and other Powers 
U would be a great deal simpler and more 
fruitful if the Japanese press were less closely 
controlled, and additionally less disposed to 
“kid itself” and everybody else within reading 
range.

Thus we learn that in Tokyo, news of the 
attack on the British gunboat Labybird and 
the sinking of the American gunboat Panay 
was minimized by the Japanese press. No com
ment appeared aside from brief statements 
emphasizing the “extremely cautious attitude 
in the House of Commons” of Mr. Anthony 
Eden, London belief in the accidental nature) 
of the attacks, and the opinion of the Japanese 
Ambassador in Washington that the Panay 
affair will be settled amicably.

Subsequently the Japanese press featured, 
without comment, communiques issued by the 
Foreign Office arid the Navy Office on the in-j 
cidents. It is not clear what was given to the) 
general public concerning President Roosevelt’s ) 
reactions but we surmise that a soft pedal was 
pressed hard.

The latest report to fall under our eyes has 
the influential Tokyo Nichi Nichi blandly as
suring its readers that—“It is inconceivable 
that the incidents will impair Japan’s relations 
with Great Britain and the United States in the 
slightest way”—this with reference to matters- 
which we all hope may be cleared up and 
away, but which nevertheless are clearly most, 
grave, and which it is a disservice to misrepre
sent in any interested quarter. And Japan 
certainly is an interested quarter!

It would be naive to expect more non
partisan and generally intelligent handling,, 
things being as they are in the Japanese press} 
realm. But our point is that it’s in the longl 
run harmful to Japan herself to let everyone 
be so much in the dark as to how Japan looks) 
to the rest of the world. This fuller informa-, 
tien, while to the “man in the street” it places * 
Japan in a wholly distorted perspective some4 
what comparable to the old Chinese geogra
phic idea that the Chinese Empire was indeed 
the “central country”, lying at the middle of 
the world.

We have repeatedly stressed the need for 
realism in dealing constructively with the many I 
difficult problems confronting us all. Realism; 
is needed in Japan. The Japanese temperament 
has bred into it enough tendency toward emo
tionalism and sentiment; actually the author
ities would be well advised , to administer cor
rective doses of an extra-realistic nature, rather 
than to pamper and encourage a trend which— 
however occasionally convenient to the control
ling authorities—finally weakens the mation 
and makes it a victim of one-sided mental] 
development.
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From The China Fre.-c, Sh^ngh^i, December 18, 1937.

, GERMANY AND CHINA \

*~| Reuter report from Berlin quoting well-informed 
1 circles to the effect that Germany will continue to 

regard the Government under General Chiang Kai-shek as 
the only legal government in China makes encouraging 
reading both to the Chinese and neutral foreigners.

Germany and China have always been friendly. That 
friendship has been strengthened by Germany’s strict 
observance of neutrality during the present Sino-Japanese 
hostilities. The latest semi-official announcement that 
the constitution of new puppet regimes in China will not 
modify Germany’s relations with the Government under 
General Chiang testifies to her courageous stand despite the 
changes in the military situation and further demonstrates 
her friendship for China through standing by her faithfully 
in the latter’s hour of need.

Like all of China’s friends, Germany has every wish 
to sfce her prosperous and develop into a strong modern 
country. Animated by this cordial desire, Germany 
during recent years has taken an active interest in 
and lent every possible assistance to China’s reconstruction 
and modernization. t

In addition to all forms of material assistance, she has 
placed the services of an expert technical personnel at the 
disposal of the Chinese Government, which prove to be 
particularly valuable tc China at the present moment.

Since the outbreak of the present hostilities, Germany, 
despite her commitments elsewhere, has not in the least 
wavered in her neutral attitude. She continues to help wher
ever and whenever she can. She has not taken advantage 
of the unfortunate situation in this country. She has no 
intention to fish in Far Eastern troubled waters. By tak
ing such a disinterested stand, she has not only earned the 
good will of the Chinese people, but also promoted the cause 
of peace in the world. To rejoice over another person’s 
misfortune, even for an individual, does not contribute to 
one’s self-respect. It is therefore gratifying to note that; 
Germany has shown every sympathy for China and de
monstrated her wise statesmanship and far-sightedness by ; 
refraining from taking any action that is likely to prejudice I 
her cordial relations with China.

Viewed both at close range and at long distance, the 
prt/ent-day events are spectacular indeed. However, it is 
inconceivable that they can represent something permanent 
or stable for any definite pefiod of time. At best these ; 
events can be viewed only as a series leading to a denoueJ 
ment rather than the denouement itself. In the light of 
these observations, Germany’s decision to remain steady 
and not to be influenced by the spectacular developments 
in the present Far Eastern crisis deserves the highest 
commendation. She has set an example which is worthy 
of emulation.

Germany’s anxiety to see peace restored in the Far 
East has been clearly shown by the recent activities 
of her Ambassador Dr. Oskar Trautmann. Although not 
officially charged with a mission to mediate in the Sino- 
Japanese conflict, Dr. Trautmann has made a notable effort 
to end the present hostilities by visiting General Chiang at 
Nanking early this month and sounding his opinions on the 
possibilities of peace negotiations. His effort, though 
unfruitful, is nevertheless appreciated by all who ardently 
desire to see a beginning being made to liquidate the exist
ing deplorable state of affairs.
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China loves peace. She has ho wish to make war on 
anybody. Her role so far has been a passive one. She 
has her back to the wall and is left with no other alterna
tive than to adopt her present course. Like a self-respecting 
individual, she has to show her self-respect as an independent 
nation. As pointed out by both General Chiang Kai-shek 
and Mr. Wang Ching-wei, China is willing and ready for 
peac$, provided it will be a peace with honor and a peace 
based on the principle of respect for her territorial and ad
ministrative integrity as well as national sovereignty. Only 
by obtaining a peace on such a principle can China preserve 
her fself-respect and deserve the respect of others. As 
a friend of China, Germany, we believe, will be happy in
deed; to see such a peace is assured her, when at an op
portune moment she should see fit to offer her good offices in 
composing the differences between her two mutual friends.

finally, we wish to pay a tribute to the in
dividual Germans who serve in an advisory capacity in 
the Various branches of Chinese national life. They have 
rendered yeoman service both in normal times and during 
the present crisis. They have demonstrated their sterling 
qualities as friends of China by following the fortunes of 
their adopted country. They have neither been deterred 
nor discouraged by the changes in the military situation. 
They$ continue to do their best and remain faithful to their 
posts. Meanwhile, the German Government has not seen 
fit to interfere with their work and continues to permit 
them to serve the Chinese Government. No recall of these 
men Jias been heard of and apparently none is contemplat
ed. *

Thus’both Germany as a country and the Germans as 
individuals have manifested their sincere friendship for the 
Chinese people. This friendship will in future always be 
remembered with pleasant memories and deep appreciation.
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From The Shanghai Evening Fost, Shanghai, December 13,

The Augusta Leaves
ÏTNLESS some further fantastic shift of the 
V China scene ‘brings another revision of, 
coders, the Amer’san flagship Augusta will sail ' 
for Manila tomorrow after perhaps the most 
eventful stay ever made by any’American war
ship in any China port.
Î It is an unexpected and unfortunate detail 

of the voyage starting tomorrow that survivors, 
including some of the more slightly wounded, 
of the bombed gunboat Panay will be taken 
with the Augusta and that the great vessel 
becomes in effect a dispatch-boat hurrying to 
make Contact with a trans-Pacific Clipper 
plane at Manila in order that full transcript 
of testimony before the continuing Court of 
Inquiry may reach Washington as rapidly as 
may be.

Every American in Shanghai hates to see; 
the Augusta leave. We remember hov» our 
hearts swelled when first our eyes beheld that 
great bulk lying precisely where it fitted best- > 
opposite the Bund. That was a hazardous 
location but even before getting there, the 
flagship had narrowly escaped a direct hit 
down the Whangpoo from an air bomb on 
August 14.

Once planted in a good conspicuous loca-.r 
tion where nobôdy was likely to overlook her„ 
the Augusta “stayed put” amidst shot and 
shell. Death and injury visited her personnel/ 
fThe valor of all on board was tested and found 
ta no way wanting. What is more, the mettle 
of Admiral Harry Yarnell was particularly 
tested, and there was nothing the matter ywith 
that either!

We don t desire to trumpet the glories of 
the Augusta unduly, but we believe it to be a 
fact that not merely Americans, but many 

। ethers as well,, developed a great deal of ad- 
■ miration and real affection for the part played 
by the Augusta and all belonging to her during 
the late unpleasantness.

In her departure, regretted though it is, we 
have at least a symbol of less strenuous times 
now and' in future; so much is to the good. 
The Manila trip is necessaiy and everybody 
aboard has his work cut out for him in the 
next few weeks in catching up on overdue 
routine which could net be conducted here. 
Probably there is a symbol there, too. We all 
have plenty of work to do. The only trouble 
is that most of us can’t up anchor and leave 
town to do it!—but perhaps enough sanity will 
soon develop to allow normality, after a fas
hion, to prevail in Shanghai again. I
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Freni The Shanghai Tiu.es, Shanghai, December LO, 1927. ‘°

|Z QUINTA ANTn ITQQR I One of the most dangerous elements
[ vnilNil. 2411117 u.o.o.iv. in sitLiation is that the establishment

It seems firmly established that a | of Soviet Russian (and therefore Com- 
considerable number of Soviet Russian । munist) influence in China must be 
airmen are now in Hankow engaged in | incompatible with the maintenance of the 
flying Chinese Government aircraft j present foreign interests here. No amount
including machines which have been I of self-deception can hide the inevitability 
obtained from Soviet Russia. There are | of thjs conclusion. It might also be added
quite a number of 
in the Yangtze city, 
von Falkenhausen
of German officers who have acted 
as advisers to the Chinese army 
throughout the hostilities and continue to 
do so despite the anti-Comintern pact. 
The presence of Russian flying officers and 
German military men together under

other foreigners ; that it is very unlikely that, whatever be 
including General i the end of the present unhappy upheaval 
and his corps I jn the Orient, these foreign interests will

be preserved in the same form as we 
have known them in the past. An era of 
change has definitely set in for this part 
of the world; of this we may be certain 
although we cannot know how rapidly the 
situation will develop nor how long it

present circumstances strikes one as 
rather ironical. The question whether the 
employment of foreigners in connection 
with the Chinese fighting forces is really 
beneficial is to our mind an open one; the 
plan of campaign so far adopted against 
the Japanese does not strike us as being 
a particularly brilliant conception and if 
it was adopted as the result of foreign 
advice China has not much to thank Iter 
advisers for. As regards Soviet assistance 
to China, in the provision of munition^

will take before it crystallizes into a 
workable resettlement. Fundamentally, 
the cause of the present upheaval is that 
the old system in the Far East has broken 
down and that nothing new which is 
satisfactory has yet emerged to take its 
place. This is the great fact that lies 
underneath all the mutual jealousies and 
ambitions of the various nations and in
dividuals in the Orient. Russia is 
directly concerned with the affairs of the 
Orient in a manner in which Britain and

of war and the sending of airmen and) the United States are not, for shé is 
military advisers here, it is not actually a part of the Far East and not
known what attitude the Japanese /Will merely interested in its affairs from the
eventually take but it would seem I outside. There can be, therefore, no 
that this sort of assistance cannot be [settlement in this part of the world which 
regarded as a matter of complete indiffer-; ignores the future relations of Soviet 
ence to them. Relations between Moscow (Russia with China, Japan, Manchuria,
and Tokyo have long been somewhat [ Mongolia and any other States that may 
strained and the knowledge that material j be set up. Ever since the present 
help is being given by the Russians to hostilities began, there has been constant 
China at this juncture cannot improve * talk of foreign intervention—especially by
them. There are obvious medications that Î people who have given little or no con- 
the Chiang Kai-shek Government is j sideration*as to what such intervention 
turning its eyes more and mprp towards | must involve. There can be no intervention 
Moscow, and the giving of positions of j without assumption of grave responsibility; 
responsibility to men who have been I and it is quite useless to pretend 
associated with Communism in China is a ! that the present condition of China is 
significant move. But what, must be the I otherwise than such that 
results to China of an attempt by her ! 
Government to draw nearer to Soviet 
Russia? Such a question raises all manner 
of interesting speculations and also some 

। feelings of apprehension. We all know 
’ that at one time the Russians themselves
• were pressing pretty hard upon China and
1 that it was Japan that stood in their way.

anyone who 
! assumes any sort of responsibility towards 
her is assuming a very grave responsibility 
indeed. The process of erecting in China 
a modern State on an Occidental model, 
although perhaps not altogether suited to 
the Chinese temperament, had very 
nearly succeeded when the conflict broke 
out which has already put the clock back

I Should China fall into the toils of Moscow 
in the hope of getting assistance against

I Japan will this pressure be renewed and 
China eventually tend to become àn 
adjunct of the Soviet Union? Certainly 
should Moscow intervene to the point of 
hostilities with Japan and should the 
Russians secure success in a military 
campaign it is difficult to believe that they

for a good many years. How well the 
leaders who were responsible for this 
process budded we cannot, of course, yet 
know. It is obvious that a large propor
tion of the Chinese people were not 
greatly stirred by the new political ideas 
but at least active opposition had become 
a thing of the past and China as a whole 
had come to realize that a new life for

would be content with nothing from this 
country. Indeed, those who fear that a 
military' alliance between China and 

, Soviet Russia would be more dangerous 
for the former than any submission to 
Japanese “co-operation” terms may not be 
without justification for their point of

the nation, considerably divorced from 
the old traditions, was essential. Anglo- 
Àtaerican ideas and ideals played a large 
part'. in the new conceptions and had 
secured a large amount of acceptance. ! 
The possibility that these ideas might 
have tè give way before pthers drawn 
from Mpscow or Tokyo was hot widely
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annTrl n°W ! more I
wXfl l fn a SenSe’ of cours4 the 
Western, nations are intruders in the 
Oriental scene. The admission of thildoes 
not mean that Occidental foreigners ftmst 
lose at a stroke all their interests amT 
busmess in the Orient but it does mean 
thinVo°îher T later a different system of 
things than has heretofore existed must 
betwTeiTrh- EVen a C1°Se raPPr°chement 
between China and Soviet Russia seems

UJal than an eventual under- 
arTnXSr^th Md Japan which culturetl01^pwlth.ta Skater similarity of 
culture. The situation is exceedingly 
ciSe^wha^H-* iSrVery difficult to anti" 
cipate what direction it may take The« <». ™™„“e0„Th0; 
expectancy of grave developments accompanied by a sense of “ tha 

I ttrtterh>a\« been aUowed to drift, largely 
through selfishness and mismanagement 
to their present stage. «lament,
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From The Shanghai lin.es, Shanghai, December 20, 19c7.

CIVIL ADMINISTRATION' * 
OF LOCAL AREA»

The question of the civil administra
tion of the areas around Shanghai which 

i have been occupied by the Japanese 
military is exercising a good many minds. 
It is felt that the establishment of proper 
civil authorities, who would, of course, 
have to recognize the suzerainty of the 
Japanese Army for the time being, might 
mean a big step forward towards 
rehabilitation and the starting up once 
again of extended trade and industry. It 
is generally understood that the Japanese 
would welcome a movement by responsible 
Chinese to assume the conduct of civil 
administration in an entirely non-political 
manner. A great difficulty is, of course, 
the fear that any Chinese leaders who 
come forward to assume administrative 

i burdens under present conditions may be 
dubbed “traitors” and be subjected to 
personal attack or interference. This fear 
is the stronger because of the recentness 
of the “unification” of the country and 
the realization that there are many who 
under cover do not approve of the 
Generalissimo’s policy The Sino-Japanese 
conflict is so closely connected with 
China’s domestic politics, in fact, that 
anyone who works in close touch with the 
Japanese with the idea of ameliorating 
the lot of his own countrymen may be 
considered liable to be accused of having 
taken sides against the de jure Govern
ment These ideas ought^ however, to be 
put aside by responsible Chinese for it is 
obvious that there must be sooner or later 
a civil administration and the mere 
fact the Chinese Government is unable 
to maintain its authority against superior 
force cannot serve as an excuse for leaving 
large areas of the country without any 
form of civil government at all. It is 
interesting, therefore, to hear reports that 
Chinese civic leaders in Shanghai are 
trying to organize a “Shanghai Rehabilita
tion Committee” and that Mr. Ling Kung- 
hou, Secretary-General of the Shanghai 
Bankers’ Association, is on a journey to 
get the approval or understanding of the 
Chinese authorities so that those who 
might be elected to the Committee would 
not be considered as “traitors.” 

will get assistance. Conditions are, of 
course, different in a very important 
respect to what they were in 1932 and 
on previous occasions of strife in China. 
Then the people were in possession of 
silver money and rehabilitation was made 
easier to individual effort. Now the people 
are largely in the hands of the Govern
ment which controls the currency of the 
country.

What strikes us as very essential is 
that the best type of local Chinese should 
come forward to give an active hand in 
the work of rehabilitation in a purely non
political way. There is a tremendous field 
for activities which have nothing to do 
with questions as to who is the master 
of the country and where is to be found 
the Government to which all should owe 
allegiance. The need of the people is the 
great consideration and the essence of that 
need for hundreds of thousands of people 
in and around Shanghai is to be able to 
earn their own livelihood again and not 
be dependent upon the aid of others. If 
the large crowds of people who are at 
present staying in idleness in the Interna
tional Settlement, because they have had 
to flee from Pootung, Chapei or Nantao 
on account of the war, could be sent 
back to their dwellings where these are 
still standing and become engaged once 
again in useful labour it would confer a 
great benefit upon Shanghai as a whole. 
But some kind of efficient civic organiza
tion is essential to the life of any modern 
community and a certain amoqnt of 
municipal machinery must be set up 
before a'return to the damaged areas on a 
large scale can/be envisaged.

There is, of course, already in 
existence a “Great Way Shanghai City * 
Government” which hopes to open up 
Nantao and Chapei as soon as possible but ‘ 
it is not known what relation the * 

i suggested Rehabilitation Committee would | 
bear to this. It is generally supposed, ' 
however, that the latter’s work would be 
chiefly of a social character—work which 

: is badly needed and which can only be 
done by the Chinese themselves. In 
connection with the restarting of industry 
and business, an important question is 
that of finance. The co-operation of the 
principal banks is essential. The foreign 
banks have already shown their readiness 
to assist in the prevention of the flight of^ 
capital from this country and we have no 
doubt that if the Chinese banks show] 
initiative in getting things restarted they.
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 20, 1937.

BRITAIN AND AMERICA N
iThe depth of the impression which the bombing 

of the U.S.S. Panay may best be1 guaged by the 
attitude which the Washington “Herald” is now 
adopting. From a traditionally anti-British 
policy that organ has changed t o one of con
sidering the possibility of co-operation with 
Great Britain. (The journal did not believe in 
an alliance but “that does not mean that in 
the presence of a world crisis we should not 
explore every method by which we may 
marshall all physical forces and thereby help 
each other instead of getting in each other’s 
way.’' So complete a Change of heart is in
dicative of the profound manner in which public 
opinion in the United States has been stirred. 
So far as co-operation between the two coun- 

I tries is concerned Great Britain has announced 
I her intention of keeping step with the United 
Stdtes, neither Uagging behind nor forging on

I ahead» There would undoubtedly be considér
able -opposition in the United States to any pro
posal for negotiating a formal alliance, though 
such an instrument of a purely defensive nature f 
would have a great effect upon world politics. 
The formal union of the two countries for the 
protection of their own interests which means 
the peace of the world would be the best possible 
guarantee against war, for, with the accession 
of France through her agreement with Britain, 
such a system would mean the formation of a 
bloc powerful enough to say the last word in 
any dispute which might then arise. It is, of 
course, a counsel of perfection, but there is the 
chance that repetition of such incidents as have 
happened recently would bring about such 
suggested collaboration. By it the authority of 

1 both nations in the world’s affair would be 
I considerably strengthened, and this Anglo-
American hegemony, for that is what it would 

[ amount to, would be the most significant 
guarantee for peace that cojuld possibly be 
devised,
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[ Mr. Hull Has It RighMr' 
/ÇECRETARY CORDELL HULL’S dbmments 
1 upon Americans in China and American 
armed forces in China are for the most part 
entirely sound. Some of us on the scene would 
be considerably more positive in affirmation 
of the principles involved, but Mr. Hull has 
the general idea.

For example, Mr. Hull is quoted by the 
United. Press as speaking of the residence of 
foreigners in China under extraterritorial juris
diction and saying: “Many of our nationals 
cannot suddenly disavow or cut themselves off 
from the past, nor can- the Government sud
denly disavow its obligations and responsibili
ties.”

In a rough way^hat is the position, but it 
is a rather weak statement of the case. It is 
not a matter of disavowing or-cutting off from 
the past, for American businessmen and mis
sionaries in China. Rather it would be a 
question of repudiating engagements entered 
into under full approval of the United States 
Government and with its active encourage
ment—of throwing away obligations, and in 
many cases large material possessions, with no 
reason except fear. That sort of thing simply 
is not done by anyone with any red blood or 
firm backbone.

As to the presence of American armed 
forces here, Mr. Hull is wholly correct in say
ing that “these vessels and troops were never 
in any sense on a mission of aggression/’ like
wise in adding that “the present does not 
seem an opportune moment for effecting their 
withdrawal” although again we feel that he( 
might have been both stronger and more in| 
line with accurate appraisal of realities had I 
he said that American vessels and troops were, 
here strictly for protection and preservation! 
of rights and properties, and that the present 
is precisely the time when they cannot pos-j 
sibly be withdrawn.

In another day, President Coolidge said;
“Our Government has certain rights over 

and certain duties toward our own citizens and 
their property, wherever they may be located. 
The person and property of a citizen are part 
of the general domain of the nation, even when 
abroad.. .The fundamental laws of justice are 
universal in their application. These rights go 
with the citizen. Wherever he goes, the duties 
of our Government follow him.”

And onetime Navy Secretary Wilbur put 
it very directly:

“World-wide interests require world-wide 
defense. An American child crying on the 
banks of the Yangtze a thousand miles from 
the coast can summon the ships of the 
American navy up that river to defend 
it from unjust assault.” (New York Times, 
January 11, 1927).

Mb. Hull of course has to consider home 
sensibilities, and we have no criticism to offer 
for the way he phrases his thoughts so long as 
the thoughts themselves are fundamentally^ 
sound. And it appears that both Mr. Hull and 
President Roosevelt know pretty well what it’s 
all about.
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 24, 1937.

/ CLEAR NOTICE \

If this journal requires support for certain 
of its utterances during the past few weeks it 
will be found in the speech by Mr. Anthony 
Eden in the course of the House of Commons 
debate on the Government’s foreign policy. Of 
the three principles which were to guide the 
government the first was “We must do all we 
honourably can to secure a restoration of 
peace.” Obviously with all the great sympathy 
which is being felt for China, and the stern 
criticism that has been offered of the policy 
adopted by Japan, care must be taken to do 
nothing calculated to arouse hopes that action 
by nations who are at present neutral in this 
conflict can be depended upon to assist China 

' in her travail. Whether the other nations at 
present involved with Japan over the recent 
unfortunate incidents will do more than quiet
ly and emphatically follow the line they are 
at present is a matter entirely for Japan. It 

• must be clear from the recent speeches of 
leaders in Great Britain and the United States 

-that both of them have rejected a foreign 
policy of peace at any price. National honour 
requires that the interests of both these great 
countries shall receive all the necessary pro
tection. The respective' governments are en
titled to expect that Japan shall respect 
those interests, not only because it is duty 

! to do so, but bedaiuse she has shown complete 
’ recognition of that fact in the repeated assur
ances which she has given in that connection. 
The responsibility laid upon Japan by these 
utterances of statesmen in Britain and America 
is a grave one;; its nature has been explicitly 
explained in both those countries, and though 
there are those who would readily go to war 
in the interests of peace, are indeed actually 
agitating for it, and others who would submit 
to all manner of indignities rather than go to 
war, the greater mass of public opinion agrees 
that there are limits which cannot with safety 
be overstepped. j
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 24, 1937.

IMPARTIAL NOT NEUTRAL

SENSATIONALISM
The calm manner in which the British 

Cabinet is reported to be handling the very 
delicate situation in the Far1 East is in striking 
contrast with the excitement which has been 
and is still being stirred up by a section of 
the British Press at home. With some not
able exceptions the British Press in the Far 
East, dealing more closely with the realities
of the matter, have preserved a calm which 
is altogether admirable, criticising where 
criticism is due, praising where it can be done, 
and seeking at all times to present a balanced 
picture of the present very distressing state 
of affairs. It has been cynically remarked 
that the further people are away from the 
site of hostilities the greater the enthusiasm 
for war, but that is probably because in this I 
modern era the use of sensationalism for the 
purpose of increasing newspaper circulation 
is passing all bounds, and is becoming a 
menace. The trend of the popular press is 
towards the finding of good interesting stories. ! 
If a story is not good, there is a tendency to 
“jazz it up a bit,” and the process is not! 
always done by the journalist representing 
the paper abroad, but by enthusiastic 
sub-editors in the publishing houses in 
London and elsewhere. __ ____ __
foreign correspondents who came to Shanghai 
during the earlier stages of the hostilities did 
their work with proper restraint and regard 
for accuracy. That last quality it was not 
always possible to secure, not from any fault 

' of their own, but because of the restrictions 
under which they were automatically placed 
in Shanghai. Only rarely could they visit 
the scenes of action, while the information^ 
handed out by representatives of the contend* 
ing parties naturally only presented their 
own view of the case and was not always 
completely assimilible with the truth.

On the popular press of Great Britain 
there rests a very heavy responsibility in 
the tension prevailing between Great Britain 
and Japan. The Japanese Press cannot 
escape similar warning, though in its case 
control is more rigid than it 
been under the British system, 
instance of the British press it 
ascribed to the bitter competition 
newspaper sales and the constant 
out-do the other man. In this connection Sir 
Norman Angell gives an interesting example 
of the sort of thing which is meant in a recent 
issue of the “Spectator”:—

A certain experience may be related in 
order to illustrate the nature and effect of 

I Press influence, and the process which lies 
! behind it. . During the War, when the ex

ploitation of atrocities was creating a public 
1 temper which looked like being (and proved 
’ to be) fatal to a workable peace settlement, 
; a visitor to a Fleet Street editor, then engaged 
| in “splashing” some story of the ‘‘Corpse 

Factory” variety, asked, “Do you really believe 
' this tripe?” (“tripe” being a technical jour

has ever
In the 

is to be 
for huge 
desire to

nalistic term). To which the editor replied: 
“Of course I don’t, but it’s a first-class story, 
and if I don’t splash it. X across the street 
will, and collar my circulation. And I intend 
to collar his before he can mine.” A year or 
two later the story is proved utterly false. 
But the editor that used it first did collar the 
circulation, and the editor who had certain 
scruples and hesitated, did lose his, or a pro
portion of it. It is the fatal Gresham Law of 
popular journalism: the bad ^currency drives 
out the good.

The story presents a distressing state of
affairs, but it is no use blaming the Press and 
the Press alone. The public play an im
portant part in bringing the mischief into 
being. The newspaper proprietor or producer 
will reply to any criticism that it is clearly 
impossible for him to produce a paper which 
the public will not buy, and if the public 
wants sensationalism he has to supply it. It 
might be remarked, however, in this connec
tion, the sensationalism of which complaint 
is now made, does not so much lie in the 
invention of “facts” but rather in their being 
travestied by exaggeration.

More than ever is it necessary always to 
keep in mind the political complexion of the 
popular journal. Ambitious men have built | 
these papers up in an endeavour to have 
great influence in the politics of the nation.

__ _ ___ _ _ It is a credit to the stability of the British 
In ~the "main" the na^on that these attempts have not succeeded 

and that the endeavours of one “press baron” 
to make and break Cabinets came to naught. 
But, in those* attempts which failed, the p’olicy 
of “playing up” one piece of news and re
legating another to obscurity brought about 
conditions of imbalance which have never 
been adjusted. In well informed circles there 
is always a fear that the continuation of these 
practices will inevitably bring about some 
form of governmental control. That any such 
attempt would be strenuously resisted, and 
properly so, goes without saying, but, unless 
the Press mends its ways, the case for some 
such control will became all the stronger. In 
this connection the suggestion might commend 
itself to the news agencies that quotation 
abroad of the 'opinions of the popular press 
might be subjected to the closest scrutiny. 
Foreigners unacquainted with the politics of 
a particular organ, especially amongst the- 
purveyors of sensationalism, are apt to attach [. 
an importance to its views which the average 
Britor w<*uld most certainly not, and therein! 
lies so much of the danger of mutual mis-l 
understanding between nations. It is news* 
that a certain organ expresses a particular 
opinion, but without the necessary back-! 
ground the value of that opinion is not likely 
to be accurately estimated. There is as much 
difference of importance between the utter
ances of various constituents of the British 
Press, as there is between the opinions of a 
political magazine of high standing and those 
'of one of a boy’s comic papers, if such cony

I nfections ever have opinions. /'
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" NANKING HORROR
'I'he story of what haPPened in Nanking after 

>. s fall into the hands of the Japanese forces 
is now leaking out. /The account published in 
this journal to-day comes from a reliable 
source. It is written with very considerable 
restraint, but nevertheless, reading between the 
lines a picture of the horrors which have been 
perpetrated there can be sketched in with 
terrible vividness. It cannot be believed for one 
moment that what transpired was done with the 
consent of the Japanese high command, for it 
is readily admitted that it consists of men of 
high character, faithful servants of a traditional 
honour, the requirements of which are as high 
as those of any other proud nation. Blood lust 
is a terrible thing and has been recognized for 
what it is for centuries past. As long ago as 
the Norman conquest of England, William I, 
kept his army outside Winchester for a whole 
day in order that they should not perpetrate 
the iniquities which the heat of battle so often 
inspires, and Winchester was saved from sack. 
The conclusion to be drawn from this horrible 
story is that the troops for a time got out of 
hand. 'That does not relieve the officers com
manding them of their responsibility, and if 
every city which may be captured by the 
Japanese is to be transformed into a bath of 
blood the world will be repelled with horror ; 
and dismay. The chastisement of the Chinese 
Government, which Japanese authorities have 
so frequently announced to be their sole object 
is being transformed into the slaughter of the I 

I people for whom great Japanese friendliness 
I has been claimed. Words are again being so 
completely belied by actions that the world 
will soon be wondering wherein lies the truth. 
What has been done has been done and the bad 
effect that this news must of necessity have on 
the world at large cannot be lightly discounted, j 
The shooting of (unarmed Chinese whether they ' 
had been soldiers or not cannot possibly be ? 
justified unless these hostilities have degenerated { 
into a war with no quarter, which seems to be ■ 
the case. It is the very negation of that chivalry 
which is still believed to be one of the Japanese 
characteristics. If, as it has been suggested, 
this and other recent incidents have occurred ! 
because a section of the troops got oiut of hand, 
then the sooner control is reasserted the better. 
If punishment of those responsible can be meted 
out it should be done as soon as possible, fm* 
only by such action can this heavy bUTlipon 
a fine national escutcheon be remora. v

...—
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From The Shanghai Times, Shanghai, December 25, 1937.
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SADDENING PICTURE j
News from the middle and upperS 

Yangtze serves . to emphasize the 
extremely widespread character of the ! 
dislocation which has been visited upon 
the Chinese people by the current 
hostilities. Reuter reports that in far
away Chungking, which was recently 
made the new capital, the city is crammed 
with new arrivals with no more housing 
accommodation available, and that there 
is already a serious food shortage. 
Refugees into Szechwan are asked to 
take their own foodstuffs, but obviously 
any food supplies that might be personally 
carried can only be .sufficient for a short 
period of time. The exodus from the 
Hankow region is still steadily going on, 
and if and when< the Japanese forces 
make a further advance up river from 
the neighbourhood of Wuhu there will be 
seen another mass movement of the 
population. It might be said that the 
whole of the Yangtze Valley is in a state 
of serious disorganization which has all 
the promise of getting worse as time goes 
on. One has only to think of the millions 
of people who have . been violently 
uprooted from their wonted homes and 
ways in North China, in Shantung,
around the Shanghai and Hangchow 
areas, and in the vicinity of Canton in ; 
the South, to realize that the effects of 1 
the Sino-Japanese dispute upon the 
Chinese populace has already been 
serious in the extreme. It is not only a 
case of losing homes but of losing, in a 
vast number of cases, the wherewithal to 
live. Trade, industry and husbandry has 
been either rendered impossible or so 
disorganized to entail losses running into 
a colossal sum of money, while the 
productivity of the countryside has been 
affected to such a degree that there is no 
little danger of food shortage occurring 
when stocks from last season’s crops 
become exhausted. Especially does one 
think of this possibility in the North, 
North-West and far West where the 
difference between supply and demand is 
often to the hardship of the people. One 
does not desire to be ^alarmist, but the 
plain facts of the situation are that 
factors are in train likely to produce a 
major calamity in a country where 
natural disasters are a recurrent experi
ence. With normal communications

and economic and administrative 
structure China is not a country fitted 
to wage a prolonged war upon its own 
soil without involving millions of lowly 
urban and agricultural workers in dire 
hardship. It is all very well to point to
what is argued to be the adaptability of 
the internal economic system to changing 
vicissitudes and to the smallness of the 
family or clan economic unit with its 
nearness to the soil and its subsistence on 
small means, but the essence of that 
system is continuity of tenure on the soil 
and the cultivation of that soil fot the 
replenishment of the frugal larder. 
Dispossession or enforced removal spells 
immediate want and misery, to the relief 
of which there is nothing adequate in the 
way of official or communal endeavour. 
Public social organization in China is of 
primitive kind in practically all its 
branches, and it is quite unable to take 
care of conditions which are existing 
to-day over large tracts of territory and 
which are, one fears, destined to grow 
worse as the zones of hostilities extend. 
The hearts of all will go out to an. 

I1 unfortunate and innocent people who, for 
the sake of a political idea, are being 
subjected to conditions which they are 
unfitted to stand and in which they can
expéct so little succour from those whose 
orderings have brought about the situa
tion. It is a gloomy picture that honesty 
compels one to recognize, and there will 
be widespread hope at this season of the 
year that some turn will come upon 
events to prevent a worsening of the 
situation and to alleviate the condition, 
of those now so obviously distressed and 
in want. >

disrupted, with millions of impoverished 
people displaced and finding temporary 
accommodation in strange and over
crowded districts, and with the attention 
of most administrations now concentrated 
upon activities of a defensive and military 
character there are all the ingredients 
which would go to make either a crop 
failure or a flood one of the most tragic 
occurrences in the history of this country 
and a problem of such magnitude as to 
overwhelm those who would be in any 
position to give it ameliorative attention.

Those who still preach “the last man 
and last bullet” theory are, we hope, 
mindful of all that is thereby entailed 
and also of the dangers of future 
possibilities, its social organization
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 27, 1937.

Mr. Hirota’s Note
AMERICAN public opinion, is not at all I 

favorably impressed by Mr. Kokl Hirota’s’ 
latest note insisting that “it has been fully 
established that the iPanayl attack was en
tirely unintentional,” in view of the fact that 
with Japans usual bad luck on publicity, this 
note was sent on the very day that Washing
ton was publishing the full report of the 
Panay’s commander. And Lieut.-Commander 
J. J. Hughes’ report makes wholly clear that 
the attack was a one-hour affair under con
ditions of good visibility, with planes dropping 
as close as 100 to 200 feet above a ship carry
ing freshly painted horizontal United States 
flags 18 by 14 feet in size on the forward top 
deck and the after top deck, as well as a 
large ensign from the flag-staff.

One great point which Mr. Hirota and 
others would do well to bear in mind is that 
the people of the United States hate bunk. 
They don’t relish insults to their intelligence, 
especially when coupled with insults to their 
flag.

would be an immediate path for a get- 
together.

But Mr. Hirota didn’t do that. He was 
slippery, we believe American public opinion 
will agree. Sometimes it isn’t very smart to 
be too smart and we believe Mr. Hirota has 
fallen into that pitfail on the present occa
sion. The fall will not prove fatal this time 
but it will not do Mr. Hirota, or Japan, any 
good in America.

For the moment the crisis his passed. 
Overlooking the obviously lacking letter,, 
America has regarded only the expressed 
spirit and accepted Japan’s apologies. Cer
tainly America is not anxious for War with 
Japan or anybody else. Explanations of any 
real weight, and apologies with the ring of 
sincerity, can still mean a great deal in 
smoothing troubled waters. If Mr. Hirota 
could have broken down and spoken the truth, 
which seems to be that the attack was part of 
a general promiscuous onslaught on all ship
ping but that it was not ordered nor is it 
Condoned b.v the highest authority, there
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 2?, 1377.

Risen Kaisha, between Shanghai and Yangtze: 
ports, is soon to be re-established.

Shanghai is feeling its way along day by 
day. Just what will be done by the Customs, 
and the foreign shops buying Customs-paying 
goods, is rather beyond us at the moment. 
Despite the apparently restricted terms of the 
duty-free arrangement indicated by the Osaka 
dispatch, it is clear enough that virtually un
restricted free entry of Japanese goods is to be 
the rule just as it has been for some time. Will 
the Customs people try to erect barriers around 

‘Settlement and Concession? That would hardly 
be either effective or expedient. Must foreign 
merchants go over to stocking duty-free 
Japanese goods exclusively? The alternative 
seems to be starvation if this sort of thing goes 
on indefinitely.

Of course the fact is that the present is 
a transition period which nobody expects to 
last forever. Japan wants the Customs and has 
no idea of “playing ball” until some sort of 
solution is found. There has been an attempt 
to bring into effect at Shanghai an arrange
ment similar to that at Tientsin, whereby the 
Customs revenue goes into the Yokohama 
Specie Bank—and stays there, for thus far there 
has been no such servicing of foreign obliga
tions as was promised.

The Tientsin precedent was sufficient to 
make the Powers shy off from letting such a 
thing happen here, and apparently at present 
the hope is for Japan to get its puppet “Gov
ernment of China” organized and recognized by 
Tokyo, after which it will be urged that this 
is the only true Government and that thus 
it should receive the Customs money. And 
pending that time there just won’t be much 
Customs money anyway because military might 
will protect free entry of Japanese goods.

The problem is too large for local solution. 
Somehow and sometime it will have to be work
ed out by the interested capitals. Meanwhile 
happy days are here again,, in some measure, 
for Japanese enterprises, and correspondingly 
it is going to be very hard going for foreign 
merchants so misguided as to desire other than 
Japanese goods. That does not necessarily tell 
the final tale, but it is how things stand at the 
moment and the more directly the facts are 
faced the better the chance for finding some 
sort of solution.

Meanwhile if London, Washington, Paris 
and others interested (not excluding Berlin and 
Rome) feel in need of something to protest 
about, they can find it in a state of affairs 
Where foreign Shanghai is treated as part of 
rthe Jananese Emoire. y

Shanghai’s Customs Problem
JAPANESE ACTION in opening the nor th-of- 

** the-Creek areas to foreign occupancy again 
only raises in more acute form the issue of the 
Customs. For it is no secret that Japanese 
goods in large quantities, duty free, have been 
pouring into Hongkew. Now they will start 
to pour out of Hongkew at “bargain prices” 
which are all to the good for the consumer, 
but which spell ruin to merchants striving to 
conduct business on prices including customs 
charges.

An Osaka dispatch presages greatly increas
ed shipments of three categories of goods. The 
first includes munitions,, goods for the benefit 
of soldiers, comfort kits for the Japanese 
army and navy, anl “cargoes accompanied by 
certificates of the army or navy authorities.” 
The second includes “daily necessaries of the 
Japanese residents in China, and building mate
rials.” Both these are to enter without payment 
of import duty, says this dispatch.

In the matter of the third class, “other car
goes in general,” it is stated that attachment of 
invoices of Chinese consuls in Japan is required 
for shipments of cargoes if their value is higher 
than 200 yen per packet, “for some of them are 
subject to import duty.”

This is all somewhat ambiguous but there 
is no ambiguity about the fact that the 
Japanese expect to pay import duty or not 
according to how they see fit, rather than 
subject themselves to regular operation of the 
Customs authorities as do other foreigners. The 
rules as announced are made-in-Japan rules, 
and it is clear that however much Hongkew and 
Yangtzepoo may be reopened, the wharves are 
evidently to remain under Japanese jurisdic
tion and Customs .officials appear to possess no 
valid writ.

It remains to be seen how this will work 
out, but it is a logical assumption that by one 
means or another its immediate working will 
be to make the Customs pretty much of a back 
number. For the time being, presumably. 
Japanese goods will come in through Japanese- 
administered areas while other foreign goods 
will pay duty in the usual fashion at the usual 
places—and then go begging for buyers. Even
tually it may be that foreign goods may dis
cover some means of being landed in Japan 
without payment of Japanese duty, and then 
being transshipped to Shanghai by Japanese 
ships to come in here without passage of the 
Customs. It is certainly not without signific
ance that the Osaka dispatch previously men
tioned says that “Japanese shipping activities 
in China waters are now ready to make a 
phenomenal development” and that the Nisshin
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 28, 1927

IMPARTIAL NOT NEUTRAL

STRANGE INTERVIEW
: There is much of significance in the in
terview granted by Admiral Nobumasa, 
Suetsugu, Japanese Home Minister, to the 
Tokyo correspondent of the “Paris Soir.” It

; is a complete revelation of Japan’s policy 
• regarding the friendly relations existing be- 
I tween Great Britain, France and the United ! 
i States. That these three Powers are becom- j 
ing increasingly anxious over the Far Eastern 
situation has been apparent for some months 
past. Holland also cannot be left out of the 
picture, and though there is no formal agree
ment between these nations concerning Far 
Eastern matters, there is a community of 
interest which will naturally serve to bring 
them very close together. They may never 
unanimously agree upon concerted action in

। this part of the world, but there is always 
■ the possibility that, working along parallel 
lines, their actions may assume a common 
quality. That is a development which 
Tokyo earnestly wishes to avoid, and the 
rapidity with which the U.S.S. Panay 
was dealt with, as compared with the 
incidents in the' Yangtze involving the British ; 
war vessels, indicates that, however the issue? 
with the British is to be settled, Japan wished 
to clear away the embarrassment created by 
the bombing of the Panay as a preliminary 
move. -This has not been entirely successful, 
for the tone of the American reply shows that 
considerable stiffness remains and a tendency 
to watch future Japanese actions in the light 
of what has already been revealed. Admiral 
Suetsugu’s remark that between Japan and; 
France “Friction could only arise from -toi 
close a co-operation between France and 
Great Britain,” being the statement of a 
responsible minister, must be taken to mean 
exactly what it implies, namely that Japanese 
policy is aimed at isolating Britain from states 
with whom she is in the friendliest contact 
and to weaken the relations of the nations 
whose interests in the Far East are being 
imperilled by Japanese action. That such a 
policy is unlikely to succeed goes almost 
without saying, for the peace-loving nations 
qf the world will not permit the principles 
for which they stand to be subordinated to 
the expediences of the more bellicose countries | 
of the world.

On the subject of the occupation of the ! 
island of Hainan the Admiral is apparently | 

; completely contradictory. Admitting that the ; 
4 present blockade of China is “utterly ineffi- 
! cient” and that arms and munitions continue 
j to enter China freely, he suggests that in 
order to reinforce it, it would be necessary I thZr'Tre"entitled'

I to occupy Hainan temporarily. He is then y 
! reported to have added that it was of vital 
: interest to establish permanent naval and air 
; bases in 1-------------------------------- ----------------
। is nearer to the continent than Formosa. Iti 
! might be added also that Hainan is nearer 11 
j French Indo-China as * 1 
' the French government will not remain ' 
heedless. The naivete of the Admiral’s j 
statements is quite refreshing, for from the| 
immediate plea of a 1 
occupation he proceeds to show why such a! 
process should be made permaneht, and it is 
now perfectly clear that, should the Japanese 
occupy the island, it will be for always. The 
domination of Indo-China from Hainan will

which Paris cannot afford to regard lightly. 
Therein lies the community of interest be- j 
tween France and Great Britain, and it will 
require something more than the adroitness 
of kind words to bring about the cleavage 
between the twq countries which the 
Admiral so apparently would like to see. 
Not only that, Anglo-French interests in other 
parts, of the world are now so closely 
entwined, that an endeavour to separate them 
is foredoomed to failure: if the two nations j 
ever became at variance with one another 
the present precarious peace of the whole! 
world would be in imminent danger of total! 
collapse. The protection of occidental in- ! 
terests in the Far East, so clearly threatened | 
by Japan’s actions, is rapidly becoming a । 
question for the common attention of the । 
four nations concerned, and if, as a result, a • 
close understanding is reached between them, ; 
Japan will only have herself to blame. Andi
i t must be remembered that though the final 
solution of the problems now presented may 
be a long way ‘off it is not likely to be 
brought about by any unilateral decision 
which Japan may make.

The Admiral’s warning, that if the Powers 
continue to provide assistance to China, Tokyo 
will be compelled to occupy Canton at the 
risk of friction with Loiidon, is ân interesting 
one. Conditions being as they are any and 
every nation has the right to supply China 
with anything she desires. The cordial rela
tions existing between Japan and Germany 
does not preclude the latter from making 
deliveries of arms and munitions to China, 
and if Germany can do so without Japanese 
reproach, there is no justification for suggest
ing that the other Pqwers are doing something 
which should be reprehended. The sauce 
for the German goose in this case is equally 
suitable and appropriate for the other nations’ 
gander. Singular also is the Admiral’s ref
erence to the U.S.S. Panay incident in which 
he says: “I am confident that President 
Roosevelt’s usual comprehension will facilitate 
an amicable solution, but I must say that it 
would be dishonest of us to offer many 
guarantees, knowing beforehand that they 
are not realizable.” If that means anything 
at all, it means that in the Admiral’s view 
Japan is not able to give definite assurances 
that foreign vessels, naval or civilian, will not 
be attacked in Chinese waters. Why such 
assurances cannot be given may be com
pletely understood. It is not necessary to 
dilate upon the reason at this juncture, but 
the inference will be received with consider
able astonishment that the mandates of the 
Japanese government have not been receiving 

! and may not receive all the respect to which 
The statement that if 

foreign vessels navigate in the war zone 
j incidents can occur, carries with it the sug- esiuuusu perinaucin. navalana an gestion R .g necessary for the forelgn 

the island due to the fact that Hainan powerg to c0_0perate with Japan by with- 
KI drawing such vessels. It is no part of their 

uiaL xiainaii is nearerj|duty do it would
well, and of that fact amount to an abandonment, however tem- 

i porary it might be, of those interests, which 
I the Powers are bound to protect, and which 

eiresnuig, lur num inv i japan repeatedly expressed her inten- 
temporary necessity for | tion to respect Taken aU in all Admiral

Suetsugu in this interview has made no 
great contribution towards clarifying the air, 
but has rather added to the cloud of mystifica
tion which 'obscures a great deal of Japan’s 
actions in this part of the worldsI be a matter of considerable importance to

develop, and the danger to French interests 
arising out of such an event is something

i France in view of the manner in which the 
I Japanese expansionist polife^-is expected to
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THE GIFT HORSE
The opening of all areas north of Soochoi»^ 

^Creek for residence and business to non-Chinese, 
as announced on Sunday evening, may be 
something of a “belated Christmas gift,” but, 
looking this particular horse in the mouth, it 
may be remarked without discourtesy that it 

1 is not much of a present. All that has' really 
I happened is that what has already been granted 
I will no longer require the passes and such like 
1 paraphernalia that were required under the 
i older rules which have now been superseded, 
yt represents but a very small advance towards 
solution of the problem which has been created 
Joy closing these areas to the public, a problem 

M which will remain unsolved until Chinese are 
allowed to return there to work and live. The 
explanation given at yesterday morning’s Press 
Conference concerning the proposed infliction 
of the death and other penalties according to 
the Japanese military law does not clarify 
matters. It is unthinkable that any foreigners 
who may care to live in the reopened areas 
would be so foolish as to commit any of the 
offences described by Japanese military law, 
and if they did the Japanese would be per
fectly entitled to seek redress. But where those 
foreigners are under the protection of extrater
ritorial rights, which according to the Japanese 
official spokesman there was no intention to 
Override, administration of these military rules 
in the case of an extraterritorial foreigner would 
in effect amount to an interference which can
not be justified in the circumstances. It is con
ceivable that such a foreigner doing something 
he had a perfect right to do under his own laws 
might incur a charge of violation of the Japanese 
military rules. Is he then to be taken before ! 
a Japanese court martial, charged and sentenced? ! 
If such a thing occurred then not only would 
there be interference with exterritorial rights, 
but they would have been completely set at 
naught and overridden. It would seem that 
the most the Japanese authorities could possibly 

i do in such circumstances would be to hand the 
I man over to his own consular authorities, who 
< might find no grounds upon which to take 
j action. In conditions such as they are to be 
found in Shanghai the endeavour to impose 
martial law upon persons who do not come 
within Japanese jurisdiction is highly improper, 

(and may give rise to misunderstandings which’!
so desirable to avoid.

Vv

; .*-3^4

:W|

J
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From The North China Daily News, Shanghai, December 28, 1937

p - : UNNECESSARY
Central Shanghai was treated yesterday morn

ing to an interesting exhibition of aerobatics by 
a Japanese seaplane, which, gleaming bright and 
attractive against the sky, started to demonstrate 
all the novelties of air stunting. The machine 
roared through the sky and looped, rolled, stood 
on its tail and indulged in all sorts of marvellous 
manoeuvres which attracted the attention Of 
large crowds. It also swooped very low and at 
one time seemed to clear the fore truck of the 
U.S.S. Augusta by a only a few feet before ; 
the exhibition concluded. On the whole, it was ; 
an interesting sight to witness, but was it neces
sary? Aerial stunting above cities has been 
banned in most countries in the world because 
of the hazard entailed should an accident hap
pen, and nobody could deny yesterday that the 
same element of danger was present. Shanghai 
has suffered too much in the last few months 
from the accidental or other effects of aero
planes of both sides during times of hostility 
to be subjected to any more exhibitions which 
might conceivably add to the dangers ex
perienced by the populace. Possibly some 
degree of exuberance on the part of the pilot 
inspired the exhibition but it is to be hoped 
that the Japanese High Command will see 
is not repeated. The proper place for pefial 
stunting is over an aerodrome avjajf" from 
busy streets and not over the centfal portion 
of an extremely crowded city^df present. j
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From The Forth China Daily Eev.s, Shanghai, December 29, 1927.

IMPARTIAL NOT NEUTRAL

A BOLD PLAN
The Japanese North China Measures Com

mittee has arrived at the adoption of funda
mental principles which will govern all 
economic development in North China, a 
Reuter message from Tokyo reports, and 
anxiety will be felt in the statement that the 
plan will probably be extended to Central 
China if opportunity offers. Under eight 
headings a scheme has been prepared 
which provides for the exploitation of the 
area at present under control, and is so I 
designed as to bring about as complete an 
economic domination of that area as the 
Japanese have achieved in Manchoukuo. 
Indeed, as time progresses, the conviction is 
confirmed that the reader has only to remem
ber what has happened in that country to ; 
realize exactly what.the future has in store fori 
the new autonomous state south of the Great 
Wall. It is planned to secure effective control of 
all essential industries of North China, and the 
scheme is far-reaching enough to embrace 
railways, harbour and port construction, con
struction of highways, general transportation 
facilities, telephone and telegraph systems, 
the electric power industry, and mining, for 
coal, iron and gold. Spinning, cotton growing 
and all similar industries are to be free to 
private concerns The establishment of a 
complete economic hegemony, and nq less, is 
contemplated by the originators of the plan 
that has been published, and if opportunity 
offers this may be extended to Central China. 
The possibility of its being extended to all 
areas that ultimately fall into the possession

। of the Japanese must not be disregarded, nor 
the likelihood of the greater part of China

; passing under the economic domination of 
Î Japan, as completely as has Manchoukuo. 
; The Committee responsible for the scheme 
has disappointed certain powerful Japanese 
interests in arriving at the decision it has, 
but it adopts the view that political circum- China, and that as Japan has promised to 
stances in North China are entirely different ; respect that pqlicy all is for the best in the 
from those prevailing in Manchoukuo, and, ' best of worlds. That foreigners will not 
therefore, the two companies primarily readily agree with ^ueh a contention is only 
operating in the latter should not expect to 3 too apparent from the concern displayed over 
take an important part in the task of develop- | the way in which the doctrine has been
ing the former.

The scheme is all the more interesting when 
; its magnitude and its possibilities are con- 
! trasted with the words of so eminent a 
Japanese business man as Mr. Yosuke 
Matsuoka, President of the South Manchurian 
Railway Co.:—

“Nippon is fighting for loot and profit! ” 
That is the refrain of all anti-Nippon pro
paganda the world over. It is an insult to 
plain arithmetic. Nippon has already spent 
billions of yen in the present crisis- The 
Imperial Diet a couple of weeks ago voted for 
more than two billion yen just to tide over a 
few months. The final total may reach fifty 
billions or more: who knows? Can a financial 
optimist anywhere conceive of Nippon getting 
back even two, three billion yen a year from 
China? And that amount would be a meagre 
annual interest charge on the Nippon outlay 
for this present crisis. Absurd even to a 
primary school arithmetic class all this fight 
for loot theory,...........

Billions of yen, thousands of her young ’ 
men’s lives—all are offerings on the ’altar of 
her own conviction and aspirations. She is 
simply footing the bill which the leadership 
of Asian races calls for. No treasure trove is 
in her eyes—only sacrifices- No one realizes 
this more than she does. But the very life 
of her own depends on it as those of jher 
neighbours as well.

The all-absorbing question before Nippon 
to-day, therefore is: Can she bear the cross?

That Mr. Matsuoka believes what he has ' 
written there cannot be the slightest doubt, ] 
nor can there be any that this is the belief j 
held by millions of Japanese who are im- , 
pressed with the sacredness of their mission 
in China. It is quite possible that people 
holding such views will regard the plan put 
forward by the North China Measures Com
mittee, as being merely another example of 
the altruism which Mr. Matsuoka claims is 
animating his country. Those, however, who 
are concerned more with plain facts than mere 
words will find a very great discrepancy be
tween the two in this case, and will be 
unable to escape the only apparent conclusion, 
that if this China Incident is not a war for 
economic conquest, it looks uncommonly 
like it.

It is but natural that foreign interests will. 
watch this new Japanese plan with great con- ' 
cern. Foreign investment in China at the 
end of 1931, according to Professor C. F. 
Remer, totalled U.S. $3,242,500,000 of which 
the Japanese accounted for U.S. $1,136,- 
900,000. Great Britain’s share amounted 
to U.S. $1,189,200,000 of which approxi- i 
mately only one-quarter was in govern- j 
ment loans, so that $963,400,000 or about
£200,000,000 represents other British invest
ments in China at that time, making it reason
able to suppose that since the year in question 
the total has increased. What is to happen 
to those investments under such a scheme 
as has been put forward? It will be argued
by the Japanese that with the maintenance 
of the Open Door policy there should be no 
harm done to other nations dealing with

adhered to in Manchoukuo, in connection with 
which the same promise was made. The 
recent inclusion of that country within the 
Japanese economic bloc, and the restrictions 
which have but lately been placed upon the 
foreign trade of that entity is an indication 
of what may be expected to happen in the 
future. It may very well be argued for 
Japan that this present expedient is but a 
temporary measure, but it is an unfortunate 
fact that Japanese temporary measures have 
an unhappy habit of acquiring permanency, 
and should it do so in this case, the ap
plication of similar tactics to North China, 
and Central China might very well be the 
severest possible blow to foreign interests in 
this part of the world. Despit the reassuring 
eloquence of Mr. Matsuoka it is impossible to 
escape the conclusion that the creation of this 
monster monopoly in the new autonomous ! 
state is the first step in the endeavour to make ; 
Japan’s present military adventure a paying j 
one. / '
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' the various fronts there is a distinct 
'improvement in the military situation. 
Preparations are said to be going ,on for 
a decisive counter-offensive which’ is to 
be launched in a month or two, but 
independent observers are not partic
ularly impressed. One cannot read of the 

{vast quantities of war material left 
! behind in and around Nanking without 
wondering why it should have been so 
readily abandoned. Even now a con
siderable quantity of arms and ammuni
tion is still being unearthed in the 
Hungjao area, and it seems that when
ever Chinese forces have reached the 
decision to withdraw they do so as lightly 
encumbered as possible to the sacrifice of 
material which has cost a great deal of 
money to buy and which, with better 
transportation organization, should havè 
been moved out ahead of the men them
selves. Hangchow fell almost without a 
struggle and the same tale of abandoned 
material comes from that Lakeside city. 
If China is going to continue to wage this 
war there must be new ideas injected into 
the minds of the troops waging it in 
order better to conserve the supplies by 
which it can be waged. The destruction

FALL OF TSINAN
The speed with which the Japanese 

military forces which crossed the Yellow 
River on December 23 have captured 
Tsinan, the capital of Shantung, indicates 
that the character of the opposition was 
extremely weak. Troops in Shantung 
have had a considerable time during j 
which to prepare defences, and from all 
the public statements of General Han 
Fu-chu it was expected that strong resist
ance would be offered to any invading 
force which tried to advance into the 

• heart of the province. One can only 
1 presume one of two things: either that 
General Han’s statements were but a' 
cover for his real attitude, or that his 
forces have become greatly demoralized 

! now that they are virtually cut off from 
direct contact with the armies of the Gen
eralissimo farther to the west. If the 
Japanese advance continues southwards of 
Tsinan contemporaneous with the north
wards push from the Yangtze and with a 
possible landing on the Shantung coast in 
the region of Tsingtao or Chefoo there 
will either have to be a capitulation on 
the part of the Chinese forces in Eastern 
Shantung and Northern Kiangsu or a 
fairly rapid withdrawal to the west ofl0^ sP^endid new Chientang River 
that part of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway railw^ and hiShway bridSe «ear Hang- 
which still remains in Chinese hands. I cbow before it had been put into use, 
Strategically, the fall of Tsinan is an|*s a saddening loss, for at a cost of over 
extremely important phase of the hostili- j $10,000,000 this bridge was to provide a
ties, while morally it cannot be other 

; than a serious blow to China’s policy of! 
I continued resistance. What is so greatly, 
i to be regretted is the extension of the 
। already vast amount of destruction which
has been wrought on Chinese soil. 
Japanese reports tell of the setting afire 
of important buildings in Tsinan by 
retreating Chinese forces and of a great 
holocaust raging within the old walled 
city. Here is another provincial capital 
added to the growing list of such centres 
already reduced to little above a j 
shambles, and the cost both to China arid 
Japan of this struggle is daily mounting 
to staggering proportions. Shantung has 
long been regarded as a prosperous and 
relatively well-governed
of the most important in China from the . 
productive and industrial point of view. 
Millions of dollars have been invested in 
joint Sino-Japanese enterprises and they 
are going up in smoke and leaving 
nothing but liabilities. Shanghai, Tien
tsin Paotingiu, Taiyuanfu, Soochow, । 
Wuhu, Nanking, Hangchow, Tsinan^ 
Tsingtao—the list could be extended—are[ 
names with which the welfare and pros
perity of the people of this country are 
inextricably bound, and they have all in 
turn been ravaged by a war which now 
threatens to spread southwards and west
wards until Canton and Hankow are 
themselves involved. If ever the waste
fulness of war was clearly illustrated it 
has been here in the Far East between ' 
two countries who, basically, have every < 
reason to work together in close profit
able association. |

A late Reuter message from Hankow I 
tells of successful efforts to improve the I 
morale of the Chinese forces, the claim 
being made that with the arrival of re-',

direct land link between Shanghai and 
Ningpo and', eventually, down to Canton 
itself. Chinese troops are reported to 
have rendered the bridge unusable before 
they retreated southwards and westwards, 
and although cost of repair will be 
nothing like so great as the building of 
the bridge itself there has come the 
spoliation of a scheme which was to be 
one of the most constructive in the matter 
of improving communications in this part 
of the country.

One cannot undertake any review of 
the military situation and its constantly 
expanding character without sorrowfully 
reflecting upon all that it means now and 
will mean in the future to the welfare 
and economy of China. No matter what 
else might need to be pleaded, there is 
nothing quite so important to plead as the 
constructive revision of present policies 
in the hope that something might eventu- : 
ate to put a stop to this nightmare of a 
war which is devasting enormous tracts! 
of territory and putting to flight millions i 
of impoverished people. Japan is becom
ing involved in an extremely deep and 
serious way, while China is, in many 
important particulars, doing little other 
than committing suicide. Even now it is 
hard to see how any material gain in any 
way adequately compensatory is going to 
be reaped, while if the war that is not a 
war is continued the greater will be the ; 
cost and the more difficult will be the pro- ' 
blems arising out of a wilderness of ■ 
destruction. Somewhere in all this welter ! 
there must be latent forces which, if i 
exerted, could help both sides to the 
making of some constructive sense out of 
it and it is for the showing of these that 
the common people must plead. The road 
being trod at present seems to lead 
nowhere but to further ryfaertion and

province—one

<•' inforcenients there, and new equipment at ('^pbittenpent..
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From The Shanghai Evening Post, Shanghai, December 29, 1937.

f
Reopening The Embassy

TAEPARTTNG aboard the U.S.S. Oahu for up-
Yangtze were three American consular 

officials who are to reopen the American' 
Embassy at Nanking.

While there can be no objection to oc
cupation of the premises, the only actually 
constructive activity that officials there can 
now do is to remove property when occasion 

I arises and to prepare the way for closing down. 
To attempt to regal’d the American Embassy at 
Nanking as a going concern under present con
ditions would be farcical.

This is, for the ûioment, a relatively trivial 
matter, but within a short time it may take 
a less academic turn. Japan is striving toj 
erect a puppet “Government of China” which 
will probably have its seat at Peking, but which 
conceivably might decide to install itself at Nan-, 
king, and the issue of recognition" will then bel 
pressed upon all interested Powers on the; 
theory that here they behold the only real. 
Government which may conceivably be regard-! 
ed as representative of the country.

World opinion on the Japanese adventure is 
such today that there can be no expectation of 
enthusiastic response. Whether the United 
States maintains its Embassy at Nanking is a 
detail. But upon the whole it seems to us just 
as well to restrict American Establishments in 
Japanese-occupied China to a minimum and 
thus head off the chance for misunderstanding 
—or even “incidents”—to as great a degree as 
possible.

Consular offices will of course be necessary! 
and useful. But the embassy is going to be ! 
pretty much a matter of where the ambassador 
is. Under that heading, there’s a joke going 
around Shanghai that Congress has appro-

• priated UJS.$1000 for Mr. Johnson’s “running
I expenses.’’ Mr. Johnson seems, however, to be 
; doing his running only where his head and his 
Washington orders direct. So far as we can 
discover he is achieving a good sound job under, 
the ultimate in the way of difficult conditions.
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NORTH CHINA DEVELOPMENT
THE Reuters telegram from Peiping announcing that the

North China Measures Committee—whose membership 
is made up of officials from the Japanese Army, Navy, 
Finance and Foreign Ministries and, the Manchuria Affairs 
Bureau in Japan—has “adopted the fundamental principles 
which will govern all economic development in North China, 
now that the area has come under the control of Japan,” has 
all the ear-marks of appeasing Japanese investors, financiers 
and merchants at hovne, who by this time have begun serious
ly to count the costs of the Japanese military adventure in 
China.

As recently as a fortnight ago there were indications 
emanating from Tokyo and North China that somewhat of 
a dog-fight was in progress ini Japanese circles over just 
which group would emerge with the coveted right to ex
ploit occupied territory in North China. At that time 
there were four groups contending for the fruits of Japanese 
aggression. One was a small but determined group of 
Chinese who have jumped on the Japanese band-wagon (Anfu 
Clique and those of similar ilk), the South Manchuria Rail
way faction, the Japanese military and the group loosely re
presenting Japanese special interests and investors (these 
latter being the class which has borne a large share of the 
cost of the present war).

It was a contest which, to the outsider, very much re
sembled a cock-fight, in that the contestants went for each 
other with no holds barred. The entire affair was fought 
behind closed doors, only the louder cheers of excited on
lookers being audible to the outside world.

Earlier reports indicated that the S. M. R. crowd had 
somewhat the bulge on the other aspirants to the booty and 
fhe Reuters telegram is quite correct in stating “this decision 
is quite contrary to the earlier^expectafions entertained by 
certain powerful Japanese interests, but the committee is re
ported to be of the view that the political circumstances in 
North China are entirely different from those in ‘Manchukuo? 
and therefore that the two companies, which are primarily 
interested in Manchuria, should not takq an important part 
in the North China development work.”

Foreign interests cannot help but view the “fundamental 
principles” adopted to govern the Japanese development of 
North China as painting in large letters the word “EXIT | 
on the “Open Door” which has been the life-blood of foreign 
trade in China in the past. Just how a place will remain for 
the foreigner in North China, after the area has been flooded 
with cheap Japanese goods and all enterprises and industries 
which may be organized op a large scale have been monopoliz
ed by the new Japanese-Controlled trusts, is hard to see from 
this distance.

Among the fundamental principles adopted by the com
mittee for North China’s development are:
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1. To establish a special corporation so that all the essential 
industries of North China may be effectively controlled.

2. No definite decision has as yet been made regarding the 
capital structure of 'the special control corporation, but it 
is understood that the corporation will be formed under a 
scheme involving Sino-Japanese co-operation.

3. The North China development undertakings to be placed 
under 'the control of the special corporation to- include 
railways, harbor and port construction, construction. of 
highways, general transportation facilities, telephone and 
telegraph systems, the electric power industry, and the 
mining industry (including coal, iron, gold). Enterprises 
in the spinning industry, cotton growing and all other 
similar industries are to be free to private concerns.

4. The control corporation will be a holding company, under 
which many subsidiary corporations will be established 
under the Sino-Japanese joint plan in various lines. .

5. Foreign capital will be invited to participate in these sub
sidiary corporations.

6. Regarding railway business in China, the proposed special 
corporation will obtain a franchise from the “Provisional 
Government/ of the Republic of China,” and, if neces
sary, a subsidiary railway company may be established 
in which the South Manchuria Railway may be allowed to 
invest. The authorities will arrange for the S.M.R. to offer 
technical and other assistance to the corporation, al
though the former will not be allowed directly to operate 
any lines.

7. The coal mining industry will be partially operated by the 
railway company.

8. No definite decision has been made so far regarding the 
China Development. Company, a subsidiary of the S.M.R., 
but it is understood that all investments of that company 
in the electric industry and development works in North 
China will be taken over by the control Corporation. Na
turally, the China Development Company will have to be 
dissolved and all employees of the company will be trans
ferred to the special control corporation.
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9FFICE or TIE BRIGATE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
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RESTRICT il

P~2 REPORT

FERICr 9800, 31 rSCELXER,. TO OFC 9, 3 JANUARY, 193R

1, Operaliens

The past tjc days have shown little change in the 
Central China military situation. Actually, it is 
Relieved \aat the Japanese fences have taken a short 
respite over the New Year period. Several Chinese 
reports of successful counter- offensive activity in 
the Hanvoiiow area remain unconfirmed. Fighting is 
reported in the vicinity of Kashan and Kaoyu, north cf 
the Yangtze river, with Chinese troops reinforced and. 
offering stiff resistance.

In the eastward drive along the Tsinan-Tsingtao 
railroad fighting is still in progress near feihsien, 
Last night a Japanese military spokesman declared 
that the Chinese defenders had withdrawn from Tai an, 
3.5 miles south o-f Tsinan, and that Japanese forces 
had occupied the town.

Tsingtao continues under self-imposed martial 
law, vïith the native population evacuating rapidly. 
Looting and disorder has, at least for the time being, 
teen curtailed.

Terroristic Activities in the Settlement

At about 1130, on the 1st a group of apparently re
lated bombings occurred. almost simultaneously at 
several different points in the city. Two tomts were 
thrown into a group of Japanese soldiers on Hankow7 
Road, injuring five of the soldiers and five Chinese 
civilians. Grenades were also thrown into the Japan- 
China. Spinning and .leaving Company and Kung Rah Cot
ton Mill compounds, neither resulting in any damage. 
In the Kung Iah attack, an Italian sentry fired on the 
culprit, rut missed him. A small home-made explosive 
wasX thrown into the compound, of the N.J.IL residency 
at 931 Gordon Road CTC!T Feutorb no demage .tone. Again 
on the End several cruue. tombs were thrown into res
idences in to th Municipalities, including the home 
of the Japanese Consul-General,
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These terroristic activities precipitated vig- 
orcus investigations ana several arrests by the police, 
and a proclamation by the Municipal Council that 
offenders against any armed force in the Settlement 
ore liable to surrender to that force* 

b• Miscellaneous

Puppet local administrations have boon created 
in both .Nanking and Hangchow, as well as in many 
smaller towns in the area occupied ty the Japanese,

' i<' /
h, A* rOGKE, 

Captain. U.S, Marine Corps, 
brigade Intelligence Officer,
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1« Ope rations

Vigorously pressing their southward drive in 
Shantung, the Japanese units operating on the 
Tient sin-Pukow railway hawe reached Kujow and 
Ninryang, towns respectively 12 miles northeast 
and northwest of Yenchov:. Another column, driving 
eastward on the Tsinan-Tsingtao line have passed 
Naomi, 45 miles west of Tsingtao. '

The situation in Central China has shown 
little change. Activity on the Grand Canal and 
t'ie southern end of the Tsinpu railway has teen 
red med almost to a standstill, Chinese reports 
frcrr the Hangchow region continue to announce 
large scale counter offensive operations, which 
the Japanese flatly deny. Actually, it is believ- 
ed that the Nipponese are marking time on their 
Nanciiang drive, and, daring this interval are 
suffering some harassment from guerillas on their 
communication and supply lines, That the Chinese 
are expecting an attack along the Hang chow-Nan chang 
Railway is indicated by heavy reinforcements being 
sent from southern Anhwei to the region around 
Ninhwa, 100 miles southwest of Hangchow, Six 
additional divisions nave recently arrived in that 
area,

kincraft

Japanese bombers raided Nanehang and Hsuchow 
on the 3rd and 4th, and Hankow on the 4th. Seven
teen light bombers took part in the Hankow raid, 
concentrating principally on the airdrome and the 
Hanyang Arsenal.

-miscellaneous

Calling at the Municipal Council yesterday, 
Japanese Military and Diplomatic representatives 
made several requests as a result of the anti-Jap- 
anese activities in the Settlement. Principal 
changes desired were; - an increase in number and 
importance of Japanese on the Municipal Police, and 
the placing of Japanese in controlling positions 
in all important organs of the Council.
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dix Japanese transports arrived at wharves in 
Yangtzepcc and Wayside on the Pnd and 3rd. They 
carried munitions scad railroad equipment.

The development of the "Shanghai Citizens 
Association", - the puppet governmental organ, is 
being seriously hampered by the recent assassinaticn 
cf Loh Pah-hong, one of its contemplated leaders* 

other Chinese. Shen Tien-sing and Wang Yu-ching, 
who waj'a connected with the organization, have 
putlicly anncunced severance of all relations with 
the movement.

Hl ?.. A. FCCIŒ, ’» 
Oay'tain, U.S. Marine Ccrjs, 

Sri ;7P.de Intelligence Officer.

7P.de
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGAIF INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINS BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA
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F-g REPORT

PZRIOT CROC, 5 JANUARY, TO CROC, & JANUARY, I93c

1. Operations

Japanese offensive activity in the Hangchow and 
'.'uhu areas has come to a complete standstill, as the 
Tientsin-Bukow railway drive has definitely become 
the focal point of the campaign. Resuming their 
northward push along the railway, Nipponese units 
have reached a joint little mere than 40 miles south 
of Fengpu, Anhwei. A parallel column working north
ward on the Grand Canal is encountering considerable 
resistance along the eastern shore of liacyu Lake.

un the northern section of the railroad, the 
force pressing southward io complete the pincer move 
ment has captured Yenot.rw and Tsinning, and is en
gaged with Chinese forces near Tsowhsien, 15 miles 
southeast of Yenohcw.

kith the intensification of the Tsinpu and 
Shantung offensives, the prospect of an additional 
commitment in the vicinity of Swatcw or Canton be
comes more and more remote, at least for the present

Y » Aircraft

Hankow and Wuchang were temted on the sixth, 
principal targets teing the airdromes and power sta
tion.

Chinese heavy borders attacked the Japanese 
airfield at Wuhu yesterday.

The Chinese claim that two Japanese gunboats 
were struck during the Wuhu raid on the 4th is 
believed to be true.

’.Ye are informed that members of the Italian Air 
Mission which left Nanchang last month are residing 
in Shanghai. They are awaiting the outcome of 
negotiations on a plan under which they would go to 
Peiping jftid undei’ Japanese supervision establish an 
air school for the new puppet government.

•' R. A.'BOONE, / 
Captain, U.S. Narine Corps, 

Brigade intelligence Officer.
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1, Qperat ic ns

The ccncerted two way drive on the Tientsin- 
Pukcw Railway is rapidly closing on its principal 
cbjc-ctive, Hsuchowfu, the Junction of the Tsinpu 
and Lunghai lines. Hoving from the north, Japanese 
units have captured T^nghsien and are attacking 
Kwangkiac, atout tp miles north cf Hsuchowfu, while 
the ncrthward drive from Puke;; has passed Mingkwan 
and is little mere than EC miles from Pengpu, Anhwei, 
and only 90 miles fren Hsuchowfu.

A column which left Yenchow, with the inten
tion of driA'ing southwestward across country and 
cutting the Runghai line near Kweiteh is meeting 
considerable resistance in the vicinity of Isining.

i’singtao was fcrmally invested by Japanese 
Naval forces yesterday. Jith no Chinese troops in 
the vicinity tc oppose them, Nipponese vessels put 
landing parties ashore, and the seaport fell tc 
the Japanese conquest without a shot being fired. 
The rising sun flag was formally raised at If3C, 
inaugurating the Japanese regime under Rear Admiral 
Shi sniao.

possibility of a resumption cf activity west 
cf ,.uhu and Hangchow is indicated by rererts that 
Japanese forces have begun a march up the railroad 
from Yuki (across the river from Juhu) toward Luchow. 
Also, bembing operations along the Kangchow-Nanchang 
Railroad have teen intensified. Sihsien, 10C miles 
wear of Hangchow was heavily bombed yesterday.

^Aircraft

Nanning, the provincial capital cf Kwangsi was 
berrted ty Japanese planes on the 9th. The Nanchang 
airdrome was attacked on both the 9th and loth, as 
mas Pengpu.

Yesterday extensive bombing operations ;vere 
carried cut along the Canton-Hankow Railway 'ey ten 
Japo.no se planes from a carrier anchored off Naichcw 
ysland.

Japo.no
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3. Mi■:_c-ellaneous

In tne past three days an estimated 10,000 
Japanese snoops have been withdrawn frcm the 
Mangchcw and Nanking areas.

//'// / VX/j/
N. A. BOONS, < 

captain, U.S, Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.

........ ... ................ ...... .............
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGALE

SHANGHAI, CHINA 

13 January 193R

B-2 REPORT

PERICI OBOO, 11 JANUARY, TO O&OO , 13 JANUARY 193E

1. Operations

The Japanese detachment, which advanced south
westward from Yenchcw in an attempt to capture 
Tsining, has finally been successful after five 
days of vigorous fighting at the eastern wall of 
the city. Following the withdrawing Chinese, a 
small number of the attacking force have succeeded 
in crossing the Grand Canal immediately west of 
Tsining e.lthough the line along the canal farther 
to the south has not yet been abandoned.

The capture of Tsining and the inevitable 
crossing of the Grand Canal defense line will 
undoubtedly be of great assistance to the Japanese 
in the drive down the Tientsin-Pukow Railway. 
This attack has been held up in the vicinity of 
Kwankiao for several days,-principally because of 
the strong resistance met by the right flank troops 
at Tsining.

Chinese troops in the area between Tsingtao 
and Tsinan are ‘withdrawing rapidly in the direction 
of Hsuchowfu to avoid being cut off by the advancing 
Japanese columns. The Tsinan-Tsingtao Railway is 
now in the hands of the Japanese between Tsinan 
and Jeihsion,

It is reported.phat two Japanese gunboats, 
aided by several airplanes proceeded 44 miles up
river frcm Juhu, bombarding Chinese positions at 
Tangkiankow and at Tikangchen (32 miles above Wuhu).

2. Aircraft

Pengpu, Hsuchcw, and Hankow were raided on 
the 11th. In the Hankow raid, the Japanese claim 
to have destroyed nine grounded planes.

There were three 
east of Canton on the

air attacks in the area north- 
lEth.

3. Miscellaneous

The restrictions against the return of Chinese 
to their homes in the areas surrounding the city are 
gradually being relaxed. Although passes are required 
the "Ta Tao" City Government continually encourages 
evacuated residents to take steps to resume their 
former occupations-. , , ,............. .

if- (f'K--- ' 'f
R. A. EGONE,
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3-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 13 JANUARY, TO 0800, 15 JANUARY, 1938 

1. Operations

Uith hweiteh, important Lunghai railroad city, 
as its objective, the Japanese column which captured 
Tsinning is pressing southward. Nothing further is 
known of the progress of the units which succeeded 
in crossing the Grand Canal, but another section of 
the Tsinning detachment is fighting its way along 
the shore of Nanyang lake in the face of vigorous 
resistance from Chinese troops,-principally Shantung 
provincials.

Japanese units moving in both directions on the 
Tsinan-Tsingtao Railway are expected to effect a 
junction shortly. The forces driving eastward are 
known to have reached a point 20 miles 'west of 
Tsingtao. The only resistance encountered in this 
area is provided by Chinese rear guard sacrifice 
units which have been left behind to cover the with
drawal of the main body to the Hsuchow area.

On the southern half of the Tsinpu line, the 
Japanese advance is seriously menacing Pengpu. 
Advance units are nearing Fengyang only 15 miles 
tc the soutaward.

Chinese reports announce the recapture of 
Pailingmiao, seat of the Inner Mongolian government, 
and at the same time describe widespread counter 
offensive activities from Paotowchen to Tsinning. 
In this connection, the highest Japanese military 
source recently declared that during the entire 
course of the fighting, no town which had been 
actually occupied and garrisoned by the Japanese 
has teen recaptured by the Chinese. ie recall, 
however, that earlier in the fighting, the town of 
hanghang, near Shanghai, was recaptured by the 
Chinese and held for some time.

2. Hi scellaneous

According to foreign sources the following 
changes have been effected in the Chinese Army 
c cmnand :

General Chen Chien has replaced General Feng 
Yu-hsiang in the command of the Pinghan defense.
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General Yen Hsi-shan, commander of operations 
in Shansi has teen replaced by General Chu Teh 
(commander of the ex-communist army).

General Chang Fah-kwei has been given command 
of the Chekiang and Anhwei regions south cf the 
Yangtze.

Yesterday the Japanese Military Police (Gendarmes) 
notified, the Shanghai Municipal Police that they 
desired to search the premises at an address on 
luting Road. The Police referred the request to 
2nd Brigade Headquarters. General Beaumont objected 
to the search, since in the agreement by which cer
tain units of the Japanese Naval Landing Party are 
permitted to return to billets in the American Sec
tor, it was specified that no searches would be 
carried out. The Japanese acceeded to the American 
wishes in the matter and the search was carried cut 
by Shanghai Zviunicipal Police.

Although Chinese are permitted to return, under 
restrictions, to their farms west of Shanghai, the 
rehabilitation of that area is greatly curtailed 
by atrocities perpetrated by the Japanese soldiery. 
On the 13th a foreigner described the murder, by 
drunken Japanese files, cf two farmers working in 
the fields.

'./e understand that the conquered portions of 
IZiangsu and Anhwei are to be added to the territory 
under the new Peiping provisional regime.

K 7 / . ■ - ■
K. A. BOONE,

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

The Japanese southward offensive on the Tientsin- 
Pukow Railway is being vigorously contested by a 
heavily reinforced Chinese defense. Neither the drive 
southwestward from Tsinning or the attack along the 
railroad itself have been able to make any appreciable 
progress for two days. Chinese reports claim the 
recapture of Tenghsien, Lianghsiatien, and even 
Tsinning. These reports, however, are taken with con
siderable reserve.

Heavy fighting is reported on the southern 
section of the Tsinpu line near Fengyang, ’while a 
parallel Nipponese column to the eastward, after 
capturing Chuyi, is driving up the west shore of 
Hung Tze Lake.

The Japanese units advancing from both directions 
on the Tsinan-Tsingtao Railroad are believed to be 
about to effect a junction somewhere in the vicinity 
of Kiaohsien, 20 miles .vest of Tsingtao.

2. Aircraft

The Canton-Kowloon and Canton-Hankow Railways 
were vigorously bombed on the 16th by a flight of 
17 Japanese planes.

On the 14tn and 15th a large number of Japanese 
aircraft were transferred, in knocked down form, 
from the Baptist College Airfield to the N.Y.K. 
Jayside Tiarf, where they were loaded on transport 
vessels for shipment.

3. Miscellaneous

It is possible that the interval of silence 
between the conclusion of the Japanese Imperial Con
ference and the delivery of yesterday's edict may 
have been occupied by Chinese consideration of Jap
anese peace terms drawn up at the Conference. The 
otherwise inexplicable presence of Madame Chiang in 
Hongkong may possibly be explained as a visit to 
confer with Nipponese emissories, and to the transmit 
their demands to Hankow.

R. A. BOONE, 1
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer

MMHUaillllMI ■
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1. Operations

The Japanese drives north and south on the 
Tientsin-Pukow railway are meeting extremely stubtorn 
resistance, and have made little or no progress dur
ing the past two days. Heavy fighting is in progress 
near Tenghsien, the capture of which town the Nipp
onese have announced on three occasions. Despite 
the fact that strong Japanese reinforcements, estimat
ed as high as 30,000 men, have been rushed to the 
Tsinning area, the Chinese defenses have remained 
virtually intact. The Chinese command appears to 
be gambling heavily on the preservation of the Lunghai 
defense line. A continuous stream of reinforcements, 
good troops for the most part, is moving toward the 
Hsu c how- Kw eiteh-Kaifeng region.

To prevent the withdrawal of Japanese troops 
from the Yangtze Delta area to reinforce the columns 
driving northward on the Tsinpu, Chinese units have 
resumed their harrying counter-offensive activities 
in the /uhu and Hangchow area.

Since the lath, reinforced Japanese units in 
the Nanhwei-Chuapsha area of the Pcotung peninsula 
have been engaged in mopping up several sizeable 
groups of Chinese irregulars which have harassed the 
Nipponese garrisons in that area since the beginning 
of the occupation. The same condition oltains in the 
Quinsan area, ./here Japanese officers admit that two 
miles from the main roads their small units are un
safe.

2. Miscellaneous

The Japanese continue to experience great diff
iculty in finding a responsible Chinese who is will
ing to take the risk of accepting the position of 
Mayor of Shanghai.

An American, returning from a short visit to 
Soochow, yesterday declared that numerous buildings 
of American missionary activities are now occupied 
by the Japanese. Further indication of the Nipponese 
military-political rift is given by the frank state
ment of a'memter of the Japanese Embassy that any

ww»* ^»K**~*ü*rt**i*i'i
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arrangement the diplomatic authorities might make 
for the resumption of mission activities, would 
be invalidated by the military command.

A person thoroughly qualified to speak on the 
subject yesterday declared that unless dredging 
operations ..ere resumed in the ,/hangpoc very soon, 
that the river would be unsafe for ocean going 
traffic.

,7 /// ' x. /
R. A., BOONS, 

Captain, U.S. Narine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.

;.—
'■ ?v- Uz .
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1. Operations

Impeded by inclement -.leather in addition to a strong 
Chinese defense, the Japanese southward drive along the 
Tientsin-Pukow rail line has made little progress. However, 
the Japanese offensive in this region is not entirely stal
emated, as two supporting columns,- one on either side of the 
railway, are toth advancing. The unit east of the railroad, 
starting from ./eihuien, has driven ninety miles southward, 
and now is near Chuhsien, 110 miles east of Yenchow. The 
third, and far most important column is the one moving south
westward from Isinninn. Despite continued vigorous resistance 
it has advanced to a point about 28 miles from Tsinning. 
Thus, the unshaken defense on the Tsinpu line itself will 
soon be compromised if either of the subjunctive drives, 
particularly the last, i. not halted.

Little is reported from tne southern section of the 
Tsinpu other than steady fighting along the Hwai River near 
Pengpu.

Chinese units continue active in the Hangchow and 7/uhu 
areas* Although their efforts have thus far resulted in 
little territorial ;ain, they have succeeded in forcing the 
Japanese to maintain tneir garrison strength in those regions.

Chinese guerilla activities behind the lines continue 
to give the Japanese pause. According to a very well informed 
Japanese, a Nipponese supply unit cf 2C men was recently 
annihilated near Sungkiang.

2. Miscellaneous

The Chinese continue tc dispatch troops to the Lunghai 
defense. About 25,CGC have been added in the Hsuchcw-kweiteh 
region during the past week.

The number of refugees nor; in camps in both municipal
ities has decreased only slightly during the past month. 
Most recent figures list approximately 109,000, distributed 
in some 182 camps.

//'/ / /I A/// 

L. A* BOONE, / 
Captain, U. S. Marine Corp’s, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF TIE BRIGALE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA

25 January 1930

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 22 JANUARY, TO 0800, 25 JANUARY, 1938

1. Operations

The Japanese attach on both sections of the 
Tientsin-Pukow Railway has been held up almost com
pletely for the past 48 hours. The Nipponese column 
based at Tsinning which has been attacking Chinese 
positions at Hinsiang, 28 miles to the southward is 
suffering serious harrassment on the flanks from 
Chinese mobile detachments. On the Tsinpu line 
itself, Tenghsien is still in Chinese hands, and, 
according to one report, a Chinese counter offensive 
move has succeeded in retaking Lianghsiatien, 14 
miles farther to the north.

On the southern half of the Tsinpu front the 
Nipponese drive has fared no better. Hampered, as 
in the north, ty mobile detachments, the Japanese 
have teen forced to supplement their main column 
on the railroad itself by strong security units on. 
either flank. It is reported that one of these 
units, operating east of the railroad, has succeeded 
in crossing the Hwai River and endangering Chinese 
positions at Fengyang. A Japanese report,-taken 
with considerable reserve, claims the occupation 
of that ci ty.

Chinese operations against Japanese garrisons 
around ,/uhu and Hangchow continue. The Japanese 
have been forced to abandon a number of the outpost 
positions along this thinly held line, but no point 
defended ty a garrison of any strength has yet been 
recaptured by the Chinese. The operations have been 
marked by an occasional participation of Chinese 
aircraft. Japanese air bases at Yuhu and Kaoshun 
have suffered considerably from Chinese attacks.

2. Miscellaneous

On the 24th Japanese bombing planes made their 
first air attack on Ichang. Atout 80 bombs were 
dropped.

As a result of continued terroristic activities 
and threats, the Japanese are finding it increasingly 
difficult to induce prominent, or even obscure Chin
ese to take part in the various puppet organizations.

The arrival yesterday, of the Empress of Asia, 
marks the resumption of Shanghai service by the Cana
dian Pacific Line.

; 1 ? ' z- A 4

R, A. BOONE,
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps,

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF T1F BRIGADL INTLLLIG^NC^ OFFICER 
IHADYUART^L^ S^CCNl ilARINm BN LG AD

SHANGHAI, CHINA

27 January, 19:38

RmSTRICTLD

B-2 H^PCRT

PAR IC’D 080C, 25 JANUARY, TO 0800, 27 JANUARY, 1938

!<, Oneratio ns

Ihe continued stubborn Caine so defense nf the area 
north of the Lung ha i railway had rm de it oh viens to the 
Japanese that their attacking for ne is inadequate for 
its task. R-inf orcemenits , estimated as high as two 
divisions, are being mev-d into the Yenchcv: region, 
meanwhile, fighting has teen uonfrlned to herPassing 
counter attacks by small Chinese units, Iv is c on- 
serve tively estimated .that for this Hsuc how area defense 
the Chinese nave assembled a ferae of over 250,OC G 
men, while their attackers, on both the north and south 
sections of the Tsinpu, have between ICC,0C0 and 120,000.

Chinese counter offensive efforts near W;ihu and 
Hangchow centime, although Chinese military authorities 
admit that they are making' little progress.

Aircraft

Thirteen Chinese bombers attacked the Nipponese 
air base at Nanking yesterday morning. The Japanese 
admit that one plan? on the ground was damaged, and 
claim that three of the raiders were shot down. Chinese 
reports, however, state that 20 Japanese planes were 
destroyed on the field..

Other Chinese air activity yesterday included an 
attack on troop concentrât ions near Wuhu and a raid on 
the Ha ng c how a ir dr c me *

3. Eiscellanec us

While the acts of terrorism against suspected pro- 
Japanese individuals arm. ng the Chinese continue it becomes 
increasingly apparent that the terroristic activities are 
a well co-ordinated phase of the National Government’s 
plan of resistance.. That the efforts are having consider
able effect is demonstrated by the fact that almrst every 
Hongkong-bound foreign vesse.l has, among its passengers, 
some prominent Chinese fleeing to safety.

?.. À. BCCN?:,
Captp.in, U.S. KarinCorps,

Prigacle Intelligence Cffi?*»v.
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OFFICE 0? TY~ BRIG-ADE ITTTLLICrBNCB OF^TCBR, 
HEADQUARTERS, SECC ") y-'RINE BRIG'DE

SITGTT, CO*.

31 January, 1936.

RESTRICTED

F-2 REPORT

PERIOD 010C_^_27_JAinJARY, TC (TCC. 31 J'NU'RY, 1936.

1. Operations

Although the Japanese attackers are maintaining a 
steady pressure on Roth the northern and southern sec
tions of the Tsinpu railway there is no evidence that they 
are making any appreciable progress. Tenghsien is still in 
Chinese hands, and the Nipponese column which crossed the 
Grand Canal at Tsinning and is fighting its way southward 
on the motor road toward Kinsiang, has teen effectively 
opposed by a Chinese counter move around its right flank, 
west of the road.

On the southern portion of the railway, the Japanese 
drive has encountered a frontal resistance of such magni
tude as to force them to alter their effort into a. fl*nk- 
ing move east of the railway. Although it hrs teen claimed 

several times that this diversion has caused the evacuation 
of Linhwaikwan and even of Penryn ng, there is every evidence 
that both places are still securelv in Chinese hands, and 
that the Chinese detenses along the north t'-nk of the ITrai 
river are intact.

Raced by a staunch defense on their most important offen
sive, the Japanese command c'nnct te encouraged by the cer
tain knowledge that during the coming two months weather 
conditions will offer a continued and "P^recirtie advantage 
-to the defender.

Intensification of Chinese gu^ .ilia, activities in the 
auinsrn-vooohow region has forced the Japanese to prepare 
f>n expedition for theii exterminât!on.

£ • A dr orc ft

On the 29th, and again on the 3oth, Japanese planes 
carried out extensive bombing flights over the Lunghai 
defense a' '"U. Among the towns attacked were Hsuchcw, Kwei- 
teh, Suhsien and Pengpu.

The principal base for the Soviet "volunteer aircraft 
units is at îknohang. These units are not intermingled with 
ghinese aircraft, but operate separately. 'Ithough no 
accurate figure is available, it is quite probable th°t at 
peast 75 of the Soviet planes are stationed at the Nmchang 
tase.

BOONE,R. A 
Captain, U.S. Ik nine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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.. Apparently the head of 
the Japanese Cotton Millowners’ 
Association ù»» «quested 
that Consul Sokobm 
transmitting a sum of 
the Tsingtao Municipal Adminis 
tration for exPenseoS^r211S 
guarding Japanese cotton milis, 
and the Chinese authorities r 
fused to accept the money. 
Nov. 11, Consul Sokobm replied 
to the Japanese Cotton 
Association, and sent the letter 
to the Embassy at Nanking with 
the request that the matter of 
forwarding it be left to the 
Embassy’s discretion. The Em
bassy did not send the letter. 
I fail to see why this corres
pondence was sent to the Dep’t.
ARR
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NO. 6

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Hankow, February 3, 1938.

co 
in

co

Subject : Request of Director of Japanese Cotton 
Éill-owners* Association of China fo~r~
Assistance of the American consulate 
at Tslngtao.

o

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Sir*:

Washington, D C

I have the honor to

files of the Department,

from the American consul

enclose herewith, for the

copies of two despatches

at Tslngtao relating to a
request made of him by Mr. T. Funatsu, Director of

the Japanese Cotton Millowners* Association in China

(0

(0

that MT. Sokobin be the intermediary in transmitting

correspondence held by him with certain Chinese

authorities. These despatches, although dated in

November

««■■aaMMi. ■.

M 
O) 
co

•n
0

T
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November, did not reach the Embassy until a few days 

ago. The incident seems now to be closed.

In connection with the letter addressed by 

Mr. Sokobin to Mr. Funatsu and enclosed in the later 

of the two despatches with the request that I exercise 

my discretion in the matter of transmitting it, i have 

the honor- to state that I have informed Mr. Sokobin by 

Naval radio that the letter will not be transmitted.

Respectfully yours,

Enclosures

Al. Despatch No. 235, 
from the American 

2. Despatch No. 236, 
from the American

of November 11, 1937, 
Consul at Tsingtao.
of November 13, 1937, 
Consul at Tsingtao.

Original and 4 copies to the Department; 
Copy to Peiping.

704

WRP:MYH
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No. 235

AMERICAN CONSULATE
Tsingtao, china, November 11, 1937.

.subject; Request of Director of Japanese cotton Mill- 
owner’s Association in China for American 
Consulate’s Assistance.

The Honorable STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Nanking, china.

Sir:

I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy 

of a letter dated October 30, 1937, from Mr. T. Funatsu, 

Director of the Japanese Cotton Millowners* Association 
in China, together with a copy of this consulate’s reply 

of this date thereto. Mr. Funatsu was Japanese consul 
General in Mukden in 1924-1925 where I was then stationed 

While the responsibility of this consulate for 

delivering the letter which Mr. Funatsu enclosed for 

transmission by me to a Chinese official at this time 

appeared to present a delicate problem, so long as the 

contents of Mr. Yanatsu’s letter wefce made known to this 

office it was not deemed improper for this consulate to 

undertake delivery. I personally perused the letter 

which was typed in Japanese and which was read to me 

in Chinese by Mr. Chou Chia-yen. The letter was couched 

in warm personal expression; after presenting his oompli 

j ments to Mr. Chou, Mr. funatsu went on to explain that 
* he had endeavored to remit through the Osaka Branch of 
! the Bank of China the )25,360 due the Tsingtao Municipal 

' Administration for the expense of the guarding of the

Japanese
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Japanese cotton mills in Tsingtao by the police for 

, the past two months» However, it had not been possible 

; to arrange the remittance from Osaka through the Bank 

1 of china and therefore Mr. Funatsu was arranging to 
I 
| remit the money through the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank- 

j ing corporation to Mr. sokobin. The letter continued i
that Mr. Sokobin enjoyed Hr. Funatsu’s confidence and 

Mr. Chou could be assured that the remittance would 

be satisfactorily handled, ’hile the noney was in pay- 
| ment of the policing expenses ( ) for
! the mills, Mr. Funatsu desired that "on the surface”

( be made to appear otherwise. Mr.

Funatsu closed with the hope that the situation would 

j soon take a turn for the better.

It so happened that I had been informed the evening 

before (November 9) by the local manager of the Yee Tsoong 

Tobacco Company, Mr. L. J. Peoples, American, that he 

had received telegraphic instructions from his Shanghai 

office to pay $25,360 (the amount stipulated in the letter 

to Mr. Chou) to Mr. Chou, Director of the Bureau of 

Social Affairs of the Tsingtao Municipal Administration, 

and that if Mr. Chou were not in Tsingtao, to pay the 

money to the Mayor personally. Mr. peoples inquired 

of me whether it was not true that Mr. Chou was no longer 

Director of the Bureau of social Affairs (this bureau 

handles labor problems • chiefly in the cotton mills)• 

Mr. Chou in fact did relinquish the post of Director of 

the Bureau some two months ago, and considering that 

Mr. Chou is still attached to the Tsingtao Municipal Ad

ministration in the capacity of counselor ( ) a

Ur. peoples
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Mr. peoples was advised, to call on the Mayor and ascertain 

from him to whom the check for the 325,360 should be made 
payable.

The handing of the letter to Mr. chou and the con

versation with Mr. Peoples constitute all the action 

taken by this office in the matter. It may be mentioned 

in passing that although file no. 704 «Representation of 

interests of another country by American or other diplo

matic or consular officers” has been assigned to the 

correspondence, this office has considered that it was not 

in any way assuming the duties contemplated in Section 453 

of the consular Regulations.

Mr. Chou took the opportunity during his call to 

touch on the hostilities in Shanghai and the situation in 

Tsingtao and in Shantung. He appeared to emphasize the 

burning of the Japanese oyoda cotton mill in shanghai 

when the Chinese were driven recently across the soochow 

Creek in the western district, and he mentioned the 

possibility of the destruction of the Japanese mills in 

Tsingtao in the event that hostilities should break out 
■v

here. Mr. Chou expressed the hope that the Japanese would 

«come” or "return to” Tsingtao only after there had been 

a settlement of the present situation; should they ”come” 

to Tsingtao now, l.e. before a settlement, he plainly 

intimated that the Mayor would not leave the Japanese mills 

untouched. Furthermore the Japanese, should they land in 

this city, would have to contend with General Yu’s troops 

and Japanese property would be sure to suffer. Mr. Chou 

stated he had many Japanese friends ( I believe his wife 

is Japanese) and he wished to see Tsingtao remain unscathed

he
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he hoped that the Japanese night again soon take up their 

residence here on a basis of complete amity. I plainly 

gathered that Mr. Chou fervently hoped there would be 

a Sino-Japanese settlement soon so that Tsingtao \.ould 

not become a scene of military activity. Hr. Chou also 

indicated that relations between the Mayor of Tsingtao and 

General Han Fu-chu were now becoming rather strained and 

that would have an effect on the Mayor’s attitude toward 

the Japanese and their Tsingtao property; furthermore, 

he stated that General Yu Haueh-chung and General Han 

Fu-chu were now becoming rather unfriendly and the situa

tion was complicated. If the Japanese did take Tsinan, 

Tsingtao would certainly be affected and a dangerous 

situation here would then arise. He reiterated his hope 

that all might be settled before Tsingtao became involved, 

but he was not altogether optimistic.

Respectfully yours,

Samuel sokobin, 
American consul.

Original and 5 copies to Embassy, Nanking, 
Copy to Embassy, Helping.

r 
j
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Tsingtao,China, Eoveinber 11,1937.

T. Ftinàt su, E squire, 
P.O.Box 3039, 

shanghai, China.

Dear Mr. Funatsu:

Please do not think that I have unnecessarily 
d layed in replying to your letter of October 30, 
which reached me only a few days ago. yesterday, I 
delivered your letter to MT. Chou Chia-yen whom I 
asked to come to the consulate to take delivery of 
the letter you had written him. Mr. Chou showed me 
the letter and read it to me in Chinese.' W.Chou 
relinouished the post of Director of the Bureau of 
Social ''.ffairs about two months ago and was succeeded 
by Mr. lei Fa-1sang ( -4; ) who was Director
of the Pureay of Education, mr.Ohou is now counselor.

Dear Mr. Funatsu, I thoroughly appreciate the 
great confidence you place in me in writing to the 
Chinese officials that you were remitting $25,360 
through me for delivery to the Tsingtao Municipal 
administration, and it is gratifying that you place 
such trust in me. I now know that your plan was 
changed, and that you remitted the money through the 
Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company instead, for only one or 
two days ago the manager of t hat company requested 
my advice in the matter of the delivery of the $25,360. 
The manager, Mr. 1>. ^.peoples, whoa I think you also 
knew in Mukden, will see the Mayor today in regard to 
the matter and I am sure that everything will go smoothly.

Tsingtao remains quiet and it is the earnest prayer 
of all of us, foreigners and Chinese, in this great 
city, just as I am sure it is your personal hope and 
wish, that we be spared the horrors of warfare. I know 
that your good friends here appreciate your views and 
they would like to see you return to the same peaceful 
and prosperous city, a city untouched by scenes of war

and
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and bloodshed, where friendly relations between all 
nations my exist for all time to cow.

You will be interested to know that my wife 
saw our old friends, Consul General Uohiyama and Mrs. 
Uc iiyaant ln Manila and hed a pleasant hour discussing 
old <'/'

'f “ith kindç :̂.ÿe^onal regards, 

Sinoerê^z^rouçs,

factuel tokobin
'^téi-ican. Consul*

?

:.4«

3 - ' <â

«
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THE JAPANESE COTTON MBXO’.WCR’S ASSOCIATION IN CHINA

ROOM NO. 51
The Yokohama specie Bank Building

24 The Bund, shanghai,

Tel. Director’s 16669
General office 15068-9

T. A. saikabo p. o. Box 3039 shanghai, October 30th, 1937.

Mr. s. sokobin,
U.S.A. Consul-General, 
T S I N G T A 0.

Dear Mr. SOKOBIN,

It is a long time since I saw you last, and I trust 

you are as well as ever. As for myself, I feel hsppy to 

state that I am in quite an excellent health. I had been 

expected to call at your port, and I had mind to pay you a 

visit, but, to my regret, it became unable for me to do so 

owing to the occurence of present trouble.

Now, Mr. sokobin, there is a matter I should like to 

ask your favour. I am enclosing herewith a letter to my 

Chinese friends of your city, perhaps you are also acquainted 

with them. ,ould you kindly hand the same to either Mr.

Chow oha Yen, chief of the Bureau of social Affiars, or 

Mr. young, councillor of the Tsingtao city Government ?

I am very sorry troubling you, but I am compelled to 

ask your kind assistance, as it is afraid any mails addressed 

to Chinese from us might be unable to be safely delivered 

now.

Thanking you in anticipation,

I am, dear Mr. sokobin, 

Yours very sincerely,

r i T. ÏUNATSU
| a true cop?.' w ;

[i: igned orig-1.
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AMERICA CONSULATS 

Tsingtao, china, November 13, 1937.

subject: Request of Director of Japanese cotton Mill
owners» association of china for American 
Consulate’s Assistance.

The Honorable

Nelson Trusler Johnson, 

American Ambassador, 

Hanking, china.

nir:

I have the honor to refer to this consulate’s 

despatch No. 235 of November 11, on the above subject, 

and to report that I have been informed by Mr. Chou 

Chia-yen that the Tsingtao Municipal Administration re

fused to accept the remittance of $25,360*which the 

Japanese Cotton Millowners’ Association had made through 

the local office of the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company. 

It is my understanding that Mr. Peoples, the Manager of 

this company, sent his Chinese assistant (a graduate of 

an American university) to consult with the Director of 

the Bureau of social Affairs, who, following the consul

tation with the Mayor, informed the Yee Tsoong Tobacco 

Company that "in the present circumstances" the munici

pality could not accept the money. I am further informed 

that Mr. peoples and his Chinese assistant do not in 

fact know for what purpose the remittance had been made.

Mr. Chou chia-yen came to this office to ask that 

in the event that I did write to Mr. Funatsu again, I 

should inform him that the Chinese would not accept the 
remittance
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remittance at this tine but that later a bill would be 

presented. I stated that I did not care to have any

thing further to do with the matter other than to aok- 

ncwledge Mr. Funatsu*s letter. My reply of November 11 

to Mr. Funatau xvae shown to Mr. Chou who was entirely 

satisfied therewith. After further consideration of the 

(flatter I am enclosing ;r>y reply of November 11 to Mr. 

Funatsu with the request that it be left to the Embassy’s 

discretion whether or not it be delivered to Mr. Funatsu.

Respectfully yours,

Saiauel sokobin, 
American Consul.

Enclosure:
1. cover addressed to Mr. Funatau

Original and 5 copies to EM)assy, Nanking, 
Copy to Embassy, pelping.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see „9^i0G2*a^Gantcm/llft

from Caatax___
TO

for----- Deapetafe -^05- -te Jâsbeteflr» Haafcew

( Xinnell-- ) dated- jpefe. U&<193e
NAME i—U27 op®

REGARDING’. (0CMJapanese relations with China: e
Interest in Hainan displayed by Japanese Navy in early Novembers 
Increased Japanese Naval activity in exploration of coastal 
waters and landings on Delta Islands. Character of Japanese 
Island Operations and Chinese resistance. Renewed Japanese 
interest in Hainan followed by significant French Naval action. w 
tonotonous Japanese air raiding^ et cetera.

œ 
co M
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3. Wx1. helutlôn.4 with Japan*  * * § 
(a) .te.

’f&val"’activitiesi telerrcaa of hov.. 11, 4’ p.a.j 07 "S'
IS, 4 p.a.; 30,4 p.ss.{ Dec. 3, 4 p,m.j S,S p.ta.jll, 4 p.m.j'
13, 5 ;..a.j 1S,S p.m.j SO,3 p.w.j £3, 7 p.a.jg0, 4 p.a. and
§ j.n.
,Wial activities: TtW®« of J,of.3,8 p.m.;4,& p.;a.jll,4 p.'a.J 
£4,3 p.;r..;£5,4 j.,n.;SÔ,4 p.a.; B9,n<-cnj 30,4 p.n.jliec. 2,4 p. 
3,4 p.®.;3,4 p.a.jS,5 p.M.jU,< p^.jl3,5 p.a.:15,MuonjlO,5 p.«. 
18,3 p.K.j2C,5 p.æ.;æi,7 p.BMS8,5 p.a.j30,5 p.n.|31,3 p.ra.J

If, t>r.ly Tqy.v,.Jer.
Th« flJMt two weXs of ftovœber were exceptionally ^ulet 

froa th® p'^lnt of Japanese naval activity 4u® to the ubacnee 

at ^h&asjtal or elMnvher» of a oonaiderable portion of th® 

thirty or »c Japanc®» wsr&hlpa which had be®n cperatinc off 

Kwan&tuag • Io»» ecneern. wai evidenced by th® Chlfi®«® anther!- 
tiea over Hainan «nd western ^wangtung ew s. result of the 

oc&aefitratiOE U th»**  waters of && exceptionally lare® propor
tion of th® regaining vrssela. ,>ith th® exception, howaver, 

of oeooional despatch of planes for overland reoornaiasarc®, 

the
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the vessels apparently confined their activities to patrolling 
of th® coasts.

gjLCQafetelJ^tcrja. oft I^SSSGT
....out the mi-.ldle of i'cwakr, following th® fall of 

..ihoixcual, the v-arehifS which had gone north evidently returned 
to their South Chinn assignments, and -luring the next few weks 

t.u-.;-e was v®ry triced new activity on the part of the Japanese 

;-.avy in exploring the waters and 1»lande bordering the .iwaxjg* 
tung aInland - particularly those of and near the lower Vest 

Liver welta along the coasts of ?o On cmut&ahan ( 4-> )
..«ui'H-.d CiUJcàl ToldhiU» ( dlstrleta.

These operations appeared related to a plamel early attempt 
at lui-fi® scale invasion, aince, aside fro® their objective of 

Obtaining free» ••■fcter and other provisions for ixsnediate use, 

>,nay apparently involved, the sounding of ooautal waters over 
v.-i.U area», utilisation of the Islands as centers of esplanade

on the neighborIng »ainland, an A the occupation of several 
inlands on s fairly ambitious scale which In »« instances 

and 
enuiled the reported building of wharves/setting up of large 

«u.’i-ly uspota»
according to available Infomttlon, the only Kwan^tung 

coastal island of any importance in the hands of the Japanese 
at the begirding of Koveaber was Hopao ^j) 30 mile» 

southwest of ;..'.»cao), which they had seised in early October 

and reportedly developed for use as a seaplane base. From 

the Middle of tovomber to early December, Japanese mrinee 

aade landings on acvurel «sore of the string of islands which, 
including Hopao, extend from Eecac westward across th* lower 

«est alver delta and beyond, along th® adjacent Tolahan section
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of the w»t central Kwaxv’tung coast. Th® i^re important of 

such landings wre t.hbue Mkde on haulun about
November l»th and aan Chau ( ^'XK';S aM .».angchuan (maint 

John’s, Jljlj)3 » Nownber 2Mh. The forcea of mrines 

landed oxi these three ;..l'.nùs we In each outo apparently 

.maintained and Increased duritxg a period of awml weeks; 

and available infurrsaticn indicates that the invaders set 
out to establish ut Ift&at temporary bases of aotie sort.

^cording to a :-ortuyxwjsc official source, the preparations 

en Sen Chau w, c particularly extensive and the Japanese 
jaarlx.es and other arned forces there nurdsered about two 
thousand by the Mddle of £ieco:’4*r •

Landings were also mde on Taltes (Leper Island, )« 

and reportedly ^angkaa about hevember 13th, ,*’ala-
chuan ( H| )® or Kovmber 30th*, and « ember of «.all 

islets; but ;?.& for as could be learned, they wit exploratory 
only, und the lax^dli^ parties w* withdrew within a few days.

According to pr^ss despatches, asreral hundred Japanese 
mrixes wie also landed on «elchew Island ( îjfj '^), lyin< ■ 

between Pakhcl and Hainan, on L'ovenber 10th, and J.tirge quanti

ties of aunltlona were landed there during th® following week. 

Attempts to verify these reports freo local Chinese official 

source» elicited only th» reply that a landing of sone sort 

had probably been «aade.

________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________

1. 25 niles southwest of Maceo, 4. 36 miles southwest of Macao,
â.lfi* " " * 5. 6 " “ * "
3. SO* ” * * 5, 60 • * * ”
♦According to soae reports, an unusually spirited defence of 
thio island prevented the Japanese from even effecting a 
landing.

jaarlx.es
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■■seordlDg to Infomation which oculd be obtained, th* J- 
delta inlands - Ihangohuan, KauUn and 3hn Cliau - 

«hlch were apparently being prepai-ed « bsses, *are rather 
«n/ddenly evacuated by the Japanese between yecember 20th and 
3Cth, U-^vlng only llopao, and .possibly alehc* in the west, 
still in Japanese occupation at the and of the month.

U) Ohapct^.. of Jaï^ç^_Ifilax4. OpcratW* ^Æ..CAU^ae

The attempted Japanese landing* on coastal islands wre 
sometime* resisted and in a few instances reportedly repelled 
by the «mil forces of reaee ‘reservation Guards or villas 
siilitia entrusted with th® islands’ -efvnc®. The Chinese 
press vividly played up tte resistance offered as well as 
alleged atrocities remitted by the Japanese or. th© island 
populations, snd in soet causa it was impossible to obtain 
reliable infomation as to actually tooU place. As 
far a* could be learned, it appeared that the Japanese usually 
treated the islanders «©dcrately well «a long as the latter 
offered no resistance and complied with their demnda for 
provisions and other assistance, but employed drastic punitive 
measure* when the opposite was the ease. The following brief 
account of the occupation of Ghangchvan (st. John’s), based 
on reports received free missionary sources supplemnted by 
l&fonaatluu in the sore reliable newspaper*, is believed to 
provide a substantially accurate picture of a fairly typical 
episode In South China’» miniature island hostilities:

On Kcvenber ââth æveral Japauwae warships appeared 
off bhangchuan and put out four «mall boats carrying a 
total ef about 300 mrines. .^proaehing the island at 
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differ «at pointa on its coast, three of the boats were able 

to land without meeting any reuistiuieo. The is&riuea proceed
ed ua;.orc, displaying white flag®, and distributed to the 

frlfeiitcuod natives they could find printed proclamtlon» 
In Chlncaa reading, ti-unalated, as follows:*

“The Imperial Japanese Naval Germander hereby 
details rarines to land at tills Island for the 
purpose of survey. Our mrir.es are x.ot to ..tolost 
the local law abiding eitiaexxs or cause them to 
suffer any lose or damage. local law abiding clti- 
rsna should have confidence in th® activities of 
the Imperial lapeneae Navy and should carry on 
their pursuite as usual. Should they resist our 
so Idlers, destroy our work, disobey or-Ure, aproad 
r uxors or comjnlt arsoo and robbery, they will be 
severely dealt with according to military law,

’’Imperial Japanese Naval Comander* 
“Dated Chao ho, l£th Year, November S8."

The fourth landing party had meanwhile been fired upon by 
the local Peace Irwsvrvation Guards and effected their 

landing forcibly under cover of a light bombardment by the 
warships* guns and one or two planes. after consolidating 
their forces, the mrlnes set about procuring all the 

food supplies they could get hold of, at first paying 

therefor. Most of the populace had, however, fled fro» 

the islands and those who remained, reportedly under 

instructions from their officials, began to elate inability 

to sell more supplies. Th© Japanese thereupon ootoaenced 

to loot whatever they could find. Meanwhile the Peace 
Preservation Guard», who had retired to the other side of 

the island, returned to attack the invaders. Pinny engage

ments were fought during the next few days, the conclusion 

of which found the Japanese more firmly entrenched on a 

largely deserted island. Three weeks followed during 
which

One of the proclamtions was furnished to the Consulate 
General by a missionary source.

mrir.es
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which the Japanese apparently busy preparing & U&m of 
aofs© sort. Their evacuatinx. of the island ww suddenly
cnrr. «icoâ L'ecevbcr 24th, however, and e-jKplt ted two days

later - the Chinese .-dlitla forces rctvrnir^ In tine to ap«-®d
the de parting aj*greu»ors with patriotic ^unfits.

Jtot before t.'xe close of December the Jappes» J*avy

rcau-ed activity In the lialxmn and western m-a,
and the development took on added Interoat tn consequence of

the irradiate French Teapvnse thereto. Letter® received

from a .reliable ..'xwrlcan scsl-ient of r.oihow reported as

( rJccerpt fro>. lovttr of üece^ber 29th)

’Tor nearly two t&w.tbs we wre not visltfed by the 
Jay® but on day before yesterday & ^enplana appeared 
over Eoihow but after a ten circles it disappeared in 
a northerxily direction, à little later a largs three 
Tunneled cruiser arrived and Oi Cbored. Juat ■ titside 
the harbor Halt. Yesterday -’•.ornlng we ware told that 
Ua» French Consul had tux -uneed that a Frexsch Cruiser 
would arrive e^rly In th® afternoon. Thia proved to 
w nor® than & rus»r for at about 1 p.m. Lt anchored 
within th® harbor ll’.lt. L&at night during the night 
teth disappeared and ao far 1 have not been able to 
find out into what direction.

"The general impression here seeus to b® that the 
Frenob night even corse to th® defence of the Chinees 
foreea h*re :n caa® the Japanese attaeked Hainan. 
Whether there la any basis for this belief we are 
txnable to say. At any rate the coming of the French 
cruiser was welcomed generally, althot<h its earning 
?àay not have any special significance.*

(hkcerpt from letter of January 3rd)
*â warning signal < as given Lu re about an hour aao 

of the presence of « plane In the eastern part of ths 
Island. It was reported by telephone to th® authori
ties. The plane was flying toward the »■ uth. The 
report also stated that a Japanese cruiser ms sighted 
la the Hainan strait near Un-fu point at the eastern 
entrance to the strait.

"The local gxilitory have Just Imparted one dos&en 
large Studebaker trucks frm Bong Xong.
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' th© r>w Year’s dlr liar iven by th© Governor 
of th© Inland to th© msabftrs of hl» ataff and forcir 
©OÊEïunity, ofc® cf th® French Father® who lives at 
Laærfco city was present • II® said tiiat when th® 
Japanese cruiser left her® last beduemhay it «teased 
along the north coast of Hainan and that he heard 
30 oheta firad trofô the ship’s gun®, in the neigh
borhood of Sun Yijsg harbor. Th© local paper reported 
th® next rooming that the attack w as <m Jun;%a at 
Yang Pu harbor.*
Local vmiaaul&r paper®, which carried substantially 

th® story of th® wrehlpa* actions, re ported that two 
French cruiser® had set cut fros fwangchowac, cm proceed
ing to L:4how a® described and the other to th® nearby 
northeast coast of Hainan, in which water© & eaound 
Japanese warship nad appeared.

On Lece&ber SJth th© French cruiser which had visited 

Koihaw put into Hokhol, leaving the satai night. The next 
night a Japan©a© cruiser, understood to have eoæ from 
Hainan, arrived at i-akh^i and passenger® on a ateesr 
leaving the port on th® 31®t heard explosion® which were 
evidently boublng by Japanese planes carried or. the cruiser.

Froas a letter received fro® sn Amrieau resident of 
rakhcl under date of pecetaber ££>th, which is quoted Ln a 
footnote below a> a useful ®mnary of event» at that port*, 
it appear® that this wa® virtually the first hostile 
Japanese operation against western ISwangtung for almost 
three wmth®. (Further raid® on Pakhci, and also on Hoihow, 
followed In early January, as ha® been reported by telegram.) 

 W. .fWWm_______ 
you doubtles® know, Fakhoi and it® neighborhood regain 

comparatively quiet, though September was an upset and anxious 
time, with recurring visit® of ©i.eay warship® end plane®, the 
bmbardmnt of fort®, the machine gunning of a mall inland 
stearnr at anchor, end the burning of «events junk®» However, 
no iocs of life ha® been heard of - so far. „ 

Our principal official, General w fol______ Adalnlstrator
of the 8th Jbmngtung District (whom th® C<x«sandcx of ^CiaâaûMO 
visited at Liracshow sooe mnth® ago), maintain® fixai control in 
this district, and cantinua® noct kind asd helpfulU
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*îor references, see B-l above.
^Totals by months: Kovesber, 20 raids - 4CC bombs (300 in 

last week)•
December, 50 raids - Over 1,000 boobs.

s.hlle Japan’s nuvcl vessels tarried on the blockade 
routine and .minor operations of the nature described, her 
air forces continued, with but brief interxuptlons, to 
raid the «.'.ainlund jaonotoccualy. During November and December, 
in addition to ©eoaslonal cooperation with warships attacking 
coastal islands, Japanese planes mde sone 70 raids over 
Kwungtung and one cnr Kwangai, in the course of which they 
dropped a total of uver 1,400 boats aa well a» indulging in 
a large amount of c-uchlne gunning of ground targets.

Due apparently to th® removal from Kwangtiuag waters to 
:ihangbai of aircraft mother ships needed for participation 
in tne final Shanghai operations, railing tn thia area w»a 
suspended fror. October 25th to Kovex&er 23rd .inclusive except 
for ten æinor raids on the Canton-Kowloon Hallway carried 
cut by a group of three seaplanes front Koveaber 1st to dth 
and on the 18th. following return of the plane carrying snips, 
the raiding was resutxed on l^ovenber 24th and continued on the 
most persistent scale yet attempted. With the exception of 
three days, one or sore raids were mde dally in which the 
participating planes ranged from five to forty-two and 
averaged about 20 in number. In the 3Ô days frc® November 
24th to December Diet inclusive, over 1,300 bombs wre dropped 
in the course of 60 odd raids.# àtost of the raiding was done 
by naval bombers of redluat sise operating in mall groups of 
from two to six planes end sometimes accompanied by one or 
more larger bombers or pursuit planes. Ths planes usually

JB23L
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came froa seaplane carriers or plane bearing cruisers stationed 
near Tongawan slice north of 2<acao) or in the
lower -eat niver delta. (The Chinese presi referred to the 
corn Urs$^5§ end Ir. Kwan^tung coastal waters.).

2.o opposition tc the raiders wa® attempted by the Chinese 
ir force, very few, if any, Chinose pl&r®s being stationed 

In Lwanrtung. The Chinese anti-aircraft guns located at a few 
of the larger cities and more important military objectives 
did useful work in keeping the invaders &t high altitudes but 
made very few hits. The only plane definitely known to have 
been brought down by Chinese firs was a bomber shot down at 
Yingtak on December 11th.

As In October, the principal objectives of th® raiding 
were the railways, particularly the vital Hanko^Cunton-Smg 
£ox< route, sow section of which was attacked in every raid 
sad© over Kwaogtung.

The Caî;tcn-Kicwloon Kallway was subjected to approximately 
03 separate raids and 600 bomba, while th® corresponding figures 
for the Canton-Eankow line amounted to about 45 attacks and at 
least 600 bombs, kith the exception of a few raids in the 
locality of ^heklung (40 miles from Canton) and two or three 
points further north, all raids on the Kowloon line were made 
along the southern section (from 30 to 05 miles from Carton), 
the most consistently bombed portion being that in the region 
of Cheungsuktou Tcngtouhe and Tlntongwel (^3t^«

PracticAly all the raiding of the Hankow line (within the limits 
of Ewangtung Province) was concentrated on the southern half 
between Canton and Yingtek (75 miles from Canton), the heaviest 
bombing being done in the regions of Yingtak, Laltung ( ^.yjSp • 
i’akong, Yuontaia(^7^) and Kwantlen(^$) .Objectives included not only
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railway bridge» and other vital pointa of the tracks, but 
also railway workshops and fetation», locomotives and other 
rolling stock, and various targets in the imedlate vicinity 
of the lines.

Considering the offert expended, Ute raiding of th® lines 
continued to be notably Ineffectual, and care tc oe regarded 
®or© <w a betheruom routine than «s a dreaded aspect of the 
war. Ihw» t»j tie track itself, while frequent, was uwally 
of inconsequential character and rarely so extensive that it 
could not be repaired within a few hours and with surprisingly 
little disturbance of traffic schedules, bally through service 
continued to function on both railways, with the exception of 
a two day interruption (Kovesaber S6-3C) on the Kowloon line 
caused by lucky hits on n bridge mar Tongtouha, and two 
Interruptions of two and four days (Kovmber 25-Ê? and Seccsiber 
1B-S2) on the Hankow route occasioned by cumulative dosage of 
particularly heavy consecutive bcœibing». In the destruction 
of railway stations, workshops and rolling stock, the raiders 
achieved greater though by no <«ean« tapr»»»lve aucoeaa; and 
reports Indicated that attack# on these objective» rather than 

the track itself, wre being resorted to Increcslngly »» the 
«ore effective mean» of hampering commicatlon. host of such 
attack» were relatively haralees frma the point of passenger 
casualtie» and cargo lease», since the passenger» usually had 
ample time to evacuate the trains, and the bulk or important 
war supplies were moved under cover of dorkne»». They wre of 
certain indirect value militarily, however, since, aside from 
causing «case confusion and delay of traffic, they resulted in 
loaaes of vitally needed rolling stock equipment and furthermore 
cauned the authorities drastically to curtail the noraal train
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service lia daylight hour* Ln order to minimize risks.

During the latter half of December serie® of raids 
were also made on the Dunning Hallway», running from near 
itoxMjtscon to th® Toishan coast west of th® delta (December 
13-19, 21, £3 and 25—27) and the short line from Canton to 
^aiashul on the .,e*t Hirer (December 16-18 and 23-24).
Available iufomation indicated that, a* in th® case of
th®, larger linen, railway buildings and rolling stock suffer
ed viore than th® track itself acd service on the Sunning 

Hallway was understood to have beei- particularly seriously 
affected «« a result of th® damaging of most of ita few 
.locomotives.

U) Wogkjftf..MU3Bg

A noteworthy feature c?f th® raiding was the efficiency
and courage displayed by the trail, crews, telegraph operators, 
labor gangs and other personnel iis malntainlag servie® <nd 
repairing damped tracks under the strain of constant bombings.
The repair work was done xnostly by ^groups of villagers recruit
ed at frequent points along the lire who kept themelws always 
ready for call end soon becasse expert* Ln their duties. So 
many of the repairs were necessarily of makeshift nature, 
however, that the condition of the lines deteriorated considerably.

(h) MU&1S .tôMWMTX
Although Japanese planes frequently passed, over Canton 

or its suburbs on their way to and fTosa raiding ©f nearby «es
tions of the Hankow Hallway, only six or seven mid* wre made 
at Gante» • On November 24th a fleet of about 20 planes visit
ed the city and in the fae® of active ground fire hurriedly 
dropped a number of heavy bomb* apparently aiaed at the river 
bridge to Hoxxa® and the terminal station of the Kowloon hallway. 
The bombs all hissed their presumed targets by a very wide
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.Margin and three of them fell In a crowded working class 
dwelling section of Hewn.';* leatroyhig seventy or eighty 
p<.or dwelling# and causing civilian casualties of wt®v 

IOC killed and probably twice that number seriously wounded. 
Ob 26th 13 planes raided the eastern and northern
suburbs of Canton, dropping ab;-ut twenty oc»ba over the two 
military aerodrome, spur railway line and adjacent isilit»4ry 
establishments. 3iail«r raids the earns objectives ware 
carried out on December 2nd, 3th and 17th; and December both 
about 15 boabs wre dropped on the balohusu (northwest) 
industrial section ©f Canton it whleh are located the city*# 
principal factories, new power house, water works, ai. arm® 
depot and several ..,tiwr idner military co;.cer;tr»tXor.a.
These raids wc:e v%ry unsuccessful from a military point of 
view, their total aceompllshjsents apparently being curf Ined 
practically to the destruction of one grounded Chinese plane 
on December 5th, a disastrous hit on the îleiehuan military 
hospital and aowe non-coabatant ca®ualtie» and property

aa..u<?hgw. a.Xrcr.aft'.factory end Cthex-MUtm

at Shl'uohow (northern Kwru'tutg),

iGases•

(i)

The
which had already bee®, tlse target for over ISC bomba, was 
heavily bombed on Daceaber 10th and further raided on the 
12th and 19th. while some damage was reported, op&ratien
of the factory was not stopped. Muwtpoa and fîocea Tigris 
forts w»re also raided one or more ttae», as wre the 
military airfields at Chungfa ( rôUû, 30 ;dl»« northeast 

of Canton) and Makaha ( bocea Tigris). Other
places attacked Included ^ayucn the Canton-Hunan
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highway, 3hiuhing u; th» «est Kivsr, and 1’ieshung (<lj^)

near We Awar4jtung-jhaiar<-.'dttng®i border, all of which appear 
to be sit®» of military ba.i®s of a©;-.:» sort.

U) ,J9r/tokXfea;
0« leoembor 19th «Japanese plane® carried out ®. raid 

over K*>angsi  for the first time. A fl»at of ten bomber®, 
accompanied by one pur wit plane, appeared at ftuchow and 
dropped about twenty Mm on the airfield, Xta&ege of 
coiisefjiernce was confined to destruction, by fire ignited 
from boat fragment», of a avlitary empty hangar on th® field. 
One other b«b wna dropped at an unascertained objective in 
tiie city, causlxg four civilian caaualtiee.

*Th® Chinese tendency to conceal presence of solitary object 
tives wa® well illustrated in the case of the bombing of the 
site of the Union Moraal ■.Mshofll, Canton, on December 30th 
(telegram of Dec. 51, 5 p.a.), Chinese reports making no 
mention of the troop® quartered on the site.

U)
.vhile it was evident that the raiding of the railway 

Urea and other strategic objectives ms relatively ineffec
tive fr-oa a military point cf view, the cumulative loss of 
life and property auetalned by the numerous repeatedly attacked 
twns and village® and land and water cara.-.uulcation® was cf 
course considerable• Since Chlreae reports ««Idea disclosed 
military objective;® of the raid®, and alnco reliable first 
hand ccnfiraation of alleged attacks o® nan-^llitary objec
tives w>.® rarely available» it continued to be impossible 
to estimate to what extent the invedera were confining their 
raiding to Mliterily Justified targets and in what degree the 
destruction of noxi-conbataxit life and properties reported by 
the press and other sources was incidental to attacks op such 
target».*  It w«a certaii., however, that Japanese aviator»

frequently
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frequently iucd their machine puna over thickly populated 
Areas, well as on trains i. 1. eluding pas^o^’er) and river 
junks, thus deneiuitrating at least s reckless indifference 
to juxn-conbatant loaaes. In the absence of complete published 
statistics, it appeared that total civilian casualties caused 
by air raiding in i<ovembe3* and Decersber must have included 
well over a thousand deaths. Jfaval punitive action araiMt 
coastal fishing Junks, for failure to outeilt to search or 
less Justifiable reasons, probably Accounted for at least 
several hundred wore.

U)

Th^re appealed good reason to believe that, fro» the 
point of its psychological effect on th© Chineae public, the 
air raiding ms proving acre of an asset to China than to 
Japan. Instead of wearing down their ja^rale, repeated raiding 
developed a fueling of indifference ir. the populace which 
contrasted strikingly with the nervous -read nt first mnlfsat
ed. Ths principal effect was to keep alive popular hatred 
of Japan and thua facilitate recruiting and war chest assess- 
ments. both officials and miasloner les averred that bomba 
were doing more than any propagande could to develop war 
enthusiasm in Interior towns Whose populations previously had 
but the vaguest conceptions of the significance of the war, 

to MW.om.MS&r?
Japan’s successive occupation of Shanghai end hanking 

revived the femurs of the local Chinees authorities that she 
would next undertake a large scale Invasion of J&m&gtung for 
the primary ^urpoae of cutting the Bong Xong-Canton-lbinkow 

railway

“Telegrams of hov. so, 4 p^.j Dec, Id, » p,a.j 18, 5 pjs.j 
80» 5 p.m.j 83, 7 p,a,j 38, 4 p,».j Jan, 4, 4 p,st*
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railway rout© and .stopping the flow of foreign mnitions 
Import®d through Kong Kong. Such fears wore heightened in 
th© latter part of November in ©onae^uence of intelligence 
ieporta that several .ilvlalone of Japanese troops had landed 
in Poowsa, and of the sudden new activity of the Japanese 
havy in exploratory operations along the Kwangtung coast 
and the netting up of oases and supply depots on sow of 

the larger delta islands» On December 17th apparently 
authoritative Information was received that a large nmber 
of Japanese troops had left Shanghai for the south; and, 
accord trig to local Chinese official sources, 30,0C:.' Japanese 
troops fro» Shanghai landed at Formosa about th® Slat for 
organization as an expeditionary force to ^outh Chin®.
Several well informed foreign çuarters, including apparently 
Hong Kong military and naval intelligence, shared the Chinese 
view that Invasion was definitely tar inent and sow wnt so 
far as to predict that it would be launched on December Mth. 

Th® tactles of Japanese air forces were such as rdlght be 
expected to prelude invasion. from December 17th to 84th 
Japanese plane* engaged in an unusual amount of scouting over 
the delta, JUst River ùnd other strategic areas. Canton 
officials, while publicly assuring the people of the enemy’s 
inability to invade Kwangtung, took the precaution of sending 
their families away from th® city; and it wax reliably learned 

that on or about December S3rd aany government establishment» 
at Canton were told to stand by for removal of their offices 

from the city in two days.

(n)
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^‘TelegrïuwB of >tav. BO, 4 p.ra.j SO. 4 p.a.jbco. 3, 4 p.«.;
16, 8 r.n.i Jan. 4, 6 p.m.j 6, .Mdright.
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The invaslo:: did hM saVrialiae. ucœ tlsa® between 

December -3rd ,i:M .Mth informtion was receivt-d by the 
Ghinsse authurltiee - and also British Intel:lienee at 

Eong siong - which satisfied thes that «Ta-,.-nt had abandoned 

her plan for the tiae beixsg. There w.® a r^ked dc-creaae 
is Japanese activity on '{.wn^Sx^ oo-:»tal 5 Monde, and, 

according to local Chinese wiiroes, the ti-oops at Fomo*a  
destined for üüuth Chine were suddenly >csputct*.«d  to 

&»nahurie. The apparent sudden alteration of Japan’s plans 
was variously ascribed to the outbreak of trouble at Talngtao, 
the tensity of Japan1® relation.® xlth Sritahi and ;xnt?ric& 

resulting frcws. attack» on their warships In the Yangtse, and 
the ccuclualoji of a secret Mnc-liusMan agreement.

ÂMlancr.Wks». tes and Troox. AelxifQro^n.M‘ * 
£xpcHJtfetlo& of Invasion was reflected by feverish Chinese 

prepsrf'ations for the defence of Ewauagtung. The bceea Tigris 

fortification- were rearranged and reportedly strengthened 

by new and heavier batterie», available Infornatioxi Indicated 

that coastal defences, particularly in the Mas üay, ielta, 

Toiahan and Luichow Peninsula sections were beli< hastily 
improved by the construction of numerous concrete mehlxse gun 

pill boxes, gun enplacomuts and trench aystwas| and similar 

works were undertaken along the lower last River and other 

imediste approaches to Garten, .xti-aircxeft defences wre 
strengthened by the acquisition of a considerable number of 

ne^
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naw guns; the arrival of x»w field artillery was reliably 
reported; aiwi ax tillcry practice uns frequently held near 
Canton. Troops of General 14 nun-hur. Ù; the :w&tow
um ( including 155th Division) <mre secretly rushed westward 
tc reinforce the bias bay am Laichow defence force» and 
traveller® froa that region reported It very heavily garrisoned. 
General Huang Tao’a i LSTth livlÿloîj at jaoy was ®oved
to Eastern Kwengtung to replace General Li’s troops end a 
Central Oovernwcnt division froa Chekiang (75th) wu reported 
to have been ^ent to take over the .jsiuy area. The garrisons 
cf the delta district» end adjacent coaatal areas and Canton 

itself were siMlarly reinforced, apparently by Kwangtung 
regular* brought frer. the weat and north and newly ferrwd 
militia unite; and the Kwa^ai force» responsible for the 
defence of western Zwaûf:;tung were reportedly augmented by 
several new Xwpl xllitla units. Best Irforaatlcw Indicated 
that Chinese forces in »wtusL> ( i: eluding Hainan Island) 
utilisable for defence consisted by the end. of Dwcesxber of 
about 120,000 Kwangtung regular®*, 30,000 K^angal troops** 
and 200,000 Bmngtung sllltia and Paeantui of doubtful quality 
but sufficiently organised and aracd for uee as reserves. In 
addition, large forces of trained militia reearvee moblllaed 
in Zwangei were understood to be available In an «aergeacy.

.

Luring the first half of ^ovtsaber another Kwangtung 
/nsy Corps, consisting of the 154th and 150th Divisions and

full ü'ïvlaïon» / 4 Indépendant ïirlgadea, 4 brigades 'fersei' 
as cadres of tlivialona sent to the front, artillery rogl- 
«sent», et cetera.

♦♦About <3 division® understood to be cadre units of regular 
divisions *«nt to front, ^ade up chiefly of militia troops.

/Telegrams af Nov. a, 5 p.n.; 13, &>©n; 20, 4 p.u.; 30, 4 pls..; 
Dee. 3, 4 p.».; 3, 4 p.&.;Jan. 6, $ p.». and midnight.
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apparently a brigade of the ISlat Division, s®nt to the 

Shanghai front under the ewmi of Ueutenant-Genaral T*eng 
Lwg-kuong (^H^,)» llout<mant-Genc'ral rsiang Fan-p*ing 

( /» '*lce Co-juor.lejx of the fourth .-i>ute r<r.v, x*lso

-'Accompanied taene tmlta for t^e announced ..»arto3« of supervis
ing tkalr djul ct;.cr Cant no .c troopa* ûpvrations iu the 

abaagji*! >.trea, Tne deapntch to the fangtee or îsljxpu front 
of the new Kwangs1 militia 31»t .-ruy Corps, believed v- inelude 

at least tarse divisions, wa also completed at about the same 

tient» from Ir.forrautlori furnished by local Kwan^tung and 

Sfcai^jal official aourcea, it appeared that these saoveraente 

brought the total KWaxx^ttw end rwangel or-.'.anlned forces sent 
t-' the front to approxlaataly six and twelve divisions respec

tively» as far as learned, no other JSwaB^tung or ;-;wa»r,»i 
unite «ere sent north tn Bcwaler and December, but th® 
ectserlptlon &n<l despatch t^ the front of replacement troops 
continued in heavy volume. Meanwhile, with the fall of 

Shanghai and banking, the raleins of enemoua abv andM for 
war service wu accelerated In both Kwangtung and Kwcn^al, 
ccordiiig to an official source, asm 700,000 xallltia had b^en 

enrolled and were being given sow form of training in Kwang- 
tung by the end of Decemberj and the local Kwangal repreeent®- 

tlve stated ir. early January that 300,000 Kwangsi trained 
lallitia reserves had partly completed a second ’’advanced*’ 

course of training preparatory to despatch to the front aa 

replaosænta or new units,

k) Sold .C0Actruo.tio&. of .^trftt«dft .Æo^ifilfiaUaBa* 

Spurred by the threat of Japanese invasion, construction 

and irsprovesaeHt of strategic eosmunioatluns also proceeded 

with a rapidity which could never be approached in peace time, 
hew teportsM highways reliably reported as completed by the 

end

'of'l'<'®c."“IT', 4 ifah, 'd, 4 p.m»f 'IS",- '$ T "'"'
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*Telegrasn» of November 20, 4 p.m.; Deo. 4, 4 p^a.; Jan. 4, 4 p.®

•nd of December included! two north-south highway» connecting 
Canton and Aaichew with lliangsi and Hunan and the latter 
Hrcvlnoes*  trunk roads to Hankow and other important cities 
of Central China; a (abound) highway from Canton to the Hong 
Kong border; a road from Boeea Tigris to Canton; and a system 
of highway» fro& the principal ihwwigsl cities ©onverging on 
Pakhoi and other western Kwngtung coastal points. It was 
also reliably canflrmd that great nuubera of Laborers were 

rushing construction of th® railway fro» EWeilin to southern 
Hunan, teprovcmnt of the Kweilin-Hanoi highway, and construc
tion of a road fr» Canton tc Cmshui and other links of roads 
which are planned shortly to connect Kwangtung and Kwangs!•

According to a high local Chlne&e official associated with 
the highway development proejram, on® hundred thousand laborer® 
were employed on the Canton-Hong Kong highway alone, and this 
and »ost of the other Kwungtung roads constructed since the 
comenceraent of hostilities wre built at a fraction of the 
norml cost since moat of the labor was per form d by villager» 
along the routes who were not paid in mney but were only too 
glad to work in return for two male a day and assurance» that 
the road was an *antl-Japanese  highway".

Despite constant bombing» of the line, imported munitions 
and other military supplies of every description continued to 

be shipped northword over the Hoag iù»ng-C«mton-Hankow «ailwey 
in anormus volume. The highway» froia Canton to Bong Kong 
and the north were also used increasingly by motor truck 

caravans. Travelers who inspected the Kweilin-Hanoi highway 

in late December, however, reported that, while obviously
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prepared for aim itions inportation purposes, there was no 
evidence that, that route had thus far been so utilised to 
(ixiy important oxtent.

U) »♦,*?. o^toit and Atar.j&UAQrtXag .Act.lvit.le» to Jfrrate&URg* 
Loyalty t'»- the Central Governmnt and popular supïsort of 

the war ©entlimed apparently unweakaosd at Canton. The authori
ties and publie not only showed no sign» of defeatisn over the 
fell of Shanghai and banking, out evinced a feeling of great 
relief upon. receipt of tofermtion that thea© loaae^ had not 
affected th© Central OoverBwnt1 a a© termination to continue the 
war, Reported peace wva® Uy Occidental nations ware greeted 
with hostility and repeated doctorat Ioijb that peace negotiation» 
could not be considered until Japan had evacuated all occupied 
Chinese territory. 3y daily press editorial» and frequent 
public ata teraent s by high officials, the people were constantly 
admonished of the necessity of remain tog undiscouraged by 
"satoor* reverses and of each doing his bit, by military servie» 
or othorwi»», to support the Goverwaent in its program of 
prolonged resistance until the final victory c uld be obtained. 
Optimises rather than pessimism over the loss of coastal cities 
was urged on the ground that the war, to spreading over continual 
ly enlarging areas, was entering a new and raore promising phase 
of résistance strategy which would exhaust Japan*» resources and 
at the sas» time involve her to increasing International com
plications.

In the interior of Kwsngtung support of the war appeared 
to vary, according to area, froa strong to indifferent.

£â£.

•Telegram of Kov. 12, S p«a.| J>eo. 3» < P*m.j 11, < p^*.|
15, .^con; Id, 5 p.ra.j IS, 5 p«n.
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jïar supporting activities In Kmngtung, while from 
impressive if unfairly judged on the standard» of » modem 
technically equipped and nationally super-conwcloua country, 
at Least showed progress and aigns of Improving organisation. 
To provide more effective coordination and direction of such 
activities, a combined Council of the highest military, civil 
und party officials wæü formed on November 1st, with separate 
coKalttees assigned to supervise different sphere* of work. 
Bore or leas was achieved in the way of procurerait of .wdlc&l 
supplie* and ambulances, preparation» for the hospitalisation 
and evacuation of wounded soldiers, construction of sir shelters, 
expansion of facilities for core of refugees from the north, 
training of seml-Bllitary bodice for various duties, and the 
preparation of stuffed coats and bandage materials for soldiers 
at the front. The .Provincial authorities continued to do good 
work In their war program of conserving food supplies and 
Increasing production of basic foodstuffs such as rice and 
beans at the expense of cash crops such «s su^ar-canc and 
tobacco.

By the nlidle of Koveaber the total of National Salvation 
Bonds actually paid for amounted to only about No$2,000,000 of 
the $60,000,000 quota assigned to the Province. A acre energetic 
campaign, assisted by repeated official and press appeals, was 
then Instituted, which by the end of December had brought the 
total proceeds actually received and remitted to Nanking to 
approximately $12,000,000. The Interior districts made a 
relatively better showing than the city of Canton, and rich 
Canton merchants were reported to be chiefly responsible for 
Canton*a deficiency despite frequent press attacks on *»ilLionair» 
slackers*’, failure of the Central Oovemnent to allot planes for
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defence of Kwangtvng and It® promise of but £S$ of the 

Kwangtung bond proceeds for us® tn the province undoubtedly 

affected the campaign unfavorably. In DccenLor the Provincial 

authorities c^rsBcnced a separate drive for |10,COC,C00 to buy 

planes for Canton, which was repurtudly approved by the Central 

Goverr^ent on condition that It should not Interfere with the 

Kationul salvation Bond campaign.

(t) Âw^»L-kfttr.latiaR and arnelmwy*
Information obtained froti th® Kwaagsi press and travellers 

returning from Kwangai continued to indicate that war activities 

were being pushed in that province with a patriotism, efficiency 

and unity of effort excelling that of Ewangtung. Observer» 

attributed thia to the great personal loyalty of the Kwangsl 

populace to Oeneralu Lai Chuag-hai and Li Tsung Jen, their 

political training a®d patriotism developed mainly through the 

province*» excellent citizens’ militia system, and the effective 

dictatorial organisation of the government. Patriotic men 

meetings and addressee by the Provincial authorlti®« were alraoet 

a dally occurrence, work on useful eccnomlc project» w« pushed 

in addition te the raising of armies. Even warn were orgarized 

for war service and considerable numbers of them w«re sent to 

the front.

.etlvity of spies and traitors was combatted energetically. 
Japanese secret agents were reported very efficient In obtaining 
information, particularly in regard to the results of air raids, 
but appeared to achieve little success lx sabotage and propaganda 
work. Executions were frequent, among those executed being the 

cowan der

♦Telegrams of Nov. 12, 5 ?•«.’, Bee. 18, 5 p^s.
/Telegrams of Bee. 11, 4 p.si.; Id, 5 p,m.) Id, 3 p.m
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colander of the gunboat CH,u> HQ, who had abandoned his ship 
without a fight under an attack Made In «.«epteiwbor by Japanese 
planes. Large numbers of suspects ewe wrested. and kept in 
prison for Indefinite periods awaiting trial.

Following the fall of hanking, the Kwanetung authorities, 
with a view to more offset tvs combatting of traitors and peace 
advocates and the strengthening of popular war spirit, co.-a-anc©d 
to encourage organisation of students* and young sen* a propaganda 
work. A number of war supporting and. "traitor purging** ««tings 
and demonstrations led by students were held at Canton, and a 
program of student propaganda. work in the interior was formulated. 
Speeches by leftist "Intellectuals'1 .‘arriving from Shanghai, 
including Chiang Sal-hal, provided added Iapetus to such 
activities.

.salst&uce by students was also resorted to by the 
Kwangui authorities; and nn array of 300 students specially 
trained for propaganda and seml-allltary work was sent to 
the front to encourage the Xwangsi forces.

(v) .MtteSM*
Xn late December, under instructions from the Central 

Qcvernraeat, steps were taken ir. both Kwaiv^tung and Brangs! 
to organise an ambitious movement best describable as 
mrtiallzetion of the msses. The progrm apparently contemplated 
the arming of huge numbers of peasants Vitoughout the interior 
and their military and political training t© prepare the» for 
use as guerrilla forces.
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TELEGRAM

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

GRAY

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated March lp, 1938

422, March 19, 3 p.m.
//»0f

My 412/ March 17, 5 p.m,

Japanese offensive operations in Southern Shantung 

are reported to have resulted in the capture of Tenghsien 

on the Tsinpu Railway and Tsaochwang spur. To the west 

of the Railway the Japanese ane reported to he meeting 

stiff opposition in the vicinity of Kiasiang. Entire 

Japanese division is being used in mopping up operations 

against Chinese guerrillas in the Taihu Lake area. 

Japanese force which landed south of Nantungchow on 

March 17 occupied that city a few hours later. Japanese 

ban on navigation in that vicinity lifted the same day^
ktDuring the last few days trucks containing armed 3

Japanese soldiers and members of the naval landing partJÿ1 
have again been attempting to pass through the American^ 

sector. Protests have been made by the commanding officer 

of the 4th Marines to both the Japanese military and 

naval authorities. The matter is now being negotiated 

and an amicable settlement is hoped for in the near

futur e, Repeated to Hankow and Peiping

GAUSS
GW:RR

793.94/12683
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG From GRAY

Peiping via N.R

Secretary of State

Washington

178, March 19 11 a.m,

Jiated March

Rec’d 4 a.m

19, 1938

One: Available information indicates that TETauchi 

will shortly be replaced as commander of Japanese forces
Gfi- 2/v j:"

in North China (Embassy’s 48, January 22, 3 p.m.) by 

Koiso, former chief of staff of the Kwantung Army and 

recently commander of forces in Chosen. Regarded as 

a strong officer, Koiso*s transfer may be a step toward 

unification of command of Japanese forces in China in

cluding Manchuria. Although Major General Kita, Chief 

of Special Military Affairs organization in North China, 

was evidently definitely slated a few weeks ago for 

transfer, it is now believed that he may remain.

Two: Some important person, allegedly an uncle 

of the Emperor of Japan, has been visiting Peiping ae 
□D 

during the past week, his identity and movements beings 

shrouded with secrecy. During his visit travel on main_ 
thoroughfares has been frequently suspended for periods^ 

Former Foreign Office spokesman Shiratori has also been 

here. 
Three»

-- ---------------
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-2- #178, March 19, 11 a.m. from Peipi'g via N. R.

Three: Possibly as a result of the above mentioned 

changes and visits, there is a recrudescence of rumors 

of political activities which may affect the provisional 

regime at Peiping. These rumors do not (repeat not) 

envisage any access of power by the Chinese officials 

of the regime. One report is that establishment of a 

regime in Central China will result in the replacing of 

southerners in the Peiping regime with northerners.

This would presumably mean the resignation of Wang Keh 

Min the leading figure in the regime and of two or three 

other chief officials. It is understood that Wang and 

some others would not be reluctant to resign. The find

ing of satisfactory northerners to serve should be 

difficult. Rumors are again current that Wu Pei Fu may

emerge to head the Peiping regime.

Four: Hachisaburo Hirao (Embassy*s 59, January 26, 

2 p.m., paragraph three) arrived at Peiping March 10, 

He is regarded as the highest economic adviser of the 

Japanese forces in North China and highest de facto 

economic adviser of the Peiping regime not yet having 

formally assumed the latter position. According to 

Japanese reports he and Wang Keh Min will head a Sino- 

Japanese economic organ for the direction of economic 

exploitation

—T------ '------------ ------------- '-------- ------------- -------- --- -------------------- ----------------—_
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Exploitation of North China. Added to previously 

reported factors working with economic developments is 

the uncertainty by the issuing of currency by the 

recently established Federal Reserve Bank. During the 

last few days there has been a noticeable rise in 

prices.

Five: Press reports not yet confirmed state that 

the regime at Peiping intends a further downward revision 

of the tariff schedule sometime in May. (Embassy*^ 48, 

January 22, 3 p.m.).

Repeated to Ambassador Hankow. By courier to 

Tokyo.

LOCKHART

CSB
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This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADM) 
NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

FOURTH MARINES

March 19, 1938

Rec’d 9:55 a.m.

793.94/
I 2685

0019. Japanese southward advance Tsinpu front 

reached Lincheng 38 miles north Hsuchowfu. 1844,

RR

T] 
0
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NOTE

SEE_ .S93».Q0„^ARA..Tsingtap/116_ __ ___ for #266 to Embassy, China

from .....Tsingtap....,__________ ( Sokobin_____) dated Feb. 8, 1938
TO NAME 1—1127 are

REGARDING*.
Japanese relations with China:
Occupation of Tsingtao: Japanese reconstruction program:
Japanese relations with Chinese and foreigners.

793.94/ 
12686
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Oa January 10 3.40 p. r. t^a Jap^xeaa roraaa

(inaounoad tba offlalai occupation of Taingtao tor aor» 
than...

•WilWUo-. of
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than four month» of great hesitancy n«o of greater 

puaU ament, the Japanese nigh command seemingly ig

nored the oity of Tsingtao, the fate or woleh from 

the very beginning of hostllitiee was oonstdereo to be 

a foregone conclusion, via;., its occupation by Japan, 

rot until three weoas after the destruction of the 

jap^neee cotton aille did the Japanese ioroes st‘espt 

m landing, wilch could m>ve been accompiiaaed xith e^ual 

eue» &uoh earlier. a neuter despatch frœ» shanghai 
«as published M follows;

"a Japanese ...my spokesman, when saheci if 
ths Japanese troops had been ordered to advance 
on Jsingtwo, replied, 'It is the New Year no* 
end we are in no hurry to take Tsingtao. It 
has no military value.

There were signs, however, pointing to an occupa

tion of Tsingtao 1» the nut distant future, tn lonuny, 

January 3, two Japanese s«n-of-war came within a few 

hundred yard» of the only pier in use at the tine in 

Tsln^tuo, but left ImMdlately. * Then followed on Wed

nesday, January &, a Tokyo broadcast to tiie effect that 

toe Jupsmee Consul General for Tsingtr.o had left Tokyo 

for his Uhlna post. fills bit of news ^uite naturally 

created considerable interest in faingtuo, as the state

ment implied the early occupation of this city and the 

expectation of the Jap Masse that mere would be no 

serious hostilities in this region.** tn Saturday, 

January 8, greater interest wo» aroused by ths appearance 
of...

•Tsingtao*a telegr&a of January 3, dp. »• 
•Tsingtao’» telegram of January 0, J.a. *•
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of some 10 or ia Jtv^nese uen-of-war off th* Tsingtao 

Mort.’ all Saturday afternoon uiw all um,duy the men- 

of-w&r were observed to be, tble aonsulate reported, 

'’patrolling’*®*, although it now appear» that tno Japanese 

vessel* were actually engaged in «me sweeping, «ueh 

wee their oaution and so ®engre were their intelligence 

reports. Coupled with the nativity or the Japanese een- 

or-war, end the aiwounaemcnt of the return of the Japanese 

Canwul General to his poet st Tsingtao, the bombing by 

a jnpuneee Airplane of a hamlet near » Ingtu, &0 elles fro® 

Tsingtao, Indi sated that sn effort to occupy Tsingtao 

would bo aado at an early date,*** an anticipation which 

wa realised within less than hours After the nppear- 

ance of the 10 or 12 nen-of-snr which were engaged in ®ino 

sweeping on Saturday, January 8. On Monday morning, 

January 10, shortly before seven o’clock, it was mde 

very clear that Tsingtao *o';ld fall Into Japonose hanssj 

leaflets advising foreigners to take refuge la the Gdge- 

water Mansions, designated by the foreign consuls as a 

concentration center, were dropped fro® airplanes.

There wore also dropped leaflets advising the Chinese 
of the measures required of thee by the Japanese oosnaand 
for the surrender of Tsingtao, vis.» the hoisting of 
white flags, the seseebling of all arned forces at the 
wharves for surrender, and delegations of représenta
tives “to indicate their sincerity in the natter* 

of.. • 
♦Tsingtao •stelegwi»of January 8. 2 P» «• 
♦♦Tsingtao’» telegrwn of January », < p. »• 
♦**Tsingteo’« telegran of January 8, ô p- » 
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of cooperstion «1 th the Imperial forces.*
Within a few hours it was olenr that the Japanese 

were a««ured that Iwingtuo «*>.» In reality d^atltuts of 

Mhluese forces end was a defenceless city, ah imposing 

&m(U vf some thirty Japanese men-of-wur entered ruing- 

tno’s super harbor. Letachaents of the navul f^ree 

landed 20 Kdlea distent froa the city end it was cap

tured without » shot having been fired*.

v»lth the occupation of Tsingtao little time was lost 

in sending Japanese troops westward along the Tsingtao- 

Tsinan Railway. Un January 13, the army forces were landed 

and a junction was made with the Japanese forces which 

had crossed the Yellow River at Christmas and which had 

moved down the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway toward Tsingtao. 

Th® forces made the Junction at a point about 75 miles 

west from Tsingtao. The Japanese Nagano Unit arrived at 

Tsingtao on January 20, having reached Kaomi on January 13. 

The usefulness of the air field, which the Chinese had gone to 

so much trouble to make unfit as a landing field was also 

restored with no loss of time. In the mean while, consider

able aerial activity on the part of seaplanes from carriers 

in the bay was observed. No fighting of any kind occurred 

at any place nearer than 100-150 miles from Tsingtao.

•Tsingtao*» despatch no. 244 of January lu, 1933, file 
no. BOO, subject; occupation ,a£ lainatno >X
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Japeneae yhtoonatruOlon Jifftgga». >
That the Japi-xnesv Jovernwmt desires the early 

econonlo rehabilitation of Islagtixo as well ns tn® use 

of this port as an aï»> base fro® which to d«spa ted 

troops les swideneet1 by ths fact that the .’!ap^n«we Consul 

-ieneral, with his staff suxh woae IbU leading business- 

aen and industrialists of thio city arrived in Tsingtao 

on s»n-of-wnr and transports woloh entered the harbor 

on January 10, occupation day. The Japanese Oonsui 

General indicated that too Japanese .k/vernramt would 

support the neoeesory aeuaures for the recons trust! on 

and rehabilitation of Japanese Intereste in Tsingtao 

and in shantung; the enomity of their task tn ay rea

lise, but the detoralnstioh of the Japanese that 

feingtao shall onoe again be a thriving and prosperous 

port can not be questioned. Anon g those who arrived 
at Tsingtao on aen-of-vsr was a snail party of rail

way officials fro» the Jx»uth hanohuriaa -iailway and 

also the offleers or the Jap<mesc teoidents Asseoistion. 
The administra non of the harbor eno wharves »sa en

trusted to a Japanese naval of fleer, who had been 

stationed in Tsingtao prior to the evaauatlon of the 
Jep&nose in ^optenber. Iiseediabo efforts were seule 
to restore telegraph and sable facilities which had 
been destroyed by «be Chinese in the last day of 

Peoenber. -<ork was also ojsawneed st once on repairs 

to the railway and although the »srM of reopening 
the line to traffic appears to proceed slowly to

the...
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the iap*i tient basineea cwsuaity of Tslngtao, it la 
to be noted that uno of tn® spans of »n important 

railway bridge near Talngteo which hac been destroyed 

by the ùhlneae was repaired before th® end of Jwns»ry. 

Japanese retail shops on Tsingtao’s mln thoroughfare 

have been reopened end the steamship service of the 

Dairen Kleen Koiate, which hitherto operated an express 
line connecting baIren, Tslngtao and hunghnl wee 

resumed. ifo time wbb lost in œmneaoing the work of 

clearing the debris of the cotton mills. The finsnoiel 

burden imposed appeared to be the principal problem. 

Voder any circumstances the raising of several hundred 

million yen at one time for the reconstruction in 

Tsingtao of the great cotton spinning plant®, the re

building of a railway and the replacement of rolling 
atock, the need for now power generating mchinery, 

pumping mofllnery, of harbor facilities, for reopening 

the oofil nines and of assistance to taf- smiler shop

keepers would present difficulties, but considering 

the present state of Japan's financial structure and 

the present international attitude which can hardly 
be described as favorsbls to Japan, the task of economic 
reconstruction appears indeed formidable. Ths Japanese 
mills as well as fee smallest of shopkeepers require 
financial aid and have appealed to the Japanese Uovern- 
mnt tn ere fors

"OtibÀâd uf fàATIJU iÀlLUl «1 TolüG’fAÜ Ai»k 
Ftai QitahT Ü1 £^M. Tokyo, Feb. 2 - 

owners of the textile mills, destroyed at Taing- 
tso, asked ths Government for the grant of a 
low interest loan to rebuild their enterprises. 
The mill owners emphasised that they would en
sure thirty-three percent economy in reconstructing 

their..
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their by saving ta Tsingtao the lais
e^ulpmrit from Jap*n. - Neuter.*

■» ll&hr. -.i.ih j'silb
rto inclaent® of an untoward nature occurred follow

ing th® Japan®®# occupation of Tsingtao. The fra®tion 

of the Uhinese population notch regained, while natural

ly apprehenaiv®, on th® whole went «bout their daily 

pursuit®, *n<i there was soon observed the usual banter 

between th® Chinese vendor® «nd Japan®»® soldiers. 

!®port» w* heard that there tad been aoa» unpleasant 

oases involving Japanese wê lîhicwt wosmmi, but 

It was difficult to aseertaln td# truth w it la be

lieved that in general a satisfactory situstion prevail

ed with respect to the • isclpilne *md behavior of Japanese 

enlisted aen. There were no serious eumplulnt® with 

regard to high handedness on the part of the Jnp^neaa. 

for exemple, there was no failure on their part to pay 

for légitimité purchases of goods.

There appeared no interference with Chinee® pri

vate property at first, but toward th® end of the «oath 

it did appear that the Japanese fores® were increasingly 

talcing notion with raspect tu the property of former 

Chinese provincial and auuiloipal govoriMsent official®. 

« number of dwellings wore sealed by the Japanese.

*lth respect to th® persons and property of the 
foreign residents of Tsingtao th® Japwse authorities 

uppcar to lv«ve adapted a strict policy of endeavoring 

ti> avoid any incidents and up to th® end of January

m>.
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no iaoia«U of an important nature had been reported 
to th» several eonsulutes in Isingtuo. vn January 16, 
the Japumaa consulstw rieneral requested all foreign 
consulates in the city to furnish list* matting forth 
foreign j*nod propartian, particularly reuKieaaaa, with 
a view “to removing all possible causes of laisunder- 
sSanding with the residents of Third rowers". The 
attitude of the Japanese Consul General who La effect 
protested the transfer of the Hwa Hsing Cotton will 
(Chinese) to the China Securities Company, an «usericsn 
corporation, revealed a possible intention of the 
Japanese to scours reparation fur the doe trust ion of 
Japanese property through the confiscation of Chinese 
private property.*
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«. sino-g npimfto.. RoUUaaa
Military operations. fupan«ae offensive operation» dur- 

Lfe^ the aaontii were confined ta an attack upon the highly 

strategic city of Meushaw, nhioh lieu at the Junction of the 

lAHjghel end Tsinpu railways. The attack toot the fom of a 

sismltaheoua drive south I’ron Tsinan and north from iukow 

and was Aeaigued to effect the rapid capture of this strategic 

area by a pinocr-llkc sovwoent. Mo offensive operations were 

undertaken either from ücngcbow ar .4&u, th® Spences high 

oosnand apparently not «d. ah Ing to pénétres to further into cen

tral China or extend their llnca without destroying the 

atroüg Chinese defenses erector along. the Tunghai and Tslnpu 

railways.

Th© Japeaeae offeaaive south froo Tsinan st first Mt 

with
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wlth little apposition an-*, resulted in the capture in rapid 

aucoesslon of ?»ian on January 1st, Teiioiw>’<s «i>«e fifty 

■Alee further south on the 5th and the fall ?>f th® elty of 

‘raising, a point of str stag! a i^ortuns® in the defen •■ • &f 

Chines® positions erautxd Bsuehow, on January 10 th. At th® 

letter city the CMuese offorwd stubborn raslstHace for a 

few days but than rotx®.»tad fro» the town. Th® explanation 

ot th® Initial rapid J..panes® a^veno® «am th® Tainpu rail

way fror. Tsinan !« to be found In the precipltat® withdrawal 

of ueneml Esœ, Fu-ohu’a troops who sad* very llttl® effort 

to oppose ths Japanese «evens®. «heth®r his troops wore 

demrallred or whether as wan later charged by th® Military 

Council of th® Mationfti. Gov»ra«eat General Ban had ordered 

his troopa to withdraw In defiance of or<er* to resist the 

Japanese to th® last snn is not definitely isnown. However, 

(tetwrai JSftft was deprived of th® coar.-.and of hi# troupe, xent 

under art®at to Hankow, and e®urt-<?*ertilled an<3 shot, meh 

to the astonlshRWüt of «est people.

whatever the rssil reason 'for the execution of General 

gas, General Ghlang Kal-eheK is reported to have aede a de- 

t«r®in«d. effort to oh«ok the rapid Japanese advene® on 

Hauchow by placing General Han* a troops undor a naw ®o»:\oA 

und rushlag ra®»fore®a®at® late the swth^rn ban tun g are*. 

a# a result of thase dhange® ano »®w I»®®? disposition# th® 

Chinese com®ne«d to offer th® mat stubborn r«®i®taa®« «nd 

by th® sl-dl® of January had preatleelly brought th® J«pa- 

naee offensive to a standstill. Th® Chine®® were greatly 

aided by sever® winter weather whlah d«ee®ad«d upon th® bat

tle fronts in wutMrn hantung an« »erlou«ly hampered th®

12Z2£®fil
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uov^p-eiat by the i jajssjMis® of Lunvy &rti 11®ry, troops aîi.i sup*— 

plias. -..a thé fiioiïti. clojwd th® Jnpan^-s® colur.ua» attacking 

down th» Tsinpu railway wor® being h®14 along a line runnUig 

frea a paint about twenty-five miles wmwat of Talking, 

east to the railway, slightly northeast to hangyin and north 

to Tsingtao, and had boon forced to heavily reenfbree their 

units operating along thin front.

The Japanese offensive along the southern section of 

the Tsinpu railway mt with œtarong, sustained opposition but 

none the lean in its initial stages ®uoce«ded la forcing the 

Chinese bank slowly to the vloiaity of rengyung. At this 

point the strength yf th© Chines defensive positions in 

ownjunetion with the large nunber of reeuforoe&ents which 

were poured into thia area resulted in such stubborn Chinese 

resistance th,«,t the Japanese were foreed to atandon further 

frontal attacks. (3> Accordingly a parallel cclunn to the 

east, which had been advancing sianiltnneovsly up ths Grand 

Canal was charge-d with the taak of developing a flanking 

asovemnt with the object of turning the Chinese poaitlons 

at Fengyang, itingpu and along the Bwal hiver. Souever, this 

wvmest also progressed very slowly, the Chinese stubbornly 

contesting the operation, and as the math slowed Chinese 

poaltloue along thia front, although Bubjsct>d to hasty and 

oontinu^ua puaiahsaent frtm /^pennae artillery and planes, 

reaalnod Ln Chinese hands. (4). (See nap).

The Japanese hi^i ©ornant was forced, curing the latter 

part of the aontb, heavily to reenforce Japaaose units op

era ting or. the northern and southern Tsinpu front», appar-
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stly that the strength of Chinwee oppoaiti^n and
defence® asade the number of Japanese troop® aeeignad to 

capture Hmiehow innuf fl nient. the «nd of January ep- 

proxlaaxely one hundred and twenty thousand J««pmem troupe 

«ere engaged In the attaofc on Heuenow. Oj.peel ng Uuu wee

« Chinone foroe estimeted to number approximately two 

hundred and fifty thousand sea with probably another two 

hundred thousand In roearve. Military observer® iintioi- 

patos; that additional S:.pa»eMt reanforawionta in ©onjunetlon 

with the greet ynpaneBo superiority in araasiente would 

eventually overoory» Chinoise opposition and bring about a 

withdrawal from Hwehow.

.Pero 1b tent reports of mioeeaaful C4U.n«a« «ouater offen

sives la the «uhu end Kangehow areita were received during 

the month. It wan at first difficult to determine the «red' 

iblllty of these reporte but ïj»4*rlemie returning from whu 

and Meagetow «luring the latter part of y?sm&ry reported that 

these operations had been greatly exaggerated and Magnified 

by the ôhinese and that in point of faet they wore more in 
tha nature of guerrilla aotivitlea undertaken by mall 

banda of Chinese regulars and plain «lothoe'~mhu

la the Bangohow arsa, aeoordlug to Ir.foraxtlon obtained 

from on /mtriean aouroe, the OMnree «aâe oae attack la 

am strength on Hungs haw. Several hundred troops oroaaed

the Chien tang River on fanuary &&a& and euoeee^ed in gaining 

a foothold on the liaagehow aldo of the river. aunguinery 

fighting took plaeo for tw or three dey» whoa the Chiaeae 

were
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»ore forced to retire. ûthc-r Chiaoue op or ties a erouM 

h'.MMfoh'im were '.oMoribeC a» aporndlo attache on J..pan»oe out- 

poeta but fw of thoa© were ua<>crtekua la any strength.

In tn® buhu area l œg«r «ad battar e ulppcd bodice of 
Ofc*ace# guorrilla baao harracæc Jsuer® positions ehilo 
Chinaao plane», which becane aotivo again hvrla*. January, 

repeatedly baabec! Japanese ^oBltionc in one around vmhu and 

attackod J«panano naval vcoeels on the Tungtao River. Man- 

king wbb aiflo raided unco or twice by Chinese planes.
It w®# believed by loo*! salutary observoru that CUa- 

eec euari'llltt activities la the. auhu a&d ilasgcl&w area <mich 

were otvlouo.y dcBigaod to prevent further withdrawal» of 

Jupaacce troops fro» the area ®outh of the Xaagtso River far 
use on th® Tcliijnx front, were largely aucoesuful although It 

was reliably reported fr«a Kaagehow that aowe Japeaeae treapo 
were withdrawn fro» thut city during «Tammry.

Chinee® bandit® aM plain c. otfa* 3 wn wore ectlve Ln 

the Taihu Lake area and on aeverul oooanlons were ^nown to 

have attacked uud killed Japaaac® transport uolta, These 

guerrilla unit® &lao appeared in the rootwg p«xiinrmla near 

dhau^hui and in conae^enoe the Japanese wei’e forced to close 
the area anu undertake ^mopping up” operation».

Bailable reporte received during January indicated that 

the Japanese wore holding only the railways, Which have now 

been repaired an* are being u»e< for military purpo»eo, toA 

the laaln highway» enc that no et tonpt *«w being m«e to hole 

the hinterland. In conseQUonee an increase in banditry n»A 

guerrilla aetlvitie® npyoer» to be inevitable, which will sako
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the trcinapcrtation or tooth hirflmilt end hatercou»

Mid will probably aeoeaaltate tha MBMigHaent of a l^rg*r ncoB- 
bar of troops to th* protection ©f Unes of coMMBlaathw,

^Stlor. vl.e-^-yis _t.he Chiratsc ^uriti;s» CUstOsMt, 
i’hs Japaues® Govarajssent and îv>pra»entatlve» in Shanghai 

WRtlmmd to to» uneaaprmlelng in their attitude rogarein* 

U» CttBtcMMJ w«»tlos, insist! g that all m»aw oolUeted 

by th» Stoanghai Gueton» «sut b« deposited tn tb» Yokohma 

«•pool® i»aak. It was l«awd that ths S..paneae proposals 

include th* payment of a nota ©f fureijjB loan an<

indesmity obligati cm» and the ooat of oolleeting th* ouatoas 
moRW and that they ar* prepcred t® ^iv® consideration to 

the setting aside of a quota to sw»*t th» eost of th» In»p»o- 
torate General. It was further leuraad that it 1» their in

tention that any toalano» &t raven®» shall raaaln in the Yoko
hama 6p»»i» Mak in anticipation of th* organisation of a re

gional govern©»»! in th» Shanghai arsa.

It wan »oR«itf«r»0 ®xt.rs?^»iy doubtful whether ths Chins*» 

GovaraMsat would agro»' to th»a« proposal». The ropreaeata- 

tlves of th» various interested J^sr» likewise felt that th» 

proposal» were dietlastly unaatlafaetozy and wer» dioyoeed 
W eoatian» t© pres* for the deposit of revenues la a neutral 

bank. It seemd unlikely, however, that the lap»»»»» would 
yield cm the wmtioa of th® bank of deposit or agree to any 
other Important «odlfioatloa». further»©?"*, « plala intiaa- 
tion ;»»« renelvsd frtm th» Japaaea» Consul General that there 
was no intention of »ubnltW« >*• arrange®»»!» rea«h»d with
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Um Customs aut. orlties to th. inter a ted foreign represen

tatives before waking them effective. (&-2d).

In ootineetloa with th* CusUbb issue, General matsui 
«ado the interesting statement, during th« rum of an 

interview gracted to the (British) editor of OVLPÆT/w.. .if- 

/AIK. , that It ?ma Me original Intention to "take over the 

hejachel Cuetosa right away" but that he sequantly thought 

It better "to treat the question an »©r© moderate lines and 

to have th® matter talked over with the Ouatoms nuthoritiea 

on a sore eoneillatory basisw. General Matsui added "negib- 

tiatians have been going on, but it seen* to a* that they 

are taking too aueh tlao, aa£ If a©, I »ay have to revert 

to my original attitude"• General ItaVui also indicated 

that it 1» the intention of the /apsnese to support whatev

er Chinese regia* is established ia thia area frcm the rev

enues of the vhenttehi Gustcms.
Thw uhanAhai Custoæv authorities continued to have lit

tle if any eontrsl over the entry of Japanese vessels, 

feaggag© en': goods Into heniihai. with only one or two ex

ception» Japan*** vessel* paid no tonnage dues while the 

passengers; and goods carried by auah vessels were not sub* 
Mtted to Cuatoaa procedure* avid eno® also aeeumlated

during the month that quantities of Jupaaeae goods meh ae 
sugar, rayon, paper, hardware and provisions ^ere being 

sold in /.hanghel at prises clearly int’lost Ing that n© duty 
had been paid. BUrtheiwr®, Cuctoas inspectors (even those 

of Japanese nationality) were denied assess to all yeyaasso 

wharves and were therefore unable to tarry out their regular 

dutiful
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ù.-;atwl -jf ue Uadia . .«rvice. 'She 
growlfig liapatieaoe f® st toy tto® Japanese

at th® issp&sfe® which ix&d Wen reached by th® «ru at Ueoeæ- 

b«r regar.. Ing the aontr>l and ©ye ration of tW Chineco Gov- 

anwumt aarvloo ronultad la tte Jopaneae inking over 

ccatrol an January 3rd, It m intlanted at the imw« time 

that th® îspeiBaat» proposed to wstabliwb a oanaorship of 

awaits and to taka charge of all revenues. (Mb). 8f- 

forte feed® to induce th® to U> th® deposit

of revenue» In a neutral bank proved ucaueoesaful nor would 

the Japanese give further co aside mtloa to a pr^fweel to 

which originally they had bm not opposed but to which 

the representative of the H. 0. a. Cosesaml cation®, Inc., 

had refused to agree, namely, control of the Chinese Oov- 

«Mwnt Radio .dainiliration by a ooamittee representative 

of the interested foreign radio eojapanXsa. however, it 

«a» stated to ee by the Japaaoae Consul General and also 
announced by a /spaneee ^abassy cpokeaœan that the «Tapa- 

neae autborltlee would, reepeet the traffic agreeinoate *>a- 

eluded between the vnrlcma foreign radio companies and the 

Chinee® Ministry of Co.ssmnlc«tl<.>na end that they would al- 

ao resp«et financial Intoreeta of a. C. .4, Ctemunl oat ions. 

Ins., in the Chinese Gevenuent Radio Administra tian.
as anticipated the Chinese staff of the Chinese Gov- 

emnant Radio Administration walked out following the 7aya» 

neec action la taking over the service. (14). Mowowor,

IM
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th* Japanese eontimied to nnlntaln the serviow whieh at 

rira?, «a anti wly ap«rat*â via Tokyo. aubaetjuantly, 

however, tiw» Jftpena.w <rç»en*<l up a oiroult through Manila. 

(86).

q^oorWH-af, ?rsss. and. Gjggam4aX...M08g^»a..., ^ly 

In Jwntwry th.cs « .pan<ï«n*» e<Wi»need a oansorshiy &f press 
^asBugas. -’"t unaounead by a spc^esK»» for th« Jajiwneea 

Æabasay tiv-t snob oaaaorahlp would be *opan* or in other 

words that. tha atmdors of «causagos whiah ware alther stopped 
or partially censored would bw notified. On the whole th* 

aystea as enforced by the Japanese wrkod fsrlly antisfuetor- 

lly àud no formai ©ossplMnts war® raoelwd fr<m ^vsrioïOi 

prasa representatives. Btowsver, n Mrltlsh «orrsspondent 

involved with the Jupafiase censors over a mseag® 

us filed for taapatoh oor»«®rtiiii< Japansaa atrooitins 1a 

llnxiking mid elaawhara. Ths Mssa<m« was stoppad and th* 

ear respondent invited to tall on th* ^np«ui*M« military au

thorities for a ..iscuKdion of the matter. Thia invitation 

th® Gorraspondant danllnad. referred tlie matter t© tha 

British aàsbaH«y whlali it la understood was requested and 

did »itka represantatlona to th* f^anss* authorities through 

tha British Consul Geaaral. fiowever. It appeared to b* 

the failing of th» auijorlty of foreign oorrenpoAdants that 
oansorthip of press massagaa by the «Tapaneae waa inavltabl* 
and that it was politla on their part to maha the bast of 

It.

On Jnnuazy Wth the Japaaase announead that aameraiel 
aesangaa in soda would bo outcast to oenaorship ®aê outlined
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ft y roc» If yut lut--? • «fi’eot Mould havtt ualnyafi

«.©«ait^ea dtid ulrcd t^e» s*iseloj-ur^ wf their contenta. 

■ufflslai pratttsts wnrsi iraradlate’-.y by both the .aw«r- 

Icftn ,,nd i'-i’ltlwh i? mauler r.-.yj t> the 4span*ft*

Cf.u-!.l •J.;n.sra). who -tfin eù r,r^»•» ti.a rl„ht ••»f the

«îwpiiïV".u* to «wiü.'-r tecr^ttreiftl e-A« o-^ûfl not b<* «4-

t/««. «Mer nonnor ftr',*«u-gt«d with the nahl* 

aos jiaalae to folio* Uv» ;-roo«dt*r«t f? marly in fora® un-..ar 

• ; •■: ju-w ««r^ûrhiy, nwoly, tuo H<wç.'tan«® <xnd (Uintah of 

cù-';?»;'. aom^rci^.; b^nrlny. • forvl^i 'uiul^r h*<1

ox in th* of hanks or 1ax\î«* firr-ia having mam» a*sa-

th® ;la«iU4 on f:J.® of n eon»v.u*r Utt-/ atut< ng that, 

•.he rim» 1j: •’ûortlüft had da«l-.r«e they woul.; not 

ciilitory or ^aXitlsnl 1 a .To mat ion in t'noir oodoh «.-loeftago». 

US).

•gf ^.variai ^:.’.ri.f£-re.uau » The ooave.dng af an I»? ar Lal

üoafflrMtoo at Tokyo on /umtory lith •*»« a -.anstar of nuch. 

outletondlng i.My0rtftïs®o • only four ti»«a yrefvLoudly in th* 

history of ^gjjan has woh a aohfarftnca tenon oajUod ~ that 

th® KKHMatotia gnelAlona wMoh it m* «oulA h» rftMh

®d wer® awnltefl in hh«nij..tti with, both latsrofet and ajjprolwm- 

slon.
It waft ntwrsv. loefilly - n m-.-or mthMtq'umU.y «oafirmâ 

by an official iijauefl by th* y&panoft* liinlntar
for forftign Affairs - that nerWn :w»a* t»r»a had boon ?ro- 

poaftâ to Oonarai Chiang ILai-fihak through th* Sanaan .-jobassa- 

cor t-> Chinn and that th® daaisione reaoMd th® Imperial 
Oonforaaea would, flamand in large manure upon Stnaml

GMan<S
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Chiang*» rftply. Th® etc toss® At issued by the ;^nWM Govera- 
sMœt on jr<muery Htt out J tning th® decisione r**eh®d *nd th® 

xuture pel lay of JfïtjpaTi - impelled any hope of th® speedy ter* 

ffitiwatlan of ho»t!.Utien.

Th® denla.ion t© sever relation® with the Kutian*ù govern* 

•sent wa® felt locally t« be of no great e.'ASnquexta®, Bovever 

tj.« stated dcterainetlon to .pursue the military oaspaigH was 

s ttrttorr ef ®©aeem to finnt»<da„ and lualness ci role® m 

fcangMti ah© fear protracted hestilitias will bring seven 

««©acndo diatreso if not dl»8»tar ta foreigners Chi news

ftll.xe. There was général relief )«» waver that there wa-. no 

foraal declaration of war.

<Th;/Hîw^ >.r?t?ri»rtal?uü LAffloulty in àsVa>ll«"ùJ.r.g . atls- 

featarr Chinera .Ln ..ffentrftl China.» The ao-oall®»#.

-ay’’ 3ovawM®ut of th® Xluniaipality of /«har^ni 

tablfsiwrt la Pootung in Deeemher, «ontinHeâ to fun®tian in 

th® ares.® nrounfi Shertgh*d hut there were no tnôiention® that 

it Wi>uld develop into nn importent Chinese gpvowing body 

meh m thïî «r^&neee greatly desire to »»» established in 

tSLs region» On the eontrery mklnfel® reyorte eireulnting 

in looftl Chine®® circles indicatad thet th® "Greet way* 

-3©v«rsme»nt was rapidly dcganoratlng and that its SM«h®rs 

wr» solely interested in the eel® ©f oplua and extortien 
froa the Chinese population» In these activities, it was 

said, acaber* ©f th® ’’Great way" Government received ®n- 
milra.;.,«ment Treat venal JayaneM soldi®ra, sailors end potty 
nfrisers.

Two «moolied Chinese cl lisons asmeiutions were inaug-
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urutad during th» axmth * one lei Manto® end the other in Hong» 

kw. (87). Both these organ!nation» ar« ontensibLy concern» 
«4tb such cosnaadabla activitieo as aasLatlf.g Chinese to

return V> their hoæa Lu those cistrlot® «nd rosusting their 

foraer occupations. otuuXly it is ssald tht.t the©» Japtmaso 

controlled or^smigutlonu, particularly the ahungmi Ci tisons 

. .saocintion, uro anoh Moro inter Med in the op lue?. bualneoo 

‘ind la collecting m»1»#Lom trot» Cblueuc deal ring to ruew 

goods or personal bolosglnga.

It is reported in wall infonwâ circles in dhanghui that 

the sore Inportsnt J-.panfcr.e ailitury and diploatatio officiels 

tre by no acinus ontisfied with tho OULnose nrga,nii.»tiox:s »hlch 

hax<e bison oattihllfihoÆ- hare sac th&t they ûoclr® to see a Chin

ese rcgiuc inaugurated composed of capable and repraaentutive 

'.‘hlnt^o. This d«î ire «ua plainly indicatad during the course 

of eu intorvlou grjintad to the ©dltoi* of Grlantul if fairs by 

honorai Ho tout «ho ul®o intirauted tiut tho Jupon» so ■expected 

to support such, u rogi&e free the .•liungJjui on stone revenues.

J^panea* efforts to sot up such a regime have thus far 

Mt ulth Little suaccao. ituwrs of the participation of proc 

Lwat Chinese circulate freely. It wue ruaorod for Lnotunca 

thnt the vouerable Tang ~hao»yi wua to head a Chinese reglue 

for the central Chiun area inclwluij Hanking but thin report 

wu innied by Mr. fw»g. In short fe® if any prominent end 

capable Chine»» arc believed to have o d#air® to oerve in a 

•âpunfôsï» controlled puppet organisation. 'Furthermore, the 

«• ntinuntion of note of terrorise against Chinese alleged to 

be aonnectod with or giving support to any of there Japofieso

~.W*.F££
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Report Fo. 40
Japan
February IS, liS8

1000 - vlatiox;
1005 - .peratlone

Japanese ? aval ^viatic# .^ctivitiss

<.uro« ilroe fisse ■ g.'Cuite ..^-aarks
2 &i.a 3 tesruary .otlvitios

ho activities reporteu these Says.

4 February ctivitles
Hongkong
uomei Canton 0650 & aquadroxis Japanese bombed

,<ihaapoa, Canton-howloon d.a., Jhekhing, bhaopang, Hankow- 
Canton K.H., and the Chines® airport at akluxi. ore than 
ten :«t tacks were aade.

5 and 6 February ctivities 

ho activities reported these days.

Tdchiniehi I ehang 1 squadron bombed both
localities.

7 February activities
Keuters 
aahl- 
Tokyo

Peugpu(...mshwel . rov.i 1257 7 Chinese planes bombed
(Thral River Japanese positions. Foreign pilots

were used oonpletsly.
Tsingtao 

jomel Jlhohao 1 squadron Japanese fleet 
..'hibkiuso planes baubed both towns. 
(50 alias southwest of Tsingtao)

8 February activities

Tokyo 
,. roes

Hankow Daabed

.ikanghai 
Doaei

Left bank Hwni River ' p.æ.. 1 squadron Japanese boabec
(w-nshwei irov. near xungpu} Chinese positions.

Taingtao 
jJojael

Jlhohao 1 squadron Japanese fleet
♦hiiikiuso planes boaibed Military cot

centrations & both towns 
were burning.

Shanghai Hankow

9 February Activities
i-engpu «engpu 1300 11 Chinese heavy bcnbwrs war
•iXwael (Tientsin-; ukow a.R.) repulsed by a.à, gunfire with no

damage to Japanese.
ShanghaiCornel Changsha (Hunan Frov.) p.m. 2 squadrons Japanese bombers 

attacked airport and destroyed 4 
planes on the ground. They were net 
by heavy AUU fire

Shanghai
Doaei rklenowhsien 1 squadron Japanese bombers

iuoheng attacked airports in each
(Both central Fukien rrov.) town*
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CuNHDEhinA>.

10 February <*ctivltl®s

•ouree
«* & *•

. lace . c.of units .iaaarka
'J ■ebruary ctivitiea (Continued)

j>aai4ghai
. ;cr.iel Ichang 1*30 1 squadron «Japanese baabers

(Hupeh rovtn©ej attacked airport destroying five
planes, £ ïwig&rs, 4 mîxdlngs and 
one oil tank.

^haxighai
ankaw 1S30’ 1 squadron Japanese bexubers

attacked airport destroying 3 plaaea 
and barracks.

Shanghai 
.•xræl '.anyang .«me squadron boshed arsenal

(Honan rovinco) and two factories. 1 Chinese Hawk
shot down.

lianghnl 
uostei Canton. 1 squadron Japanese bombers

attacked motor wade ana military 
freight trains.

shanghai; The Lavy press relsascd the following report on oaublng 
attacks made this date by the navy:

HsianyiUig ~ Hupei zxvvine®
Manyang - Honan Province 
Changsha - Hunan frovine© 
Chien-on) . Fukien irovince uaheiig )
... aching - Anwhel Province

.t "slangyang 20 oviet type planes were met and 
8 ’were shot down.

Hongkong The following is reported of the condition» at Canton: 
F’œaei 1. Apparent order ia restored but ’unrest continues.

2. rasrta of the garrisons of the occa Tigris forts have 
stopped, transportation of munitions to Canton from 
Rong Jeong.

3. Bandits interfere with transportation at iolonslen.
4. Due to Japanese air raids and su versive activities 

transportation is impossible between Cantor: and laa.sh<l
5. Chiang has ordered that supplies imst corn through.
6. lull way damage consists cf the destruction ofs IS

railway stations, 5 bridges, 21 buildings, damaged, 
right of way at 203 points, 6 loeesaotives imaged, 
and 818$ ties dsmaged, total estimated cash loss of 
233,770 yuan.

H February activities
Shanghai 
Dowel

«uchang p.a. 1 squadron bombed Military 
Asadeay*

12 February Activities
Fengyaag 1-engpu U3S 8 Chinese heavy bombers

Dome! attacked the city.
iuhuaikuan 1830 8 Chinese heavy bombers at

tacked the city*
Fengyang 1830 8 Chinees heavy bombers 

attacked ths city.
/
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. J _ tulHtiÜthi'-V

/aorco lace 'j.of .-xiits ^jgagrks
12 February tctivltles (ikmtlnued;

.îsitigtzo 1 aquudjpvn. of Japanese
(Kiangs! irovinoe; bo-abed military establishments.

13 xebruary Activities
'.hanghai 
.one! Canton- auicov &.R. B squaàrouô. dornbed atYiiqjtak, tranks ma bridge

14 February .■otivitiae
-hanghal Canton- anwow rt.îï.
..«iahirtiôhl between Yingtak and Canton s squadrons. .lesvily 

bombed.
Chinese nwaition Junks io abed.
Kotor Hoads In <*ikong and Tongkong 
district» Boabod.

.New York Chengchow noon Bombed.
Telephone and telegraph comuni ent ions between Hankow 
and Chengchow were broken. 50C casulaties, 700 houses 
burned end destroyed, and £ Locomotives destroyed.

16 end 16 February Activities
*,o activities reported these dates.

17 February activities
i-sngpu 
jonel

linhalkwan (IB -ailes south 1130 
of tengpu on. Tlentgin- 
Fukow R.rt.)

4 Chinese bombers 
attacked Japanese forcer 
and 2 were shot down by 
Japanese aircraft.

$ < < <

The following notes on Japanese Faval and Cbin®«e aviation 
activities are compiled from Chinese press sources.

1 February activities
Canton
North China
Herald.

.hejapon. Fifteen Japanese planes bcabed this locality 
in. the isofct severe attack of weeks.

Kiugpo
K «China
Herald

Blngpo 1MÛ 1 squadron Japanese bombed,
destroying h.k. station, daises, a 
aoetlcn of trucks and 10 people.

Hankow 
K.China 
Herald

* February Activities
Hankow 6ÔSÔ I Japanese ba&ars did not

attack when not by 10 Chinese 
f inters •

Shanghai 
h. China 
1er»Id

3 February •ctlviUos 
Canton Canton-Hankow &.R. cut in three places

’UtNT ’rapac*8e **J’abin«» attack.
raftlla 
TT.China 
Herald

Aaey a.a. to lioO. Three Japanese planes boabed .
consistently duM^g this period,dropping 
7 raids killiae_>>neo»la^iirtwoliaee station was «ai» °
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ilaee

-4- bCNFiDEfci'.,-
Wa» Ko.of units iigaarlts 

4 istauaxy ctlvltiee

Macao
North China 
Herald

Lanohow Island 0915 
Ona Japanese plans fell 
sM.am.lns ashore to I'JLmu

3oai bed.
Into the sea, the crew 
Island.

NXTKs Ths Chinese report that ths th.’, «si an pursuit plunes are 
sMd tc ba the fastest uf the type uf either forcej the 
Russian boaters have been effective particularly In res
toring ths morale of the Chines© and the Gloucester Gladi
ator fighter» very desirable du® tc their fast cliab.

LONFiDENTJA?
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG **y ; < j f?9i5^th marines

-—■*" ”** - March 21, 1938-<D j
Rec’c 10:15 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN) 
OPNAV

INFO: AI.ÏCON SHANGHAI 
C0I.1SU3R0N FIVE 
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMÏANGPAT '
COMSOPAT ■'
ALAMBASSADOil CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8621, Heavy fighting in progress northern Tsinpu 

front at Hanchwang intersection of Tsinpu Railway and 

Grand Canal 24 miles north Hsuchowfu. Chinese claim 

making counter offensive effort Pengpu sector. 1916
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